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ingle volume—LIFE brings you THE
EA, as your introduction to the LIFE
ilature Library.

1 To bring you this book, LIFE mobil-

fed skilled teams of writers, photograph-
rs, artists and researchers. They have
Produced a virtual encyclopedia of the

i;a.

It is so accurate and clearly written

: has been adopted for use in thousands

f classrooms from grade school to col-

i;ge. So fascinating that, of 750,000
'imerican families who asked merely to

7ok at THE SEA, more than 720,000
ecided to keep it.

and 35,000 words of text, you join in

great scientific adventures of our time.

You board the bathyscaph Trieste and
plunge into the blackness of the deepest-

known trench, seven miles below sea

level. You join in mapping the longest

known mountain range in the world-
40,000 miles, and entirely under water.

You catch a giant fish thought to be ex-

tinct for 50 million years. You examine
the larva of an eel-like creature whose
adult form no human has yet seen, but
which may be 90 feet long. You take part

in an exciting hunt for clues to the ori-

gins of life itself — in the sediment that

blankets the ocean bottom. (In some
places it is 2Vi miles thick and may have

lain undisturbed for billions of years.)

Obviously so vast and exciting a book
cannot be adequately described here. So
we invite you to borrow a copy from us

for 10 days. Then if you wish you may
return it and owe nothing. Or you may
own it for much less than such an expen-

sively printed and handsomely bound
book would ordinarily cost. Thanks to

TIME-LIFE'S vast facilities and large

print orders, you pay only $3.95 (plus

shipping and handling). Then you will be

entitled to receive another volume of the

LIFE Nature Library for free examina-

tion every 2 months. But you make no
commitments, promise to buy nothing.

And you may cancel this arrangement

any time you wish. To examine the first

volume, simply mail order form at right.
Through its 192 colorful photographs,

aintings, maps, drawings, and charts.

More than 1,500,000 families have already ordered

volumes from the BH] Nature Library

\mong other volumes in the

IT33 Nature Library,

ill of them packed with

'ull-color illustrations:

Actual size

8Vj" X 11".

190 pages.
192 photos,

paintings,

drawings,

charts,

(68 in

full color.)

Please enroll me as a subscriber to the
LIFE NATURE LIBRARY and send me
Volume I (THE SEA) for a 10-day Trial

Examination. It, at the end of that time, I

decide not to continue the series, I will

return the book, canceling my subscription.

If I keep the book, I will pay $3.95 (plus

shipping and handling). I understand that

future volumes will be issued on approval
at two-month intervals, at the same price

of $3.95. The 10-day Free Examination
privilege applies to all volumes in the
LIBRARY, and I may cancel my subscrip-

tion at any time.

Name_

(Please include Zone or Zip Code No.
if known)

Schools and Libraries:

Address orders to Silver Burdett Co.
Morristown, New Jersey.
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Malvina Reynolds received her

Ph.D. in English from the University

of California at Berkeley in 1939.

Since that time she has composed
and recorded numerous songs, the

lyrics of which are generally social

critiques combining humor, indig-

nation, and irony. She has written

three books of songs, Little Boxes
and Other Handmade Songs, Muse
of Parker Street, and a children's

songbook, Tweedles and Foodies

for Young Noodles, selections of

which have been recorded in an al-

bum by Columbia Records. In addi-

tion to her affiliations with the

American Federation of Musicians

and the American Society of Com-
posers, Authors and Publishers, she

belongs to the Sierra Club and the

Wilderness Society.

Arnold Ross of The American
Museum of Natural History's De-

partment of Living Invertebrates

steps out of his usual role as a stu-

dent of mollusks, crustaceans, and
echinids of the Quaternary to bring

the readers of Natural History an

article based on his avocation-
stamps. Ross has done an extensive

monograph on the deep-sea barna-

cles of Antarctica and is affiliated

with such professional societies as

the American Institute of Biological

Sciences and the Paleontological So-

ciety of America.

Robert Jastrow is concerned
with the infinite—the infinitely small,

as when he analyzed experiments on

the scattering of protons by protons

at high energies, and the infinitely

large, illustrated by his investiga-

tions of the upper atmosphere and

the creation of the universe itself.

Now the Director of the Institute for

Space Studies, an office of NASA's
Goddard Space Flight Center in New
York City, he is also Adjunct Profes-

sor of Geophysics at Columbia Uni-

versity. Dr. Jastrow, who received

his Ph.D. from Columbia in 1948,

has a deep interest in the science

education of young people and

serves as Chairman of the Junior

High School Science Curriculum of

the American Association for the

Advancement of Science. Jastrow is

author of the 1967 Harper & Row
book Red Giants and While Dwarfs.

David W. Kirtley worked for

thirteen years as a petroleum geolo-

gist after graduating in 1950 from

Phillips University in Enid, Okla-

homa. Then, after two years as a

high school teacher, he returned to

finish his M.S. at Florida State.

Presently he is a predoctoral intern

at the Smithsonian Institution and

has been conducting extensive re-

search on worm reefs along the

coasts of the Western Hemisphere,

work that has been supported in part

by the Society of Sigma Xi.

French-born Patrick Menget
came to the doctoral program at

Harvard University from the Uni-

versity of Paris where he holds the

Licence es Lettres with honors and
a Diplome in that school's Political

Institute. His primary interest is in

the anthropology of South America,

particularly in the societies of cen-

tral Brazil. At Harvard he has been

a Teaching Fellow in the Department
of Social Relations and in the

Department of Anthropology. Cur-

rently in Brazil doing field work
supported by the Harvard Chiapas
Project under the direction of Dr.

Evon Z. Vogt, Menget has two manu-
scripts in preparation, which provide

further insights into the customs of

the Chamula: Chamula Shamanism
and Chamula Death Ritual: Struc-

tural Analysis.

Nancy Modiano has chosen to

study the developing child in an edu-

cational framework, and has done so

in some detail in this country and in

Mexico. Between 1959 and 1963 she

,

taught fifth-graders at the American
School in Mexico City, taught edu-

cation at Mexico City College, then

became Research Assistant in Child

Development to Dr. Erich Fromm at

Cuernavaca. Dr. Modiano (New
York University, '66

1 is active as a

consultant to several New Jersey and
New York school districts and to

New York City's Project Head Start.

Her article "A Chamula Life"' has a

lyrical quality that is rare in educa-

tional reporting.
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The highway is laid as smooth

as glass

For miles and miles and the

cars can pass.

But the ant and the bee and
the bush and the tree

Whose home it was are now
exiles.

And the cars rush by for miles

and miles.

To find a place where they

can see

A plant, a bush, and a blade
of grass.

And a ladybug, and a bee.*

Of the 270-ocld miles of shoreline

of San Francisco's great bay, some
—not much, but some—is still in its

natural state: grassy or lightly

wooded hills leading down to a rocky

border; marsh and tidelands green

with reeds and salt grass, still alive

with sea and shore birds and the in-

finite smaller creatures who popu-
late such places. And if you wanted
to see something like this, you might
take a thirty-mile drive along the

bay's northern shore—say on High-
way 37—between Vallejo and San
Rafael, with no towns between. If

you'd been there before, a few years

ago, you would remember a long

stretch of secondary road a few feet

above tideland level, with open marsh
or farmland on both sides and the

bay itself stretching to the south.

But now on that route you would
find no bay, no marshes, not even
farms for miles beyond Vallejo. Just

the usual decorations of the modern
highway—auto junkyards, hambur-
ger stands, motels, small factories,

billboards, gas stations—and the bay
not even in sight. So you might take

one of the unnamed roads that heads
south to where the bay should be,

and you could find yourself in the

enormous grounds of the Kaiser

Steel plant. Driving into the grounds

•From "The Hiehway," words ond music by Malvina
Reynolds. Copyright © 1965 by Schroder Music Co.,
ASCAP.

you'd go over a bumpy road through
an expanse of raw ocher earth, with
a lonely bunch of reeds in a small

pool at a culvert showing what had
been here before the steel mill took
over. As far as the eye can see, lines

of flatcars on the spur track carry

monster steel pipe probably destined

to provide drainage for the new high-

ways that are being laid everywhere
you look.

This isn't what you were looking

for, so you bump back on the branch
road to 37, into the roaring raceway
of cars, heading westward again. It is

ten miles or more before you finally

reach open fields and then the

marshes, with reeds and salt grass

and, for the first time this trip, the

cool wind that blows from the bay
and across the flats.

After a while you want to stop,

but it isn't easy to turn off, with the

heavy traffic averaging 50 miles an
hour, and some people might wonder
why anyone would want to stop here

anyway. No garage, no hot dogs, no
bar—the cars all tearing by, headed
some place. But it happens there are

white herons feeding not far from
the road, and you hope to get them
with your camera. They have be-

come accustomed to the heavy trucks

roaring by and the endless line of

cars. But you have to come up easy

with the camera—they are not accus-

tomed to people on foot.

Seventy miles of wind and spray.

Seventy miles of water.

Seventy miles of open bay

—

It's a garbage dump.f

I wrote the song "Seventy Miles" in

March of 1965. For me, it marks the

first time I became sharply aware of

what was happening to San Francisco

Bay—my bay, everybody's bay.

tFrom "Seventy Miles." words by Malvina Reynolds,
music by Peter Sceecr, Copyright © 1965 by Abigail
Music Co., (BMl).

In a way, San Francisco, port to

the coast trade and the Orient, take-

off point of the gold rush of the

1850's, commercial center of the

mineral and agricultural wealth of

the state, is everybody's city. Will

Irwin's The City That Was, a little

"requiem of old San Francisco,"

written in 1906, three days after the

great earthquake and fire, opens with

a quote from one Willie Britt, "I'd

rather be a busted lamp post on Bat-

tery Street, San Francisco, than the

Waldorf-Astoria." And Irwin him-
self describes the city of those days
as "The gayest, lightest hearted, most
pleasure loving city of the western

continent." Fifty years later, Joseph
Henry Jackson, book reviewer of the

San Francisco Chronicle, opens his

booklet tribute My San Francisco

saying, "San Francisco is a great

and greatly loved city."



^Ntalvina Reynolds

Songs are written about San Fran-

cisco in every generation; visitors

who come here go back home to pack

their belongings and get out here to

live. Whether they came with the

covered wagons, with the railroads,

with the gold-rush pioneers; as

servicemen in many wars, as workers

in war industries, or just as summer

tourists running away from the

muggy heat of other parts of the

country—they settled here at last.

Areas around the metropolises of the

West Coast are among the fastest

growing communities in the world.

And even if they don't get here to

live, if they have only visited or if

San Francisco is only a name to

them, they feel a sense of identity

with this city ; it is part of the roman-

tic tradition of America and the

West. But I was born here. Grand-

parents on my mother's side were

A ship (Irjt) wends its way

toward the Golden Gate and the bay,

where the process of landfill

(above) threatens destruction oj

San Francisco's scenic harbor.

pioneers who left Lithuania in the

70's and, rejecting the East Coast,

came directly to San Francisco. My
father came alone from Budapest

when he was fourteen. I was born

south of Market Street in San Fran-

cisco—now an area of small indus-

tries and wholesale houses, but then

a respectable lower-class section of

wooden railroad flats, a few of them

still standing among the warehouses

and plants. I have lived in this city

or near it most of my life. As the say-

ing goes in this town, "Why should

I go anywhere? I'm here already.'

The bay and the hills around it are

part of my natural environment, as

they are of most of the three million

who now inhabit the bay counties.

Until about 1965, I had taken this

great inland sea for granted. But all

the time, it was being edged in on.

One of the maps in the office of

the San Francisco Bay Conservation

and Development Commission is a

colored layout of the bay area show-

ing the landfills that have been made

since 1860. By 1900, when I came on

the scene, the three coves that had

sheltered sailing ships on the eastern

side of San Francisco peninsula had

been largely filled and built over.

Later, while earning my degrees—and

learning how to have fun—at the

university in Berkeley, agents for

farm land were filling about twenty

square miles of mud flats and marsh

in the northeastern arm of the bay;

and under my eyes, as I crossed back

and forth on the new transbay

bridge, a whole new island had been

laid in the shallows next to Yerba

Buena Island, to accommodate first

a world's fair, and then a Navy base.

Some square miles on the eastern

shore, south of Oakland, had also

been filled.

In 1940, my husband Bud, a con-

struction worker, was up to his ankles

in mud, working on the shipyards

that would be part of a continuing

extension of the town of Richmond,

j utting out from the bay's east shore.

In 1942 and 1943 he worked on the

Oakland Naval Base, which, with the

adjacent Alameda Naval Air Station,

thrust fill and docks for a mile or

more into the bay alongside the East

Bay bridge approach. At the same

time the San Francisco airport, built

on fill at the south end of the bay,

was granted an extension of sub-

merged lands. Ten years later, 7,000

acres of tideland would be granted to

Oakland for its airfield. Two beau-

tiful small bays on the northwest

shore, in Marin County, had been

converted from jewels reflecting

Mount Tamalpais and the wooded



foothills into flat, dirt-filled areas

with a few buildings for decoration.

Free fill supplied by the Army
Engineers from the dredging of the

bay bottom was part of the material

used to make these continual fills.

More came from hills that were being

leveled for factories and housing

sites. The most offensive was gar-

bage. At this writing, the city of San

Francisco still dumps its tremendous

daily load of garbage into the south-

ern end of the bay, in spite of a

valiant fight by people of the city of

Brisbane, on the face of San Bruno

Mountain and overlooking the flats,

against the offense in their front

yard. There are more than thirty

refuse disposal sites in and at the

edge of San Francisco Bay, from

Martinez and Pittsburg on the north-

eastern arm to Palo Alto and Alviso

at the south. And the discharge

points for sewage and other fluid

wastes, domestic and industrial, are

about three times as many.

Because the mountain formations

of the West Coast run generally north

and south, there are very few good

harbors on the Pacific. San Francisco

Bay is the largest and finest south of

Puget Sound, a water area at mean
high tide of more than 435 square

miles, almost completely protected

from the sea except for the strait on

the west called the Golden Gate. The
bay itself lies in what was a long val-

ley, extending north and south. Into

its northern arm empty two big

rivers of the Central Valley—the

Sacramento, flowing south, and the

San Joaquin, flowing north.

More than 400 square miles of

open water. But when California

was admitted to the union, before

any "sanitary landfill" had been

dumped into the bay, its area was

more like 700 square miles. If you

tell the average San Franciscan that

the bay is one-third smaller than it

was when discovered, he will be

startled. And if you tefl him that a

good deal of the rest of the bay—and
I am talking of water-filled bay as

far out as the deepwater boating

channels— is city, count)', state, or

privately owned real estate, marked

into lots and changing hands at ever

rising prices, he will question your

sanity. But it's true. Mel Scott, Re-

the picture hasnt changed

there's stHI nothing
likeaLEICA
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search City Planner commissioned in

1963 by the Institute of Govern-

mental Studies of the University of

California at Berkeley to do a study

on the future of San Francisco Bay,

tells of the ownership of these sub-

merged tide and water lots in the

bay: "Almost the entire waterfront

of Sausalito has been consolidated

by a single syndicate. Just seven

owners now control the submerged

properties in Corte Madera Bay,

among them the Marin Title Guaran-

tee Company, the Utah Construction

and Mining Company, the Wells

Fargo Bank and the City Title Com-
pany. . . . On the eastern side of the

bay the Santa Fe railroad has title

to almost all the privately held tide

and submerged lands from Rich-

mond to Oakland, and in Richmond
alone it o^vns 1,156.13 acres. The
Standard Oil Company possesses

more than a thousand acres of oU-

shore properties in Richmond, and

claims title to another 640 acres."

And so on and on. I sat on the deck

of my friends' pleasure boat in the

Sausalito Yacht Harbor on a pleasant

Sunday afternoon, and they pointed

to a section of the bay. far from
shore, where yachts and trimarans

were sailing by. "A lot out there,"

they said, "just changed hands at a

price of $600,000."

"For eleven decades," says Scott,

"the state government has tended to

regard the bay as property rather

than as a great natural resource to

be safeguarded." While the state

still owns the greater part of the

northern arms of the bay—Suisun
and San Pablo bays— it is in posses-

sion of less than half of the main
body of the bay.

This process of local and private

occupation of underwater real estate

and tidelands began even before

California became a state, with an

edict issued in 1847 by Brigadier

General Stephen W. Kearney, mili-

tary governor of the territory, for the

sale of submerged lands in Yerba
Buena Cove at public auction—"pro-
ceeds for the benefit of the town."

The cove exists no longer, but is filled

from Montgomery Street, San Fran-

cisco's Wall Street, to the Embarca-
dero. the wide avenue along the

bayside docks. It now supports a

sizable part of the downtown city.

They say the filling process began,

perforce, when ships of the '49 Argo-

nauts were abandoned in the cove,

a whole fleet that had come around
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the Horn and anchored there—the

first no-deposit, no-return throw-

aways in the state's history. Some of

them sank and are part of the under-

lay of tremendous office buildings;

others were used as temporary dwell-

ings and business places in the ex-

ploding town of the mid-century, and

the area around them was filled for

foot and carriage passage. The ship

Apollo became a saloon; the brig

Eiiphemia served as a prison ship.

At any rate, the process of private

ownership of the bay was made of-

ficial by the Army officer who is gen-

erally forgotten even by those who
use busy downtown Kearney Street,

which is named for him. And the

process has continued under con-

fused authority, until we have the

situation described by Mr. Scott,

with much of the bay now in title

deeds. The agencies trying to hold

the line against filling of the bay have

to battle these holdings, foot by foot.

At first thought, to a tenderfoot

like me. much of the bav would seem

to be of questionable value in its

native state. A good deal of it is

quite shallow even at high tide, and

the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

with the engineer's practical eye, de-

scribes 248 square miles of tidelands

as "susceptible of reclamation."

You will excuse a poet"s digression

here. I am sensitive to words like

reclamation and development be-

cause thev are not, as they would

seem to be. impersonal and descrip-

tive. They are highly charged with

propaganda. My dictionary says of

"reclaim": "to bring back to a use-

ful, good condition." and two com-

mon uses of the word are given in

the quotations that follow: "The
farmer reclaimed the swamp by
draining it." "Henrietta reclaimed

him from a life of vice."

We are to belie\ e that the dumping
of Avaste and garbage into the edges

of San Francisco Bay, the covering

of it with the bedrock of ravaged

hills, is a reclamation.

The building of housing and busi-

nesses would at first thought fulfill

the idea of "development," which

Webster's Twentieth Century Dic-

tionary describes as "the causing to

become gradually fuller, larger, bet-

ter."

But the development of the bay re-

gion has one immediate, adverse ef-

fect. In a crowded part of the world,

it puts people in residences and in

factories where there were no people

before. All the harmful results of

overpopulation are immediate—in-

creased strains on waste disposal fa-

cilities, increased appearance of

pollutants in air and water, increased

demands for highways and parking

facilities, increased psychological

damage from crowding.

But the shallows and mud flats in

their natural use have values of theii

own. It does not take an expert to

kno\\" that open space is a great value

in itself. When it carries bay and

ocean breezes, sweetened with

oxygen and natural moisture, it is

even more precious. And the mud
flats and marshes are in themselves

producers of oxygen. Mud algae, ex-

posed to sun and water, produce

oxygen for air and water. So do the

marsh plants, the tules and the

marsh grasses. The latter are very

rich in food value for the sea and

bay creatures that feed on them as

the plants die away. Cord grass, one

of the marsh plants, has seven times

the food value of an equivalent acre-

age of ^dieat, and in the cycle of life

that goes on in the waters of the bay

and the ocean, these food values in-

sure a rich crop of fish and other

sea food for the multimillion-dollar

sport and industrial fisheries.

I'm sorry to find myself talking in

money terms. But every agency that

fights for preservation of our bays,

rivers, and forests finds itself having

to appeal in such terms to the govern-

ing bodies—city, state, and national—

that have these decisions in their

hands. Otherwise, they can be ac-

cused of "catering to the bird

watchers."

The liirti walrliers— there's

a laugh.

Their idea of having fun,

Sitting on a hill.=ide under

the sky.

Sensing the trees and feeling

the sun.

Watching the liirds wlio nest

and fly.

Watching the castle clouds

go by.

Watching the fhiweis, watching
the bee.

When they cuiild be sitting at

home with a beer,

Watching T.V.

Besides being the home of many
local characters—sea gulls, pelicans,

herons, cormorants, and loons—San

Francisco Bay is the stopping station

for hundreds of thousands of birds

on the Pacific flvwav. a run that ex-
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completely new Color Slide Program and
send me the Leonardo da Vinci Album (includ-
ing 20 color shdes and 40-page illustrated lec-
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If I am not delighted with this introductory
package, I may return everything within 10 days,
cancel my subscription, and owe nothing.
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(for 10 days trial examination) and bill me at
the subscribers' low price of $6.95, plus ship-
ping. My only obligation is to accept at least
two Albums during the next year.

State Zip No

Check here if you wish the Minolta Mini 35
Projector included and remit $14.95 with this

card In envelope addressed to McGraw-Hill Color
Slide Program ol the Great Masters. If not de-
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viewing the famous "Mona Lisa" in the true colors of tl
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ENJOY THIS SPECTACULAR NEW

Color Slide Art Lecture
IN YOUR HOME FOR $J

You will view 20 famous

masterpieces by the great

_ . LEONARDO DAVINCI
each one projected on your wall in

THE FULL GLORY OF THE ORIGINALS.

You will receive fascinating commentary

on each painting and its place in the

life of the artist. You will discover a new

way to increase your enjoyment and

understanding of the world's great art.

A special demonstration offer from the new Color Slide Program of the Great Masters

THERE IS NO EXPERIENCE in the world of

art more thrilling than to stand before a

magnificent painting-and to learn about it

from someone who knows the work well.

Suddenly everything you see takes on new
meaning, as you begin to understand fully

what the artist is communicating through

his particular choice of color, form, brush

stroke, and theme.

Now, your family can share this exciting

experience—and important cultural advan-

tage-at home, through the entirely new
Color Slide Program of the Great Masters.

You view world-famous works of art pro-

jected on your own wall in the full glory of

the original canvases—while a noted author-

ity points out the significant aspects of each

painting, and gives you fascinating back-

ground on the man behind the masterpiece.

This method of art education—the color

slide art lecture—is widely used by leading

museums and universities. It has never be-

fore been made available to families at home.

A new way to deepen your appreciation of art and artists

As a subscriber, you are offered a series of un-

usual albums, each containing 20 color slides of

priceless paintings by a celebrated master. These
superb 35mm slides were created by specialists

in art photography working in leading museums
and collections throughout Europe and Amer-
ica. The authentic colors of the original paint-

ings, every subtle line and detail, are brilliantly

revealed on these slides. They can be shown on

any standard home slide projector. (If you do

not own a projector, you may obtain one at low

cost with your trial Album. See the special offer

at the right.)

The color slides, however, are only one part

of the Album. Bound into the center of each

Album is an illustrated 40-page guided lecture

which discusses the artist's life as well as each

of the 20 paintings presented; its place m the de-

velopment of the artist, its importance in the

history of art, its reflection of the tastes and atti-

tudes of the period.

As you view the paintings projected on your

wall and read the absorbing commentary, you

and your family will discover a whole new di-

mension in the enjoyment of art. If you have

been disappointed by the inadequacies of small

prints and art reproductions, you will be de-

lighted with the thrilling visual experience of-

fered by the Color Slide Program of the Great

Masters. It is very much like taking your own
"private tour" with an art expert guiding you

through the world's finest collections.

The Program is flexible -tlie cost is low

Approximately every two months, you are of-

fered a complete new Color Slide Album of 20

distinctive slides and an illustrated lecture. Forth-

coming Albums will be devoted to the lives and

works of such great masters as Michelangelo,

Rembrandt, Goya, Gauguin, and Picasso, as

well as Rubens, Caravaggio, Van Gogh, Lau-

tree, Chagall, and other outstanding artists from

every major period.

If the slides were available from museums,

you would expect to pay as much as $15 a set.

Yet, as a member of this new Program, you pay

only $6.95 for each complete Album-includmg
20 color slides and 40-page illustrated lecture.

You may take as few or as many as you like,

and may stop whenever you wish.

Accept this f 1 demonstration offer

To introduce you to the Color Slide Program of

the Great Masters, we will send you the Color

Slide Album, Leonardo da Vinci (described

above), for 10 days trial. If you are delighted

with the demonstration, and wish to continue

with the Program, send only $1, plus a few cents

for shipping. Thereafter, you will be offered a

new Album approximately every two months

at the low price of only $6.95. If not thrilled,

however, simply return everything within 10

days, tell us you do not wish to continue, and

you will be under no further obligation. Mail

the attached card today.

IF YOU DO NOT HAVE A PROJECTOR, here's an unusual op-

DOrtunity. We have obuined a limited supply of the Bcn-

Sational new Minolta Mini 35-11. with Rokkor F2,5 wide

angle projection lens. This top-
rated portable slide projector

shows all 35mm slides. List

price $37.50—subscnbers' price

only 114.95. Because the supply

is strictly limited, orders will

be filled as received and remit-

tance must accompany trial

subscription form. If you are

not completely delighted with
the projector, you may r*'"

it in 10 days for a full refund.

If Reply Card has been removed, write Color

Slide Program of the Great Masters, Dept. AY-108.

330 West 42nd St., New York, N.Y. 10036.
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cylinder clock Is the first new
idea in clocks in nineteen years.

I DIGITAL CLOCKS FIRST APPEARED
on the scene nineteen years ago.
They were the first clocks in 650
years to improve the medieval
concept of hands spinning around
on dials at different speeds. Quite
an improvement, that!
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adds another dimension. Two
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tends from South America to the

Arctic Circle. The marshes and wa-

ters of the bay, where the water is less

than eighteen feet deep at low tide,

are the principal feeding, resting,

and wintering grounds for seventy-

five different species of water birds

that visit and live here. Mussels,

clams, snails, worms, and insects are

the main of their diet; the deep

waters of the bay are their play-

ground and their shelter during

storms at sea. The bay has a great

fish population, too. and many
species that live in the sea come to

these shallows to spawn. The young
feed on the marsh and mud flat life,

and vice versa.

There are about fifty square miles

of marshland remaining around the

bay, sixty-five square miles of tidal

flats, and seventy-eight square miles

of land at the south end of the bay
that are used for salt production-

commercial, indeed, but still an open
area and one that sustains certain

water creatures adapted to the con-

centrations of salt in the drying pools.

But if. in your scenic drive, you
missed the way to Highway 37 and
came to the new bridge over the

Napa River, which feeds into the bay
from the north, you would find in-

roads into the open areas—new high-

way being laid over the marshland;

raw yellow earth over a wide swath

of what had been reeds and pools

and small sea creatures. A poet sit-

ting by the driver of the car might

have scribbled in his notebook:

Goodbye to the reeds and the

little fishes,

And the shouting boys who
play under the bridges.

Raw earth dug from the doomed
hillside

Pours over the marsh grass,

child of the tide;

The living wind that blew
from the bay

Now carries the fumes of the

swarming highway.

And at scores of places on the bay
shore, and notably at the south end,

eight thousand tons of assorted gar-

bage—trash and the stones and waste

of demolished buildings—are daily

dumped into the bay.

We are generally an afiluent and

wasteful people, and each one of us

produces his four pounds of discards

a day—not to mention sewage and the

products of industrial waste that our

consumption of stuff requires.

What to do with all this? I don't

know. I only know that a civilization

that can send men to the moon can
certainly find other ways of handling
this problem than by destroying a
city's greatest natural resource for a

dump. I read somewhere about a

European city that consumes its

waste under very high heat, and
presses the resulting slag into build-

ing blocks. What a great idea ! If this

is so. then maybe it doesn't have
to fell its forests for building mate-

rials, either. Apparently there are

many kinds of engineers in the world.

The tone of my discourse, so far,

would indicate that I favor pelicans,

wild geese, striped bass, and sea

snails over human beings. I would
hate to be pushed too far on this

question, but it is really not relevant,

because people and pelicans alike

live much better lives as one in the

life-chain with marsh grass, lady-

bugs, forests, robins, wild blackber-

ries, and shrimps. If more people

were packed into the space already

marked off in the bay as real estate,

they'd all be worse off than if they

had never come here in the first

place. California is a tremendously
large state, and there are millions of

acres that could absorb any normal
increase in population. That is, if we
weren't all city-oriented, which is

another question.

The great pulse of the ocean tides

sweeps into San Francisco Bay twice

a day, and ebbs out, to create a tre-

mendous circulatory system, which
cleanses the bay waters, aerates the

waters and mud flats, and feeds the

creatures who depend on this tidal

change for their environment. Mean-
while, fresh water from the Sacra-

mento and San Joaquin rivers flows

into the north end of the bay, some-
times over the salt water beneath. In

the central area of the bay the ocean

tides can often be seen moving in

over the underlying fresh water, and
underneath are tremendous currents

caused by these pulls and drifts, as

well as by the contours of the bay's

edges and bottom. The oxygen con-

tent of the water is affected by these

movements, and on this content de-

pends the ability of the waters to

handle and convert the outflow from

the cities, to prevent the waters from

becoming lethal to wildlife and peo-

ple. Every reduction in the area of

the bay works against this function,

and about now, the margin of safety

is pretty small. Four and a half parts

of oxygen per million of water are

14
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necessary for the survival of the fish <

and other creatures of the bay waters, i

It now stands at an average of some-
thing like seven to nine and a half

(

parts per million—and the garbage
trucks and dump trucks are running
down the Bayshore Freeway all day,

every day, while the Engineers offer

free fill to all who want it.

According to the San Francisco
Bay Conservation and Development
Commission, if all the relatively shal-

low parts of the bay shown by the

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to be
"susceptible of reclamation" were
filled (and, as we have seen, about

25 per cent of the bay, including

most of the shallow areas nearest the

shore, is claimed by private owners)

,

the bay would consist of only 187
square miles. In some places it would
be little more than a river. The rest

would be what Harold Gilliam, fea-

ture writer of the San Francisco
Chronicle, calls, in an article in the

Sunday magazine of March 7, 1965.
a "fuming flat." The local provincial

patriots among the conservationists

fearfully describe the resulting place

as "another Los Angeles." I am
something of a neutral in this con-
flict between cities, but I think they
may have something.

Anyway, what I think of the fill

projects—and every county, every
owner of submerged land in the area,

has such projects in blueprints-

opens the song, "Seventy Miles."

What's that stinky creek

out there,

Down behind the slum's

back stair,

Sludgy puddle, sad and
gray?

Why man, that's San Francisco
Bay!

Harold Gilliam, quoted above, is

one of the great naturalists of the

Pacific Coast, and a favorite colum-
nist on San Francisco's only major
morning paper. His work on San
Francisco Bay, published in 1957 by
Doubleday, is a learned and poetic

tribute to what he calls "the incom-
parable harbor." Each section of the

book opens with a lyric painting of

a particular aspect of the bay, its

hills, and its sky.

"Clouds hang low over the vast

amphitheater of the bay and its

shores like a pavilion roof supported

by mountain pillars. The scene is a

monochrome of grays of infinite

shadings from silver to near-black.



The morning air is still, and the bay

is flat and glassy—a clean scroll ready

to be written on by the winds, the

fogs, the rain, and passing vessels.

"A freighter leaves a spreading

V-shaped wake of waves and ripples

sharply etched on a surface of gun-

metal gray. A tug crosses the ship's

wake and sets up a conflicting series

of wave lines. . .
."

And, in another area of literature.

John Phillips, songwriter member of

the Mamas and the Papas, sings:

If you are going to San Francisco,

Be sure and wear some flowers

in your hair.*

Too bad, too bad, that ue have to

talk of garbage, and the proposed

tearing down of a mountain (the

only one in the southern area of the

bay, San Bruno Mountain I for fill

to eradicate another swath of this

great inland sea. It is too bad that

we have to talk of sewage outlets, of

"industrial parks" and freeways and

housing developments projected for

the precious wild spaces that still re-

main and even for the deepwater

areas within the bay.

But I am not the only one by a

long way who "came to" in the early

sixties as to what was happening to

my bay. I discovered, when I looked

around, that many conservation or-

ganizations were actively concerned,

that leading citizens of the area had

formed a Save the Bay Committee,

that the counties adjoining the bay

had realized that some measure of

joint planning was necessary to pre-

vent the disaster that they were all

beginning to foresee otherwise.

There is now an Association of Bay

Area Governments, a Bay-Delta

Water Quality Control Program, a

Citizens for Regional and Recrea-

tional Parks, and under the aegis of

the state legislature, a Bay Conser-

vation and Development Commis-

sion. There is a moratorium on fill-

ing—not complete, as we have seen,

but a hopeful start—while BCDC pre-

pares and presents its recommenda-

tions. The concept of development is

included, granted—but at least some

of this development seems to be in

the direction of rescuing the few

miles of publicly owned bay shore

for public parks, adding to these

miles by purchase where it's possible.

The eastern arm of Richardson's

'Copyright © 1967 by Wingale Music Corp. and

Honest John Music, N.Y.. N.Y. 10019. All rights

reserved. Used by permission.
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The most
complete
study of

THE APES

The Gorilla,

Chimpanzee,
Orangutan
and Gibbon—
Their History

and Their World
by Vernon Reynolds

"This book synthesizes all the
histories, scientific studies,
legends, personal reports and
films. ..and discusses the value
of their findings... seems to
have overlooked nothing."
—The Kirkus Service

Is there a difference between
your 2-year-old's I.Q. and a 2-

year-old gorilla's? Why does
the gibbon walk upright? How
do chimpanzees communicate
two miles apart? How can you
tell a true ape from a monkey?
What are some of the mechan-
ical inventions of apes? How
far can an ape adapt to the
life of a human household? In
a thoroughly engrossing study,
a brilliant English Primatolo-
gist brings together all that is

known about apes, their evolu-
tion, ways, their lore, and
their future prospects in a
dwindling natural world.

Illustrated with over 100 half-
tones. $10.00

E. P. BUTTON & CO.
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Bay, one of the bays within the

larger bay, was recently threatened

with development as a private resi-

dential marina, but conservationists

raised a quarter of a million dollars,

bought the place, and then turned it

over to the Audubon Society as a

wildfowl sanctuary.

Though there are constant pres-

sures for easy airfield extensions,

building sites, highways, and dumps
into this great open bay's shallower

areas, there is hope that most of it

can still be rescued. I had occasion

to engage in a similar conflict in

1964, when the state Highway Com-
mission (autonomous and arbitrary

until it has become a statewide scan-

dal ) was determined to run a free-

way through Golden Gate Park Pan-

handle—a beautiful approach to the

city's largest and most famous park

—a park that graced and gave play

and open green area to a heavily

populated section of the city. It was
only a small group of citizens that

initially opposed this inove, and

many who were aisare of the strength

and resources of the interests favor-

ing the freeway plan thought they

didn't have the hope of a chance.

But more and more came in to help

the little band of conservationists.

The Chronicle backed the campaign,

and called a big rally in the park's

Polo Grounds. Even I was called on

to come and sing iny song "Little

Boxes," which I was glad to do. But

just before the rally I also wrote

"The Cement Octopus." and I sang

that, too. At this writing, after sev-

eral years, the Panhandle still re-

mains a park. A year after the first

victory, a little group of us met in

the Panhandle in the rain to cele-

brate and plant a small new tree there

among the giant conifers and euca-

lyptus that had been planted by John

MacLaren. who created the park in

the preceding century.

And talents and dedication of all

kinds rally in defense of the bay.

The Bay Area Photographers do a

whole season's show on the bay, and

contribute prints to the Save the Bay

Committee. Junk sculptors construct

art works on the east bayshore flats,

littered with flotsam, tires, cans, and

other trash, as a sort of mute plea for

something creative, some joy for the

eye, to come out of this senseless

ravaging of the bay. The songwriters

sing of San Francisco, and the patri-

arch of folksingers. Pete Seeger, in

his Columbia album devoted to con-

servation (the great conservationist

Justice Douglas does the album notes

for "God Bless the Grass" ) sings our

song, "Seventy Miles."

What's that stinky creek

out there.

Down behind the slum's

back stair,

Sludgy puddle, sad and gray?

Why. man, that's San Francisco

Bay!

Chorus

:

Seventy miles of wind and spray,

Seventy miles of water.

Seventy miles of open bay

—

It's a garbage dumj).

Big Solano and the Montecell',

Ferry boats, I knew them well.

Creak and groan in their

muddy graves.

Remembering San Francisco

Bay. (Chorus)

Joe Ortega and the Spanish

crew.

Sailed across the ocean blue,

Came into this mighty Bay.

Stood on the decks and cried.

"Ole!" (Chorus)

Fill it there, fill it here.

Docks and tidelands disappear,

Shaky houses on the quakey
ground.

The builder, he's Las Vegas
bound. (Chorus)

"Dump the garbage in the Bay?"
City fathers say, "Okay.

When cries of anguish fill

the air,

We'll be off on the Riviere."

Chorus:

Seventy miles of wind and spray,

Seventy miles of water.

Seventy miles of open bay

—

It's a garbage dump.

We are working out here to guar-

antee that this song becomes obso-

lete—a curio.



MEN...WOMEN!
Your dream of travel

adventure & excitement
now CAN BE YOURS!

I'll show you how to become a

taveli^ent!

A gigantic travel b' tarted a few
; increase in travel by

businessmen — has now surged to unheard of pr(

portions! Today "average" families from cities, towns
taken to the

s and sealanes by the millions! No longer chained to their

nes by lack of money or leisure time, these "middle income
rists have sparked an explosion in the Travel Industry A stag
ng 70% of the U.S. population look trips last year alone! And.
rding to Government surveys, the boom has hardly begun!

c will double in the next five years! Supersonic jets

OSS oceans, each with 500 paying passengers aboard.
Travel expenditures will continue their never-ending upward stre,

as almost every state and foreign government bids for its sha
of the lush tourist dollars.

I invite you to join hundreds of beginners who have al-

ready achieved success in this booming business as
Travel Agents, Tour Guides or in career positions in

Travel. Mail coupon today for "TRAVEL CAREER KIT"
-ALL FREE! ^ ^ ^_.

(/ Kxeculue Director

BIG MONEY!
FUN! PRESTIGE!
Picture yourself as owner or employee in a

thriving Travel Agency or allied business.

.

.

'working with happy, vacation-bound people and

respected businessmen...making a good income

planning their pleasure and business trips.

And, as an added benefit, you enjoy the thrill of

World Travel—most often at greatly

reduced fares—sometimes

ABSOLUTELY FREE!

Now you can turn these dreams of travel and adven-
ture into a reality of a rewarding career that offers ex-

citement, prestige and challenge. The exciting field of

Travel is mushrooming at the rate of 15% each year!

Each new day this spiralling growth brings hundreds
of rewarding job opportunities for men and women.
Career openings are increasing at a staggering rate —
many times faster than people can be trained to fill

them. The door is open for you now!

1

2

3

A 3-WAYi
OPPORTUNITY FOR you!
a CAREER POSITION in TRAVEL
Dozens specialized fields offer thousands exciting career

positions with foreign & domestic companies involved in

travel (steamship & airlines, resorts, travel agencies, auto

clubs, tourist bureaus, company travel depts., etc.) Many
combine fine income & generous expense account with pres-

tige, travel & top financial security.

escort GUIDED TOURS
Work with clubs, churches, civic groups, etc., planning guided tours

Then follow through with arrangements. Perfect for those who like to

travel free of charge! Highly lucrative — especially for the sales-

your own TRAVEL AGENCY
Airlines, steamships, resorts & allied

$$$$$ fees for "booking" reservation:

sands Travel Agents in cities, towns,
coast-to-coast. New agency opportunili.

areas, especially where airlines

Tiers" do not maintain offices. L

come a Travel Agent! Rush coup
CAREER KIT" -ALL FREE!

OUR WORLD-WIDE TRAVEL EXPERTS
PROVIDE THE''KNOW-HOWYOU NEED

North American School's easy home-study plan help.s you
new travel boom into an exciting and rewarding

Career in Travel for yourself. Hundreds of Travel Agencies,
airlines, resorts and allied companies in all parts of the

try and overseas desperately need men and women to

help handle their rapidly expanding business. Without pre-

experience, training or knowledge of Travel on your
part. North American training qualifies you for the.se posi-

tions. Many new Travel Agency opportunities can be found
in large and small communities coast-to-coast— to "book"
reservations for travel to winter and summer vacation resorts

and exciting far away lands. North American training reveals
how, no matter where you live, you can leam how to qualify

to open a Travel Agency of your own. You'll find— just as
thousands of others have — that North American's step-by-

step guidance is .so complete and easy-to-understand, so

packed with photos and descriptive illustrations, that each
lubject becomes exciting and easy to master — almost

like learning by reading a fascinating book about your fav-

orite "paradise."

Rush Coupon for FREE 'Travel Career Kit"
of travel and the adventure of exploring far-

re in your blood, then the time has come for
nvestigate a career that can turn your day
rewarding reality! Mail coupon below for

FREE "TRAVEL CAREER KIT."

Send for FREE
TRAVEL CAREER

KIT" -

NORTH AMERICAN SCHOOL OF TRAVEL
4500 Campus Dr., Dept. 2091, University Plaza, Newport, Calif. 92660

J. Russell Calvert, Executive Director

NORTH AMERICAN SCHOOL OF TRAVEL Dept.209i.

4500 Campus Dr., University Plaza, Newport, Calif. 92660

I want to find out how I can prepare for an exciting and re-

warding Career in Travel. Rush FREE "TRAVEL CAREER
KIT" including 20-page Illustrated Book, "Opportunities in

Travel," 16-page Full Color Pocket Atlas and Sample Lesson.
I understand there is no obligation on my part now or ever.

No salesman will call. Send everything FREE and POSTPAID.



The Natural History Press
publisher for The American Museum of Natural History

j

invites you on a fascinating toui^

of the great 'Zoos of the World'
out front and behind-the-scenes
from Bangkok to the Bronx

J

The U\[ature

TWS.or^'-!'^''''"--""-"

How do you clip a giraffe's toenails? Do
elephants sleep standing up? What break-
throughs are being made in man's com-
nmnications with dolphins? How did Wall
Disney film the animal life inside an un-
derground burrow?

You'll find the answers to thousands of
questions like these in the magnificentiv
illustrated Zoos of The World. And be-
cause we think it is typical of the beautiful
books being published in The Nature and
Science Library, we would like to send it

to you — without obligation — to help you
decide about family membership in this
exciting program of reading and library-
building.

The history and future of
zoos everywhere!

Written by an internationally-famous
zoologist. Zoos OF The World is filled
with remarkable sights and facts. You'll
see cheetahs and giratfes kept by Egyptian
Queen Hatshepsut ... an ancient Roman's
bird collection . . . The Baroque Zoologi-
cal Garden established by a Hapsburg.
You tour the San Diego Zoo and the
Hagenbeck Zoo at Hamburg: visit the
London Zoo's vast new walk-through
aviary designed by Lord Snowdon; take a
look behind the scenes at Marineland, Cal-
ifornia; stroll through a Polish forest pre-
serve that is home to a herd of European
bison. You learn about the health prob-

lems of the animals, about zoo architect
ture, and about the latest efforts to keep-
zoo animals in the most natural settings
possible, without visible barriers between I

them and the visitors.

You also read about e.xciting discoveries
in animal behavior; the friendly bond be-
tween a 3,500-pound whale and his keeper;

i

studies of the "mobbing behavior" of
birds; plus absorbing, illustrated accounts

[

of okapi, giant panda, komodo dragon, •

platypus, Przewalski's wild horse, David's
r

deer — many more animals that are com-
1

mon. rare, or threatened by extinction. It k

has been said that a rhino is safer in a zoo i

than in an African game preserve — andll
James Fisher explains what zoos are doing
to preserve endangered species and even
"breed back" vanished animals.

Hundreds of illustrations,

nianj' in full color

A big (Wi" X 10"), handsome book of
250 pages — with more than 350 illustra-
tions (over 25% in full color) including
photographs, old engravings and paintings,
prints, ancient mosaics, charts and graphs
- Zoos OF The World will do more than
delight every animal lover. Because it is a
part of a continuing publishing program,
it will take its place on your library shelf,
as a permanent reference - a book the
entire family will turn to for information
for years to come.



Yours for a FREE two-week trial

period, to introduce you to

family membership in

The Nature and Science Library

and ^cience J^rary
ence reference books for the entire family — authoritative,

ishly illustrated and sensibly-priced

le most exciting frontiers in today's

d are being explored and challenged
ientists in an increasingly wide variety

lisciplines. The Nature and Science
ary is being published to cover the

discoveries and recent breakthroughs
any of these special fields of scientific

est. Written by an acknowledged ex-

in clear, non-technical language, each
me is an invitation to adults and
ice-minded young people to share in

sf the great intellectual adventures of
time.

tacked by The American Museum

ature and Science Library books all

full advantage of The American Mu-
I of Natural History's broad experi-

in popular education, by presenting
difficult scientific concepts in easy-
llow verbal and graphic form. In Man
Machines, for example, you learn
tly how different kinds of turbines
ate — and why some are more efficient

others. The Crust of The Earth
's you the scientific difference between
1 and a mountain — illustrating how a
Qtain is made, with color photographs.

graphs and diagrams.
In Explorers of The World you move

step-by-step through man's conquest of

the arctic regions — with Frobisher, Perry,

Amundsen, Peary, and others. Nature and
Science Library volumes explain the ingen-

ious way in which the Incas made their

vast buildings earthquake-proof; how ur-

ban expansion can so alter a butterfly's

habitat that it is no longer able to breed;
how the male fiddler-crab defends his bur-

row against an intruder.

An encyclopedic science reference

The approach in The Nature and Sci-

ence Library is adult; there is no "writing

down" to an arbitrary age level. Yet each
volume — colorfully and profusely illus-

trated with photographs, paintings, draw-
ings, charts, and diagrams — can be read
with enjoyment and profit by young peo-
ple. And the handsome, matched library

bindings on every volume enable you
eventually to acquire a science reference

library that is encyclopedic in appearance,
as well as in scope.

Books are sent to you at the sensible

rate of one volume every two months —

and are priced at only $4.95 or $5.95
each, depending on the number of pages.

With your family membership in the read-
ing program, you reserve the privilege of
examining cucli book for two weeks, with-

out cost or obligation, before deciding to

keep it. There are no "minimum require-

ments," and you buy only the volumes you
really want.

Begin family membership at our risk

Zoos OF The World will be the first

volume you will receive to begin your
family membership. Look it over for two
weeks at no cost, and only then decide if

you want to continue in the program. Mail
the coupon today.

The Nature and Science Library
The Natural History Press
Department 8-NH-l
Garden City, New York 11530

Please enter my family membership in

The Nature and Science Library, and
send Zoos of The World for two weeks
free examination.

If completely pleased with this book,
I will remit only 55.95 plus a small
charge for packaging and delivery. You
may then confirm my reservation to

receive future volumes every other
month, at either S4.95 or $5.95. depend-
ing on the number of pages. Each vol-

ume will be sent on approval. I may
return any volume within two weeks and
I may cancel my reservation at any time.

If, after examining Zoos of The
World, I decide not to keep the book
or become a member, I will return the
volume within two weeks. My member-
ship reservation will be cancelled and I

will be under no further obligation.



A Naturalist at Large

Captives and Cuitigens
by Marston Bates

livery once in a while I become en-

amored of some technical term. "Cui-
tigens" is a good example. I would
use it to replace the awkward phrase
"cultivated plants and domesticated
animals," including any kind of or-

ganism maintained by man and ge-

netically modified to fit human needs
or whims through the process that

Darwin called "artificial selection."

My rather feeble efforts to track

down the origin of the word cultigen

have not been successful. It is

included in Webster's Third Neiv In-

jternational Dictionary with the defi-

nition "a cultivated organism (as

maize) of a variety or species for

which a wild ancestor is unknown."
There is no indication of the history

of the word in this dictionary and in

others I have checked. I don't see the

point in limiting its application to

species of unknown ancestry. Often
whether or not the ancestry is known
is a matter of debate or opinion. Look
at the dog, the oldest and one of the

best studied of man's cuitigens. One
can argue that the domestic species

is descended from some now-extinct
kind of canine, from one of the living

wild species, or from a mixture of
several types (this last seeming most
probable to me)

.

I like cultigen because of the vari-

ous games that are possible with the
word. Species that have become so
modified that they can no longer sur-

vive without human help can be
classed as "obligate cuitigens." Maize
is one of these ; how could it get along
without people to husk the ears, re-

move and sow the seeds? Plants and
animals that can escape from human
care to run wild would then be "fac-
uhative cuitigens"—a nicely elegant
phrase.

Cuitigens by definition are closely

associated with man. Before lookino-

at them in more detail it may be use-

ful to consider the other groups of
organisms that share this characteris-

tic—the animals, plants, and microbes
that make up "the human entourage."
Cuitigens for the most part form an
easily distinguished category, but
they do at times blur with the organ-
isms kept or raised by man that have
not been genetically modified by this

process. Most zoo lions are de-

scended from zoo ancestors, but I

would hardly call them cuitigens,

tame and innocuous as they may be.

Then there is the problem of what to

call the animals trapped in the wild
and sold in our pet shops; or the
wildflowers that we often plant in our
gardens.

At one time I tried to distinguish
the forms that had not been geneti-
cally modified through human action
as "pets." This system would make
kittens cuitigens and cacti growing in

a rock garden pets. I am ready to give
up on that. The meaning of pet as an
animal kept for pleasure rather than

utility is too firmly established an
too useful. Dogs, cats, lambs, ra.

coons, monkeys, parrots—all may b
pets. I suppose house plants coul
also reasonably be included.

What, then, should we call the ani

mals and plants that man keeps pui
posively, but that he has not modifie(
through breeding? "Captives" ii

about the best I can do. This tern
would cover both the animals in zoos
and the plants in botanic gardens, as

well as the monkeys in New Yorl
apartments and the parrots in forest

huts. Most of the animals and plants
in my "experimental rain forest" are
captives rather than cuitigens, which
is one of the things that have inter-

ested me in the modifications brought
about by human manipulation.
Man acquires cuitigens and cap-

tives on purpose. But there are also
many animals that move in on man
whether he wants them or not—like

Flowers are vital adornments jor the natives of Ifaluk, a Pacific atoll.



landful of people like Mary Carnwath
trying to keep our promise to the Indians.

(t they won't make it without you.
le Hopi Indians' village of

ilovi in Arizona sits on land

)r, infertile and inhospitable

) far nobody has tried to take

y from them.

ectricity has not yet reached

opis. Water must be hauled

hree miles away. Jobs are few

r away. Only poverty and des-

re close-by and in abundance.

;t for the first time in genera-

Mary Carnwath and people

;r are stirring hope among the

jlary Carnwath works and
(two thousand miles away, in

lattan. Her own daughter is

grown-up, and through Save

hildren Federation she is spon-

; one of the village girls, 8-year-

race Mahtewa.
he Mahtewas (two parents,

children, one grandmother

a sister-in-law) live tightly

ed in a tiny rock and mud
!. The father who knows ranch

but can't find any most of the

isn't able to provide the family

even the bare necessities.

Grace, bright,

ambitious and in-

dustrious, would
possibly have had

to quit school as

soon as she was
old enough to do

-V- a day's work. But,

..y . because of Mary
wath, that won't be necessary,

"he $15.00 a month contrib-

by Mary Carnwath is provid-

remarkable number of things

rrace and her family,

irace will have a chance to con-

; schooling. The family has

able to make its home a little

: livable. And with the money
)ver, together with funds from
- sponsors, the village has been

to renovate a dilapidated build-

or use as a village center. The
iT now has two manual sewing

lines that are the beginnings of

lall income-producing business.

Dnly a small beginning. More
ey and more people like Mary
iwath are needed. With your

r



Overseas
Nature Tours

- WINTER PROGRAM -
JAN. 21: FLORIDA. Tour of the wild portions

of the State from Tallahassee to Kev West. Re-
markable bird coverage; moderate cost. 2 weeks.

FEB. 3: YUCATAN. Tropical birds, plant life &
archaeolosic.il treasures at Chichen Itza, Uxmal,
the coastal islands. Brit. Honduras-and at TikaL
deep in the Peten jungle of Guatemala. 2 weeks,

FEB. 16: COLOMBIA. Far off the beaten track,
from tropical jungle to the high Andes, in the
world's top bird countr\'. 3 weeks.

MAR. 9: MEXICO WEST COAST. Acapulco, Man-
zanillo and San Bias. Tropical birds, exotic land.
2 weeks.
MAR. 23: TEXAS-N.E. MEXICO. Whooping

Cranes, coast migration, Mexican highlights. 2
weeks.

Arizona & Mexico in Spring
The very popular 2-week Southeast Arizona trip
will begin May 4. Me.xico East Coast, May 18.

- EUROPEAN PROGRAM -
For our popular North-with-Spring trip, choose
d) South, (2) North, (3) Norwav-nine thrill-
mg weeks from Mediterranean to North Cape.
For unusual birds & offbeat travel, combine ( 1

)

South Tour, (2) Balkans, (3) U.S.S.R. Or workm Britain & Iceland.

SOUTH TOUR: From France's Camargue to
Austria, the Rhine and Holland. Mav 9 from N.Y.
3 weeks.
NORTH TOUR: From Amsterdam across Ger-

many and up thru Sweden to the Arctic Circle.
May 31.
NORWAY: Three spectacular weeks among

birds, mountains & fjords. Our most popular.

BRITAIN: Magnificent coverage from the south-
east coast to the Scottish Highlands. May 31

BALKANS: Seldom-visited bird areas in Jugo-
slavia, Albania, Romania, Hungary. May 31.

U.S.S.R.: Fine coverage of Russia, including the
Caucasus and the Asian repubhcs. Small party &
excellent bird leadership. June 22.

ICELAND: Two fine weeks with birds, flowers,
geology. Top leadership, reasonable cost. Two
departures: June 6 & July 8. Popular tour.

ALASKA
The highly successful pioneer venture in 1967
has been expanded into 3 consecutive 2-wk. trips

:

ALASKA SOUTH: From Vancouver to the Pan-
handle and the Yukon, ending at Fairbanks.
June 1.

ALASKA NORTH: McKinley Park, Kenai Pen.,

JO, ^^''''"d ""d Katmai Natl. Monument.

ALASKA OUTPOSTS: The Aleutians, PribilofsNome & Pt, Barrow; remote and wonderful.
July 6.

JAPAN
Full-time bird & fio«er tour from south tip of
Kyushu to tar north corner of Hokkaido, May 16-
J weeks. A party will continue across Siberia for
2 weeks, joining the U.S.S.R. trip (see above).

SUMMER PROGRAM
Middle America, rich in birds and archaeology,
scheduled to fit summer vacations. Chiapas July
Id; Yucatan, July 27; Guatemala-Honduras, Aug.
10: Costa Rica-Panama, Aug. 24 (each 2 wks.).And the incomparable 3-week Colombia tour in
August.

3-WEEK AFRICA TOURS
SOUTH AFRICA, incl. South-West Africa, Kala-

hari Desert & Kruger Park. Top leaders. July IS.
CENT. AFRICA-MADAGASCAR: Completely new

thnUing route, beginning at Victoria Falls Aug 8

^
EAST AFRICA: The popular traveled area. Sept.

SOUTH PACIFIC

w^'^r n ^^ -'''"": "»">-,think it is the greatest
trip of all. Five units; combine as you like:

MELANESIA: Fiji, New Hebrides, New Cale-donia, Solomons and 2 weeks in New Guinea.
I'our weeks beginning Sept. 9.

AUSTRALIA WEST: From Perth around the coast
to Uarwin, plus the deserts at Alice Springs andwestern Queensland. Oct. 3; 3 weeks
AUSTRALIA EAST: The Great Barrier Reef Svd-ney Adelaide, Murray River, Tasmania. Threeweeks beginning Oct. 24.
NEW ZEALAND: Comprehensive 3-week cover-age of both islands, working south with the

^m"!' wlJfi'AA'2":;'™™ ='''^'^^' majestic Mt.

r^^i; i^?J,9°^V' ^"^ ^"y' "P *e vvest coast,Cook and Milford Sound. Nov 14
with botany emphasis. Dec. 5.

Crowder Nature Tours
Box 222-a

Harpers Ferry, W. Va. 25425

the cockroaches in our house, de-

scribed by my wife a couple of

months ago. It seems to me that the

best word for this group of animals
is '"inquilines," a word first proposed
for the various special insects that

make their homes in the nests of ants,

bees, and termites. Man's inquilines

include a variety of insects and sun-
dry kinds of rats and mice.

The inquilines live with man, and
indirectly off him as well, feeding on
refuse, garbage, and stored food
when they can get at it. There are also

many organisms that use man him-
self as food: bedbugs, lice, fleas, and
a whole catalogue of worms, fungi,

protozoans, bacteria, and viruses.

These are easily labeled "parasites."

Man's entourage also includes a

considerable variety of animals and
plants that are only indirectly asso-

ciated with him—taking advantage of
the open habitat created by clearing

and planting land. Squirrels belong
here, as well as various birds with
habits like those of the American
robin. The plants that we call

"weeds" depend on man to clear

space for them. Such organisms
might be called "opportunists," since
they take advantage of the opportuni-
ties resulting from human activities.

But I started to write about culti-

gens before getting off on this more
general problem of classification. The
origins of our major crop plants and
food or draft animals are lost in pre-

history, and while a host of experts—
archeologists, geneticists, geograph-
ers, and various kinds of botanists
and zoologists—have become con-
cerned with how agriculture may
have started, we shall probably never
be sure about the beginnings. Cur-
rent ideas are summarized in three
books that I have found useful and
informative: Carl Sauer, Agricul-
tural Origins and Dispersals (New
York: American Geographical Soci-
ety, 1952) ; Frederick E. Zeuner, A
History of Domesticated Animals
(New York: Harper & Row, 1963)

;

and Franz Schwanitz, The Origin of
Cultivated Plants (Cambridge: Har-
vard University Press, 1966).

The curious thing is that within
historic times we have not developed
any major new sources of animal or
plant food. Did our ancestors dis-

cover all of the possibilities? Or have
we lost contact with nature and
ceased to explore and e.xperiment, de-

spite our vaunted knowledge and

24

scientific methods? We have, to

sure, made great advances in ag;

cultural productivity in recent yea
through the application of sciem

and technology—but the improv
ments have involved traditional cro]

and animals. A number of peop
have recently suggested that the me:1

production of African savanna!
would be considerably greater usin

the diverse native fauna, rather tha'

replacing it with imported cattle a

has been the practice. But I know
no completed experiments with thi

breeding and management of sucli

animals.

There are three areas, however, ii

which we have been acquiring nev!

cultigens in modern times: garder
flowers, laboratory animals, anc
tropical fishes. These three groups o;'

organisms are all but ignored in the'

standard books on the origins of cul-

tigens, although I should think stud-

ies of them might throw light on the

nature of domestication.

I find the neglect of the history of

garden flowers particularly puzzling.

There is a fine little book by A. W.
Anderson, first published in 1951 and
currently reprinted by Dover Publi-
cations, on Hotv We Got Our Flow-
ers, but it deals mostly with modern
exploration and with horticultural

achievements. What kind of flower

gardens did the Greeks and Romans
have; or the ancient Chinese and
Japanese, since their modem de-

scendants are so much devoted to

gardening? What flowers grew in the
Hanging Gardens of Babylon?

Garden books and encyclopedias
seem to me to be remarkably negli-

gent of history, except for develop-
ments in modern times, and I have
been largely frustrated in my at-

tempts to find out about ancient gar-

dens. Flowers are. to be sure, trivial

from the point of view of world or
local economy, and it may be for this

reason that they are not often men-
tioned by writers—flowers are more
apt to be taken for granted than basic

foodstuffs.

My concern with the history of

flowers may come partly from experi-

ences in Micronesia and Polynesia.

Flowers on these Pacific islands play
an important role in the culture. On
the atoll of Ifaluk, where I spent some
months, the Avomen seemed to spend
as much time tending flowers as they

did cultivating taro, their basic

starch. When they came in from the



aiclens. along with the foodstuffs

!iey would brinp: baskets of flowers,

/hich were carefully woven into

laborate garlands. They brought us

,iesh garlands to wear every morn-

[ng. We felt a little foolish about this

it first, but soon became addicted, af-

jixing a mirror on a post of the

.hiefs' clubhouse, where we lived, so

jhat we could be sure our flowers

were properly arranged before we

allied forth for the day. I missed

|hose fresh flowers for my hair when

, came back to the United States; our

ulture is unreasonably repressive of

lale impulses toward ornamentation.

I remember thinking that if the

i)eople of Ifaluk lived in the United

jtates. thev would be ardent mem-
)ers of the local garden club. Their

nterest in flowers, however, was pri-

narily because of their use in adorn-

nent: flowers were like beads or

attooing or pieces of clothing. There

eemed to be no interest in growing

hem as ornamentals around the

lousehold areas, no admiration for

lowers as a part of the vegetation,

rhis may be a general attitude on the

)art of "primitive," or ''uncivilized,"

nan. Anthropologists tell me that the

Sorth American Indians are not

cnown to have cultivated any plants

for their flowers; and in general I

mspect that feathers and other bright

Dbjects are used as ornaments more

Dften than flowers, although I have

no statistics.

The use of flowers as garlands is

not confined to the Pacific, however.

Anderson notes that 'Tn Athens Car-

nations and Violets were the best

beloved of all flowers and were worn

as garlands at weddings and other

ceremonial occasions, and when the

main features of the Greek culture

were transplanted to Rome these

flowers were included." Violets and

poppy seeds were also a favorite Ro-

man cure for headaches. This brings

up the fact that many of our flowers

were first cultivated for their pre-

sumed medicinal value. Lilies, for in-

stance, appear in the early herbals

because of their value in healing

wounds and curing a range of in-

ternal disorders—with no mention of

their appearance.

It looks to me as though general

interest in ornamental gardens in the

Western world started with the ex-

plorations of the sixteenth century,

when travelers began bringing new

plants back to Europe from all parts

QUESTAR RECEIVES A LETTER

July 28, 1966

fair number of clear

since purchasing the

Questar Corporation
New Hope, Penna.

Gentlemen:
1 have now had

good-seeing nights ., •-—.-- .

Questar and can furnish you with some de-

tailed observational results I've obtamed.

All of the planetary observations here men-

tioned have been forwarded to the Asso-

ciation of Lunar & Planetary Observers

(ALPO) of which I am a member. You

may quote anything I say here.

Double Stars: Zeta Bootis (1.2 seconds of

arc) and the closer component of Nu Scorpu

(10 second) are both easy at 160x with

good seeing. Eta Coronae Boreahs, which is

now only 0.5 sec, is more difficult but not

as severe a test as I had expected. Based on

the above I would say that, given optunum

conditions, Questar could detect doubles at

0.4 sec. separation or even less.

Planets: Unfortunately, Jupiter was in P9or

position in April and May for good viewing

as it was only 25° or less above the western

horizon. Despite this I saw delicate detail in

the NEB-EZ-SEB regions at 160x when Jupi-

ter was only 15° from the horizon. I was not

able to follow the detail due to bad weather

on other occasions.

Saturn is another story. I have been ob-

serving it since early June and the results

are amazing. On June 17, only 2 days after

the sun passed through the nng plane, 1 de-

tected the rings! This is truly a feat since

in the Questar light is lost m passing througn

all the glass elements. On Saturn s disk, de-

tail in the EZ seems almost to merge with

the rings where they cross the ball, ine

space between this detail (very faint) and

the ring (very dark across the ball) cannot

be more than 0.3 to 0.5 sec. Yet at 200x and

160x Questar separates them. Mr. Hal Metz-

ger, a charter ALPO member with 35 years

of planetary observing, required a 6" t/ 12.5

and an 8" f/6 to do this same thing. He was

astounded that the Questar did it. My report

reached him first and he confirmed every de-

tail This latter observation took place on

July 23 1966. Both of his telescopes' mirrors

are by Joe Frisch. His 4'/2" reflector is too.

Moon: I have detected crateriets in Plato

(fairly easy) and also Archimedes (more

difficult) at 160x. Also I recently delineated

Hyginus N, a shallow craterlet north of the

well-known Hyginus. I also saw Linn6 as a

small pit standing on a dome.
.

In stellar observation the 12th-magmtude

star following the Ring Nebula is not diffi-

cult and I have penetrated to below 13th

magnitude with Questar. My biggest surpnse

came on Deep-Sky objects. 1 had expected

Questar to give only dim views of them, due

to its 3'/2" aperture, but instead the superb

contrast and very dark field give very vivid

views of these objects. We have seen stars

resolved right across the center of M13 and
M5 at 96x. Bill McHugh saw this too. Of
course, the dark sky at my location helps a

great deal. The center of M57 is not dark,

but pale and nebulous, indicating that we
are seeing some of the nebulosity there.

The above are samples from my observing

book of the results I have had. I am sure

you will be interested in these observations,

especially the lunar and planetary ones, be-

cause this is my specialty and my eyes are

trained for it.

Sincerely yours,

Rodger W. Gordon

QUESTAR NOTES

QUESTAR AT EXPO

Questar was honored by Canada by being

included in one of its Theme Pavilions—those

unusual structures throughout the fair that

celebrated the many roles of man in relation

to his environment. One of the complex of

buildings devoted to "Man the Explorer" re-

lated man to the universe with a graphic

display of the solar system and a history of

man's efforts to gain knowledge of his uni-

verse, first with telescopes, then through the

development of aircraft, and finally with the

exploration of outer space.

Symbolizing man's experience with tele-

scopes, from the earliest instrument to the

most modern, a beautiful old reproduction of

a telescope by Galileo stood side by side with

Questar.

QUESTAR AS

Questars a

A LASER COMPONENT
blo-

ten and L

th

are now being used in la;

idles, laser CAT detection, laser

iars, laser range and bearing sys-

nderwater laser transceivers. As a

B Questar barrel, just as it comes.receiver
IS placed parallel to a transmitter and con-

nects with a simple adapter to a narrow-band

filter and photo-multiplier tube. This is another

of the many uses of Questar, which, as we
have mentioned in previous advertising, has

found a special niche in manned spacecraft

and in rocket-borne instrumentation. Aside

from its superb resolution, which these special

applications require, Questar is valued for its

immediate availability; not having to wait for

special components to be made to specifica-

tion.

THE QUESTAR SEVEN-INCH

The recently

WORLD'S FINEST, MOST VERSATILE SMALL TELESCOPE^ FROM S795. SEND

ONE DOLLAR FOR 40-PAGE BOOKLET TO ANYWHERE IN NORTH AMERICA BY

AIR TO REST OF WESTERN HEMISPHERE. J2,40, EUROPE AND NORTH AFRICA.

tZ.SO. AUSTRALIA AND ALL OTHER PLACES, 53.50.

iduced 7-inch Questar is

and available on special

QUESTAR
BOX 60. NEW HOPE. PENN. 18933
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EASTER ISLAND
Explore unique Pacific civili-

zation on remotest island in

the world. Temples, towers,
,
caves, gigantic statues.
Exploration by jeep or
horseback of stirring
sites, escorted by famous
archaeologists. Swimming,
fishing, Polynesian feasts
and dances. 13 days,

' $1,270 including round trip
air fare from New York. Departures
monthly.

SOUTH PACIFIC
Follow in the wake
of Captain Cook.
New Zealand, Aus-
tralia, New Guinea
and the Solomons. I

See Maori war
dances. Explore
New Guinea villages
and attend unique
courting ceremonies. Cruise the
Yasawa Isles of Fiji. An uncommon
adventure— 34 days, $2,691.90
complete from the West Coast. Fre-
quent departures.

DAn\A/INiS
GALAPAGOS

' Expedition, planned
in collaboration with
the Darwin Research
Station, will study
the unique and re-
markable wildlife
and flora of seven
Galapagos Islands.

Led by Dr. Roger Tory
Peterson, noted ornithol-

ogist. 22 days. $1,908. Depar-
tures: April 21, May 5, 19, 1968

LINDBLAD TRAVEL, INC.
Lindblad Travel Building
133 East 55th Street
New York, New York 10022
Please rush brochures:

n Easter Island

D South Pacific

D Darwin's Galapagos

Mr.
Mrs.
Mi:

NH 1-68
I

I
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Passenger-Carrying FREIGHTERS

ire the Secret of Low Cost Travel

ofg the S™ Lawrence River to French Canada. In fact, trips to almost

erywhere are within your means.

And what accommodaflons you get: large rooms with beds (not bunks),

probably a private bath, lots of good food and plenty of relaxation as

you speed from port to port.

1 Depending upon how fast you want to go, a round the world cruise can

Vw you every continent on earth. And there are shorter trips. Fast,

^crowded voyages to England, France, the Mediterranean; two or three

2ek *acations up and dSwn the Pacific Coast or elsewhere. Name the

art and the chances are you can find it in Travel Routes Around the

orld This is the book that names the lines tells where they go, how

uch they charge, briefly describes accommodations. Hundreds of thou-

mds of travelers all over the world swear by it. Travel editors and

avel writers sav "To learn how to travel for as bttle as you d spend at

resort get Travel Routes Around the World."

It's yours for just $1, and the big 108-page 1968 edition Includes prac-

callv every passenger-carrying service starling from or going to New
'ork, Canada, New Orleans, the Pacific Coast, Mexico, South America,

neland. France, the Mediterranean. Africa, the Indies, Australia, the

outh Seas, Japan, Hawaii, etc. There's a whole section called How to

ee the World at Low Cost."

A bie $1 worth especially as it can open the way to more travel than

ou ever thought possible. For your copy, simply fiU out coupon.

FABULOUS MEXICO
WHERE EVERYTHING COSTS LESS

The Land of Retirement and Vacation Bargains

JVhere vou can build a modern home for $4500 and an American reure-

nent income looks like a fortune. It's the land where your vacauon

noney can buy double or more what it might back home—provided you

-.now' where to go for Mexico's best values.

Norman Ford's big book FABULOUS MEXICO—'WHERE EVERY-
rniNG COSTS less tells you exactly where to get all of this country s

)est vacation and retirement values, where you can live like a prince on

vhat you might just get along on in the U.S.A.

Norman Ford knows Mexico from north to south, from east to west,

ind he takes you to vacation and retirement areas that look more like

he South Seas than Tahiti itself; to whole sections of just perfect weather

where it's like June all year round; plus resort after resort, towns, cities,

spas and what not else where you'll have a vacation to remember at a

:ost so low it could seem unbehevable.

If you want a delightful retirement area with plenty of Americans
around to talk to, he leads vou to all the principal retirement towns, as

well as dozens of little known, perhaps even more delightful areas,

where costs are way far down, there's plenty to do and meeting people

is easy. Always, he shows you modern, flower-bedecked hotels and inns

that charge hardly half of what you might expect to spend in even such

a land of vacation and retirement bargains as Mexico.

There's a great deal more besides: everything from exploring ancient

pyramids as old as Egypt's to finding fabulous hunting and fishing. If

you might want to share in the high interest rates Mexican banks pay or

to buy equally high-earning real estate or start a business of your own,
this detailed guide to a fabulous land tells you what you must do to

start your money earning so much more than in the U.S.

FABULOUS MEXICO-WHERE EVER'TTHING COSTS LESS opens

up Mexico to you. It's a big book, yet it costs only $1.50. So send for

yours today.

Round the World on a Shoestring
If you know the seldom-advertised ways of reaching foreign countries,

you don't need fantastic sums of money in order to travel. You could

spend $500-$I000 on a one-way luxury steamer to Buenos Aires—but "°

you know you can travel all the way to Argentina through colorful Mex-
ico, the Andes, Peru, etc., by bus and rail for just $179 in fares?

You can spend $5000 on a luxury cruise around the world. But do you

know you can travel around the world via deluxe freighter for only a

fourth the cost—and that there are half a dozen other round the world
routings for about $1000?

There are two ways to travel-like a tourist, who spends a lot, or like

a traveler, who knows all the ways to reach his destination economically,

comfortably, and while seeing the most.

Norman Ford's big new guide How to Travel Without Being Rich gives

you the traveler's picture of the world showing you the lower cost, corn-

fortable ways to practically any part of the world. Page after page reveals

the ship, rail, bus, airplane and other routings that save you money and
open the world to you.

What do you want to do? Explore the West Indies? This is the guide

(hat tells you how to see them like an old time resident who knows all

the tricks of how to make one dollar do the work of two. 'Visit Mexico.
This is the guide that tells you the low cost ways of reaching the sights

(how 76<' takes you via 8-passenger automobile as far as those not-m-tne-

know pay $5.60 to reach). Roam around South America? Europe? Any
other part of the world? This is the guide that tells you where and how
to go at prices you can really afford.

If you've ever wanted to travel, prove now, once and for all, that travel

is within your reach. Send now for How to Travel Without Being Rich.

It's a big book, with over 75,000 words, filled with facts, prices, and
routings, and it's yours for only $1.50. Even one little hint can save you
this sum several times over.

HOW TO TRAVEL
—and get paid for it

There's a job waiting for you somewhere: on a ship with an airline, in

overseas branches of American firms, in foreign firms overseas—even ex-

ploring if you're adventurous.

The full storv of what job you can fill is in Norman Ford's big book
How to Travel-and Get Paid for It. Whether you're male or female,

young or old, whether you want a life-time of paid traveling or just hanker

to roam the world for a short year or so here are the facts you want,

complete with names and addresses and full details about the prepara-

tions to make, the cautions to observe, the countries to head for.

You learn about jobs in travel agencies (and as tour-conductors), in

importing and exporting concerns, with mining and construction com-
panies. Here's the story of jobs in the Red Cross and the UN organiza-

tions, how doctors get jobs on ships, the way for a young girl to land a

job as airline hostess, the wonderful travel opportunities if you will

teach English to foreigners, and the fabulous travel possibihties for those

who know stenography.

"Can a man or woman still work his or her way around the world to-

day''" Norman Ford asks in this book as you might ask today. And he

replies in 75,000 words of facts, "The answer is still a very defimte Yes.

To travel and get paid for it, send today for How to Travel—and Get

Paid for It on a money-back guarantee if not satisfied. Price, $1.50. Fill

out coupon.

Where to Retire or Vacation

at what look like prewar prices—and

where no one ever heard of nerves or worries

These Are America's Own Bargain Paradises

Norman Ford's best-selling book Off-the-Beaten Path names the really low

cost Florida retirement and vacationing towns, the best values in lexas,

the Southwest, CaUfornia, the South and East. Canada-and a dozen

other areas which the crowds have not yet discovered.

—Fabulous places like that undiscovered region where winters are as

warm and sunny as Miami Beach's yet costs can be two-thirds less. Or

that island that looks like Hawaii yet is 2,000 miles nearer (no expensive

sea or air trip to get there). Or those many other low-cost exquisitely

beautiful spots all over the United States and Canada which visitors in-a-

hurry overlook (so costs are low and stay low).

Every page of Olt-the-Beaten Path opens a different kind of vacationing

or retirement paradise which .vou can afford-places as glamorous as far-

off countries yet every one of them located right near at hand. LAe these:

. France's only rem.aining outpost in this part of the world—completely

surrounded by Canadian territory ... or a village more Scottish than

Scotland or age-old Spanish hamlets right in our own U.S., where

no one ever' heard of nervous tension or the worries of modern day life.

• Resort villages where visitors come by the score, so you always meet

new people . . . (but they never come by the thousands to raise prices or

crowd you out).

. That remarkable town where a fee of 3(( a day gives you an almost

endless round of barbecues, musicals, concerts, picnics, pot luck suppers,

smorgasbord dinners and a fine arts program. That southern island first

discovered by millionaires who had all the world to roam in and

now their hideaways are open to anyone who knows where to find them.

You read of island paradises aplenty in the United States and Canada,

of art colonies (artists search for picturesque locations where costs are

low) of areas with almost a perfect cUmate or with flowers on every side.

Here are the real U.S.A.-brand Shangri-Las made for the man or woman
who's had enough of crowds. Here, too, are unspoiled seashore villages,

tronics-hke islands, and dozens of other spots just about pertect for your

retirement or vacation at some of the lowest prices you ve heard of since

Uie rane-forever prewar days. They're all in the United Slates and Can-

ada, and for good measure you also read about the low -cost paradises in

Hawaii, the Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico.

Off-the-Bcaten Path is a big book filled with tacts that open the way to

freedom from tension and a vacation or retirement you can really afford.

About 100,000 words and plenty of pictures. Yet it costs only $2.

I Mail to HARIAN PUBLICATIONS, 59 Forest Drive

I Greenlawn (Long Island], New York 11740
'

I have enclosed $ (cash, check or money order). Please
'

send me the books checked below. You will refund my money if

I I am not satisfied.

1 n TRAVEL ROUTES AROUND THE WORLD— (The Irav-

I eler's directory of passenger-carrying freighters), $1.

I n FABULOUS MEXICO—WHERE EVERYTHING COSTS
I LESS, $1.50.

I n HOW TO TRAVEL WITHOUT BEING RICH, $1.50.

' H HOW TO TRAVEL AND GET PAID FOR IT, $1.50.

' OFF-THE-BEATEN PATH . . . America's own Bargain

SPECIAL OFFER: All five books listed above for only $5.

Street Address

gSe* Zip Code
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THE NATURAL WORLD OF THE POST OFFICE
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The first adhesive postage was issued in 1840. In

that year of her postal reforms England originated

prepayment by the use of such stamps, the charge

being based on the weight of a letter, not the distance

it would travel. It took only fourteen years for a nat-

ural history theme to appear on a stamp. Issued by

Western Australia, it was a black-and-white, one-

penny stamp depicting a swan.

In those times, the responsibility for planning the

themes or designs for stamps was left to professionals

employed by the printing offices. By the turn of the

century, however, the acceptance of designs from

free-lance artists, often through competition, had he-

come increasingly common. In any case, today s

designer of a natural history stamp can draw upon

many types of source material. The design may be

based on a photograph, an illustration in a popular

magazine or scientific journal, museum exhibits, and

of course, on observations made in the field by the

artist. Although many stamps accurately depict their

natural history subjects, many are nothing more
than stylized conceptions. For the most part, the crea-

tures shown on the majority of stamps reflect the

indigenous fauna of the country. Occasionally, how-

ever, a trip to the local zoo, aquarium, or botanical

garden provides the stimulus for stamps designed

around intriguing animals from faraway places. And
sometimes the search for a design comes to a simple

and successful end, as in the case of a stamp issued

by Trinidad. It depicts a coral reef. The source of

the design was not the reef itself, as the label on the

stamp said, but the reef pictured in a mural hung
over the bar in a local hotel.

The United States, although it issues many com-

memoratives, produces relatively few nature stamps.

Among these, several, not surprisingly, have por-

trayed the American eagle, both on regular and on

airmail issues. There is also the Audubon stamp

showing a Colombian jay. One Christmas issue was a

series of four showing plants appropriate to the sea-

son, such as holly and mistletoe. Also noteworthy is

the U.S. conservation series portraying examples of

indigenous wildlife.

The design of the stamp, whether based on a photo-

graph, an old etching, or an artist's sketch, largely

dictates the method of printing. Stamps today are

printed by any one of several methods, and not infre-

quently by more than one method. These methods are

lithography, engraving, and embossing. The paper

on which a stamp is printed receives considerable

attention because of the possibility that it will be

counterfeited—although the risk- here is less than with

currency. Although many nations of the world today

produce their own stamps, more than one half of

them have their stamps designed and printed by pri-

vate firms or government agencies in England or the

United States. Of course, the country that contracts

abroad makes the final decision in choice of designs.

It has been mainly within the past decade that

stamps portraying natural history subjects have been

issued in the color and variety shown on the follow-

ing pages. The primary reason for this profusion is

the growing desire by new and developing nations to

fill their coffers. The sale of stamps s^vells the treas-

ury of many a small nation by several millions of

dollars each year. It is this desire for additional

revenue that has led many countries to look beyond

their own geographic borders for subjects that will

appeal to the collector of natural history stamps. For

example, page 31 shows that Poland has put tropical

reef fish on its stamps although Poland is thousands

of miles from the nearest coral reef.

The usual collector will, of course, think of things

besides the stamp's subject or intrinsic value. As

with other stamps, the natural history type may have

an extrinsic value resulting from a variety of causes.

For instance, there may have been an error or omis-

sion in printing, the stamp may be rare, or the supply

may simply be unequal to the demand. Western

Australia's one-pennv sw'an stamp, for example, is

now valued at $60; some others bring prices as high

as $50,000. Whatever the reason for collecting

stamps, they ordinarily cost only a few cents each

from a dealer and, of course, can also be obtained

free in many ways.

The careful observer will see a good deal when he

looks at a stamp. Besides its central theme, the name
of the issuing country, and its face value in the cur-

rency of that country, the stamp will usually offer

other bits of information. These may include the year

issued, the printers name, the artist's name, the com-

mon name of the organism shown, and frequently the

Latinized generic and specific names. Changes in

currency from one year to another may also appear

on the stamp, as in the case of New Zealand, which

recently changed to a decimal currency. Occasionally,

stamps are overprinted with a short phrase or sen-

tence that honors or commemorates some noteworthy

event, person, or cause. Some may even be sur-

charged, which means altering or restating the face

value. This is frequently done in lieu of issuing an

entirely new stamp.

The foreign stamps shown in the following pages

are but a few of the many thousands available to the

naturalist, whether his interests center on flowering

plants, marine or terrestrial invertebrates, minerals,

or domesticated animals. Since it is believed there are

few limits to the diversity of life, it should be quite

apparent that there are also few limits to the sub-

jects treated on stamps. From the collection and studv

of the subject matter portrayed on stamps comes a

distinct realization of the complexitv and uniqueness

of the flora and fauna occurring in all parts of the

world. The postage stamp world of nature, albeit in

miniature, is obviously an open, if partly whimsical,

field for naturalists.
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Flora are depicted colorfully and often on the ap-

proximately 200,000 "species" of postage stamps

that nations have issued so far. Wildflowers pre-

dominate but horticultural varieties, as well as

fruits, vegetables, mushrooms, and trees, also

serve. The stamps demonstrate that flora,

tike other natural subjects, are portrayed with

respect for scientific accuracy. Mammals appear-

ing here are the eye-catching types that attract

visitors at zoos or m.useums. Likewise, they sell

well to collectors, which explains why even

a hyena (Mauritania) and an anteater (Vene-

zuela) "carry the mail." The elephant, too, is

chosen for impact—not as an airmail symbol. POLS

REPUBLlCADEVE.Sj^ZULLA
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Semiprecious minerals, such as those pictured

here on a series of stamps from the U.S.S.R.,

have long been sought as gems. The Soviet

Union is mining them today principally for

their usefulness in various industrial processes.

Butterflies, moths, and beetles surpass all other

insects in displaying color and beauty. Unique

among nature stamps are those issued by Israel,

in which both the insect's adult and larval

forms are revealed, the latter on a tab below

imp proper. This tab also shows the plant

iich the larvae feed. The tab itself has no

I value, and may be removed if the letter's

t wants to "collect" it. Among fish faunas,

J^uToffer more variety or color patterns than

reef fish, abundant in all tropical waters, and

on five of the stamps below. The triangular

'so includes a human diver. If he illustrates

s interference, so does the fish on the small

Japanese stamp. It is an aquarium variety.
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WE ARE BROTHERS OF THE BOULDERS,

:OUSINS OF THE CLOUDS." Hadow Shapky

:n an unbroken sequence of events

extending over ten billion years,

rhe universe expands and cools,

5tars are born and die, the sun and

EARTH ARE FORMED, AND LIFE ARISES

ON THE EARTH. FINALLY, MAN APPEARS

ON THE SCENE.

COSMIC EVOLUTION
by Robert Jastrow
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Stars are formed from clouds of hydrogen swirling

through space (see Orion Nebula on page 32). Figures

at left represent atoms of hydrogen, which may be

brought together by the pressure of surrounding clouds.

The atoms are pulled still closer together by gravity,

forming a compressed pocket of gas. The heat of com-

pression triggers nuclear reactions, which mark the birth

of a star. Elements created in these reactions are sprayed

into space when the star explodes at the end of its life.

The sun. the earth, and the creatures on the earth were

formed from fresh hydrogen enriched by the products

of these reactions.

Early in the earth's history, the atoms on its surface ivere

formed into amino acids and nucleotides, the molecular

building blocks of life. The upper photo at right shows

a model of amino acids linked to form a short segment of

a protein molecule. Lower model represents nucleotides

joined to make up a small section of the deoxyribonu-

cleic acid molecule (DNA), the storehouse of genetic

information. The DNA molecule controls the production

of proteins, which in turn determine the nature of the

organism. Each ball in the models represents one atom.

THE LIFE OF A STAR
Evidence uncovered in 1966 confirms that the uni-

verse began its existence 10 billion years ago as a dense,

hot globule of gas, expanding rapidly outward. At that

time the universe contained nothing but hydrogen.

There were no stars and no planets.

When the universe was about 100 million years old,

stars began to condense out of the primordial hydrogen

and continued to form as the universe aged. The sun

arose in this way 4.5 billion years ago,when the universe

was about .5 billion years old. Many stars came into

being before the sun was formed: many others formed

after the sun appeared. This process continues, and

through telescopes we can now see stars forming out of

compressed pockets of gas in outer space.

When a star begins to form as a dense cloud, the

individual atoms fall toward the center of the cloud

under the force of the star's gravity; as they fall, they

pick up speed, and their energy increases. The increase

in energy heats the gas and raises its temperature. After

this process has continued for some millions of years,

the temperature reaches about 20 million degrees Fahr-

enheit. At this temperature the hydrogen within the star

ignites and burns in a continuing series of nuclear re-

actions. The onset of these reactions marks the birth

of the star.

Since stars live by burning hydrogen, the supply of

this gas in the universe dwindles each time a new star

is born. As the old stars die out. one by one, fewer and
fewer new ones are formed to replace them. When the

light of the last star is extinguished, life must end

throughout the universe.

When a star's hydrogen is nearly used up, its life

nears an end. The first sign of old age is a swelling and

reddening of its outer regions. Such an aging, swollen

star is called a "red giant." The sun will swell to a red

giant in 5 billion years, vaporizing the earth and any

creatures that may be left on its surface.

After the last of its hydrogen fuel is exhausted, a star

collapses under the force of its own weight. If the star

is small, it collapses gently and remains collapsed. Such

a collapsed star, at its life's end. is called a ''white

dwarf." The sun will probably end its days in this way.

A different fate awaits a large star. Its final collapse

is a cataclysmic event that generates a violent explosion,

blowing its innards out to space. Dispersed into space,

the materials of the exploded star mix with the primeval

hydrogen of the universe. Later in the history of the

galaxy, other stars are formed out of this mixture. The

sun is one of these stars: it contains the debris of count-

less others that exploded before the sun was born.

The planets also contain debris from these stars. The

earth, in particular, is composed almost entirely of it.

The atoms of our bodies were created in events that

took place billions of years ago, in stars that lived and

died long before the sun and earth existed.

ORIGIN OF THE EARTH
The earth, along with the sun. was formed 4.5 billion

years ago from a parent cloud of hydrogen mixed with

small amounts of other substances that were manufac-
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The basic form of the DNA molecule is a "twisted

ladder" (A) held together by linked pairs of nucleotides

(B), symbolically shown in the model below. In the

process of replication, the rungs of the ladder break at

their midpoints (C), and the molecule unzips into two

parallel strands, each of which then picks up nucleotides

floating randomly in the fluid of living cells. In this ivay,

identical chains of DNA are formed in each of two

daughter cells, preserving the genetic characteristics of

the organism.

tured in the bodies of earlier stars. The dense, hot gas

at the center of this cloud gave rise to the sun. The outer

regions of the cloud—cooler and less dense— gave birth

to the planets, and to all living matter that now exists

in the solar system.

The earth condensed out of atoms of gas to form a

compact ball of rock and iron 8,000 miles in diameter.

Gradually, Hght rocks accumulated at the surface of

the young planet to form the continents. Areas between

the continents were natural basins in which water, ris-

ing from the interior of the planet through volcanoes

and fissures in the crust, collected to form the oceans.

Slowly the earth acquired its present appearance.

DAWN OF LIFE ON EARTH
Formed out of inert atoms of gas and grains of dust,

our planet was a sterile body of rock at the beginning.

The waters of the primitive oceans were devoid of life;

their waves lapped at barren shores uncarpeted by

vegetation. Yet today, plants grow everywhere; the con-

tinents crawl with a million varieties of animal life;

20,000 kinds of fishes inhabit the seas. How and when

did this rich variety of living forms appear?

Biologists have discovered that all living organisms

on the face of the earth depend on two kinds of mole-

cules—amino acids and nucleotides, which are the basic

building blocks of life—just as the physicists have shown

that all matter in the universe is constructed out of three

building blocks—the neutron, the proton, and the elec-

tron. Chemists have manufactured these molecular

building blocks of life in the laboratory out of simple

chemicals, under conditions resembling those that

existed on the earth when it was a young planet. These

recent discoveries lead, for the first time, to the con-

clusion that life on earth developed from such molecules

in the early years of the planet's history.

The earliest forms of life—bacteria and simple plants

—are found in rocks about 3 billion years old. At that

time, the earth was approximately 1.5 billion years old.

Apparently then, a billion years or so was the time re-

quired for life to arise.

One billion years ago, worms appeared, and 400 mil-

lion years later, according to the fossil record, life

exploded into a profusion of different forms. Four hun-

dred million years ago, in a time of drought, the first

fishes waddled out of stagnant ponds onto the land and

from these descended the reptiles. About 200 million

years later, branches of the reptile family gave rise to

the dinosaurs, birds, and mammals.

EMERGENCE OF MAMMALS
The dinosaurs flourished for 130 million years. Dur-

ing this long interval mammals remained in a sub-

ordinate position—small, furry, mouse-sized animals,

inconspicuous, keeping out of sight of the rapacious

dinosaurs. Then, 70 million years ago, the dinosaurs

suddenly disappeared, probably because the climate

took a turn for the worse, and cold-blooded dinosaurs

could not survive the change. At that point the mammals

—warm-blooded, and adaptable to changes of climate

-came down from the trees and up from their burrows,

and inherited the earth. Quickly, they adapted to new
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opportunities and new sources of food. Within 20 mil-

lion years, the ancestors of the bat. the whale, the lion,

and every other animal familiar today had appeared.

INTELLIGENCE DEVELOPS
Some of the primitive mammals remained in the

trees. These tree-dwelling mammals needed three char-

acteristics for survival: grasping hands to hold on to

branches; sharp, binocular vision to judge distances to

nearby branches; and centers of the brain for the co-

ordination of sight and touch. Tree-dwelling animals

with these characteristics flourished. Those without

them "fell from the trees," and left no survivors. In this

way, under the pruning action of natural selection, eyes

and hands improved steadily.

Animals with hands, good eyes, and co-ordination of

sight and touch could make and use tools. For those

with this ability it was valuable, in the struggle for sur-

vival, to be able to remember the use of tools in the past,

and to plan their use in the future. The creature with

good memory, and with the ability to plan, possessed

an advantage over its neighbors, and was more likely

to survive and leave progeny. The progeny inherited

these desirable mental traits. Thus, the centers of the

brain in which past experiences were stored, and future

actions were contemplated, expanded. The brain con-



tinued to expand under the pressure of the struggle for

existence. It doubled m size in its first 10 million years,

and doubled again in the next million. Thus was the

line of ascent leading to man firmly established.

THE BRIEF HISTORY OF MODERN MAN
Fossil evidence suggests that the line of evolution

leading to modern man branched off from the main

item of primate evolution between 10 and 20 million

f'cars ago. Modern man appeared approximately

100,000 years ago. These times are very brief in com-

Darison with the age of the earth.

An analogy will help us to appreciate the briefness,

shrink the 4.5-billion-year lifetime of the solar system

;o one year; then, starting on January 1:

1. The sun and the planets formed in the first 10

lays.

2. Life appeared in the spring.

3. Worms and other soft-bodied animals arose in the

^all.

4. Fishes appeared at the end of November and

walked out onto the land in the first days of December.

5. Dinosaurs arose December 10, and disappeared

1 week later.

6. Man's ancestors branched off from the main stem

oi evolution two days before the end of the year.

7. Modern man appeared 1.5 minutes before mid-

night on December 31.

THE CHANCE OF
EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE

For a variety of reasons, it is doubtful that life exists

an most planets in our solar system. However, life is

possible on Mars. The planet is cold and dry, but it

About ten thousand of the 100 billion stars in our Galaxy

ure represented in the photograph at left. Most galaxies,

including our own, have been flattened by spinning ac-

tion, and have a form similar to the one viewed edge-on

in the photo below. In total, 10 billion known galaxies

are scattered throughout the universe.

has a trace of moisture, and simple, hardy plants may
have evolved.

Life may also exist on Jupiter, because its atmosphere

contains the very gases out of which biochemists have

created the building blocks of life on the earth. How-
ever, life on Jupiter would be very different from the

life we know.

In our Galaxy alone, there are 100 billion stars.

Probably many have planets. Perhaps only one planet

in a million resembles the earth, but that would still

amount to 100,000 earthlike planets in our Galaxy.

Moreover, there are 10 billion other galaxies within

range of the largest telescopes. That adds up to a vast

number of planets.

It may be that all. or nearly all, of these planets are

barren bodies of rock. However, if life appeared spon-

taneously on the earth, it could appear elsewhere. One
means of estimating the likelihood of this lies in the

exploration of Mars. Mars—very dry and cold—is less

favorable than the earth for the support of life. But if

life has evolved in the forbidding climate of Mars, the

chances are quite good that it has arisen elsewhere. If

life does not exist on Mars, the question remains open.

NASA will undertake the search for Martian life

within ten years if it can be done with instruments, and

perhaps in twenty years if a manned landing is required.

The detection of life on Mars would be the most impoi-

tant discovery of the space program in pure science.

CONTACT WITH
OTHER INTELLIGENT SOCIETIES

That the earth was formed when our Galaxy had al-

ready existed for 5 billion years indicates that many
stars in our Galaxy are billions of years older than the

sun and ihany are billions of years younger. Earthlike

planets circle around many of these stars; on some of

these planets, intelligent life may have evolved.

On the earth, the passage of 1,000 years has produced

enormous changes in scientific knowledge. Yet, 1,000

years is the blink of an eye in the lifetime of a planet

or star. The changes that can occur in a billion years

are beyond our imagination. Remember that a billion

years ago, according to the fossil record, man's ances-



tor resembled a worm. Some extraterrestrial societies,

existing on planets younger than the earth, would be ex-

tremely primitive in comparison with ours; but others,

with an earlier start, could have surpassed our achieve-

ments long ago. They may have reached great heights

of wisdom or great heights of scientific knowledge, or

both.

Assuming that intelligent life has developed else-

where, it is to the planets surrounding stars older than

the sun, containing societies more advanced than ours,

that we should direct our attention, for we can expect

that these advanced societies will have mastered the

techniques of radio communication and harnessed the

power required for transmitting signals over vast dis-

tances with a greater skill than we can hope to achieve

in this century. Just as Columbus discovered the In-

dians, rather than vice versa, we must expect that the

advanced societies will contact us before we reach them.

Regrettably, physical contact with societies on planets

circling other stars is an unlikely prospect in the fore-

seeable future, for the average distance between stars

is 30 trillion miles. It would take a spacecraft moving

at rocket speeds about 100,000 years to cover this

distance.

However, interstellar communication is possible. The
threshold of radio communication, which we crossed

60 years ago, surely has been crossed on other planets

thousands, if not millions, of years ago. We must expect

that others, with capabilities for radio communication

far in advance of ours, are already listening, and will

hear us first. However, it is still too early for us to ex-

pect to receive a message from these intelligent societies

if they exist. On the scale of stellar distances, the earth

is an inconspicuous speck of dust circling an undistin-

guished star, one among 100 billion similar stars in our

Galaxy. It would be a hopeless task for any intelligent

society to systematically explore every star in its neigh-

borhood in the search for inhabited planets. We must

make ourselves conspicuous ; we must make it clear that

intelligent beings live on this planet—by beaming radio

signals or in other ways—and only then will anyone

bother to look in this direction.

Contact can occur when we are able to harness the

energies required for sending radio signals over inter-

stellar distances, when we have refined techniques for

detecting weak signals sent in reply, and when we have

sufficient curiosity in the outcome to warrant the neces-

sary expenditures. It is unlikely that we will reach this

state in our lifetime; we may reach it in the lifetimes of

our children or srandchildren.

The apelike creature that was man's forebear evolved

from small mammals, similar to the tree-du'ellinii tarsier

(ri^ht). These mammals hail graspini^ hands and binoc-

ular insion. oriiiiiially adaptations for an arboreal ex-

istence. Only animals tvilh these tivo requisites had the

potential to use tools. As evolution proceeded . the capac-

ities to remember the past and to plan for the future-

distinguishing features of human intelligence—tvere

developed, giving substantial impetus to tool use.
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It
is a relatively calm day along

this Florida beach, and the Atlan-

tic Ocean's ebbing tide has already

exposed a wide expanse of sand. Let

us stand very still and watch closely

for a few moments. This may give us

a better idea of what is happening.

First comes an awareness of

rhythm. Back and forth, the water's

edge recedes and advances across

the low-angle face of the beach. Back

and forth, the comic sandpipers flock

over the sand, following when the

water retreats, then turning to outrun

the next wave.

There are also the details that a

tidewater oceanologist would notice.

Behind each receding wave the sand-

pipers busily poke their beaks into

the wetted sand to devour the tiny

organisms that burrow there. The

waves are at work too. While surg-

ing in over the tidal area the water

becomes turbid with the fine, loose

sedimentary material scoured from

the bottom and carried toward shore.

Meanwhile, the corner of the eye

catches signs of ghost crabs (Ocy-

pode albicans) scurrying over the

rotting, drying seaweed that the re-

treating tide abandoned in neat rows

along upper reaches of the beach.

But not everything here is move-

ment. Scattered on the beach are

what seem at first to be lumps of

sandy material. On inspection, one of

them, about the size of a man's fist,

turns out to be a bundle of cylindri-

cal compartments that were glued to-

gether somehow—a colony of tubes

that probably broke off a largei'

piece. The inside diameter of each

tube is somewhat thinner than a lead

pencil, and the tube is empty now.

But apparently it did have an occu-

pant. How else explain the symmetry
with which the tiny pieces were me-

ticulously assembled to form each

slightly tapering cylinder? The
building materials—mostly sand par-

ticles—were certainly available

enough. The builder could have

picked them right out of suspension

in the surging coastal waters. And a

colony of animals could account for

such an aggregation of tubes.

Its color is drab, hardly that of

coral. But did it break off from a

reef of some kind other than coral?

Down below the beach face, where

the tide is still retreating, some low,

rounded mounds of a dark-brown

material have been rising from the

shallows. As we wade out to inspect

one of them we become aware that

its surface shows a honeycomb pat-

tern. Again we think of a reef.

When we step upon the mound, it

Very different from coral, these

wave-ivashed reefs are the stone-

masonry of small, persistent norms.

Drawing shows sabellariid colony

(Phragmatopoma lapidosa), mostly

adults ivithin their cylindrical,

meticulously constructed homes.

Nearest tube: Creature is fully

ivithdrawn to escape predators.

Center tube: The head (opercular

stalk) is fully extended so its

many tentacles can colled food, and

also the sand particles with which to

build higher. "Teeth" at very top

hold an already cemented particle

that the head ivill implant at

chosen spot along tube wall.

seems to yield a bit, but doesn't col-

lapse. Looking down, we notice that

each of the honeycomb's compart-

ments is darker toward its center.

And when we bend down—sudden
commotion ! The dark center had ac-

tually been the front tip of a ivorm-

like animal. Each creature had

flashed backward, lower into its

tube-shaped private gallery. Down
through the hoodlike aperture, the

top of its head is still visible.

It pays to stand very still. A mo-
ment later, each animal extends tiny

tentacles back through the orifice of

its tube. Then, right before our eyes,

the creatures resume normal activi-

ties, feeding and building. When a

wave breaks over the reef, their ten-

tacles reach out to collect food and

construction materials from the

water. These they seize with special

grasping '"teeth" and implant in the

tube wall with help from the stoul

opercular stalk that serves as the

animal's head. In this way, by adding

on, the already elongate compart-

ments are made still longer.

We break off a piece of the honey-

comb rock and confirm the already

obvious. This is the same material

we found back on the beach, but now
each tube is occupied by a small, seg-

mented, dark-headed animal—the

reef-building sea worm known for-

mally as Phragmatopoma lapidosa.

The group of tubes is so friable

that it can be broken by hand. But

up and down the surf zone we can

see the reefs alternately covered and

exposed as each wave breaks over

them—yet they have been engineered

well enough to dissipate the pound-

ing. And the tube worms, with bodies

seldom as much as two inches long,

have also done their work well

enough to account for the helpless-

ness of a freighter that we see very

near shore. Many months ago, the

Amaryllis was driven landward dur-

ing a hurricane. She came to rest on

the landward side of a worm reef, and

is still there—one of a succession

of vessels, dating back to treasure-

laden Spanish gaUeons, that have

come to grief on such reefs.

Such are the marine worms of the

family Sabellariidae, and the reefs

they build. Although at first glance

these might be mistaken for the work

of organ-pipe corals, they are very

unlike the better known coral reefs.

The latter owe part of their glamour

to the fact that they are often brightly

colored. But this is not the main dif-

ference. Corals are calcareous, built

by polyps that secrete the calcium

carbonate that becomes the cups in

which they live; the sabellariids act

more like stonemasons—they select

already formed granular particles

out of the water and secrete only the

substance needed to cement them

together. Oddly enough, most mari-
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ners think sabellariid reefs are

merely dead coral reefs.

What are the tube worms really

like? Just how do they perform their

masonry, and how does it affect the

seashore?

They are distributed as many spe-

cies in many parts of the world. For

example, they were first described

scientifically from the coast of

France by the naturalist Reaumur,

in 1711. He called them Vers a

Tiiyau ( "tube worms" I . This article

concerns mainly the three species

that I have observed in Florida and

elsewhere during the past three

years. SabeUaria floridensis is com-

mon on Florida's Gulf Coast and has

also been reported from Florida's

Atlantic coast, near Marineland.

SabeUaria vulgaris is found at least

as far south as Daytona Beach, and

reportedly lives as far north as Cape

Cod. Massachusetts. Phrapnatopoma

lapidosa. which I have already men-

tioned, seems the most efficient reef

builder of the three. This sea worm
commonly constructs wave-resistant

reefs of impressive size in bands

nearly parallel to the shoreline. Al-

though formally classed as belong-

ing to a different genus, and distin-

guished by such features as its larger

size and darker color, the structure

and habits of P. lapidosa are much
like those of the other two species.

Anatomically, the Sabellariidae

share several important fea-

tures. A dark, stout head is equipped

with two rows of ciliated feeding

tentacles along its underside. The
head carries a coronal array of hard,

toothlike grasping organs and a ring

of paddle-shaped setae that dress the

"mortar" during construction and

seal the end of the tube when the ani-

mal withdraws. Below the feeding

tentacles is the mouth, with its pair

of palpi that ser\e as small sensory

and manipulative tentacles.

Farther down are the three seg-

ments of the parathorax, with pad-

like bundles of setae on either side;

then about 35 abdominal segments

with their tiny uncini (hooks) that

anchor the bod\ to the surrounding

tube wall. Finally comes the cylin-

drical tail.

The sexes are separate. The female

body is readily distinguished by its

lavender or pale-pink color, which

comes from the eggs contained in

each segment of the body. In males

the corresponding color, whitish

gray, comes from sperm contained

in the gonads of each body segment.

At the shore we can break off a

portion of reef and place it in a

bucket of sea water to watch the

worms discharge clouds of eggs and

sperm. For laboratory observation,

the worms can be placed in a shallow

dish of sea water and there, aided bv

they would be a copious supply of

planktonic food for larger sea life of

the oceanic waterways.

At the time of their settling stage

the young larvae have eyespots on

both ends of the body. Presumably,

with these simple visual organs they

look about for a good attachment

site. The choice is important, be-

cause once the sabellariid starts

building, it has little opportunity to

chanoe its mind.

Below: Adult ivorms look like this tvhen removed from tubes. Right: Though
its head is undeveloped, a 7-week-old juvenile can use its few tentacles to move
the rock fragments needed to reinforce its iveak encasing tube.

the microscope, we can see what oc-

curs after fertilization. After seven

to twelve hours the embryos develop

into the free-swimming trochophore

stage, in which the larvae resemble

minuscule spinning tops. Later they

develop the long natatory bristles

with which they can defend them-

selves when irritated or alarmed.

What happens afterward is de-

scribed by British zoologist D. P.

Wilson, who carefully followed the

larval growth stages of SabeUaria

alveolala, an abundant European

species similar to those in United

States waters. After fertilization, lar-

vae reared in his laboratory required

from six weeks to three months be-

fore they were ready to metamor-

phose to the final, settling stage and

begin building their sand tubes. In

areas where ocean currents are

strong, this would give time enough

for larvae to be moved far from their

birthplace—to expand existing reefs

and start new ones. On their journey,

The first portion built is a small,

transparent mucous cylinder, about

two millimeters long—just enough to

encase the tiny creature. At this

stage, the prehensile tentacles above

and to either side of the mouth are

large compared to the rest of the

body: with them the worm collects

small fragments of minerals, diatom

frustules. sponge spicules, and other

small objects of manageable size. It

implants these reinforcements in the

delicate mucous tube.

During this crucial period, if the

worm is broken loose from its at-

tachment site with a portion of its

tube intact (and if a reef fish doesn't

devour the worm forthw ith I . it could

possibly repair the tube quickly and

get a second start. But this is uidikei\

in nature because the reefs usiiaJK

teem w ith predators. So onlv the

larvae and juveniles that attach them-

selves to a favorable site, rapidly de-

velop their protecting tube, and

quickly set up housekeeping can be
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counted on to survive and continue

the rest of their life cycle.

At first, the reinforcing pieces of

rock are not arranged well, and the

choice of fine particles shows little

specificity except that they are of

uniformly small size. But as the

worm grows, and the prehensile

teeth of its corona become better

developed, it can be more choosy

about the types of building materials

it selects from the turbulent waters.

Also, thanks to the strong teeth and

dorsolateral muscles on its opercular

stalk, it can now seize and manipu-
late larger pieces of rock.

Generally, after the initial tube is

completed the worms begin incor-

porating more of the small, but rela-

tively heavy, mineral grains—such as

epidote. clinozoisite, staurolite, and
iknenite-magnetite. This selectivity

concentrates heavy minerals in the

reefs. Analysis shows the reefs ac-

cumulate as much as ten times the

amounts found in nearby surround-

ing sediments of the foreshore and

in the landward beach sands.

Later in their tube building the

worms choose among a greater vari-

ety of materials. Into upper parts of

the cylinder are set angular quartz

grains, small fragments of broken

mollusk shells, foraminifera tests,

ostracod carapaces, echinoid spines,

fecal pellets, and other materials— all

arranged in an overlapping spiral

pattern that rises to the base of the

flaring aperture. It is the grouping

of these terminal apertures that gives

the reef its honeycomb appearance.

When mature, the upper part of

the worm is within an encircling tube

that has an internal diameter of be-

tween three and four millimeters.

The outside diameter will vary for

several reasons, including the

amount of crowding. At the bell-

shaped terminal the outside diameter

becomes eight to ten millimeters.

Flat, platelike fragments are used to

line the inside wall of the tube. When

available, larger fragments of shell

and larger grains of quartz are pre-

ferred for the terminal. Some species

add a circular collar inside the hood:

the worm withdraws its head through

this collar, which then helps seal in

the sea water needed for survival

when a dropping tide exposes the

tube to the air or when the worm is

waiting for a predator to depart.

But precisely how does the worm
do its building? It literally uses its

head. The opercular stalk and the

teeth at its crown—the clawlike pa-

leae—do much of the work.

From time to time one can see the

worm extend the first few seg-

ments of its body out beyond the tube.

It is reaching for particles of sand

and crushed shell brought by the

scouring waves. The teeth atop the

opercular stalk, which bends easily,

grasp them and pass them down
toward the mouth with the help of

the feeding tentacles. At the mouth
the stony fragment is "licked" clean

of encrusting plants and other tasty

organisms. Then, if the piece is of a

size, shape, and consistency that suit

the worm, it is coated with a pellet-

ized mucous cement. (This is pro-

duced in glands located in the para-

thoracic segments and secreted

through the "building organ," just

beneath the mouth.)

Next, the sabellariid adds the

proper concentration of a "fixative"

substance. This will harden the ce-

ment to a dark-brown, leathery con-

sistency. (The same cement is also

used for lining the entire interior of

the tube.)

When wedging is necessary, the

worm first uses its opercular teeth to

position the rock fragment. Then it

retracts the teeth into the shape of

a flattened crown. Finally, it drives

the new fragment into the tube struc-

ture ^vith hammer-like blows from

the upper part of its head.

Farther down, the setae pads on

either side of each parathoracic seg-

ment contain five to eight distally

flattened paleae, each with a paired,

slightly bent acicular spine. These

organs are used in locomotion: they

also help dress the cement and main-

tain the internal shape of the tube.

Bundles of setae located on the ven-

tral side of each body segment help

with locomotion as ivell as removing
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the metabolic wastes from the tube.

When feeding, the worms normally

lie on their dorsal sides with their

ciliated feeding tentacles extended

upward and outward, almost com-
pletely filling the hooded aperture.

The beating by the myriad cilia and

the peristaltic motion of the body
segments produce a rapid circulation

of sea water past the tentacles, the

mouth, and throughout the tube. In

this way. food materials are peri-

odically ingested. Marine algae, dia-

toms, foraminifera, and other small

marine organisms serve as food.

The sabellariids are so familiar

along the nearshore floors of

Europe's coasts that thev have ac-

quired common names, such as

"ross" by English sailors; crassiers

(mounds, or heaps) in France;

Pumpwiirmer (pump worms) and
Austerntod I oyster-killer I in Ger-

many; and tremolina (trembling) on

the Latium coast of Italy. All told,

they are easily found on seashores

around the world from as far north

as Point Barrow . Alaska, to as far

south as the Falkland Islands in the

South Atlantic.

Such a wide distribution in mod-
ern seas, as well as the fact that these

reef builders have been traced back
as far as Carboniferous times,

strongly suggests that they have done
much to change seashores in the geo-

logic past. Wherever they have found
an abundance df tube-building ma-
terials, turbulent waters to promote
reef growth, and other favorable

ecological conditions, the sabellariids

probably have played an important

role in the accumulation of some
sedimentary rocks and have helped

change coastlines of ancient seas.

Although a long-term, detailed

study of the growth rates and life-

span of Phragmatopoma lapidosa

has not been made, its colonies have
been seen to settle on rubblestone

groins and in six weeks build encrust-

ations ten inches or so thick around
the base of the boulders. An observer

in Germany offers this figure: he
measured the growth rate of a Sabel-

laria alveolata reef and found it to be
between 1,000 and 1,300 cubic yards
in six months.

The worms can also be speedy
when they repair tubes that have
been damaged. For instance, when
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fishermen and bathers walk over a

P. lapidosa reef, their footprints

show where they have crushed the

delicate, hooded apertures. But when
revisited the next day, the reef is

found without footprints—as sound
as it was previously.

How do the reefs stand up to worse
punishment? Much depends on
where the worms attach themselves.

In Florida's intertidal zone it is un-

likely that their construction at-

tempts up along the legs of new
fishing piers will remain indefinitely.

In contrast, there is a very durable

reef formed around the base of a

pier built behind the famous
Breakers Hotel at Pahn Beach. This
pier was long ago destroyed by fire

and storm, but the reef around its

base can still be seen from the air—
a long rectangular mass that is at

right angles to the normal, along-

shore direction of reef development.

The durability of this sea worm's
product—and home— is best wit-

nessed along Florida coastlines dur-

ing the hurricane season, in late

sunmier and fall. It is then that the

tube builder's engineering compe-
tence is severely tested. It is a time

when ocean waves are extremely tur-

bulent, when boiling waters toy with

natural beach materials—and, often,

with man-made structures too.

Huge slabs of beach rock, some of

them fifty feet long and twenty feet

wide, can be seen rafted about in the

waves; powerful breakers cut deeply

into protective sand dune ridges and
onto roadways bordering the ocean
front; driving winds blow wet sand
landward off the beaches and onto
the dune fields. After calmer seas re-

turn, one finds that profound, if tem-

porary, changes have come to the

shoreline. Beaches are excavated

landward, roots of the dune vegeta-

tion are exposed. Sand from the

beaches has been spread out beneath
the foreshore water and may tempo-
rarily cover portions of the reefs.

And the reefs themselves? They
have hardly changed through all the

pounding and surging.

It is therefore not hard to under-
stand why the extensive sabellariid

reefs along the lower east coast of

Florida have in historical times
brought much woe to mariners.
Navigation charts of the nearshore
area are dotted with the locations
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Above: The flared terminals of
sabellariid tubes give reef

surface a honeycomb appearance.
Below: Closer, looking through
magnifying glass, one easily

sees tentacles emerging when
the tvorms resume feeding and
building. Author's semischematic
diagram of a stretch of Florida
shoreline illustrates hoiv reef worms
aid conservation. To begin with,

sand is impounded by the worms as

reef material. Later, sponges change
old worm tubes of seaward reefs

into durable rock. Waves breaking
over them leave sand and shell

hash in quieter area landward, where
some of the material eventually

consolidates to become beach rock.



of known wrecks—some dating Lack

to the Spanish Conquest—that were

probably quickly covered by en-

crusting Phragmalopoma and re-

main buried. For instance, in 1696

the famous Reformation was

wrecked on the woi-m reefs just

north of Jupiter Inlet on the Atlantic

coast. As a result, Jonathan Dickin-

son and twenty-four other survivors

spent a terrifying month and a half

on land among hostile Indians. An-

other result was Dickinson's famous

journal, God's Protecting Provi-

dence, which became a literary and

historical classic.

diving or to dredging from a boat.

The reefs along the open coast are

not the only navigational hazard

designed by the sabellariids. There

is also danger in the artificial narrow

inlets of harbors and in the natural

gaps between the barrier islands on

the Florida coasts.

To begin with, the diurnal flush-

ing of the tidal currents provides

abundant sand and nutriment for

the worms. Consequently, they grow

efficiently on concrete bulkheads and

rubblestone jetties, and '"pave" the

bottoms of the channels. Growing on-

ward and upward, their colonies of

worm's tube. This ecological com-

munity also includes the sponge. One
of its species, Cliona lampa, is

especially adept at boring through

the depopulated masses of tubes, ex-

tracting silica for its own needs, pre-

cipitating calcium carbonate, and

thereby reconstituting the original

building material so that the result

is solid, durable rock.

Nor is this all. As waves breaking

over the reefs lose their energy in a

cloud of spray, they impound a

buildup of shell fragments, sand, and

other materials in quieter water on

the landward side. Through consoli-

Today, ships are still driven land-

ward during hurricanes and founder

on the dense worm reefs waiting just

beneath the sea's surface. The
Amaryllis, mentioned earlier, is only

one example.

There is plenty of opportunity for

such trouble. The reefs are wide-

spread, and some are large indeed. I

found one reef system, off the

Florida coast, that was eight miles

long and, in some places, two miles

wide. The best way to see the reefs

is from the air. In this fashion I

have spotted the ones farther out

from the beaches at depths as much
as eighty feet below the ocean sur-

face. For a more detailed inspection

of the reefs I sometimes resort to skin

tubes at times threaten to choke ofE

the navigable channels and permit

the passage of only shallow-draft

boats. To keep the channels free re-

quires recurrent, expensive dredging.

Meanwhile, narrowed channels in-

crease the velocity of the tidal flush-

ing. This makes navigation quite

dangerous during the running tides.

But ecology is not a simple science.

With the troubles they cause, the

sabellariids offer some benefits. A
reason for the conservationist's in-

terest in their reefs is that they pro-

vide ideal homes for the spiny

lobster. This lobster feeds on the

snail Thais, one of the predators that

devours sabellariids. It does so by

thrusting its proboscis down the

dation some of this eventually be-

comes beach rock. I believe that the

large slabs of fossil coquina used by

the Spaniards who built the Castillo

de San Marcos at St. Augustine

might have come from rocks formed

in similar fashion.

The troubles and benefits brought

by the myriads of busy sabellariids

are still not understood well enough

by designers of coastal defenses and

inlets. We also need more knowledge

about the long-term effect of the

reef builders upon projects designed

to control and remedy beach erosion.

It is likely that with more knowledge

we will be able to build more success-

ful sea walls, groins, jetties, piers,

and the like.
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Cloud-shrouded Venus, shining brightly in the east

before sunrise this month, clings to her secrets protected

by a "hellhole" atmosphere hot enough to melt the elec-

tronic bugging devices sent there by man.

American and Soviet probes, which reached our

neighboring planet in October, revealed surface tem-

peratures of about 500 degrees and an atmosphere so

dense that light waves may be refracted enough to com-

pletely circle the planet, enabling a very hypothetical

observer on Venus to see the back of his head in front

of him.

Data sent back across 50 million miles of space show

that the planet has a weak magnetic field, that it has

no radiation belts similar to those around the earth,

that the dark side of the planet emits a faint ultraviolet

glow, and that the atmosphere of Venus is 75 to 85 per

cent carbon dioxide. The abundance of COo and the

lack of water are leading investigators to conclude-

sometimes reluctantly—that the clouds that always cover

the planet's surface are made of dust rather than water

or ice particles.

Like any good scientific experiment, the Venus probes

have raised new questions while answering a few of the

old. But with confirmation of temperatures too hot for

electronic devices, much less for people, and with the

increasing reluctance of Congress to spend money for

space exploration, the data sent back by Mariner 5 and

Venus 4 may be the last close-up information we will

have for years to come.

A BIRTHDAY
The Association of Lunar and Planetary Observers

(ALPOJ, an American amateur group, celebrated its

twentieth anniversary in the latest issue of its journal,

The Strolling Astronomer.

While some writers in the anniversary issue seem
ready to turn in their telescopes in the face of a manned
lunar landing and probes to other planets, it is signifi-

cant that in the same issue there is an appeal from a

NASA scientist for naked-eye observations of the lunar

libration clouds ("Sky Reporter," August-September,

1967) so that they can be more accurately charted. This

is the latest of several requests from the professionals

in the last several years.

Walter H. Haas, Director of ALPO since he helped

form it in 1947, says that in the future he expects the

association to take on more projects with very specific

goals and limited periods of duration. It is perhaps no
coincidence that in the same issue an astronomer at the

University of Arizona asks for as many observations as

possible of the lunar crater "Ross D" on five different

dates. The times at which the observations should be
made are specified to the minute. Simultaneous obser-

vations increase the likelihood of any real phenomenon
being confirmed by two or more observers.

ALPO is in the process of publishing an observing

handbook, which it hopes will encourage more amateurs
to make better and more useful observations. The book
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is being published in the belief that amateurs will be out

in the backyard on clear nights for some time to come.

John P. Wiley, Jr.

CELESTIAL EVENTS
During the early evenings in January, the winter

stars and constellations are visible in the east, rising as

darkness comes on, spending the whole night crossing

the sky from east to west. There are no planets crossing,

but two—Mars and Saturn—can be seen in the west

shortly after sundown. Mars is quite low when it be-

comes visible, near the crescent moon on the evenings

of January 2 and 3. Saturn is easier to find, high toward
the southwest among the faint stars of Pisces. The vernal

equinox—the point in the sky where the sun is located

on the first day of spring— is only a few degrees to the

right of Saturn's position.

By a few hours before midnight, the constellation

Orion has moved to the south, where it is highest dur-

ing the night. Saturn is then setting in the west, and
Jupiter rising in the east, brilliant among the stars of

Leo. In the hours before dawn, Jupiter moves past the

meridian and Venus can then be seen in the southeast,

rather low, but brighter than Jupiter.

Before Venus fades into the dawn, look for the red-

dish star Antares, well to the right of Venus, in the con-

stellation Scorpio. On the 25th, at about 6:00 a.m.

EST, the moon will pass between the earth and Antares

for observers in North America, Europe, and North
Africa. The occultation of Antares by the moon will be

the first of twelve occultations of the star during 1968.

Mercury comes into the evening sky this month, at-

taining its greatest distance to the left of the sun. On
the evening of January 30 this planet sets more than an
hour and a half after the sun—a favorable evening
elongation of the planet. Mercury will be the bright ob-

ject (magnitude—0.5) to the right and above the cres-

cent moon on the evening of the 30th, and well to the

right of the moon on the 31st.

The expected maximum of the Quadrantid meteor
shower is on January 3, when there will be no moon to

interfere with early morning observations. This shower
lasts only about half a day and produces up to about

40 meteors per hour.

Thomas D. Nicholson

Hold the star map so the compass direction you face is at

the bottom; then match the lower stars with those in the

sky near the horizon. The celestial events chart shows times

of rising and setting of the sun, moon, and principal plan-

ets; times of twilight; and sundial correction during the

month. The horizontal scale shows time; vertical scale

shows dates. The top strip locates bright stars, planets, and
the moon within the zodiac. The horizontal scale of hours
shows the time when planets and certain stars are due south

and highest at midmonth. The different phases of the moon
shown are due south and highest on the dates indicated.
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DEATH
IN

CHAMULA
by Patrick Menget photographs by Mathias T. Oppersdorff

'God in the sky. Lord Jesus, Father San Salvador, Father San Manuel, Father Saviour,

Your own face disappeared. Your own sight disappeared.

How are we going to hide his head, how are we going to hide his bones.

We, your children, your younglings.

He is to be buried in the earth, he is to be buried in the mud.

Lord Jesus, Father San Salvador, Father San Manuel,

Let us know more, let us know the prayer. Your words, Your speech. Lord Jesus."

The voice of the old man droned

on in the damp evening. He stag-

gered away from the fresh moist clay

of the open grave and turned to the

small group of relatives and neigh-

bors—all male—ivho had listened in-

tently to his chant. A younger man
stepped forward and pulled a bottle

of white rum and a stained shot glass

out of his ragged poncho. Slowly

bowing to the reciter, he muttered a

few indistinct words and then ex-

tended a full glass of liquor to the

elder, who addressed a ritual toast,

in turn, to each of the men standing

by, from the oldest to the youngest.

"/ take it" said the old man. "Drink

it" answered the younger ones. After

the last exchange the elder gulped

doivn the liquor, spat on the ground,

and made a wry face—as one should

to show that the liquor is nice and
strong—then passed the glass to the

next man in line. While the men were

ceremoniously and gloomily empty-

ing the bottle, the women stood si-

lently a short distance away from the

row of graves. A black cluster of

weary and sad faces, huddling their

children in the folds of their black

shawls, they stared blankly at their

husbands and relatives.

It had been a long, painful walk

uphill, behind the men who stumbled

on the muddy path under the weight

of the casket. The rain made the chil-

dren restive and unhappy, but the

men had drunk too much to care.

Now the men had finished the last

bottle of liquor. A couple of boys

quickly filled up the grave with earth

and trampled it under their feet.

They washed their hands with ivater

from a bucket they had carried up-

hill to the graveyard, as did all the
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Simple, stark, and powerful, beset with flowers,

pine boughs, and branches of laurel, towering timber crosses

dominate the San Sebastian graveyard at Chamula
during the fiesta of Todos Santos.

Equivalent to All Saints' Day, this is when certain

of the departed—those who died from natural causes and

who left at least a modest inheritance-

return to earth to visit friends and relatives.

The church bells toll throughout the day and professional musicians,

virtually ubiquitous in the presence or formal recollection

of the dead, stride among the celebrants

strumming their plaintive, repetitious dirge, the bolomchon.
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men. It ivould be dark before every-

one ivas back home. The green valley

had already turned gray and misty.

This burial took place one sum-

mer not long ago in the hills of

central Chiapas, Mexico. The rugged

mountains of the state of Chiapas

were the last part of southern Mexico

to open up to modern civilization,

for not until the 1940's did the Pan-

American highway connect the re-

gion of the Isthmus of Tehuantepec

to San Cristobal and even farther to

the Guatemalan border. As you drive

along the highway you can see

groups of brightly clad Indians and

clusters of thatch-roofed huts among
the cornfields. The region is in-

habited by more than 150.000 Maya
Indians. They speak either Tzotzil

or Tzeltal, languages closely related

to the ancient Maya of southern

Mexico and Guatemala. But unlike

the ancient Maya, who built the pal-

aces and temples and erected the

enigmatic and majestic stelae scat-

tered m the jungle, the Indians of

Chiapas do not have a writing sys-

tem of their own. They use Spanish

for their records and for all

communications with the Mexican

central government. They live in

self-administered communities, each

with its own dialect and customs.

Chamula, the largest of those com-

munities, with upward of 40.000

people, is to a great extent the most

resistant to Mexican acculturation.

The Chamula are corn farmers,

like all the Indians in the state of

Chiapas, but their land is not overly

fertile and they must supplement

their income bv working as wage
earners on the coffee plantations in

the lowlands. This work is seasonal

—the coffee growers need extra man-
power only for weeding and clean-

ing the fields and for harvesting. So

the Chamula always manage to be

back home for the major religious

fiestas—Carnival. Holy Week, Saint

John's Day (their patron saint) , and

Todos Santos (All Saints' Day)

.

It is only about seven miles from

San Cristobal to Chamula. Both

towns have churches, and the people

A ividoiv offers her departed

spouse an orange, a lighted candle,

and a bouquet of wildflorvers.

in each place claim to be Catholic.

Yet the differences between Catholi-

cism in San Cristobal and what is

called Catholicism in Chamula can-

not be measured. In Chamula, the

Catholic faith has given little more
than a iew concepts, a place of wor-

ship, and idols. Suffice it to say that

in Chamula theology Christ is "our

Father the sun""; the Virgin is "our

Mother the moon." The Chamula
will gladly accept baptism from the

Catholic priest who visits irregular-

ly, but all the other sacraments are

unknown. The people have their own
hierarchy of religious officers, re-

placed every year, that takes care of

the arrangements for the fiestas.

The Chamula. it appears, were

Christianized in the sixteenth cen-

tury, fought this influence, and have

largely succeeded in retaining their

own system of beliefs, while adopting

some Spanish terms and generously

borrowing images, idols, and other

religious paraphernalia. The Domin-
icans had to abandon evangelizing

in the highlands in the early eight-

eenth century after a particularly

bloody insurrection. More recently,

the Mexican Revolution and the sub-

sequent agrarian reform of Presi-

dent Cardenas (19341 have given

the Indians more control over their

own affairs, and their religious or-

ganization has no room for a Cath-

olic priest. In any case, their views of

death and the hereafter reveal that

their beliefs are heavily aboriginal.

The funeral I described took place

in one of the outlying hamlets, Yali-

chin, about nine miles from Cha-

mula. Neither the ceremony nor the

beliefs inherent in it would be very

different in any other part of the

municipio (a self-administered terri-

torial entity roughly equivalent to a

county I . Even though funeral cere-

monies are private rituals and in-

volve no more than a close circle of

relatives and a few neighbors, the

rules of behavior concerning death

and the handling of it are rigid and

strictly adhered to. This matter is

important not only to insure a safe

journey for the soul of the deceased

but also for the well-being of the sur-

vivors. When someone dies from any

cause other than murder or suicide,

the body, if not already there, is

brought back home. By the time it

has been washed and dressed anew,

most of the family are already aware
of the death and on their way to the

house. Since extended families tend

to live in clusters of houses, each

couple generally in a separate house,

the gathering of kin does not take

very long. Even a man's daughters,

who often reside patrilocally with

their husbands' families, will not live

beyond the neighboring hamlets. All

of the kin will come and stay in the

house of the dead until the funeral

is over. This may last from one to

three full days, according to the re-

sources of the deceased.

The Chamula believe that a man
has two souls: one is an animal

companion; the other an immortal

principle. The animal companion is

born and dies in a one-to-one corre-

spondence with its owner and reflects

the events of his life. It is. however,

most active at night, in the moun-
tains, where it fights for a living,

wards off potent animals, and is ex-

posed to many risks. A man will feel

the repercussions of this second life,

and in his dreams may even be

aware of its happenings. But this an-

imal dies when the man dies or vice

versa, one death automatically pro-

voking the other. After death the

second soul, which has no special

shape or appearance but is some-

times thought to be a manlike crea-

ture, will go to the underworld,

where all souls live for a time equal

to the earthly lives of their owners.

Then it will be reincarnated in a per-

son of the opposite sex and in a dif-

ferent situation. A m)'th describes

life in the underworld as the inverse

of earthly life. When the sun shines

over the earth, it is moonlight down
below, and at night the sun shines in

the underworld. This is why a man
has to be buried at sunset; he will

accompany the sun on its westward

path to the underworld.

A long wake is necessary for the

soul to gather the pieces of the self

lost during its lifetime, whether

around Chamula or in the hot coun-

try ( lowlands ) where most of the

Chamula have worked at one time or

another. It is not until those bits

(hair, nails, and in some cases, lost

limbs ) have been collected that the

soul can undertake the long voyage

to the "land of the dead." Addition-

ally, the wake gives the family an
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opportunity to face together the dan-

gers brought by death, help the de-

ceased in his preparation for the

voyage, and reunite the kin after a

painful loss.

At the same time that the family

is called, the professional musicians

are summoned. There are some in

every hamlet, and they will play

without interruption, during the

whole wake, the same monotonous

funeral dirge day and night. A gui-

tar, a harp, a two-stringed violin,

and sometimes an accordion, will al-

ternate and mix their chords, sway-

ing in repetitious rhythm with the

wailing and sobbing of the mourn-

ers. Music is a part of most Chamula

ceremonies, whether public or pri-

vate. As essential to a ritual as the

smoke of incense and the flames of

candles, it pleases the gods and keeps

at bay the evil piikuh ("bad spirits")

who hang around the corpse. Every-

one in the village will know from

hearing the melody that the house is

mourning, and nobody will disturb

the bereaved. For the wake the fam-

ily of the dead buys many bottles of

posh, the local rum produced by
clandestine stills, for there can be no

celebration without lots of posh. The
Chamula seem to have an endless

thirst for this cheap liquor, not so

much for its taste, but because it is

considered an offering to the gods.

Posh is consumed in large quantities

according to a strict etiquette, first

by the oldest man, who has to ad-

dress a toast to each of the men
there in descending order of rank

and seniority, then by the other men
in the same order, finally by the

women according to their husbands'

positions. Although the order of

drinking reaffirms the hierarchical

principle, each drinker gets exactly

the same amount of posh, reflecting

a fundamental egalitarianism among
the Chamula. Similarly, the property

of the deceased will be equally di-

vided among all heirs, male and fe-

male. So the drinking etiquette is a

metaphor for social hierarchy, and
at the same time, for equality among
all members of society. The posh is

always mentioned in prayers to the

gods and often referred to as nichim

("flower") , a ritual euphemism. The
men also pass around a bowl of

ground wild tobacco, of which they

take a pinch to eat. This powder,
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moy, which is extremely strong and

bitter, gives strength and clairvoy-

ance by enabling one to see through

the night and to defend oneself

against the evil spirits. The same

substance, according to the myths,

allows powerful shamans to trans-

form themselves into strong animals,

such as jaguars.

In the state of dangerous uncer-

tainty brought about by the presence

of someone who has ceased to live

and is not yet in the land of the dead,

men need to be as strong and united

as they can, so they drink often "to

warm their hearts," swallow lots of

tobacco (very intoxicating) "to see

better," and take great pains not to

quarrel during the wake.

In
one corner of the deceased's hut,

dimly lit by a candle, the corpse

lies, head toward the west. It is sur-

rounded by female relatives, one of

them wailing until she becomes tired

and is replaced by another. In the

smoke-filled hut—the hearth is right

in the center on the dirt floor and the

smoke escapes from the apex of the

thatched roof—men keep milling

around, drinking, talking, loudly la-

inenting. When I was introduced to

the brother-in-law of the deceased,

he burst out in tears, moaning the

loss of his relative. As he poured me
a drink, he spilled some of the liquor

and suddenly switched from tears to

a nervous laughter, in which the

other men soon joined. Many men
eventually become irritable under

the influence of liquor, then crumble

on the dirt, and pass out for a few

hours. There is no contempt for such

drunkenness, and the intoxicated

ones will be shaken back to their feet

if anyone needs them. As the wake

goes on, the corpse is fed regularly

with a few drops of posol ("corn

gruel" ) placed between his teeth.

Women also prepare the goods

that the dead will need on his jour-

ney: a set of new clothes, a blanket,

little bags of food, a rosary stripped

of its metallic parts, a few coins "for

refreshment on the way," and a tiny

drinking gourd. The food consists of

the three staple elements of Chamula
diet: tortilla, beans, and posol. But

the dead are different from the liv-

ing and the tortilla is completely

burned, then ground to a fine black

powder. Before putting it in small

linen bags, each relative takes a

pinch of it to his mouth with his left

hand. This represents a communion
with the dead, who, contrary to the

living, cannot use the right hand for

eating. If the deceased is a woman,
she takes along three turkey feathers

representing needles and a spindle;

if a man, he is provided with three

miniature sticks in order to fight

back the animals on his way. From
time to time an older relative will

come near the corpse and recite a

prayer for the dead that will assist

him in gaining admittance to the

land of the dead.

In a myth that bears an eerie re-

semblance to the Greek story of Or-

pheus, the Chamula tell that upon
arriving in hell one has to be ferried

across a large river by a black dog.



Two Chamula expressions

:

wonder and innocence, above;

audacity, even defiance, at left.

On the other side of the river, a fire

burns for which mules—symbolizing
punished women—unload firewood.

The last element, in spite of its prob-

able Christian inspiration, brings to

mind the daily activities of Chamula
women who, indeed, collect all the

firewood and tend the hearths as

strenuously as mules.

The day of the burial proper, the

close family of the dead kill all his

chickens, which are eaten in equal

shares by all present relatives. This

reminds one of the ritual use of

chicken, the most commonly sacri-

ficed animal, particularly in curing

ceremonies. Chickens are symboli-

cally offered to the divinity so that he

will admit the dead to the under-

world. Upon leaving the house, red

pepper is burned in the fire, produc-

ing an acrid and unpleasant smoke,

the floor is carefully swept, and the

door tightly locked. The soul of the

dead should not linger around the

house, and the smoke of pepper

forces it to leave. Even though many
relatives sincerely cry at this mo-
ment, people agree that they should

behave more stoically, for fear that

the soul might heed the lamentation

and choose to remain in its home.
After this final separation, the pro-

cession starts toward the graveyard.

located most often on a hilltop "so

that the dead may look over the liv-

ing." The procession stops often, not

only to relieve the casket bearers but

also to allow women to feed the dead

a few drops of posol. They will stop

more often if the person being
buried was old, because then he tires

more easily. The walk uphill is a

symbol of the journey to the under-

world. Once the interment is over

and a cross has been erected on top

of the fresh grave, the relatives will

walk back to the house for a final

gathering in order to share the prop-

erty left by the dead. However, the

separation is not completely ulti-

mate. All people who die from na-

tural causes, that is all those who are

neither suicides nor the victims of

murders, will come back to this

world on Todos Santos, a time when
they are treated with a feast. In each

house, the ancestors in the male line

will come back and eat the food that

has been prepared for them. They
will come back to the place where

they used to live while the souls of a

woman's ancestors will come back to

her parents' house, since the Chamu-
la are patrilineal. Those who did not

leave anything to their descendants

are not expected to return, as if this

meeting between the dead and the

living were a contractual bond. The
Chamula only welcome those of their

ancestors who have been beneficial

to them. Most of the Chamula who
go and work in the lowlands will

come back to their parents' houses to

join in the celebration of their fore-

fathers. In the house an altar is set,

with candles on each side, a sheet of

pine needles on the table, a clay in-

cense burner, and bowls of food. The
vessels for food are old earthenware

used only on this occasion and kept

in the family chest the rest of the

time. There is meat on the table, cab-

bage, tamales, posol, and salt, all rich

and expensive foods. The house

cross behind the altar has been dec-

orated with a bow of greenery—pine

boughs, branches of laurel, and flow-

ers. Calling the souls of the ances-

tors, the oldest man in the family

starts to sing, accompanying himself

on a guitar.

The whole family stands around

the altar in clean festive garments.

They will wait till the end of the day,

then eat what the dead have left. So

that the ancestors can recognize the

way, the family will have cleaned the

grave and decorated it anew with

pine boughs and flowers and will

have marked the beginning of the

path, at the grave, and the end of it,

at the house, with pine needles and
flower petals. Furthermore, a little

stone in front of the house will indi-

cate the entrance.

Meanwhile, at the center of Cha-

mula. the whole bodv of re-

ligious authorities, most dressed in

black chamarras
(
ponchos worn only

on festive occasions
) ,

preceded by
the musicians, followed by the civil

officials and the ordinary people, will

march to the graveyard, next to the

old church of San Sebastian. The
bells toll, calling for the dead, the

music plays the sad melody of bo-

lomchon (the "jaguar"). When the

procession reaches the graveyard

where the tall wooden crosses re-

cently covered with fresh arches of

greenery look as vigorous as

a spring bush, everyone scatters

around the gravesites to tend his

dead. On each grave, women set

candles, yellow flowers, such as the

flor de difuntos ("marigold"), or

wild orchids, and food offerings—

perhaps an orange—presented on a

little board. Those of the women w ho

have recently lost their husbands

kneel at the foot of the graves and

moan and cry and complain of their

miserable life. One of them, w ith her

baby slung over her shoulder in a

black shawl, might squat by the

grave and pour a glass of liquor,

muttering: "Ay, my lord, here I

have come, I am lonely, here is some
posh, drink one glass as you used to

do, my companion" (the man prob-

ably died from excessive drinking! I.

In the meantime, the mash, young

boys wearing comic hats of monkey

skin, will dance around the grave-

yard to the music of bolomchon.

Todos Santos is a day when people

are both content and sad. Their dead

are among them, partake of the food

and drink, listen to the music. But

everybody knows that they will be

gone tomorrow.

Yet, on this day, in front of the

old church of San Sebastian, only

one half of the graveyard is freshly

cleaned and flowered. On the west

side, beyond a little separation, the



burial mounds do not even have

crosses, only marking stones, and

these are totally disregarded by the

Chamula. No relatives around them,

no music for these. Here lie the peo-

ple who were murdered or who com-

mitted suicide. They will never be

back, for they do not live in the

underworld with the other dead and

have quite a special status.

Murder is not infrequent among
the Chamula. Among the mes-

tizos of San Cristobal and also

among other Indians, they are re-

puted to be violent, especially under

the influence of alcohol. It seems that

such a reputation is deserved, for the

Chamula have a fairly high rate of

murder (36 for 100.000 people per

year) . Yet compared to the incidence

of murder in most large Western

cities, Chamula is not a dangerous

place. Murders usually occur when
members of a family quarrel while

drunk. There are some cases of

women being murdered by their

husbands or of presumed witches

being killed. Rarely is someone
killed by strangers. When a quarrel

arises within a family and turns into

violence, the murderer will often

simply bury his victim in the back-

yard. But the news always leaks out,

or some relative gets worried and

warns the authorities. Besides, the

Chamula do not try to escape justice

when they have committed murder.

Most cases of homicide are quickly

solved, as if the murderers were too

conscious of their religious plight to

flee. They rarely resist arrest and ap-

pear resigned to their judicial fate.

When news of a murder is re-

ceived at the municipal center, the

president sends out a commission of

mayoles { officials acting as police-

men), headed by a judge. They
march to the place of the killing,

looking important with their black

staffs of office and muzzle-loading

guns. They force the alleged murder-
er to disinter the body. The expedi-

tion then walks back to the center,

with the accused carrying the corpse,

either wrapped in a mat slung over

his back with a frontal tumpline. or

on his back strapped on a kind of

uooden sled. The mayoles follow

(sometimes covering their noses with

white handkerchiefs) along with
possible witnesses. While authorities
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interrogate the suspects (later they

will be sent to jail in San Cristobal)

,

a doctor is called to perform the

autopsy. The presumed murderer

then is expected to dig a grave and

bury the dead, all by himself, with

no help. This always takes place in

the western division of the grave-

yard of San Sebastian. West, where

the sun sets, is the evil direction.

Even if the family of the victim is

present, there is no ceremony what-

soever, no prayer, no grave goods,

and no set time for the interment.

The complete absence of ritual con-

trasts sharply with the elaborate fu-

nerals for those who died normally.

The only common element is that all

are buried with heads to the west.

The Chamula justify their differ-

ential treatment of the dead by say-

ing that in a case of homicide, the

murderer assumes all the sins of his

victim, and the latter goes straight

to heaven. This is why in such cases

the time of burial is of no im-

portance since the soul does not have

to follow the sun. As for suicide, the

case is mostly hypothetical: the Cha-

mula say that those people would

also go straight up to heaven, but

no one I talked to could recall a sin-

gle instance of suicide. The Chamu-
la are not afraid of the souls of such

dead, since once they are in heaven,

they are there forever. The murder-

ers have a harsh afterlife in hell,

even though they are buried with a

regular funeral and on the good side

of the graveyard (unless, of course,

they were murdered in turn ) . Mur-
derers never return to earth, neither

on Todos Santos nor reincarnated.

Thus the cosmos for the Chamula
is a sphere, with the sky in the upper

portion, and heaven on top of it, the

earth as a band in the middle, and
the underworld ( in Tzotzil, ''the sky

below") in the lower half, endowed
by some with an outgrowth for the

murderers. The sun travels visibly

across the upper sky during the day,

completing its cycle at night when it

shines over the underworld. The
over-all picture of the cosmos im-

mediately brings to mind the con-

cepts of the ancient Maya. For
them, those who had died at war, or

women who had died in childbirth,

went to heaven and the others went

to hell in the underworld. Yet, we do
not understand why people meeting

Women and children huddle

restively at the gravesites of

relatives on Todos Santos.

a violent end are not cared for in any
way by the Chamula.

In European folklore we can still

witness remains of a distinction be-

tween the kinds of death. The Church
refused to bury murderers, witches,

and people who took their own lives.

In Russia people who were witches

or those who were murdered were

buried under public paths, as a sign

of contempt. The theme of the castle

haunted by one of its former owners
who was murdered by his family is a

very popular one in Britain. All those

people who had not died normal-
ly linger on as nuisances and trick-

sters. At Halloween we are afraid,

not of people who died naturally, but

of those who died ambiguously.

Whereas the "normal" dead are in a

definite, well-known (at least in our
belief) place forever, the abnormal
ones have been denied, for some rea-

son, a permanent haven. They have
to be propitiated by men in order to

avoid their tricks and malice. The
Chamula have an exactly opposite

conception: Whereas their "abnor-

mal" dead are in a definite place for-

ever, the normal dead come back

periodically and will even come back

to earth, eventually. They have to be

respected, propitiated, venerated,

lest they become harmful.

While the mist spreads around
the trees, the old man's wife

silently sobs, thinking of the ritual

candle she has fixed in his right

hand, all ivrapped in red ribbons so

that they can one day recognize each

other and reunite iti the underworld.

Standing close by, the old reciter

mumbles the end of the prayer:

"Where are we going to put

him, what place do we
have for him?

He lies there crying, he lies

there moaning.

Under the cross, under the

crucifix,

His face turned to the other

side, he looks toivard the

other side.

Our Holy Father. Our sacred

Ancestor,

Take him, receive him."





A Chamula

Life

Drawings by Phil Lohman

Shalik came into the world in the

dead of night, bawling, protesting.

His mother, Loshah, groaned; his

father, Molshun, hugged and pressed

the bulging belly; Loshah's mother

pushed; and the baby dropped onto

the little mound of clothes. For the

next two years he probably spent

most of his time on Loshah's back,

observing the world or sleeping.

When he whimpered from hunger

the woolen sling was shifted, and

from under her arm he would grab

at her breast; this was his only "real"

food. At night they slept side by

side on a hard, wooden platform.

He seldom crawled on the dirt floor

of their hut, but as he grew he

would sit on a blanket, always

within her grasp. First steps were en-

couraged and a stick was held out

to guide and support him. but he was

not considered able to walk until he

could manage the slippery mud trails

near home. At first he was dressed in

soft, woolen rags, but within a few

months, when it appeared that he

would live, Molshun bought him a

flannel shirt. When he was about a

year and a half old and could walk,

and Loshah saw that he would not

dirty himself too much, she began to

weave the first of the rough woolen

tunics that would be his principal

garment throughout life. At times she

talked and played gently with him.

At about seven months, for he was a

bright baby, he said his first words.

Tortillas and cooked corn gruel

were gradually introduced into his

diet, and one day he was not allowed

on Loshah's back nor was he allowed

to nurse. "The breast is dirty; it is

full of excrement,"' she said. He
whimpered a bit, then was silent and

did not protest. And then another

baby, a little girl to help Loshah, was

born. When she died a few months
later Shalik must have been blamed,

at least in part, for the people feel

that a displaced child may have such

strong ties to his mother that he or

the baby may die. The next child,

born when he was about four, was

again a girl, and she survived. In all,

nine of Loshah's ten children lived

:

seven boys—of whom Shalik was

third—and two girls, covering a span

of twenty-four years.

As a baby he was very tractable,

and therefore good, but as he grew

he became very active and more dif-



ficult. He was careless of his clothes,

fought with his brothers, and was al-

ways playing; a naughty little boy in

a world that expected conformity.

That he learned to observe the world

keenly, to mimic all about him with

great exactness, and to speak and

joke with skill were traits not partic-

ularly commended by his parents.

They called him "little parrot"; told

him to be quiet, to stop pestering.

Soon he began to help with work
about the house. At about four he

was taught to take grains off an ear

of corn and feed the chickens. When
Molshun went for firewood, a small

bundle would be fitted up with a

rope and slung about his head. Much
of the time he followed in his moth-

er's tracks or played near the house.

When it was warm out he liked to

play with the frogs near the well,

and so he helped by carrying a little

jug of water. But if ordered to ac-

company Loshah in cold weather or

before sunup, he refused and cried

and was scolded and perhaps
spanked. He accompanied her to

mind the sheep, and he watched Mol-

shun farm or carve wood near the

house. As Loshah sat in the field,

pasturing, she spun, and showing
Shalik how to do it. left him a piece

of thread. Soon Shalik began to

learn. By the age of six he was turn-

ing out the coarser threads and
carding the uncombed wool.

More and more he was sent to

mind the sheep, sometimes with his

next-older brother, increasingly

alone, and always he was given a job

of carding or spinning. In addition,

he was told to make the grass ropes

with which to tie the sheep. But the

ropes, and the sheep, were often for-

gotten as he became more and more
involved in his games.

At times he tracked animals and
birds, and eventually he developed

quite a skill with the slingshot. He
trapped many a rat with ropes and
stones. Many times he joined in play

with other little shepherds. "We
would make a swing with a grass

rope. If we found a board, we would
make a slide. We liked to turn and
turn and spin around until we were
dizzy and fell down. We liked to

jump over ravines and see how
brave we were and how wide and
deep a ravine we could leap. Some-
times we would pile up a lot of leaves

under a tree and burn them; we
would climb the tree and stay up
there until we couldn't stand the

smoke any more and then jump
down. If a boy had his back to an-

other, the second might jump up on
the first with his hands clasped like

a tumpline, to see if he could carry

him; or one might grab the arm of

another and spin him around and
around until they both got dizzy and
fell down. We had a game like mar-

bles, but we used little fruits; we
would shoot for a small hole, and
every time a boy got his marble in

all the others would have to give him
a fruit. Sometimes we would make
a game of planting some dried straw

to see if it would grow ; if another

child pulled it out the next day there

would be a big argument.

"We also had a game where one

child would close his eyes; the others

would hide and then call out that

they were ready. The first one would
try to find the others, but when he

got close they would try to scare him
and then run out. Then the one who
had scared him first would close his

eyes, and all the others would hide.

"Another game was that of bury-

ing people. One of the children would

take off his tunic, and that would
serve as the stretcher. We would
gather together some of the tortillas

that we had been given, and we
would eat them. There are some spe-

cial herbs that we would gather and
use in place of the dead one, and we
would bury them. And about a week
later we would open the grave and

see how the herbs were.

"Sometimes we made a heat bath.

We would get together a lot of wood,
especially little branches, and light

them. And we would sit as close to

the fire as we could until we were

burning with the heat. All the time

we should have been looking after

the sheep.

"Most of all I liked to organize the

others to build houses. First we
would dig a hole in the ground, then

find branches and build the roof

frame. We would gather grass and

tie on the thatching, and perhaps

even build one or two walls of

branches. The houses were about

four feet high and sheltered us from

the rain. If the weather was very cold

and dry, we would burn the house to

warm ourselves. A house stood for a

few days, then it was time to bum it

and build another. If they discovered

us, we were scolded because the hole

we dug tore up pasturage or was in

somebody's forest plot. I always or-

ganized and worked with fear in my
heart. But I always built houses.

"As a child, I played a great deal;

I had no respect for anybody. I did

not understand."

Fire always fascinated him. One
day he went to play in the woods,

carrying some matches he had
bought at the market. He lit some
dry grass. It caught, and the fire be-

gan to spread. Soon the flames

reached the lower branches of the

berry trees, and neared the houses.

The neighbors were threatened, and
men ran out to extinguish the fire.

The struggle soon grew desperate, or

so Shalik recalls it. He was severely

scolded by his father and mother and
the neighbors, and his aunts, his

uncles, his grandparents, all poured

out their fear and wrath.

Once the fire had died he slunk off

and squatted near the hearth of his

hut. For days he sat, barely moving,

not eating, not responding to others.

At last his parents took fright and

relented, and the curanderos ("heal-

ers" ) were called. Herbs were gath-

ered, the correct number of candles

and requisite bottle of liquor bought,

and three eggs selected. The actual

ceremony took place where he had

been scolded and overcome with

fright, but since he could not move,

his shirt was sent in his stead. Can-

dles were lit, prayers said, one egg

was broken and buried there, and

the liquor was consumed. The other

two eggs were returned to the house

and cooked; one was fed to Shalik,

and the other was shared by the rest.

The herbs were also cooked, and

after he was anointed with them,

more prayers were chanted, and so

he was cured and able to run about

with the other shepherds.

It was shortly after this that a

wedding took place at a neighbor's

house. He and his oldest brother

went to watch. It was very cold, and

the two boys shivered in the icy fog.

Nearby, at the edge of the forest,

was a little stone cave, and they made

a fire to warm themselves. Before

going home they very carefully put

out the flames, or so they thought.

The next morning whenLoshah went
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out she found their grandfather

cursing in front of his house while

trying to put out a forest fire. Al-

though he worked as hard as he

could, he could not stop the flames.

He called the neighbors. The people

came from the wedding party. Shal-

ik's parents tried to help. All were

furious, they blamed him and cursed

him. The grandfather said that if

this fire could not be extinguished

quickly, he would burn the little boy.

Shalik protested and cried he had

not done it, but they would not lis-

ten; they said they had seen him

there. Meanwhile all worked to put

out the flames; Shalik ran back and

forth, carrying the heavy water

jugs. At last they succeeded, the

flames were dead, the ground barely

smoking, and again Shalik retreated

to the hearth, staring ahead, not

speaking, not eating. Again the cu-

randeros were called, again the can-

dles lit and prayers raised to the

gods, and again he was cured.

The monetary demands of the ever

growing family pressed hard on

Molshun, and more and more he and

the two older boys went to the hot

country to work for wages on the

plantations. One day Shalik was tak-

en to a house in San Cristobal, told to

obey the mistress, and left there.

"When I was very very little I be-

gan to work for wages in San Cristo-

bal. I was just about six [he was

probably about nine], and I cried all

day long. I couldn't understand the

people at all because they spoke

Spanish. By noon I begged to be

allowed to leave. 'The day is over,'

I said, but they told me to go back

to work. By one o'clock I had picked

up my tortilla bag and headed to-

ward the door, but they would not

let me go. They showed me a clock

and said some words, but I did not

understand. I had to stay until four."

That afternoon he went streaking

up the mountain, but the next day
he was returned to the same house.

For days tears poured down his face.

"I asked for food. They answered,

but 1 did not understand. They gave

me fifty cents a day [$.04 U. S. cur-

rency], and I swept up their shop.

"Then I began to understand a bit

of what they wanted and the strange

sounds they said, and I was less

afraid. They began to send me on

errands, and I found the work easier.
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They doubled my pay and gradually

kept raising it. I spent many days

in that house without leaving. Some
days my mother would bring me tor-

tillas, some days they gave me food;

I had to spend all my time there.

"When I got home on Saturday

evening, my parents would ask me
for my money. I would tell them

what I had spent. If it was for little

things that didn't cost much it was

all right. If I wanted bigger things

I told them, and sometimes they

would buy them for me. So I finally

got a leather belt, a hat. a cotton shirt

and trousers, but no huaraches [all

standard items of Chamula dress].

I have never stopped working since."

Soon Molshun began to take

Shalik off to work on the coffee plan-

tations. "We traveled by bus and I

was sick for the entire journey. At

the plantation I was afraid, for I did

not understand the work. In the

seven weeks I was there I barely

earned any money. But gradually I

began to understand what they

wanted of me. I returned often,

sometimes with my father, some-

times with an older brother. When
we went by train I was afraid that

I would fall between the cars and

be killed. You make good money on

the coffee plantations, especially

during the harvest.

"There is a weed that grows there.

We used to play games by throwing

it at each other to see on whose

clothes it would stick. When we lined

up at 4 :00 A.M. for roll call we would

push and poke at one another and

make a game of it, to see if we could

make someone fall and break his

food bowl. I was always a little

afraid when they called my name.

After roll call they would give us

breakfast—beans, tortillas, corn

gruel, and coffee. At five-thirty we
would go out into the fields. At two

o'clock we came back for lunch,

handed in our work slips, and were

given tortillas and beans. In the

afternoon we were free to sleep or to

wash clothes or go looking for birds

or to the store or just rest or do

whatever we liked. They also gave us

supper : coffee and tortillas, rice once

a week, and on one plantation meat

once a week. We could buy bread

and vegetables on Saturdays. On
Sundays people came to sell us food

and clothing.

"I was very eager to learn to read

and write. My father would not let

me go to school; he needed the

money I could earn. Nor did my
parents dress me well. It was only

after I was bringing in my own
money that I got a complete outfit.

But they have always given to my
brothers and sisters."

As he grew Shalik took increasing

pride in his ability as a strong and

steady worker, one who could always

be relied upon to fill in the family's

perennial financial crises. Later this

same ability would create many dif-

ficulties as he became more and

more attracted to the material things

of the outside world, exceptionally

skilled at manipulating in it, yet un-

willing to tear himself away from the

increasingly illusory emotional

warmth of his family.

He would often speak with relish

of life on the plantations, but did not



want to go back ever. Between stints

in the hot country, and steadily

thereafter, he worked in San Cris-

tobal—as houseboy, general laborer,

gardener, or at whatever he could

get. He liked to garden and, even

more, to be sent to market. He
learned many skills and began to

understand the mysterious Spanish

better and better. He could command
up to all of five pesos a day (S.40

U. S. currency I . but liked best the

jobs where a meal was included in

his salary. In this way he began to

know other foods in addition to

the beans, tortillas, corn gruel, and

boiled vegetables of his house. He
even came to eat the taboo lamb.

"On one job I worked as a garden-

er for the family of a school teacher.

I was given a book and a little ex-

planation of the sounds of the letters.

But I did not like the job: the people

were very unpleasant and dirty. My
oldest brother once tried to explain

the sounds of the vowels, but I did

not understand. Then on another job,

I came across a friend, a mestizo,

who showed me again that letters can

stand for sounds, and I began to

understand." In keeping with tradi-

tion he brought gifts of sweet pota-

toes and beer in lieu of payment.

Then he became ill and so the lessons

ended. The little that he had learned,

he repeated over and over. Later he

found another teacher, a carpenter,

\vho charged him tw o pesos for each

four-hour class. Shalik was fright-

ened by the cost and had trouble ex-

plaining such a high expense at

home, so he left the classes. By then

he had begun to read, laboriously

but incessantly. On another job

where he was able to continue his

studies, he saw how to use a type-

writer, continued to read, and began
to write. His use of Spanish im-

proved, especially as he became in-

terested in a mestizo maid in that

house. He began to hear words in

English and German, and always the

facile imitator, he soon mimicked
these words. But Shalik had a strong

temper and after a year and a half,

furious at being scolded, he left.

Next he worked for an American an-

thropologist from whom he learned

more English. He began to under-

stand that numbers written with

symbols could be added.

As Shalik's earnings increased he

began to contribute a part of them
to his family, in addition to the corn

he regularly bought; from about the

age of fifteen he began to save

money. He would soon probably be

getting married, his father said.

At about eighteen he began to

search for a wife. He knew of two

girls who might be available. With
relatives, friends, and a special

spokesman, with gifts of liquor and

money, he stated his request at the

first house. The group was quickly

and severely rebuffed. To the second

house they went many times, with

much ceremony. Although it looked

as though the people there would

eventually give in, he was impatient

and fearful of the protracted nego-

tiations. He searched in his heart for

a solution. He asked ciiranderos,

who assured him that some day he

would be married.

One day, thinking of another re-

source, he invited a friend for a few

drinks. After they had both mel-

lowed he asked the crucial question:

Was there an eligible girl? And so

Shalik heard of Catalina. With more
drinks he wangled an invitation to

the friend's house, for the friend and
Catalina's father were neighbors. On
a second visit he spied the girl and
discovered that her father was a

friend, that they had farmed near

each other previously. After more
visits the girl appeared to notice him,

and her father asked, "What's that

fellow doing around here so much?"
He spied her in the streets of San

Cristobal. Another time he saw her

at a fiesta in Chamula and pointed

her out to his parents. "She looks all

right but she's awfully short," they

remarked. And she seemed to notice

him and not disapprove. At last he

decided to make his move, for he was

very impatient. For an extra gift he

might get her right away. So he

bought the usual liquor, the bread,

the meat, and gathered all his money
(less than $30 U.S. currency). At

two o'clock one morning the same
group—the community elder, Mol-

shun, Loshah, some relatives, and his

friends, all with their wives—started
out across the hills. They reached

Catalina's house by the first rays of

daylight.

The elder spoke. "Good morning,

Uncle."

No answer.

"Good morning."

"Oh hell, who is it?"

"Me."

"What do you want?"
"To speak to you."

"What do you want?"
The headman gave a muttered an-

swer and began the formal, chanted

request.

"You think I have a daughter?

She's not here. Who sent you? How
did you find this house?" All were

very angry questions.

But the elder stood in the door-

way, and the family could not get

out. Catalina's father continued

scolding, but at last he tired. "You
want to see my daughter," and he let

the group in to see the girl. The
liquor was passed around and the)'

toasted one another. Shalik gave ten

quarts of liquor.

Then the father asked. "When are

you going to take her away?"
"Why not now?" Negotiations

were begun as to how much money
and ^vhat other things would be

giyen, and all the while they got
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drunker and drunker. At last a deal

was struck, and the local elders were
called. Their decision was that ac-

cording to custom Shalik would have
to stay there for at least three da) s,

the first day at the party, the second
and third working for her father.

But he could not stay, for he ivas

working in San Cristobal. Then one
said that he could take Catalina right

away, which ^\ as \vhat he wanted. At
last permission to leave was given.

with the stipulation that they would
return for a formal visit within three

weeks, and that Catalina would not

take all of her clothing with her.

That same morning, well before

noon, Shalik led his bride to Mol-
shun"s house, where again drinks

were passed around.

The wedding ceremony was over.

Shalik had made no special prepara-

tions for his bride. Many years be-

fore he had made a bed for himself,

for he did not like to sleep with his

little brothers, sa) ing that they were
dirty and had lice. Nor did the fam-
ily make any particular prepara-

tions. Shalik remained in San Cris-

tobal six nights a week on his job.

On returning home he was met by
complaints from his parents and the

other children that the new wife,

aged all of fourteen or sixteen, was
lazy, flirtatious, and worthless. Nor
did the two have many moments
alone, for when he was at home he
was not to sit idle and talk; there

was wood to be cut and carried,

farming, and many other tasks about
the house. Molshun had already
tired of work; shortly thereafter he
would announce his retirement from
the world. Even when Shalik sat

within the house he was separated
from his ^vife, for he sat with the

men on their side of the fire and she
crouched near their bed, far from
the flames. She cried a great deal.

Loshah scolded, and Shalik was torn

between the two.

It was at this point that he
changed jobs and began working for

me as a guide on numerous trips in-

to the mountains. He had to be away
for even longer periods, and he did
not enjoy his work. In the beginning
he had to hike and carry, which an-
noyed him. Later, with a horse for
his own use and other horses for the
baggage, he continued to dislike the
traveling. The physical rigors were
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not unpleasant; it was fear of the un-
known, of witchcraft.

During the first and the longest of
the trips he became ill, ^vith what, at

the time, I thought of as increasing
depression. He tired easily and slept

longer and more profoundly every
day, but cried out in his sleep. He
had many bad dreams dealing with
sickness and death, involving his an-

imal-soul, his true being. After three

weeks he went home for a visit, to

find his father and a younger broth-
er ill, and to hear tales of Catalina's

possible infidelity. He returned to

work with tears in his eyes. After
that there were more nightmares,
but in one dream a man assured him
that he could be cured. Shalik knew
that dreams forecast happenings and
tell one what to do. He decided to

look for a curandero. Then he dis-

covered a family enemy at a nearby
market, far from home. He believed
that the man must have come to set

witchcraft against his family. Shalik
remained outwardly very polite,

dressed himself neatly, and tried to

smile. But his eyes became very sad
and small, usually bloodshot or yel-

lowed. He looked for a curandero
wherever we went. Finally he found
one and impatiently awaited the time
of the ceremony. He bought a quart
of liquor, thirteen dozen tiny white
candles, a box of cigarettes, a bit of

salted meat, and, in addition to these

purchases, borrowed some money to

pay the curandero. The whole bill

came to approximately $2.-50 in U.S.

currency. That evening, as it be-

came dark, he set out to spend the

night in the curandero's house. The
next morning, reassured that he was
not going to die, he returned and
dreamed a good dream. He said he
would become handsome again, and
that for the first time on the trip he
felt like himself.

As we traveled through the moun-
tains he thought continually of his

w ife, of her unhappiness, and of how
his father was exploiting him. His
temper, never very stable, mounted.
Within a few months it exploded in

a drunken rage against Loshah. He
struck her, an unthinkable act in

Chamula. The family was shocked,
but he was drunk and not to be held
responsible for his behavior. A sis-

ter-in-law ran up to hold him back,
but he struck her down, too. At last

the other men, his older brothers and
his father, grabbed hold of him and
threw him out of the house, ^vhere he
lay sobbing in the mud. Catalina
crouched near him weeping.

""Let him sleep it off there, and he
is never to come back into this

house," ruled his parents. They gath-
ered up some of his belongings and
threw them out into the mud after

him. That afternoon, when he woke
up and w as told what had happened,
he fled with his wife to her father's

house, where they were allowed to
spend the night. To beg forgiveness
of his parents he bought the requisite

liquor and carried it to their house,
expecting that they would accept his

apologies and the liquor, that all

would drink together and the argu-
ment would be over. But Loshah
would not touch the gift. She was
furious, as was Molshun. So Shalik
and Catalina gathered together the
things that had been thrown out into

the rain and came down to San Cris-

tobal to spend the night. They were
\ery upset; this was the first time
they were alone together.

Shalik now laid claim to some
land he had bought years before, al-

most by accident, in obedience to

Molshun's orders. There he would
build his home. Meanwhile a neigh-

bor allowed him to occupy an aban-
doned hut. On Christmas Day.
carrying all their possessions on two
tumplines, the young couple set off

for their land. Within one month the

roof was up and it was time to make
the first of the ceremonies to the

gods. Musicians were hired; liquor,

bread, and meat were bought; and
all who had helped with the house
were invited, with their wives. The
elder was among those who had
helped. He led the chanting, tire

dancing, and the drinking. All night

they celebrated, until they fell asleep

in drunken stupors. The next day the

work on the walls began. Within an-

other two weeks they too were up.

and the second ceremony was held.

This time Shalik invited his parents,

and they came, but they squabbled
with his in-laws. Nevertheless the

gods were propitiated, the house
would be a happy one, the devils

would avoid it. That night all slept

in the new house, but the hard feel-

ings remained, between parents and
son, between brothers.



Today, having found another job

s gardener, Shalik stands a hand-

ome young man, well aware of his

harm, using many wiles to gain his

nds against the mestizos of San

:ristobal. Anger, a search for dig-

ity, playing on his handsomeness

nd charm, an occasional retreat

rom the pressures of life into the

lameless infantilism of drunken-

ess, and most of all. an overriding

ear of gossip, which can turn to

lanic, are maj or themes in his life.

Life in Chamula and in the neigh-

loring hamlets is closeknit. The gods

lUst be honored, mostly by good be-

lavior. That which excites the gods,

specially envy, may bring accusa-

ions of witchcraft: once thought of

.s a witch your time is marked. If

ou do not leave the settlement, the

vrarmth and mothering of Chamula,

ooner or later you will be murdered.

Aost flee to the big and unfriendly

vorld of San Cristobal, but Shalik

loes not want to make this move, or

o shake off his family, his friends,

lis whole supportive world. So he

ries to behave in outwardly correct

'ornis and to hide his many depar-

;ures from the accepted, for the

mestizo world, with its many pur-

chasable objects, fascinates him.

He is prone to extremes of mood:

elation alternating with depression,

fury with joy. humility with the

heights of vanity. One should always

smile, one should always have happi-

ness in his heart, and Shalik tries to

feel that way. Yet there is much sad-

ness in life, and much fear—of gos-

sip, of anger with his parents, of

irritations with his wife and employ-

ers—and so many a time his eyes

become small and bloodshot or yel-

lowed, his words harsh and hostile,

and the joking almost desperate in

tone. He battles to contain his fury

and sometimes almost weeps in des-

peration. He may seek release in

drunkenness. Yet, especially com-

pared with our o-svTi older adoles-

cents, he has a realistic picture of his

world and has not yet learned to

successfully repress all the "improp-

er" emotions; many of his feelings

burst out into the open.

Chamula's culture is patriarchal.

Authority structures are clearly built

and clearly defined. Totik is the prin-

cipal god, the President of Chamula

is the principal priest and secular

authority, the father is the ruler of

his home (although the mother,

being present at all times and re-

sponsible for the care of house and

children, in actuality is often the

dominant person ) . Authority figures

are to be respected and obeyed with-

out question. When a person does

not wish to obey, he must be out of

the ken of the authority ; flight is the

most common form of avoidance.

When a man has been selected for

the Chamula government and

chooses not to serve, he flees to the

coffee plantations. When a child does

not wish to obey his parents, he

hides in the forest until he thinks

they have forgotten, relented, or

gone to sleep. In the presence of au-

thority figures one should be humble

and childlike. The most polite tone

of voice is that of a child; a person

in a formal situation playing the

subservient role raises his voice,

looks down, and bends over a bit, so

that he may appear to be as a child

in the eyes of his father.

Shalik handles these authority sit-

uations with ease, with a great show

of submission and overwhelming

modesty, unless his ire has been

aroused. Then he becomes rebelli-

ous, says hostile things, but stands

up for his rights. When facing hos-

tile mestizos in San Cristobal he de-

mands respectful treatment; this is

unusual among Indians. Indeed he is

one of the few who has learned to

deal successfully in both the Indian

and mestizo worlds.

What matters to him most today?

To work, to earn money, to be able to

buy the attractive things of the mes-

tizo world ; most of all, to live in peace

with the gods and his neighbors.

"The most important thing that

has happened to me? When I learned

ho^r to work and I was able to work

by myself in San Cristobal, and

«hen I went to the hot country with

my oldest brother. Yes, to work is

the most important thing."

The Chamulas know themselves to

be Totik's only true children, and

yet since the time of the Spanish

Conquest they have introduced into

their folklore stories of how Indians

were born to be humble, to be ser-

vants, how it is the mestizo and the

Spaniard who use their brains to

work, but they are the only ones,

while the Indian was made to be a

bearer of burdens or a worker with

his arms and back. Shalik is an un-

usually intelligent man, yet when he

is drunk he says, "T am stupid. I am
ugly. I am dark. I am an Indian."

"You are horrible, you are truly

a devil,"' someone once teased him.

"That is your real name, devil."

"No," he laughed, "I am a god."

And so he might be, for Shalik be-

comes Salvador in Spanish—the Sa-

vior, the Son, Jesus Christ, and the

father of us all, Totik; and so he

tries to walk in peace with his gods.

The names of all persons mentioned

herein, with the exception of Shalik, have

been changed out of respect for their cus-

tom of not readily divulging their true

names; Shalik asked that his name appear

as it does.

mk.



Nature and the Camera

PhatagrtBphing Birds
by Patricia Caulfield

%%ater birds, songbirds, birds of

prey: while each has distinct habits

and presents special problems, they

do have one characteristic in com-

mon that may aid you in photo-

graphing them. At nesting time, when

sitting on a clutch of eggs or busy

feeding their young, they are tied to

one location and also less timid than

at other times of year. Some individ-

uals can be approached quite closely,

sometimes without even resorting to

blinds. In his book Outdoor Pho-

tography, nature photographer Er-

nie Bauer recounts what must be the

most extreme example of the calm-

ing effect of avian motherhood. He
reports that John Stobie, a conserva-

tionist and photographer, almost

tripped over a woodcock nest and

the setting bird refused to fly even

though he nearly touched her. Al-

though it was a golden opportunity,

the nest was unfortunately in an im-

possible location for photography.

Stobie decided to try and move it.

With the help of friends he carefully

dug up a 5- by 5-foot area of ground

on which the nest rested, carried it

with nest and setting bird to the back

of a truck, and drove 25 miles to his

studio. The female woodcock stayed

on her eggs throughout the trip, the

shooting session, and the return trip,

when Stobie replaced the nest where

he had found it. On checking later

he reported that the eggs hatched suc-

cessfully.

While I've had no such spectacu-

lar experiences as Stobie's, Fve had
good luck with birds without resort-

ing to either blinds or baiting. I

photographed a pair of nesting bald

eagles several years ago in the Ever-

glades, and the way the project was
approached illustrates several essen-

tial points about how to take pictures

of nesting birds without elaborate

setups. First, the nest was spotted by
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a naturalist friend of mine. He and

his colleagues kept their distance,

checking it occasionally only through

binoculars, until the eggs hatched.

As the chicks grew, the observers

gradually moved closer to the nest

site. When I arrived from New York

we airboated through the saw grass

to the cypress head where the nest was

located.

When we arrived the parent eagle

that was on guard flew off to perch

on another tree island about half a

mile away. In an hour or so it re-

turned and landed on a branch of the

tree containing the nest. Unfortu-

nately, the wind was high that day

and the sky overcast. I was using

long lenses I a 300 mm. and 500 and

1.000 mm. mirror lenses) . Even if the

eagles had performed as I wished, I

knew I'd be disappointed in the pic-

tures—the camera wasn't steady in

the wind, even though it was mounted
on a sturdy tripod, and the color

would be bad because of the over-

cast. We persisted for about four

hours hoping conditions would im-

prove: they didn't, so we left, to re-

turn the following morning.

That day dawned bright and clear,

and the air was still. When we ar-

rived we were able to approach much
closer to the nest without unsettling

the attending parent. Fortunately, I

refrained from trying different cam-

era angles and stationed myself in

one place until I had the one particu-

lar picture 1 wanted. I was trying for

a picture of both parents and the two

chicks. Less than an hour after set-

ting up in what I thought was the

best location, the second adult

swooped in to drop prey in the nest,

then zoomed off again. Had I been

walking around looking for a better

position I would surely have missed

the picture. Then, for several hours

1 photographed the remaining parent

perched high on one or another of

the many cypress branches. I was

able to photograph him ( or her—bald
eagles, like most birds of prey, all

look alike except that females usu-

ally are larger than males) and the

chicks on the nest from a number of

vantage points. The adult didn't fly

until I was virtuallv out of the saw

grass on the tree island itself, and

then, after circling, he would only

change his roost to the opposite side

of the tiny island. Apparently since

my companion and I were drably

dressed and moved slowly, and be-

cause in the preceding weeks the

eagles had become somewhat accus-

tomed to the presence of humans in

the vicinity, they had decided we con-

stituted little threat.

I've also photographed nesting

water birds without resorting to

blinds, and again I've used long

lenses. My main experience has been

in mangrove swamps in Trinidad and

in Florida, and I've had to work
from boats. My guides on these oc-

casions have either been experts

hired for the purpose or National

Park Rangers. Local naturalists such

as these are usually in tune with the

birds' habits and know best how to

approach them. The method of ap-

proach can be summed up in a word:

caution. When we got as close as my
companions felt was advisable for

the birds' sense of security, we an-

chored and sat quietly, tying up to a

nearby clump of mangroves that

was not being used by the birds.

(The species I've photographed in

this fashion—scarlet ibis in Trini-

dad: white ibis, cormorants, and

brown pelicans in Florida—seem to

nest as close together as possible, but

only on certain mangrove islands;

hundreds of other nearby islands are

empty of them. ) While pictures from

these trips turned out well, I hope
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the next time I work in this way the

surrounding water will be shallow

enough so that I can stand in it with-

out submerging myself and my equip-

ment. Long lenses are dilEcult enough

to hold steady without having to

contend with a rocking boat. My per-

centage of sharp pictures was still

fairly high, but not nearly so high as

if I had been on solid ground or even

knee deep in mud.

I'd like to mention one other ex-

ample of working without blinds that

is effective with the larger birds.

Birds, like many other animals, often

do not fear people in cars as much
as they do people on foot. If you

come across a flock of birds feeding

close to a road you will probably be

able to drive quite near them. Once
the car is stopped you must move
with infinite caution. The camera

should be ready to go on the seat be-

side you, an imperative practice

whenever you're driving around

looking for pictures of any subject.

If you have to fumble around in a

gadget bag on the back seat, the birds

are almost sure to fly away. Roll

down the window very slowly, then

photograph to your heart's content.

Since I have never made a serious

effort to photograph songbirds, I

will pass on some advice from

Eliot Porter, who specializes in this

field. Porter usually works with nest-

ing birds and has taken pictures of

them all over the country. He works

in color with 4x5 equipment and

flash at close shooting distances.

When he first started to concen-

trate on songbirds in the early

1940's, Porter chose nests that were

fairly close to the ground and could

be reached with a small stepladder.

Later he constructed a sturdy 14-

foot-high tripodal platform, with

steps on one leg so he could climb

up and take his pictures. He was able

to fold this piece of equipment and

transport it around the country at-

tached to the top of his car. He has

also resorted to far more elaborate

techniques. With a cinematographer

friend he once built a 40-foot-high

metal tower to reach a rare, high-

nesting species.

Another technique that Porter

employs to photograph birds in tall

coniferous trees is to bend gradually

dowinvard the branch on which the

nest is situated. He lowers it a few

feet a day, bracing it with lumber,

nails, wire, and whatever else is at

hand. After a little initial confusion
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the parent birds accustom themselves

to the new position, and the nest can

be lowered increasingly greater dis-

tances each da)' as the birds become
accustomed to the change. When the

shooting is over, Porter leaves the

branch in its lowest position; but if

there is any danger to the nestlings

he reverses the procedure and moves
the branch gradually higher. He rec-

ommends the branch-lowering pro-

cedure only when the chicks are

fairly well advanced, not for nests

containing eggs or small chicks that

need a parent's constant presence

for warmth.

Porter photographs his songbirds

without using blinds, by simply ap-

proaching them slowly and sympa-

thetically until they become accus-

tomed to his presence. I suspect he

is successful for two reasons: his

knowledge of his subjects and an

uncanny ability to find individual

birds of each species that are not par-

ticularly skittish. A better approach

for most of us when working at close

distances with almost any wild birds

—except such patsies as the penguins

and boobies— is to use blinds.

Basically, a blind is anything that

will conceal you, and your move-

ments, from the birds. You can con-

struct a portable blind that can be

dismantled and re-erected on loca-

tion; you can erect a blind on a lo-

cation using materials found on the

spot, such as rushes, reeds, foliage;

if you want to photograph in a fixed

location over a period of time you

may prefer to construct a wood-

framed blind. The best material for

covering blinds is a double layer of

burlap. Cut slits in the material for

the camera's lenses. Instead of going

to the trouble of constructing a blind,

you may prefer to use a small tent,

again photographing through small

slits.

Move the blind closer to the nest

gradually, starting at a distance of

10 to 15 feet and moving in at the

rate of 2 or 3 feet a day until you are

sufficiently close to your subject.

Incidentally, some birds will sense

that you are in the blind even though

they can no longer see you. If the

subject refuses to return to the nest,

have another person enter the blind

with you. then leave. This will fool

most birds. Others, however, will

steadfastly refuse to be outwitted, in

which case the only alternatives are

a game of wait or a search for an-

other bird.
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Books in Review

JBaak Essay:
The JVaturiBlist^s Library
by Hill Borland

The best personal libraries just grow.

Mine happens to be a reference li-

brary specialized to my needs as a writ-

er, but it began when I was a young

amateur naturalist full of questions.

When I found a book that gave me an-

swers I bought it as soon as I could

spare the money. But answers, facts,

can take one only so far. Eventually I

needed books that gave me ideas and

posed questions for me to answer about

man's relationship to the whole intri-

cate web of life. My library grew and

changed, as a healthy library should.

It is still changing. But if I were start-

ing today I would again begin with the

answer books.

I don't know whether handbooks

were rare or whether I was slow in

finding them, but it seems that there

are many more available today. Any
guide that answers your questions is

worth owning, at least until you find a

better one. Even the paperback "Gold-

en Nature Guides." although limited in

scope and oversimplified, are excellent

for children and beginners. There are

several hardback series, but I rely on

selected volumes of the Houghton Mif-

flin "Field Guides" and the Putnam
"Field Books" for everyday use. I pre-

fer Peterson's Field Guide to the Birds

and Cobb's Field Guide to the Ferns,

for instance, and Mathews' Field Book

of American ff ild Flowers. For trees I

use both Petrides' A Field Guide to the

Trees and Shrubs and Mathews' Field

Book of American Trees and Shrubs.

For birds I also use Pough's Audubon
Bird Guide from a Doubleday series.

If I were limited to a very few books,

I certainly would get the Collins Com-

plete Field Guide to American Wild-

life, a Harper book packed with

information about birds, mammals,

fishes, reptiles, amphibians, even sea-

shells. I wish there were a comparable

handbook about plant life, but I have

never found one.

There are handbooks and guides for

subjects ranging from rocks to stars,

from animal tracks to freshwater

ponds. I have fourteen of them on the

reference shelf beside by desk. But

from time to time their compressed in-

formation needs elaboration, so on my
shelves also are such books as Gray's

Manual of Botany, Muenscher's Weeds,

Forbush's Natural History of American

Birds, Hylander's The World of Plant

Life, Guyer's Animal Biology, Wiggles-

worth's The Life of Insects, Welly's

The Life of Birds, the Milnes' The

Senses of Animals and Men, Kieran's

Natural History of New York City,

Teale"s Grassroot Jungles and Near

Horizons.

Two irreplaceable references are the

encyclopedia and the dictionary, be-

lieve it or not. Here in my study I have

the multivolume New International En-

cyclopedia, an old edition, but the facts

of natural history haven't changed

much in the past twenty-five years.

Downstairs in the library are the re-

cent Britannica and the one-volume

Columbia. I use them all, on occasion.

Even more often I turn to Webster's

New International Dictionary, un-

abridged, second edition, here beside

me. At the flip of a few pages it will

give me the chemical formula for the

chlorophylls, even remind me that

there are two forms: it will identify

for me an epicalyx, a horntail fly, or a

terebra. And all without wasted words.

There are other "fact" books, quite

a few of them on my study shelves, but

most merely supplement or duplicate

books already mentioned. There are

half a dozen almanac, or round-the-

year, type of books, headed by Peat-

tie's classic An Almanac for Moderns.

There are even two of my own books,

timing reminders for my own area.

There are a half-dozen insect books,

simply because I never have found a

really good over-all book on entomol-

ogy. Lutz's Field Book of Insects, al-

though swaybacked with taxonomic

detail, still has much readable infor-

mation and is the best insect guide I

know. But I go to Evans' Wasp Farm
and to Klots's Field Guide to the But-

terflies, for example, to get special in-

formation. And I wonder why insects

are so much harder to write simply

about than are plants or birds. There

is also Saunders' A Guide to Bird

Songs, LaMonte's North American

Game Fishes, Curran and Kauffeld's

Snakes and Their Ways. There is a

three-volume set on animals that isn't

worth shelf space. There are six vol-

umes of the excellent paperback "Sci-

entific American Books." Plant Life,

The Planet Earth, Lives in Science,

The New Astronomy, etc. There is a

broken set of Fabre. several volumes of

Burroughs, a set of Thoreau. all picked

up long ago in used-book stores.

But we now have begun to move over

from the fact books to those for enjoy-

ment and armchair participation. The

line, of course, is hard to draw, and

there are constant overlaps; I don't

think there is one enjoyment book on

my shelves that didn't tell me some-

thing I didn't know. There isn't room

here to inventory those shelves, for they

contain about five hundred books. But

in one section are seventy-odd volumes

that are a chosen group. In one sense

they are the cream of my own library.

They are books from which I selected
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virtually all the material for a fat an-

thology entitled Our Natural World

and published by Doubleday in 1965.

In that book I attempted to create,

primarily out of my personal library, a

picture of outdoor America, the look

and color and sound and smell of it,

the almost incredible variety of the

land, and the life that is native to it. It

included excerpts from books by au-

thors from Audubon to Alexander Wil-

son, from Durward Allen to Stewart

Edward White. The bibliographical

index at the back of that book lists

eighty-eight books or magazine arti-

cles, every one of which has given me
hours of pleasure and information.

Here is a sampling:

Durward L. Allen"s Our Wildlife

Legacy, Mary Austin's Land of Jour-

ney's Ending.^' iMiara Bartram's Trav-

els, Henry Beston's The Outermost

House, Maurice Broun's Hawks Aloft.

John Burroughs" A Year in the Fields,

Sally Carrighar's One Day on Beetle

Rock, Rachel Carson's The Edge of the

Sea, Lewis and Clark's Journals, Wil-

liam 0. Douglas' "My Wilderness"

books. Gustav Eckstein's Lives, John

Ehle's novel The Land Breakers. Loren

Eiseley's The Immense Journey, Paul

L. Errington's Of Men and Marshes.

Also. Peter Farb's Face of North

America. Hugh Fosburgh's One Man's

Pleasure. Lewis Gannett's Cream Hill,

Leonard Hall's Stars Upstream. Louis

J. Halle's Spring in Washington, Jo-

seph Wood Krutch's The Desert Year,

Aldo Leopold's A Sand County Al-

manac, Lorus and Margery Milne's A
Multitude of Living Things, John

Muir's The Mountains of California,

Sigurd Olson's Runes of the North,

Donald Culross Peattie's Singing in the

Wilderness. Roger Tory Peterson's

Birds Over America, Marjorie Kinnan

Rawlings' novel The Yearling. Wyman
Richardson's The House on Nauset

Marsh. Ernest Thompson Seton's Lives

of the Hunted.

And. finally. Robert Ruark's The Old

Man and the Boy. Edwin Way Teale's

Journey Into Sutmner. Betty Flanders

Thomson's The Changing Face of New
England. Thoreau's Walden, Mark

Twain's Life on the Mississippi, Stew-

art Edward T^hite's novel Folded Hills,

Walt Whitman's Specimen Days, Alex-

ander Wilson's American Ornithology.

The novelists mentioned are on the

list because they were good observers

and accurate reporters of the natural

scene. A number of the authors are

represented on my shelves by more

than one book: Teale. for instance,

Peattie. Krutch. the ^Slilnes. Eiseley,

White. The Teale book listed is one

of his four-volume "'Seasons" series.

White's novel is one of a trilogy. Leo-

pold's A Sand County Almanac is now

available in a new, expanded edition.
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I will buy and keep anything Loren

Eiseley writes. I keep close tabs on the

new books of Peter Farb, one of the

very best of our younger naturalists. I

prefer Alexander Wilson to John James
Audubon on birds, though I have both

on my shelves. We all have our preju-

dices and preferences, and an honest

library will reflect them. One of my
unconventional reading habits is to

search out the good, occasionally ex-

cellent, entries in the U.S. Department
of Agriculture Yearbooks. They are

often worth my time as a naturalist and
ecologist. Four of the yearbooks, those

entitled Grass, Trees, Water, and
Seeds, are well worth my shelf space.

The best libraries, as I said to begin

with, just grow and usually keep

changing somewhat. Inevitably, they

reflect the owner's mind and interests.

We could discuss this all day and into

the night, book by book, author by au-

thor. But books are written to be read,

not talked about. Read and kept, per-

haps. Kept books are best.

Hal Borland is a rmturalist, essayist,

and author, whose most recent book is

"Hill Country Harvest." Mr. Borland

also writes the nature editorials jar The
New York Tijnes and is a frequent re-

viewer of books on natural history.

The Shorebirds of North America,
edited by Gardner D. Stout, with text

by Peter Matthiessen, paintings by
Robert Verity Clem, and species ac-

counts by Ralph S. Palmer. The Viking

Press, $22.50; 270 pp.

This is one of the finest books of

natural history that I have ever

seen, regardless of its qualities as an

ornithological text, which are consid-

erable. Not the least of the assets of

The Shorebirds of North America is its

feeling of scope, a sense it provides of

the worldwide environment in which
these "wind birds," in Peter Matthies-

sen's phrase, have their various being.

In other words, this is not just a glossy

teaser for the uninitiated; it has au-

thentic unity and depth.

The 32 full-page illustrations, by

Robert Verity Clem, of the shorebirds

most commonly seen, are highly skilled,

precise not only in terms of the feather-

ing and other characteristics of the

birds but in the details of their envi-

ronment. They are strong paintings in

their own right and have the dignity

of first-rate landscapes. The method of

these plates, when there is more than

one species illustrated, is to put the

birds in the ecological relationship in

which they are likely to occur together

—the semipalmated and piping plovers,

or the avocets and the phalaropes.

Peter Matthiessen's text has the deft-

ness and balance of a fine writer, it is

a mosaic of fascinating information, of

observation and description expertly

placed. He ranges the field from the

fringes of this continent to its interior-

not to mention his use of collateral avian

associations in many other parts of the

world—giving innumerable examples

of ways of flight, of mating and nest-

ing, and of distraction and displace-

ment behavior. In a relatively short

number of pages we are given the wide
realm of shorebirds not only in fact

and detail but in their beauty of action,

in so far as words can accomplish it.

Ralph Palmer's accounts in the Ap-
pendix of the seventy-five species that

occur on this continent, treating plum-

age, aids to field identification, voice,

habitat, distribution, migration, breed-

ing, and habits, are as careful and
thorough a scientific contribution as

can be found.

In an age of confusion, this reader

is grateful for the precision shown in

this book, its faithfulness to its sub-

ject, its realistic skill. It is worth a

great deal more than its price.

John Hay
Cape Cod Museum of Natural History

North American Mammals, by Roger
A. Caras. Meredith Press, $19.95; 578

pp., illus.

Bird watchers and bush sniffers have

had numerous guides to their hob-

bies; with this new book, mamma]
seekers are no longer neglected. The
versatile author (a screenplay and nat-

ural history writer, former television

actor, photographer, and world trav-

eler) has designed North American
Mammals to help the reader locate,

identify, watch, and photograph our
native mammals as they pursue their

normal lives in their natural habitats.

He presents sprightly accounts of the

groups (usually genera) that inhabit

the continent and its adjacent ocean
waters north of Mexico. (Contrary to

the subtitle. Fur-bearing Animals of

the United States and Canada, the book
is not limited to animals whose pelts

are utilized by man.)

A great deal of information is assem-

bled on history, names, and range (with

good-sized, clearly drawn maps), ap-

pearance, distinguishing characteris-

tics, habits, and reproduction, as well

as methods and specific places for ob-

serving the species. An 85-page series

of appendixes supplies classification, a

life list (with blanks to fill in), tables

of breeding facts, habitats, state and

provincial checklists, national parks

and refuges, conservation organiza-

tions, and a bibliography. There are

sketches of tracks, many photographs

(reproduced by offset), and four hand-

some paintings by Charles Frace.

Chatty directions, helpful hints, and
sensible warnings encourage and for-
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tify the mammal watcher. The author's

enthusiasm and sympathy enliven

every page. A serious reader may find

the informal style too colorful in spots

(the otter "invented water polo") as

well as too personal (most genera or

species and all individual animals that

are not obviously female are designated

"he"). More serious criticism results

from the plethora of loose statements

with a considerable number of inaccu-

racies, several mistakes in range maps,

and some poor choices of localities to

observe designated species. While the

book offers a great deal of useful

knowledge with interest and vigor, it

has more than its due share of errors.

Victor H. Cahalane
Zoologist and Author

Polynesian Art, by Edward Dodd.

Vol. 1 of "The Ring of Fire," Dodd,

Mead & Co., 825.00; 368 pp., illus.

Art traditions often had a life and

death importance to the island

cultures of the central Pacific. Today,

most of these cultures have been great-

ly altered through 400 years of coloni-

zation, and their art is available to us

only in museum collections or as photo-

graphs in books. The material objects

pictured in Edward Dodd's Polynesian

Art would make an exciting exhibit.

Photographs of 450 individual pieces,

ranging from shell fishhooks to carved

and decorated figures, make up the

bulk of the book. This selection is evi-

dence of the taste and interests of the

author, a man particularly impressed

with the Pacific peoples. The photo-

graphs represent the pre-colonial art

situation and, he contends, demon-

Rongo, the god of fertility, bestowed

offspring on mankind and came down

from the skies in rain to make crops

grotv. From "Polynesian Art."

strate an over-all Polynesian culture.

Dodd implements his argument by
arranging the objects according to

theme rather than by island group. A
text section concerns the mechanics of

migration, subsistence patterns, and
the social backgrounds of art. A dis-

claimer that the text is '"summarial and
speculative background material . . .

addressed frankly to the amateur" is

overmodest. He has examined the most
recently published scientific works and
has had contact with outstanding Pa-

cific scholars. His background includes

experience sailing among the islands,

and he has learned to know some of

the present-day islanders. Beneath an

informal literary style. Dodd makes a

serious attempt to improve the art his-

tory of the area.

This handsome book will be a re-

source for students, with its gallery of

both well-known and rarely seen works
of art. Questions will undoubtedly be
leveled at the author, particularly for

his "irregular notions" on the origin

of the Pacific peoples and the causes

of their migration, but his attempt to

relate art to the culture ofiers much
to consider.

Philip Gifford
The American Museum

Ants froii Close Up, by L. Hugh
Newman. Thomas Y. Crowell Co.,

B6.95; 112 pp., illus.

It
is so easy to find analogies, real

and imaginary, between ant socie-

ties and human societies that the au-

thors of many popular books on ants

fall into the trap of attributing human
motivation, thoughts, and desires to

these insects. That this anthropomor-

phic approach is not necessary in order

to write an interesting and informative

book for the layman is evident from

L. H. Newman's Ants from Close Up.

This book is profusely illustrated with

beautiful "close-up" photographs of

many aspects of the life of different

species of ants. Most of these were

taken by Stephen Dalton.

The book begins by discussing the

relation of the ants to other social in-

sects, followed by a description of their

anatomy, metamorphosis, and sex de-

termination. The remainder of the

book is devoted to sections on feeding,

reproduction, care of young, colony

formation, and aggression. An interest-

ing chapter describes the development

of parasitism among ants, giving exam-

ples of different degrees of parasitism

shown by different species. Another

fascinating chapter describes the Afri-

can driver ants and South American

army ants, both of which have been

grossly misrepresented in exaggerated

movies and horror stories.

The contributions of many well-

known students of ant life are briefly
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OVER 200 ILLUSTRATIONS show how to in-
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or cleaning.
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New creative

motion picture
course

America's oldest and largest school of pro-

fessional photography is now accepting

registrations for a new Motion Picture

course. Top professional directors; finest

modern equipment; brand-new studios. Also

individualized resident courses in all fields

of photography. Start any Monday (day or

evening) year-round. Short courses in spe-

cific subjects or use of equipment. Also

complete Home Study courses. Co-educa-

tional. Approved for Veterans. Licensed by

State of New York. Free brochures. Visit,

write or phone.
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New York Institute of Photography
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discussed and there is a short bibliog-

raphy and index.

Madeline L. Cooper
The American Museum

Briefly Dialed

A.NciENT Maya Relief Sculpture.
Rubbings by Merle Greene, Introduc-

tion and Notes by J. Eric S. Thompson.
The Museum of Primitive Art, $15.00;

60 pp., illus.

Lowland Maya sculpture, one of the

great art styles of ancient America,

is beautifully presented in this book
of rubbings by Merle Greene. The re-

sult of four summers work, the rub-

l)ings offer, in many instances, the first

detailed view of low-relief sculpture

found in the dim interiors of ceremo-

nial buildings or inaccessible areas.

Progress Into the Past, by William

A. McDonald. The Macmillan Co.,

$9.95; 476 pp., illus.

A biographical and historical ap-

proach to the accumulating archeologi-

cal evidence dealing with the Mycen-
aean civilization with the focus on the

works of Schliemann, Evans, and Ble-

gen. The reader is brought up to date

on current theories and problems and
is assisted by an ample glossary, a

series of maps, and suggestions for

further reading.

A Dead Whale or a Stove Boat, by
Robert Cushman Murphy. Houghton
Mifflin Co., $8.50; 176 pp., illus.

A fascinating record of a whaling

voyage made by the author in 1912 on

a--Yankee square-rigger. The photo-

graphs, taken more than 50 years ago,

capture the flavor of old-time whaling

as well as old-time photography.

Eskimo Prints, by .lames A. Houston.

Barre Publishers, $12.50; 110 pp., illus.

.lames Houston, a painter and civil

administrator for the Canadian federal

government, spent ten years with the

Baifin Island Eskimos and introduced

them to the art of print-making. The
result: a boost to the economy of a

seminomadic people and this striking

collection of 48 prints showing the

range of skill and the delightful im-

agination of the Eskimo artist.

Pknguins, by John Sparks and Tony
Soper. Taplinger Publishing Co.,

S8.95; 263 pp., illus.

The authors have provided a lively

account of the penguin with art enthu-

siasm for their subject that will surely

be catching. Photographs, line draw-

ings, and diagrams aid in recounting

the life history, discovery, and exploi-

tation of these engaging birds. Notes

on the seventeen species and a short

appendix on penguins in captivity

round out the narrative. C.B.
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Letters ta the Editar

Pleistocene Overkill—
A Criticism

I shall confine myself to comment-
ing on some of the more obvious con-

fusion in Dr. Paul Martin's article

("Pleistocene Overkill," Natural
History, December, 1967) , and shall

deal with some misunderstandings

concerning the true facts of the situa-

tion in respect of the Continent I

know best—Africa.

First of all. dealing with general

matters, Martin confuses the issue

when he does not make it clear what
period of the Pleistocene he is really

concerned with. We find the follow-

ing different statements in the earlier

part of his article: "About ten thou-

sand years ago ... as man moved
southward at the end of the last Ice

Age [my italics] North America sud-

denly . . . lost most of its large ani-

mals."

The implication here is that the

extinction Martin is concerned with

took place after the close of the

Pleistocene proper, during what

most geologists would regard as the

Epi-Pleistocene period. A few lines

later, however, he writes: ".
. . this

fantastic loss of large animals during

the Pleistocene [my italics]." This is

not at all the same thing as "About
ten thousand years ago. . .

."

Later on again, in the fourth para-

graph, we read: "the extinction that

took place at the end of the Pleisto-

cene. . .
." which is nearer, but does

not quite agree with his opening

words. Still further on we find : "Late

Pleistocene extinction far exceeded

replacement" which is not the same
as "at the end of the Pleistocene,"

nor "during the Pleistocene."

When he comes to write about

Africa, he writes: "today's living

megafauna in Africa represents only

about 70 per cent of the species that

were present during the Late Pleisto-

cene."

This statement is categorically not

correct. There were several periods

of extinction of fauna (both mega-

fauna and smaller animals) during

the Pleistocene of Africa, but the last

of these of any significance was at

the close of the Middle Pleistocene.

All the available evidence indicates

clearly that the fauna of the Late

Pleistocene of Africa, south of the

Sahara, was practically identical to

that of today.

Next Dr. Martin writes : "the pro-

portion of African mammals that

perished [in Africa] during the

Pleistocene was less than that in

North America. . .
."

This is an incredibly vague state-

ment. There was very considerable

extinction of genera and species at

the close of the Early Pleistocene.

This was followed by another major
period of extinction at the close of

the Middle Pleistocene and there had
earlier been some less extensive ex-

tinction halfway through the Early

Pleistocene. The extinction, on the

other hand, that Martin has been re-

ferring to throughout the first part

of the article is only that which took

place aftei- the last Ice Age and at the

end of the Pleistocene. In Africa we
had negligible extinction at that

time.

Another statement of Martin's

which needs elucidation is: "In addi-

tion to the large mammals that now
inhabit the African continent, an

imaginary Pleistocene game park

would have been stocked with such

species as the antlered giraffe, a num-
ber of giant pigs, the stylohipparion

horse. . .

."

This statement does not really

agree with the facts. In the first place,

he does not say at what stage of the

Pleistocene his "imaginary Pleisto-

cene game park" is being situated.

Certainly such an imaginary game
park in the Early or the Middle

Pleistocene would not have had the

majority of "the large mammals that

now inhabit the African continent."

There are exceedingly few species on

record from the Early and Middle

Pleistocene that are the same as those

which represent the megafauna of

Africa today. If, on the other hand,

his imaginary Pleistocene game park

is placed in the Upper Pleistocene,

then the megafauna would be prac-

tically identical with that of today,

but without the extinct species that

he quotes.

I find the following bold statement

very hard to accept and wonder upon

what it is based: "In Africa, as in

America, the wave of Pleistocene ex-

tinction took only the large animals."

I very much doubt whether it is

true of America, but I leave that to

my American colleagues to discuss

that issue. For Africa it is not true.

Two other statements which need
comment are : "African big game ex-

tinction appears to coincide . . . with

the first record of fire, or at least of

charcoal, in archeological sites," and
"most extinct fauna is last found . . .

associated with the distinctive stone

tools of early Stone Age (Acheu-

lean ) hunters."

The implication, therefore, is that

Acheulean man was the cause of the

extinction of many African species

and that he did so at a time when he

used fire widely. I do not know more
than two sites of Acheulean culture

in Africa where there is clear evi-

dence of the use of fire.

Towards the end of his article. Dr.

Martin suggests that perhaps the rea-

son why extinction was so rapid, at

the hands of the American Palaeo-

Indian hunters, was due to the fact

that: "To capture any member of a

bison or elephant herd, it was neces-

sary to kill them all . . . by driving

them over a cliff."

While it is not denied that there is

some record of herds of animals be-

ing driven over cliffs by primitive

hunters, the vast majority of avail-

able evidence suggests that Stone

Age hunters hunted individual ani-

mals and, after all, the hunters in

America, of the time Martin is writ-

ing about, were essentially the pro-

jectile point peoples.

There are two sentences in the

concluding stage of this article which

read: "To discount the hypothesis

one need simply identify a major

wave of extinction anywhere in the

world in the Late Pleistocene prior

to man's arrival," and "The essence

of the argument is based upon the

simple matter of Late Pleistocene

chronology. In no part of the world

does massive unbalanced . . . extinc-

tion occur without man the hunter on

the scene."

I will comment on these sentences

by stating the essence of the argu-

ment against Dr. Martin's hypothesis,

so far as Africa is concerned:

The main extinctions of African

faunas took place before man was at

all widespread and before he pos-
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sessed really good hunting weapons.

On the other hand, during the Upper

Pleistocene, Upper Palaeolithic man
in Africa became a very proficient

hunter, using all kinds of hunting

weapons. He increased in numbers
and became still more proficient

through the Mesolithic and the Neo-

lithic. His hunting prowess and

weapons were even better in the Iron

Age. Nevertheless, in spite of great

numbers of hunters and their ever

increasing proficiency in hunting

weapons, man in Africa completely

failed to exterminate the large mega-

fauna of the Continent, during the

Upper and the Post-Pleistocene pe-

riod. It seems to me that this fact

alone completely disproves Martin's

contention that extinction in Africa

was essentially due to human inter-

vention.

L. S. B. Leakey
National Museum

Centre for Prehistory and Palaeontology
Nairobi, Kenya

In Rebuttal

A lifetime devoted to the search

for fossil hominids and associated

fauna of East Africa uniquely quali-

fies L. S. B. Leakey to comment on

crucial events of the past. Unfortu-

nately I failed to persuade him of

the merits of the overkill hypothesis,

a subject we have debated elsewhere

{Nature, Vol. 215, No. 5097, pp. 212-

213, 1967)

.

Some of Leakey's objections deal

with my definitions, or lack of them.

By Pleistocene I mean the Ice Age of

the last few million years, up to the

present. By "Late Pleistocene" I

meant what many laymen might

imagine the term to mean—roughly
the latter part of this time period.

Unfortunately, the adjective "late"

was capitalized, and to geologists

studying Africa, the boundary be-

tween "Middle" and "Late" Pleisto-

cene has been established as occur-

ring at a more recent date than the

one to which I refer in my article.

The existence of this boundary some-

what obscures the fact that there was

a major reduction in African large

mammals, including giant pigs, ant-

lered giraffe, and various bovids,

by about fifty thousand years ago,

well within the time period to which

I referred in my article, but prior

to what Leakey means by "Late

Pleistocene." Regarding more criti-

cal faunal comparison, paleontolo-

gist Cooke has indicated that about

26 genera of large mammals disap-

peared from Africa at that time.

About forty thousand years later

North America suddenly lost some
35 genera. These episodes were the

only periods of accelerated Pleisto-

cene extinction in either of these con-

tinents. Depending somewhat on

one's method of classification, the

preceding several million years-
most of the Pleistocene—saw the dis-

appearance of only 19 genera in

Africa and 13 in North America. A
vast difference in extinction rates be-

tween Early and Late Pleistocene is

apparent.

If the Late Pleistocene extinction

had included small mammals not eas-

ily affected by human predation one

would be obliged to seek an explana-

tion other than the overkill hypothe-

sis. Admittedly, the record for small

mammals in the African Pleistocene

is poor through no fault of Leakey,

who has done as much to enrich it as

The special supplement

War: The Anthropology

of Armed Conflict

and Aggression

which appeared in the December

issue is now available at fifty

cents each. Please send your

check or money order to:

Natural History

The American Museum of

Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, N. Y. 10024

anyone else. But in Leakey's book on

Olduvai Gorge, paleontologist Lavo-

cat reported that the Olduvai Bed I

rodent remains are seemingly identi-

cal with, or very near, today's living

fauna, indicating that extinction did

not affect these creatures. Similarly,

Hibbard's summaries for North

America reveal no genetic extinction

of small mammals coincidental with

that of the mammoths, mastodons,

camels, and ground sloths.

The idea that extinction of the

African megafauna was caused by
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hand-ax hunters of the early Stone

Age was expressed by Clark in

his Prehistory of Southern Africa

( 1959 ) . If archeologists now can

prove that the hunters using hand
axes were definitely too few in num-
ber or too feebly equipped to cause a

faunal upset, we could scrap the no-

tion of overkill. But the fact that

younger and more sophisticated cul-

tures, ours included, did not extermi-

nate as many genera of large animals

is no argument. The first clever and

suitably equipped Stone Age hunter

to appear on the scene in either

Africa or America had a unique op-

portunity. The surviving large mam-
mals were either selected for, or were

obliged to evolve, defensive adapta-

tions against the hunters. It is also

possible that later hunters learned or

practiced sustained yield harvesting

of their prey. In any case, the large-

scale megafaunal extinction of which

I speak had already occurred by the

time the younger cultures came on

the scene, and therefore it is to be

expected that these later societies

would have a lesser potential than

their forebears for causing wide-

spread extinction; one cannot ex-

terminate the already exterminated.

While I welcome the chance to

field some of Leakey's criticisms and

while I recognize that many addi-

tional points could be raised, it seems

that the main issue has not been con-

fronted. In brief it is that in Africa,

sometime about fifty thousand years

ago. there occurred a wave of unbal-

anced extinction not clearly related

to climatic or environmental upset.

The pulse of extinction spread with

a growing intensity into other parts

of the world. To the best of our

knowledge the pattern seems closely

linked with only one event, the

spread of prehistoric man. Leakey

has neither demolished this general-

ization nor proposed any reasonable

alternatives.

Paul S. Martin
Department of Geochronology

University of Arizona
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Nancy and John Seletti aren't trying

Just a little piece of it.

to save the woj

About a mile outside the Ko-

rean village of Ku Am there are a

few dozen young, still-tender mul-

berry trees growing on a small hill.

Someday these trees and their suc-

culent leaves will be the heart of a.

new village industry— a silk raising

farm. That day is still many months

off, but it doesn't stop the village

men from making daily inspection

treks up the steep hill, just in case.

Just in case something miraculous

has happened since yesterday. After

all, it wouldn't be the first miracle

to happen in Ku Am. Everyone in

the village knows the story of Chang
Sook, the daughter of the widow.

Ten years ago Chang Sook's

chances of survival were as slim as

she was. Her father had disappeared

during the family's flight from

North Korea. Her mother, a seam-

stress, worked a backbreaking day

and most of the evening to earn

$ 1 a month. Barely enough to keep

them from starving.

But today that's all changed be-

cause an American couple named '

Seletti are sharing a little of their

good fortune with a girl to whom a

little means everything. Nancy,

John and five-year-old Alexandra

Seletti areNew Yorkers.They're not

fabulously wealthy as the villagers

of Ku Am believe. But, they're not

poor either. Comfortable probably

describes them best. They have

everything they really need, but

give them ten minutes and they'll

come up with ten things they want

that $ 1 5 a monkh would buy. Luck-

ily, they thought of Chang Sook first.

Through Save the Children

Federation, the Seletti's $15 a

month is doing a remarkable num-
ber of things. First, Chang Sook's

immediate needs and future school-

ing are being taken care of. The fam-

ily is getting help, too: Enough to

enable Chang Sook's mother to start

a small knit shop.

And with all this, there is still

some money left over. This money,

together with money from other

sponsors, was borrowed by the vil-

lage to start its precious mulberry

farm. Someday silk raising will

mean a permanent increase in the

village's income—and permanently

«. r,-/=

end the need for charity. That's

what Save the Children Federation

is all about. Although contributions

are tax-deductible, it is not a charity

The aim is not merely to buy one

child a warm coat, a new pair of

shoes and a six month supply of vita

min pills. Instead, your contribution

is used to give the child, the family

and the village a little boost that

may be all they need to start help

ing themselves.

Sponsors aredesperately needed

for children in Korea, Viet-

nam, Latin America, Africa

and Greece. You can select

the child's nationality. You
will receive a photo of the

child, regular reports on his

progress and, if you wish, a

chance to correspond.

Chang Sook writes to the

Selettis. She also sends small

homemade gifts to Alexandra.

And she tells them of her

dreams of becoming a nurse.

She'll probably make it. If she

does, the Seletti's investment in

girl will be repaid a thousand-

The Selettis know they c

save the whole world for $ 1

month. Just a small corner of it.

maybe that is the way to save

world. If there are enough pe(

like the Selettis. How about yoi

National Sponsors (partial list)

Faith Baldwin, JamesBrfant Cnna,

Joan Crawford, Hon. James A. Farl

Jerry Lewis, Henry R. Luce,

Frank Sinatra, Mrs. Earl Warren

SaveThe Children Federatior
NORWALK, CONNECTICUT06852

I WISH TO CONTRIBUTE $180 ANNUALLY TO HELP A CH
[1 KOREA D GREECE D VIETNAM D LATIN AMERICA D Al

n WHERE THE NEED IS GREATEST.

ENCLOSED IS MY FIRST PAYMENT
$15 MONTHLY $45 QUARTERLY

n $90 SEMI-ANNUALLY D $180 ANNUALLY

1 CAN'T SPONSOR A CHILD. ENCLOSED ISA CONTRI BUT

ADDRESS-

CITY

CONTRIBUTIONSARE INCOME TAX DEDUCTIBLE
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Among other volumes in

GREAT AGES OF MAN:
Classical Greece -Age of Faith

Imperial Rome

lyTith no model to borrow from, the

' Maya, Inca and Aztec peoples cre-

;d cultures that staggered the European
agination. They built temples over 200

;t high, suspension bridges, broad boule-

rds, steam baths, and cities so striking

at Cortes called the Maya Capital, Tikal,

; most beautiful in the world. Rising

)m brutal savagery to high sophistica-

in, the Incas developed the most ad-

nced government of the 16th century,

oviding a welfare system for its poor,

i country was so rich in gold—"sweat of

; sun"—that even fishhooks were made of

Mathematics, astronomy and engineer-

g went hand in hand with the bloodiest

ligion ever devised by man . . . one that

lied for the sacrifice of at least one still-

irm human heart for the success of every

iterprise. Tracing each of these cultures

3m its inception through the arrival of

e conquistadors and to the present,
ncient America brings all their dazzling

lendor alive before your eyes.

80 plates in full color

ere, in gorgeous color, you'll see the Jew-
ry that thrilled the great Albrecht Dijrer

.the paintings and sculpture that still in-

spire modern artists ... the gold-plated pal-

aces ... the majestic cities, some in jungle

ruins, others miraculously preserved.

The Great Ages of Man
The introductory volume in the GREAT
AGES OF MAN series. Ancient America

was written by Jonathan Norton Leonard,
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Latin America. Using the picture-essay

made famous by Time-Life Books,
Ancient America complements a rousing

intellectual adventure with more than 140
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costs only $3.95 (plus postage)-and you

also receive free an introductory essay,

"What Man Has Built," specially written

for the series by Jacques Barzun.
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Examine ^»ci<?ttr/4mcWca free for 10 days.

If you're not satisfied, return it. and that's

that. If you want to keep it, you pay only

$3.95 (plus postage). Then you will receive

future volumes in the GREAT AGES OF
MAN series at regular two-month inter-

vals—on the same free inspection basis.

There's no obligation, so why not fill out

and mail the coupon today?
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TIME & LIFE BUILDING
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60611
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Paul A. Jahnsgard

In this issue, Jack Hope, Associate

Editor of Natural History, offers

a second article on the subject of

parks. (His first, dealing with a met-

ropolitan park system, appeared in

our August-September, 1967, issue.)

This time he explores the effects of

population and prosperity on the

natural areas within the National

Park System. Before joining the staff

of Natural History, Mr. Hope au-

thored several articles on conserva-

tion and related topics. He is a

graduate of Cornell University and

holds the M.A. degree in economics

from that institution.

Formerly reporter and photog-

rapher for the Detroit News and

Pacific Stars and Stripes and city edi-

tor of the Middletoivn (New York)

Record, Alan Ternes is presently a

doctoral candidate at Columbia Uni-

versity, where he earlier received a

B.S. degree in geography. Mr.

Ternes is primarily interested in the

ecological approach to geography

and in reconsidering the theory of

environmental determinism. With the

aid of the computer he hopes to out-

line the effects, real and spurious,

that the ecological setting has on the

populations of various areas.

Howard E. Evans' special baili-

wick in the insect world is wasps. He

has spent the last three summers at

the Jackson Hole Research Station

in Moran. Wyoming, studying the

digger wasp group. Dr. Evans com-

pleted his doctoral work in zoology

at Cornell in 1949, and spent the next

eleven years teaching first at Kansas

State University and then at Cornell.

In 1960 he was appointed Associate

Curator, then Curator of Insects at

Harvard's Museum of Comparative

Zoology. Dr. Evans has authored

more than 100 papers and three

books, almost exclusively on wasps.

His book Wasp Farm was published

by the Natural History Press in 1963.

After receiving his Ph.D. from the

University of California at Berkeley

in 1965, Richard A. Gould was ap-

pointed Assistant Curator of North

American Archeology at The Ameri-

can Museum of Natural History.

During his undergraduate days at

Harvard, Dr. Gould spent his

mers in the Glen Canyon area of I

conducting salvage archeology in

area now largely occupied by I

Powell. This field experience, plu

ethnographic study of the Tol

Indians of northwestern Califoi

while at Berkeley, served him
when, under a grant from the So

Science Research Council (U.S.)

and his wife, Elizabeth, spent si

fifteen months with the Austra

aborigines in the area of the ^
burton Range.

When William M. Stephens

ceived his LL.B. degree from

University of Tennessee in 1950

was already an avid amateur o

nographer and marine biologist. '!

years later he returned to the 1

versity of Miami to do graduate w
in the field of ocean life. He
written numerous scientific pa|

during some fifteen years of exp

ing subtropical waters, both on

below the surface. He is also

author of Our World Underw(

and Science Beneath the Sea.

latest book, entitled Southern I

shores, is due next month from H
day House. Mr. Stephens is curre

the managing editor of Oceanol

International.

Paul A. Johnsgard's studies

the behavior of waterfowl have ta

him to the far reaches of the gl(

After receiving his Ph.D. degree

zoology from Cornell in 1959

spent two years in England stud}

the behavior of the family Anati

—ducks, geese, and swans. All in

he has researched 138 species

waterfowl. Dr. Johnsgard has d

intensive work with the specta<

eider in Alaska, the musk duck

Australia (NATURAL HISTORY,

her, 1965) , the torrent duck in Sc

America, and with many species

grouse (Natural History, Mai

1967) . An Associate Professor

Zoology at the University of

braska, he is presently turning

attention to the waterfowl and qi

of Central America. Dr. Johnsgar

the author of the forthcoming Wa
fowl—Their Biology and Nati

History and of the Handbook
Waterfowl Behavior,
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^l\\e. "-Albert Einstein. Publisher's
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About ninety feet nearer /any God to Thee:

Prosperity and the JVatian

Uriving into the valley, you can

see the falls. As the rushing water

leaves the gray granite cliff to leap

into space, it is whipped into frothy

whiteness; and continuing its wild

fall, the stream of white widens

quickly, then hits the rocks below.

The impact shoots the flying drop-

lets upward and outward, but they

fall again and instantly gather to

slide and pound in a furious rush

down the mountainside, pausing here

and there to eddy and curl among
unmoving boulders. At the lower

falls, the white water holds together,

and is driven deep into the valley

floor before it glides away from the

base of the 2,400-foot cliff.

For many millenniums, the view

of the cliff, the valley, and Yosemite

Falls changed only slowly. And, un-

til recently, the landscape remained

much the same as it was at the time

of the last glacial retreat. But during

the last century, the minds and words

of men have given the region the

status of first a state park, then a

national park; and within this time,

the soft green valley at the foot of

the waterfall has undergone more
changes than at any time in the last

ten thousand years.

Today the valley contains two as-

phalt roads, three hotels, hundreds

of cabins, an outdoor amphitheater,

two grocery stores, a hospital, seven

souvenir stands, a laundry, three

auto service stations—and not much
grass. On any given weekend be-

tween June and September, row up-

on row of tents butt up against one

another, suburban fashion, and up-

wards of 40,000 visitors swarm over

the landscape. At several locations,

parking lots sparkle as the sun plays

on the skins of several thousand of

Detroit's latest creations. Lines of

automobile traffic clog the access

roads, while hundreds of other mo-

torists impatiently scout the park for

a vacant parking space.

In the evening, a haze hangs over

Yosemite; not the fragrant mist of

a wilderness valley, but a heavy layer

of campfire smoke and exhaust

fumes. Many of the daytime visitors

depart, and the sound of human
voices lessens somewhat; but the

clatter of pots and pans, the snarl of

a motorcycle, and the cacophony of

transistor radios rise to take its

place. Along toward morning, after

campers have gone to bed, the wind

through the evergreens and the age-

old roar of the waterfall again be-

come audible.

When you first drive into the park,

you wonder how the valley used to

look. And if, by chance, you happen

to know that the act of Congress

which established the National Park

Service in 1916 states that the en-

vironment of the parks is to be

preserved "unimpaired for the en-

joyment of future generations," it

occurs to you how futile this legisla-

tive idealism has become in only fiftv

years. But no wonder, for the lan-

guage of the act incorporates a basic

contradiction — the incompatability

between the concept of "unim-

paired," and the swelling ranks of

the "future generations," which have

now arrived in full force. And while

the Department of the Interior is

fully aware of its schizoid mandate,

no one, from Park Service Director

George Hartzog to Secretary of the

Interior Stewart L. Udall, has yet

decided how to direct the conflicting

policies it engenders.

Probably the language of the or-

ganic legislation didn't strike any-

one as being contradictory in 1916,

when the Park Service first opened

In summer, getting away from it all

ivith a trip lo the national parks

becomes difficult, nhen several

million others have the same idea.

its doors to the public. But the pc

ulation of the United States in thc;

days was only 100 million, and i

that number, only 356,000 fou

their way into the national parks.

For a number of reasons, pa

visitation increased slowly during t

System's first thirty years. Few pf

pie owned automobiles and few

still had the time (or courage)

drive them to the western stati

where many of the national par

are located. Most of the populati*

lived in a rural setting, and even li

in the big cities wasn't particulai

stifling. Air pollution was in its i
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fancy, and the traffic jam hadn't yet

'come into its own. There was abun-

dant, open space. Woodlands sur-

'rounding metropoHtan areas hadn't

been leveled for shoebox develop-

ments or sliced with highways, and

'except in urban areas, few indus-

itries had shoved their ways to the

riverbanks and lakeshores as a means
bf solving their waste disposal prob-

lems. If you wanted a swim in a cool

mountain brook, a hike through an

[evergreen forest, or just a few days

of solitude, you could find them rela-

tively nearby, if not in your own
[backyard. The need for park space

did not seem urgent, and in 1940

only 17 million people visited the

National Park System.

But coincident with the unprece-

dented increases in population, and

the mobility and affluence of the

postwar years, the flow of traffic into

the parks underwent a sudden up-

turn, from 33 million in 1950 to 79

million in 1960 and finally to the

current figure of about 145 million

man-days spent in the national parks

each year. And if park visitation con-

tinues its geometric rate of increase

throughout the remainder of the cen-

tury, then during every day of the

four summer vacation months of the

year 2000, there may be an average

of something like ten people on each

acre of the National Park System.

So, if you're planning to spend some

of your retirement years camping in

the national parks—even if you plan

to camp in what is today called the

"back country"—perhaps you'd bet-

ter make your reservations now.

When dealing with magnitudes

like these, when facing up to the

pressures created by a wealthy and

rapidly expanding society, you sud-

denly realize that it becomes entirely

legitimate to ask whether the Na-
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ceptibly move past an index, in-
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you the exact time "readout."
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tional Park System can survive pros-

perity.

Today, a typical visitor to the na-

tional parks has at least a two-week

vacation and a total of almost four

months of "off" time every year. He,

along with 80 million others, owns
an automobile, which in a matter of

a few days can carry him over a

series of superhighways to Yellow-

stone, Shenandoah, or any other park

within the continental United States.

He's probably saved enough to treat

himself, his wife, and their 1.6 chil-

dren to a trip of 2,000 miles, which

may include several of the national

parks. The cost of motel rooms may
present something of a barrier, but

if he owns a camp trailer or tent, he

can cut expenses by staying overnight

in a national park—provided he can

find a vacant campsite.

H he is on vacation, trying, as

many park visitors do, to see as many
of the national parks as possible in

a minimal period of time, his stay

in each will be a short one—some-
where in the neighborhood of 36

hours. Of course, he can't get to see

much of the park that way, nor can

he get much of a feeling for the out-

doors, other than what can be ab-

sorbed throu2,h the windshield of an

automobile. But that's probably noi

the reason he came to the park in the

first place, and so, like other visitors]

he'll most likely spend 95 per cent

of his time on less than 5 per cent oii

the total parkland—on the roadways

and in the heavily developed and

highly convenient areas surround-

ing the "visitor centers."

n you belong to this group ol

"windshield visitors," as Directoi

Hartzog dubs them, your conception

of the much talked about "park expe-j

rience" might be typified by the re-

mark of the well-dressed lady in:

Yellowstone's Old Faithful Inn who

announced, as she sipped her gin and

tonic, that she and her husband were

"anxious to do the Tetons" before

returning home to the East. "Do" ir

this case didn't include anything as

rigorous as overnight camping, bul

then, most of the larger parks have

hotel or motel accommodations, sc

probably her way of using the parks

continued undisturbed.

Small wonder that those interested

in the function of the parks worry

over the nature of the benefits de-

rived from a visit to the National

Park System, for observation and

The automobile—a source of mobilit)

and a cause for concrete
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Vow—enjoy the great works of the theatre

rom Aristophanes to lonesco through the most

mlliant performances ever recorded.

ro receive at once your uncut, original

cast recording of MARAT/SADE, on
hree 12-inch, long-playing records—mail
he coupon at the right. This S18.85 retail

'alue is yours—free—to introduce you to

he benefits of membership in the Theatre
Recording Society.

Share the opening-night jolt

of MARAT/SADE

-f you were lucky enough to

leafirst-nighteratMARAT/
)ADE, you will never forget
he shattering force with
vhich this play hit the un-
uspecting theatregoer. Even
:ritics emerged visibly pale
..and called it the most soul-
hattering experience of
heir careers.

Now, this exciting adven-
ure in "total theatre" has
leen captured for all time
>n superb long-playing rec-
)rds. Here in turbulent action, wry politi-

;al satire, and bawdy Brechtian song, is

he seething lunatic asylum at Charenton,
iresided over by the most fascinating lu-
latic of all... the Marquis de Sade. And
very volt of opening-night electricity is

irought to your living room by the same
nspired cast that brought it to the Broad-
way stage.

'erforming for you are exclusive, star-studded
casts—available nowhere else!

i. Broadway producer can rarely even
lOpe to assemble on one stage the brilliant

rtists who perform for you, regularly and
xclusively, through the Theatre Record-
ng Society. For example, Laurence

John Gielgud

Olivier, Michael Redgrave, Joan Plowright
and Sybil Thorndyke in Chekhov's Uncle
Ko/n'fl. ..Siobhan McKenna, Cyril Cusack
—and lonesco himself—in The Chairs . .

.

Ralph Richardson and Anna Massey in Cy-
rano de Berserac.Lee J. Cobb and Mil-

dred Dunnock in Death of a
Salesman. These great plays
—and great artists-are typi-

cal of the superb productions
available to you with mem-
bership in the Society. Each
complete play is beautifully
boxed and contains a lavish

production folio. Some
plays include the full text,

handsomely bound as a
separate volume.

Members save 331/3%

Though Society's recordings

^ sell for up to $24.80 per set

Claire Bloom a' ""^'^'l ... as a member, you
pay only the low price of just

over $4.00 per record, plus a small ship-

ping and handling charge, 'i'our only ob-
ligation is to accept as few as four plays
over the next year from the many offered.

There is no extra charge for stereo.

Claim your free MARAT/SADE now—
an $18.85 value!

Mail the coupon to receive your free 3-

record set of MARAT/SADE... plus your
first Society selection for which you will be
billed later. (Select one of the three choices
on the coupon.) If you're not completely
delighted, yuu may return the shipment
within 10 days and your trial membership
will be cancelled without obligation. Mail
your coupon right now!

FREE BONUS GIFT
If you act now! Your prompt reply will bring you
Richard Burton's magnificent Caedmon recording
of THE LOVE POEMS OF JOHN DONNE. Ac-
claimed by critics, this 12-inch, long-playing rec-

ord, a $5.95 retail value, is yours to keep even if

you decide to return MARAT/SADE after your
free, 10-day home trial.

THEATRE RECORDING SOCIETY Dept.NAH-i
505 Eighth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10018

Please send my free 3-record MARAT/SADE and my
bonus gift, THE LOVE POEMS OF JOHN DONNE.
Also send my first Society selection (chosen from those
listed below) for which you will bill me later... and
enroll me as a trial member. In addition to my first

selection, my only obligation is to accept as few as
four plays over the next year at the Society's low price
of just over $4.00 per record plus shipping and han-
dling. If not completely delighted, I may return my
introductory shipment (keeping my free bonus gift)

within 10 days and my membership will be cancelled
without obligation.

Canadian and foreign prices slightly higher.

Name-

City_ -State- _Zip_
Please send my records in Q Mono Stereo

I have checked my first Society selection below:

n Death of a Salesman, Lee J. Cobb, Mildred Dunnock,
Michael Tolan. Member's price: only $12.90 (Retail
price; $18.85) plus small shipping and handling charge.

Caesar and Cleopatra, Claire Bloom, Max Adrian.
Judith Anderson. Member's price: only $8.90 (Retail
price: $12.90) plus small shipping and handling charge.

The Glass Menagerie, Montgomery Clift, Jessica
Tandy, Julie Harris, David Wayne. Member's price:
only $8.90 (Retail price: $12.90) plus small shipping
and handling charge.



NOVOFLEX PUT

ERWIN BAUER

UPTOIT!

Instant-focus telephoto lens

catches cat-napper out on a limb

If you want to sneak up on a big cat nap-

ping, says celebrated wild-life photographer

Erwin A. Bauer, the safest (and surest) way is

to use a Novoflex Follow-Focus telephoto lens

system. This magnificent shot of an African

lioness was taken through a Novoflex 640mm
lens. It appears in Mr. Bauer's new book on

African animals to be published soon by

W. W. Norton.

The Novoflex Follow-Focus system gives you

one-hand, instant focusing from close-up to

infinity—just by squeezing the unique pistol

grip. Any of three lenses (280, 400 and

640mm) can be used with a single grip. No

turning or twisting of the lens barrel. Avail-

able for over 50 major camera brands, includ-

ing interchangeable-lens 35's, 8 and 16mm
movie and 2y4"-square reflex. Novoflex

lenses are noted for color correction, excel-

lent definition, superb resolving power and

highest brilliance. Ask your dealer about

Novoflex or write Burleigh Brooks Inc., 420

Grand Ave., Englewood, N. J. 07631 nh-2

NOVOFLEX
L Instant, continuous focusing

[ from a distance

is yours with Novoflex

statistics indicate that the park ex-

perience has taken on many of the

characteristics of a circus sideshow.

A three-minute look at Old Faithful

("watch it steam and spout!") or a

quick jaunt on a boardwalk above

the Everglades alligators ("living

monsters from another era!") and

the hurrying visitor is off to see an-

other "freak" of nature in a differ-

ent park.

On the other hand, the tourists

who never stray far from the visitor

centers are indirectly performing a

service for which many Park Service

employees are grateful. For, by con-

fining their activities to a small por-

tion of the park, these visitors greatly

simplifv the task of safeguarding the

true wilderness areas where relatively

few people venture. But perhaps this

situation engenders a false optimism,

for as park visitation increases, even

wilderness areas will be subjected to

destructive pressures.

Although the park experience has

not been officially defined, a notion

of what it might ideally consist of

can be derived from a speech given

by Director Hartzog in which he ex-

pressed the opinion that the "single

and abiding purpose" of the National

Park System should be "to bring

man and his environment into closer

harmony." The Director described

the parks as "places of highest in-

spiration." having "scientific, cul-

tural, esthetic" and "educational"

values. Yet, the lady "doing" the

parks through the window of the

It's a little late for a park in muci\

of California's redwood country

cocktail lounge, the overnigh

camper seeking to escape the cost o

a motel room, and the weekendinjl

teen-ager who comes looking for age

mates and excitement somehow don'

fit into this mold. They use the park

for reasons unrelated or only vaguel;

related to the richness of the natura

environment enclosed within thei

boundaries; and the activities the;

pursue are largely those that coul

be performed elsewhere, with littl

loss to the pursuit, and with grea

benefit to the task of the Nationa

Park Service. l

Which brings up the question, i:

you happen to be concerned over thi

welfare of the large natural parks, ol

the proper use of a park and if some

how the "improper" uses couldn't b

screened out, without going so fa

as to administer lie-detector tests ti

incoming visitors. But then you re

call that the National Park Servic

is a public-serving, self-perpetuatin;

agency that depends, as all agencie

do. on congressional appropriations

And appropriations, by and large

are dependent upon numbers—nuni

bers of visitors, buildings, highway

—easily counted physical number?

Remembering this, it's easy to iniag

ine that each year when the Direclo

brings his case before the Bureau o

the Budget, he must lie somewba

grateful that he has not guarded hi

gates too closely and that park visi

tation has risen over the preceding

lO



Landmarks of the World S Art invites you to participate in an unprecedented

lew program embracing the great art of all ages in superb low-cost collectors' volumes

Jn this introductory volume, explore the glorious

age of Rembrandt, Bernini, Velasquez, Rubens,

Watteau, and other Baroque masters for ^^
(regular
series price
$Jt,95)

CCEPT THIS SPECTACULAR art volumc, The Age of
V Baroque, for only $1 as your introduction to

iNDMARKS OF THE World's Art — a new inter-

tional art program designed for your family's

easure and enrichment.

In this lavish and magnifi-
.ntly illustrated book (WO full

i>lor reproductions, plus 100 in

flc/c and white), you will dis-

iver a civilization unrivalled
r its creative energy, stylistic

iriety, and sheer drama. From
'e glittering crystal salons of
puis XlV's Versailles to the
pmpassionate humanity ex-
iessed in Rembrandt's por-
aits . . . from the ecstatic re-
lyous sculpture of Bernini to
le delicately chiselled neoclas-
: designs of English Wedg-
ood pottery , . , you will
arvel at the dazzling array of
t reflecting the glory of king, church, and merchant
iring the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

In painting, Watteau depicts the idyllic pleasures of

e French royal court at the height of its power . . .

srmeer celebrates the cheerful domesticity of prosper-
is Dutch burghers . . . Hogarth satirizes the scandalous
orals of a social-climbing English aristocracy . . . and
I over Europe, the irrepressible sensuality of Rubens'
:roic figures decorates palace, chapel, and manor . . .

In sculpture and architecture, Bernini and Borro-
ini complete the monumental tomb and the awe-
spiring piazza of St. Peters . ... Sir Christopher Wren
rtually rebuilds London after the Great Fire, intro-

icing a serene new style unknown on the Continent
. Gabriel begins the private royal retreat, The Petit

-ianon, for the King's mistress Madame de Pompadour,
id completes it for her successor, Madame du Barry...

*! In the decorative arts, porcelain is manufactured
for the first time, under royal patent, in Meissen and
Sevres . . . "French" windows are invented . . . designer
Robert Adam, inspired by the discoveries in Pompeii,
popularizes neoclassic furniture and wall decoration , . .

landscape artists create breathtaking formal gardens in
Vienna, Naples, Munich, and other great cities . . .

You will see and read about these fascinating works
of art (and many more) in this exciting new volume.

Why are we making this $1 offer?

The Age of Baroque is offered for only $1 to introduce
you to Landmarks of the World's Art. As a subscriber
to this unique Program, you may collect at low cost a
library of sumptuous new art volumes revealing man's
greatest achievements in the visual arts from prehistoric
times to the present day.

These volumes encompass not only the art of painting,

sculpture, and architecture, but also graphics, interior

design, furniture, ceramics, textiles, and jewelry — to

mention only a few. Every culture, primitive and civil-

ized—and every important known artist—is represented.

A unique educational opportunity for your family

Each Landmarks book is an authoritative reference

written by an international art expert, and contains fully

200 illustrations — of least 100 in full color. Each book
is elegantly bound in gold-stamped hard covers, meas-
uring 8'/i inches by IIV2 inches in size. Informative
glossaries, decorative end-paper maps, time charts, and
complete indexes enhance their usefulness. If you have
children in school, these books will be especially valued.

Ordinarily, you would expect to pay as much as $15
for art books such as these. However, because the
Landmarks Program is a cooperative venture — pooling
the resources of five publishers in the United States,

Britain, France, Italy, and Scandinavia — you may ac-
quire the volumes you want for the astonishingly low
price of only $4.95, plus a few cents for shipping. You
may take as few as two volumes during the next year;
after that, you may accept as few or as many as you wish.

Explore The Age of Baroque without obligation

Simply mail the card. We will enter your trial subscrip-
tion and ship you a copy of The Age of Baroque for 10
days examination. If you are delighted with the volume,
send only $1, plus shipping. Thereafter, you will be of-

fered a new landmarks book every two months (for 10
days trial) at the subscribers' low price of $4.95. If not
pleased with the initial volume, however, just return it to
cancel your subscription, and you will be under no further
obligation, landmarks of the world's art, McGraw-Hill
Book Company, 330 W. 42nd St.,- New York, N. Y. 10036.

Among the
forthcoming
volumes in

Landmarks
of the

World's Art
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5-day

unforgettable

travel adventure

Now, on our 5-day Historic Tour,
you can see the wonders of Ethiopia,
ancient and modern.

From Addis Ababa, fly to Bahar Dar
on romantic Lake Tana and see the
thundering Blue Nile Falls. Fly on
to Gondar, and 17th century castles.

Then to Lalibela, and the pre-his-

toric churches. Visit Axum, ancient
capital of the Queen of Sheba, where
3,000-year-old obelisks still stand.

Your tour ends in fascinating Asmara,
Ethiopia's second city.

Got a few more days? Travel down
8,000' to Massawa, "Pearl of the Red
Sea". A new, air-conditioned hotel
awaits you.

On the way, or on the way home, see
Athens, Rome, and Madrid or Frank-
furt, too, at no e.xtra air fare, and
you'll fly in luxury all the way.

£Sir"--

Boeing Fan Jet Passenger and
Cargo Service

Mail the coupon, or sec your Travel Agent

ETHIOPIAN AIRLINES
51 East 42nd Street
New York City 100X7

Please send me further information
about the Historic Tour, and free Euro-
pean stopovers.

Name

Address

City_

year. The National Park Service is

already a low man on the totem pole

of budgetary priorities. Would it en-

hance their coinpetitive position

against such pork-barreling giants as

the Army Corps of Engineers to greet

Congress with the message that:

"Through the exclusion of visitors

whose recreation could easily have

been obtained outside the natural

areas of the parks, and by our re-

fusal to destroy any more parkland

for construction of parking lots and

access roads, we have reduced visits

to the National Park System by 2 per

cent"? Probably not.

Furthermore, the National Park

Service is wedded to the philosophy

that a visit to one of the country's

areas of outstanding natural beauty

is a right and not a privilege. Anyone
who happens to have a $7 Golden

Eagle pass can visit any park, any

place, and can pursue almost any

type of recreation; the Superinten-

dent doesn't ask if you are going on

a nature hike or whether you are

going to play poker somewhere

among the canvas and metal shelters

of the public campground.

And so, while the Park Service

may on the one hand be rightly con-

cerned because the park experience

may not foster an appreciation, or

even an understanding, of the nat-

ural environment, their actions

Drainage canals near the Everglades

destroy the national park, but

they help the real estate business.

might at times lead you to believi'1

otherwise. Their policy to date ha

been one of accommodation ; accom

modation of rapidly increasing nuirii

bers of visitors, of automobiles,

camp trailers, and other gadgets tha,

the modern outdoorsman demand
for "roughing it."

The meaning of roughing it, quiti

naturally, varies from park to park

just as it differs among people. Aj

Isle Royale, a roadless half-million

acre island in Lake Superior, visitet

by only 13,000 persons per year, th

practice probably embodies prett;

much of what George Hartzog wouli

describe as the "challenges and . .

rewards" of the wilderness. Here, th

challenge might be summed up a

survival in an environment that ha

not been hand tailored to minimiz

the reality of the struggle for exist

ence. The reward, in addition to th

sounds, sights, and smells of wilder

ness, might amount to the develop

ment of a greater appreciation of th

forces that have been shaping mai

for the last 100,000 years, and pei

haps a heightened awareness of th,

shaping that he, in turn, has pei

formed during the last few centu

ries. Then, too, there is the though

that we most appreciate those thing

for which we work hardest. And thi

may well be the case at Isle Royalf

where the park experience is now pre

vided along the guidelines mentione

by the Director.

At any rate, a considerable numbe

Î III II il

SEK

(^'1RtH'}c^;j
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)people feel that as many as pos-

iile of the natural areas within the

rtem can be managed so as to

iiieve the "single and abiding pur-

)ie" of building an awareness of

1 natural environment—even in

vih heavily visited natural areas as

tsemite and Yellowstone. They sus-

}:t that the appropriate aim of the

^tional Park Service should be to

ike the parks as different from the

iban environment as possible,
• her than to provide the outdoors

ih "hot and cold running," and

i; skeptical of the real value of the

i;ht club entertainment, the $30
Ttel rooms, and the souvenir stands

nde available in the parks; And,
liking forward to the day when
)pulation has doubled or trebled

[68 levels, they somehow feel that

't largest item in the Park Service's

rdget should not be "Construction,

id Parkway and Road Construc-

;ln" ($49.6 million in fiscal '68)

:t "Management and Protection"

P40.7 million).

It may still be difficult to appreci-

;i just how prosperity—that condi-

gn to which we ascribe magical

: alities—may have any sort of neg-

ive consequences or how it may
ve brought about deterioration of

le park experience. For it is, in fact,

I'e economic alHuence of American

ciety that has provided the time,

oney, and mobility to make your

sit to the parks possible. In essence,

osperity has been a great source of

pocketable

powerful

Tnnovid

Compact TRINOVID casts

off the shadow of "binoc-

ular bulk." But don't be

fooled by its stylishly slim

appearance. Optically su-

perb, w'\tU a unique roof

prism, TRINOVID provides

unexcelled brilliance and

clarity. Rugged, too. It is

shockproof, weatherproof,

dustproof, water-resistant,

^and pocketable.

Ask your franchised Leitz

binocular dealer about
TRINOVID. Trim, light-

weight, handsome, and
available in 6x24, 7x35,

8x32, 10x40.

E. Leitz, Inc.. 468 Park Avenue South, New York, N.Y. 1 001 6

If you're planning to go to the Winter Olympics in Grenoble, France,

Renault can give you a lift there.

Just see a Renault dealer before you go and he 11 arrange a meeting

place-a European city, an airport or dockside Le Havre.

Then you can drive all around Europe in a roomy 4-seater car that has

13 cubic feet of luggage space, 4-wheel disc brakes, cruises at 80 m.p.h. and

averages 35 m.p.g. - „„„ t. i,.

A car that can be serviced by any one of more than 6,000 Renault

dealers all over Europe.
, „,, -i, ,

You can buy the Renault 10 just to usem Europe, and we 11 buy it back

when you're ready to come home. (Ask about our financed purchase-repur-

Or you can use the Renault 10 in Europe and keep it for only $1,484.

(The price includes all the required U. S. specifications.) |nrMn|||TA|
Then you can drive up to Mt. Snow for your InLlllnULI^

ski weekends.

Renault Inc., Overseas Delivery Dept..

750 Third Avenue, New York, 10017

Gentlemen : Please send me your free booklet on how to buy

a Renault 10 and other models for delivery in Europe.

"~1

I
Name_
Address.

City _State_ .NH
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Hold The World In Your Palm., with

M.V.MINISCOPE SYSTEM $16.95

So startlingly different are the design and per-

formance of the M.V. MINISCOPE SYSTEIVl that
you won't really believe it until you see it and
use it yourself. With its standard objective
the M.V. is an 8x, wide-angle (8.2 '), 24mm mo-
nocular telescope— more powerful than most
field glasses and binoculars. For an even larger
field, just quick-change objectives and you have
a 6x, super-wide-angle (11 ), 18mm telescope.

The prismatic, fully coated optics are of the
same uncompromising quality that you expect
from the finest Japanese cameras— crispness,
brilliance and complete planarity. As an
added bonus, the objectives may be used as 3x
and 5x wide-field magnifier/loupes, of unex-
celled definition and clarity. Weight SVa ozs..

length only S'/,". Comes with handstrap and
soft, flat, zippered case that fits snugly in gen-
tleman's pocket or lady's purse.

Send the MIYAUCHI M.V. MINISCOPE SYSTEM
w/case & exchange objectives. Satisfaction, or

refund guaranteed. Check for $16.95 plus $1 for

post. & ins. end. (Calif, resid. add 5% tax.)

584 Washington St.,

NH-2 San Francisco, 94111

(415) 981-5688 havephills

The sharpest,

most useful knife

you'll ever own

The All-New Razor Blade Stainless

Steel Westerner! With handmade
leather belt sheath and its own sharpen-

ing steel—the most useful combination

you've ever owned. 3 blades of Razor
Blade Stainless—the steel that revolution-

ized razor blades. Unbreakable Stagalon

Handle—looks like bone . . . lasts like

iron. Compact—3%" closed. Sheath -ft'ith

snap-down flap carries both knife and
German-made tungsten-carbide sharpen-

ing steel. Here's the knife you owe your-

self—order today! S9.50, 2/S 18.00 ppd.
(sold only by mail). Your satisfaction

guaranteed or money promptly refunded.

Send for your free 80-page "Escape From,
the Ordinary" Color Catalog.

NormThompson^^
Outfitters to Sportsmen & Women the World Over

1805 N.W. Thurman, Portland, Ore. 97209, Dept. F-20

freedorn, and more than likely, you

are grateful for your two-week vaca-

tion, and for your high-speed auto-

mobile and the multilaned highways,

which contribute to it.

But after a number of vacation

visits to any of the more popular

national parks, the realization is

thrust upon you that the workings of

the same set of social forces have

simultaneously removed an equally

large amount of freedom and that

the evidence of deterioration is abun-

dant. In Yosemite Valley you find,

not a pleasant outdoor experience,

but a transplantation of suburbia,

with all the accompanying ills of

smog, noise, crowding, and juvenile

dehnquency. At the Grand Tetons

you are unable to find a free site in

which to park your lovely new camp

trailer. Throughout the million acres

of Everglades National Park, you dis-

cover the flora and fauna dying as a

result of nearby drainage canals

built to accommodate agricultural

and real estate development. And on

a drive over the Blue Ridge Parkway,

connecting Shenandoah and Great

Smokies national parks, you are

The special supplement

War: The Anthropology

of Armed Conflict

and Aggression

which appeared in the December

issue is now available at fifty

cents each. Please send your

check or money order to:

Natural History

The American Museum of

Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, N. Y. 10024

caught in a two-hour traffic jam that

is no more enjoyable than one you

could have experienced back home

on the Long Island Expressway.

Delving into these few manifesta-

tions of deterioration leads to the un-

fortunate conclusion that most of

the problems of the National Park

Service have their origins outside the

STAY PUT. . . or
creep up close

. . . this binocular focuses right down to

9 feet . . . lets you see nesting activities

as if you vjsre little more than a foot away.

Yet its brilliance and sharpness of image

give you full benefit of its powerful optical

system at the longest ranges, too. It's the

7X, 35 Triton ... the most popular all-

round binocular in Swift's complete line of

more than twenty different types. Tele-

scopes, too. See your dealer or write

for literature.

SWIFT INSTRUMENTS, INC.
Dept. NH-B

Boston, Mass. 02125
San Jose, Calif. 95106

you
can't;

buy
better

than a

!IJd l .-k^J.'M.',U I .
'i| :i:<J.H IIrlJ.M=4J=I.Mi

CdS
EXPOSURE METER
If you shoot more than 4 rolls of film a year and
don't limit your shots to the daylight hours, you're a

"serious" photographer. You need a reliable exposure

meter! The new Super Pilot CdS, made by world-famous

Gossen, will make you proud of every shot—color or

black and white.

The Super Pilot CdS accurately measures reflected or

incident light; two full measuring ranges: Normal and

Low Light. Scales: ASA 6 to 12500; f/1 to f/45; 1/1000

sec. to 2 hrs; EV -6 to -)-24; Cine from 8 to 128fps.

*39
95 complete with battery,

neck-strap and leather case

X.XM'CI- PHOTO CORPORATION

>.0. BOX 1060 WOODSIDE, N.Y. 11377
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oundaries of the park system. And
Ithough the problems may be al-

viated (or compounded) by actions

f the Service, the fact remains that

ley are equipped to deal only with

,'mptoms and not with basic causes.

If this were not the case, if the

ark Service were ordered by Con-

ress to deal directly with the causes

f their current headaches, then

robably they could begin by dis-

ensing birth control pills at the main

ates of each of the national parks,

lut short of that, and lacking a pop-

lar appreciation of the consequences

f overpopulation, the National

'ark Service must direct its attention

the other end of the problem and

lope that it can continue to acquire

and in adequate amounts to keep

lace with the demands of the spiral-

rng number of park visitors.

For this purpose, Congress in 1964

stablished the Land and Water Con-

ervation Fund, which, it was hoped,

i'ould provide the primary source of

unds from which new parklands

ould be purchased. Money flowing

nto this fund is derived in part from

ees paid by the public for the priv-

lege of using the recreation lands

idministered by the federal govern-

nent. These lands include not only

lational parks but reservoir projects

idministered by the TVA, Army
]orps of Engineers, Bureau of Rec-

amation, and three other agencies.

The only problem with the fund is

hat it is inadequate. A recent study

:onducted by the Bureau of Outdoor

Elecreation concluded that in the next

:en years the fund will fall $2.7 bil-

lion short of the financial require-

ments for needed land. And other

facts complicate the issue. At this

writing, for instance, there is before

Congress a bill that ivould relieve

the Army Corps of Engineers of the

jresponsibility of collecting user fees

Ion the reservoir lands it administers.

Meantime, the price of land still

available for inclusion within the

National Park System continues to

rise at something like 5 to 10 per

cent per year. Since it takes Congress

years to appropriate money for a

park once a site has been recom-

mended, land prices have a strange

way of doubling and tripling in the

time period prior to purchase. And,

while Congress hesitates to purchase

land that has undergone what Pres-

ident Johnson calls "artificial price

spirals," the prices continue to rise

'•^ar . * «S8Sii|g^*:ijg|g» ^'2^' jv-!r««i» -^z^

the
smart
one

Never lets you make a mistake.
Well, hardly ever! Most eameras with ihru-the-lens meter systems will give you correct

exposure under "ideal" conditions. But the new Nikkormat FTN will do it every time.

Reason? In measuring scene brightness, the FTN meter favors the central subject.

Thus, backhghting and background contrast have little or no effect on e.xposure reading

accuracy. Same principle as in the famous Nikon F Photomic TN. Practically foolproof!

And with exposure problems out of the way. you can take full advantage of all the

picture capabilities of this remarkable new .33.

Under S270 with 50mm Auto-Nikkor f2 lens. At your Nikon dealer, or write. Nikon Inc.,

Garden City, New York 11530 .Subsidiary of Ehrenreieh Photo-Optical Industries. Inc.

(In Canada: Anglephoto Ltd.. P.Ql

Warning!

Don t leave the country

without reading The
Official Mercedes-Benz
European Delivery Kit!

Before you plan your trip r

to Europe, clip and send

us the coupon. We'll send

you a free kit with all the

facts on overseas delivery

of a new Mercedes-Benz,

at considerable savings-

clip now!

Mr. Peter Grassl, European Delivery Manager
Mercedes-Benz of North America, Inc.

Dept. BllO
158 Linwood Plaza, Fort Lee, N.J. 07024

Please send me my free Mercedes-Benz

European Delivery Kit.

NAME
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MARBORO'S
GREATEST JANUARY CLEARANCE

BOOKS!
ORIG. $6.00 NOW $1.00

ORIG. $12.00 NOW $2.98

RECORDS!
ORIG. $47.90 NOW $10.95

ORIG. $23.95 NOW $5.95

POSTERS & ART PRINTS TOO!
Save 60r«-70r—even 80%
if you mail coupon now

3759. GUNS—From the Invention of Gunpowder to

the 20th Century. By Dudley Pope. Handsomely
bound, superbly printed, richly illustrated study of

the gun in all its forms, from the invention of gun-
powder to the devastating weapons nf the 20th cen-

tury—393 PHOTOS & DRAWINGS, MANY IN
COLOR, 60 IN FULL COLOR—musket, rifle,

cannon, muzzle & breech-loaders, automatic weap-
ons, pistols, weapons in the air, from the 1400's on.

UVi" X 12K". P"b. at $22.50. Special 12.95

3738. EUROPE FROM THE AIR. Text by Emil Egli.

200 spectacular aerial photos, 11 in color, every
view printed on a separate page, with the most beau-

tiful scenery and landmarks on the Continent and
the British Isles: mountains, cities, forests, cathe-

drals. etc. 8'." x 11". Prig. SIS.OO. Special 5.95

P.669. Picasso:
MATERNITY.

On Genuine Artists'

Canvas-full color re-

production of the fin-

ished painting done

3750. THE EVIDENCE OF WASHINGTON. By Wil-
liam Walton. Washington past & present, the living

evidence of history & power— 119 PHOTOS IN
GRAVURE, 20 IN FULL COLOR, MANY DBL-
PAGE—the people who make the city from slum to

capital hill, the architectural qu.nlity & styles, the

landmarks, more. Handsomely printed; 8'.." x
II!',". Pub. at fl7.95. I'crv ipcciul 5.95

3777. THE TRAVELLER'S TREE: A Journey Through
The Caribbean Islands. By Patrick Leigh Fer-

mor. Absorbing account of a leisurely, fascina-

ting journey, by steamer, plane and sail, through
the Caribbean ; explores with gusto the architec-

ture, voodoo rites, curious customs, the chaotic

history, expatriate life, and much more. 61

photos. Pub. at $7.50. Special 1.98

edon

far

ate. ith
vhites: ov-

er 15 screens used in
reproduction. 14^4"
wide X 19" high.

Special 7.95
P-670. The above on
heavy art stock.

Special 4.95

3748. August Strindberg: FROM AN OCCULT DIARY.
First publication of Strindlierg's extraordinary dia-

ry of bis last years revealing his perhaps insane

obsession with his former wife, & the erotic dreams
of his fevered imagination.
Pub. at $4.00. Only 1.98

3728. DYLAN THOMAS IN AMERICA: An Intimate

Journal. By J. M. Brinnin. Describes in detail the

man and the legend—the compulsive drinking, un-

orthodox party behavior, his tempestuous relation-

ship with Caitlin, his American women, and his

tragic death at age 39 in New York. 11 photos.

Pub. at $6.50. A'oit' Only 2.98

3731. THE IRISH ANSWER. By T. Gray. Absorbing
story of the creation of the Irish Republic and of

modern Ireland today—warm with pints of Guin-
ness and Brendan Behan, banned books and sweep-
stakes, shamrocks and belligerent neutrality.

Pub. at $6.95. Noza Only 1.98

3707. THE GRAND HOTELS OF EUROPE. By Willi

Frischauer. Deliciously urbane grand tour of Eu-
rope's finest hotels—from Claridge's in London to

Monaco's plush Hotel de Paris, from the dolcc vita

of Rome's Excelsior to the historic Grande Bretagne
in Athens, and many others—their cuisine, cellars,

and above all their fabulous clientele. 28 photos.

Pub. at $6.00. Special at 1.98

3626. THE THOUSAND RECIPE CHINESE COOKBOOK.
By Gloria Bley Miller. The best of Chinese cooking,

from Gold Coin Por, and Braised Curried Beef to

Black Mushroom-Chicken EggroUs and Eight Pre-

cious Puddings (all authentic recipes!), adapted
for the average American kitchen—even includes

the secret of brewing a perfect cup of tea! One
thousand recipes; profusely illus; 926 pp.
Pub. at $20.00. Very special 7.95

3730. LONDON ON THE THAMES. By Blake
Ehrlich, author of Paris On The Seine. Hand-
some, beautifully flavored grand tour through
2000 years of London history, politics, architec
ture, arts, and social refinements-from the

Londons of Pater Tamesis and Dick Whitting-
ton to those of Oscar Wilde, Sherlock Holmes
and Churchill. 125 rare engravinas; handsomely
bound. Pub. at $8.95. I'cry special 2.98

3726. Allan Sherman: A GIFT OF LAUGHTER. Auto-
biography and merry case history of the bizarre

success story in LI.S. show biz—the unemployed
TV producer who overnight, with My Son the Folk
Singer, woke up with $$$, 6 agents, a business
manager, and a Carnegie Hall booking.
Pub. at $5.95. Very special I.OO

2397. LAROUSSE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ASTRONOMY.
Intro, by F. L. Whipple, Prof, of Astronomy,
Harvard Univ. From the world.renowned publish-

ing House of Larousse, a magnificently illustrated

encyclopedia and guide to, and through, the intrica-

cies of scientific astronomy—OVER 800 ILLUS-
TRATIONS—from meteors to novas, with a superb
text for the general reader. 8,'j" x 11".

Orig. $17.95. Only 7.95

3749. THE MARYKNOLL CATHOLIC DICTIONAIi
Ed. by H. A. Nevins, M.M. Complete, up-to-d(
popular guide to more than 10,000 Catholic wo!'
& phrases in daily use, plus a magnificent treasil

of vital information on American Catholic life; iri

new liturgical & canonical changes, special featu'

on -American Martyrs, Orders, Church histo
more. 710 pp; imprimatur.
Pub. at $9.95. Very special 2

3714. MAYAKOVSKY. Trans. & ed. by Herb
.Marshall. Excellent collection of poetry by "I
laureate of the revolution" including the first cc

plete English translations of Vladimir Ilyilch Lc,
and A Cloud In Trousers, his succinct autoiji

raphy / Myself, and i)oems about Mayakovsky
Yevtushenko, Ascyev and others. 36 illus.

Pub. at $10.00. Special 4,

3471. THE BERNARD BERENSON TREASURY. Ed.
Hanna Kiel; Intro, by Harold Acton. Superb
lection from the books and hitherto unpublisl.
writings, letters, and diaries of the most celebra,,

humanist and art historian of our times— B.I!;

best on esthetics, personalities and achievements,
art, life, and literature from the Renaissance to

present. 14 photos. Orig. $6.95. Only V;

3468. GASTRONOMIC TOUR DE FRANCE. By Jc.

Conil. .\ famous chef and restaurateur present;,

tour of all France, with the culinary specialti,

wines and cheeses of each region, hotels and !
taurants, and recipes of all the best and most rep

sentative dishes. Illus: paper & boards bindij

sewn for durability. OriV,. $6.00. Only 11

2922. LAROUSSE WORLD MYTHOLOGY. Ed. |-

Pierre Grimal. This monumental encyclopedia .

fers a complete, up-to-date survey of all the mj

.

ologies of mankind drawn from every contin :

and civilization since the beginning of time, .'1

illustrates these myths with reproductions of so

of the greatest art & architecture the world
known. 600 pp; 670 illus, 49 in color; S'."
II-I4". Oriri. $25.00. Only 12 1

ART EXHIBITION POSTERS
Eye-catching, attractive posters advertising fami
European gallery exhibitions—each by a world
nowned artist—each handsomely printed in g

geous colors on extra heavy white art stock. E;
20" wide X 30" high. Special 1.00

P-646. Klee Poster. P-648. Chagall Post

P-647. Miro Poster. P-649. Dufy Poster.

P-650. Complete Set of 4 Posters. Special 31

2254. FANNY HILL: John Cleland's Memoirs ol:

Woman of Pleasure. Intro, by Peter Quenn

,

Widely acclaimed as the classic English erotic nol

as well as a distinctive literary portrait of its timi

the complete, unexpurgated edition.

Orig. $6.00. Only 21

1857. Dream World: KANDINSKY-48 Full Ccl

Plates. By F. Whitford. Traces Kandinsky's '

tistic development through 48 full color plates <|

12 b/w reproductions, from his early naturalij

through the magic dream-abstractions of his U
development; with a stimulating biographical i

troduction. 9''/' x lO-'j". Special import If

7717. Bulfinch: MYTHOLOGY. The complete Age\
Fable, Age of Chivalry and Legends of Chal
magne in one volume—all the traditional talesll

adventure, romance and chivalry from the Trot
War to Robin Hood, from classical through it

dieval times. 679 pages, index. Special import 1;

2396. LAROUSSE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MODERN a|
Ed. by R. Huyghe. Comprehensive, opulently ill!

trated historical encyclopedia to the era of Modf
Art, from 1800, Les Fauves and the Impression]
to the present—OVER 1,200 ILLUSTRATIOr|i
56 IN FULL COLOR—expert articles on artiM

schools and periods; historical summaries by col'

try; lengthy survey of Moslem and Far Eastern e;i

illustrations of painting, sculpture, architectij

and the "minor" arts. Fully indexed; 8;:." x 11'

Pub. at $20.00. Special 9!



3462. THE LONELY EMPRESS: Elizabeth of Austria.

By J. Haslip. Engrossing account of the tragic,

glittering life of Elizabeth, last Empre.'ss of Austro-
Hungary, the most beautiful queen in Europe in an
age of opulent royalty; an incredible story from
her engagement to Franz Josef at age 15 to her
assassination. 42 illus; 462 pp.
On<7. $8.50. Only 2.98

3741. Harold Robbins: THE ADVENTURERS. By the
author of The Carpetbaggers. Fiery, throbbing
"non-fiction novel" based on the life "that was not
I'orfirio Rubirosa"—follows the hero from back-
woods hacienda to Harvard and a career as diplo-
mat, international playboy, star polo player, and
notorious sexual athlete. 781 pp.
fub. at $5.95. Special 1.98

3709. THE MISSION. By Hans Habe. Unforgettable
documentary novel of the long-suppressed offer by
Hitler at the 1938 Evian-les-Bains conference to
ransom his Jews to the world for $250 a head, $1000
a family—the 32-nation refusal of the deal—and of
six million dead. Pitb. at $6.00. Now Only 1.00

3622. Dame Edith Silwell: TAKEN CARE OF. Auto-
biography by the world-famous Dame of lordly
eccentricities who here, not only develops her own
memoirs, but "takes care of" such targets as D. H.
Lawrence, Wyndham Lewis, Strachey, Galsworthy,
and George Moore (and her friendships are just as
funny). 22 photos. Piib. at $5.95. Special 1.98

3338.



Overseas
Nature Tours

For eight years we have been organizing group
trips to investigate the natural history of Europe,
Africa and the world. Chief purpose so far has

been to see birds, including as many rare and
difficult species as possible. However, a full eco-

logical picture is sought, with attention to botany,
geology and archaeology where appropriate.

Persons without specialized interests, but with
appreciation for the natural scene as opposed to

sophisticated city life, are entirely welcome, and
such people constitute a part of every group.

2-wk. Spring Tours
MEXICO WEST COAST: Tropical birds in an

exotic, off-beat land. March 9.

TEXAS-N.E. MEXICO: Whooping Cranes,
Prairie Chickens, massive migrations. March 23.

SOUTHEAST ARIZONA: Popular trip. May 4.

MEXICO EAST COAST: Entrancing country.

May 18.

EUROPEAN PROGRAM
For our popular North-with-the-Spring trip, com-
bine (1) South. (2) North, (3) Nor%vay-nine
thrilling weeks from Mediterranean to North
Cape. For unusual birds & offbeat travel, choose

(1) South Tour, (2) Balkans, (3) U.S.S.R. Or
work in Britain and Iceland. Each tour, 3 wks.

SOUTH TOUR: From France's Camargue to

Austria, the Rhine and Holland. May 9 from N.Y.
NORTH TOUR: Amsterdam to Germany and

up thru Sweden to the Arctic Circle. May 31.

NORWAY: Up the spectacular coast and
around North Cape; popular tour. June 22.

BRITAIN: Magnificent coverage from the
southeast coast to the Scottish Highlands. May 31.

BALKANS: Seldom-visited bird areas in Jugo-
slavia, Albania, Romania, Hungary. May 31.

U.S.S.R: Fine coverage of Russia, including the

Caucasus and the Asian republics. Small party
and excellent bird leadership. June 22.

ICELAND: Two fine weeks with birds, flowers,

geology. Top leadership, reasonable cost. Two
departures of this popular tour, June 6 & July 8.

ALASKA
The highly successful pioneer venture in 1967
has been expanded into 3 consecutive 2-wk. trips:

ALASKA SOUTH: Vancouver to the Panhandle
& the Yukon, ending at Fairbanks. June 1.

ALASKA NORTH: McKinley Park, Kenai,
Kodiak Island and Katmai. June 22.
ALASKA OUTPOSTS: Aleutians, Pribilofs, Nome

& Barrow. Remote and wonderful. July 6.

JAPAN
Full-time bird & flower tour from south tip of

Kyushu to far north corner of Hokkaido. May 16;
3 weeks. A party will continue across Siberia for
2 weeks, joining the U.S.S.R. trip (see above).

SUMMER PROGRAM
Middle America, rich in birds and archaeology,
scheduled to fit summer vacations : Chiapas, July
13;Yucatan, July 27; Guatemala-Honduras, Aug.
10; Costa Rica-Panama, Aug. 24 (each 2 wks.).
And the incomparable 3-week August tour of
Columbia, the world's top bird country.

3-WEEK AFRICA TOURS
SOUTH AFRICA, incl. South-West Africa, Kala-

hari Desert & Kruger Park. Ton leaders. July 18.
CENT. AFRICA-MADAGASCAR: Completely

new, thrilling route, beginning at Victoria Falls

Aug. 8.

EAST AFRICA: Popular area, a bit over-visited
but fine birds & mammals. Sept. 5.

SOUTH PACIFIC
Feature of the year; many think it is the greatest
trip of all. Five units; combine as you like:

MELANESIA: Fiji, New Hebrides, New Cale-
donia, Solomons and 2 weeks in New Guinea.
Four weeks beginning Sept. 9.

AUSTRALIA WEST: From Perth around the coast
to Darwin, plus the deserts at Alice Springs and
in western Queensland. Oct. 3; 3 weeks.

AUSTRALIA EAST: The Great Barrier Heef,
Sydney, Adelaide, Murray River, Tasmania. Three
weeks beginning Oct. 24.
NEW ZEALAND: Comprehensive 3-week cover-

age of both islands, working south with the
spring. Geysers, glow-worm caves, majestic Mt.
Cook and Milford Sound. Nov. 14.

N.Z. WEST COAST: Ten days up the west coast,
with botany emphasis. Dec. 5.
Come along! . . . Intimate, private groups, expert
leadership. We seek out back-country routes, try

for an experience-in-depth of the natural scene and
the people. (Not recommended if you're strong for

night life.)

Crowder Nature Tours
Box 222-a

Harpers Ferry, W. Va. 25425

and the region's suitability for na-

tional park status continues to de-

cline as local interests hasten to make

maximum use of the area's resources

before the government finally takes

possession.

With circumstances like these, it

seems clear that potential parkland

is now as inexpensive and pristine as

it will ever be. But this fact has no

apparent effect on the urgency with

which Congress views the situation.

The proposed Redwoods Park in

California and Cascades Park in

Washington, for instance, were sug-

gested as national parks 50 years ago

and 30 years ago, respectively, but

have been ignored until recently

when the aggressive campaigns of

conservation groups brought the

issues to the forefront.

At times, if you follow the disputes

over establishment of new national

parks, you wonder if perhaps the

poor bargaining position of the Na-

tional Park Service isn't a manifes-

tation of something larger than price

disputes. In the case of the Redwoods

Park, for example, the Park Service

in 1964 gave top priority to the Red-

wood Creek site after conducting a

survey of possible park locations.

Sometime later, however, after lum-

bermen had voiced opposition to the

preservation of this area. Secretary

Udall suddenly announced that he

had decided instead to champion a

park in the Mill Creek region, which

had already been heavily cut over. In

his explanation for the change of

heart, Udall noted that he "wanted

to pick a park, not a fight," which

might make you wonder if the inten-

tion of the National Park Service to

set aside the finest scenery for the

benefit of the American people was

being accorded a lower priority than

the economic interests of West Coast

lumber firms.

Udall's dislike of fighting appar-

ently is not shared by either con-

servationists or lumber companies

who now employ full-page news-

paper ads to voice their opposing

points of view in the bitter struggle

over the redwoods. But while they

battle to maintain a favorable public

image, timber firms are still using

their saws on the redwoods, pending

a congressional decision on the

boundaries of the proposed park.

There is an important instance of

the Secretary changing his mind in

an opposite direction. In 1965, the

How were our
landscapes made?

How are they evolving now?

What will they be like

in the future?

Hikers and campers, natural

history buffs, rock and mineral

collectors, outdoor-minded people

are finding out, in

ROCK, TIME,
AND LANDFORMS

by Jerome Wyckoff

"A truly fabulous volume for those

interested in the natural environ-

ment." — Lewiston (Me.) Journal.

"Relaxed and easy reading . . .

sound geology . . . should become a

classic of its kind."— San Angt
(Texas) Morning Standard-Times

"Well-organized . . . excellent be-

ginning reference on earth sci-

ences,." — Library Journal. "For
travelers, rock-hounds and natural

history buffs ... a happy publishing

event." — Camden (N.J.) Courier-

Post. "A fine piece of work — well

written and superbly illustrated."

— Arthur Strahler, Professor of Ge-
omorphology, Columbia University.

"Recommended to the general lay

reader . . . fills a hiatus." — Journal

of Geological Education. "Logically

developed . . . will fill an important

need . . . illustrations excellent . . .

a good book for the school ref- I

erence library." — Natural History.

"Geology for the millions."

— Peter Farb

Index, glossary, bibliography.

250 illustrations, 372 pages.

AT ALL BOOKSTORES or use the coupon

[ y uajiJi^ '
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HARPER & ROW
51 E. 33 St., New York, N.Y. 10016
Gentlemen: Please send me copy(ies)
KocK, Time, and Landforms by Jerome Wyck(
for 10 days' free examination. Within that tir

I will either remit $8.95 per copy, plus mailit

charees, or return the book(s) without obi

gation.

Name

City

State, Zip

SAVE! Enclose payment ,d publisher ]

barges. Same return privilege
7608.
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MITED RELEASE- U.S. GOVT. SURPLUS

NIPERSCOPE

NFRARED SET.s,
r scientists, gun collectors, naturalists

luilt by American Optical Co. In excellent working
ondition. Used by our troops for observing enemy
n total darl<ness without being detected. Suggested
ses: medical research, study of nocturnal animal
ife, mineralogy, industrial and medical research,
rime detection. Rare item for gun collectors. Tele-
cope is 16 y^" long; clear aperture of lens is

0.4mm. A 5"-diameter filter is attached. Knob ad-
usts focus electrostatically: second knob adjusts
3ticle intensity. Reticle also has vertical and hori-

ontal adjustments. Canvas carrying case and shoulder
trap included. Complete unit includes Il"xl4"xl6"
host, telescope with RCA 6032 image tube, 20,000V
ower pack with canvas carrying case and shoulder
traps, IR light source, steel carbine bracket, pistol-
rip handle with switch control. Formerly highly
lassified. Limited supply. Orig. Govt, cost, $800.
hipping wt., approx. 30 lbs. Prjce $249.50

SNIPERSCOPE BATTERY
Rechargeable 6V power source
for sniperscope. Excellent for
many other 6V applications.
Approx. shipping wt., 15 lbs.

$9.95. Two for $18.00

rices F.O.B. Tucson, Ariz. No C.O.D.'s please.

C&H SALES CO.
P.O. Box 1572, Tucson, Ariz.

COLLECT NATURE MEDALS!
Members receive two bronze 2 7; 8" art medals a

year. . . each one a miniature worl< of art in

imperishable metal created by a leading American
sculptor. As a member you may order any of more
than 75 past issues: more than half the series are

nature subjects! Start your collection now. . . a

decorative, educational, and artistic supplement to

your natural history interests.

Membership f 12.50 per year

THE SOCIETY OF MEDALISTS
325 £. 45th St., Dept 34. New York, N. V. 10017

U.S. Governmem Printing Office

(whose expenses are borne by tax-

payers) published thirty pages of

glossy finished color photos and text

advocating construction of two
hydropower dams on the Colorado

River. Marble Canyon and Bridge

Canyon dams would be built by the

Bureau of Reclamation as a money-
making project, and would, as the

book implied, provide the least ex-

pensive source of power for south-

western states. Among the points

listed in favor of the dams was that

the man-made lakes thus created

would somehow "bring man a little

closer to God."

For some reason, the book
skimmed over the violent public op-

position to inundation of 1.50 miles

of the 10-million-year-old Colorado

gorge and to impingement by one of

the lakes on both Grand Canyon Na-

tional Park and Grand Canyon Na-

tional Monument. Alternative means
of providing the power—nuclear or

coal-driven plants—were regarded as

"confused concepts." Written con-

tributions to this unsubtle document

were made by the Commissioner of

the Bureau of Reclamation and by
Secretary Udall.

After a prolonged and colorful

battle, one seasoned group of con-

servationists proved, to the apparent

satisfaction of the administration,

that one of the confused concepts—

coal-powered plants — could supply

the needed power at less cost than

could the hydro plants. Early in

1967, Secretary Udall agreed that

perhaps the dams were not really

necessary after all. The proposal was

laid aside, to the relief of those who
suspected right along that the man-

made lakes might not, in fact, bring

the nation any closer to God. (In all

fairness, and using the common con-

ception of God's geographical loca-

tion, it should be admitted that a few

waterskiers stood a chance of being

brought closer to Him by about

ninety feet—the distance by which the

dam advocates wished to raise the

level of the Colorado River.) In any

event, if you are inclined to worry

over the money we wasted in printing

the hydropower propaganda, your

concern is probably unfounded—the

booklets will most likely be used

when the proposal comes up again.

In this instance, a spectacular dis-

play of some of the world's oldest

geology, including portions of two

Capable of the

Most Sophisticated

Photography

A Yashica 35mm single lens reflex will

grow on even the most unsophisticated
amateur. Like it or not, he will develop into

a most sophisticated photographer, whose
work clearly will show all the earmarks of
the professional.

Small wonder, since Yashica single lens
reflex cameras with 20 interchangeable
lenses and accessory equipment comprise
one of the most popular of professional sys-

tems, built with all the quality and attention

to detail demanded by men (and women)
who use cameras for a living. Withal, they
have a basic simplicity that make them
easy to operate and a pleasure to use.

See the complete system at your dealer's,

or send for the catalog.

YASHICA
YASHICA INC., 50-17 QUEENS BOULEVARD,

WOODSIDE, NEW YORK 11377 DPT.Q



'They laughed

when I wound up

my shaver..^

That's liable to happen to you when you first use

the RIVIERA in front of anyone. A wind up shaver

may seem a plaything. Or at best an emergency

type of shaver (because it needs no cords or bat-

teries) After all. how can a hand-cranked shaver

rotate fast enough to do a clean and close job? And

how many times do you have to wind the darn thing

to finish one shave?

One answer at a time: The three-blade shaving head

revolves at such a fast clip that it actually gives

you seventy-two thousand cutting strokes a minute!

Compare that to your $30 TurboDeluxe. Now, about

the winding. The palm-shaped body of the RIVIERA

(named for its birthplace, Monte Carlo) is filled

with a huge mainspring made of the same Swedish

super steel used in the most expensive watch move-

ments You crank the key just like a movie camera

(about six turns) and the RIVIERA shaves and

shaves and shaves. From ear to car; from nose to

neck, without slowing down. Maintains its full shav-

ing speed right to the end—and long enough to do

the complete job. Hard to believe, but really true.

A few more details: The surgical steel blades are so

designed that they are continuously self-sharpening.

You will find that the more you use the RIVIERA

the sharper and the better it gets. The guard is so

unbelievably thin (5/100 of a millimeter) that pres-

sure is unnecessary. You just touch the shaver on

your face and gently guide it in circular motions.

We could go on. But we don't expect to sell you

with words. We just want to get you open-minded

enough to tie up $19 for two weeks. We'll give you

that long to put the RIVIERA to the test. If it dis-

appoints you (if you want to return it for any rea-

son), send it back. Your money will be in the return

mail. Obviously, we have reason to believe that this

won't happen and that you will want to keep your
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units of the National Park System,

escaped destruction by a hairbreadth,

largely on the basis of that most po-

tent of criteria—money. It makes you

wonder if all irreplaceable resources

will eventually be subjected to the

test of the marketplace, as if they

were refrigerators or automobiles.

You may even question the claim to

sophistication of a society that em-

braces materialism as the hallmark

of the good life.

And perhaps you ponder the fate

of the whole of the National Park

System. How "inviolate" will be the

boundaries of Rocky Mountain Na-

tional Park if a rich oil-shale deposit

is revealed to a nation of 400 million

persons owning 300 million automo-

biles? To 600 million owning 450

million automobiles? Who will ques-

tion commercial intrusion, providing

a "need" for the oil can be estab-

lished?

"Need" is a concept often employed

in disputes over the national parks.

You are told, for instance, that the

35,000 annual visitors to Mount Mc-

Kinley in Alaska need a wider,

straighter road to provide easy ac-

cess to the park. (Director Hartzog

has even advocated helicopters and

"motor nature trails" as a means of

access to the wilder areas of some

parks.) The present road into the

park, with minor modifications, is

more than adequate to handle visi-

tors, but is being widened regardless.

In ten years, when visitation at

McKinley has expanded, largely as

a result of the road, the statistical in-

crease will be quoted to justify con-

struction of new parking lots and

mass camping facilities needed by

the new visitors. And in twenty years,

increased visitor density at the orig-

inal visitor center and resulting dam-

age to the landscape will dictate the

need for a new road into another part

of the park so that the camping pres-

sure can be dispersed. And on and

on, the "need process" repeats, not

only within the parks but, to a much
greater extent, in areas adjoining

their boundaries.

Statistical "proof of need," for new-

highways, dams, power lines, mineral

leases, grazing lands, parking lots,

residential space, and farm land, is

easy to come by. Each year the cham-

bers of legislative committees are in-

undated with this "evidence" in

attempts to obtain authorization for

a variety of park-related projects that
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nvolve substitution of man-made,

nass-produced devices for portions

if irreplaceable natural environment.

5ut each of these projects is under-

ain by a value system, a set of as-

umptions seldom explored with the

ame painstaking care with which

longressmen scrutinize statistics. It

night be worth restating the "need"

nvolved in some of the more trouble-

ome proposals that have faced the

S'ational Park System, in an attempt

o provide a rough framework for

;onsideration of such projects as will

irise with increasing frequency in

he future, and to strip away some

)f the superficiality that mere statis-

ics sometimes imply. If you were to

indertake this project for one or two

epresentative situations, your pros-

jectus might read as follows

:

We feel the need for a drainage

anal close to the boundary of Ever-

dades Park, under the assumptions

hat (1) the residences to be located

m the land thereby reclaimed could

lot be situated elsewhere (as they

;an) , (2) the speculative profits de-

ived by local real estate firms out-

veigh the loss to the country as a

vhole of the consequent destruction

)f portions of the park, (3^ the lives

)f any creatures thus destroyed are

•singularly unimportant, and (4) the

xology of regions surrounding na-

ional parks can be disregarded inso-

ar as protection of the park is

oncerned; or, in a more general

ense: We propose that cutting of

imber be permitted in Olympic Na-

ional Park, based upon the beliefs

(1) that the proliferation of material

bjects thus created is of greater

alue to the American civilization

than are any of the esthetic and non-

material contributions of the natural

nvironment, (2) that the mere fact

that the country is endowed with a

lich environment dictates that re-

sources shall be exploited to the full-

est, and (3) that derived economic

gains shall be transformed into addi-

tional population growth, which in

turn will justify further exploitation.

Somehow it sounds different this

way.

The annual index for

Natural History, Volume LXXVI
(January through December 1967)

may be obtained by writing to:

INDEX
American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, N. Y. 10024
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A Naturalist at Large

Effluents af Affluence
hy Marston Bates

**^|Vhen some future historian shall

sit down to summarize what the pres-

ent generation of Americans has ac-

complished, his climactic sentence

could read, 'Of the waters, they made
a cesspool; of the air, a depository

for poisons; and of the good earth

itself, a dump where rats nuzzled in

piles of refuse.'
"

With these words George Stewart

starts his new book, Not So Rich As

You Think. He goes on to speculate

about the need for some one word

for all of the miscellaneous effluents

of our affluent society. "There does

not exist in English—and perhaps

not in any other language—any single

traditional term covering the whole

conception. Instead we all know a

host of more or less specific terms—

seivage, garbage, junk, litter, smog,

refuse, waste, offal, slops, pollutants,

rubbish, trash. . . . Perhaps the near-

est to universality is crud, that coin-

age of the G.I.'s of World War 11.

But that term is now old-fashioned

slang, and in many people's minds

approaches being an obscenity."

It is crud, all right, and why not

call it that? Stewart's book, pub-

lished in January by Houghton Mif-

flin (and aptly illustrated with draw-

ings by Robert Osborn), forms an

excellent survey of contemporary

American crud production. A fine

companion volume. The Frail Ocean

by Wesley Marx, published last Oc-

tober by Coward-McCann, takes up

the problems of the crud that is ac-

cumulating in the seas—which we
blissfully regard as the perfect dump-
ing ground because the stuff is at

least hidden under the waves and out

of our sight.

Stewart suggests that human mes-

siness comes in part at least from our

simian ancestry ("Monkeys cannot

be housebroken"). Birds and arbo-

real mammals can quite simply drop

things with the assurance that they

are thus removed from the environ-

ment. Birds keep their nests clean,

but our nest-building ape cousins

don't even bother with that. George

Schaller, in his well-known study ol

The Mountain Gorilla (University oi

Chicago Press, 1963) , reports on the

examination of 2,451 gorilla nests

(they are built anew each night) . He

found dung in 99 per cent of thf

nests. If this is our background, it i;

no wonder that we are careless.

We do usually manage to house

break our children—though somi

psychologists seem to think we mai

damage personalities in the proces:

—but the history of human crud dis

posal is not reassuring. I wonde

about those australopithecine cav-

inhabitants of South Africa. The'

had come down out of the trees, bu

it doesn't look as though they ha(

acquired tidy habits. The huniai

fossils are found together with thou

sands of animal bone fragments- '

apparently leftovers from food

though Raymond Dart thinks tha

many bones were used for tools. Bu

what about the australopithecine

themselves? Were corpses allowed t'

rot where they fell? The caves mus

have been pretty foul-smelling place;

When we do find evidence of buria

as with the Neanderthal men, it seem

to have been for religious rather tha

sanitary reasons.

Then came the development of a^

riculture and the possibility of settle

village life—the period knoivn to ar

thropologists as the Neolithic. "Nee

lithic man," Stewart observes, "ha^

ing invented living in permaner
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villages and keeping cows and sheep,

immediately faced a disposal prob-

ilem. This was one price of his ad-

vance toward civilization. Appar-

iently he solved this problem by
generally ignoring it." This, of

course, was a help to future archeolo-

. gists, because they could learn much
about ways of life from the study of

kitchen middens—the polite term for

ancient garbage dumps. Peasant peo-

,ples to this day often live with their

animals in a welter of manure and
refuse: I remember thinking, when
living in Egypt, that the accumulated

debris made the average village look

as though it had recently suffered a

bombing raid.

New disposal problems arose with

ihe concentration of people in cities.

Some cities, like those of the Indus

Valley, Mesopotamia, and Crete, had'

marvelously constructed sewers and

drains ; but others must have been ex-

traordinarily filthy. The seven cities

at the site of Troy are a case in point

—each city built on the debris of its

predecessor. The people seemingly

never bothered to clear anything

away. And so the history continues

through the notorious slops and filth

of medieval cities.

It seems, then, that man has long

lived with his own crud. There are,

of course, many shining exceptions—

I remember vividly the neatness and

cleanliness of the un-Westernized Mi-

cronesians on Ifaluk, where I spent

part of 1953. But they had the la-

j

goons easily available for bathing

I

and for dumping; and their dumping

I

was too limited to cause any pollu-

tion problem. There were no tin

cans, no bottles, no paper.

If most men have been living in

Eodlalk
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their own fouled nests for so long,

what is all the fuss about now? There

is, in the first place, a matter of

sheer quantity. The exploding human
numbers result in a corresponding

explosion of human waste products.

Furthermore, in the United States at

least, there is a clear tendency' toward

increase in the amount of crud per

person. In Man on Earth (Sausalito:

Contact Editions, 1962) S.P.R. Char-

ter notes that "In 1940 the people

of the United States accumulated an

average of two pounds of garbage

per person per day for a national

total of some 50 million tons a year.

Twenty years later, in 1960, the gar-

bage averaged a little more than 3.5

lbs. per person per day, for a national

total of some 115 tons a year." I

don't know where Charter got his fig-

ures, but they sound reasonable.

Stewart lists three other basic

causes of the present crisis: the

growth of cities, the development of

the "affluent society," and the inven-

tion of synthetic technology. Nine

out of ten Americans now live in

cities, whereas in the not distant past

most were rural, living on farms. On
the old-fashioned farm waste dis-

posal could safely be left to the indi-

vidual or the family : garbage buried,

manure used to fertilize the fields.

The city dweller has no way of dis-

posing of his own waste ; there must

be some public means of collection

and disposal, ivhich generally means

taxes univillingly paid and usually

inadequate.

One characteristic of our affluence,

of course, is that things are often

thrown away to be replaced by new,

instead of being repaired—in our

economy replacing is often cheaper

than repairing, at least in the short

run. And no one seems to worry

about the long-term costs. We also

rarely recycle materials; they are

used and then dispersed. The junk-

man has come to represent a rare and

not highly respected profession,

though in a thrifty economy he would

be very important. As Stewart re-

marks, "Don't shoot the secondary

materials man."

We are all aware of the industrial

wastes that pollute water and air,

though there is little agreement about

what to do about them. The syn-

thetic technology, in addition to

wastes, turns out a variety of prod-

ucts that are difficult to get rid of.

Plastics, for instance. They don't rot

or rust, and burn only with a very

hot flame. Like glass, the plastics will

stay with us to help future archeolo-

gists investigating our culture; the

plastics don't even break so that they

can be converted into pretty pebbles

by the pounding surf, as is the case

with glass. And then there is the prob-

lem of the highly dangerous crud

produced by nuclear reactors.

Stewart sometimes sounds as

though our crud problems would be

solved if we could get the stuff to the

ocean; but Wesley Marx points out

the dangers there. We tend still to

think in terms of Lord Byron's well-

known lines

:

Roll on, thou deep and dark blue

ocean—roll

!

Ten thousand fleets sweep over

thee in vain;

Man marks the earth -(vith ruin—

his control

Stops with the shore. . . .

But this is no longer true. Even

the oceans falter with the load of

man's accumulating crud. "Fish

stocks can be depleted. The nurseries

of marine life can be buried. Beaches

can erode away. Seawater, the most

common substance on this earth and

the most life nourishing—at once

liquid soil and liquid atmosphere-

can be hideously corrupted. It can

host substances that in the stomachs

of oysters or clams are refined into

poisons that paralyze porpoise and

man alike."

The stories told by Stewart and

Marx are dismal indeed. Even more

dismal is the fact that in general we

know what we are doing, and in

many cases have the knowledge and

ability to correct our actions, but we

are un^villing to spend the money and

the effort until events reach crisis

proportions, when it may be too late.

We are running up a tremendous bill

that must be paid by our descendants

—"we are not so rich as you think."

Solutions, also, often require govern-

mental or regional planning and ac-

tion: the "government interference"

that is viewed so diml)' in the Amer-

ican tradition. In the case of the sea

international planning is urgently

needed, and the control of marine re-

sources might, quite logically, be a

function of the United Nations.

It is difficult to be cheerful about

the human animal when ive look at

his resource management or his

methods of disposing of things.
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At the turn of the century the French geographer

Paul Vldal de la Blache developed the con-

cept of possibilisme to explain the relationships be-

tween human activity and environment: given the

physical and biological elements of a region, man has

a hmited number of choices for development.
{

The concept of possibilism has been revised, re-

jected, and even ridiculed by many modern geog-

raphers because it has little apparent vaUdity in

an industrialized, urbanized society, which can make

its own climate, can cut through or fly over mountains,

and seemingly can trample and ignore its biota.

But possibilism remains a useful lens for viewing

many less developed regions, and this is especially

true for Ethiopia, an isolated empire in the northern

highlands of East Africa.

At first glance, a traveler to Ethiopia today will

see a veneer of modernity. The jets of Ethiopian Air

Lines land at the up-to-date airport of Addis Ababa,

the nation's capital. A divided four-lane highway

leads past contemporary government and office build-

ings to posh hotels with all the comforts and frills of

hotels in any major European or American city. On

the highways new, huge Italian diesel trucks with

tandem trailers roar by. Drugstores, department

stores—even ice-cream parlors—sell the sophisticated

products of Western society.

But a second glance, even in the capital city, re-

veals customs and costumes that make the nation's

tradition-bound Coptic Church, founded in the fourth

century, seem almost modern. In a field beside the

airport a farmer behind two trodding oxen toils with

a single-pointed wooden plow that, except for its iron

point, is similar to plows used in the Nile Valley for

millenniums. Dressed in handwoven brown robes and

animal skins, shepherds who have walked for days

from distant mountainsides drive goats and cattle

through the streets to market. At many corners

farmers squat beside a few eggs and thin chickens

in wicker cages and barter for other goods, for bars

of salt (an ancient currency still common throughout

the country) or, occasionally, for money. These

Ethiopians of the countryside and villages—the 90

per cent of the population that survives mainly on

subsistence agriculture—live under a strict regime of

possibilism, as their forefathers did, as men in the

Ethiopian highlands have done for thousands of

years, possibly since the beginnings of civilized man.

From prehistory to present the environment has

A highland valley south of Aksuiu bursts into

a profusion of yellow flowers, called noug, at the end

of the rainy season in September. The 13,000-foot-high

Siinien Mountains are silhouetted on the skyline.
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On foot: the common mode of transportation for both men and animals. Ethiopians, who often walk long distances,

carry ever-present hardwood staffs, formerly for protection, but now more by habit and custom.
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A woman in a Moslem-influenced costume readies her produce for a day of trading.



imited economic activity and has greatly influenced

ultural development. Often parts of the environment

lave served as barriers against the movement of men,

)f goods, and of ideas.

The most obvious environmental barrier in Ethio-

jia is the rugged land, which ranges from below-sea-

evel deserts to 15,000-foot jagged mountains that

;reate some of the most striking landscapes in Africa.

Ethiopia has two broad highland, or massif, regions

:

he Ethiopian Plateau in the central and northern

part of the country, and the smaller Somali Plateau

•n the southeast. They are separated by the Great

Rift VaUey.

The two plateaus are geologically young tablelands,

uplifted in the mid-Pleistocene period. From the air

and on topographical maps the evenness of the

plateaus is evident, but on the ground the view is dif-

ferent. A British soldier on the Napier military expe-

dition a hundred years ago wrote, "They tell us this

is a table land. If it is, they have turned the table up-

side down and we are scrambling up and down the

legs."

The flat areas of the plateaus, which average about

8,000 feet high, are called ambas. These plains have

some of the best soils in Africa; they are well watered,

and support most of the Ethiopian population at

densities of up to 200 persons per square mile. The

fertile plains were nearly totally deforested long ago,

and today they are used mainly for growing grains

and cattle grazing.

Nile tributaries and other rivers have cut deep,

steep-walled gorges in the Ethiopian Plateau. Some

of the gorges plunge downward for more than a mile,

and hke the Grand Canyon of the United States, you

often approach them unknowingly across a level

plain. Suddenly, the earth seems to fall away, reveal-

ing an immense, lush green valley. Thin ribbons of

water cascade down the sheer walls to join the river,

which, from the mile-high bird's-eye view at the edge

of the plateau, appears to be smaU and hardly cap-

able of sculpturing such a vastness. The walls of the

valley, which are too steep for farming, are lined with

deep-green natural vegetation, except where rock

formations, red and pink from tropical weathering,

outcrop. Clouds drift off the highland plains and

lower a misty veil over the curving sides of the upper

vaUey, creating the mysterious atmosphere typical of

an oriental painting.

The rivers on these plateaus are geologically

young, and because of the height and press of

water during the rainy seasons, they have knifed into

the land, creating many rapids and fafls. These water-

ways cannot function as transportation arteries and

have always been major barriers to man. Many ambas

have been practically isolated by them from other

parts of Ethiopia.

The Great Rift Valley, one of the most remark-

able geomorphological features in the world, divides

the two plateaus of Ethiopia. It was formed by the

downfaulting of massive blocks of the earth's surface,

while on both sides the giant plateaus thrust upward.

Beginning at the Red Sea coast of Ethiopia, where

it is more than 200 miles wide, the Rift Valley nar-

rows as it moves to the southwest and then splits into

segments as it extends southward through most of

the African continent. At some places the irregular

's KENYA

escarpment rises more than two miles above the level

floor of the valley. Long, narrow lakes, savanna,

grasslands, and deserts occupy parts of the Rift Val-

ley. The great tectonic forces that shaped this region

also unleashed much volcanic activity, causing con-

ical volcanoes and black lava fields to protrude at

many places on the valley floor. The harsh deserts

of the Rift Valley, combined with fields of jagged lava

and the towering escarpment, are strong barriers

along the eastern side of the Ethiopian Plateau, and

serve to isolate the highland area from the Red Sea.

The gigantic landforms of Ethiopia strongly in-

fluence two factors of climate: temperature and rain-

fall. These factors, along with soils and slope, are

fundamental to agricultural productivity, and so

have a pronounced effect on the country's economy.

Ethiopia is just north of the Equator, ranging from

about latitude 3 degrees to 18 degrees north. The

whole country faUs within the equatorial zone, but
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A tree with thorns for protection agciin.si Ivowsing animals

rises above the grasslands of the Rift Valley.

most of the areas do not have tropical temperatures.

Some areas are hot: in the Rift Valley, the Dana-

kil Depression, which drops to 380 feet below sea

level, would rank among the hottest places in the

world if reliable temperatures were recorded; and

Gambela, in the rain forests of Ilubabor Province,

fits the stereotype of a hot, humid jungle town. But

the high plateaus are cool, even cold, with hail and

near-freezing temperatures reported. Because tem-

perature falls at the normal lapse rate of 3.6 degrees

Fahrenheit for every 1,000-foot rise in elevation,

temperatures of the Ethiopian highlands are some 20

to 50 degrees cooler than the tropical lowlands; or,

to put it in other terms, the Ethiopian temperatures

at an elevation of 10,000 feet are equivalent to the

temperatures of a seaport 2,000 miles farther north.

The average July temperature at Addis Ababa is 59

degrees, which is 15 degrees cooler than New York

City's average July temperature.

The marked change in temperature at different

elevations is quickly felt in the deep river gorges.

From the edge of the plateau, with the temperature

in the 50's and a brisk wind cutting through a heavy

jacket, a traveler passes in minutes down a zigzagging

road into the humid tropics, where thick stands of

bamboo and large-leafed evergreen plants line the

river. Often a cluster of women at the bridge will offer

to sell baskets of tropical fruits: tiny bananas, or-

anges, and papayas, all grown nearby. Sheltered from

any breeze, the heat and accompanying flurry of in-

sects is oppressive. The engine of the automobile

threatens to overheat as it climbs in low gear up the

twisting road out of the valley. The vegetation

changes, temperate trees replacing the tropical spe-

cies. At the top a cool breeze sweeps away the dis-

comfort, creating an effect similar to that of stepping

into an air-conditioned store on a hot summer day.

Since antiquity Ethiopians have recognized three

climatic regimes based primarily on altitude: the

quolla (from sea level to about 5,000 feet) ; the woina

dega (about 5,000 feet to 8,000 feet); and the dega

(about 8,000 feet and higher). Most Ethiopians

live in the middle category.

Although agriculture is primarily for subsistence,

the differences in altitude do lead to some specializa-

tion and trading. The farmers in the quolla, for ex-

ample, grow peppers and tomatoes and trade them for

grain grown on farms in the woina dega and dega.

The highlands also cause abundant rainfall

throughout much of the country. While most of the

Deforestation and overgrazing have cleared most

highland areas, including this plain south of Gondar.
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Pulled by oxen, an ancient type of single-pointed plow turns

over the rich soil of a farm south of Addis Ababa.

surrounding lowlands have less than 10 inches of

rain a year (barely enough to maintain small herds of

cattle kept by nomadic tribes), nearly all the high-

lands have at least 40 inches of rain, and some have

75 inches. The country's rainfall comes mostly from

the Atlantic Ocean. The moist maritime air passes

across the continent until it strikes the highlands, rises

and cools, and drops orographic rainfall.

The heaviest rains occur from June to the end of

September, and this cloudy, damp period is con-

sidered winter in Ethiopia. The traditional winter

period in other parts of the Northern Hemisphere

marks the Ethiopian summer, which begins with fes-

tivals and blooming flowers in September and Octo-

ber, followed by warm, sunny days from November

to January. The lack of freezing temperatures permits

farmers to grow two or three crops a year.

The ruggedness of the land and the extremes of

temperature and rainfall are dominant physical fac-

tors that are ever-present in the hves of Ethiopians.

Any attempt to explain or understand their culture,

history, and economy should weigh constantly the

impact of these factors.

The prehistory of Ethiopia—in fact, of Africa—is

a puzzle that may never be solved because warm tem-

peratures and rains have destroyed most of the traces

of man's activities. The principal discoveries of Stone

Age man, including Dr. L.S.B. Leakey's findings in

Olduvai Gorge, have been made in Rift Valley areas

south of Ethiopia, and intensive investigation prob-

ably would turn up similar traces in some areas of

Ethiopia.

"Men of science today are, with few exceptions,

satisfied that Africa was the birthplace of man him-

self and that for many hundreds of centuries there-

after Africa was in the forefront of all world prog-

ress," Dr. Leakey said during a lecture at Oxford

University.

Fluvial deposits in Ethiopia and the Sudan indicate

that at least three major periods of heavy rainfall

occurred in East Africa during the Late Pleistocene.

At that time part of the Sahara and desert regions

around Ethiopia today had flora and fauna of a moist

climate and contained local Neolithic cultures. During

these cold, pluvial periods the mountains of Ethiopia

harbored many glaciers; vegetation changed to boreal

species, and man probably did not inhabit the high-

lands. Between the wet periods were dry phases when

the deserts expanded, driving man into the Nile Val-

ley and, presumably, into the highlands. Evidence of

these periods is scanty, but apparently the highlands

of Africa acted as a refuge and, at times, a highway

for the migration of man, other fauna, and flora.

The Blue Nile persisted throughout the dry periods

of the Pleistocene, and its fertile, green, snakelike val-

ley amid the brown sands of the Sahara was a con-

stant link between Ethiopia and Egypt, just as it is

today. Thus, man would have been able to migrate

across the Sahara even during the driest periods. Dur-

ing the pluvial periods the annual flood was much
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greater than it is today, and Lake Tana in Ethiopia,

the headwater of the Blue Nile, was much larger.

Ethiopia today is a living museum of human
groups, and probably some of the most fruitful

studies of the origins and migrations of African peo-

ples will be made there in the coming decades. This

is largely a result of the numerous physical barriers

that have permitted a large proportion of the popu-

lation to survive in isolated pockets.

The relatively recent expansion of the aggressive

Bantu groups, which absorbed or eliminated many
peoples of East and South Africa, halted at the arid

region south of Ethiopia's border. Similarly, the Nilo-

Hamites and Nilotes, who began their expansion to-

ward Ethiopia sometime after a.d.1000, stopped their

migrations near the southwestern border.

As a result, one of the few Negro groups in eastern

Africa survives near the Baro River in southwest-

The road from Asmara to its seaport of Massawa
zigzags down the escarpment of the Rift Valley.

Cacti are abundant in the arid region,

and their red fruits are sold in highland markets.

The Blue Nile and its deep gorge divided and isolated

two major parts of the Ethiopian Plateau-~

until the river was finally bridged.

ern Ethiopia. A smaller group of forest hunters, called

the Watta, is found in parts of southern Ethiopia.

According to local legend, these forest people, who
are about four feet tall, were the original inhabitants

of the country. Even among the Hamitic-Semitic peo-

ples, who are the majority in Ethiopia, differences of

language and culture are evident. These differences

reflect different waves of migration into the region

from Arabia long ago, possibly beginning in Upper
Paleolithic times.

The early recorded history of Ethiopia is an odd
mixture of fact and fancy. The Greeks referred

to the unknown region south of Egypt as Ethiopia,

and Homer called the Ethiopians the highest of men,

those who dined with the gods. The Bible tells of the

Queen of Sheba, who journeyed from either Ethiopia

or southern Arabia to Jerusalem to test the wisdom
of King Solomon. The wise king answered all her

questions, convincing the queen of his "... judg-

ment and justice. And she gave the king an hundred

and twenty talents of gold, and of spices very great

store, and precious stones: there came no more such

abundance of spices as these which the queen of

Sheba gave to king Solomon. . . . And king Solo-

mon gave unto the queen of Sheba all her desire,

whatsoever she asked, beside that which Solomon

gave her of his royal bounty" (I Kings 10:9-10).

Ethiopians believe that from her union with King

Solomon the queen bore a son, Menelik, who went

to Aksum and became the first emperor of Ethiopia.

Many subsequent emperors, including Emperor Haile

Selassie today, have claimed direct descent from King

Solomon.

The mists of time hide the truth behind the Queen

of Sheba and Emperor Menelik legends, but history

shows that the town of Aksum in northern Ethiopia

did become the seat of a great empire. The known

history of the country begins with the rise of the

Axumite Empire, which reached its highest glory and

power in the early centuries of the Christian Era.

Within the past 2,000 years, Ethiopian rulers

have risen and fallen and great wars of religion have

been waged. But this country alone among African

nations has maintained its independence. This fact,

among others of Ethiopian history, reveals the im-

print of jagged mountains, of deep gorges cut by

rushing rivers, of cool green plains and burning

deserts.

This article will be continued next month. It will discuss

modern Itistory, tlie people today, and efforts to bring

Ethiopia into the twentieth century.
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4m hehe natural history of Jackson

Hole, Wyoming, is likely to bring to

mind such things as moose and elk,

eagles and osprey—and well it may,

for there are few places in North

America where one can see these

great mammals and birds in such

numbers. But the dominant creatures

here, as everywhere else on land, are

the insects. The short summers are

alive with the hum and clatter of

their wings, the pricks and barbs of

their bites and stings. While the av-

erage visitor may not appreciate hav-

ing his vacation punctuated by quite

so many "bugs," the more astute is

likely to feel that the sight of a Var-

nassius butterfly crossing a meadow
of lupine is more than enough to for-

give the insects their transgressions.

He is likely to appreciate, too, that

nature is all of a piece; that, in Fran-

cis Thompson's words, "Thou canst

not touch a flower/Without the trou-

bling of a star."

For a number of years I have been

studying the digger wasps that thrive

in small tracts of sand left here and

there where the Snake River has cut

away a bank and sorted and piled the

sand on the inside of a meander.

More than one hundred species of

wasps occur in such areas—a remark-

able mixture of species of northern

and western origin, and even some
eastern forms that have spilled over

the divide and a few Great Basin spe-

cies that have worked their way up

the Snake. There are many ground-

nesting bees here, too, as well as an

assortment of other insects. The bees

exploit the vast numbers of wild-

flowers that fill the great valley be-

tween the Tetons and the Gros Ven-

tres, while the wasps hunt for spiders

or insects to provision their nests.

Each kind of wasp is quite specific in

the type of prey it takes; collectively,
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the wasps prey on most of the more
common insects of the area, but each

takes only his particular "slice of

pie." Thus, Ammophila takes leaf-

feeding caterpillars, and Stenody-

neriLs extracts small grubs and cater-

pillars from leaf mines; Tachysphex

takes small, short-horned grasshop-

pers and Palmodes large, long-

horned grasshoppers; Bembix takes

large flies, Oxybelus small flies. Of

the more than a hundred species, no

two (so far as known) prey on quite

the same thing in quite the same way.

It is an apparently amicable, pros-

perous community of small creatures

taking advantage of nature's bounty.

But of course nature is never quite

that simple. A host of parasites in-

habit these same sandy plots and

thrive at the expense of the wasps

and bees: such things as bee flies and

small, inquiline flesh flies; cuckoo

Avasps and various cleptoparasites

(thief-parasites) closely related to

the bees and wasps they attack. Then
there are wasps that prey upon the

bees—no less than five species of

Philanthus, the genus of the "bee

wolves." There is a tiny species of

Philanthus that preys on tiny bees, a

slightly larger one that preys on

slightly larger bees, and so on up to

Philanthus bicinctus, a large and
brilliantly colored species that is a

specialist on bumblebees. And, to

make the story complete, there are

wasps that prey on other wasps.

There are none, as a matter of fact,

that restrict their attacks to wasps,

but four of the five species of Philan-

thus sometimes take wasps instead of

bees, and two of them take large

numbers of wasps—often the very

species that nest beside them in sup-

posed amity. These two species are

among the commonest wasps in

Jackson Hole, and they evidently do

a thriving business eating their

neighbors, or, more exactly, serving

them to their children, for adult

wasps themselves feed innocently at

the nectar of flowers. The use of

wasps by bee wolves of the genus

Philanthus is by no means unknown,

but I know of no species that use

them in such numbers as these.

During the summer of 1967, Phi-

lanthus zebratus nitens was unusu-

ally abundant, and I had an oppor-

tunity to observe an aggregation of

three or four hundred females nest-

ing in a sandy road in a delightful

spot along the Snake River opposite

the high peaks of the Tetons. When
my family and I first discovered the

wasps, about 9:30 on a morning in

late July, each female was working

at her nest entrance, clearing sand

from the burrow and piling it in a

fan-shaped or irregular heap with

quick thrusts of the front legs. Then,

one by one, they turned around and

closed the entrance and flew oil to a

nearby clump of wild buckwheat,

where they probed the flowers for

nectar. Soon all were gone from the

nesting area, and one would never

have guessed that he was in the midst

of such an aggregation.

eginning at about 10:30, they

began to return—but in a most dra-

matic manner. Each bore a relatively

large, paralyzed bee or wasp beneath

her—for zebratus nitens is a fairly

large digger wasp, slightly more than

half an inch in length—grasping it

tightly with her legs and often alsc

holding a leg or antenna in her man-

dibles. Flying high in the air. wel

above our heads, each digger wasj;

entered the nesting area, and ther

dropped suddenly, with an audible

"plop," not far from her nest. Wasp;



' laden with prey were soon dropping

like large hailstones on all sides of

us. Often a wasp would sit on the

ground for some time, straddling her

prey, as though recuperating from

the sudden blow of landing. In fact,

we found one that appeared to have

knocked herself out from the impact

;

she recovered slowly in my hand and

eventually flew away. After a short

delay, each female j^roceeded to her

nest entrance, at this time shifting

her grasp so that she held the prey

only with her middle legs; this left

her front legs free, enabling her to

scrape open the nest entrance and

carry the prey directly in. After a

minute or two in the nest, she

emerged and took off on another

hunting flight. One female brought

in three large prey in half an hour.

This ritual was often complicated

by the presence of parasitic flies that

trailed prey-laden wasps and at-

tempted to deposit their larvae on the

prey. Such flies attack many different

digger wasps, and in the nest cells

their larvae destroy both the wasp's

egg and the prey that was intended

for the digger wasp's young. Philan-

thus zebratus nitens reacts strongly

to the presence of these flies, and

when followed by one or more the

wasp takes off in a low, irregular

flight, often buzzing loudly. She at-

tempts to lead the fly away from her

nest, landing here and there and

sometimes traveling several yards

before suddenly zooming back to her

nest, often without the parasite.

Sometimes a wasp will rise high in

the air, then once again descend sud-

denly; this is a more effective way of

losing the flies, which usually remain

close to the ground. Since we later

found maggots of these flies in very

few of the nest cells we assume that

these devious flight patterns effective-

i

ly reduce the success of the parasites.

We visited the colony several

times, and found that the same nests

persisted for many days, eventually

coming to contain fifteen or more

cells. Each burrow descended at

about a 45 degree angle, often with

several turns, and the first cells were

constructed at a distance of six to ten

inches from the entrance. The bur-

row was extended a few inches each

day, and additional cells were con-

structed from short side-burrows

progressively farther from the en-

trance. Since the burrow tended to

level off, all the cells were no more
than five to seven inches deep, al-

though the last cells in the nest were

sometimes nearly a yard from the

entrance. Each cell contained para-

lyzed prey, anywhere from three

large bees or wasps up to nine smaller

ones, the digger wasp's egg being laid

on the last victim placed in the cell.

After an incubation period of only

two days, the larva emerged and

within a week had grown to full size

at the expense of the paralyzed prey

in the cell. Then it spun an elongate,

slightly tapered cocoon, in which to

spend the next eleven months.

Mme were fascinated by the great

numbers of large bees and wasps cap-

tured by Philanthus. Bees, largely

leaf-cutters, made up somewhat more

than half the prey. Of the wasps,

male ichneumons of several species

were most prevalent. However, Am-
mophila azteca, a wasp longer but

more slender than Philanthus, which

nested along the very same sandy

road, was often used as prey—both

males and females. We did not dis-

cover where the Philanthus were tak-

ing their prey. Presumably they cap-

tured them on flowers as other

members of this genus are known to

do. Many of these same bees and

wasps were common on wild buck-

wheat, yampa, and other wildflowers

growing in the vicinity.

One wasp captured in consider-

able numbers was Aphilanthops sub-

frigidus, which also nested in the

same sandy road, preying upon

queen ants in their nuptial flights. Of

all the genera of digger wasps, Aphi-

lanthops is most closely related to

Philanthus ; in fact, the two genera

are difficult to tell apart in the field.

Yet zebratus nitens used them in

numbers—although never using

members of its own species or any

of the several other species of Phi-

lanthus (two of which were common
in this area) . Is Philanthus able to

discriminate its own genus from

among various digger wasps, some

of them very similar in size, color,

and structure? If so, is it by sight

or by odor or by some behavioral

cue? Dr. Werner Rathmayer of the

University of Frankfurt found that

the European bee wolf is immune to

its own venom, the toxicity being de-

stroyed by a substance in its blood.

Is it possible that Philanthus zebra-

tus nitens does sometimes attack

members of its own genus, but that

they simply don't succumb? This

would seem a pretty inefficient pro-

cedure. It seems more likely that the

various species of the genus Philan-

thus have learned to "identify" and

to avoid other species of this genus.

There is a great deal still to be

learned about the wasp-hunting

wasps of Jackson Hole. Fortunately,

they thrive in an area that has been

consecrated to the study and enjoy-

ment of natural communities, and

there is hope that we may someday

know these colorful and exciting in-

sects much better.
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SKY REPORTER
Every day at 1 :00 p.m. a group of Harvard astrono-

mers sends a message to a satellite 350 miles above the

earth, giving it instructions for the next 24 hours. Every

day an instrument aboard the satellite sends back 150

unique pictures of the sun, giving astronomers informa-

tion never before available.

The Harvard device is designed to perform either of

two operations: -it can concentrate on one spot in the

center of the solar disk and record the intensity of

radiation over the entire ultraviolet spectrum, or it can

scan the entire surface at any of about 50 wavelengths.

The light from ultraviolet wavelengths (which dis-

sipate in the earth's upper atmosphere without ever

reaching the earth's surface ) is used to take the pictures.

Physicists know from the laboratory and from theo-

retical considerations that atoms of various elements,

raised to certain temperatures, emit characteristic wave-

lengths of ultraviolet light. Detection of the ultraviolet

wavelengths from different layers of the sun's atmos-

phere then reveals what elements and what conditions

prevail in those layers.

The Harvard group is paying particular attention

to solar flares—sudden great outbursts associated with

sunspot groups, which pour streams of lethal radiation

into space. These in turn cause magnetic storms on earth.

Between flares, the group studies each of the sun's

50 available ultraviolet wavelengths. Whatever modi-

fications their work eventually leads to in our theory of

the sun will also modify our ideas of the origin and

evolution of the sun—and all stars similar to it.

AUTOMATION IN THE OBSERVATORY
The astronomer of the future may never know what

it's like to huddle against the night's chill in a moun-
taintop observatory. He may instead sit in his shirt-

sleeves, surrounded by creature comforts, occasionally

twisting a dial and periodically gathering the data

spewed out by a high-speed printer.

Automation has come to the observatory, apparently

successfully. This is the report in the journal Science

from Stephen P. Maran, astronomer-in-charge of the

50-inch remotely controlled telescope at Kitt Peak Na-
tional Observatory near Tucson, Arizona.

Co-ordinates for a star are fed into the computer at

Tucson. The computer checks a sidereal clock to see if

the star is favorably placed and checks with an auto-

matic weather station at the telescope site. It will not

move the telescope if something is wrong.

But if all is well, the telescope swings into the posi-

tion programmed at Tucson. In the final stage of aiming,

a photoelectric device locks onto the star and takes over.

At the same time the dome swings around and the shut-

ter opens to the necessary degree.

An alumnus of the Amateur Astronomers Associa-

tion, a New York group that meets at The American
Museum of Natural History. Maran, at a lecture last

year, awed his former colleagues with movies of the

unmanned telescope swinging obediently into place at

the command of an operator 50 miles away.

In his Science article, Maran suggests a number of

advantages for automated instruments. In one program
being carried out at the New Mexico field station of

Northwestern University, a group of astronomers is

monitoring galaxies in a search for supernovae.

Their automated instrument projects the image of a

galaxy onto a television monitor screen. Next to it

a "control" image of the galaxy, previously obtained,

is projected. The idea is to detect a supernova as early

as possible so that photoelectric and spectroscopic data

can be obtained during its initial stages. At present most

such outbursts are discovered only long after the fact

through a comparison of photographic plates.

Maran suggests that other uses to which automated

telescopes may be put include: studies of small ampli-

tude, short-period variables; photoelectric surveys of

selected areas to give accurate magnitudes; and stand-

ard observations used in conjunction with larger

instruments.

X-RAY STARS
Five years ago a group of astronomers sent a package

of delicate instruments on a rocket flight hoping to find

what they expected to be very faint X-ray emissions

from outside the solar system.

They found more than they bargained for: X-ray

sources a million times stronger than their predictions.

Since then, some 30 strong sources have been found on

a dozen rocket flights, leaving astronomers the problem

of explaining them.

One theory involves close binary systems. It envi-

sions an explosion on one of the stars resulting in a

stream of hot, charged particles falling into the other.

The energy of the impact of these particles with par-

ticles on the surface of the second star would be released

as X-rays.

This explanation was first proposed by losif Shklov-

skii of the Soviet Union. It was amplified at a recent

New York symposium by Kevin Prendergast, a Colum-

bia University astrophysicist.

As Prendergast explained it, the hot gases from the

exploding star would be pulled into a thin spinning

disk by the primary star. Friction within the disk would

result in some of the particles falling into the primary.

His calculations showed, Prendergast said, that a

primar)- star of about the mass of the sun but ten times

as dense seemed to satisfy the requirements. To produce

the strength of X-ray activit)- observed on the rocket

flights, such a primary would require an amount of hot

gas equal to the mass of the sun every million years.

The second X-ray source to be identified with a vis-

ible star, an object in the constellation Cygnus, did turn

out to be binary; but this star, which appeared hot and

blue as predicted when it was discovered in 1966, was

found to be yellower and cooler last summer.

The field is still excitingly new. The first X-ray

sources were found only five years ago and first identi-

fied with a visible object just last summer.

John P. Wiley, Jr.
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CELESTIAL EVENTS
In February the moon is in the evening sky until the

14th, in the morning sky thereafter. First quarter is' on

the 6th, full moon on the 14th, last quarter on the 20th,

and new moon on the 28th.

Saturn and Mars are evening stars all month; Mercury

for the first few days. All three are low in the west to south-

west at dusk, setting soon after. Jupiter is prominent all

night long, rising in the east at dusk, highest in the south

about midnight, setting soon after dawn. Venus is a morn-
ing star, rising just before dawn.

February 1: The early crescent moon may still help you
to find Mars, just to the right and below the moon, in the

southwest at dusk.
February 2: The bright object just to the left of the

crescent moon is Saturn, among the stars of Pisces.

February 5: Mercury becomes stationary in right ascen-

sion and begins to move retrograde (west). It resumes
direct motion (eastward) on the 27th.

February 13-14: The bright object to the left of the moon

on the 13th is Jupiter. Watch the distance between the

two diminish during the night. On the night of the 14th,

Jupiter is to the right of the moon, and the distance In-

creases during the night.

February 15: Mercury is at inferior conjunction, passing

between the earth and sun, and enters the morning sky.

February 20: Jupiter is at opposition, brightest for the

year (magnitude —2.1) and nearest the earth (408,090,000

miles distant).

February 25: Venus rises shortly after the late crescent

moon this morning and follows the moon up the sky, as

it fades into the dawn.
Thomas D. Nicholson

* Hold the Star Map so the compass direction you face is at the

bottom; then match the stars in the lower half of the map with

those in the sky near the horizon. The map Is for 9:20 p.m. on

February 1; 10:20 p.m. on the 15th; 7:30 p.m. on the 29th; but it

may be used for about an hour before and after those times.



Chipping Stones
in the

Outback
Within a few years the

Australian aborigine ivay

of life will disappear.

They are the last of the hunter-

gatherers luho still practice

stone-flaking techniques

by Richard A. Gould.

Click! Click! The thin sound of

stones heing struck together

reached me through the hot summer

.air as I walked along the bottom of

the dry creek bed toward camp in

the Clutterbuck Hills of the desert

area of Western Australia. Rounding

the last bend I found an aboriginal

man, sitting cross-legged, striking

flakes from a water-worn pebble. I

realized as I watched him that I was
witnessing a scene that has taken

place repeatedly throughout the

whole of human history, from the

time of earliest man to the present.

Stone chippings like these, mundane
artifacts to be sure, have been one of

the most important sources of evi-

dence for archeologists studying the

cultures of ancient man. Indeed in

some places they are the only evi-

dence. Because of their importance,

archeologists constantly have sought

ways to interpret how these ancient

tools were made, their functions, and

their role in prehistoric cultures.

Furthermore, the archeologist has

often used these same tools to dis-

tinguish one group of prehistoric

people from another.

Most archeologists begin their in-

terpretations along strictly archeo-

logical lines. By this I mean they

examine the artifact itself in an at-

tempt to determine its method of

manufacture and its use.

A stone arrowhead, for example,

is usually easy to identify by inspec-

tion. Other kinds of stone tools may
be harder to interpret, requiring

close and at times microscopic anal-

ysis of such things as breakage and

wear patterns, weight, size, raw mate-

rial, and different kinds of chipping.

Archeologists also check their ex-

cavation notes to see if the artifact

might be associated with something

else that will provide clues. If, for

instance, a certain style of projectile

point is characteristically found as-

sociated with the remains of a certain

species of game, the archeologist may
infer not only the basic function of

the artifact but also its role in a spe-

cial pattern of hunting.

Inevitably, archeologists must turn

to historical or ethnographic sources

for ideas on which to base any but

the most superficial of interpreta-

tions. How inuch harder it is to un-

derstand the ancient arrowheads you

have uncovered if you do not know
about the bow and arrow

!

The reports left by early explorers

and chroniclers as well as by trained

ethnographers do not always supply

the needed background information.

These explorers and chroniclers may
have been more interested in finding

gold, looking for good pasture and

farming land, or other practical mat-

ters than in collecting facts about the

industries of the aboriginals the)^ en-

countered. Ethnologists, while they

are interested in the native peoples of

an area, tend to be more concerned

about ceremonies, kinship systems,

language, and other matters than

with the parts of the culture that are

likely to leave behind tangible re-

mains—such as stone tools, pottery,

and other material "hardware"—for

archeologists to excavate and study.

Today there is a growing interest

in the lives and behavior of ancient

people who lived by hunting and

gathering wild foods. Most of human
prehistory is the story of hunter-

gatherers, and it is therefore no sur-

prise to find that many archeologists

have directed their efforts entirely

toward recovering the cultures of an-

cient hunter-gatherers. But these ar-

cheologists, like myself, have dis-

covered gaps in our knowledge of

living, present-day hunter-gatherers.

The Congo Pygmies, the Bushmen of

the Kalahari Desert, and the abo-

rigines of the Australian desert are

about the only people left in the

world today who still live entirely

this way, and in all three cases rapid

changes in their cultures are comins

about through contact with Euro-

peans. The time is fast drawing to a

close when people like these can still

be found living in their normal habi-

tat, depending on their traditional

foraging economy.

Although archeologists spend

much of their' time classifying the

stone tools the)^ uncover, hardly any-

one has ever attempted to learn how
the native peoples themselves classify

their stone tools. It has been argued

that archeologists should try to make
their systems of classification con-

form to those of the people who orig-

inally made and used the artifacts.

Thus the archeological ordering of

the materials would be more realis-

tic, for it would reflect what went on

in the mind of the native user rather

than simpl)' what went on in the mind
of the archeologist, and would there-

by increase the prospect for meaning

ful interpretation. This is a good ar-

gument, but it presupposes that there

is a body of evidence on how native

people do, in fact, classify their arti-

facts. Such evidence is generally lack-

ing, especially for hunter-gatherers.

^^f the three societies available for

study, only the aborigines of the Gib-

son Desert of Western Australia were

known to make and use stone tools as

a regular part of their behavior. My
wife and I went there in 1966 and

lived with aboriginal families both in

the desert and on Aboriginal Re-

serves for about fifteen months.

Owing to their isolation in this arid

country, direct contact with Euro-

peans came only in the last two or

three years for some of these aborig-

An aborigine sharpens the

edge of a stone adze by biting off

small flakes udth his teeth.
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Great care is taken in selecting

the proper stones from which the

aborigines fashion their tools.

ines, with at least one family being

contacted by government patrols as

late as July, 1967. These are mainly

Ngatatjara and Pintupi people, all of

whom speak various dialects of Pit-

jantjatjara, a language in use over

wide areas of the western desert of

Australia. In the desert, these people

live entirely by hunting and collect-

ing wild foods, moving on foot over

long distances from one water source

to another. The nomadic nature of

their existence puts a premium on

portability in their material culture.

The desert aborigines classify their

flaked stone tools into two catego-

ries, basing this distinction on the

cross-sectional shape of the working

edge iyiri) of the stone flake from

which the tool is fashioned. A fairly

thick flake with a steep working edge

suitable for adzing or scraping in

making wooden objects is called pur-

punpa. A knifelike flake with a thin,

sharp edge suited for slicing or cut-

ting is termed tjimari.ln nearly every

case, adze flakes (the term "adze"

used here is not to be confused with

the much larger adze more commonly
thought of as used by shipwrights or

by native woodworkers in some parts

of New Guinea) are retouched along

an edge to provide a sharp scraping

surface. They are almost always

hafted to the base of a wooden club

or spear-thrower. In appearance,

they resemble prehistoric stone tools

(called scrapers by archeologists)

from other parts of the world. Per-

haps some of these were also hafted

for use as woodworking; tools.

Jmnives are retouched only if the

cutting edge needs it, and this re-

touching is always done on one side

of the edge only. In most cases, how-

ever, the extremely sharp edge of the

freshly struck flake is regarded as

sufficient. Flakes used as knives are

sometimes given a "handle" by at-

taching a lump of gum, made either

from spinifex (Triodiasp.) or black-

boy ( Xanthorrhoea thorntonii) resin,

to the blunt edge of the flake.

Sometimes, if the worker is in a

hurry, a sharp flake is selected, used

for the Immediate task, and dis-

carded afterward. This often occurs

during the butchering of kangaroos

and emus, when the man doing the

butchering grasps the flake between

his thumb and forefinger while slit-

ting the animal's belly, cutting leg ten-

dons, and removing the feet and tail.

Adze flakes are the most distinctive

and widespread class of stone arti-

facts made bv the desert aborigines.

Among the Pintupi and Ngatatjara

people these tools are made in three

different ways. First, there is the tech-

nique of direct percussion by means
of a small hammerstone. The flake is

held horizontally, bulbar face up-

ward, in one hand (before being

hafted) while sharp blows are di-

rected downward along the edge with

a small stone, usually a smooth,

rounded pebble. While doing this the

worker generally steadies himself by
propping the elbow of the arm hold-

ing the adze flake against his knee

while seated in a cross-legged posi-,

tion. In a matter of from ten to twenty

seconds, a row of tiny flakes is re-

moved from the underside of the

edge, and the flake is then ready to be
hafted to a club or spear-thrower.

Often, however, the flake is first

hafted and then trimmed by means
of gentle blows struck with a wooden
stick. In this case the hafted flake is

cradled, bulbar face upward, in the

The two basic categories of flaked

stone tools are the broad-edged
adzing tool (piirpunpa) , top,

and the narroiv-edged knife (tjiniari)

,

bottom, shown both in full view

and cross section. The knife

is set in a gum "handle."

Arrows indicate the cutting edges.
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An adze flake is hajled to the base

of a spear-thrower with the resin of

native plants, usually spinifex.

hollow of one hand with the working

edge cushioned against the fleshy

part of the thumb. The other hand

taps a stick along the edge of the

flake, detaching a row of small flakes

in about twenty seconds.

W inally, there is the most remark-

able technique of all—that of biting

the flake in order to trim the edge.

This practice, which apparently does

not damage the teeth, has been ob-

served before among the desert

aborigines by Professor Donald
Thomson, but it has not been studied

in detail. The only other mention of

this technique I know of comes from

Coronado's chronicler, Casteiiada,

who observed this method of stone

flaking on the Great Plains of North

America in 1541. To accomplish this

technique successfully the woi'ker

must have "flat teeth," that is, teeth

with the crowns worn down to a flat,

rather than a serrated, surface. This

is a common physiological feature

among people who normally eat foods

containing large amounts of grit.

Another prerequisite for this tech-

nique is exceptionally strong jaw

muscles. In this respect, too, the

desert aborigines are well endowed,

for their diet contains many tough

foods, particularly meat that would

be regarded as grossly undercooked

by European standards.

As a woodworking tool the hafted

stone adze is surprisingly efficient. It

takes a desert aborigine only about

twice as long to complete a wood-

working task with a stone adze as

with metal chisels and axes. Using

metal tools he can produce an un-

decorated wooden spear-thrower in

about four to five hours of continuous

work; with a hafted stone adze the

same task can take about eight and a

half to nine hours.

Perhaps the supreme test of the

stone adze comes in making a trans-

verse cut across the grain of a mulga

To resharpen an adze, gentle taps

of a stick remove a row

of small flakes in about 20 seconds.



{Acacia aneura) stave to form the tip

of a digging stick. It is fairly easy to

shave away the wood surface if one

is working with the grain of the

wood, but working across the grain

of this hard wood is difficult and re-

quires a special technique. The tip of

the digging stick is placed in a small

fire and allowed to char. The char is

scraped away with the stone adze

until the surface is clean, then it is

charred and scraped again, and the

process is repeated until the point on

the tip of the digging stick is com-
pleted.

Some archeologists have specu-

lated on the possible advantages of

"lire hardening" of spear tips and
digging sticks recovered from an-

cient sites in Europe and elsewhere,

but the behavior of the desert aborig-

ines indicates that, far from harden-

ing the wooden tip, this technique of

charring serves to soften the outer

surface of the wood and makes it

easier to scrape away with a stone

adze or abrading stone.

. During use there is a tendency for

the center of an adze flake to wear
faster than the outer edges, resulting

in a slightly concave edge. Retouch-

ing is aimed at straightening and
sharpening and may occur as many
as twenty times during the course of

making one undecorated spear-

thrower. Usually the flake is reversed

in the haft during the job, and the

flake is finally worn down to an ab-

solutely characteristic slug. Under
magnification these worn slugs have
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minute "ridges" running across the

steep face of the flake. They are

among the most common artifacts in

aboriginal campsites.

There is one type of adzing tool

used by these aborigines that has

never been reported before from the

Australian desert. This is a small en-

graving tool that is included within

the range of artifacts called pur-

punpa, but which is also given a spe-

cial term, piljuru-piljuru. It consists

of a small flake with a fairly thick but

narrow tip. In about half the cases I

observed, this flake was given some
secondary trimming after being
hafted, but otherwise it was not re-

touched until it grew dull from use.

It is set into a gum haft at the end
of a short handle, 10 to 16 inches

long. Unlike ordinary adzes, this tool

is regarded as a sacred object and is

never shown to women, children, or

uncircumcised men. It is the most

specialized stone tool made by the

desert aborigines and is used exclu-

sively for making the incised decora-

tions on sacred boards and decorated

spear-throwers.

All flake knives are called tjimari,

regardless of their size (which ranges

from 34 to 4 inches in length and ^
to 21/0 inches in width) or the degree

to which they are treated as sacred.

The larger flake knives (generally

without a handle) may serve more
mundane functions, such as cutting

up small game, sinews, and a variety

of other domestic purposes. Unlike

smaller knives that are used mainly

for circumcising male novices, these

large knives have no sacred connota-

tions and can appear openly in camp
with no restrictions on who can see

or use them.

In most cases these knives are dis-

carded after only a few uses, and no
effort is made to resharpen them.

Thus they rarely show much in the

way of secondary trimming and

could be extremely difficult for an

archeologist to recognize once the

gum handle has decomposed. At
times the hafted adze may be used as

a cutting tool in butchering game,

but this is unusual and happens only

when no flake knives are readily

available.

2% yalkara, or hand ax, generally

consists of nothing more than a hand-

held rock with a sharp edge, picked

up off the ground when needed and

thrown away after use. On every oc-

casion when I have been present,

these have been used only for wood-

working tasks, such as cutting spear

shafts or detaching wooden slabs for

shaping into spear-throwers or sacred

boards. This latter task is accom-

plished with wooden wedges and'

either a large rock or a piece of wood
used as a hammer. My informants say >;

that sometimes they trimmed the |(

working edge of the hand ax with f
rough percussion flaking, but this has If

been less frequent since steel axes 1

have become available. >

One of the usual explanations fori)



Smoothing a spear sJuijt, left, this

nan uses an adze attached to a spear-

thrower. The close-up, above, shows

the adzing process applied.

ontact with advanced technology has

caused rapid changes in aborigines'

'ce of tool materials. A piece of glass,

ove, is used to sharpen a spear, while

le leaf of a Land Rover spring, right,

25 replaced the stone adze used in the

pictures at top,. New or old, the

tools are used in identical fashion.

the use of Paleolithic hand axes in

Africa and Europe has been the sug-

gestion by many archeologists that

they were used in butchering large

game. In most cases, there is no rea-

son to doubt this interpretation, but

it is interesting to point out that the

desert aborigines butcher all their

large game (kangaroos, euros, emus)

by means of wooden wedges, using

untrimmed rocks or logs for pound-

ing and small stone flakes or flake

knives for cutting the skin and ten-

dons. Among these people stone hand

axes are used almost entirely for wood-

working. Perhaps wooden-wedge
butchering was a more widespread or

even typical technique in the past.

Although the aborigines do not at-

tempt to enhance the appearance of

stone tools by careful trimming, they

do tend to place an esthetic value on

cherty materials of different color

and texture. All agree that rough,

grainy white quartzite is poor ma-

terial, and they will use it only when
absolutely nothing else is available.

Natives from the Warburton Range

area prefer the white chert found in

quarries near there. The Pintupi and

northern Ngatatjara men prefer the

yellowish quartzites and creamy yel-

low cherts found in their region.

These preferences have little to do

with the actual working qualities of

the different materials, for all are

satisfactory materials for stone chip-

ping. Rather, they reflect the close

totemic ties each man has to the par-

ticular region from which he comes.

The localities of these quarries often

figure as places where "dreamtime"

heroes, or wati tjukurpa, performed

creative acts, and are venerated by
men who believe themselves to be

patrilineally descended from these

ancestral beings. Thus a man may
have a sense of kinship with some of

these chert quarries, and he will

value the stone material from them

as a part of his own being.

In March, 1967, 1 met an extended

family of twelve Pintupi people near

Tjalpu-tjalpu waterhole. One of the

men in the party carried a small bag

containing yellow quartzite flakes

from Partjar, some fifty miles to the

northwest. Another man in the party

had left a pile of sixteen small,

round pebbles in front of his shelter

at Tika-tika, the previous campsite.

He had transported these from Part-

^•^^^^^]
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jar and intended to use them as ham-
merstones.

Here again, the aborigines have
provided the archeologist with an in-

teresting explanation for a problem
he has most often explained by trade.

Perhaps much of the occurrence of

materials from distant areas was a

matter of personal preference on the

part of the individual who collected

the material.

W ormal instruction in the art of

stone chipping and related techniques

is at a minimum. Little conversation

occurs at these times, but the chil-

dren watch closely and sometimes try

later on to imitate their parents' ac-

tions, using scraps of stone or wood
lying about the campsite.

Since the making of stone tools

does not apparently depend on con-

versation, those archeologists who
have from time to time inferred the

beginnings of speech from the com-
plexity of the artifacts found at early

sites might well profit from this ob-

servation. It might be added, how-
ever, that conversation does play an
important part in the selection of

raw material for tools. At such times

the conversation is highly animated,

as the virtues of this and that chert

are hotly debated.

When contrasted with sacred ac-

tivities, the chipping of stone tools is

regarded by these aborigines as an

art of little importance, the way
Americans might, for instance, treat

the matter of tying one's shoelaces.

This casual attitude can raise certain

problems for the archeologist. For
one thing, there is a tendency for

these people to pick up ancient stone

tools from the surface of sites where
they are camped and reuse these im-

plements. Small, finely made, cres-

cent-shaped tools of chert, along with

other small, rather elegantly made
stone tools (loosely classed as "micro-

liths") , occur on the surface of many
old campsites, and recent strati-

graphic work near Warburton has
shown that these tools predate the

present culture of this region.

On one occasion I saw a Pintupi

man at Partjar pick up an unusually

thick lunate and haft it to his spear-

thrower. He called this yiraputja,

and I learned that any obviously

worked but unidentified stone item

like this, as well as any substance

foreign to the area such a pearl shell,

is classed by this term. It includes any
substance these people think was left

behind by the totemic beings in their

dreamtime travels. This category is

distinctly different from kanti, a

word used to define any unworked,
chertlike material suitable for mak-
ing stone tools.

Reutilization of already ancient

materials may have been fairly com-
mon behavior among prehistoric peo-

ples in many parts of the world. It

can result in the discovery of early

tools in much later levels in an an-

cient site and is another possibility

the archeologist must consider if he
is to interpret his finds correctly.

Once my wife went out to collect

honey ants with some Ngatatjara

Avomen from the Laverton Reserve.

While they were out, one of the wom-
en's dogs chased and killed a kan-

garoo. One woman picked up a

natural flake of rough quartzite from
the ground and used it to slit the

animal's belly and cut the intestines.

Then the stone was thrown away
(and later collected by my wife) . On
another occasion, I was traveling

Jiear Mount Buttfield, about two hun-
dred miles northeast of Warburton,
in the company of two Ngatatjara

men from that region. These men had
caught several goannas early in the

day. In camp late that afternoon they

roasted these lizards and ate the

fleshy parts. Then they placed the

backbone, head, shoulders, and tail

on top of a small rock, which they

used as a kind of anvil. With hand-
held stones, they pounded the carti-

laginous bone and scraps of meat to-

gether into a pulpy mass, which they

then ate.

At times I have seen men pick up
an untrimmed flake of chert and use

it as a kind of spokeshave by gripping
it between thumb and forefinger and
scraping wood from the shaft or point

of a spear. This usually happens when
a man, for one reason or another,

does not have a hafted adze with him.
Generally the flake is tossed away
when the task is finished.

In all of these cases, completely un-

trimmed rocks were used as tools.

Also, with the possible exception of

the spokeshave, they were not used

long enough to cause any appreciable

wear. Unless such items were found

in clear association with other cul-

tural materials, it might be impossi-

ble for an archeologist to recognize

them as tools. In their simplicity these

,

instant tools are on a par with the

controversial eoliths debated by ar-

cheologists for many years, and they

are a persistent feature of the stone

technology of the desert aborigines.

.Z%t every turn, the desert aborig-

ines present us with the unexpected.

Archeologists do not ordinarily clas-

sify stone tools on the basis of the

working edge (shape and size are

usually thought to be more impor-

tant), but the aborigines do. Arche-

ologists do not ordinarily consider

wooden wedges as possible butcher-

ing tools, but the aborigines do. Al-

though there is nothing else in the

world today quite like the aborigines'

hafted stone adze, this kind of wood-

working tool may have been more
widespread in the ancient past. It

has become an established archeo-

logical convention to speak of fire

hardening of ancient wooden spear

tips and digging sticks, yet the ab-

origines fire soften theirs! Evidence

of transport of lithic materials is

common in ancient sites throughout

the world. Trade is often invoked to

account for it, along with simple

carrying of the stone from one place

to another. But why do people do
this? The aborigines' unique reason

is that they are motivated by senti-

ments of kinship toward particular

totemic beings close to the source of

the stone. The desert aborigines chip

stone with their teeth. Perhaps this

technique, too, was more widespread

in ancient times, as suggested by Gas-

tefiada's account.

In short, the desert aborigines pre-

sent archeologists with a set of new
possibilities to use in interpreting the

lithic remains of prehistoric hunting-

and-gathering people. The opening

up of these new possibilities is the

chief value of continued ethno'

graphic studies by archeologists. Ir

four or five years the opportunity foi

studies of this kind will probabi}

vanish as the aborigines adjust to life

on reserves and in nearby towns.

At a tvinter camp, a Ngatatjari

family sit by their campfin

built between brush windbreaks
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Three community members are pipefish (at top)

,

green boxfish (right), seahorse (far right).

Next to photo of a turtle grass bed (above)

is one shoiving Thalassia plant in bloom.
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The Turtle Grass Community
A casual observer sees only quiet beds of underwater greenery.

Actually they swarm with marine life. Such creatures as the seahorse,

sea cucumber, and pearlfish depend for shelter and food on

meadows of Thalassia testudinum, the land plant that went to sea

by William M. Stephens



Ecological ties are varied on
the grass flats. The shrimp at left

uses an anemone as host; above, a

sea urchin shields a shrimp.
At top of page, left, decorator crai

on blade of turtle grass has
camouflaged even its legs with
filaments of algae. Crab to the rigi

holding to a gorgonian, is adornec
with bits of calcareous plates

from another algae species.



A long the lower Florida coast and

XA. throughout much of the Gulf of

Mexico, the Bahamas, and the West

Indies, the turtle grass beds spread

over the shallow bottom like a mot-

tled green carpet.

Myriad organisms live in these

beds, feeding on one another and on

he grass itself, which serves as sub-

>trate, cover, and camouflage, and a

source of oxygen and nutrients. The

beds are a veritable nursery ground

[or marine life.

Turtle grass (Thalassia testudin-

um) is a flowering, seed-bearing

plant, one of the few to be found in

the sea. It is a sea grass, not a sea-

weed. Seaweeds are algae—primitive

plants that have no roots. Their root-

like holdfasts are for attachment only

and do not carry food to the plant.

Also, algae do not bear seeds; they

reproduce by spores or by division.

Sea grasses, on the other hand, are

relatively "modern" plants that orig-

inated on land about 60 million years

ago. In their development it was only

recently, by geologic standards, that

they invaded the sea. There they grow
on sandy or mud bottoms from the

shoreline down to considerable

depths. The maximum depth depends

upon the clarity of the water, as sea

grasses must have sunlight. Their

flowers bloom under water, and the

pollen is borne by the currents. Fruits

develop, and the seeds eventually

"fall," to germinate in the substrate

in much the way that the higher

plants propagate on land.

Although turtle grass is the most

abundant and important sea grass

found in tropical Atlantic waters,

two other species are frequently

found in close association with it.

These are the manatee grass, Syrin-

godium filiforrne, and the shoalgrass,

Diplanthera ivrightii. The three spe-

cies can be easily distinguished by
their leaves. Turtle grass has long flat

leaves about one-half inch wide and
from one to two feet long, manatee
grass has thin cylindrical leaves, and
shoalgrass has flat leaves about one-

sixteenth inch wide. In terms of hab-

itat, shoalgrass is generally found
growing next to the shore, where it

may even be totally exposed at low
tide. Turtle grass and manatee grass.

Tills article is based upon a chapter front Southern
Seashores. lo be publisliet! March IS by Holiday
House, Inc. Copyright© 1968 by « illiam M. Stephens.

on the other hand, grow from just

below the limits of low tide to depths

of more than 30 feet; and these sea

grasses are often found intermingled.

To a casual observer drifting in a

small boat over a shallow turtle grass

flat, the area seems sparsely settled.

Except for a few fishes and an occa-

sional sea cucumber, starfish, conch,

or sea urchin, few animals are im-

mediately apparent. Yet the area is

literally teeming with life, both on

and among the flat blades of grass

and in the soft bottom.

In a recent study of turtle grass

by Dr. Donald R. Moore of Miami's

Institute of Marine Sciences, quanti-

tative sampling was done at several

locations in Biscayne Bay. Two sam-

pling methods were used : a push net

and a "plug" sampler. A push net

is effective in collecting the free-

swimming and other unattached ani-

mals that live among the blades of

sea grass ; along with fauna the plug

device removes a section of bottom

down to a depth of 12 to 16 inches.

At one location a few miles south

of Miami, these sampling techniques

produced an average of 72 small

shrimps in each square meter of tur-

tle grass flats. In addition, each

square meter produced the fantastic

total of 20,960 tiny snails of four

different species and 8,170 clams of

two species. Based on these samples,

a square mile of turtle grass will con-

tain about 23.5 million shrimps and

95 billion mollusks. Although most

of the animals taken in this study

would be too small to serve as food

for man, they are a source of food

for fishes and edible crustaceans such

as blue crabs, stone crabs, and spiny

lobsters.

Many of the snails and crusta-

ceans found in turtle grass beds feed

by scraping bacteria, protozoans, or

algae from the blades of grass. (As

many as 113 different species of algae

live as epiphytes on the blades of

Thalassia.) Other animals eat the

grass itself or feed on organic ma-

terial in the soft bottom. Bivalves,

sponges, and tunicates extract food

from the plankton-rich waters, which

they pump through their bodies.

The importance of sea grasses is

shown by the virtual disappearance

some years ago of the eelgrass that

once flourished along the Atlantic

coast from southern North Carolina

to Labrador. (The eelgrass, Zostera,

should not be confused with Diplan-

thera, which in northeast Florida and

Georgia is also called eelgrass.)

Worldwide in distribution, eelgrass is

the dominant sea grass in temperate

and subarctic regions, particularly in

protected bays and estuaries, where

healthy beds are sometimes so dense

that an outboard cannot navigate

through them. Such a tangled jungle

is an ideal habitat for numerous

species of fish and invertebrates, and

furnishes food for many waterfowl.

In 1931 a blight, later traced to a

fungus, struck the Atlantic eelgrass

beds. Almost overnight, millions of

acres of productive coastal waters

were virtually stripped of all life. The

mud and sand of many bays, no

longer held in place by the roots of

the eelgrass, washed away, destroy-

ing the habitat of burrowing forms.

Some invertebrate species disap-

peared entirely and others, after be-

ing thought extinct, required many

years to make a comeback.

By 1933 eelgrass was almost non-

existent along the Atlantic coast,

except for a few surviving beds in

areas of very low salinity—such as

the mouths of rivers—Avhere, presum-

ably, the disease-causing organism

could not survive. By the 1940's,

however, eelgrass was definitely on

the increase again. Today some beds

are as luxuriant as ever. In a few

more years the eelgrass beds may be

as abundant as they Avere 35 years

ago. In contrast, the turtle grass beds

have not been threatened by disease.

Besides furnishing food and

greatly increasing the surface area to

which algae and animals can attach

themselves, the sea grass beds afford

cover for countless crawling and

swimming organisms. Slender pipe-

fishes live in prodigious numbers on

the grass flats, often hanging verti-

cally and strongly resembling blades

of grass. Almost as difficult to see are

the seahorses. Clinging to the blades

with their prehensile tails, the IV^-

inch dwarf seahorse (Hippocampus

zosterae} is abundant in most grass

beds. Its 6-inch relative, the giant, or

spotted, seahorse ( H. erectus) , is less

common and is usually in the deeper

grass beds, at depths below 6 feet.

Seahorses display no fear of man,

and skin divers can easily catch them

b)' hand. Like pipefishes, seahorses
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feed on tiny shrimps, larval fishes.

and other small organisms.

To many people, seahorses are no

more real than sea serpents or mer-

maids. For these little fishes are

utterly improbable. With their ex-

terior of hard, bony plates and their

habit of twisting and writhing, they

seem more like reptiles than fishes.

(Their close relatives, the pipefishes,

often resemble small snakes as they

wriggle through the grass beds. ) The

way that seahorses roll their eyes-

each eye can rotate independently of

the other—is also quite "unfishlike."

Like all of the tube-mouthed fishes

(order Solenichthys I , seahorses and

pipefishes have a long snout, which

is used like a drinking straw. By suck-

ing water rapidly through the snout,

they pull in their prey. Others in the

group are trumpetfishes, cornetfishes,

snipefishes, and shrimpfishes.

seahorses swim quite slowly and

are very adept at maneuvering in

close quarters—perhaps a necessity

for survival in the sea grass environ-

ment. Because their mouths are tiny

and they feed only on moving prey,

seahorses must be able to maneuver,

back up, and "turn on a dime" with

consummate skill. Their pectoral fins,

located behind the head, are like lit-

tle propellers ( fluttering as fast as 70

times a second), and the dorsal fin,

which serves as a rudder, beats in

synchronization.

The seahorse-pipefish family is

perhaps best-known for its unusual

manner of procreation. The males

give birth to the young. At spawning

time the male and female come to-

gether. The female inserts a tube into

an opening on the male's underside

and squirts eggs into the male's brood

pouch. There the eggs are fertilized

by the male's sperm. The eggs then

incubate within the male's pouch,

which becomes greatly distended.

The young are born alive, and the

male appears to suffer "birth pains"

as he twists and squirms to force the

wriggling youngsters out of the

pouch. Giant seahorses that I have

kept in aquariums have given birth

to as many as 294 half-inch young in

a period of less than 20 minutes.

After ejecting such a brood from its

body, the male quite understandably

appears exhausted, as well as de-

flated. (According to some reports,

papa seahorse will eat his babies if

they swim in front of his snout. Many
seahorses have given birth in my
aquariums, however, and I have

never seen a father eat its young.

)

Xhe dwarf seahorse produces only

a few dozen young at a time. But this

amazing fish—smallest and perhaps

hardiest of all seahorses—can pro-

duce two broods a month. The eggs

incubate for only about ten days, and

the male is ready to mate again only

two days after delivering a brood. In

the warmer parts of its range, the

dwarf seahorse breeds all year

around. Spawning is halted during

cold spells, but the species can live in

water that drops below 50° F. Feed-

ing is almost constant during day-

light hours. Experiments have shown
that a young specimen may eat as

many as 3,600 newly hatched brine

shrimp a day.

The giant and the dwarf are the

most corhmon inshore seahorses

throughout the Gulf of Mexico and

along the Atlantic coast from the

Carolinas south. There are four other

species present on the Atlantic coast,

two on the Pacific coast, and a total

of about 24 species around the world.

Pipefishes are more abundant—about

150 species are known.

Many invertebrates of the turtle

grass flats are even more adept at the

art of camouflage than are the sea-

horses and pipefishes. The spider, or

"decorator," crab cultivates a garden

of algae on its shell, and the sponge

crab holds a living sponge above its

body with its two rearmost legs. One
tiny spider crab camouflages its en-

tire body, including legs, with thin

filaments of algae; then it hangs from

a blade of turtle grass. looking for all

the world like a few strands of plant

material wafting in the current. Some
of the sea urchins (notably Lytech-

iniis and Tripneii^tes) cover them-

selves with bits of shells, grass, coral,

and other debris, using their efficient

tube-feet to transfer the material to

the top of their test, or shell. Studies

have shown that urchins drop the

masking material at night and re-

cover themselves in the daylight.

Pound for pound, the sea cucum-

bers, or holothurians, are among the

most abundant animals that live in

the Thalassia beds. These sausage-

shaped creatures are echinoderms,

but their relationship to starfishes

and sea urchins is not readily appar-

ent to the casual observer. Holothu-

rians are the only members of their

phylum to have a "head" and "tail"

end. All other echinoderms are radi-

ally symmetrical. The radial sym-

metry of the sea cucumbers is seen

only in the ring of feathery tentacles

that surrounds the mouth. When ex-

tended, they somewhat resemble the

outstretched tentacles of a basket star

or a crinoid.

As a holothurian moves across the

grass flats, its tentacles operate like

a slow-moving vacuum cleaner, gath-

ering sediment from blades of grass

and picking up sand and mud from

the bottom. Organic material is di-

gested; inorganic material is passed

through the body. Sea cucumbers

can redistribute an estimated 90

tons of bottom deposits each month

in an area two miles square.

Sea cucumbers have few enemies,

owing perhaps to their unique de-

fenses. Many of them contain toxins

that are lethal to other marine ani-

mals. Natives of the South Pacific

have long used crushed sea cucum-

bers as a fish poison, throwing the

material into tidal pools and then

gathering up moribund fishes. A
1 argeWest Indian species. Actin opyga

agassizi. may contain one of the most

potent poisons known. Some re-

searchers hope that an effective shark

repellent can be developed from this

natural toxin.

Just how the poison is produced is

not known, but it is released when

a disturbed holothurian apparently

protects itself by performing the feat

of discharging its internal organs

into the water. Strangely enough,

this process of evisceration does not

harm the sea cucumber. It simply

crawls away and regenerates a new

set of organs.

Some holothurians, instead of evis-

cerating when disturbed, merelv dis-

charge sticky threads of material.

Presumably, these "Cuvierian tu-

bules" entangle a potential attacker,

keeping him occupied while the holo-

thurian escapes.

The toxicitv of sea cucumbers does

not appear to affect their edibility,

and they are widelv utilized as food

in the Indo-Pacific regions, where
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they are known as trepang, or beche-

de-mer. The visceral mass is removed

and the thick skins are dried and then

serve as a base for soup. In some

areas the intestines of certain species

are also eaten. On the east coast of

Australia—particularly in Queensland

—the beche-de-mer industry ranks

with the oyster fishery in value.

S ome species of holothurians are

host to a parasitic fish, called a pearl-

fish, which lives inside the sea cu-

cumber. This is one of the most

remarkable relationships in nature,

involving, as it does, a highly de-

veloped vertebrate animal that uses a

primitive echinoderm for bed and

board. Some species of pearlfish

leave their host to feed; others stay

inside indefinitely, browsing on sea

cucumbers' gonads and other tissues.

Pearlfishes belong to the family

Carapidae and are found throughout

tropical and temperate seas. More

than a dozen species are found in

tropical Indo-Pacific regions, several

species in the Mediterranean, and one

in the western Atlantic. Some Pacific

pearlfishes live in clams, starfishes,

and pearl oysters. (The common
name of the fish may have resulted

from the fact that it has been found

"embalmed" in a coating of nacre

within a pearl oyster.) The West In-

dian pearlfish, Carapus bermuden-

sis, lives only in sea cucumbers.

Sometimes it leaves its host at night

to feed on small shrimps, copepods,

amphipods, or other crustaceans.

In many parts of the world pearl-

fishes seem to be rare, but they are

common in parts of south Florida

and the Bahamas. In the Miami re-

gion Dr. Lowell Thomas and I have

collected hundreds of sea cucumbers

and have found that on some turtle

grass beds near Key Biscayne about

half of the collection contained fish.

We found the fish living in three dif-

ferent species of sea cucumbers.

Pearlfishes enter their hosts

through the anus, which in holothu-

rians is used in the process of res-

piration. As the animal expands its

body, water is sucked into the anus

Parasitic pearlfish locates

anus of a sea cucumber, then turns

to enter its host backward.
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and courses through the respiratory

trees, branching networks that ex-

tend up both sides of the body.

Through them oxygen is absorbed

into the body. When the holothurian

"exhales," a stream of water is force-

fully emitted from the vent.

When making its entry the pearl-

fish responds to the stream of out-

going water and approaches the anal

opening. Young specimens of pearl-

fish sometimes swim up the stream of

water and rapidly disappear, head

first, into the cucumber's body. In

most cases, however, the pearlfish

puts its snout to the vent, whips its

tail about and jabs it into the hole,

and then works itself backward into

the sea cucumber. Often the holothu-

rian seems to try to prevent the entry

by closing its vent. Several minutes

may be required for the pearlfish to

force its way inside, sometimes em-

ploying a corkscrew motion.

Pearlfishes have been found in dif-

ferent parts of holothurians' bodies.

The species Carapus bermudensis is

usually found within the respiratory

tree or in the coelomic cavity. Ap-

parently it ascends a tree and then

breaks through into the body cavity.

Another aspect of life in the turtle

grass beds is the environment they

provide for the young. They serve as

nursery grounds for juvenile sea

trouts, jacks, pompanos, barracudas,

mullets, snappers, stone crabs, blue

crabs, spiny lobsters, and many other

animals. Without the abundance of

food found in the grass beds and the

safety afforded from large predators,

few of these young creatures would

survive. Many ecologists fear that the

continuing destruction of sea grass

flats by dredging, filling, and pollu-

tion will do irreparable damage to

countless game fishes and food fishes,

as well as to scallops, clams, and
other invertebrates. Already some
bays on Florida's gulf coast have be-

come virtual biological deserts, for

turtle grass must have reasonably

clean, clear waters of the proper sa-

linity in order to survive and spread.

Thalassia cannot tolerate either ex-

tremely salty or extremely fresh

water. It lives no deeper than about

6 feet in Tampa Bay and other

murky water areas, while it is often

found deeper than 35 feet in the clear

waters of the Bahamas and the Vir-

gin Islands.
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Strangely, very few large animals

feed directly on the meadow-like ex-

panses of sea grass. While land

grasses are eaten by horses, buffalo,

antelope, cattle, deer, and many other

herbivores, no comparable "herds"

of marine animals visit the sea grass

beds. The manatee, or sea cow, Tri-

chechus manatus, is a sea grass

browser, of course, as is the green

turtle, Chelonia mydas. But even

though each of these animals gave its

name to a type of sea grass, they are

now unimportant in the ecology of

the sea grass communities. Both were

rendered nearly extinct by man,

largely because of their ease of cap-

ture and the fine, beeflike flavor of

their meat.

A few species of fishes and innu-

merable small invertebrates feed on

the leaves of Thalassia, however. In

a Virgin Islands study. Dr. John E.

Randall found that parrotfishes and

surgeonfishes feed avidly on any tur-

tle grass that grows close to a coral

reef-^but these herbivorous fishes

will not venture far from the protec-

tive shelter of a reef. Experiments

showed that parrotfishes and sur-

geonfishes are responsible for the 30-

foot band of bare sand that often

stretches along the edge of a coral

reef, separating the reef from the

sea grass beds. This area is picked

clean by the fishes, and no sea grass

beds are able to get a start. Randall

found that other fishes, including the

halfbeaks and rudderfishes, eat float-

ing sea grasses; and that one small

species of parrotfish, which spends its

entire life in the grass beds, also. eats

the grass. Several sea urchins also

feed on Thalassia. Even the queen

conch, Strombus gigas, which feeds

primarily on filamentous algae, some-

times eats the leaves of Thalassia.

Turtle grass grows rapidly, each

blade increasing in length as much as

an inch a week. Each plant grows

horizontally, also, by sending a

runner, or rhizome, beneath the sub-

strate, in much the way the "run-

ning" bamboos spread. Along the

rhizome, every two or three inches,

erect branches, or shoots, grow up-

ward. Four or five leaves may be

growing from a single branch. At
the base they are surrounded by a

sheath. After a leaf grows some 12

to 18 inches (or, in extreme cases,

to two feet in length) , the blade tends

to die or to break off. Organic mate

rial from leaf decay adds continu

ously to the substrate and attracts

foraging fishes, worms, crabs, and'

snails. Nutrients released as th«

blades decay help support a large

population of plankton.

Leaf breakage may occur because

of the weight of encrusting organisms

or because the encrusting materials

cover the blades so thoroughly that

they receive no sunlight. In many
cases, leaves may be nibbled on by

marine animals until the riddled

blades are broken off by the moving

waters. Healthy green leaves are also

broken off by conchs, helmets, or

large hermit crabs dragging their

shells over the flats, or by schools of

mullet grubbing among the roots and

rhizomes. The broken green blades

usually float, while the dead blades

sink and often accumulate in potholes

to depths of a foot or more.

Rough waters and winds may
bring these broken Thalassia blades

ashore by the tons. University of

Miami investigators Lowell Thomas,

Don Moore, and Robert C. Work
found that an estimated 15,685,410

pounds of Thalassia leaves were piled

up on the west shore of Biscayne Bay

by Hurricane Donna in 1960. Yet.

strangely enough, a survey of living

grass beds throughout Biscayne Bay

showed no appreciable depletion or \

damage. According to the scientists, i

"Damage to the Thalassia and asso-

ciated fauna and flora due to fresh

water run-off in near-shore areas i

could be more severe than physical

storm damage."

J.n tropical parts of its range, turtle

grass plants bloom each summer. Al-

though the beds are widespread in i

northern parts of the Gulf of Mexico, '

flowers or seeds are apparently not

produced in any beds north of Tar-

pon Springs, Florida. Beds off north

Florida and the gulf coasts of Ala-

bama and Mississippi are perhaps

seeded from time to time from areas

farther south. But even without this

seeding they may continue to spread

over large, suitable areas owing to

Brood pouch shows this seahors

is a pregnant male. It receive

and incubates the female's eggt



ihe rapid growth of their rhizomes.

Thalassia beds in the Miami region

isually begin to flower in April

^starting with the plants in shallow

Abater) and may continue through

September. Only a small percentage

)f plants in a given bed will be in

)loom at any one time. The male and
emale flowers are found on differ-

;nt plants, and generally all plants in

one bed will be male, while all plants

in another bed will be female.

The fruit is about an inch in diam-

eter. As it ripens it changps from
bright green to a yellowish-green hue.

An occasional fruit is red. Generally,

wave action breaks the fruit away
and it then floats on the surface. This

assures a wide dispersal of the plants.

Each fruit normally contains three

seeds, which sink to the bottom when
the fruit opens up. Within a few days
root hairs develop and anchor the

young plant to the sand or mud.
In this manner, turtle grass and re-

lated sea grasses spread and grow, ex-

tending their range while furnishing

food and new habitats for the myriad
organisms that make up the unique

grass bed communities.



ofDuck

Grunt-whistles, down-ups,

shakes, and sneaks

are in the btunp-and-grind

display repertoire

by which ducks identify drakes

by Paul A. Johnsgard

Because the word "courtship" is

so imbued with human conno-

tations, it may be debated whether

the term should be applied to non-

human reproductive behavior pat-

terns. Nonetheless, analogous mating

responses can be observed in many
vertebrates, and it is instructive to

ponder the reasons why such activi-

ties often bear a more than passing

similarity to human courtship.

The similarities can be partially ex-

plained by considering reproductive

efficiency. Since terrestrial verte-

brates no longer reproduce in a

watery medium that would permit

simple external fertilization, it is vital

that behavioral and structural adap-

tations be present that will allow for

the direct transfer of sperm cells from

male to female. Additionally, a pro-

longed association between reproduc-

tively active individuals provides
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maximum opportunities for synchro-

nizing sexual cycles and preventing

mismatings between species. Finally,

most of these advanced vertebrates

produce relatively few offspring, and

it is therefore advantageous if a max-

imum amount of parental care is

available to favor their survival. For

such reasons, responses favoring the

establishment of individual sexual as-

sociations, or "pair bonds," have

evolved in some vertebrate groups.

In mammals, monogamous pair

bonds are relatively rare and are well

developed only among certain groups

that give birth to highly dependent,

or altricial, offspring. Monogamy
among mammals is especially typi-

cal of those species, such as various

carnivores, in which both the female

and young must rely on the male for

food gathering. However, the major-

ity of birds produce altricial young

and typically form monogamous
pairs that normally persist through

a single breeding season. Avian poly-

gamy or promiscuity is primarily

limited to those species producing

precocial young that are easily able

to forage for themselves shortly after

hatching, to various species that nest

near relatively unlimited food sup-

plies so that the female alone can

provide for the young, and to socially

parasitic species that do not have to

rear their own offspring.

It could therefore be expected that

ducks, having precocial young, might

tend to be polygamous, if not pro-

miscuous. This appears to be the case

for only a very few species, such as

the Australian musk duck. However,

the great majority of ducks annually

form relatively clear-cut pair bonds

which usually break up when the

female begins her incubation. In only



Tivo of the conspicuous courtship displays

mallards perform are the ''grunt-whistle," left,

and "head-up-tail-up," below. Displays such as these

usually follow "preliminary shaking," in ivhich the drake

su'ims high on the water, then thrusts his head up and
back, raising his body from the surface. Grunt-ivhistle

derives its name from the sound made during the

performance. Head-up-tail-up is self-explanatory.

a few duck species does the male re-

main with the female and help care

for the young, and these are mostly

tropical species with prolonged or

irregular breeding seasons. The biol-

ogist is thus inclined to try to account

for the possible value of such pre-

nesting pair bonds in ducks, and to

determine the functions of the elabo-

rate courtship ceremonies performed
during the period of pair formation.

T.,he courtship of ducks is unusual
in several aspects. In temperate zones
it generally begins very early, usu-

ally on the wintering grounds, so

courtship is not a manifestation of

territorial proclamation and defense

as is the case with many songbirds.

Nor, because of its early initiation, is

courtship closely correlated with go-

nad growth and fertilization ; rather,

pair formation is normally completed

prior to the period of maximum gon-

adal activity. Therefore, reproduc-

tive behavior in ducks may be con-

veniently divided into an early phase

of conspicuous displays associated

with actual pair formation, followed

by the later and less elaborate behav-

ior patterns concerned with pair

bond maintenance and fertilization.

Two possible advantages of the con-

siderable time lag between pair for-

mation and egg laying are that it

decreases the likelihood of uncor-

rected mismatings between species

and, furthermore, provides the fe-

male with the protection of a mate to

ward off unmated males that might

attempt to rape her. An appreciation

of the distinctly different functions of

early versus later phases of sexual

behavior in ducks will help to ex-

plain their widely differing behav-

ioral characteristics.

The relatively stereotyped postures

and calls, or "displays," associated

with pair formation presumably

originated as a result of various

evolutionary factors. For example,

the adult sex ratio of ducks is charac-

terized by an excess ,of males, prob-

ably as a reflection of the greater dan-

gers endured by the females during

nesting. As a result, not all males are

able to obtain mates, and a spirited

competition among them naturally

ensues. Therefore, those males having

brighter plumages, stronger sexual

responses, or increased social dom-
inance will be at an advantage and
will tend to be more successful in

reproducing. Insofar as these differ-

ences have genetic origins a gradual

evolution of more elaborate male

plumages and displays may be ex-
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pected. Thus, male ducks have gen-

erally more complex displays and

brighter plumages than do females,

which must remain inconspicuously

colored if they are to nest successfully

in the presence of predators. If such

"sexual selection" were the only fac-

tor affecting male plumages and dis-

plays, one might well imagine that

different species could be very simi-

lar in these respects, just as females

are relatively similar in their plum-

ages and vocalizations. But this is not

the case, and it is a fact that no two

species of ducks that are native to the

same region have identical plumages

or pair-forming displays. Likewise,

all North American cricket species

living in the same habitats have been

found to exhibit diagnostic song rep-

ertoires (Natural History, Novem-
ber, 1966)

.

Such diversity would suggest that

a major influence in the evolution of

male courtship behavior is the need

for achieving "species recognition,"

or a means of ensuring that females

will be readily able to recognize and

therefore mate only with males of

their own species. It is generally true

that males of many animal species

are much less discriminating in their

species-specific attraction to females

than are females to males. The main-

tenance of such species' genetic in-

tegrity depends largely upon the

females' ability to perceive the

"proper" combination of male
traits. It is presumably for this reason

that such a variety of male plumages

and elaborate courtship displays has

evolved among birds. On the other

hand, displays associated wth pair

maintenance and fertilization occur

only after species recognition has

been achieved. Such displays under-

standably show much less diversity

within large groups of waterfowl.

We may therefore predict that dis-

tinctive pair-forming displays and

male plumages will be present in

groups of ducks having a consider-

able number of closely related species

occupying roughly the same geo-

graphic area. In North America this

criterion is fully met by the typical

dabbling ducks (primarily Anas
spp.) .Thus, such abundant and wide-

ranging ducks as the mallard, pintail,

gadwall, green-winged teal, blue-

winged teal, cinnamon teal, American

widgeon, and shoveler all have
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unique display repertoires and
brighter male nuptial plumages that

readily distinguish the sexes. The re-

maining dabblers, in which males are

inconspicuous and closely resemble

females, include the black duck,

mottled duck, Florida duck, and

Mexican duck. All of these are mal-

lard-like birds, which prior to histor-

ical times bred in areas where few, if

any, mallards or other dabblers oc-

curred. We might, in fact, regard

them as mallards "in disguise," for

not only are the males' displays and
calls indistinguishable from those of

mallards, but also the females' plum-

ages and vocalizations are mallard-

like. Indeed, recent changes in the

mallard's distribution have resulted

in h)'bridization between mallards

and these populations in every region

where they have come into contact.

T,-he courtship displays typical of

mallards may be used as examples of

the male pair-forming displays of

most dabbling ducks. Not one but

several different postures and calls

are present, all apparently having

evolved from simpler, non-display re-

sponses including body-maintenance,

or "comfort," activities, such as

preening or shaking. Three courtship

displays are especially frequent and

conspicuous among mallards, and all

involve variously stretching the neck

and uttering a single or multiple

whistle. These displays were first ac-

curately described by the famous

German ethologist Konrad Lorenz,

who gave them descriptive names
that have been translated as "grunt-

whistle," "down-up," and "head-up-

tail-up." It is fairly clear that

the grunt-whistle represents a stereo-

typed, or "ritualized," modification

of normal body shaking, and that the

down-up is a similarly exaggerated

form of drinking; but the head-up-

tail-up is of less obvious origin.

This last display is actually only

part of a complex sequence of pos-

tures, beginning when the male sud-

denly whistles while stretching his

neck vertically, at the same time rais-

ing the tail and lifting his folded

wings, thus exposing the purple wing-

speculum pattern. This head-up-tail-

up phase is usually performed at

"profile view" to a specific female,

and so provides maximum visual im-

The canvashack drake ivith i

head loivered. top, perforr.

a display called the "sneak

while the ruddy drake, center, le

drums its breast to crea

a "bubbling" display, which not on

attracts females but al

ivards off male encroaches

The "nod-swimming" posture exhibiU

by the Laysan duck, center, rig)

is performed by many mallard-li

species and is one of l

few courtship displays of femali

At bottom, two ringneck mal

flatten their head feathe

to attract a female with a displ

called "depressed cresi



pact. The male then turns his head to

point the bill toward the courted bird,

and usually holds this rigid posture

for a short time as he reorients his

entire body toward the female. The
male then typically lowers his head

almost to the water and swims rapidly

past her in a manner called "nod
swimming," and finally terminates

the sequence by raising his head and
simultaneously directing his blackish

nape feathers toward the female. Sev-

eral other postures and calls also oc-

cur, but they appear to be of less

significance in the mallard's pair-

forming activities.

A,L-lthough the grunt-whistle, down-
up, and head-up-tail-up also occur

singly or in combination in several

of the other North American dab-

bling ducks, only the mallard-like

ducks possess exactly this same rep-

ertoire of postures and calls. Thus,

the male green-winged teal performs

the same three displays much more
rapidly with different relative display

frequencies and vocalizations, and

additionally has a "bridling" display,

which involves drawing the head

backward, that is lacking in mallard

courtship. The male gadwall lacks

both bridling and nod swimming,
and. furthermore, its head-up-tail-up

display is sequentially "linked" to

the immediately ensuing down-up
posture. The pintail, however, lacks

the down-up display, and in this spe-

cies there is a significant, although

delayed, linkage between the grunt-

whistle and the head-up-tail-up, which

usually occur about one second apart.

The pintail also seemingly lacks a

functional nod-swimming display, al-

though it is present in an extremely

rudimentary form. The American
widgeon, shoveler, cinnamon teal,

and blue-winged teal all completely

lack these particular displays, and in-

stead have other species-diagnostic

responses.

In a similar fashion, such inter-

specific diversity distinguishing the

basic similarities of male plumages

and displays can be seen in other

North American waterfowl. All of the

typical diving ducks (Aythya spp.l

exhibit certain male displays such as

"head-throws." "sneak" postures,

and "kinked-neck" calls, but these

displays differ greatly in their visual

6i



and acoustical characteristics. Like-

wise, the three larger species of

eiders (Somateria spp.) share cer-

tain movements and postures asso-

ciated with cooing sounds, but each

species has a diagnostic combination

of displays that identifies it as deci-

sively as its male plumage pattern.

Several species of ducks having no

near relatives in North America also

exhibit relatively elaborate male

plumages and displays, as does, for

example, the ruddy duck. In such

species it must be presumed that com-

petition among males for mates has

by itself been effective in the evolu-

tion and maintenance of these dis-

plays. Additionally, the male ruddy

duck utilizes its remarkable breast

drumming, or "bubbling," display

both as a sexual response toward fe-

males and as a territorial advertise-

ment display toward other males.

It has been generally believed that

such pair-forming displays are en-

tirely innate, as suggested by their

stereotyped performance among all

the individual males of a species.

Furthermore, hand-reared male
ducks that have never been exposed

to experienced males will, when
jilaced in the proper situation, per-

form their displays without a single

mistake from the first time they are

attempted. Likewise, downy young
ducklings have been stimulated to

perform species-typical courtship

displays by hormone treatments. Fi-

nally, it has been recently reported

that when mallards are reared with

a foster mother of another species or

with foster broodmates of a different

species they do not exhibit that

species' displays upon maturing.

However, males reared under such

conditions will usually become sex-

ually imprinted on their foster spe-

cies and may later mate with such

females in preference to those of their

own kind. Similarly reared female

mallards, on the other hand, have

a strong innate species-recognition

mechanism that enables them to mate

correctly in a later choice situation.

An additional proof of the heredi-

tary basis for these species-typical

displays lies in the intermediate re-

sponses performed by hybrid individ-

uals. Hybrid fertility among ducks is

unusually great, and it is often pos-

sible to hybridize species having

widely differing male plumages and
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displays. For example, mallards and

pintails have been repeatedly hy-

bridized in captivity, and a few wild

hybrids of this type are shot by hunt-

ers almost every year. Their fre-

quency in the wild is small, but their

very occurrence poses two important

problems: Are they sufficiently fertile

and reproductively active enough to

compete with the parental types for

mates and, if so, what sorts of display

repertoires do they possess?

It is well known that first-genera-

tion hybrids between mallards and

pintails have plumages and bodily

proportions almost exactly interme-

diate between the parental types, as

if the parents' genes were neatly

blended in an equal mixture. Of
greater interest is that their male

display repertoires are also a com-

posite combination of the mallard's

and pintail's. Thus, such hybrids evi-

dently lack the down-up display alto-

gether, and their nod swimming is

performed in a manner that is inter-

mediate between the parental types.

The hybrids are fully fertile, but

under wild conditions the males

would probably fail to obtain mates

because of their intermediate plum-

ages and displays, as well as having

apparently reduced competitive re-

sponses. In captivity, however, the

hybrids may be backcrossed with

either parental species or with one

another to produce second-genera-

tion hybrids. This procedure was first

systematically carried out by the

great waterfowl authority John C.

Phillips, who found that second-gen-

eration males exhibit some individual

variation indicating genetic segrega-

tion of mallard and pintail plumage

traits, although less than he observed

in crosses that involved only mal-

lard-like species.

we repeated this experiment re-

cently at the Round Lake Waterfowl

Station in Miimesota, to obtain more
specific information on the degree of

plumage segregation in the second

generation, and also to determine

whether a similar segregation of be-

havioral traits related to pair forma-

tion could be detected. Twenty-three

second-generation males were reared,

of which about half were selected for

behavioral study. These males varied

greatly in their nuptial plumages,

with some individuals so closely ap-

proaching the mallard type that they

could scarcely be distinguished from

pure mallards, while other males ex

hibited pintail-like plumages. 01

greater interest was my student

Roger Sharpe's finding that the mali

lard-like males performed their dis-

plays in a distinctly mallard-like

manner. Some of these individuals

were the only ones to perform the;

down-up display, for example. On the

other hand, the pintail-like males

were also pintail-like in their dis-

plays, especially with regard to the

details of the head-up-tail-up se

quence.

Our results support the view that

these male displays are as much a

reflection of the species' genetic con

stitution as are their plumage char

acteristics, and thus may be used to

help characterize or define a species.

The degree of individual variation

observed in the second-generation

males' plumages and displays was

surprisingly great, suggesting that

perhaps the genetic bases of these

traits are relatively simpler than one

might have otherwise supposed. Such

simplicity of control would help to

account for the occasional occurrence

of individual mallards and pintails

that perform their courtship displays

in an atypical manner. Thus, males

of both species have been observed

performing bridling as a courtship

display, although in these species

bridling normally occurs only as a

postcopulatory response. Interesting-

ly, this same display anomaly has

also been found in some of the

hybrid males.

With simple genetic control of

male display patterns thus indicated,

their resultant susceptibility to

changing pressures of natural selec-

tion makes the use of male display

characteristics less valuable as a cri-

terion of evolutionary relationships

than Konrad Lorenz once enthusias-

tically proposed. However, other be-

havioral criteria such as female

displays and various displays asso-

ciated with pair maintenance and

fertilization are much more uniform

among related species and often pro-

vide valuable evidence concerning

evolutionary relationships. There-

fore, the fascination of pair-forming

displays in male ducks now lies, not

so much in their taxonomic applica-



m though the neck-stretching display,

called "reaching" of the king

eider, above, is identical ivith that

of the American eider, above, right,

each bird performs it in a specific

sequence of displays that identifies

the eider as surely as its plumage.

he "bridling" Cape teal, right, throivs

its head back and its chest up in a

variation on the mallard theme.

Each mallard-like species lias its

own diagnostic routine.

tions, as in understanding their ob-

viously adaptive functions, such as

maintaining reproductive isolation

between closely related species. Thus,

it is a pleasant mental exercise to try

to predict what a particular unstud-

ied species' male courtship displays

might consist of, based on a prior

knowledge of the displays of its near-

est relatives, the presence in the same

area of related species whose displays

are already known, and the clues pro-

vided by the male plumage of the

species itself, since displays evolve

with and frequently expose species-

specific plumage features. The usual

result of such contemplations, upon

learning the facts, is the chagrin of

discovering that the results of natural

selection often represent a seemingly

more imaginative solution to the

question than do the musings of flesh-

and-blood biolocists.

tfi
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Books in Review

The 3Man and
The Naked Ape, by Desmond Morris.

McGraw-Hill Book Co., $5.95; 252 pp.

The heated controversies following

the publication in 1859 of Darwin's

and Wallace's papers on the origin of

species by natural selection were re-

kindled in 1871 by the appearance of

Darwin's Descent of Man and Selec-

tion in Relation to Sex. Subsequently,

attempts to determine the nature of

the human animal and his relation-

ships to other animals (as well as the

testing of the mechanisms of evolu-

tionary processes) have resulted not

only in vast numbers of scientific

treatises but also in the development

of new systems of study. One of the

younger disciplines to be established

is ethology, and particularly that seg-

ment dealing with the life and habits

of primates in relation to their envi-

ronment (and to each other), for ex-

ample, sexual signals, grooming, social

organization, mother-infant relation-

ships, facial expressions.

A reasonable number of literate peo-

ple now accept the fact of evolution,

and an educated "guestimate" is that

most of those liable to read The Naked
Ape are already aware of man's pri-

mate heritage. The author, a zoologist

interested in mammalian behavior, im-

plies, by stating that he has "deliber-

ately insulted us by referring to us as

naked apes," that there is rife a feel-

ing of shame about our common an-

cestry with non-human primates. He
admits that this book purposefully pre-

sents a one-sided picture because "we
find the contemplation of our humble
origins somehow offensive." This is a

highly debatable premise. However,

he demonstrates, in an interesting "ex-

periment"^with 12,000 children that at

the head of the "top ten in animal

loves" are the chimpanzee and
the monkey

!

I consider the implications of the

title "naked ape" entirely misleading

and deceptive. "What's in a name?"
is a special problem of zoologists who
have specifically and generically sepa-

rated man from the apes for very posi-

tive anatomical, physiological, and be-

havioral reasons. Similarly apes and
monkeys. The relationship is no insult,
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but a triumph of evolution. To ignore

it for whatever convenience or gim-

mick is to subscribe to the continuation

of precisely the ignorance that the

author professes he is attempting to

enlighten. The common usage of

"naked" means unclothed or nude, and
hardly "hairlessness," wliich Morris

considers a unique feature of man, a

statement many would debate, espe-

cially the Ainu.

In his final paragraph the author

assumes the role of a moralizing advo-

cate. He admonishes the optimists who

believe: "that since we have evolved a

high level of intelligence and a strong

inventive urge, we shall be able to

twist any situation to our advantage;

. . . that when the time comes, we shall

manage to cope with the over-crowding,

the stress . . . that we shall re-model

our behaviour patterns . . . that we
shall control our aggressive and ter-

ritorial feelings, our sexual impulses

and our parental tendencies; . . . that

our intelligence can dominate all our

basic biological urges." He states, "I

submit that this is rubbish. Our raw

The Metropolitan Museum of A
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animal nature will never permit it."

What an extraordinarily dogmatic

conclusion, divorced from our biologi-

cal reality, when the total impact of

the evolution of culture has been pre-

cisely to widen the gap between man
and other animals, and when our edu-

cational processes, technological ad-

vances, police forces and judiciaries,

psychiatrists and psychologists, inter

alios, have geared the pitch of correc-

tive measures at the ugly heads rearing

from our so-called animal instincts.

These things, like evolution, are on-

going processes, shifting this way and

that. We try to understand our "im-

perfections," but constant reference to

our animal origins will not of necessity

induce the changes of progress. Natu-

ral selection is happening around us all

the time, and our remarkable varia-

bility and ingenuity will trace a genetic

path of success, at least for some. If

the evolutionary processes fail sapient

man, it does not spell doom, as the au-

thor forecasts, but a swing in an un-

foreseen and undeterminable (at

present) direction. I am one of the op-

timists who has great faith that our

genes will see us through! The author

offers the eugenic, rather contradictory

(to his own pessimism) solution "that

we should tailor our intelligent oppor-

tunist advances to our basic behav-

ioural requirements. We must some-

how improve in quality rather than in

sheer quantity." Unfortunately, in a

sense, the "quantity" is often taken

care of by those animal urges that

in recent centuries have led to reli-

gious persecution, genocide, and terri-

torial aggression, and by the decimat-

ing role of the environment (disease,

starvation, floods).

Many speculative interpretations of

the behavioral origins of our daily ac-

tivities are presented in this book in.

an interesting and, occasionally, infor-

mative manner. But why invoke moral

causes and issues in the present em-

bryonic state of our knowledge of be-

havior patterns?

It has become a popular game lo

overdramatize the non-dramatic,

namely, that man is an animal who
shares many behavioral patterns with

his related forms (see also R. Ard-

rey's African Genesis). There seems to

be a peculiar pleasure in exposing man
as a stripped animal, and descriptions

contain loaded (unpleasant) infer-

ences, such as, "A hunting ape, a killer

ape, was in the making" (p. 21). As a

mechanism for survival, killing is

neither unique nor peculiar in the ani-

mal kingdom. However, in our human-
ized status, our culture attempts to

minimize "murder." Our "killer in-

stinct" is well known, but to constantly

"glorify" it as the basic nature of man
and to indicate that there is little that

can be done about it seems to do some
disservice to man's concept of law and
order. Is the fulfillment of a basic ani-

mal desire to be considered a valid

defense in a trial? Again, in a similar

vein, Morris raps his reader for "for-

getting that beneath the surface gloss

he is still very much a primate" (p.

23 ) . Does a wise old owl have to re-

mind himself every morning that he's

a bird of prey?

The author has a somewhat Freud-

ian, and often teleological, approach
to many innocent activities and ana-

of Natural History
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tomical structures. For example, the

development of "more sensitive hands

has given us much greater scope for

sexually stimulating body-to-body con-

tacts," and he sees in the evolution of

"the protuberant, fleshy nose of our

species" a curious relationship with

the "spongy erectile tissue that leads

to nasal enlargement and nostril expan-

sion by vaso-congestion during sexual

arousal." This is hardly a common fea-

ture of the sex drive necessitating

structural mutation. What of the pro-

boscis monkey? He ignores the evolu-

tion of the sense of smell. Another, of

numerous examples, is to reduce the

estheticism of television, screen, and

stage acting to satisfying "voyeurism,

using the term in its broadest sense."

The author's attempts to startle and

dismay the reader by his interpreta-

tions are, in a sense, stimulating and
often thought provoking, but he must

be taken to task for anatomical and
physiological nonsense. A zoologist has

easy access to source references that

the lay reader does not. Consequently

he should do justice to accuracy. Of
many examples, glaringly fallacious is

his version of the "purpose" of so-

called delayed orgasm in human fe-

males. He states (p. 78), "When a fe-

male monkey has been inseminated by
a male, she can wander away without

any fear of losing the seminal fluid

that now lies in the innermost part of

her vaginal tract. She walks on all

fours. ... If a female of our own spe-

cies were so unmoved by the experience

of copulation that she too was likely

to get up and wander off immediately
afterwards, the situation would be dif-

ferent, for she walks bipedally and
the angle of her vaginal passage dur-

ing normal locomotion is almost verti-

cal." He notes that by gravity this

would lead to loss of seminal fluid, and
therefore there is great advantage to

the female remaining horizontal after

the male ejaculates. This is most mis-
leading because the vagina is not a
hollow, solid tube but has walls that
tend to adhere to each other, and fur-

thermore, spermatozoa are inveterate
upstream swimmers and only one need
reach its destination to assure success-
ful fertilization. On page 74, too, he
develops a peculiar teleological causa-
tion for the structural composition of
the female genital tract without con-
sidering the evolution of the pelvis as
a birth canaL

Although reproductive success is an
important aspect of evolution, the re-

viewer finds it difficult to comprehend
the devotion of about 50 pages out of
the total 241 of text to a chapter on
sex (and there are many other refer-
ences dispersed throughout the rest of
the book), and specifically to the phe-
nomenally detailed description of hu-

man copulation. It does not seem to

have important relevance to the theme

of the book. Virtually no other physio-

logical sequences are outlined. Such

remarkable developments as the func-

tions of the human hand in relation to

its environment are absent from this

"zoologist's study of the human ani-

mal," as the book is subtitled. Then
there are such important announce-

ments as the human "male has the

largest penis of any primate" (p. 79),

discussion of which seems of little con-

sequence. The size of his brain is

scarcely mentioned. There are de-

scriptions and throwback-type inter-

pretations of laughing, crying, babies'

sitting, standing, and so on. Some of

this is interesting, while some is of

psychiatric value.

It is not possible either to tackle all

the controversial aspects of this book
in a reasonable amount of space—

I

have made some 20 pages of notes

while reading—or to single out for spe-

cial attention the sweeping generaliz-

ations and prognostications that many
readers will unfortunately misread as

authentic statements rather than as

speculations. For example, that man is

a neotenic hangover of evolution; that

"only" children, "if they do manage
to become parents, will make bad
ones"; that rhythmic whipping of

schoolboys by teachers replaces the

pelvic thrusts of the dominant male
("performing an ancient primate form
of ritual copulation with their pupils,"

p. 168) ; that pregnancy is precluded
in a lactating mother ("Suckling is

sometimes deliberately prolonged . . .

as a contraceptive technique," p.

104) ; that the colicky baby, in the first

three months of life, is actually a re-

action to an agitated mother (p. 120),
and so forth.

The author adopts various authori-

tative guises, not the least of which is

that of evolutionary and peace coun-
selor: "the best solution for ensuring

world peace is the widespread promo-
tion of contraception or abortion."

There is repeated confusion between
"society" and "species"; and in his

first chapter, "Origins," there is neither

clarity of perspective regarding the se-

quence of events leading to modern
man, nor is there substantive evidence

for some assertions, for example, "His
[the naked ape's] whole body, his way
of life, was geared to a forest exis-

tence. . . ." (p. 24).
In conclusion, the author has pro-

vided the reader with some sort of

psychiatric mirror that reflects his mo-
tivations in ancestral flashbacks. He
has introduced some novel and chal-

lenging ideas and speculations. Various

aspects will appeal to certain readers,

others will be amused, others annoyed,
and others satisfied.
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I believe that a more accurate sub-

title could be "speculations on man's
ethos based on the studies of other

animals."

Ronald Singer
University of Chicago

The Naked Ape—A British View

The biggest stumbling block to Ev-

eryman's understanding of the animal
world is his tendency to anthropomor-

phize. So it is ironic, as well as inter-

esting, that by far the most popular

natural history book to be published in

Britain during 1967, The Naked Ape
by Desmond Morris, should turn all

this on its head. But it does: the author

flatly considers man as an animal—or,

more particularly, as just another pri-

mate—for the purposes of his book.

Dr. Morris, a shrewd and witty per-

former on typewriter and television,

aims to make us see ourselves as

"others" might see us, and the fun is

pretty furious. His title gives a clue to

his mode of thought. Suppose, he sug-

gests, that he were presented with a

specimen of man as an unknown
species. The feature of this mysterious

animal that would strike him most

forcibly would be the baldness of its

body compared with those of the other

primates. Hence, the naked ape.

The technique of considering man
purely as an animal—"therionising" us,

as one reviewer had it—has its disad-

vantages. For one thing, it seems to

lead the author to ignore, more or less,

both our ability to reason and also our

rich inner life of fantasy, though these

have clearly had considerable influence

on the final format of Homo sapiens.

With the other primates, even if these

qualities exist in any definite measure,

it may be viable scientifically to dis-

count them; to do so in consideration

of the biology of man must lead to a

pretty incomplete picture.

However, the Morris technique is

undeniably effective in helping us to

reappraise the most common aspects

of human life—simply because he pre-

sents them in such an unfamiliar way.

It has been said of the book that the

simple account Dr. Morris gives of

what human beings actually do when

they make love is "recommended read-

ing for children and celibates who have

never experienced sexual intercourse,

but virtually obligatory reading for

those who have experienced it—to the

point of losing track of their own ac-

tions."

From this point of view and as an

aside. The Naked Ape has appeared in

Britain at an interesting time. Perhaps

it could become a useful social anti-

dote, in the sense of bringing meaning

once more to actions that have become

meaningless in the sexy-permissive,

swinging Britain of the late 1960's. But
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that is just an idea of mine, and it

certainly does not account for the

book's runaway popularity. The news-

papers, television programs, and so on,

that have featured it have done so pre-

cisely because they expect its out-

spokenness to excite, and they have not

been disappointed.

No fault lies with the good Doctor

though. His book is full of brilliant in-

sights, usually the author's own, and

he is nowhere better than in his chapter

on sex. We are, he tells us, the "sexiest

primate alive," a fact that led to the

need for social co-operation and a more

lasting system of exclusive sexual pair-

ing than that of the other primates. Our

interest in the identity of the other

partner brought about frontal coition

rather than the posterior kind. And to

set us right, Dr. Morris suggests, the

original significance of the buttocks

and labia as sex signals partially

shifted to the rounded female breasts

and red lips.

He poses other questions also. Does,

for example, the importance of the

mother's heartbeat to the unborn child

extend into our later behavior so that

we cradle infants at the left because

the sound of the heartbeat has a calm-

ing effect? Again, does our lack of

hair, combined with our intense re-

sponse to contact, boost our interest in

inanimate textures?

Dr. Morris has written a lively and

provocative book, and I for one am
happy to forget its limitations in return

for this new, if incomplete, view of

myself.

Peter Williams
British Writer and Editor

The Apes, by Vernon Reynolds. E. P.

Button & Co., §10.00; 296 pp., illus.

The current burst of scientific in-

terest in primates has two faces.

Biomedical research having found that

the manlike apes make serviceable

surrogates for man, even as sources of

organs for transplanting, has signifi-

cantly compounded the threat to their

continued survival as species. At the

same time the increased attention given

them by ethologists and ecologists has

served to focus world attention on their

dwindling numbers. Before any effec-

tive action can be taken to avert the

inevitable extinction of gorilla, orang,

and chimpanzee we must know the bio-

logical needs of these species, and we
are learning them, rapidly.

The Apes is a fascinating compen-

dium of much that is known about these

creatures, put together, thank heaven,

by a literate zoologist, who has leavened

the body of observations made by

others with his own field studies of

chimpanzees. Dr. Reynolds traces the

history of man's knowledge of the apes,
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from concepts grounded more in my-

thology than in fact, through the slow

displacement of myth with truth. The
book provides a compact resume of

what is known about apes in captivity,

particularly of their mental capabili-

ties, and of the recent discoveries of

the behavior and biology of apes in

the wild. The author's criticism of

traditional zoo methods of ape-keeping

is, unfortunately, largely valid, al-

though some zoos are beginning to meet

the apes' needs today, thanks in great

part to the new knowledge coming

from field studies.

If faults exist in The Apes, they are

comparatively minor. In some areas the

book is up to date, while in others in-

formation is no newer than four or five

years old. A 1965 British ban on im-

porting orangs is cited, for example,

while the author seems unaware that

most American zoos have for several

years honored a voluntary ban of a

similar nature, or that about a year

ago the federal government began to

enforce in earnest a law that will have

the same effect. I was disappointed by

several references to the "yeti"' as a

possible new kind of ape. Although Dr.

Reynolds qualifies his remarks, such

seemingly credulous comments would
better be left to private conversation.

This sort of nit-picking, however, is

more appropriate to a chimpanzee than

to a reviewer, and I can recommend
The Apes as a readable, balanced

treatment on our closest relatives.

Joseph A. Davis, Jr.

New York Zoological Park
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Previous attempts elsewhere to teach language to chimps have used vocal com-
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were demands, such as "come-gimme," "more," and "tickle." The more recently
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The Ever-Changing Sea, by David B.

Ericson and Goesta Wollin. Alfred A.

Knopf, $7.95; 354 pp., illus.

Tliis is the second oceanographic

volume by David Ericson and

Goesta Wollin. Like the first. The Deep
and the Past, it deals principally with

their own research and as a result has

a sense of timeliness and personal ex-

perience. Happily, The Ever-Changing

Sea is in many ways a better book than

its predecessor. It is broader in scope,

better written, and contains much more
of the dynamic spirit of today's ocean-

ography. Beginning with a discussion

of the sea's scope, following through

its circulation and waves to the phys-

ical geology, the authors move into

the area of their greatest interest, the

sedimentary carpet of the ocean floor.

From this they proceed to the story of

the Pleistocene Ice Age and its effect

upon the oceans and the life within

them. In dealing with the structural

floor of the oceans, an area presently

the subject of controversy, they pre-

sent what might be called the "Lamont
viewpoint," giving it one of its best

popular expositions. A discussion of

the Mohole Project and its importance

to acquisition of knowledge of the

ocean bottoms is quite relevant, al-

though the project itself has met an

untimely death. A penultimate chap-

ter, "Life in Great Depths," seems al-

most an afterthought, an example of

the "gee whiz" school of oceanographic

writing. The final chapter, dealing with

the ocean and its future, contains much
that has been said before but presum-

ably must be said yet another time.

The authors, both oceanographers at

Columbia University's Lamont Geo-

logical Observatory, bring warmth to

the subject of oceanography as they

relate anecdotes and personal experi-

ences. However, the unwary reader

could be led to believe that little

oceanography exists outside Lamont,

and certainly that it is the outstanding

oceanographic institution. While there

is undoubtedly some basis for this

viewpoint, much of note that has oc-

curred elsewhere does not find its way
into this book. One is also led to won-
der if the writers pursued their aca-

demic careers during the early 30's, for

it is in this period that dated anec-

dotes, events, and people are dealt
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with in greatest detail. All chapters

have excellent historical perspective,

and the reader is shown much of the

development of oceanographic hard-

ware and thought. The book is marred

in sections by a^ pedestrian prose that

makes it read like a college text. This is

unfortunate, for the content is in many
ways extremely exciting.

The authors are at their best when
they are discussing the present con-

cepts of the dynamic ocean floor in

which both the crust and the sediment

carpet are in a long-range but nonethe-

less continuous state of modification.

For persons interested in the sea,

The Ever-Changing Sea is recom-

mended; it should be read now while

it is current, and it should be kept for

comparison with books that will be

written in the coming years to see how
rapidly this field of science is evolv-

ing. Most importantly, it should be

read by amateurs for it is written by
people who are participating in the

development of thought concerning the

ocean, not secondhand by writers ab-

sorbing their information from the pub-

lished literature. It is this fact that

gives the book its most commendable
value—contemporaneity.

Donald Squires
Smithsonian Institution

Frank M. Chapman in Florida, com-
piled and edited by Elisabeth S.Austin.

University of Florida Press, $7.95; 228

pp.

The text of this book shows us the

"ore" out of which ornithology and
ornithologists were smelted in the late

nineteentli century. It comprises the

field notes, letters, and penned reports

of Dr. Frank M. Chapman, who for

well over fifty years directed the study

and exhibition of birds at The Ameri-
can Museum of Natural History.

The publication of Chapman's //antf-

book of Birds of Eastern North Amer-
ica (1895) marked the advent of port-

able volumes that enable lovers of

nature to name the subjects of their

interest afield, alive and free rather

than reduced to possession as "speci-

mens." More than that, and more than
is encompassed by the newer, some-
what staccato and diagrammatic guides

to identification, the Handbook in-

cludes a lively, informative, yet ex-

traordinarily terse biography of every

bird. Each such account, indeed, is an
admirable life history in minuscule,

each a word portrait of the appear-

ance, habits, and personality of every

species discussed.

Such aptness can spring only from
alert observation, recorded moment by
moment. My immediate discovery when
reading Mrs. Austin's resurrection of

the young Chapman's jottings, begin-

ning with the year 1886, was that here

we find a main source of the Handbook,
not only of its ornithological substance

but even of the very phrases, sentences,

and longer passages that were to be

organized within a decade into a work

that set a wholly new standard.

The grist from these notebooks and

letters extends, indeed, far beyond the

dates of the Handbook and its revi

sions. Throughout the publications ol

Dr. Chapman, which continued volumi-

nously until 1943, we can find bright

flashes from the thoughts he had scrib-

bled in Florida, "hot off the bat," from

the age of twenty-two onward. His

pages are filled with beginnings.

The whole picture of then relativel)

primitive Florida in this book is one

of the allure and charm of a near

tropical environment that was quite

exotic to most contemporary Ameri
cans. It reflects also the history oi

slowly changing public sentiment re

garding natural resources (too little

and too late in many instances). The
Carolina parakeet was just going oui

for ever, the ivory-bill was already or

the way, and egret plumes were wort!

twice their weight in gold. Chapmar
began, perforce, as a museum coUec
tor in a new terrain, but his bent as

watcher of living creatures, and ulti

mately as field experimenter, contin

ually grew. His association with col

leagues, either younger or older thar

he, are made delightfully available

"T. Gilbert Pearson, Field Ornitholo

gist and Oologist. Nests and eggs col

lected and exchanged," according te

his boyish letterhead of 1894, was a fai

cry from the Pearson who, as head o:

the National Audubon Society, wrott

Adventures in Bird Protection.

Possibly the book may not prove a;

thoroughly nostalgic to every reader a;

it has to me. But naturalists in genera]

will recognize it as a precious humar
and scientific document rescued fron

oblivion. It includes the complete bib

liography of Frank M. Chapman anc

ends appropriately with a useful chap
ter on the ornithology of the Gaines
ville area "then and now" by the edi

tor's husband. Dr. Oliver L. Austin, Jr

Robert Cushiman Murphi
The American Museurr,

Briefly ly/oted

The Larousse Encyclopedia of Ani
MAL Life. McGraw-Hill Book Co.

$25.00; 640pp.,illus.

Based on Les Vie des Animaux bj

Leon Berlin, this updated, one-volume

guide is a survey of the animals of the

world from the single-celled proto-

zoans to tlie primates. The Nortl

American species are covered as ade-

quately as the European. With 1,00C

photographs and descriptive texts or
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both the zoological groups and the in-

iividual species, the book provides a

wide range of information in conven-

ient form. But much had to be con-

densed and abbreviated and while this

encyclopedia is adequate for home ref-

erence, the serious student will use it

merely as a first stop.

The Life of Prairies and Plains, by

Durward L. Allen. McGraw-Hill Book

Co., $4.95; 232 pp., illus.

Durward Allen, Professor of Wild-

life Management in the Department of

Forestry and Conservation at Purdue

University, covers an ecological com-

munity that has all but disappeared in

North America—the grasslands. Pro-

fusely illustrated, the book treats varie-

ties of grasslands, the adaptation of

its animal life, and its human inhabi-

tants. A number of appendixes offer

additional information on protected

grasslands, endangered animals, grass

identification, etc. This is the eighth

volume in "Our Living World of Na-

ture" series.

The Imperial Collection of Audu-

150N Animals. Original text by John

James Audubon and the Rev. John

Bachman. Edited and with new text

by Victor Cahalane. Hammond Inc.,

$25.00; 307 pp., illus.

Built around The Viviparous Quad-

rupeds of North America this volume

reproduces the color plates of John

James Audubon and his son, John

Woodhouse Audubon. Much of the

original text by the elder Audubon and

the Rev. John Bachman is preserved,

and Victor Cahalane has added addi-

tional information, rearranged ac-

counts to follow accepted zoological

sequence, and updated the life histories

of the species. A handsome production.

The Ray Harm Nature Sketchbook,
by Ray Harm. The World Publishing

Company, $7.95; 138 pp., illus.

A season-by-season excursion into

the Kentucky forest by a naturalist and

wildlife painter. Accompanying the

author's drawings and paintings are

his comments and observations of the

animals he paints, with helpful tips

on tracking and observing animals in

the wild. Those who are undaunted at

having to rise before dawn will be

amply rewarded by the variety of

wildlife found in the "quiet" woods.

C.B.
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Photographed by Questar at a distance

of 2% miles is the snout of the Coleman
Glacier on the west side of Mt. Baker.

The Coleman is one of the glaciers used

for measuring glacial advance and retard,

and it might chill you to know that gla-

ciers are advancing. The entire scene is

shown at the right; note the road in the

foreground that winds up the mountain.
Imagine an astronomical telescope so

conveniently portable that you can carry

it into the wilderness and turn its high

power on scenes like this!

Photographed by Hubert A. Entrop,
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Below, ihc Stundard Questar with Nikon
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nient right-ungle finder.
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CanfarnBity
awwd Schaaling

by Michael Berrill

Every animal, every community of

animals, holds a million secrets. Only

when you ask the right questions

does it reveal any of them, and often

the answers can become insights into

yourself. Watch an animal, ^vatch it

for a long time, and what at first ap-

pears senseless gathers meaning.

For many months I have been

searching the shallow waters along

our coasts for certain small, shrimp-

like crustaceans. They are called

opossum shrimp because each preg-

nant female carries her young in a

ventral brood pouch, but they are

properly known as mysids. I have

searched in cold a\ aters and in warm,

and I have watched the animals in the

particular environments in which

they live. I have become a part of a

quiet world ^vhere death has even

less drama than on land.

Most m)-sids are about half an inch

long. All are proficient at hiding and

at avoiding nets. They are common
along the coasts, and I have found

different species in abundance from

Nova Scotia to the Florida Keys, Ja-

maica, and California. A mysid is a

filter feeder, kicking up a current that

it filters for food. It is also a scaven-

ger—grabbing, holding, and eating

anything small and immobile enough.

It is itself food for the many small

fish of the inshore waters. An animal

must feed to grow and reproduce,

must reproduce to perpetuate the

species, and must defend itself from

its predators so that it can feed and

grow and reproduce. Mysids are un-

aggressive. They cannot harm or

scare their predators. They have been

my teachers, instructing me in ways

of hiding, teaching me the necessity

of conformity.

The rocky coast of Maine is the

home of many species of mysids. This

is the coast of bays and inlets, of

rocks laden with seaweed, of ten-foot

tides, of waves crashing on the ex-

posed points. The mysids avoid the

crashing waves. They live in pro-

tected spots where waves lap the

edges of the shore, gently swaying

the seaweed.

One of these several mysid species

lives near and among the seaweed. It

is large by mysid standards, often

longer than an inch. It changes its

color according to its background,

becoming so translucent in clear

water against a light background

that all you see are its two large eyes

and its gut. Ordinarily, however, it is

surrounded by dark-brown seaweed,

and its chromatophores expand to

make it appear equally dark.

It spends its days hovering close

to the seaweed, suspended in the

\vater. looking as if it were standing

on its tail. When waves rock the sea-

weed, the mysid lets itself be rocked

by the waves. Dark, passively sway-

ing, hovering near the vertical

strands of the weed, it is difficult to

distinguish. When it is threatened by

some nearby disturbance, it jack-

knifes its body and in a fraction of a

second spurts inches away in among

the seaweed where it is no longer vis-

ible and where fish are not likely to

follow. It often clings to the weed

instead of hovering in the water. It

is a solitary, independent animal.

This then is one ansiver, one way

to hide. Look like your environment,

move as your environment moves,

even cling to part of your environ-

ment, and your predators may not

see you. Just don't stand out.

Another mysid species lives off the

famous beaches of Cape Cod. It is a

lovely little animal, less than half an

Michael. Berrill is a Canadian tvho is

now a doctoral candidate at Princeton.

His thesis topic is shrimp schooling.
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Announcing the first Natural History magazine

Photographic Competition

and Exhibition
Grand Prize

Passage to India
A round-trip air fare for two to Delhi

1st Prize for color and 1st Prize for black and white

A Naturalists Library
Prizewinners and selected honorable mentions will be placed on exhibition in

a special gallery adjoining the Akeley Hall of The American Museum. All photographs exhibited will become

part of the Museum's permanent collection. Winners and honorable mentions will be announced in the June-July

issue of Natural History. In addition, a selection of the winning photographs will be published.

Photographs submitted should illustrate the following theme:

In nature's infinite book of secrecy

A little I can read.

Shakespeare, Antony and Cleopatra

The Judges:
GORDON REEKIE, Director of Exhibition

The American Museum of Natural History

JACOB DESCHIN, Editor
The New York Times

PATRICIA CAULFIELD, Photography Columnist
Natural History

DAVID BROWER, Executive Director

Sierra Club

ARTHUR ROTHSTEIN, Director of Photography
Look

DEADLINE FOR ENTRIES: March 15, 1968

MAIL TO: Photographic Contest

Natural History Magazine, 7 West 77th St., N.Y., N.Y. 10024

COMPETITION RULES:

1. The contest is strictly for amateur photographers. Anyone is

eligible except employees of Natural History or ofThe Ameri-

can Museum of Natural History, members of their families, and
individuals who personally, or any members of whose families,

are engaged in the manufacture, sale, commercial finishing, or

professional use of photographic goods.

2. No negatives should be submitted. Entries must be post-

marked no later than March 15. 1968. IMPORTANT: No more
than two pictures may be submitted by any one entrant.

3. Color photographs:

a. Color pictures may be submitted as either a transparency

or a print. Do not submit both a transparency and print of

the same picture.

b. Transparencies must be originals and must be mounted in

cardboard only.

4. All prints (color and black and white) must be approxi-

mately 8x10 and unmounted.

5. General:

a. On the back of the photograph or on the transparency
mount must appear: name and address of photographer,
make of camera used in taking the picture, and the place
it was shot.

b. Developing and printing may be done by a photofinisher

or by the entrant. No composite picture, such as multiple'

printing, multiple exposure, or montage, is eligible. No
artwork or retouching on prints or negatives is permitted.

c. All color transparencies will be returned to entrant only

if accompanied by a self-addressed envelope of proper size,

bearing sufficient return postage. Black-and-white prints

will not be returned.

6. Natural History assumes no responsibility for prints or

transparencies.

7. Pictures will be judged on photographic quality and origi-

nality in treatment of the theme. The decision of the judges will

be final.

8. Before receiving a final prize, the entrant must sign a state-

ment that his picture, or any closely similar picture of his of the

same subject or situation, has not been, and will not be, offered

for publication in any manner prior to July 1, 1968. Natural
History retains first publication rights to winning pictures.

PRIZES:

Grand Prize: For the best color or black-and-white entry

Natural History will provide a round-trip for two to Delhi.

1st Prize color, 1st Prize black and white: A Naturalist's Library:

a 50-volume collection selected by Hal Borland, based on the

books mentioned in his essay in the January, 1968, issue of

Natural History.

Honorable Mention: In addition to the prizewinning entries,

photographs selected by the judges for honorable mention will

be mounted for a special exhibition in the galleiy adjoining

Akeley Hall in The American Museum of Natural History.
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inch long and strikingly red around

its eyes, brood pouch, and tail joint.

It usually lives in the deeper water of

twenty feet or more where rubble'

gathers in certain places on the sea

floor. The intact shells of common
surf clams often accumulate in this

rubble, lying slightly agape although

no longer inhabited by their original

owners. These become the daytime

homes of the little red mysid.

The mysid does not hide in the

clamshells to the exclusion of all

other objects. It hides under any-

thing. But the barely open clamshell

is the perfect hiding site; most such

shells have from two or three to a

hundred individuals inside them
throughout the day. The animals

rarely leave their hiding places in

daylight. They seldom jostle or dis-

turb one another. If one, for some

reason, leaves its shell, it turns tail

immediately and rather frantically

speeds back in again.

When night comes the mysid be-

comes active. It leaves its protecting

shell and cruises around on the bot-
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tom foraging for food. Now its red-

ness does not matter, for there is no

light to make it look red. In fact, red

is not an uncommon color for noc-

turnal crustaceans, possibly because

red pigment is more easily produced

than its alternatives and so occurs

often where color adaptation is not

important. In any case, with the com-

ing of dawn the small mysids hide in

and under shells once again to wait

out the daylight hours.

This is another answer, quite dif-

ferent from that of mimicking your -

environment. Instead, hide where

you can't be seen during the hours

when your predators are feeding, and

at night when your predators are

quiet you can leave your hiding

place and go out and eat.

Another change of scene and an-

other mysid. This time imagine a

coral reef beside a small island not

far from the southern shore of Ja-

maica. The water is Caribbean blue;

the corals and their associated fish

are here and they are spectacular.

Not the best of reefs, but still beauti-

ful. The wave surge is strong, and

each wave sweeps everything not at-

tached to the coral or sand back and

forth as it passes by. Swimming here

is not easy, for if you relax, the surge

of the waves soon thrusts you onto

the corals or into a cluster of purple,

long-spined sea urchins whose spines

break off to penetrate and poison

whatever touches them.

These sea urchins are safe from

predation since no animal hurts itself

on purpose. Occasionally a swarm of

perhaps a thousand small, white,

translucent mysids sweeps back and

forth with the wave surge over a clus-

ter of two or three of the urchins.

The mysids orient and swim against

each surge direction, always staying

within a foot or two of the cluster. At
the least disturbance they dive as a

group in among the spines of the ur-

chins where they are completely safe.

When the disturbance ceases, they

swarm once again over the urchins.

These mysids can school in the way
that many fish school. They can swim
as an oriented group, responding as

a unit, yet leaderless and lacking any

division of labor within the group.

What a far cry from the often soli-

tary, hovering mysid in Maine or the

quiet aggregations of the red mysids

in the empty clamshells off Cape Cod.

Yet once again this is an animal

colored to draw least attention to

itself, hiding when it must in the best



liicling places the environment has.

Schooling behavior is intriguing

in itself, for it brings individuals to-

gether, and you might expect them to

be more easily seen and susceptible

to predation than if they remained

separate. Schooling, however, may
not be such a bad defense. If each

individual is concerned only with

saving its own skin, then as a member
of a school it may not be taking such

a risk. It may mimic the avoidance

movements of other individuals and

so avoid a predator before actually

seeing it. It may hide in the school,

for only those on the edge of the

school are near possible predators.

Most of all, though, as one of a

group, whose members all look iden-

tical and are in constant motion, it

may confuse the predator. This is

more than hypothesis. Any predator

that must zero in on a single prey

would be confused by a group of

moving individuals. You need only

play the part of the predator and
try to catch a single fish of a fish

schcol. or for that matter a single

mysid of a mysid school, to discover

how complete the confusion can be.

Other mysids school in other en-

vironments. Several species school in

and near the surf zone of the Cali-

fornia beaches where they have no
place to hide except among them-

selves. Another schools in vast num-
bers along the edges of lagoons of the

Jamaican mangroves. Each school

has only one size of individual in

it. Juveniles school with juveniles,

adults with adults. This happens

partly because the juveniles cannot

keep up with the adults or fight waves

or currents as strong as those the

adults successfully fight. It happens

partly because adults attack juveniles

as potential food and so chase them
from the adult school. The result, no

matter what the reasons, is that like

schools with like. No one in a school

looks or behaves any differently from
all the others. No one stands out.

I have spoken of mysids because

I know them well. Practically any

animal would have made an equally

good example. Animals have evolved

many ways of hiding themselves and
many ways of conforming to their

particular environments so that they

are not easily seen. They conform in

rhythm, movement, size, shape,

color, in mimicking their environ-

ment or mimicking themselves. Any
animal that does not conform is likely

to be the one that is eaten. Often this

nonconformity appears in the form
of sickness or injury, making an an-

imal conspicuous by its slowness or

erratic behavior, and that is the an-

imal the predator catches most easily.

Predation enforces conformity.

Without predator pressure, animals

could have far greater individual ex-

pression. What about ourselves? We
conform in so many of the same
ways. We modify our appearance,

our habits, our actions, our opinions

so as not to stand out. We conform
all the time and we all know this. We
have no predators now to detect and
destroy the nonconformer. We have,

however, substituted cultural pres-

sure for predation. We have, in a
way, become our own predators.

Two mysid shrimp swim in the waters off Jamaica.
A male is at top and a pregnant female below.
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in 2\i" plastic pot. CHOICE OF: Chinese Gold Arbor-
vitae. Monterey Cypress, Italian Stone Pine, Giant Se-
quoia (Redwood), Japanese Black Pine, Chinese Blue
Juniper. $1.00 ea. postpaid. All six (or any combination
of six) $4.99 postpaid. Our 32 page catalog of exoti. trees

and slirubs, imported accessories and authentic bonsai
containers witii instructions is free with any tree order
or IOC- by itself. Everything absolutely money back guar-
anteed (Garden lighting catalog ready, lOC.)

WESTERN ARBORETUM
Box 486, Dept. IT, La Canada, Calif. 91011

Catch 'em ALIVE 'n UNHURT

Official HAVAHART trap captures in\ading:

squirrels, rabbits, coon, mice, rats, animal nui-

sances of all kinds. 17 different models to suit

your needs. Metal top and doors protect crea-

ture from bad weather, make trap rigid and
preserve it from damage by captive animal. Can
be set with one or with both doors open. No
jaws or springs to break. Unwanted animals,
straying pets and poultry can be released un-
harmed. Galvanized. Extremely durable, many
in use for 20 years. Write today for exclusive
48-page guide to humane and efficient trapping
and price list.

HAVAHART
158-F Water Street, Ossining, New York 10562

Please send me FREE new 48-pag:e guide and
price list.

NAME .

Perfect for landscaping or Christmas Trees.

COLORADO BLUE SPRUCE, 4 yr. transplants,

5 to 10 in. tall, 10 for only $3. ppd.*, 20 for $5.*

ANOTHER SPECIAL
20 EVERGREENS, 4 yr. transplants, 5 to 10 in.

tall—5 each: Am. Arborvitae, Balsam Fir, Nor-
way Spruce, While Spruce—for only $5 ppd.*

20 SCOTCH PINE $3. ppd.*
Ideal for windbreaks or quicic growing screens.

Grow rapidly even in poor soil. Make excellent

Christmas Trees. Have beautiful thick gray-green
foliage. Not seedlings! These are hardy 3-yr.-old

TRANSPLANTS 4 to 8 inches tall. 20 for only
$3. ppd.*—that's only 15(# each!

ALL TREES GUARANTEED TO LIVE
("West of Miss. River nr south of N.C.. Tenn.. add 504
per offer.) Order now. Evergreen folder free.

WESTERN MAINE FOREST NURSERY CO.
Dept. NH28-AF Fryeburo, Maine 04037

Suggested
Additional Rending
PROSPERITY AND THE
NATIONAL PARKS

Daivis and Wild Rivers. L. J. Carter.

Science, Vol. 1.58. No. 3798. 1967.

Over-Use of the National Parks.

W. A. Johnson. National Parks

Magazine, October, 1967.

Lake Powell: Jewel of the Colo-

rado. U. S. Department of the

Interior, Bureau of Reclamation.

U. S. Government Printing Office,

Washington, D.C., 1965.

ETHIOPIA
Wax & Gold. D. N. Levine. University

of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1965.

Ethiopia. R. Greenfield. Frederick A.

Praeger. New York, 1965.

Environment and Archaeology. K.

W. Butzer. Aldine Publishing Co.,

Chicago, 1964.

THE HUNT OF THE WASPS
AT JACKSON HOLE

Curious Naturalists. N. Tinbergen.

Basic Books, New York, 1958.

Paralysis Caused by the Digger-

Wasp Philanthus. W. Rathmayer.

Nature, Vol. 196, pp. 1148-1151, 1962.

Predatory Wasps. H. E. Evans. Sci-

entific American, April, 1963.

CHIPPING STONES
IN THE OUTBACK

The World of the First Austral-

ians. R. M. and C. H. Berndt. Ure

Smith Pty., Ltd., Sydney, Australia,

1964.

The Prehistory of the Australian

Aborigine. D. J. Mulvaney. Scientific

American, March, 1966.

Man the Tool Maker. K. P. Oakley.

University of Chicago Press, Chi-

cago, 1957.

THE TURTLE GRASS
COMMUNITY

The Edge of the Sea. R. Carson. The
New American Library, New York,

1959.

The Lower Animals. R. Buchsbaum
and L. J. Milne. Doubleday & Co.,

Inc., Garden City, 1960.

Between Pacific Tides. E. F. Ricketts

and J. Calvin. Stanford University

Press, Stanford, 1952.

THE EVOLUTION
OF DUCK COURTSHIP

Inheritance of Behavioral Charac-

ters in Fo Mallard x Pintail {Anas

platyrhynchos L. x Anas acuta L.)

Hybrids. R. S. Sharpe and P. A.

Johnsgard. Behaviour, Vol. 26, pp.

259-27^2, 1966.

The Evolution of Behavior. K. Z.

Lorenz. Scientific American, Decem-

ber, 1958.

Courtship: An Ethological Study.

M. Bastock. Aldine Publishing Co.,

Chicago, 1967.

40 TIMBERED ACRES

$1650 TOTAL PRICE

WASH.-iDAHO-MONT.
$50 Down—$25 month, in Northern
Idaho, Northeastern Washington, and
Western Montana. In the heart of lakes

and big game country. All covered with

growing timber. Access, Title insurance

with each tract. This Is select land

with natural beauty, recreational and
investment values. Your inspection wel-

comed. Write us for free list, maps and
complete information. We have tracts

of many types and sizes from which to

choose, including Waterfront property

on Pend Oreille, Priest and Kettle Rivers

and on Hidden Harbor Bay of Pend Oreille

lake. Write to: Dept. GB

HANDCARVED
IVORY PAINTED BIRDS

$8.00 P.P.D. ea. 2" long.

Wood Duck, Canada Goose, Quail, Owl,

Golden Pheasant, Blue Jay, Cardinal

(M or F), Bluebird, Pelican, Oriole,

Kingfisher, Penguin, Titmouse, Tanager,

Goldfinch, Mallard (M or F), Swan,
Golden Eagle, Bald Eagle, Mandarin,
Pheasant (M or F), Canary, Nightingale,

Sparrow, Canvasback, Hawk, Wood-
pecker. Mockingbird, Robin, Waxwing,
Bunting, Parakeet (Blue, Green or Red).

Also Ivory Figurines, Flowers, Animals,
Chess Sets.

FAYE HAUER
2414 larchwood Rd., Wilmington, Del. 19803

4-WAY "HUMMER" FEEDER
Hummingbirds, those jewel-like rascals, love to

play and sip 4-at-a-time at the one and only

Hummy-Bird Bar"® (See actual photo). Other
birds or bees can't reach the sugarwater. Drip-

less, rustless, so easy to clean! The heart-

warming gift for yourself, family, friends (and
Hummingbirds!) for all occasions. Money back
guarantee. Full instructions. $2.95 plus 24(; post-

age. In Calif, add LSf* tax. Sorry no COD's.
HUMMINGBIRD HEAVEN. 6S18-N Apperson
St., TUJUNGA, CALIF. 91042 (Makers of

the popular Oriole "Fun-Bar" for fun-loving

Orioles!) Our 13th Year.
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, it is a
curious fact that of all

the communicating animals
the only one whose language
man has been able to translate

in much detail is the bee.

We owe this breakthrough into

animal language to the sharp
observation and dedicated
curiosity of the Austrian

zoologist Karl
von Frisch."
—HARALD ESCH,

Scientific American

KARL VON FRISCH
The Dance

Language and.

Orientation

of Bees
What do bees say to each other? What do the various "dances"
performed in the hive mean? How does a scout bee tell other
workers she has found nectar, what its value is, exactly where
it is, and from what flower it originates? How do bees use
landmarks and the sun to determine and communicate direc-

tion? How do they manage when the sun is invisible? Can bees
hear, see color, make out form, smell, taste? How do different
species of bees, other insects, and animals differ in their
methods of communication?
In this fascinating book, the man who is the world's most
renowned authority on bees describes in detail, in lucid, non-
technical prose, what he has discovered about these most
sophisticated of insects during a half-century of study and
experimentation. 580 pages, with 450 illustrations.

A Belknap Press Book $15.00

COMMUNICATION AMONG
SOCIAL BEES
Martin Lindauer. "One of the
greatest discoveries in this cen-
tury is undoubtedly that of von
Frisch when he deciphered the
language of the bees . . . his stu-
dent and now colleague M. Lin-
dauer has continued the tradi-
tion . . . first-rate." — Avierican
Scientist. Illus. 1961. Harvard
Books in Biology. $4.75

NERVE CELLS AND INSECT
BEHAVIOR
Kenneth D. Roeder. Revised and
enlarged. The activities of in-

sects in language readily under-
stood by non-specialists. "Roe-
der," said Science of the book's
first edition, "is a careful scholar,

a facile writer, but above all, he
is an excited scientist." Illus.

1967. Harvard Books in Biology.

$5.50

THE COMPARATIVE ETHOLOGY
AND EVOLUTION OF THE
SAND WASPS
Howard E. Evans. "Probably the
most detailed comparative be-
havioral study of a large group
of wasps that has ever been pub-
lished ... a mine of facts."—ATa-
ture. Illus. 1966. $15.00

ANIMAL SPECIES AND
EVOLUTION
Ernst Mayr. Winner of The Dan-
iel Giraud Elliot Medal of the
National Academy of Sciences,

this work is, as julian huxley
says, "certainly the most impor-
tant study of evolution that has
appeared for many years — per-
haps even since the publication of
The Origin of Species." 3rd
printing. 1963. A Belknap Press
Book. $11.95

LEARNING AND INSTINCT IN
ANIMALS
W. H. Thorpe. Revised and en-
larged. "This masterly work . . .

surveys present knowledge in the
discipline of ethology . . . and
evaluates the theories of various
investigators concerning learn-
ing and instinct." — Scientific

American. Illus. 1963. $11.00

BIRDS AND MEN
American Birds in Science, Art,
Literature and Conservation,
1800-1900
Robert Henry Welker. "Engag-
ing . . . engrossing . . . here is

history of men and birds at its

best. The author writes enter-

tainingly and with humor . . .

holds so much of value and inter-

est." - Nature. Illus. 1955.

A Belknap Press Book. $5.75

HARVARD
UNIVERSITY PRESS



MAIL
ORDER SHOPPING MART

A selection of products available by mail for readers of Natural History

All merchandise sold on a money-bock guarantee. Order direct by Stock No Send check or M O

UNUSUAL
VALUES

War Surplus' American-Made 7x50
Binoculars

Big savings: Brand new! Crystal -clear

viewing—7 power. Every optical element is

coated. An excellent night glass—the size

recommended for satellite viewing. Individ-
ual eye focus. Exit pupil 7 mm. Approx.
field at 1.000 yds. is 376 ft. Carrying Case
included. American 7 x 50's normally cost

S274.50. Our war surplus price saves you
real money.

Stock No. I544E S74.80 Ppd.

American Made Opaque Pro/ecfor

Projects illustrations up to 3" x 3'/a"—en-
larges them to 35" x 30" if screen is g'/i tt.

from projector, larger pictures if screen is

further away. No film or negatives needed.
Projects charts, diagrams, color or black-
and-white. Operates on 115 volts A.C. cur-
rent ... 6 ft. extension cord and plug
included. Operates on 60 watt bulb, not in-

cluded. Size 12" X 8" x 41/2" wide. Weiqhl
1 Ih. 2 02s. Plastic case.

Stock No. 70,I99E S7.95 Ppd.

Giant W<
•Balls of fun-' f,

for stores, terrific

gists. Create a
backyard fur

tion ateu
cloud heights

Balloons
kids, traffic stopper;

or amateur meteorolo
lighborhood sensation
Exciting beach attrac

Made of heavy duty neopr
vacuum cleaner or auto nir

available helium for high 1

Stock No SO 568E 8
Stock No 60.632E 16

I. and 1

Inflate with

Now' Water That Climbs Up Mil

back. Secret's in special -

ditive with long molecular structure— ,.

only '; tsp. to glass. Friction reducing -

ditive has all kinds of industrial, agrj -

tural, experimental uses—a pinch n

makes geld fish slide thru water faste 3

.0

r-To-Camera Holder
ir exciting telephoto pii

era with 7x50 binoculi

sh. ID"' long.

$12.50 Ppd.

Plastic Model V-8 Engine
of fun: Get thrill of building your

parts. Then push
Crankshaft revol\

open and closo in

Does everything

starter and watch it run.
es. pistons move, valve:
iequence with spark plugs.

"Fish" With A Magnet
>ure hunting on the bottom! Fas-
fun i sometimes profitable! Tie a
ur 5-lb. Magnet—drop it overboard

X Type— Gov t cost S50. Lifts over 150 lbs.

on land—much greater weights under water.

Stock No. 70.57IE SI2.50 Ppd.

Terrible lizards—Monstrous Mamtnt
Explore the fascinating prehistoric V It

of dinosaurs 200,000.000 years ago, it

kit contains 24 authentic scale models 12

dinosaurs— 12 mammals) accurately det.id

in sturdy plastic. Incl.: Giant Brontosaii,
fierce Tyrannosaurus Rex, Wooly Mam 111—range in size from 2" to 6". Also insto
build your own dinosaur land and Wcir

Stock No 70 8I7E

nil ft^ ««

Crystal Growing Kit

uu a crystallography project— illustrate wit

large beautiful crystals you grow yoursell

Study &. demonstrate factors affectin

growth, refraction, piezoelectric effect, sym
Crystals & Crysta

' plus
7 la

-. Jply of

display crystals (clear,

green and red).

S9.50 Ppd.

a)^' "H^ ^S ^

Wooden Solid Puri/es
es a fascinating assortment of 12 difter-
puzzles to provide hours of pleasure
stimulate ability to think and reason,

nials and geometric forms. Take them
-t and reassemble them. Lots of fun for
whole family—young and old. Will test
I. patience and abilit) to solve problems

Chesf
eriments plus a

ten Lens Kit to make telescopes, micro-
scopes, etc. Incl.: extra powerful magnets,
polarizing filters, compass, one-way mirror
film, diffraction grating, many other items.

Stock No 70 M2E $5 50 Ppd
chesttinc crystal growing kit) elec-

Worfcing Model Digital Comput
Solve problen
with miniatui
brain! Adds,

Stock No 70 205E

subtracts, multiplies, s I

carries, memorizes. Col
asily assembled. 12" x i

step by step assembly I

ng operation,
system) progn

FREE CATALOG COUPON

SEND FOR FREE MS!^!
CATALOG - "'

Completely new 1968
Catalog. 148 pages
packed with nearly

4,000 unusual bar-

gains. Exciting new
categories. Many new
items. lOO's of charts.

Illustrations. Many hard-to-get
surplus bargains. Enormous selectio

telescopes, microscopes, bin

ponents, etc. For hobbyists, experi-

menters, workshops. Shop by mail. No
salesman will call. Write for Catalog
"E" to Edmund Scientific Co.. 300
Edscorp Building, Barrington, New
Jersey 08007.

Name

Fly 9-Fl. Hot A
Ft. tall. Rises to amazing heights on just

t air. Supplied with tether attached, so

n be used over and over. Easy to make,
jnch, fly. Loads of fun. Great for cele-

ations. science fairs, plain fun. Will lift

idel gliders, parachutes, instruments, etc,

anything up to 'a lb. App

I for bottom r

off'" cord, complete instructic

Stock No. 60.69IE

planets close up. 60 to

nized and overcoated 3"
mary mirror, ventilated

mounted Barlow
hardwood tripod.

STAR CHART"
lens. 3X finder tel

Included FREE: ' _ ..

page 'HANDBOOK OF HEAVENS'
"HOW TO USE YOUR TELESCOPE"

Stock No. 85.050E $29.95 Ppd.
4'j" REFLECTOR TELESCOPE
Stock No. 85.I05E , S84.50 TCC
6" REFLECTOR TELESCOPE
Stock No. 85,086E $199.50 TCC

It's Here—8ig, New Digicomp '

If you think DIGICOMP I was somethc-
wait 'til you use DIGICOMP II! Lol
fun! Terrific challenge! Actually workliV
electronic digital computer but nee r

power. Adds, subtracts, multiplies, d He:

memorizes. First mechanical comput w
auto, switch action. First model dein*
for programming. Speed reduced by «tv

to I

istrates 'new' math.
Perfect fun way for al

puter age', 14" x 29" x 2". Red & Bit

masonite. Fully illus. instr. manual.
Stock No. 70.946E (Intro, price) $l6.0»Pi

ORDER BY STOCK NUMBER • SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER • MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO.
300 EDSCORP BUILDIiVir
BARRINGTON, NEW JERSEY 08007;



WHERE TO RETIRE OR VACATION
—at what look like prewar prices

These Are America's Own Bargain Paradises

In Off-the-Beaten Path, the best-selling book by Norman Ford, you read

island paradises aplenty in the United States and Canada, of art colonies

rtists search for picturesque locations where costs are low!), of areas with

most a perfect climate or with flowers on every side.

Here are the real U.S.A.-brand Shangri-Las made for the man or woman
iio's had enough of crowds. Here, loo, are unspoiled seashore villages,

Dpic-like islands, and dozens of other spots just about perfect for your
tirement or vacation at some of the lowest prices you've heard of since

e gone-forever prewar days. And for good measure you also read about
e low-cost paradises in Hawaii, the Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico.

You can be sure that Off-the-Beaten Path names the low-cost Florida
tirement and vacationing towns, the best values in Texas, the Southwest,
ilifornia, the South and East, Canada—and a dozen other areas which
e crowds have not yet discovered:

• That undiscovered region where winters are as warm as Miami Beach's
yet costs can be two-thirds less.

• That island that looks like Hawaii yet is 2000 miles nearer (no expen-
sive sea or air trip to get there).

• France's only remaining outposts in this part of the world—completely
surrounded by Canadian territory ... or a village more Scottish than
Scotland or age-old Spanish hamlets right in our own U. S. where no
one ever heard of nervous tension or the worries of modem day life.

• That remarkable town where a fee of 3 cents a day gives you an almost
endless round of barbecues, musicals, concerts, picnics, pot luck sup-
pers, smorgasbord dinners, and a fine arts program.

Off-the-Beaten Path is a big book filled with facts that open the way to

different kind of retirement or vacation made all the more attractive by
e rock bottom prices. About 100,000 words and plenty of pictures. Yet
costs only $2.

FABULOUS MEXICO
. . . WHERE EVERYTHING COSTS LESS

he land of retirement and vacation bargains

Where you can build a modern home for $4,500 and an American retire-

enc income looks like a fortune. It's the land where your vacation money
in buy double or more what it might back home—provided you know
lere to go for Mexico's best values.

Norman Ford knows Mexico from north to south, from east to west,
?ss tells you exactly where to get all of this country's best vacation and
tirement values, where you can live like a prince on what you might just

:t along on in the U.S.A.

Norman Ford knows Mexico from north to south, from east to west,
id he takes you to vacation and retirement areas that look more like the
3uth Seas than Tahiti itself; to whole sections of just perfect weather
rtere it's like June all year around; plus resort after resort, towns, cities,

las, and what not else where you'll have a vacation to remember at a cost
I low it could seem unbelievable.

If you want a delightful retirement area with plenty of Americans around
I talk to, he leads you to all the principal retirement towns, as well as
)zens of little known, perhaps even more delightful areas, where costs are
ay far down, there's plenty to do and meeting people is easy. Always, he
lows you modern, flower-bedecked hotels and inns that charge hardly half
[ what you might expect to spend in even such a land of vacation and re-

rement bargains as Mexico.

There's a great deal more besides: everything from exploring ancient
yramids as old as Egypt's to finding fabulous hunting and fishing. If you
light want to share in the high interest rates Mexican banks pay or to
Liy equally high-earning real estate or start a business of your own, this

etailed guide to a fabulous land tells you what you must do to start your
loney earning so much more than in the U.S.

Fabulous Mexico—Where Everything Costs Less opens up Mexico to you.
.'s a big book, yet it costs only $1.50. So send for yours today.

ALL ABOUT ARIZONA
—the healthful state, where it's great to live and vacation

Just as a road map shows you how to reach your destination, Thomas B.
esure's big book, All About Arizona, the healthful state, leads you to
'hatever you want in this fast growing state of sun and scenic wonder-
inds.

What do you want to know about Arizona?

Where's the best place to retire at low cost? Where are summers cool?
Vinlers, sunny most of the time? Where are the best areas for a job
r a business of your own? For a home? What must a newcomer watch
ut for when buying land ... or a home? How high are taxes? Is it true
lat living costs are less than in the East? What about salaries . . . schools
3r my children . . . my health?

Or do you want to tour this Grand Canyon Slate? What's the best way
3 see Arizona by car (or otherwise)? What is really worth seeing along
^e roads and down interesting side roads? Or in the cities, the nation^
arks and the other four-star sights? What are those world-famous but
elatively unknown four-star sights overshadowed by spectacular Grand
'anyon? What is really the best way to see the Grand Canyon? The
adian reservations? The other Canyons? Which are the best places to
at and stay along the way?
What are the sure ways to cut travel costs hi this big state?

Filled with facts, over a hundred thousand words in length, All About
ulzona, the healthful state, almost brings Arizona to your door, answering
tiese and a hundred other questions and giving you a richer, better picture
'f Arizona than many people have after living there for years.

To know all you should about Arizona before you go for a home, a job,
I business of your own, retirement in the sun, or a vacation you'll always
emember, read All About Arizona^ the healthful state. Price only $2.

WHERE WILL YOU GO
IN FLORIDA?

FLORIDA needn't be expensive—not if you know just where to go for
whatever you seek in Florida. And if there's any man who can give you the
facts you want it's Norman Ford, founder of the world-famous Globetrot-
ters Club. (Yes, Florida is his home whenever he isn't traveling.)

His big book, Norman Ford's Florida, tells you, first of all, road by road,
mile by mile, everything you'll find in Florida whether you're on vacation or
looking over job, business, real estate, or retirement prospects.

Always he names the hotels, motels, and restaurants where you can stop
for the best accommodations and meals at the price you want to pay. For
that longer vacation, if you let Norman Ford guide you, you'll find a real
"paradise"—just the spot which has everything you want.

Of course, there's much more to this big book.

If You Want a Job or a Home in Florida
NORMAN FORD tells you just where to head. His talks with hundreds of
personnel managers, business men, real estate operators, state officials, etc.,

let him pinpoint the towns you want to know about, if you're going to
Florida for a home, a job with a future, or a business of your own. If you've
ever wanted to run a tourist court or own an orange grove, he tells you
today's inside story of these popular investments.

If You Want to Retire on a Small Income
NORMAN FORD tells you exactly where you can retire now on the money
you've got, whether it's a little or a lot. (If you need a part-time or seasonal
job to help out your income, he tells you where to pick up extra income.)
Because Norman Ford always tells you where life in Florida is pleasantest
on a small income, he can help you to make life easy now.

Yes, no matter what you seek in Florida—whether you want to retire,

vacation, get a job, buy a home or start a business

—

Norman Ford's Florida
gives you the facts you need to find exactly what you want. Yet this big
book with plenty of maps and well over 100,000 words sells for only $2

—

only a fraction of the money you'd spend needlessly, if you went to Florida
blind.

For your copy, fill out coupon today.

WHAT TO SEE
IN ALL AMERICA

—in the U.S.A., Canada, and Mexico

This is the guide to the topnotch sights in all three sight-filled countries
—and even beyond them to the Panama Canal.

Whether you want to visit New York or California, the National Parks or
Mexico, Alaska or Florida, or take an adventure trip down the Pan Ameri-
can Highway to fabulously colorful Guatemala or all the way to Panama,
this big guide routes you there in the most interesting ways, describes what
to see and details the side trips worth taking.

If you travel by car. What to See in All America gets you there over the
most sight-filled highways, taking you into areas where each turn of the
road brings you new and striking views. Always, it tells you exactly where
to turn, so you never wander out of the way or miss any important sight.
Where the highway stops, it suggests further trips by rail or boat to widen
your travels. So Hudson Bay or the Eskimo lands or South America are
within your reach. If you are not driving, it names the bus and rail routings
which most nearly match the highly scenic roads.

Near or far—in New York or Los Angeles, in Anchorage or Mexico City,
in Quebec or San Antonio, in Yellowstone or the Great Smokies, in New
England or Guatemala or Panama—it always details how to allot your
time in order to pack a great deal of sightseeing and travel into even a
short vacation.

Fully 100,000 words long. What to See hi All America helps you see
the U.S.A., Canada, Mexico and the lands beyond them with knowledge
and understanding. You'll use it year after year for more and more trips
up and down the entire continent, as you visit more and more of all these
countries. So why not get your copy now. It costs only $2.

Mail to HARIAN PUBLICATIONS, 1 14 Forest Drive

Greenlawn (Long Island), New York 11740

I have enclosed $ (cash, check, or money order). Please

send me the books checked below. YOU WILL REFUND MY
MONEY IF I AM NOT SATISFIED.

D SAVE ALMOST HALF: All 5 books below for only fS.

n All About Arizona-the healthful state. $2.

G Norman Ford's Florida. $2.

Fabulous Mexico—Where Everything Costs Less. $1.50.

G Ofl-the-Beaten Path: America's own Bargain Paradises. $2.

Street Address

City & State Zip Code



Get away to it all

Alaska. It's all too much to tell

in one ad. But here's one example
of how to make your getaway

:

drive aboard one of the State's

modern ferryliners at Prince Rupert,

British Columbia. Start your cruise

up the famed 'Inside Passage'

—

early explorer and gold-rush route.

See scenery that has to be called

super-spectacular. You'll slip by
glaciers crushing to the sea. High
forested mountains plunge to deep

x»4^

fjords. Around the bend, there's a

fishing village or a surprised whale.
Deer and bear watch you go by.

The weather's warm.
It's only 90 miles to Ketchikan,

the world's salmon capital, where
you'll see the greatest collection of

totem poles anywhere. Wrangell,

gateway to the spectacular

Stikine River country. Petersburg,

the picturesque "little Norway"
fishing town. Sitka, where the

Russians said "nyet" too often to

the Tlingit Indians, resulting in

the "Battle of Alaska." Capital city,

Juneau, where you can ride an

ore car through one of Alaska's

fabled gold mines.

At the top of the Alaska
Panhandle you have a delightful

decision. Cruise to Haines and
take the Haines Highway 1 50
miles north to meet the Alaska
Highway. Or put your car on a

train at Skagway—jumping off

point for the Klondike Gold Rush.
Ride a parlor car over the Gold Rush
Trail to link with the Alaska Highway

alaska!

at Whitehorse, Yukon Territory.

Then on to Fairbanks, where you
can live it up in a mining town
saloon or visit "Alaskaland," new
fun fair of the North.

More of this great state is still

ahead. Mt. McKinley and
Anchorage. Eskimoland above the

Arctic Circle. Along the way, you
can stop to fish, hunt, take in the

history, the scenery. And bring

your camera. These are pictures

your friends will want to see.

SAFETY INFORMATION: The
State of Alaska ferries Malaspina,
Taku and Matanuska, registered in

the United States, meet Interna-

tional Safety Standards for new
ships developed in 1960.

Alaska Travel Division, Pouch E-5, Juneau, Alaska !3(

Let me know about it all !

Send all the information on where to go, what to

vhat to wear and how to be
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This seagoing scientist is

helping oceanographers fathom

the mysteries of the deep.

What's he doing at IBM?

IBM's Ed Coughran is a scientist who applies mathematics to

ocean studies. He is assigned to work with Scripps Institution of

Oceanography of the University of California, San Diego. One of

his jobs is to help oceanographers at sea as they struggle to

gather information— in fair weather or foul, 24 hours a day.

"On a cruise," says Coughran, "oceanographers collect thou-

sands of facts. But ordinarily, they don't have time to analyze this

information until they return to port. If they find something inter-

esting, they can't do anything about it until next time out—so

things move slowly."

Ed Coughran is developing techniques to help oceanographers

speed things up: by going down to the sea with computers.

Coughran helped to install an IBM computer aboard the re-

search vessel, Thomas Washington, for a trip into the tropi-

cal Pacific. Scripps' oceanographers wanted to

learn more about this lonely, largely unexplored

stretch of sea.

The computer, through sensing equipment, was

able to collect and store facts on water tem-

perature, salinity and pressure. Then, analyze

it immediately. This meant oceanographers

could formulate new theories and gather the

facts to test them while still in the Pacific.

This and other information about the

ocean can serve mankind in many ways—
for example, in helping us exploit the food

resources of the undersea world. And it's

one more demonstration of how IBM ex-

perts—like Ed Coughran— are using com-

puters to help solve information problems

of all kinds, ashore or afloat.

IBM
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Life mask taken 60 days before Lincoln's death. The hand was cast in 1860. From the collection of Clarence Hay
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r. M. S. Russell

Author of "Nature and the City,"

August Heckscher is the Commis-
sioner of Parks in the city of New
York. Prior to assuming this posi-

tion, Mr. Heckscher served as direc-

tor of the Twentieth Century Fund,

as special consultant on the arts to

President Kennedy, and in a number
of public service positions. He holds

degrees from Yale and Harvard and

honorary degrees from the Regents

of the University of New York State,

from C. W. Post College, and from
Fairleigh Dickinson, Temple, and

Brandeis Universities. Mr. Heckscher

is an accomplished author and editor,

having served for some years as the

chief editorial writer for the New
York Herald Tribune.

Although his articles on nature and

the natural environment regularly ap-

pear in most of the country's leading

magazines, Joseph Wood Krutch
describes himself as an "amateur"

naturalist. He lives in Tucson, and is

now an acknowledged expert on des-

ert life. Nature writing and studying

the desert environment have become
his latest career. Dr. Krutch was for-

merly Professor of Dramatic Litera-

ture at Columbia, and has written

such distinguished books as The
Modern Temper, The Great Chain of

Life, and The Measure of Man.

A former director of Educational

Services, Inc., an organization de-

voted to curriculum development,

David Webster is a regular contrib-

utor to Nature and Science magazine

and a writer of science books for

young people. Mr. Webster is also a

science teacher, and is currently

working on a book about snow, to be

published later this year by Natural

History Press.

Thomas M. Griffiths (known to

his associates as Mel) is Professor

and Chairman of the Department of

Geography at the University of Den-

ver. In his article. Dr. Griffiths deals

with the narrow band of earth and

air from about six feet above to sev-

eral feet below our planet's surface—

the province of the microclimatolo-

sist. In addition to his teaching and

research, Dr. Griffiths has contribi

uted to the Encyclopaedia Britannia

and has written numerous magazine

articles.
!

In order to photograph muskoxen

author-photographer Fred Bruem
MER traveled some 1,200 miles b;

dog sled, accompanying a group o

Eskimos on a six-week trip in th

spring of 1967. Some of these photo

graphs appear in his article, "11

Shapen Beast." He had formerl

studied the muskox on Spitsbergen

an island group near Norway. Th
author worked for Canadian news

papers prior to turning to free-lanC'

writing and photography. His firs

article for Natural History ("Sabl

Island") appeared in the August

September, 1967, issue.

This month, Alan Ternes contrib

utes his second article in a two-par

series on Ethiopia. The author's fa

miliarity with Ethiopia is the resul

of his travels in that country durinji

the summer of 1967, and of his stud

ies with the African geographer Wi
Ham Hance, at Columbia Universit)

Geologist 0. C. Farquhar is a pre

fessor at the University of Massachr

setts in Amherst. He has performe

field work in geology in North Amei

ica, Africa, and New Zealand. In hi

article, "Enigma on the Sea Floor,

Dr. Farquhar departs from his pr

mary interests, engineering geolog

and mineral deposits, to discuss th

animal-made trails found on th

ocean floor.

Author of "The Slash-and-Bur

Technique," W. M. S. RussELL is

member of the Department of Socio

ogy at the University of Reading i

England, where he lectures on soci;

biology. Russell has made many aj;

pearances on British television an

radio. In addition to writing fictioi

the author has published several ma;

azine articles and books in the fielc

of endocrinology, evolutionary th'

ory, and animal and human beha

ior. He is currently at work on a boc

dealins with aggression in aninia

and man.
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IHy feelings for the natural world

do not derive from professional ex-

perience as a naturalist. I can lay no

claim to the role of botanist or zool-

ogist, of horticulturist or ornitholo-

gist. I am more, I suppose, a philos-

opher who came to believe quite long

ago that to live in close contact with

nature is the surest way to the happi-

ness and wisdom of a full life. This

is a very old ideal, a characteristic

strain in Western civilization from

Socrates to Montesquieu, and to our

own Thoreau. It has much to do with

the world of natural things, but it

goes deeper to affirm that man can-

not escape from his own origins, that

he must know himself, and that to

know himself he must recognize that

he is part of the mysterious web of

organic and inorganic nature.

When man tries to separate him-

self from this web he rises not to ne^v

heights or a truer wisdom, but as-

cends at best to the nightmares of

reason. Montesquieu speaks some-

where of "celestial thoughts and sub-

terranean conduct." It is a chilling,

Litter phrase, but it says something

important about man and his fate.

In the past it has perhaps been

easiest to attain wisdom and humility

in the context of a rural existence.

To be close to earth and to the chang-

ing seasons, to be in some measure

one with growing things, is to be

healthily reminded of one's human
limitations.

I recall some years ago crossinii

over into the state of Vermont; at the

first crossroads where I stopped td

ask the way, I remarked on the fad

Jamaica Bay Wildlife Refuge, part oj

the New York City park system.

JVaiureandthe City
August Heckscher, New York City Parks Commissioner, com-

ments on the urban parks—a setting for recreation, a contribu-

tion to the city's esthetic dimensions, but most importantly, a

reminder thai our lives are very luuch a part of nature



hat it was a beautiful day. The Ver-

nonter looked at me quite a ivhile,

hen he said, '"Yes, we've kno\TO a

ew." The subtle rebuke to my en-

husiasm, but even more, the feeling

)f that man's rootedness in the times

md seasons, has always remained

vith me. The days that he had really

aioun, really lived, had kept him

mman, as I like to think they had

nade him wise.

In modern life we have gone to the

)pposite extreme. The heresy of the

ige is man's arrogance in putting

limself above nature, literally out-

iide of it, as he seeks to control and

;xploit it for his own uses. Never be-

ore has it been possible for man to

nake over entire environments. But

he power to make over is the power

o destroy the environment upon

vhich all life—including man's—de-

fends. It is no longer a question of

ivhetlier or not we shall change the

[ace of the planet. But it is a deep

ind disconcerting question whether

.ve shall change it so radically, so ir-

reversibly, as to disorganize the proc-

esses by which life in all its mani-

oldness is sustained and renewed.

Fo heedlessly promote or condone

he extinction of a growing number
)f plant and animal species, to begin

make over man's psyche, his body,

jnd, indeed; to tamper with his genes

s to stand in a new and terrifying

elationship to nature.

A saving instinct may neverthe-

ess be at work. Lewis Mumford in

f/ie Myth of the Machine, a recent

itudy of profound significance, has

suggested that this heresy has in fact

leveloped comparatively recently,

ind that it may be reversed and out-

ived. We have read the history of

our race, he argues, in terms of tool-

making—we have measured man's

progress by his capacity to change

outward things. But the reconstruc-

tion of history and anthropology ap-

pears to lead to another conclusion:

that man has always sought self-ex-

pression above domination; that he

has been primarily the seeker and

finder rather than the exploiter. If

this is true, then we may yet be

rescued by our better selves, and a

balance may be established between

the appetites of men and the physical

limitations of the environment.

^e shall be prudent, in any case,

to the extent that we preserve nature

and study its Ava) s : and the midst of

a great city is as appropriate a loca-

tion as any other in which to do this.

As Parks Commissioner I have been

keenly aware of the responsibility to

see that within the gray city of stone

and steel there survives a green city

accessible to all the citizens. It is

sometimes a discouraging task. One

looks about at the vast manifesta-

tions of the urban scene, the masses

of men. the monstrously piled up

structures; one remembers Keats'

youthful, jubilant lines:

To one who has been long in

city pent,

'Tis very sweet to look into

the fair

And open face of heaven—to
breathe a prayer

Full in the smile of tlie

blue firmament. . . .

Yet Keats, when he felt that release,

was only a fe\\' miles from the center

of the London of his day. He had

walked across the heath to find pure

air and serene skies. In a far more

crowded and difficult environment

we must find our own "lair of wavy

grass." And we must keep it, not-

withstanding the threats that press

from all directions.

The parks play many roles in the

city of today. They contribute signif-

icantly to its esthetic and architec-

tural dimensions, breaking what must

otherwise become a homogenized,

dull landscape and individualizing

the citizen's environment. To live

close to a park is to have one's neigh-

borhood defined; it is significant

that almost every open space has its

organized, and usually vociferous,

citizens' group. The parks also pro-

vide a setting for recreation and

play. More recently they have be-

come in New York the great stage

upon which the common values of

the community are celebrated, in

such strange ways as "happenings"

or in the large gatherings at cultural

events. But perhaps most important-

ly, the parks provide the saving re-

minder that nature is still part of our

lives—or, more correctly, that our

lives are a part of nature.

New York is fortunate in the wide

spaces that have been left to us by

earlier generations. Central Park in

Manhattan stands as a quiet miracle

at the heart of a city seemingly given

over to an expression of man's naked

power. Not less extraordinary is the

green circle of parks carved out in

the Bronx before the northward

thrust of the city had made itself

fully feh. The city is fortunate, too,

in the bajs, rivers, and seas that sur-

round it—along with their beaches

and their vanishing wetlands, a nat-

ural resource that is too often unap-

preciated.
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fhe Hasselblad system...

ind a few reasons why the serious photographer needs it.

you're serious about your pho-

jgraphy, (and you wouldn't be

eading this advertisement if

ou weren't), then you are prob-

bly already the proud owner of

so called "system" or a "sys-

3m camera." You like it, be-

ause you like to do a lot of

hooting, and you like the ver-

atility and freedom that the

system" idea can bring to your

hotography. Probably the "sys-

im" that you have is 35mm
, right? And it's great because

DU can shoot lots of exposures,

nen print up your best shots.

ut you'd be the first to admit

lat there's a big loss in image

uality when you blow up that

5mm negative to "Exhibition"

rint size. And did you ever get

lad because you had a black

nd white film loaded and then

II of a sudden that chance for

great color shot happened. Of

ourse if you have two bodies,

nd keep one always loaded

ith color, then you're In great

hape...do you have two
odies? And did you ever get

lad at your wife when she
'anted to see the pictures

f that weekend trip you both
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he size of the contacts?
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ggerated, but they do point out

few things that can happen if

ou own a 35. None of these

lings can happen if you own
ie Hasselblad System. You see

lasselblad is the one camera
ystem that can do anything

lat any 35mm camera system
an do and at the same time

ive you all the advantages of

ne 2'/4 square format. Plus the

lasselblad System of inter-

hangeable lenses with built

1 Compur shutter and inter-

hangeable film magazines.

Here's what the Hasselblad Sys-

tem consists of. Firstly, the

500C, the standard camera in the

system*. It accepts all seven

lenses available for the Hassel-

blad, and is a single lens reflex

viewing camera. The 500C
always shows you exactly how
your final picture will turn out

on the ground glass screen,

in the same way a view camera

does. This allows you to concen-

trate on the setting up and com-

position of your picture, no mat-

ter what lens or accessories you

are using on the camera.

The lens, magazine, focusing

hood and winding knob of the

500C are all instantly inter-

changeable.

Next is the Hasselblad Super

Wide C. The camera that caused

a breakthrough in 21/4 square

photography. Equipped with a

38mm, 90° angle of view Zeiss

Biogon f/4.5 lens, this camera
allows you to take pictures pre-

viously considered impossible.

The superb optics of the lens

assures perfect distortion-free

horizontal and vertical delinea-

tion, with sharpness of image

from corner to corner of the

negative area, even at full aper-

ture. Depth of field at an aper-

ture of f / 22 is from 26 inches to

infinity.

The newest camera in the Has-

selblad System is the electri-

cally driven Hasselblad 500EL.

This camera automatically ad-

vances the film and cocks the

shutter, allowing a rapid series

of exposures to be made, either

by use of the camera release

or long release cords, timer or

remote radio control. The 500EL

accepts all the lenses and most
accessories available for the

500C. Obviously one of the ad-

vantages of this camera is that

the photographer is freed from

the actual mechanics of picture

taking and can therefore, de-

vote himself completely to the

subject.

The use of the 500EL with the

Hasselblad 70mm film maga-
zine, (up to 70 exposures on

cassette loaded 70mm film)

allows the photographer, work-

ing on a job where a large num-
ber of exposures are required,

to handle his work load much
more quickly and efficiently.

There are seven Carl Zeiss

lenses in the Hasselblad System,

40, 50, 80B, 120, 150, 250C and

500mm. Each lens has a built

in Synchro Compur shutter,

with automatic stopping down
at the moment of exposure and

manual preview for depth of

field checks. Every lens has

both M and X synchronization al-

lowing the use of flash and
strobe at all speeds up to

l/500th of a second.

Five different instantly inter-

changeable film magazines are

available. These magazines
allow the photographer to make
12 or 16 exposures on 120
i'\\m°, 24 exposures on 220
film^ and 70 exposures on
70mm film. The magazines also

allow the choice of 3 formats,

(21/4 square, 2% X IVe, 1% X 1%).

This allows not only for speed

of operation, but the conven-
ience of being able to change

either film type or format in

mid-roll.

Completing the system is a

huge range of accessories that

includes extension tubes and

bellows extensions for close up

work, filters'", transparency

copy holders, cut film backs,

eye level prism finders'', sports

view finders, sun shades",
rapid winding crank', quick

focusing handles-*, grips,

underwater housings, ring lights,

microscope attachments and

carrying cases.

We are not suggesting that you

need the entire system all at

once. But we do believe that the

quality of your photography,

and the pleasure that you get

out of it, can be increased many
times over when you own a

small part of the Hasselblad Sys-

tem. (Such as those shown
below.) The Hasselblad System
is not cheap, but then if it wil

stop your wife complaining
about the size of your contacts,

mightn't it be worth it?

This description of the Hassel-

blad System has been neces-
sarily brief. If you would like a

Hasselblad catalogue or further

literature or if you have a spe-

cific technical inquiry, write to

Paillard Incorporated, 1900
Lower Rd., Linden, N.J. 07036

HASS£ieiAD



CER-VIT AND BROAD-BAND COATING -

ANOTHER QUESTAR^'FIRSr
Part of our job in making the world's

finest and most versatile small telescope

is continually to be aware of the new
materials and techniques that can improve
the performance and convenience of our
product. Now we are making Questar
mirrors of Cer-Vit, that fabulous sub-

stance which has essentially no thermal
expansion, surpassing even quartz in its

stability.

And to augment the efficiency of a

Cer-Vit mirror we apply a broad-band
dielectric coating that increases its reflec-

tivity to 99%. Further, to reduce the light

loss at each surface of the front lens to a Cer-Vit mirror is used m the 7-inch
less than l/IO of 1%. a VLR (very low Questar, shown above, a new instrument
reflection) coating is applied which trans- of the same superfine qualitv that has
mits all frequencies of the visible spec- given Questar its world-wide reputation,
trum. With this combination total light Each one that leaves our hands is star-

grasp is increased by approximately 22%.- tested and will resolve .5 second of arc.

At lower left the Duplex 3 ''2 -inch

Questar is shown in its handsome leather

case contained in one cubic foot of

space, a complete portable observatory
that when needed for terrestrial use alone
can be quickly converted to the Field

Model.

Questar, priced from $795. is described

in our newest booklet which contains
more than 100 photographs by Questar
owners. Send $1 for mailing anywhere in

No. America, By air to rest of Western
Hemisphere, $2.50; Europe and North
Africa, $3.00; elsewhere, $3.50.

QUESTAR
BOX 160, NEWHOPE.PENN. 18938

sioner of Sanitation, and I gathered

one late spring evening on the spot.

The astonishing but highly gratify-

ing outcome of our meeting was that

Split Rock should be saved!
i

The people of the Bronx continue

to generate the wastes that are part

of contemporary civilization, and we
still have not resolved the problem

of how these are to be disposed of in

the interval before long-range plans

can be put into effect. But the wet-

land is, for now, secure. And soon

children from the whole city will be

going to a simple nature center there,

where they can see and learn of na-

ture's strange ivorkings, and explore

a wealth such as few cities possess.

Jamaica Bay is kept as a bird

sanctuary, in spite of pressures to

give over its tide-washed islands to

housing, industry, or mass recrea-

tion. The jets of nearby Kennedy
Airport have not driven off nature's

own fliers, and if the city takes the

sensible step of decentralizing its air

traffic, birds may still be at home
there a generation from now, perhaps

several generations hence. The green

belt on Staten Island persists precari-

ously, while authorities in Albany

and Washington seem tmwilling to

give final acknowledgment to the su-

premacy of man's stake in nature

over his disposition to build eight-

lane expressways. At the tip of the

Rocka^vays. Breezy Point displays

the skeletons of half-completed hous-

ing projects, halted by court order

while men exhibit the good sense to

weigh the merits of natural beauty

over one more extension of concrete.

Last year, ivhen the poet laureate

of England died, it was good to recall

his feeling for those small, cherished

parts of earth that contain much that

is important to man's wholeness and

sanity. "Some places," John Mase-

field had written, "seem to have a

memory and a living spirit. We do

well to keep such places holy, and to

seek what they have to tell us."

In the modern, all-consuming city

such locations may be those that

mark the journey of a good man or

note some other moment in history.

But most often they are simple bits of

\vildness left for us to cherish and
keep. What these places have to tell

us is important beyond the power of

words to conve)'. On our capacity to

listen to the lesson they teach, and

truly to understand it, may well de-

pend man's survival on this planet.

10
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The Encyclopedia of World Art

is a treasured possession for

those of us who share a deep interest

in the visual arts (S^:3 To learn how^

you may acquire this sumptuous

art library for your home, send for ^

complimentary 20-page Prospectus.

There is no obligation.

a

-^'iii.
'•'

''•d,

"The Encyclopedia of
World Art is a monument to man's

visual imagination."
SATURDAY REVIEW

The Encyclopedia of World Art embraces, in 15 volumes of surpassing

beauty, all of man's greatest achievements in the visual arts through

the centuries, it has fully 7,000 full-page plates, and hundreds of illuminating

essays by the foremost art authorities of our time. The prospectus above
gives you full details of this incomparable art library and the special budget
plan available to Subscribers. For your copy, simply mail the attached card.

McGRAW-HILL COiVlPANY, 330 WEST 42ND STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y. 10036
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The Unnatural Mistai

M. WO different insects were com-

monly called doodlebugs a genera-

tion or two ago—and for all I know
they may be called so still. One is the

larva of a tiger beetle and the other

the larva of the ant lion. What they

have in common is that both lie in

pits below the surface of the ground

where they wait for their prey to

pass by, and where small boys, with

fewer amusements than they have

today, used to fish for them with

straws. The larva of still another un-

related insect, the fly of the genus

Vermileo, or worm lion, has also

somehow or other developed the

habit of constructing a pit in which

to wait for unlucky passersby.

Only members of the family Myr-

meleontidae (the ant lion) concern

us here, but there is enough of both

natural and unnatural history con-

cerning them to fill a book. The two-

part name, ant lion, was certainly

responsible for a good deal of the un-

natural part, and although this term

is an accepted one today, its history

goes back a long way to the time

when it was applied both to the actual

insect and to the fabulous creature

its name suggested.

As for the actual insect, nearly

everybody in the United States and

most parts of Europe who uses his

eyes has seen the little conical pit that

the ant lion constructs by backing in-

to dry or sandy soil until it is hidden

at the bottom of its lair. Anyone who
has read a book about insects has

learned—even if he has never hap-

pened to observe—how the creature

prevents the escape of any unlucky

ant or other arthropod that has tum-

bled in by bombarding it with grains

of sand or soil, so that it tumbles

down the steep sides of the pit where

the hollow jaws of the ant lion suck

its body juices without letting go of

the victim. At this moment there are

scores of newly constructed pits ten

"It has the face of a lion and the hinderparts of an ant. Its fatheu

eats flesh, but its mother grain . .- . they then engender the an.^

lion . . . a thing of two natures. . .
."

or twelve feet from my kitchen door,

and there must be billions of them

scattered over the earth.

The most curious thing about the

whole history of the ant lion is the

way in which accurate observations

got mixed up with moralizing and.

worse yet, with extravagant fable.

The purpose of this article is to trace

the way in which all this came about.

The real ant lion has been known
since classical times and was referred

to in reasonably accurate terms right

on up through the Middle Ages, at the

same time that the fabled ant lion was

leading an independent existence.

You will find the insect even in

Aelian. a Roman of the third century

A.D., who wrote one of the most un-

reliable of all books of natural his-

tory. You will find him also in many
medieval bestiaries and homilies, in-

cluding a treatise on the Book of Job

by Pope Gregory, who wrote:

"The ant lion is a little creature, a

foe to ants, which hides itself under

the dust and kills the ants laden with

corn and devours them when killed.

It is rightly called an ant lion becausi

with reference to winged creature

or any other little animals it is a lioi

for it devours these like a lion but o

the other sort it is devoured like ai

ant."

It is unlikely that Pope Gregor;

had any knowledge closer than thirc

or fourth hand, but what he has ti

say is accurate enough as nature

history, and his explanation of th

name is as good as any. But, o

course, he was interested in insect

or any other less-than-human crea

tures only for the sake of the moral

that could be drawn from them, am
on this topic he lets himself go freel)

Of the ant lion he writes:

"This same creature . . . signifie

the Apostate Angel, who being cas

out of Heaven upon the earth, beset

the minds of the righteous in the ver

pathway of their practice, that i:

providing themselves with the pre

vender of good works; and while h

overcomes them by his snares, he a

it were kills them by surprise as ant

carrying their corn. And like the Ai

14



/ the Aint Mjian by Joseph Wood Krutch

Lion he is strong to encounter those

that yield to him, but is weak against

such as resist him."

This small grain of fact with its

intolerable deal of morality was

passed down the ages and turns up

in dozens of later works including

that most popular of late medieval

encyclopedias Concerning the Na-

ture of Things, written in Latin in

the thirteenth century and translated

in the next. According to its author,

Bartholomew of England:

"There is another kind of spider by
name Mirmicoleon ... it is like an

ant . . . and it is called ant lion be-

cause it hunts ants like a lion and

sucks out the juices from their

bodies, but is devoured by sparrows

and other birds just as an ant."

Some later accounts are further

from the truth and, if possible, more
farfetched in their moral overtones

than Pope Gregory's, but at least a

thin trickle of fact about the ant lion

did flow down from classical an-

tiquity through the Dark and the

Middle Ages until it reached the

time when observation began to cor-

rect or supplement authority and
speculation.

Meanwhile, the fictional ant lion

was created in order to rationalize an

extraordinary confusion that had

sprung up in the minds of those who
could not determine the creature's

true nature. This fabulous ant lion

you may meet fully developed in a

Latin bestiary preserved in the Bod-

leian Library and translated by M. R.

James. The relevant passage is as

follows:

"Eliphaz the king of the Temanites

says, 'The ant lion perished because

it had not food.' The Physiologus

said : 'It has the face of a lion and the

hinderparts of an ant. Its father eats

flesh, but its mother grain. If they

then engender the ant lion, they en-

gender a thing of two natures, such

that it cannot eat flesh because of the

nature of its mother, nor grain be-

cause of the nature of its father. It

perishes, therefore, because it has no

nutriment. So is every double minded

man, unstable in all his ways.'
"

Now, the predicament of this

amazing creature (as I am not the

first to point out) closely resembles

that of the bread-and-butter fly in

Lewis Carroll's Alice, which, it may
be remembered, ought to live on

toast and weak tea but in fact, always

dies of starvation because it can't

find any. How, one wonders, could

anyone have come to invent this

The ant lions of India, which were said to mine gold, displayed

amazing alacrity when their gold was stolen: ".
. . nothing in

the world can touch these ants for speed, so not one of the

Indians would get home alive, if they did not make sure of a

good start while the ants were mustering their forces."

most improbable of all the improb-

able animals that found a place in

the bestiaries.

Eliphaz is, of course, one of Job's

comforters. But if one turns to the

fourth chapter of the Book of Job

from which the passage is derived

one will not find anything about an

ant lion. Whether one goes to the

Hebrew, the Latin Vulgate, the King

James, the Revised, or any of the

other usual translations or versions,

one will find only that Eliphaz (in

typical Job-comforting fashion) is

merely pointing out that misfortunes

come ultimately to aU and that even

the toothless old lion dies for lack

of prey.

How then did the author of the

bestiary come to read "ant lion" in-

stead of "lion"? Turn to the ancient

Greek translation of the Old Testa-

ment known as the Septuagint and

you win find that the word actually

employed there is myrmicoleon not

simply lean (although none of the

translations of the Septuagint that I

have been able to find in English

translate the word other than—incor-

rectly—"lion," and only one calls

attention in a footnote to the fact

that the original Greek text actually

does read "ant lion")

.

But that solves only half of the

mystery, for how did the ant lion get

into the Greek Septuagint in the first

place? There are few clues in the

chain of false inferences and factual

misstatements that would help to ex-

plain this mystery, but one essential

fact stands out: myrmicoleon was

used in Greek to mean either our in-

sect or "lion-ant," which was a huge,

dog-sized ant said to live in Arabia

and also in India. These "lions" turn

up in Herodotus (fifth century B.C.)

where they are said to occur in an

Indian desert:

"There is found in this desert a

kind of ant of great size-bigger than

15
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a fox though not so big as a dog. . . .

These creatures as thev burrow un-

dergrounti throw up the sand in

heaps, just as our own ants throw up

the earth, and they are very like ours

in shape. The sand has a rich content

of gold, and this it is that the Indians

are after when they make their expe-

dition into the desert. Each man har-

nesses three camels abreast, the fe-

male on which he rides in the middle

and a male on each side in a leading-

rein. . . . When the Indians reach the

place Avhere the gold is. they fill the

bags they have brought with them

with the sand, and start for home
again as fast as they can go: for the

ants (if we may believe the Persian

story) smell them and at once give

chase; nothing in the world can

touch these ants for speed, so not one

of the Indians would get home alive,

if they did not make sure of a good

start while the ants were mustering

their forces. The male camels, which

are slower movers than the females,

soon begin to drag and are left be-

hind, one after the other, while the

females are kept going hard by the

memory of their young, who were

left at home."

Some five centuries later the Greek

geographer Strabo takes up the story

of what he refers to as "the lions who
are called ants," said to mine gold

in India.

"In the mountains there is a

plateau approximately three thou-

sand stadia in circuit, and below it

are gold mines, of which the miners

are ants, animals that are no taller

than foxes . . . they dig holes in the

winter and heap up the earth at the

mouths of the holes, like moles, the

gold dust requiring but little smelt-

ing."

Of another country Strabo writes,

"it abounds with elephants and also

in lions called ants, which have their

genital organs reversed but are less

hairy than those in Arabia."

These lion ants are, he says, re-

ported to be spotted like leopards,

and it is noticeable that between the

time of Herodotus and the time of

Strabo the lion ants have become

more lionlike. They are, by the way,

said to be found in ancient Hindu

literature, and they also turn up some

centuries after Strabo in the medieval

romance of Alexander where they

are large enough and fierce enough

to carry off both horses and their

riders. They are also mentioned in
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the mysterious twelfth-century letter

from Prester John to the Pope.

Why the seventy scholars who are

supposed to have translated the He-

brew Old Testament into Greek
should have translated as "ant lion"

a word that, at least in the surviving

Hebrew texts, is simply "lion" re-

mains obscure. Since the Hebrew text

they used is believed to have been

older than the oldest now surviving,

it is possible that the term "ant lion,"

or rather "lion-ant," did in fact ap-

pear in the original Hebrew text and

was translated correctly by the Greek

scholars.

In any case, the last stage of the

confusion that created the bread-and-

butter fly's cousin is clear. Finding

the ivord "ant lion" and not knowing
to what it referred, the ^vriters of

bestiaries followed a practice com-
mon with them under similar circum-

stances. They started with the word

and imagined an animal that it would

fit. An ant lion must, they said to

themselves, be half-lion and half-ant.

H it was said in the Holy Text to die

for lack of food, some superingenious

ponderer of this statement evidently

concluded that, as the bestiary said,

it perished because it could find no

suitable food.

This remarkable creature had, no

doubt, been totally forgotten by the

time men again began to obsei-ve

even creatures as insignificant as ants

and to add to the meager facts re-

ported by the ancients. There is no

mention of the ant lion in the Theater

of Insects, by Dr. Thomas MuSet,

printed as a supplement to Topsell's

seventeenth-century History of Four-

footed Beasts, but a mid-eighteenth-

century German book gives a good

factual account accompanied by a

full-page plate, and at about the same

time Reaumur's classic description of

the ant lion appeared in his Memoires

pour Servir a I'Histoire des Insectes.

Included in the French text is an

elaborate description of the ant lion's

habits accompanied by an informa-

tive full-page plate. Dr. Muffet, by

the way, was especially fond of

spiders, and he spends several long

paragraphs extolling their virtues.

(Presumably he served as the fic-

tional parent of little Miss Muffet—

who didn't share her father's taste.)

How can anyone have been silly

enough to invent that most improb-

able of monsters, the half-ant, half-

lion, by comparison with which a

A map is printed nigittiy
— for those who can

read it!

TRACKS
By E. A. R. ENNION
and N. TINBERGEN

Every morning a record of the noc-

turnal activities of the animal world is

to be found printed all over the coun-
tryside in sand, mud, or snow. The
stories that tracks tell are now revealed

for everyone, with the publication of

this remarkable book.

It teaches an awareness of small signs

that can be too easily overlooked. It

shows how to identify animals and
birds from their tracks, how to tell

which animal was first on the scene,

and how to interpret the many dramas
of animal life that remain buried for

the unknowing. 93 halftones, 29 two-

color drannngs. $5.CO

OXFORD UNU'ERSITY TRESS
:00 Madison Ave, NiAV York, N. Y. I00I6
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Now it's easy to join the thousands of serious
amateurs. who have discovered the excitement
of exploring our mysterious universe. Your en-
joyment begins right from the start, yet the
challenges and rewards go on for years! And
it's a hobby that can be shared at modest cost.

Choose from a Full Range Of <

DYNASCOPES® 4 ' Starting at $49.95
Picking a telescope to fit your needs and your
pocketbook is simple when you select a
DYNASCOPE — the same instruments used by
more than 150 schools, colleges and observ-
atories. Prices begin as low as $49.95, and
your satisfaction is guaranteed by a full-

refund warranty.

FASCINATING GUIDE
YOURS FREE!

Read these valuable facts be-
fore buying any telescope. Mall
coupon or postcard for your
complimentary copy of this
helpful guide.

Criterion Manufacturing Co.

331 Church St., Hartford, Conn. 06101

® TM Reelstered U.S. Pat. Office

CRITERION MANUFACTURING CO.
Dept.NH-83,331 ChurchSt., Hartford, Conn. 06101
Please send your free Telescope Guide.
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^TAR of the stage and film productions of
J the highly-acclaimed "A Man For All
reasons," Paul Scofield now brings his bril-

iant gifts to a definitive portrayal of Huin-
'et. Described by the Cliicago American as

'possibly the finest Shakespearean perfor-
Tiance ever recorded," and by Tlie New
York Times as "a grand achievement." this

nagnificent Hamlet — a $23.80 value — is

/ours as a gift, to introduce you to member-
ship in the Shakespeare Recording Society.

Superb artists — brilliant performances —
to enjoy whenever you wish

kofield's Hamlet is one of many superb
performances you can own as a member of
he Society. Performing for you is an excit-
ng company that includes John Gielgud,
21aire Bloom, Richard Burton, Jessica
fandy, Siobhan McKenna, Rex Harrison
ind Vanessa Redgrave. As your first selec-
ion, for example, you can choose from
Borneo and Juliet (with Claire Bloom, Al-
lert Finney, Edith 'Eva.wi) ...King Henrv
he Fifth (John Gielgud, Ian Holm) .

.".

)r A Midsummer Night's Dream (Paul Sco-
ield). And for future selections, you'll have
iterally all of Shakespeare to choose from!

"POSSIBLY THE FINEST SHAKESPEAREAN PERFORMANCE EVER RECORDED
IS YOURS... FREE... FROM THE SHAKESPEARE RECORDING SOCIETY.

Paul Scofield-

Recorded in its entirety, beautifully boxed...

this 4-record set, a best seller at $23.80 . . . can be yo

in stereo or monaural,
with your first purchase as a member of the

Shakespeare Recording Society. Program notes

and play text are included.

FREE BONUS GIFT
SHAKESPEARE, SOUL OF AN ACE
Brilliant readings from the histories

comedies, and tragedies by MICHAEt
REDGRAVE, RALPH RICHARDSON
and cast, this portfolio album worth
$6.95 is yours - FREE - even if you
return HAMLET after your free trial

Each production is full-length, full-blooded
Shakespeare... no modifications, no cuts.

Imagine the wonderful difference in the

hours you spend at home ... if, any time you
please, you can enjoy Lear, Macbeth,
Othello, Beatrice and Benedick. Petruchio
and Kate! For children, this is an ideal in-

troduction to a priceless legacy — not bits

and pieces of Shakespeare to be "studied"'—

but the exciting, alive drama that it is.

Save 33V3% on all recordings —
plus wonderful extras!

Though the Society's records retail for up to

$23.80 per set... as a member, you pay just

over $4.00 per record, plus shipping and
handling. Your only obligation is to accept
four plays (more if you wish, of course)

over the next year. And as an extra bonus,
you receive a Bonus Certificate to apply
toward the purchase of a record from the

famous Caedmon "Spoken Word Library"
with every second selection you take after

the first four (Retail value: $5.95). There
is no extra charge for stereo.

Order your free Hamlet now... at no risk

Mail the coupon (right) to receive your
free, 4-record production of Hamlet . . . and
be sure to indicate your first selection — for

which you will be billed later — from the

three choices on the coupon. If not com-
pletely delighted, you may return the ship-

ment within 10 days, and your trial mem-
bership will be cancelled without obligation.

Don't delay — mail your coupon today!

I 1

SHAKESPEARE RECORDING SOCIETY
505 Eighth Ave., N. Y., N, Y. 10018 Dept. NAH-42

Please send my free 4-record set of HAMLET
including full program notes and separately
bound 134-page text (S23.80 retail value) and
include my bonus gift, SHAKESPEARE, SOUL
OF AN AGE. Also send me my first Society
selection (which I have checked below) and
enroll me as a trial member. In addition to my
first selection, my only obligation is to accept as
few as three plays over the next year at the
Society's low price of just over S4.06 per record
plus shipping and handling. (Same low price for
stereo and monaural.) If I am not completely
delighted. I may return my introductory ship-
ment (keeping my Free Bonus Gift) within 10
days and my membership will be cancelled.

Canadian and foreign prices slightly higher.

Please send records in (check one)

n Stereo Q Mono

Name —

State- _Zip_

Please send as my first selection:

G Romeo and Juliet. Member's Price S12.90
(Retail price: S17.85) plus a small shipping
and handling charge.

a King Henry the Fifth. Member's Price S16.90
(Retail price: S23.80) plus a small shipping
and handling charge.

n A Midsummer Night's Dream, Member's
Price S12.90 (Retail price: S17.85) plus a

small shipping and handling charge.
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The Bolex 155 Macrozoom
can make cranberries look
likike apples.

You can get within one inch of a cran-

berry, or anything else you're shooting,

and still be able to focus. With any

other regular or Super 8 camera, the

very closest you can get is about four

feet. Any closer and you'll be out of

focus.

The extraordinary Bolex Ivlacrozoonn

8.5 to 30mm f/l.9 lens has the wid-

est focusing range ever built into a

zoom lens.That's what led us to invent

the Multilrix, an incredibly versatile

titling device.

Because of the unique focusing range,

the lulultitrix makes it possible to shoot

your own movie titles, as well as incor-

porating slides and post cards into

your footage. And with the fvlultitrix

you can do professional looking super-

impositions while you're shooting, as

well as special trick photographic ef-

fects, using the focusing mechanism

10 make dissolves.

We're not knocking otherSuperS cam-

eras for shooting cranberries that just

look like cranberries. But the Bolex

1 55, with lutultitrix (no extra charge),

can make your home movies unique!

For a demonstration of the endless

possibilities, send $2.00 to Paillard

and you'll receive an exciting color

film about the Bolex 155. (Available in

8 or Super 8.) Paillard Incorporated,

19 00 Lower Road, Linden, New Jer-

sey, 07036.

155 Macrozoom

D
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centaur or a sphinx sounds quite

common ?

Actually those who deduced the

ant lion from the available evidence

weren't necessarily silly at all. Let us

imagine a similar situation. Let us

itnagine that something or other-

say a worldwide atomic war—has
brought on a new dark age, as dark

as that of the seventh century A.D.

The few scraps of written history,

science, and literature that Have sur-

vived are pored over by the few still

interested in learning, and among the

surviving texts are found several ref-

erences to "bird men." Special refer-

ence is made to two of them who were

named, respectively, Charles Lind-

bergh and Roger Tory Peterson. In

our day we should perhaps have been

more consistent if we had called an

ornithologist a "bird man" and an

aviator a "man bird," but we did not

make the distinction and thus set the

stage for a confusion almost as in-

evitable as that bet^\ een the ant lion

and the lion ant. Let's imagine also

that a few comic books have sur-

vived, among them one devoted to

Batman.

Pondering all these bits of evi-

dence the future equivalent of a

monk in his cell might write some-

thing like this:

"In the olden days men talked a

good deal about a Hying animal

called a Batman. He had large wings

like a bat and he once flew thousands

of miles across the ocean. Some
authors say that his name ivas Peter-

son but others called him Lind-

bergh."

In all fairness to the compilers of

bestiaries, it should be noted that

they did very well when describing

an animal they had had an opportun-

ity to observe. And in describing ani-

mals they had never seen they some-

times included such accurate bits of

information that we wonder how
they got them. One of the better

bestiaries, for instance, contains a

description of the elephant that in-

cludes, along with the eternal chest-

nut about its remarkable memory,

the statement that its period of ges-

tation is two years—almost precisely

correct. The survival in our own
societv of such indestructible fables

as that of the milk snake, the hoop

snake, and the deadly mule killer is

rather more remarkable than the

limitations of the medieval compiler

of natural history.

'A inagiiiiic^nt

The
Appalachian

Trail
WILDERNESS ON THE DOORSTEP

By

ANN and MYRON SUTTON
Illustrated with photographs and maps.

"It was sheer delight and I

felt when I had finished as

though I kne\v the famous

Trail for the first time. ... It

is not only a good descrip-

tion of what the Trail is like

but woven into it is all the

history of the country
through which it runs. . . .

The book is a magnificent

achievement and should give

pleasure to many thousands."

—^Sigurd F. Olson, Director,

Isaac Walton League

Send for your copy now.

MONEY-BACK COUPON
NH 3-58

J. B. LIPPINCOTT COMPANY
E.ist Washington Square, Phila., Pa. 19105

Send me po.^tpaid a cory of Tun Ai>I'AL\ciiian

Trail by Ann and Myron Sutton. If I am not

completely satisfied, I may return the book

within 10 days for a full refund. I enclose $4.95.

(Cal., N. J., N. Y., Pa., & Tenn. add sales ta.t)

D Check D Money order
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State-
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while others fumble.

Effortless to load, thanks to an ingenious new system, the film simply drops

into place and the M4 is ready-to-go in seconds.

Four bright optical-frame finders automatically adjust to the popular 35, 50,

90 and 1 35mm lenses with automatic parallax compensation over the

entire focusing range. Speaking of lenses, did you ever see what a Leitz®

lens can do? Definition and contrast beyond comparison, from extreme 21 mm
wide-angle to a space-stealing 560mm telephoto. Moreover, with the

constantly growing family of the most diversified attachments you can

fulfill every technical and creative need.

Whatever your particular requirements, no camera can compare with a

Leica—and as a bonus, you have the prestige of owning the very finest.

See this new top performer, built for action, at your Franchised

Leica Specialist today.

E. Leitz, Inc.,

468 Park Avenue South,

New York, N.Y. 10016
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'They laughed

when I wound up

my shaver.."

That's liable to happen to you when you first use

the RIVIERA in front of anyone. A wind-up shaver

may seem a plaything. Or at best an emergency
type of shaver (because it needs no cords or bat-

teries). After all, how can a hand-cranked shaver

rotate fast enough to do a clean and close job? And
how many times do you have to wind the darn thing

to finish one shave?

One answer at a time: The three-blade shaving head
revolves at such a fast clip that it actually gives

you seventy-two thousand cutting strokes a minute!
Compare that to your $30 TurboDeluxe. Now, about
the winding. The palm-shaped body of the RIVIERA
(named for its birthplace. Monte Carlo) is filled

with a huge mainspring made of the same Swedish
super steel used in the most expensive watch move-
ments. You crank the key just like a movie camera
(about six turns) and the RIVIERA shaves and
shaves and shaves. From ear to ear; from nose to

neck, without slowing down. Maintains its full shav-
ing speed right to the end—and long enough to do
the complete job. Hard to believe, but really true.

A few more details: The surgical steel blades are so
designed that they are continuously self-sharpening.

You will find that the more you use the RIVIERA
the sharper and the better it gets. The guard is so
unbelievably thin (5/100 of a millimeter) that pres-

sure is unnecessary. You just touch the shaver on
your face and gently guide it in circular motions.

We could go on. But we don't expect to sell you
with words. We just want to get you open-minded
enough to tie up $19 for two weeks. We'll give you
that long to put the RIVIERA to the test. If it dis-

appoints you (if you want to return it for any rea-

son), send it back. Your money will be in the return

mail. Obviously, we have reason to believe that this

won't happen and that you will want to keep your
RIVIERA for the office, club, cabin or in a perma-
nent place in your bathroom cabinet, ifs that kind
of a thing. Once you've tried it you won't let it go.

P.S. You not only save the cost of an electric motor,
but you save the cost of repairing it. The money
that it leaves in your pocket; the dependability;
the good, fast, clean shaves that you'll get—they'll

give you the last laugh.

WRITE OR PHONE

Mail to: 584 Washington, San Francisco, 94111 I

Phone: (415) 981-5688
|

Send me the RIVIERA shaver. I enclose
$19.50 {$18.50 plus $1 for post. & ins.).

1 may return it within two weeks if not '

amazed and delighted. 1 yr. guarantee for |

parts and workmanship. (Calif, residents
add 5%).

D Since the RIVIERA is an ideal gift, espe-
cially for servicemen, outdoorsmen and I

travelers please send one to the names j

attached (with a fiift card).

havephills
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A Naturalist at Large

Blacky HVhite^ Calared
hy Miirston Bates

We have, in the United States, be-

come burdened with a whole complex

of attitudes and beliefs about race

that forms a frighteningly explosive

mixture. The problems are clearly

social rather than biological, arising

out of developments in the cultural

history of Western civilization as a

whole, and of the United States in

particular. The solutions will also

necessarily involve cultural change.

Yet race—geographical variation

within an animal species—is a bio-

logical phenomenon, which may give

me some excuse for contributing to

the mass of verbiage that has been

generated in the discussion of racial

problems.

Our vocabulary annoys me. I find

"white" a particularly silly term for

peoples of European and Near East-

ern origin. Albinos, who may turn up
almost anywhere, might be called

white ; but with that exception I can't

see how the word could apply to any

human skin. "Of the color of snow or

milk" the dictionary says of white.

My efforts to imagine a human com-
plexion blending into a snowbank are

unavailing. Ermine may be white,

but not people. Europeans, when they

stay out of the sun, tend to be lighter

than most other people ; but the best

term for this would seem to be "pale-

face," allegedly used by the American

Indians.

There are all sorts of troubles with

connotations when we use "white"

and "black." One of the subsidiary

meanings of "white" is "morally or

spiritually pure or stainless"; and the

Oxford English Dictionary has an-

other subsidiary meaning (7b) :

"free from malignity or evil intent;

beneficent, innocent, harmless, esp.

as opposed to something character-

ized as black." We have, for instance,

the difference between white magic

and black. We of European descent

might like to think of ourselves as

white in this sense of being innocent

and beneficent; but such a belief is

hardly held up by history.

The problem was already bother-

ing me back in 1952 when I wrote

the chapter on "The Varieties of

Tropical Man" in Where Winter

Never Comes. I suggested there that

we might be better off if we used

words based on Greek: "leucoderm"

for white skin; "melanoderm" for

black; "xanthoderm" for yellow;

"erythroderm" for red. It would seem

to me much more difficult to get up-

set about leucoderms versus melano-

derms than about white versus black.

There isn't, of course, any chance

of influencing change in vocabulary,

but it is still fun to play with the

idea. White superiority, in the Greek-

based vocabulary, would become

"leucodermosis," which has an ap-

propriately diseased sound. Black

Power might comparably become

"melanodermosis." I know some

Negroes who suffer from acute forms

of melanodermosis. This is perfectly

understandable, but hardly helpful in

solving the problems of coexistence.

It is a more reasonable disease than

leucodermosis—one wonders why it

has not affected everyone labeled

"Negro"—but it still seems unhealthy.

In its acute form it becomes "leuco-

phobia," a hatred for all palefaces.

The Greek terms would give a new

perspective on segregation. Restau-

rants and bars could put up signs

saying "Only Leucoderms Will Be

Served," which would look appropri-

ately ridiculous. And it might be

possible to work out a quarantine for

real estate agents infected with mela-

nophobia. At least such a label would

seem appropriate for this particular

kind of social disease.

One of the problems of racial
j

names stems from the accident by

which the aboriginal Americans

came to be called Indians. This leaves
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UNCOMIViaiM
LIIMDBLAD
SAFARIS

\A/ING SAFARI
A unique concept in East Afri-

can safari travel. Fly in twin-

engined Piper planes free of

dust and tieat, into remote tribal

country, in minutes instead of

days, gaining time for game view-

ing and relaxation. Visit game re-

serves in Uganda, Tanzania and
Kenya. Stop at Murchison Falls,

Samburu, Serengeti, Ngorongoro
Crater, Zanzibar, Treetops, Mount

Kenya Safari Club, many more exciting

places. Each safari limited to 9 persons and

escorted. Frequent departures from New
York via BOAC. 22 days, $2,354.

VALUE SAFARI
Exciting East Africa. . . at _
moderate cost. Kenya,
Uganda, Tanzania. See
snows of mighty Kiliman-

jaro, IVIurchison Falls on

the Nile, wild animals of

every description in world's

most exciting Game Re-

serves. Spend a night at

Treetops. Watch colorful

tribal villages. Each depar-

ture limited to 20 participants; never more
than 5 to each roomy safari vehicle. Fre-

quent escorted departures from New York.

22 days, $1,644. Extension to Ethiopia.

44-day safari continues through Zambia to

Victoria Falls, Rhodesia, Republic of South
Africa and Nigeria. Via BOAC.

LUFTHAIMSA
SAFARI

Three weeks in complete comfort, through

beautiful, sun-drenched South Africa, Zam-
bia, Rhodesia, Tanzania, the remote and fas-

cinating Northern Frontier
regions of Kenya. See Johan-

nesburg, Victoria Falls, Seren-

geti, many other striking
places. Beauty of the land is

incomparable. Close-up views

of animal life. Piper aeroplane

and finest Safari car trans-

portation. Frequent escorted

departures from New York via

Lufthansa, $1,804.

LINDBLAD TRAVEL, INC.
Lindblad Travel Building

133 East 55tti Street

New York, New York 10022
Please send brochures:

I am seriously interested:

n Wing Safari

n Value Safari

Lufthansa Safari

Mr.
Mrs.
Mi<;<:



THIS YEAR, JET WITH US. JET ALONG
WITH LAN ON "ANOTHEH UNUSUAL
TOUR TO AN UNCOMMONPLACE."

EASTER
ISLAND,
AT LAST!
NEXT MONTH. NEXT YEAR.
NEXT EASTER. ANYTIME.
12 Days, $1270 per person complete,

incl. air fare from New York.

Convenient monthly departures.

You've been asking for it. Now LAN brings

mysterious, far-away, elusive Easter Island

v\;ithin comfortable reach. From New York,

jet due south to Santiago, Chile. Then, head

into the sunset, 2300 miles off the South

American mainland. Easter Island. Site of

fabulous monoliths, ageless archaeological

wonders. Join in native feasts and dances.

Easter Island. The ultimate travel experi-

ence. At last.

OUR NEXT TOUR TO ANTARCTICA
LEAVES ON JANUARY 4, 1969.

If you miss it, there's always another one.

In January 1970.

31 Days, $3500 per person, complete,

incl. air fare from New York.

Come with us to the ends of the world.
Tierra del Fuego. The Straits of Magellan.
Cape Horn. Glaciers, icebergs. Fascinating

bird, plant, animal life. Unforgettable.

M./^M NH-3 1

The Chilean International Airline j

Tour Department 1

505 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017 |

Please send me the following new brochures |

n EASTER ISLAND D ANTARCTICA |
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more hairless melanoderms and

xanthoderms. The lips form another

human peculiarity, the inside lining

of the mouth coming outside (Morris

thinks this serves as a sexual signal I

.

The melanoderms would win here

too, with their thicker lips. In gen-

eral, the melanoderms seem to be the

most advanced of racial varieties—

and Africa appears to be the center

of human evolution—which gives no

help to people suffering from leuco-

dermosis.

But generalization of this sort is

dangerous. I found a book, published

last November by the distinguished

biochemist Roger Williams, entitled

You Are Extraordinary, particularly

interesting in this respect. Williams

is attacking the concept of the '"nor-

mal" or "average" man, which could

apply equall)' well to the average for

any race. We all know that individ-

uals look different and have distinc-

tive fingerprints ; if we stop to think,

we realize that each has a different

smell—as every bloodhound knows.

Our insides differ greatly: stomachs

come in all sorts of shapes and sizes;

the heart is even more variable than

the stomach; sense organs differ in

acuity from person to person; and

so on through all aspects of our anat-

omy and physiology.

We have to be careful then in gen-

eralizing about man or about differ-

ent races. It isn't the race that counts,

but the individual; and each individ-

ual is different. I particularly like an

analogy made by Williams: "Social

science built on the average man
would be like United States geog-

raphy built upon the concept of the

'average state': It has an area of

72,000 square miles and a population

of over 3. .5 million. It has about 1,200

square miles of fresh water lakes and

37 square miles of salt lake. Its high-

est mountains are about 6,000 feet

high. About 5.000 square miles of it

lie in the Arctic regions, where the

ground is frozen the year round

(permafrost) . It has a shoreline of

about 150 miles. The average state

produces yearly about ^/o million

barrels of oil; 300,000 tons of coal;

50,000 pounds of copper; 10 million

bushels of wheat; 3 million pounds
of tobacco; 1 million bales of cotton;

about 150,000 tons of citrus fruit

and 9,000 tons of pineapples."

No one fits the average. We are

not black, white, or colored. We are

individuals, you and me.

Slidesgo
'roundand 'round..,

andnevergo wrong.

irrnnmr

The Kodak Carousel Projector has

the rotating tray that sits on top.

It's the best setup for jamproof slide shows.

As the tray turns, gravity takes over . . . gently lowers each slide

into place for perfect projection. There's no pushing or pulling

. . . and never a jam session.

Each spillproof tray holds 80 slides—a whole show—and it

gives you instant access to any of them.

Choose from five Kodak Carousel Projectors. The Carousel

850 Projector, for example, has automatic focusing, automatic

slide change, remote slide change— less than ./?170. Other

Carousel Projectors from less than ^80.

See them at your Kodak dealer's. Prices subject to change without notice.

Kodak CciromelProjectors- as dependable asgravity.
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UNUSUAL PHOTO BOOKS for

NATURAL HISTORY READERS

#684-TECHNIQUE OF BIRD
PHOTOGRAPHY by John Warham.

The most comprehensive
and practical guide yet
published on the cam-
eras, lenses and acces-
sories needed to capture
marvelous bird pictures.

Numerous fascinating il-

lustrations. $9.95

#505-FLOWER and GARDEN
PHOTOGRAPHY by D. X. Fenten.

Enjoy the colorful beauty -,_-

of nature's wonderland,
,

'm
all year long, via photog- ; .sS,

raphy. Profusely illus-

trated in brilliant color

and black-and-whiie. Text
covers every aspect of

technique and art. $4.95

#445-CATS IN PICTURES
by Jeanne White.

Complete and informative
revelations on cats as
people, as well as accu-
rate, intriguing data on
photographing cats. $3.95

^^^^- h\ J'il'l:!. il?^_ §*1".

;iil36-NATURE PHOTOGRAPHY
(2nd Rev. Ed.) by Edna Bennett. Complete
"how-to" instructions on photograpliing
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hunt is thoroughly described. $1.95
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scape) PHOTOGRAPHY by A. E. Woolley.
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the Numbers Gawne
by J. Alleit UyneU

Uni.wited Visitors, by Ivan T. Sand-

erson. Cowles Education Corp., $6.95;

244 pp., illus. Flying Saucers—Here
AiVD Now!, by Frank Edwards. Lyle

Stuart, $5.95; 261 pp.

What's a good book on this whole

UFO business?" or "Is there a

really authoritative book on flying

saucers where I can get the facts and

judge for myself?" I am often asked

these questions because of my long as-

sociation with the UFO problem.

The appearance of still two more

UFO hooks—Uninvited Visitors, by the

naturalist Ivan Sanderson, and the

posthumous Firing Saucers—Here and

Now.', by the late Frank Edwards-
provides us an opportunity not only to

take a specific look at these books but

to compare them with other UFO
books within the framework of the

above questions.

Virtually all UFO books suffer from

the "numbers game." Their authors fail

to see that the most important step any

book could take—at least from the sci-

entific skeptic's point of view—would
be to establish beyond all reasonable

doubt that just one of the reported,

striking UFO cases really happened.

That's all it would take to put the UFO
problem on a scientific plane. If incon-

trovertible scientific evidence could be

brought forth, say. that two policemen

in their patrol car were truly buzzed

by a fantastic craft, then science would
be faced with a real challenge.

Instead, UFO authors generally try

the opposite approach. Never adducing

enough evidence to establish even one

UFO case unequivocally, they "snow"

us with case after case, one sketchy re-

port after another, sometimes a hun-

dred or more, under the impression

that sheer numbers of improperly

documented reports will establish the

reality of the UFO phenomenon and
gain for it scientific accejitance. We
are told that at 2:00 .\.m. Mrs. Jones

saw a strange light out of her bathroom

window, that earlier in the evening Mr.

Smith saw a weird craft on his way
home, and so on. The fault lies not en-

tirely with the author. Despite twenty

years of UFO study. I know of no truly

puzzling UFO report that has been

given the "FBI treatment" where every

clue and lead is followed to the bitter

end. to get at the root of the matter, as

is done in the case of a kidnapping, a

narcotics case, etc.

Both books reviewed here fall into

this trap. Of course, a heavily footnoted,

scientific document, painstakingly

probing into every crack and corner to

establish incontrovertibly that even one

true UFO exists (by true UFO, let us

define an event that happened as de-

scribed but that does not fit into our

present scientific and technological

framework), would eventually be more
important than Origin of Species to

our philosophical outlook—but it

wouldn't sell. Both Uninvited Visitors

and Flying Saucers—Here and Now!
are for the public and are written in a

popular non-technical style. This is

particularly true of the Edwards book.

Edwards was a newsman, and un-

abashedly wrote as a newsman, with

his eye on the interest-capturing story

and not on its veracity. His utter disre-

gard for documentation will be galling

to the intelligent reader; still, he tells

many a good story—and some of them

might just be true.

Edwards frankly states at the start

that he treats the subject as a news-

A barber in Ohio snapped this photo

of a supposed UFO above a house.



man. "If the evidence constitutes what

it seems to indicate, the presence of the

UFO's amounts to one of the greatest

news stories of all times and, as a

professional newsman for more than

forty years, I have tried to deal with it

as such."

An outstanding fact about the Ed-

wards book, however, which must be

emphasized because of its implications,

is that all of the many UFO stories he

cites were reported in just a sixteen-

month period centered about 1966. He
does not go into the past to dig up the

worn UFO classics, but he works exclu-

sively with well-reported sightings of

the very recent past. This much I can
personally vouch for: the entire call for

a scientific study of the UFO phenome-
non can be based on the mass of re-

ports from 1965-67. Had no UFO's
whatever preceded this period, enough
interesting reports now exist to demand
serious attention.

Why has such a study not been
made? The sheer incredibility of the

reports, for one thing. The espousal of

the UFO cause by the wishful thinkers

and the lunatic fringe, for another. But
most important, the fact that most re-

ported UFO's are really IFO's (Identi-

fied Flying Objects)—misidentifica-
tions of familiar things seen under
unusual circumstances. We are forced

to our original point: what is needed
is a UFO book—perhaps of several

volumes—devoted to one case alone,

establishing its reality as a true UFO
rather than as a misidentification or

hallucination.

One book. Incident at Exeter, by the

newsman and writer John Fuller, has
valiantly attempted this, and had the

approach been made with the aid of

hard-nosed scientific investigators it

might have succeeded. As it stands it

excites and intrigues but does not con-

vince, at least, not the scientist.

A book directed toward the scientist

is Vallee's Challenge to Science, but
once again it has failed to pack a sci-

entific punch. To one who wishes to

become quickly informed on the global

UFO problem, it nonetheless rates,

along with his Anatomy of a Phenoni-
Continued on page 66
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Water is one of chemistry's most non-

conforming molecules. Its unorthodox

behavior—it grows lighter

in weight as it changes into

ice—has been a monumental

factor in the development of life

I J on earth by David Webster

If ice were heavier than liquid water, and thus sank, all of the

oceans, lakes, ponds—all of the water on earth—would have frozen

solid long ago. Under these circumstances, on a planet encased

in ice, life would probably be impossible.

But ice floats. And the reason it floats is based on one of the

most improbable facts in all of chemistry. When water begins to

cool it contracts and becomes heavier, much like any other sub-

stance. It continues to act in a perfectly predictable manner until

it reaches 39° F. Then a strange thing happens. It begins to ex-

pand, and by the time the freezing point (32°) is reached, it has

expanded so much that it becomes lighter, only 92 per cent as heavy

as an equal volume of water.

Each molecule of water contains two hydrogen atoms and one

oxygen atom—the familiar H^O. These atoms are tied together by

a chemical bond. From 39° do\\Tiward to the freezing point, the

water molecules begin to line up and become tied to one another in

a crystal lattice work that holds the hydrogen and oxygen atoms

farther apart than they are in liquid water. This "airy" crystal

structure gives the ice buoyancy. In other words ice expands, and

so it floats. Through the techniques of physical chemistry, notably

X-ray defraction, we can accurately picture the atomic structure

of these ice crystals, even though we can't see it literally. That ice

expands, however, is easily observed by noting the hump on the

top of an ice cube. Because the water nearest the tray freezes first,

it encases the unfrozen water and pushes upward in the direction

of least resistance as it becomes ice.

Most people who live in northern climates have witnessed the

icing up of a pond. The events leading to the freeze-up—which oc-

curs suddenly in a day or two—take place gradually over a period of

several months. These events are important to the aquatic life that

must spend its winter sealed under the ice. By late summer the

pond reaches its maximum water temperature, and then, as the

days shorten and the chill of autumn arrives, the pond begins to

cool. When this happens the water at the top of the pond cools first,

contracts, and becomes heavier. The heavy water sinks to the bot-

tom, pushing warmer, lighter water to the top. This natural cir-

culation is known as "pond turnover." Some of the oxygen on

which aquatic animals depend during the winter comes from air

that is dissolved in the water as it circulates; so, the longer pond

turnover continues, the greater the winter oxygen supply will be.

Pond turnover continues until the water reaches a uniform tem-

perature of 39°, then as the water expands, turnover halts.

In the first stages of freezing, the pond becomes edged with a
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Leaves on the bottom of a pond, ab 've,

are clearly visible through the tra. -parent ice

that forms as a thin layer across

the surface in the first stages of freezing.

At left, the stems of emergent water plants

protrude through clear ice, then arch back into

the icy crust. In spring, as temperatures mount,

large cracks appear in the white ice, below.

Its color is caused by trapped gases.

m-'-
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Moving water ordinarily remains free of ice much longer than does standing water.

Even though the surface of the stream, above, has not frozen, a fringe of ice has developed

around a rock because the barrier broke the stream's momentum, and froze the resulting spray.

Ice on the loindivard side of the twig, below, was piled up by an ice storm. The icicles

projecting doivnward from the twig were melted where they made contact with the moving water.



paper-thin ring- of ice. Even though the air temperature may be

colder than that of the soil and rocks, water is cooled much more

quickly by contact with denser materials. Soon the entire surface

of the pond is covered with a layer of thin clear ice. This gradually

thickens and appears black, because it allows one to view the dark

water below through the ice layer.

As long- as the weather remains cold, the thickness of ice in-

creases, but at a diminishing- rate. If the air temperature reaches

10° during the night, the temperature of the ice gradually becomes

equally as cold, causing more water to freeze along its undersur-

face. As the air warms up during the day, the ice acquires a uni-

form temperature of 32°. Soon the thick ice so effectively insulates

the unfrozen water from the cold air above that very little addi-

tional ice is formed.

After a few weeks black ice usually becomes white ice. The milky

color is caused by gas bubbles that are trapped underneath. This

trapped gas is a by-product of decay and photosynthesis, because

as long as the icy surface of the pond remains free of snow, sun-

light and heat can pass through it. Thus, the normal life of the

pond continues, sealed away from winter temperatures. If, how-

ever, the pond becomes covered with snow, sunlight is blocked and

photosynthesis stops. If this situation continues for any length of

time, winterkill occurs, usually destroying- most of the life in the

pond. Larger bodies of water take much longer to fi-eeze com-

pletely. Deeper water remains free of ice long after shallow ponds

have frozen over.

Salt water freezes at a temperature of about 29°. Great expanses

of the Arctic Ocean freeze each winter. Indeed, several of the car-

ni-wrous mammals of the northlands expand their ranges by hun-

dreds of miles during the winter months. Polar bears and Arctic

foxes, for example, may spend much of the winter far out on the

frozen ocean surface feeding- on fish and seals, as well as marine

animals that they dig out of overturned ice.

Being frozen in ice is not necessarily fatal to organisms. Many
shallow tundra lakes and bogs freeze to the bottom each year, and

some may remain frozen for a period of several years. Nonetheless,

there are some hardy animals, such as protozoans and rotifers, that

are able to withstand these conditions. Even ponds where winter-

kill has occurred and solid freezing has taken place support a teem-

ing population of bacteria and other decay organisms—as anyone

who has ever been near a reeking- winter-killed pond in spring will

attest. Some larger animals such as goldfish survive freezing- in

garden ponds, which suggests that this could happen to fish in nat-

ural bodies of water.

The thawing of ice takes place as rapidly as does its formation,

often accompanied by loud cracking- and booming, depending on

the size of the body of water. Much of the melting occurs on the

undersurface of the ice, since the heat of the sun is conducted

through the ice to the pond water and heats it a few degrees above

the freezing point. Even if the air above the ice is many degrees

warmer this is still the case. The same principle holds for an ice

cube; in water it melts much more rapidly than in air at the same

tempei'ature or even warmer, because heat is conducted to the ice

more rapidly by water than by air. Initially, the ice disappears

from the places where it formed first. Lai-ge cracks appear and the

entire surface begins to break up. Within a week's time the pond

is again ice free. Perhaps this event was best described by Henry
David Thoreau: "I looked out the window, and lo! where yester-

day was cold gray ice there lay the transparent pond already calm

and full of hope as in a summer evening, reflecting a summer eve-

ning sky in its bosom, though none was visible overhead, as if it

had intelligence with some remote horizon."
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Across
Earth's

Crucial

Boundary

In this microclimate zone,

extending from about six feet

above to several feet below

the ground, energy from

the sun becomes heat that

supports life and helps

determine the world's weather

by Thomas M. Griffiths

Research data helped move wheat northward in Alberta.

Death Valley (below) typifies another microclimate.



At any given hour of the day or

C\, night, winter or summer,

iomewhere on our earth close to

he surface of the ground, scientific

nstruments are recording tempera-

ures, radiation, humidity, wind

'elocity, wind direction, and atmo-

;pheric pressure.

A set of unattended recording in-

struments may be making the nieas-

irements far north, at the edges or

center of the Greenland icecap. A
scientist may be extracting data from

m instrument installation far south,

it some remote station in Antarctica,

rhe site may be flatland, such as

3oastal tundra near Point Barrow,

Waska, or stunted Arctic forest near

Yakutsk, Siberia. But the location

Horizontal trees (Krummholz) on ridge in Colorado's Rockies dramatically

show what strong prevailing westerly winds did to timherline growth.

may also he beyond timberline in the

Rockies, such as the University of

Colorado's Station D-1. where a

set of microclimate recording instru-

ments stands on Niwot Ridge in an

alpine « orld of rock, snow, and tun-

dra, 12.300 feet above sea level. To
reach this site university researchers

must depend upon the crawler vehicle

called a weasel.

But measurements are not limited

to isolated or hazardous places. The

site may be an Austrian or German
vineyard, a peat bog in Wisconsin,

an experimental forest in Oregon, a

trial cotton plot in Australia. Signi-

ficant readings may also come from

the street pavement or the sides of a

building on Main Street, U.S.A.

All these investigations have one

thing in common: to collect data

about the world's microclimates. The

work is therefore limited to the earth-

air boundary zone, which normally

extends from less than six feet above

ground to a depth of several feet into

the soil. There are good reasons for

studying this relatively thin, but cru-

cial, slice of the environment. It is

especially interesting to the plant

ecologist, for instance, because a high

percentage of the world's natural

vegetation grows on, and close to,

the earth's surface; and so do a ma-

jor portion of the world's food crops.

Moreover, the five- to six-foot layer

of air just above the earth's surface

is the natural environment for most

of mankind.

This zone has another distinction.

Just as nature is said to abhor a

vacuum, nature abhors a boundary.

This axiom often confronts the geog-

rapher. For example, if he tries to de-

fine the northern timberline by a

sharp line on the ground, he finds

that he can scarcely do so because na-

ture has blurred the terrain with a

transition zone—in some cases rather

wide—between timber country to the

south of the zone and tundra to the

north. Even such well-defined bound-

aries as shorelines or stream banks

are ephemeral at best. They are con-

stantly being changed by the forces

of erosion.

Yet there is at least one natural

boundary that seems well defined and

has an importance out of all propor-

tion to its simplicity. This is the

surface of the earth, the well-defined

boundary plane where lithosphere

and hydrosphere—the rock and water

portions of the earth—meet the atmo-

sphere. Only in relatively recent times

have investigators focused attention

on this boundary; agronomists be-

gan to do so just over 50 years ago.

The usual plant grows with its

roots embedded in the earth and the

remainder in the atmosphere. In this

way it partakes of the environment

on both sides of the boundary. An
early finding by the investigators was

that plants are particularly sensitive

to short-term changes that occur in

either the air above or the soil below

the surface boundary.

At about the same time that

agronomists were recognizing the en-

vironmental importance of this zone,

meteorologists began taking a serious
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look at it. They were interested be-

cause solar radiation here undergoes

a highl)' important change into heat

;

it arrives from the sun as short wave-

lengths of light, but cannot heat the

atmosphere directly until it is con-

verted to long wavelength energy.

Not all of the incoming solar

energy gets this far. An esti-

mated 34 per cent is scattered back

to space in its initial short-wave form

by small particles in the air. reflection

from cloud tops, or reflection from
the surface of the earth. This uncon-

verted portion heats neither the earth

nor its atmosphere. Of the remainder

approximately 19 per cent heats the

atmosphere directly by being ab-

sorbed and converted directly into

long-wave radiant energy, principally

by water vapor. This leaves 47 per

cent that reaches the earth's surface

either as direct sunlight (19 per cent)

or as scattered and diffuse daylight

(28 per cent)

.

Here the major conversion takes

place. The short-wave light is ab-

sorbed and then reradiated as longer

waves of radiant energy, equivalent

to what we call heat. Some of the heat

is transferred by ordinary conduc-

tion into the ground—one result is

thawing of the ground in the spring.

The rest goes upward: it is trans-

ferred to layers of air near the earth's

surface, and sets convection currents

in motion. These then carry and mix
the lowest, heated layers of air

throughout the restless atmosphere,

which works like a vast heat engine

to produce the world's weather and

climates.

At first glance the worldwide

energy-transfer mechanism appears

rather straightforward and simple. In

practice it is unbelievably complex.

For example, solar energy reaches

the top of the atmosphere at an almost

constant rate known as the 50/07- con-

stant. In an average 12-hour period

this radiation totals almost 1.400

gram-calories per square centimeter.

But the energy must then find its way
past a number of traps and diversions

—such as dust and smog as well as

water vapor—before it can hope to

reach the earth's surface.

Once at the surface, the energy

meets a mixed reception. If it falls

on dark-colored rocks, a high per-

REFLECTED TO SPACE
BY

EARTH CLOUDS ATMOSPHERE
2% 25% , 7%

TOTAL SOLARA\V
RADIATION

(SHORT WAVE)

19%
ABSORBED BY
ATMOSPHERE
AND CLOUDS

23% 5%
SURFACE OF EARTH

19%

Above: almost half oj solar radiation reaching our atmosphere passes on to

earth's surface and is convened to heat. Beloiv: the heat penetrates ground

by conduction, arid also radiates upward. Man's height shows tluit crucial

microclimate zone extends a few feet above and below the boundary.

BOUNDARY

centage may be converted to heat and

transferred to the lower layers of the

atmosphere; if it falls on a snow-

covered surface, most may be re-

flected back into the atmosphere and

do very little to heat that region.

When these and other factors are

taken into account, the task of de-

termining the energy balance of the

atmosphere becomes so staggering

that several types of scientists focus

their attention on separate parts of

the process. Among these people the

micrometeorologist focuses on the

earth-air boundary and the energy

transfer taking place there. And if he

is concerned with long-range aver-

ages and characteristics, he calls him

self a microclimatologist ("micro'

because his data are from a relativeh

thin segment of the atmosphere!

.

Basically, he focuses on the enera\

exchange process constantlv takin;

place across the earth-atmospher<

boundary. But this exchange is I'dii

trolled bv such a multitude of effect

that each small part of the earth'

surface has its own unique microen\ i

ronment. so to speak. Furthermore

man has so altered the face of tli

earth that many of the effects nm
mally occurring in a state of natur

are absent in the altered landscajit

Consequently, the investigator mus
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;onstantly revise his answers and his

echniques for gathering data.

For example, more than 20 years

(go climatologists began to realize

hat large urban centers had higher

ibient air temperatures, both day

d night, than the surrounding

:ountryside. Since this discovery,

nasses of data have been collected.

The most striking impression of the

dtered city climate can be gotten

rom a high-flying plane approaching

1 city on a clear day. A dark-gray,

ilovvly rising "mushroom" of smoke

Colorado researchers read the ivind

record at about man's height.

and pollutants is piled up over the

urban center, vastly altering the city"s

entire radiation balance. Frequently,

there are also the special cases when
a winter temperature inversion traps

the city's pall of dirt and pollution

under a lid of imported warmer air.

In general, man seems bent upon cov-

ering the entire surface of the earth

with brick, concrete, and asphalt.

When this is accomplished, the ener-

gy-transfer characteristics of the sur-

face will be vastly altered, mostly for

the worse.

Another branch of microclimate

research deals with soil temperatures.

For instance, permafrost has claimed

considerable attention. A significant

part of the land surface of North

America and Eurasia is underlain by

permanently frozen ground, con-

fronting development programs with

severe problems in such fields as

transportation networks, urban con-

struction, plant husbandry, mining,

and, in fact, all surface and sub-

surface activities. Accordingly, mi-

croclimatologists have supplied and

still supply a great deal of the basic

data needed for coping with perma-

frost conditions.

Sometimes the investigations bring

unexpected findings. For instance, a

close study of the temperature regime

near the earth's surface in permafrost

regions has uncovered a phenomenon

Like photo above, this one was taken 12,300 feet ahore sea Icrel in

the Rockies. Soil-temperature box has maximum-minimum thermometers.

called thermal erosion. Small streams

on Arctic coastal plains extend their

courses headward and deepen their

channels not so much by transporting

sediment that they have already

eroded by normal means as by melt-

ing their way into the permafrost.

Outside of permafrost regions, too,

the temperature of the soil affects

many of man's interests. This tem-

perature is in part a measure of the

rate at which incoming radiation is

absorbed or given back to the lower

atmosphere. The rate has a vital effect

upon growing plants; it may indi-

cate the rate or likelihood of frost

occurrence, and it is associated with

air movements caused by tempera-

ture changes close to the surface. As
an example, the citrus grower during

critical periods in the spring needs

to know soil and surface air tempera-

ture precisely before he can combat

frost danger. There are similar im-

plications for industrial designers.

Where to locate a smelter that will

be spewing forth noxious fumes

should be based on a knowledge of

both local and prevailing wind move-

ments at the earth's surface. (Wind

is air moving from high-pressure

fcold air) areas to low-pressure

(warm air) areas.)

There is also the broad signifi-

cance of cold temperatures.

About 10 per cent of the earth's land

surface is covered by icecaps and

glaciers. These ice masses lock up

so much of the world's total water

supply that, if they suddenly melted,

the level of the seas would rise several

hundred feet. To understand the

cyclical climatic conditions that in-

duced the onset of glaciation about

a million years ago, and also the

climatic trends of today, glaciologists

turn frequently to the methods of the

microclimatologists, among others.

With thermistors, instruments whose

electrical resistance varies with tem-

perature, they measure the penetra-

tion of the annual heat wave into the

ice during periods of high sun. Other

measurements determine the reflec-

tive properties of snow cover and the

rate of energy transfer at the glacial

surface. Net radiation is measured,

as are wind velocities and air-mixing

ratios close to the surface. Rates of

accumulation and ablation are deter-

mined, providing a measure of the
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glacier's moisture and heat budget.

A few years ago, scientists of the

Cold Regions Research and Engi-

neering Laboratories, Hanover, New
Hampshire, made a detailed micro-

climate study of ice and air tempera-

tures in the walls and within the cavi-

ties of several large crevasses near

the edge of the Greenland icecap.

These crevasses, covered with fragile

snowbridges, were a menace to over-

snow travel, and could not readily be

detected by aerial photographs. The

investigation revealed that a heat flux

existed over the center of the cre-

vasses. During the summer months

heat moved from the snowbridges

into the open space of the crevasses,

then downward and outward into the

ice. Using this information, other

scientists were able to develop a

method of detecting hidden crevasses

based on airborne, infrared heat-

sensing equipment.

In the field of plant husbandry, the

microcliinatologist has made some
of his most important, practical con-

tributions. Wine growing, citrus fruit

culture, forest management, truck

gardening—these have benefited from

his describing the environment quan-

titatively, thereby helping the plant

breeder to develop the type of plant

suitable for a given environment. The

northward march of wheat in western

Canada is a classic example of co-

operation between microclimatolo-

gist and plant breeder.

At each pioneer location, as at-

tempts were being made to push

farther and farther north in the high

plains, the climatologist measured

soil temperature and frost-free period.

Based on these measurements, the

plant breeders at such locations as

the Agricultural Experiment Stations

at Beaverlodge and Fort Vermillion,

Alberta, have been able to select and

develop strains of ^vheat that ^^ill ma-

ture in the shorter growing season

and rigorous soil temperatures. Al-

berta's provincial government has

based its settlement policy upon these

developments. It doesn't permit agri-

cultural homesteading where the

climate is too severe or the soil

unsuitable for the plants.

Although not aimed at quick,

practical results, the research into

microclimates of the boundary zones

has been as dramatic in the field of
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plant ecology. A generation ago most

school atlases contained a sketch de-

picting a number of the Western

Hemisphere's high mountains ar-

ranged by latitude, because latitude

was assumed to be the primary con-

trol of climate. From these idealized

sketches, classroom teachers devel-

oped a rule of thumb: "In terms of

climate, a mile of latitude is equal to

one foot of altitude." That is, one can

change climate by gaining elevation

at the same latitude or by traveling

north without gaining altitude.

Also, it was assumed that other eco-

logical aspects dependent on climate

—such as timberline or the range and

composition of certain plant com-

munities—were subject to the same

rule of thumb. Thus, if timberline was

at 11,000 feet above sea level on Pikes

Peak, it should be at 10,000 feet

above in the Canadian Rockies, 1,000

miles farther north. That this rule of

thumb was very inaccurate seldom

bothered its users.

The situation has change
Thoughout the world many resear

stations have been providing mc
reliable data and guidelines. On t

sea-level tundra near Point Bairn

Alaska, microclimatic data have lie

gathered for a number of years.

the Agricultural Experiment Stati

at Katherine in northern Austral

microclimatic information has aid

the development of new crops. A n

sonably lengthy record has been <

tained at Byrd Station, the Son
Pole, and at the Russian Mirnv S-

tion in Antarctica. Humidity, temp

ature, wind, and soil-moisture inf^-

mation is being gathered under I
>

high rain forest canopy near Ku;i

Lumpur, Malaysia. Graduate s •

dents make regular observations f

air-temperature profiles across W -

cester, Massachusetts; St. Louis, Is

Angeles, and Munich.

Another example is the work dc e

by the University of Colorado's

stitute of Arctic and Alpine Resear 1.

Tivo examples of modifying earth's surface: contour farming combats

erosion by planting rows in a way that reduces water runoff; Kennedy
Airport, right, altered its microclimate with artificial ground cover.



he early 1950's, directed by Dr.

n W. Marr, it began a continu-

series of investigations into the

I.tionships between altitudes, cli-

:e, and plant communities, in

ms of ecosystems. This line of re-

)rch soon showed a primary need

i a set of microclimate stations in

I Front Range, west of Boulder,

lorado. The stations were located

ihin the altitude range provided by
;h of four climax environments—

ne a state of equilibrium has been

undisturbed and has gone

luyh a succession of plant species

;ii it consists of those most success-

lunder the physical conditions of

jnate, relief, and soil. These climax

ironments are: the Lower Mon-
le Forest Climax Region (6,000-

iOO feet) ; the Upper Montane
fest Climax Region (8,000-9.000

it) ; the Subalpine Forest Climax

gion (9,300-11,000 feet) ; and

I

Alpine Tundra Climax Region
!i,400 feet to mountaintops). The

university already had its Science

Lodge, 9,600 feet up a slope of Niwot

Ridge. This center, now the Insti-

tutes home site, also serves as field

base for the four-station network.

Since 1953 a continuous record of

microclimatic information has

been collected at the stations. The
lower ones were relatively easy to

establish and maintain. Understand-

ably, the alpine station, at 12,300

feet on an eastward-extending spur

from the crest of the Front Range,

has given more difficulties. Here, al-

though air temperatures drop as low

as —34° Fahrenheit and wind veloci-

ties reach as high as 50 miles per

hour, a maintenance crew comes by

weasel each week to service the in-

struments, read data, and collect the

charts produced by instruments since

the previous week's visit. All air-

temperature, pressure, and humid-

ity instruments are in special shelters

40 inches above the ground. Here in

bad weather the men work in relays,

dashing outside their emergency shel-

ter cabin into the wind to change

hygrothermograph charts, read air

and soil thermometers, record ane-

mometer totals, measure the accumu-

lated moisture, and so on.

As their microclimate record has

lengthened, the Institute ecologists

have gained a surer grasp of the

atmospheric and soil temperature

factors that play a vital role in the

differentiation between tree and tun-

dra zones, not only at this middle-

latitude station but also in tropical

and Arctic latitudes.

Thus through patience, sometimes

with peril, and always by drudgery,

the world's microclimatologists go on

gathering measurements that de-

scribe the environment at the bound-

ary between earth and atmosphere.

Nature may abhor a boundary, but

here is one boundary that is at last

beginning to receive the amount of

attention it needs.



British astronomers, undeterred by the cloudy skies

and high latitude that make their island considerably

less than an ideal location for those who look heaven-

ward, are happily testing the new 98-inch Isaac Newton

Telescope at the Royal Observatory at Herstmonceux.

Queen Elizabeth dedicated the new instrument in De-

cernber, twenty-two years after it was first approved by

the government and many years after it was first pro-

posed. Testing is expected to be completed by the fall of

1968, when the first researchers, approved by a special

panel, will begin using the telescope.

Sir Richard WooUey, Astronomer Royal, indicated

that one of its first uses would be locating sources of

radio emissions. Commenting on the problem of cloud

cover, he said : "It is likely that some work can be under-

taken on at least 40 per cent of the nights of the year."

Observers will be expected to maintain a constant

watch for breaks in the weather, he added. Long-expo-

sure photographs might be attempted on 20 per cent of

the nights.

Weather has played an important part in causing

British astronomy in the past to lean toward the theo-

retical side. The Science Research Council hopes the

Isaac Newton Telescope will result in a better balance

between theory and observation.

There's more to come. An Anglo-Australian team is

planning a 150-inch telescope to go into operation in

New South Wales about 1975. In the field of radio

astronomy, where the British have distinguished them-

selves for years, plans are being drawn up for a 400-foot,

fully steerable radio telescope. It would be used in

tandem with the 250-foot instrument at Jodrell Bank,

now- the world's largest fully steerable dish, to give

radio astronomers better resolution.

Final government approval is expected in time to

have the 400-foot instrument in operation by 1971.

COMET HUNTERS' RECORD YEAR
The year 1967 was the best ever for comet hunters,

who discovered new ones or found old ones at a rate of

better than one a month.

The fourteenth and last, Comet Ikeya-Seki, was a

ninth magnitude object visible before sunrise in Jan-

uary as it moved slowly northward through the constel-

lation Ophiuchus. The comet's name should sound famil-

iar; it was named for the same two Japanese astronomers

who discovered the spectacular sun-grazer of 1965, which

could be seen during the day as it swung around the sun.

For Tsutonio Seki, the last comet of 1967 was the

fifth he has discovered since 1961. There is no secret,

he says, "All you have to do is to be very patient. You
should be very persevering and should not rely on bits

of good luck."

Owen S. Gingerich, who headed the Central Bureau

for Astronomical Telegrams in Cambridge, Massachu-
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setts, until the end of 1967, says it takes about 100 hours

of sweeping the skies to find a new comet. Other esti-

mates range up to 300 hours.

VARIABLE STARS
Robert F. Garrison and Armin Deutsch of the Mount

Wilson and Palomar Observatories needed a light curve

of Mira, the famed long-period variable star in Cetus,

extending back over decades. They wanted to try to

correlate peculiar changes in the spectrum with varia-

tions in the light curve from one cycle to the next.

S. H. Plagemann of Cambridge University in England

wanted curves for 10 T Tauri irregular variables.

Hugh Johnson at Lockheed Aircraft's Palo Alto labo-

ratory wanted observations of the X-ray source Sco X-1

while he made observations at Kitt Peak in Arizona.

All turned to the Cambridge, Massachusetts, oiEce

of the American Association of Variable Star Observers,

a worldwide group of amateurs directed by Mrs. Mar-

garet W. Mayall. Using special AAVSO charts to help

them accurately estimate magnitudes, observers keep

track of the light fluctuations of nearly 1.000 stars.

In her annual report, Mrs. Mayall lists the work of

350 observers—some 129,642 magnitude estimates.

Each is recorded on a punched card and on magnetic

tape, and the observations are correlated to give a nearly

continuous curve showing how a variable's brightness

changes with time.

Valuable information is provided for the professional

community by accurately timing the minimum light of

one class of variable stars known as eclipsing binaries.

When a close binary system is lined up edgewise with

the earth, it appears to an observer as a single star

whose magnitude periodically and suddenly drops for a

short time. This occurs when one of the stars in the sys-

tem passes in front of and eclipses the other. Profes-

sional astronomers are interested in determining the

period of these binaries and even more interested in

whether the period changes. These could indicate mass

changes or reveal a third star in the system.

Twenty-eight observatories receive AAVSO's quar-

terly reports and annual predictions on variable stars.

Amateurs in the program know they are providing

useful information. They also receive public credit; lists

of observers and the number of estimates they have sub-

mitted to Cambridge are published six times a year in

the Journal of the Royal Astronomical Society of Can-

ada and in the Review of Popular Astronomy.

The record is held by Robert Monske, a high school

student in Mercer, Pennsylvania. In 1966, he submitted

11,407 observations. A milestone was reached last July

15 when Carolyn Hurless of Lima. Ohio, recorded the

magnitude of RS Ophiuchi as 10.8. It was the 2,500,-

000th observation made by the AAVSO.
John P. Wiley, Jr.
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OFFICE OF THE PRESTDENT

Dear Uuseum Member-:

On April 7, 1968, The American Museum of Natural History begins its
one hundredth year. To celebrate the centennial we are preparing events
of major importance which we hope you will share with us.

Notable among them will be a series of six one-hour nationwide
television broadcasts bringing the Museum to the homes of millions.

Other highlights will be the opening of five new exhibit halls, each a
masterly synthesis of science, technology, and artistry. For example,
the Hall of Ocean Life, our largest exhibit, has as its focal point a
superb 94 fbot model of a blue whale poised in the act of breaching.

You, especially, can appreciate the value of the Museum's contribution
to humanity as a living center of research and education. All these
activities are financed in large part by the gifts of individuals and we
greatly appreciate your active support through membership.

At this exciting time, we in the Museum are expending extra energy
and initiative to cap the century successfully. I ask you, too, to make
an extra contribution towards the success of our 100th year
and continued greatness in the future.

Thank you for your generous response.

Sincerely yours.

CuL/^
Alexander U. White

P.S. A reply envelope is attached for your convenience.
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THE PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

As I write this year's message, I

am happily aware that this venerable

institution has succeeded In main-

taining a youthful vitality remarkable
for a 99-year-old. The Museum, like

some living systems in nature, has

followed a pattern of growth and
self-renewal. The growth has not

been a random one, however, and
the renewal has not been automatic.

They have been part of a plan carved

out by hundreds of men and women
of the Museum who, as well as being

proud of their past achievements,
are constantly seeking new ideas,

new techniques, and new knowl-
edge. This is the spirit that one finds

in the Museum one year before its

100th birthday, and this is the spirit

that will guide it through another

century of growth.

Education, of course, is the pre-

requisite of mental growth. As
Thomas Huxley put it more than a

century ago: "To a person unin-

structed in natural history, his coun-

try or seaside stroll is a walk through

a gallery filled with wonderful works

of art, nine-tenths of which have their

faces turned to the wall."

The most visible aspect of the

Museum's many-faceted role as an

educator of natural history is our ex-

hibition program. Today, every floor

is buzzing with activity. Scientists,

artists, artisans, carpenters, plaster-

ers, electricians, yes, even cost ac-

countants, are working together as

a team in the process of updating,

restoring and rebuilding halls and

exhibits. Work is proceeding rapidly

on six new halls, and their opening

will signal the arrival of the Centen-

nial Year of the Museum. In this

process of renewal the old blends

with the new and our Museum takes

on a new look. This new look, I am
happy to report, is being noticed

today and commented upon by our

visitors.

Exhibition may be the most visible

aspect of our role as educator, but

other facets of our program play an

equally meaningful role. One of these

is the Department of Education it-

self, which conducts literally scores

of programs covering an age range

from youth to senior citizen, and an

educational span from grammar to

post-graduate school.

Indeed, the Department's projects

reach out beyond the walls of the

Museum to include a wide variety of

people who find it impossible to

come here. These programs, like

those conducted inside the Museum,
are motivated by the desire to illu-

minate the mind, to kindle the fires of

curiosity about man and his

environment.

Perhaps the most formidable chal-

lenge in the years ahead—for both

the nation and the world— is the task

of advancing and disseminating

man's knowledge. Economists tell us

that today the largest enterprise in

the United States is the "knowledge

industry," which includes schools,

colleges, universities, museums, pub-

lishing houses, and numerous other

fields. The Museum is proud to be

actively engaged in this most cre-

ative of all enterprises. We will al-

ways have a distance to go, but I

believe that our Museum is on its

way toward meeting this challenge.

Alexander M. White

President



(THE DIRECTOR'S MESSAGE

Answers to the recurrent question

"What is man?" vary from a flippant

retort,to a philosophical essay or a

series of scientific observations.

Man's intricate and complex be-

havior has no doubt fascinated and

plagued his fellow man since the be-

ginning of self-consciousness.

The very complexity of man which

makes him perhaps the most fasci-

nating and certainly the most dan-

gerous form of life on this planet

also makes any single answer in-

complete and unsatisfactory. The
question has engaged the thoughts

of both ancient psalmists and mod-
ern statisticians, and the search for

answers will continue as long as

1 man exists.

Many biologists have pointed out

,
that man differs from other mammals

I

in a quantitative way only; he dif-

' fers, as Raymond Pearl says, "by vir-

,
tue of being only more so rather than

by being completely alien in kind."

This quantitative difference, how-
ever, involves the many attributes,

developments, and characteristics

that put man in a unique class. It is

this difference that has enabled man
to achieve the most diverse and
adaptable behavior in the world

—

behavior that has produced a writ-

ten record of symbols to transfer

knowledge from generation to gen-

eration and from place to place and

that has enabled him to modify his

environment to an astounding de-

gree and to develop the technology

that will soon enable him to move
from planet to planet before, it is to

be hoped, he completes the destruc-

tive remodeling of the planet earth.

To help solve the dilemmas of our

times—to help people achieve a bet-

ter understanding of the world in

which they live— is a task that poses

a double challenge to the scientist.

At the same time it offers him a

double opportunity, for the problem

requires a two-pronged approach:

basic research combined with edu-

cation. Research is necessarily the

forerunner of education and Museum
scientists are conducting original re-

search on many different problems.

The primary purpose and obligation

of the Museum is to provide educa-

tion for members of the general pub-

lic according to their interests, and

for students, teachers, and scientists

according to their needs.

Teaching, in the traditional role of

personal guidance and face to face

communication, is the special prov-

ince of the Education Department.

But the full scope of education at the

Museum is not limited to any one
department or division. Each depart-

ment makes a distinct and needed

Among the most awe-inspiring exhibits

at the Museum are the re-creations of
dinosaur skeletons.

Above, a teacher answers
youngsters' animated questions.

contribution to our educational

goals. When a curator plans an ex-

hibit, he is planning for public edu-

cation. When architects, artists, and
preparators design and execute a

display to convey the curator's mes-

sage, they engage in an educational

function. Through his research the

curator continually educates himself

in order to better educate others.

And all these efforts are combined
to improve the knowledge and un-

derstanding the Museum may offer

to the public.

James A. Oliver

Director
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If a museum were to be restricted

D a single goal, that goal should be

pass on as completely as possible

he knowledge accumulated."

Dr. James A. Oliver

Director

A visitor's first step into The Amer-

ican Museum of Natural History is a

step into a world populated by relics

of millions of years of the earth's de-

velopment, by fossils, fragments, di-

oramas, displays, by works of art,

works of nature, and the work of men
and women who, for the past 98

years, have made the Museum tick.

It is a fascinating step to take, but

often a bewildering one, as the visi-

tor can easily become lost in the

sheer magnitude of the institution.

Many visitors come to see particu-

lar exhibits, others to wander through

the Museum, sampling its offerings,

discovering for themselves its many
treasures. Still others seek help. Fre-

quently the help they seek is of a

specialized nature... the oldster

seeking new outlets for his leisure

time, the child seeking advice about

the care of his pet toad, the student

seeking the guidance of the scien-

tist, the teacher seeking help in in-

terpreting particular exhibits for his

class's special needs.

Many of these visitors who seek

help find it through the programs,

courses, and services offered by the

Museum's Department of Education.

From the day the Museum first

opened its doors to the public it has

found a waiting audience eager not

only to view the exhibits, and the

first and still basic educational ser-

vice of the Museum, but eager also

for further knowledge, eager to re-

ceive instruction.

Over the years, in response to this

desire, the Museum has developed

an extensive education complex,

which today serves everyone from

preschoolers to senior citizens, from

postgraduate students to underpriv-

ileged youngsters, and which car-

ries the Museum's vast resources

beyond its walls by means of por-

table exhibits, publications, and spe-

cial programs.

The Department of Education, es-

tablished in 1884, is one part of this

complex, which, for nearly a cen-

tury, has helped the Museum fulfill

the promise of its founders when
they wrote in the original charter

that a large part of all resources

would go toward the spreading of

knowledge.

In the beginning the Department

relied heavily on the scientific and

administrative staffs of the Museum
to present its courses, lectures, gal-

lery talks, and other programs, but

as both the programs and audiences

grew in numbers, the Department

acquired a larger and larger staff of

its own. Today it is the largest de-

partment of its kind in any museum.
The teachers, technicians, clerical

workers, and administrative staff are

direct links between the Museum and
hundreds of thousands of people

every year.

Over the last decade the Depart-

ment, working with various educa-

tional institutions, city and state

agencies, and others, has broad-

ened the scope and variety of pro-

grams and services. Some of these

are short-term offerings directed to

a limited audience, but many, such

as the programs for school children,

are permanent, but continually

evolving, undertakings that reach

many thousands yearly.



PROGRAMS
FOR
SCHOOL
GROUPS

The most heavily attended pro-

gram for school groups is "The
World We Live In," often termed the

Department's "bread and butter"

program. Last year it attracted hun-

dreds of teachers who came with

classes numbering more than 33,000

children, in grades 3 through 9, for

a carefully organized one-day ses-

sion correlated to their schoolwork.

It is up to the schoolteacher to

choose, in advance of the visit, one
of the 20 topics currently offered.

Once here, a member of the De-

partment's teaching staff takes over,

selecting exhibits pertinent to the

topic and geared to the individual

class. Subjects especially popular

with the schools are "Prehistoric

Life," "The Physical Evolution of

Man," "The Biology of Man,"
"Geographical Concepts," "Animal

Changes Through the Seasons," "A
Comparison of Primitive Cultures,"

and those on the Eskimo and the

American Indians.

Supplementing the teaching done
in the exhibition halls is a classroom

or auditorium period during which

films, slides, and recordings may be

used, and where the class may see at

close range, and sometimes handle,

specimens from the Department's

teaching collections, adding yet

another dimension to their learning

experience.

Many of the groups of young
people seen in the halls during late

mornings and early afternoons are

taking part in this program. At pres-

ent a maximum of 18 classes a day

can be accepted for "The World We
Live In."

Many New York City youngsters

otherwise eligible for this program

are unable to take part in it because

they are hospitalized or institutional-

ized. A grant from the Avalon Foun-

dation has enabled the Department

to carry a program of instruction to

these classes. This past year 7,400

children were reached by the Hos-

pital and Special Schools Program.

Another 9,000 chiJdren attended

"Exploring The Natural World," pre-

sented in the auditorium school day

mornings. This hour-long program

offers school teachers an opportuni-

ty to select one of four topics, each

given on a different day of the week,

Di. Wesley E. Lanyon,
Ornithology Curator, opeiates

a radar unit at left while
student releases hird.

The men are testing flight speed

of the bird at Kalhfleisch Field

Research Station, Long Island.

Photo below shows items

used by the Museum for

portable exhibits including filnis,

slides, photos and
sculpture pieces.

The kits are sent free to schools

and other institutions.

On the following page,

young people (left)

crowd around Indian War Canoe
at 77th Street Foyer.

An African dancer (center)

performs before a crowd at one

of the Museum's
Evening Adult Courses.

At right, youthful visitor

learns about turtles

"from the horse's mouth"
at the Natural Science Center

for Young People.



ach serving as a dramatic introduc-

on to a Museum visit.

Of all the programs presented by

ie Education Department, this one

i most like the first, also a lecture

rogram, offered school classes at

le Museum in 1904. Lectures for

chool classes, one of the principal

ctivities of the Department for near-

( forty years, were dropped in the

arly 40's in favor of a more compre-

ensive "all-day" program, the fore-

unner of "The World We Live In."

Today we are pleased to be able

3 offer both types of program, en-

bling us to better meet the demands
f the schools, and to accommodate
greater number of classes. When

ie rehabilitation of Education Hall

3 completed, we will have the space

D expand "Exploring The Natural

\/orld," offering additional lectures

Dr interested school groups.

The Natural Science Center for

'oung People, located on the 2nd

oor of the Museum, is extremely

lopular with young New Yorkers on

loth solo and group visits. As many
s three classes a morning visit the

lenter by appointment, for an hour's

instruction based on exhibits devot-

ed to the geology and plant and

animal life of New York City.

No youngster, of any age, whether

with a preschool class or one of the

upper grades, fails to enjoy a visit to

the Center with its small, native wild

animals, its marine and fresh-water

tanks, its rocks and minerals, and its

scores of constantly changing sea-

sonal exhibits. Supported in part by

special funds, the Science Center is

host not only to New York City

school groups but to groups from

outside the city as well. This past

year 4,500 children in class groups

visited the Center, one-eighth of the

total attendance for the year.

A relatively new and highly suc-

cessful program for high school

seniors throughout the state has

been organized jointly by the New
York State Department of Education,

Lincoln Center, and several of New
York City's museums under the

sponsorship of the New York State

Council on the Arts. Each week a

different group of 120 students ar-

rives in the city for a program of

cultural enrichment that involves

contact with art, the natural sci-

ences, and the performing arts.

While here the students are given

a brief introduction to the Museum's
many roles, then are taken by mem-
bers of the Department's teaching

staff through a number of exhibition

halls selected in advance by the stu-

dents. During the course of the hall

lectures, emphasis is placed on the

significance of man's relationships

to the natural world.

Last year 1,800 students, some
from as far as Buffalo and Water-

town, participated in this pilot

program.

Altogether, 55,700 young people

took part in the above programs dur-

ing the last fiscal year. Thousands of

others came in contact with the Mu-

seum through the exhibits circulated

by the Education Department to

schools in the city. Other thousands

visited the Natural Science Center

on their own, or attended the Satur-

day film programs arranged by the

Department. Others rented recorded

tours or purchased Museum Trail

booklets to help guide them around

the Museum.



PROGRAMS
FOR
TEACHERS
AND
OTHER
ADULTS

The Department's efforts are not

limited to young people alone. Every

year thousands of adults enrich their

lives and broaden their outlooks

through gallery talks, slide talks, film

programs, lecture series, teachers'

courses, field walks, and other

programs.

Before the Museum had been open
a year, large numbers of school chil-

dren and their teachers were in at-

tendance. It was to help teachers

utilize the Museum's resources that

the first formal educational program,

a series of slide-illustrated lectures,

was started in 1880.

This past year close to 600 teach-

ers earned college credits by com-
pleting courses on a wide range of

subjects including "Primitive Reli-

gions," "The Educational Values of

Our National Parks," and "Wildflow-

ers of Forest, Meadow, and Stream."

This program, organized in conjunc-

tion with The City College of New
York, offers between 20 and 30

courses designed for teachers of all

grade levels. The classes meet once

a week for 15 weeks, and have an

enrollment of from 15 to 200 stu-

dents. A nominal registration fee is

charged.

Every year adults with special in-

terests are offered a number of eve-

ning courses consisting of a series

of from six to eight illustrated lec-

tures, with a faculty drawn from both

the education and scientific depart-

ments. Fees for the courses range

from $12.00 to $16.00 The classes

vary in size from the record 1,000 a

night that turned out for Dr. Margaret

Mead's "Peoples of the Pacific" se-

ries, to small groups of 15 or 20.

Always popular are the series in-

volving field study, i.e., the Saturday

"Field Walks in Geology and Bot-

any," the "Morning Walks in Central

Park," and "Natural Science for the

Layman."

Three programs for adults, all with-

out a fee, are the weekly film pro-

grams, the gallery talks, and the slide

talks presented on weekday after-

noons. Topics are listed in advance

in the monthly Calendar of Events,

and also in brochures distributed by

the Department. These programs
reach an older audience than do

many of the Department's offerings.

A large proportion of the audiences

returns repeatedly, and the teachers

soon find they have a "following."

A program expressly for older per-

sons is the "Golden Age" program,

organized for the Welfare Depart-

ment's Day Centers. About 20 groups

a year are accommodated, and the

staff finds the men and women en-

thusiastic and appreciative.



PROGRAMS
FOR
INDIVIDUAL
STUDENTS

Not all of the valuable work being

Jone by the Department of Educa-

ion Is concerned with groups; much
is done for individuals.

Saturday classes for young people

are given for students aged 8 to 17.

This spring eight courses are being

offered, including ones in marine bi-

ology, archeology, wilderness areas,

and fossils and their meaning. The
Department has 16 scholarships

javailable for children unable to pay

the nominal fee charged.

A grant from Texaco, Inc. supports

"Principles of Geology," a 10-ses-

3ion Saturday morning course given

for several years now to students

selected by the local high schools.

As part of the course the 20 or so

students are taken on all-day field

trips to quarries and other geolog-

ically significant points.

Another program for the individual

students is carried out in the Calder

Laboratory, a part of the Natural Sci-

ence Center. There, under the super-

vision and guidance of a teacher, as

many as 12 students, aged 8 to 16,

may work on their own projects in

the field of natural science, projects

first submitted to the Center staff

for approval.

Since the Science Center opened
in 1954, it has been a mecca for

youngsters, so persistent at times

that the staff inaugurated a student

training program. Some of these stu-

dents have graduated, so to speak,

and are now participating in educa-

tional programs given by the Muse-
um's scientific departments.

TV personality Hugh Downs
is among adult studen ts

who have taken courses
atThe American Museum-
Hayden Planetarium.
At left, he participates

in a telescope-making class.

Although high school students may
apply for research work at the Mu-
seum on a volunteer basis, most ap-

plicants for two federally supported

programs, the Undergraduate Re-

search Participation Program, and

the Urban Corps Work-Study Pro-

gram, are from colleges.

Undergraduate Research Partici-

pation is completely sponsored by

the National Science Foundation

(NSF). Designed to interest top-

grade college science students in

research and the continuation of

their studies in graduate school, it

operates in all research fields at the

Museum, from anthropology to zo-

ology. The Museum accepts 25 to 30

students a year, about 10 per cent of

the total number of applicants. The
students work directly with Museum
scientists on research projects, col-

lecting and analyzing data, interpret-

ing, developments, and writing re-

ports. Some of the reports have been
published. Most of the students are

here for a summer, and receive a

stipend of $600. Others from tri-

semester schools come during work
terms, and a few enter the program
on their own time.

The Urban Corps Program was
started in the summer of 1965 for

college undergraduates and gradu-

ate students. Urban Corps "interns"

are supported primarily through fed-

eral funds appropriated under the

Higher Education Act of 1965. The
city puts in about 10 per cent of the

costs. Last summer 35 students

worked in 13 departments. Their

work, while the same as the NFS-
supported students, was oriented,

however, toward a future in federal

or city jobs after finishing their

education.

At a higher level, courses for ad-

vanced undergraduate and graduate

students are taught in the Museum
by staff members who have adjunct

appointments in local universities.

Today, more than a dozen students

are being guided in doctoral re-

search by Museum scientists. Sever-

al departments have postdoctoral

workers as well.

Young scientists doing research

in phases of wildlife conservation or

North American natural history re-

lated to the Museum's work have
been aided by the Theodore Roose-
velt Memorial Fund. Started in 1961,

the fund has brought grants of from

$200 to $1 ,000 to about five scientists

each year.

The Museum has been offering

grants to graduate and postdoctoral

ornithologists since 1951, when the

Frank M. Chapman Fund was be-

gun. The fund is designed to "sup-

port and foster research in ornithol-

ogy from a broad and international

point of view." About 20 per cent of

the grants were awarded to scien-

tists outside the United States.

About a dozen Ogden Mills Fel-

lowships have been granted to an-

thropology specialists since the fel-

lowship was set up in 1960. The
grants usually go to postdoctoral

candidates. Two grants of $5,000

apiece are awarded each year.



Dr. Thomas D. Nicholson (above)

Chamnan of the Planetarium,

teaches tlie use of a sextant

to student at a navigation class

in the Planetarium.

Reproduced at right is a

Nature and Science cover

showing the lively format that

makes the magazine so popular

with youngsters.

At far right, student

releases a marked turtle as part of

an animal behavior study

conducted at Kalbfleisch Field

Research Station on Long Island.



EDUCATION
THROUGH
THE
WRITTEN
WORD

The Museum also strives to dls-

jminate Its knowledge through the

ritten word. Natural History maga-

ne made Its debut 68 years ago and

)day attracts an audience of nearly

30,000 readers, ranging from the

pper echelons of the scientific com-

lunity to school groups and laymen,

he magazine's scope has broad-

ned to encompass contemporary

ubjects relevant to an understand-

ig and appreciation of all aspects

f natural history.

In 1962 a new publications divi-

ion. The Natural History Press, was
organized in conjunction with

j)oubleday and Company, Inc., and

b date has produced 59 bool<s. All

ireas of science are the province of

he Press, as indicated by a variety

l)f titles including: Future Environ-

pents of North America, Tliese Fra-

\ile Outposts, A Geologist's View of

^ape Cod, Africa and Africans, Bi-

>logy of Birds, The Archaeology of

Jew York State, and Invitation to

\nthropology. Books are written by

yiuseum scientists and others prom-

nent in their fields. While most of

he 650,000 books sold through The
^latural History Press have been on

he adult level, middle and upper

elementary school grade levels have

esponded very strongly to the "As-

ronomy Highlight Series" written by

scientists at the American Museum-
Hayden Planetarium, and to books
such as Discovering Rocks and
yiinerals.

Nearly a quarter million young-
sters read the semimonthly maga-
zine Nature and Science, also pub-

lished by the Press, which goes to

schools and homes on a subscrip-

tion basis. Now in its fifth year, this

magazine shows how scientists

study living and non-living things,

and suggests ways for children to

make their own investigations of nat-

ural phenomena. A special Teacher's

Edition provides background and
suggestions for classroom use.

LEARNING
AT THE
AMERICAN
MUSEUM-
HAYDEN
PLANETARIUM

In a separate wing of the Museum,
the American Museum-Hayden Plan-

etarium maintains its own staff of 25

full-time, part-time, and special in-

structors. Its popular daily lecture

in the Sky Theater dome, aimed at

young people, attracted 172,000 pu-

pils in 3,400 school groups last year.

Four special Saturday courses

were given in series of 5 and 10 ses-

sions each, attracting another 200

children. "Astronomy for Young
People" and "Special Topics in As-

tronomy for Young People" are

among the series offered under this

program. A summer course, "Junior

High Laboratory in Astronomy," is

given for .the higher elementary

grades.

The Planetarium offers an inten-

sive 5-week summer course, "As-

tronomy and Space Science," for

high-ability high school students. So

far, 1,200 area students have taken

the course, which is free and spon-

sored by NSF grants. Twenty lectures

are held, ranging in scope from "The

Electromagnetic Spectrum" to "Dy-

namics of the Solar System" and

"Astrometrics." It is considered the

most ambitious high school course

offered at the Museum.
The Planetarium also provides a

variety of lecture and workshop
classes to the public, among them

"Earth and the Solar System," "Sun,

Moon, and Stars," and "How to Use

a Telescope."

But the real educational triumphs

of the Planetarium are the famous

"sky show" and the 40-minute lec-

ture that accompanies it. About 600,-

000 people saw the show last year

and learned about the changing pat-

terns of stars and planets, the whys

and why-nots of their existences,

about the moon and man's attempts

to reach it, the sun and what it does

for the earth, and the shrinking world

of space.

EDUCATION-
ALIVE
AND
EVER
GROWING

The education system that lies be-

neath everyday activities at the Mu-
seum is somewhat like a coral reef.

Only a relatively small fragment of

the whole is seen above the water's

surface. The greatest part lies un-

derneath where living creatures

work constantly to expand and
strengthen the reef.

For nearly a century far-sighted

educators have developed programs
for people of all ages and all back-

grounds, with all kinds of needs

—

programs to encourage and guide

them through the richness that is the

Museum, a vital door to the natural

world.



DR. FRANKLYN M. BRANLEY

A decision made by Dr. Franl<lyn

iVI. Branley almost 12 years ago may
liave been one of the most important

steps In the development of educa-

tion in the American IVIuseum-

Hayden Planetarium. In the fall of

1956, he left the teaching profession

after 20 years of experience and

joined the Planetarium staff. The de-

cision to move here was "a big one,"

Dr. Branley admits, since, up to

that time, his whole life had been

wrapped up In teaching. Today, his

responsibilities are varied and vital

as Assistant Chairman and coor-

dinator of education in the
Planetarium.

The administration has given their

education expert a free hand to ini-

tiate and develop programs. Dr.

Branley believes many of today's

successful education programs at

the Planetarium are the fruits of his

early labor. These Include: work-

shops in astronomy for teachers,

college-level background studies for

teachers, courses in collaboration

with nearby colleges and universi-

ties, Informal open-houses for

teachers, laboratory courses for ele-

mentary teachers, and an exciting

summer program In astronomy and

space science for high-ability sec-

ondary school students.

Dr. Branley contends that "the

Planetarium should be a liaison be-

tween the community and the pro-

fessionals, to interpret what the pro-

fessionals are doing for the laymen."

One of the most effective ways of do-

ing this Is through the teaching com-
munity, where he obtained his early

experience. "Through the teachers,"

he points out, "you reach the vast

audience of young people and their

families."

Dr. Branley was born In New
Rochelle, N.Y., and received his

bachelor's degree from New York

University, his M.A. and Ed.D. from

Teachers College of Columbia Uni-

versity. Before moving to the Mu-
seum he held teaching posts at all

levels, from grade school to college.

Di. Edwin H. Colbett

MUSEUM
PERSONALITIES

Catheiine M. Pessino

Dr. Fianklyn M. Branley

Dr. Wesley E. Lanyo



IR. EDWIN H. COLBERT

Dr. Edwin H. Colbert, Curator and

)rmer Chairman of the Department

f Vertebrate Paleontology, has de-

oted so much of his time and en-

rgy to The American Museum of

latural History that today he says

the Museum is my life." He joined

ie Museum in 1930 as a research

ssistant to President Henry Fair-

eld Osborn, and has remained here

ver since. Respect for his work has

ontinued to increase over the years,

3 the point where he is now widely

egarded as one of the most eminent

len in his field.

I In 1966, he gave up the chairman-

thip of the department in order to

levote more time to research work,

pr. Colbert says his retirement is

[not far off," and he has stacks of

jlata and an abundance of knowl-

edge he wants to organize and write

lefore he leaves the Museum. His

hrimary interest is in Triassic rep-

lies, a category that involves exten-

iive field work. Recently he spent a

nonth in the field while he was in

Jouth America attending the Gond-

vana Symposium and the Continen-

al Drift Symposium.

Dr. Colbert has focused much of

lis attention on fossil remains in

NJorth and South America and Asia.

His research has shed light on the

problems of past distribution and

ntercontinental migrations of land-

iving vertebrates, and his expedi-

ions have produced important fossil

'inds.

Dr. Colbert has been teaching on

the staff of Columbia University

since 1945 in a special graduate pro-

gram conducted in The American
Museum of Natural History. He is

currently teaching the Evolution of

Fossil Amphibians and Reptiles to

graduate students. He was respon-

sible for starting Curator, the Muse-
um's quarterly technical journal on
museum philosophy, techniques and
practices, in 1958, and served as edi-

tor of the magazine until 1964. In

addition, his bibliography of pub-
lished books and scientific papers
numbers 262 articles.

He was born in Clarinda, Iowa,

and received his B.A. from the
University of Nebraska in 1928. He
earned his M.A. and Ph.D. from
Columbia University.

DR. WESLEY E. LANYON

Without the foresight and concern

of Dr. Wesley E. Lanyon, Curator in

the Department of Ornithology, the

Kalbfleisch Field Research Station

in Huntington, L.I., might never have

become the education center it is

today.

Dr. Lanyon was responsible for

recognizing the potential of Kalb-

fleisch, and for seeing that it was
realized. When the property was
willed to the Museum in 1957, he

suggested that it be turned into a

field research unit, the only one with-

in reasonable commuting distance

of Manhattan.

In 1958, just a year after he joined

the Museum, he was named Resi-

dent Director of Kalbfleisch, a posi-

tion he still holds, and began the

extensive work of renovation and

alteration of facilities, with the co-

operation of other Museum staff

members. His jobs were to parcel

out land on the 94-acre tract, co-

ordinate scientific activities, and

give shape to long-range plans.

In 1960, the first college students

canae to the station for summer
programs under the Undergraduate

Research Participation Program,

sponsored by the National Science

Foundation. Now, Kalbfleisch is the

center for research by between 9

and 12 undergraduates every sum-

mer. The students receive room,

board and a $600 stipend, as well as

expert tutelage in field biology and

astronomy. Also two or three high

school students are accepted as vol-

unteers every summer. Dr. Lanyon

and Dr. Donn E. Rosen, Chairman of

the Department of Ichthyology, are

currently investigating possibilities

for beginning a graduate program.

Dr. Lanyon lives year-round at the

station with his wife and two chil-

dren. A graduate of Cornell Univer-

sity who earned his Ph.D. at Univer-

sity of Wisconsin, he taught zoology

at the University of Arizona and the

University of Miami in Ohio before

joining the Museum. His extensive

field work includes five summers as

a naturalist with the National Park

Service, studies in North and Central

America, and the West Indies.

CATHERINE M. PESSINO

Miss Catherine M. Pessino is a

veteran of the Museum's Education

Department, and has been head of

the Natural Science Center for young
people since 1960. She was one of

a group of department members who
urged that the Center be established

in the early fifties, and she was ac-

tive in programs from the time it was
founded in 1954 until she was named
to the top position six years later.

The aim of the Center is to teach

New York youngsters about geology,

plant, and animal life of the Manhat-

tan area. Under Miss Pessino's

guidance, programs have been de-

veloped that combine standard edu-

cational practices with an original,

exciting approach. She presents live,

colorful exhibits, ranging from a

tropical lizard mysteriously found
wandering around Central Park, to

starlings, garter snakes, pussy wil-

lows and dandelions. The children

are guided by mimeographed quiz-

zes, question periods, and specimen

studies, to round out the experience.

Miss Pessino is also in charge of

the Louis Calder Natural Science
Laboratory, an adjacent room where

young people can work on their own
special projects, and she points with

pride to the enthusiasm of the neo-

phyte researchers.

An active worker on her own, she

cooperated recently with the city's

Board of Education on a project in-

volving neighborhood field walks for

children, and filming of the trips for

in-school use. She is engaged in re-

search at the Museum's Great Gull

Island in Long Island Sound, where

studies are under way on the breed-

ing and biology of two species of

tern. She is chairman of the Great

Gull Island Committee, and was in-

fluential in establishing the research

program there.

A native New Yorker, Miss Pessino

received her B.S. degree from Hun-

ter College. She has traveled exten-

sively, and has collected Mexican,

Southwestern Indian and Eskimo
materials for use in the Museum's

education programs.
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FINANCIAL
[

STATEMENT
Operating expenses of the Museum
taled $6,258,647 against which there

as income of $6,223,838, leaving a defi-

t for the year amounting to $34,809.

One-third of the expenditures ($2,045,-

)5) were made in connection with spe-

al programs or projects for which in-

jme had been provided through re-

acted endowment funds, contributions,

ants and other sources. The exhibition

ill rehabilitation program, research fi-

jnced by governmental granting agen-

es, publication of professional papers.

Deration of the field stations and adult

ducalional projects are the principal

eas benefiting from the funding of

ese activities by friends of the Museum.
The remaining two-thirds of the expen-

itures ($4,212,852) were used in connec-

Dn with the regular budgetary opera-

Dns of our general funds. These in-

uded expenses of general administra-

on, educational activities, operation

id maintenance of the physical plant,

snsions and other employee benefit

3sts. These expenses were financed by

n appropriation from the City of New
ork, income from unrestricted endow-
lent, membership dues, sales, services

nd the generous financial support of

ustees, members and friends.

The fiscal year ended June 30, 1967,

as been an encouraging one financially

>r the Museum. Additions to the endow-
lent funds received through gifts and
equests resulted in an improvement of

le yield from these funds. As a result of

ur annual fund raising drive, gifts and
rants reached an all time high of $314,-

00. Without this generous support, the

perating deficit would have been $349,-

09. We wish to express our appreciation

3 all those who have supported the work
f the Museum. Additional funds are

eeded for our expanded exhibition hall

rograms and to meet the continuing

ising costs of operations. We are grate-

Jl for past assistance and hope for your
ontinued interest and support in the
oming year.

EXPENSES
AND RESERVES

1

EDUCATIONAL
ACTIVITIES:
Curatorial supervision,

research, exhibition,

education, publica-

tions, library and
field stations

OPERATION AND
MAINTENANCE OF
PHYSICAL PLANT:
Guarding and
cleaning, building

construction and
maintenance and
other expenses

3
GENERAL
ADMINISTRATION:
Administration and
general supervision,

business offices,

public relations,

membership and
general expenses

PENSION AND
EMPLOYEE BENEFIT
PAYMENTS:
Museum's share of

pension costs, social

security, life, hospital

and medical

insurances

$3,732,134

$1 ,349,346

INCOME
AND DEFICIT

ENDOWMENT
INCOME

APPROPRIATION
FROM THE CITY OF
NEW YORK

GIFTS AND GRANTS

OTHER INCOME;
Membership dues,
sales and services,

grant overhead, field

stations, net proceeds
from Natural History

magazine and
Museum Shop

TRANSFERS FROM
RESERVES FOR
RESTRICTED
PURPOSES

OPERATING DEFICIT

$1,858,932
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CELESTIAL EVENTS
The moon is in the evening sky until March 14; in the

morning sky thereafter. First-quarter moon occurs on the

7th; full moon on the 14th; last-quarter on the 21st; and

the new moon on the 28th.

Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn are evening stars, but only

Jupiter is easy to see. It is well above the horizon in the

east at dusk, conspicuous among the stars of Leo, and
sets a little north of west before dawn. Venus may be seen

low to the south of east just before dawn brightens. Mer-

cury, a morning star close to Venus.is much fainter.

March 1: If you can see the slender crescent moon in

this evening's sky, look just below it to find Mars and
Saturn.

March 4-5: Mars and Saturn are in conjunction at mid-

night on the evening of the 4th. They are close together,

but set too early both nights to be readily seen.

Jupiter Is quite close to the bright star Regulus. Con-

junction is at 2:00 a.m., EST. If you can find Venus low in

the morning sky, very bright, just at daybreak, the star-

like object seen just above it is Mercury.

March 12: Jupiter appears to the right of the bright

gibbous moon in the eariy evening sky, slowly separating

from the moon as both move toward the west.

Mercury is at greatest westerly elongation this day and

may be seen low in the east in the morning sky for several

days before and after.

March 20: The sun arrives at the vernal equinox at

8:22 A.M., and spring begins in the Northern Hemisphere.

March 31: Mercury and Venus are in conjunction again,

but both planets are too close to the sun to be seen.

Thomas D. Nicholson

* Hold the Star Map so the compass direction you face is at the

bottom; then match the stars in the lower half of the map with

those in the sky near the horizon. The map is for 9:20 p.m. on

March 1; 8:30 p.m. on the 15th; 7:25 p.m. on the 31st; but it may
be used for about an hour before and after those times.
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On June 17, 1689, Henry Kelsey, exploring the region north of the Churchill

River and west of Hudson Bay for the Hudson's Bay Company "spyed two huffilo . . .

ill shapen beast Their Body being bigger than an ox ... . their Horns not growing like other

Beast but Joyn together upon their forehead and so come down ye side of their head and

turn up till ye tips be even wth ye Buts. Their Hair is near a foot long."

He was the first white man to see and describe muskoxen, the shaggy ungulates of the

Arctic regions of Canada and Greenland. They were numerous then. Nearly

a century later Samuel Hearne, on his trek from Churchill to the Arctic Ocean, frequently

saw '"many herds of them in the course of a day's walk, and some of those herds did

not contain less than eighty or an hundred head."

The principal enemy of the muskox is the wolf. When threatened, the animals of a

herd crowed together into the "hedgehog formation," a circle or semicircle, with calves and

young animals in the center, while the adults turn their sharp, curved horns toward

the attacker. Should an incautious wolf approach too close, a muskox will rush out,

try to gore and trample it, and then return to its place in the defensive circle. This strategem

works well against wolves, but in encounters with men and rifles it is suicidal.

The Eskimos have always hunted the muskox. The meat has been compared to

beef. From the animal's long guard hairs the Eskimos made mosquito nets, and out of

the keratinous slieath of the great horns they cai-ved ladles, prongs for their fishing

spears, and toggles for dog harnesses.

The Eskimos with their primitive weapons killed relatively few muskoxen. But the

advent of white men and guns spelled doom for this slow-reproducing, ungainly

creature that refused to flee. Bowhead whalers from Scotland and New
England wintering in Hudson Bay shot thousands to provision

their ships. Muskox robes became a valuable trading item, and between

1862 and 1916 the Hudson's Bay Company alone bought more than

15,000 of these pelts. Arctic explorers often depended largely

upon muskoxen for survival and success. Between 1880 and 1917

American and Norwegian explorers killed more than 1,000 muskoxen

on Ellesmere Island (the northernmost point of Canada). Still

later, the capture of calves for zoological gardens made heavy inroads

on the already depleted herds. The method of capture then was simple

and brutal. All adults of a herd were shot to get the calves.

By 1917 muskoxen had become so rare the Canadian government ordered their

complete protection. Of tlie Barren Ground nuiskoxen [Ovibos moschatus

moschatus) on the North American mainland only an estimated 500 survived.

The northern subspecies of the Arctic islands

and Greenland (Ovibos moschatus wardi) had also





been severely reduced in numliers.

Since then the animal has made a slow but steady

comeback. The Barren Ground muskox has tripled its

luimijers in 50 years to an estimated 1,500. On Canada's Arctic islands

there are now about 8,500 nuiskoxen, most of them (approximately 4,000)

on Ellesmere Island.

The muskox' scientific name, Ovibos moschatus—the musky sheep-ox—is

somewhat misleading, since it is neither ovine nor bovine nor, according to most

observers who have come within smelling distance, musky, except for bulls in rut. Its

closest living relative is the takin, which inhabits mountainous regions in Tibet, Burma, and China

Short-limbed and massive, cloaked in an immense double-layered fur coat, the muskox

seems impervious to the worst weather the Arctic can offer. Over much of its range, extending

from the Arctic mainland to the extreme northern tip of Ellesmere Island, the mean January

temperature is 30 F. below zero and February isn't much warmer. Temperatures

can drop to nearly 70 °F. below, and storms last for days. But the muskox er.dures all

and manages to survive the wintry darkness of its northern range.

Instead of seeking shelter in valleys, muskoxen prefer the exposed, wind-lashed slopes,

where shallow snow cover makes it easier to reach the scant vegetation. In a storm the animals

crowd together, hindquarters to the wind, sheltering the calves within this furry rampart.

Underneath the shaggy dark-brown mantle of long outer guard hairs hanging nearly to the

ground, the nuiskox wears a thick layer of downy wool. In spring this underwool,

called qiviut by the Eskimos, begins to come off in large patches, works its way
through the outer. hair, and trails the animals in long yellowish streamers,

so that they look weirdly ragged and motheaten.





The calves, bom in April and May, enter a hostile world. Temperatures can still be 20 or 30 F.

below zero, yet such a frosty welcome seems to have little effect upon them. They already wear

a thick cuily wool coat and thrive on their mothers' milk—rich in fat, protein, and lactose.

Within a w-eek they begin to nibble plants, but stay with their mothers for at least a year and

a half. The cows mature at the age of three ( bulls at about five years) and usually bear

only one calf every two years.

The liattle of the bulls for possession of the herds is primitive and impressive.

During the rutting season when a bull approaches a herd, the lead bull will march out

slowly to meet him. At twenty or thirty paces from each other they halt. Suddenly, as upon

a signal, the 800-pound bulls charge, smashing their heavily bossed heads together

with a crack that can be heard a mile away. Then they return to their prior places,

wait a moment, and charge again. They keep this up until one contestant, dizzy and

weakened, flees. Bulls w-ho have been driven from the herds by stronger rivals become

solitary wanderers.

^Tien not disturbed, the muskox' movements are slow and stately, in keeping with

his massive appearance and his short legs. But when attacking or in flight, he is amazingly

fast and can make nearly right-angle turns in full gallop.

In the Pleistocene, muskoxen wandered over much of Eurasia and North America.

Fossil remains have been found in Europe as far south as the Pyrenees and well

within the present continental United States. When the climate became warmer, the

muskox followed the retreating ice northward and finally died out in Europe and

Siberia, although they survived on portions of the Canadian Arctic archipelago

and in Greenland.

In 1930, 34 muskoxen from Greenland were released on Nunivak Island, off

Alaska. By 1952, they had increased to 77, and in 1962 there were 340 muskoxen

on the island. Two other transplants of Greenland muskoxen have also

been successful. About 100 muskoxen live on Spitsbergen, north of

Norway, and some 30 in the Dovrefjell Mountains of Noi-way itself.

The muskox is now completely protected throughout its range—in Canada

since 1917. in Greenland since 1951, and in Norway, on Nunivak, and

on Spitsbergen since their introduction. In the spring of 1967. however,

the Northwest Territories Council, against the advice of government

biologists, decided to permit the shooting of 32 muskoxen annually by

sportsmen. The price: $4,000 per muskox. Even at that, applications

arrived from as far away as Europe. There was considerable public

opposition to this plan, and even lumters agreed that shooting muskoxen, which

stand stolid when approached, could hardly be called sporting. As Vilhjalmur Stefansson

put it so neatly: '"the word 'sport' has a curious meaning when applied to killing

muskox. ... I would say that equally good sport could be secured with far

less trouble and expense by paying some farmer for the permission of going into

his pasture and killing his cows." Last October the Council announced it has abandoned

its plan to allow the annual "harvest."

Fifty years of protection in Canada have permitted the muskox to slowly increase its

numbers and to spread gradually back into areas where it had previously existed.

Braving cold, storms, and distance, and now free from the depredation of man's

destructive pastimes, the muskox is slowly regaining the former extent of its frigid realm.
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PART 2

ETHIOPIA by Alan Ternes

Awoman burdened with a heavy load of firewood

or a clay jar of water is a frequent and, at first,

unfathomable sight along the modern highways of

Ethiopia. Why, you wonder, doesn't she use a wagon
or even a crude wheelbarrow to shed the weight from

her back?

The burden—senseless by modern standards—is a

visible sign of the strict bondage of millions of Ethi-

opians to their culture. The failure of many rural

Ethiopians to use the wheel is one of countless ways

their toils and thoughts reflect the isolation of their

past, lived out amid the barriers of rugged mountains

and valleys.

The physical and cultural barriers against moderni-

zation persist and plague the planners of the central

government. Progress in recent decades is evident only

in the major cities and at a few showcase plantations;

most Ethiopians have barely been touched by change.

Even today, no clear picture of the country or its

problems exists because basic statistics are unreliable

or non-existent. For example, Ethiopia's population

is unknown because there has never been a complete

census. Estimates vary as much as five million above

and below the most reliable figure, for 1967, of slightly

more than 23 million persons. The capital, Addis

Ababa, has a population of about 500,000.

Problems of development are compounded by a

dual economy. In the cities business transactions are

conducted in Ethiopian dollars, but for the 90 per cent

of the population in subsistence agriculture most busi-

ness is conducted by barter in local markets. Any
attempt to calculate the value of barter transactions

can be little more than a guess.

Land ownership and rights to the land are also un-

clear. Agreements between landlords and tenant farm-

ers are not written and remain controlled by custom.

In one pilot study on a highland plain about one-half

of the land was privately owned, one-third owned by
the church, and much of the rest owned by the gov-

ernment. Even these conclusions had to be made from
interviews at a district headquarters, rather than

through actual field studies, because farmers and land-

owners resent any attempts to measure the exact

boundaries between plots or to compute landholdings

precisely. In many cases the size of a plot will be
related to its productivity, so that plots of different

sizes are considered equal.

Because of the lack of reliable data about the

people, the economy, and the land, and because of the

lack of accurate maps, geographic interpretation of

Ethiopia can be httle more than a superficial survey.

Possibly because maps are flat, geographers tend

to view places horizontally. A more fruitful approach

for Ethiopia is to look at areas vertically. For ex-

ample, the landscapes, the economics, and the daily

fives of Ethiopians on the two highland plateaus are

similar, while all these elements differ greatly on the

floor of the Rift Valley between the plateaus. Unlike

the vertical distribution in most countries of the world,

in Ethiopia three-fourths of the leading cities and vil-

lages are located at elevations of 5,000 to 1 1,000 feet.

In the United States 44 of the 50 largest cities are

below 1,000 feet and only one, Denver, is just above

5,000 feet.

The cool, green highland plains, or ambas, appear

to have been manicured by man. Almost every level

or gently sloping plot is used, mainly for grains or

grazing. The soils are rich and easily tilled; rainfall is

abundant and is distributed through regular seasons.

The only numerous trees of the ambas are eucalyptus

planted in woodlots for fuel and lumber, scarce com-
modities in Ethiopia. The vigorous, rapid-growing

eucalyptus, an Australian import, has become the

dominant tree near heavily populated areas.

The only abundant wildlife are creatures that co-

exist successfully with man, such as the blue-eared

glossy starling, hooded and Egyptian vultures,

baboons, and the ubiquitous hyenas. Even in Addis

Ababa hyenas occasionally skulk through the streets

at night while frightened dogs howl from the safety

of nearby houses.

The typical Amhara farmer of the highland plains-

tall, keen-featured, draped in brown flax robe—exists
in a closed world of circles of space and cycles of time

closely tied to the seasons and the Ethiopian Coptic

Church.

The smallest spatial circle is his home, traditionally

a round, mud and manure building with a thatched

roof. Inside, a partition separates the inner Hving area

from the rest of the house. At night cattle are brought

into stalls in the outer circle of the house for protec-

tion and warmth. Around the house the farmer con-

structs a thick, circular fence of thorny bushes. Houses
are often found in clusters, with another tall, circular

fence of thorny brush around them.

An Ethiopian farmwife spreads hand-washed

clothes in the sun to dry along

Lake Haramaia in the highlands near Harar.
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Adorned with silver headband and bracelets,

a Moslem woman (below) strides through the market

at Harar. The women in the region observe

most Moslem customs but do not wear veils.



\farm robes of Amhara farmers in a busy market

in the highlands of Shoa Province (center)

contrast with the light, colorful dress of a woman

sitting shaded from the sun in a lowland market

near Jijiga, on the road to the torrid Ogaden Desert.



A Galla girl (right) pauses to adjust

her bright costume and jewelry. The circular,

thatched mud and manure homes (below) hold family

and livestock of farmers in the Ahmar Mountains.

A Somali woman (bottom) scoops water

for her cattle from a man-made seep hole.

, V.



The Ethiopian farmwife spends most of lier life in

toil, which begins in predawn darkness each

morning when she rises to grind grain. In the first of

her endless round of chores, she uses a flat stone to

pulverize the rough kernels of teff, an endemic plant

grown only in the highlands. The flour is mixed into a

sour dough, which is baked into large, flat pancakes

called injara, the basic food of the Amharas.
The husband rises at dawn, recites a morning

prayer, and leads the oxen, cows, donkeys, and mules

from the house to pasture. He then returns and, sitting

on a sheepskin spread over a clay bench along the

inner wall of the house, eats his breakfast of injara and

hot pepper sauce. On most days he goes early to his

fields with his oxen while his sons herd the cattle. With

a crude, iron-pointed plow, each of the farmer's fields

is turned over twice for each of the two or three crops

grown yearly; first to break the soil and then to cover

the hand-sown seeds of teff. Harvesting of the low

teff plant is painfully slow and is done with small

hand sickles.

At dusk the farmer and his sons return to the home,
and once again the family encloses itself in the circular

house. After his evening prayers the farmer retires to

a low handmade bed of wood and cowhide strips. The
children he down on the sheepskin-covered clay

benches. The last to retire is the mother, who covers

the embers of the fire with ashes and sets out the grain

she will grind in the morning.

The daily cycle of toil is broken only on Saturdays,

Sundays, and religious holidays, when the Amharas
refrain from labor and regularly walk long distances

to church. Additionally, once a week the wife may
walk five or ten miles to a nearby village on market

day to barter eggs, chickens, and grain for household

needs, such as salt or pepper.

The Ethiopian farmer does not deviate from the

binding traditions of his father and his father's father.

He sees no reason why his sons should not follow the

same patterns.

In a few places changes are appearing in these tra-

ditional patterns of life. More and more children are

attending school, as the government tries to remove

the handicap of iUiteracy from more than 90 per cent

of the population. Many members of the U.S. Peace

Corps are stationed as teachers in isolated villages,

and their influence on the minds and horizons of young

Ethiopians is great. Also, the movement of people,

products, and ideas has increased as air travel and

road networks have grown in recent decades. Low-
cost buses on high, rugged chassis rumble along the

roads and facilitate the growing movement of laborers

toward the urban areas, especially Addis Ababa. The
national carrier, Ethiopian Airlines, which began

operation in 1946, now serves forty cities and villages

throughout the country. In addition the international

network of its modern jets touches seventeen coun-

tries in three continents. The airline brings a growing

number of tourists to the country, and this has had

profound effects on the attitudes toward foreigners

and foreign ideas. But an airline network has, by its

nature, only a spotty influence, and leads to the devel-

opment of little islands of modern influence amid an
otherwise primitive landscape.

The growing system of roads has been fostered by
the government primarily to increase the export of
goods, particularly coffee beans. Modern bridges span
the once-impassable gorges, and all-weather roads
now tie the formerly subsistence local economies into

the national market. The financial advantages of a

modern highway are tremendous: the 208-mile trip

between Addis Ababa and Jimma in western Ethiopia

took two weeks in 1953, with freight costs of $45 a
ton; today the trip takes eight hours, and freight costs

$20 a ton.

In the small markets along these modern roads

manufactured goods are appearing: empty tin cans,

which sell for 10 cents apiece; nails and tools; alumi-

num pots; cotton goods from India and Japan; plastic

shoes from Italy; chewing gum from the United States.

The traders sell these goods for cash, which tends to

force the rural peasants more and more into the na-

tional economy.

In
the evergreen montane forests in lower areas

of the plateaus is grown the country's leading

item of foreign trade—coffee. Like many aspects of

Ethiopia, the methods of coffee cultivation range be-

tween two extremes, from modern plantations run by
foreigners or Ethiopians educated abroad, to primitive

practices closely related to those of food gatherers.

In the primitive systems, the original montane for-

est is not destroyed, and the coffee plants germinate

from fallen seeds. The only cultivation by farmers hv-

ing nearby is to cut back competing shrub vegetation.

In cases where coffee plants have not spread to an area

naturally, the "farmer" simply pulls up coffee seed-

lings from a crowded plot and pushes them into stick-

made holes. They usuafly survive. When the coffee is

ripe, the cherries with the coffee beans inside fall to

the ground. The cherries are carried back to the vil-

lages, where they are spread on packed, bare ground

to dry before being sold to traders at a local market-

ing center.

The primitive method has many disadvantages: low

productivity; poor quahty of bean because of the

methods of harvesting and drying; and beans of differ-

ent sizes and types. But for the Galla and other tribes-

men of the remote montane forest the method has one
great advantage; it does not require investment.

The large coffee plantations maintain nurseries to

control plant breeding and selection. Competing vege-

tation is cleared, except for a few canopy trees to

shade the coffee bushes. Plants are evenly spaced and

pruned to give them a bushy shape so that the cherries

may be easily picked when ripe. Migrant laborers

spread canvases on the ground to catch cherries dur-

ing the harvests. These are dried by machine and

stored in odor-free warehouses within a few hours

after being removed from the bushes.

As much as 500 pounds of high-quality coffee per

acre is grown on the plantations, a yield at least five

times as great as that of the primitive method. How-
ever, the plantation method requires considerable
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investment, managerial skills, and a dependable sup-

ply of labor—all difficult to obtain in Ethiopia.

Nevertheless, plantations each year produce a

larger proportion of the exportable coffee and the im-

portance of the semiwild harvesting is reduced. As the

low-grade beans lessen in value, the ties of the coffee-

gathering peoples with the outside world will diminish,

and the more remote tribes in the wilder valleys prob-

ably will return to the completely subsistence food

gathering and simple agriculture of their ancestors.

The power of the harsh environment of the Rift

Valley can be felt fully in the rugged, one-day trip

from the edge of the Somali Plateau, about 200 miles

east of Addis Ababa, to the banks of the Awash—a dis-

tance of about 100 miles. The light vehicular traffic

along this route compressed the soil on the bare sur-

face of the unpaved road. The Rift Valley is normally

arid, but during the rainy season storms roll down
from the plateau with torrential rains. Today most of

the road is impassable because of the deep gullies that

have eroded into it. The existing track zigzags back

and forth over an old one built thirty years ago, during

Italian occupation, and often splits into several

branches, depending on the whims of previous drivers

over the route.

The road is now only used by an occasional supply

truck or police vehicle. During a drive over the route

in 1967, we found that ours was only the second pri-

vate party to use the road in two years. Yet this track

is the main link of several hundred square miles of the

Rift Valley with the outside world.

The track strikes out from Errorgota, a village near

the northern edge of the Somali Plateau that contrasts

greatly with its surroundings. The land at the village

is owned by the emperor, and with the aid of irrigation

has been turned into a large citrus plantation with

lush plant life. But just north of Errorgota the vege-

tation changes rapidly; stunted shrublike trees give

way to grassy savanna. Thereafter, the only trees are

found in narrow strips of gallery forest along streams

that drain from the sides of the plateau toward the

Awash River. These streams disappear in the sand

before they reach the Awash, but riverbeds and trees

extend beyond the last of the running water, and if

you scoop a deep hole in the middle of a dry riverbed

and wait, it may fill slowly with potable water.

A few miles before reaching the Awash, the land

is practically barren, and to the east you can see the

tan dunes of the Danakil Depression. Only widely

scattered Danakil tribes survive there, and by reputa-

tion and deed they are as fierce as the landscape.

The Awash in the middle of the valley is greatly

diminished from the mighty river that roared down
from the edge of the plateaus; it is sluggish and sedi-

ment filled. Marshes with crocodiles and hippopota-

muses line its sides. A hundred miles farther east the

river oozes into a marshy lake and dies.

The nomadic tribes of the Rift Valley and other arid

regions of Ethiopia are mainly Somalis. Their lan-

guages, their Moslem religion, their tribal customs,

and their nomadic life set them apart from the main

trends of Ethiopian life. In the Ogaden Plain of the

southeast, where Ethiopia borders the Somali Repub-
lic, the tribes ignore political boundaries as they search

for water and fresh grass for their goats, cattle, and

camels. This has led to a series of disputes and political

negotiations over the border problem. Meanwhile,

the nomadic tribes continue the life they have known i

for centuries—long before nationalism and state

boundaries were significant in Africa.

Modern civilization in the middle of the Rift Valley

is represented by the police post, which is like an army
camp. The post at Osboli has about 200 persons, in-

cluding the famiUes of the pohcemen, and is sur- I

rounded by a stone wall with rifle and machine gun

emplacements. The policemen and their pack of noisy

dogs seem to be guarding an empty world, except for

some vultures and storks scavenging at the site where

a cow purchased from the Somalis is butchered every

other day to supply the post with fresh meat.

One night the commander, a friendly lieutenant who
admires the FBI, looked out across the moonlit plain

and described for me some of the contact between this

outpost of the empire and the nomadic tribes.

"We don't know where they are, what they're do-

ing," he said. "One day I'll drive around and not see

a single person for miles, the next day a whole tribe

will suddenly be there. If there is some trouble, they

suddenly appear from nowhere, and you see them

behind every rock."

"Trouble" can assume serious dimensions, because

later, far from the police post, we saw Somalis who
have acquired modern carbines. They have also, I

should note quickly, retained the Moslem tradition

of hospitality and honor for guests, and we had nc

trouble once they understood we were friendly.

Most trouble occurs when two tribes dispute water

or grazing rights and the police step in to stop the

bloodshed. At other times a weak tribe will flee to the

protection of a police post during a dispute with an

other tribe.

The villages of the nomads are groups of small

'm'lM I

Helicopters of the U.S. Mapping Misstiu

forerunners of change for Etitihii

most of whom now lead traditional, lom

rural lives, without national aZ/cl
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four-foot-high huts made from grass mats. The base

of the hut and a small yard are often marked out with

low rows of volcanic rock. These rock outlines remain

after the tribe moves on, and throughout the dry region

of the Rift Valley you can see these silent remnants

of past occupation.

Whatever water is available in the valley is used

by nomads and their stock for drinking. Little is used

for bathing and, as a result, the incidence of disease

is high. Eye diseases, especially, affect many because

sand and dust blows into their eyes, which are then

rubbed by unwashed hands. Blindness is common, and

one of the traditional tasks of young children is to

lead blind elders.

The modern city of Diredawa, at the edge of the

Rift Valley, grew at the beginning of the century as

,a rail depot for the shipment of coffee from the Harar
highland district. It has now become the market for

many Somali and Danakil tribesmen. Three highways

and the Addis Ababa-Djibouti railroad converge at

I

Diredawa, but most of the tribesmen who drive goats

:and cattle or who lead caravans of camels loaded with

firewood to market do not use these arteries. They
filter into the city on ancient caravan trails and dry

riverbeds—routes most of the city people are unaware

of. Just as Ethiopia has a dual economy, so does it

;have modern and ancient transportation systems.

For several months last fall Diredawa was the head-

quarters for a unit of the Ethiopia-U.S. Mapping Mis-
sion. Each day helicopters rose from the city and
noisily clop-clopped across the Rift Valley, frighten-

ing the herds of animals and destroying briefly the

tranquility of an ancient way of life.

The whirlybirds are portents of change, of the on-

rush of the modern world into even this hostile envi-

ronment. As agricultural development schemes now
being considered are carried out along the Awash
River, using river and ground water for irrigation of

the rich land, the niche for Ethiopia's nomadic tribes

will contract, as has happened in other portions of the

country. The isolation and independence of rural

peoples will vanish as the country moves further along

the path to economic development.

One dark night in the Rift Valley I heard a herds-

man singing. The tune was not melodic, it was more a

calling, at times almost a shouting of words and
sounds into the night. Whether he sang for his cattle,

for the hyena that yowled in the distance, or for the

stars, I don't know. It was the singing of a free man.
The agricultural programs in the valley soon will

pre-empt some of the best grazing and watering sites,

and the new cotton and citrus plantations will need

labor. The herdsman will be lured into a sedentary

life by wages, medical care, and the promise of educa-
tion for his children. But at night, what song will

he sing?



The
oldest writing known on earth

goes far hack, beyond hiero-

glyphs and other such pictorial

methods. This writing is in the form

of trails left by animals and later

jjreserved as fossils. Such trails re-

corded in rock are of great value to

scientists who probe the remote past.

But sometimes they have additional

usefulness; they can help us guess at

the identity of a mysterious creature,

also known only by its imprint, that

still exists. In the words of the famous

naturalist Ernest Thompson Seton,

It was in 1957 that a remarkably

clear photograph of the ocean-bottom

trail was taken with an underwater

camera from the Russian research

ship Vityaz at a depth of almost

10,000 feet. When the Moscow news-

paper Pravda published the photo-

graph four years later, several West-

ern news media reproduced it, and

in some translations the locale was

given as the Indian Ocean, although

Pravda had not mentioned a specific

location. Actually, the photograph

was taken at latitude 1°30' N.. longi-

with which the Pacific one might be

compared. An English translation of

this article became available to West^

ern scientists a year later under the

title "Tracks of a Creeping Animal at

the Bottom of the Pacific."

Today we still have only the trails

as a clue, and there is no complete

answer to the mystery of the trail-

maker. Researchers still want to

know what precisely is this deepwater

animal that leaves its markings on the

sea floor in a pattern so remindful

of those fossilized tire treads in North

"Never forget the trail ... it is the

priceless, unimpeachable record of

the creature's life. . .
."

This article deals with a compari-

son of just such ancient and modern

trails, the former as ancient as the

Cambrian Period some 500 million

years ago, the latter as modern as the

twentieth century. In both cases the

trails show a "tire tread" pattern,

nearly a half foot wide. The ancient

fossil trails are preserved in rocks of

eastern North America. The modern

trails were formed in ooze on the floor

of the Pacific Ocean, 8.500 miles

away and a half billion years later.

tude 154°07' E., between the Caro-

line Islands and the Solomon Islands,

in the western Pacific. This section,

where the Pacific's greatest depths

have been found, is now called the

Vityaz Trench, after the Russian

ship, which is well known in the

Southern Hemisphere because of its

far-ranging voyages.

The Vityaz oceanographers had

taken several photographs of the

animal trails, which were subse-

quently described in a technical bul-

letin by two Soviet experts, 0. S.

Vyalov and N. L. Zenkevich. They

also discussed various fossil trails,

American rocks of the Cambriar

Period. Evidence of the new anima

may not be found again for years

but oceanography has become sc

competitive internationally that un

derwater cameras sooner or later wil

almost certainly produce photo

graphs not only of more tracks bu

also, perhaps, of the trailmaker itself

Meanwhile, the clue has producec

fruitful discussion. A starting poin

is that the imprints (seen in th

photograph on this page) are genu

ine enough, but as Pravda pointei

out, the animal that made them i

"so far unknown to scientists." Ii
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their technical article, Vyalov and

Zenkevich compared their find with

known trails. They recalled that some

British photographs from the Atlan-

tic, made at almost twice the depth

of the Russian discovery, show un-

identified trails of about the same

size and general pattern but "not

quite clear enough for a detailed

analysis."

However, the situation need not be

one of total gloom. Although the

Pacific Ocean creature awaits posi-

tive identification, we do know that

a half inches wide. In each case it is

apparent that the creature had trans-

verse segments, which account for

the crosswise tread marks it left be-

hind; and that these imprints were

bisected by some appendage capable

of making a median furrow during

locomotion—in all probability a tail

portion dragged through the cross-

wise imprint made by the forward

part of the body.

2. Partial similarity in habitat.

The ancient trails were found in

Potsdam sandstone formed in the

described the North American trails

in considerable detail, he proposed

the generic name Climactichnites,

which means "rock with ladder-like

footsteps." This aptly describes a

sediment whose markings bear a

superficial resemblance to the tire

tracks of a modern automobile. How-
ever, they are not "roll" marks, but

"skip" marks. They show that the

lower parts of the animal were prob-

ably raised off its sandy beach be-

tween points of contact.

A large specimen of rock with

lllili

A living creature left these

"tire tread" tracks on the muddy
bottom of the western Pacific,

betiveen the Caroline Islands

and the Solomons. But what kind

of animal made the curving trail?

One guess comes from fossilized

clues found in North American

rock 8,500 miles away and

a half billion years old.

This clear photo of the Pacific

trail was taken at a depth of

nearly 10,000 feet by an

underivater camera from the

Russian research ship Vityaz.

In the Atlantic Ocean other

oceanographers have recorded

unidentified trails of about the

same size and general pattern—
although not so clear—
at almost twice the depth.

iilUllllllllllllillllllllllllllllillllilliillllllllliillll

CAROLINE
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TRAILS AT
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its tracks closely resemble the clear

imprints preserved in North Ameri-

can rock. Hence the intriguing possi-

bility that the animals responsible for

each set of trails may have had a com-

mon ancestry, and despite the great

difference in distance and in time, it

is possible that these animals are

related taxonomically. Technically

speaking, here are two reasons why
this possibility is worth examining.

1. Similarity in size and shape.

The trails from the Pacific are about

four inches wide. Those from the

North American rocks are not far

from that—between five and six and

Late Cambrian. At that time the re-

gion's environment included a shal-

low inland sea and its sandy beach

zone; in this zone the trails were

formed and preserved. The new trails

come from a generally similar envi-

ronment, though with much deeper

water, where they were associated

with a rather soft globigerina ooze

or sand, evidenced by bottom sam-

ples the Vityaz dredged up.

But there are enough other factors

to quickly convert any neat compari-

son into a mystery with many pros

and cons. Let us examine them.

In 1852. when Sir William Losan

such imprints, from Clinton County,

New York, is now in the New York
State Museum at Albany. The site

consisted of typical Late Cambrian
sandstone dating back to a half bil-

lion years ago. ( Every year thousands
of visitors see such well-bedded sand-

stone of Potsdam age at Ausable
Chasm on the northeast edge of the

Adirondacks. ) Comparable rock
structures occur in several states

westward to Minnesota, and crop out

extensively in eastern Canada along

the border of the Canadian Shield,

but here they are Early Ordovician,

which followed the Cambrian. The
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different age of Potsdam deposits in

different places, as indicated by the

fossil record, is explained by slow

northward transgression of the shal-

low sea and its sandy beach zone,

where the Cliniaclichnites trails ivere

formed.

Professor J. B. Woodworth of

Harvard attempted in 1902 to

duplicate these imprints by

maneuvering wooden blocks, shaped

like the animal's supposed segments,

across a surface of wet sand. Similar

experiments were recently made in

New Zealand by E. Z. Arlidge. His

purpose was to discover whether cer-

tain peculiar markings in rocks could

be formed by inorganic processes, as

well as by living creatures. For ex-

ample, radial and concentric patterns

resembling organic remains can be

produced in wet natural clays sub-

jected to the action of a vortex. On
the other hand, without careful ex-

amination some bioglyphs (organic

structures) can be mistaken for

marks left by water currents. A
recent paper by two geologists,

Stanislaw Dzulynski and J. E. Sand-

ers, has clarified this as far as firm

mud bottoms are concerned.

These various experiments indi-

cate that the Potsdam markings were

the result of organic rather than in-

organic phenomena. But it is not

certain whether they were caused by

giant trilobites, burrowing crusta-

ceans, or other arthropods ; by creep-

ing holothurians (sea cucumbers I

,

browsing snails, or segmented anne-

lid worms ; or even by plants of some

kind. However, Donald W. Fisher,

New York's State Paleontologist,

regards Cliniactichnites as an ar-

thropod trail. He points out some
similarity to the trail made by a par-

ticular arthropod, Limulus, the horse-

shoe crab, which has persisted

practically unchanged at least since

Devonian time began 400 million

years ago and possibly longer. Its

zoological affinities remain in doubt,

but it is generally placed in a class

or subclass of its own, the Xiphosura.

Although tolerating a wide range of

salinity and temperature, today's

North American horseshoe crab lives

in shallow water and comes to the

beaches at spawning time. In this re-

spect, of course, it differs from the

deepwater animal that made the

trails in the Pacific. But this does not

eliminate possibilities that the Pacific

creature is an arthropod. A number
of other still-extant arthropods, not-

ably the Decapoda, likewise reach a

considerable size, and some live in

deep water.

Another possibility, of course, is

that the Pacific animal is related to

the giant trilobites—a group of ma-

rine arthropods that are now extinct.

But Dr. Fisher points out that, al-

though trilobites large enough to

produce trails of the required size did

exist during the Cambrian, no fossils

of such animals have yet been re-

ported from the Potsdam sandstone

that revealed the imprints. Conse-

quently, he agrees that the riddle of

the Clitnacticlinites trails reinains

unsolved.

Thus we know nothing definite

about the habits of either the modern
creature from the Pacific Ocean or

its Potsdam counterpart. There is

only the evidence provided by their

remarkably similar trails. And this

evidence must be weighed carefully.

The actual markings made by an ani-

mal necessarily depend on whether

it was crawling, running, burrowing,

or swimming, as well as on the con-

dition of the sediment—obviously,

tracks and tunnels may have been

made by the same animal.

In the case of the Potsdam Cli-

mactichnites one end of the trail

sometimes has an oval impression as

wide as the trail itself. Possibly this

was made by a reproductive organ;

more likely it represents the shape

of the animal at rest, before it started

to move. The Pacific photograph

shows nothing similar; but then, it

does not include the beginning or

end of the trail.

If the similarity of the trails

should not be exaggerated, neither

should their importance be mini-

mized. The relationship between an

animal's trail and the activity that

produced it has been neatly ex-

pressed by the paleontologist James

R. Beerbower, who wrote : "A reptile

crosses the moist sand of a beach,

and the shape of his foot, the tensions

of his muscles, the compulsions of

his brain, are imprisoned forever."

This statement would apply espe-

cially to the seven-foot-wide tracks

left in soft sand by the giant leather-

back turtle, a Malayan species. But

it also refers to small creatures like

the cojfote, fox, and woodchuck, and
on up to the elephant, lion, and rhi-

noceros. The same applies to birds,

bottom-hugging fish, and—as in this

case—to invertebrates.

Here we have two trails with not-

able similarities of form, although

far apart both in time and place.

That the North American trails are

found in consolidated sandstone,

whereas the Pacific trails are in glo-

bigerina ooze may be of no great

,*.•**

significance. Giving the name Cli-

niactichnites to both types of trail

merely describes the product of an

organic mechanism; here generic

and specific names lack their usual

biologic significance. Vyalov and

Zenkevich themselves point out that

their new trail does not fit any nat-

ural classification, because the ani-

mal responsible is not known. Hence

their special, new name—their trail is

called Mystichnis pacificus.

The idea of an evolutionary link

between the ancient and modern

climactichnitid forms is not without
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precedent. For example, living coe-

lacanth fish have been found off the

west coast of South Africa, although

the species was thought to have be-

come extinct at the close of the Cre-

taceous era, some seventy million

years ago. The fact that they still

exist was discovered in 1938, and

additional specimens have been

landed since then. Also, a living rep-

resentative of the somasteroids (sea

stars I
,
previously thought to have

died out about 450 million years ago

in the Ordovician, was recently

found. Long-span connections in

such cases, as well as in the genus

producing the climactichnitid trails,

are made more plausible by the rela-

tively slow rate of evolution in

marine animals.

What is the record concerning

such animal trails between the Cam-

brian and the present, and are

any similar ones known from rocks

younger than Cambrian? While Cli-

mactichnites appears to be the earli-

est and is perhaps the best-known,

there are others of the same general

shape although they differ in detail.

The five-inch-wide Climacdchnites is

very large compared with these

others, most of which are about a

half inch across. Many have chevron

markings and some have median

grooves, but the Cambrian Climac-

tichnites bears the closest resem-

blance to the Pacific discovery.

It is this resemblance that may
mean the line of animals concerned

has continued practically unchanged

in the ocean depths ever since the

Cambrian, and still lives in the depths

of modern oceans. Alternatively,

I
Is there an ancestral kinship

between the living Pacific

animal and the species that

left these tracks preserved

171 Potsdam sandstone

a half billion years old?

This photo ivas made in northern

i\'ejv York; but in the Cambrian

Period the region included

an inland sea, indicating that

a marine creature made
the ancient trails.

Named Climactichnites ("rock

with ladder-like footsteps"), they

are five inches ivide and similar

to the Pacific find in pattern.

In both cases, transverse

segments would account for the

"tread" marks; both also show

a furroiv, probably made by

a dragging tail portion.

Iliiilillllllllilllllllillllllllilllllllllllillllll

descendants of the deep-water Cam-

brian trailmakers may have become

smaller than their ancestors and

then, by further evolution, returned

to nearly their original size. What-

ever the precise linkage, several new

animal trails have been added to the

record in late years, especially from

southern latitudes. Among them are

well-defined trails from the Tumbla-

gooda sandstone of Western Aus-

tralia. These last are attributed to

Protichnites, probably a close rela-

tive of Climactichnites.

A final question about the Pacific

trailmaker cannot be ignored. Can
such an animal exist at a depth of

nearly 10,000 feet, where the water

pressure is considerable? Although
the ability of marine animals to exist

at great pressures is difficult to ex-

plain, the fact is that some do, rely-

ing for nourishment on vegetable

plankton. Each species, of course,

has its own pressure-temperature tol-

erance, and there have been many
recent studies on the ability of bac-

teria and various other biological

systems to withstand the effects of

high pressure and low temperature.

There are records of life at truly sur-

prising depths—for example, nearly

five miles below the surface of the

Atlantic Ocean. Moreover, there has

been some revision of the traditional

belief that water pressure at enor-

mous depths is the most important

influence determining the physical

characteristics of deep-sea life. At a

recent conference in Miami, Gilbert

L. Voss, an expert on cephalopods

and the like, reported that more im-

portance should be attached to the

low temperatures and sparse food

supply at such depths.

One of the suggestions about the

Pacific animal— its possible relation-

ship with the modern horseshoe crab

—is therefore worth noting again.

Certainly conditions along the shore-

line, where this type of Limulus lives,

are very different from those in the

deep ocean. But since water depth is

evidently not an absolutely critical

factor, the possibility is not ruled

out that the trails in shallow-water

Potsdam rocks and those on the

Pacific floor were both produced by

animals at least related in some way

to Limulus.

This underlines the fact that any

conjectures made so far about the

Pacific animal cannot be confirmed

until the creature itself and the trails

it makes are seen at the same time,

in the same place. Such a prospect is

not impossible. For instance, there

was the old question about what

made some spiral-shaped patterns on

the sea floor. Then in 1965, zoologist

Donald W. Bourne and geologist

Bruce C. Heezen reported the answer

—in the form of photographs show-

ing the animal responsible. It was a

"giant" enteropneust, or sea worm,

and it was resting beside what was

clearly its own trail.
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The Slash-and-Burn

Technique
Swidden farming follows a rotation pattern in which woodlands supply ashes that

enrich the soil ahead of food crops; it is still practiced by millions

of agriculturists in regions on both sides of the Equator



by W. M. S. Russell

From the layers of plant pollen

found buried in Danish and Irish

bogs we know the kinds of vegetation

that grew there during successive

periods of time. An examination of

the deposits also tells the story of a

simple farming method that reached

Europe about 5000 B.C., and that still

persists in various parts of the world.

Before the Europeans could begin

raising crops, something had to be

done about the great forests. They
did it by slashing and burning the

trees. Evidence of the burning shows
in the pollen record as a layer of

oak charcoal. On the cleared plot

the ancient agriculturists then grew
wheat and barley for any^vhere from
ten to twenty-five years, until the

declining yield showed that the soil

was exhausted. Whereupon they

moved on to open up a new area in

similar fashion, leaving the old clear-

ing to become overgrown by brush,

and then trees. Years later, others

might again clear the same plot by
the slash-and-burn method, thus be-

ginning a new cycle.

This kind of shifting cultivation

was a natural one for simple farmers

in their first encounter with tree-

covered land. A similarly mobile

t)'pe of agriculture appeared nearly

7,000 years later when the first Euro-

pean corn-growing pioneers plunged

Bamboo torch fires a'suidden in

the Philippines. The Hanunoo farmer
moves along a protective path.

into the temperate-zone forests of

North America. Eventually, of

course, the gro^rth of settlements and

increase of population made it neces-

sary to clear the forest permanently

for the continuous use of the same

patches of land. In Europe the re-

quirements of this settled type of

agriculture were gradually met by an

increasingh" elaborate balance of

mixed farming, with crop rotations

and animal manure serving to keep

the soil fertile. In North America's

forest belt, such permanent settle-

ment developed much faster, and not

without disastrous impoverishment

of some of the land. At any rate, on

both continents today a choice is

made : The old temperate-zone wood-

lands are either conserved, for their

timber-growing potential or for rec-

reation, or else they are permanently

cleared, for a settled agriculture

equipped with all the resources of

modern technology.

Only in the cold far north of Eu-

rope did temporary clearing linger

on to any marked extent. One reason

was that the oak forests there gave

way to damp spruce and pine woods

growing on poor, sandv soils. The

trees were cut. the litter was burned

to make a thick layer of mineral-rich

ash. the ground was hoed (in later

periods, plowed) Ijetween the tree

stumps, and oats or rye (which tol-

erate the cold) were grown for a

while: then the farmers moved else-

^vhere, leaving the deserted plot to

Smoke rises as Hanunoo's neivly set

fire begins converting woodland

slash to soil-enriching ashes.

birch and alder, and at last to the re-

turning pines. This was the same

method that had been used in the oak

forests. It lasted into the late nine-

teenth century in northern Russia,

until 1918 in northern Sweden, and

persists today in parts of Finland.

For the Finns, the farm in the

clearing must long have been a fa-

miliar sight; in their ancient na-

tional epic. Kalevala, the voice of the

old hero Vainiimoinen is said to

stumble like the hoe among the pine

roots. But certainly by A.D. 1781, and

probably much earlier, some Finns

had transformed the old, casually

shifting cultivation into a regular ro-

tation of forest farming. In the first

year, they felled the trees. In the sec-

ond, they burned them. For the next

four to six years they grew crops

among the stumps. For twenty to

thirty years after that they allowed

the clearing to revert to forest, then

they returned to the same plot and

same cycle. Such systematic rotation

appeared in Sweden, too, probably

brought by Finnish immigrants.

But this way of farming eventu-

ally declined, along with the older,

casual procedure, as the demand

for northern timber increased among
peoples farther south and as modern

methods made settled agriculture

more productive even in the north.

Although forest fanning is dying

in temperate lands, it remains much
alive in the rain forests and savanna

woodlands that exist on either side
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of the Equator, covering vast areas

in Central and South America, Af-

rica, Asia, and the islands of the Pa-

cific. Such farming is not a curiosity

for anthropologists, a quaint survival

among a few backward tribes; it is

the way of life for a substantial frac-

tion of the human race. Figures for

1957 estimate that farming on tem-

porary clearings was practiced by

over 200 million people (nearly 1 in

12 of the world population), on 14

million square miles (about 30 per

cent of the world's cultivable land)

.

A. few isolated tribes with rather

simple cultures, for instance in the

Amazon Basin and on the uplands

of Burma and Thailand, practice the

haphazard shifting cultivation of the

pioneers. But most forest farmers

long ago adopted systematic land

use. The area under crops shifts its

position, but any given plot is regu-

larly rotated between cropping and

fallow. In the fallow period the forest

returns, hence this system is some-

times called forest fallow rotation.

Systematic slash-and-burn agri-

culture has evolved independently in

all tropic regions. The farming sys-

tem and the cleared plot are usually

known by the same name, but this

varies with locality, so the same prac-

tice is called by many names. From
Central and South America we have

milpa, coamile, ichali, conuco, roga;

from Africa, masole, chitemene,

tavy; and from the Far East, ehena,

djum, bewar, dippa, erka, jara, ku-

mari. podu, prenda, dahi, parka,

taungya, tamrai, ray, hwajon, dju-

ma, humah, tagal, ladang, kaingin.

English-speaking scientists have

coined several additional terms, in-

cluding slash-and-burn, fire agricul-

ture, and forest fallow rotation ; they

now generally call the typical plots

in all these places swiddens (from

an old English country word for

burned clearings) , and the system is

swidden farming.

The basic practice is similar all

over the tropics. A swidden site is

carefully selected. Trees are either

felled, usually leaving the stumps,

or completely stripped of their

branches; creepers and underbrush

are slashed away; and the resulting

litter, or slash, is spread over the

swidden. This is done in the dry sea-

son, so the debris soon dries out. It

6o

Polite delour-marher warns traveler

to avoid foot-tangling slash

in a freshly cut Hanunoo swidden.

is then set on fire (sometimes with

precautions to prevent the fire

spreading) . This leaves the swidden

covered with a layer of ash, ready for

planting crops in time to take advan-

tage of the coming rains.

In Europe, and even more so in

North America, a farm field conveys

the idea of rows and rows of crop

plants all of the same kind. By con-

trast, a swidden is generally like a

North American vegetable garden

run wild, covered with all sorts of

crop plants that will be harvested at

diiferent times. In a typical Central

American swidden, for instance,

squash vines spread over the ground

surface, cornstalks rise into the air,

beans climb up the cornstalks. The

most sophisticated swidden farmers

known are the Hanunoo on Mindoro

Island in the Philippines, who are

impressive botanists. About 1,200

plant species are known in their re-

gion, but the Hanunoo themselves

distinguish 1,600 different kinds—ev-

idently their classification goes down

to plant varieties. Of this number,

they actually breed more than 400

kinds in their swiddens. Various

other species repjoduce themselves.

To protect these when the swidden is

burned, the farmers wrap them in

green plant material.

Generally, among such peoples the

swidden is cultivated intensively for

a year or so, then gradually less in-

tensively, and finally abandoned.

For instance, in Ondo Province, Ni-

geria, one practice is to clear the

swidden in February and burn soon

after. Yams and corn are planted

with the first rains, together with

pumpkins, melons, and calabashes.

When the farmers harvest the first

corn, in June, they plant beans,

manioc, okra. and cocoyams. In Sep-

tember-October they harvest the

yams; in October-November they

harvest a second crop of corn,

which was planted in August. A
third corn crop may be planted in

the next rainy season, and the farm-

ers may return for a year or two

thereafter to dig the manioc and

cocoyams. but they generally do not

immediately plant this plot again.

Fruit trees are often included among
swidden crops, and their fruit may
be harvested for several years after

the swidden is abandoned. Mean-

while, through regeneration from

stumps (which are left three feet high

in Nigeria for this purpose) and by

growth of seeds from the surround-

ing bush, the swidden gradually re-

verts to forest. It will not be cleared

again for some time. In the interval,

other swidden sites are cleared and

go through the same cycle.

The periods under intensive crop-

ping and under fallow vary in dif-

ferent places, but when the system

is working effectively the cropping

period is always relatively short, and

the fallow period relatively long, as

seen in the chart below.

YEARS UNDER YEARS
INTENSIVE UNDER

REGION CROPPING FALLOW

Philippines 2-4 8-10
(Hanunoo)

New Guinea 1 15-20
Ceylon 1-3 8-20
Sierra Leone 2 12—15
Ghana 1-3 10-15
Nigeria 1-2 8-14

(rain forest)

Nigeria 4 Up to 30
(savanna woodland)

The method of selecting new swid-

den sites has been studied in detail

among the Hanunoo. These people

choose sites where the composition

of the fallow vesjetation has reached



the stage ready for slash-and-burn.

This may be from eight to ten years

after the previous cropping period.

The expert Hanunoo do not work

with map and calendar. They are

guided by botanical criteria that are

flexible and highly relevant for their

purpose. This method allows for

local differences (between soils for

instance) and ensures that the fal-

low period has lasted long enough.

In some parts of the tropics, spe-

cially modified forms of swidden

farming are practiced, such as the

system characteristic of Zambia but

found in many other woodland areas

of East Africa. In this chitemene

system, the farmers slash and burn

not only the trees and underbrush of

the swidden; they add branches

,brou2;ht in from the surrounding

woods. In Sudan, several tribes omit

burning the swidden, and instead

take advantage of the fact that ter-

mites quickly reduce the woody litter

to powder. Also in this region are the

Dinka, who practice a kind of ter-

mite-chitemene system—they collect

wood from some distance and pile it

in the swidden for the termites.

1> ot all swidden farmers are peo-

ple with extremely simple cultures.

The Hanunoo, for instance, can

write, so they post notices warning

neighbors to avoid walking into a

clearing that has been slashed but

not yet burned. However, the actual

farming method is basic to the way
of life of all these peoples. It is also

encumbered with considerable ritual.

To early European observers, the

whole procedure seemed senseless,

primitive, and a gross waste of land.

Yet there is often method, even in

the rituals. The Hanunoo drive a

hollow bamboo stick into the ground

at a possible swidden site. If the soil

does not rise high enough inside the

stick, they discard the site and clear

elsewhere. Although they regard

this as a purely magical test, it can

be a crude agronomic way of ap-

praising the soil's structural readi-

ness for tillage. And on many points,

these and other swidden farmers can

often give excellent scientific reasons

for their practices.

Many Europeans must have had

the experience that Bishop Macken-

zie described to fellow missionary

and explorer Dr. David Livingstone

in the mid-nineteenth century.

"When telling the people in England

what were my objects in going out

to Africa," said the Bishop, "I

stated that, among other things, I

meant to teach these people agricul-

ture; but I now see that they know

far more about it than I do."

Furthermore, the swidden system

is extraordinarily suitable for the

tropical environment. Considerable

experimental work in Africa, for

example, indicates how the system

conserves soil fertility. To begin

with, the heavy rains keep many
tropical forest and woodland soils

poor in nitrogen, phosphorus, and

other mineral elements that plants

need. Nitrogen is normally present

in soils either in an insoluble form

unusable to plants, in organic mat-

ter, or in soluble forms (chiefly ni-

trates I that plants can take up. Every

year, in the tropical rainy season,

much of the nitrogen in organic

matter is converted by soil bacteria

into nitrate. Some of this is used by

the plants, but much, being soluble

in the rain water, is washed out of

the topsoil. This means the stock of

available nitrogen is steadily dimin-

ished. Phosphorus and other min-

eral nutrients are also leached down
beyond reach of the plant roots.

This leaching problem often also

affects the damp, sandy pinewoods

of northern Europe, and the benefits

U ith his bolo this Hanunoo weeds

a combination crop: maize, rice,

cassava, pigeon peas, banana plants.
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Left: Nigerian farmers hiking hon

from swidden on which acha, a

lotv-grade form of millet, is raisei

Right: beer will reward th

Nigerian volunteers racing to t

new furrows for a peanut cr

Beloiv: solving acha seed. This

cereal groivs luhere others do not;

natives call it "hungry rice."

of forest fallow have been experi-

mentally demonstrated in Finland as

well as in Africa. When leached

soils are continuously cropped with-

out manuring, the available nutrient

elements are soon used up; crop

yields fall and eventually fail. This

had begun to happen by 1933, for

instance, in parts of Zambia where

continuous cash crops of corn had

replaced the chitemene system.

Forest fallow restores fertility in

at least two ways. First, it constantly

returns plant material to the soil as

litter (leaves, dead branches, and so

forth) ; then soil bacteria, stimulated

by the tropical -jvarmth, quickly

convert the litter to organic matter,

%vhere the nitrogen content is safe

from leaching. Thus the reserves of

soil nitrogen gradually increase.

Secondly, deep tree roots bring back

phosphorus and other mineral nutri-

ents that were leached down to lower

depths, and concentrate them at the

soil surface or in plant growth—

"living fallow." If the fallow is al-

lowed to remain long enough, the

topsoil is much enriched in organic

matter and mineral nutrients by the

next time the plot is cleared.
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Early European visitors supposed

that burning the slash must be harm-

ful. But agronomists have shown the

reverse to be true. The phosphorus

and other minerals stored in growing

trees are all deposited in the ash,

which makes an excellent fertilizer

(especially when the forest outside

the swidden is also exploited, as in

the chitemene system) . Although

nitrogen in the growing trees is lost

to the atmosphere when they are

burned, very little of the new store of

organic matter in the soil is destroyed

by the fire. Experiments in Malawi,

Sierra Leone, and Zambia have

shown that the burning is in itself

beneficial, for burning slash on the

swidden gives a higher crop yield

than burning it elsewhere and bring-

ing the ash to the swidden. Experi-

ments in Brazil suggest that burning

affects soil bacteria (by killing some

and stimulating others) in just the

right way to improve the soil nitro-

gen cycle. It is because of this that the

crops on a s\\ idden groAV and yield

well for a few years—until the rebuilt

stores of nutrients are exliausted.

Swidden farming can offer other

benefits in the tropics. A frequent



problem, for example, is actual de-

struction of the soil by erosion re-

sulting from heavy tropical rains.

Where soil is unprotected by fallow,

the raindrops may break up part of

the surface, and batter the rest to

form a waterproof cap. Then the rain

water, instead of soaking into the

soil, runs down slopes. This runoff

may finally tear away the soil in

sheets or gouge it into deep gullies.

On steep slopes, one elaborate

answer to this problem is building

terraces to check the force of the

runoff and allow time for water and
silt to accumulate on the terrace

steps where the crops are grown.

Terrace building is laborious, how-
ever, and not usually done on a plot

used for only a few years at a time.

The swidden system is easier and
has many built-in safeguards against

soil erosion. When choosing a site

for clearing, the Hanunoo carefully

avoid uneven ground and unstable

soils vulnerable to erosion; for this

they use their elaborate classification

of soils, which agrees well with re-

sults of scientific soil analysis. Then,

during the critical period when the

newly cleared swidden is exposed to

the danger of wind erosion, the dry-

ing slash is spread over every square

foot of soil as a dead cover, or

mulch. (Hanunoo teen-agers who
find this chore a nuisance are lec-

tured by their elders about soil ero-

sion. ) Creeping, erect, and climbing

plants protect the soil during crop-

ping. Afterward the new covering of

forest fallow takes over: the foliage

and litter break the rain's force, so

that it sinks gradually into the soil.

But there is another tropical haz-

ard—the rank growth of weeds, in-

cluding grasses. Within a year or

two after it is cleared, the swidden

may become choked by these light-

loving plants. Indeed, this often is

why the swidden is abandoned so

soon. If the forest fallow is able to

regenerate, the shade of the trees

will eventually suppress the weeds. A
way to aid this process is to leave

tree stumps and protect some trees

during the fire, so they can provide

shade for the tree seeds coming from

outside the clearing. The stumps

serve another purpose: new growth

often sprouts directly from them.

By this method the swidden farm-

ers give the forest a chance to return

and compete successfully with the

weeds. But if cropping goes on too

long, the soil may become too poor

for trees to get started, and grass

weeds may get too much of a grip.

The balance now tips in favor of

grass against trees, and the plot be-

comes grassland.

In parts of Africa, swidden farm-

ing has become adapted for grass-

land fallow. But in tropical rotations

the grasses are less satisfactory than

trees. Their roots are too shallow to

reach mineral nutrients leached into

the lower soil. Furthermore, the grass

supplies little litter for making or-

ganic matter. Grass fallow rotation

generally supports only low-yielding,

small-grained cereals like the millets,

and only on the least-leached soils.

Finally, tough, tall grasses like Im-

perata cylindrica, called cogon in the

Far East, are liable to take over, turn-

ing the plot into a cogonal—an in-

tractable sod that cannot be farmed

(at least by ancient methods).

J, roper swidden techniques, on the

other hand, are admirably adapted

to the tropical environment. But they

accomplish their purpose only when
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A Nigerian swidden after firs

crop. The shelter and shade t

are for resting migrant worke

Roughly carved out of Amazi

jungle, this swidden grows its

rice crop among the tree stump

the ratio of fallow period to crop-

ping period remains high. This re-

quires a great deal of land for each

family. For example, if the cropping

period is two years and the fallow

period is eighteen years, then only

10 per cent of the land is under crops

at one time. Hence the system will

only support a very low population

density—generally about 130 people

per square mile, according to an esti-

mate made in Java and widely ac-

cepted for the tropics as a whole. The

system worked, therefore, during the

thousands of years when tropical

populations were kept low by para-

sites and infectious diseases.

But in the twentieth century, mod-

ern medicine caused a dramatic in-

crease in populations all over the

tropics. Inevitably, a greater propor-

tion of the land was used to meet

the need for more food. Also in-

evitably, the cropping period grew

longer and the fallow period shorter.

By 1964, for instance, the forest fal-

low period in parts of Sierra Leone

had shortened drastically. It had

lasted from twelve to fifteen years; it

became three or four years. By 1955,

it had shortened in Iboland (Nigeria,

rain forest zone) from between eight

and fourteen years to three or four

years. On parts of the Jos Plateau

(Nigeria, savanna woodland zone) , a

sequence of four years under crops

and up to thirty years of woodland

fallow became four to six years

under crops and one to two years

under grass fallow—the woodlands

had disappeared.

With this changing ratio of crop-

ping to woodland fallow, the fallow

often ceased to fulfill its functions,

and eventually was unable to regen-

erate at all. Crop yields steadily de-

clined as the fallow period shortened.

In Benue Province (Nigeria), this

deterioration was already noticeable

by 1927. Today, over large areas of

land, forest has been replaced by
cogon grass and has become useless

for food production; such cogonals

cover 18 per cent of all land in the

Philippines. Over other large areas,

especially in Africa, India, and

Burma, soil has been altogether lost

by erosion.

Thus, throughout the tropics, the

swidden system is tending to break

down under the weight of rising

populations. This, of course, is only

one aspect of the growing popula-

tion crisis throughout the world.

Between 1958 and 1964, world agri-

cultural production was spectacu-

larly increased by prodigies of tech-

nological effort; but production per

head remained constant because of

the swelling population. Even assum-

?*'

''J
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ing that the population problem will

be solved, however, the swidden

method faces reappraisal.

One answer may be to replace it

!
with new farming methods. Although

many swidden families have settled

homes (however much they shift

their plots in the surrounding for-

est I , their way of life is difficult to

integrate with that of modern civili-

zation. And it will certainly be desir-

able to make vast areas of land more

,

productive, capable of contributing

,
more to mushrooming urban socie-

i
ties. To this end. intensive efforts are

I

being made to find better forms of

' tropical farming. But even with all

the resources of modern technology,

the task is difficult and the problem

1 far from solved (a tribute to the

I
limited but real achievements of

; swidden farming, which were made

without any of these resources)

.

In the drier parts of tropical re-

gions, continuous cropping may
well prove possible on a large scale.

Experiments in savanna areas of

Africa have shown that continuous

cropping with compost, animal ma-

nure, or chemical fertilizers is far

more productive than rotation with

the grass fallows to which many
such areas have been reduced. In

surviving savanna woodlands, too.

such methods may be better than

swidden farming, although it is

likely that the chemical fertilizers

would have to include more nutri-

ents than the conventional nitrogen,

phosphorus, and potassium, which

generally suffice for soils of temper-

ate zone lands. The development of

mixed farming (providing abun-

dant animal manure ) is perhaps the

most hopeful solution. This would
require introducing improved breeds

of animals and (in Africa) eliminat-

ing the tsetse flies, harbingers of

human and animal disease.

But in the heart of the rain forest

there can be another answer. Much
research is now directed toward de-

veloping a modernized swidden sys-

tem. It would rely on a fallow made
by deliberate planting of selected

trees (or sometimes creeping plants)

,

which will either restore soil fertility

better and faster than natural fal-

lows, or make possible a new com-

bination of farming with forestry.

So far, the attempts have shown little

improvement over natural fallow, but

research continues. It may well be

that, in some such modernized form,

man's oldest way of forest farming

w ill continue to prove its worth.



Overseas
Nature Tours

For eight years we have been organizing group
trips to investigate the natural history of Europe,
Africa and the world. Chief purpose so far has
been to see birds, including as many rare and
difficult species as possible. However, a full eco-
logical picture is sought, with attention to botany,
geology and archaeology where appropriate.

Persons without specialized interests, but with
appreciation for the natural scene as opposed to

sophisticated cit>' life, are entirely welcome, and
such people constitute a part of every group.

2-wk. Spring Tours
MEXICO WEST COAST: Tropical birds in an

exotic, off-beat land. March 9.

TEXAS-N.E. MEXICO: Whooping Cranes,
Prairie Chickens, massive migrations. March 23.

SOUTHEAST ARIZONA: Popular trip. May 4.

MEXICO EAST COAST: Entrancing country.
May 18.

EUROPEAN PROGRAM
For our popular North-with-the-Spring trip, com-
bine (1) South, (2) North, (3) Nonvay-nine
thrilling weeks from Mediterranean to North
Cape. For unusual birds & offbeat travel, choose
(1) South Tour, (2) Balkans, (3) U.S.S.R. Or
work in Britain and Iceland. Each tour, 3 wks.
SOUTH TOUR: From France's Camargue to

Austria, the Rhine and Holland. May 9 from N.Y.
NORTH TOUR: Amsterdam to Germany and

up thru Sweden to the Arctic Circle. May 31.
NORWAY: Up the spectacular coast and

around North Cape; popular tour, June 22.
BRITAIN: Magnificent coverage from the

southeast coast to the Scottish Highlands. May 31.

BALKANS: Seldom-visited bird areas in Jugo-
slavia, Albania, Romania, Hungary. May 31.

U.S.S.R: Fine coverage of Russia, including the
Caucasus and the Asian republics. Small party
and e-xcellent bird leadership. June 22.

ICELAND: Two fine weeks with birds, flowers,

geology. Top leadership, reasonable cost. Two
departures of this popular tour, June 6 & July 8.

ALASKA
The highly successful pioneer venture in 1967
has been expanded into 3 consecutive 2-wk. trips:

ALASKA SOUTH: From Vancouver June 8 to the

Panhandle & the Yukon, ending at Fairbanks.
ALASKA NORTH: McKinley Park, Kenai,

Kodiak Island and Katmai. June 22.
ALASKA OUTPOSTS: Aleutians, Pribilofs, Nome

& Barrow. Remote and wonderful. July 6.

JAPAN
Full-time bird & flower tour from south tip of

Kyushu to far north corner of Hokkaido. May 16;
3 weeks. A party will continue across Siberia for

2 weeks, joining the U.S.S.R. trip (see above).

SUMMER PROGRAM
Five summer tours in South and Middle America,
a region rich in birds and archaeology. Colombia,
the world's top bird country, 3 weeks beginning
June 22. FoUo\\'ed immediatelv bv four 2-week
tours: Panama-Costa Rica, July 13; Honduras-
Guatemala, July 27; Yucatan, Aug. 10; and
Chiapas, Aug. 24.

3-WEEK AFRICA TOURS
SOUTH AFRICA, incl. South-West Africa, Kala-

hari Desert & Kruger Park. Top leaders. July 18.

CENT. AFRICA-MADAGASCAR: Completely
new, tlu-illing route, beginning at Victoria Falls

Aug. 8.

EAST AFRICA: Popular area, a bit over-visited

but fine birds & mammals. Sept. 5.

SOUTH PACIFIC
Feature of the year; many think it is the greatest

trip of all. Five units; combine as you like:

MELANESIA: Fiji, New Hebrides, New Cale-
donia, Solomons and 2 weeks in New Guinea.
Four \\ceks beginning Sept. 9.

AUSTRALIA WEST: From Perth around the coast
to Darwni. pkis the deserts at Alice Springs and
in vMstini Queensland. Oct. 3; 3 weeks.

AUSTRALIA EAST: The Great Barrier Reef,
Sydney, Adelaide, Murray River, Tasmania. Three
weeks beginning Oct. 24.
NEW ZEALAND: Comprehensive 3-week cover-

age of both islands, working south with the
spring. Ge^'Sers, glow-worm caves, majestic Mt.
Cook and Milford Sound. Nov. 14.

N.Z. WEST COAST: Ten days up the west coast,

with botany emphasis. Dec. 5.

Come along! . . . Intimate, private groups, expert

leadership. We seek out back-country routes, try

for an experience-in-depth of the natural scene and
the people. (Not recommended if you're strong for

night life.)

Crowder Nature Tours
Box 22Z-a

Harpers Ferry, W. Va. 25425

Reviews continued from page 25

enon, as one of the better books. The

classic, which is a "must," is the re-

issue, in paperback, of Captain Rup-

pelt's Report on Unidentified Flying

Objects. Then there is Michel's Fly-

ing Saucers and the Straight-Line

Mystery. The reader may not agree

with the manner of presentation in

these books, but he will gain some in-

sight into the mysterious and contro-

versial UFO phenomenon.

A good acquaintance with the sub-

ject is advisable before tackling the

Sanderson book. Uninvited Visitors. It

is not really a book for the beginner

(yes. there can be beginners in the

UFO field too!). Sanderson attempts

to marshal and organize what is known

today about UFO's. and he also asks

such questions as: What might UFO's

be? What forms do UFO's take? What
about the reported occupants of

UFO's? Where might they come from?

Do they exhibit "intelligent"' behavior?

He writes with skill; his book is

certainly one of the more literate of

the UFO books, albeit many will find

it one of the "wilder" ones. Sanderson

is not afraid to advance the thesis that,

from a biologist's viewpoint, the UFO's

may indeed be a form of animate mat-

ter. He supports his thesis by a logical

array of facts that demonstrate that the

reported behavior of UFO's exhibits

many of the properties ordinarily

ascribed to living things. If we have life

forms in the dark depths of the ocean,

and multifarious life forms on the sur-

face, why not heretofore undiscovered

animate matter in the upper reaches of

the atmosphere? "And here once

again," he writes, "we find ourselves

confronted with the same old alterna-

tive—namely, that UAO's [he chooses

UAO—Unexplained Aerial Objects—

in preference to UFO] are either them-

selves life forms or they are constructed

by life forms."

The thesis may shock the reader, but

the arguments, based on a series of

premises, are logically presented. The

major premise is, of course, that the

reported action, behavior, etc., of

UFO's are really so. Like so many UFO
authors, he assumes that the reader

will accept, without vigorous documen-

tation, that what was said to have

occurred, did occur. And so we are

back where we started: did even one

true UFO actually happen? Sanderson,

accepting the facts as reported, boldly

takes the steps that seem necessary to

explain the facts. Since sudden appear-

ances and disappearances are fre-

quently reported, Sanderson treads

where fools, as well as angels, have

feared to tread : he accepts what

mystics have been telling us for many
centuries—that there is more to the

world than meets the eye. "And this

brings us squarely and frontally,"

0*5̂̂ ' Beech Cliff
On The Lake, By The Sea

MOUNT DESERT, MAINE, near Bar Harbor

BOYS 8-16 Pioneer camping in setting

of great natural beauty—plus EXCEP-
TIONAL TRAVEL and TRIP PRO-
GRAM. Each camper elects (without
extra charge ) Windjammer Cruise. Katah-
din Expedition, or Allegash Canoe Trip.

In-Camp prog, inch riflery, archery, tennis,

water-skiing, fresh water swimming, salt

water sailing. Natural science emphasized.
( A!so special prog, older campers ) . Clifford

A. Pulls, 6 Old Marlboro Rd., Concord,
Mass. 15th season.

MAKE JEWELRY

7 two need

THIS IS THE CATALOG

THAT MAKES IT ALL POSSIBLE

EASY TO DO . . .

no special skills requir

EASY TO SELL . . .

because your c

diQerent -

be alike!

SELL your c

as you paid for them. Make jewelry in \our

spare time , .

.

This FREE CATALOG contains everythiiiR

you need . . . ALLOWS YOU to buy all the

parts and by adding your spare time helps

you create easy saleable jewelry.

Start today - . . don't delay. Send for the

hobby-craft's biggest and best catalog. Get
your FREE copy of GRIEGER'S CATALOG
now. No obligation - contains over 10,000

items . . , loaded with pictures.
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"ABSOLUTELY FIRST RATE"

.vividly, perceptively written

about the dry, beautiful desert

country of Utah. It is also a book

with a more mystical, more
poignant, more gripping theme
—the happiness a man can en-

counter inside himself in the

discipline of the Non-Human
outdoors." Tom Lea

"A passionate celebration of

solitude and reflection and a

hymn of hate against those who
deprived Edward Abbey of it."

Joseph Wood Krutch

DESERT SOLITAIRE A Season in the

Wilderness by Edward Abbey
Drawings by Peler Parnall.

$5.95AT ALL BOOKSTORES »

MCGRAW-HILL!
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. a monumental undertak-
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with wonders . . . each year's
umes should be on each
t of the best art books."

John Canaday,
The New York Times

"Shapes a new standard of knowl-
edge to endure for many years."

New York Herald Tribune

"Is of a breadth and scope and shows
features which set it apart from any
existing art encyclopedia."

Library Journal

"It is seldom that such a masterly
achievement of historical and artistic

writing of successive civilizations
comes into view."

A merican Institute of
Decorators Magazine
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I trying to keep our promise to the Indians,

Lt they won't make it without you.
ne Hopi Indians' village of

ulovi in Arizona sits on land

or, infertile and inhospitable

far nobody has tried to take

ly from them.

iectricity has not yet reached

lopis. Water must be hauled

three miles away. Jobs are few

ar away. Only poverty and des-

ire close-by and in abundance.

et for the first time in genera-

Mary Carnwath and people

ler are stirring hope among the

s.

Aary Carnwath works and

two thousand miles away, in

hattan. Her own daughter is

grown-up, and through Save

hildren Federation she is spon-

g one of the village girls, 8-year-

rrace Mahtewa.
he Mahtewas (two parents,

; children, one grandmother

a sister-in-law) live tightly

e'd in a tiny rock and mud
5. The father who knows ranch

but can't find any most of the

isn't able to provide the family

even the bare necessities.

Grace, bright,

ambitious and in-

dustrious, would
possibly have had

to quit school as

, soon as she was
old enough to do

-r a day's work. But,

.}f . because of Mary
1 wath, that won't be necessary,

'he $15.00 a month contrib-

; by Mary Carnwath is provid-

; I remarkable number of things

Irrace and her family.

irace will have a chance to con-

11 schooling. The family has

e able to make its home a little

3; livable. And with the money
i 3ver, together with funds from

I: r sponsors, the village has been

il to renovate a dilapidated build-

g or use as a village center. The
risr now has two manual sewing

aaines that are the beginnings of

s lall income-producing business,

'ionly a small beginning. More
qey and more people like Mary
ajiwath are needed. With your

e|, perhaps this village program

will produce enough money to end

the Hopi's need for help. That is

what Save the Children is all about.

Although contributions are de-

ductible, it's not a charity. The aim

is not merely to buy one child a few

hot meals, a warm coat and a new

pair of shoes. Instead, your contribu-

tion is used to give the child, the fam-

ily and the village a little boost that

may be all they need to start helping

themselves.

Sponsors are desperately needed

for other American Indian children

-who suffer the highest dis-

ease rate and who look for-

ward to the shortest life span

of any American group.

As a sponsor you will re-

ceive a photo of the child, regu-

lar reports on his progress and, ,

if you wish, a chance to corre-

spond with him and his family.

Mary Carnwath knows
that she can't save the world

for $15.00 a month. Only a

small corner of it. But, maybe

that is the way to save the

world. If there are enough Mary
Carnwaths. How about you?

Save the Children Federation is

registered with the U.S. State Depart-

ment A('
' ^ "^~~

untary tuici^ii mu, onix c ^x*^...^-.

of the International Union of Child

Welfare. Financial statements and

annual reports are available on

request.

Save The Children Federation-

Founded in 1932

National Sponsors (partial list):

Andy Griffith, Gene Kelly, Mrs. Eli Lilly,

Paul Newman, Mrs. J. C. Penney,

Frank Sinatra, Mrs. Earl Warren

The Children Federation
NORWALK, CONNECTICUT 06852

I WISH TO SPONSOR AN AMERICAN INDIAN CHILD.

ENCLOSED is MY FIRST PAYMENT OF:

D $15 MONTHLY D $45 QUARTERLY

D $90 SEMI-ANNUALLY $180 ANNUALLY

I CAN'T SPONSOR A CHILD, BUT I'D LIKE TO HELP.

ENCLOSED IS A CONTRIBUTION OF $ .^

n SEND ME MORE INFORMATION.

NAME

CONTRIBUTIONS ARE U.S. INCOME TAX DEDUCTIBLE NH-3-f



''A rare
adventure...
Put this beside Joseph Wood
Krutch's 'Grand Canyon' as a

modern classic about one of the

greatest wild regions still left

on earth." — Publishers' Weekly

To Colin rictchcr, tlic Canyon
— that impossible, mile-deep,

200-milc long gap in the earth's

surface — was an irresistible

challenge. It was also, as the ex-

perts Marncd, \cry dangerous.

For when a man walks back
500,000,000 \cars in time (and
deciphers the stratified code of

the planet's autobiography)
strange things happen to him.

Physically. Intellectually. And
emotionally.

The trip took two months.
Two months of tremendous ad-

venture, incredible hazards, and
beauty beyond belief. But sud-

denly as he moved through the

vast corridors of that rock-
walled museum Fletcher began
to sense the whole intricate in-

terlocking web of life.

He tells the entire story of

his intriguing odyssey here.

^III]E

By COLIN FLETCHER
Photographs by the author

$5.95 • now at better bookstores

ALFRED -A-KNOPF
^^^
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Sanderson writes, "to tlie real pith of

the whole UAO business—ITF, or in-

stant transference." In short, telepor-

tation and materialization. Unaccept-

able to almost all of us, but it does

explain the reported facts.

Despite its daring approach, the sea-

soned UFO reader will rate the Sander-

son book much higher than the

Edwards book. The latter carries on

the unfortunate reportorial tradition of

"a story at any price," let the facts fall

where they may. Truth is outraged

throughout the book. In describing just

one case, for instance (one I have per-

sonally investigated), I find Edwards
is wrong about the number of photo-

graphs taken, about the make of the

camera, about the location of the

camera, about the name of the moun-
tain, and about the object's maneuvers
"over a fire tower." All minor points,

perhaps, but what is unforgivable in

the interest of truth is the statement

that the person taking the picture was
interrogated after taking truth serum
(sodium pentathol) and came through

with flying colors. According to his di-

rect statement to me, the person was
not questioned under the influence of

the drug. But it makes a better story.

The literature of the UFO, in this

and other countries, is assuming large

proportions. The librarian, apparently,

will face the UFO problem before the

scientist does.

Dr. Hynek is Professor of Astronomy at

Northwestern University and Scientific

Consultant to the U.S. Air Force on the

subject of UFO's.

Hummingbirds, by Walter Scheithauer.

Thomas Y. Crowell Company, $10.00;

176 pp., illus.

Crawford Greenewalt's beautiful

book on Hummingbirds (published

in 1960) now has a rival. Walter Scheit-

hauer is a German who has made a

hobby of keeping hummingbirds in his

aviary—he has had over a hundred in-

dividuals of some thirty species. He
has maintained the birds with great

success, even having them mate, build

nests, and raise the young. His expe-

riences—successes and failures—are

recounted in liis book, along with

seventy-six magnificent color photo-

graphs of the birds in action.

Comparison with Greenewalt's book

is inevitable. Each author, by dint of

endless patience, complex apparatus,

and great skill, has managed to get a

remarkable series of hummingbird
portraits. I find it impossible to decide

whose photographs are the better;

Greenewalt's book is a more lavish and

elegant production, but it is also much
more expensive. Both authors give

TREASURES AROUND THE WORLD

and here at home are discovered
WITH A WHITE'S DETECTOR

CIIOOSK FROM THF, COMPLETE
LINE OF METAL DETECTORS -
OVER 25 DIFFERENT MODELS!

can depend on -

FULL 2-YEAR GUARANTEE

r llif famous TRirLET
Compk-te SI 69.50 . . . Terms:

S10.57 perS:9.50
for 15 months — 5% eash discount

WF, SHIP ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD

Send for FREE LITERATURE ; mineral setting.

Room 341 lOllPloasantValley IloaJ.Swcctnome.Orcgori97386

FIX

CLOCKS,

WATCHES
FOR FUN and PROFIT

OFTEN AFTER OTHER experts have thrown

up their hanjs in defeat! Ifascinating new
Handbook by master craftsman U. G. Harris

gives you the kind of knowledge skilled watch-

makers learn in years of apprenticeship.

OVER 200 ILLUSTRATIONS show how to In-

stall hands, dials, crystals, mainsprings, stems
. . . rehouse old movements in modern cases . . .

speedily cure many troubles by demagnetizing
or cleaning.
INSTRUCTIONS COVER every popidar watch
and clock, chimes, grandfathers, cuckoo, every-
day alarm and electric clocks. Handbook tells

yoii whero to buy parts . . . where to send "over-
flow" work for repairs at wholesale prices as
business expands! Even how to pick up fine old
clocks at rummage prices, then restore for easy,
prolitable sale!

ONE REPAIR PAYS FOR COMPLETE
HANDBOOKl Friends gladly nay $5 to $50 for
restoring clicri.shed limcoieces. I5iit see for your-
self! Trv the HANDBOOK OF WATCH AND
CLOCK REPAIRS seven daysl Hush only $4.95,

of satisfaetit to

EMERSON BOOKS, Inc.
Dept. SS3-R, 251 W. 19 St., New York 10011

YIELD HOUSE

bed tablf
. 24" Ota. Beautifully hand craftet] ot knotty pine in

mellow honey tone pine or maple, antique pine or walnut
bnish. Only $29.95.

COMPLETE I HR. KIT. Prcfltted, sanded, ready to
assemble and finish. Simple instructions. Only $19.95.

Both Express Charges Collect

BEAUTIFUL NEW FREE CATALOG - 700 PIECES

Include Zip No.
Money-Back Guarantee
Not Sold in Stores North Conway. N. M. 03860

CAMP CHOCONUT
KuE:ged camping. 50 boys 9-14, Hiking and trips. Iii-

(iivitiual and group projects. Natural Science, games,
carpentry, relaxed sports, river trips . . . activities to

Itroadcn experience, skills and cooperation. Nothing fancy.

Full waterfront activities on our own natural Lake Clioco-

nut (on larger road maps). 800 wooded acres in Pennsyl-

vania's Endless Mountains, 200 miles from Philadelphia,

Buffalo and New York City. Booklet. S. Hamill Home,
Box 33D. Gladwyne, Pa. 19035.



good summaries of what we know about
the biology of hummingbirds, en-

hanced in Greenewalt's case by wide
experience with the birds in the field,

and in Scheithauer"s, by intimate ac-

quaintance with birds in his aviary.

Certainly anyone contemplating
keeping hummingbirds in captivity

should have Scheithauer"s book, where
his methods and observations are de-

scribed in detail. The main problem
is food, and Scheithauer gives not only

his own formula but those used suc-

cessfully by the major European zoos.

These all differ in detail, but each pro-

vides a properly balanced diet. It is

abundantly clear that hummingbirds
can be kept in captivity easily—with

!
daily attention—and that they seem
perfectly happy in an enclosed space.

They make ideal animals for a green-

house because they do no damage to

the plants, but carry on with their ac-

irobatics, their fights, and their ridicu-

ilous "songs," quite indifferent to the

presence of humans watching them
with fascination. But Scheithauer's

book should appeal to anyone inter-

ested in the behavior of these extraor-

dinary birds.

Marston Bates
The University of Michigan

Treasures of Prehistoric Art, by
Andre Leroi-Gourhan. Harry N.
Abrams, Inc., $40.00; 544 pp., illus.

The publishers write that this book
offers "a wealth of information,

theory, and insight that greatly revises

previous studies in prehistory." This is

quite true. All future examinations of

Stone Age culture will draw upon, and

Relief of woman holding bison horn.

refer back to, this book; it will have to

be considered if only to take exception
to any of its analyses and conclusions.

It can well serve as a standard hand-
book to cave art.

McGRAW-HILL'S
FIRST 1968 RUNAWAY

BEST SELLER IS:

FUNNY!
". ..Why we are made
the way we are and why
we behave the way we do
...a fascinating picture
of man as a 'primate' by
ancestry and a carnivore
by 'adoption'. . . funny,
fascinating". Eliot

Fremont-Smith,
New York Times

OUTRAGEOUS!
"Desmond Morris has
produced a provocative,
audacious and
outrageous bool<. it will

no doubt become a best
seller..." Peter far/j.

Book World

FASCINATING!
"A fascinating new book
...held me in thrall. It's

The Naked Ape." Harriet
Van Home

ENTHRALLING!
"...More enthralling
than any mystery I've

read In years. A model of
lucidity and intellectual

poise". Leo Rosten

FRESH!
"As with the title, the
entire book Is full of
fresh perception."
Marshall McLuhan

SUPERB!
"Morris is carrying to a
broad front the sort of

discussion started by
Ardrey and Lorenz ... No
one, I am sure could do
it better. This is superb."
Marston Bates, Professor
of Zoology, University of
Michigan.

INGENIOUS!
"Ingenious observations
. . . with wit and graceful
untechnical prose,
Zoologist Morris strikes
a responsive chord in the
very primate he is

attempting to explain."
Time

SPECTACULAR!
"This spectacular book
by a master scientist is

what every literate as
well as naked ape has
been waiting for." Robert
Ardrey, author of African
Genesis and The
Territorial Imperative

Desmond Morris is co-author with his wife of

Men and Apes, Men and Snakes, Men and Pandas.

425,000 copies in print before publication, including book-of-the-month club.

^Joining last year's big and continuing McGraw-Hill bestsellers Topaz and Christy

Mc6RAi-mLLi



FOSSILS • MINERALS • SHELLS

• TELESCOPES • MICROSCOPES

• APPARATUS • BIOLOGICALS

• CHEMICALS • SCIENCE BOOKS

• PRESERVED SPECIMENS

POCKET MICRO-TELESCOPE
Combines an 8 power Telescope with a 30 power
Microscope. Handy pocket clip. Instruction

slip Only $2.15

PETRIFIED DINOSAUR BONE

SHARKS TEETH
25 Million Year Old 22j: each

(Six for 95?)

FOSSILIZED FISH

30 Million Years Old At Least 10 Sq Inches Single

Specimen $3.95

New, Illustrated CATALOG only 25t

nnVFR SCIENTIFIC
uwii.it ,207 1st Ave. New York, NY 10021
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Rand'McNally World Globe
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if 15% each year. Easy home-study plan

/ for well-paid glai

agency, airline, resort hotel, etc.—shows you
how to become Travel Agent in your own area—
reveals how you can make big profits escorting

guided tours—discloses how you can roam the

world at reduced rates. (No traveling necessary—
unless you want to.) Send for big "TRAVEL
CAREER KIT"-20-Page Book "Opportu-

^^ nities in Travel," Riant full color World Wall
«hV^ V-KSONI Map & Sample Lesson-ALL FREEI
•"° *•' No salesman will call. Mail coupon todayl

cll Cttlvert ! Exccufhc Director

American School of Tfavol, Dept. 209 3
4500 Campus Dr., University Plaia, Newport, CalH. 92560

Mail "TRAVEL CAREER KIT"-20-Page Book, Giant Wall Map
& Sample Lesson-ALL FREE!
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RROW
WILDERNESS BASE CAMP

Grand Lake Stream, Maine 04637

TRIPPING CAMP for 60 young men,
ages 11 to 17. Five separate age groups.
Full Season Only—7 weeks (6 wks. for

Junior group) . Special Senior Survival
& Ecology Trip Group. Series of lake,

white water and mountain trips: Alla-

gash, St. Croix, St. John and Machias
Rivers. Mt. Katahdin. Quaker leader-

ship.

Post season leadership training. For-
estry, conservation, work.

Write: George N. Darrow
780 Millbrook Lane
Haverford, Pa. 19041

Phone: (21.5) MI 2-8216

? A Free Spring

^•^
Catalog

Just Off the
Press

Fully illustrated

100 pages of

camping special-

ti es, fishing
tackle, clothing

and footwear for

men and women.

Featuring prac-

tical outdoor
Items, many of

our own manu-

facture.

L. L. Bean, Inc.

277 Main St., Freeport, Maine 04032

Fishing, Camping and Ilunllns Speclallies

NATURE & PIONEERING COUNSELOR

TJuper Classman, Faculty Member or Teachers wanted to

develop & supervise ail pliases of Tripping. Hiking.

Campcraft & Trapping in Boys' Summer Camp located

in Berkshire Mts.. Mass. June 27 to August 25. Top
salary. Write full Uelails.

CAMP LENOX
37 Wood Valley Lano

Port Washington. N.Y. 11050

_ 51 6 MA 7-6417

DICTIONARY
STAXD

FINISHED OR IN KIT

BEAUTIFUL NEW FREE CATALOG—700 PIECES
and Kit Furniture in Friendly Pine

YIELD HOUSE

Essentially, this is a handbook for

owners of suburban or rural acreages

who do "not want to drown in an ocean

of" brush, but hope, instead, to develop

an easily maintained, naturalistic land-

scape. Largely, the author's approach is

to eliminate unwanted plants and to let

others, already present, grow. He labels

this the art of "intaglio," from an en-

graving process.

Elimination of unwanted plants is to

be accomplished chiefly with selectively

applied herbicides, but cutting, pull-

ing, mowing, and the use of mulches
and grazing animals are mentioned.

The use of fire is discouraged. The
author has twenty-one years of experi-

ence with herbicides, and the book is

crammed with useful instructions on

formulations, methods of application,

timing, and follow-ups. He also sug-

gests that appropriate native and horti-

cultural species can be introduced into

4fh ANNUAL
MAN AND NATURE LECTURES

Dr. Jerome Lettvin, Professor of Communica-
tions Physiology at M.I.T., will deliver 4 lec-

tures on PERCEIVING in the auditorium of

The American Museum of Natural History at

8;30 P.M. on the following evenings;

Wednesday, March 13
Who's I To Prospero: A Sketch of Calaban
Fixating Those Red Soots on The Wall That

Ariel Sees

the naturalistic landscape by seeding

or planting. More than half of the text

is devoted to "Naturalization Notes."

Here the author lists many native and

exotic herbaceous species, from ferns

to ironweeds. and discusses their meth-

ods of propagation, flowers, and other

features. Frequent comments on his

own experiences with the plants make
this section especially informative and

occasionally amusing.

This is not a gardening book. It is

certainly an innovative book on land-

scape architecture. And it is a provoca-

tive ecological essay. The author boasts

no formal degree, but he unquestion-

ably possesses experience superior to

the bookish knowledge of many who do.

Jack McCormick
The Academy of Natural Sciences

of Philadelphia

Briefly Bioted

Mongooses, by H. E. Hinton and

A. M. S. Dunn. University of California

Press, $6.50; 144 pp., illus.

Everything, but everything, about

the mongoose. The authors cover the

Bahama
Paradise!

Designed for the Baha-
mas. Two Bedrooms,
Bath, 1200 square feet

practical living space.
Includes utilities and
built-in furniture. Ready
to move in! On IVa acre
beach lot.

SOUTH STAN I EL CAY
85 miles S.E. of Nassau
in beautiful Exuma Cays.

$22,000.00

HERBERT MALCOLM
Builder-Developer

P. 0. Box 242
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. 33302

LINDBLAD TRAVELING.
announces an expedition to

DARWIN'S
GALAPAGOS

Expedition,
planned in col-

laboration with

the Darwin Re-

search Station,

and led by
noted natu-
ralist and ex-

plorer, will study

the unique and re-

markable wildlife

and flora of seven
Galapagos Islands.

Departures Spring, 1968

1

LINDBLAD TRAVEL, INC. NH 3-f

Lindblad Travel Building
133 East 55th Street
Nevi^York, New York 10022
1 am serious
Please send
Mr.
Mrs.
Miss



4-WAY "HUMMER" FEEDER
Hummingbirds, those jewel-like rascals, love to
play and sip 4-at-a-time at the one and only
"Hummy-Bird Bar"® (See actual photo). Other
birds or bees can't reach the sugarwater. Drip-
less, rustless, so easy to clean! The heart-
warming gift for yourself, family, friends (and
Hummingbirds!) for all occasions. Money back
guarantee. Full instructions. $2.95 plus 24(( post-
age. In Calif, add lS<f. tax. Sorry no COD's.
HUMMINGBIRD HEAVEN. 6818-N Apperson
St., TUJUNGA, CALIF. 91042 (Makers of
the popular Oriole "Fun-Bar" for fun-losing
Orioles!) Our 13th Year.



Fascinated by Birds? Mammals? Tlie Insect World? Plant Life? Reptiles?
^ j^ Fish?

•—

'

Astronomy?

I
Archaeology?

I Geology?
j Primitive Man?
3 Evolution?

\ Si

Takes $37.80 worth of books <s;; $5.95!
Choose any 3 with a short, experimental membership in the

The Suggested Trial: Simply agree to purchase 3 additional Selections during the coming year,

all at special reduced Member's Prices at savings up to 40%. (Then get a free Bonus Book as well!)

3262. AMATEUR ARCHAEOLOGIST'S
HANDBOOK. Robbins and Irving. Com-
prehensive guide for beginning "dig-
ger, " covering every aspect of archae-
ology from conducting areal site sur-
veys to preserving excavation finds.

Publisher's Price $6-95-

4157. CUSTER WOLF/ NO ROOM FOR
BEARS. Roger Caras' story of a white,
renegade wolf that eluded hunters for

six years, and Frank Dufresne's fasci-

nating account of the life of bears.
Publisher's Price for the Set §10.95.

Two books I ? choii

4177. DEATH OF THE SWEET WATERS/
BREATH OF LIFE. Donald E. Carr. Bril-
liant discussion of the growing prob-
lem of water and air pollution, their
prime causes, and what steps must be
taken to avert a national disaster. Pub-
lisher's Price for the Set S10.90.

Two books count as one choice.

4181. DEER AND THE TIGER. George B,
Schaller. Fascinating and definitive re-
port on the rapidly dwindling animal
population of India—one which may
not endure into the twentv-first cen-
tury. Publisher's Price $10.00.

S636. ORIGINS OF MAN. John Buettner-
Janusch. Comprehensive anthropologi-
cal investigation of man's evolution as
a sequence in the physical evolution of
the order Primates. Publisher's Price
$9.95.

4620. ESP: A SCIENTIFIC EVALUATION.
C. E. M. Hansel. First book to scien-
tificially appraise the mounting evi-
dence for psychic phenomena, partic-
ularly the "laboratory experiments"
that apparentlv make the case for
ESP. Publisher's Price $6.95.

5210. GUIDE TO MATHEMATICS FOR THE
INTELLIGENT NONMATHEMATICIAN. Ed-
mund C. Berkeley. An approach to
mathematics that anyone can under-
stand, covering definite and indefinite
numbers, calculus, variables, probabil-
ity, and much more. Publisher's Price
$6.95.

5500. IF THE SUN DIES. Oriana Fallaci.
Intimate, unusuaHy candid account of
America's space program and the men
who run it from the astronauts to

S7 "Jo"
^°^ Braun. Publisher's Price

5553. INSECTS. Ross E. Hutchins. Su-
perbly written account of what is per-
haps the most weird, beautiful, and
complex communiiv of animals in ex-
istence. With 135 photos. Publisher's
Price $6.95.

5554. IN SEARCH OF THE PRIMITIVE.
Lewis Cotlow. Sensitive and closely ob-
served re-creation of the author's life-
time of experiences among native peo-
ples on four continents whose wav of
hfe is fast vanishing under the"on-

la^gf
°^ civilization. Publisher's Price

5583. INTELLIGENT LIFE IN THE UNI-
VERSE. I. s. Shklovskii and Carl Sagan.
A unique international collaboration

S9.E

5636. INTRODUCTION TO ORNITHOLOGY.
George J. Wallace. Excellent introduc-
tion to the study of birds not only for

the serious student, but for the would-
be knowledgeable amateur as well. Pub-
hsher's Price $8.75.

5773. NUMBER: THE LANGUAGE OF SCI-

ENCE. Tobias Dantzig, "The evolution
of mathematical thought from the ear-
liest times to the latest constructions
is presented here with admii
sistencv and in
5ty\e. "-Albert Einste
Price $6.95.

5901. LOST WORLDS OF AFRICA. James
Wellard. Panoramic view of Africa from
pre-historic times to the present, with
emphasis on little-known peoples and
customs. Publisher's Price $5.95.

5961. THE MAMMALS: A Guide to the
Living Species. Desmond Morris. Treas-
ure trove of information about the ex-
citing world of mammals, with descrip-
tions of over 300 species and a photo-
graph of each. Publisher's Price $12.95.

6036. MAN'S PUCE IN THE DYBO-
SPHERE. Richard R. Landers. Explores
the realm of artificially created things
which behave in a lifelike manner—ma-
chines which are now self-sustaining,
self-regulating, self-repairing and self-
reproducing. Publisher's Price $5.95,

6401. NIELS BOHR: The Man, His Sci-

ence and the World They Changed. Ruth
Moore. First full-length biography of
the distinguished Danish physicist
whose contributions did so much to
usher in the atomic age. Publisher's
Price $6.95.

6436. THE NEW AGE IN PHYSICS. Sir
Harrie Massey. Gives a clear under-
standing of the complex advances in
twentieth-century physics and the re-
sulting changes in our concept of mat-
ter. Publisher's Price $10.00.

6930. PICTORIAL GUIDE TO THE MOON.
Dinsmore Alter. Beautiful guide to lu-
nar topography as today's giant tele-
scopes see it—plus more than two dozen
new pictures ol the moon's surface
made by Ranger. Surveyor, and Orbit-
er spacecraft. Publisher's Price $8.95.

4836. FANTASTIC TREES: Marvels and
Monstrosities of the Arboreal World.
Edwin A. Menninger. All about eccen-
tric trees that thrust their roots into
the air, change their sexes, commit
suicide and other strange doings that
fly in the face of the laws of botany.
Publisher's Price $8.95,

8496. TWO IN THE BUSH/SAMBA AND
THE MONKEY MIND. Gerald Durrel's
fascinating account of what is being
done to protect strange specimens of
wild life, and Leonard Williams' report
of his ten-year association with woolly
monkevs. Publisher's Price for the set
S9.45.
Two volumes count as one choice.

7424. ROCK, TIME AND LANDFORMS.
Jerome Wyckoff. Explains how erosion
distortion of the earth's crust, and vol-
canism create the landscapes about us.
forming mountains and valleys, and
shifting whole continents. Publisher's
Price $8.95.

7810. SEX LIFE OF THE ANIMALS. Herb-
ert Wendt. Remarkable account of the
vast and often incredible processes of
reproduction in the animal world—from
the amoeba to the elephant. Over 100
illustrations. Publisher's Price $7.95.

7860. SMITHSONIAN TREASURY OF
20TH-CENTURY SCIENCE. Webster P.
True, Editor. A rich harvest of our
century's major contributions to all
areas of science, including genetics,
ultrasonics, digital computers and
many more. Publisher's Price $7.95.

6934. PICTORIAL GUIDE TO THE STARS.
Henry C. King. Stunning visual and
scientific journey through the galaxies,
with ninety superb photographs gath-
ered from observatories and private

. throughout the world. Publish-
Price $9,95.

8501. MARTIN GARDNER'S NEW MATHE-
MATICAL DIVERSIONS FROM SCIENTIFIC
AMERICAN/536 PUZZLES AND CURIOUS
PROBLEMS. Two books offering a rich
collection of mathematical games and
puzzles— with solutions for the weary.
Publisher's Price for the set $13.90.
Tico voluvies count as one choice.

8600. WATCHERS OF THE SKIES. Willy
Ley. One of the most popular science
writers presents a stirring history of
astronomy from its earliest beginnings
to the present time, including all the
great astronomers and their achieve-
ments. Publisher's Price $8.50.

8807. YEAR OF THE GORILLA. George B.
Schaller. Exciting account of an expe-
dition to study Africa's mountain go-
rillas. Scores of dramatic photographs.
Publisher's Price S5.95.

ENROLL NOW TO RECEIVE UP TO $37.80 WORTH
OF BOOKS ON NATURE FOR ONLY $5.95

As a Trial Member. I need accept as few as
next 12 months, always at reduced Member
may cancel Membership any time thereafter. Each month I will receive
a Newsletter describing the forthcoming Selection, along with a con-
venient form for requesting Alternate Selections or no book at all.
I also understand that I may choose a free Bonus Book for every 4 Selec-
tions purchased. (Introductory Offer counts as the first Selection.)

Three Books for only $5.95 (circle numbers):

3262 4620 5583 6036 6934 8496
4157 5210 5636 6401 7424 8501

4177 5500 5773 6438 7810 8600
4181 5553 5901 6636 7860 8807

4836 5554 5961 6930

GUARANTEE: If. after examining the volumes of your choice, you are not
completely satisfied, you may return all books within 10 days and your
membership will be cancelled. Pay nothing—owe nothing.

itDEESS.

CIT7....

1_.
Please be sure to indicate correct zip code.
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RECOI'^DING.SoF BIRD SONGS

Dr. OLin SewaLl PettingiLL, Jr.

as foLLows about SONGS Of WE FOREST.

"-And you can use these comments about
SONGS OF THE FOREST: It captures the
mood and exuberance of a New England
woods at the time when the foliage is
freshly green, and the wi Id flowers are
blooming profusely in every glade.—

"

The record is a 12" monophonic LP with
songs of the Wood & Hermit Thrushes &
12 other woodland birds. (Identified)

BIRDS ON A MAY MORNING, a 12" LP, is a
bird walk identifying 36 birds. Side B
gives bird songs alone. Postpaid, the
records are S6.00 each. Free circular.

®
Order from DROLL YANKEES, Box 7-NH,
Vest Barrington, Rhode Island 02890

JACKSON HOLE-WYOMING

Don't you tliitik it's time your family
enjoyed a ranch vacation??

FOR RATES & INFORMATION WRITE
Mr. Larry Moore

Granite Ranch, Box 971
Jackson Hole, Wyoming

Magazine
Table

FINISHED OR
IN KIT

Here is a truly
remarkable
new end table.
Holds over 100
magazines
flat wrinkle
free and read-
able—no more
bent or crush-
ed issues! If

you want to
be extra neat,
each maga-
zine Cc

shelf.
Hand crafted
of rich grained
pine. 23"H.
16"W. 21"D.

In satin polished honey tone or maple, antique
pine or walnut finish. $19.95 Exp. Chgs. Col.
COMPLETE KIT: Ready to assemble and finish.
Simple instructions. $14.50 Ppd. Add $1 ea.

West of Miss.

BEAUTIFUL NEW FREE CATAL0G-70Q PIECES
Finished and Kit Furniture in Friendly Pine

Include Zip No. YIELD HOUSE
Money-Back Dept. NH-3-8
Guarantee North Conway, N. H. 03860

Suggested
Additional Reading
NATURE AND THE CITY

The Park. J. Hope. Natural History,

August-September, 1967.

The Myth of the Machine. L. Mum-
ford. Harcourt, Brace & World, New
York, 1967.

Recreation Needs in Urban Areas.

R. C. Weaver. National Parks Maga-
zine, December, 1967.

THE UNNATURAL HISTORY
OF THE ANT LION

The Book of Beasts. Translated by T.

H. White. G. P. Putnam's Sons, New
York, 1954.

AN IMPROBABLE SOLID
Walden. H. D. Thoreau. The Modern

Library, Random House, New York,

1950.

The Magic Surface. C. D. Niven, Pag-

eant Press, Inc., New York, 1963.

ACROSS EARTH'S
CRUCIAL BOUNDARY

The Climate Near the Ground. R.

Geiger. Harvard University Press,

Cambridge, 1965.

The Restless Atmosphere. F. K.

Hare. Hutchinson University Li-

brary, London, 1961.

ILL SHAPEN BEAST
Polar Animals. A. Pedersen. George

C. Harrap, London, 1962.

The Mammals of Keewatin. F. H.

Harper. Miscellaneous Publications

12, University of Kansas, Lawrence,

1956.

ETHIOPIA
The Land and People of Ethiopia.

E. M. Kaula. J. B. Lippincott Co.,

Philadelphia, 1965.

The Geography of Modern Africa.

W. A. Hance. Columbia University

Press, New York, 1964.

ENIGMA ON THE SEA FLOOR
Search for the Past. J. R. Beer-

bower. Prentice-Hall, Englewood
Cliffs. 1960.

Burrows and Surface Traces from
Lower Chalk of Southern Eng-

land. W. J. Kennedy. British Mu-
seum (Natural History), Geology

Bulletin, Vol. 15, No. 3, pp. 125-167,

1967.

THE SLASH-AND-BURN
TECHNIQUE

Hanunoo Agriculture. H. C. Conklin.

Food and Agriculture Organization,

Rome, 1957.

The Pre-industrial Cultivator in

the Tropics. H. Popenoe. In The
Ecology of Man in the Tropical

Environment. International Union

for the Conservation of Nature and

Natural Resources, Publications

New Series No. 4, Morges (Switzer-

land), 1964.

STEREO TAPE SUSAN
FINISHED OR IN KIT
Holds 72 standard
51/4" X 4" stereo
cartridges. This
handsome, port-
able susan is every-
thing one could
wish to compli-
ment a cherished
stereo collection!

Three shelves hold
tapes in 12 sepa-
rate compart-
ments, each clearly
visible for easy
selection. Brass
carry ring for port-

ability. Use on
cabinet or floor

(doubles as small
tab I e). Hand
crafted of knotty
pine in satin
smooth honey tone
or maple, antique
pine or walnut fin-

ish. 22" H. 101/2"
Sq. $16.50 Postpaid.
COMPLETE KIT: Ready for quick assembly and

finish. Simple instructions. $11.25 Postpaid.
Add 750 ea. West of Miss.

BEAUTIFUL NEW FREE CATALOG—700 PIECES
Pinislied and Kit Furniture in Friendly Pine

Include Zip No. YIELD HOUSE
Dept. NH3-8

North Conway, N.H. 03860

British Columbia
Nature Tours

Summer 1968
Here is a unique opportunity for ama-

teur naturalists to explore one of the
last great wilderness areas in North
America.

Fourteen-day 2500 mile Nature tours
through the beautiful Western Canadian
Province of British Columbia, a land of
fiords, mountains, glaciers, evergreen
forests, lakes and rivers.

A circular route by ferry from Van-
couver Island through the famous "In-

side Passage" to Prince Rupert, return-

ing overland to Vancouver by private

mini-bus.

Emphasis on birding, nature photog-
raphy, botany and geology.

Groups limited to 6 adults-accom-
modated in best motels—conducted by
John and Dorothy Philip. Write tO:

JOHN PHILIP, #508-990 UGOON DRIVE
Vancouver 5, British Columbia, Canada.

CATCH THEM
ALIVE

AND UNHURT!
Amazing HAVA-
HART trap captures

, » ' .N^VJ.'—^ "^:i».C~cs
raiding rats, rabbits, ~¥~^^^'<j^ /3S> tS
squirrels, skunks, cats, pigeons, sparrows, etc.
Takes mink, coon without injury. Straying pets,
poultry released unhurt. Easy to use—open ends
give animal confidence. No jaws or springs to
break. Galvanized: many in use 20 years. Sizes
for all needs. FREE illustrated practical guide
with trapping secrets,

CatchK moral Easy to use I

HAVAHART
158-R Water Street, Ossining, New York 10562
Please send me FREE new 48-page guide and
price list.

Name

ADDRESS

STATE ZIP
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Announcing the first Natural History magazine

Photographic Competition

and Exhibition
Grand Prize

Passage to India
A round-trip air fare for two to Delhi

1st Prize for color and 1st Prize for black and white

A Naturalist's Library
Prizewinners and selected honorable mentions will be placed on exhibition in

a special gallery adjoining the Akeley Hall of The American Museum. All photographs exhibited will become
part of the Museum's permanent collection. Winners and honorable mentions will be announced in the June-July

issue of Natural History. In addition, a selection of the winning photographs will be published.

Photographs submitted should illustrate the following theme:

In nature's infinite book of secretly

A little I can read,

Shakespeare, Antony and Cleopatra

The Judges:
GORDON REEKIE, Director of Exhibition

The American Museum of Natural History

JACOB DESCHIN, Editor
The New York Times

PATRICIA CAULFIELD, Photography Columnist
Natural History

DAVID BROWER, Executive Director

Sierra Club

ARTHUR ROTHSTEIN, Director of Photography
Look

DEADLINE FOR ENTRIES: March 15, 1968

MAIL TO: Photographic Contest

Natural History Magazine, 7 West 77th St., N.Y., N.Y. 10024

COMPETITION RULES:
1. The contest is strictly for amateur photographers. Anyone is

eligible except employees of Natural History or of the Ameri-
can Museum of Natural History, members of their families, and
individuals who personally, or any members of whose families,

are engaged in the manufacture, sale, commercial finishing, or

professional use of photographic goods.

2. No negatives should be submitted. Entries must be post-

marked no later than March 15, 1968. IMPORTANT: No more
than two pictures may be submitted by any one entrant.

3. Color photographs:

a. Color pictures may be submitted as either a transparency
or a print. Do not submit both a transparency and print of

the same picture.

b. Transparencies must be originals and must be mounted in

cardboard only.

4. All prints (color and black and white) must be approxi-
mately 8x10 and unmounted.

5. General:

a. On the back of the photograph or on the transparency
mount must appear: name and address of photographer,
make of camera used in taking the picture, and the place
it was shot.

b. Developing and printing may be done by a photofinisher

or by the entrant. No composite picture, such as multiple
printing, multiple exposure, or montage, is eligible. No
artwork or retouching on prints or negatives is permitted.

c. All color transparencies will be returned to entrant only
if accompanied by a self-addressed envelope of proper size,

bearing sufficient return postage. Black-and-white prints

will not be returned.

6. Natural History assumes no responsibility for prints or
transparencies.

7. Pictures will be judged on photographic quality and origi-

nality in treatment of the theme. The decision of the judges will

be final.

8. Before receiving a final prize, the entrant must sign a state-

ment that his picture, or any closely similar picture of his of the
same subject or situation, has not been, and will not be, offered

for publication in any manner prior to July 1, 1968. Natural
History retains first publication rights to winning pictures.

PRIZES:

Grand Prize: For the best color or black-and-white entry
Natural History will provide a round-trip for two to Delhi.

1st Prize color, 1st Prize black and white: A Naturalist's Library:

a 50-volume collection selected by Hal Borland, based on the
books mentioned in his essay in the January, 1968, issue of

Natural History.

Honorable Mention: In addition to the prizewinning entries,

photographs selected by the judges for honorable mention will

be mounted for a special exhibition in the gallery adjoining

Akeley Hall in The American Museum of Natural History.
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IheAmcan Adventure
Gome on safari with us and we'll show you

all the wild beauty of the African bush.

You'll spend a night at Treetops, a day at a

Masai village.

You'll see lion, elephant, cheetah, rhino,Nai-
robi, Mount Kenya, Kilimanjaro, Victoria
Falls, Ngorongoro Crater, Serengeti Plains,

the Valley of the Thousand Hills, the island of

Zanzibar. And while you're looking at all this,

there'll always be someone who's looking out

for you— guides who know every inch of the

land. Every watering place. Every tribe.

We've arranged a couple of different tours.

For instance, for $1,644* you can take our 21-

day Value Safari through East Africa. (If you
have a little more time and a little more money,
look into our 44-day version.)

And the 21-dayWing Safari is our answer to

people who enjoy doing everything in the grand
manner. For $2,354*, instead of traveling by
land, we fly you from one destination to an-

other. Besides the extra comfort, you have
more time to see more of Africa. And to see

places and animals that would be totally in-

accessible otherwise.

We probably have a safari leaving any time
you're packed and ready to go. And we have
free color brochures that can give you all the

details. To get them, all you have to do is mail

us the coupon.

>^^^^fej^-!

-^n

British Overseas Airways Corporation
BoxVC10,Dept.A253
NewYork.N.Y. 10011
MU 7-1600

Please send me your

n Wing Safari

n Value Safari

^Ir. Mrs. Miss

Address

City State. _Zip Code.

TAKES GOOD CARE OF YOU



Today there's almost no other choice.

Nikon F, the choice of photo journalists the world over, the earnest camera for people in earnest about photography. Part of a total

system offering the latest developments and innovations in camera technology and lens design. A system that knows no obsolescence.

Nikon Inc. Garden City, N.Y. 11530. Subsidiary of Ehrenreich Photo-Optical Industries, Inc. (In Canada; Anglophoto Ltd., P. Q.)
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We're spending ^10(1
Air pollution isn't an easyproblem to solve.

It has many causes. And will require many
different solutions.

One cause is sulfur dioxide in the air.

Some of it comes from burning heavy fuel

oil (the kind utilities and apartment houses

use) that has sulfur in it.

Of course, the bestway to prevent this is to

bum fuel oil that has hardly any sulfur in ii

But there isn't enough of this kind of o|

to go around.

So the next best thing is to take the sulfu

out of the oil that's available.

Venezuela is where we get most of th(

heavy fuel oil for our eastern cities.

So our affiliate, Creole Petroleum Corpoi

ation, is spending over 100 million dollars fc



million to change the air.
uild a special plant that will remove sulfur

rom the oil right at the refinery.

They're working as fast as they can.

It's a big job, and will take two and a half

ears to complete.

But the problem can't just wait
So in the meantime, we're bringing in as

luch low-sulfur fuel oil as we can from as far

way as Libya.

And when the new refinery equipment
goes into operation in Venezuela, there will be
a lot more low-sulfur oil available.

And we'll all be able to breathe easier.

Standard Oil Company
(NewJersey)
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BUGS AND BEASTS BEFORE THE LAW 6

Gerald Carson

"We, in detestation and horror of this crime . . . have de-

clared, judged, sentenced, pronounced, and appointed that

the said pig . . . shall be, by the executioners, hung and

strangled upon a gibbet. . .
."

INSIDE THE TORNADO 26

Bernard Vonnegut

What causes the awesome, often destructive, force of tor-

nadoes has been pondered through the centuries by such

men as Lucretius, Machiavelli, and the present author, who,

with the help of eyewitnesses, is attempting to define these

causes.

THE FEAST 34

Napoleon Chagnon

One alternative to ivarfare among the Yanomam'6 of Vene-

zuela and Brazil is feasting—wives are exchanged and kin-

ship ties are thereby strengthened.

THE ESTHETICS OF ORCHID POLLINATION 44

Demorest Davenport

A student of symbiosis discusses the relationship of orchid

florets to the selective behavior of their insect pollinators.

THERE REALLY IS A ROADRUNNER 50

William A. Colder

After considerable research a physiologist has succeeded in

proving that the roadrunner—although in itself extraordi-

nary—is physiologically "ordinary."

MEANDERS OF THE GIRAFFE THROUGH
ART AND HISTORY 56

C. A. Spinage

Excerpts and illustrations from The Book of the Giraffe

tell of an animal the Greeks called Camelopardalis, the

Chinese called a Kilin, and Europeans called a myth.

DEPARTMENTS



The Theatre Recording Society invites you to accept the David Merrick production of

Now—enjoy the great works of the theatre

from Aristophanes to lonesco through the most

brilliant performances ever recorded.

To receive at once your uncut, original

cast recording of MARAT/SADE, on
three 12-inch, long-playing records—mail
the coupon at the right. This $18.85 retail

value is yours—free—to introduce you to

the benefits of membership in the Theatre
Recording Society.

Share the opening-night jolt

of MARAT/SADE

If you were lucky enough to

be a first-nighter atMARAT/
SADE, you will never forget
the shattering force with
which this play hit the un-
suspecting theatregoer. Even
critics emerged visibly pale
...and called it the most soul-
shattering experience of
their careers.
Now, this exciting adven-

ture in "total theatre" has
been captured for all time
on superb long-playing rec-
ords. Here in turbulent action, wry politi-
cal satire, and bawdy Brechtian song, is

the seething lunatic asylum at Charenton,
presided over by the most fascinating lu-
natic of all . . . the Marquis de Sade. And
every volt of opening-night electricity is

brought to your living room by the same
inspired cast that brought it to the Broad-
way stage.

Performing for you are exclusive, star-studded
casts—available nowhere else!

A Broadway producer can rarely even
hope to assemble on one stage the brilliant
artists who perform for you, regularly and
exclusively, through the Theatre Record-
ing Society. For example, Laurence

John Gielgud

Olivier, Michael Redgrave, Joan Plowright
and Sybil Thorndyke in Chekhov's Uncle
I''a/i>'<j...Siobhan McKenna, Cyril Cusack
—and lonesco himself-in The Chairs . .

.

Ralph Richardson and Anna Massey in Cy-
rano de Bergerac.Lee J. Cobb and Mil-

dred Dunnock in Death of a
Salesman. These great plays
—and great artists—are typi-

cal of the superb productions
available to you with mem-
bership in the Society. Each
complete play is beautifully
boxed and contains a lavish
production folio. Some

t
plays include the full text,

handsomely bound as a
separate volume.

Members save 331/3%

Though Society's recordings

- ^.t,*- V ^^'^ ^°'' "P '° 524.80 per set

'ciaire Bloom ^^ '^'^i' • • as a member, you
pay only the low price of just

over $4.00 per record, plus a small ship-
ping and handling charge. Your only ob-
ligation is to accept as few as four plays
over the next year from the many offered.
There is no extra charge for stereo.

Claim your free MARAT/SADE now—
an $18.85 value!

Mail the coupon to receive your free 3-

record set of MARAT/SADE ... plus your
first Society selection for which you will be
billed later. (Select one of the three choices
on the coupon.) If you're not completely
delighted, you may return the shipment
within 10 days and your trial membership
will be cancelled without obligation. Mail
your coupon right now!

FREE BONUS GIFT
If you act now! Your prompt reply will bring you
Richard Burton's magnificent Caedmon recording
of THE LOVE POEMS OF JOHN DONNE. Ac-
claimed by critics, this 12-inch, long-playing rec-
ord, a $5.95 retail value, is yours to keep even if

you decide to return MARAT/SADE after your
free, 10-day home trial.

THEATRE RECORDING SOCIETY Dept. nah-27
505 Eighth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10018

Please send my free 3-record MARAT/SADE and my
bonus gift, THE LOVE POEMS OF JOHN DONNE.
Also send my first Society selection (chosen from those
listed below) for which you will bill me later... and
enroll me as a trial member. In addition to my first

selection, my only obligation is to accept as few as
four plays over the next year at the Society's low price
of just over $4.00 per record plus shipping and han-
dling. If not completely delighted, I may return my
introductory shipment (keeping my free bonus gift)

within 10 days and my membership will be cancelled
without obligation.

Canadian and foreign prices slightly higher.

Name-

City_ -State- _Zip_
Please send my records in D Mono Stereo

I have checked my first Society selection below:

Death of a Salesman, Lee J. Cobb, Mildred Dunnock,
Michael Tolan. Member's price: only $12.90 (Retail
price: $18.85) plus small shipping and handling charge.

n Caesar and Cleopatra, Claire Bloom, Max Adrian,
Judith Anderson. Meniber's price: only $8.90 (Retail
price: $12.90) plus small shipping and handling charge.

The Glass Menagerie, Montgomery Clift, Jessica
Tandy, Julie Harris, David Wayne. Member's price:
only $8.90 (Retail price: $12.90) plus small shipping
and handling charge.



THE AUTHORS
Gerald Carson's article, "Kind-

ness and Cruelty in Great Britain,"

in the December, 1967, issue of

Natural History, drew such re-

sponse that we asked him for this

month's contribution, which takes a

different approach to the beast and

man relationship. Carson writes at

his 150-acre home near Millerton,

New York, where, he reports, he lives

"in association with many other

mammals who are welcome, and

visiting members of the National

Rifle Association who are not."

Most of Paul Byers' working life

has been devoted to the communica-
tions field. He became a newspaper

reporter after dropping out of the

University of Chicago before World
War II. During the war he was a

cryptanalyst and later took a job as

a magazine writer in Australia where

he first purchased a camera. He
became interested not so much in

photographic techniques as in the

problem of what a photograph is.

Mr. Byers is now Lecturer in Photog-

raphy at Columbia University's

School of the Arts, and will leave for

Africa at the end of this summer to

study problems of communication in

Kenya schools.

This month's article on tornadoes

was contributed by Bernard Vonne-

GUT, who wrote "When Will We
Change the Weather?" for Natural
History last December. He received

his Ph.D. in physical chemistry from

M.I.T. and is Professor and Senior

Research Scientist at the State Uni-

versity of New York at Albany. In

his article. Dr. Vonnegut, who de-

veloped the silver iodide cloud-seed-

ing technique, offers a genuine

opportunity to the layman when he

asks for information; eyewitness ac-

counts, it appears, may help solve the

riddle of what causes tornadoes.

Grants from the National Institute

of Mental Health allowed Napoleon
Chagnon to participate in a joint

effort in biological research by the

Institute Venezolano de Investiga-

ciones Cientificas and the University

of Michigan Medical School. He has

reported on his studies among the

Yanomamo, a primitive horticultural

tribe of the Brazilian-Venezuelan

border, in two previous articles (Jan-

uary and December, 1967) in Nat
URAL History. Dr. Chagnon, who

now teaches anthropology at tht

Medical School at Michigan, re

turned early this year to Yanomami
country to continue his studies.

Since Demorest Davenpor']
finished his doctorate at Harvard ii

1937 he has, in his words, "dabble(

in the study of the behavior of mam
types of animals in the marine lab

of Europe and the United States.'

His primary interest has been th

symbiotic relationships betweei

plants and their pollinators. Dr. Da\
enport's penchant for symbiosis i

wholly equalled by that for relaxa

tion; his photograph on this page i

undoubtedly a record of one of th

peripheral rewards of field work.

The photographs, save two, thf

illustrate Davenport's article wei

taken by Dr. Irene H. Stuckei
Professor at the University of Rhod
Island, who introduced Dr. Davei

port to the orchids of New Englani

Dr. Stuckey is author of Rhode I

land Wildflowers, published in 19(

by the University of Tennessee Pres

William A. Calder's studies i

the roadrunner in the Duke Unive

sity laboratory of Dr. Knut Schmid

Nielsen, a well-known authority

the field of desert physiology, we
made possible by a three-year gra

from the National Science Found
tion. Dr. Calder received his Ph.?

in zoology from Duke University

1966 and is currently studying ri

piration and circulation in birds.

C. A. Spinage was born and ed

cated in England. At the age of twe

ty he left for Africa to join the Ken
Police. His patrol work there

quired that he master the use

photography. Surrounded by the ri

wildlife of Kenya, Spinage becai

increasingly interested in natural h

tory and, four years after joining

police, transferred to an agricultu:

and forestry institution where

could more easily study wildlife.

1960 he read for an Honours Degi

at London University. Presently I

ing in East Africa he is author of tf

1963 Houghton Mifflin book Anim\

of East Africa and of a book

leased last month from the same pil

lisher, The Book of the Giraffe.



NOWyou have101 reasons to

>uy the Uher4000 Report-L

;»ss»«ws«s;.-«!ts-i»T*' The first 100 reasons are all one dollar

bills you won't have to part with, during

our "Own the Best" sole. The UHER
4000-L will cost you $340 instead of $440,

now through June 15th.

The 101st reason. ..and the most im-

portant one... is quality. The UHER 4000

Report-L is the world's finest portable tope

recorder. A lightweight/ pounds thatgoes

anywhere comfortably, the UHER 4000-L

is solid state and operates on recharge-

able or ordinary batteries.

It does everything the professional

wants it to do, up at the Arctic or down
at the Equator. That's why it's first choice

with explorers, naturalists, reporters,

radio and TV commentators, as well as

doctors, scientists and lawyers. It records

or plays back at four speeds and gives

you great frequency response with each.

It has a highly visible, three digit index

counter with a push-button reset.

Audio Magazine calls it "Magic in

a Matchbox." Professionals call it the

greatest. Now that we've made it $100

easier to "Own the Best," clip the cou-

pon, take it to your UHER dealer and

walk out with 7 pounds of greatness...

the UHER 4000 Report-L.

j Save $100. 1
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Ir Report-L Tape Recorder. ffi

I( Copyright 19<)8 19 g

UherbyMartel
Martel Electronics Inc. Sole U.S. Importers
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Bugs and Seasi^
From the Middle Ages to the Present Century, the Curious Legal Concept

A repentant sotv hears a verdict of guilty in Lavegny, France, for killing a child. Her piglets, because of age, were acqu



eiare the JLatr
iost Trial Has Been Applied with Some Extraordinary Results

by Gerald Carson

A. peculiar feature of the jurispru-

dence of medieval times was the

establishment of legal compacts be-

tween men and animals. Bugs, birds,

small mammals, and the larger quad-

rupeds were supposed to live accord-

ing to the law and to be familiar with

the statutes. It was a kind of back-

handed acknowledgment, perhaps,

that animals had a place of some sort

in the society of men. A surprising

amount of litigation occurred in this

curious field, especially in France,

and brought much misery to the un-

fortunate victims whom the bailiffs

caught in flagrante delicto. One mod-
ern investigator, pursuing this aber-

ration of the scholastic mind, has de-

voted a whole book to the subject.

The author lists 196 instances of

beast prosecution, undoubtedly one

of the most extraordinary expres-

sions of anthropocentric thought that

one may find in all social history.

It requires considerable imagina-

tion for an educated person living in

the culture of the twentieth century

to understand the involute thought of

the medieval mind and the high seri-

ousness of our ancestors in arraign-

ing cabbageworms, he-goats and, in-

deed, all animals, domestic and wild,

in courts of justice, where they were

tried for homicide, mayhem, assault,

felonies, misdemeanors, malicious

mischief, or trespasses against the

human community. One has to start

with these premises : that the biblical

account of the creation and the fall

of man is literally true ; that the earth

and everything on it exists for man's

use and enjoyment; that natural sci-

ence, in the form of the Ptolemaic

astronomy, confirms this, since the

earth is the center of the universe;

that the world is the setting for a

Miltonic struggle between the forces

of good and evil for the salvation or

eternal damnation of mankind.

The beasts were caught up in this

struggle, in relationships to man that

could be on occasion affectionate,

symbolic, or bloody. In this grand

spectacle of moral warfare, the

priests and the saints were ranged

against hosts of demons, wizards,

and necromancers who sometimes

were believed to enter the bodies of

the lower animals in order to work
mischief through them. The miracle

literature of the church cites numer-

ous instances of devils appearing

in the guise of blackbirds, mules,

horses, bulls, pigs, dogs, rooks,

worms, lions, and tigers. Sometimes

animals demonstrated that they knew
how to take evasive action. St. Regu-

lus, bishop of Aries and Senlis, once

cast a devil out of the body of a man,

and the fiend tried to enter an ass.

But the sagacious beast made the sign

of the cross on the ground with his

forefoot and repelled the invader.

Believers in sorcery and familiar

spirits were not confined to the lower

orders of society. Several popes;

Montesquieu, famous author of The
Spirit of Laivs (1748) and a member
of the French Academy; King James

I of England; all accepted the reality

of wizards and the black arts, while

Joseph Glanvill, a man of scientific

reputation and a founding Fellow of

the Royal Society, wrote a treatise

upholding the existence of super-

natural power exercised by persons

in league with evil spirits.

On the happier side, zoophilists

could take comfort in the legends

told of beasts demonstrating a touch-

ing confidence in the saints, and a



Direct to you from the LAMBERT STUDIOS
magnificent

full-color ,

247. PICASSO: BtUE NUDE. On
art'iSis' canvas—figure in strong
black lines on blue & gray back-
ground from Picasso's blue period.
16" X 20". Pub. at $12.00. Only 5.9S
186. The above on, heavy art stock.

Pub. at $7.50. Only 2.98.

hand
silk-screened

by master

craftsmen,

yours at a fraction of retail price!

IN OIL PAINT ON REAL ARTISTS' CANVAS
These full-color art prints from the famous Lambert Studios are silk-screened by g»-^«o
hand on the very same quality canvas that artists paint on. Leading interior dec- Jp H"o
orators use them for America's finest homes and offices. Now they are offered H
direct to you at far below the original prices of $6.00 to $35.00. Also available .H-
(where noted) on special parchment paper, or heavy rag stock for as little as j

233. RENOIR: G(«l. On gen- 210. RUBENS: HEAD Of A 241. . . ___
vine artists* canvas—Original BOY. On artists* canvas— OSORIO DE ZUNIGA. On arf- silk-screen of white unici

silk-screen after the artist in silk-screen in tans with a ists* canvas—Boy in a red suit in pale yellow-orange em
subtle shades of blue, pink, hint of pink on a chestnut against background with greens sure against a green
white, gold. lS"x24". background. 14"xl7" & greys. 16"x21". ground. 19" x 28".
Pub. at $18.00. Only 6.9S Pub. at $12.50. Only S.K Pub. at $20.00. Only 6.95 Pub. at $18.00. OnlyS.
167. The above on paper. 112. The above on paper. 175. The aboveon paper. 171. The above on paper
Pub. at $10.00. Only 3.9S Pub. at $7.00. Only 2.93 Pub. at $15.00. Only 3.95 Pub. at $10.00. Only 2.

204. MODIGLIANI: SKETCH OF
GIRL. On artists' canvas—silk-

screen of a Modigli:
in strong black lines and vari-
ous shades of red. 17>2" x
27 'A". Pub. at $12.00.Onry 5.95
110. The above on paper.
Pub. at $7.50. Only 2.98

243. DEGAS: HARLEQUIN
WITH MASK. On artists'

canvas — silk-screen in

striking yellow, pale
greens and tans. 17" x

Pub. at $19.00.Only 6.95
177. The above on paper.
Pub. at $12.00 Only 3.95

244. MODIGLIANI: HEAD
Of A YOUNG WOMAN.
On artists' canvas—sepia
drawing of young i

in a range of soft browns
—from pinkish to char-
coal. 15" X 23".
Pub. at $12.00. Only 5.95
183. The above on heavy
chestnut stock 20" x 26".

Pub. at $7.50. Only 2.98

248. VAN GOGH: (RISES. On
artists' canvas—radiant
violet and prime Prussian blue
against a lemon-yellow back-
ground. 19M" x 25".
Pub. at $17.50. Only 6.95
142. The above on heavy art
stock.
Pub. at $10.00. Only 3.95

205. RENOIR: ClOWN. On
genuine artists'

id white figure of
; clown-portrait of
on green and blue.

Silk-screen. 16" x 22".
Pub. at $12.00. Only 5.95
115. The above on paper.
Pub. at $7.50. Only 2.98

ilk-screen after El "Greco
greens, greys, with a lacqu
Over 25 screens used in reproducti!
20" X 22".
Pub. at $35.00. Only 1.5
168. The above on heavy art stock.
Pnb. at $22.00.



whites.
238. SLOOP. BER-
MUDA. lS"x2U<".
Pi(h. at <;12.00.

Oi./v 5.98
172. The above on
paper.Fiib.af S7.5rt.

Oii/v 2.98
249. THE PAIR,
BERMUDA AND KEY
WEST.
( >u artists' canvas.
The Pair.Oiily 9.95
IB7. ihe above pair
on paper.
Tlu- Piur,0nlyt.9S
239. FISHING
BOATS, KEY WEST.
14' .X 21M". Pub.
at fi:.no.Oiiiv 5.95
773, The above on

Pi(h. at <i7.S0.

0»/v 2.98 J
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CER-VIT AND BROAD-BAND COATING -

ANOTHER QUESTAR"FIRST'
Part of our job in making the world's

finest and most versatile small telescope

is continually to be aware of the new
materials and techniques that can improve

the performance and convenience of our

product. Now we are making Questar

mirrors of Cer-Vit, that fabulous sub-

stance which has essentially no thermal

expansion, surpassing even quartz in its

stability.

And to augment the efficiency of a

Cer-Vit mirror we apply a broad-band

dielectric coating that increases its reflec-

tivity to 99%. Further, to reduce the light

loss at each surface of the front lens to a Cer-Vit mirror is used m the 7-inch

less than 1/10 of 1%, a VLR (veryjow Questar, shown above, a new instrument

reflection) coating is applied which trans- of the same superfine quality that has

mits all frequencies of the visible spec- given Questar its world-wide reputation,

trum. With this combination total light Each one that leaves our hands is star-

grasp is increased by approximately 22%. tested and will resolve .5 second of arc.

At lower left the Duplex .^'/2-inch

Questar is shown in its handsome leather

case contained in one cubic foot of

space, a complete portable observatory

that when needed for terrestrial use alone

can be quicklv converted to the Field

Model.

Questar, priced from $795. is described

in our newest booklet wliicli contains

more than 100 photographs by Questar

owners. Send $1 jor mailing anywhere in

No. America. By air to rest of Western
Hemisphere, $2.50; Europe and North
Africa, $3.00: elsewhere. $3.50.

QUESTAR
BOX 160, NEW HOPE, PENN. 16938
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long list of animals are reported by

the hagiographers and homilists as

having done men many a good turn,

especially in feeding hermits who
were out of provisions. One of the

more striking instances of such acts

of animal benevolence, regarding St.

Stephen, third abbot of Citeaux, was

related by the Bollandists in the Acta

sanctorum. Once when the holy man
was very ill, a bird brought him a

fish. And what is more remarkable,

the fish was already cooked.

The right to try, judge, and sen-

tence dumb animals for injuries done '

to humans traces back to Mosaic law:

"If an ox gore a man or a woman, 1

that they die ; then the ox shall surely (

be stoned, and his flesh shall not be 1

eaten ; but the owner of the ox shall '

be quit." Papers were served on the 1

offending animal by an officer of the '

court who read them in a loud voice i

at places where the culprits were

known to congregate. These docu- (

ments were filled out with all techni- <

cal formality, including a description '

of the said animals. Thus, if the pro-

ceeding was against rats, the defen-

dants were described as dirty, gray-

ish rodents who lived in holes. After

the accused had been cited three

times, judgment could be entered

against them by default if they re-

mained obdurate.

When the case went to trial an'l

advocate was appointed for the de-

'

fense, and the defendants were re-

'

quired to show cause why they should

not be summoned. If no satisfactory '

excuse was forthcoming, they were !

then cited to appear. If they failed 1

to do so, they were warned to leave '

the district, or they could be con-

'

signed to damnation by the dread '

curse of the church. This power was '

not one to be invoked lightly. Once

'

when St. Bernard, in a moment of'

annoyance, said to a bluebottle fly'

that was buzzing around his ears.

"Be thou excommunicated," all the'

flies in a whole province fell dead.

If the animals persisted in being

obstinate, their contumacy was nol

attributed to any lack of competence

on the part of the court but to the

superior power, temporarily, of thf

devil and his minions. Sometimes

vermin were generously forewamec

of their peril. In the year 1545 th(

winegrowers of St. Julien, a com
mune west of Bordeaux whosi

growths still appear on good wini

lists, complained to Francois Bonni

vard. Doctor of Laws, of the ravage



an ordinary sort of weevil, or

DUt beetle, that infests vineyards.

It first, public prayers were said.

ie mass was celebrated on three

ijcessive days, and the Host borne

, solemn procession around the

iundaries of the vineyards. The in-

ks were ably defended, but the

bdict went against them. The next

IP
v.'ould have been to strike the

features with the divine anger by

3ans of the church's great weapon,

i malediction. But the arthropods

1 not wait for the thunderbolt.

ley decamped. Forty-one years

pr they returned and a second trial

)k place. The record filled twenty-

le folio volumes, but the action

s finally compromised when the

thorities agreed to set aside a plot

ground outside the village for the

Ie use of the weevils in perpetuity.

It was sometimes extremely diffi-

It for the civil authorities to deter-

ne whether a cloud of noxious in-

;ts attacking crops had been incited

their evil-doing by a fiend or were

^itimate scourges sent by God to

astise His erring children. In such

stances, the church made the de-

;ion, since it presumably could

ike nice distinctions based upon

3 facts of each case, and often took

er with sprinklings of holy water

d fulminations against the bugs or

ails that were troubling the farms

d gardens.

The reasoning by which animals

uld be excommunicated was that

creatures are subject to God. God
the author of canon law. Therefore

imals are subject to its provisions

d penalties. In setting the church's

aumaturgic machinery in motion

len the peasants were vexed with

jrms, slugs, locusts, or whatever,

B ecclesiastical authorities required

st that the people pay up their

hes. The results were sometimes

ectacular. In Valence in 1585 a

osecution against caterpillars was

gued by both theologians and lay

wyers with such subtlety and pro-

dty that the process dragged on

r months. "Meanwhile," wrote a

ter annalist, who lived in a more

eptical age and was aware of the

:e cycle of lepidopterous creatures,

he insects died out." St. Thomas
quinas, too, in his great synthesis,

lowed that curses could be directed

;ainst irrational brutes when they

ere "instigated by the powers of

ill"; that is to say, the authorities

luld take aim at Satan through the

Never lets you make a mistake.
Well, hardly ever! Most cameras with thru-the-lens meter systems will give you correct

exposure under "ideal" conditions. But the new Nikkormat FTN will do it every time.

Reason? In measuring scene brightness, the FTN meter favors the central subject.

Thus, backlighting and background contrast have little or no effect on exposure reading

accuracy. Same principle as in the famous Nikon F Photomic TN. Practically foolproof!

And with exposure problems out of the way. you can take full advantage of all the

picture capabilities of this remarkable new 35.

Under S270 with 50mm Auto-Nikkor f2 lens. At your Nikon dealer, or write. Nikon Inc.,

Garden City, New York 11530 Subsidiary of Ehrenreich Photo-Optical Industries, Inc.

j

(In Canada: Anglephoto Ltd.. P.Q)

Want to get the feel of Europe?

Take the \AAheel of a Citroen.
Order your Citroen now for delivery upon

arrival. Place your order through your author-

ized Citroen Dealer or through Citroen Cars

Corporation. Either way your car is deliv-

ered to you directly from the Factory. It's

your assurance of getting the most reliable

European Delivery plan, and the biggest Fac-

tory-direct, tax-free savings. For information,

write for free European Delivery brochure.

Citroen Cars Corporation Dept. NH-4
Eost: 641 Lexington Ave., N.Y,, N.Y. 10022

WesI: 8423 Wilshire Boulevard

Beverly Hills, California 90211

Please send me free brocfiures on Factory-

direct European Delivery of Citroen cors.

Name

City
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NOBODY HERE BUT US CHICKENS./:
(AND NOVOFLEX)

George Laycock catches rare prairie chicken mating dance with instant-focus telephoto lens

Famous wildlife photographer George Laycock took this dramatic shot of Greater Prairie Chickens

busy courting. He used a Novoflex 400mm lens at f/8 with Kodak Tri-X film and shutter at 1/500 sec.

Author of "Sign of the Flying Goose" and "The Alien Animals" (Doubleday), Mr. Laycock reports that

the Novoflex Follow-Focus system "worked excellently . . . made it simple to maintain sharp focus."

The Novoflex Follow-Focus system gives you one-hand, instant focusing from close-up to infinity —
just by squeezing the unique pistol grip. Any of three lenses (280, 400 and 640mm) can be used

^^with a single grip. No turning or twisting of the lens barrel. Available for over 50 major camera

Hjk^ brands, including interchangeable-lens 35's, Sand 16mm movie and 21/4" square reflex. Novoflex

^^^^^ lenses are noted for color correction, excellent definition, superb resolving power and

I^^^B highest brilliance. Ask your dealer about Novoflex or write Burleigh Brooks Inc., 420 Grand

^^Bp Avenue, Englewood, New Jersey 07631, Dept. nh-4

NOVOFLEX
instant, continuous focusing from a distance is yours with Novoflex

The author of the bestselling

Congo Kitabu debunks the animal

myths of Africa

The real animals of Africa, in ttieir free, natural en-

vironment, are the subject of this entertaining k/tabu

(Swahili for "bool<" or "diary"). IMr. Hallet, who has

spent twelve years in the Congo, provides a wealth

of intriguing, little-known facts, anecdotes and true

stories. Introduction by Ivan T. Sanderson. Illus-

trated.

ANIMAL KITABU
by JEAN-PIERRE HALLET

With ALEX PELLE

$6.95, now at your bookstore

RANDOM HOUSE

animals. This was the theological ra-

tionale of the beast trials. I

Lifeless things could also be proscr

cuted and punished—objects that ac-

cidentally took human life and were

therefore subject to formal destruc-,

tion. The idea is as old as the pagan

poets of antiquity. If a murderer

could not be found, the instrument

used was punished, for the avenging

spirits of the dead, the Furies, had to

be appeased. This conception, touch-

ing both things and sentient beings,

had biblical analogies—the cursing of

the serpent in Genesis, David's male-

diction against the mountains of Gil-

boa, which were deprived of rainfall,

and in the New Testament, the curse

Christ laid upon the barren fig tree

of Bethany. Thus an ancient principle

persisted. A French jurisconsulk

cites an example of the effectiveness

of anathemas directed against thf

vegetable kingdom. A priest of Bur

gundy excommunicated an orcharc

because the fruit tempted the chil

dren to stay away from mass. Thi

orchard ceased to bear until thi

Duchess of Burgundy interposed ant

caused the curse to be lifted.

According to the archives of th

French criminal courts, pigs seen

to have suffered severely at the hand

of the law, probably because the

were so numerous, had easy acces

to homes and huts, and roamed th

towns and cities freely as scavenger;

Thus, in their role of volunteer san:

tation department, it was especiall

easy for them to get into troubl

There was a further handicap th;

swine had to endure. Demons wei

especially fond of dwelling in then

Many were convicted of being "po

sessed" and were executed, partici

larly if their color was black.

When a hog was judicially bume
it did not become roast pork. To e;

an animal caught in bloodguilt, an

elevated by reason of capital punisl

ment to the level of man, would hai

savored of cannibalism. The atm

sphere of the proceedings may ]

inferred from these words, pr

nounced by the mayor of a Frenc

village upon a hog convicted of ha'

ing caused the death of a child:

"We, in detestation and horror i

this crime, and in order to make fi

example and satisfy justice, ha-:

declared, judged, sentenced, pr-

nounced, and appointed that the sal

pig, being detained as prisoner sA

confined in the said abbey, shall 1,

by the executioners, hung and stra-

12



She'll die...

unless you and we help her. She'll

die—and thousands more like her

of many different species will die —
unless money is made available for

the conservation and rescue projects

essential for the protection of Wild

Life in East Africa.

Help us to combat the increasing

menace of extinction for many

species of East African Game by

making a donation, by joining the

Society and by buying our unique

Wild Life Christmas Cards and

Calendars.

Yearly membership of the Society

($5.00) entitles you to receive free

copies of the quarterly magazine

"Africana" and enables you to buy

our ties, car badges and ladies'

brooches. The scientific journal

is also available.

In 1968 the Society needs funds

to finance urgent conservation

projects In Kenya, Uganda and

Tanzania. Will you help?

EAST AFRICAN
WILD LIFE
SOCIETY

P.O. Box 20110, Nairobi, Kenya,
East Africa.

Please enroll me as a member.

I enclose $

Name

Address

gled upon a gibbet. In witness thereof

we have sealed this present with our

seal."

Similar trials took place in almost

every country of Europe. The defen-

dants, in addition to the species al-

ready mentioned, have included ants,

asses, beetles, bloodsuckers, bulls,

cockchafers, cocks, cows, eels, dol-

phins, goats, moles, serpents, sheep,

wolves, worms, all brought to the bar

of justice over a great span of time,

extending from A.D. 824, when

moles were prosecuted in the valley

of Aosta, to 1906, when a dog was

sentenced to death in Switzerland.

In Switzerland, incidentally, animals

could under certain circumstances

appear as witnesses. If a house was

broken into at night and the owner

killed the intruder, the question arose

whether or not his act was justifiable

homicide, for he might have enticed

the victim to enter and then mur-

dered him. But the defendant could

establish his innocence by producing

a dog, cat, or cockerel that lived with

him and had witnessed the death of

the nocturnal burglar. The house-

holder was required to declare his

innocence under oath in the presence

of the dumb animal. If it did not con-

tradict him, the court held that he

had cleared himself. The legal theory

was that Heaven would intervene to

bestow the gift of speech upon the

beast rather than allow a murderer

to escape.

Condemned animals that were

physically in the custody of the law

were killed by a variety of methods.

They could be singed and strangled,

burned at the stake, buried alive,

sometimes tortured before being

strung up on a gibbet. Animals were

even put to the rack in order to ex-

tort a confession. No confession was

expected, but this act of cruelty made

it certain that due form was being

observed. Domestic beasts met the

ignominious death of human felons,

for as intimate members of the hu-

man household, they were treated

with the same public contempt as

human vassals in a similar fix.

It must have been a vivid moment,

packed with tension and high excite-

ment, when a vast concourse of peo-

ple—nobles, men-at-arms, priests in

cassock and cowl, falconers with

hooded hawks upon their wrists,

huntsmen with hounds on leash, old

men leaning on their staves, hags

with their reticules, fine ladies in

velvet and feathers-gathered in the

BREAKTHROUGH!
The only camera

that can vary from

one frame per minute

to fifty-four frames

per second.

the new NIZO S-80!

10-80mm
variable two speed power zoom

This super 8 is your ticket to time-lapse

shots, variable slow motion, mid-zoom

speed changes—special effects to make

your scenes really blossom. This camera

can vary from one frame per minute to

fifty-four frames per second.

Plus these features to make feature-type

movies easier:

The exceptional Schneider-variogon lens

18, 24 or 54 frames per second

Automatic timer for time lapse

photography—two frames per second

to one frame per minute

The split-image range-finder

The automatic exposure control

The variable shutter

The through-the-lens viewing system

See the Nizo S-80 and its companion

models at your nearest camera dealer.

For under $500 you can take home the

S-80-a camera to take movies that

won't look homemade.

BRflun

Nizo
For full color brochure, write to

Nizo International Corporation

1 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y. 1 001
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"They laughed

when I wound up

my shaver.."

That's liable to happen to you when you first use

the RIVIERA in front of anyone. A wind-up shauer

may seem a plaything. Or at best an emergency

type of shaver (because it needs no cords or bat-

teries). After all, how can a hand-cranked shaver

rotate fast enough to do a clean and close job? And

how many times do you have to wind the darn thing

to finish one shave?

One answer at a time: The three-blade shaving head

revolves at such a fast clip that it actually gives

you seventy-two thousand cutting strokes a minute!

Compare that to your $30 TurboDeluxe. Now, about

tne winding. The palm-shaped body of the RIVIERA
(named for its birthplace, Monle Carlo) is filled

with a huge mainspring made of the same Swedish

super steel used in the most expensive watch move-

ments. You crank the key just like a movie camera

(about six turns) and the RIVIERA shaves and

shaves and shaves. From ear to ear; from nose to

neck, without slowing down. Maintains its full shav-

ing speed right to the end—and long enough to do

the complete job. Hard to believe, but really true.

A few more details: The surgical steel blades are so

designed that they are continuously self-sharpening.

You will find that the more you use the RIVIERA
the sharper and the better it gets. The guard is so

unbelievably thin (5/100 of a millimeter) that pres-

sure is unnecessary. You just touch the shaver on

your face and gently guide it in circular motions.

We could go on. But we don't expect to sell you

with words. We just want to get you open-minded
enough to tie up $19 for two weeks. We'll give you

that long to put the RIVIERA to the test. If it dis-

appoints you (if you want to return it for any rea-

son), send it back. Your money will be in the return

mail. Obviously, we have reason to believe that this

won't happen and that you will want to keep your

RIVIERA for the office, club, cabin or in a perma-

nent place in your bathroom cabinet. It's that kind

of a thing. Once you've tried it you won't let it go.

P.S. You not only save the cost of an electric motor,

but you save the cost of repairing it. The money
that it leaves in your pocket: the dependability;

the good, fast, clean shaves that you'll get—they'll

give you the last laugh.

Please send me the following:

Q RIVIERA SHAVER— STANDARD MODEL $18.50

D RIVIERA SHAVER— MODEL ANATOMIQUE
shaver housed in

transparent case $19.95

SPECIAL TRIMMING HEAD (optional) $ 3.95

O EXTRA REGULAR SHAVING HEAD (spare) $ 3.95

My check, plus $1 for post, A ins. enclosed. Calif,

resid's add 5% tax. Parts & workmanship guaran-

teed 1 yr. Return in 10 days if not delighted.

584 Washington St.

San Francisco, 94111
(415) 981-5G8B havephill^

public square of the old Norman
town of Falaise in 1386 to see justice

done on the body of an animal. A
sow was dressed up in a new suit of

man's clothing, mangled about the

head and forelegs, and hung, for

maiming and killing a baby in a simi-

lar manner : an eye for an eye, blood

for blood.

The elements of this scene are not

entirely a matter of conjecture, for

an artist was employed to fresco the

moment of justice on the west wall of

the transept of the Church of the

Holy Trinity. There it remained for

more than four hundred years. The

expense to the state for this execu-

tion was ten sous, ten deniers, and a

pair of new gloves for the hangman,

who was no common butcher, but a

public official, a maitre des hautes

oeuvres—master of high works. The

new gloves indicated that he incurred

no personal guilt in the discharge of

his grisly duty but left the gallows

with clean hands.

The countries in which animals

have been held amenable to human
law include Belgium, Denmark, Eng-

land, Germany, Italy, Portugal,

Spain, Scotland, Turkey, the Amer-

ican colonies, and the United States.

The Russians, true to their historic

mode of punishment, are known to

have sent a billy goat to Siberia. The

beast trial must have been a com-

monplace in England during the age

of Elizabeth I, for Shakespeare in-

cludes in Gratiano's invective against

Shylock this reference to such pro-

ceedings :

Thy currish spirit

Govern'd a wolf, who, hang'd

for human slaughter.

Even from the gallows did his

fell soul fleet. . . .

Perhaps the most fascinating case

of which we have knowledge, in

which every legal dodge and dilatory

action was employed by an inspired

defense, occurred in Burgundy in

1522. The rats of the ancient canton

of Lucenay, near Autun, were ac-

cused of having feloniously eaten up

and wantonly destroyed the barley

harvest and were ordered brought

before the bishop's vicar, who exer-

cised jurisdiction in such cases. He
appointed Bartholome Chassenee as

counsel to represent the rodents.

Chassenee, then a young avocat, later

became a distinguished" jurist as

President of the Parlement de Pro-

vence, a position corresponding to

chief justice. Chassenee also subse-

Overseas
Nature Tours

For eight years we have been organizing group
trips to investigate the natural history of Europe,
Africa and the world. Chief purpose so far has
been to see birds, including as many rare and
difficult species as possible. However, a full eco-
logical picture is sought, with attention to botany,
geology and archaeology where appropriate.

Persons without specialized interests, but with
•ippreciation for the natural scene as opposed to

sophisticated city life, are entirely welcome, and
such people constitute a part of every group.

2-wk. Spring Tours
SOUTHEAST ARIZONA: Popular trip. May 4.

MEXICO EAST COAST: Entrancing country.
May 18.

EUROPEAN PROGRAM
For our popular North-with-the-Spring trip, com-
bine (1) South, (2) North, (3) Norway-nine
thrilling weeks from Mediterranean to North
Cape. For unusual hirds & offbeat travel, choose
(1) South Tour, (2) Balkans, (3) U.S.S.R. Or
work in Britain and Iceland. Each tour, 3 wks.

SOUTH TOUR: From France's Camargue to

Austria, the Rhine and Holland. May 9 from N.Y.
NORTH TOUR: Amsterdam to Germany and

up thru Sweden to the Arctic Circle. May 31.
NORWAY: Up the spectacular coast and

around North Cape; popular tour. June 22.
BRITAIN: Magnificent coverage from the

southeast coast to the Scottish Highlands, May 31.

BALKANS: Seldom-visited bird areas in Jugo-
slavia, Albania, Romania, Hungary. May 31.

U.S.S.R: Fine coverage of Russia, including the
Caucasus and the Asian republics. Small party
and excellent bird leadership. June 22,

ICELAND: Two fine weeks with birds, flowen,
geology. Top leadership, reasonable cost. Two
departures of this popular tour, June 6 & July 8.

ALASKA
The highly successful pioneer venture in 1967
has been e.x-panded into 3 consecutive 2-wk. trips;

ALASKA SOUTH: From Vancouver June 8 to the
Panhandle & the Yukon, ending at Fairbanks.
ALASKA NORTH: McKinley Park, Kenai,

Kodiak Island and Katmai. June 22.
ALASKA OUTPOSTS: Aleutians, Pribilofs, Nome

& Barrow. Remote and wonderful. July 6.

JAPAN
Full-time bird & flower tour from south tip oi

Kyushu to far north comer of Hokkaido. May 16;
3 weeks. A party will continue across Siberia foi

2 weeks, joining the U.S.S.R. trip (see above)

SUMMER PROGRAM
Five summer tours in South and Middle America
a region rich in birds and archaeology. Colombia
the world's top bird country, 3 weeks beginninj
June 22. Followed immediately by four 2-weei
tours: Panama-Costa Rica, July 13; Honduras
Guatemala, July 27; Yucatan, Aug. 10; an*

Chiapas, Aug. 24.

3-WEEK AFRICA TOURS
SOUTH AFRICA, incl. South-West Africa, Kala

hari Desert & Kruger Park. Top leaders. July 18
CENT. AFRICA-MADAGASCAR: Completel

new, thrilling route, beginning at Victoria Fall

Aug. 8.

EAST AFRICA: Popular area, a bit over-visitei /

but fine birds & als. Sept. 5.

SOUTH PACIFIC
Feature of the year; many think it is the greates
trip of all. Five units; combine as you like:

MELANESIA: Fiji, New Hebrides, New Calc
donia, Solomons and 2 weeks in New Guinea
Four weeks beginning Sept. 9,

AUSTRALIA WEST: From Perth around the coa:

to Darwin, plus the deserts at Alice Springs an
in western Queensland. Oct. 3; 3 weeks.

AUSTRALIA EAST: The Great Barrier Ree
Sydney, Adelaide, Murray I^iver, Tasmania. Thrf
weeks beginning Oct. 24.

NEW ZEALAND: Comprehensive 3-week cove
age of both islands, working south with tl

sprint;. Gevsers, glow-worm caves, majestic M
Cook" and Milford Sound. Nov. 14.

N.Z. WEST COAST: Ten days up the west coas
with botany emphasis. Dec. 5.

Come along! . . . Intimate, private groups, expe
leadership. We seek cut back-country routes, t

for an experience-in-depth of the natural scene ai

the people. (Not recommended if you're strong f

night life.)

Crowder Nature Tours
Box 222-a

Harpers Ferry, W. Va. 25425

H



ineAmcan Adventure
Come on safari with us and we'll show you

all the wild beauty of the African bush.

You'll spend a night at Treetops, a day at a
Masai village.

You'll see lion, elephant, cheetah, rhino, Nai-
robi, Mount Kenya, Kilimanjaro, Victoria
Falls, Ngorongoro Crater, Serengeti Plains,

the Valley of the Thousand Hills, the island of

Zanzibar. And while you're looking at all this,

there'll always be someone who's looking out
for you— guides who know every inch of the
land. Every watering place. Every tribe.

We've arranged a couple of different tours.

For instance, for $1,644* you can take our 21-

day Value Safari through East Africa. (If you
have a little more time and a little more money,
look into our 44-day version.)

And the 21-day Wing Safari is our answer to

people who enjoy doing everything in the grand
manner. For $2,354*, instead of traveling by
land, we fly you from one destination to an-

other. Besides the extra comfort, you have
more time to see more of Africa. And to see

places and animals that would be totally in-

accessible otherwise.

We probably have a safari leaving any time
you're packed and ready to go. And we have
free color brochures that can give you all the

details. To get them, all you have to do is mail
us the coupon.

•»:

^,

British Overseas Airways Corporation
BoxVClO, Dept. A253
New York, N. Y. 10011
MU 7-1600

Please send me your

Wing Safari

n Value Safari

-Zip Code.



Capable of the

Most Sophisticated

Photography

A Yashica 35mm single lens reflex will

grow on even the most unsophisticated
amateur. Like it or not, he will develop into

a most sophisticated photographer, whose
work clearly will show all the earmarks of

the professional.

Small wonder, since Yashica single lens
reflex cameras with 20 interchangeable
lenses and accessory equipment comprise
one of the most popular of professional sys-

tems, built with all the quality and attention
to detail demanded by men (and women)
who use cameras for a living. Withal, they
have a basic simplicity that make them
easy to operate and a pleasure to use.

See the complete system at your dealer's,

or send for the catalog.

YASHICA
YASHICA INC.. 50-17 QUEENS BOULEVARD,

WOODSIDE, NEW YORK 11377 DPT.Q

quently wrote a scholarly treatise on

the law of animals and used the

precedent of Autun when he de-

fended the Vaudois—simple, devout

Alpine shepherds and farmers—who
were being harassed as heretics. The
rat case, Chassenee argued in defense

of the Vaudois, had established that

"even animals should not be ad-

judged and sentenced without a hear-

ing."

At Autun, when Chassenee's

clients failed to appear, their attor-

ney attacked the summons as being

defective on the ground that it had

been too local and individual in char-

acter and called for the appearance

of some, but not all, rats. Many, he

insisted, had not heard of the accusa-

tion. The curates of every parish,

therefore, were given the task of no-

tifying all the rats residing in their

ecclesiastical care. Once again the

rats failed to appear. The lawyer

then pointed out that the rats were

widely scattered and required more
time, since great preparations would

have to be made for such an extra-

ordinary assemblage. The judge

granted the plea. But on court day

there were no rats on hand. The in-

genious avocat then assured the court

that his clients were most anxious to

obey but were entitled to have all the

safeguards of justice thrown around

them in responding to the summons.

Under existing circumstances, they

were detained by the fear of certain

"evil-disposed cats kept by the plain-

tiffs." Chassenee demanded, there-

fore, that before the rats could obey

the writ, the accusers should be re-

quired to post bonds guaranteeing

the good behavior of their pets. At
this point the complainants threw in

the towel and the proceedings were

adjourned sine die.

Almost a match for Bartholome

Chassenee's tour de force was the

famous trial of field mice at Stelvio

in the Tyrol in 1519. Field mice, it

was held by theologians, had been

saved from the Flood in Noah's Ark,

and so were "invitees" in the order

of the world. They had, then, a righl

to subsistence. But they were not per-

mitted, any more than was a human
being, to eat what did not belong to

them. The conclusion of the story of

the mice of Stelvio is delightfuHv

summarized by Rosamond Hill in

her book. Both Small and Great

Beasts (London, 1955) :

".
. . after many arguments [in-

cluding the plea that they did actual

good by burrowing and so turning

up the soil] , the mice were sentenced

to banishment for destroying the

crops produced by the labour of hu-

man beings, but their advocate de-

manded, and was solemnly granted,

the right that a suitable place of

abode should be assigned to them in

perpetuity, that in their migration to

this new estate they should be given

safe-conduct to preserve them from
the dogs, cats and other enemies, and

finally that a fortnight's respite

should be allowed before pregnant

mice and infants were compelled to

undertake the journey."

The difficulties encountered by ag-

ricultural peoples in protecting their

property from wild animals some-

times led them into the practice of

the black arts. Simple peasants, find-

ing justice through law slow, uncer-

tain, and expensive, were tempted to

try charms and spells obtained from

practitioners of forbidden arts who
carried on a contraband traffic in ex-

orcisms. This placed them in compe-

tition with the church. Any poor

shepherd, certainly, who resorted to

sorcery to keep the wolves away from

his flock risked being cursed by bell

book, and candle, and dying by stake

and faggot. Thus, in a social climate

that fostered belief in wizards and

diabolical incarnations, in unnatural

natural history concerned with such

wonders as unicorns, dragons, and

phoenixes, it was the logic of church

and state that lower creatures caught

in the toils of medieval law should

suffer heavily.

Even while men still believed thai

evil spirits could be expelled b

whipping a cat, Jean Racine carica'

tured the criminal prosecution

beasts in his one venture into com
edy, Les Plaideurs (1668). In thii

divertissement, the great dramatic

poet of classical French tragedy ridi

culed the follies of judges and liti

gants in the time of Louis XIV. /

dog is tried for making off with ;

capon. The defense pleads with high

flown oratory, learned references t

Latin maxims, and citation of prece

dents drawn from Aristotle and Pai)

sanias. The dog, it develops, ha

recently become a father. So the litt^

is brought into court to play upo:

the judge's sympathies.

"Venez, pauvres enfants,"

claims L'Intime for the defense, e:

hibiting the pups, "qu'on veut rendi

orphelins."

Dandin, the judge, is distract

i6



•e trying to keep our promise to the Indians,
ut they won't make it without you.
The Hopi Indians' village of

jaulovi in Arizona sits on land

50or, infertile and inhospitable

: so far nobody has tried to take

vay from them.

Electricity has not yet reached

Hopis. Water must be hauled

1 three miles away. Jobs are few
far away. Only poverty and des-

are close-by and in abundance.

Yet for the first time in genera-

s, Mary Carnwath and people

her are stirring hope among the

3is.

Mary Carnwath works and
s two thousand miles away, in

nhattan. Her own daughter is

r grown-up, and through Save
Children Federation she is spon-

ng one of the village girls, 8-year-

Grace Mahtewa.
The Mahtewas (two parents,

;e children, one grandmother
a sister-in-law) live tightly

ked in a tiny rock and mud
se. The father who knows ranch

^k but can't find any most of the

r, isn't able to provide the family

hi even the bare necessities.

Grace, bright,

ambitious and in-

dustrious, would
possibly have had
to quit school as

,1^ ^ ^.._ soon as she was
#^ old enough to do
^F a day's work. But,

^r , , because of Mary
•nwath, that won't be necessary.

The $15.00 a month contrib-

d by Mary Carnwath is provid-

a remarkable number of things

Grace and her family.

Grace will have a chance to con-

Lie schooling. The family has
n able to make its home a little

re livable. And with the money
over, together with funds from
er sponsors, the village has been
e to renovate a dilapidated build-

for use as a village center. The
ter now has two manual sewing
chines that are the beginnings of

mall income-producing business.

only a small beginning. More
ney and more people like Mary
rnwath are needed. With your
p, perhaps this village program

will produce enough money to end
the Hopi's need for help. That is

what Save the Children is all about.

Although contributions are de
ductible, it's not a charity. The aim
is not merely to buy one child a few
hot meals, a warm coat and a new
pair of shoes. Instead, your contribu

tion is used to give the child, the fam
ily and the village a little boost that

may be all they need to start helping

themselves.

Sponsors are desperately needed
for other American Indian children

—who suffer the highest dis-

ease rate and who look for-

ward to the shortest life span
of any American group.

As a sponsor you will re-

ceive a photo of the child, regu-

lar reports On his progress and,

if you wish, a chance to corre-

spond with him and his family.

Mary Carnwath knows
that she can't save the world

for $15.00 a month. Only a

small corner of it. But, maybe
that is the way to save the

world. If there are enough Mary
Carnwaths. How about you?

Save the Children Federation is

registered with the U.S. State Depart-

ment Advisory Committee on Vol-

untary Foreign Aid, and a member
of the International Union of Child

Welfare. Financial statements and
annual reports are available on
request.

Save The Children Federation—
Founded in 1932
National Sponsors (partial list):

Andy Griffith, Gene Kelly, Mrs. Eli Lilly,

Paul Newman, Mrs. J. C. Penney,

Frank Sinatra, Mrs. Earl Warren

Save The Children Federation
NORWALK, CONNECTICUT 06852

I WISH TO SPONSOR AN AMERICAN INDIAN CHILD.
ENCLOSED IS MY FIRST PAYMENT OF:

D $15 MONTHLY D $45 QUARTERLY
D $90 SEMI-ANNUALLY D $180 ANNUALLY
I CAN'T SPONSOR A CHILD, BUT I'D LIKE TO HELP.
ENCLOSED IS A CONTRIBUTION OF $

n SEND ME MORE INFORMATION.

NAME

CONTRIBUTIONS ARE U.S. INCOME TAX DEDUCTIBLE HH-4-8



CdS EXPOSURE METER

Reads brightest sunlight . . . candlelight

. . . even moonlight—PLUS microscope,

enlarging, "spot" and ground-glass too!*

Gossen, makers of the famous Lunasix that amazed
the photographic world with its incredible range
and sensitivity, has done it again with the new
Luna-Pro CdS exposure meter.

Now, this one meter extends the capabilities of the
famed Lunasix by mastering every exposure prob-

lem in every photographic situation—on location,

in the studio, darkroom, and laboratory. HERE'S
HOW: Four optional lock-on attachments instantly

convert the Luna-Pro from a reflected-and-incident

meter to a Variable Angle "spot" meter; Enlarging
meter; Photomicrography meter; and Ground-Glass
reading meter. You may never need them all, but
it's good to know that your Luna-Pro is ready for any
assignment. Luna-Pro's extraordinary 2,000,000-to-l
range and exclusive convertibility SYSTEM make it

today's best exposure meter buy.

*OPTIONAL ATTACHMENTS
for every light measuring need!

VARIABLE ANGLE
"Spot Meier"
ATTACHMENT

SPECIFICATIONS: Smooth, one-hand operation Meas-
ures reflected and incident light (with built-in hemi-
spheric diffuser) For still and movie cameras 30°
light acceptance angle single "see saw" selector
button for high and low range Automatic "memory"
needle lock Computer range: ASA 6/1° to 25,000/
13°; f/1 to f/90; l/4000th sec. to 8 hours: Cine from
8 to 128 fps EV—8 to EV -)-24; .016 to 32,000 foot
candles Weighs only 7 ounces.

BERKEY PHOTO COMPANY

with the racket. And the puppies are

not housebroken.

"Tirez done," shouts the judge in

alarm. "Quel vacarmes! lis ont pisse

partout."

But L'Intime insists that the pud-

dles are only the tears of the

prospective orphans. Finally Dandin
relents, reflecting that he does not

want the puppies as a charge on the

public charity. The play was praised

by the man best able to evaluate

such a work, Moliere himself, and
upon being performed at Versailles it

made the Sun King laugh.

There have been some American
cases. In seventeenth-century New
England, Cotton Mather records the

execution at New Haven of a

"wretch, one Potter by name" for

sodomy, the authorities first killing

before him the animals that he had
abused. John Winthrop, also, wrote

in his The History of Neiv England

from 1630 to 1649 of "One Hackett,

a servant in Salem . . . found in bug-

gery with a cow, upon the Lord's

day." Man and cow were executed.

An attempt to prosecute an animal

came to light in New York City as

late as 1877 when a Celtic lady, Mary
Shea, of Bottle Alley, appeared as

complainant in Tombs Police Court,

calling for retributive justice against

an organ-grinder's capuchin monkey,
named Jimmy, who had bitten her.

The judge explained to Mary that he

could not commit an animal. She left

the courtroom in high indignation,

her finger still wrapped in her hand-

kerchief, exclaiming with scorn,

"This is a nice country for justice."

The monkey, meanwhile, curled

his tail around the gas fixture on
the magistrate's desk and tried to

shake hands with His Honor. The
police blotter showed this record:

Name: Jimmy Dillio. Occupation:

monkey. Disposition : discharged.

The modern legal remedy for in-

juries by animals to human beings

or to private property consists of a

civil action for damages against the

owner of the animal. But ancient

ideas dissipate slowly and sometimes

linger in forms that later generations

are unaware of. Folklorists and cul-

tural anthropologists have identified

vestiges of the medieval practice of

driving away unwanted animals with

writs of ejectment in Scotland, Ire-

land, several locations in France, and
in the United States, which has in-

herited remnants of this racial mem-
ory. Those Americans who have ever

STAY PUT... or
creep up close

. . . this binocular focuses right down to

9 feet . . . lets yoii see nestinf activities

as if you were little more than a foot away.

Yet fls brilliance and sharpness of image

give you full benefit of its powerful optical

system at the longest ranges, too. It's the

7X, 35 Triton ... the most popular all-

round binocular in Swift's complete line of

more than twenty different types. Tele-

scopes, too. See your dealer or write

for literature.

SWIFT INSTRUMENTS, INC.
Dept. NH-8

Boston, Mass. 02125
San Jose, Calif. 95106

With artificial satellites already launched and
space travel almost a reality, astronomy has
become today's fastest growing hobby.
Exploring the skies with a telescope is a

relaxing diversion for father and son alike.

UNITRON's handbook contains full-page

illustrated articles on astronomy, observing
telescopes and accessories. It is of interest

to both beginners and advanced amateurs

CONTENTS INCLUDE:

Observing the sun, moon, planets and wonders ol the sky '

Constellation map • Hints lor observers • Glossary ol telescop

terms • Now to choose a telescope • Astrophotography

INSTRUMENT COMPANY • TELESCOPE SALES DIV.

66 NEEDHAM ST., NEWTON HIGHLANDS 61, MASS.

I
Please rush to me, FREE of charge, |

lUNITRON'S OBSERVER'S GUIDE and TELESCOFi

I CATALOG # 21-S !

Name



tard casually of such a notion as

siting a letter to rats, for example,

fve undoubtedly regarded the anec-

[te as a put-on. In fact, it is a seri-

:s survival of an ancient usage. An
risode of this sort came to light

:ring a will contest in Baltimore

Sunty, Maryland, in 1888. A neces-

iry element in conjuring was to

ovide another abode for the unwel-

me guests. In the Maryland case,

a rats were admonished to go up

3 lane, then "past the stone house,"

d to "keep on until they came to

e large white house on the right,

d turn in there. . .
." They were

sured that this "was Captain Low's

luse and they would get plenty to

t there." The feelings of Captain

)W about this are not known.

A Maine countryman wrote a let-

r to the rats, rubbed it with grease

make certain his correspondents

Duld be interested, rolled it up, and
ailed it by placing it in the ratholes.

ited October 31, 1888, it was ad-

essed to "Messrs Rats and Co." and

gan chattily:

"Having taken quite a deep inter-

t in your welfare in regard to your

nter quarters I thought I would

op }rou a few lines which might be

some considerable benefit to you

the future seeing that you have

tched your winter quarters at the

mmer residence of No. 1 Sea-

;w Street. I wish to inform you that

u will be very much disturbed

iring cold winter months as I am
pecting to be at work through all

rts of the house, shall take down
ilings, take up floors, and clean out

ery substance that would serve to

ike you comfortable, likewise there

11 be nothing left for you to feed

, as I shall remove every eatable

bstance; so you had better take up

ur abode elsewhere." The writer

;n helpfully recommends a farm
fhere you will find a splendid cel-

: well filled with vegetations of

11] kinds besides a shed leading to

barn, with a good supply of grain,

lere you can live snug and happy,
lall do you no harm if you heed

f advice; but if not, shall employ
ough on Rats.'

"

One cannot but admire the judi-

)us mixture of sweet reasonable-
ss, threat, and terror set forth in

is communication. The suggestion

a-.neighbor's bam as a suitable

ernative for the rats is clearly in

3 authentic tradition of the canny
mkee.

fine

photography
is simple

when
you look

at it this way
Look through the view-

finder of the Minolta

SR-T 101. And you'll find

everything you need to

know to take fine pic-

tures with one of the

world's great 35mm re-

flex cameras.

You'll discover you

can sight, focus, set

aperture and shutter

speeds without ever tak-

ing your eye away from

the finder.

All of which makes really good photography much, much easier than it

used to be. And because the SR-T 101 measures light through the lens,

exposures are always perfect.

Prices start under $270 (plus case) with MC Rokkor 55mm f/1.7 lens.

Also available with 58mm f/1.4 lens.

Accepts more than 28 interchangeable Rokkor lenses plus over 100

accessories.

For complete details, including free technical bulletins, see your dealer

or write:

Minolta Corporation, 200 Park Avenue South, New York, N.Y. 10003.

Minolta
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Fussy

about movies?

We're even

fussier

Being fussier is what Nikon quality is all

about— fussier about design, construction,

workmanship.optics— especially optics. Ask
any of your photography friends about

Nikkor lenses.

So, because we're fussier, the Nikon Super

Zoom 8 has a Nikkor fl.8 lens with 5.1-to-l

zoom range and electrically powered zoom
control; automatic thru-the-lens exposure

control with electronically biased "instant-

response" diaphragm; manual exposure set-

tings and fades; thru-the-lens reflex focusing

and viewing; variable filming speeds; single

frame exposures; remote operation; auto-

matic type A filter and more. It runs on
regular penlite batteries, and uses instant-

load super-8film.

The Nikon Super Zoom 8 is designed for

people who are fussy even about home
movies. Price is under $270 at your Nikon
dealer. For complete details, write.

Nikon Inc. Garden City, New York 11530

Sub.of Ehrenreich

Photo-Optical Ind.,

Inc. (In Canada:

AnglophotoLtd., P.Q.) .Nikon

SuperZoom 8

A IVaturalist at Large

The Natural History
by Marston Bates

For seventeen years I worked for the

International Health Division of the

Rockefeller Foundation, chiefly con-

cerned with the epidemiology of

malaria in Europe and North Africa,

and of yellow fever in South Amer-

ica. Epidemiology is ordinarily de-

fined as the study of the incidence

and spread of disease, which is an-

other way of saying the environmen-

tal relationships of diseases—their

ecology or, in my vocabulary, their

natural history. The subject contin-

ues to fascinate me, now not so much
in terms of specific research as in re-

lation to general aspects of the hu-

man ecosystem.

Disease is one of those words that

everyone uses and understands—

until asked for a definition. Diction-

aries don't help much: disease is usu-

ally defined as a departure from a

state of health, and health as the ab-

sence of disease, which is nicely cir-

cular. Clearly health and disease are

polar worlds like hot and cold; but

we can measure heat with a thermom-

eter. What kind of measurement can

we use for degrees of health ? We
have not found any so far. I like the

proposal that death should be consid-

ered the absolute zero of health: as

long as there is some life, there is

some health. But we have difilculties

with the other end of the scale, the

"state of being hale and sound in

body, mind or soul," as one diction-

ary puts it.

Body, mind, and soul cover a lot

of territory, which leads to the diffi-

culty everyone has in making classi-

fications of diseases. The infectious

diseases, those caused by the inva-

sion of the body by microorganisms,

form a neat category—and one that

generally receives the most attention.

In the years after Pasteur's discov-

eries, there was a frantic search for a

pathogen, an infectious agent, for

every obvious disease. Failure in this

pursuit brought to light the defi-

ciency diseases, those due to the ab-

sence of some vitamin or mineral in

the diet. Starvation, I suppose, could

also be called a deficiency disease.

Problems multiply when we become

concerned with diseases due to hered-

itary defects, with mental disease,

and with accidents. The well-being of

the soul may be the province of the-

ology or philosophy, but everyone!

has . ideas and opinions. Perhaps

leucodermosis, which I discussed last

month, could be considered a disease

of the soul, and all sorts of earnest

people are concerned with its epi-

demiology and cure.

Infectious diseases are compli

cated enough. From the point of viei^

of natural history they can be classi

fied into two large groups: the con

tagions, those that are "catching,'

passing directly from individual t(

individual; and those with some in

direct method of transmission, sucl

as passage through mosquitoes in th

case of yellow fever or malaria.

Some of the diseases with indirec

transmission have fantastically com

plicated life histories. The extreme i

reached in the flukes (digeneti

trematodes) . There are some 3,00'

species of these, among them th

pathogens causing the human diseas

schistosomiasis. All pass through

stage in snails. There may be onl

this one intermediate host or thei

may be two. In the latter case bot

may be mollusks, one may be a sna

and the other a crustacean; or tl

second intermediate host may be

larval insect, a fish, or an amphibiai

These ultimately occur in varioi

combinations with definitive vert

brate hosts, which may be fish, ar^

phibians. birds, or mammals. 1

I used to wonder why so marl

parasites had complicated life hij

tories. It would seem simpler to ]»

able to jump directly from host '

host, like the measles virus in ma.

to be contagious. With indirect trarl

20



isease

ission the hazards of finding a suit-

)Ie new host for each stage seem im-
ense. It is hard to understand, for

stance, how anyone becomes in-

cted with malaria—yet millions of

;ople do. Ordinary parasites in the

,ood cells of man cannot infect mos-
^itoes. The infective, malarial forms
1 the parasite only appear in the

ood occasionally and a man has to

; bitten by an anopheline mosquito
this precise time. This mosquito

IS subsequently to live for ten days
two weeks or more before it in

rn becomes infective, when the

rasites have become lodged in its

livary glands. The chances of a
osquito's surviving for two weeks
nature seem remote. Then this

Dsquito has to bite a person sus-

ptible to the disease—not a cow or
bird or some other kind of animal,

urthermore, none of the anophe-
les has a really strong preference

r biting people if some animal like

cow or goat is easily available, al-

ough a few, such as the African
lopheles gambiae, have habits that
ing them close to people.

On the other hand, I can see that a
rasite might not find it easy to get
rectly from one host to another, of
; same kind. Animals in nature are
dely scattered; in the cases where
ge herds or flocks live together,
ire may be little contact between
rds. There is a further difficulty in

5 case of self-limited infections,

3se in which disease is followed by
munity, as with measles and small-
X in man. There must always be a
pply of fresh, susceptible hosts
ailable if the parasite is to persist,

d two potential hosts would be
Per than one. Also a parasite may
self-limited in one host and not in

! other; with yellow fever, for in-

nce, the virus can live in man for

1 days or so, when the host either

:s or becomes immune. But the
us can persist in a vector mosquito

pocketable

powerful

Tnnovid

Compact TRINOVID casts
off the shadow of "binoc-
ular bulk." But don't be
fooled by its stylishly slim

appearance. Optically su-
perb, with a unique roof

prism, TRINOVID provides
unexcelled brilliance and
clarity. Rugged, too. It is

shockproof. weatherproof,
dustproof, water-resistant,

—and pocketable.

Ask your franchised Leitz

binocular dealer about
TRINOVID. Trim, light-

weight, handsome, and
available in 6x24, 7x35.
7x42, 8x32, 10x40.

E. Leitz, Inc., 468 Park Avenue South, New York, N.Y. 1 001

6

OREGOIU
FOR THE

ROCKHOUIMD

This rockhounder's guide shows you
where to find the thundereggs; arrow-
heads; petrified woods; plant, animal
and marine fossils; quartz crystals and
opals. Oregon is big on rockhounding —
a geological wonderland. In the past 400
million years, climate has ranged from
glacial to semi-tropical. Send for free

rockhounding folder and also receive our
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Cool, Green Vacationland."
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for as long as the mosquito lives. This

may not be long, but yellow fever

vectors have been kept alive in the

laboratory for more than thirty days.

Perhaps the indirect transmission of

disease, then, is a case in which eco-

logical complexity promotes stability.

The directly transmitted diseases—

the contagions—require a consider-

able number of possible hosts in fre-

quent contact for survival, and this

is especially true of the self-limited

contagions like measles, mumps,

smallpox, and the various influenzas.

These diseases get along fine in urban

concentrations of people, where there

are always newcomers and children

to be exploited. But they are less easi-

ly maintained in scattered rural pop-

ulations, particularly where there is

no contact with cities. It is notorious

that isolated groups of people will

suffer an epidemic of the common
cold after a ship has come in, but the

virus cannot maintain itself, and

there will be no more colds until

some new infecting visitor arrives.

This has led me to suspect that the

human contagions may be rather new

diseases, which developed when peo-

ple first crowded together in settle-

ments after the beginnings of agricul-

ture—after the Neolithic revolution,

5,000 to 10,000 years ago. I have

talked with several epidemiologists

about this, and they agree that it is

possible, although we can never have

direct evidence. That an indirectly

transmitted disease can become con-

tagious is shown by bubonic plague,

which normall)- is carried by fleas,

but during an epidemic may take on

a pneumonic form that can pass di-

rectly from person to person.

European diseases were new both

to America and the Pacific islands

when they were discovered. One can

argue that it was smallpox, not Cor-

tez, that conquered Mexico. The

story is told in an interesting little

book by E. W. and A. E. Stearn, The

Effect of Smallpox on the Destiny of

the Amerindian (Boston: Humphries

Inc., 1945). "At the time of the de-

parture of Narvaez from Cuba in

order to join Cortez, smallpox was

raging there severely. A pioneer

vessel of the fleet brought the disease

to Cozumel, whence it spread to the

continent. . . . After desolating the

You cai
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coast regions, the disease crossed thi

plateau region and in the summe:

broke out around the lakes in passing

to the land along the 'western sea.

For sixty days it raged with sucl

virulence that the period of the rag

ing of 'hueyzahuatl' or great pest

fixed itself as a central point in thi

chronology of the natives. In mos
districts half of the population died

towns became deserted, and thost

ivho recovered presented an appear

ance which horrified their neighbors

... In December, 1520, Cortez, onhii

^vay to Montezuma and the capita
|

city of Mexico, stopped at Cholula

where he was asked to nominate nev

Indian chiefs to replace those deac

from the smallpox."

I suspect that European diseases

may have been primarily responsibk

for the almost complete eliminatior

of the native population of Hispan

iola and other West Indian islands

The history books blame the cruelt}

of the Spaniards, and there is nc

denying their heartlessness. But il

seems unlikely that this alone coulc

have caused the death of something

like a million people in a few years

In the case of Polynesia and Micro

nesia, the drastic reduction of the

population because of European dis-

eases is well documented.

I find the notion amusing that the

ships of Columbus and his successors

brought malaria to the New World

and took back syphilis in exchange

The ancientness of malaria in Europe

is certain. The characteristic chills

and fever are described in the Hippo

cratic ivritings and many subsequent

accounts. The absence of the disease

from America is less certain, since

there is no direct proof, but the ma-

jority of students think that it came

only with the Europeans.

The case for syphilis is also un-

sure. The disease did make a sudden

and dramatic appearance in Europe

at the end of the fifteenth centur)^ bul

one can argue that it had been pres-

ent all along and simpl)^ under^\'ent a

sudden increase in virulence. This

has been kno^vn to happen with path-

ogens-witness the 1918 epidemic oi

influenza. Whether or not syphilis

^vas brought back by Columbus' sail-

ors, its rapid spread across Europe

must reflect pretty loose sexual habits

in all ranks of people.

Historians have unduly neglected

the role of disease in human events,

as has been emphasized by Hans



Zinsser in his fascinating book, Rats,

Lice and History (Boston: Little,

Brown, 1935) , in which there is an

amusing chapter on "The Unimpor-

tance of Generals." True, it is often

difEcult to be sure about the diag-

nosis of diseases of the past, but their

importance is nevertheless clear.

It seems to me, for instance, that

;he relations between Europe and the

rest of the world in modern times re-

sult at least in part from disease pat-

:erns. The easy conquest of the Amer-
3an civilizations may have been due

IS much to disease as to gunpowder,

IS I remarked. The failure of the

Oriental civilizations to collapse on

;ontact with Europeans may, then,

36 the result of their populations hav-

ng long shared European diseases,

fo be sure, Europe eventually con-

juered much of the Orient, but at the

:ost of a great deal of force and much
rickery.

Tropical Africa, on the other hand,

ras long protected from European

nterference by its endemic diseases,

o which Europeans were very sus-

eptible. Africa is now considered to

le the principal center of human evo-

iition, and I suspect that it was also

lie center for the evolution of many

human diseases. The parasites of

malaria, for instance, may well have
evolved right along with man in

the African setting. Four different

species of Plasmodium cause malaria

in man, and these will not infect any
other kind of vertebrate. Various

apes and monkeys also have their

characteristic species oiPlasmodium,
and primates are the only mammals
so infected (except for a recently dis-

covered African rodent) . The Plas-

modia are associated with primates,

birds, and reptiles; this makes one

think that the primate association is

an ancient one.

Africa is also generally thought to

be the original home of yellow fever,

the disease brought to America with

the slave ships. The ships carried

both the human hosts and the Afri-

can vector mosquito, Aedes aegypti,

which bred in the water tanks on

board. The mosquito became estab-

lished in tropical American cities

and towns, where it continued to

breed mostly in man-made water con-

tainers. The virus also found suitable

hosts in some of the American mon-
keys, and vectors among forest mos-
quitoes, leading to the establishment

of "jungle yellow fever."

Africa remains the home of a con-

siderable number of special diseases,

with sleeping sickness (trypanosomi-

asis) the most spectacular. The vec-

tor of this is the tsetse fly {Glossina)
,

found only in tropical Africa. Since

these flies are the only vectors of the

trypanosomes of sleeping sickness,

the disease also remains limited to

Africa. This illustrates a disadvan-

tage, from the point of view of the

parasite, in needing two different

hosts.

Tropical Africa gradually ceased

to be a graveyard for Europeans dur-

ing the twentieth century, with the

growth in understanding of the epi-

demiology and treatment of tropical

diseases. We still have much to learn

about infectious diseases, but they

are no longer on the list of major
human problems. The control of dis-

ease, however, has led to the post-

ponement of death, resulting in the

present extremely rapid growth of

human populations, especially in

tropical countries. The disease prob-

lem has been replaced by the popula-

tion problem, by the need to find

some way of limiting human multipli-

cation before we destroy our planet

through sheer weight of numbers.
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Steeped in History...
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Incomparable Beauty
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Wouldn't it be nice to

have the sound
and the picture

begin together?

Wouldn't it be nice to

have the sound
and the picture

begin together?

a
The Bolex SM-8 Super 8 magnetic

sound projector is completely Iran

sistorized, so it goes on instanlly. And

on means the sound as well as the

picture. No more warm-ups, false

starts, apologies, groping, "lights on

again, please" type experiences.

Another remarkable feature of Stvl-8

is the accessory mixing consolewhich

allows you to record, mix, and erase on

your film, or use the unit as a P. A.

system.

Still, the Bolex SM-8 Super 8 sound

projector is as simple lo operate as a

simple tape recorder. In fact, it's even

simpler than that.

D
Wouldn't it be nice to have a projector

that did everything right the first time?

A nice Bolex SM-8 Super 8 magnetic

sound projector.

For folder and name of Bolex dealer

nearest you, write to Paillard Incorpo-

rated, 1 900 Lower Road, Linden, New

Jersey, 07036.

Bolex SM-8
Magnetic Sound Projector.

Culture and the Cannera

An Intervienv

Mvith Paul Byers
htf Patricia Caulfield

Paul Byers is currently completing

the requirements for a Ph.D. in an-

thropology at Columbia University

and is a lecturer in photography at

Columbia University School of the

Arts. A professional photographer

for many years, Mr. Byers now spe-

cializes in the use of both cine and

still photography in anthropological

research. The following interview

took place in New York City.

Q. How is photography used in an-

thropology?

Byers: The use of photography in

anthropology has mushroomed in

the last decade, and I doubt if any-

one knows the full answer to that

question. For example, last year at

Yale there was a small conference

concerned with anthropological

films, and many of us sat down with

the mistaken notion that we knew
about the uses of film in anthropol-

ogy. But after a while minor disa-

greements began to pile up and we
began to recognize that we were, in

fact, talking about many different

uses of anthropological film but try-

ing to talk as though there were,

somehow, one enterprise called an-

thropological film. Fm afraid that

many anthropologists and many fihn

makers still think this way since

there is much talk within and without

anthropology about the anthropo-

logical film. There is really no such

thing. There are, instead, many peo-

ple doing many different things in

both motion picture and still pho-

tography. If we want to make a quick,

convenient classification, we could

divide these enterprises into three

categories, based on the intended au-

dience. There is, first, the film for the

non-scientific public; second, the film

for students; and third, the film used

solely in research. The first two are

called documentary films and are

often ethnographic, in the sense that

their intent is to convey general or

specific cultural aspects in a more or

less narrative fashion. The third is

called the research document. The

research document film—uncut, un-

edited footage—is usually taken un-

der highly controlled and specified

conditions for certain specific kinds

of analysis. It is interesting that this

last use of photography is both the

oldest and the newest. Charles Dar-

win used still photographs—photog-

raphy had just been invented—to

study expressions of animals and

people. Now that expressions are

seen to be part of a cultural commu-
nication inventory—often as impor-

tant as language—we are back to the

study of expressions, and other non-

language forms of human and animal

communication, as patterned cultural
,'

behavior, that is, as learned commu-

nication behavior.

Q. Are anthropologists taking the

still photographs or film, or are they

bringing in professional photogra- '

phers?

Byers: Both. The professional pho-

tographer is sometimes used but

there are problems here. Anthropo-

logical field trip budgets are usually

too small to allow for the hiring of

;

professional photographers, and sec-

ondly, the professional photographer

usually lacks enough training in an-

thropology to do more than docu-

mentary films. A few anthropologists

have found photographers they could

work with, but for the most part their

interests are too far apart. The pro-

fessional photographer—cine or still

—is trained to get a certain kind of

interest in his film or photographs,

and he is often using his medium for

"creative self-expression." The an-

thropologist, on the other hand, is

trained to avoid superimposing his

own biases on his reports of other

societies. This makes a partnership
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All you need to make
movies is a 16mm Bolex
and a lens.
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But Bolex is a system as well as a cam-

era. It can be outfitted for your specific

historical, anttiropological, or nature

study requirements. Begin witti ttie

H-1 6 Rex-5 body, wtiicti is self-tfiread-

ing and comes with variable shutter

speed, filter slot, and magazine saddle.

Add a Vario-Switar 86 EE zoom lens

for bright reflex viewing and focusing

from-extreme wide angle to telephoto,

with complete automatic exposure

control. Choose from a range of elec-

tric motors, or use the built-in spring-

wind motor if continuous run is not

.necessary. Switch from fast motion to

Oslow motion instantaneously (you

have a continuous range of running

speeds from 1 2 to 64 frames per sec-

ond). Add the lightweight 400 foot

magazine, for 12 minutes of uninter-

rupted shooting. Fully outfitted, the

Bolex weighs less than 1 3 pounds.

You can operate the Bolex hand-held

with the electric grip, or mount it on

I 1 a tripod. Your camera can even be

"^"winterized" to withstand unusual con-

ditions. And there is an undenwater

housing available, too.

Bolex cameras, made with Swiss
watch mal<ing precision, have proven

their accuracy over many years time,

under the most adverse arctic and

tropical conditions. This is the Bolex

H-1 6 Rex-5, The Explorer.

For a copy of Bo lex magazine's special

issue on scientific photography, write

to Paillard Incorporated, 1900 Lower

Road, Linden, New Jersey 07036.

o

n Bolex H-1 6 Rex-5,
The Explorer.

rather difficult. You might say that

"art" frequently gets in the way. The
anthropologist tries to work in terms

of the meanings or interpretations of

his science. Anthropological photo-

graphs would rarely win photo-

graphic prizes, and the general pho-

tographer rarely satisfies the interest

of the social scientist.

Q. What is the difference between

the approach of an anthropological

and a general photographer?

Byers: The general or professional

photographers sometimes think that

anthropology is simply a matter of

describing primitive people and that

photographs with exotic interest are

sufBcient. This kind of photography

can be entertaining and visually in-

teresting, but it is not often related

to the scientific interests of the an-

thropologist.

To give you an example of what I

mean: A group of social scientists

who were studying the interaction of

a family group in a psychiatric ses-

sion wanted a film of such a session.

The photographer, guided by his

cinematic training, zoomed in closely

on each person in the group who
started to talk. For the most part only

one person at a time was visible and
then often only his head. This made
the film almost useless as a record

of interaction among several people.

The psychiatric session had been

photographed in the manner stand-

ard for television interview shows.

Q. Do you see any co-operation be-

tween the general photographer and
the anthropologist?

Byers: Yes. Some professional pho-

tographers are studying anthropol-

ogy, and some anthropologists are

studying photography. It is much
easier, of course, to train anthropolo-

gists to be competent photographers

if you can persuade them to spend

the time to learn photography.

I have found it far easier to teach

photography for anthropological

purposes to students with no photo-

graphic experience than to change

the advanced amateur photographer

to an anthropological one. If people

have read the magazines and instruc-

tion books or have become caught up

in the cult aspect of professional pho-

tography, they have become more

Continued on page 62
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to your demonstrations.

a Let your class get close
to your demonstrations.

The fantastic Ivlacrozoom lens on the

new Bolex 1 55 Super 8 camera allows

you to get closer to a subject than has

ever been possible before, without ex-

pensive and cumbersome accessories.

With the Bolex 1 55 Ivlacrozoom, you can

get within one inch of whatever you're

shooting and still be able to focus. That

means you can film your demonstrations

— a complicated dissection in biology,

or an extreme close-up of two elements

forming a chemical compound; the

steps in cool<ing a recipe, weaving a

rug, sewing a dress, or cutting a pattern.

You can even film the step-by-step solu-

tion to a mathematical equation.

But the most incredible part of the Bolex

1 55 f^acrozoom is how easy it is to op-

erate. All you do is drop in the film car-

tridge, aim, focus and shooL You can

add sound later, when the film is com-

plete. Only one Super 8 camera in the

world can let your class get as close to

your demonstrations as you are. Send

D

D

D
$2.00 to Paillard Inc., 1900 Lower Rd.,

Linden, New Jersey 07036, and get an

exciting color demonstration film of

the 1 55 Ivlacrozoom in action ! Available

n 8mm or Super 8.

155 Macrozoom
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Of

all weather phenomena the most

extraordinary is a tornado—the

terrifying whirlwind that descends

from giant thunderstorms. In itself,

it is small. In contrast with those

huge rotating storms, typhoons and

hurricanes, its diameter is only hun-

dreds of feet, whereas theirs is meas-

ured in hundreds of thousands. But

in its brief lifetime, seldom more

than an hour, the tornado demon-

strates that it is unquestionably the

most violent of all winds.

We now have some clues as to why

this is so, and to what produces a

tornado in the first place. But we are

sadly lacking in some of the more

fundamental facts, and scientists

continue to work with little more

than guesses. This is why the best

experts on tornadoes are the few eye-

witnesses who have seen them close

up, and have lived to tell the tale.

Three eameras catch the same

twister at different times.

Below: closing her eyes to the

fearful sight and crying "Go aivay!"

an Oklahoma ivoman kept clicking

the camera she held above

her head and took this photo.

the.

tornado
A prominent weather

scientist examines

electrical explanations

for the most

violent of winds

by Bernard Vonnegut

Above: another witness, also

using a simple camera, shot

a formative stage of the vortex.

Just before it reached all

the way from cloud to ground,

"something deep gray ivent up

and touched the funnel."

Their evidence is the kind of whi

we need more. It may be a layman

description in words or a sketch

crayon, or it may be the valuab

record on film exposed by an al(

amateur photographer. An examj

is the farmyard scene (^ee fad,

page) caught by a Kansan wl

rushed out to the porch with 1

camera before he was dressed. Wh
he returned for another shot t

twister was gone, but he already hi

a color photo of interest to torna(

investigators.

Even the expert cameraman mi

have a rewarding surprise. James

Weyer, who runs a commercial st

dio in Toledo, Ohio, says there w
only the barest chance of his produ

ing the scientifically memora
black-and-white picture shown
page 28. One reason: two lumino:

streaks on the negative almost 1(

Below: a late stage shot I

Floyd Montgomery, tornad

buff. "I'm alivays checking th

light and lens to be ready if on

comes along." After drivin

80 mph to overtake this om

he stopped every half mile t

record its life. He reports

died when "the bottom sivirle

doivn like a lariat rope.



him to discard it as faulty. And to be-

gin with, a tornado—much less a pair

—was furthest from his mind.

If it is correct that electricity and

tornadoes go together, we still face

many questions, including one simi-

lar to which came first, the chicken

or the egg? Very simply stated, the

scientific problem is. Does the elec-

tricity play a vital role in energizing

the whirlwind, or is it a spectacular

but unimportant accompaniment of

this wind? Let us consider some of

the facts already pieced together and

also look at the remaining problems.

The family of rotational winds has

members ranging in size from the

tiny dust devil to the giant winter

storm that covers as much as half a

continent. The tornado is one of the

smaller members, and unlike some

fairly energetic dust devils and mild

waterspouts, which can form during

fair weather, it apparently builds up

only during a severe thunderstorm.

Fortunately, statistics show that only

about one out of a thousand thunder-

storms breeds a tornado.

Even before the funnel-shaped

vortex makes its appearance, a swirl-

ing can be seen in the base of the

storm cloud. Here, rising air is form-

ing the tornado. As the swirl in-

creases in size and speed, the funnel

drops out of the cloud like an

elephant's trunk reaching ground-

ward. At times, instead of reaching

that far, it pulls back into the cloud.

Now it is a hazard only to aircraft.

If it does near the ground, the dis-

turbance raises a dense cloud of dust.

Around this cloud, observers often

report seeing a flock of birds circling

the funnel. Actually, of course, the

"birds" are roofs, bits and pieces of

buildings, and other debris traveling

in the whirlwind. It is reassuring to

know, however, that damage is main-

ly limited to the path of the funnel. A
house may be totally destroyed while

neighboring buildings off to one side

or the other may escape unscathed.

Although twisters are known to

accompany thunderstorms in the

tropics, they are more likely in the

temperate zones, probably because

these provide the greatest tempera-

ture contrasts, and consequently the

most severe thunderstorms when the

warm and cold air masses come
together. The temperature-contrast

situation also explains why tornado-

Leaving his bath and reaching

for a camera instead of his

clothes, farmer Bert Hoyt, 74,

of Lyons, Kansas, got this

revealing shot of a twister.



producing thunderstorms are un-

likely in winter. The central part of

the United States has the dubious

honor of having tornadoes most

often. Thunderstorms here, espe-

cially in the spring, are also unusu-

ally intense. The tornado season be-

gins in February in the Gulf States,

moving north in spring and summer.
Most tornadoes form in the day-

time—in midafternoon when solar

energy has heated air to its maxi-

mum for the day. But they can also

occur at night. Whatever the hour,

the funnel rarely pauses. It usually

moves with the velocity of its mother
cloud—from as slowly as a man walks

to as much as 70 miles per hour.

Generally, its havoc at any one place

occurs in a minute or less; sometimes

in an incredibly brief few seconds.

D ecause we know definitely that

extensive mountains and bodies of

water affect the movement of storms,

we guess that these also influence the

paths of tornadoes. One idea is that

they follow river valleys and avoid

high hills, but we know of tornadoes

that moved over mountains as well

as water. When the twister crosses a

stream or pond it has sometimes been

seen to suck the water dry. Over
larger bodies of water it becomes an
unusually vigorous waterspout. Con-
versely, a strong waterspout passing

over land becomes a tornado.

It is not always easy to track a

tornado accurately by its path of

damage. For instance, the havoc may
actually have come from one or more
tornadoes closely following one an-

other. Furthermore, the funnel may
descend, then rise where it does little

or no harm, then descend again. Nor
can we always count on the path

totaling only a few miles. Sometimes,

as with the famous tri-state (Mis-

souri, Illinois, Indiana) tornado of

1925, destruction may extend hun-

dreds of miles. Here, too, multiple

tornadoes were probably involved.

And what about hazards to avia-

tion? There are several accounts of

airplanes and even gliders that have

come through dust devils with no

more than a severe jolt. But a suc-

cessful airplane flight through the

tornado funnel is unlikely—it would

probably tear even the stoutest craft

apart. Jim Cook, a weather research

pilot with many hundreds of hours

of flying time in and around severe

storms, echoes a common sentiment

Analysis of Weyers nighttime

photograph, above, indicated

that its glowing pillars are not

stray local light but a pair

of tornadoes over Toledo four

miles away. Left: an enlargement

shows left-hand portion of the

original 35 mm. photo; next, in

color, an isodensitracer has

scanned the same area in the

negative to record its optical

density contours and directions

of changing density; at bottom

is a still smaller area, further

enlarged 10 times, that was

studied. Interpretation is

easier when sequence of density

symbols is recorded in color.

Right: two contour studies were

made of an enlarged

portion of the left-hand and

right-hand pillars.

when he says, "The way to practice

for flying through tornadoes is to fly

through mountains."

The threat from tornadoes has di-

minished somewhat, thanks to sev-

eral developments. After a destruc-

tive twister hit Tinker Air Force

Base, near Oklahoma City, two Air

Weather Service officers, E. J. Faw-
bush and R. C. Miller, began analyz-

ing data from many such events.

They finally perceived a special,
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rather complicated set of circum-

stances that included an intruding

"tongue" of warm, moist air in the

lower part of the atmosphere, dry air

above it, and at a higher altitude a

strong wind called the jet stream.

This combination often creates

the extraordinarily severe thunder-

storm that breeds a twister. The new
prediction idea isn't infallible, but it

has worked most of the time and was
an enormous step forward. Before

Sflf^P

long the U.S. Weather Bureau, fol-

lowing this exciting lead, was rou-

tinely forecasting the probability of

tornadoes.

Another important advance uses

radar for early warning and to pin-

point the tornado's location. Besides

giving a maplike picture showing
storm activity over a radius of sev-

eral hundred miles, it indicates the

height of louds in the storm sys-

tem. Tornadoes seldom come from
ordinary thunderstorms—those less

than eight miles high. The proba-

bility increases, radar operators have

learned, when the clouds build to ten

or twelve miles, penetrating well into

the stratosphere. In addition, radar

may show what is perhaps an indi-

cator of the tornado itself—a small

hooklike echo on the edge of the

storm system. This clue can indicate

the tornado's probable course.

Another warning method came
from what almost everybody who
listens to an ordinary AM radio set

knows—thunderstorms bring static.

Each lightning flash behaves like a

powerful transmitter. In ordinary

thunderstorms each discharge of

lightning produces bursts of noise,

at a rate of only about 10 per minute.

But from tornado producers the elec-

trical noise is almost continuous,

easily imagined to sound like gravel

pouring onto a sheetmetal roof. Peo-

ple in tornado country have used

such static as a warning of trouble.

The radio noise has been studied

by Herbert L. Jones, Professor of

Electrical Engineering at Oklahoma
State University. Sensitive radio di-

rection-finding equipment has shown
that the bursts average over 1,000

per minute, easily distinguishing

the tornado-producer from ordinary

thunderstorms. In many cases the

bearing of the maximum noise in-

forms Jones where the tornado is

located in the radar echo of its

mother storm.

Also helpful is modern society's

network of high-speed communica-
tions. The new tornado is usually

spotted promptly by amateur or pro-

fessional weather observers, often

also by state police or civil defense

networks. Broadcasters can then in-

terrupt their programs with warn-

ings to people in threatened areas.

This may not do much to reduce

property damage, but today's fore-

casts and warnings certainly give

people time to take proper precau-

tions, thereby greatly reducing the

annual toll of deaths and injuries.

People who have experienced a

tornado often say its approach is pre-

ceded by a hot, humid situation, with

scarcely any wind. Sometimes they

see the swirling at the bottom of the

storm cloud. Other times, two slowly

rotating clouds may be slowly ap-

proaching each other. Most accounts

mention frightening noise as the fun-

nel forms and begins approaching.

In colonial days, observers likened

the roar to that of carriages rolling

rapidly over rough cobblestones. In

our times most analogies favor a

squadron of low-flying jet planes.

In any case, the roar comes not

only through the atmosphere but

through the ground—explaining why
an earthquake-like vibration is men-
tioned by observers who were near

the tornado path. The roar probably
is related to that produced by hurri-

canes and typhoons. But observers

sometimes report a puzzling sound,

"like the humming of a million bees,"

apparently peculiar to the approach-
ing tornado. Then, when it strikes,

people who are very near often hear

what sounds like the explosion of a

large bomb.

I he bomb analogy is apt. After the

tornado has passed, the landscape

looks as if it has received ? satura-

tion bombing attack. Roofs are torn

off, buildings are ripped open,

houses are left askew on their foun-

dations, and some have disappeared,

leaving only cellars or footings—even

these may have vanished. Automo-
biles, airplanes, and house trailers

have been picked up, carried away,

then dropped and smashed like toys.

Wire fencing is sometimes twisted

into a rope or rolled into a wad. Rail-

road locomotives are blown off the

tracks and overturned, the terrific

force may even destroy the ground-

hugging tracks.

In addition to feats of strength,

there are the clever tricks, such as

leaving a flock of chickens clucking

in what seems astonishment at hav-

ing been plucked of all their feathers.

Other times the tornado simply

throws things about—wrapping sheet-

metal roofing tightly around power
poles, using lengths of 2x4 lumber
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as spears that drive through build-

ings, farm animals, and, in one in-

stance, the dual tires of a truck.

Equally impressive, although more

delicate, is the tornado's ability to use

splinters or pieces of straw like nails

and blast them deep into pieces of

sound hardwood.

Vegetation, of course, is often en-

tirely destroyed. Small shrubs and

plants vanish, leaving bare earth or

an excavation. The tornado can up-

root trees as hurricanes frequently

do, but it can also snap the trunk or

twist it off like a stalk of celery.

In view of this ferocity it is un-

derstandable why the human toll is

high, even though a tornado doesn't

last long. On a global basis, it is esti-

mated that hundreds of people are

killed and thousands injured annu-

ally by tornadoes. Damage is on the

order of a billion dollars.

The tornado's violence is so much
greater than that of other storms that

a fascinating question is raised: How
fast is the wind in the funnel? No
measurements have ever been taken

there, for we have no instruments de-

signed for wind speeds that high.

Scientists must rely on indirect

estimates, based on damage done by

the wind. One of the more reliable

estimates was made by Dr. Edward

Wind speed, however, is only part

of a bigger question: What makes

the twister?

The most widely accepted idea to-

day is that the tornado results from

the great temperature contrast be-

tween the warm, humid air in the

lower levels of the atmosphere and

the cold, dry air higher up: as the

warm air rises into the cool air its

moisture condenses, liberating heal

and causing a swirling updraft oi

sufficient intensity to result in a tor-

nado. But this explains the thunder-

1

cloud better than the tornado thai

drops out of that cloud. By itself, the

temperature-contrast idea does nol

•iJ!U~'f^)^
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Electrical clues? Three Toledo

witnesses attest that the

tornado cloud brought luminous

discharges. Above: "The

phenomerml thing was the

streaks of lightning shooting

straight ahead like arrows."

Below: "All at once a big hole

opened in the sky with a mass

of cherry red, yellow tinge

in the center, black spots

in the edges." Right: "The

beautiful electric blue light

around it was something to see!"

f 0*'^. 'C a-i i*^ ^ *^*-

Brooks, of Edgerton, Germeshausen

and Grier. He calculated that wind

at almost 300 miles per hour was nec-

essary to collapse high-tension cable

towers during the devastating tor-

nado that tore through Worcester,

Massachusetts, in June, 1953. Other

scientists, feeling that this figure was

too conservative, have speculated the

speed may have reached 500 or 600

miles per hour, and some have even

estimated speeds greater than that

of sound!

seem to account for tornado veloci-

ties, or even winds less than half as

fast. It also does not explain why

only the largest, most vigorous thun- •

derstorms breed tornadoes. Another

idea attributes tornadoes to the fall-

ing of large hailstones, which are

often observed in a tornado's vicin-

ity. But most meteorologists find it

hard to see how the hail could cause

the tornado updraft; furthermore, 1

tornadoes are not always associated

with hail.



My personal interest in tornadoes

began with the one that devastated

Worcester fifteen years ago. That

evening, upon returning from my
work at the Arthur D. Little Com-

pany's research laboratories in Cam-

bridge to my home in Scituate (on

Massachusetts Bay about sixty miles

east of Worcester) , I received a tele-

phone call from a friend, Wendell

Sykes. He alerted me to an unusual

lightning display over the ocean to

the southeast. Going to the shoreline,

1 found this was the most spectacular

lightning I had ever seen. It came

from the same storm that had pro-

duced the Worcester tornado six

hours earlier, and I saw it now in al-

most constant illumination—at least

20 lightning flashes per second. From
photographs I took of the storm, then

about 100 miles away, I was able to

calculate that the flashes originated

in a bank of thunderclouds whose

tops were 12 and 13 miles above sea

level. I then estimated the electrical

power necessary to produce such a

display and arrived at a fantastic fig-

ure—about 100 million kilowatts,

which at that time was roughly equi-

valent to the generating capacity of

the entire United States.

I he bizarre idea then occurred to

me that perhaps this electrical energy

was in some way connected with the

formation of tornadoes. A few rough

calculations indicated it was equiva-

lent to over 100 million horsepower,

:very possibly enough to power the

winds of a tornado. I began looking

through books about tornadoes to

check on two things : ( 1 ) Was light-

ning uncommonly frequent in these

storms? (2 1 Had eyewitnesses ob-

served any other unusual electrical

effects? The answer was yes to both.

In Tornadoes of the United States,

by Snowden D. Flora, I found a state-

ment by H. T. Harrison, then chief

meteorologist of United Airlines,

that lightning of a peculiar and in-

tense type is almost always associ-

ated with tornadoes. In the same
book an eyewitness related: "There
was a screaming, hissing sound com-
ing directly from the end of the fun-

nel. I looked up, and to my astonish-

ment I saw right into the heart of the

tornado. There was a circular open-

ing in the center of the funnel, about

50 to 100 feet in diameter, and ex-

R. F. Hall, McKinney, Texas:

"Up the funnel I saw rings

and a brilliant shimmering

white light tinged with blue."

tending straight upward for a dis-

tance of at least half a mile, as best

I could judge under the circum-

stances. The walls of this opening

were rotating clouds, and the hole

was brilliantly lighted with constant

flashes of lightning which zigzagged

from side to side. Had it not been for

the lightning. I could not have seen

the opening or any distance into it."

Browsing further through the lit-

erature I found that people in other

times had made similar reports.

There is an account of a tornado in

the history of Florence written by

Machiavelli. He tells of ''a whirlwind

which crossed Italy from east to west

. . . accompanied by thick clouds of

the most intense impenetrable dark-

ness. . .
." Then: "Under some nat-

ural or supernatural influence, this

vast and overcharged volume of con-

densed vapor burst; its fragments

contended with indescribable fury

and huge bodies . . . struggled, as it

were, in mutual conflict whirling in

circles with intense velocity and ac-

companied by winds impetuous be-

yond all conception ; while flashes of

awful brilliance and murky lurid

flames incessantly broke forth. From
these confused clouds, furious winds,

and momentary fires, sounds issued

out of which no earthquake or thun-

der ever heard could afford the least

idea."

That tornado occurred in 1456.

Another memorable description con-

cerns a tornado two centuries later.

Striking a church at Widecombe,
England, during Sunday services, it

killed and injured over 60 people.

Here again we read of electricity:

"Shortly after the Vicar had gone to

the pulpit, it becaine intensely dark,

and a fearful flash of lightning, ac-

companied by a ball of fire, with
deafening thunder, rent the building,

which was soon filled with smoke,
dust, and a loathesome smell like that

of brimstone." Many believed that

the last judgment had come, and that

they had entered "the very flames of

hell."

We see that the luminous activity

accompanying the tornado is not al-

ways described in the same way. In
our times, some observers report con-
ventional lightning, others see a
luminous tube within the funnel. Still

others mention balls of fire, either

inside the funnel or moving along
the ground. One of the more detailed

accounts describes not only a lumi-

nous tube along the axis of the tor-

nado but also a blue ribbon-like

streamer of St. Elmo's fire, extending
about 20 feet from the remaining
corner of a demolished building.

I n the course of library research I

found that the association between
luminous activity and the tornado was
so well known long ago that the Latin

language provided a word, prester,

for such twisters. A Latin lexicon de-

fines it as "a fiery whirlwind that

descends to the earth in the form of

a pillar of fire." Obviously, the elec-

trical explanation I had fondly con-

sidered a new theory might properly

be called the classical explanation.
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We should make allowances, of

course, for a certain amount of su-

perstition that went into it. We can

easily guess that because of the light-

ning, the other luminosity, the gassy,

"sulfurous" odors of electrical dis-

charges, and the fiendish destruction,

ancient peoples explained all this as

a manifestation of Lucifer himself.

But some probed deeper than that.

I found that Lucretius, the Latin poet

who had a surprising amount of sci-

entific acumen, wrote, about 60 B.C.,

that there was a close association be-

tween lightning and the tornado, and

went on to suggest that the air in the

whirlwind was heated by the repeated

lightning discharges. About 1,600

years later, Francis Bacon went so

far as to assert that the tornado is

just another form of lightning.

Then, with the dawn of modern

science, the electrical explanation be-

came quite popular for a while. In

the L^nited States, in the late lo30's,

we find Robert Hare stating: "After

maturely considering all the facts, I

am led to suggest that a tornado is

the effect of an electrified current of

air superseding the usual means of

discharge between the earth and

clouds in those vivid sparks which we

call lightning." At about the same

time, the French physicist J. C. A.

Peltier wrote an entire book that

gave arguments for the electrical na-

ture of the tornado.

I his idea apparently enjoyed con-

siderable acceptance until 1887,

when Col. J. P. Findlay, of the U.S.

Signal Service (which later became

the Weather Bureau) , enumerated

no fewer than 143 reasons why tor-

nadoes could not possibly be of

electrical origin. From then on the

electrical idea lost favor in scientific

circles and became an almost com-

pletely forgotten concept.

I considered this strange because

no rival theories were proposed. I

proceeded to assemble the various

electrical reports and opinions I had

been reading, saw that many had

some merit, and summarized them in

a scientific paper, with the recom-

mendation that they be re-examined

in the light of present-day knowledge.

For instance, was the updraft being

accelerated by electrical forces in one

of several ways known to modern
science? Or, as Lucretius had indi-

cated, did electrical heating produce

a very hot chimney of air—an up-

draft intense enough to produce the

tornado or at least add to its in-

tensity?

The response from most others in-

terested in tornado mechanics was

not merely cool, which could have

been expected ; they rej ected my the-

sis almost completely. They felt that

the observations had little value be-

cause they were mostly by laymen.

And if the electrical phenomena were

real, they challenged, where were

quantitative measurements, and

where were photographs? These ob-

jections were easier made than an-

swered. A tornado is a dangerous

hit-and-run affair; it doesn't lend it-

self to measurements of heat and

electricity or to a patiently planned

Ijhotograph.

But there was another possibility.

Perhaps armchair research would

supply fresh and more detailed in-

formation. So, whenever a tornado

was reported in the LTnited States, I

wrote to the editor of the local news-

paper; in this letter I asked to hear

from anyone ^vho had seen the t^vister

close at hand.

As is usual with tornado experi-

ences, some testimonjr had a warm
personal appeal. One reply, by a man
in his sixties, went back to when he

was eight. He remembered others in

his family shouting, '"Willie, get un-

der the bed," and taking refuge

themselves. But Willie knew nobody

would dare come and get him. So he

pulled a chair to the kitchen window
and took in the "most wonderful

sight of my life—a large electrical ball

of fire that traveled in front of the

twister." Only when the funnel came

near enough to remove the barn roof

nearby did he tell himself. "Willie,

you better get off this chair."

My project brought much evidence

that confirmed previous details and

added valuable new ones. Where ear-

lier reports mentioned a sulfurous

or gassy smell, modern observers

likened it to the smell from electrical

machinery. Or, if they knew some

chemistry, they alluded to the smell

of ozone or oxides of nitrogen, which

are produced by electrical dis-

charges. People who had sought

safety in storm cellars remembered

that they were almost suffocated by

a greenish gas. Others reported their

faces and arms showed a severe sun-

burn, possibly because of close ex-

posure to ultraviolet rays from the

electrical activity. The funnel interior

that people in previous generations

had reported as a luminous tube was

now described as "like a giant neon

tube."

wuch additional information was

valuable. Yet most of it still did not

answer the skeptics ivho doubted

"hearsay" reports from laymen and

wanted "objective" supporting evi-

dence or scientific measurements.

However, two pieces of evidence

with good, objective credentials have

turned up in the past few years, and

both may lead to wider acceptance of

the role played by electricity.

The first concerns a tornado that

passed within six miles of the Geo-

physical Observatory of the Jersey

Production Research Company plant,

near Tulsa, Oklahoma, operated by

Geoffrey Boucher. As the twister

passed, disturbances were recorded

at the observatory. These included

not only changes in the speed and

direction of the wind but abrupt

fluctuations in the electric current

flowing through the earth and a

change in the intensity of the earth's

magnetic field. Such change of in-

tensity indicates the sudden flow of

a large electrical current. From the

data. Professor Marx Brook of the

New Mexico Institute of Mining and

Technology calculated that a cur-

rent of over 100 amperes was flowing

for a period of ten minutes while the

tornado passed by.

From this amperage and the volt-

ages known to exist in thunderstorms,

it can be calculated that the electrical

power being released might be large

enough to run a tornado.

The other piece of exciting objec-

tive evidence is the already men-

tioned Toledo photograph taken by

James Weyer, on Sunday night, April

11, 1965. From his home four miles

a^^'ay, he was simply shooting a thun-

derstorm, which he seldom did. The

lens of his 35 mm. camera was set at

f '5.6 to catch the spectacular light-

ning flashes in the west. Then, as the

center of lightning activity moved
eastward toward Toledo, his camera

followed. Hail had been falling

around Weyer's home. The hail-

stones now were much larger, and he
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turned experimental—was the light-

ning bright enough to show hail-

stones lying in the foreground? He
took a series of pictures in Toledo's

direction, unaware that the city was
having a tornado experience.

In his studio the next morning,
glancing at the developed negatives,

he would have discarded one, but

something teased his professional

mind and he examined the negative

closer. Now he saw that the two some-
what vague vertical bands of bright-

ness didn't extend past the picture

area, as they would on a "fogged"
negative. So he made a print. Scien-

tific analysis as well as reports by
Toledo eyewitnesses indicate that

what Weyer had recorded was a pair

of genuine luminous pillars—possibly

tornado funnels illuminated by some
kind of electrical discharge within

the vortex of each twister.

I he Boucher and Weyer observa-

tions go a long way to answer skepti-

cism. They show that in at least some
tornadoes there is either energetic

luminous activity or a strong elec-

trical current. But they leave more
questions than they answer. For ex-

ample, is the electrical activity com-
mon to all tornadoes? What is its

nature? Is it a cause or a result of the

tornado? If we could answer these

questions, our knowledge would be
greatly advanced, and it is conceiv-

able that we could proceed to reduce
the annual tornado toll.

It was once believed that torna-

does could be dissipated by firing

cannons at them. A scientist now
proposes that firing a guided missile

into the tornado funnel would stop

the whirlwind. Others suggest that if

tornadoes derive their energy from
electricity, it should be possible to

stop them by introducing certain

chemicals that interfere with elec-

trical discharges or by distributing

wires throughout the storm cloud to

short-circuit its generation of elec-

In days of yore, jack-tars met

a threatening waterspout with

cannon fire. Today, a guided

missile is a countermeasure

suggested for such tornadoes,

as well as their land versions.

trical charge. But while we remain
uncertain about what even causes a

tornado, trying such preventive

measures seems premature. They
might even intensify, rather than dis-

sipate, the storm.

Obviously, we need far more in-

formation. Measurements made with

aircraft, radar, and electrical sensors

of various kinds will be increasingly

important. But scientists will con-

tinue to rely heavily on information

forthcoming from the general public.

And so to my request. If any of my
readers see a tornado, first take ref-

uge. Then, if it can be done safely,

take pictures of the twister—either
still pictures or movies; either black
and white or color. Take notes and
sketch what you saw; remember that

everything may be highly important.

Perhaps with your help we may one
day have the answer to this perplex-

ing but fascinating scientific mystery.
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To reduce tvarfare

the fierce Yanomatnii
follotv a formal
pattern of intervillatie

feasting and trading

Left: Monkey and armadillo

meat are smoked in host

village. Below: these guests

near their satiation point.
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rr^emst hy Napoleon A. Chagnon

The nature of our times is such

that civilized man has become in-

creasingly interested in alternatives

to war. Can he learn anything from

the behavior of primitive peoples?

In the January and December,

1967, issues of Natural History, I

described the turmoil among the

Yanomamo, a tribe of about 10,000

Indians who dwell deep in the jun-

gles of Venezuela and Brazil. Their

feuds—within, as well as between.

villages—are frequent and arise

mainly from quarrels over women.

But like other primitive, fierce peo-

ples, the Yanomamo have developed

controls that exist along with the vio-

lence pattern, and prevent it from

ultimately leading to the tribe's self-

extermination.

One method is their graded system

of violence, in which they try first to

settle a feud with personal duels.

These range in seriousness from side

slapping and chest pounding, to the

club fight and, finally, the spear fight.

By means of this ritual of violence

they reduce the need and probability

of escalating to the revenge raids and

massacres desired by their ivaiteri

("fierce ones")

.

But they also have a less truculent

alternative to war. By trading with

each other, two groups of strangers

become acquainted. They begin to

trust each other, take turns as host

at a feast, and exchange women. The
resulting marriages forge in-law

links between the groups. Thus an-

tagonism is replaced by an alliance

that furthers mutual aid and peace

by imposing obligations to continue

trading, visiting, feasting, and ex-

changing women.
Let me emphasize at the outset that

the evolution of solidarity does not

proceed smoothly nor does it achieve

spectacular proportions. The staunch-

est Yanomamo allies, even those

joined to each other by extensions

of marriage bonds, never really place

complete trust in each other. Never-

theless, though intervillage ties are

modest, they reduce the probability

of outright warfare.

The feuds over women occur be-

cause almost every village has more
males than females—the result of kill-

ing newborn females so that a son

can be the oldest child. The Indians

justify this with the explanation that

males will grow up to be warriors.

A village with many warriors can

better maintain its sovereignty.

But the result is that some villages

have a 35 per cent excess of males,

a potentially disruptive situation be-

cause Yanomamo men acquire status

through satisfying their se.xual appe-

tites by what can only be described as

hanky-panky. Moreover, the woman
shortage is even more acute than the

male—female ratio indicates, because

taboos on coitus prohibit a man from
enjoying his wife's favors during her

pregnancies and while she is nursing

children. Another factor contributes

to the problem. Some men, usually

the leaders, have as many as three or
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four wives. Hence, other men will

have none.

So the grim fact is that Yanomamo
men. in the process of satisfying their

sexual appetites, create dissension in

the villages by chasing after the wives

of other men. This frequently leads to

the splitting of a larger group into

small, hostile, and militarily vulner-

able villages. Such villages must then

establish alliances with each other

or be victimized by larger neighbors.

These alliances, in turn, offer one

way to solve the woman shortage.

There are other ways. Several men
may share one wife, or they can raid

a more distant group and abduct its

women. But to peacefully obtain

women from some ally is the least

troublesome. This is not to say that

alliance is a permanent solution, for

each group intends lo keep its

own women ^^hile getting additional

women from its ally—although this

will intensify the ally's shortage.

The outcome is determined by rela-

ti\ e strength : the stronger group will

emerge with more of the ally's

women than it ceded in return. Con-

sequently, each tries to demonstrate,

by bluff and intimidation, that it is

the superior partner. If one is obvi-

ouslv stronger militarily, it will try

to coerce the weaker. But even a

smaller village is more or less capable

of fighting any other village. This

may require its moving elsewhere to

avoid retaliation. But it is willing to

make this sacrifice in order to pre-

serve its sovereignty. So a strong but

greedy ally is wary; it would rather

wait out the promises to supply

women than goad a weak partner

into drastic measures.

It is easy to see that all the bluffing

and bristling, the attitudes about

strength. so\ereignty. and political

coercion, do not provide an adequate

basis for workable alliances. For ex-

ample, the Yanomamo cannot solicit

military support from neighbors with

a direct request—doing so would

amount to an admission of military

inferiority and would invite preda-

tion by the potential ally. Conse-

quently, the Yanomamo broaden the

basis for intervillage ties. They add

the feast, and the trading that accom-

panies it.

When the feast is the most impor-

tant link, each ally can preserve its
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self-esteem, can even believe it does

not require the alliance at all. Not that

any \anomam6 would openh admil

this. He prefers to consider the feast

hardly more than a time to make
merry, eat much food, display his

fine decorations and new dance steps,

flirt ^vith the opposite se.x in the host's

village, do some chanting, and make
demands for dogs, cotton yarn, bas-

kets, and marriageable women.
The importance of the trading is

that it provides the stimulus to visit

allies regularly—a prerequisite for

developing an alliance stable enough
to justify reciprocal feasting. Trad-

ing continues because of the obliga-

tion to repay each item with another

at some later date ( an exchange prac-

tice called no mraiha I

.

If. for instance, I am given a hunt-

ing dog by one of my trading part-

ners. I w ill repay him later with spun

cotton, baskets, curare arrow tips, or

a bow—but not with a dog. This ex-

change system is reinforced by a

peculiar form of specialization: some
villages remain chronically in need

of items that they are capable of pro-

ducing. This reluctance to provide

for themselves is deliberate; it stimu-

lates them to visit other villages for

the trading and feasting that further

solidify a friendlv alliance.

The Yanomamo feast has some ele-

ments of aggression and antagonism,

to be sure, because of its political and

military context. This is why we find

the hosts so lavish with their meats

and garden produce—calculated to

embarrass the guests into conceding

that thev could not possibly recipro-

cate in kind. The guests, in turn, trv

to outdo their hosts by devouring the

generous food allotment so rapidly

and ravenously that they can legiti-

mately claim they are still hungry.

This, of course, is taken in stride by
the hosts, who encourage the visitors

to go on gorging themselves even

after their abdomens ache. The feast,

therefore, contains elements of hos-

tility, conspicuous display, solidar-

ity, and challenge. And if there are

grudges to settle, the feast may even

terminate in a chest-pounding duel

between the groups. After that, the

participants, tired and sore, separate

into pairs, hug each other intimately,

and chant excitedly about their re-

spective needs for w omen, dogs, ham-

mocks, machetes, and tobacco. Elab-

orate promises of goods and women
are made during the impassioned

chanting; the participants also vow
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Vomen of the host village

oin in a good-luck dance

o ensure success for

heir menfolk, ivho are away
lunting for meat.

^eft, the village headman
uts plantains from which a

mdding-like soup ivill be made.

ielow, a hunting party is on its

veek-long assignment to

ring back game.

support each other to the last ditch

a the face of enemy incursions.

Let us now describe, from the

anomamo point of view, an

ideal" feast, in which the partici-

ants are well enough acquainted

nth each other to visit en masse.

The headman of a village first con-

ults with his brothers and other in-

uential men to determine which of

3veral potential allies the village will

ivite. The pros and cons of the pos-

tble choices are carefully weighed,

ecause the village's gardens can pro-

ide for only two or three feasts per

3ason, and allies become disgruntled

: not invited. To invite one ally, an-

ther must be ignored: the conse-

uences of the choice might be dis-

strous.

On the other hand, there are

treacherous feasts in which hosts de-

scend on guests, killing the men and
boys and capturing the women and
girls. So a headman should not only

use wisdom and foresight in extend-

ing invitations; he should likewise

be cautious about accepting them.

However, treacherous feasts are in-

frequent. They indicate the alliances

are still in the developmental stage;

also that the victims probably had

many enemies to begin with and no

dependable friends. For the most part

the allies with whom one usually

feasts are sufficiently predictable in

their intentions, and little time need

be spent in discussing the possibility

of being massacred.

At the host village, after the influ-

ential men select an ally they want to

feast, a younger man is sent out with

the invitation. It is usually accepted,

and the messenger returns with in-

formation regarding the length of

time—anywhere from seven to ten

days—the visitors will require to

travel as a group from their village.

About a week before the scheduled

day of arrival, the headman cuts

large quantities of green plantains,

a type of cooking banana, from his

garden and hangs them in the rafters

of his house to ripen. This act offi-

cially marks the beginning of his vil-

lage's feast period; the excitement

begins at this time. On the evening

of this day the young men sing and
dance until very late. This will give

them luck on the morrow when they

go off on a week-long hunt to obtain

meat for the visitors.

The hunting party, usually under

the guidance of one of the older men
leaves at dawn. It carries large quan
titles of ordinary bananas, plantains,

and other cultivated food to eat dur

ing the hunt. Occasionally the hunt

ers miscalculate, and one of them

returns to the village for more food.

Custom dictates that only specific

kinds of meat, such as wild turkey,

armadillo, tapir, and monkey, are

suitable for feasts. Any other game
may be eaten by the hunters during

the hunt (but they must not eat the

game earmarked for the feast) . Usu-

ally a young boy accompanies the

men. He spends his time at the tem-

porary hunting camp cleaning and
smoking the meat and keeping the

dogs away from it. The meat is so

essential that a feast will be called off

if the hunters return empty-handed.

Every evening that the men are gone,

the women and girls sing in the vil-

lage to bring the hunters good luck.

During the day they work on the cot-

ton yarn and baskets that will be

given to the visitors in repayment for

such commodities as dogs, bows, and
arrows obtained from them in the
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past. Meanwhile, the older men col-

lect drugs from the jungle or from

their gardens to ensure a large supply

for the feast day, and earmark plan-

tains and root crops that will be used.

A sociological side effect of the

feast is that the schisms and resent-

ments within the host village are tem-

porarily overlooked; the index of

co-operation rises appreciably while

the village members busily prepare to

entertain their visitors. The excite-

ment increases on the morning of the

feast, for by then the visitors have

made advance contact with the hosts

and are near enough to be able to

reach the village ivithin a few hours.

By this time, too, the hunters have

returned with their game and given

it to the headman, who unpacks it

and hangs it over his fire.

If the visitors have been invited

to spend a number of days, they erect

a temporary camp a short distance

from the palisaded village and set up

housekeeping there, relying on the

host's gardens for food. Usually,

however, the visitors come for only

one day and will sleep in the village

overnight. Whether or not they erect

a temporary camp outside the village

also depends on the possibility of

raiders attacking the village, for the

dry season permits belligerents as

well as friendly visitors to travel

great distances, unencumbered by

water obstacles.

Joining in chanting ceremony with host headmai

(upright), the visiting headman accepts

formal invitation to the feast.

Left: a guest squats to atvait plantain soup.

Below: a gaudy visitor dances into village.
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By the time the visitors are near

the village, the plantains are ripe and

ready to be boiled into a thick soup;

large numbers of bees have invaded

the village to eat the flesh of the ripe

fruit, and their activity drops a more

or less continuous shower of sticky

debris upon the people below.

Etiquette requires that the guests

be fed three kinds of food: smoked

meat, soup made with ripe plantains,

and a cooked vegetable to go with the

meat. Without this vegetable, the

meat presentation would be insulting.

So, besides the plantains meant for

the soup, green plantains must be cut

and prepared on the feast day. Unlike

ripe ones, which look and taste like

bananas, the green plantains re-

semble potatoes when boiled or

roasted, and go well with meat. A
more desirable vegetable to accom-

pany the meat is peach palm. This

cultivated crop is ripe and abundant

during one period of the dry season,

^vhen the Yanomamb hold their

feasts. If the village cultivates large

quantities of yuca, this may be served

in the form of cassava bread, replac-

ing either boiled green plantains or

peach palm.

Feast day requires herculean efiort

on the part of the hosts. They must

clean the village circle for the dance,

haul the debris out of their houses for

their visitors' comfort, and most im-

portant and time consuming, cook

the plantain soup and vegetables.

The food is prepared in front of

the headman's house. For this job he

usually calls on his younger brothers,

nephews, and sons-in-law. But mature

men would resent being commanded
to work, so the headman usually initi-

ates the activities, such as weeding

the village clearing, in hopes that

someone will get the message and
join him. When enough people join

the work party, he quietly leaves and

gets another job under way. During
the various activities he also observes

the food preparations and offers sug-

gestions. His younger brothers haul

water from the river in gourds, peel

large quantities of both ripe and
green plantains, and fuel the fire

with logs to keep the food boiling. As
soon as each potful is prepared, it is

emptied into its proper container.

The plantain soup is poured into a

specially prepared bark trough lo-

cated in front of the headman's
house; the cooked vegetables are

placed on banana leaves to cool and
then packed into large baskets.

These, when full, are topped with

smoked meat and given to the depart-

ing guests in the morning.

tixcitement approaches fever pitch

at around noon on the day of the

feast. By this time all the work is

done except for last-minute food

preparations, and the visitors usually

are already within earshot. The hosts

are now bursting out with shrill

screams and shouts (often echoed by
the visitors) and are preparing red

pigment and their finest feathers. The
young men and women get fresh

haircuts, with a blade of sharp grass

serving as razor. On into early after-

noon the beautifying continues, ac-

companied by screaming and shout-

ing that raises the din to an almost

intolerable level. Mothers decorate

their children with paint and feath-

ers, and dress the little girls in their

finest cotton waistbands and har-

nesses. The young men and young
women spend hours painting them-

selves. Even the village dogs and
monkeys are not exempt from
exterior decorating. Mischievous

young men go so far as to shave the

monkeys' heads and paint the simians

to look like men, much to the dismay
of their struggling victims.

Meanwhile, the visitors have halted

nearby and are busily painting them-

selves in preparation for their glori-

ous entry into the village.

Also at this time the adult men in

the village take hallucinatory drugs.

To the other din is added their

rhythmic chanting to mountain spir-

its ihekura) and their piercing

screams as they reach a state of

bleary-eyed ecstasy. They prance
about the area enclosed by the vil-

lage's continuous, circular "house,"

green mucus dripping from their nos-

trils, exorcising malevolent spirits

from the sick, and vomiting over
their carefully applied paint. Occa-
sionally the spirit moves one of them
to violence, and he grabs an ax,

machete, or bow intending to de-

stroy someone or something. The
others subdue and disarm him, and
then chant at him to restore him to

his senses.

Finally, all preliminaries are fin-

ished. The headman sends a finely

decorated representative to the camp
of the guests. This messenger chants

a formal invitation to the headman
of the visiting group and receives a

staccato reply that is just as formal.

But it is only the first acceptance of

the invitation.

Suspense grows during the short

time between the messenger's return

and the entry of either the visiting

headman or his delegate. Finally this

person comes, resplendent in red and

Preliminaries finished, male
visitors prance into the village

in single file, clacking

weapons above their heads.
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black paint, wearing a white tiara of

buzzard down, and armbands with

brilliant blue and red parrot feathers

protruding from them. He marches
arrogantly to the center of the village

and strikes the prescribed visitor's

pose : legs spread, weapons held ver-

tically against the side of the face,

and head erect. The headdress and
the pose signify that he has come in

peace, with benevolent intentions; if

the hosts bear him malice let them
shoot now while he is an easy target,

or not at all. After standing motion-

less for a few minutes, he abruptly

stalks to the house of the host while

all in the village cheer him. By now,

the host headman has decorated him-

self with equal grandeur, and the two

men begin to chant animatedly with

each other. This is the second accept-

ance of the feast invitation.

After fifteen minutes of chanting,

they suddenly stop; the host returns

to his hammock, and the visitor

squats to pennit the villagers to ad-

mire his fine decorations. Presently

the host directs a young man to place

a gourd of plantain soup before the

visitor. The soup is provided but is

ignored for a few minutes. Then the

visitor picks it up and drains it with

one draught, returning the container

to the ground. After a few more min-

utes the host directs a young man to

present the visitor with a large basket

of cooked vegetables and smoked
meat. The visitor stands while the

holding strap is placed around his

head or shoulders, and then marches
clumsily out of the village, trying to

look dignified under 75 pounds of

food. The villagers cheer him as he

leaves to share it with his own people.

^W ithin an hour the next ceremony
begins. The male visitors assemble

just outside the main entrance. At a

signal from their headman the first

two dancers burst into the village,

circle in opposite directions, and re-

turn to their group. They are re-

placed by two more dancers at a time,

until each visitor has had his moment
of glory: strutting, quivering with

excitement, parading himself before

his cheering and admiring hosts-
four steps ahead, stop, throw arrows
on the ground, prance around them,
pick them up, ahead four more steps,

and so on. Then all the visitors enter

the village as a group, prancing in
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single file, clacking weapons above
their heads, and ultimately forming
a circle in the center of the vil-

lage. Here, they pose motionless like

a string of peacocks, outwardly

haughty but immensely pleased with

their self-display.

By this time there is bedlam among
the noisily approving hosts. The older

men now enjoin each of the younger

ones to invite a guest to his home.
There is quick compliance. Excited

by the fine display provided by their

guests, the young villagers are im-

patient to have their own turn at

prancing. Meanwhile, the wives and
children of the guests have crept up
to the village entrance and have care-

fully observed where their husbands

and fathers are being lodged. They
join them unceremoniously, carrying

the family possessions in large pack

baskets strapped to their heads.

The men settle in the hammocks
provided by their hosts, this time

striking the visitor's reclining pose:

one hand over the mouth, eyes up-

ward, legs crossed, one arm behind

the head. (The Yanomamo are the

only people in the world who can

strut lying down.

)

Large gourds of plantain soup are

quickly set before them; these are

politely ignored for a while, then

eaten, refilled, and eaten, repeatedly.

The young hosts, now ready for

their own glorious moment, assemble

outside the village entrance. They
enter in tight formation and prance

several times around the periphery

of the village, rhythmically clacking

their upheld arrows together.

From left, clockwise: the

visiting Yanomamo start in on
trough containing plantain

soup; later, triumphant parade
with trough shows that they

drank it dry; when night

comes, guests and hosts

start a continuous round of

competitive chanting; the

visit ends ivith trading, which
takes place the next morning

before the visitors depart.

When the hosts return to their

houses, protocol requires the guests

to gather at the trough of plantain

soup. They set upon it with gourd
cups, and empty it. Then they rip it

from the ground and parade it vic-

toriously over their heads, circling

the village several times before they

dispose of it outside the entrance.

Evening brings the marathon
chanting. Shortly after darkness, one

of the visiting men walks slowly

around the village periphery and
mumbles a rhythmic chant. This is

an open challenge. When one of the

hosts replies in kind, the challenger

moves toward the man, and they pro-

ceed with their formal, melodious

incantations. Slow and deliberate at

first, the chanting is loud and violent

at the conclusion, when each man is

frothing at the corners of his mouth,

bouncing up and down from the

knees, slapping his thighs to keep

time. Suddenly they stop. It's over.

One of them retires and the other



again circles the village, bidding for

a new partner. All night long this

goes on. At dawn, hoarse and tired,

the final jjair of chanters creep back
to their hammocks to sleep. The chant-

ing guests have asked for. and been

promised, women, dogs, bows, ma-
chetes, spun cotton, and hammocks.

Not that the requests are likely to

be straightforward, particularly those

for women. Should one man wish to

borro^v the wife of the other, for ex-

ample, he might say: "Brother-in-

law, I have an immense thirst. Give

me water with which to quench it."

This is considered reasonable.

Jrlost feasts terminate at dawn, with

the end of chanting. Now comes the

trading. For this the important men
gather in front of the local head-

man's house. The baskets of prepared

food are given to the visitors at this

time, and their womenfolk dutifully

carry these out of the village to wait

while their husbands finish trading.

This business is conducted rapidly

and unceremoniously. The visitor

who wants a machete frequently

makes this desire known through his

headman. The spokesman, in turn,

requests this item from the other

headman, who orders one of his co-

villagers, usually a young man who
cannot object, to supply the item.

Spurred on by the older men, who
urge him to hurry, he runs to his

house, fetches the machete and
throws it at the feet of the man who
wanted it. The latter ignores it for a

while, picks it up for a cursory ex-

amination, and throws it back down.
The supplier apologizes for the poor
quality of the object, while the older

visitors praise its virtues.

When all trading is finished and

promises have been made to repay

the items, the younger men among
the visitors leave the village and join

their women. The older men remain

to discuss future feasts and raiding

parties with their hosts, also perhaps

to obtain a few more prized items.

Then, at a signal from their head-

man, they get up and leave quietly.

The visit is over.

The hosts, worn out after the prep-

arations for the feast and the danc-

ing and chanting, repair to their ham-
mocks for the rest of the day. Most
of them sleep, but some of them re-

count the events of the visit. They all

condemn their guests for eating like

gluttons. They will do the same at

the other village soon, when their

turn comes.



Comet Ikeya-Seki, the last of the record fourteen

discovered or recovered during 1967, put on a quietly

spectacular show during the winter months.

It had reached seventh magnitude, easily visible with

binoculars, when it made its closest approach to the

sun at the end of February. A tail of at least seven

minutes of arc (the full moon is about thirty minutes

of arc in diameter ) was reported on photographs taken

earlier at the Nice Observatory.

During the month of February the comet moved

steadily northward through the constellation Hercules,

rising earlier and moving higher in the sky each night.

It was expected to become circumpolar at the latitude of

New York.

MORE X-RAY ASTRONOMY
Astronomers still have only a few hours worth of

X-ray source observations, painstakingly collected in

five-minute segments on rocket flights. They are already

finding, however, that some isolated bits of information

are beginning to fit together.

One of the first sources to be discovered has been

found to be a very tight binary system—two stars re-

volving around each other separated by as little (for

stars) as a milUon miles. Earth, by comparison, is 93

million miles away from our star.

Another, newer X-ray source seems to be rapidly

losing power. Moreover, this same source was not picked

up in a survey a year earlier, although when it was found

it was as strong as any in the sky. The evidence now in-

dicates this one is a nova, a star that exploded just about

a year ago.

The new X-ray source, now believed to be a binary,

is Cygnus XR-2, the second such source to be found in

the northern constellation Cygnus. Early last year a

group at the California Institute of Technology identi-

fied the source with a visible star. By the end of the year

they reported that spectra of the star showed variations

in Doppler displacements (evidence of motion toward or

away from the observer) every few days.

These shifts in the spectrum, the group finds, point

to a pair of stars, each as massive as the sun, revolving

around each other in a day or so.

More excitement surrounds the Southern Hemisphere

source Centaurus XR-2. Discovered independently by

Australian and California groups last year, it seems

unquestionably a variable, the first such X-ray source

to be found.

The Australian flights were made in April, 1967. Some
44 days later the same object was found by an American

rocket flown from Hawaii. In those 44 days the strength

of the source dropped by a factor of five. The same

area had been surveyed in October, 1965, but no such

source was detected. When it was found last year, how-

ever, it was as bright as Scorpius XR-1, the brightest

object in the X-ray sky. Thus, astronomers pointed out

quickly, Centaurus XR-2 apparently became 50 times

brighter in a year and a half, then dimmed rapidly in

the first month and a half after its discovery.

A team of astronomers from the Inter-American
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Observatory in Chile reported to the American Astro'

nomical Society in Philadelphia last December that they

may have identified the source with a star that is now
at 13th magnitude, believed to be a variable.

EVOLUTION
It seems clear from geologic evidence that the earth's

magnetic field has reversed itself a number of times.

Paleontologists have wondered if increased cosmic radi-

ation while the field was reversing could have caused

a mutation rate much higher than normal and thus

directly affected evolution.

Most of the globe is protected from the bulk of cosmic

radiation by the earth's magnetic field. There is less

protection at the magnetic poles, where the lines of force

come down to the earth's surface.

The protection for the rest of the planet would be lost,

however, as the strength of the magnetic field dropped to

near zero during the reversal.

C. G. A. Harrison of the University of Miami argues

in the journal Nature that the sudden loss of the mag-
netic shield and consequent increase in cosmic radiation

dosage could not account for any abrupt evolutionary

changes brought about by mutations.

Even if the earth's magnetic field had been 1.5 times

as strong as it is now before it was lost briefly during a

reversal, cosmic radiation dosage would have been only

60 per cent more than it is now and could have added

less than 1 per cent to the human mutation rate.

Harrison suggests that rather than look for evidence

of drastic changes in the mutation rate, investigators

try to calculate whether the heavier cosmic ray bom-
bardment might have caused substantial changes in the

atmosphere, which might have led to climatic changes

and thus, by an indirect route, to an effect on evolution.

K. D. Terry (University of Kansas) and W. H. Tucker

(Rice University) suggest in the journal Science that if

a supernova, a tremendous burst of cosmic radiation,

occurred within a few hundred light-years of the earth,

the sudden deluge of cosmic radiation could have cata-

strophic effects.

Mutation would not be important, they write, because

the number of mutations would be negligible compared

to existing genetic variations. But some entire species

might be killed outright by the radiation.

Terry and Tucker have made their calculations from

statistical studies of supernovae and current knowledge

of lethal doses of radiation.

A female mouse can be permanently sterilized by a

dose of 80 roentgens (units of radiation) ; on the other

hand, thousands of roentgens are needed to kill some

insects and one-celled organisms.

Plants are much more resistant to radiation, an im-

portant point, because the geologic record reveals far

fewer upheavals and discontinuities in plant evolution.

Terry and Tucker calculate that supernovae could

account for doses of 500 roentgen or more every 50

million years or so—doses high enough to have a dra-

matic effect on the earth's animal population.

John P. Wiley, Jr.
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CELESTIAL EVENTS
The moon appears as a crescent low in the sunset sky

as April begins, but rises higher and sets later with each

succeeding night. The first-quarter moon, on April 5, sets

about midnight, and the full moon, on April 12, is in the

sky from sunset until dawn. Following the 12th, the moon
rises after sunset and remains in the morning sky. Last-

quarter moon is on April 19; new moon on April 27.

Jupiter is the only planet well placed for observation. It

is high in the south at dusk, easily distinguished by its

brightness among the stars of Leo, to the right of Regulus.

The planet sets to the north of west about two hours before

dawn.
April 8: At dusk tonight, Jupiter appears a little below

and to the left of bright gibbous moon, probably the only

object visible within the glow of moonlight.

April 12-13: Look for the total lunar eclipse that occurs

as the full moon moves through the earth's shadow. The
eclipse begins at 10:10 p.m., EST; total eclipse lasts from

11:22 P.M. on the 12th until 12:12 a.m. on the 13th; and

the eclipse ends at 1:25 a.m. Times are progressively one

hour earlier in each time zone to the west.

April 16: The reddish star near the waning gibbous moon
is Antares, in the constellation Scorpio.

April 22: Jupiter, which has been moving retrograde

away from the star Regulus, becomes stationary in right

ascension and resumes direct (eastward) motion, taking

it closer to the star again.

April 24: Mercury is in superior conjunction, on the far

side of the sun, and enters the evening sky.

Thomas D. Nicholson

• Hold the Star Map so the compass direction you face Is at the

bottom; then match the stars in the lower half of the map with

those in the sky near the horizon. The map is for 9:20 p.m. on
April 1; 8:25 p.m. on the 15th; and 7:25 p.m. on the 30th; but it

may be used for about an hour before and after those times.



The Esthetics
of Orchid

Pollination
by Demorest Davenport

j

Orchid florets have evolved

a variety of zoomorphic forms,

some resembling insects, others

looking more like Keivpie dolls.

".
. . their many beautiful contriv-

ances will exalt the whole vegetable

kingdom. . .
."

Charles Darwin

Siince Darwin's classic Fertiliza-

tion of Orchids first appeared in

1862, much has been written about

this topic. But at the same time, little

has been learned about the relation

of insects' sensory abilities to these

plant-insect symbioses.

During the years in which I have

been engaged in the experimental

analysis of symbiotic behavior

(working for the most part with ma-
rine partnerships), I have never

directed my attention to symbioses

between flowering plants and higher

insects. But recently, I had an oppor-

tunity to visit a number of sites in

New England where rare native or-

chids were growing wild. From these

visits I derived not only the satisfac-
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tion of seeing some lovely and spe-

cialized products of evolution but

also the chance to think a little more
about the manner in which their

unique flowers have evolved.

My thoughts were perhaps initi-

ated by my first glimpse of the

strangely modified Arethusa bul-

bosa, glowing like a rose-magenta

flame in the shadowy recesses of a

sphagnum bog. I was reminded how,

in such orchid forms as Arethusa,

Pogonia, or Calypso, a single flower

standing at the tip of a delicate stalk

and frequently framed against a

solid color or dark background may
serve, for man at any rate, as a

bright eye-catching target. And later

in the spring, while looking at the

delicate, spidery flowers of Liparis

lilifolia in an isolated glen in Rhode
Island, it was forcibly brought to my
attention that more often than not

orchid flowers are zoomorphic—they
may resemble spiders or insects, even

tiny birds or other animals.

Many authors have been im-

pressed by this zoomorphism, and

their impressions are enshrined in

common names given to orchids,

such as adder's tongue tenderwort,

marbled crane fly, large butterfly

orchid, green-fly orchid, green ad-

der's-mouth, among many more.

This characteristic is most marked in

the genus Ophrys, which is symbiotic

with solitary bees of the genus An-
drena. Here the resemblance of the

flowers to a female andrenid, along

with mimic sex-attractants released

by the flower, elicits an attempt at

copulation by the insect and thus in-

sures cross-fertilization of the flowers.

But even among orchid species

that are not known to elicit such un-i

usual insect behavior, there is a di-!

versity of structure that gives the'

human observer the same broad
spectrum of reactions that he may
experience when contemplating a

number of highly variable and gro-

tesque animal-like figures. These re-

actions are particularly strong when,'

by means of photographic enlarge-

j

ment of orchid florets, the observer ^

is "reduced" to an insect's scale vis-!

a-vis the flower. For instance, if one

skims through the beautiful enlarge-;

ments of Danesch's Orchideen Eu-

ropas (which magnify the florets

twenty times] , he has the impression

that a hundred animal-like faces are

gazing at him from the pages; he '

feels just as he would when peered at

by the zoomorphic sculpture of a

Catalonian or Norman arch. Con-

templating the combinations of

structure, color, and pattern dis-

played by such orchid "faces," the

great Romanesque sculptor Gisleber-

tus of Autun would have been truly

inspired by their grotesque nature.

Evidence can be presented, then,

that a remarkable number of orchid

species, far out of proportion to those

similarly evolved in other angio-

spermous groups, show such compli

cation as to impart to man the im-

pression of zoomorphism. And while

human reaction to the wonder and
beauty of these orchids depends

upon our uniquely high level of sen-

sory and nervous activity (which we

Neither a beetle noi

mottled duckling, but t

blossom of Ophrys apifei
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may term our esthetic ability) , man

was clearly not the selecting agent

whose activities led to the evolution

of these floral characteristics.

We know that the selectors deter-

mining the course of evolution lead-

ing to the great number of variants

in orchid floral structure and pattern

are predominantly insects, particu-

larly higher Hymenoptera, Diptera,

and Lepidoptera. For variants in

color and pattern to be selected, vari-

ation had to occur in the nature of

the visual information given out to

insects. They (and perhaps a few

birds ) were probably the only organ-

isms whose selective behavior could

have been elicited by differences in

the visual cues received.

We'e know from the work of Kul-

lenberg, Dodson, and others that

chemical factors are of great impor-

tance in the orientation of the pollin-

ator to the orchid, and I do not

propose to discount the importance

of these attractants. It is known that

increasing complexity of the floral

structure may increase the efliciency

of dispersal of chemical signals from

the flower into air currents. But this

phenomenon alone can never explain

the evolution of such dramatic di-

versity in floral forms as exists

among orchid species.

While one can imagine an insect

following up a scent stream until it

reaches the orchid flower without the

necessity of visual cues, the signifi-

cant fact is that highly complicated

and, I suspect, frequently specific vis-

ual cues have indeed evolved in or-

chid florets. Thus, in the case of spe-

cies such as Arethusa bulbosa with its

solitary bloom, it may be that a pol-

linator follows up a scent trail until

it comes within visual range of the

brilliant flash of the rose-magenta

flower, sees and "recognizes" it, and

then homes in on the floral target.

It is at this point that we may the-

orize about ways to consider quan-

titatively the visual information in-

volved in orchid—insect symbioses

relative to insect physiology. First

we must find out who the pollinators

are, for almost nothing is known

about this for the great majority of

Holarctic species. But even without

this knowledge some valuable studies

can be made, relating the physiology

of the insect compound eye to the
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Some orchid species

elicit pseudocopulation from

their insect pollinators.

perception of visual cues displayed

by the orchid floret.

Essential characteristics of the

compound eye are its high sensitivity

to short wavelengths, to the polariza-

tion of light, and to "flicker," as well

as its ability to recognize form and

irregular outline. Motion also elicits

insect responses, as anyone learns

who tries to catch a fly in his hand.

The nature of the information given

out by orchid flowers should be in-

vestigated relative to each of these

characteristics.

It is possible that if one could

successfully raise both a specific

pollinator and its floral partner in a

controlled situation, studies using

models of the flower could be con-

ducted to give us an inkling of what

visual information is of greatest im-

portance in determining the polli-

nator's response to a specific orchid.

Such experiments would at least be

the initial steps in an effort to deter-

mine just how natural selection has

operated by visual means.

The ultimate questions to be an-

swered are these: Can the character-

istics of target be correlated with

the known abilities of the pollinator's

eye and with the competence of its

central nervous system? Has evolu-

tion in orchids occurred in the direc-

tion of increasing efficiency of tar-

gets? What is the significance of the

sum total of visual information dis-

played by the orchid floret, in terms

of the insect's behavioral response?

In a series of elegant studies, C. H.

Dodson of the University of Miami

has demonstrated the importance of

the machinery of pollination in the

evolution of tropical orchids. He has

emphasized the role of the insect in

effecting the evolution of specialized

pollination mechanisms in the orchid

that exploit certain insect behaviors.

But although he presents circumstan-

tial evidence for what could be

termed "gestalt" recognition by the

bee Ceiiiris, which "charges" the

orchid Oncidium in a territorial way,

and although he points up the im-

portance of visual recognition in

pseudocopulation, Dodson neglects

to emphasize the possibility that or-

chid speciation may depend in part

upon the ability of insects to recog-

nize highly complicated patterns of

structure and color in an extremely

short time span.

This possibility is of significance

to those primarily concerned with

the total spectrum of the behavioral

capabilities of insects. It has, inci-

dentally, become increasingly clear,

as a result of the work of such investi-

gators as the Dutch zoologist Van
lersel and the American Adrian

Wenner, that learning phenomena

may be of great importance in de-

termining the activities of higher in-

sects, particularly the Hymenoptera.

The relation of the visual informa-

tion received from the flower to the

learning process must be taken into

account, for it is entirely possible that

the nature and "totality" of this in-

formation impart a high level of

specificity to it, rendering its storage

more efficient.

Wh'hile sufficient evidence for a

formal conclusion is not yet at hand,

I believe that in natural selection for

floral characteristics in Orchidaceae

visual cues have been of greater im-

portance than chemical ones, and

that the very existence of compli-

cated visual images in the orchids

argues for the ability of higher in-

sects to "recognize" such images. At

the risk of being accused of arrant

anthropomorphism, I propose that

this natural selection has primarily

resulted from the activities of a

group with a high enough level of

sensory discrimination and central

nervous integration to make, some-

times at a high speed, necessary

1
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Approaching orchids, the pollinating

insect may at first respond to

the bright floiver spike, then

to specific florets of the cluster.
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Diversity and complication in floral patterns

resulted from evolutionary processes that enabled

insects to become more effective pollinators.

evaluations of structure, color, and

pattern and, furthermore, to "re-

member" these judgments in a

manner perhaps simpler than, but

nevertheless similar to, that utilized

by human beings.

Whether or not a pollinator can

make such an evaluation can only be

determined by careful, interdiscipli-

nary experiments. But in fact, the

more one compares the sensory ma-

chinery of different groups of ani-

mals, the more parallels appear and

the more it seems that different types

of sensory machinery can deliver

somewhat similar types of informa-

tion to the central nervous system.

The statement is often made that

the insect eye translates reality into

an image only in a rather crude

fashion, with considerable loss of de-

tail. Yet, there is almost no experi-

mental basis for this statement save

that arrived at by early behavioral

studies, such as those of the great

Austrian student of bee behavior

Karl von Frisch, who presented evi-

dence, it is true, that bees cannot dis-

tinguish certain patterns that are

quite distinguishable by us. But von

Frisch did not work with entire pat-

terns of complicated form and color;

indeed, his models may have been

so simple as to be meaningless in the

life of the bee. We should now be

able to design techniques in which

entire combinations of complicated

form and pattern are used as "condi-

tioned stimuli" and should thus be

able to determine how small modifi-

cations in these stimuli affect insect

responses. It may be just such com-

binations, in which the complexity of

visual information makes possible

specificity by minor change, that per-

mit recognition by the insect and

allow for effective storage in its cen-

tral nervous system.

Whether an orchid has zoomor-

phic significance for an insect can

perhaps never be demonstrated, but

the question of what a pollinator sees

as it nears a target such as the bril-

liant, elfin Arethusa can certainly be

approached. It is time that we ceased

standing amazed at the unexplained

floral patterns and began to test the

theory of greatest probability, that

these are indeed the result of evolu-

tionary processes that gave them

greater informational content (mean-

ina ) for insects.
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While the capacity of the insect's compound eye and the

competence of its central nervous system are poorly

understood, the existence of complex visual patterns

displayed by orchid florets indicates that pollinators

may be capable of visually recognizing and "remembering'

differences among these patterns in a manner similar to

the visual discrimination used by human beings.
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THERE REALLY

Geococcyx californianus hollywoodensis (Beep-Beep)

Copyright © Warner Bros.—Seven Arts, Inc.

SO

n the deserts and arid brushlands i

the southwestern United Stat

there lives a fascinating cuckoo. A
though it flies weakly and infr

quently, this bird can attain 15 mp

on the ground. There its footprin

form the X-signature of a cuckoo

two toes forward and two to the rea

Nearly everyone has heard of th

fast-stepping bird, as well known i

caricature as Donald Duck, Hem
Hawk, and Woody Woodpecker. D^

spite this notoriety, however, the ii

teresting biology of this species hi

been neglected. In fact, many peop

are surprised to learn that the roa(

runner is a real bird {Geococcy

californianus). It is also known £

snake-killer and chaparral cock.

The name "roadrunner" was i

common use in the 1850's, but

sounds more like a product of oi)

increasingly mobile society. This mi

bility has brought cultural difEusio

(or confusion) so that our symbo

are no longer indigenous. Nortl

western totem poles and wild Wei

frontier shows are common at eas

ern "tourist traps." Similarly, tl

roadrunner is inappropriately repn

sented far from its home—on
motorcyclist's leather jacket in Kei

tucky, on a sports car production lir

in Michigan, and even as insignia i

Vietnam, where it is reported to I

one of the favorite emblems of tl

U. S. soldier.

In the past, men lived closer 1

nature, choosing symbols from the

own awareness, rather than froi

mass media. J. Frank Dobie wrote i

the roadrunner, "Perhaps no oth<

native bird of North America, e:

cepting the eagle and the turkey .

.

has been so closely associated wil

the native races of this continent

To Texans and Mexicans, the roai

runner is known as paisano, whi(

means fellow countryman, or cor

patriot, clearly an indication of a

fection or spiritual kinship.

No doubt men have taken speci

notice of the roadrunner because (



ROADRUNNER
by William A. Colder

its expressive posture and actions.

The roadrunner has a long, cocked

tail, an uneven crest, and a naked

blue and red skin patch behind the

eyes. It expresses surprise with a bill-

clattering "brrrrrt" when alerted by

a strange sound. Then, taking a quick

departure, the bird lowers tail and

crest so the entire body is one hori-

zontal line, a feathered spear skim-

ming over the ground, leaving the

X-footprints about 22 inches apart, or

roughly the bird's length. (It would

take twelve such steps each second

to go 15 mph.)

In this true-life form the roadrun-

ner should be better known. How
does it survive the desert heat? How
does its behavior compare to that of

non-desert birds or other cuckoos?

The movie cartoon is amusing, but

hardly answers these questions. The
''natural history" of the roadrunner

that follows is actually a composite

of laboratory and field observations.

The physiological studies, conducted

with Knut Schmidt-Nielsen at Duke
University, would have been impos-

sible without the hand-reared road-

runners provided by Charles Lowe,

of the University of Arizona. These

birds were accustomed to humans.

Having lost the furtiveness of their

wild parents, they permitted observa-

tion of life's most intimate moments,

which have never been described in

field studies.

The roadrunner is at home in a

hot, dry environment. Unlike the

small mammals that can escape the

heat by retreating to cool under-

ground burrows, most desert birds

are exposed to high temperatures on
or above the ground. While heat is

gained from hot surroundings, a day-

active bird such as the roadrunner

simultaneously produces extra heat

by the exertions of hunting and de-

fending a territory, as well as from
the "resting" activities such as

breathing, circulating blood, and
maintaining the normal body com-
position. Thus the roadrunner has

two heat burdens to cope with at

once. Survival in the heat, often far

from drinking water, would seem to

demand special physiological abili-

ties not necessary for birds of cooler

and moister environments.

The search for such physiological

adaptations can best be conducted

under controlled conditions in the

laboratory. So heat exchanges and

temperature regulation of the road-

runner were studied in a system dif-

fering in appearance from the land

of cactus and mesquite. Heat produc-

tion was calculated from measure-

ments of oxygen uptake, since these

two are directly related. Heat is ab-

sorbed by the evaporation of water.

The heat of vaporization is a con-

stant that can be used in calculating

the rate of evaporative cooling. The

roadrunners were placed in respira-

tion chambers and exposed to vari-

ous temperatures. Dry air was circu-

lated through the chambers and then

analyzed to see how much oxygen

the birds had used and how much
water they had evaporated. Record-

ings of body and chamber tempera-

tures completed the data-collecting

necessary for evaluating the thermal

characteristics of the roadrunner.

If the roadrunner were physio-

logically unusual in ways related to

the desert life, this might be more
apparent in comparison with a bird

of wider ecological preferences. Du-

plicate experiments were therefore

made on domestic pigeons, which are

similar to the roadrunner in body

weight. These pigeons are probably

descendants of the western European

forms of the rock dove {Columba

livia) , which ranges from cool, moist

coasts to Middle Eastern deserts.

The big surprise of these experi-

ments was that roadrunners are just

"ordinary" birds, when metabolism,

temperature regulation, and evapo-

ration of water are considered.

The close similarity of the pigeons

and roadrunners can be seen in the

accompanying graph.

Similarities in basal metabolism

at air temperatures of 77° to 97° F.

indicate that the size of the heat dis-

posal problem for the roadrunner is

not minimized by just producing less

heat to begin with, that is, by reduc-

ing metabolic food burning. At cooler

air temperatures the roadrunner and

the pigeon must increase their heat

production by the same amounts to

balance the heat loss and preserve

normal body temperatures of 104° F.

With similar temperatures and heat

production rates, it follows that the

heat loss by "leakage" through simi-

lar insulation (feather thickness)

must be the same also. When it is hot,

this same insulation helps keep out

desert heat.

When the environment exceeds

97° F. both species pant. Respira-

tory rates increase from about 29

breaths a minute in both, to 356

breaths per minute for the roadrun-

ner, and 650 per minute for the

pigeon. Perhaps the larger cooling

surface in the roadrunner's larger

mouth cavity vibrates slower and

easier; this would explain metabolic

differences at high temperatures.

The roadrunner and the pigeon

are also very similar to each other in

body temperatures and evaporation

rates at the different air tempera-

tures. During exposure to heat, body
temperatures are regulated higher

than they would be in cooler sur-

roundings. This preserves a favor-

able heat balance. Unwanted heat

will flow away from a 106° F. bird

to a 104° F. environment without

effort or water loss by the bird. In

111° surroundings, a 108° bird gains

less heat than a 106° bird would.

I n other experiments on panting in

pigeons we found that resting pi-

geons could even tolerate air temper-

atures of 122° F. and higher quite

well. Perhaps this cooling ability

evolved for some other purpose.

Even when it is not especially hot

outside, a flying bird may dissipate
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as much heat by evaporation as

would be lost by a resting bird ex-

posed to desert heat. Our figures for

resting pigeons exposed to 113° F.

are very similar to those reported for

pigeons flying in air of moderate

temperatures in telemetric studies by

J. S. Hart and 0. Z. Roy of the Na-

tional Research Council of Canada.

The main difference is in the source

of the extra heat load: from within

if flying; from the surrounding en-

vironment on the desert at midday

if resting. Thus, instead of pointing

out a specialization for the desert,

this information suggests that the

roadrunner's main "solution" for

coping with the desert heat might

simply be to take it easy in the shade

if it gets too hot.

Is this laboratory conclusion re-

alistic? Wanting reassurance from

nature, I went to Arizona in the

summer of 1965. Through the co-op-

eration and hospitality of S. Clark

Martin and Pablo Lucero of the U. S.

Forest Service, I was able to study

wild roadrunners at the Santa Rita

Experimental Range, south of Tuc-

son. I was there from June 10 to July

5, often the hottest time of the year,

looking for roadrunners in a won-

derland of choUa and prickly-pear

cacti, mesquite, ocotillo, and other,

usually thorny plants growing on the

experimental range.

As might be expected, the wild

roadrunners were more shy and

evasive than the tame birds at Duke

University. However, chances of

seeing wild roadrunners should be

better when they are active and mov-

ing than when they are avoiding the

midday heat in the shade of a mes-

quite. On this assumption, I kept

records of all roadrunner observa-

tions and of the duration of every

search period, and then divided the

observations by hours for different

segments of the day. The results of

this record keeping seem to verify

the idea that emerged in the labora-

tory. Thus, except for seeking shade,

the bird cannot escape the sun's heat

;

therefore, it runs most of its errands

in cooler hours.

The outcome of such studies has

been humorously predicted by

George Bartholomew of U.C.L.A.,

"After much laborious and frustrat-

ing effort the investigator of envi-
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ronmental physiology succeeds in

proving that the animal in question

can actually exist where it lives."

Cooling by evaporation is definite-

ly expensive if drinking water is not

available locally. Doves fly long dis-

tances and may be found at water-

holes in impressive numbers, but this

is not practical for a weak-flying

ground cuckoo. Thus, the roadrun-

ner must budget water carefully.

The elimination of wastes is one

major route of water loss. How much
can the roadrunner reduce this loss

by concentrating wastes? Peter Bent-

ley and I analyzed urine samples

before and after a three-day period

in which the roadrunners were de-

prived of drinking water and, on the

third day, of food. Although a con-

centration of wastes resulted, there

was nothing to indicate concentrat-

ing abilities significantly better than

those of a barnyard chicken!

The diet of the roadrunner must

provide most or all of the bird's

water. Many years ago, H. C. Bryant

examined the crop contents of 84

roadrunners in California, using

food habits to argue for protection

of the species (predation on quail

chicks or eggs had the quail hunters

up in arms). Bryant found that the

roadrunners ate 71.5 per cent insects,

The roadrunner's nest, top, is

built of twigs and other handy

material in a low desert shrub

or cactus. To clean its

feathers, a roadrunner takes a

vigorous dust bath, below.
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5 per cent other arthropods, 3.7 per

cent lizards and snakes, 1.7 per cent

small birds, 3.4 per cent mammals,

and 9.9 per cent plant materials. The

weight of the animals consmned is

one-half to two-thirds water, so the

roadrunner obtains a good amount

of preformed liquid in its diet. The

roadrunner "manufactures" still

more by oxidizing its foodstuffs to

carbon dioxide and water. (This oxi-

dative water is not peculiar to desert

animals, however; when we "burn"

sugar in our bodies, the end products

are carbon dioxide and water in

equal proportions.)

The roadrunner uses a variety of

tactics in hunting for its food. Most

diet items, usually insects, are simply

snapped up from mesquite and oco-

tillo branches or are flushed from the

ground by flicking the wings out-

ward and flashing the white mark-

ings. The roadrunner has been ob-

served following deer and waiting

for the locusts and other insects

routed by the larger animal.

Even when raised in captivity,

with neither experience in the native

range nor an opportunity to learn

from adults, the roadrunners used

the wing flashing in hunting for in-

This diagram shows the setup used to study heat exchange. As air flows through the chamber,

the bird inhales oxygen and exhales carbon dioxide and water vapor. The evaporated water was
collected by freezing it in U-shaped tubes. The weight of the water collected revealed how much
water was lost by evaporation, since 580 heat calories are absorbed in the evaporation of one

gram of water. Air flow rate and oxygen content of the air were measured, and the change from

atmospheric oxygen content (21 per cent) represented the oxygen uptake of the bird. Tempera-

tures were recorded by thermocouples in the chamber and in the bird's cloaca.

AIR TEMPERATURE

The relationship between metabolic heat production, heat loss by evaporation, and air tempera-

ture is illustrated above. In temperature range (A) normal body temperatures are maintained

by a minimal, or basal, metabolism. At cooler temperatures, the birds must increase heat pro-

duction above this basal rate to keep warm (represented by stippled area B). When it is hot,

the birds gain heat from the environment. This heat can be lost only by evaporation, which is

increased (D) by panting. The effort of panting, however, adds to heat production (C).

sects. The inborn hunting ability was

apparent in the sudden capture of

unwary house sparrows. These en-

tered the aviary to feed on pigeon

and chicken feed but ended up as

variety for the roadrunners' diet of

beef kidney and baby rats.

A recent survey of Arizona birds

pointed out that the courtship of the

roadrunner "has never been ade

quately described." The illustrious

roadrunner has kept his secrets wel

in the wild! The captive birds, how
ever, accepted my presence and pro

ceeded to mate, uninhibited. This

began with the male's territoria

song, a series of descending coos

that started with the bill pointed

downward. As G. M. Sutton de-

scribed it, each coo is pumped out on

a slightly lower pitch while the head

is raised higher and extended farther

in each succeeding coo.

The male made his romantic ad-

vances to the female with a "love

offering" of fresh food in his bill.

At Duke, the availability of a mouse

or baby rat was ideal for this and

evoked the following display: The

male raised his crest and fully ex-

posed the bare, colored skin behind

his eyes. The long tail wagged in a

cocked position, like a fast metro-

nome. The male uttered an excited

kuk-kuk-kuk-kuk and patted his feet

rapidly on the ground. The pace

changed suddenly to a deep and

graceful bow, the bill tip with the

food offering touching the ground.

He cooed during the bow—a very

low, rolling coo. Tail wagging and

bowing were alternately reflated.

The female either moved away from

his display, in which case it was re-

peated ; or, if she was approachable,

copulation ensued. He hopped and

fluttered his wings as he mounted

her. After copulation the hen re-

ceived the gift of food. The male

then circled her, the circling inter-

rupted by a halt during which they

both raised their heads and cocked

their tails, flicking them sideways.

The ceremony had been completed.

The cuckoo family (Cuculidae) is

of interest in the study of behavior

because of the variety of breeding

habits represented: solitary nests

with both parents attending (as in

our yellow-billed cuckoo and the

roadrunner) ; colonial nesting by the
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anis; and social or nest parasitism

(eggs laid in nests of other species)

best known in Old World cuckoos.

Several acts in roadrunner courtship

are found in other cuckoos. Crest

erection and tail wagging are part of

the courtship of the striped cuckoo,

a ground cuckoo of Central and

South America. The males of two

species of New World cuckoos and

five nest-parasitizing species from

the Old World offer food to their

mates, and one of the latter, the did-

ric cuckoo, also bows to the female

when presenting the food gift. Are

these similarities in behavior coinci-

dental products of convergent evolu-

tion (like the nest parasitism, which

has evolved more than once) or have

they a common origin? Cuckoo fos-

sils are too rare to enable us to trace

the evolution and distribution of this

family in the past; so the only clues

may be the morphology and beha-

vior of present-day forms. Being a

physiologist, I shall leave this for ani-

mal behavior specialists to figure out.

At Duke, the roadrunners built

their nests on branches and plat-

forms in the aviary. These nests were

similar to those seen in the cholla

cacti of Arizona, except for differ-

ences in nesting materials available

(twigs, straw, and feathers) . The fe-

male did most of the construction,

but when she begged from the nest,

the male would bring material to

her, which she would then build into

the nest. The nest had little depth in

the beginning, but the sides were

built up later as chicks hatched and
developed. Both parents shared in the

incubation and feeding of chicks.

More eggs were added to the clutch

after incubation had started. Just as

in the wild, the young would hatch

sequentially, instead of simultane-

ously as do robins. The newly

hatched chicks were black with fine

but sparse, white, hairlike feathers,

and weighed 15 to 16 grams, a little

more than one-half ounce.

The parents were unrufBed by my
appearance. They would even take

food from my hand to feed the

young. Usually the chicks would

gape at any disturbance. If the par-

ents had a baby mouse or rat but

found no gaping mouth to receive it,

they would give a soft, low, and roll-

ing coo, which would elicit the gap-
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ing response. The parents fed the

food items as they were obtained

(except for killing active prey by

slamming it against the ground ) . I

never observed regurgitation of par-

tially digested food. In the first few

days after hatching, the chicks may
have received digestive enzymes in

addition to food, however. The par-

ents kept their bills vertically in the

chicks' mouths longer than necessary

for inserting the food, and once there

was the gleam of a clear fluid pass-

ing down the parent's bill.

I had been unable to successfully

rear chicks hatched in an incubator

(normal incubation of 17-18 days).

Autopsy revealed that the chicks

were unable to digest the same diet



(minced beef kidney and wax moth

larvae ) that was fed with success by

the adults to their own chicks. Pos-

sibly the missing items were diges-

tive enzymes that only adult road-

runners could donate.

The parents raised two chicks to

the fledging stage in 1967. I ob-

served the feeding of one chick

rather closely, although not continu-

ously. In addition to any feedings

that I may have missed, the chick ate

at least four newborn rats when ten

days old. six on the eleventh day. and

on the twelfth day nine baby rats

(which totaled almost one-half of its

weight ) . On the thirteenth day, the

food intake began to taper off.

Immediately after placing food

into the chick's gaping mouth, the

parent shifted attention to the chick's

other end. The roadrunner chicks

void urine and feces in a membran-
ous sac, which holds the wastes for

neat disposal. Just as for the song-

birds, this keeps the nest clean and

free of strong odors that could at-

tract predators. After putting food

into the gape, the roadrunner adults

awaited this sanitary deliverv; upon

arrival they swallowed it. The fluid

portions of waste samples from this

chick were less concentrated than

the adult urine concentrations re-

corded earlier. This reprocessing of

wastes to a lower water content could

be significant in the parents" water

economy as well as in nest sanitation.

I he first North Carolina roadrunner

fledged on its twenty-ninth day. and

immediately began exploring, peck-

ing, and defecating frequently. The
young roadrunner sunbathed just as

adults do, raising the contour feath-

ers and exposing the skin and feath-

er tracts of its back. In another two

weeks or so, the fledgling was no

longer tolerated bv the adults, who
"planned" to have more offspring.

This young bird, and later his par-

ents with their second fledgling, were

transferred to the National Zoologi-

cal Park in Washington, D. C.

While witnessing the fledging of a

wild roadrunner in Arizona, the last

in a nest of four. I had fancied a re-

capitulation of the past. A low, roll-

ing call came from the vegetation

just beyond the nest. This was fol-

lowed by a movement in the nest.

The chick moved to the nest's edge

and then leaped to the ground, scur-

rying off and disappearing in the

direction of the summoning call. He
had left a tree of sorts, just as the

ground cuckoo stock must have

abandoned an arboreal way of life

as their kind evolved ... so much
for my imagination.

What is the evolutionary history

of the roadrunner? How does run-

ning compare with flying in regard

to heat production per mile? Many-

questions remain, and still others

have not yet been raised. We already

know that the roadrunner can supply

valuable information about environ-

mental physiology, desert ecology,

and breeding behavior.

Our technological progress, in

forms such as land development

schemes and highway construction,

threatens us with environmental

monotony. Each region of our coun-

try has its natural essence that

provides relief from the advancing

sameness. The roadrunner is part of

the essence of the Southwest. In the

words of J. Frank Dobie, "Nosoiros

somos paisanos ... we are fellow

countrymen . . . we belong to the

same soil."

standstill, the roadrunner,

\as an upward-directed crest

'.ail; about to depart, left,

onies parallel ivitli the ground;

ut, below, the bird is on the

, using its tail as a rudder to

off on a. new course, right.



iTrimitive rock paintings and en-

gravings of the giraffe occur oyer al-

most the whole of Africa. Starting

from the west hank of the Nile we
find them from Armant to Aswan,

west across the vast Sahara; then

through central and eastern Africa

and over the whole of South Africa.

On every suitable rock surface a

primitive artist left his mark.

Stylistically the most striking pic-

tures are the life-size, or greater than

life-size, engravings on open rock

faces. A magnificent series of these

occurs in a: dry watercourse in the

middle of the Sahara at Fezzan, one

of the most important sites. It was ex-

plored by the German ethnologist

Leo Frobenius in the early nineteen-

thirties. The giraffe figures there are

executed with a fine rendering of de-

tail, with careful portrayal of horns,

and an attempt to depict the body pat-

tern with a reticulate design. The
giraffe must have been living in the

region at the time, and its pictures

are among the oldest there. The ani-

mal may have lingered on in some

North African areas imtil '500 B.C.,

long after the desiccation of the Sa-

hara, which is variously estimated to

have occurred between 4000 and

2000 B.C.

Several giraffes at Fezzan have ob-

jects that have been termed plate nets

depicted with them ( 1 ) . These have

been interpreted, as magical signs,

but .most likely they represent a

type of snare or a spiked wheel-

trap, which is still widely used in

Africa to capture anything from an

elephant downward, and was also

used by the pred}rnastic Egyptians.

At Gebel Aweinat in southwest

Libya, where there are seventy-four

engravings of the giraffe, they are

often shown caught in some t37pe of

trap or snare, and more than one ani-

mal is depicted with a rope attached

to one of its legs, in one case leading

to a peg (2).

At the time these engravings were

made the Sahara was a very different

place from what it is today, as the

Tuareg name Tassili, meaning "pla-

teau of rivers," indicates. Tassili has

some of the finest examples of giraffe
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oaintings, perhaps the most skillful

)f all showing two animals sparring

n a typical stance (3). Faithful at-

ention to detail is shown in the sug-

gestion of the occipital horns and the

;orrect rendering of the absence of

:alse hoofs, the latter being correctly

ihown in all primitive art. Other fig-

ires here show an ostrich, three diba-

:ags or perhaps gerenuks, and what

nay be an okapi.

Even if we were sure of our dates

for these sites it would be difficult

:o follow a survey of this art in

;hronological order. While these art-

ists were living a Stone Age existence

in the vastness of the desert, the in-

habitants of the Nile Valley, adopting

:he influence of their conquerors,

were highly civilized by 3400 B.C. So

the giraffe paintings of the dynastic

Egyptians are regarded as historic,

while those of their desert contem-

poraries are considered prehistoric.

The most interesting giraffe art of

early dynastic Egypt appears on

slate palettes, believed to be the cere-

monial equivalents of a utensil that

was used for grinding eye shadow,

malachite and hematite being used

for this purpose. They are richly fig-

ured on both sides, and one of the

three kno^vn palettes shows a giraffe

standing on either side of a palm

tree (4).

By about 1600 B.C., dynastic art

pictures the giraffe as an alien beast

and an object of curiosity. Formerly

the animal had been incorporated in

hunting scenes, so perhaps by this

date the hunting forays had ceased

to venture as far afield or else the

giraffe had been eliminated from the

lower Nile Valley. The last giraffe

picture of dynastic Egypt is depicted

on the wall of the temple of Ramses

the Great. 1225 B.C., at Beit el-Wali

in Nubia.

The giraffe appears infrequently in

Greek and Roman writings. Accord-

ing to the Greek scholar Agathar-

chides, the animal was referred to

as Camelopardalis. "... a name

which describes the double nature of

this quadruped. It has the varied coat

of a leopard, the shape of a camel

and is of a size beyond measure." No
Greek drawings and only a few

Roman pictures of the giraffe sur-

vive. And with the partition and

eventual fall of the Roman Empire,

the small amount of Greek and
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Roman knowledge of the giraffe was

lost to Europe for ahnost a thousand

years while Islam dominated the

Middle East.

Uespite occasional references to it,

by about a.d. 600 the giraffe had be-

come a remote figure to the best of

scholars in Europe, as the dissemina-

tion of knowledge was now at a low

ebb. The dearth of knowledge was

soon to be counteracted by the con-

quest of the East by the Arabs, fol-

lowed up by their conquest of Spain

from A.D. 709 to 730. This boom in

enlightenment occurred, not because

the Arabs brought their learning into

the conquered countries, for they had

little learning of their own to offer,

but because the new ideas of Islam

provided an impetus to thought and

expression. The swing in the center

of learning is reflected in the study

of the giraffe; for the next four hun-

dred vears almost all references to it

are Arabic.

One Arabian scholar, Zakariya al-

Qazwini (1203 to 1283), described

the giraffe in his Ajaib al-Makhlu-

qat, or Marvels of Creation. His ac-

count is rather fanciful, and like ear-

lier authors he was preoccupied with

its propagation

:

"The Giraffe is produced by the

camel mare, the male hyaena and the

wild cow. Its head is shaped like that

of a stag, its horns like that of cattle,

its legs like those of a nine-year-old

camel, its hoofs like those of cattle,

its tail like that of a gazelle, its neck

is very long, its hands are long and its

feet are short. A scholar, Timat by

name, relates that in the southern

equatorial region animals of various

by G. A. Spinage
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I, Giraffes with "plate nets" Fezzan
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2. Engravings at Gebel Aweinat

3. Giraffes sparring, Tassili
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5. At the court of Timur

Dynastic slate palette
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kinds congregate during the summer

around the cisterns, being driven

there by the heat and thirst ; if an ani-

mal of a certain species covers one of

another species, strange animals like

the giraffe are born, the male hyaena

mates with the female Abyssinian

camel, if the young one is a male and

covers the wild cow it will produce

a Giraffe."

After this enlightening genealogy

he informs us that the giraffe only

has knees in its forelegs and not in

the hind and that in walking it ad-

vances its left hindleg first followed

by the right foreleg, instead of vice

versa as in all other quadrupeds. So

he was aware that its gait was un-

usual, but he did not have it quite

right. This was the most popular of

the Persian bestiaries, and there are

numerous manuscripts of it. Early

versions have illustrations of a rather

giraffe-like animal, but after 1545

it is shown as a goatlike animal with

cow's horns, a literal rendering of

Qazwini's description, which per-

sisted into the eighteenth century.

Giraffes were plentiful in Egypt in

the 1400's, and after the battle of An-

kara in 1402 the Sultan Faraj of

Egypt sent one, among other gifts, to

the court of Timur Beg, or Tamer-

lane, the great Tartar warrior (5).

He had driven Faraj out of Damas-

cus the year before, and perhaps the

latter hoped to appease Timur by

sending him gifts on the occasion of

his grandchildren's marriage.

In any event, the giraffe was a

stranger to the court and was de-

scribed by one onlooker with typical

amazement as "a beast called Jornufa

which was strangely made and after a

fashion unknown to us."

lYleanwhile, the giraffe was intro-

duced to the Chinese. While there is

a popular belief that Africa was

known to the Chinese in ancient

times, their records show no refer-

ence to that continent before the

ninth century, and no mention is

made of the giraffe until mid-twelfth

century. Finally, in 1414 the new
king of Bengal, Saifud-Din, received

a giraffe as a gift from East Africa

upon his accession to the throne. The

Chinese ambassadors at his court

showed such an interest in it that he

gave it to them as a gift for their em-

peror, Cheng Tsu, the third emperor

6o

6. From Topsell's bestiary

of the Ming Dynasty. There was an

Imperial Zoological Garden at Pe-

king that had been in existence since

1000 B.C., and although African ani-

mals such as the zebra had been taken

to it in the thirteenth century by an

overland route, the giraffe never fig-

ured among them, to judge by the stir

that it created when this one arrived

at the emperor's court on September

20, 1414. It fitted the Chinese concep-

tion of a mythical beast in Confucian

ideology called the Kilin (7). This

beast was said to have appeared just

after the death of Confucius and to

reappear again whenever a benevo-

lent sovereign ruled. It was a happy

portent signifying heaven's favor

and proof of the emperor's virtue.

The Kilin had the body of a deer,

the tail of an ox; it was covered in

scales and had a single horn. The

horn was covered in flesh, signifying

that although capable of war it cov-

eted peace. Symbolizing gentleness

and benevolence, it did not tread

upon a living thing, not even grass.

It walked with regular steps and had

a voice like a bell. Its food was herbs

alone, and it harmed no living crea-

ture.

Rarely have such extravagant

claims been made for any living ani

mal, and once it was learned in whal

high esteem the Chinese held the gii

raffe it became a frequent gift to thet

court of the emperor. During a peri-i

od of about ten years it held an eX'

alted position unequalled by any ani-

mal since the deified creatures of the

ancient Egyptians, becoming the em-

blem of perfect virtue, perfect gov-

ernment, and perfect harmony in the

empire and the universe. The giraffe

was responsible for enlarging the

sphere of Chinese maritime explora-

tion, although it provided no zoologi-

cal interest to a people preoccupiec

with social and ethical studies. Nei

ther in this last thousand years die

the Arabs contribute anything signif

icant to its study, but they whole-

heartedly adopted it as a symbolic

gift of peace and friendship, carrying

on a tradition established in ancieni

Egyptian times. Concerned as the)

were with speculation and rhetoric,

their writings lack any scientific vaL

ue. But the lively state of their mind;

helped to provide a steppingstone foi

the slow crawl of knowledge of the

giraffe from fantasy to fact.

In medieval Europe, artists por
traying the giraffe—or, for that mat-

ter, any alien animal—had to create

their pictures from hearsay and pre-

conceived notions about animals the)

had never seen and whose form the)

could only guess at, if indeed they be

lieved the animals ever existed. Bui

with the decline of the Muslim Em-,

pire and the isolation of the Chinese

the center of learning swung to, anc

flourished in, Europe. The Renais-

sance started in the fourteenth cen-

tury, but it is not until the fifteentli

that knowledge of the giraffe come;

almost entirely from European!

sources in the accounts of travelers.}

who brought back information bit by

bit from their Middle Eastern pil-

grimages.

1 he early bestiaries of the Middle

Ages seldom referred to the giraffe.

Probably the slight mention given the

animal by respected Greek scholars-

whose writings strongly influenced

the compilation of these works, cre-

ated skepticism that such a creature

as the giraffe even existed.

The first English bestiary to give a

serious account of the giraffe, Ed-

ward Topsell's long treatise The His-



ttorz'e of Foure-jooted Beasts, was not

published until 1607. It was com-

jpiled, the author informs us. from

[the writings of Gesner and others. To
'reconcile conflicting accounts Topsell

jtook the easy way out by referring to

:Jie "two sorts of Camelopardals,"

["eproducing two widely differing pic-

:;ures of the animal, one from a late

ifteenth-century text, Peregrinations

nto the Holy Land, by Bernhard von

Breydenbach, and the other drawn by

Melchior Luorgius at Constantinople

n 1559. From its keeper's size in the

'atter picture (6 1 it is hardly sur-

prising that Topsell considered the

iraffe's neck to be fifteen feet Ion

And shortly after Topsell. Randle

Cotgrave's French and English dic-

tionary, which appeared in 1611. de-

scribed the giraffe as "A certain

spotted, and long-necked beast

(gotten (as 'tis thought I by a Cam-
mell on a female Panther) whose
forelegs are much longer than her

hinder; both which she moves, as she

goes (in their several turns I to-

gether." And in 1613 an English trav-

eler, Samuel Purchas, described it as

"of a strange composition, mixed of

aLibard [leopard], Hart, BufFe [buf-

falo] and Camel. . .
."

It was not until the end of the

eighteenth century that any real ad-

vances were made in knowledge of

the giraffe. Finally the animal had
become an accepted fact in Europe,
after some two thousand years of

skepticism.

The giraffe emerged from the ob-

scurity of medieval legend into real-

ity as one of the strangest mammals
on earth—an animal that played a sig-

nificant part in the stability and
maintenance of Middle East relation-

ships for centuries, a symbol of peace

to be offered as a gift between friend-

ly nations, and less happily, to be ex-

acted from the subservient.
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photographer. I never found out

what they objected to, but it may
have been any one of several pos-

sible social violations.

Q. Most photographers have to learn

how to photograph people without

making them camera-conscious or

without interfering with whatever

they are doing. How do you teach

anthropologists to do this? I sup-

pose you can always use telephoto

lenses and conceal the cameras.

Byers: There is some debate among
anthropologists about the ethics of

hidden cameras, but I'm fiiTnly

against hiding cameras. I will agree

that, since our scientific motives are

supposedly pure, we are really not

using the hidden camera for any un-

ethical purpose. But nothing, in my
view, is more damaging to interper-

sonal relationships than the discov-

ery that someone is spying or sneak-

ing pictures. Anthropologists are

always, in some sense, spies and that

is bad enough. We do pry into peo-

ple's lives so that we can understand

more about our species. But if we
do this by trickery or by sneaking

our data, we will make enemies, and

both anthropologists and photog-

raphers will be unwelcome. It may
save some time and sometimes one

can get records that are otherwise

impossible to get, but I don't think

it pays off in the long run. Inci-

dentally, I discovered a long time

ago that the taboo against photo-

graphing certain things, even in our

own society, is often not a matter of

what you take a picture of, it is the

photographer's manner and motive.

I have found, for example, that

some students could go into subway
trains—where it is difficult to hide—

and take pictures of people with no

fuss. No one seemed to mind. But

other students evoke a lot of hostil-

ity doing this. I can't fully explain

this except to say that people who as-

sume that what they're doing is all

right and who do it openly, and per-

haps with some personal warmth

can take photographs almost any-

where with little objection. On the

other hand, the photographer who is

frightened that he is doing some-

thing wrong or something that his

subjects will disapprove of is very

likely to engender the disapproval

he expects. I used to tell students to

carry their cameras or wear them
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around their necks all the time—even

when the cameras weren't loaded—

so that they would get over the feel-

ing of embarrassment. Some stu-

dents objected that they felt silly

wearing cameras to class or to

church or such unlikely places. But

I really feel that a person will man-

age the picture-taking enterprise

more easily when his camera is no

more embarrassing to him than his

^vristwatch.

In all my classes I have had a rule

that students can bring cameras and

take pictures of anything they like

during class. They need some prac-

tice in a protected situation, and

they also need some experience in

being photographed and discover-

ing that some people do it more com-

fortably than others. I always find

that some people take photographs

of me without disturbing me even

though I can see them doing it. But

other students make me feel quite

uncomfortable. I cannot explain ex-

actly what happens in the two cases,

and I don't think we could make
rules about it anyway. One either

discovers how to be comfortable

taking pictures or he doesn't. I have

no recipes except for trying. Some-

times it has been helpful to students

to see photographs of themselves tak-

ing pictures.

Q. What is your own special inter-

est in anthropological photography?

You are going to Africa this year.

What is your project?

Byers : My particular interest in an-

thropolgy is in studying the patterns

of learned human behavior that we
call communication. Everyone is

familiar with the culturally specific

communication enterprise called lan-

guage, but there is much more com-

munication behavior that is im-

portant and that we know very little

about. I'm talking now about such

things as facial expressions, gestures,

tones of voice, touching, what and

where we look when we are in com-

munication with other people, the

distances and body or head orienta-

tions we adopt when we communi-

cate in different situations or differ-

ent degrees of intimacy or social

distance. Then there are matters of

shared rhythms such as small head

nods on accented syllables that peo-

ple use to keep track that others are

listening and understanding. There

is all the non-verbal learning that

children do before they acquire lan-

guage. We are beginning, in anthro-

pology, to sort out these things and

see this behavior as patterned, just

as language is, and culturally spe-

cific. That is, each culture arranges

these things differently. The new for-

mal name for this subbranch of an-

thropology is semiotics.

Now it would be a formidable task

to try to collect sound film from

which we could discover and analyze

all of a culture's non-verbal commu-
nication behavior. So I have tied

this work to a specific area—one that

relates to immediate worldwide

problems. I am going to make fully

synchronized sound film relating to

that enterprise we call the school.

This means classes and teachers,

individual pupil—teacher relation-

ships, paired pupil relationships,

pupil and parent relationships, and

so forth. You see, each cultural

group carries on these enterprises in

its own particular way, but the

school is an invention that is used

everywhere as though it is the only

and most appropriate communica-

tion setting and procedure for carry-

ing out the formal education of

children. So what I will study is the

relation of these non-verbal commu-
nication behaviors in particular cul-

tural groups to the communication

demands that are inherent in the

school. You might say that I'm go-

ing to study the school as a commu-
nication medium and see how well it

fits different groups.

This Avill have to be done with

sound film since I will be looking at

pieces of behavior that are too brief

and often too small to observe with

eyes alone. Also when several peo-

ple are emitting this behavior simul-

taneously, it is quite impossible to

see it all. With film records and a

projector that can slow down the

behavioral performances, we will

be able to observe and make some
analytic sense out of human enter-

prise that is terribly important but

about which we know very little.

Q. Do you think you'll be able to

say how schools should work?

Byers: No, nothing as pretentious

as that. I will be pleased if I can do

no more than discover whether or

not a certain synchrony of rhythms

in an interacting group, or a char-
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acteristic spatial configuration in a

culture, is also crucially important

in learning situations. Or whether

certain of these things are important

in one culture but not in another—

or in certain kinds of situations and

not others. But I really do not know
what to expect. So far we have only

broad guidelines for this kind of

research. We know some of the

things to look at and some ways, or

methods, to use in analyzing the

film records. Otherwise it is a fairly

unexplored area of comparative re-

search. It is now possible to do this

kind of research because other an-

thropologists have worked out the

theoretical bases and certain analytic

methods, and also because our tech-

nology is now good enough and

easy enough to be manageable by an

anthropologist-photographer and a

Kenyan assistant. The only real ob-

stacle is the expense of equipment.

Q. Why do you have to go to Af-

rica? Why can't you do this work
here?

Byers: The anthropologist always

finds it difficult to study his own
culture. Everything is so familiar

that he loses his objectivity without

knowing it. But there are two even

more important reasons for going to

Africa. Almost all we know about

human communication behavior has

been learned from the study of peo-

ple in our owri related societies, and

we badly need records from other,

different societies for comparative

study. The second reason is that in

Kenya there are many different cul-

tural groups, most of which now
have schools.

Q. When you get back, I will be in-

terested in seeing the film you have

taken.

Byers: It will not be too interesting

in cinematic terms. I will have many
uninterrupted stretches of film, each

eleven minutes long—about 400 feet

of film. To someone accustomed to

the interest of edited movies, these

records are almost completely with-

out interest or excitement. It be-

comes exciting, to the anthropologist

at least, only after many hours of re-

peated observation and analysis

when one begins to discover the un-

derlying patterns of behavior on

which human relationships are built.
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When I was at the New York Bo-

tanical Garden I received about

two hundred letters a year from school

children and adults asking me for in-

formation on one or another area of

plant science. Many of these requests

were specific, the individual wanted to

know some special detail of photosyn-

thesis or how to care for an African

violet. All too often, however, the re-

quest was in the forin of '"send me all

the information you have on botany."

When the editors of Natural His-

tory asked me to prepare an article

on the available books in plant science

for the non-professional with an inter-

est in plants, it was obvious that I

would jump at the chance. There were,

in my mind, several criteria for books

to be included in such a reading pro-

gram. The most important of these was

that the book be readable. I know that

the person interested in a field wants

to avoid the textbook approach. Other

criteria are equally obvious: the books

must be accurate, up to date, available,

and reasonably inexpensive. For this

reason, most of the readings suggested

in this article are paperbound. There

is a further advantage in recommend-

ing paperbound books; people realize

that the book itself is not permanent,

and after a reasonable time, it can be

given away or thrown away. This is as

it should be. for plant science is rapidly

changing its factual and conceptual

base, and what we think is true today

may not be true tomorrow. Parentheti-

cally, this is one of the fascinations

of working with, and learning about,

jiving things.

For the convenience of man, who
cannot grasp huge blocks of knowledge

at one time, plant science has neces-

sarily been subdivided into more or less

arbitrary fields. A scientist may be

known as a plant ecologist, studying

primarily the relationships among or-

ganisms; a plant physiologist, who
studies how plants do what they do;

or a plant morphologist, who studies

the structure of plants. Because of

the tremendous amount of information

available in each of these areas, spe-

cializations in writing have become
necessary, just as specializations in

teaching and research have developed.

More and more, we are realizing that

a knowledge of many areas is vital if

we are to be proficient in our own
little niche within the broad scheme
of botany, and much of the most ex-

citing research and thinking is now
being done in the interfaces between

areas of specialization. Physiological

ecologists or ecological morphologists

are becoming more common in re-

search institutes and universities—and

tliis is a very good and healthy situa-

tion. It does, however, confuse the

reader somewhat, since all of us tend

to pigeonhole ideas, as well as people.

Even with book lists, such artificial

separations are necessary, but the

reader should remember that the pri-

mary focus is on plants and that all

of the various subtopics and specialties

eventually come back to the plant.

Just as in politics—or even gourmet

cooking—it is generally useful to start

with an over-all survey of just what

plant science is all about. Although

the name for such a survey is schoolish,

the term General Botany has been

used. I think that the typical reader

is likely to have his primary acquaint-

ance with the more highly evolved

seed plants and has missed the algae,

fungi, mosses, and liverworts. Hence,

the best place to start is with some

very fine books that depend for their

impact on photographs and drawings.

Two books can be highly recommended
for their visual impact: The Plant

World, by Jean Vallin. and the beau-

tifully illustrated The Plants, by F. W.
Went, one of the "Life Nature Li-

brary" books. From this base, the more

wordy and less pictorial Basic Facts of

Botany, by C. B. Cabral. and The Plant

Kingdom (second edition), by H. C.

Bold, will permit the reader to fit most

of the rest of the books into a general

conceptual framework.

There are many difFerent groups of

plants that have evolved over the bil-

lion or so years that life has existed

on earth. Each of these groups is suf-
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ficiently well known to have formed

around it one or more gaggles of plant

scientists who study the plants in that

category. There are many different

ways of looking at a particular group

of plants. In some instances, the evolu-

tionary history of the group or its

classification is the primary object of

the research. In other instances, it is

the development of the plant or its

chemistry or economic importance that

is the focus of interest. One most fas-

cinating study is the basis for plant

names. Professor Liberty Hyde Bailey

wrote Hoiv Plants Get Their Names,
which has recently been reprinted.

How I wish I had his smooth style!

Any series of books that deals with

the plant kingdom should include E. C.

Large's The Advance of the Fungi, and

C. M. Christensen's The Molds and
Man. Both cover aspects of the field of

mycology, but both go much further

and show how these organisms have af-

fected the politics, history, and even

the art of Western man. It has been

said that the composition of the police

forces in the cities of the eastern sea-

board was determined by the potato

late blight fungus in Ireland— and
strictly speaking, this is probably true.

Most bacteriologists won't admit that

they are botanical specialists, but they

really are. A. S. Sussman's Biology

Through Microbes and A. Boivin's

Microbes will serve as introductions to

this important field.

One of the best book titles that I

know is A House Is Not a Home, by
Polly Adler. Unfortunately, plants

haven't as racy a history, but a per-

fectly splendid title is Algae: Grass of

Many Waters, by L. H. Tiffany. The
book, although somewhat dated in

terms of modern concepts, is as good

as its title. Two other books are worth

while in a survey of the algae. M. L.

Guberlet's Seatveeds at Ebb Tide and
the more textbookish Algae and Fungi,

by C. J. Alexopoulos (who keeps speak-

ing of "us Texans") and H. C. Bold
(his colleague at tlie University of

Texas). This book was published in

1967 as part of a series to be used as

supplementary reading at the college

level and should be read after the

others listed above.

In spite of their importance in na-

ture, not much has been written about

the other "lower" plants. Ross E.

Hutchins has written Plants Without

Leaves. I particularly commend his

photographs and his discussions of

lichens, mosses, and liverworts. For

those who have a reasonable back-

ground in botany The Structure and

Life of Bryophytes, by E. V. Watson,

can be recommended as being compre-

hensive, accurate, and precise, but it

is not an easy book for the beginner.

H. S. Conard's How to Know the Mosses

rC\Ktir^D:V%KC Jr^Da;\KC Jr^Dr^
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and Livenvorts is more in the nature

of a field identification guide, but does

have some general information. Non-
vascular Plants: Form and Function,

by W. T. Doyle, is, again, a text supple-

ment, but valuable for those of you who
are especially interested in the dynam-
ics of the lower plants.

The structure of plants can be ex-

amined at a variety of levels, ranging

from the unaided eye, down to the

electron microscope and interference

microscope ranges. At each of these

levels, there is astounding beauty, and
I can strongly recommend that anyone
truly interested in plants take the time

to examine several books on morphol-

ogy and cytology. At the level of the

whole plant, there is R. V. Cole's The
Artistic Anatomy of Trees. In increas-

ing order of detail and magnification

(and difficulty), I would suggest: The
Structure of Life, by R. Clowes ; Plant

Diversity, by R. N. Harris; The Plant

Cell, by W. A. Jensen ; The Microstruc-

ture of Cells, by S. W. Hurry; Func-

tional Organelles, by J. H. Morrison.

Even a casual look at a landscape

will show that plants are intimately

interdependent with interactions be-

tween the environment and plants and
animals. These topics, included under

the general heading of Ecology, or

Environmental Botany, have particular

impact in today's world, where the al-

teration of a bit of land by a footpath

or a road may have repercussions that

shake the houses of Congress. It was
not by chance that the irreplaceable art

collection of Florence was almost ru-

ined, for the flood was a direct result of

inexcusable alterations of the vegetable

environment in the hills around the

city. Marston Bates has written a basic,

highly readable book, The Forest and
the Sea, which will serve to break you

into environmental patterns of thought.

Peter Farb's Ecology is, like others in

the "Life Nature Library," a beauti-

fully illustrated and very readable in-

troduction. From these, the interested

reader can go to This Great and Wide
Sea: An Introduction to Marine Biol-

ogy, by R. E. Coker, and to The World

of the Forest, by H. E. Clepper and A.

Meyer. Peter Farb's The Forest and

W. D. Billings' Plants and the Ecosys-

tem cover much of the same ground in

more detailed fashion. For the adven-

turous, advanced reader I would rec-

ommend Biogeography: The Distribu-

tion of Animals and Plants, by W. T.

Niel, and J. H. Storer's The Web of Life

—another lovely title for a book.

In addition to the direct application

of economic botany to man's well-being,

books on plant utilization frequently

make good reading. Norman Taylor's

Narcotics: Nature's Dangerous Gifts

and F. L. Fitzpatrick's Our Plant Re-

sources are two of many good books.

A third very useful primer is H. G.
Baker's Plants and Civilization, but it

was designed for coUege reading and
is less sprightly than is Taylor's book.

Most people accept evolutionary

theory without thinking about it—"Ah
yes, Darwin." If there are two cultures,

as C. P. Snow said (and I am not sure

that his thesis has more than book sale

value), it would be in the presumed
failure of the educated non-biologists

(note that I didn't say non-scientists)

to understand current concepts of evo-

lution. Yet these concepts are neither

obscure nor difficult to grasp. There is

a plethora of fine books on the topic,

and I will note just a few of the ones

that fit into this reading program. Start

at the beginning with either How Life

Began, by I. Adler, or The Evolution

of Life, by F. H. T. Rhodes. Darwin's

The Origin of Species is available in

paperback for 95^ and should be pur-

chased if only to indicate that you have

an intellectual home; social culture

could scarcely be less expensive. From
here, I suggest J. M. Savage's Evolution

or Understanding Evolution, by H. H.

Ross. For a rough but rewarding read-

ing experience I suggest Processes of

Organic Evolution, by G. L. Stebbins.

Incidentally, the book by Lady Nora

Barlow, Charles Darwin and the Voy-

age of the Beagle, is fun to read.

I will only mention a few books on

genetics, primarily because the subject

is too big for a portion of an article.

Nevertheless, important things are hap-

pening here and much of what is going

on will affect the thinking of plant

science. In sequence, read Charlotte

Auerbach's The Science of Genetics,

R. P. Levine's Genetics, and J. D. Wat-

son's Molecular Biology of the Gene.

None are easy reading, and all should

be taken in reasonable doses—like

medicine.

I know that it is dirty pool, but since

I am a plant physiologist, I have left

this subject for the end of my article.

If pressed hard enough, I will admit

that there are other areas of botany

with their own real fascinations and

intellectual excitements. Yet I know-
deep down inside—that no other area

of science is half as much fun as is

physiology. Plants metabolize, grow,

make many compounds, absorb water

and nutrients from the soil, carry on

photosynthesis, react to stimuli, and do

many other things. Each of these activi-

ties has necessarily become the prov-

ince of a specialized group of plant

physiologists, and each has accumu-

lated enough solid information to war-

rant at least one book on the subtopic

Again, the over-all view is best as a

start. The Life of the Green Plant, by

A. W. Galston; The Living Plant, by

P. M. Ray; and Plants at Work, by F. C.

Steward, will give you three somewhat
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different views of the area of plant phy-

siology. From this base, one can move
in several different directions. For

plant growth and development, I think

that The Growth of Plants, by G. E.

Fogg; Development in Flowering

Plants, by J. G. Torrey; and Vascular

Plants: Form and Function, by F. B.

Salisbury and R. V. Parke, make a well-

rounded set. In metabolism and bio-

chemistry I recommend H. Street's

Plant Metabolism and J. A. V. Butler's

Inside the Living Cell. As yet, there is

no really good book on photosynthesis,

although J. L. Rosenberg's Photosyn-

thesis can be used. This is not a criti-

cism of the book—the field has moved
very rapidly since this book was pub-

lished. For the advanced reader there

is A Metabolic Basis of Physiology, by

A. Schrift.

It is difficult to stop. Obviously, there

are many more books both in paper-

back and hard cover that I know should

have been listed. I can only suggest

that you discover some of them for

yourself. I assure you that the finding

and the reading will be pleasurable.

More books are coming out in all areas

of plant science as professional scien-

tists become aware of their responsil)il-

ity to include the layman in the intel-

lectual excitement that modern botany

engenders. The Natural History Press

is readying the "Plant Science Series"

of paperbound volumes on botany de-

signed for this very purpose, and other

publishers are also active in tliis field.

One final point, don't neglect the sec-

ondhand bookstalls; many of the old

books are charming and informative.

Richard M. Klein, Professor of Botany

at the University of Vermont, special-

izes in plant physiology.

The Greenland Ice Cap, by B0rge

Fristrup, translated by David Stoner.

University of Washington Press, $20;
312 pp., illus.

This is a Danish book written by a

Danish glaciologist who has an in-

timate knowledge of Greenland and its

icecap. Many of us in the Western

Hemisphere have a tendency to forget

that Greenland is a Danish possession

;

perhaps the reason for this tendency

is the magnanimous attitude of the

Danes in opening this unique piece of

property to international scientific ef-

forts. Greenland is the largest island

in the world; it contains the only true

ice sheet in the Northern Hemisphere;

and this ice sheet comprises about 12

per cent of the land-based ice of the

earth, some 665,000 square miles, with

an average thickness of about 5,000

feet, enough ice to raise the level of

the world ocean 21 feet if it melted.

1^
l^maatix.
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Red Giants
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Robert Jastrow

Beginning of the world . . . the
appearance of man ... exploration

of the moon... life on other planets.

... A distinguished scientist mal(es the

scientific story of creation easy to

grasp without ever diminishing its

grandeur or excitement. Robert Jas-
trow is Director of NASA's Goddard
Institute for Space Studies. He is

widely known for his articles and TV
programs on science for the layman.

Superbly illustrated with 82 drawings
and photographs. $5.95 at all bookstores—T-| or from Dept. 14

P- Harper &> Row
jg j7 49 E. 33 Street, New York, N.Y. 10016
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Dr. Fristrup begins his account with

a summary of the general character-

istics and dimensions of the Greenland

icecap, pointing out immediately, here

as well as many times later in the text,

that there is a good deal of uncertainty

in measurements of size and position in

this wilderness area. Then we go with

him on a tour of the periphery of the

icecap from Kap Farvel (Cape Fare-

well) in the extreme south to the un-

glaciated Peary Land in the north and

back again.

Throughout this book the author

demonstrates that he is not only a

worthy glaciologist but also a talented

historian. After a brief account of the

activities of the Norsemen about a.d.

1000, he moves through the earlier

periods of investigations of the icecap.

The period 1850 to 1888 saw the first

scientific work carried out on the ice-

cap; it was a time in which the ex-

plorers were looking for oases in the

central regions of the island, since they

could not imagine a sheet of ice large

enough to cover so large a country. At

the end of this period, Fridtjof Nansen

made the first crossing of the icecap.

Nearly one hundred pages, or ap-

proximately one-third of the book, are

devoted to detailed accounts of modern
investigations, those during and since

the Second World War. French, British,

and American scientists led this attack

in co-operation and collaboration with

Danish and other Scandinavian scien-

tists. The author tells us not only about

the scientific results but also about life

on the icecap. Drawings and descrip-

tions show the tremendous evolution of

man's adaptation to the special living

conditions encountered on and in the

ice. The first construction for wintering-

over in the central part of the icecap

was a tent surrounded by an igloo, the

whole of which was rapidly buried by

snow during the course of the winter.

There, A. Courtauld survived the win-

ter of 1920/21 completely alone, run-

ning out of paraffin for cooking and
light well before his relief team came
to dig him out. Only the air vent pro-

jected above the snow surface. Such an
experience is in great contrast to the

modern American radar installations,

called Dye stations, built on stilts above

the ice surface in order to avoid the

eternal problem of drifting snow, and
in which life "is very much like that

on a large ocean liner."

The final six chapters constitute a

short course in glaciology, and they are

written on the level of the intelligent

lay reader. The climate, thickness,

movement, age, and regimen of the ice

sheet are each treated in some detail;

and the author ends with a description,

hypothetical but nevertheless very

probable, of the way in which the ice

sheet first formed. Fristrup gives us not

only the results of the most modern
investigations (through the summer of

1965) but also elaborates the methods

employed, such as gravimetric and

seismic studies. He goes into some de-

tail on the mechanism of glacier flow,

Glen"s flow law for polycrystalline ice,

and the role of a basal layer of melt-

water in ice movement. The author

demonstrates his intimate knowledge

of these methods and the results, as

well as of the men who are currently

the "big names" in glaciology.

This book has no peer. Even in the

rigorously scientific literature there is

no one source to which one can turn

to find such a complete account of the

description, history, and scientific find-

ings concerning the Greenland icecap.

There is a long bibliography for those

who would like to go further into these

subjects, but Fristrup's book is so com-

plete that it is likely that only special-

ists will need more detailed informa-

tion. It is to Denmark's credit that a

Dane of international standing in gla-

ciology has written such a fine work.

William R. Farkand
The University of Michigan

Art of the Kwakiutl Indians and

Other Northwest Coast Tribes, by

Audrey Hawthorn. University of Wash-

ington Press, $25.00; 410 pp., Ulus.
i

One of the world's great art tradi-

tions, and perhaps the most spec-

tacular art style of the North American

Indian, was that developed by the

native tribes of the Northwest Coast.

These peoples, dwelling on the shores

of the brooding rain forest that

stretches from Puget Sound northward

into Alaska, created wood carvings and

other esthetic works of such distinction

that today collectors vie with a passion

for possession of the limited number of

pieces remaining outside of museums.

Except for the cave paintings of Upper

Paleolithic Europe, no other art of a

population lacking the "civilized" in-

crements of agriculture or animal hus-

bandry seems to have evoked the ad-

miration of the Western world as much
as that of the Northwest Coast Indians.

Yet this is an art that, in spite of

its importance, has been utterly in-

adequately studied by the methods of

field anthropology. This is not entirely

the anthropologists' fault, for the hey-

day of Northwest Coast art occurred in

the eighteenth and nineteenth centur-

ies, before the development of modern

cultural anthropology. Furthermore,

many of the outstanding wood carv-

ings, especially masks, were created

as an integral part of religious and

shamanistic mysteries whose secrets

were often guarded from fellow tribes-

men, not to mention inquiring white

ethnologists. Nonetheless, in this book.
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which focuses on the art of the Kwa-
kiutl, Audrey Haivthom has shown

that even at this late date new and

useful information can be obtained on

Northwest Coast Indian art and artists.

Mrs. Hawthorn took the step, which

one hopes other anthropologists will

emulate, of encouraging elderly Indian

informants to study the collections at

the Museum of Anthropology of the

University of British Columbia, where

she is curator. As she notes:

"We had facilities for making tea

and coffee in the workrooms, and on

many afternoons an old [Kwakiutl]

couple sat with their grandchildren in

the midst of the bustle and turmoil of

work going on around them, drinking

Kwakiutl Tokwit crab Jrom Giljord Island.

tea and looking at the things still on

the storeroom shelves, and then offer-

ing reminiscences and anecdotes with

the humor and wistfulness a time now
distant evoked for them."

The results she achieved are highly

important. Through careful interview-

ing and cross-checking between infor-

mants, Mrs. Hawthorn was gradually

able to learn the names of the in-

dividual Kwakiutl artists who had
created many of the important carvings

in the collections. Since some of these

carvers had made several of the pieces,

it became possible to discern individ-

ual differences in style between artists

of the same tribe. Thus, now for the

Kwakiutl, one can speak of the "Willie

Seaweed" style, presumably with as

much confidence as one can distinguish

a Cezanne in our own culture. This

evokes the suspicion that the lack of

creative vitality that some art histori-

ans and critics have attributed to tribal

arts in the non-Western world is pri-

marily a function of the anonymity of

the individual artists involved, and this

anonymity itself has partially been a

result of the ethnocentrism of field col-

lectors who have failed to inquire as to

;he identity of the individual creator.

Hawthorn also provides us with in-

sight into Kwakiutl responses to their

ribal art during visits to the museum:
'Some have noted the crudity of

;arving and painting of certain masks
ind showed some indignation and con-

empt for poor craftsmen. They seemed
o feel that it was a reflection on the

seriousness of the occasion for which

he masks had been made. They ap-

preciated the better pieces and were
frequently able to identify the carvers.

Not all Kwakiutl have been artists,

however, nor are they all art critics.

Some were apparently indifferent to

the esthetic qualities of the masks,
being concerned only with the ques-

tions of who had owned them and when
they had been worn."

The basic orientation of Hawthorn's
book, however, is not toward studying

individual esthetic variation among the

Kwakiutl, but toward providing an il-

lustrated catalogue of the Northwest
Coast pieces at the University of Brit-

ish Columbia. Since the Kwakiutl are

the best-represented tribe in the col-

lections, their work also dominates
the book. Other tribal peoples of the

region whose artistic products are in-

cluded are the Salish. Nootka. Bella

Coola, Haida, Tsimshian, and Tlingit.

What is particularly unusual about

the publication is that the author has

chosen to illustrate it with photographs

of all the ceremonial pieces in the uni-

versity's Northwest Coast collections,

regardless of their artistic merit. This

is a welcome and anthropologically

much more valid practice than that of

the normal museum exhibition cata-

logues, which tend to focus on the more
'"beautiful" specimens. However, such

thoroughness has a price, and in this

case it will have to be paid by the pur-

chaser of the book. For the connois-

seur, I will note that there are thirty-

two full-color pages of some of the

most dramatic pieces, including out-

standing examples of the Kwakiutl

Cannibal Society bird masks of which
Mrs. Hawthorn's museum probably has

the world's best collection. Altogether

over one thousand specimens are illus-

trated by photographs, accompanied

by texts providing general cultural

background and specific information

on the ceremonial arts of the Kwakiutl

and their neighbors. There are maps,

a glossary, and an index.

Michael Harner
Columbin University

Briefly looted

Birds of the Antarctic, by Edward
Wilson, edited by Brian Roberts. Hu-
manities Press, $17.50; 191 pp., illus.

That Edward Wilson, a member of

Scott's Antarctic expedition, had a

genius for detailed recording in illus-

tration is evident from the remarkable

array of his paintings and sketches of

Antaictic birds. But it was his genius

for detail in recording places and

events in his journals and letters that

makes this volume more than just an-

other handsome collection of bird

paintings. For anyone who wants to

share the rigors of painting, collect-

ing, and observing birds in subzero

'̂'^^ Beech Cliff
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Visit a world known
only to few men. High-
light: 11-day cruise of

Araguaia River in

specially-built "Safari

Boatel." Fishing, bar-

tering with tribes. 18
days, $2,072 includ-

ing round trip air fare

from New York. De-
partures May through
Oct.

ON THE
INCA ROAD

Unique, meticu-
lously planned ex-

ploration of Colom- \l
bia, Ecuador, Peru

and Argentina.
Visit descendants
of Incas, partici- —~)

pate in fiestas, ob-

serve ceremonies
and colorful pageantsf
25 days, $1,735 including round

trip air fare from New York. Depart-

ures: Two in Spring, two in the Fall.

EXPLORERS
AROUND THE

\A/ORLD
Visit fascinating Mongolia with the
Gobi Desert. ..the Far
Eastern Republics of
the U.S.S.R.... Siberia.,

the museums of
Leningrad ^^^and

Moscow,
archaeological

'

sites in Central

,

Asia . . .Tokyo.
45 days. Departure:

June 15. $3,650. complete,
round trip from New York.

LINDBLAD TRAVEL, INC.
Lindblad Travel Building
133 East 55th Street
New York, New York 10022
Please send brochures.
I am seriously interested in:

D Amazon Safari

n On the inca Road
Explorers

temperatures—this book is highly rec-

ommended.

Tracks, by E.A.R. Ennion and N. Tin-

bergen. Oxford University Pr^ss,

S4.25; 63 pp., illus.

An artful collection of photographs

(by Professor Tinbergen) of tracks left

by birds, mammals, amphibians, and

insects, occasionally "enlivened" with

drawings (by Dr. Ennion) of the ani-

mals that made them. The activities

of the animals at the time the tracks

were made are deduced, in an almost

Sherlock Holmes manner, from small

signs likely to be overlooked by the

ordinary observer. The authors have

provided a fascinating addition to the

annals of nature detection.

Desert Solitaire, by Edward Abbey.

McGraw-Hill Book Co., $5.95; 269 pp.,

illus.

"Not imitation but evocation" of the

desert world is Mr. Abbey's goal. But

this book is much more than the poetic

reflections of a park ranger in Arches

National Monument. The author

throws some well-aimed and not-so-

poetic punches at the Park Service, the

Department of the Interior, the U.S.

government, and the motorized tourists

"sealed in their metallic shells like

molluscs on wheels" as he laments the

disappearance of yet another national

area under the welter of paved roads.

Coke machines, parking lots, and

motels. As Mr. Abbey says: "This is

not a travel guide but an elegy."

Those of the Forest, by Wallace

Byron Grange. Arno Press, $7.95; 314

pp., illus.

Published originally in 1953, this

natural history classic is part of The
AbercTombie & Fitcli Library, wliich

will, according to its prospectus, make
available "excellent" books on sport,

adventure, and wildlife that have been

allowed to go out of print. Centered

around the snowshoe rabbit, this book

is a poetic evocation of the life cycle

of an animal and the broader inter-

relationships of all plants and animals.

Olaus Murie's original woodcuts have,

happily, been retained in this edition.

C.B.
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Letters ta the Editor
San Francisco Bay

Malvina Reynolds' "A Song of San

Francisco Bay" in your January, 1968,

issue gives a welcome description of

the problems facing San Francisco

Bay.

The Army Corps of Engineers has

estimated that two-thirds of the bay is

shallow enough to be filled for the pur-

pose of real estate development. But

this would transform this spectacular

natural resource into a river, destroy-

ing its beauty, limiting its use. and

creating a great loss to the public.

We urge all citizens to write to Gov-

ernor Reagan urging his administra-

tion to establish permanent controls to

protect San Francisco Bay, an irre-

placeable water resource. Trees can

grow back, land can be redeveloped,

but once filled, the bay is gone forever.

Mrs. Clark Kerr
Vice President

Save San Francisco Bay Association

Berkeley, Californ ia

National Parhs

I would like to commend Natural
History magazine for one of the more

substantial critiques of current na-

tional park problems. But reading

Jack Hope's thoughtful, if irreverent,

treatise on the fluctuating distance be-

tween the national parks and heaven

confirmed a conclusion I reached some

time ago: writers on the subject of na-

tional park conservation live in the best

of all possible worlds: the Director of

the Park Service lives in this one.

Certainly the sensational accounts

that have recently appeared in so many
newspapers and magazines picture a

different Yosemite Valley from the one

I know. I wholly agree that critical

problems exist in Yosemite. but those

who picture the valley as an urban slum,

in my view, forfeit their credentials as

objective reporters. Were I by nature

suspicious I would almost believe that

many of these chroniclers of chaos, like

the writers of TV westerns, do their

research entirely from the stories of

their colleagues.

And I detect a remoteness from real-

ity in the reprimand awarded Secretary

of the Interior Udall for his so-called

dislike of fighting with the lumber

interests over the Redwoods National

Park controversy. Such a gratuitous

estimate might be regarded as being as

much an evaluation of the writer's polit-

ical maturity as an assessment of Mr.
Udall's zest for conservation battles-

examples of which are not particularly

hard to find. When Mr. Hope asks

"whether the National Park System

can survive prosperity." I would agree

that he is, as they say. getting to the gut

issue. For, as he points out, an expand-

ing economy creates a mobile popula-

tion that heads in ever greater numbers
for the national parks.

Perhaps those of us who work every

day attempting to develop viable an-

swers to Mr. Hope's question overesti-

mate the complexity of our task. 1

admire the ease with which some of

our conservation colleagues arrive at

solutions to such problems as limiting

the numbers of park visitors—to quote

from a recent critic: "Simple, install a

reservation system."

Well, that's not quite like "Let 'em
eat cake." but it's close.

Critical articles such as this one are

essential when they do help develop a

dialogue between an informed public

and those who administer the national

parks. But if critics are truly interested

in achieving solutions, why do they not

stand up to be counted when public

resentment descends upon the Director

of the National Park Service for mak-
ing the decisions they have called for?

When Director Hartzog recently an-

nounced the end of the traditional

Yosemite firefall. long the focus of

criticism by conservationists as a car-

nival activity, the following expression

in a California newspaper was typical

of the hundreds received: "I hope that

nature lovers everywhere will write

their U.S. Congressmen and U.S. Sen-

ators letters of protest that will push
each glowing ember from Glacier Point

under this bureaucrat's seat as Director

of the National Park Service, Washing-
ton, D.C.. so that he will be forced to

rescind his 'silly little millimeter' rul-

ing which, unfortunately, so drastically

affects all lovers of God's great out-

doors."

The national parks are indeed faced

today with all the vexing frustrations

of affluence. Ironically enough, a dec-

ade or so ago. during the pre-Mission

66 days of park poverty, Bernard de

Voto wrote his milestone Harper's arti-

cle, "Let's Close the National Parks."

One is almost tempted to match Mr.

Hope's irreverence and say, "Yes,

Charlie Brown, in good times or bad,

it's hard to be a winning park adminis-

trator."

William C. Everhart
Assistant Director, Interpretation

National Park Service

Washington, D.C.

It is a shame that the ideas contained

in Jack Hope's excellent article "Pros-

perity and the National Parks" [Feb-

ruary, 1968] cannot be communicated
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justs focus electrostatically: second knob adjusts

reticle intensity. Reticle also has vertical and hori-

zontal adjustments. Canvas carrying case and shoulder
strap included. Complete unit includes H"xl4"xl6"
chest, telescope with RCA 6032 image tube. 20,000V
power pack with canvas carrying case and shoulder
straps. IR light source, steel carbine bracket, pistol-

grip handle with switch control. Formerly highly

classified. Limited supply. Orig. Govt. cost. $800.
Shipping wt.. approx. 30 lbs. Pfjce S249.50

SNIPERSCOPE BATTERY
Rechargeable 6V power source
for sniperscope. Excellent for
many other 6V applications.
Approx. shipping wt., 15 lbs.

$9.95. Two for $18.00

Prices F.O.B. Tucson, Ariz. No C.O.D.'s please.

C&H SALES CO.
P.O. Box 1572. Tucson. Ariz.

Hold The World In Your Palm, .with

M.V. MINISCOPE SYSTEM $16.95

So startlingly different are the design and per-
formance of the IM.V. MINISCOPE SYSTEM that
you won't really believe it until you see it and
use it yourself. With its standard objective
the M.V. is an 8x, wide-angle (8.2 ), 24mm mo-
nocular telescope— more powerful than most
field glasses and binoculars. For an even larger
field, just quick-change objectives and you have
a 6x, super-wide-angle (11 ), 18mm telescope.

The prismatic, fully coated optics are of the
same uncompromising quality that you expect
from the finest Japanese cameras— crispness,
brilliance and complete planarity. As an
added bonus, the objectives may be used as 3x
and 5x wide-field magnifier/loupes, of unex-
celled definition and clarity. Weight SVj ozs..
length only 31/2"- Comes with handstrap and
soft, flat, zippored case that fits snugly in gen-
tleman's pocl<et or lady's purse.

Q Send Ihe MIYAUCHI M.V. 'MINISCOPE SYSTEM
w/case & exchange objectives. Satisfaction, or
refund guaranteed. Check for $16.95 plus $1 for

post. & ins. end. (Calif, resid. add 5% tax.)

Name

(415) 981-5638 liaveplilll^
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Mongooses
Their Natural History

and Behavior

H. E. Hinton and A. M. S. Dunn

This engaging yet tlioroughly

scientific study provides a com-

plete account of the life of the

mongoose— a likeable animal,

full of character and curiosity.

The authors explore in detail its

reproductive and parental tech-

niques, sexual behavior and play,

methods of attack and defense,

language, color vision, and nat-

ural immunity to venomous
snakes. They also discuss the role

of the mongoose in rat control,

Indian and Egyptian folklore, and

its qualifications as a pet. $6.50

New California Natural
History Guides

Mammals of Southern California

Ernest S. Booth $1.50

Fossil Vertebrates of

Southern California

Theodore Downs $1.50

Mushrooms and Other Common
Fungi of Southern California

Robert T. and Dorothy B. Orr

$1.50

Native Shrubs of the San Francisco

Bay Region

Roxanna Ferris $1.95

Full list available on request.

UNIVERSITY OF
CALIFORNIA PRESS

Berkeley, California 94720

WANTED:

An assistant to the director of

tine national parks of Tan-

zania. For particulars, write:

Director

Room 552

230 Park Avenue

New York, N.Y. 10017

Grand Lake, Maine

JRROW
WILDERNESS BASE CAMP
CAMP. 60 boys, 11-17. 5 age gn
Jrs.) Senior Survival & Ecology
& mountain trips: Allagash, St
as Rivers. Mt. Katahdin. Forestr.

.

tlon work. Quaker leadership. George N. Da
Millbrook Lane. Haverford, Pa. 19041.
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to more people through other media.

Unfortunately, the most common media

for reaching the public in this country

seem to be preoccupied with different

priorities.

Mr. Hope raises some basic ques-

tions about pressures on the national

parks—pressures that arise, as he sug-

gests, not only from the sheer numbers
of people visiting the parks, but more
importantly, from the attitudes and

values of these people.

When the number of park visitors

becomes more important than the

quality of any particular experience,

the visitor begins to see less and less

as he hurries to do more and more. All

of wliich is not unlike listening to a

33 1/3 r.p.m. recording of the Beatles'

"Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club

Band" or a Mozart quintet run at 45

r.p.m. The argument, of course, is that

one "gets through" more quickly and
has more time for other things—what-

ever these other things may be.

The question that must be raised ul-

timately is whether the Beatles, or

Mozart, or. even more pertinently, the

national parks are really for everyone.

This suggestion is in no way intended

to provoke a discussion of democracy
and attendant abstractions such as

equal opportunity. My contention sim-

ply is that a vast number of Americans
who go to parks do so without any real

understanding of what a park is or

what the so-called park experience in-

volves. I also believe that if more peo-

ple were clear about these questions

a great number of them would realize

that the type of experience they seek

is not provided in the national parks,

and might therefore pursue their in-

terests elsewhere.

Parks suffer from a blurred image.

This is partly a result of a hazy concept

held by many visitors who expect the

parks to provide some form of enter-

tainment and active recreation—which,

in the recent past, has included boat-

ing, movies, music, and even magicians.

It is also the result of the many roles

the Park Service plays, all in the same
costume. Historic sites, wilderness

areas, national parks, recreation areas,

and more, all become a confused blend

of responsibilities for the Park Service

and create a fuzzy picture for the visi-

tor. "If you can swim and boat in that

park, why can't you do it here?" Es-

sentially, this is a problem in communi-
cation and definition.

Perhaps tliis confusion raises the

question of whether the responsibility

for the development and management
of recreational areas, a most important

job, should lie in the same hands that

are responsible for creating a public

awareness and understanding of

unique natural areas. These, it seems,

are very separate tasks.

Many problems of communication

Wholesale prices on fishing

tackle, and hunting equipment,

archery, skis, and camping

equipment.

FINNYSPORTS
2068-J SPORTS BUILDING
TOLEDO, OHIO 43614

Camping Expeditions

For Late-Teens—Coed

Summer 1968

HUNT RIDE in IRELAND,

SAFARI in AFRICA or

CANOE the DANUBE

Robert L. Hill, Director

ROBINSON CRUSOE

ABROAD
338 West 84th St.

New York, N.Y. 10024

Handbook of

Knots & Splices
By CHARLES E. GIB-
SON. Now tie knots for
every purpose — useful,

ornamenlal. fun-lo-make!
Book gives complete "1-

2-3" sketches and instruc-

tions for every hitch,
splice, bend, sling lashing

or whipping you'll ever

need for boating, camping,
climbing, fishing, hunting
... for patio awnings,
swings, hammocks, rope
fences, ''welcome" mats
. . . ornamental lamps,
vases, bell ropes, key
chains, buggy whips, cat-

o-nine tails, rope hand-
cuffs, play quoits, etc.

They're all here , . . over
100 kinds of knots and ropework! From the simple
square knot to such fancy numbers as the Man-
rope. Stopper. Shroud, Crown, Turk's Head, and
Pineapple knots. Also covers plaiting, braiding,

much more! "Highly recommended."

—

Library
Journal.
Profusely illustrated ORDER NOW!
lO-da- Mo-pv-Botk Guarantee • Send only S3.95 to

EMERSON BOOKS, Inc., Dept. 594-R
251 West 19 Street, New York, N.Y. 10011



Handcarved Ivory Painted Birds
$8.00 P.P.D. ea.: 2" long.

Wood Duck, Canada Goose, Quail, Owl, Golden

Pheasant, Blue Jay, Cardinal (M or F), Bluebird,

Pelican, Oriole, Kingfisher, Penguin, Titmouse,
Tanager, Goldfinch, Mallard (M or F), Swan Golden
Eagle, Bald Eagle Mandarin, Pheasant (M or F),

Canary, Nightingale, Sparrow, Canvasback, Hawk
Woodpecker, Mockingbird, Robin, Waxwing, Bunting,
Parakeet (Blue, Green or Red).

Hand Colored
Ivory Flowers

?35.00 P.H.U. ea.: 5"

high

Tulip, Pansy, Freesia,

Crocus, Lily of the
Valley, Rose-Violet,
Narcissus, Montbretia,
Primrose

FAYE HAUER
2414 Larchwood Rd. Wilmington, Del. 19803

REASURES AROUND THE WORLD

nd here at home are discovered
WITH A WHITE'S DETECTOR

CliOOSE FkOpA THE COMPLETE
LINE OF METAL DETECTORS -
OVER 25 DIFFERENT MODELS!

underground. Dc-

»m 341 lOllPleasanl Valley Road.SweetHome.Oreeun973S6

CATCH THEM ALIVE AND UNHURT!

Amazing HAVAHART trap captures raiding
rats, rabbits, squirrels, slcunits, pigeons, spar-
rows, etc. Takes minlt. coons without injury.
Straying pets, poultry released unhurt. Easy to
use—open ends give animal confidence. No jaws
or springs to break. Galvanized: many in use
'20 years. Sizes for all needs. FREE illustrated
practical guide with trapping secrets.

HAVAHART, 158 P Water Street
Ossining, New York 10562
Please send me FREE new 48-page guide and
iprice list.

between the National Park Service and
the public lie within the territory of

the National Park Service's Interpre-

tive Division—particularly with the

rangers who meet the public in the

field. In essence, these men must be-

come the eyes and ears through which
the visitor comes to understand the

park experience; they must interpret

a language that is almost forgotten in

many urban areas—the language of

field and woodland, winter and spring,

glacier and volcano. Ideally, these men,
who are responsible for leading the

visitor to a qualitative experience with-

in the parks, should also serve to create

a deeper appreciation of the environ-

ment outside of the park, in the world
in which the park visitor lives.

While we are a long way from an

ideal communication between the Na-
tional Park Service and the public,

noteworthy changes are taking place

that are the result of sensitive and in-

telligent reflection by the top admin-

istrators of the Park Service. George
Hartzog, the Director of the Service,

deserves considerable credit for initiat-

ing this reappraisal. It is his considered

judgment that led to the termination of

the showy, but nevertheless meaning-

less, Yosemite firefall. Along with it

will go the professional entertainers,

the magicians and musicians, that have

come to characterize Camp Curry in

Yosemite Valley. I am sure Mr. Hope
would welcome these changes. This ac-

tion clearly demonstrates that the Na-

tional Park Service, not the commercial

concessionaires in the parks, has the

responsibility for defining park pur-

pose and use.

Mr. Hartzog has received consider-

able protest and criticism for taking

these steps. He deserves far better than

this, for his decision was not an easy

one, although it unquestionably is in

the best interests of the whole of the

National Park System. My dealings

with the Park Service lead me to be-

lieve that these changes at Yosemite

reflect the beginning of a major re-

thinking of the concept of national

parks—a move for which the Park Serv-

ice deserves considerable credit.

There is no question that articles

such as Mr. Hope's and the attitudes

expressed by private conservation

groups and individuals have an impor-

tant function. They not only provide a

productive interchange of ideas but

they provide external guidelines by

which those people entrusted with the

responsibility for our national parks

can more clearly assess their own goals.

Perhaps in this sense and this sense

only, parks are for everyone.

William H. Eddy, Jr.

Conservation Foundation
Washington, D.C.
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UNCaMMON
LINDBLAD
SAFARIS

\A/ING SAFARI
A unique concept in East Afri-

can safari travel. Fly in twin-

engined Piper planes free of

dust and fieat, into remote tribal

country, in minutes instead of

days, gaining time fur game view-

ing and relaxation Visit game re-

serves in Uganda, Tanzania and
Kenya. Stop at Murchison Falls,

Sarnburu, Serengeti, Ngorongoro
Crater, Zanzibai, Treetops, Mount

Kenya Safari Club, many more exciting

places. Each safari limited to 9 persons and

escorted. Frequent departures from New
York via BOAC. 22 days, $2,354.

VALUE SAFARI
Exciting East Africa. . .at

moderate cost. Kenya,

Uganda, Tanzania. See
snows of rnigfity Kiliman-

jaro, Murcfiison Falls on

the Nile, wild animals of

every description in world's

most exciting Game Re-

serves. Spend a night at

Treetops. Watch colorful

tribal villages. Each depar-

ture limited to 20 participants; never more

than 5 to each roomy safari vehicle. Fre-

quent escorted departures from New York.

22 days, $1,644. Extension to Ethiopia.

44-day safari continues through Zambia to

Victoria Falls, Rhodesia, Republic of South

Africa and Nigeria. Via BOAC.

LUFTHANSA
SAFARI

Three weeks in complete comfort, through

beautiful, sun-drenched South Africa, Zam-

bia, Rhodesia, Tanzania, the remote and fas-

cinating Northern Frontier

regions of Kenya. See Johan-

nesburg, Victoria Falls, Seren-

geti, many other striking

places. Beauty of the land is

incomparable. Close-up views

of animal life. Piper aeroplane

and finest Safari car trans-

,

portation. Frequent escorted

denartures from New York via

Lufthansa, $1,804.

LINDBLAD TRAVEL, INC.

Lindblad Travel Building

133 East55tfi Street

New York, New York 10022
Please send brochures:

I am seriously interested:

D Wing Safari

D Value Safari

n Lufthansa Safari

Mr.

Address^

State-
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nAUAN
CERAMIC

CWL
VASE

A spring bouquet will stand sprightly

in tliis cone-shaped, cup-faced owl

vase from Italy. The ceramic was

molded to look like stylized feathers

and painted with flakes of blending

color. Available in blue-green or sun-

yellow. 6 inches high — $6.00 plus

$1.00 postage and insurance.

Members of The Museum are entitled to a 10%
discount. Please make your check payable to

The Museum Shop, adding local taxes where
applicable.

The American Museum of Natural History
New York, New York 10024

Suggested
Additional Reading

BUGS AND BEASTS
BEFORE THE LAW

The Criminal Prosecution and Capi-

tal Punishment of Animals. E. P.

Evans. Heinemann, London, 1906.

The Trial of Animals and Insects.

H. L. Carson. American Philosophi-

cal Society Proceedings, Vol. 56, p.

410, 1917.

INSIDE THE TORNADO
The Nature of Violent Storms. L. J.

Battan. Doubleday & Co., Garden

City, 1961.

Tornadoes of the United States. S.

D. Flora. University of Oklahoma

Press, Norman, 1958.

The Mighty Whirlwind. D. Wagler.

Pathway Publishing Corp., Aylmer,

Ontario, 1966.

THE FEAST
People of the Rain-Forests. G*

Seitz. Heinemann, London, 1963.

Red Cloth and Green Forest. A.

Vinci. Hutchinson, London, 1959.

THE ESTHETICS
OF ORCHID POLLINATION

Orchid Flowers-Their Pollination

and Evolution. L. Van der Pijl and

C. H. Dodson. University of Miami

Press, Miami, 1966.

Fertilization of Orchids. C. Darwin.

D. Appletton and Company, New
York, 1877.

An Introduction to the Behaviour

OF Invertebrates. J. D. Carthy.

George Allen and Unwin, London,

1958.

THERE REALLY IS

A ROADRUNNER
Desert Animals: Physiological

Problems of Heat and Water. K.

Schmidt-Nielsen. Oxford University

Press, New York, 1964.

The ROADRUNNER IN Fact and Folk-

lore. J. F. Dobie. Bulletin of the

Texas Ornithological Society, No. 4,

pp. 1-14, 1956.

Temperature Regulation and Evap-

oration IN the Pigeon and Road-

runner. W. A. Calder and K.

Schmidt-Nielsen. American Journal

of Physiology, Vol. 253, No. 4, Oc-

tober, 1967.

Biology and Comparative Physiol-

ogy of Birds, Vols. I and II. A. J.

Marshall, ed. Academic Press, New
York, 1961.

MEANDERS OF THE GIRAFFE
THROUGH ART AND HISTORY
The Giraffe in History and Art. B.

Laufer. Field Museum of Natural

History, Chicago, 1928.

Artists of the Rocks. W. Battiss. Red
Fawn Press, Pretoria, 1948.

The Book of Beasts. T. H. White.

Johnathan Cape, London, 1954.

.I^JJsSlAJsjJJ!^ I

Ten miles at sea, ten cool miles from Ihe

mainland's cacophony and crowds. Sea-

scape and skyscape undimmed and un-

marred by streetlights, neon, iukeboxes,

billboards.
Dramatic cliffs and shoreline, spruce

forests explored by seventeen miles of

trails. Peaceful. And beautiful. S12 to $22
a person daily, with meals. Brochure.

THE ISLAND INN
Box H, Monhegan Island, Maine

SUSAN BOOK
COFFEE TABLES,
FINISHED OR IN KIT

Here Is The Loveliest

And Most Completely

Useful Table Made
Handsome swivel coffee table holds books,

record albums, magazines-all neatly arranged, tlies clearly

visible accessible from any seat. Skillfully crafted of rich

grained pine with rugged steel ball bearing swivel In honey

fone nine or maple, antique pine or walnut finish. Both

e4"H bMk area 12%"H. 36" dia. (holds 100 books)

S39 95- 21° dia (holds 40 booksl $26.95. COMPLETE

KtrV Ready for quick assembly and Bnlsh. Simple instnic-

tions 36"-$26.95 : 24"—$16.95. Express Charges Collect.

BEAUTIFUL NEW FREE CATALOG - 700 PIECES

Finished and Kit Furniture in Friendly Pine

Include Zip No. VIELD HOUSE
Not Sold in Stores

Money-Back Guarantee Norm
Dept. NH4-8

H. 03860

For Math Buffs-
THE MATH ENTERTAINER is the title of •

brand new treasure trove of mathematical teasers,

ticklers, traps and twisters, gems, jests and gyra-

tions—by the hundred I
—

to beguile, bemuse, and
bewilder (perchance-
whisper it softly I — to in-

ct).
Include Math h

culu
itions, stati

"cocktails.
figures from figu

ches, codes, probl
id puzzles, etc., cti

of the
othe

_ fill

hard.
, dull.xaspcrate—but i

""Answers' and complete explanations are given

for all problems. Illustr.ntc<l. ORDER NOW I

THE MATH ENTERTAINER
S3.9S Postfree, 10-doy Money Back Guarantee

EMERSON BOOKS, INC., Dept. S93-R

2S1 West 19 Street, New York, N.Y. 10011
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MAIL
ORDER SHOPPING MART

A selection of products available by mail for readers of Natural History

All merchandise sold on a money-bock guarantee. Order direct by Stock No. Send check or M. O.
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SuperVisior

It starts with the world's finest

lens . . . the Angenieux with 8-to-

1 zoom ratio. ..8 to 64mm.
Sharp and sure. Viewing and

focusing on the Beaulieu Super

8 is through the lens... it's pre-

cise and simple. Professional.

Add to that a finely ground re-

tractable lens for critical focus-

ing and you begin to see what

we mean by Super Vision.

But that's only the beginning.

A Beaulieu patented servo mo-

tor is built into the housing of

'•'^ Angenieux iens. A photo-

no computer device reads

-; -i-'ng the lens, com-
•5 i'lslructs the se.'-vo

sit. the diaphragm

-: the camera
' you'll hear the

see the ring

J exclusive to

give you absolute ex-

posure control auto-

matically. Super

Vision.

The Beaulieu is

the only Super 8 that

gives you complete in-

terchangeability of lenses.

Every Super 8, 16mm and

35mm lens can be used or

adapted for use. Over 1,000 in

all. Supervision.

Our variable shutter is truly

variable. Not only can you shut

it for fade outs and open it for

fade ins... you can actually set

it halfway. This acts like a fast

shutter speed on a still camera

...gives you added sharpness

on the focused object and cuts

depth of field. Super Vision.

With other Super 8's, 3 or 4

settings pass for a variable film

speed set

up. On the

Beaulieu, you

setforanyspeed be-

tween 2-to-50 frames per sec-

ond. Only Beaulieu goes that

low, that high and allows 49

separate film speed settings.

Super Vision.

The Beaulieu has many con-

venience features you'll enjoy,

too. it's well balanced and easy

to handle. The controls are

sensibly placed within easy

reach. The nickel-cadmium re-

chargeable batteries provide a

constant voltage level. ..no

slow fading. And no replacing.

They'll run off 10 cartridges be-

tween charges. And the Beau-

lieu is the only Supers with ASA
variable film speeds to accept

the new Tri-X and Plus-X films.

This Is the Super 8

professional and the s(

cated cine camera en\Y

A cut way above the or

Popular Photography (

the "Super Super 8". Ar

Because we turned ou

neers loose to create tH

advanced Super 8 in the

The Beaulieu will cost y(

...but we couldn't gl\

Super Vision for less.

See what we mean

Beaulieu dealer. ..or w

for complete illustrate(

ature.

CINEMA
HQaniiQm

SUPER 8-THE ONE
|

PROFESSIONALS TALK
j

Exclusive distributor for USA i

921 Westwood Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif

155 W, seth Street. N.Y., N.V, 10023 (Sa
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It's not a newway to drive. It's a nil

The driver is a scientist from our Esso
Research laboratory. The man next to him is

a Chrysler Corporation engineer. They are

part of a new joint research effort aimed at

finding ways to eliminate air pollution from
automobiles.

They're travelling along at 20 mph. Nc
they're accelerating to 30 mph... 40 mph...£
mph.

The car isn't moving an inch. It's in

laboratory. Where scientists from Chrysler an
Esso Research can drive the way you migb
drive on a crowded highway. Where they an

lyze the effect of different driving patterns c

air pollution. Where they study new engir

devices and fuel changes. How these devic(

and changes affect one another. And how the

cut down on air pollution.

Air pollution from cars concerns all of u

And Jersey and Chrysler figure that by poolir

their technological knowledge they'll help iir.

solutions to it a lot faster.



Wk ^,

%V

ly to look at the air pollution problem.
One thing they're studying is how to burn

jsoline more completely. Unburned gasoline

'pors can cause pollution. All of Chrysler's

.|68 cars have engines designed to cut down
)i
unburned gasoline coming from the exhaust

Hind on carbon monoxide, as well.

i
Chrysler has redesigned its carburetors

<|promote better combustion.
And our affiliate, Humble Oil & Refining

-mpany, has a new gasoline that helps your
\jiole engine work better— by keeping your
rburetor, intake manifold, crankcase venti-

lEion valve and other important parts free of

bosits.

Esso Research and Chrysler scientists are
'iidyinghow to keep gasoline from evaporating
1m yourgas tank and carburetorand escaping
1 the air. They're working to find the best

:<Tibination of fuel formula and fuel svstem.

They are studying catalysts that can
change polhitants into nonpoUutants. They're
working on better ways to get the air and fuel

into the combustion chamber. And better lubri-

cants to make all these things keep working
better.

These are some of the ways Jersey and
Chrysler are attacking one of today's many
sources of air pollution.

It's not an easy job. But the solutions will

be coming. And two heads are better than one.

Standard Oil Company
(New Jersey)
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THE COMING FAMINE 6

Paul R. Ehrlich

Starvation and environmental deterioration are the inevi-

table results of a burgeoning world population. To consider

this fact only "a problem of the underdeveloped world is

like saying to a fellow passenger—'your end of the boat is

sinking.'
"

THE OLDEST SCULPTURED HEAD? 26

Louis Dupree

Excavations in an archeological site at Aq Kupruk in North

Afghanistan have uncovered a carved limestone pebble that

may be the most ancient piece of sculpture known thus far.

RED WINE 28

John D. Palmer

The chemistry of wine production begins before the grapes

are harvested and does not end until the bottle is empty.

NEANDERTHAL 38

C. Loring Brace

More than a century separates us from the first discovery

of Neanderthal Man. After much controversy, most physi-

cal anthropologists believe, according to this author. Nean-

derthals were a separate group that became extinct. He,

however, protests, claiming them as our ancestors.

THE SOCIAL ORGANIZATION OF WOLVES 46

Jerome H. Woolpy

Behavorial studies at the Brookfield Zoo in Chicago have

revealed a complex set of social relationships in a pack of

timber wolves.

CRATERS-A TALE OF THREE PLANETS 58

William K. Hartmann

By looking more closely at Mars and the moon, astrono-

mers have come nearer to solving an old mystery—the
origin of the many pits that dot the earth's surface.
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obsolescence
«**%Bsolete

3ur Nikon F knows no obsolescence. It seems, in fact/ to thrive on change,
IS if its original designers had anticipated every subsequent advance in
tamera technology, and made provision for its embodiment.

The new Nikon Photomic TN is an apt example, for it is by far the most important inno-
ation in thru-the-lens metering. In its ability to provide consistently accurate exposures even-
nder difficult conditions -spotlighted or back-lit subjects, brilliant beach and snow scenes,
tc— it has brought a new and almost infallible reliability to thru-the-lens exposure control.

Does this new development then relegate every previous Nikon F to the scrap heap?
lot by a long shot! Any Nikon F user can enjoy its advantages. With Photomic TN
ttached, his camera becomes, at once, the most advanced of the sir's.

Hvning a Nikon F is like having a private pact with photographic progress. Shouldn't yoU?^
ee the Nikon F with PhotomicTN at your dealer. Write. Nikon Inc., Garden City, N.Y. 11530
bbsidiarvof EhrenreichPhoto-OnHral InHncfrioc in^ n„ rr.^-^A^. A„,»i„vi„^f,^ j ^A p o i



THE AUTHORS

Paul R. Ehrlich

Jerome H. Woolpy

n illuim k Jh„ mann

Paul R. Ehrlich joined the fac-

ulty of Stanford University in Cali-

fornia in 1959 and is now Professor

of Biology and Curator of Ento-

mological Collections. He received

his graduate degrees from the Uni-

versity of Kansas. Ehrlich has de-

voted a great part of his research to

the study of natural populations and

the theoretical aspects of population

biology as a whole. Much of this

work has been carried out at Stan-

ford's Jasper Ridge Biological Ex-

perimental Area and at the Rocky

Mountain Biological Laboratory

near Crested Butte, Colorado. In ad-

dition, he has conducted field work

in many areas including Mexico,

Alaska, Canada, Africa, and Aus-

tralia.

The University of Chicago's Cen-

ter for Middle Eastern Studies chose

Louis Dupree to present its Public

Lecture Series this month. In the

group of seven lectures he is attempt-

ing to present a total picture of

Afghanistan, its land and its people.

Dr. Dupree says that he became in-

terested in Asia while serving as a

merchant seaman and paratrooper

during World War II. After tlie war

he attended Harvard University, re-

ceiving his doctorate in 1955. In

addition to being a member of the

American Universities Field Staff,

Dr. Dupree is an Adjunct Professor

of Anthropology at Pennsjlvania

State University and a Research As-

sociate of The American Museum of

Natural History. He has conducted

research not only in anthropology

but in geology, geography, and zool-

ogy as well. In several trips, he has

spent a total of some six years in

Afghanistan and is at present writing

a general book on that country for

the Princeton University Press.

John D. Palmer's earlier Nat-

ural History articles on the mi-

gratory habits of Euglena (February,

19671 and the geomagnetic aspects

of animal orientation (November,

1967) reflect the nature of his pro-

fessional work in the field of biology.

This month, however, he has written

about one of his hobbies—wine mak-

ing. Dr. Pahner has studied the chem-

istry of wine making for several

years and makes his own wine at his

New Rochelle, New York, home.

During 1963 and 1964 Palmer sti

ied at the University of Bristol, E]

land, as a National Science Foun
tion Fellow. He earned his doctorl

at Northwestern University and
now Associate Professor of Biolc

at New York University.

C. LoRiNG Brace is Curator

Physical Anthropology at the IJ

versity of Michigan's Museum
Anthropology. He has been traii;

both in geology and anthropolc

and received the Ph.D. from Harv
University in 1962. Since that ti

Dr. Brace has devoted much of

time to a reappraisal of the Neanc

thai question and, in connection vl

his research, has conducted fi

work in France and Yugoslavia.

is author of the 1967 Prentice-H

book entitled The Stages of Hum
Evolution. This coming summer
Brace plans to do intensive field w
in Africa.

Jerome H. Woolpy received

Ph.D. last year from the Univer

of Chicago and is presently Assist

Professor of Biology at Earll

College in Richmond, Indiana.

Woolpy feels that his studies of

captive wolf population at the Bn
field Zoo, conducted over a pel

of nine years with Drs. George R
and Benson Ginsburg. have ne

such valuable information al

animal behavior that he hopes o

zoos will initiate similar animal

search programs. He has written >

lectured on a wide range of subje

including cockroaches, orangutJ

and, especially, wolves. Woolpy

presently studying the genetics :

development of aggression in rabl

Pennsylvania-born Williasi

Hartmann received his B.S. in pi

ics from Pennsylvania State Lfni'

sity, then attended the LTniversitj

Arizona where he studied geol

and astronomy, earning his Ph.D

1966. He is presently an AssisI

Professor of Astronomy at the \

versity's Lunar and Planetary I

oratory. In 1964-65 Hartmann w.

co-winner of the Nininger Meteo

Award. Hartmann's investigatioi

craters, such as Keonehehee

Mauna Kea in Hawaii, in which 1

shown standing in the pictun

left, has taken him over a large

of this planet's surface.



reflexibility
One camera adaptable to the most demanding, mostvaried
photographic situations? Look through the viewfinder of a
Leicaflex. a camera as flexible as your creativity itself.

The time-honored Leica® image is clearly reflected in

Leicaflex. Precision engineered and complemented by an
optical system beyond comparison, Leicaflex sets new
high standards for 35mm reflex performance.

An instant-return mirror, vibrationless as a wink, provides
a bright "picture-window" view for your creative approval.
A wide range of shutter speeds, up to a 1 /2000th of a
second, can stop any action, and a selection of critically

sharp lenses can see things your way.

Why not stretch your imagination? Let your Leica Special-
ist show you how flexible a Leicaflex can be.

E. Leitz, Inc., 468 Park Avenue South, N. Y., N.Y. 10016



The Coming Famine
I read Arthur Hopcraft's Born to

Hunger while flying to Washington

to address the Second International

Conference on the War on Hunger. I

could not help but be impressed with

the contrast between the hopeless-

ness, malnutrition, failure, and death

described in his compelling narra-

tive, and the air-conditioned, overfed

opulence of the first-class section of

our 707. A day later, in our nation's

capital, I was impressed by another

contrast. First I had the pleasure of

meeting William C. Paddock, coau-

thor of the tough-minded Famine

1975! Then I sat through a long day

of speeches at the conference, many

of which were compounded of wish-

ful thinking and political platitudes

—albeit given in support of what the

participants thought was a good

cause. The conference was, in es-

sence, a political rally for the Food

for Peace Act.

If there is a "war on hunger," then

Hopcraft's book is a report from the

front. On a 45,000-mile trip through

Africa, Asia, and South America he

recorded his personal impressions of

what it is like to be on the losing side.

He tells of Dr. Lema's survey of the

vicinity of Dar es Salaam, which

listed 30 per cent of the children

under five as malnourished. From
this area 65 children entered the hos-

pital suffering from severe kwashior-

kor, a disease caused by malnutri-

tion, and 14 of them died. Farther to

the west, in a less fertile region, the

death rate of children under five is

nearly 50 per cent. The situation is

similar in India. Hopcraft quotes Dr.

Shah of Ajarpura, India, to the effect

that in the Ajarpura area the infant

mortality rate of 125 per 1.000 births

was caused by gastroenteritis, respir-

atory diseases, and malnutrition.

6

And Ajarpura was considered a pro-

gressive village, although the major-

ity of the people were malnourished.

In Colombia, Hopcraft reports 100

infant deaths per day from malnu-

trition, and in Turkana, Kenya, he re-

ports 6.000 people still living on

handouts in famine camps estab-

lished in 1961. But his reporting is

not just of hunger and malnutrition

in the underdeveloped world. He
deals with a vast maze of related

subjects: agriculture, agricultural

training, urbanization, public health,

cultural attitudes toward food, com-

munications, and, above all, the root

cause of the entire problem—over-

population. Born to Hunger does not

deal with most of these systemati-

cally, but rather area by area in an

informal travelogue style. And in this

lies the great strength of the book, for

it gives immediacy to the problem;

it makes you feel you are there. It

would serve as a wonderful treatment

for those stunned by the statistical

avalanche that inevitably buries who-

ever seeks to understand the plight of

the underdeveloped world. Hopcraft

finishes his book with a rather good

discussion of the need for population

control—especially effective in point-

ing out that even the most optimistic

demographic predictions make a

strong case for tight population con-

trol. His short chapters on "aid" are

somewhat marred by the optimistic

view that the developed world has all

of the means to help the underde-

veloped out of its predicament. I wish

it were true, but I am afraid it is not.

Especially in the area of tropical

agriculture we lack expertise that

could have been developed over the

past few decades had the need been

widely recognized. But this flaw is

slight, and Born to Hunger can be

recommended as a good piece of

'

reporting.

Famine 1975! would make in

esting reading after Born to Hun
William and Paul Paddock have v

ten a book of strategy for minii

ing our losses in the war on bun

They claim that massive famines

now inevitable, and that the Un

States cannot hope to feed all of

hungry. The essence of the Paddo
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tegy is to reserve our food aid

those nations it will help the most.

Paddocks say we can't save

ryone from starving, so we must
ide where our limited food sup-

s can do the most good. They sug-

for instance, that sending more
1 to India, as will be done under
Food for Peace Act, is a waste.

y say we cannot prevent massive
ines there, and that our limited

American grain elevators—

an illusion of plenty.

food can be put to better use helping

countries that have a chance of be-

coming self-sufficient. It is not a point

of view designed to please Indian or

American politicians, who have re-

acted strongly to it.

Whether or not the Paddocks are

right is a matter of great debate. The

liyPaulR.ElirlJcb

Indian Government, for instance,

claims that the country will be self-

sufficient agriculturally by 1971, bar-
ring further droughts. Knowledge-
able people doubt it (biologists may
remember that the same government
claims malaria has been eradicated

—news which has not yet reached the

Plasmodia
! ) . For instance, Louis H.

Bean, international economic con-

sultant, told the War on Hunger
Conference that he expects the pres-

ent gap between Indian food produc-
tion and population will widen over
the next decade. Another expert. Dr.

Raymond Ewell, recently summed up
his view of the Indian food situation

in an address to the Synthetic Or-
ganic Chemical Manufacturers Asso-
ciation. He stated:

"In 13 years India is going to add
200 million more people to their

population. In my opinion, as an old

India hand, I don't see how they can
possibly feed 200 million more peo-
ple by 1980. They could if they had
the time, say until the year 2000.
Maybe they could even do it by 1990,
but they can't do it by 1980. It's a

matter of time, of learning new tech-

niques and doing all the various
things that need to be done. They all

take time.

"Even the United States would be
greatly pressed to provide for 200
million more people. Say we had 200
million more people dumped on the
United States in 13 years. We'd have
an extremely difficuh time feeding
them alone, to say nothing of provid-
ing housing and education and trans-

portation, parking spaces for all the
cars, etc. It would be an enormous
problem for the United States, and
yet the United States has a superb
industrial plant, very productive
agriculture, a good educational sys-



THIS YEAR, JET WITH US. JET ALONG
WITH LAN ON "ANOTHER UNUSUAL
TOUR TO AN UNCOMMONPLACE."

EASTER
ISLAND,
AT LAST!
NEXT MONTH. NEXT YEAR.
NEXT EASTER. ANYTIME.
12 Days, $1270 per person complete,
incl. air fare from New York.
Convenient monthly departures.

You've been asking for it. Now LAN brings

mysterious, far-away, elusive Easter Island

within comfortable reach. From New York,

jet due south to Santiago, Chile. Then, head
into the sunset, 2300 miles off the South
American mainland. Easter Island. Site of

fabulous monoliths, ageless archaeological

wonders. Join in native feasts and dances.

Easter Island. The ultimate travel experi-

ence. At last.

OUR NEXT TOUR TO ANTARCTICA
LEAVES ON JANUARY 4, 1969.

If you miss it, there's always another one.
In January 1970.

31 Days, $3500 per person, complete,
incl. air fare from New York.

Come with us to the ends of the world.
Tierra del Fuego. The Straits of Magellan.
Cape Horn. Glaciers, icebergs. Fascinating
bird, plant, animal life. Unforgettable.

See your travel agent or mail this

coupon for copies of our new Easter
Island and Antarctica brochures.

M./^JV NH.5

The Chilean International Airline
Tour Department
505 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017
Please send me the follov^ring new brochures

D EASTER ISLAND Q ANTARCTICA

a Ivir



ie Hasselblad System . .

.

id why a certain kind of person miglit fall in love with it.
re are many people who buy
use a car just to get from

lit A to point B, and who buy
I piece of mechanical equip-

lit strictly on the basis of it

iorming a particular func-
with the minimum of in-

pment on their part,

'this kind of person there is

iirtain kind of camera, the

Ithat
does all the thinking

)im. Film is loaded in the
of a cartridge, a button is

sed...and that's all; total

iinvolvement.

I

don't misunderstand us,

ire not criticizing either the

son or the camera. They
(will probably be very happy
leach other... But, there is

iher kind of person. The
iwho buys a fine automobile,
lust to get from point A to

I
B, but also for the great

|.ure he gets from actually

hg it. For this kind of per-

jhere is also a certain kind

:(mera...the Hasselblad...

inera that doesn't do all the
ingforyou.

iasselblad is a camera for

ind of person who buys a

of mechanical equipment,
ist to perform a particular

:ion, but also for other,
;t intangible, reasons. For

eel, the look, the touch,
times even the smell of it.

linly he could give you very
il, logical reasons for buy-
and probably spending

a more money than he
pay for the simpler, non-

'ing "push-button" model,
3ne of these would be the
;asons.

;al reason is very simple-
s' in love with it. Many men
:3 very few lucky women)
1 love with a beautiful ma-
To these men, there is

ithing about a piece of

Tient that not only looks,

lels good and performs its

:on better, because it's

lied and built better than
ng else in the world

And that's what the Hasselblad
is. The best designed and built

camera in the world.

Many people have bought a

Hasselblad after just holding
one in their hands for a couple
of minutes. They seem to know
instinctively that it will take
great photographs. And, if even
further proof is needed, not only
has a Hasselblad been carried
on every NASA space flight, but
more top professional photog-
raphers use Hasselblad than
any other camera in the world.

The basic Hasselblad camera
is really just part of a com-
pletely integrated and inter-

changeable system of camera
bodies, film magazines, lenses
and accessories.

The film format used in the Has-
selblad System is 21/4" square.
This has been described as the
"ideal" format, and with good
reason. It's big enough to give
you pictures of superb quality

and definition, and yet small
enough to allow the design and
physical shape of the camera
to be as compact as it is.

The Hasselblad uses the single

lens reflex viewing system. The
beauty of this method is that

you see the object you are going
to photograph on a large 2V4"

square ground glass viewing
screen, as you look through the
actual lens that will take the
picture, so you always know ex-

actly how your finished picture

will turn out.

There are three bodies in the

Hasselblad System, each one
designed and constructed to

perform its own particular
function better than any other

camera of its type.

Firstly, the 500C. This could
almost be called the "work-
horse" of the Hasselblad System.
It is the standard body in the Sys-
tem and takes all the lenses and
magazines that are available
for the Hasselblad. No single

camera has been used and
praised more by the top profes-

sional and amateur photog-
raphers than the 500C. The
other two bodies are more
"special purpose" cameras. The
500EL, which is an electrically

driven camera allowing for
rapid exposures and remote con-
trol, and the Superwide C wide
angle camera. No other camera
using the 2y4" square format
has as wide an angle of view as
the Superwide C. On its intro-

duction, this camera was hailed

as a breakthrough in camera
design. There are seven lenses

Interchangeable Lenses. This dia-
gram illustrates the local length (I.)
and the angle of view (r.j of the
seven lenses available in the Hassel-
blad System.

in the Hasselblad System, all by
Carl Zeiss, makers of superb
quality optical glass for genera-
tions. The lenses range from a
40mm wide angle, to a 500mm
telephoto. Every lens has a built

in Synchro Compur shutter with
provision for flash and strobe
synchronization at all 10 shutter
speeds, from 1/500 of a second
to 1 second.

One of the most striking fea-

tures of the Hasselblad System
is the interchangeable film
magazines, each one of superb
design and construction. The-
beauty of these magazines is

that with just one camera body,
a photographer can shoot pic-

tures in black and white. Then,
before finishing the roll, change
to a magazine loaded with color,

shoot a few color shots, then go
back to black and white film.

One magazine even allows you
to make 70 exposures on one
roll of film. Hasselblad was the
first camera system to offer the
advantage of interchangeable
magazines.

There are many many acces-
sories in the Hasselblad System,
each one designed and built to
the same extreme standards of

quality and craftsmanship that
Hasselblad has become famous
for.

Shown below are just a few
items in the System.

Like all good things in life, the
Hasselblad is expensive, but if

you're the kind of person we
have been talking about (and
you wouldn't have read this far
if you weren't) then, who knows,
with this kind of camera, per-
haps you could live on love
alone.

If you would like more infor-
mation and a free 40 page
catalogue, write to: Paillard In-

corporated, 1900 Lower Rd.,
Linden, New Jersey 07036
fiASS£lBlAD



fine

photography
is simple

you
at it this way

Look through the view-

finder of the IVIinolta

SR-T 101. And you'll find

everything you need to

know to take fine pic-

tures with one of the

world's great 35mm re-

flex cameras.

You'll discover you

can sight, focus, set

aperture and shutter

speeds without ever tak-

ing your eye away from

the finder.

All of which makes really good photography much, much easier than it

used to be. And because the SR-T 101 measures light through the lens,

exposures are always perfect.

Prices start under $270 (plus case) with MC Rokkor 55mm f/1.7 lens.

Also available with 58mm f/1.4 lens.

Accepts more than 28 interchangeable Rokkor lenses plus over 100

accessories.

For complete details, including free technical bulletins, see your dealer

or write:

Minolta Corporation, 200 Park Avenue South, New York, N.Y. 10003.

Minolta

have three children; another coup]

may plan seven. In both cases the

are a cause of the population prol

lem — not a solution to it."

People in the underdeveloped area

of the world ivant large families-

sizes that promote demographic c;

tastrophe. "Family planning" is use

mostly to lock the barn door after th

horse is stolen. For instance. Davi

reports that of 5,196 women seekin

assistance in rural Punjab, Indi;

two-thirds were over thirty. Sine

many were married before they wei

fifteen it is hardly surprising th;

more than half of them already ha

six or more children. Conservativ

groups, such as the Committee o

Population of the National Academ
of Sciences, cling to the idea th;

family planning programs fostt

their own further acceptance. It

too bad for the world that wishin

won't make it so! Their commentai

on Davis' fine article, which the Cor

mittee on Population published ;,

Science (February 23, 1968) maki

instructive reading for those co)

cerned ivith reasons for the lack (

effective population control measur;

in the world today. This committi

states that a "zero rate of populatic

growth may be essential in the lor

run, but as a goal within the tin

horizon of current policy it has litt

support in either the developin

the developed world, certainly n

among governments." What a pi

that the committee does not use i

prominent position to attempt

change governmental goals.

So the first fact is that there a

too many people, and more arrivii

every day. The second is that fo(

supplies are inadequate. Even mc
optimistic food "experts" think th

agricultural production will at be

be enough to maintain today's stan

ard of misery over the next decac

Many informed people believe th

a monster food—population gap w
appear in the next decade, and th

massive starvation will occur. M(
of the "hope" in the line of food pi

duction comes from two areas. T
first is the hope of a good haiTri

this year—potentially an extraon

narily good one because of supeS

weather. If this hope is met when t

harvests are in, then the world ^^

pretty much be back where it ^\ as 1

fore the 1965-66 disaster year?.

second cause for limited optimism

the spreading and acceptance of n<

varieties of rice, wheat, grain sti

lO



ghum, and corn. These are being

rushed into production, but their

actual potential under field condi-

tions and over the long term is

largely unproved. We can only hope.

And if we are intelligent, we will

base our plans on somewhat less than

optimal results.

I
Finally, and even more critical, is

1 fact not discussed by the vast ma-

ority of writers on the population-

iood problem, including Hopcraft

ind the Paddocks. That is, we are

apidly destroying our planet as a

labitat for Homo sapiens. The warn-

ngs of eminent ecologists such as

^amont Cole continue to fall on deaf

^ars. The War on Hunger Conference

vas started with a filmed Esso com-
nereial promoting the use of oil, as-

ihalt, and pesticides for short-range

iroductivity gains with no considera-

ion of long-term environmental con-

equences. While technological opti-

mists dream of more pesticides,

ertilizers, and farming the sea, the

cologically sophisticated are con-

cerned about the poisoning of the

ea, the air, and the soil. They are

oncerned about chronic poisoning

f people by pesticides, and the

oisoning of children by nitrates

from fertilizers) in baby food. They
're concerned about the reduction of

hotosynthesis on land and in the sea

ading to a serious reduction in the

xygen in our atmosphere. They are

sncerned about the possibly fatal in-

^rruptions of delicately balanced

;oIogical cycles. They are concerned

30ut hundreds of unplanned acts

^spoiling our environment. They
re concerned that an insane preoc-

ipation with an ever growing gross

ational product could lead in the

Dt-too-distant future to no national

'oduct at all.

It is quite possible that the penalty
<r frantic attempts to feed burgeon-

g populations in the next decade
ay be a lowering of the carrying
upacity of the entire planet to a
Ivel far below that of 1968. But, of

"urse, too few people in the devel-

oed world seem to care about the
te of their less fortunate fellow pas-

mgers on the spaceship Earth today.
lass concern for future generations
sems too much to ask.

Mankind may be facing its final

tisis. No action that we can take at

lis late date can prevent a great deal
c future misery from starvation and
evironmental deterioration. The di-

unsions of the programs that must

Save $10a
During our "Own the Best" sale, buy
the world's finest portable tape re-

corder for $340. instead of $440. The ^
Uher 4000 Report-L is the choice of K
professionals. 7 lbs. light, solid state,

it records and plays back 4 speeds,

uses rechargeable or ordinary bat-

teries and has a 3-digit index counter
with push-button reset.

Sale offer includes Dynamic Micro-

phone—#M514; Long Life Accumula-
tor Dryfit Batteries-#433; AC power
supply and battery charger—#880,
Genuine Leather Carrying Case-#861.

Now that we've made it $100.

easier to "Own the Best," take this

ad to your Uher dealer and walk off

with 7 pounds of greatness. ..the

Uher 4000 Report-L.

Offer expires midnight Junel5,1968. g

UherbyMartel
Moriel Electronics Inc. Sole U.S. Importers

2339 South Coiner Avenue, los Angeles,
Calilornio 90064; New York: 1)99 Broodwoy

Chicogo;5445 No. Lincoln

STAY POT. . . or
creep up close

. . . this binocular focuses right down to

9 feet . . . lets you see nesting activities

as if you were little more than a foot away.

Yet its brilliance and sharpness of image

give you full benefit of its powerful optical

system at the longest ranges, too. It's the

7X, 35 Triton ... the most popular all-

round binocular in Swift's complete line of

more than twenty different types. Tele-

scopes, too. See your dealer or write

for literature.

SWIFT INSTRUMENTS, INC.
Dept. NH-8

Boston, Mass. 02125
San Jose, Calif. 95106

WIDEN
YOUR
WORLD
OF NATURE
Just think of all the wonderful, tiny things

in nature you don't see. A really good mag-

nifier can open a whole new world for you
— even in your own back yard ! This one has

a lens large enough to use with both eyes

—

3-7/8"x 2"— and of the finest optical quality.

Of course, you will have many other uses for

it — map reading, looking at photographs,

deciphering small print — to name just a

few. Only $4.95 at optical, stationery, photo

stores and departments. For complete cata-

log of Readers and Magnifiers just write to

Bausch & Lomb, Rochester, New York 14602

Rectangular Reader by

BAUSCH & LOMB



^S»9S records now
as low as $1.98

eMARBORO
SPRING SALE
GREAT PERFORMANCES BY

• SCHWARZKOPF

• FISCHER-DIESKAU

• MENUHIN • NILSSON

• CORELLI • GARLAND

• SHEARING • ODETTA

• MANY OTHERS

R-381. HEARTY IRISH FOLK SONGS. IS rousing drinkine
songs, ball.ids. ditties & love songs witll The Clancy Bros.,

Tommy Makem and Erik Darling on pennywhistle, guitars and
banjo: incl. Brennan on the Moor, Work of the Weavers,

13 more. Mono. Orig. $4.98. Only 1.98

R-382. ODETTA AT THE GATE OF HORN. Ilcr galvanizing

voice and uni(|ue style in a new collection of blues, work
songs, ballads and spirituals; incl. Deep River, Gallows Pole,

Midnight Special, 12 more. Stereo. Orig. $5.98. Only 1.98
R-386. IRISH SONGS OF DRINKING & BLACKGUARDING.
Tommy Makem and the Clancy Bros, sing authentic songs

from Irish pubs: incl. Maid of the Sweet Brown Knowe,
Real Old Mountain Dew, Courting in the Kitchen, 11 more.
Mono. Orig. $4.98. Only 1.98

R-48S. IRISH SONGS OF REBELLION. Tommy Makem and
tile Clancy Brotliers sing with guitar and Irish harp: Rising
of the Moon, Kevin Barry. Whack Fol the Diddle, 11 more.
Mono. Orig. $4.98. Only 1.98

R-489. Peg & Bobby Clancy: HUMOROUS SONGS FROM
IRELAND. Bollicking ballads and humorous ditties from the
talented Clancys: I'll Tell My Ma, I Know Where I'm Goin'.

14 more. Mono. Orig. $4.98. Only 1.98

R-873. Maria Callas as
Bizet's CARMEN. Truly
exciting performance with
Maria Callas. Nicolai Ced-
da, ilassard. Guiot : Paris
Opera Orch.. Georges Pretre
cond. Mono.
Orig. $17.37.

3 Records, Special 8.95

R-633. COMPLETE ORGAN MUSIC OF J. S. BACH: 18
Record Set. All the Preludes & Fugues, Chorales. Sonatas.
Toccatas, & Partitas, the only complete collection—217
worits in definitive performances by Walter Kraft on 20 his-
toric organs of Bach's time, plus illus. book with full notes
& appreciation, and Albert Schweitzer's famous essay "The
Performance of the Organ Works." Stereo.
Orig. $59.70. 18 Record Set, Very Special 19.95

R-616. ARTISTRY OF MARIA CALLAS. 10 of her best
performed arias, recorded at the top of her career;

incl. Ah! Fors e Lul & Addio Del Passato from Tra-
vlata, Sucidio & Ecco II Velen Di Laura from Gioconda;
RAI Turin Orch., Sanlini & Votto cond. Stereo.
OrlB. $4.98. Only 1.98

R639. Beethoven: THE EARLY OUARTETS. The most charm-
ing and melodic quartets, expressive of his flashing genius
and technical brilliance; Fine Arts Quartet Stereo.
Orig. $14.37. 3 Record Set, Only 4.95
R1824. BAGPIPES & DRUMS—9th Regimental Pipe Band.
Wearing 0' The Green, Minstrel Boy, Blue Bonnets,
Bonnie Dundee, Campbells Arc Coming, many more. Stereo.

Only 2.79

12

ORIG. $23.95

SLASHED TO AS
LITTLE AS $5.95

ORIG. $47.90

(10-record set)

NOW ONLY $10.95

SAVE ?S77%

R646. Bizet: THE PEARL FISHERS. Early Bizet opera
world-famous for its soaring lyrics ami splendid duets:

Mattiwilda Dobbs, Liebowitz cond. Electronic Stereo.

Orig. $9.58. 2 Record Set, Only 3.96

R637. Shostakovich: SYMPHONY NO. 13 "BABI YAR."
Phenomenal work performed in Russia three times, tlien

suppressed: the musical setting for Ycvtushenko's famous
Babi Yar poems: Moscow Philharmonic, Kondrasliin

cond. Stereo. Orig. $4.98. Only 1.98

R654. THE ARTISTRY OF RENATA TEBALDI. Stirring per-

formance of Tcbaldi's greatest arias: Addio De (Traviata),
Canzona Del Solice (Othello), Si, Mi Chiamano Mimi
(Boheme). 6 more. Stereo. Orig. $4.79. Only 1.98
RS58. Puccini: LA BOHEME. Victoria de los Angeles, Jussi

Bjoerling, Lucine Amara, Robert Merrill, Tozzi, Reardon,
Corona: Orch. & Chorus conducted by Sir Thomas Beecham.
Mono. 2 Record Set Complete, Only 3.96
R6S2. "Bach": JAZZ GUITAR BACH. Andre Benichou and
his Well-Tempered Three in 13 superb jazz guitar arrange-

ments of Bach minuets, gavottes, preludes, bources, and other

works. Stereo. Only 1.98

R691. J. S. Bach: LUTE MUSIC. Prelude in D Minor (BWV
999), Fugue in G Minor (BWV 1000), Suites in E (BWV
996 & 1006a), and other works on the instrument for

which they were intended: Walter Gerwig lute. "Performance:
I'ndcrstanding—Recording: Excellent—Stereo quality: Natu-
r.al." HiFi/Stereo Review. Stereo. Only 1.98
R692. Bruckner: SYMPHONY NO. 7 (Original Version).

Hague Philharmouic Orch., Carl Schuricht cond. Saturday
Review's "Year's Best Recordings" Recommendation.
Stereo. Only 1.98
R698. BOUZOUKEE—THE MUSIC OF GREECE. 10 lilting,

claiipiiig, stomping pieces from Greece, with lordanis Tsomi-
dis. bouzoukoe, and others. Stereo. Only 1.98
R699. THE KOTO MUSIC OF JAPAN. Six magnificent
pieces for the nmny-striuged ancient Japanese Koto performed
by Me.stcr Kagiwara, Master Hatta, Master Kitagawa, and
Master Kukusui. Stereo. Only 1.98
R703. Beethoven: MISSA SOLEMNIS. Kirschstcin. Dcrou-
baix, Schreicr, Morbach, soloists; Gurzenich Symphony Or-
chestra & Cologne Chorus, Gunter Wand cond. "AlLstcre and
monumental interpretation," High Fidelity.

Stereo. 2 Record Set, Only 3.96
R717. WUNDERLICH IN VIENNA: Traditional Viennese
Songs & Folk Songs. Fritz Wunderlich, tenor. In 12 won-
diously beguiling Viennese songs, incl. Wien, Wien, nur
du allein & Wien wird bei Nacht erst Schoen; Vienna
Volksopcr Orch. State Oiiora Chorus & The Spilar-Schram-
melu Group; Stolz cond. Stereo. Only 1.98
R875. Schwarzkopf/Gcdda: TALES OF HOFFMAN. Offen-
bach's lilting, immortal classic with Elisabeth Schwarzkopf,
Nicolai Gedda, Gianua D'Angelo, De Los Angeles, London,
Blanc: Paris Opera Orch, Andre Cluytens cond. Mono.
Orig. $17.37. 3 Records, Special 8.95
R876. Nilsson/Corcill: Puccini's TURANDOT. All of Turan-
dot's fire and ice with Birgit iNilsson. Franco Corelli.

Renata Scotto: Rome Opera Orch., Molinarl-Pradelll cond.
Mono. Orig. $17.37. 3 Records, Special 8.95
R1729. EARLY ERROLL—Erroll Garner. Easy To love.
Cloudburst, Variations On A Nursery Rhyme, others.

Mono. Only 1.89

R719. Mozart: THE MAGIC FLUTE. Strcich, Stadcr

Fischor-Uieskau. Haefliger, Greindl; Berlin RIAS Symphon:
Oi-cb. Ferenc Fricsay cond. "Fricsay offers a nicely poisei

reading . . . RIAS Symphony Orchestra plays beautifuU:

and pioduces a tone that is consistently warm and at

tiiutive. " High Fidelity. Mono. 3 Record Set, Only 5.9'

R721. Haydn: THE CREATION (Complete). Ingebor
WrngUii. Ceiliard Unger, Thco Adam; Berlin Radio Clioru

\- (hell, lleliuut Koch cond. "The strongest direction . .

since tliat of Clemens Krauss; Helmut Koch, his abl

oreliestra and cliorus earn consistent praise." Opera News
Stereo. 2 Record Set. Special 1.91

R722. John Latouche & Douglas Moore: THE BALLAD
BABY DOE. NY City Opera Production with Beverly Silli

Walter Cassel. Frances Bible, others; Emerson Buckley cone

"It's a grand entertainment, full of catchy tunes, interestin

characteis, strong situations, and flavorsome Americana
circa 1880," High Fidelity.

Stereo. 3 Record Set, Special 3.9
R735. Smetana: MY VLAST (My Country). The completi
immensely beautiful, superbly lyrical symphonic hymn t

Sinetana's native laud in an inspired performance by Tli

Czech Philharmonic. Kaiel Ancerl cond.
Stereo. 2 Record Set, Only 3.9
R736. Mahler; SYMPHONY NO. 9 IN D MAJOR. Mahler
last completed symphony in a thoroughly moving perform
ance by The Czech Philharmonic, Karel Ancerl cond.
Stereo. 2 Record Set, Only 3.9
R738. Beethoven: PIANO CONCERTOS NOS. 1 & <

Robert Casadesus. piano; Amsterdam Couceitgebouw Orel

X.tn Beinum cond. (Casadesus "plays with fluency, taste, an
a good deal of insight," Saturday Review; "Van Beinui

and tite Concertgebouw give tonally ravishing support 1

both concertos," High Fidelity. Stereo. Only 1.9
R739. Bruno Walter's COMPLETE BEETHOVEN SYM
PHONIES. New York Philharmonic & Philadelphia Oi

chestras. Bruno Walter cond. Raves incl. Saturday Reviev

"The ulliniate in 'Eroica' playing for a good while;"
High Fidelity on the 9th, "Dr. Walter's performance
till lUdsl riHii mtically aspiring of all and voluptuous
iliiiiil Mono. 6 Record Set, Special ll.g
R742 Pablo Casals' Schumann CELLO CONCERTO & FIV
PIECES IN FOLK STYLE. Pablo Casals, cello; Leopo!

Minnis piano, Piades Fistml Orch. "Full of spor

taiicity and gusto . . . grandly Romantic," HiFi/Steri

Review. Mono^ Only l.£

R896. Mahler: TH
YOUTH'S MAGIC HORI
The most highly prais

performance of this wo
ever recorded — Jan
Baker. Geraint Evac
London Philharmon)
)Vyn Morris cond. Mod.
Orig. $5.79.

Special 2.!

Rl-i-1 Oinu Lipitti s THE CHOPIN WALTZES. 14 walU
mil .Minute W.iltz. \albc Bnllaiite & Waltz in C sha
minor. "The playing of a superb virtuoso," The Gram
phone: "One of the most remarkable performances . .

ever put on records," American Record Guide. Mono.
Only 1.!

R748. ELECTRONIC MUSIC from the University of lllino!

Machine Music. Lemon Drops, For Harry, Canto, Futili

1064. Underworld by Hiller, Gaburo, Hamm, Emu
Martirano. "Whiz-bang of a good record ... a terril

sound-experience," E. T. Canby. Stereo. Only l.i

R754. Bach: ART OF THE FUGUE. Transcribed for snu
chamber orchestra (strings, winds and harpsichord): Vi
loria Svihlikova & Josef Hala, hpchds; Ars Rediviva B
semble. Milan Muncliiiger cond. "Sensitive, beautiful

articulated reading . . . And it is very well recorded
HiFi/Stereo Review. Stereo. 2 Record Set, Only 3.!

R7ei. Haydn: 2 CONCERTI FOR FLUTE, OBOE & Ol

CHESTRA. No. 1 in C major & No. 5 in F maj(
Rampal. flute: Piorlot, oboe; Collegium Musicum of Par
Douatte cond. Stereo. Only 1,'.

R804. Bach: 6 BRANDENBURG CONCERTOS (Complete
Schneldewind, trumpet; Rampal, flute; Pierlot, oboe; Hend
violin; Linde, Hoeller, recorders: Oheim, Wunder, hori

Veyron-Lacroix, hpchd; Saar Chamber Orch, Ristenp:
cond. "Excellent rhythms, textures, and balances . . . e

ceptional taste and stylistic assurance of ornamentation . .

fine soloists," High Fidelity.

Stereo. 2 Record Set Complete, Only 3,!

R822. THE REGGAR'S OPERA—With Sir Malcolm Sargl

& Old Vic Company Members. The famous "origin.al"
Mack the Knife and The 3-Penny Opera: Elsie Morisc
Monica Sinclair, John Cameron, Ian Wallace, others; I

Arte Orch., Sargent cond. "Atmosphere and charm abou
. . . Stereo so vivid it makes you jump at times," T

Gramophone. Stereo. 2 Record Set, Only 3.'<

R868. Schwarzkopf in Strauss' DER ROSENKAVALIER.
The classic performance; Elisabeth Schwarzkopf, Chri^tii.

Ludwig, Otto Edelniann: Philliarmonia Orch, lleilHi;'

Von Karajan cond. Mono,
Orig. $23.16. 4 Records, Special 11.75

RS69. Puccini: MADAMA BUTTERFLY. Victoria Ih: 1,

Angeles. Jussi Bjoerling, Pirazzini, Sereiii; Rome 0|i„

Orch, Santini cond. Mono. --

Orig. $17.37. 3 Records, Special 8.1

R870. Fischer-Dieskau as THE FLYING DUTCHMHi
Richard Wagner's operatic legend with Dietrich Fisch:[

Dieskau. Schech, Wagner, Schock. Frick; German Stl4

Opera Orch. Konwitschny cond. Mono. iS-

Orig. $17.37. 3 Records, Special 8.!J'
R871. Schwarzkopf as Lehar's MERRY WIDOW. Laiidmrf
performance with Elisabeth Schwarzkopf, Gedda, and Wao*
ten; Philharmonia Orch, Von .Mataeic cond. Mono. J.
Orig. $11.58. 2 Records. Special S.'fc

R872. Schippers conducts Puccini's LA BOHEME. Miref:
Freni, Nicolai Gedda, Adanl, Sereui; Rome Opera Ore*:

Thomas Schippers coiul. Mono. t:

Orig. $11.58. 2 Records. Special 5.f,
R874. Tucci/Corelli: VERDI'S IL TROVATORE. Rousing l"
formaiice with Gabricla Tucd, Giulietta Slmionato, Frai|-

Corelli, Robert Merrill; Rome Opera Orch., Thoiii

cond. Mono. Orig. $17.37. 3 Records, Special

I 5.r,

nel*'
Frafi
hipp

I 8.<



Iig46. Beethoven: COMPLETE PIANO TRIOS. Only iivailable

ecording of the 9 Trios for Violin, Cello & Piano, with the
Kakadu" Trio Op. 121a. Trio Op. 11, and Variations

)P. 44; The Beaux Arts Trio. Full Stereo (also Dlayable
)no machines). 4 Record Set, Only 7.92

iSSl. Maria Callas: MAD SCENES. Callas at her most
iraniatic—mad .scenes from Anna Bolena, Hamlet, 11

ata; Philharnionia Orcli, Rescigno cond.
Hono. Orlg. $5.79. Special 2.98
1888. Faiire: REOUIEM. Victoria de los Angeles; Paris
'onservatoirc Oreh., Andre Cluytens cond. Hono
'-'-

S5.79. Special 2.98

RS91 KLEMPERER conducts WAGNER OVERTURES.
Overtures to llienzi. Tannhauser, Flying Dimliiiian,
Meistersinger; Philliamionia Orcli Mono
Orig. $5.79. Special 2.98
R892. KLEMPERER conducts MUSIC OF WAGNER.
Lohengrin: Preludes to Acts I i III: Tristan Und
Isolde: Prelude & Liebestod: Gotterdamerung: Sieg-
fried's Funeral March: other selections; Philharnionia
Orch. Mono. Orlg. $5.79. Special 2 98

894. Bach: EASTER ORATORIO. Dietrich Fischer-Diesliau,
ylis-Gara. Johnson. Altmeyer; S. German Madrigal Choir
SW German Chamber Orcli, Gonncnwein cond. Mono.

rig. $5.79. Special 2.98

R906. Fischer-Dieskau: SCHUBERT'S "THE TROUT" &
OTHER SONGS. The Trout, Stacndchen. Seligkeit,
Heiden Roslein, others; Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau, soloist,
Gerald Moore, jiiano. Mono.
Orig. $5.79. Special 2.98
R907. Fischer-Dieskau: SCHUBERT RECITAL. The
world's foremost lleder singer with Deatli And The
Maiden, Der Wanderer, Nachtgesang, Aus Den Wasser
7m Singen, others; Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau, soloist,
Gerald Moore, piano. Mono.
Orig. $5,79. Special 2.98

595. Purcell: DIDO AND AENEAS. Victoria de los
igeles. Heather Harper, Johnson, Glossop; The Arabrosian
ngers. Sir John BarbiroUi cond. Mono
is $5.79. Special 2.98

R901.



Capable of the

Most Sophisticated

Photography

A Yashica 35mm single lens reflex will

grow on even the most unsophisticated
amateur. Like it or not, he will develop into

a most sophisticated photographer, whose
work clearly will show all the earmarks of

the professional.

Small wonder, since Yashica single lens
reflex cameras with 20 interchangeable
lenses and accessory equipment comprise
one of the most popular of professional sys-
tems, built with all the quality and attention
to detail demanded by men (and women)
who use cameras for a living. Withal, they
have a basic simplicity that make them
easy to operate and a pleasure to use.

See the complete system at your dealer's,

or send for the catalog.

YASHICA
YASHICA INC., 50-17 QUEENS BOULEVARD,

WOODSIDE, NEW YORK 11377 DPT.Q

be mounted if we are to survive are

awe inspiring. To ameliorate the

"time of famines" I have suggested

that the developed world, through

the United Nations, set up a multi-

valent program of area rehabilita-

tion. This program would involve

simultaneous population control, ag-

ricultural development, and, where

resources permit, industrialization of

selected countries or sections of

countries. Population control would

be the sine qua non of area rehabili-

tation, and careful consideration and

monitoring of environmental conse-

quences would be an absolute re-

quirement. The program would in-

volve the establishment of TV net-

works (with distribution of sets for

communal viewing in villages) to

help people understand population

control, public health, and agricul-

tural measures. It would include a

worldwide renaissance of agricul-

tural—ecological research and the

promotion of a "county agent" net-

work for the underdeveloped world.

If we can get population growth

halted without unprecedented catas-

trophe, then we must turn to the ques-

tion of the "carrying capacity" of the

earth, although this is a question that

we can begin to consider now. What
is an optimum population size, from

the point of view of man's physical

and psychological welfare? What is

the maximum level of material afflu-

ence that can be supported worldwide

for an indefinite period of time with-

out destroying the earth? No doubt

this will prove to be a considerably

lower level than Americans are ac-

customed to. Perhaps the concept of

"the good life" needs re-evaluation,

with less emphasis on material

things. There is some evidence today

that college students are less con-

cerned with affluence than are their

parents. The earth's energy budget

and resources are limited. We must

recognize that and learn to live with-

in them. But changes in the quality of

life for people can only be achieved

when their quantity is under control.

Are the necessary programs pos-

sible? Possible, yes, but their reali-

zation seems hardly probable. Much
will depend on whether the United

States, as the most influential super-

power, can be made aware of its

grave danger. Can Americans learn

the grim lesson that considering the

population explosion a problem of

the underdeveloped world is like say-

ing to a fellow passenger, "your end

in

COIOR?
then you neec

perfect

color
everytime

!

get it

with the

professional

COLOR TEMPERATURE METER
and FILTER INDICATOR

INSTANTLY SHOWS. . . with any type of color firm

Color temperature of light source (in degrees Kelvin)
Filter required for correct color balance

Calibrated in "decamired" filter scale adopted by
leading camera and filter manufacturers. Complete
with leather eveready case and neck strap. Sold
only through photographic dealers.

Write for literature.

XCX^XSrO- PHOTO CORPORATION
P.O. BOX 1O60 WOODSIDE, N. Y. 11377

Hold The World In Your Palm.. with

IVI.V. MINISCOPE SYSTEM $16.95

So startlingly different are the design and per
formance of the M.V. MINISCOPE SYSTEM tha
you won't really believe it until you see it and
use it yourself. With its standard objective
the M.V. is an 8x, wide-angle (8.2"), 24mm mo
nocular telescope— more powerful than mos
field glasses and binoculars. For an even large
field, just quick-change objectives and you havf
a 6x, super-wide-angle (11=), 18mm telescope

The prismatic, fully coated optics are of tht

same uncompromising quality that you expec
from the finest Japanese cameras— crispness
brilliance and complete planarity, As an
added bonus, the objectives may be used as 3x
and 5x wide-field magnifier/loupes, of une)
celled definition and clarity. Weight S-'/J ozs
length only 3>'.". Comes with handstrap and
soft, flat, zippered case that fits snugly in gen
tieman's pocket or lady's purse.

D Send the MIYAUCHI M.V. MINISCOPE SYSTEM
w/case S exchange objectives. Satisfaction, or

refund guaranteed. Check for $16.95 plus $1 for

post. & ins. end. (Calif, resid. add 5% tax.)

584 Washington St.,

San Francisco. 94111

(415) 981-5688 jiavepiilii^



of the boat is sinking"? Most of our

citizens do not realize, for instance,

how totally we depend on imports

for our material affluence. After all,

we use well over half of all the raw
materials consumed each year. Think

of it! Less than 1/15 of the popula-

tion of the earth requires more than

all the rest to maintain its inflated

position.

Many Americans may be willing

to help the rest of the world for hu-

manitarian reasons. Can other Amer-
icans be convinced that to help is in

their own selfish interest? We are

willing to spend many billions for

ill-advised military—political inter-

ventions. Is it conceivable that this

power can be diverted into projects

!of greater use to ourselves and the

rest of mankind?
Unfortunately our government has

its attention focused elsewhere, and
is not aware of the true gravity of

the situation. The likelihood seems

nil that tens of billions of dollars a

year will be spent to meet a threat

most politicians cannot perceive.

Could the biological community
sound the warning and force the poli-

ticians to face reality? Unhappily,

most biologists are involved in bio-

nedical research leading to lowered

death rates. They do not have the

background, and often lack the in-

clination, to recognize the threat.

\nd, of course, the degree of change

n national attitudes and policies re-

juired to meet this challenge would
)e viewed as a threat to their posi-

ion. After all, to save future genera-

ions we might have to change our
)attem of research support! The
inswer will not come from the sci-

ntiflc and political establishment,

he establishment must be forced

nto action by the concerned public.

;
The "concerned public" is already

[arge, and will soon be drastically

jncreased in size as riots tear cities

jpart, fishermen find they can no
pnger eat their pesticide-loaded

latches, smog disasters become com-
;ion, famine pre-empts the headlines,

ind the international situation con-
|:nues to deteriorate. Everything pos-

jible must be done to mobilize Amer-
pan public opinion and to mobilize

1
fast. If the connection between

rowing population at home and
broad and the steady deterioration
f the quality of life can be made ap-

arent, then perhaps successful ae-

on can be instituted before our
anet is irreversibly ruined.

Ifyou haven't

got the time, we've
got the camera.

^

Slide a film cartridge into the Kodak Instamatic M8 Movie
Camera and join the new wave of super 8 movie-makers.

With this camera there's no fiddling at the start, no flipping at mid-
point, no winding anywhere along the way. Shoot a full fifty feet of
uninterrupted movies in the exciting new super 8 film format.

The M8 is our finest super 8 camera. It has power zoom from 9.5
wide-angle to 45mm telephoto, plus four shooting speeds for spe-
cial effects -9, 18, 24, 32 frames per second. Automatic through-
the-lens exposure control and viewing accuracy. Less than $225.
See the superb M8 and the complete line of Kodak Instamatic
Movie Projectors at your Kodak dealer's.

Price subject to change without notice,

Kodak Instamatic M8 Movie Camera



rondo
cylinder clock is the first new
Idea in clocks in nineteen years.

^ DIGITAL CLOCKS FIRST APPEARED
on the scene nineteen years ago.
They were the first clocks in 650
years to improve the medieval
concept of hands spinning around
on dials at different speeds. Quite
an improvement, that!

THE NEW rondo CYLINDER CLOCK
adds another dimension. Two
airplane tachometer-type dials

stacked one on the other, imper-
ceptibly move past an index, in-

stantly and unequivocally giving

you the exact time "readout."

% A "MEISTERWERK" OF HOROLOGY
that comes to us from Pforzheim
(Germany) where they have been
making timepieces since the
reign of Pippin The Short. The
works are absolutely noiseless
and run on llOv housecurrent.
The translucent cylinders are lit

from within for easy timetelling
in the wee hours (even from 30').

For you light sleepers a built in

switch turns out the light.

^ rondo COMES IN THREE FINISHES:^ Natural teakwood (pictured
above), natural pigskin, and
black sharkskin with a burnished
chrome ring. 6y2" high, 3%" dia.

THIS UNIQUE CONVERSATION PIECE
is available only through us and
comes with a year's guarantee on
parts and workmanship.

rondo
WRITE OR PHONE (415) 981-5688

Please send me the rondo cylin-

der clock in finish checked.
(Indicate 1st and 2nd choice)

D Teak D Pigskin D Sharkskin

D I enclose $40 ($39 plus $1 for

postage & ins.) Calif, res. add 5%.

Name _

Address

Zip

Iiavephillsi?:^?^»

A Natttralist at Large

jAliens in the JLandscnpi
hy Marston Bates

Ijook at those starlings. I haven't

come across anyone who could be

called a friend of the starlings. In the

case of pigeons, people can be di-

vided into pro- and anti-factions

(with janitors solidly antipigeon),

but the prostarling group is either

completely absent or very quiet. A
great deal of ingenuity has gone into

the problem of discouraging star-

lings: gunfire and other noises, elec-

tric shock, playing recordings of

starling alarm calls, and most recent-

ly, a never-drying sticky substance,

which seems to work because the

birds don't like to get their feet

gummed up.

Yet in the last century quite a num-
ber of people thought it would be nice

to have starlings in this country, and

several attempts were made to get

them established—unsuccessful until

1890 when about 80 pairs were re-

leased in New York's Central Park.

The first starlings to breed here may
well have done so under the eaves of

The American Museum of Natural

History—although the museum can-

not be blamed for the introduction.

The effort to establish starlings is the

more puzzling because the birds had

already proved to be pests when in-

troduced into New Zealand and Aus-

tralia, and they had never been ad-

mired by British farmers. But people

set on bringing in some new species

of plant or animal are not easily dis-

couraged. Man has been influencing

biogeography for quite a while now.

Of course many introductions are

accidental rather than purposeful.

Microbes, insects, and weed seeds are

particularly apt to accompany man
on his travels. Among mammals, rats

and mice have done quite well; a

number of lizards have become wide-

ly spread around the tropics by

hitchhiking on ships. The uninvite

travelers are likely to be pests—aboi

half of the major insect pests of crop

in the United States are aliens, ace

dentally introduced—and this has le

to the establishment of quarantine

to prevent their entry.

"Quarantine" comes from the Ita

ian quaranta, referring to the fort',

day period of isolation imposed on

ship—cargo, passengers, and crew-
there were indications of unusu

disease. The practice is said to ha^

started in fourteenth-century Venic

long before there was any scientif

basis for the action. Since Pastel

and the acceptance of the ger;

theory of disease, quarantines hai

been elaborated and systematize

but in many cases it is still possib

to debate whether the restrictions a

worth all the trouble they cause.

We are particularly sensitive abo

introducing new insects, as anyo)

knows who has tried to carry fruit

plants across a frontier. I am still n

sure whether such quarantine bs

riers are effective enough to warra

the inconvenience—a doubt that 1 i

herited from my father-in-law, Dav

Fairchild. He was head of the Ofii!

of Seed and Plant Introduction of ti

Department of Agriculture for ma

'

years, and dedicated his life to me
ing possibly useful or ornameni

plants around the globe. His go'

friend for many years was Chars

Marlatt, chief of the Bureau of En-

mology. The friendship was ba(7

strained when Marlatt established 13

insect quarantine—and spoiled mai'

of Fairchild's plants by fumigatioi

Fairchild argued that the quar •

tine was useless because it would it

be possible to carry out a thoroi'i

enough inspection to eliminate I'l

potential pests. He once tried to prie



his point at the border of California

—a state that is particularly careful

about alien insects and the foodstuffs

on which they are likely to travel—by
insisting that if they were going to

inspect the car before permitting it

enter California, they should be
borough about it. He got the inspec-

ors to drag out and open all the suit-

;ases and go through the automobile
;arefully as tempers became strained

md traffic accumulated on the road
;ehind. He drove on, feeling smug
ibout the whole affair. Presently his

vife reached into the pocket on the

ar door to get a handkerchief—and
lulled out an orange!

The various plant quarantine serv-

ces usually publish statistics on the
lumber of thousands of insects that

re intercepted every year. There are,

f course, no figures on the number
bat they fail to find, and some major
ests have become established de-
pite quarantine. The Dutch elm dis-

ase is an example, although this is

omplicated since both native and
areign bark beetles and a fungus are
ivolved. The fungus, according to
iharles Elton in his book The Ecol-

gy of Invasions, was first identified

1 Ohio in 1930 and is thought to
ave entered with infected elm timber
sed for veneers. Elton discusses
;veral other pests that have been in-

oduced "in spite of heavy screens
f quarantine."

That alien species are not easily
itablished in a new country is shown
y the history of attempts at deliber-
e introduction. There were at least
ve or six efforts to establish those
arlings in the United States before
le success of 1890. Goodness knows
3W many attempts have been made
establish other birds in this coun-

y: among them are several species

Hummingbirds and hawks,
penguins and peregrine falcons
the drama and dynamics
of how they fly

"A writer and editor of many Audubon Society projects and
others, Mr. Terras . . . manages to convey solid information
with clarity and enthusiasm," writes the first reviewer of
Flashing Wings in The Kirkus Service. "The miraculous
mechanisms and oddities of bird flight are set forth with
taste and precision: gliding, hovering, flapping, soaring;
speed and height; extraordinary maneuverings in the air;
dangers and even underwater 'flying.' With helpful illustra-
tions by Robert Mines, Mr. Terres investigates the peculiar
rotary movement of a hummingbird's wings ; the dive of the
loon

;
the secret of the owl's silent flying. With a table and

technicalities in appendices, this is a discreet, useful, and
intelligent exploration."

EAWGHNGS
by John K. Terres
Foreword by Dean Amadon, American Museum;
illustrated by Robert Hines.
$4.95 at all booksellers

•DOUBLEDAY
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How many times have you had to give up watch-
ing TV or reading in bed because you just
couldn't hold up your head any longer (or that
900 page novel?) Your troubJes are over with
BEDSPECS, the clever specs that let you lie fiat
on your bacl< while you read or watch your favo-
rite late show... without getting tired. Great also
for watching the world go by while sunning on
the beach. Marvelous for the elderly or bed-
ridden. These precisely aligned prism glasses
are distortion free-fully achromatic. Good look-
ing, streamlined frames (fashionable for men or
women) are adjustable.
Can be worn comfortably
over corrective glasses. Ap-

'

proved by leading opthal-
mologists. Don't ever get
"reader's cramp" again.
Order your BEDSPECS now.

D Send me pair(s) of BEDSPECS at $14.95
Add $1 for post. & ins. My check is en-
closed. Calif, residents add 5% tax. Return
in ten days if not delighted.

^^^.j
Name

snare me iiiriiisx>

01 Exploring f
Outer Space •

Address-

All DYNASCOPES, Including this
superb RV-6, 6-inch available
on easy terms! ^
Now it's easy to join the thousands of serious
amateurs. who have discovered the excitement
of exploring our mysterious universe. Your en-
joyment begins right from the start, yet the
challenges and rewards go on for years! And
It's a hobby that can be shared at modest cost.

Choose from a Full Range Of
DYNASCOPES® 4 " Starting at $49.95

Picking a telescope to fit your needs and your
pocketbook Is simple when you select a
DYNASCOPE - the same instruments used by
more than 150 schools, colleges and observ-
atories. Prices begin as low as $49.95, and
your satisfaction is guaranteed by a full-
refund warranty.

FASCINATING GUIDE
YOURS FREE!

Read these valuable facts be-
fore buying any telescope. Mail
coupon or postcard for your
complimentary copy of this
helpful guide.

Criterion Manufacturing Co. ^_
331 Church St., Hartford, Conn. 06101

© TM Registered U.S. Pat. Office

CRITERION MANUFACTURING CO.
Dept. NH-85, 331 Church St., Hartford, Conn. 061 01
Please send your free Telescope Guide.

(415)981.5688. ..,»
584 Washington, San Francisco 94111 ||9VRn|lj||S

Address^

City
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Bolex makes a

sound silent projector

and a silent

sound projector.

Bolex makes a
sound silent projector
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sound projector.
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Making a sound silent projector, like

the Bolex 18-5 Super 8, involves de-

signing ttie mostlighl-weightcompact

body, ttie most precise automatic

threading, optical perfection, and

maximum brilliance. For frills, the

Bolex 18-5 has an extraordinary ultra-

slow motion at 5 frames per second

which permits detailed analysis of

movement. Then there's instant switch-

ing from forward to reverse projection.

The Bolex 18-5 is available with 15,

20 or 25mm lenses or versatile zoom

lens. All four lenses have a remark-

able f/1 .3 aperture, for more light on

your screen.

As they used to say back in 1 91 0, this

projector's sound as a dollar. And be-

ing a truly great silent projector, it's

soundless.

Ivlaking a silent sound projector in-

volves removing the usual static

sound track you're used to hearing

every time you project a film. With the

Bolex SM-8 you get faithful sound re-

production. And you can record or do

a mix in the completely transistorized

projector amplifier. (The SMS comes

with a microphone.)

Along with silent sound, you get bright,

sharp pictures because of the quartz

iodine lamp and Paillard 15, 20, 25mm

or zoom lenses. Choice of speeds—
1 8 or 24 frames per second.

The Bolex"silent sound" projector lets

you really hear your soundtrack. And
from only $379.50, it's a very sound

deal.

For folder and name of Bolex dealer

nearest you, write to Paillard Incorpo-

rated, 1 900 Lower Road, Linden. New
Jersey 07036. ^^|_^:X;

of thrushes, finches, and titmice, as

well as the nightingale, wood lark,

British robin, and mute swan. At one

time it looked as though the goldfinch

and skylark had become established,

but they died out. Only six wild spe-

cies of alien birds can be called suc-

cessful : the Hungarian partridge, the

ring-necked pheasant, the starling,

the house sparrow, the European tree

sparrow (in Missouri), and the

Chinese spotted dove (in the vicinity

of Los Angeles ) . (I regard pigeons

as escaped cultigens. I

Europeans living in New Zealand

and Hawaii have been particularly

addicted to introducing birds and

mammals for reasons of sentiment or

sport. One would think it would be

relatively easy to establish aliens in

these islands—especially since both

regions had rather limited bird

faunas and no mammals except bats.

But G. M. Thompson, in his book

The Naturalization of Animals and

Plants in New Zealand, reported that

of 130 attempts to introduce bird

species, only 24 succeeded. George

Munro, in Birds of Hawaii, reports

efforts to introduce 96 species, of

which 19 have become well estab-

lished, while 12 more seem likely to

succeed.

There is considerable discussion as

to whether the alien birds in Hawaii

constitute a threat to the native

perching birds—the peculiar thrushes

and honeycreepers. Certainly the na-

tive birds are in a bad way: Munro
estimates that 25 species have a fair

chance of survival, while 30 others

are either already extinct or likely to

become so. Hawaii, however, illus-

trates a general phenomenon: that

aliens are inclined to be most abun-

dant in the man-altered landscape.

This is probably because birds that

are easily established are kinds that

get along well with man—witness

those starlings. Extinction of many
local animals in all parts of the world

is apt to be the consequence of multi-

plying human numbers, of man's ac-

tivity in clearing and cultivating

land, destroying the natural habi-

tats. The survivors, except for the in-

habitants of nature reserves, are what

I have called the opportunists—the

species that thrive in the human eco-

system.

I first became aware of this pecu-

liarity of our associates some years

ago when I was in a part of the upper

Orinoco drainage in South America

where man had had no detectable role

You can dissolve
your mother-in-law into

a ladybug.

D
Bolex fvlullitrix, an inci

titling device, also m
for you to film your o'

incorporate slides and

a

D

The Bolex 155 (vlacrozoom makes i

possible to dissolve anything into an;

thing.You can dissolve your wife intc

a movie star, your children into mor

keys, or your boss into a bear. That':

because the Bolex 155 8.5 to 30mn
f/1 .9 (Vlacrozoom lens has the wides

focusing range ever built into a zoon

lens.

The unique focusing range plus thi

Bolex fvlultitrix, an incredibly versatili

make it possibli

' own movie title;

nd postcards inti

your footage, make professional loot

ing superimpositions while you'ri

shooting , and do all sorts of trick phi

tographic effects like the ones we'vi

already mentioned.

But that's not the limit to the Bolex 1 5 -'

Macrozoom. Now, for the first time, yoi

can get within one inch of what you'p

shooting, and still be able to foou

With ordinary 8 or Super 8 camera

the closest you can get is about 4 fee

Any closer and you'll be out of focu

The Bolex 15 5, with (vlacrozoom (m

extra charge), can make your homi

movies unique! Funny! Beautiful,

Breathtaking I For a demonstration c

the endless possibilities, send $2.0

to Paillard and you'll receive an e

citing color film about the Bolex 15

(Available in 8mm or Super 8

Paillard Incorporated, 1900 Lowe

Road, Linden, New Jersey 07036. -•

BOI_E>C
I

155 Macrozootri 1



in altering the landscape. The plants

and animals I had thought of as com-

mon—weeds, roadside birds, and but-

ierflies—had disappeared or were

[ound only in such natural open

labitats as river sandbars. The or-

janisms associated with civilized or

igricultural man are a very special

ot. One theory is that many of them
vere saved from extinction by man
;oming along just in time, that they

I'ould not have survived in undis-

urbed biological communities,
^hose animals and plants around us

hat look so tough are really the

reaklings of the biosphere.

I suspect, then, that the extraordi-

lary Hawaiian family of honey-

reepers would be disappearing at

ust about the same rate if man had
ever brought any alien birds to the

jlands. On the other hand, if man
hiould disappear from these islands,

lost of his associates might disap-

ear too. Unfortunately, "most" is

ot "all." Quite a few of the man-
loved aliens in various parts of the

orld would undoubtedly get along

sry well without him, to the detri-

lent of the native biota.

It is interesting that many of the

esh-water fishes that man has

[oved thrive in environments that

apear unaltered by human action.

his is particularly true of such pred-

ory species as the brown trout, the

linbow trout, and the large-mouthed

ack bass. In many places where
lese were introduced there were no
itive competitors—the case, for in-

ance, in New Zealand. Tasmania,
ad isolated mountain lakes in many
irts of the world—so that the suc-

:ss of the introduction is under-

andable. The trout, however, have
so flourished in lakes where the

cal fauna seemed complete and well

ilanced. This is true in the South
tnerican Lake Titicaca, where rain-

)w trout have almost eliminated the

digenous fishes. This might be jus-

led from the narrow human point

view if rainbow trout were con-
lered better food: but in the case

Lake Titicaca the local people pre-

rred their own fishes, and a thriv-

g industry has been destroyed for

e benefit of a few sportsmen.

The success of fishes is not limited

these larger predators—look at the

;ming carp in many lakes and
earns in the United States. The
lall topminnow of our southeastern

ites, Gambusia affinis, has been
read widely throughout the world

in attempts to control malaria, since

the fish has an insatiable appetite for

mosquito larvae. It now^ teems in the

marshes and ponds of southern Eu-
rope, North Africa, South Africa,

Southeast Asia, and parts of South
America. I know of no studies, how-
ever, of the impact of this species on
native faunas. People worried about
malaria have not w orried about local

fishes.

Other exceptions to the rule that

man-moved aliens thrive best in man-
altered landscapes are found among
mammals, especially where these

have been introduced into oceanic
islands with few or no native species.

The success of the mongoose in the

West Indies and Hawaii is a fine

example.

A Jamaican planter, W. Bancroft
Espeut. imported four pairs of mon-
gooses from Calcutta in 1872 for the

purpose of controlling the rats that

were causing great damage to the

cane fields. The introduction was an
immediate success, leading other

cane-growing islands to try the ex-

periment. But the success was short-

lived ; after a few years the rats in the

cane fields became as abundant as

ever. They had learned, it seemed, to

nest high off the ground where the

mongooses couldn't reach them. The
mongooses then took to catching

chickens and a wide variety of

ground-living vertebrates—frogs,
lizards, birds, small mammals. The
mongoose itself came to be univer-

sally regarded as a pest.

Should we stop this practice of

moving plants and animals around
the world? The disasters have not

convinced many wildlife officials.

Sportsmen in the United States are

still enthusiastically supporting the

importation of game, and gardeners

are not likely to stop trying new
plants. The temptation is particularly

great to try establishing the varied

animals of the African grasslands in

the southwestern United States and
on the plains of Argentina. The case

against moving animals around has

been ably stated by George Laycock
in a book called The Alien Animals,

which also has an excellent bibliog-

raphy on the subject of animal intro-

ductions. I think Laycock is right;

but I also suspect that there is no
chance that we will abandon this par-

ticular method of altering the land-

scapes in which we live. We should,

at least, learn to be more careful than

we have been in the past.

All you need to make
movies is a 16mm Bolex
and a tens.

o
All you need to make
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o
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o
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But Bolex is a system as well as a cam-
era. It can be outfitted foryour specific

historical, anthropological, or nature

study requirements. Begin with the

H-1 6 Rex-5 body, which is self-thread-

ing and comes with variable shutter

speed, filter slot, and magazine saddle.

Add a Vario-Switar 86 EE zoom lens

for bright reflex viewing and focusing

from-extreme wide angle to telephoto,

with complete automatic exposure
control. Choose from a range of elec-

tric motors, or use the built-in spring-

wind motor if continuous run is not

necessary. Switch from fast motion to

slow motion instantaneously (you

'e a continuous range of running

speeds from 1 2 to 64 frames per sec-

ond). Add the lightweight 400 foot

magazine, for 12 minutes of uninter-

rupted shooting. Fully outfitted, the

Bolex weighs less than 1 3 pounds.

You can operate the Bolex hand-held

with the electric grip, or mount it on

[ la tripod. Your camera can even be
^"winterized" to withstand unusual con-

ditions. And there is an undenwater
housing available, too.

Bolex cameras, made with Swiss
watch making precision, have proven
their accuracy over many years time,

under the most adverse arctic and
tropical conditions. This is the Bolex

H-1 6 Rex-5, The Explorer.

For a copy of Bolex magazine's special

issue on scientific photography, write

to Paillard Incorporated, 1900 Lower

Road, Linden, New Jersey 07036.

Bolex H-1 6 Rex-5,
The Explorer.
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NATURE TOUR
of the

SOVIET UNION
Sept. 2nd to Sept. 24th, 1968

Leaders: Dr. Charles Vaurie,

American Museum of Natural His-

tory, New York, and Dr. V. E. Flint,

Zoological Museum of the Moscow

State University, Moscow.

Moscow and Leningrad, Lake Onega,

Rostov, Mouth of Don and Sea of

Azov, Greater and Lower Caucasus,

Mountains and deserts of Central Asia

with Alma Ata, Samarkand, Bukhara

and Ashkabad.

All inclusive:

US $1596.00 from New York

Plt\tse write for printed booklet and

registration forms to

Dr. C. Vaurie

American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79th St.

New York, N.Y. 10024

or to

TREASURE TOURS, Montreal

Organhers: TREASURE TOURS INTER-
NATIONAL Inc. Office of Acidemic Liai-

son, 1010 St. Catlierine \V. Montreal,

Quebec, Canada.

REPLACE YOUR PAD WITH MESSAGE MINDER
If you are given to writers cramp, never can
find a pen or pencil, or have tlie i<ind of hand-
writing that only a mother can love (but not
read), here is your chance for a breakthrough in
personal communication. Just dictate a message,
memo, or "middle-of-the-night creative flash"
(up to 30 sees, long) into this handy recorder
and it plays bacl< clear as a bell! This closed-
loop tape recorder is a real time-saver in the
office. A great help for the busy housewife
(leave a message for children returning from
school — even those too young to read.) Runs on
ordinary, long-lasting flashlight batteries. Tape
can be erased & replayed hundreds of times.
Guaranteed for one year.

D Send me MESSAGE MINDER, complete with
batteries. My checkc for $15.95 ($14.95 plus
$1 for post. & ins. enc.) Calif, residents add
5% tax. Return in 10 days if not delighted.

NAME ^
ADDRESS

(*15) 981-5688
584 Washington, San Francisco, 94111 .havephiils

Itadia TreBckitwg
by L. David Mech

Have you ever wondered how large

an area various animals cover in

tlieir normal travels? Or how often

they return to certain locations with-

in their range? These and related

aspects of animal movements have

long occupied the attention of biolo-

gists, and a great deal of research

effort has been expended on them.

Until recently, the most usual

means of studying the movements of

vertebrates was the tagging-recapture

technique. The scientist livetraps an

animal, tags it, and releases it, hop-

ing that some day he may recapture

the creature and learn one more bit

of information about its movements.

In most cases, however, his chances

of seeing a particular animal again

are remote. Even if he does recapture

it, he only learns where it has been in

a few points of time and space.

Nevertheless, for many years the

tagging-recapture technique was gen-

erally the best available for studying

animal movements. To date, thou-

sands of fishes, amphibians, reptiles,

birds, and mammals have been

tagged or banded with identifying

numbers, and a certain amount of

information about their movements
has been gradually accumulated.

A few years ago a technique was

devised tliat caused a tremendous

surge both in the amount of infor

mation obtained about animal move
ments and in the degree of scientific

interest in this field. The techniquf

involves animal telemetry and is

known as radio tracking.

Basically the idea of radio track

ing is simple. A radio transmitter is

attached to an animal under study

and from then on the signal emanat

ing from the transmitter reveals th(

location of the animal. A researchei

with the proper radio receiver anc

directional antenna can determin(

tlie animal's approximate where

abouts merely bv triangulating oi

tlie signal, or by obtaining a singlt

bearing to the animal and then esti

mating the distance on the basis o

signal strength.

This technique could have beei

used some forty years ago. However

the weight of a transmitter producec

at that time ^\ ould have been so grea

tliat only an elephant could havi

carried it. Thus, generalized use o

radio tracking had to await the Iran

sistor and the consequent age of elec

tronic miniaturization, which no\

allows the manufacture of transmil

ters light enough and small enoug

to be carried by a 30-gram thrush.

Miniature radio transmitters have been in use for less than a decade.



Overseas
Nature To urs

For eight years we have been organizing group
Tips to investigate the natural history of Europe,
\frica and the world. Chief purpose so far has
seen to see birds, including as many rare and
iifficult species as possible. However, a full eco-
ogical picture is sought, with attention to botany,
'geology and archaeology where appropriate.

Persons without specialized interests, but with
ippreciation for the natural scene as opposed to
lophisticated city life, are entirely welcome, and
uch people constitute a part of every group.

EUROPEAN PROGRAM
.Vith seven tours on the European program this
ear, many delightful combinations are possible,
liach tour, 3 weeks.
' BRITAIN: Magnificent coverage from the
outheast coast to th^ Scottish Highlands. May 31.

NORTH TOUR: Amsterdam to Germany and
ip thi-u Sweden to the Arctic Circle. May 31.

NORWAY: Up the spectacular coast and
round North Cape; popular tour. June 22.

.
BALKANS: Seldom-visited bird areas in Jugo-

lavia, Romania, Hungar>-. May 31.

U.S.S.R: Fine coverage of Russia, including the
^^^aucasus and the Asian republics. Small party
nd excellent bird leadership. June 22.

ICELAND: Two fine weeks with birds, flowers,
iCology. Top leadership, reasonable cost. Two
epartures of this popular tour, June 22 & July 8.
l)ptional Greenland extension follows July 8 tour.

ALASKA
he highly successful pioneer venture in 1967
as been expanded into 3 consecutive 2-wk. trips:

ALASKA SOUTH: From Seattle June 8 to the
anhandle & the Yukon, ending at Fairbanks.

ALASKA NORTH: McKinley Park, Kenai,
odiak Island and Katniai. June 22.

ALASKA OUTPOSTS; Aleutians, Pribilofs, Nome
Barrow. Remote and wonderful. July 6.

SUIVIMER PROGRAM
tours in South and Middle America,

,

region rich in birds and archaeology. Colombia,
iie world's top bird country, 3 weeks beginning
me 22. Followed immediately by four 2-week
urs: Panama, July 13; Costa Rica to Guatemala,
jdy 27; Yucatan, Aug. 10; and Chiapas, Aug. 24.

I

3-WEEK AFRICA TOURS
SOUTH AFRICA, incl. South-West Africa, Kala-

iri Desert & Kruger Park. Top leaders. July 18.

EAST AFRICA: Popular area, a bit over-visited
It fine birds & mammals. Aug. 10.

CENT. AFRICA-MADAGASCAR: Completely
;w, thrilling route, beginning at Victoria Falls
ag. 31.

SOUTH PACIFIC
-ature of the year; many think it is the greatest
]p of all. Five units; combine as you like:

MELANESIA: Fiji, New Hebrides, New Cale-
nia, Solomons and 2 weeks in New Guinea.
»ur weeks beginning Sept. 14.

AUSTRALIA WEST: From Perth around the coast
Darwin, plus the deserts at AUce Springs and
western Queensland. Oct. 12. 3 weeks.
AUSTRALIA EAST: The Great Barrier Reef,
dney, Adelaide, Murray River, Tasmania. Three
•eks beginning Nov. 2.

NEW ZEALAND: Comprehensive 3-week cover-
e of both islands, working south with the
nng. Geysers, glow-worm caves, majestic Mt.
ok and Milford Sound. Nov. 23.

N.Z. WEST COAST: Ten days up the west coast,
th botany emphasis. Dec. 13.

fne along! . . . Intimate, private groups, expert
dership. We seek out back-country routes, try
an experience-in-depth of the natural scene anci

! people. (Not recommended if you're strong for
ht life.)

Crowder Nature Tours
Box 222-a

Harpers Ferry, W. Va. 25425

The practical use of radio track-

ing also had to await just the right

association of biologists and engi-

neers. Various biologists had been
thinking about the technique for sev-

eral years but could not put their

ideas into effect. No doubt many elec-

tronics engineers could have pro-
duced suitable transmitters, but they
were not aw are of the need for them.
By 1959, however, C. D. LeMun-

yan and a team of co-workers at

Bethesda had developed a compact
transmitter with a range of 2.5 yards,

and the field use of radio tracking

began. During the next year, at the

University of Minnesota, W. H. Mar-
shall reported on a transmitter hav-
ing a range of 1.5 miles, and within

three years he and his associates had
used them effectively on porcupines
and ruffed grouse. Meanwhile, W. W.
Cochran working with R. D. Lord,

Jr. in Illinois developed a transmitter

with a similar range that weighed 10
grams and used only S8.00 worth of

parts. The age of radio tracking had
arrived.

In the few years that have elapsed

since then, a high degree of sophis-

tication has taken place in radio-

tracking hardware and techniques.

Transmitters are now available

that weigh only 2.5 grams, including

the battery. Although such a trans-

mitting system only has enough
power to operate for two or three

days, it has proved very useful in

the study of bird migration. For re-

search requiring a longer transmis-

sion life, heavier batteries can be
used. Recently, new types of batteries

have been developed that will provide
much longer life for their weight.

Thus "radio-collars" weighing 75 to

100 grams, including battery, trans-

mitter, and attachment material, are
now commonly used on animals the

size of skunks and raccoons for pe-

riods of five to six months. Larger
animals such as deer can be tracked

for more than a year with a radio-

collar just twice this weight. Rabbits,

hares, and squirrels wearing 40-gram
collars can be followed for up to three

months.

Several types of receiving systems

are also in use. The simplest is a port-

able, battery-operated receiver cou-

pled to a small directional antenna,

which can detect a signal from a dis-

tance of 14 to 2 miles. The entire

system is hand-held and thus can be
taken into the field to determine the
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exact location of a resting animal,

whether it is a hole in the ground, a

hollow tree, or a surface bed. Such a

system is useful in many kinds of

animal-movement studies, and is the

type commonly employed today. It is

also used to supplement the more

advanced receiving devices.

A modification of this system in-

volves a vehicle with a revolving an-

tenna that is connected to a re-

ceiver inside the vehicle. In areas

with a dense network of roads, this

receiving system works well in track-

ing most mammals, and it allows the

researcher to follow several individ-

uals during a short time period.

A more advanced version of this

system was recently developed by

W. W. Cochran, of the Illinois Nat-

ural History Survey, for bird-migra-

tion studies. These studies require

that researchers wait patiently, day

and night, for hours or even days be-

fore the radio-tagged bird departs.

Then, when the bird suddenly begins

its migration, a special alarm goes

off inside the vehicle, waking or

alerting the research team, who im-

mediately take up pursuit and follow

closely with the vehicle, keeping the

antenna pointed toward the bird at

all times. During the long, hectic

pursuit of the migrating bird, an-

other automatic device keeps the an-

tenna following the bird's move-

ments regardless of the vehicle's di-

rection of travel.

Mobile receiving systems inside

aircraft have also been used during

bird-migration studies and are a pre-

requisite for following birds across

large bodies of water. In addition,

they are useful in tracking highly

mobile mammals such as wolves.

An advanced type of receiving sys-

tem that has worked well with the

more sedentary birds and mammals
involves semipermanent antennae

mounted on masts. The stationary

antennae can be elevated, thus al-

lowing a considerable increase in

range. The receiver for each antenna

is situated inside a field station or

trailer from which operators can

comfortably track several animals.

The most sophisticated animal-

tracking system yet devised is almost

completely automatic. Once radio-

tagged animals are released within

ramge of this system, data on their

locations—and in some cases their

type of activity—are automatically

recorded every 45 seconds on micro-
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film. A technician then converts these

data to a form usable by a computer.

The computer calculates several

movement parameters, compiles the

data into frequency distributions,

and directs an automatic plotter to

map the animals' movements.
An apparatus of this type now in

operation at the University of Min-
nesota can track as many as 52 in-

dividuals simultaneously. It uses two
;ontinually revolving antennae per-

manently mounted on high towers,

and can provide acceptable data on
}nimals in an area of about 20 square

niles. Such a sophisticated system is

expensive to build and operate, but it

provides a quality and quantity of

lata commensurate with its expense.

Along different lines of sophistica-

ion, a research team at the Uni-
'ersity of Washington developed a

elemetry system that provides much
nore information than just the lo-

ation of an animal. This device was
!sed on free-ranging baboons in

Lenya and was able to furnish data

bout the pressure and rate of blood
ow in these animals from a distance

f two miles. At the same time, it

llowed the researchers to anesthe-

ize the subject animals from this

istance. Whenever the team wanted
5 replace a baboon's batteries or re-

over the animal's SS.OOO telemetry

ack, the scientists merely sent out

signal to a special device the crea-

ire was wearing. The signal acti-

ated the device, which then anes-

letized the baboon.

With the variety of animal-track-

ig systems available today, almost
ly biologist can find one that will

I his budget. Thus, biologists inter-

ited in animal movements can now
am much more in the time ex-

5nded than they could have even ten

;ars ago.

In addition to increasing the

Jantity of the information avail-

)le, radio-tracking devices provide
ore kinds of information than
ere previously obtainable. The tag-

ng-recapture method usually fur-

shed only very gross data on an
limal's range and minimum extent

travel. With radio tracking, one
n gather data about an animal's

eed and patterns of travel, its tem-
iral patterns of activity, its inter-

tions with other animals, and the

tensity with which it frequents

rious parts of its range. In many
ecies, one can determine from the

\
w
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quality of the transmitters signal

whether an animal is resting or ac-

tive at any time. With rufEed grouse,

for instance, workers have even been

able to tell when a bird is feeding or

drumming.

Information can also be obtained

on predation and on other mortality

factors since radio-tagged animals

can usually be found even when dead.

In addition, growth and weight

changes of subject animals can be

checked periodically because these

individuals can be located and recap-

tured more easily than ever before.

Finally, radio tracking allows a bi-

ologist to readily locate the dens,

nests, and resting sites of his study

animals, which then can be further

investigated in any number of ways,

including direct observation of the

animals.

Regarding the last-mentioned ad-

vantage, the words of Frank and

John Craighead demonstrate the

great value of radio tracking in their

well-known studies of the grizzly:

"In some 3,000 square miles of

grizzly bear habitat, 85% heavily

wooded, man and grizzly can arrange

to meet, with the man alone aware

of the grizzly's presence and loca-

tion. He can observe undetected.

This ability to locate, move in, or

follo^v and then observe is in itself

a tangible research reward."

Because of all the advantages of

radio tracking, it probably should be

considered the single most important

technique ever developed in the study

of vertebrate natural history and

ecology. In less than ten years this

technique has proved itself to be rev-

olutionary. Published studies using

radio tracking have destroyed cer-

tain old concepts about animal move-

ments, have modified others, and

have suggested any number of new
hypotheses.

There are indications that within

the next five or ten years further

strides will be made in the radio-

tracking technique. Thus one can ex-

pect the study of the movements and

behavior of free-ranging vertebrates

to progress at an even faster rate. At

a time ^vhen most of man's technol-

ogy is exerting destructive pressure

upon the natural world, it is of some
comfort to note that certain technical

advances may be of benefit.

L. David Mech is a ivildlife biologist,

best knoivn for his predation studies

of tvolves and moose.
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Imagine paying only

$2.50 for a twelve-
inch 33V3 rpm field

recording of calls

and songs of 60 com-
mon Eastern birds,

with an illustrated

27-page booklet.

comtnon
BIRDSONGS
Donald J. Borror

Vith this handy record and a couple of hours, you can acquire a

nowledge of bird song that previous generations of bird lovers spent

ears developing. Bird song recordings are now recognized as a total

nprovement over the old methods of memorizing songs. All you

eally need is a record player; the accuracy of field recordings assures

nat what you learn is absolutely faithful . . . instantly recognizable.

As valuable to you as your binoculars!

ihis particular 12", 33'/3 rpm monaural recording (playable on all

png-playing equipment) contains the songs and calls of 60 of Amer-
:a's most widely distributed birds. The calls were recorded by Pro-

';ssor Borror, Ohio State University, using the latest portable equip-

ment, and they are clearly reproduced on a dust repellent, antistatic,

III vinyl disc—the same quality record used for fine classical music.

JAore than one song—as many as 8 or 9— is given for most birds, re-

lealing individual variation. This breadth of coverage is rare—even in

ird song records costing three times as much. It means that this

ngle record gives you all the songs and calls you are likely to hear

n your field trips.

ccompanying the record is a 27-page, 8'/2 x 11 book containing

rnithological material on the characteristics, function, and produc-

on of song for each species. A black-and-white drawing of each

Decies is an extra identification aid.

/hy pay three times as much? As an introduction to bird watching . . .

as a chance to test your knowledge at home, without the distractions

of the field ... as an aid to identifying individuals you can't see and

distinguishing between birds that sound alike, this new Dover record-

ing will be a source of pleasure for many bird watchers (and for

suburbanites who are not yet enthusiasts), a wonderful gift idea.

Dover's guarantee assures your complete satisfaction or your money
will gladly be refunded. Try it for up to 10 days. Record, book, album.

Only $2.50.

Contents:

Blue Jay

Red-shouldered Hawk
Carolina Chickadee (3)

Eastern Phoebe
Traill's Flycatcher

White-breasted Nuthatch
Yellow-shafted Flicker

Swamp Sparrow (7)

Carolina Wren (9)

Ovenbird (3)

Kentucky Warbler (3)

Field Sparrow (6)

Cardinal (8)

Tufted Titmouse (7)

Eastern Meadowlark (5)

Grasshopper Sparrow
Black-throated Green Warbler (3)

Parula Warbler (4)

Rose-breasted Grosbeak (3)

Scarlet Tanager
Wood Thrush
Rufous-sided Towhee (8)

Song-Sparrow (9)

Yellow Warbler (7)

Chestnut-sided Warbler (7)

White-eyed Vireo (5)

Louisiana Waterthrush (3)

Vesper Sparrow (6)

House wren (6)

Mockingbird
. . . and 30 other birds

Numerals indicate number of individuals recorded

lept. 605, Dover Publications, Inc.

30 Varick St., New York, N. Y. 10014

lease send me copies of Borror: Common Bird Songs @ $2.50.

have enclosed $ in full payment. Only public institutions may
e billed. (Please add 20c per record to orders less than $6, for postage

nd handling charges. N. Y. City residents, add 5% sales tax; other N. Y.

tate residents, 2%.) Please print.

Name

Address

City & State Zip.



The

Sculptured

The recent discovery of a man's head sculptured on an oblong limestone pebble in an

Upper Paleolithic level at Aq Kupruk, in north Afghanistan, represents the oldest

known sculpture in Asia, and probably one of the oldest specimens to be found any-

where in the world.

Aq Kupruk is an archeological site on the Balkh River, in the limestone hills south

of Mazar-i-Sharif. Extensive prehistoric remains were uncovered when, with a team

of American and Afghan specialists, I excavated three rock shelters and an open-air

site there between 1962 and 1965. The aixheological sequence in the region extends

from a two-phase Upper Paleolithic (20,000-15,000 B.C.), through a two-phase Non-

Ceramic Neolithic (9000-5200 B.C.), to a Ceramic Neolithic (5000-4500 B.C.).

Until excavations at Aq Kupruk uncovered this sculptured head, the oldest Near

Eastern stone sculptures were objects found at several Natufian sites in Palestine,

which dated to the ninth millennium B.C. The only other sculptured head of comparable

. age (about 20,000 B.C.) was one sculptured from a mammoth's tusk at the Gravettian

I ll/iQOT (Upper Aurignacian) site of Dolni Vestonice in Moravia, Czechoslovakia. This im-

y^lUCOL portant site not only yielded ancient sculpture but also contained evidence of what

might be the oldest man-made habitation structures, including what is probably the

world's oldest kiln. The Vestonice head represents one of man's earliest attempts at

three-dimensional artistic representation. Another sculptured ivory head, definitely

female and possibly of Gravettian date, occurs at Brassempouy (Les Landes), France.

. . . _ The limestone head from Aq Kupruk is the only human art object as yet identified

LJQQ /| / in the Kuprukian Upper Paleolithic levels. However, the find is more accurately datable

I lOClvl than most other portable art objects from western and eastern Europe since the

majority of these were discovered before the development of radiocarbon dating meth-

by Louis DuprSB ods. Most of the European objects—for example, the Vestonice finds-have been rela-

tively dated, according to geologic and typological evidence. The Aq Kupruk object,

however, predates an absolute carbon-14 determination of 14,665 ±215 B.C. made on

a charcoal specimen from the Kuprukian B level by the West German dating labora-

tory Niedersachsisches Landesamt flir Bodenforschung, Hannover. Kuprukian B

overlies the older Kupi'ukian A level from which the sculptured head was taken. The

A level probably dates to about 20,000 B.C.

Both Kuprukian levels contain generally the same chert tool types, a total of over

20,000 worked implements, including both blades and microlithic artifacts. An exten-

sive series of hearths also occurred in both levels. The sculptured head appeared in a

Kuprukian A hearth, haphazardly surrounded by hundreds of chert tools. Probably

the artist fii'st outlined and engraved the facial features with a burin. Although the

burin could easily have been the only tool used, the deepening and final shaping, par-

ticularly of the eyes, could have been executed by a chert perforator, gently tapped

by a hammerstone or wooden hammei-.

The perspective of the sculpture is as unique as its antiquity. The pebble's natural

shape undoubtedly limited the ai'tist, but the three-quarter frontal view, probably a

singular example in Paleolithic art, gives the piece a Picassoesque flavor. Carving at

the top represents either hair or maybe a skin cap; a beard and perhaps a moustache

have been carved near the bottom. In addition, a roughly outlined right ear can be seen.

On the advice of several specialists, the sculpture has not been cleaned or the hard-

ened sediments removed from the carved portions, because of the soft condition of

"* the stone.

Does this work of art have a function, or is it the result of a man (or woman) simply

doodling on a pebble with a burin? If the latter, it is strange the excavators found

only one. Any attempt to speculate further would be more than gi-atuitous, but the

location of the find in a hearth is interesting. Could black magic or voodoo have been

involved? Such practices still exist in remote areas of Afghanistan.

We shall probably never know the non-material function of the ever growing inven-

tory of prehistoric art discoveries and must simply be content to let objects like the

Aq Kupruk sculpture turn us on or off esthetically as the case may be.
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RedWine
The formation of wine from

grapes is a spontaneous hap-

pening. That is, a single crushed

grape left to destiny will miraculous-

ly transmute with time into wine.

Measured by today's epicurean stand-

ards, this crude wine would be barely

potable—still, it would be wine. To

elaborate on the quality of the bev-

erage, man has basically only two

roles to play: he must obtain the

best wine grapes available and then

provide the most propitious condi-

tions under which the wine can de-

velop. When these two broad roles

are fulfilled to perfection the result-

ant product is worth our most sin-

cere obeisance.

Although fine wines from the east-

ern United States are now produced

from the native grape species Vitis

labrusca, most of the world's great

wines are produced from a single

grape species : Vitis vinifera ("wine-

bearing vine"). Through centuries

of selection this species has radiated

into thousands of separate varieties,

only thirty or so of which are cap-

able of yielding outstanding wine.

Each of these varieties grows best

under particular climatic and soil

conditions, and, as a result, we find

tlie great French wine-producing

areas each with their own best vari-

ety : the Pinot Noir in Burgundy, the

Cabernet Sauvignon in Bordeaux,

and the Syrah and Grenache of the

Rhone Valley. Often the most ex-

quisite wine grapes come from an

area only a few acres square; for

example, probably the greatest red

wine vineyard in the world is the



The meclianics and chemistry of transforming the grape

150-acre Chateau Lafite-Rothschild.

Great wines are not made by great

men, but from great grapes. There-

fore let's examine the grapes in some

detail. A grape is a large berry con-

sisting of the skin, pulp, and the

seeds, or pips. While the first two

:omponents produce the wine, the

latter plays only a small role, and the

wine maker conscientiously avoids

crushing them, for they contain acrid

substances and oils. In Spain, where

the grapes are still often crushed by

foot, the pisadores, as these men are

called, wear heavy-soled boots stud-

ded with hobnails, which are so

spaced that the pips are not broken

by the treading.

The pulp of a ripe grape is a mass

of large, thin-walled, turgid cells

containing the virtually colorless

juice. Grape juice is mostly water

and sugar (averaging about 75 and

22 per cent, respectively) but it also

cont ns organic acids, minerals, ni-

trog. ious compounds, and vitamins.

The importance of these latter com-

ponents is greater than their quantity

by
JOHN D. PALMER

might indicate, because from them

the finished wines receive much of

the distinctive taste and bouquet that

are largely responsible for the charm
of individual wines.

The sugars are primarily glucose

and fructose, which tend to be pres-

ent in equal amounts. Both com-

pounds have the same chemical for-

mula, CgHioOe (meaning that each

molecule has 6 carbon atoms, 12

hydrogen atoms, and 6 oxygen

atoms). However, the atoms are ar-

ranged differently within each mole-

cule, and so their chemical properties

are slightly different. Fructose, for

example, tastes almost twice as sweet

as glucose. During fermentation

these sugars are converted to alcohol.

Malic and tartaric are the most

abundant organic acids in grapes.

They are synthesized in the leaves

and then translocated to the develop-

ing fruit in July and August. The
acids in the finished wine produce

the agreeable tartness of the bever-

age. Too little acid and the wine is

flat and unappetizing. The nitrog-

enous components and vitamins are

not particularly important to the

wine itself, but are mainly used as

growth factors by yeast.

Within the grape skins are the pig-

ments (which color the wine) and

tannins. The main pigment sub-

stances in red wine grapes are called

anthocyanins and are widely dis-

tributed among the flowering plants,

where they are responsible for

nearly all of the red, mauve, and

blue plant colors. Tannins—sub-
stances that can be used to tan ani-

mal hides in the formation of leather

—are responsible for the agreeable

astringency of the finished wine,

that is, they cause a dry, puckery sen-

sation in the mouth. This is a sought-

after quality in red table wine, and
its absence leads to insipidity.

The outer surface of the grape skin

is naturally waxy, and this layer sup-

ports a visible, powdery veneer (the

bloom) of fungi. The bloom is a

microcosm of molds, rots, and yeasts.
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The yeasts, tiny soil-dwelling organ-

isms, can withstand the cold of north-

em winters by remaining dormant,

and are blown onto the grapes dur-

ing the following growing season.

These one-celled plants are respon-

sible for the fermentation of grape

sugars into alcohol.

The harvest is performed when the

desired proportion of acids and

sugars is attained in the grape. Cool

climates, such as in northern Europe

and the northeastern part of the

United States, produce grapes with

more coloring matter in their skins

and a high acid content. Warm, dry

climates, as in much of California,

produce grapes with a low acid con-

lent but a higher concentration of

sugar. As grapes ripen, the sugar

content increases and the acidity de-

creases. Therefore, in warm regions

the vintner must pick his grapes be-

fore the sugar content is too high and

the acidity has fallen too low. Con-

versely, the wine maker in cooler

northern regions must wait until just

before the first frost to obtain suffi-

cient sugar content. The harvest may
be as early as mid-July in the
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the lei eh of sugar and acid

necessai) for fermentation.

I whitish layer oj fungi (the

bloom) I isihle on the grape

surface, below, furnishes yeasts

for the fermentation process.

Mediterranean wine-growing re-

gions, and mid-November in Ger-

many and Alsace.

Once the grapes have reached op-

timum maturity, they are harvested

and transported to the winery where

they are crushed and placed into fer-

menting tanks. The outmoded meth-

od of tramping underfoot has now
been mostly replaced by mechanical

crushers, which burst the grape skins

and free the pulp and juice without

breaking the pips. In the making of

red wines, the entire contents of the

crusher—juice, pulp, skin, and pips

—go into the fermenting vat. In the

case of white wine, the juice is

pressed out of the grapes and sent

alone to the fermentor.

The pulp, juice, skins, and pips—

collectively called the must in wine

maker parlance—are now ready to

begin fermentation. However, the de-

sirable yeast cells of the bloom,



which ferment the grape sugars to

ethyl alcohol, are greatly outnum-

bered by undesirable organisms, and

care must be taken to insure that the

good yeasts get the upper hand and

the undesirable fungi and bacteria

are suppressed.

The standard way of insuring

this is by bubbling sulphur dioxide

through the must (sulphiting) . This

acrid gas is a selective disinfectant

capable of retarding or killing the

bad ferments while only temporarily

stunning the good ones. Following

this process, a "yeast starter"—a pure

culture of true wine yeast—is added
to insure that any bad ferments still

remaining are held at bay.

Yeasts are not demanding in their

nutrient requirements. Only sugar, a

few nitrogenous substances, some
minerals, and a small supply of vita-

mins are needed. All these are pres-

ent in the must. The yeasts obtain

their energy source from the sugar.

They take it into their bodies and,

ivhen oxygen is available, break it

down to water and carbon dioxide.

However, when yeasts are living deep
in the fermenting vat, which is

largely devoid of oxygen, the sugar

is broken down into carbon dioxide

ind ethyl alcohol. The simplified re-

iction of this anaerobic process is:

CiHiiOs
(sugar) yeast action

rhe energy is used by the yeast cell

n metabolic processes concerned

vith building protoplasm and sus-

aining life. The alcohol and carbon
lioxide are unusable waste products

md are excreted out of the yeast

;ells into the must. Carbon dioxide

s a colorless, odorless gas that

scapes from the must as tiny, coa-

escent bubbles. Ethyl alcohol is a

;olorless, volatile intoxicating agent

hat remains dissolved in the must.

Uso present are a collection of

dcoholic substances called fusel oils,

vhich account for less than 0.04 per

;ent of the wine but which are dis-

>roportionately important since they

ire responsible for certain charac-

eristic flavors and bouquets.

Grape must is a very favorable

lome for the yeast cell, which may
luplicate itself as often as once every

lour or two. As the yeast cells propa-

gate, the over-all fermentation rate of

the must is increased. Twenty-four

hours after sulphiting, the vat is al-

ready gently bubbling. As the proc-

ess gathers force, bubbles become
trapped in the grape skins, causing

them to rise to the surface. Soon a

floating island of skins appears,

which may extend several feet above

the fermentation vat; this is called

the chapeau, or hat.

Originally it was thought that the

fermentation of grape sugar pro-

ceeded according to a single chemi-

cal reaction and was catalyzed by a

single yeast enzyme called zymase.

Many treatises on wine making still

mention this enzyme as the single

substance that gives us the gift of

wine. Modern chemistry has shown,

however, that zymase does not exist

and that fermentation consists of a

series of no less than sixteen reac-

tions, each with its own enzyme. In

the production of wine, yeasts un-

dergo the same series of complicated

fermentation reactions as occur in

bread baking. The main difference

between bread baking and wine mak-
ing is that in the former, man capi-

talizes on the carbon dioxide (which

is trapped in the bread dough, caus-

ing it to rise I , and deems the alcohol

an incidental by-product. When

2C2H5OH + 2CO2 + energy
(ethyl (carbon

alcohol) dioxide)

bread is baked, the heat of the oven
kills the yeast, causes the bubbles

of trapped carbon dioxide to expand
so the bread rises again, and drives

off all the alcohol present. It is the

escaping alcohol that is mostly re-

sponsible for the savory aroma of

baking bread—a fact that might
startle some teetotaling housewives.

The carbon dioxide produced in

fermentation is also used in making
beer and sparkling wines—sparkling
burgundy and champagne. Sparkling

wines are produced by adding a pre-

determined amount of sugar and

yeast to the bottled wine after pri-

mary fermentation is completed. The
bottle is then sealed with a wired-on

cork and fermentation starts again,

liberating a small quantity of alcohol

and carbon dioxide. The latter is un-

able to escape from the bottle and

remains dissolved in the wine, reach-

ing a final pressure of about 6 atmo-
spheres. When the bottle is opened,

exposing the wine to normal atmo-

spheric pressure, the carbon dioxide

comes out of solution and escapes as

thousands of ebullient bubbles.

In producing non-sparkling, or

"still," table wines, the primary fer-

mentation process gradually slows

down as the concentration of alcohol

builds up and inhibits the yeasts.

When the alcohol concentration
reaches about 14 to 15 per cent, fer-

mentation stops even if there is still

plenty of sugar remaining for the

yeast. If one wants a sweet dessert

wine, the residual sugar is a desirable

leftover. But sweetness is an unde-

sirable quality in red table wines, so

a grape must with not more than 28
per cent sugar can be used; other-

wise unfermented sugar will remain.

On the other hand, since fermenta-

tion converts about half of the sugar

into alcohol, the sugar content of the

must should be more than 17 per
cent, for a finished wine with only

8.5 per cent ethyl alcohol is hardly

palatable and will not keep well.

Accumulation of alcohol in the

must also causes the death and dis-

ruption of the cells in the grape
skins, liberating their pigments and
tannins into the juice. It is there-

fore necessary to keep the skins in

contact with the alcohol as much as

possible, and to insure this, the

chapeau is punched down into the

wine at least twice a day. Rose wines
are made by fermenting the wine
with the skins for only 24 hours,

thereby releasing only a small por-

tion of the skin substances, which
produces a light pink wine that is

light in flavor.

Primary fermentation may last

anywhere from a few days to a few
weeks. At its conclusion the must is

transferred to a press where the

juice (now properly called wine) is

separated from the marc—the skins,

seeds, and other solid material. After

pressing, it is transferred to white
oak barrels where the harsh young
wine begins to undergo the thou-

sands of chemical reactions that

change it into a delicious mature
product.

Shortly after the original fermen-

tation, the wine will start to ferment

again, provided the temperature of

the storage area is high enough. In
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unhealed storage areas, the second-

ary fermentation may be delayed

until the following spring. This fer-

mentation is called malolactic fer-

mentation and is not due to yeast

activity, but instead to malolactic

bacteria, which convert malic acid to

lactic acid:

C4H4O5
(malic

acid)

-> C3H6O3 + CO2

bacterial oction (lactic

acidl dioxide)

Wines with a high malic acid con-

tent taste harsh, green, and tart; it

is therefore quite important for them

to undergo malolactic fennentation,

because lactic acid (the acid of sour

milk) is considerably less sour. Be-

cause carbon dioxide is a by-product

of the process, the wine again begins

to bubble, but never with the same

eruptive vigor of primary fermenta-

tion. At the end of secondary fer-

mentation, the wine will have soft-

ened in taste and changed in odor.

Wines produced in northern cli-

mates have a high malic acid con-

tent, and malolactic fennentation is

therefore a requisite for good wine.

In the warmer wine-growing regions

such as central and southern Califor-

nia, however, the rapidly maturing

grapes have a low malic acid content

to begin with, and since a small

amount of malic acid is necessary in

wine, malolactic fermentation is un-

desirable. Therefore, sulphur dioxide

is added to these wines to prevent the

initiation of secondary fermentation.

During secondary fermentation,

and from now on, it is absolutely

necessary to isolate the wine from

contact with oxygen. To do this, a

fermentation bung is used to stopper

the barrels: this simple device al-

lows carbon dioxide to escape from

the barrel but prevents oxygen from

entering. At the finish of secondary

fermentation the barrels are com-

pletely filled and a standard solid

bung driven home. Periodically, the

barrels are opened and additional

wine is added to replace that which

has evaporated, thus eliminating the

dangerous oxygen-containing air

space in the barrel.

If the wine is allowed to come

into contact with oxygen for any

extended period of time, the results

may be disastrous, for living within

the wine are acetic acid bacteria

[Acetobacler) that, in the presence
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of oxygen, grow and oxidize the

ethyl alcohol to acetic acid. If acetifi-

cation has taken place, this becomes
poignantly obvious by smelling the
wine; the characteristic symptom of

this malady is the smell of acetic

acid, the acid of vinegar. In fact, this

is the way wine vinegar is made
commercially; the word comes di-

rectly from the French vin aigre,

sour wine.

Once fermentation has subsided,
aging begins. Materials previously
held in suspension by the churning
action of the escaping carbon diox-
ide gradually settle out. This sedi-

ment, or lees, is composed of skin
fragments, pulp, dead and inactive

yeast cells, cream of tartar crystals
(which sometimes coalesce to form
"wine stones"), and other solid

substances "thrown off" from the
maturing wines. Cream of tartar is

a white solid formed when tartaric

acid combines mth potassium dis-

solved in the wine. Since cream of
tartar is more soluble in warm aque-
ous solutions than in cool ones, the
vintner sometimes chills his wine
before bottling it to make sure that
all of the cream of tartar will pre-
cipitate. Otherwise—and this is more
true of white wines—cream of tartar
may settle out in the bottle causing
an undesirable cloudiness known as
gravel to winemen.
About four to six weeks after the

secondary fermentation has stopped,
the wine is racked—carefully de-
canted off its lees into a clean barrel.
As the wine continues to mature, fur-
ther chemical changes occur and
more particles settle out; therefore,
a red wine is racked about four times
within the first year of its life. Rack-
ing is traditionally done around the
time of full moon. This is not super-
stitious folklore, however, for the
weather is usually clear at this time
of month and the barometric pres-
sure high. If wines are racked when
the barometric pressure is low, dis-

solved gases in the wine tend to es-

cape on opening the barrel, roiling

up the light lees so that complete
separation of wine from sediment-
deposit is not accomplished.

A healthy red wine will usually

become clear and brilliant of its own
accord, but sometimes a suspension

of colloidal material remains. Col-

loidal matter consists of minute par-
ticles, all of which possess the same
electrical charge. Because like
charges repel each other, every col-

loidal particle repulses its neighbor;
this material remains in suspension
until the introduction of a fining

agent, which combines with the par-
ticles and causes them to settle out.

Isinglass (a translucent gelatin ob-
tained from the swim bladders of
sturgeons) was the traditional fining

substance used for good wines; how-
ever, white of egg, clay, casein (the

principal protein of milk), fresh
blood, and gelatin are also used.
Instead of fining their wines, some
wineries filter them, which is a much
more rapid process.

Aging red wines in oak cooperage
is important for at least two reasons.
First, the porosity of the wood allows
oxygen to slowly diffuse in, and mix
with, the wine. Oxygen in small quan-
tities will not stimulate the initia-

tion of acetification. As the wine
breathes through the barrel, many
series of oxidative reactions refine

the character of the wine consider-
ably. Oxygen also enters the wine
through the porous cork after it is

bottled. These oxidative reactions
are not well understood at present
and may remain inscrutable forever
—precluding the chance of ever writ-
ing the chemical formula for a per-
fect wine. The barrel is also im-
portant as an additional source of
tannins and other substances, which
are extracted by the wine and add to
its longevity and character.

Another consequence of aging is

the formation of volatile esters-
substances produced by the combi-
nation of organic acids with an al-

cohol. Esters are common in the
living world where they are respon-
sible for the fragrance of flowers and
fruit, and are used as sex attractants

by many animals. In wines they pro-
vide component odors to the com-
plex bouquet.

The rate of the oxidative reactions

and other chemical changes that

take place during aging is a direct

function of temperature: the higher
the temperature the faster the reac-

tion. In fact, the rate about doubles

with every 18°F. rise in temperature.

Therefore, the benefit of aging at

high temperatures is obvious : a wine
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could be made ready for consump-

tion in a fraction of the time. How-
ever, high-temperature aging is not

practical for red wines because many
of the aging products are volatile and

are driven out of the wine by this

treatment. Red table wines are best

aged at between 55° and 65 °F.

The wine, now ready for bottling

and further aging, is a very complex

aqueous solution. Water and ethyl

alcohol generally make up 97 per

cent of the wine (the ethyl alcohol

content of a red table wine may vary

from about 9 to 14 per cent) . The

remaining 3 per cent, which gives a

red wine its distinctive color, taste,

aroma, bouquet, feel, and charm,

consists of fusel oils; malic, tartaric,

lactic, and more than nineteen other

organic acids; esters; tannins; an-

thocyanins and other pigments;

cream of tartar; a very small quan-

tity of grape sugars and the interme-

diate products of fermentation;

minerals; half a dozen vitamins;

and sundry other compounds includ-

ing substances from the bodies of

the yeast. These materials further

commingle and marry in the bottle,

A modern ivinery uses both

automation and hand processes:

at top, a ivorkman adjusts the

flow of ivine from 100,000-

gallon fermenting tanks;

above right, rotating air

presses; right, an over-all view

of a bottling room. In making
sparkling wines, yeast and sugar

are added to produce

fermentation in the bottle.

After fermentation, bottles are

inverted and spent yeast

accumulates in the neck,

above left. The neck is frozen

into an ice plug of sediments,

which is then expelled by the

pressure of carbon dioxide, left,

and the bottle is recorked.
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finally turning into a finished wine.

The need for prolonged aging is

overemphasized nowadays, and
many people hold the misconception

that great age is a guarantee of a

great wine. This is rarely the case.

Every wine has a life span : its youth

;

its prime, when it is smooth, mellow,

and balanced; and its senescence,

when it deteriorates in quality to

undrinkable worthlessness. All types

considered, 75 per cent of the wine

produced in the world today has

reached its prime by the time it is

one year old. Among red wines, most
Beaujolais and the lesser red wines

of France are best consumed before

they are two years old; good Bur-

gundies improve for ten years; and
exceptional Cabernet Sauvignon
wines will continue to improve in the

bottle for ten to thirty years.

In tasting a newly opened bottle of

wine there are sound reasons for

conforming to the formal rituals of

the oenophile. The first glass of wine
is held before a bright light and
scrutinized for clarity. If a good
wine has been bottle aged for a pro-

tracted period of time, a sediment of

oxidized tannins and coloring matter

will have formed. This reddish-

brown substance, called the dregs,

has settled out of the wine. The sedi-

ment is not a defect in any sense, but

an inevitable event that takes place

during the life cycle of any fine red

wine. Transportation of the bottle

from the store, or even from the

cellar to the table, will roil the sedi-

ment. Therefore, the bottle must be

placed upright several days in ad-

vance of consumption and then be

served with great care or the ebb and

flow of repeated pouring will muddy
the wine, which ideally should have

great limpidity and brilliance.

The color of the wine tells much
about its condition. If the wine is

properly high in acids it will be

bright red in color. As red wines lose

their acidity they turn from red to

brownish red, and in wines of great

age, to tawny. A hazy cloudiness in

the wine often indicates bacterial

spoilage. If your wine shows this

complication, return it to the wine

steward; its appearance must not be

disfigured by such an accumulation.

Next, the aroma of the wine is

tested. The graceful high sides of the

traditional tulip-shaped wine glass

are functional in design as well as

being esthetic, for they serve to im-

prison and concentrate the volatile

odors of the wine at the top of the

glass. Gently swirling the wine in the

glass brings out the maximum bou-

quet. In testing these odors one must
literally sniff the wine, for the recep-

tors of smell are located high in the

nasal cavity and only active sniffing

can create the necessary updrafts to

carry odors over these specialized

receptor nerves. The discriminating

nose can readily distinguish the

fruity aroma of grapes and the mas-

culine bouquet of the esters and al-

cohols. On the other hand, if souring

has taken place, the odor of vinegar

will become painfully obvious at this

time. Red wines should be served at

about 65 °F. and should not be

chilled, for this numbs them, in-

creases the apparent astringency, and
incarcerates the bouquet.

While the receptors for smell are

exceedingly sensitive, they fatigue

rapidly, although temporarily. A
woman's perfume, for example, goes

unnoticed by her companion after

she has been in his presence for a few

minutes; however, should she leave

the room and then return, his recep-

tors for smell again become briefly

aware of this aspect of her charm.
Since so much pleasure is obtained

from the bouquet of excellent wines,

they should be drunk a sip at a time,

the intervals insuring the recovery of

the delicate receptors of smell.

Finally the wine is tasted. It is now
that the presence of the wine tannins

becomes obvious, creating a pleasing

pucker in the lining of the mouth.

Many red wines are quite astringent

when young, but the tannins are al-

tered with age and the same wine

softens and mellows.

There are approximately ten thou-

sand gustatory receptors, or taste

buds, imbedded in the tongue and
soft palate of the mouth. They are

essentially responsible for register-

ing only five taste modalities: sweet,

sour, salty, bitter, and metallic. The
tastes experienced by man are be-

lieved to be a blending of these pri-

mary sensations, combined with the

information simultaneously recorded

by the receptors for smell.

Incongruously, the characteristic

flavors of foods and wines are deter-

mined mostly by their odoriferous,

rather than sapid, constituents. This
is partly due to the fact that the re-
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ceptors for smell are a thousandfold

more sensitive than the taste recep-

tors and respond to a larger variety

of substances. Experiments show that

it is the acidity of the foods and

wines that stimulates the receptors

for sour taste. Therefore, the fewer

strong acids present in the wine, the

less sour the taste. In addition, one

sensation can be overpowered by

another, and much of the potential

sourness of the acid in a wine must

be masked by other components so

that the net impression of the acids

will be an agreeable tartness. The re-

ceptors for bitter taste are concen-

trated at the back of the tongue, and

not until the wine is swallowed does

it contact this area, eliciting a de-

lightful lingering bitterness called

aftertaste, or finish.

The over-all flavor of the wine is

therefore the melange of impressions

recorded by the senses. The evalua-

tion is initiated with the visual ac-

ceptance of the wine and culminated

when the brain sorts out, integrates,

and hedonically scores the millions

of nerve impulses caused by the

aroma, bouquet, astringency, feel,

and taste. This can be a very pleasur-

able process. The physiological basis

of evaluating flavors, especially the

modifying influences of one sub-

stance on the taste of another, re-

veals why particular wines accom-

pany certain foods better than others.

While some overzealous wine pro-

moters advocate "drink whatever

wine you want with any dish," this

advice is not necessarily sound. The

robust flavor of some wines will

completely dominate delicate dishes

and vice versa. For instance, it would

be foolish to serve a full-bodied red

Burgundy with a delicately flavored

Dover sole, nor should a light, young

Beaujolais be drunk with a hearty

Italian dinner. These combinations

are as uncomplementary as fudge

sauce on grapefruit slices. Wine is

the perfect companion of food, how-

ever, and the only rule is to make

sure the two mutually enhance the

flavor of each other. This criterion

met, is it any wonder that wine is al-

most as old as the thirst of man?
Bon appetit.

fj'V',^
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Ridiculed, Rejected, But

Still Our Ancestor m tw^ A m.NEANDI
eanderthal: The word is now so

^ familiar, and its implications

of the archaic so clear, that it de-

scribes things quite unrelated to its

original meaning. Modern writers

refer to ultraconservative and moss-

backed attitudes in social affairs as

"Neanderthal," and occasionally call

the holders of such views "Neander-

thals"; likewise, so-called Neander-

thals in politics are regarded as

human fossils, with the further im-

plication that they properly should

have become extinct long ago.

As we shall see, this implication

of extinction has been developed to

a surprising degree by the majority

of scientists who have studied the

genuine human fossils called Nean-

derthals. But is this majority right?

Did extinction of the Neanderthals

come, as we are usually led to be-

lieve, because they were too different

to qualify as our ancestors? If a

Neanderthal existed today, if he ap-

peared in a crowd of the rest of us,

what would people say?

Would the robust bony structure,

massive chest, and developed muscu-

lature be especially noticeable under

a modern suit of clothes? Of course,

clothes would not hide the broad,

thick hands or the massive face be-

neath the heavy bony brow—particu-
larly if this Neanderthal should smile

and display the big front teeth that,

more than anything else, hold the

key to the difference between a Ne-
anderthal and an average modern
man. In his time, in a world where
tools;5vere crude, many manipulatory
tasks had to be handled by that

original built-in, the human denti-

tion. Natural selection favored
heavy-duty teeth that could with-

stand wear and tear; to support such
teeth required a face somewhat
larger than modem size.

The term Neanderthal iteelf refers

to a valley in the heart of western

Germany, through which flows a

stream, the Diissel, which joins the

Rhine at Diisseldorf. In the seven-

teenth century, this quiet valley was
a favored place for picnics, and was
particularly admired by the Diissel-

dorf organist and composer Joachim

Neumann, who signed some of his

works "Neander," the Greek transla-

tion of his name. After his death,

local people began calling the se-

cluded valley, then spelled thai in

German, Neanderthal.

By the mid-nineteenth century, in-

dustrialism was transforming the

Neanderthal with quarrying opera-

tions in the limestone cliffs that

loomed above the stream bed. In

1856, quarrymen discovered a hu-

man skeleton buried in a small cave,

the Feldhofer Grotto, but they did not

recognize the bones as human; in

fact, they unceremoniously shoveled

them out of the cave while preparing

it for blasting. However, the quarry

owner preserved the bones, and their

importance was recognized later by
Johann Karl Fuhlrott, a science

teacher at the local high school, who
was an enthusiastic student of the

region's natural history. Unfortu-

nately, the bones were discovered so

casually and improfessionally that

only the larger pieces of what must
have been a complete human skele-

ton were preserved. None of the

smaller bones, the fragile parts, or

the teeth were saved.

Fuhlrott not only realized that the

bones were human but also that they

were of most unusual and possibly

"primitive" form. Unlike certain

more recent discoverers of important

hominid fossils, he also realized that

to study and interpret them required

training he did not possess. So he en-

listed the aid of Herman Schaaffhau-

sen, professor of anatomy at Bonn.
Both men then presented their evi-

dence for discussion at a number of

scientific society meetings, suggest-

ing that the bones might have be-

longed to an individual of some
antiquity. Actually, the antiquity

they had in mind went back only to

the pre-Celtic and pre-Germanic in-

habitants of northern Europe hinted

at in the writings of classical authors

—a far cry from the forty thousand

years and beyond that we now know
|

must have been the case.

Unfortunately, respected and
"competent" opinion on the signifi-

cance of the Neanderthal skeleton

was delivered before a basis existed

for appreciating either the extent of

human antiquity or the possibility of

evolutionary changes and relation-

ships in a biological sense. The rela-

tionship between ancient human
remains and the course of man's

development has always brought a

heightened, emotion-laden concern,

and even supposedly competent opin-

ion has frequently been less than

scientically objective. This is true

even for recent exciting finds in Af-

rica, but perhaps the most bizarre

spectrum of opinion concerning a

human fossil was that offered in sup-

posed explanation of the original

Neanderthal skeleton.

Suggestions that this ancient per-

son had suffered from idiocy, lunacy,

rickets, premature ossification of

cranial sutures, and various other

pathological manifestations came
from a series of "experts." Others,

reflecting the sense of superiority

felt by denizens of such places as

London, Paris, Berlin, reflected their

prejudices when they compared the :

supposedly "inferior" traits of the

Neanderthaler to features they as-

sumed to be characteristic of people
\

inhabiting various benighted places ,

in the modem world—such as Hoi- ,

land or Ireland. One distinguished

German anatomist dismissed the ^

skeleton as that of an "old Dutch- 4
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From top, the models compare

head of Neanderthal Man with that

of a more ancient pithecanthropine

and a chimpanzee.

roan"; an eminent French scholar

referred to it as a robust Celt resem-

bling "a modern Irishman with low

mental organization."

Possibly the most amusing inter-

pretation was based on the following

data about the Neanderthaler : ( 1

)

evidently the left elbow had been

broken early in life and had healed in

such a way that movement was sub-

sequently restricted; (2) the indi-

vidual was presumed to have suffered

from rickets, so it was suggested that

pain from the elbow and the rickets

had caused the person to knit his

brows in a perpetual frown. This be-

came ossified, producing what has

become an outstanding characteris-
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tic in descriptions of Neanderthal

form—the heavy ridge along the

brow. Adding to this pathological

"evidence," Schaaffhausen's anatom-

ical colleague from Bonn, Professor

Mayer, suggested that the bowed
femurs might testify to a lifetime

spent on horseback. Assembling all

this, Mayer suggested the Neander-

thal was a deserter from the Russian

forces that chased Napoleon back

across the Rhine in 1814 and, more
specifically, a rickety Mongolian

Cossack who had crawled into the

cave for refuge.

The most sisnificant opinion came
from Rudolf Vircho\\', a German who
was a recognized leader in cellular

pathology and also highly respected

as an anthropologist and liberal

politician. This critical and uncom-

promising champion of the strict

scientific principles of deduction and

inference said that there was virtu-

ally no way of determining the an-

tiquit)' of the find because with it

were no associated tools or animal

bones. After a detailed, careful re-

view of the notable features of the

skeleton, he pronounced it patholog-

ical. Naturally, few even thought to

question tlie judgment of one of the

world's leading pathologists.

To counter those who claimed

great antiquity for the skeleton, Vir-

chow pointed out that it was that

of an individual who was past fifty

years of age. This argued that the

Neanderthaler had belonged to a

civilization that cared for, and as-

sured the survival of, the middle-

aged and elderly, which would have

been most unlikely in the remote

prehistoric period that some had
suggested. With this logic Virchow

increased the probability, so his read-

ers believed, that unusual morpho-

logical features of the skeleton could

be accounted for only by invoking

some sort of pathological involve-

ment. It was a cautious, critical, and

skeptical approach ; unfortunately,

Virchow was using the right reasons

to reach the wrong conclusion.

In 1858—two years after the Nean-

derthal discovery—a visit by British

scholars to the site of Boucher de

Perthes' archeological researches in

northwest France led to the convic-

tion that man must have been in

existence for a substantial period of

time prior to the dawn of written

history. This conviction was con-

firmed by groups from both Britain

and France in the succeeding year.

And in November of the same year,

1859. appeared Darwin's book Ori-

gin of Species. It changed forever

the entire frame of reference for ap-

praising the significance of sequences

of prehistoric animals—including the

human animal. After a decade of de-

bate, evolution by means of natural

selection became a dominant aspect

of natural science in both England

and Gennany.

In France, however, Darwin's re-

ception was quite different. T^venty

years after Darwin and A. R. Wal-

lace (avIio had inde'jendentlv hit on

the same ideas) published their 'ore-

liminary essavs. the term "evolution"

was cautiously introduced to French

biology. But in France, instead of

meaning descent with modification

by means of natural selection, the

concept of evolution was so similar

to the theory known as "catas-

trophism"—featuring extinctions, in-

vasions, and successive creations,

supported by Cuvier during the first

third of the nineteenth century—that

it largely amounted to a relabeling of

the earlier \ie\f.



At any rate, Darwinian evolution-

ists were not yet able to do much
about the initial Neanderthal inter-

pretations. Still lacking was an ade-

quate basis for appraising either

the skeleton's antiquity or its evolu-

tionary significance. And an aura of

peculiarity has clung to the Neander-

thals ever since. To this day, most
professional anthropologists and pa-

leontologists, with myself as one of

the unpopular exceptions, repeatedly

refer to the Neanderthals as "ex-

treme," "specialized," or "aberrant,"

and deny that they were ancestors of

modern man.

Another decade passed. Then, ex-

actly thirty years after the first Nean-
derthal discovery, vindication of the

Schaaffhausen—Fuhlrott views came
from the discovery of two more fossil

skeletons, this time in the commune
of Spy, in Belgium. Both resembled

the original Neanderthal so closely

that to claim that their characteris-

tics, too, were explainable by idiocy

or pathology was straining coinci-

dence too much for most people, al-

though Virchow continued to cling to

his pathlogical judgment.

The excavation techniques this

time had been more careful; the

jaws, teeth, and many of the smaller

bones were preserved. Not only did

the Spy skeletons reinforce the view

that the Neanderthal form character-

ized an entire prehistoric population

;

the Neanderthal population to which

they evidently belonged could now be

dated, relatively speaking, for the

first time. This was because archeo-

logical research during the thirty

years had provided a broad frame-

work for the arrangement of prehis-

toric materials : the most recent of the

Stone Age categories was the Neo-

lithic, a period of crude crop tending

and polished stone tools; most an-

cient was the Lower Paleolothic,

characterized by heavy hand axes of

chipped stone (bifaces) and a hunt-

ing mode of existence.

1 he Spy Neanderthals were fitted

into a category one degree less an-

cient than the Lower Paleolithic, be-

cause they were found with tools of a

type first recognized in excavations

at the southern French village of Le

Moustier. With today's radioisotope

dating techniques we know that the

cultural traditions of the Mousterian

Neanderthals extended from about
35,000 B.C. back at least 50,000 years
to somewhere between 80,000 and
100,000 years ago. In the 1880's,

however, there was no way to make
even rough estimates of antiquity

..other than to note that such-and-such
cultural assemblage was older or
younger than another one. Hence the

Mousterian culture was considered a

degree younger than the Lower Pa-
leolithic hand axe cultures, but still

much older than that of the earliest

cultivators and herdsmen.

Since the Spy discovery, except for

narrowing the dates and refining our
knowledge of how the Neanderthals
provided themselves with clothing

and shelter, we retain pretty much
the same picture of their life and
times that was available by the end
of the nineteenth century.

The Spy discovery, followed by
others, provided a frame of reference
for a few previously uncovered iso-

lated fossils. One of these was a skull

found on the north side of the Rock
of Gibraltar in 1848. Although that

was eight years before the "original"

Neanderthal, its importance was not
recognized until years later. The ex-

citement over Darwin's book and the

English translation of Schaailhau-

sen's memoir on Neanderthal focused
a little belated attention on this

Gibraltar skull, which, in the mean-
time, had been brought to England.
After its brief appearance at a couple

of scientific society meetings, it was
consigned to the Museum of the
Royal College of Surgeons in Eng-
land, where it remained unappreci-
ated until after the end of the nine-
teenth century. Not until a German
anatomist made a detailed compari-
son with other Neanderthal skeletal

material did the English become
interested enough to initiate studies

themselves.

The other fossils that could be
placed in context because of the Spy
discoveries were mandibles. The
original Neanderthal lacked face,

jaw, and teeth, and, although it was
suspected that individual robust man-
dibles found in France, Belgium, and
Czechoslovakia came from Neander-
thal-like individuals, it remained only
a suspicion until the Spy remains
raised it to a substantial probability.

Meanwhile, the years between

Another evolutionary comparison:

from top, the skull of a modern
Frenchman, a "classic" Neanderthal,

and a chimpanzee.
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1856 and 1886 saw the recovery of

artifacts and skeletal remains from

the period immediately following

that of the Mousterian and Neander-

thal. The artifacts were more finely

made than those of the Mousterian,

many more kinds of tools were repre-

sented, and tools of worked bone

were found for the first time. Some
of them were decorated with grace-

ful, realistic engravings showing

many of the extinct animals whose

bones occurred in the same deposits.

And for good measure, the human
skeletal remains from those Upper
Paleolithic levels, including the fa-

mous Cro-Magnon discovery, dis-

played aggregates of traits that

allowed their describers to claim the

creature had differed in no way from

modern man. This depended on view-

point. The skeletons indicated dis-

tinctly heavier musculature and

larger faces, jaws, and teeth than the

average modern man has. However,

a small but sufficient number of liv-

ing humans do attain this level of

ruggedness. At any rate, the archeo-

logical record revealed the ancients

were skillful hunters as well as tal-

ented artists. And, with their skeletal

form suggesting they should be con-

sidered ancestors of contemporary

Europeans, the modern interpreters

studied and discussed the Upper
Paleolithic men with an almost fa-

milial pride.

Next came an important discovery

in the other direction of the time

scale. The decade following 1886

brought the discovery and discussion

of a very different and far older form

—the famous Pithecanthropus erectus

from Java. When the young Dutch

physician, Eugene Dubois, found it

in the Far East in 1891-92, opinions

varied almost as much as those that

greeted the first Neanderthal. By the

turn of the century, however, a fair

percentage of those qualified to judge

had accepted the specimen as repre-

senting a true, if primitive, human
being. Both Pithecanthropus and Ne-

anderthal stood as erect as we do.

Then, at the very end of the nine-

teenth and for the first five years of

the present century, came the dis-

covery and description of the re-

mains of between 14 and 15 Nean-

derthals from a Yugoslavian site at

The evidence for

human evolution can be

arranged in four stages :



These skull casts show "recent"

)olutionary gradation. From left:

he original Neanderthal; Spy II,

with higher forehead; Skhul V,

a Neanderthaloid; Predmost III,

1 full modern (see chart below).

iKrapina in Croatia. But there was not

a. complete long bone or reconstruct-

ible skull; the Krapina population is

now known chiefly for adding to our

knowledge about the human denti-

tion. A total of 263 individual teeth

was found.

lit is evident that by the beginning of

[the twentieth century the modest col-

lection of evidence concerning the

|Course of human evolution was ripe

[for a thorough appraisal. This was
[done—in simple, logical, Darwinian
[fashion—by the Strasbourg anat-

iomist and anthropologist Gustav

Schwalbe in his book Studien
zur Vorgeschichte des Menschen
("Studies on the Prehistory of

iWan").

He regarded Dubois' Pilhecan-

hropus as representing the earliest

inown human population ancestral

:o all later men. Today, most scholars

iccept this part of his conclusions,

dthough few now separate Pithecan-

hropus in a foiTnal taxonomic sense

rom genus Homo. Consequentlv,

ithecanthropus becomes Homo
rectus, but non-technically we can
;o on referring to members of this

pecies as pithecanthropines.

Descended from the pithecanthro-

imes are the Neanderthals, whom
Ichwalbe placed directlv in the line

f human evolution, first as the sepa-

ate species Homo neanderthalensis

nd later, for reasons not altogether

lear, as Homo primipenius. Actu-

Uy, the general scientific belief to-

ay is that the Neanderthals were so

ke modern men that, if some were
live today, they could interbreed

dth Homo sapiens to produce viable

rtile offspring. In other words,
lost anthropologists now favor clas-

fying the Neanderthals as Homo-
ipiens, the same as modem man; at

lost, they would only add the sub-

jecific designation neanderthalen-

s. But this does not alter the basic

tuation. The same people retain the

old belief that Neanderthal was too
different to qualify as our ancestor.

Schwalbe had been more alert

than that. Having classed Neander-
thals as a separate species, he then

claimed they became extinct, not be-

cause they left no descendants, but

extinct in the sense that the world
today no longer has a distinct popu-
lation of Neanderthals. For his time,

Schwalbe's was the most balanced

and logical approach.

Contrast it with the general idea

held by zoologists and anthropolo-

gists in 1968. Almost no vestige of

Schwalbe's appraisal has survived.

Instead one reads varying versions

of a view that contrasts the Nean-
derthals with us. They are ivritten

off as victims of "specializations"—

although just why it is disadvanta-

geous to be extraordinarily robust
and to possess heavy brow ridges,

faces, and teeth is rarely spelled out.

Ultimately these inhabitants of west-

ern Europe are said to have suc-

cumbed to the invasion of popula-
tions of fully modern form who had
evolved somewhat mysteriously "in
the east."

Why such a change in viewpoint?
For an indicator, we turn to reminis-

cences by the late Sir Arthur Keith,

the dominant physical anthropologist
in the English-speaking world
throughout the first half of the twen-
tieth century: "I had supposed that

man's ascent had been made by a
series of succeeding stages [but]

. . . discoveries were being made in

Sites of skeletal discoveries show that
Neanderthals inhabited three continents:

1. Neanderthal
(the original find, 'n Germany)

2. Spy
La Chapelle-aux-Saints

4. Le Moustier
" La Ferrassie

6. La Quina
7. Gibraltar
8. Krapina

9. Saccopastore
10. Petralona

11. Jebel Irhoud
12. Broken Hill

("Rhodesian Man")
13. Saldanha

14. Mount Carmel
15. Shanidar

16. Teshik Tash
17. Solo

18. Ma-Pa
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France which indicated to my mind

that Neanderthal man could no

longer be regarded as an ancestor.

The stratum containing his fossil

bones was followed at once by one

containing the fossil bones of our

type—the modern type. Apparently

we moderns had invaded Europe and

exterminated Neanderthal man."

XXe was referring to the Neander-

thal skeletons found in 1908, one

being the famous '"old man" of La

Chapelle-aux-Saints from Correze—

the most complete, best-preserved

Neanderthaler discovered up to then

and for a long time thereafter. This

find led to an overwhelming mono-

graph published by paleontologist

Marcellin Boule of the National

Museum of Natural History in Paris.

In sharp contrast to Schwalbe, he

concluded that Neanderthal form was

too divergent to represent a stage

in the evolution of modern man.

Every one of Boule's crucial points

eventually turned out to be question-

able, but in the meantime even

Schwalbe inexplicably conceded that

the Neanderthals had become extinct

without issue. When Schwalbe died

two years later, in 1916, his evolu-

tionary views, with a few exceptions,

died with him.

Then, fifteen years later, came

the discovery of bones at the cave

of Mugharet-es Skhul—on the slopes

of Mount Carmel in what is now
Israel. These bones showed a mix-

ture of Neanderthal and modern

traits in proportions so equal that

the term Neanderthaloid was coined

to acknowledge that here was no

full-scale Neanderthal. It had been

Boule's verdict that there could be no

intermediaries, yet here was an inter-

mediary.

Various hypotheses were offered

in explanation. One of them was

based on the idea that the Mount

Carmel deposits were earlier in date

than western Europe's "classic"

Neanderthals, so perhaps here in the

Middle East were the remains of the

population that evolved into modern

form—while the classic, or conserva-

tive. Neanderthals of the west re-

mained isolated and unchanged.

Since such hypotheses were sug-

gested, circimistances have changed.

First, modern dating techniques

place the Skhul remains at less than

40,000 years—in other words, right

between the classic Neanderthals and

the earliest moderns, in time as well

as in form. Second, several good

classic Neanderthals in the full flower

of brows, jaws, and teeth have been

found at Shanidar cave in Iraq, the

heart of the area "to the east." Also

indicating that classic Neanderthals

were not isolated in western Europe

is the discovery of Neanderthals in

Morocco, Greece, Israel, Uzbekistan,

and even China—plus candidates for

Neanderthal status that have existed

for years in Java and Africa as well.

Certainly there is no longer any

reason to regard the Neanderthals

as an isolated European phenome-

non. Nor is there any reason to re-

ject their candidacy for status as the

direct ancestors of more recent men.

So, in an interpretive sense, we are

right back where Gustav Schwalbe

left us in 1906. Because the evidence

with which Boule contradicted

Schwalbe's relatively simple ap-

proach was faulty at that time, and

has not been supported since then,

it is reasonable to ask what impelled

him to view the world as he did.

To begin with, we should realize

that Marcellin Boule was trained in

late nineteenth-century France,

where the concept of "evolution"

was far more akin to the catastro-

phism of Cuvier than to the Darwin-

ian views in which Schwalbe and

Keith were trained. Boule explained

change in the human fossil record

by extinctions and invasions with

little concern for adaptive response

and the mechanics of biological

change. His view could be called

"hominid catastrophism."

That it should have come to domi-

nate thinking about the course of

human evolution in general, and the

Neanderthal's role in particular, is

due in large part to the accidents of

history. Prior to 1914, the most ef-

fective attempt to deal with human
origins from an evolutionary point

of view had been produced in a Ger-

man academic context and had con-

siderable influence elsewhere. But the

invasion of Belgium and the burning

of Louvain in 1914—in short, the

initiation of World War I—seriously
tarnished the civilized and scholarly

image that Gei-man academia had

previously enjoyed. From the point

of view of the study of human evo-

lution, it was particularly unfortu-

nate that the tradition associated

with Schwalbe should have been lo-

cated at Strasbourg. Political control

of Alsace-Lorraine, which had been

in German hands since the Franco-

Prussian war of 1870-71, returned to

the French after World War I. They
promptly fired the German faculty of

the university at Strasbourg ending

the tradition that had flourished

there under Schwalbe.

Also after the war, major works

summarizing our knowledge of hu-

man origins were published by Boule

and Keith, among others; and two

subsequent generations of profes-

sional students of human evolution

have grown up schooled to believe

that the prehistoric Neanderthals

were a peculiar group, not because

of anything pathological as Virchow
once thought, but rather because of

their assumed failure to adapt.

t_fur knowledge of the events that

occurred in the remote past will

always be incomplete, and proof for

one or another interpretive hypothe-

ses can never be final. Where the

subject of our concern is as rare

and fragmentary as Neanderthal

skeletal remains, we have seen how
the political and intellectual history

of the past hundred years has, in

some instances, played a more sig-

nificant role in determining which

points of view find favor than do the

objective pieces of evidence them-

selves. From what we actually know,

it is probable that if a properly

clothed and shaved Neanderthal

were to appear in a crowd of modem
urban shoppers or commuters, he

would strike the viewer as somewhat

unusual in appearance—short, stocky,

large of face—but nothing more than

that. Certainly few would suspect

he was their "caveman" ancestor.

A Neanderthal's physiognomy?

The restorations at top left

and bottom are generally

acceptable versions of the

"old man" from La Chapelle-

aux-Saints; the third,

based on a skull from

Le Moustier, has been called

a caricature of mans ancestor.
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From 1960 through 1967 we have

closely followed the social rela-

tionships foniied by individual mem-

bers of a captive pack of timber

wolves (Canis lupus) at the Brook-

field Zoo in Chicago. The pack was

started in 1958 with five yearling

cubs—three females and two males,

all related as siblings or half-siblings

—and has been kept together in the

same elliptical enclosure for the past

ten years. The relationships that de-

veloped between the wolves have re-

mained relatively constant, and so

have an analyzable origin.

In spite of the natural changes

created by the maturation of subse-

quent young and their emergence

into the adult group, the social or-

ganization is maintained by the be-

havior of the individuals within the

group—that is, one member permits

the typical social behavior of an-

other, but restricts its antisocial be-

havior. Such social actions can be

conveniently referred to in rather

anthropomorphic terms: a submis-

sive wolf "defers to" a dominant

wolf, the rank of the most domi-

nant wolf is "enforced" by some of

the lower-ranking animals, one wolf

"punishes" another, cind so on.

Among adults one animal may be

extremely to slightly dominant with

respect to another, while the other is

slightly to extremely submissive.

Among the juveniles of the pack, re-

lationships are often variable and

changeable, and they are marked by

frequent play in which adult dom-

inant and submissive roles are

mimicked and interchanged. The

young often assume a playful and

solicitous role toward adults, while

the latter are by and large indulgent

toward the young. Although separate

hierarchies exist within each sex, the

dominance relationships sometimes

extend to the opposite sex. The high-

est-ranking, or alpha, female, for

example, tends to exert her domi-

nance over many of the lower-rank-

ing males. Size does not appear to be

an essential criterion of dominance

either within or between sexes.

Rather, some as yet poorly under-

stood personality factor seems to

have the greatest sway.

Behavioral interactions vary with

the environmental situations of the

captive pack, as well as ^vith the mo-

tivational states of the particular
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animals involved. The dominance re-

lationships are more fully expressed

in stressful situations arising from

conflict over food, mates, objects of

interest, or desirable space. Domi-

nance is far less apparent when such

stress is not present.

In the typical dominant—submis-

sive interaction, the ranking wolf

carries his head erect and his ears

forward, his body in a normal posi-

tion, and his tail straight out and

behind him ; the deferring submissive

animal approaches the dominant

with his head down low and his ears

back (but not flat against the head)

,

his body wriggling in a crouching

walk, and his tail pointed downward

and fluttering. The submissive ani-

mal will often attempt to get his head

beneath the head of the dominant

tive. This is done by the dominant

animal's growhng and baring his

teeth. If the submissive animal is not

diverted, the dominant will attack

and bite the subordinate, knock him
down, stand over him and bite him,

and then finally just hold him on the

ground. The subordinate wolf either

pulls his legs up against his body or

pushes gingerly at the body of his

attacker. His tail is characteristically

tucked between his legs. He may
either cover his neck by holding his

head do^vn or attempt to hold the

attacker's mouth away by nipping the

attacker's chin. When the subordi-

nate finally gets up, he usually walks

ofF with his tail tucked bet^^'een his

legs. Often, however, he goes right

back to the object of dispute and is

punished again.

The Social
Organization

of Wolves

animal and to lick its mouth or muz-

zle. The dominant animal may re-

spond by mouthing the muzzle of the

submissive animal, while at the same

time raising and wagging his tail. Or

it may ignore the submissive animal's

gestures and either stand still or trot

away. These responses vary in fre-

quency and in degree between differ-

ent animals of the pack, and they are,

in general, seen in proportion to the

relative social rank of the individuals

involved. They do not, however,

occur every time two animals come

together.

Interactions bet^veen wolves in sit-

uations of stress often result in the

submissive animal's being physically

attacked by the more dominant. In

such cases, the dominant may first

threaten the submissive animal in

order to achieve the disputed objec-

by Jerome H. Woolpy

The separate roles within the pack

consist of the dominant, or alpha,

male, the alpha female, the subordi-

nate males and females, the pe-

ripheral males and females, and the

j uveniles. At some time or other, the

alpha male is deferred to by all the

other members of the pack. He is the

focal point of the "solicitous affec-

tion" of the pack; that is, the other

members often run up to the alpha

male, wag their tails, and paw and

lick at him. Frequently, they all

gather around him and do this at the

same time. This is generally accom-

panied by howling and is called a

"greeting ceremony." He is also the

One of Brookfield Zoo's

mating pairs. Male is at top.
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/:/ phalanx of wolves, above, strides

around the zoo's enclosure.

At top left, the dominant, or

alpha, male, in the center, receives

the "solicitous affection" of the

pack during the "greeting ceremony."
The alpha female, at far left, in a
gesture with her forepaw is actively

courting the alpha male. The pits

in the ground (also visible in the

photograph of the alpha female
running at full tilt) are the two
entrances of the den, which the wolves
themselves excavated, having spurned
a man-made house built by the zoo.

The white wolf in center photograph
is the lowest-ranking female, shown
acknowledging the rank of the alpha
female by muzzle licking. Below,

typically excluded, she slinks off.

.HI
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irincipal guard of the territory and

jatrols around the periphery of the

jack, perhaps looking for intruders,

rhe alpha female is dominant over

ill the other females and most of the

nales. She controls the relationships

)f the rest of the females to the pack,

rhe subordinate males and females,

ogether with the alpha male and fe-

nale, form the effective nucleus of

he pack. The peripheral males and

emales are kept out of the nucleus

IS a result of their manifest submis-

iveness and low rank in the social

lierarchy. They are forced to remain

it some distance from the nucleus

aost of the time, although they at-

empt to participate in pack activities

IS much as possible. The juveniles

pend most of their first year in or

iround the den and, during their

econd year, gradually become part

if the pack nucleus.

Most of the actual fighting is of

ess than a full-blown nature and ends

[uickly with the submission of the

oser. Occasionally, however, espe-

ially around the breeding season,

11-out battles occur in which the

3ser may be severely injured. In

lost battles that last more than a few

loments there is considerable gang-

ig up, with several animals attack-

ig one; occasionally one animal will

ttack another, and a third animal

ill help subdue the attacker.

The highly structured social or-

anization observed at Brookfield

riginally arose among an untutored

roup of cubs removed from the in-

uence of adults. Therefore the social

ehavior appears to have a clearly

eritable basis. However, the special

ales (alpha, beta, etc.) are not

rictly heritable among the individ-

als of the group. Exchanges of roles

ave been effected, and the wolves in-

olved appear to have the capacity to

isume either dominant or submis-

ve ranks with all of the appropriate

ihavior. Thus the behavioral capac-

ies are genetically determined as

)ecies characteristics. Furthermore,
nee the social organization limits

id structures the mating, the be-

ivior must be a species characteris-

c. If this were not the case, social

he alpha male in a yaiun. The
'olves, curiously, avoid eye

ontact ivith humans and cameras.

behavior would probably be under-

going constant extremes of chaotic

variation. For example, some roles

would be reproduced in excess, while

others would not be reproduced at all.

The social order is rather stable,

despite the maturation of young and

their emergence into the adult hier-

archy. Since many of the adults co-

operate in raising the young, the

possibility suggests itself that the

young may develop allegiances based

on the particular hierarchy in force

during their juvenile period.

The yearling wolves at Brookfield

did not develop consistent social re-

lationships with the adult members
of the pack. During the mating sea-

son just prior to their second birth-

day, however, all five of the cubs

raised by the "original" Brookfield

pack assumed a consistent rank in the

social hierarchy. More importantly,

all five of the cubs were consistently

submissive to the male and female

that held the alpha positions at the

time of, or just before, this critical

mating period.

As more offspring are raised in the

pack during the reign of any given

alpha animal, allegiances to him in-

crease and reinforce his rank. Should

the leadership change (as a result of

death or challenge by an animal that

was older than two years when the

alpha position was assumed
)

, the

new alpha wolf is faced with intensi-

fied social selection because he is

without the firmly established alle-

giances of younger animals. Changes

in leadership may occur for several

successive years and then remain

stable for a considerable period.

Courtship and Mating

Courtship and the formation of

mating pairs are controlled to a large

extent by the social system of the

pack. The organization determines

which animals are allowed to mate,

and the relationships between the

hierarchies determine the pairs.

At Brookfield, intensified social

activity, a concomitant to the repro-

ductive period, lasts from December

through March. Actual mating gen-

erally takes place in February, and

the litters are bom nine weeks later.

Two-year-old animals are capable of

mating, although, when present, it is

the older animals that do most of

the matins;.

Before the females become fuUy

receptive, the younger, less experi-

enced males begin to pursue them,

to sniff and lick their hindquarters,

and to attempt to mount them. At this

stage the females either ignore the

young males or, if they are too per-

sistent, turn on them and threaten to

bite them. The females' recalcitrance

seldom deters males.

When the females become fully re-

ceptive, the older males join in the

pursuit. The older males differ in

their approach to the females in that

they begin, not simply by mounting,

as the young males do, but often by
dancing around the females, placing

their forelegs along the ground, while

keeping their hind legs erect, and

wagging their tails (in the familiar

posture of a playful dog) . Part of the

male's courtship dance includes nip-

ping at the female's face, ears, and
back, and mounting her side. After

this display, the male attempts to

mount the female. When a male

mounts a female and clasps his fore-

legs aroimd her middle, the female

may or may not avert her tail and
stand firmly to allow intromission. If

she does, a copulatory tie occurs

(prerequisite of fertile mating),

which ordinarily lasts about twenty

minutes. At this time the female can

drag the helpless male anywhere she

chooses. A tie may occur without

courtship, especially between two an-

imals who prefer each other.

Females also court males ; a female

does this by greeting a male in the

submissive way and then backing up

toward his head with her tail averted.

The male may respond to the court-

ship by mounting. Toward the end of

the mating season, the less-experi-

onced males begin using the court-

ship methods-; however, courtship

rarely improves their chances of suc-

cess with the females.

Almost all of the adult animals

show indications of a desire to mate.

The social behavior of the group

places great restrictions on mating

activity, however, and complete cop-

ulation is a rather rare occurrence.

During the mating season group
rivalry is greatly increased, and rela-

tionships sometimes change perma-

nently. Younger animals assert

themselves and may displace older

SI



ones or make way for other animals

to raise their rank.

Intrasexual mating restrictions

among the males prevent a good deal

of mating. The more dominant males

constantly watch the less dominant

males and frequently chase them

away from receptive females. These

acts of contraception usually occur

during direct competition over a spe-

cific female. For example, when two

males are both attempting to mount

a female, the more dominant will try

to force the less dominant animal

away ; but when a peripheral male is

involved with a receptive female, di-

rect competition need not necessarily

occur for the nuclear males to break

up the pair. Generally they do so with

a group charge at the prospective

mates, which sends the peripheral

male away on the run with his tail

between his legs. After repeated

attacks for attempted mating, the

peripheral animals become so con-

ditioned that a "piercing glance"

from one of their antagonists is usu-

ally enough to separate them from a

prospective mate.

Among the females, intrasexual

control is even more pronounced. A
dominant female will violently attack

any less dominant female that allows

or entices a male to mount her. The

frequent attacks of the alpha female

upon the other females make it diffi-

cult for them to stand for a male.

They become so nervous that they

quiver underneath the male ; thus in-

tromission is almost impossible.

Intersexual control, although less

common, is also a factor in contra-

ception. Sometimes dominant ani-

mals may attack low-ranking animals

of the opposite sex who are attempt-

ing to mate.

Another social factor that limits

the breeding is mate preference.

Males prefer to mount specific fe-

males and hence do not pursue all of

the females, and females will not

stand or avert their tails for most of

the males. These preferences and

aversions are by no means mutual.

As a result, there is a lot of mounting

without intromission and a lot of

presenting with no mounting.

To add to these already restrictive

conditions, the alpha male, who is

often (although not always) pre-

ferred by most of the females, is the

least inclined to mate of all the males;
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he may, indeed, prefer a peripheral

female who is rarely allowed to mate.

Despite all these complications,

five to ten ties occur each breeding

season at Brookfield, mostly between

the same two animals ; and when they

do, the whole pack gets very excited

and gathers around the tied pair,

often punishing one or even both of

them. It is of further interest that

when the alpha iemale is locked in a

tie, the rest of the females have a few

extra moments during which they

may freely court preferred males. On
one occasion, when the ever vigilant

alpha female was tied, she dragged

the male she was tied to over to an-

other courting pair and vigorously

attacked them.

The existence of a firmly estab-

lished social hierarchy in both sexes

places severe restrictions on the mat-

ing habits of the group. In the five

consecutive seasons from 1960

through 1964, only one litter was

bom in the pack each year, and that

litter was whelped by the same female

every year and presumably fathered

by the same male. (Paternity is as-

signed on the basis of a male's par-

ticipation in a preponderance of

copulatory ties with the female that

whelps the litter. This has to be ten-

tatively done in non-exclusive cases

and is further complicated because

the period between copulation and

birth may vary: 62± 3 or 4 days.)

More irregular patterns of mating



At upper Icjl, the alpha male marks

a bush. This method of marking,

or urinating, ivhile typical of most

dogs, generally occurs among the

wolves in the Brookfield pack only

in dominant males. Subordinate

males and females do not raise

their legs. Copulation is shoivn in

the upper center photograph.

Once intromission has been achieved

the mating pair are "tied" quite

literally, as at upper right. The tie

will ordinarily last for about

twenty minutes. Directly above, a

low-ranking animal is "punished,"

while, at left, the alpha female

emphatically rejects the courtship

of a subordinate male.
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were exhibited before 1960 and after

1964. In 1959 two litters were born.

At this time the pack members were

only two years old and may not have

had fully developed social hierarchies.

Although two-year-old females

show vaginal bleeding and attempt to

court males, and two-year-old males

attempt to mount females that are in

heat, these attempts are largely un-

successful. In the presence of older

pairs, copulatory ties involving two

two-year-old males (but no instances

involving two-year-old females ) have

been observed. That little reciprocal

courtship by either sex has been ob-

served before three years of age sug-

gests that this is the age at which

wolves become socially integrated

and serve as effective members of the

mating population.

in spite of the severe social restric-

tions on actual mating, there is still

a great deal of sexual activity ex-

hibited by all of the adult members

of the pack during the annual three-

month reproductive period. Further-

more, even though effective mating is

generally limited to the higher-rank-

ing members of the group, the male

of the reproductively effective pair

is not usually the alpha male. In the

Brookfield pack it has been the an-

imal that was later to become the

alpha male or the one that had previ-

ously been the alpha male. In fact,

the mating activity of the alpha male

appears to be reduced by the very

nature of his role.

The hypothesis that social restric-

tions on mating also exist in the wild

is supported by the fact that in an

eight-year period of observation by

David Mech and Paul Jordan of the

protected Isle Royale wolf packs,

pack size remained fairly constant

and few cubs were seen. They also

report, as does Adolph Murie on the

wolves of Mount McKinley, that mat-

ing in the wild does take place when

the pack is together as a group and

that pair formation (or mutual pref-

erences) is commonly observed. By
contrast, according to R. A. Rausch,

in parts of southern Alaska where

wolf social organization is constantly

being destroyed as a result of numer-

ous wolves being shot by bounty

hunters, birth rates are quite high,

averaging close to one litter per sea-

son per female.
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Thus it seems clear that mating

preferences develop by the second

mating season and are directed by

the dominant male and female of that

time. When these preferred animals

are not in the enclosure, a temporary

switch is sometimes made to another

fairly dominant animal or at least to

one that was an adult when the wolf

in question was two years old. Al-

though we cannot conclude from this

evidence that wolves mate for life,

we have never observed an older wolf

develop a first preference for a

younger one, nor have we ever ob-

served reciprocal preferences be-

tween wolves of different ages. Fur-

thermore, since these preferences de-

velop by the second mating season,

even an alien or migrant wolf would

have great difficulty mating within an

established group of wolves. More-

over, the observations of Mech and

Murie suggest that some wolves are

forcefully excluded from joining es-

tablished packs.

The social organization of a sin-

gle wolf pack (which is itself a sub-

population of the larger population

in a given area) has the effect of se-

lecting a non-random sample of the

available genotypes from that pack to

produce the subsequent generation.

The over-all effective breeding popu-

lation size would be much closer to

the minimmn number (two) than to

the maximum number. Thus, from a

purely statistical point of view, in-

breeding would increase and genetic

variability would decrease within the

pack. During periods when the lead-

ership is firmly established, the effec-

tive breeding population is small

relative to the total number of adults,

genetic variability is reduced because

of inbreeding, and the genes of the

few animals that do mate are dispro-

portionately represented in the prog-

eny. Leadership has been observed to

last over several years and thus pro-

foundly affects the mating structure

of a pack. In this case mating is often

limited to a single pair for several

years. During periods when the lead-

ership is not well established or has

not been established for a long

enough time, multiple matings occur

The howling ceremony, in this

case prompted by a fire siren.

between various animals involving

many of the males with many of the

females, the effective breeding popu
lation increases, genetic variabilit)

increases, and new gene combina'

tions are created.

The social system, in sum, provides

wolves with a means of controlling

their mating and their population. I

also produces a genetic mechanisn

that reduces the variability within th*

pack but, at the same time, increasei

the variability between packs; thu;

through group selection, this mech

anism has the potential to accelerati

wolf evolution.

Like the earliest men, and occupy

ing a very similar ecological nichf

wolves are co-operative hunters wh
live in small social groups containin

at least one adult of each sex. A
though the similarities betwee

wolves and humans are, for the mo;

part, only analogous, resulting froi

similar selection pressures, they ma
also indicate some degree of homo
ogy, which can help us to understan

the roots of mammalian socialite

For wolves, as for humans, social n

lationships are formed early in lU

and are nurtured by constant exper

ence throughout the early years. Th



'cperience is essential for the devel-

pment of appropriate social re-

>onses and proper integration into

le adult social structure I pack or

)ciety ) . Note, however, that wolf

cial structure develops along pre-

ictable lines whether or not socially

perienced adults are present. Hu-
an social structure is considerablv

ore flexible and variable, although

too is a complex function of genetic

edispositions to assimilate and re-

iond to certain types of experience.

[The villainous characterizations

(e wolf has received in numerous
Ilk tales and in our recent pioneer

Istory have ignored that part of his

ri-ture that is friendly and gregari-

as, with many of the qualities that

ifc admire in dogs. Evidence from
^atomioal, fossil, genetic, and be-

'(vioral studies indicates that the

i))lf is most likely the ancestor of

^ domestic dog. Although dogs
?Jer from wolves in having smaller

fth and jaws, and slightly thinner

Mies, many features overlap. Be-

^viorally, wolves exhibit all of the

E;rns
common to, but variable in,

's best friend. That is to say, the

is a fractionated and variously

ifiggerated version of the wolf,

created in the past 10,000 years by
artificial selection. Both have similar

vocalizations. Both hunt in packs,

herd and scent, have similar expres-

sive postures, and above all, both are

gregarious, with a remarkable ca-

pacity for forming and maintaining

social bonds with the animals around
them. For the past eight years at the

Lniversity of Chicago Behavior
Genetics laboratories, Dr. Benson
Ginsburg and I have studied the so-

cialization of wolves. We found that

wolves can be made to acquire very

friendly, doglike behavior toward
other wolves as well as toward hu-

mans. This can be conditioned even
in adulthood, although it is more
readily acquired in young cubs. Such
'"socialized" wolves wag their tails

when humans approach and attempt

to lick them and paw at them (as is

shoi™ in this issue's "The Authors"
column ) . They may even greet them
by putting their jaws around the

chin of a human friend in a manner
resembling the wolf greeting cere-

mony. Such social bonds, formed
through continued experience, are

quite lasting; and the friendly be-

havior will be retained even after a

year of non-contact with humans.

provided that the socialization is ac-

quired or maintained when the wolf
is older than one year. Wolves have
even been raised as house pets, al-

though they are not easily trained or

disciplined and hence become ex-

tremely difficult to handle. They do,

however, remain unaggressive and
friendly to humans throughout. Even
certain ethologists have ignored the

wolf's co-operative and social nature

and have misrepresented him as

basically aggressive, "one-mannish,"

and monogamous. Although the wolf

may have been our competitor for a

similar ecological niche, he is not

known to attack and prey upon hu-

mans; in fact the reverse has most
often been the case. In situations

where the wolf has been allowed to

regulate his own population and prey

upon wild game, his presence in the

ecosystem has been of definite posi-

tive value in maintaining a natural

equilibrium. This is a value that we
are just beginning to appreciate.

Hopefully, continuing investigations

of wolf behavior and ecology will

help change the wolf's public image
and will reveal him as a creature to

preserve and study and man'el at.

rather than one to hate and destroy.



It is nearly 100 years since extraterrestrial fragments

were first identified in deep-sea sediments. Since then

scientists have become certain that interplanetary space

is strewn with debris—ranging from dust to chunks

many miles across—but they are still a long way from

being sure of its origin or even its quantity.

By means of airplanes, balloons, and rockets, the

search for such material has been extended, from the

ocean floor and the ancient ice and snow at both poles,

to the atmosphere; and using satellites, into space itself.

But, as two researchers point out in the journal

Science, "The total amounts of material are small, the

individual grains are tiny, methods for distinguishing

the real thing from contaminants are uncertain, the ve-

locities at satellite heights lead to vaporization on im-

pact, and the extent of survival and preservation on

earth is unknown."

David W. Parkin of Bath University of Technology

in England and David Tilles of Oregon State University

report that current estimates of how much of this debris

is accumulated by the earth in a day range from 1 ton

to 30,000 tons. They find, however, that measurements

"appear to be converging on 100 to 1,000 tons a day."

Parkin and Tilles argue that the most important step

to be taken is to find ways to positively identify space

debris that has landed on earth. This will lead to firmer

conclusions about its origin and extent in space.

NEUTRON STAR
Radio astronomers at the Cavendish Laboratory at

Cambridge University in England may have detected

that most exotic of all objects in theoretical astronomy,

a neutron star. They may, indeed, have found four of

them. If these objects are neutron stars, they could rank

with quasars and X-ray stars in what they reveal about

stellar processes and matter itself.

The theory of stellar evolution holds that as stars be-

come old and radiate less, gravity causes them to con-

tract into small objects of very high density. Some 250

white dwarfs, in which the process has taken place, are

now known. However, the theory also says that this

gravitational collapse can continue to the point where

matter itself is crushed into wholly new forms unknown
on earth. The resulting object, a neutron star, might

have the mass of the sun and yet be only five miles

across. Writing in the British journal Nature, the group

reported that the radio source in question is located in

the constellation Vulpecula, and further measurements

at Jodrell Bank have fixed the source at about 200 light-

years distant from the earth.

SURVEYOR 5
Last September Surveyor 5 settled down on the

moon's Sea of Tranquillity and made the first chemical

analysis of lunar material.
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Now at least one worker in the field disagrees with

the announced conclusion that the lunar material is

similar to basalts found on earth. He finds instead a

similarity with eucrites—a type of meteorite thought to

originate on the moon—whose proportions of heavy ele-

ments differ markedly from terrestrial basalt.

The Surveyor 5 results remain ambiguous because

the techniques used cannot distinguish clearly between

heavy elements when several are present. Paul W. Cast

of Columbia University's Lamont Geological Labora-

tory registered his dissent at a New York symposium

and in Science.

Cast warned that the assumption of lunar basalts

would lead in turn to the assumption that the same geo-

chemical processes that formed basalt on the earth have

been at work on the moon. He expressed the fear that

these conclusions would quickly diminish scientific in-

terest in the moon.

Robert Jastrow, director of the NASA Institute for

Space Studies and chairman of the New York sympo-

sium, was even more explicit: the conclusions, he said,

,

would make manned exploration of the moon appear to

be wholly unnecessary from a scientific point of view.

THE GALACTIC CENTER
From the earth we cannot see the center of our own

Galaxy because of interstellar dust clouds. Radio as-

tronomers have begun to map it, however, using the

longer radio wavelengths that can pierce this dust.

Now a second window has been opened to the galactic

center at the Mount Wilson and Palomar Observatories

in California where an electronic device is used to record

radiation at infrared wavelengths, shorter than radio

waves but still longer than those visible to the eye.

According to a report in the Astropliysical Journal,

excellent agreement was found between the infrared and

radio observations. Both place the center of the Galaxy

in the southern constellation Sagittarius. This dominant

source of radiation is 5 to 10 minutes of arc across and

is elongated along the plane of the Galaxy. The infrared

results provide a picture of our Galaxy similar to the

Andromeda Nebula (actually a galaxy) , the great whirl-

pool of stars visible to the naked eye on clear nights as

an extended hazy patch in the sky.

While the infrared observations provide welcome con-

firmation, radio astronomers are refining their tech-

niques to overcome the fuzzy "images" they receive be-

cause of the long wavelengths involved. These astron-

omers are using the advancing limb of the moon as a

knife-edge to give them sharp definition. Knowing ex-

actly where the edge of the moon is located at any given

time, they then note the exact instant a radio signal is

cut off by the moon. Dr. F. J. Kerr at the Llniversity ol

Maryland is co-ordinating the galactic center studies.

John P. Wiley, Jr
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ELESTIAL EVENTS
There will be a crescent moon in the western, sky each
ening In early May. First-quarter moon Is on the 5th, full

son on the 12th. Thereafter, the moon Is In the morning
y. Last-quarter is on May 19 and new moon on May 27.
e early crescent moon may be seen again in the western
y from the 29th to 31st.
Jupiter remains the most prominent planet in the sky.
becomes visible at dusk high in the south, to the right
the star Regulus, In Leo, gradually moving closer to Leo
ring the month. Easily distinguished by Its brightness
lagnitude -1.7), the planet sets a little to the north of
st about midnight. Mars and Venus are too close to
5 sun to be seen. Saturn will become visible as a morn-
; star in the east, rising about dawn, late In the month.
May 4: The Eta Aquarid reaches maximum, with no moon
iinterfere with early morning observations.
iMay 5-6: The moon, just past first-quarter, is moving
,st Jupiter. On the evening of the 5th, Jupiter Is visible

to the east (left) of the moon; on the 6th, to the west (right)

of the moon.
May 12: The moon reaches perigee (the point in its

orbit where it Is nearest earth) only four hours after the
full moon. Look for very high perigee spring tides.

May 23: Mercury, an evening star visible from the 15th
on, is at greatest easterly (evening) elongation. This is a
favorable elongation; the planet is nearly 20 degrees above
the horizon at sunset.

May 29-30: Mercury is above and to the left of the moon
on the 29th; to the right and below It on the 30th.

Thomas D. Nicholson

* Hold the Star Map so the compass direction' you face is at the
bottom; then match the stars in the lower half of the map with
those in the sky near the horizon. The map is for 9:20 p.m. on
May 1; 8:20 p.m. on the 15th; and 7:25 p.m. on the 31st; but it may
be used for about an hour before and after those times.
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We continue to learn more about the strange

pits seen on earth and on other planets.

At top, Arizona's ancient Meteor Crater.

Above, Orbiter Ill's photo of the

moon's hidden side shows craters resembling

those in close-up of Mars, right.
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Textbooks say there are nine planets

in our solar system. We live on one

and have sent space probes to two

others, which makes it seem as if our

explorations are coming along quite

well. But the planets are accompanied

by thirty-odd satellites. These include

many large bodies that can be con-

sidered planets in a generic sense.

Furthermore, orbiting the sun are

more than 1,700 named asteroids

spaced between Mars and Jupiter

(some are larger than the smaller

satellites) . All told, there are prob-

ably forty bodies in the solar system

that are eligible to be called "planets."

Among these, astronomers frequently

include our moon.

So far, we have had a good look at

the surfaces of only three—our earth,

its moon, and Mars. Strange circular

depressions dominate the landscapes

of the latter two and are scattered

over the surface of the earth. Since

all three have them, we may well ask,

T^Tiat are these depressions and how
much have we learned about them?

The story begins with Galileo.

When he turned his new "optick

tube" toward the moon in 1609 and

observed what we now loosely call

"craters," he started a small but con-

jtroversy-iilled chapter in the history

different phenomena: depressions

left by bubbles in boiling alabaster

and impact scars left by bullets

dropped into wet clay. He thereby

set up the two essentially antithetical

questions that have been argued ever

since: are the craters of endogenic

origin (depressions left by volcanic

action) or exogenic origin (depres-

sions left by impacts) ?

In 1783 William Herschel, the

English composer turned astrono-

mer, thought he had witnessed vol-

canic eruptions on the moon, and

since no one had been able to say

where hypothetical impacting bodies

could have come from, the arguments

for volcanism on the moon remained

convincing—for a while. Then, in

1803 came the great meteorite

shower at Laigle, France. It forced

the hitherto skeptical French Acad-

emy to admit that cosmic stones

(meteorites) could indeed fall from

the sky, and in 1829 the German as-

tronomer Franz Gruithuisen went on

to revive the impact theory to ex-

plain craters.

In the next several decades Hawaii

received major attention because its

volcanoes were easily accessible to in-

vestigators. Studies made there by
two Americans, geologist J. D. Dana

f Three Planets

some of the smaller lunar craters

might be analogous to extinct terres-

trial volcanoes, the majority of the

moon's larger craters were caused by
the impact of "moonlets." These were

supposed to have been orbiting the

primordial earth during the early

days of the earth—moon system.

Though many of Gilbert's sug-

gestions were remarkably good, in

terms of what we now know, little

progress was made during the first

half of the twentieth century. The
controversy rolled on. It has been

claimed, not entirely facetiously, that

everyone was so anxious to be rid of

the problem that astronomers tended

toward geologic explanations while

geologists invoked cosmic influences.

Many of the best minds avoided the

problem entirely, influenced by the

nineteenth-century dictum that "the

moon is dead."

In the 1950's, with the emergence

of geophysics, space science, and a

more cosmic perspective, a new in-

terest arose in relationships between

the earth and moon. Why do they ap-

pear so different? What are the cra-

ters? Why does the moon have so

many more than the earth?

Let us look first at the earth. It has

not yet been fully explored, a fact

by William K. Hartmann

of natural science. The name is not

a good one, because it means many
things to many people. Willy Ley, the

popular German-American chroni-

cler of space travel, has gone so far

as to deprecate the "dunderhead who
thought the word 'crater' would be a

. convenient name."

It has been too convenient. Craters

on the moon are not necessarily the

same species as craters on the earth.

And yet there have been over 350

years ivorth of attempts to find proofs

of sameness between the lunar and

terrestrial versions.

The controversy over the origin

of the great, depressed, circular

structures on the moon raged almost

from their discovery. In 1665, the,

versatile English physicist Robert

Hooke compared them with two very

in 1846, and astronomer W. H.

Pickering in 1906, led to compari-

sons of lunar craters with the terres-

trial ones of known volcanic origin.

But such comparisons ran into a pro-

found difficulty. There was a discrep-

ancy in scale between the vast circu-

lar structures of the moon, which

range up to nearly 1,000 miles in

diameter, and the largest known vol-

canic craters on earth, which are only

a few miles across or, if less perfectly

circular, a iew tens of miles across.

In the meantime, modern lunar

science was born—in an address on

December 10, 1892, given by G. K.

Gilbert, the retiring president of the

Philosophical Society of Washington

and first chief geologist of the U. S.

Geological Survey. Along with other

hypotheses, he proposed that while

borne out by the discovery in the last

decade of many of the great, ancient,

circular scars in the earth's crust.

Some of these "ring scars," including

a number of circular lakes in the sta-

ble, billion-year-old Canadian Shield

around Hudson's Bay, are considered

to be the sites of meteorite impacts.

Others, such as a series of eroded,

forested, nearly hidden sites dotted

across the eastern United States, and

a number of vague, circular patterns

photographed from high altitudes in

unexplored parts of the world, may
be endogenic and accordingly have

been called "cryptovolcanic struc-

tures."

These discoveries have enlarged our

frame of reference and strengthened

our awareness that the earth has not

escaped cratering. To be sure, the dis-
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coveries did not solve the mystery of

the lunar craters, but they did start

us viewing the earth's surface in the

context of the tremendous forces at

play in the earth's interior and in the

context of the cosmic interactions be-

tween the planets and their inter-

planetary environment. As a result,

more and more geologists are turning

to the other planets for a better un-

derstanding of our own. The evidence

that these forces and interactions are

frequent, and often spectacular, in-

tensifies our interest in interplane-

tary comparisons and contrasts.

To begin with, both the moon and

earth are some four billion years old.

The moon is well preserved; the

earth less so because it has been ac-

tive. On the moon the four billion

years production of craters (by what-

ever mechanism) has been preserved,

but on the earth, the folding, ruptur-

ing, and eroding of the crust has

erased the past.

If we could make a time-lapse fikn

of the earth's surface with one frame

representing every few million years,

we would see a surface in chaos. New
mountain belts rise up, volcanoes

spout lava, great fissures open and

widen, mountains wear away, coast-

lines change, and geologic structures

are buried by sediments. As it is. we

can see back only 10 million or 100

million years on most parts of the

earth. Few new craters have formed

on earth within this short time, while

the older ones have been worn away.

This explains the overabundance of

craters on the moon relative to those

on the earth.

But what of the craters we do find

on earth? What kinds of structures

are they? The question is becoming

answerable in modern terms, thanks

to recent and intensive research. The

answer may prepare us for the find-

ings when men reach other planets.

Although travel agents ignore

them, the widely distributed craters

of the earth are among nature's most

spectacular creations. (The recent in-

auguration of direct and stopover

flights to Hilo, Hawaii, allows trav-

elers en route to Honolulu easy access

to Hawaii Volcanoes National Park,

a wonderland of scenic extremes

otherwise missed by many islands

visitors.) Few thrills in exploration

exceed the reward one gets after
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climbing the innocent-looking rim of

a large caldera. As you reach the top

of what appears to be a low ridge, the

ground suddenly drops away to re-

veal a vast, yawning pit at your feet.

Scientifically, perhaps most fascinat-

ing is the variety of natural mecha-

nisms that produce the depressions.

Here are four volcanic types.

1. The buildup of ejected lava

around a volcano leaves a raised rim

surrounding the vent, which may be

either open or covered. This well-

known cross section can be seen in

structures ranging from small cinder

cones and spatter cones to great vol-

canoes such as Japan's Mount Fuji.

2. If the lava has collected below

the ground in a chamber too big to

support its own roof, fractures may
develop, followed by collapse of the

volcano. The resulting structures

range from collapse pits to calderas,

which may reach many tens of miles

in diameter.

3. If the surface material is only

loosely consolidated and the open

chambers are not too deep (for ex-

ample, if there are openings left by

escaped lava) the material may drain

into the cavity like sand in an hour-

glass. This produces drainage cra-

ters, relatively small structures up to

several yards across.

4. Sometimes, ground water gains

access to the deep, hot magma cham-

ber and makes contact with its lava.

This produces great volumes of steam

at high pressure, resulting in explo-

sion-like eruptions. The craters cre-

ated in such fashion have been given

the name maar (after certain water-

filled prototypes in Germany).

The above listing is of simple

forms, which are produced only in

ideal circumstances. In nature the

history of a volcano is a complex

thing. A rimless collapse pit may gain

a rim through a subsequent eruption

of debris. Erosion may intervene to

change a vertical-walled, flat-floored

pit into a bowl-shaped crater. This

sort of erosion makes it particularly

complicated to distinguish the earth's

old volcanic craters from its old

meteorite-impact craters.

The earth's meteorite craters re-

sult from chance collisions with the

countless bits of cometary and aster-

oidal debris floating in interplane-

tary space. Most of the bits and

pieces are so small and fragile that

they burn up in the atmosphere, but'

occasionally a big one gets through

to the ground—with results cata-

strophic by human standards.

In Arizona, Meteor Crater is an ex-

ample. It was blasted out by a metal-

lic chunk, perhaps a hundred feet in

diameter, that plunged into the

ground at nearly 6 miles per second.

Nearly a mile across, this impact-ex-

plosion site is relatively fresh, yet it

superficially resembles several near-

by volcanic craters that have eroded.

In fact, until meteorite fragments

were identified here, several geolo-

gists of high repute maintained thai

Meteor Crater was volcanic.

Erosion acts quickly, geologically

speaking, and the origin of many an-

cient, circular features—now barel}

detectable—still eludes us. The visible

eroded roots of some craters—root;

originally thousands of feet below th(i

surface—are now all that remain. The
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earch for these "fossil craters" is a

iscinating story by itself. Photo-

raphs by astronauts in orbit have
irned up several new ones. One un-

sual example is the Crooked Creek

tructure in Missouri; it is most
asily detected photographically in

le fall because the colors of foliage

t the ancient crater's rim are af-

:cted by soil differences.

Determining a crater's origin is

also perplexing when the same evi-

dence can apply to either impacts or

volcanic eruptions. Both may eject

rocks or unconsolidated clods of ma-
terial, which, plunging into the

ground, create secondary impact cra-

ters. In 1960, for example, the vol-

canic eruption that destroyed the

village of Kapoho, Hawaii, went
through a final stage in which it

threw out rocks. These fell on a field

arth's craters run the gamut of sizes and types,

bove: small secondary pits and rocky debris form a moonlike scene
'Mr a Hawaiian volcano. Left: Moon Crater, half a mile across, in

volcanic complex just south of the Arizona-Mexico border,
elow: a drainage crater, about one yard across; here dry
olcanic cinders dropped into openings left by escaped lava.

of pumice laid down in a preceding
stage, creating a remarkably lunar
background for nearby orchid fields.

By now, one can see that the com-
parison of lunar and terrestrial cra-

ters is complicated by the diversity of
forms discovered on the earth alone.

As if this weren't enough, the first

close-up photographs of the moon,
returned by spacecraft in 1964, re-

vealed a puzzling lunar scene. To the
dismay of scientists, the new clarity

did not help diagnose structure by
revealing outcrops of bedrock. In-

stead, two new phenomena were ob-
served: the lunar surface was
blanketed by a layer of fine debris,

probably several yards deep, that

hides the rock outcrops; and it is

covered in abundance by a new type
of small crater, very shallow and
"soft-looking."

You may question now if there is

any reliable way of solving the mys-
tery of the origin of the planetary
craters. Fortunately, some other ob-
servational methods have come to

our aid.

First, we can study the rocks found
near terrestrial craters. If they are
volcanic rocks, they suggest that the

craters, too, had a volcanic origin.

On the other hand, the total absence
of volcanic materials suggests a non-
volcanic origin for the crater. The
evidence for an origin of the impact
type is less definitive. If one finds ac-

tual meteorites nearby, that is a sure
proof of meteorite origin, but there

is a catch
: an absence of meteorites

proves nothing, because meteorites,

especially the stony types, can vanish
by weathering quickly. And this re-

minds us that some cosmic bodies,

such as comets, may be mostly ice

and leave no fragments at all.

Second, we are helped by the

knowledge that meteorite impacts
leave scars only in the surface layers

of the earth, while volcanoes must
have deep roots. Drilling has shown
that many of the old crater-like de-

pressions on the earth, such as the

Canadian craters mentioned earlier,

are only surface scars—fractures and
broken rock are not found lower
down. Their shallowness identifies

them as meteorite craters.

Third, in the case of the moon,
there is evidence that the formation
of its craters required tremendous
energy and the ejection of large
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quantities of material at high veloci-

ties. We expect such phenomena

when the moon is struck by medium-
sized asteroids, but they are not con-

sistent with any known volcanic proc-

esses.

Fourth, it appears that the number
of lunar craters and their distribu-

tion by size are what one would ex-

pect if asteroidal fragments (meteor-

ites) fell onto the moon. This sup-

ports the impact hypothesis.

Fifth, and finally, we should con-

sider not only the earth and its moon,

but the new data radioed back to us

from another planet, Mars. The
spacecraft Mariner IV revealed in

July, 1965, that this "red" planet is

peppered with craters. So numerous
and large are they that Mars resem-

bles the moon more closely than it

does the earth. This finding was im-

portant in two respects. It confirms

that because Mars has a scant atmos-

phere and little erosion, its ancient

craters would be better preserved

than those on earth. It also makes
sense because Mars is near the aster-

oid belt, so it should have been struck

by asteroid debris if any planet was.

Because the Martian craters, like the

lunar ones, agree in number and size

distribution with the predictions of

the asteroid impact hypothesis, this

discovery suggests that all three

planetary bodies have been struck by
interplanetary debris.

I f this tips the scales toward the

view that most large planetary cra-

ters resulted from asteroid impacts,

we must remember that a planet is a

many-splendored thing. Its surface

may have been changed both by im-

pacts and volcanism. Inasmuch as we
know the earth bears the scars of vol-

canism, why not the moon and Mars
too? The fact is that volcanism is not
unique to the earth—it must occur in

some form as an evolving planet re-

leases its jjent-up gases. Planets,

which we should like to think of

as stable "platforms," actually are

heated by radioactivity and then

eventually cool off. Volcanism is a

by-product of this evolution ; the tell-

tale fracture patterns and lava flows

of the moon are mute evidence that

the process has occurred there.

Hence, we expect to find volcanic pits

there. On the moon, the most likely

candidates are the "chains" of era-
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ters. usually a few miles in diameter,

lying in long, straight rows that mark
faults or deep fractures of this satel-

lite's surface.

As for Mars, the photos from that

planet are not yet good enough for us

to pick out clear examples of volcan-

ism. We can see only the craters we
attribute to asteroids. But volcanic

pits may well be there— it is now re-

garded as naive to suppose that all

the craters of any planet are of a

single origin.

What about other questions? The
small "soft" lunar craters discovered

by the Ranger spacecraft are still a

mystery. The best we can do is choose

between two current hypotheses.

They are either collapse depressions

of internal origin or old impact cra-

ters eroded by the constant rain of

small meteorites. In other words, the

exogenic—endogenic battle is still be-

ing waged over the moon's small-

scale features, and we may have to

wait for the first lunar astronauts to

tell us what they find in and under

these curious small bowls.

So far, I have referred casually to

interplanetary interlopers that occa-

sionally crash into the planets and

leave large ring scars; also, comets

and asteroid fragments have been

mentioned only incidentally. Is more
known about such invaders?

Four to five billion years ago, dur-

ing the beginning of the solar system,

it is supposed to have contained small

bodies, newly formed from the inter-

stellar dust and gas. Some of these

planetesimals, as they are called,

grew into planets—perhaps by coales-

cing. Of the remainder, some may
have then collided with the young
planets to produce the oldest craters

we see. Still others escaped to the

outer reaches of the solar system, re-

turning only occasionally to the inner

neighborhood of the sun, where we
see them as comets.

In addition, the planetesimals be-

tween Mars and Jupiter apparently

never coalesced into a single planet.

We believe that collisions between
them chipped off the countless frag-

ments that comprise what we call the

asteroid belt. Occasionally, some of

these stony and iron fragments may
be knocked clear out of their orbits

to drift on a new orbit in the solar

system. They may then collide with a

planet. Those we see striking the

earth are called meteorites. In any
case, it is sensible to believe that

comets and asteroid fragments alike

have been striking the planets during

most of our solar system's history,

long after most of the original plane-

tesimals disappeared.

Thus, on at least three planets, and
probably on many others we have not

yet explored, nature has created cir-

cular pits—craters—by grossly dif-

ferent mechanisms: by impacts and
volcanic activity of various kinds.

In sum, nature has away of appear-

ing more complicated, and yet more
understandable too, than we expect at

first examination. If such varied

types of craters are more understand-

able today than they were a decade
ago, it is because, curiously enough,

we have turned our gaze from the

ground to learn from other lands far

away in the sky.



Icanic craters and cinder cones dominate the prii/tordial-looking landscape, above, near Sun Francisco

aks, Arizona. In contrast, Honolulu's famed landmark. Diamond Head, is a crater within a city.
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A Bitficult Pill
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by David Hatvkins

The Ghost in the Machine, by

Arthur Koestler. The Macmillan Co.,

$6.95; 384pp.,Ulus.

Arthur Koestler's earlier writings

- have managed to stir controversy,

and this book is likely to fit the same
pattern. Among its recent predecessors.

The Sleepwalkers, a history of early

modern astronomy, received some

scholarly rebukes amid a wider en-

thusiasm. The Act of Creation gave rise

to a certain agitation among the psy-

chologists, and again received a high

general commendation. I propose to re-

spond to the present work in lower key.

The book is an essay within a con-

text. The essay is concerned with man's

unique and powerful destructive ten-

dency, which our generation has armed
with weapons that might give it global

expression. Koestler proposes an ex-

planation of what Hegel called "the

slaughter-bench of history," and offers

a hope for radical amelioration, though

not of cure. The explanation is a hy-

pothesis about the nature and evolution

of the human nervous system. The treat-

ment is a hoped-for product of future

research in psychopharmacology, what
a publisher's blurb calls a "peace pill."

To build a context for liis argument
Koestler starts back several steps; the

first two of the book's three parts are

a connected series of essays on the

foundations of psychology, the princi-

ples of evolution, and human creativity.

A good deal of the exposition and
argument in the first two-thirds of the

book lacks direct relevance to the final

thesis. But this can be justified: first, it

is an excellent synoptic discussion, in

its own right, of important and fascinat-

ing matters. Second, what is not direct-

ly relevant to the thesis is necessary, I

think, to establish the philosophical

and moral position, the bona fides, of

an eminent humanist who is about to

propose to modify the human condition

through biological engineering, and a

"pill" at that.

A good deal of the first part of the

book is devoted to an exposition of the

concept of hierarchical organization

living systems, as opposed to older fc

still-dominant concepts of mechanis

enchainment. For polemical spice the

is much lively and well-informed cri

cism of neobehaviorism in psycholoj

which Koestler finds to be anything 1:

a dead horse. Here he is representi

not only the informed passions of t

humanist but also the best work of n(

rophysiologists and hardware-mind

cyberneticians, three groups who ha,

far more in common than may appe

at first sight. To get to the place wh(

such a trinity does not seem unholy,

even strange, is part of the philosopl

task. The history of science—even

biology—is beginning to outgrow 1

old, mechanistic scheme, and there i

new metaphysics implicit in the grc

ing sciences of organization and

formation, equally remote from stin

lus-response psychology and from '

dualism of Descartes. Indeed, in a la

chapter Koestler takes on the mir

body problem, from which the b(

draws its title. Within the concept

of a hierarchical organization of hun

mental processes there is possible

functional significance for conscio

ness quite different from what is av

able to older ways of thought.

I will mention some negatives

don't tlunk Koestler understands

ideas of thermodynamics, or the s

ond law. This law is not contravened

the organizational and integral

tendencies of living matter, but

the contrary provides, from the ph
cist's point of view, tlie indispensa

framework for the very principles

hierarchical organization that Koes

is espousing. And I think this sa

weakness crops up again in his tri

ment of the alleged inadequacy of

mechanism of random mutation as

primary source of genetic variat

Typically the critics of evolution

theory, and sometimes its suppor

too, have vulgarized it by forgelt

that even in the simplest versions

Darwinism it is not "chance variati

that imports new organization into
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stream of life, but its correlative in the

theory, "selection." Koestler can't quite

resist this literary device, as when in his

summary on evolution he refers to some
supposed orthodox view "that evolution

is the product of blind chance." Actu-

ally much of the evidence that Koest-

ler cites points toward "selection" as

the crucial concept, as he part of the

time sees. The main troubles with

evolutionary thought have not lain in

the conception of chance variation, but

in the way selection has been under-

stood. Indeed our understanding of na-

tural selection can be no better than
our general understanding of biologi-

cal systems and the environments in

which they in fact evolved. A good deal

of what is said here reflects recent illu-

mination on the former of these topics.

The latter, opened up by Oparin, Horo-
witz, and others, is missing.

Coming closer to the main theme, we
move into the theory of emotion and
of its functional role in human conduct.

At once the apex of an organismic hier-

archy and a component of a large so-

cial hierarchy, the human individual

can only exist stably through a balance
of integrative and self-assertive tenden-

cies and of the kinds of emotional
charge that they imply. In the wide
pathology of human aberrations from
this necessary flexible balance, Koestler
finds one that is responsible, above all,

for the trouble that is human history.

Tliis aberration is not a dominance of

aggressive over integrative tendencies,

but quite the contrary. The need to sub-
limate aggressive impulses in the in-

terests of social existence is widely
recognized throughout history, and has,
at least crudely, been satisfied in the
main. The weakness to which man is

endemicaUy prone, and for which he
apparently lacks adequate remedies, is

his tendency to fall under the domina-
tion of integrative or self-transcending
emotions in an essentially infantOe
way. Identification with group or cause
may thus serve as the vehicle for emo-
tions of the opposite class. Tlrreats to

collectively shared systems of belief are
reacted to as threats to personal sur-

vival. When this happens the integra-
tive tendencies that normally limit

aggression are leagued with it instead,
and the result is rather predictably a
fratricidal explosion.

This is the disease, or more properly
the defect, responsible for the self-

destructiveness of human society. It is

Koestler's hypothesis that this defect
is the expression of a functional weak-
ness in the human nervous system, a
failure of integration between the "old
brain," the limbic system that we have
received and adapted from our reptile

and early mammal ancestors, and the
"new brain," the neocortex. The mal-

integration of emotion and reason in a

man's life thus appears as the expres-

sion of a corresponding failure of inte-

gration within the nervous system. This

is the part of the book by which its

author would, I suppose, set the great-

est store, and the one from which

emerges his rather tenuous suggestion

of help from chemical medicine. He
is quick to disclaim the belief that mere

molecules, however elaborately tai-

lored, can provide for integration with-

in a brain deficient by intrinsic

organization. But he does propose that

by such means the integrative capaci-

ties we have could be protected and

enhanced.

The more important question, 1

think, is the legitimacy of the belief

that we humans suffer from a congeni-

tal defect of character, whatever its

origin, and if so, whether Koestler's

description of it is correct. At the core

of his diagnosis is a mechanism that

allows a system of beliefs to be substi-

tuted for the living human being so that

when threatened, this system has high-

est priority over all resources at the

organism's command. Such beliefs, tied

to specific modes of action and percep-

tion in hierarchical organization, are

not merely abstract propositions as-

sented to, but express to the believer

the very framework of a reality in and

through which he lives; what is called

in Spanish his manera de ser, his way

of being and not just his way of hap-

pening to believe. The important ques-

tions, it seems to me, have to do with

the ways in which we develop such be-

lief systems and the ways in which we

learn, more successfully or less suc-

cessfully, to revise and reconstruct

them in the light of ongoing experi-

ence. A pathologically closed system

of behefs is one that is protected from

growth by incapacity to accept, ac-

knowledge, or know what to do with

information at variance with that sys-j

tejn. And this is where I find Koestler'sl

treatment radically inadequate.

Here I am not finding fault with the

rounding up of evidence, nor with the

wide apperceptive background and

bona fides necessary to the discussion

of such grave matters as this book is

concerned vrith. What I miss is the

sense and sensitivity cultivated in a|

long tradition of concern for the nur-

ture of human development and for the

ways in which this development can he

furthered or deeply damaged in early

life and education. Here surely lies the

most obvious alternative to Koestler's

whole line of approach: that the etiol-

ogy of our woes lies, not in the domain

of biological evolution, but in that of

cultural evolution—our failure to pro-

vide that habitat for the human child

that allows him to learn in practice,

and to practice in learning, those

habits, strategies, and modes of percep-
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A
FIELD GUIDE
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OF NORTHEASTERN AND NORTH-CENTRAL NORTH AMERICA

BY ROGER TORY PETERSON

AND MARGARET McKENNY

The Peterson Field Guide system, which revolutionized the identification of

species, has now been brought to bear on wildflowers. Unlike conventional bot-

anies, arranged in the traditional order of plant relationships, this Field Guide

provides shortcuts to identification that make it easy to recognize flowers by sight.

Almost 1300 species of herbaceous plants are represented. Immediate

reference is by color. The family to which each species belongs is recognized at

a glance by means of a symbol. At the front of the book each symbol is linked to

a brief nontechnical description of each of the 84 families included. 1344 illus-

trations; 23 color plates.
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corners . . . Peterson's books and his identification systems

for birds are known over the world. Margaret McKenny, a

native of the State of Washington, is an author of several

books, photographer, and lecturer. Expect orders to pour

in for this." — Publishers' Weekly

$4.95 at all bookstores
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history

readers.
The Lovely and the Wild recalls

Thoreau in its reverence for na-
ture. Written by Louise de Kiri-

Hne Lawrence, the persuasive
poetry of her style, her gentle

humor, make this book appeal-
ing to all people who have ever

longed for a life lived in har-
mony with nature's elemental in-

tricacies.

The Lovely and the Wild
by Louise de Kiriline Lawrence
$6.95

Signals in the Animal World is a
lavishly illustrated study of the

exciting world of animal com-
munication. From the auditory

mechanisms in fish to the sonar-

like devices in the hunting owl.
And most amazing of all, you
will discover that many of our
latest technological inventions
have been anticipated by nature
millions of years ago.

Signals in the Animal World
by Dietrich Burkbardt
Wolfgang Scbleidt

Helmut Altner $10.00
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tion that are necessary to the stahility

and autonomy of adult life.

Of course it need not be either—or.

We will all surely support the demand

for wider and deeper research in neuro-

psychology and its linkage to the sister

sciences of organization and informa-

tion. But I think we ought also to be

disconcerted by a book with such power

and breadth of thought in these areas

that defers nothing, even by way of

counterargument, to the potentialities

of wider and deeper research in educa-

tion. This is or should be central among

the same sorority of sciences. I do not

require that Koestler discuss the great

tradition of Plato and Rousseau. But I

wonder whether he is even aware of

not discussing it.

David Hawkins is Professor of Philoso-

phy at the University of Colorado,

where he is also Director of the Ele-

mentary Science Advisory Center.

The Gre.\t Monkey Trial, by L.

Sprague de Camp. Doubleday & Co.,

$6.95; 538 pp., illus.

There are many ways in which older

members of the Social Security set,

or their curious juniors, may recapture

the spirit of the 1920's. They may re-

call keeping cool with Goolidge, or the

taste of bathtub gin. dancing the

Charleston, the hope o£ making mil-

lions in Miami, the excitement over the

Floyd Collins case, the recollection of

daring songs whose lyrics dealt can-

didly, as the social historian Mark Sul-

livan wrote, with the "cosmic urge in

the animal species below the primates."

But no event typed the period more
faithfully than the judicial proceeding

in. which John Thomas Scopes, a Ten-

nessee biology teacher, was found

guilty of violating a loosely drawn anti-

evolution statute that nobody ever

thought would be enforced. In The
Great Monkey Trial, L. Sprague de

Camp has provided a full and absorb-

ing account of what actually happened

at Dayton, Tennessee, with all of the

ironies and oddities of the trial, its cir-

cus atmosphere, its moments of

comedy, melodrama, and farce. The
author has enriched his account of the

immediate event by relating it to the

broader social situation and keeping

in steady view, along vdth the fun and

games, the genuine significance of the

proceedings held at the Rhea County

courthouse during July, 1925.

Mr. de Camp's narrative abounds in

surprises. The whole idea of the trial

was hatched by men with no serious

interest in the issues, partly as an antic,

in part as a ballyhoo to attract atten-

tion to little Dayton, set in the straw-

berry fields of southern Tennessee. The
defense hoped to lose their case, since

their object was not to vindicate Scopes

but to take the constitutional issue to

U S . P«t«iit OSc«. copiTlffat«d. 1B25, bj the Chiciso T,

THE PROPOSITION WOULD GET A LOT OF SUP-
PORT IF THE MONKEYS COULD VOTE ON IT

—Orr in the Chicago Tribune.
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the higher courts. Meanwhile, rural

Americans rallied in defense of Bible

literalism behind WilUam Jennings

Bryan, chief counsel for the prosecu-

tion. Clarence Darrow led the defense.

Support for thought control came

from fundamentalist leaders all over

the United States, from "Billy" Sunday

in Oregon, from Aimee Semple Mc-

Pherson and "Fighting Bob" Shuler in

California. Dr. Gerald B. Winrod, later

a fascist and Ku Kluxer, sent encour-

agement from Kansas, and the scien-

tific validity of Genesis was trumpeted

by the Rev. John Roach Stratton of

New York, ancient foe of The Ameri-

can Museum of Natural History be-

cause it attached undue significance to

"musty old bones" and supported

"false and bestial theories."

Although evolution had long before

passed into the general stock of ideas

held by educated men, the fury aroused

by the trial demonstrates how slight the

penetration bad been into those areas

of American life devoted to long un-

derwear, the Saturday-night bath, and

the old-time religion. Bryan took the

witness stand as a Bible expert, was

ruthlessly exposed as an intellectual

incompetent by Darrow, and died a few

days later of fatigue, heat, pique, and

diabetes. Scopes was convicted and

fined, while the law remained on the

books until 1967 with no further effort

Eo enforce it, and high school students

oi the Volunteer State read without

harm the section on evolution in Otto

and Towle's Modern Biology. Mr. de

Gamp makes the issues clear, corrects

i number of errors, and although he
is on the side of the angels (i.e., the

nonkeys, as well as the tadpoles, which
lose their tails even in Tennessee), he

:s scrupulously fair to all.

Gerald Carson
Author

jLUTtons and Libertines, by Marston
3ates. Random House, $5.95; 244 pp.

[s it natural to sleep in a bed, to wear
a nightshirt, to be monogamous, to

•at bread? Or in a hammock, nude,

iimong several wives, and eat ants and
izards? After living in various parts

|if Latin America, Albania, and the

outh Pacific, as well as in the United
itates, Marston Bates seems convinced
hat customs make prisoners of people,

le questions at length what we do and
ay, trying to distinguish cultural

abits that still have survival value

rom those that could better be cast

side.

In many ways, Bates's book is strict-

r contemporary. It could not have
.een written as it is, in language or

Dntent, a decade or two ago. Today's
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readers are willing to consider an ir-

reverent analysis of ideas about man
and nature. And a vast amount of fresh

information has become available re-

cently on the habits of wild primates-

gorillas, chimpanzees, howler monkeys,

and others—as a background against

which man's antics and attitudes can

be examined. This comparative ap-

proach appeals strongly to Bates, the

professional zoologist. He sees in it a

criterion for distinguishing what is

natural and what is unnatural in mod-

em culture. There is no question about

his personal preference for the natural,

or his recognition that being natural

can be unsettling to many people.

One proposal central to tliis book is

that customs relating to food have

many counterparts among customs re-

lating to sex. The rules about eating

one's neighbor (cannibalism) seem

remarkably similar to those about

marrying near kin (incest). In explor-

ing the parallels and contrasts, Bates

arouses the reader much as he did in

his previous and somehow similar

book The Forest and the Sea, where

the stratification in a tropical rain

forest was compared with that in a

tropical coral reef. A difference be-

tween the earlier book and the new one

lies in the fact that extremes in strati-

fication were good for evolutionary

progress, whereas extremes in use of

food among gluttons and of sex among
libertines are generally regarded as

bad.

While focusing attention upon un-

desirable behavior, the author points

out that non-human primates behave

unnaturally and badly only when con-

fined to a zoo. He suggests that human
meanness—aggression—is also a con-

sequence of being confined. H so, the

more prevalent people get, the meaner

and less natural they are likely to be-

come. Something drastic must be done

before natural ways disappear alto-

gether and aggressive behavior is as-

sumed to be normal for the human
species.

As Bates expands his thoughts, with

many a lively side trip to the un-

abridged dictionary and frequent refer-

ence to books he has found provoca-

tive, he touches on many fields but

comes to the conclusion that "this

whole book is a plea for tolerance of

diversity. Diversity seems to me a good
in itself. I can justify this in biologi-

cal terms: the most stable biological

communities are those with the great-

est variety of organisms. Diversity

means that if something happens to

one kind of animal or plant, others are

present to take over; there is a great

deal of 'play' in the system. . . . The
same argument applies to human econ-

omy: the more diversified the economy,

the safer it is from disaster because of

accident to one crop or one industry."
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So far as he can see, culture is increas-

ingly artificial, in danger of swamping
mankind as well as all other forms of

Hfe.

LoRUs AND Margery Milne
University of New Hampshire

Indian Art in South America, by

Frederick J. Dockstader. ISew York

Graphic Society, $27.50; 222 pp., illus.

This is the companion volume to

Frederick Dockstader's two earlier

works on the native arts and crafts of

North and Middle America. Together,

the three books constitute what is prob-

ably the single most comprehensive

survey of native American art.

Indian Art in South America is pub-

lished by the New York Graphic So-

ciety, which has come to mean that the

book contains a large number of high-

quality illustrations. This one has 250

photographs of pre-Columbian and

contemporary art objects. Most, if not

all, of the illustrated pieces have not

appeared in other published collections

of American art. There are two hun-

dred photographs of archeological

specimens, mostly pottery vessels but

also some Jewelry and textiles. These

come from all parts of the continent

and show clearly that esthetically

pleasing arts and crafts were not

limited just to the central Andean
area. The remaining illustrations are

of contemporary art objects, most of

which were manufactured during the

past century and come from the eastern

lowlands of South America. The illus-

trations are uniformly clear and of high

quality; however, on a few of the color

photographs with blue backgrounds

(for example, the Nasca pot in fig. 133)

the red pigments appear to be too vivid

or intense.

Each illustration is numbered and

accompanied by a brief description of

the object, as well as information about

its provenience, age, cultural or tribal

affiliation, and present location. Of par-

ticular interest to the professional

archeologist are the two Santa Ana
pottery vessels found near Trujillo,

Venezuela, which are said to have come

from the same burial cave; these are

important because veiy few specimens

with archeological associations indicat-

ing that they were used at the same

time have been reported from the

northern part of South America.

A 31-page introduction provides

some perspective for looking at the il-

lustrated specimens. This commentary

includes brief statements about the

geography of South America and the

culture history , of its native peoples.

The maps accompanying the introduc-

tion show the locations of places or

cultures mentioned in the text or the

captions; these are occasionally mis-

w^

ANIMALS SOUTH
OF THE BORDER
By B. F. BEEBE. Illustrated by
James Ralph Johnson. In this hand-

somely illustrated, well-written

book, B. F. Beebe and her photogra-

pher husband share the world of

animals to be found less than a

half-day's ride from the U. S. bor-

der. Here, for all young readers to

discover, are the wonders of the

spider monkey, the grison, the col-

lared anteater, the brocket deer, the

pacas, the kinkajou, the tayra, and

the marjagy. Ages 11-14. $3.95

SEA OTTERS AND
THE CHINA TRADE
By ROBERT KINGERY BUELL and

CHARLOTTE SKLADAL. For 100

years, beginning in 1741, greedy

trappers from around the world

sought to corner the market on the

valuable fur of the sea otter. The

result of their efforts was the near

extinction of the breed. This is the

fascinating true story of the work

that has been done to protect and

preserve the sea otter of Alaska and

the West Coast. Ages 11-14. $4.50

RINGTAIL
Written and illustrated by JAMES
RALPH JOHNSON. The author of

Pepper, a Puerto Rican Mongoose

tells the story of the early part of

the life of a small version of the

raccoon family, the ringtail. Aban-

doned by his mother after heing

taught to fend for himself. Ringtail

goes out into the world and be-

friends a prospector. This is fiction-

nature writing at its best, firmly

- based on the author's personal ob-

servations of the ringtail in action.

Ages 11-14. $4.50

DAVID McKAY
COMPANY, INC.
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,

portation. Frequent escorted

departures from New York via

Lufthansa, $1,804.

LINDBLAD TRAVEL, INC.
Lindblad Travel Building
133 East 55tti Street
Nevi^ York, New York 10022
Please send brochures:

I am seriously interested:

n Wing Safari

n Value Safari

D Lufthansa Safari

Mr.
Mrs.

Address.

State-

leading or in error. The chart showing

the chronological relationships of the

archeological cultures mentioned is

confusing and out of date; it reflects

what was thought about a decade ago

and does not incorporate many recent

developments in South American ar-

cheology. These deficiencies are more
than offset by the extensive bibliog-

raphy, which will guide the reader

through the recent technical literature.

The book is not only interesting but

also useful, and the author should be

congratulated for the high quality of

this work.

Thomas C. Patterson
Harvard University

The Dance Language and Orienta-

tion OF Bees, by Karl von Frisch. The

Belnap Press of Harvard University

Press, $15.00; 566 pp., illus.

Do bees have a langiiage? That

word, "language," must not be

misunderstood, points out Professor

von Frisch. He uses the term to empha-
size "what is extraordinary in the

realm of animal behavior." Honeybees

do have a language. Their systems of

motions, movements, sounds, and com-

plexes of these, convey definite mean-

ings; the carefully documented 566-

page book attests to this.

Neophytes in the ways and habits of

honeybees, and those who wish to see

and duplicate the remarkable experi-

ments performed by von Frisch, will

find the twenty-one pages devoted to

methods very useful. A simple observa-

tion hive is both described and illus-

trated. Methods of marking, grasping,

moving, photographing, and manipu-

lating colonies for scientific purposes

are clearly shown.

The longest chapter discusses the

tail-wagging dance. The chapter begins

with a simple explanation of the dance,

followed by the long series of experi-

ments that have led to our present-day

knowledge. For example, how does the

wind affect the tempo of the dance? A
headwind, on the way to the food

source, slows the dance, acting the

same as does increasing the distance.

Conversely, a tailwind increases the

tempo of the dance. Experiments were

done in both high and low wind veloci-

ties, again attesting to the thorough-

ness of the observations.

A six-page chapter is devoted to

other honeybee dances. While these

are clearly described, it is pointed out

that their function is either obscure or

unknown. Thus does Professor von

Frisch point to future studies.

While other social insects, the ter-

mites, ants, and wasps, probably have

equally complicated communication

systems, these insects hide their nests,

and it is difficult to study them. They

Syke C^tompanu of l/ouaaeun

MAJOR ADVENTURES IN 1968

Experienced Leader-Driver-Outdoorsman with AsBt.

& Hostess-Coob continues adventure-camping. Bight-
seeing tours, pacic trips. A luxury limousine coach
(ltd. to parties of- 10) & best motels are utilized
enroute. Activities, all optional, Incl. climbing,
walking in mtns., glaciers, valley & desert plain,
green forests. Wishing, birding, fossil hunts, horse-
baclt, campfires, eating, loafing, sunning. Magnifi-
cent Photography. All destinations planned for max.
seasonal attributes; wildflower to foliage time, as

detailed Itineraries reveal. All trips are fully and
best equipped. All Expense Basis.

Trip 82. June 2 to 28. Grand Circle Camping-Sight-
seeing West. A 2i-day scenic adventure thru So.
Dak. W.VO., Colo.; Big Horn Mtns. Yellowstone,
Tetotis, Jackson Hole entire, the highest Rockies
(route crosses Continental Divide 11 times). Wild-
tiowers galore. $690.

Trip 83. July 13 to Aug. 3. Wyoming Wind River
Wilderness. Camping and Horse Pack Trip. 22-day
adventure thru Badlands, Black Hills, Big Horns
and 11 days in Wind River Mtns. at base of Gan-
nett Peak, accompanied by your own horse to ride at

will while encamped. A Tip-Top-Trip. Memorable
forever. $795.

Trip 84. Aug. 17 to 31. Camping in French Quebet,
End-to-End & Comprehensive; Lac St. Jean, Sa-
guenay Valley. North shore of Gulf of St. Lawrence,
all of Gaspe' to Perce' and Bonaventure Is., south
thru New Brunswick to Mt. Desert. Me., Acadia
Natl. Pk. 15 days of intriguing contrasts—Moun-
tain, Sea and Forest. $335.

Trip 85. Sept. 21 to 28. (Non-Camping) Southern
Odyssey; Richmond, Charleston. Savannah with 3
full davE at luxurious, semi-tropical Hilton Head
Is., featuring private beach, ocean surf and/or
pool swimming, all sightseeing, excellent food. See
Brookgrcen Gardens, the Palace at New Bern, Cape
Charles, Cape May. $280.

Trip 86. Oct. 19 to 26. (Non-Campingl Fall Foliage

in Appalachia: The Great Smoky Natl. Pk., The
Blue Ridge Mtns. & Jefferson's Montlcello Featur-
ing all points of interest, superb meals, relaxed

tempo. $215.

Only the detailed Itineraries reveal the surprises

and the values Involved. Write right now for the

modus operandi, assured

Murray deCamp Spear, Director

711 Valley Rood, Mohv/ah, N.J. 07430

40 TIMBERED ACRES

$1650 TOTAL PRICE

WASH.-IDAHO-MONT.
$50 Down—$25 month, in Northern Idaho.

Northeastern Washington, and Western
Montana. In the heart of lakes and bi£

game country. All covered with growing
timber. Access, Title insurance with each

tract. This is select land with natural

beauty, recreational and investment val-

ues. We have tracts of many types and

sizes from which to choose, including

Waterfront property on Pend Oreille,

Priest, Kettle & St. Joe Rivers and Pend
Oreille Lake. Your inspection welcomed
Write us for free list, maps and complete
information. Write to: Dept. GE

P.O. Box 8146, Spokane. Wash. 9920

• primitive art •

our ads get smaller as we get bigger ... no need to boa

when we have so many satisfied customers . . . many

our artifacts are not available anywhere else . . . bus!

men objects. Sarawak art, micronesian carvings, cui

items, Papuan rarities . , . moderate prices—efflcle

service—try us

• seven seas arts •
1254 0. miner, mayfield hts., Ohio 44124
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JACKSON HOLE-WYOMING

Don't you think it's time your family
enjoyed a ranch vacation??

FOR RATES & INFORMATION WRITE

Mr. Larry Moore
Granite Ranch, Box 971

Jackson Hole, Wyoming 83001

SUSAN BOOK
COFFEE TABLES
FINISHED OR IN KIT

Here Is The Loveliest

And Most Completely
Useful Table Made

Handsome swivel colTee table holds books,

record albums, magazines—all neatly arranged, titles clearly

Fisible. accessible from any seat. Skillfully crafted of rich

grained pine with rugged steel ball bearing swivel. In honey
tone pine or maple, antique pine or walnut finish. Both

16^i"H. book area 12yo"H. 36" dia. (holds 100 books)

$39.95; 24" dia. (holds 40 books) J2S.95. COMPLETE
KITS: Ready for quick assembly and finish. Simple instnic-

tions. 36"—$26.95:24"—$16.95. E.tpress Charges Collect.

BEAUTIFUL NE\« FREE CATALOG - 700 PIECES
Finished and Kit Furniture in Friendly Pine

'^/i",^',?'-" Vf- YIELD HOUSE
Not Sola tn Stores Dept. nhs-s
Money-Back Guarantee North conway, n. h. 03a6o

A Treasury of

Jewels

and

Gems
by MONA CURRAN

Here is a book to

delight and reward
gem-and-jewel buffs
everywhere. It is a
gold mine of fascinat-

ing information, cram-packed with priceless

anecdotes, vet intensely practical.

Ranges from stones-in-the-rough to the value,

choice, and care of finished jewels.
Includes: The five basic precious sems • Gemstoncs
(semi-precious) • Rings • The bracelet • The neck-

lace • The earring • Brooches and clips • Tiaras and
hair ornaments • Regency and Victorian jewelry • Some
royal jewels • The Crown .Jewels of England • Eirth-

stones • Setting and cutting gems • Some famous
gems and their history • On choosing jewels • Caring
for your jewels • 'Jewel' anniversaries.

WITH 16 FULL-PAGE PHOTOGRAPHIC PLATES
$4.95 Postfreo • 10-Day Money-Back Guarantee

ORDER NOW!

will remain little known for some time.

Sociologists, zoologists, even philoso-

phers interested in the formation of

societies have long made use of certain

of the von Frisch papers in their lec-

tures and writings. Unfortunately, only

a few of von Frisch's papers, and those

of his students, have been translated

into English. Many of his early papers

are obscure, and most of his work on

odors and their role in honeybee com-

munication is little known in the Eng-

lish-speaking world. This book will

serve to improve many lectures and to

clarify certain misunderstandings and

voids in the minds of those not thor-

ouglily familiar with the literature.

A scientist can make errors. Profes-

sor von Frisch illustrates this in his

historical introduction. When he first

started to work with honeybees he

thought that the round dance indicated

a sottrce of sugar water or nectar, while

the tail-wagging dance indicated a

source of pollen. Such is not the case,

and patient research showed that the

type of dance performed had to do

with the distance of the food—whatever

it might be—from the hive. However, in

this brief, but complete, admission lies

the secret of true research.

While the book was written by von

Frisch, it is a compilation of all that

he and more than forty students, and

certain of their students, have done

over the years. Additionally, research

from other parts of the globe is dis-

cussed where it has application.

The most valuable portions of the

book are the interspersed summaries,

where the facts are refined and care-

fully stated so that the reader has no

trouble understanding what is meant.

Regrettably, the English is not quite

as good as it might have been. How-

ever, I have not found any words or

selections that were not fully under-

standable upon a second reading; it

might be fairer to the translator to

admit that German is not an easy lan-

guage to translate.

The work of Professor von Frisch

has long been a model in the biological

sciences. That he has condensed his

knov;ledge and findings, together with

those of others, into one well-planned

volume sets an even higher standard.

It is a guideline for others.

Roger A. Morse
Cornell University

Hill Country Harvest, By Hal Bor-

land. /. B. Lippincott Co., $5.95; 377

pp.

In
the course of a specimen year Hal

Borland's harvest in Hill Country

Harvest is too varied to be summarized

in a short review. He lives in Connec-

ticut, close to the Housatonic River.

For years he has been writing about

FAYE HAUER
2414 Larchwood Rd., Wilmington, Del. 19803

HANDCARVED
IVORY PAINTED BIRDS

$8.00 P.P.D. ea. 2" long.

Wood Duck, Canada Goose, Quail, Owl,

Golden Pheasant, Blue Jay, Cardinal

(M or F), Bluebird, Pelican, Oriole,

Kingfisher, Penguin, Titmouse, Tanager,
Goldfinch, IVIallard (M or F), Swan,
Golden Eagle, Bald Eagle, Mandarin,
Pheasant (IVl or F), Canary, Nightingale,

Sparrow, Canvasback, Hawk, Wood-
pecker, Mockingbird, Robin, Waxwing,
Bunting, Parakeet (Blue, Green or Red).

Also Ivory Figurines, Flowers, Animals,
Chess Sets.

MAKE JEWELRY p^Sfit

I
im BIGmm i

IH YOUR SPARE TIM[! V

THIS IS THE CATALOG

THAT MAKES IT ALL POSSIBLE!

EASY TO DO . . . m
no special skills required. W
EASY TO SELL ...

different — no two need
be alike!

SELL your creations for 2 to 5 times as much
as you paid for them. Make jewelry in your

spare time . .

.

This FREE CATALOG contams e\er>thmg
you need ... ALLOWS YOU to bu> all the

parts and by adding your spare time helps

you create easy saleable ]e\velr>

Start today . - . don't dela> Send for the

hobby-craft's biggest and best catalog. Get

vour FREE copy of GRIEGER'S CATALOG
now. No obligation -contains over 10,000

items . . . loaded with pictures.

IJ!I.1J.I:1'MII:1J:IJ1V:W:H.IJ![|

GRIEGER'S INC

^j ANKH JEWELRY '

' *^ ANKH . . . symbol &. hiero-

>Si» glyphic of "life everlasting."

To the Ancient Egyptians,

the life of everything,

divine or human, de-

pended upon the pos-

session of the Ankh I

Beautifully crafted in

, - blue ceramic and pre-

\\^ / sented in handsome

^ jewelry box, this

Ankh jewelry rep-

lica, with descrip-

tive certificate,

makes an exciting gift

for all occosionsi

ANKH PENDANTS i CHAIN
AM-9A, Ankh 1 i" J3.50 ppd.

t * AM-9B, Ankh 2" . 6.50 ppd.
•-•«» AM-9C, Ankh 3".. 9.50 ppd.

Eafrings:Ankh1i"$5.00 ppd.

SOLID STERLING SILVER ANKH PENDANT . . .

soma liza at plclur«l IAM-9B) $19.50 ppd.

ALADDIN HOUSE, LTD.
Depf. N-IFJ • 648 Ninth Ave. • N.Y. 1 0036

FREE: Aladdin House catalog Available!
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ORIOLE "FUN-BAR
This exclusive Feeder will attract many fun-
loving golden Orioles to your garden, patio or
balcony (see actual photo) . Hang anywhere
and then watch the fun. Orioles are not only
beautiful, but "characters" as well. An unusual
gift any time. Rustless, so easy to clean! Money
back guarantee, full instructions. §4.95 plus 34<J

pp. In Calif, add 25(i tax. Sorry no COD's.
HUMMINGBIRD HEAVEN. 681S-N Apperson
St.. TUJUNGA, CALIF. 91042. (Makers of the
famous "Hummy-Bird Bar." ©). 13th Yearl

Ten miles at sea, ten cool miles from the
mamlond s cacophony and crowds. Sea-
scape and skyscape undimmed and un-
marred by streetlights, neon, jukeboxes,
billboards.

Dramatic cliffs and shoreline, spruce
forests explored by seventeen miles of
trails. Peaceful. And beautiful. $12 to $22
a person daily, with meals. Brochure.

THE ISLAND INN
Box H, Monhegan Island, Maine

ANQENT OIL LAMPS
over 1300 years old

From ancient Paiestine, these terracotta
lamps were used by early Christians &
Jews. With varied designs, they malce unique
archaeological display pieces for home & of-
fice. A superb oil-occasion gift. Mounted on
walnut base with parchment certificate of
authenticity $10.00
Lamps with Cross motif $23.00

FREE Gift Catalog
• • • illusfrating Jewelry, Amulets, Coins,
Buddhas, Roman Glass, Figurines and morel

ALADDIN HOUSE, LTD.
Dept. N-SE

648 NINTH AVE., NEW YORK, N.Y. 10036

that natural environment with knowl-

edge, flavor, and love. All he asks is to

be permitted to make the rounds of

the seasons. "Someone finds out some-
thing new about it every day," he says.

He is his own best example.

Every now and then Mr. Borland
does state a policy. I should like to

express particular satisfaction with his

policy of letting things alone—the first

principle of enlightened conservation.

When he bought his farm years ago he

decided not to "improve" the woodlot

on the mountain. Experienced people

have been advising him how to culti-

vate it by any one of several recognized

practices. By letting it alone Mr. Bor-

land has acquired a growing, spread-

ing forest of evergreens and hard-

woods, and the two springs flow better

than they used to. "I think I was right

to let those woods alone," he says, and

I agree with him.

A high school teacher, put in charge

of a ten-acre lot of land donated to the

school, asked Mr. Borland how to de-

velop it. Mr. Borland repUed: "Leave it

alone and watch what happens"—sov-
ereign advice that he knows any school

committee would be too impatient to

accept. "You have to leave it alone,

keep human interference at a mini-

mum," Mr. Borland declared. He is

delighted to see the word "environ-

ment" become a standard part of the

planners' vocabulary. But he suspects

that planners expect to level hills and

drain swamps in their programs of

preservation of the natural environ-

ment. Mr. Borland is so passionately

committed to the policy of submission

to the processes of nature that he re-

fused to improve an old sway-backed

barn until the doors fell off. I regret the

new doors. Made of new lumber, they

must look hideous.

"Studied neglect" is the sardonic

phrase he uses to express his principle.

He has a garden and orchard that have

to be cultivated. If he has hayfields,

they have to be fertilized and plowed

up every few years. But he is right to

let the trees in his woodlot find their

own natural place in the scheme of

things. In a technological civilization

like ours it takes great strength of mind

to do nothing.

P.S. But keep on writing books about

it, Mr. Borland. Keep on doing some-

thing for your readers.

Brooks Atkinson
Author and Critic

Briefly l%oted

A Field Guide to Wildflowers of

Northeastern and North-Central
North America, by Roger Tory Peter-

son and Margaret McKenny. Hough-

ton Mifflin Co., S4.95; 420 pp., illus.

Roger Tory Peterson has provided

a welcome addition to his "Field

Guide" series with this new volume.

BUFFET FOR "HUMMERS
Hummingbirds, colorful playboys of the
feathered world, have sipped 4-at-a-time for 13
years now from genuine "Hummy-Bird Bars"®
(Actual photo) . They love the real wood perches
on their private buffet. No other birds or bees
can reach the sugrarwater. No drip or rust, so
easy to clean. Always a heartwarming gift!
Money back guarantee. Full instructions. S2.95
plus 26(' pp. In Calif, add lof tax. Sorry no
COD'S. HUMMINGBIRD HEAVEN, 6818-N
Apperson St., TUJUNGA, CALIF. 91042
(Makers of the popular Oriole "Fun-Bar" for
fun-loving Orioles!)

What Math ?

Is All About!
From Simple Numbers to Calculus
Now comes a new and completely different

kind of self-teaching math "course"—one that
yields truly amazing results!

"The author assumes no previous acquaintance with

mathematics ... He advances the reader to some mathe-
matical notions of 'college' level . . The near-miracle is

accomplished by patient, carefully-phrased exposition and

by building the discussion step-by-step . . . The book

is intended lor study without the aid of a teacher"

—

Neic Technical Books (of the New York Public

Library).

If you have (3espaired of ever "licking" mathematics,

if lack of mathematical know-how is holding you back,

if you liave tried other methods and found they simply dit

nothing for you, then perhaps you would wish to try the

remarkable Colerus metliod. It is guaranteed to satisfy

your expectations, or full purchase price refunded. Not a

tutored math course that stands you anj'where from $15C

to §300, but a self-instruction manual that costs a mere

$4.95— if you decide to keep it. ORDER NOW |

MATHEMATICS FOR EVERYMAN
by Egmont Colerus

$4.95 Postfree • 10-Day Money-Back Guarantei

EMERSON BOOKS, Inc., Dept. 641 -R
251 West 19 Street, New York lOOII

DICXIONARl
STANB

Your Larg
Referenc

Editions With
out Problem
of Handling

FINISHED OR IN KIT

BEAUTIFUL NEW FREE CATALOG—700 PIECES

Finished and Kit Furniture in Friendly Pine

YIELD HOUSE
Include Zip No. Dept. nhs-s
Not Sold in Stores North Conway. N. H. 038G0
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tased upon his own system of identi-

cation—one of visual impressions,

uch as colors, general shapes, and

istinctions between similar species,

ather than technical features—the

ook offers beginners an easy picture-

latching method for recognizing flow-

rs. Unlike the usual botany book, this

uide is not arranged in the traditional

rder of plant relationships but is

ivided into six main color sections,

ield marks can be easily recognized

1 the numerous color and black-and-

hite plates. A brief analysis of each

imily is also included.

'he West of Alfred Jacob Miller

1837), by Alfred Jacob Miller. The
'niversity of Oklahoma Press, $15;

98 pp., illus.

For all those interested in the Far

7est of the Plains Indians and the

lountain men, this should be a valued

iece of Americana. Miller was an art-

it who, in 1837, accompanied an ex-

edition to the Rockies to "sketch the

imarkable scenery & incidents of the

)urney." The book includes some 200

atercolors and on-the-spot sketches

[ the West before civilization—the

ndscape of the Rockies, the Indians,

le buffalo hunts, and the fur trappers'

imps. The artist's descriptive notes

rovide background material for the

;enes he depicted. C. B.

his list details the photographer or

her source of illustrations, by page.
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5tted live minia-

re trees for bon-

li, dwarf irig,

lecimen plant-

gs. About 9" high in 2" shipping pots,

loice of: Torrey Pine, Monterey Cypress,

istralian Tea Tree (Ruby), Lavender single

lalea (Formosa). White Wing Hibiscus, lap.

'ack Pine, (Kengai trained specimen shown)

.00 ea. ppd. All six $4.99 ppd. 58 pg. cata-

;, instructions, trees, imported containers,

ipplies 10(f, free with order. Money-back
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A book for every naturalist

A PARADISE
OF BIRDS

When Spring Comes to Texas

By Helen Gere Cruickshank
Photographs by

Allan D. Cruickshank

"Great experiences birdwatching with the Allan

Cruickshanks in Texas in springtime . . . un-

common tourists who saw the rarest, the most
hidden of wildlife and who, as National
Audubon Society leaders, were keenly obser-

vant and well equipped to explain what they

saw to the layman. Helen Cruickshank writes

vehemently about conservation, lyrically about
the most beautiful land and creatures which she
saw, and humorously about the occasional ri-

diculous and frustrating predicaments of the

camera-carrying naturalist in the wilderness."

— Publishers' Weekly

k / V . / .m^J \

A LOT OF IT IS!
// you are a member of

THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
in one of the following classifications of membership

ANNUAL -FAMILY -LIFE
You receive free Museum parking rights, attendance gt the Planetar- -

ium Sky Shows and lectures, preview invitations to openings of
exhibits, special events and halls, plus other benefits including a .

subscription to Natural History magazine. Here is a satisfactory way •'

to support the important research conducted by the Museum for
scientific knowledge of mankind. Join now and be assured of partici-

pation in the Museum's great Centennial Celebration Year of 1969.
Write today for details.

Address the Membership Secretary
The American Museum of Natural History
1 West 77th Street
New York, New York 10024
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two top take-alongs for

enjoying the

outdoors

Noted botanist

WILLIAM CAREY GRIMM
helps gardners,

horticulturists, backyard

dabblers -anyone who
likes to be next to

nature- discover our

useful but not always

appreciated native

shrubs. With crisp

line drawings, detailed

keys to all-season

characteristics, and

layman descriptions,

virtually every known

species from Canada to

the Gulf Coast

becomes easily

distinguishable.

Recognizing Native

Shrubs makes old

friends of 63 shrub

families. ..more than

400 bushes, woody

plants and vines.

Science Books quarterly

recommended it as

"very effective in the

identification of plants

and to all groups of

amateur naturalists."

The American Midland

Naturalist views it

as "an excellent aid

for the layman or

amateur." 319 pages.

$7.95

THE BOOK 0F4|

This companion

handbook by the same

author "furnishes a

myriad of detail for

the serious naturalist,

campers, hikers, or

anyone who loves

trees," reports

Recreation magazine. In

picturing and describing

more than 250 trees

found generally in the

eastern half of the

United States, Mr.

Grimm offers at-a-giance

knowing -any time of

the year- about the

leaves, buds, twigs,

blooms, fruit, and

bark. In non-technical

terms, you learn quickly

and see clearly the

signs that tell which

tree is which. ..and

there's a brief study

of how trees grow,

distribution in North

America, and scientific

names and meanings.

514 pages. S7.95

Special Set Price -

' get one each Recognizing Native Shrubs,

The Book of Trees- a $15.90 value

*^-
only SI 2.95 -^

And for Work and Play with Kids-

Learning About Nature Through Games

by Virginia W. Musselman "sparkles with ideas,

new games, old games given a fresh twist and

application, and intriguing program plans for get-

ting youngsters close to nature" enthuses Parks

and Recieation magazine. Recreation Newsletter

tops that with "the best collection of practical,

useable, 'fun and learn' outdoor activities I have

ever seen — a gold mine of exciting ideas." S3. 95

Learning About Science Through Games

by Warren Goodrich presents play fun that helps

kids from 5 to 9 discover the "why?" of things.

The teacher's edition of Nature and Science fore-

casts it as "useful to teachers, counselors, or

recreation directors." School Libraiy Journal cited

it as "especiallv important (because of| the

involvement of all children in 'discoverv' and the

absence of any pressure to learn." $2.95

Harrisburg, Pa, 1 7105

Suggested
Additional Reading

THE COMING FAMINE
Moment in the Sun. R. and L. T.

Rienow. Dial Press, New York, 1967.

Hungry Nations. W. and P. Paddock.

Little, Brown and Co., Boston, 1964.

Pesticides and the Living Landscape.

R. L. Rudd. University of Wisconsin

Press, Madison, 1966.

THE OLDEST
SCULPTURED HEAD?

Treasures of Prehistoric Art. A.
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selected Honorable Mentions.

HOOKED ON HISTOLOGY 44

Miriam Rothschild

"This is a mescaline-like world of fantastic colors and time-

less beauty . . . this is not science, it is pure escapism and

undiluted pleasure."

FOR CLOUD WATCHERS 46

Richard M. Romin

A former Air Force weather observer describes cloud forms

and "pictures" and interprets their function in determining

patterns of weather.
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Joseph A. Towles

THE AUTHORS
Joseph A. Towles, coauthor with

Colin Turnbull of the article on vio-

lence, will receive a B.A. in anthro-

pology from Pace College this month.

Born in Virginia, Mr. Towles spent

a year and a half studying and doing

field work at Makerere University

College in Uganda. He has worked as

research assistant to Dr. Turnbull.

Colin M. Turnbull, Associate

Curator of African Ethnology at The

American Museum of Natural His-

tory, was born in London and edu-

cated at Oxford, where he studied

philosophy, politics, and later, an-

thropology, specializing in the Afri-

can field. He has published The

Forest People. The Lonely African,

and Wayivard Servants, all drawn

from three extended field trips to

Africa, and has just finished super-

vising the Museum's new Man in

Africa Hall, which opened early this

month.

Michael J. Harner's major area

of anthropological field work has

been in the Upper Amazon Basin,

where he spent two years with the

headhunting Jivaro Indians of east-

ern Ecuador and two more with the

Conibo Indians of eastern Peru.

After receiving his Ph.D. in anthro-

pology from the University of Cali-

fornia at Berkeley, his intense inter-

est in the role of hallucinogens in the

supernatural life of the Jivaro took

him back to that tribe for another

year of field work. Dr. Harner is a

Visiting Associate Professor of An-

thropology at Columbia University,

and is currently working on an eth-

nography of the Jivaro.

Grand Prize winner of Natural
History's photo contest, Leslie C.

Crine from Port Jervis, N. Y., works

as a brakeman on the Erie-Lacka-

wanna Railroad. He began photo-

graphing nature subjects to show to

his invalid father and at that time, he

says, "1 became conscious of the ever-

changing world around me." His win-

ning picture is the first he has ever

entered in a contest.

Alfredo MacKenney, a doctor in

Guatemala City, combined his inter-

ests in mountain climbing and pho-

tography to get his First Prize color

shot of the volcano Pacaya erupting.

English-born David H. Stone

(First Prize, black and white) ii

chemical engineer in Dartmou
Nova Scotia. A keen naturalist,

finds most of his subject matter o

doors. He has won several previt

awards.

Miriam Rothschild is a mem)
of the famous English banking fc

ily, many of whom were avid natui

ists. She was educated at home a

managed to avoid the public exa:

nations she so deplores in her artii

She has published over a hund:

papers on subjects from parasitok

to gigantism in winkles, and her a

cle on mimicry in nature appea

in Natural History in Februa

1967. Her recent work has b(

mostly with fleas, and she is currer

preparing "a massive tome" on ti"

histology. She reports that on the

casion of her being made an Hon
ary Doctor of Science by the Uni\

sity of Oxford, she was introducec

"The Queen of the Fleas."

Meteorological studies at the
;

Force Weather Technical School i|

three years' experience as a weat;

observer led to Richard M. Rom
j

article on cloud watching. A nail

of Philadelphia, Pa., he was no'

nated as a President's Scholar

Temple University, where he will

ceive a B.S. in journalism this mo)

Mr. Romin wrote "Substitute Pa},

a piece about a guard at the Phila i

phia Zoo. which appeared in To\

magazine, and has done several f

lance articles. He is a membei:

Sigma Delta Chi, the professic;

journalistic society and says he ii'

dilettante painter and a frustr;!

poet."

This month's article on wine en

from Henry M. Rubin, whose wed

column, "The Winemaster," in 3

San Francisco Chronicle cover

range from "aperitifs to zinfande-

wine economics, vintage reports, i

new wines. He is writing a cookh)

on soups, based on the cuisine ofii

own restaurant, the Pot Lucki

Berkeley, Calif., which claims ac

tating menu of 300 soups and h

most extensive list of CalifOii

wines in the world. Mr. Rubin is ii

owner of a small chateau in h

Medoc region of Bordeaux and pn

to be there in the fall for the vintlf



he Hasselblad System . .

.

nd why a certain kind of person might fail in love with it.

ere are many people who buy

i use a car just to get from

nt A to point B, and who buy

/ piece of mechanical equip-

snt strictly on the basis of it

rforming a particular func-

n with the minimum of in-

vement on their part.

r this kind of person there is

:ertain kind of camera, the

id that does all the thinking

him. Film is loaded in the

m of a cartridge, a button is

3ssed...and that's all; total

n-involvement.

iw don't misunderstand us,

are not criticizing either the

rson or the camera. They
thwill probably be very happy

;h each other... But, there is

other kind of person. The
id who buys a fine automobile,

t just to get from point A to

int B, but also for the great

;asure he gets from actually

iving it. For this kind of per-

n there is also a certain kind

camera... the Hasselblad...

:amera that doesn't do all the

nkingfor you.

e Hasselblad is a camera for

; kind of person who buys a

;ce of mechanical equipment,

t just to perform a particular

notion, but also for other,

nost intangible, reasons. For

e feel, the look, the touch,

metimes even the smell of it.

irtainly he could give you very

und, logical reasons for buy-

g it and probably spending
uch more money than he

3uld pay for the simpler, non-

volving "push-button" model,

it none of these would be the

al reasons.

le real reason is very simple—
I fell in love with it. Many men
md a very few lucky women
n in love with a beautiful ma-

rine. To these men, there is

jimething about a piece of

jiuipment that not only looks.

It feels good and performs its

notion better, because it's

:signed and built better than

liything else in the world

And that's what the Hasselblad

is. The best designed and built

camera in the world.

Many people have bought a

Hasselblad after just holding

one in their hands for a couple

of minutes. They seem to know
instinctively that it will take

great photographs. And, if even

further proof is needed, not only

has a Hasselblad been carried

on every NASA space flight, but

more top professional photog-

raphers use Hasselblad than

any other camera in the world.

The basic Hasselblad camera
is really just part of a com-
pletely integrated and inter-

changeable system of camera
bodies, film magazines, lenses

and accessories.

The film format used in the Has-

selblad System is 21/4" square.

This has been described as the

"ideal" format, and with good

reason. It's big enough to give

you pictures of superb quality

and definition, and yet small

enough to allow the design and

physical shape of the camera

to be as compact as it is.

The Hasselblad uses the single

lens reflex viewing system. The

beauty of this method is that

you see the object you are going

to photograph on a large 2Va"

square ground glass viewing

screen, as you look through the

actual lens that will take the

picture, so you always know ex-

actly how your finished picture

will turn out.

There are three bodies in the

Hasselblad System, each one

designed and constructed to

perform its own particular

function better than any other

camera of its type.

Firstly, the 500C. This could

almost be called the "work-

horse" of the Hasselblad System.

It is the standard body in the Sys-

tem and takes all the lenses and

magazines that are available

for the Hasselblad. No single

camera has been used and
praised more by the top profes-

sional and amateur photog-

raphers than the 500C. The
other two bodies are more
"special purpose" cameras. The

500EL, which is an electrically

driven camera allowing for

rapid exposures and remote con-

trol, and the Superwide C wide

angle camera. No other camera

using the 21/4" square format

has as wide an angle of view as

the Superwide C. On its intro-

duction, this camera was hailed

as a breakthrough in camera
design. There are seven lenses

Interchangeable Lenses. This dia-

gram illustrates the local length (I.)

and the angle of view (r.) of the
seven lenses available in the Hassel-

blad System.

in the Hasselblad System, all by

Carl Zeiss, makers of superb
quality optical glass for genera-

tions. The lenses range from a

40mm wide angle, to a 500mm
telephoto. Every lens has a built

in Synchro Compur shutter with

provision for flash and strobe

synchronization at all 10 shutter

speeds, from 1/500 of a second

to 1 second.

One of the most striking fea-

tures of the Hasselblad System

is the interchangeable film

magazines, each one of superb

design and construction. The

beauty of these magazines is

that with just one camera body,

a photographer can shoot pic-

tures in black and white. Then,

before finishing the roll, change

to a magazine loaded with color,

shoot a few color shots, then go

back to black and white film.

One magazine even allows you

to make 70 exposures on one

roll of film. Hasselblad was the

first camera system to offer the

advantage of interchangeable

magazines.

There are many many acces-

sories in the Hasselblad System,

each one designed and built to

the same extreme standards of

quality and craftsmanship that

Hasselblad has become famous

for.

Shown below are just a few
items in the System.

Like all good things in life, the

Hasselblad is expensive, but if

you're the kind of person we
have been talking about (and

you wouldn't have read this far

if you weren't) then, who knows,

with this kind of camera, per-

haps you could live on love

alone.

If you would like more infor-

mation and a free 40 page
catalogue, write to: Paillard In-

corporated, 1900 Lower Rd.,

Linden, New Jersey 07036

HASSfieiAD



The racial problem in our country

concerns both blacks and whites, but

its cause, and the only hope for a

peaceful solution, lies mainly in the

hands of the whites, and in that sense

it is finally their problem.

The problem is rooted in the slave

system, which defined and circum-

scribed the status of the Negro, a sys-

tem from which whites derived a

consensus of attitudes about the Ne-

gro. Ultimately tlie notions of this

system were to spread throughout the

nation, and long after the system it-

self was destroyed values originating

within it continued to be the guide-

lines that defined the attitudes of

white Americans. Thus, the problem

of whites today is to come to grips

with their underlying racist notions,

for the present status of the Negro is

a direct outgrowth and manifestation

of an underlying assumption of white

American superiority.

The first essential then is a radical

reversal of the complacency that has

characterized white attitudes, articu-

lated as "the Negro problem." In as-

sessing the present situation as the

work of a "few agitators" or part of

a "communist-inspired" conspiracy

it is assumed that the solution lies in

the Negroes being "law-abiding citi-

zens," patient with the machinery of

American democracy ; accepting that,

in time, they too will achieve their

rights just as did the Irish, Italians,

Jews, and others.

It is quite clear now that the vio-

lence that so "shocks" the white

American springs from a well of bit-

terness, distrust, and potential (but

increasingly real) hatred that is con-

stantly fed by white complacency, in-

difference, and fear.

It is necessary here to point out

that we are talking of attitudes, and

attitudes on both sides are conceived

of in terms of black and white. Few,

on either side, ivould condemn or

praise all individuals in either group.

The lesson that the white liberal

has to learn is that, however out-

spoken and active he may be in his

fight for "right," he is going to be

thought of as "white" and so stigma-

tized to that extent. The white liberal

who merely claims to think liberal,

and does nothing about his com-

fortable thoughts, is classed by the

bulk of Negroes with the worst of the

whites. Even in many intimate rela-

tionships between whites and blacks

the tentacles of the slave system are

ever-present, motivating behavior,

causing tensions. Black men kissing

white women is a prime example,

whereas white men kissing black

women is more easily accepted. Black

seniority in a predominantly white

business is another cause of tension,

as is the use of intimate forms of

greeting (such as white children ad-

dressing elderly Negroes by first

names). Sometimes this develops

into a "joking relationship," where

the tensions are temporarily released

in mock name-calling.

Again, this does not mean that in-

dividual exceptions cannot exist. If

they did not, and in good number,

there would be no point in writing

this article, for there would be no

hope at all. We are not concerned,

however, with individual relation-

ships, nor should anyone make his

own individual relationship, however

successful, an excuse for claiming to

be beyond the group relationship.

We cannot escape our position in this

wider society, however much we

might resent it.

An article such as this cannot hope

to do more than serve as a pointer;

so, having made it clear that we are

dealing with group behavior and

group attitudes, we now propose to

concentrate on one particular aspect

of group behavior, namely violence.

Further narrowing our scope, we do

not propose to deal with white vio-

lence, except to point out that the ini-

tial violence—the violent act of en-

slavement and the incredibly vicious

system of slavery that persisted in

this country—came from the hands of

the white man. This is not mentioned

as a throwaway— it has relevance for

our approach to Negro violence. Nor
is assessment of the viciousness of the

slavery system a gratuitous fling at

the whites. It could be explained in

cool, academic terms, but this should

not be necessary since it is not im-

plied that present-day whites can be

held responsible for that system. The
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viciousness of American slavery,

however, bears directly on our at-

tempt to understand the source and

nature of the present-day Negro vio-

lence. We should all ask ourselves a

few simple questions. Who is being

violent—a few hooligans (as most

whites would like to believe
)

, a cer-

tain segment of Negro society, or

Negro society as a whole? Why are

they being violent? What is the na-

ture of the violence—calculating and

deliberate, material, emotional, or

what? What is the point, or purpose,

of the violence? And above all, the

ultimate anthropological question,

what is the function of this violence?

The last question will, when an-

swered, give us a better understand-

ing not only of the violent acts and

their source but of the total problem.

Opportunistic hooliganism almost

invariably accompanies any kind of

social disturbance, and there is no

doubt that it results directly in some

individual acts of violence. But to

claim that the total violent scene is

caused by hooligans is to claim too

much "for them. Even if it were true

that all those who pillaged and looted

in recent riots were juvenile delin-

quents and hooligans—and this is

demonstrably not true—we would

still be left with the question of what

produced such sudden unanimity of

action. Many whites wonder why, as

they put it, the violence usually seems

to result in destruction of Negro life

and property (in fact, most of the

houses burned have been owned by

whites ) . We are not aware of any sta-

tistics that could evaluate this, and

they would be misleading in any case,

for here we have to deal primarily

with the issue of intent. The violence

frequently is touched off in a Negro

neighborhood. Whites put forward

many comfortable reasons for this,

such as overcrowding and unemploy-

ment: comfortable because they can

be tackled in a forthright manner,

and comfortable, above all, because

they avoid the nagging possibility

that the violence might stein from

something a great deal more serious

and basic—the white man himself and

his myopia. The fact is that when vio-

lence starts, with arson and looting.

in a Negro neighborhood, it is gener-

ally directed against stores owned by

non-Negro storekeepers. These store-

keepers are often suspected (with

some justice and some injustice, but

always with feeling ) of overcharging

and of monopolistic dealings that

prevent Negroes from competing.

The truth of the suspicion is. for the

moment, irrelevant; the conviction

among Negroes in urban areas that

this is so is real and a truth of its

own. It is this truth we have to deal

with—the storekeepers are relatively

trivial in importance.

We ask ourselves the question,

what does the looter think he is doing

when he loots a store? What is he try-

ing to achieve? Is he really risking

being shot dead by police in order to

get an armful of cheap hosiery or, if

he is lucky, a television set worth, at

most, a few hundred dollars? What
does the arsonist think he is doing

when he sets fire to a store? Does he

even consider the possibility that the

fire might spread and burn down
neighboring houses in which his own
family may be living? We suggest

that there is no explanation along

these lines unless we take the position

that the violence is mass hysteria. But

there again, while there is an element

of truth in the suggestion, we still

have to find out the cause. It seems

that viewing the violence—the arson,

the looting, and the few incidents of

killing by Negroes—as something

symbolic is much more productive.

It would require a great deal of re-

search to investigate fully, but even a

tentative essay suggests an under-

standing of the situation that would

go far to explain the function of vio-

lence and the way to its eradication.

For instance, it is common in any

time of crisis for mass hysteria to

make itself felt in some way. But Ne-

gro violence is not always sparked by

a crisis. Sometimes it seems self-g-en-

erated, yet if there were a conspiracy

it would have to involve considerable

organization ; and the very ineffec-

tiveness of the violence, in evidently

practical terms, is not suggestive of

competent or even incompetent or-

ganization. If the violence is not trig-

gered by a real crisis (such as that
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Capable of the

Most Sophisticated

Photography

A Yashica 35mm single lens reflex will

grow on even the most unsophisticated
amateur. Like it or not, he will develop into
a most sophisticated photographer, whose
work clearly will show all the earmarks of
the professional.

Small wonder, since Yashica single lens
reflex cameras with 20 interchangeable
lenses and accessory equipment comprise
one of the most popular of professional sys-
tems, built with all the quality and attention
to detail demanded by men (and women)
who use cameras for a living. Withal, they
have a basic simplicity that make them
easy to operate and a pleasure to use.

See the complete system at your dealer's,

or send for the catalog.

YASHICA
YASHICA INC., 50-17 QUEENS BOULEVARD.

WOODSIDE. NEW YORK 11377 DPT.Q

which follo^ved the assassination of

Martin Luther King, Jr.), is not or-

ganized, and is not due to slum (po-

litico-economic) conditions, we can

only assume that it is a latent poten-

tial of the Xegro community of such

enonnous power that it can barely be

contained. Sporadic eruptions act as

safety valves, and a decidedly uncom-

fortable thought is that even the

^^ orst eruption we have seen to date

is no more than a tiny trickle of es-

caping steam. We are all, black and

white alike, sitting on top of an un-

believable inferno.

Even so. it is helpful to consider

these eruptions, for by studying them

perhaps we can quench the underly-

ing fire. They appear to be meaning-

less, stupid acts: but while they mav
be thoughtless, they are not stupid.

The Xegro youth who rims from a

burning store holding a child's doll

is clutching far more than fifteen

dollars' worth of merchandise: he is

clutching a symbol of all that he is

deprived of in this anything but equal

world. The arsonist who touches off

a blaze that ivill engulf the homes of

his fello^vs, and perhaps only bring

a fat insurance payoff to the non-

Negro storekeeper, is symbolicallv

destroying the society that pens him
in; he is purging himself with fire,

for, in biblical thought, the s\Tnbolic

fire consumes only the evil and leaves

the righteous untouched. Discussion

with arsonists and looters would seem

to bear this out. The violence is a

symbol of the consuming bitterness

felt by the Xegro in his deprivation.

Again let us hasten to sav that

whether or not he is deprived is alto-

gether a side issue. What is important

is whether or not he believes he is

deprived, and there can be no mis-

take about that.

Violence is also a symbol of de-

fiance, and when we consider this as-

pect, or its possibility, we begin to

approach the issue of function. It is

primarily youths who instigate the

violence, but this in no way suggests

that the feelings of defiance, frustra-

tion, and bitterness are confined to

them. Although older Negroes might

well criticize the violence, as might

the non-violent section of the commu-
nity, it is likely that these feelings are

widespread, and are merely mani-

fested in different ways. The emotions

of some pacifists, for instance, are in

their wav as violent as tlie deeds of

rioters and the words of militants.

4
The non-violent campaign of Marti)

Luther King sprang from the sami

well of bitterness as the violence o:

those it condemned. The only divi

sion of opinion here is concerne(

\vith method. Wliites should not thin]

that bitterness is confined to a few

As yet, fortunately, hatred is so con

fined.

Any such latent emotion is obvi

ously disruptive to society, but it ii

by no means uncommon. Here it L

instructive to look at African society

where it is frequently recognized tha

there is a great potential for violenci

between rulers and ruled. This is als(

true between neighboring peoples

The violence, in a sense, is inheren

in the situation, for wherever there i

a ruler, there is the possibility, if h
is human, of misrule. Wherever ther

are neighbors, there is the possibilil'

of envy. A connnon solution in Afric;

is to accept the unhappy fact and dea

with it by formalizing it in ritual acti

of rebellion. Thus, on certain stat

occasions, subjects mav be expected

even demanded, to revile their kin

or to threaten him with spears, re

minding him of the instability of hi

own position. Neighboring tribes, ii

precolonial days, formalized the evei

present danger of warfare bv the ir

stitution of raids. Each side occasior

ally made a foray against the othei

thereby asserting its own superiorit)

It was a game, so to speak, in ivhic

everyone won, except for the few ii

dividuals who were killed ( oftei

even those individuals won, for i

their thought future life was somi

times considered of greater impo

tance than present life) . It was

common mistake of administrators t

attribute the most obvious causi

usually economic, to such raids, or t

believe that ritual acts of rebellio

betokened the imminence of real r

bellion. We mav be in the sair

danger here: by treating sporad

violence as an actual rebellion an

by stamping it out with more vi'

lence, we merely increase the potei

tiality of a real rebellion.

It is impossible to say, at presen

to what extent the summer violence i

past years has been an end in itse

—an act of violence arising direct,

from socioeconomic conditions—ar

to what extent it has been symbol

of a more deep-seated cause. The

are bound to be elements of both, f

tlie socioeconomic deprivation of tl

Nesro is real enough. The nature



21 beastly days in Afilca.
We're going on safari. And we'd like you to join us. the beaten paths of Uganda, Tanzania,and Kenya.

Not with guns or other lethal weapons. But if you're

deadly with a camera, bring it along. There'll be lots

to shoot.

Rhino, hippo, buffalo, elephant, zebra, lion,

antelope, eland, wildebeeste, giraffe, cheetah and

jackal.

And Murchison
Falls, Victoria Falls, the i

Plains of Serengeti, the I

Ruwenzori Mountain
Range, Ngorongoro Cra- i

ter, the snow-dusted i>eaks
'

of Kilimanjaro. The spec-

tacular beauty of Africa, i

There are 2 ways '

you can go about it.

Our Value Safari,
|

if you're down to earth.

British Overseas Airways Corporation
BoxVC10,Dept. 151-500

NewYork.N.Y. 10011

MU 7-1600

Please tell me more about your beastly

Wing Safari Value Safari

Mr. Mrs. Miss

$1,644* includes round-trip BOAG jet air fare from
New York, game lodges, Treetops Hotel (actu-

ally perched atop giant chestnut trees), civilized

meals, robust guides, gratuities, taxes— everything.

Our Wing Safari, if you prefer to take to

the air. Three weeks of exploring Africa in a

—I twin-engine Piper Aztec.

Soaring above the peaks

City. _Zip Code.

of Kilimanjaro, over the

Plains of Serengeti, to

areas and animals inac-

cessible to land vehicles.

$2,354* complete.

That's as far as

we can take you, now.
Your Travel Agent will

guide you through the rest

of the details. Or shoot'
TAKES GOOD CARE OF YOU I

Three weeks on and off I I the coupon to us.

Based on 21-day Economy Class Tour basing fare from New York and double occupancy in hotels.
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In two volumes, the only guide to the landscape

and geology of our national parks—
and to their man-made facilities

A GUIDE TO THE
NATIONAL PARKS
William H. Mattliews III

Do you really know what makes Old Faithful so faithful?

Or how the Grand Canyon came to be? How mountains

were formed? Why some of them are "bald"? What do you

know about those flowers that grow in the snow, or the

glaciers that still exist in the United States?

All these phenomena are in our 33 National Parks, which

together comprise over 13 million acres of the country's

most remarkable scenery. Yet, until now, there has been

no book about the geology — the "why" — of their spectacu-

lar mountains, geysers, caverns, lakes, and rock formations.

Twelve years in preparation, A Guide to The National

Parks fills that need completely. What's more, the author

of the bestselling Fossils: An Introduction to Prehistoric

Life has also included a wealth of up-to-date, practical in-

formation on roads, trails, campsites, fishing, accommo-
dations, and much more. So you can count on finding

everything you need to know to make your trip truly

memorable — this summer and for years to come.

VOLUME I The Western Parks:
Bryce Canyon/Canyonlands/Crater Lake/Glacier/Grand

Canyon/Grand Teton/Haleakala/Hawaii Volcanoes/Las-

sen Volcanic/Mesa Verde/Mount McKinley/Mount Rai-

nier/Olympic/Petrified Forest/Rocky Mountain/Sequoia-

Kings Canyon/Yellowstone/Yosemite/Zion

With 90 photographs, 30 maps and diagrams. $7.95 (less

15% Associate Members' Discount).

VOLUME II The Eastern Parks:

Acadia/Big Bend/Carlsbad Caverns/Everglades/Great

Smoky Mountains/Guadalupe/Hot Springs/Isle Royale/

Mammoth Cave/Platt/Shenandoah/Virgin Islands/Wind

Cave

With 60 photographs, 15 maps and diagrams.

15% Associate Members' Discount).

3.95 (less
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Associate Members of the Museum save 15'

five new books published by The Natural H\<'



ooks published for

f Natural History by

Each of these new Natural History books ex-

emplifies science and nature writing at its best.

As summer vacation reading this year, you
can count on each to broaden your horizons,

open new vistas, provide raw material for new
year 'round hobbies. You may examine any or
all of them now, for two weeks, before decid-

ing to keep them. If you do keep the books,
you will be billed at the special Associate
Members' discount. Mail the postpaid insert

card today. Or write: The Natural History
Press, Dept. 8-NH-6, 501 Franklin Avenue,
Garden Citv, New York 11530.

An introduction to the exciting and beautiful

microscopic world of the protozoa XHE
MARVELOUS ANIMALS
Helena Curtis

Protozoology is, of course, a science — a brand of biology

in which new techniques for observation and new discoveries

point toward answers to immemorial questions about life's

beginnings and structure. But ever since Antony van Leeu-
wenhoek took the human race's first wondering look at the

bustling life in a drop of water, the study of these marvelous
microscopic animals has remained, first and foremost, a

pleasure.

It is pleasure, as well as scientific insight, which Helena
Curtis, author of The Viruses, communicates in The Mar-
velous Animals. It is a journey into a world populated

by thirty-thousand species of protozoa — billions and bil-

lions of individuals — far more than all the animals in the

visible world combined. Miss Curtis explores the surpris-

ingly varied behavior that characterize the protozoa — as

well as their fantastic and often beautiful complexity of

internal structure. And she does it with a sense of wonder
and delight that will send you rushing to a microscope —
after you finish her book. $5.95 (less 15% Associate Mem-
bers' Discount).

he historic anthropological
study — now complete

in book form

WAR;
The Anthropology of

Armed Conflict and Aggression
Edited by

Morion Fried, Marvin Harris,

and Robert Murphy
32-page supplement which ap-
:d in the December issue of Nat-
History included some of the
ights of the historic plenary ses-

of the American Anthropological
elation. This volume is the com-
; record — including all of the
rs presented and the spontaneous
ssions which followed. With con-
tions by Margaret Mead, R. L.
way, Jr., Alexander Alland, Jr.,

Tax, Frank B. Livingstone, and
s, it is timely — and timeless —
ng, a volume that reveals the first

lized efforts of the anthropological
ssion to analyze the subject of
$6.95 (less 15% Associate Mem-
Discount).

The wilderness —
today and a century ago

SOUTH OF
YOSEMITE
Selected Writings of
John Muir
Edited by Frederic R. Gunsky,
witli photographs by Philip Hyde
Every year, thousands of visitors to
Kings Canyon and Sequoia National
Parks marvel at the natural beauty of
this wilderness. How did it look to the
man who "discovered" it, and for
whom the famous trail through it is

named? This selection of the writings
of John Muir, generally unavailable
until now, recaptures that time, and
what it meant to the mind and spirit.

Philip Hyde has recaptured it too —
in his stunning photographs of craggy,
ice-capped mountains and still, cold
lakes, sunlit meadows, and gigantic
trees — 34 in all, and a perfect comple-
ment to the Muir text. $7.50 (less 15%
Associate Members' Discount).
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pocketable

powerful

rnnovid

Compact TRINOVID casts

off the shadow of "binoc-

ular bulk." But don't be

fooled by its stylishly slim

appearance. Optically su-

perb, with a unique roof

prism.TRINOVID provides

unexcelled brilliance and

clarity. Rugged, too. It is

shockproof, weatherproof,

dustproof, water-resistant,

—and pocketable.

Ask your franchised Leitz

binocular dealer about
TRINOVID. Trim, light-

weight, handsome, and
available in 6x24. 7x35,

7x42, 8x32, 10x40.

E. Leitz, Inc., 468 Park Avenue South, New York, N.Y. 10016

DOING EUROPE?
REALLY DO IT IN ACITROEN
Order your Citroen now for

delivery upon arrival. Place

your order through your
Citroen Dealer, or through

Citroen Cars Corporation. It's

your assurance of getting

the most reliable European
Delivery plan, the biggest

Factory-direct tax-free sav-

ings. Send coupon for full

information.

Citroen Cars Corporation Dept. NH6

East: 641 Lexington Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 10022

West: 8423 Wilshire Boulevard. Beverly Hills, California 90211

Please send your European Delivery brochure.

the violence, however, indicates that

there is much more to it. Its apparent

aimlessness; the futility in terms of

gain; the good humor that often ac-

companies it, making it, briefly, a

rather jollv social occasion; and its

unpredictability are all s}Tnptoms of

a more deeply rooted malaise than

poverty. Again we are tempted to

think of African crisis rituals where

destruction of property is mandatory

and is usually carried out dutifully

by a definite age-set, commonly

youths. The destruction is not by any

me£ms always aimed at known of-

fenders, although they ^\^ll usually be

included. It is as though the crisis

that has befallen the society I death,

an epidemic, drought, etc. 1 is due to

the total failure of the society as such

to behave in what is considered a

correct manner. Everyone is guilty,

and the violence is therefore indis-

criminate. Houses are torn down,

property destroyed, people beaten,

animals slaughtered. This is not

primitive, barbaric savagery : it is a

very sensible and necessary catharsis.

It purges society, which then returns

to the lawful way—at least for a time.

Negro American violence, then,

might be taken as a comment on thf

total failure of our total society. Thf

destruction is not necessarily aimec

at specific offenders, but is rather ;

s\Tnbol of the despair that there caij

be any goodness or justice anywhere

The violence purges the Negro ^\mei

ican. and perhaps it also temporaril

purges a few whites who may becom

involved in one way or another. Th

fact that it does not improve relation

is neither here nor there. Hostilitv i

a perfecdv equable social relatioi

ship and. if openly recognized, is fr

quentlv much more conducive t

social stability than an uneasi!

founded amity. So in terms of tl

stability of our society we should n

be too upset that we do not all lo'

each other. It is more important th

we find out just what our feelin

really are.

Here again violence serines a us

ful function, at least temporarily, u

til a better solution can be found

enforces a confrontation of the c

posed parties. If it were not for t

outbreaks of violence, white liber

and black liberals alike would go

thinking that all was being solved

progressive legislation, a little
'

fast for some and too slow for othe

but all that was needed. But racil

U



THE CIVILIZED SAFARI
OR

CROCODILESWITHOUTTEARS.
There is a place on this planet where no

Hilton stands. A vast dark place of such mystery
and legend that even the Spanish and Portuguese
conquistadores dared not intrude. The Amazon
Jungle.

Now, four centuries later, little has changed.
Crocodiles still lounge on river banks. Piranha
and 600-lb. prehistoric fish still glide through
the waters. Jaguar, wild boar and the world's

only 200-lb. rodent still roam the jungles.

As for the Indians, some of them deep in the
interior have still never seen, or been seen by,

explorers. Others, have made friends with the
few who have ventured into their lands.

And now, traveling through the middle of all

this, there is a comfortable and secure hotel-boat

(guest capacity, 12) with electricity, showers
and a well stocked bar.

This floating hotel is run by veteran Amazon
guide Andre Rakovvitsch. Rakowitsch is one
of those few men who have established a

friendship with certain tribes of the Amazon
Basin. In fact, he and his guests are practically

the only people from the outside world
these tribes ever see.

When they do have visitors, the Indians are

delighted to spend a day trading with them,
or possibly swimming with them under a
35 foot waterfall near the village.

Later, back at the boatel, there is a choice of
evening diversions available nowhere else in

the world. You can go out with powerful
searchlights and shoot a crocodile between its

glowing red eyes. Or you can stay on board with
an icy martini and dance.

Branifps i8-day Amazon Safari tour departs from
New York and Miami. It includes, in addition to the

Amazon-Mato Grosso regions, visits to Bogota, Brasilia

and Rio de Janeiro. Fishing eqidpment is provided.

To: Braniff International
Exchange Park
Dallas, Texas 75235

Please send me a copy of your Amazon Safari

brochure:

Name

Address-

City -State- -Zip-

BRANIFF INTERNATBONALS
AMAZON SAFARI
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Overseas
Nature Tours

For eight years we have been organizing group
trips to investigate the natural history of Europe,
Africa and the world. Chief purpose so far has
been to see birds, including as many rare and
difficult species as possible. However, a full eco-
logical pictiure is sought, with attention to botany,
geology and archaeology where appropriate.

Persons without specialized interests, but with
appreciation for the natural scene as opposed to

sophisticated city life, are entirely welcome, and
such people constitute a part of every group.

EUROPEAN PROGRAM
With seven tours on the European program this

year, many deHghtful combinations are possible.

Each tour, 3 weeks.

NORWAY: Up the spectacular coast and
around North Cape; popular tour, June 15.

ICELAND: Two fine weeks with birds, flowers,

geology. Top leadership, reasonable cost. Depar-
ture of this popular tour, July 8. Optional Green-
land extension follows July S tour.

ALASKA
The highly successful pioneer venture in 1967
has been expanded into 3 consecutive 2-wk. trips:

ALASKA SOUTH: From Seattle June 8 to the
Panhandle & the Yukon, ending at Fairbanks.

ALASKA NORTH: McKinley Park, Kenai,

Kodiak Island and Katmai. June 22.

ALASKA OUTPOSTS: Aleutians, Pribilofs, Nome
& Barrow. Remote and wonderful. July 6.

SUMMER PROGRAM
Three summer tours in South and Middle Amer-
ica, a region rich in birds and archaeology.

Colombia, the world's top bird country, 3 weeks.

Followed bv two 2-week tours: Panama, July 13;

and Yucatan, Aug. 10.

3-WEEK AFRICA TOURS
SOUTH AFRICA, inch South-West Africa, Kala-

hari Desert & Kruger Park. Top leaders. July 18.

EAST AFRICA: Popular area, a bit over-visited

but fine birds & mammals. Aug. 10.

CENT. AFRICA-MADAGASCAR: Completely
new, thrilling route, beginning at Victoria Falls

Aug. 31.

SOUTH PACIFIC

Feature of the year; many think it is the greatest

trip of all. Five units; combine as you like:

MELANESIA: Fiji, New Hebrides, New Cale-
donia, Solomons and 2 weeks in New Guinea.
Four weeks beginning Sept. 14.

AUSTRALIA WEST: From Perth around the coast
to Darwin, plus the deserts at Alice Springs and
in western Queensland. Oct. 12. 3 weeks.

AUSTRALIA EAST: The Great Barrier Reef,
Sydney, Adelaide, Murray River, Tasmania, Three
weeks beginning Nov. 2.

NEW ZEALAND: Comprehensive 3-week cover-
age of both islands, working south with the
spring. Gevsers, glow-worm caves, majestic Mt.
Cook and Milford Sound. Nov. 23.

N.Z. WEST COAST: Ten days up the west coast,
with botany emphasis. Dec. 13.

Come along! . . . Intimate, private groups, expert
leadership. We seek out back-country routes, try
for an experience-in-depth of the natural scene aniS

the people. (Not recommended if you're strong for

night life.)

Crowder Nature Tours
Box 222-a

Harpers Ferry, W. Va. 25425

animosity is too ingrained to be up-

rooted by legislation. The violence

exhibited so far is a mere token of

the potential held by the Negro popu-

lation of this country. The wonder is

that there has been so little. We sug-

gest that the violence has been limited

because, until now, it has been sym-

bolic, almost ritualistic, requiring

that troops be called out to turn our

cities into what appear to be cities

of a country torn by civil war. There

is a symbolic defiance of a law that is

considered inefEectual and unjust.

There is a reversal of roles (another

frequent crisis-institution in African

society) in that it is the Negro who
now initiates the violence, in contrast

to the original act of white violence.

It is also a reversal of the superordi-

nate and subordinate, of the active

and passive. We think that among the

younger generation of Negro Ameri-

cans there is a much greater aware-

ness and resentment of tiie passive,

submissive role played by their par-

ents. We might question the depth of

that submission, for frequently it was

a guise assumed to make the best of

a physically unalterable situation,

and one that enabled the Negro to re-

tain what otherwise would surely

have been totally destroyed—his sense

of identity and pride. The slavery

system was such that the manhood of

the Negro was all but taken away
from him. While we will not go into

that here, the fact that slaves were

owned and sold as farm livestock

(boys were sold by the inch), were

advertised as such, and were used for

breeding should be enough to indi-

cate the kind of battle the Negro must

have had to retain his identity as a

human being. We know of more sub-

tle, modern methods of brainwashing

prisoners into total acceptance, but it

is questionable if they are more ef-

fective. The result was, to varying

degrees of course, submission. Fre-

quently the Negro kept some identity

and pride by living a double life; he

assumed the image his master had of

him when in front of his master and

kept his real self hidden, barely let-

ting it emerge even in his own home.

But the Negro of the new generation

is finally, it seems, removed from the

slave complex. He is no longer inter-

ested in whether it was his grand-

father or great-great-grandfather

who was a slave. He is ashamed of

the submission he sees among older

Negroes, not understandins; that it

fiALiE! OF

NEGROES.
mills, JNiileM, Ho^-N,

FARlIIG&illlNGTOOlS,
WAGONS AND CARTS.

Will be sold in Culiiinltia County, »l lliv ColuiiiMa
Mines, 14 miles Norlli of Thomson, on

TUESDAT, August 14tb,

The GRIST, FLOUR, and SAW Mills, on Liltle River,
known as the Little River Mills, with four run of Burr stones.

There are 5 3-4 acres of Land, with a Store House, Uwelling
Uou!se, and all necessary out-buildings on the premises. '

ilso,—a large lot ofSlock Hogs. The Mill has a good roa '

of custom, was established in 1812, and is centrally located.

Al50,-.Eight first rate Mules, Wagons. Carls. Carrj' Log,
all with iron axles; two setts Blackjimith's Tools, Chains,
Ropes. Picks, Shovels, Drills. Axes, and all varieties of Mining
Tools; a large qnanlity of Iron and Steel, and a variely of
articles uscrul to Planters.

On THDRSDAT, August IBth,

i, belonging

LITTLE JOE and SLWOIV.BIaoksmilhs; \ril,S»\.:i niller;

AKTHOXr, LITTLE PETER, GEOKtlE, IIAMIAL. niLI.IVH,
and n ARCH, Field Hands: nun. a Samir. HUSKS,
WAT1', and MORRIS, ninorv and Olaslcn: ' tLIKKII and
FRAINK, Ensineers; PETER Nl,\TZ,a Hai>uni'r: LOAV JOE,
MAJOR, a Carpenter.

At the same (iirie and place, will be solil. s

Uixtul to Mecbaoics, Mioeni and Plautei?f.

k'ty urnrticlci!

B. H. BROOmHEAD, Agent.

is, in itself, a defense mechanism, and
he is not prepared to be submissive

himself. In this sense the revolt is

real, not symbolic. It is a revolt

against his own submissiveness,

violent assertion of his manhood. But

then we should not think that the vio-

lence is anything but a minute toker'

of what is to come, unless, in somtj

miraculous way, the Negro is accord

ed true equality as he conceives it.

Again it must be stressed that this

equality is not merely one of eco

nomic opportunity; nor does the Ne
gro particularly care any longer wha
the white thinks of him. If we accep

that the violence is symbolic of ai

assertion of masculinity, then wha
the Negro wants is to be accepted as j

man; not necessarily good or neces

sarily bad but, as a man, equal.

If we treat these outbreaks of vio

lence merely as lawless acts and tr

to suppress them as such, we mis

the whole import of the situation, an

far more dangerously, we block

vital safety valve. It would seem ui

reasonable to advocate that violenc

should be countenanced, and that

:

not our intention, but it should I

understood. If we treat it as me:

lawlessness, or if we try to check it 1

i6



Zeiss Ikon-Voigtlander of America, Inc.

NHBinocular Division
444 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10018 "ybufs'free

"How To Select The Right Binocular" with information on how to judge good
binoculars, what are marks of quality, how much should you spend, how much
magnification, special models for eyeglass wearers, adjusting binoculars, special
purpose binoculars, insurance and many more details for your viewing pleasure.
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use Sony Tape

If you've been using any of the

so-called bargain tapes, chances
are you should have your heads
examined. The odds are good
that the heads are excessively

worn and you're not getting the

most out of your recorder. If you
want to keep "factory-fresh"
sound to your recorder—and
avoid future "headaches" and
keep it that way -Here's the pre-

scription-buy Sony Professional-

quality Recording Tape. Sony
Tape is permanently lubricated

by the exclusive Lubri-Cushion
process. Sony's extra-heavy Oxi-

Coating won't shed or sliver and
is applied so evenly that record-

ings made on Sony Tape are not
subject to sound dropouts. Sony
Tape captures and reproduces
the strength and delicacy of
every sound — over and over
again. There's a bonus, too, with
every 5" and 7" reel of Sony
Tape — a pair of Sony-exclusive
"Easy Threader" tabs to make
tape threading the easiest ever.

And Sony reels are a sturdier,

heavier gauge plastic for protec-
tion against possible warping.
It's just what the "Doctor"
ordered and yours for just pen-
nies more than "bargain" tape.

SONY, superscopeI\

SUN VALLEY, CALIFORNIA • 91352
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offering material inducements such

as better housing, we fool ourselves

and nobody else. The plea for all men

to love each otlier regardless of color,

however laudable, also will not an-

swer the demand for respect of Negro

manhood, for love can be unbearably

paternalistic, serving only to rein-

force the superordinate subordinate

relationship that is at the root of the

problem. If, rather more realistically,

we recognize that all men are not go-

ing to love each other, for a while at

least, and we try to replace one set of

opposite relationships with another,

more congenial to the Negro, we are

likely to be on the right track toward

a more peaceful and stable society.

At present the opposition between

white and black is one of hostility, in

which lies the potential of violence,

so far averted by sporadic outbreaks

of what has onlv been token violence.

Perhaps what is needed is less feeling

that, in a rather cozy way. we should

pour material wealth and opportu-

nit)' from the white side of the scales

onto the black side—and mix the col-

ors while we are about it—but more a

recognition that every man has his

own identity and is entitled to keep

it, and so has every social group. Per-

haps we need a new- outlet for the

bitterness of which violence is a man-

ifestation. The Africanization of the

young Negro American is such an

outlet, through which he can. isith

pride, assert his identity in non-vio-

lent opposition to the white. Yet,

paradoxically, the more pride the Ne-

gro finds in himself, and the greater

his economic and political advance-

ment, the greater the danger. For,

either he sinks, self-satisfied, into a

"black bourgeoisie," articulating the

same values as the ivhites. concerned

only ^vith his new-found security: or

more likely, seeing the final goal in

sight, he redoubles his efforts and his

militancy, leading to further violence.

Given the opportunity to assert all

the privileges of citizenship, which

are still in part denied him. the po-

tential for violence will be lessened,

but there is e\ idence that even now
the consenative "black bourgeois" is

losing his self-complacency, adding

his weight to that of the militants.

There is a very long ^vay to go before

the well of bitterness is drained, how-

ever, and until this is done, violence

is likelv to remain a threat that is, at

the same time, an uneasy safety valve

against a much greater disaster.

Novoflex telephoto lens-

captures Pakistan vulture

Ominous in mid-air, this White-backed Vul-,

ture (Pseudogyps bengalensis) was photO'

graphed by noted British naturalist Eric

Hosking. He used a 400mm Novoflex lens on

a Contarex with Kodak Tri-X film and shutter

speed of 1/1000. Mr. Hosking praises the

"tremendous definition" of the lens and

calls the Novoflex Follow-Focus system

"ideal for this type of bird photography."

Colleagues on the expedition using lenses In

revolving mounts were unable to focus quick-

ly, he reports.

The Novoflex Follow-Focus system gives you

one-hand, instant focusing from close-up to

Infinity—just by squeezing the unique pistol

grip. Any of three lenses (280, 400 and

640mm) can be used with a single grip. No

turning or twisting of the lens barrel. Avail-

able for over 50 major camera brands, in-

cluding interchangeable-lens 35's, 8 and

16mm movie and 2'A" square reflex. Novo-

flex lenses are noted for color correction,

excellent definition, superb resolving power

and highest brilliance. Ask your dealer about

Novoflex or write Burleigh Brooks Inc., 420
'

Grand Ave., Englewood, N.J. 07631, Dept. NH6.

NOVOFLEX
Instant, continuous focusing

from a distance

is yours with Novoflex
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Leave the crowds in the trailer camps. You've got ^Jeep' 4-wheel drive!

Vant to really get away? Hitch your trailer

:o a star. . .'Jeep' Wagoneer with 4-wheel
irive. Just flip one simple lever . . . you've
50t twice the traction. Mud? Hills? Snow?
Don't worry about getting stuck. You can
3ven take your trailer down on the beach.

Or up to the ski slope. Besides being a

great family wagon, this 'Jeep' Wagoneer
handles trailers up to 5000 lbs. 4-wheel
drive gives you more towing stability in

heavy winds... more holding power on
steep hills. Now, fully synchronized 3-

speed transmission is available on the
Wagoneer. All the options: V-8 power,
Turbo Hydra-Matic* automatic transmis-
sion, power steering, power brakes, air

conditioning. Plus the confidence and
adventure of 'Jeep' 4-wheel drive!

'Jeepster' and Jeepsler Commando' ate Irademarls of vehicles made by, and only by, KAISER Jeep CORPORATION.

Itforks hard. ..plays harder! With recom
nended equipment, this 'Jeep' Gladiator hauls
jp to 5000 lbs, trailer weight. And yet your
Sladiator handles like a car, with options like

V-S, automatic transmission, bucket seats.
Power take-offs, winches, etc. available.

Take your boat where it's not "fished out" with this 'Jeepster Commando'
Station Wagon. You can tow a 3500-lb. trailer where there aren't any roads.
'Jeep' 4-wheel drive, bucket seats standard. Optional V-6,automatic transmis-
sion. Four 'Jeepster' models to choose from. Kaiser Jeep coRpaRATiaN

World's first, finest
and most complete
4-wheel drive family.

Jeep'4-wheel drive. You've got to drive it to believe it. See your ^Jeep'dealer.
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5-day

unforgettable

travel adventure

Now, on our 5-day Historic Tour,
you can see the wonders of Ethiopia,
ancient and modern.

From Addis Ababa, fly to Bahar Dar
on romantic Lake Tana and see the
thundering Blue Nile Falls. Fly on
to Gondar, and 17th century castles.

Then to Lalibela, and the pre-his-

toric churches. Visit Axum, ancient
capital of the Queen of Sheba, where
.3,000-year-old obelisks still stand.
Your tour ends in fascinating Asmara,
Ethiopia's second city.

Got a few more days? Travel down
8,000' to Massawa, "Pearl of the Red
Sea ". A new, air-conditioned hotel

awaits you.

On tlie way, or on the way home, see
Athens, Rome, and Madrid or Frank-
furt, too, at no extra air fare, and
you'll fly in luxury all the way.

Boeing Fan Jet Passenger and
Cargo Service

JLIRL.ZJSrES
Mnil the counon, or see yourTravel .\gent

ETHIOPIAN AIRLINES
51 East 42nd SIrccI
New York City 10017

Please send me further information
about the Historic Tour, and free Euro-
pean stopovers.

A Naturalist at Large

Address-

City

Vi^ye la Ditterewuce
hy Marston Bates

^ome people eat Avith a knife and

fork, others ^s^ith chopsticks, and

still others use their fingers. Among
the knife -and-fork people, the Brit-

ish think Americans are funny be-

cause of the ivay they keep shifting

the fork from the left to the right

hand; Americans, on the other hand,

may he fascinated by the British skill

in stashing peas in the mashed po-

tatoes on the back of the fork—held

ah\ays in the left hand. To each of

us, of course, our way of doing

things is the right ^\'ay. This would

not matter much if it were not for the

complications of the "missionary

syndrome," ivhich leads us to try to

persuade other people to adandon

their ways and take up ours.

The etiquette of eating is trivial:

except maybe at diplomatic dinners,

^vhere f suppose that an ambassador

might seriously compromise the in-

ternational standing of his country

b)^ picking up the wrong fork. But

our attitudes toward food—kinds and

ways of eating it—illustrate an intol-

erance that has deeper and far more
serious aspects. This is what led me
in my last book, Gluttons and Liber-

tines, to start with the idea of ridi-

culing our attitudes toward sex by
finding parallels in tlie less highly

charged attitudes toward food. 1

soon found myself going beyond

food and sex and ivriting a sort of

general plea for the tolerance of di-

versity. Nicholas Samstag, in

amusing notice in The Saturday Re-

view, said the title of the book should

have been "Vive la Difference, or

The Spice of Variety."

I still like my own title, althougl

1 must admit that Samstag's sugges

tion is a better indication of thf

book's actual contents. As tiine goe;

on, I become more and more im

pressed ivith the positive value of di

versity—\vith the urgent need fo.

learning tolerance—and I cannot re

sist the temptation to sound off oi

the subject once more.

There are, of course, many kind

of diversity. In the ivorld of natur'

we have the possibility of diversit;

in the gene pool of a given specie,

of organism; diversity in kinds o'

plants and animals in a biologica

community ; diversity in kinds o

communities, from desert to rain foi

est or from ocean depths to core

reef.

Diversity in the gene pool of

species provides the raw material fo

evolution, makes possible adaptatio
'

to changing environments, and a

lows for flexibility. Diversity in tl

biological community, on the othu

hand, makes for stability and coi I

tinuitv. This can be seen in the co) I
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Imagine yourself at the podium, surrounded by a

full symphony orchestra. Hearing everything.

Missing nothing. Imagine that, and you will have

begun to appreciate the exhilarating experience of

the totally enveloping presence of the Sony 530's

XL-4 Quadradial Sound System. This four-speaker

system, two in the 530's case and two in its de-

tachable split-lid, produces a virtual curtain of

stereophonic sound. And only speakers this mag-
nificent could complement a recording and play-

back instrument as superb as the Sony solid-state

530. Sensitive to virtually the entire audible range,

the 530 captures exactly what it hears from 40
to 15,000 cps, and dramatically reproduces it with

20 watts of pure music power. Certainly a per-

formance to please the audiophile. Yet the 530
achieves its remarkable performance with a sim-
plicity that will delight the entire family. From
Retractomatic Pinch Roller for almost automatic
threading to Automatic Sentinel shut-off, Sony de-

signed the 530 to make professional-quality tape

recording and playback a marvelously uncompli-
cated pleasure. The 530's features include 4-track

stereo or mono modes, three speeds, separate bass

and treble controls, pause control and two famous
F-96 dynamic mikes. Truly, the 530 is a complete
stereo entertainment system for the home, any
any home. It's yours to enjoy for only $299.50.

SONY'S PROOF OF QUALITY — A FULL ONE YEAR WARRANTY

SONY^ SUPERSCOPE

8150 VINELAND AVENUE • SUN VALLEY,. CALIFORNIA • 91352

SONY MAKES THE WORLD'S MOST COMPLETE LINE OF TAPE RECORDERS, INCLUDING THIS SOLID-STATE STEREO TRIO
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MAGNIFIER
^For your Pocket

or Purse

Slip this cigarette-lighter

size 3-power magnifier into

your pocket and you're

ready for field trips, lab or

library. Lens slides out for

use, snaps shut for easiest

carrying by Instant push-

pull action. Just $2.95.

For information on over 70 higiiest quality

magnifiers, write for Catalog 1-147. Bausch &
Lomb Incorporated, Rochester, N. Y. 14602.

BAUSCH & LQMB

STAY PUT. . . or
creep up close

. . . this binocular focuses right down to

9 feet . . . lets you see nesting activities

as if you were little more than a foot away.

Yet its brilliance and sharpness of image

give you full benefit of its powerful optical

system at the longest ranges, too. It's the

7X, 35 Triton ... the most popular all-

round binocular in Swift's complete line of

more than twenty different types. Tele-

scopes, too. See your dealer or write

for literature.

SWIFT INSTRUMENTS, INC.
Dept. NH-8

Boston, Mass. 02125
San Jose, Calif. 95106

trast between the relatively simple

communities of the far north and the

complex aggregations of animals and

plants that make up a tropical rain

forest or a coral reef. The animal

populations in the far north fluctuate

greatly, though more or less regular-

ly, from year to year, as is shown by

the fur records of the Hudson's Bay
Company over a period of a hundred

years. In the case of showshoe hares

and lynx, an increase in the number
of hares is followed by an increase

in the predatory l)Tnx, until the hare

population is again reduced to scar-

city, leading, in turn, to a decline in

the numbers of lynx. This results in a

fairly regular series of cyclic fluctu-

ations at about ten-year intervals.

Such cyclic fluctuations are unknown
in the rain forest, ^vhere the complex-

ity of prey—predator relations makes
for flexibility and results in a rela-

tively steady state for all populations.

But the various argimients for main-

taining diversity in biological sys-

tems are well summarized by that

great British ecologist Charles Elton

in a chapter on "The Conser\'ation

of Variety" in The Ecology of Inva-

sions, published in 1958.

The diversity in biological com-

munities has enabled life to take ad-

vantage of almost all the varied con-

ditions on our planetary surface—

the chief exceptions being ice caps

and extreme deserts. What variety

there is! Somehow we must keep

these varied landscapes from being

entirely swamped by human altera-

tions so that future generations can,

in some degree, share experience

with the wilderness.

There is need for diversity cmiong

people, too, whether looked at as in-

dividuals, as communities, or as

large societies. We try to recognize

the need of the individual in our edu-

cational system, attempting to give

everyone, whatever his future spe-

cialty, some background in the arts,

the sciences, and the humanities:

some experience with differing

points of view. That we do not suc-

ceed very well is no reflection on the

soundness of the idea. In another

way, the concept of "vacation" ex-

presses our felt need for refreshing

change. The cult of hobbies is, again,

a manifestation of diversity in the

activities of individuals, and as work

becomes more monotonous and more
specialized, the need to escape with a

vacation or a hobby becomes greater.

Beyond this, there is the matter of

role diversity within a society—and

culture diversity among societies.

Contemporary Western civilization

must have a greater variety of pos-

sible roles than any previous cul-

ture, a consequence of our increasing

specialization. Yet there is still a

great and valid outcry against the

pressures for conformity. I think

this is because we have many pos-

sible occupations, but few permis-

sible styles of life. The monotony

shows in the rows of little boxes in

the suburbs, in the standardized edu-

cation, in the multiplying chain

stores and shopping centers, in the

routine of the assembly Une. And
monotony, meaninglessness, and

frustration are compounded in our

ghettos.

The West, in the last few hundred

years, has had a bulldozing effect on

other cultures. Our power to enforce

our ideas is declining, but it still has

considerable momentum. I remem-

ber reading somewhere that Indo-

nesia, influenced by Western ideas of

modesty, has required the dancing

girls of Bali to cover their breasts.

The Japanese are said to be some-

what worried about Western atti-

tudes toward their abortion laws.

And to me it seems particularly odd

to see Japanese, Malays, Hindus, and

Nigerians dressed up in our silly

Western clothing. There is a growins

movement to retain indigenous dress

but it is still not quite respectable ir

diplomatic circles. I sometimes sus

pect that the chief trouble with Fide

Castro is his beard and windbreaker

It probably ought to be his inter

minable speeches—but you can hard

ly carry out diplomatic negotiation;

^vith a man wearing a ^vindbreaker.

The opposite of diversity is uni

formity. An interesting word-uni
form. Standardized dress serves t(

depersonalize the soldier, the police

man, the waiter, or bellboy. The el

feet is to convert individuals inti

abstractions, syonbols of some occu

pation or hierarchical rank, dra

units in a "brave new world."

In this connection I find the nor

conforming antics of our young fa.'

cinating, and there is plenty c

chance for observation in a unive'

sit)' environment. The)' are obviousl

rebelling against the adult world th;

they are entering—I can't blame thei

^vhen I look at the mess ^\^e h;n

made of things—and they flaunt tl
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ooks like the exposure problem
^

las finalli' been licked^

hanks to the new Nikkormat FTN
self-compensating" meter system.

lost thru-the-lens meters average overall

cene brightness. They work fine with "normal'

ghting. But, in difficult situations—back-lighted
r spot-lighted subjects, brilliant beach or snow
cenes, etc.—the brightness differences between
Libject and background tend to produce
3lse readings, and compensation must be made.

o-called "spot" meters, which measure a single small
rea to the exclusion of the remainder of the scene, are
•icky. If the selected target area is wrong, the exposure is

'rong. Takes an expert to use one.

he new FTN meter system uses the same "center-weighted"
rinciple as the Nikon Photomic TN. It measures the entire

cene. But, about 60% of its sensitivity is concentrated in the
enter of the screen, diminishing rapidly toward the edges.

rightness differences between central subject and
ackground have little or no effect on meter
3sponse, resulting in consistently accurate
xposures every time, every picture.

ee the new Nikkormat FTN at your Nikon dealer. Under $270
'ith 50mm Auto-Nikkor f2 lens. Or write.

likon Inc., Garden City, New York 11530
ubsidiary of Ehrenreich Photo-Optical Industries, Inc.

n Canada: Anglophoto, Ltd., P.O.)



fine

photography
is simple

you
at it this way

Look through the view-

finder of the iVIinolta

SR-T 101. And you'll find

everything you need to

know to take fine pic-

tures with one of the

world's great 35mm re-

flex cameras.

You'll discover you

can sight, focus, set

aperture and shutter

speeds without ever tak-

ing your eye away from

the finder.

All of which makes really good photography much, much easier than it

used to be. And because the SR-T 101 measures light through the lens,

exposures are always perfect.

Prices start under $270 (plus case) with MC Rokkor 55mm f/1.7 lens.

Also available with 58mm f/1.4 lens.

Accepts more than 28 interchangeable Rokkor lenses plus over 100

accessories.

For complete details, including free technical bulletins, see your dealer

or write:

Minolta Corporation, 200 Park Avenue South, New York, N.Y. 10003.

Minolta

inner rebellion with an outer show of

diversity in dress. It at least succeeds

in upsetting the police, the school

authorities, and, probably, the par-

ents ; a reaction that I fail to under-

stand except in terms of our un-

ease about anything different. The

"beats" of a few years ago seemed

pretty imiform—conforming to the

standards of the group, however dif-

ferent these might be from the stand-

ards of the larger society. But I see

no such uniformity in the youth of

today. The only uniformity is the ef-

fort to be different, to be individual.

The boys may have long hair or

short, sideburns, beards, moustaches,

or goatees; they may go barefooted,

wear boots, or (perhaps most com-

monly) dirty sneakers. Their trous-

ers may be tight or loose, levis or

corduroys, or shorts made by attack-

ing trousers with a pair of scissors.

They may wear an earring and/or a

variety of kinds of ornaments himg

around the neck. They sometimes

manage to look quite dirty, although

I suspect most of them bathe often

enough; they haven't gone back to

the Saturday-night sponging of our

ancestors. What is all the fuss about?

Some of the boys, ivith their neatly

trimmed and combed long hair, look

as though they might have stepped

out of some castle in the Middle

Ages; more, I am afraid, look like

seventeenth-century pirates, and their

beards are often reminiscent of the

fashions of the last century, as are

some of the "mod" clothes.

A large proportion of the girls

have taken to wearing masculine

clothing. This is understandable in

practical terms—at least they get

pockets. I sometimes wonder,
though, at the amount of trouble

they must take to look so disheveled

;

the effect seems contrived rathei

than accidental.

The consequence of these boy-gir

tendencies in dress is to minimiz(

the differences between the sexes

\vhich our traditional clothing exag

gerates. I am reminded of Geoffre;

Gorer's observation that non-aggres

sive human societies "make ver

little distinction between the ide£

characters of men and women, pai

ticularly that they have no ideal c

brave, aggressive masculinity."

really think our young are non-aj

gressive, although they can be ol

stinate enough. The fierce posturinj

are made by people of my gener
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le Wmstons aren t trying to save tne world.
;t a little piece of it

'here are Apaches on the reser-

n in Clear Fork, Arizona, who
-emember the last, hopeless

he uprising in 1900. But for

a Alakay, a seven-year-old

he, the enemy is not the U.S.

Iry.

he and her people are fighting

ler kind of war. This time the

lies are poverty, disease and
air. And for the first time in gen-

3ns, there's a chance that the

hes might win: thanks to the

igeous efforts of her own people

; other Americans like the

: tons.

inne and Stan Winston and
two daughters live in a New

i: suburb 2,000 miles from the

ovation. But it's another world.

( Winstons live in a big, old house

;;omplain about a big, new mort-

; Their girls have a closetful of

1 as and "nothing to wear." They
» bikes, skates, games, books, rec-

land "nothing to do."

)ella and her seven brothers

:teisters have none of these prob-

-|. Her father spends as much
time looking for

work as he does

working. Sanitary

facilities are al-

most non-existent.

Electricity has
yet to reach them.

Water is hauled
by hand. Even the

list necessities are hard to come by.

rhrough Save The Children Fed-

Hon, the Winstons are helping

;{a. The cost is $15.00 a month.

;Siot a lot of money, but certainly

Winstons could have thought of

lit of other things to do with it.

iiunately they thought of Delia

'o her, these funds make a re-

ikable difference. She no longer

d feel embarrassed about not hav-

[shoes, a decent school dress,

)ol supplies, or pocket money.
Some of the pressure, too, is off

I
parents, who can now begin
iking about making their home a

p more livable. Also, and perhaps

t important, part of the money
ut into a fund from which the

ige can borrow to start self-help

and a water system.

Already there is a new feeling

of hope among the villagers and
confidence in their ability to help

themselves. Even little Delia has

volunteered to give some time each

week to keep her school playground
clean.

That really is what Save The
Children is all about. Although con-

tributions are deductible as a charity,

the aim is not merely to buy one
child a few hot meals or a warm coat.

Instead, your contribution is used to

give people a little boost to start

helping themselves.

Sponsors are desperately

needed for other American
Indian children as well as chil-

dren in Appalachia, Korea,
Vietnam, Latin America,
Africa and Greece.

As a sponsor you will re-

ceive a photo and history of

the child, progress reports and
a chance to correspond.

The Winstons know they

can't save the world for $ 15.00

a month. Only a small corner

to save the world. If there are enough
people who care. How about you?

Save The Children Federation,
founded in 1932, is registered with the

U.S. State Department Advisory Com-
mittee on Voluntary Foreign Aid, and is

a member of the International Union of

Child Welfare. Financial statements
and annual reports available on request.

National Sponsors (partial list):

Claude Arpels, Faith Baldwin, ;

Hon. James A. Farley, Andy Griffith,

Gene Kelly, Mrs. EH Lilly,

Paul Newman, Mrs. J. C. Penney,
Norman Rockwell, Frank Sinatra i
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tion, in no immediate danger of land-

ing on the firing line.

How do we distinguish right from

wrong in the puzzling, relative world

in which we live? I like the answer

given by Philip Wylie—perhaps best

known for Generation of Vipers—ia

a recently published book entitled

The Magic Animal. It is a shrill, al-

most paranoid book, which some-

times sounds as though only the au-

thor clearly understood what a mess

we are making of things. The stand-

ard of ethics, the "biological impera-

tive," that he proposes would be to

judge actions in terms of the needs

of posterity. Not in terms of our

own family, or of future Americans

or Japanese, but in terms of "all the

children of mankind." "To evaluate

a culture properly," he writes, "one

must balance its gains and deficits

in relation to the future generations

of all human beings."

This ^vould leave most of our daily

behavior ethically neutral, whether

concerned with work or play, food or

sex (unless unduly contributing to

the population problem) ; but it

would condemn our wanton exploita-

tion of resources, our damage to the

environment of this "spaceship

earth" in which those future gen-

erations will have to live. What has

this got to do with diversity? It

leaves a wide range of tolerance for

individual and cultural behavior that

is not destructive, and it implies a

command to maintain the diversity

of the biosphere so that our children,

too, can enjoy clear trout streams,

giant redwoods, deep canyons, and

open spaces. '

I think there is a corollary: that

we should tolerate diversity in be-

havior to the extent that it does not

damage the continuity of society.

Antisocial activities should be classi-

fied as "crimes." But who is to decide

what is antisocial, and how can it be

decided? Murder, genocide, and war i

seem to me clearly evil; but all can

be, and have been, justified in terms

of the "good" of continuing society.

And 1 am sure there are people in

our country who regard boys wear-

ing earrings as a sign of the collapse

of all our treasured values, a mark
of social disintegration.

The answer probably lies in "com-
(

mon sense." But whose, yours or

mine? We can't all think alike—that

would be uniformity instead of di-

vei-sity. So let's argue—but let's not
|

kill each other in the process.
'
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Soundr

Rushing Water

A hallucinogenic drug gives the Jtvaro

shaman entrance to the 'rear world and

gives him thepower to cure or hewttch

by Michael J.Harner

He had drunk, and no^v he softly sang. Gradually,

faint lines and forms began to appear in the darkness,

and the shrill music of the tsentsak, the spirit helpers,

arose around him. The power of the drink fed them.

He called, and they came. First, paiigi, the anaconda,

coiled about his head, transmuted into a crown of gold.

Then ivampang, the giant butterfly, hovered above his

shoulder and sang to him with its ivings. Snakes, spi-

ders, birds, and bats danced in the air above him. On
his anus appeared a thousand eyes as his demon helpers

emerged to search the night for enemies.

The sound of rushing water filled his ears, and listen-

ing to its roar, he knew he possessed the po^ver of tsungi,

the first shaman. Now he could see. Noiv he could find

the truth. He stared at the stomach of the sick man.

Slo^v'ly, it became transparent like a shalloiv mountain

stream, and he saw within it, coiling and uncoiling,

makanchi, the poisonous serpent, -ivho had been sent by
the enemy shaman. The real cause of the illness had been

found.

The Jivaro Indians of the Ecuadorian Amazon believe

that witchcraft is the cause of the vast majority of ill-

nesses and non-violent deaths. The normal ^vaking life,

for the Jivaro, is simply "a lie," or illusion, while the

true forces that determine daily events are supernatural

and can only be seen and manipulated with the aid of

hallucinogenic drugs. A reality view of this kind creates

a particularly strong demand for specialists who can

cross over into the supernatural ivorld at will to deal

with the forces that influence and even determine the

events of the waking life.

These specialists, called "shamans" by anthropolo-

gists, are recognized by the Jivaro as being of two types:

bewitching shamans or curing shamans. Both kinds

take a hallucinogenic drink, -ivhose Jivaro name is

natema, in order to enter the supernatural ivorld. This

brew, commonly called yage, or yaje, in Colombia,

ayahuasca (Inca "vine of the dead") in Ecuador and
Peru, and caapi in Brazil, is prepared from segments of

a species of the vine Banisteriopsis, a genus belonging

to the Malpighiaceae. The Jivaro boil it with the leaves

of a similar vine, which probably is also a species of

Banisteriopsis, to produce a tea that contains the power-
ful hallucinogenic alkaloids harmaline, harmine,

d-tetrahydroharmine, and quite possibly dunethyltrypta-

mine (DMT) . These compounds have chemical struc-
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tures and effects similar, but not identical, to LSI

mescaline of the peyote cactus, and psilocybin of tl

psychotropic Mexican mushroom.

When I first undertook research among the Jivaro

1956-57, I did not fully appreciate the psychologic'

impact of the Banisteriopsis drink upon the native vie

of reality, but in 1961 I had occasion to drink the h:

lucinogen in the course of field work with another Upp
Amazon Basin tribe. For several hours after drinkii'

the brew, I found myself, although awake, in a woi

literally beyond my wildest dreams. I met bird-head



i^ople, as well as dragon-like creatures who explained

at they were the true gods of this world. I enlisted

e services of other spirit helpers in attempting to fly

rough the far reaches of the Galaxy. Transported into

trance where the supernatural seemed natural, I real-

sd that anthropologists, including myself, had pro-

undly underestimated the importance of the druo- in

fecting native ideology. Therefore, in 1964 I returned

the Jivaro to give particular attention to the drug's

e hy the Jivaro shaman.

The use of the hallucinogenic natema drink among
e Jivaro makes it possible for almost anyone to achieve

e trance state essential for the practice of shamanism,
iven the presence of the drug and the felt need to con-

ct the "real," or supernatural, world, it is not surpris-

g that approximately one out of every four Jivaro

en is a shaman. Any adult, male or female, who de-

res to become such a practitioner, simply presents a

ft to an already practicing shaman, who administers

e Banisteriopsis drink and gives some of his own su-

rnatural power—in the form of spirit helpers, or

intsak—to the apprentice. These spirit helpers, or

larts," are the main supernatural forces believed to

use illness and death in daily life. To the non-shaman

ey are normally invisible, and even shamans can per-

ive them only under the influence of natema.

Shamans send these spirit helpers into the victims'

bodies to make them ill or to kill them. At other times,

they may suck spirits sent by enemy shamans from the

bodies of tribesmen suffering from witchcraft-induced

illness. The spirit helpers also form shields that protect

their shaman masters from attacks. The following ac-

count presents the ideology of Jivaro witchcraft from
the point of view of the Indians themselves.

To give the novice some tsentsak, the practicing

shaman regurgitates what appears to be—to those who
have taken natema— a. brilliant substance in which the

spirit helpers are contained. He cuts part of it off with

a machete and gives it to the novice to swallow. The re-

cipient experiences pain upon taking it into his stomach
and stays on his bed for ten days, repeatedly drinking

natema. The Jivaro believe they can keep magical darts

in their stomachs indefinitely and regurgitate them at

will. The shaman donating the tsentsak periodically

blows and rubs all over the body of the novice, appar-

ently to increase the power of the transfer.

The novice must remain inactive and not engage in

sexual intercourse for at least three months. If he fails

in self-discipline, as some do, he will not become a suc-

cessful shaman. At the end of the first month, a tsentsak

emerges from his mouth. With this magical dart at his

disposal, the new shaman experiences a tremendous

Washikta,

an outstanding

Jivaro shaman,

quietly listens

to a visitors

requestfor

assistance. As is

customary when

dealing with

strangers, he

heps a shotgun

in readiness

during the

consultation.

29



desire to bewitch. If he casts his Isentsak to fulfill this

desire, he will become a bewitching shaman. If. on the

other hand, the novice can control his impulse and re-

swallow this first tsentsak, he w-ill become a curing

shaman.

If the shaman who gave the tsenlsak to the new man
was primarily a bewitcher. rather than a curer. the

greater the variety of these objects that a shaman has

in his bodv, the greater is his ability.

According to Jivaro concepts, each tscjilsak has a

natural and supernatural aspect. The magical dart's nat-

ural aspect is that of an ordinary material object as

seen without drinking the drug natema. But the super-

natural and "true" aspect of the tsentsak is revealed to

The drawims shown hereo

depict figures seen by

the shaman Mashii,

while under the influence

of the powerful

Banisteriopsis drink,

natema. At left is the

head of a jaguar that

appeared in one ofMashus

visions The shaman,

^' who had never drawn

before, usedpencil andpaper

supplied by the author

novice likewise will tend to become a bewitcher. This is

because a bewitcher's magical darts have such a desire

to kill that their new owner will be strongly inclined to

adopt their attitude. One infoiTnant said that the urge

to kill felt bv bewitching shamans came to them with

a strength and frequency similar to that of hunger.

Only if the novice shaman is able to abstain from

sexual intercourse for five months, will he have the

power to kill a man (if he is a bewitcher) or cure a

victim (if he is a curer) . A full year's abstinence is con-

sidered necessary to become a really effective bewitcher

or curer.

During the period of sexual abstinence, the new
shaman collects all kinds of insects, plants, and other

objects, which he now has the power to convert into

tsentsak. Almost any object, including living insects and

worms, can become a tsentsak if it is small enough to be

swallowed by a shaman. Different types of tsentsak are

used to cause different kinds and degrees of illness. The
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the shaman by taking natema. When he does this, th(

magical darts appear in new forms as demons and witl

new names. In their supernatural aspects, the tsentsa)

are not simply objects but spirit helpers in variou:

forms, such as giant butterflies, jaguars, or monkeys

who activel)- assist the shaman in his tasks.

Bewitching is carried out against a specific, knowi

individual and thus is almost always done to neighbor

or, at the most, fellow tribesmen. Normally, as is thi

case with intratribal assassination, bewitching is don'

to avenge a particular offense committed against one

family or friends. Both bewitching and individual assas

sination contrast with the large-scale headhunting raid

for which the Jivaro have become famous, and whici

were conducted against entire neighborhoods of enem

tribes.

To bewitch, the shaman takes natema and secretly ay

preaches the house of his victim. Just out of sight in th

forest, he drinks green tobacco juice, enabling him t



regurgitate a tsenlsak, which he throws at his victim

as he comes out of his house. If the tsenlsak is strong

enough and is thrown with sufficient force, it will pass

all the way through the victim's body causing death

within a period of a few days to several weeks. More
often, however, the magical dart simply lodges in the

victim's body. If the shaman, in his hiding place, fails

to see the intended victim, he may instead bewitch any
member of the intended victim's family who appears,

usually a wife or child. When the shaman's mission is

accomplished, he returns secretly to his own home.
One of the distinguishing characteristics of the be-

svitching process among the Jivaro is that, as far as

I could learn, the victim is given no specific indication

that someone is bewitching him. The bewitcher does

not want his victim to be aware that he is being super-

naturally attacked, lest he take protective measures by
immediately procuring the services of a curing shaman.
Nonetheless, shamans and laymen alike with whom I

talked noted that illness invariably follows the bewitch-

power to call these birds and use them as spirit helpers

in bewitching victims. The shaman blows on the wakani
birds and then sends them to the house of the victim to

fly around and around the man, frightening him. This is

believed to cause fever and insanity, with death result-

ing shortly thereafter.

After he returns home from bewitching, the shaman
may send a wakani bird to perch near the house of the

victim. Then if a curing shaman sucks out the intruding

object, the bewitching shaman sends the ivakani bird

more tsenlsak to throw from its beak into the victim.

By continually resupplying the wakani bird with new
tsenlsak, the sorcerer makes it impossible for the curer

to rid his patient permanently of the magical darts.

While the wakani birds are supernatural servants

available to anyone who wishes to use them, the pasuk,

chief among the spirit helpers, serves only a single

shaman. Likewise a shaman possesses only one pasuk.

The pasuk, being specialized for the service of bewitch-

ing, has a protective shield to guard it from counter-

Many times the Christian

missionary had toldMashu

of the devilfeared by

white men. But since he had never

seen the spirit^ Mashu remained

skeptical. Some time later,

after drinking natema,

Mashu was confronted by this

figure of the 'white man j devil

"

Since that time, Mashu has remained

convinced of this spirits reality

lent, although the degree of the illness can vary con-

iderably.

A special kind of spirit helper, called a pasuk, can

id the bewitching shaman by remaining near the vic-

m in the guise of an insect or animal of the forest after

le bewitcher has left. This spirit helper has his own
bjects to shoot into the victim should a curing shaman
icceed in sucking out the tsenlsak sent earlier by the

switcher who is the owner of the pasuk.

In addition, the bewitcher can enlist the aid of a

akani ("soul," or "spirit") bird. Shamans have the

attack by the curing shaman. The curing shaman, under
the influence of natema, sees the pasuk of the bewitcher

in human form and size, but "covered with iron except

for its eyes." The curing shaman can kill this pasuk
only by shooting a tsenlsak into its eyes, the sole vulner-

able area in the pasuk's armor. To the person who has
not taken the hallucinogenic drink, the pasuk usually

appears to be simply a tarantula.

Shamans also may kill or injure a person by using
magical darts, anamuk, to create supernatural animals
that attack a victim. If a shaman has a small, pointed
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Whenever the shaman is

curing or bewitching,

his head remains

covered by this

halo-like crown.

The crown can be

seen by those

drinking natema,

but remains hidden

from other onlookers

armadillo bone tsentsak, he can shoot this into a river

while the victim is crossing it on a balsa raft or in a

canoe. Under the water, this bone manifests itself in its

supernatural aspect as an anaconda, which rises up

and overturns the craft, causing the victim to drown.

The shaman can similarly use a tooth from a killed

snake as a tsentsak. creating a poisonous serpent to bite

his victim. In more or less the same manner, shamans

can create jaguars and pumas to kill their victims.

About five years after receiving his tsentsak, a be-

witching shaman undergoes a test to see if he still re-

tains enough tsentsak power to continue to kill success-

fully. This test involves bewitching a tree. The shaman,

under the influence of natema, attempts to thro^v a

tsentsak through the tree at the point \vhere its two main

branches join. If his strength and aini are adequate, the

tree appears to split the moment the tsentsak is sent into

it. The splitting, however, is invisible to an observer who
is not under the influence of the hallucinogen. If the

shaman fails, he knows that he is incapable of killing a

human victim. This means that, as soon as possible, he

must go to a strong shaman and purchase a new supply

of tsentsak. Until he has the goods with which to pay
for this new supply, he is in constant danger, in his

proved weakened condition, of being seriously be-

ivitched by other shamans. Therefore, each day. he

drinks large quantities of natema, tobacco juice, and

the extract of yet another drug, piripiri. He also rests

on his bed at home to consei-ve his strength, but tries

to conceal his weakened condition from his enemies.

When he purchases a new supply of tsentsak, he can

safely cut down on his consumption of these other sub-

stances.

The degree ol illness produced in a witchcraft victim

is a function of both the force with ^vhich the tsentsak
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is shot into the body, and also of the character of thr

magical dart itself. If a tsentsak is shot all the wa}

through the body of a victim, then "there is nothing fo;

a curing shaman to suck out," and the patient dies. I

the magical dart lodges within the body, however, it i

theoretically possible to cure the victim by sucking. Bu
in actual practice, the sucking is not always considere(

successful.

The work of the curing shaman is complementary t

that of a bewitcher. When a curing shaman is called ii

to treat a patient, his first task is to see if the illness i

due to witchcraft. The usual diagnosis and treatmen

begin with the curing shaman drinking natem,a, tobacc

juice, and piripiri in the late afternoon and early evt

ning. These drugs permit him to see into the body of th

patient as though it were glass. If the illness is due t

sorcery, the curing shaman will see the intruding objec

within the patient's body clearly enough to detennin

whether or not he can cure the sickness.

A shaman sucks magical darts from a patient's bod

only at night, and in a dark area of the house, for it i

only in the dark that he can perceive the drug-induce!

visions that are the supernatural reality. With the set

ting of the sun, he alerts his tsentsak by whistling th

tune of the curing song; after about a quarter of ai

hour, he starts singing. When he is ready to suck, th

shaman regurgitates two tsentsak into the sides of hi

throat and mouth. These must be identical to the on

he has seen in the patient's body. He holds one of thes

in the front of the mouth and the other in the rear. The

are expected to catch the supernatural aspect of th

magical dart that the shaman sucks out of the patient

body. The tsentsak nearest the shaman's lips is suppose

to incorporate the sucked-out tsentsak essence withi

itself. If, however, this supernatural essence should g«



past it, the second magical dart in the mouth blocks

the throat so that the intruder cannot enter the interior

of the shaman's body. If the curer's two tsentsak were

to fail to catch the supernatural essence of the tsentsak,

it would pass down into the shaman's stomach and kill

him. Trapped thus within the mouth, this essence is

shortly caught by, and incorporated into, the material

substance of one of the curing shaman's tsentsak. He
then '"vomits" out this object and displays it to the

patient and his family saying, '">,'ow I have sucked it

out. Here it is."

The non-shamans think that the material object itself

is what has been sucked out, and the shaman does not
disillusion them. At the same time, he is not lying, be-

cause he knows that the only important thing about a
tsentsak is its supernatural aspect, or essence, which
he sincerely believes he has removed from the patient's

body. To explain to the layman that he already had
these objects in his mouth would serve no fruitful pur-

pose and would prevent him from displaying such an
object as proof that he had effected the cure. Without
incontrovertible evidence, he would not be able to con-

vince the patient and his family that he had effected

the cure and must be paid.

The ability of the shaman to suck depends largely

upon the quantity and strength of his own tsentsak, of

ivhich he may have hundreds. His magical darts assume
their supernatural aspect as spirit helpers when he is

under the influence of nalema, and he sees them as a
ifariety of zoomorphic forms hovering over him. perch-
ing on his shoulders, and sticking out of his skin. He
sees them helping to suck the patient's body. He must
drink tobacco juice every few hours to ''keep them
fed" so that they will not leave him.

The curing shaman must also deal with any pasuk
that may be in the patient's vicinity for the purpose of

casting more darts. He drinks additional amounts of

natema in order to see them and engages in tsentsak duels

with them if they are present. While the pasuk is en-

closed in iron armor, the shaman himself has his own
armor composed of his many tsentsak. As long as he is

under the influence of natema, these magical darts coyer

his body as a protective shield, and are on the lookout

for any enemy tsentsak headed toward their master.

When these tsentsak see such a missile coming, they im-

mediately close up together at the point where the enemy
dart is attempting to penetrate, and thereby repel it.

If the curer finds tsentsak entering the body of his pa-

tient after he has killed pasuk, he suspects the presence

of a iiakani bird. The shaman drinks maikua [Datura
sp.

)
, an hallucinogen even more powerful than natema,

as well as tobacco juice, and silently sneaks into the for-

est to hunt and kill the bird with tsentsak. When he suc-

ceeds, the curer returns to the patient's home, blows all

over the house to get rid of the "atmosphere'' created

by the numerous tsentsak sent by the bird, and com-
pletes his sucking of the patient. Even after all the

tsentsak are extracted, the shaman may remain another

night at the house to suck out any "dirtiness" (pahuri)

still inside. In the cures which I have witnessed, this

sucking is a most noisy process, accompanied by deep,

but dry, vomiting.

After sucking out a tsentsak, the shaman puts it into a
little container. He does not swallow it because it is not

his own magical dart and would therefore kill him.
Later, he throws the tsentsak into the air, and it flies

back to the shaman who sent it originally into the pa-

tient. Tsentsak also fly back to (Continued on page 60)

"^''^. ...,.:S->SftS^^

"^.^felrai^'*

"

This snake tsentsak

was seen by Mashu,

coiled withm the

stomach of one

of htspatients

To work his cure,

Mashu then sucked

this supernatural

essencefrom

thepatients abdomen.
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nd the Camera
These are the prizeiuinners

and selected honorable vientions

in Natural History's

first Photographic Competition.

A complete list of luinners

and honorable mentions

can be found on page 78.

At left is the First Prize tvinner

in the black-and-white category,

taken by Mr. David H. Stone

of Dartmouth, Nova Scotia.
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Keith Axelson



Frank Strnad

Leo LeBon
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Ann Bartlett Patricia Dreiv
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Robert Gray





William Duesing

Robert Zivickel Lorrimer Armstrong
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The First Prize for color

was aiuarded to Alfredo MacKenney,

The volcano is Pacaya, in Guatemala

ivhere Mr. MacKenney lives.

The Grand Prize winner,

at right, was taken

by Mr. Leslie Crine

of Port Jervis, New York.
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gome families take examinations non-

chalantly—in their stride—but they

are in the minority. By the time my
fourth daughter had passed "0" levels

(equivalent to American high school

examinations) , I felt rebellious. More-
over, I had formed the view that the

types of tests devised by the appro-

priate authorities in Britain today as-

sess the size of the child's bottom
rather than that of its head. Further

they insure that, during the most crea-

tive period of the adolescent's life, he

continues to learn by rote knowledge
acquired in the past by others. Thus,

in order to assist the pedagogues in

their selection of "future" ability and
talent, the fruits of this valuable pe-

riod are lost altogether or drastically

curtailed. The examination system to-

day is a long-drawn-out and exhaust-

ing process by which memory, intelli-

gence, and intellect are selected at the

expense of enthusiasm, originality,

and creativity.

As a parent one watches the process

with something akin to despair. After

the fourth child had been ground
through "0" levels and a new horror,

"A" levels (university entrance ex-

ams), was in the offing, I decided that

a few experiments were required. It

seemed to me that very little of the

knowledge crammed into pupils for

"A" level examinations would ever

prove of the slightest use to them
afterwards. The objective, therefore,

was to help them learn the facts as

easily and quickly as possible, to re-

tain them over the period of the ex-

amination, and to do so without devel-

oping a permanent loathing, or a

feeling of intense boredom and irrita-

tion, for the subject. We first turned
our attention to histology. As a stu-

dent I had been rather bewildered by
this course. I used to peer down my
microscope and examine the conven-
tional cross sections of bone, of in-

jected gut, of squamous epithelium

—

and not have the slightest idea what I

was looking for. The diagrams on the
board or the figures in the textbook
of the day helped little or scarcely at

all. I realized that for the purposes of
"A" levels and "S" levels (university

scholarship examinations) it was es-

sential to cut down the period of
fumbling down the barrel of a school-
room microscope with one's eyes.

Secondly, some method had to be de-
vised whereby one could pick out the

distinctive features of the preparation

from the bewildering plethora of cells

and nuclei, impress them upon the

mind's eye, and memorize them. Fi-

nally, the necessary knowledge must
be acquired in such a way that the

fantastic beauty of the histological

slide remains a source of pleasure and
delight—not a memory of hideous

frustration or the boredom of learning

by rote.

While I was turning this problem
over in my mind, I came across some
photographic preparations in an ex-

hibition of microscopy at Oxford. 1

realized that I had fortuitously arrived

at a solution. These photographs were

simply 35 mm. transparencies of stan-

dard histological preparations, but the

photographer. Gene Cox, was clearly

an artist as well as an excellent tech-

nician. It was their artistic quality

that elevated these photographs out of

the morass of mass reproduction and

turned them into first-class visual aids

to learning.

I selected a few examples, which par-

ticularly caught my fancy and which

are illustrated here, and asked if I

could borrow them. At home I pro-

jected them onto a wall without both-

ering to pull the blinds. The children

were immediately interested. "But

that's a forest fire!" (actually the in-

jected gut of the cat); "That looks like

a sort of desert landscape" (retina of

mammalian eye); "Somehow that re-

minds one of a pop guitar" (organ of

Corti). I realized they had learned

three histology "spots" in three min-

utes, and in a way that would carry

them through the stupid type of ex-

ams in which they were embroiled.

A full set of histology slides geared

to "A" level, or first university year, is

an expensive item for any home, even

if it already possesses a projector. We
did buy such a set, however, as a joint

Christmas present for the potential

"A" level candidates, and when the

examinees were through they sold

them without difficulty to the biology

teacher in one of their schools.

The family constitutes rather a

mixed bag, both with regard to their

intellectual capacity and their ultimate

scholastic and career objectives. We
have among us a would-be singer, a

philosopher, a social scientist, a

farmer, an art historian, and a bio-

chemist. One of them eventually

notched up 99 per cent in the histol-

ogy spot exam, but what seemed more
important was that everyone managed
to zoom, canter, or scrape through.

I came to the conclusion that, through

the use of the slides, there had been

an over-all improvement in perform-
ance, regardless of the range of ability.

Furthermore, it was not just a case of

"listen and forget, look and learn" but

"like and learn fast." So much for the

children's examinations. For a mo-
ment one could relax and philosophize

a trifle smugly on visual aids and the

rapid acquisition of knowledge. But
without realizing it I had, in the proc-

ess, been irrevocably recaptured and
refascinated by the sheer beauty of

histology. I just had to go on.

Somewhat ruefully, 1 began to re-

learn a bit about section cutting and
staining, and to take color photo-

graphs of the results. In the end it

took about four years to mug it all

up. Inevitably the new techniques

were applied to the flea, an insect

which had caught and held my atten-

tion for several decades. After experi-

menting with my own equipment I

bought a new microscope with a built-

in camera.

Obviously one takes these colored

micrographs in order to achieve a defi-

nite scientific objective: to illustrate

some obscure point about the struc-

ture or function of the part in ques-

tion and to pass on the information
clearly and unequivocally. But this

is partly rationalization—about mid-
night, the house grows silent, there is

a last clink of spoons against mugs
of Ovaltine, a tap runs, a door slams,

the exam-crammers and the T.V. fans

retire to bed. Even the dogs abandon
their heroic and maddeningly vocifer-

ous defense against imaginary bur-

glars. Then the microscope light is

turned on and the appropriate blue

filters inserted; a wholly delightful and
leisurely excursion through the cell

world begins. I don't pretend to under-

stand the strange esthetic satisfaction

and somewhat infantile excitement
gained by recording these dreamlike,

almost surrealist "landscapes" of pur-

ple cells, violet and scarlet proteins,

sky-blue and golden cuticle. This is a

mescaline-like world of fantastic col-

ors and timeless beauty. At least I am
sufficiently honest not to delude my-
self: this is not science, it is pure es-

capism and undiluted pleasure.

Dy Miriam Rothschild





For
Cloud
Watchers
by Riohard Af. Rontin

The sky is like a vast, overhead

movie screen. Passing across this

screen almost every day are hun-

dreds of pictures made of clouds.

Changing weather conditions ac-

count for the wide variety in this dis-

play. The clouds we see may remind

us of gray monsters, or white

horses' tails, or cream puffs, or cau-

liflower. We are looking at a tradi-

tional "mackerel sky" when it has

high-flying clouds lined up like the

pattern on a mackerel's back. The
aeronautical age has produced no-

menclature that also uses simple

analogies: aviators say they fly

through "soup" and among "wool-

packs." And the cloud show can be-

come dramatic indeed, when it is ac-

companied by such related phenom-
ena as thunder and lightning, rain

or snow.

The imaginary pictures we see

overhead are based on the realities

of physical chemistry. Every cloud

is composed of tiny water droplets
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or ice crystals. And just as a Holly-

wood motion picture has a title, so do

clouds, although they are named in a

more technical way. Clouds were

first classified in 1803 by Luke How-

ard, an English pharmacist. This ob-

server divided all clouds into threg

basic gTOupi—cumulus, cirrus, and

stratus—and his system is still used

throughout the world.

Although he was being technical,

Luke Howard, too, must have been

seeing pictures made of clouds. Cu-

mulus is the Latin word for "heap,"

cirrus means "lock of hair," and

stratus is derived from the Latin

sternere, "to spread out." In other

words, cimiulus refers to puffed-up

clouds; cirrus to the wispy kind; and

stratus to those that take the form

of layers, or sheets.

Iwlodern weather scientists have

modified Howard's classification to

make it more specific when identi-

fying the famUy to which a cloud

belongs. These meteorologists con-

sider not only the cloud's shape but

also its height above the ground. An-

other modification makes use of the

affix "nimbus," which is added to

the names of those clouds that pro-

duce rain or snow.

In terms of altitude, clouds in the

lowest range are those that have their

bases less than 6,500 feet above the

ground. These include the cottony

puffs of cumulus and their stormy
big brothers, which are named by
combining cumulus and nimbus,

hence cumulonimbus clouds. A flat-

tened version of the low-altitude

cumulus cloud has a special name,
stratocumulus. In the low-altitude

group are also layers of stratus

clouds and the dense, murky rain

providers called nimbostratus.

When its base is at a height of

from 6,500 to 20,000 feet the cloud
is in the middle domain and the iden-

tifying affix now is "alto." Here,

white clumps of altocumulus roll

across the sky, sometimes in parallel

bands; here also, milky altostratus

layers dim the sun, thereby serving

as predictors of rainy weather.

The highest water-made clouds,

and also the most gossamery in ap-

pearance, are those extending from
20,000 to 30,000 feet or more above
ground. Their delicate appearance
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results from their ice crystal struc-

ture and the action of strong upper

winds that comb them out. In this

domain the several varieties are all

of cirrus.

This Latin word for "lock of hair"

is not forbiddingly restrictive; cir-

rus can also take the form of hooks

or stalks of wheat, and the wispy

waves are frequently called "mare's

tails." The cirrostratus variation.

ivhich invades the sky with a thin

veil, sometimes means bad weather

ahead ; at other times, it refracts the

sun's rays and forms a bright ring of

light—a halo—around the solar disk.

Cirrocumulus clouds are less com-

mon; these are the ones with a pat-

tern that appropriately suggests a

"mackerel sky." Amateur forecasters

have been aware for a long time that

cirrocumulus clouds are emissaries

Fout Ways Moist Ait Rises To Form Clouds

Fog formed at earth's surface

is stirred by the wind and
rises, becoming a layer-type

stratus cloud.

Through convection, thermal

air current takes moist air

into cool, dry atmosphere.

The result is a cumulus cloud.

Slow, steady ascent of warm,
moist air to cooler heights

condenses water vapor into

droplets, forming a cloud.

In orographic lifting, air

rises over hills or mountains.

Cooling produces lenticular

(lens-shaped), or ivave, cloud.

For Weatlter Guessers

Cumulus and stratocumulus clouds indicate unsettled weather

Cumulonimbus clouds produce showers, thunderstorms, and ha

Altocumulus, especially if lenticular, come tvith windy condit)

Stratus can accompany fog, rain, sleet, or snow.

Nimbostratus are associated with continuous snow or rain.

Increasing altostratus frequently precede steady precipitation.

Cirrus clouds invading the sky mean almost certain rain.

Cirrocumulus clouds are emissaries of a stormy warm front,

especially when they thicken into cirrostratus and altostratus. ,



and

of storms, especially when they blend

and thicken into cirrus, cirrostratus

and altostratus. To these observa-

tions we owe such rhymes as

:

Mare's tails and mackerel sky,

Not long wet, nor not long dry.

Mackerel scales and mare's tails

Make lofty ships carry low sails.

Whatever the type of cloud, its

origin is the gaseous, invisible water

vapor in the air. This vapor is always

present to some degree. It is what we
call humidity, and is supplied by
vegetation, by bodies of water such

as lakes and rivers, and by rain it-

self. Moving air carries this vapor

upward. Rising to higher levels.

where the atmospheric pressure is

less, the air expands and in doing so,

it also becomes colder. This cooling

condenses some of the water vapor.

The result is the production of small

droplets of water that make up a

visible cloud.

Tiny particles already suspended

in the atmosphere help to form these

droplets from the condensing vapor.

Some of these particles are micro-

scopic bits of dust from the land or

salt crystallized from spray thrown

up by the sea. Others, too small to

be seen even through a microscope,

are the electrically charged mole-

cules known as ions. Meteorologists

term these makers of droplets, what-

ever their size, condensation nuclei.

rrus above: the "mare's tails" have company—a jet plane's trail,

tocumulus below: this lenticular kind takes the shape of almonds.

When the cloud's droplets form at

altitudes high enough to provide

freezing temperatures, they usually

go on to become ice crystals. These

crystals may join together and build

up into clusters. When these become
too heavy for the air to support them,

they begin falling to the earth, melt-

ing into raindrops on the way down.

On the other hand, if the freezing

temperature is close enough to the

ground, the droplets turn into six-

sided snow crystals. But much still

must be learned about precipitation.

For example, in tropical areas large

droplets form around "giant" con-

densation nuclei (the largest are only

0.0004 of an inch in diameter) and
then join together, or coalesce, to

give rain showers directly, without

need for freezing and then melting.

Now let us return to a basic ques-

tion : What makes the air rise to form
clouds? Meteorologists give at least

four possible causes of the upward
motion. Usually, they say, the air

ascends because it is pushed up by
cooler air descending from higher

altitudes. The cool air descends be-

cause, in accordance with the gas

laws of physics, its lower tempera-

ture makes it denser and, therefore,

heavier. Gravity pulls this air down
to the surface, where it displaces the

relatively warm, lightweight air.

This is a slow, steady process that

can result in a "front," a broad zone
of separation between relatively cold

and warm air masses. When a cold

air mass advances under a warmer
volume of air, the edge of the ad-

vancing air mass is a cold front,

characterized by cumulus-shaped

clouds. When a warm air mass over-

runs a colder one, the advancing
edge is a warm front, which can be
identified by the presence of predom-
inantly stratus-shaped clouds.

Winds, too, can force layers of air

to rise. If this air is moist to begin

with and has already cooled at the

surface of the earth, the result is fog.

The wind's contribution is to buffet

the foggy air and sweep it into the

sky. There the fog becomes a stratus

cloud. Although stratiform clouds

can accompany fog, rain, drizzle,

sleet, or snow, a thin layer of stratus

is frequently "burned oil" by the sun
to disclose clear weather above. It
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has teen said that a stratus cloud in

the morning often ushers in some of

the finest days we enjoy.

A third kind of rising air current.

called a thermal, occurs over surfaces

of the earth and sea i\"armed by the

sun. The warmed areas transfer their

heat to large, discrete parcels of air

just above them. Through the process

of convection these parcels, or ther-

mals, pass qiiickly upward, rising

through cooler, drier atmosphere in

much the same manner as bubbles

rise in boiling water. TVlien the mois-

ture in a thermal condenses the result

is a small puff of cumulus.

As thermal convection continues to

feed the cloud with heat and mois-

ture, it creates a warm "corridor"

through ivhich more air can rise to

cooler heights. In this way an insig-

nificant cumulus can build itself up
vertically into a tall '"towerino; cumu-
lus" that contains a potential rain

shoiver. Thermals have a rotan" mo-
tion that makes the cloud appear to

boil. Within fifteen minutes, by this

process, a cumulus that looked like

a small puffbaU can "boU over" and
become a cumulonimbus aUve with

thimder and hghtning.

Another kind of lifting, character-

istic of ^>Tndy conditions, takes place

over hills and mountains. As the

ivTnd folloA\"s the rising contours of

the earth, it carries moisture aloft. In

this phenomenon, known as oro-

graphic lifting, the resultant clouds

frequently take the form of the air

current. Seen from the side, they mav
resemble waves, lenses, or fishes.

Such are the four basic processes

by nhich air carries its moisture

aloft. They can i\"ork alone or to-

gether to produce an infinite variety-

of cloud forms and combinations.

Now suppose we spend two or

three days observing the skv during
the approach and passage of a t\-pica]

^\"arm front. This means we start with

a cold air mass around us. The air

behind the front is comparatively

warm. What kinds of clouds do we
see as the boimdary- bet\\-een cold

and ^varm air approaches?

Our first clues to the warmer, wet-

ter Aveather ahead are a few fine

threads of cirrus. They have grad-
ually formed along the high leading
edge of the front. Behind them trails

a filmy sheet of cirrostratus, is'Hch

soon coats the entire sks. Although

the lower portions of the front may
stiU be as much as a thousand miles

a^\"ay, the high leading edge of the

advancing weather system, indicated

by the cirrostratus, is directly above

us. like the ^\"indblo%\Ti crest of an

impending wave.

In a fess" hours we see the clouds

slowly descend below 20.000 feet and

become milky, translucent altostra-

tus. While the clouds are thickening,

the pale sky is turning a dull ivhite.

When six-tenths or more of the sky

is covered ^nth opaque clouds, ^\"e

have a so-called ceiling.

Within tivent)-four hours, the

darkened underside of the lowering

layer begins to roU and heave.

Ragged spots of fractostratus (from

the Latin fractus. "broken." indicat-

ing a ragged mass I usher in the first

fei\" drops or snowflakes. The base

of the cloud cover comes lower. At
about 6,500 feet, the cloud becomes
a gray, murky nimbostratus and
soon rain, drizzle, or snow begins

falling in appreciable amoimts from
the shapeless belly of the overcast.

The precipitation mav continue for

hours or days.

The passage of the front is marked
by a shift in the ^sind, a rising tem-

perature and a clearing skv. Ho^v-

ever, atmospheric changes do not

come to a stop ^rith the passage of the

front. Weather is a continuing proc-

ess. We have it year after vear; it

is dynamic, changing from minute to

minute. The appearance of the sky
during a frontal passage wUl varv
^rith the seasons, the location (for

example, the east or west coast of the

Lnited States') , and the direction of

the strong upper ivinds, ^Nhich blow
cloclarise around areas of high at-

mospheric pressure : counterclock-

\vise around Ioan"-pressure centers.

When the Avarmer air takes over,

flat-bottomed puffs of cumulus may
appear. But as we have seen, these in-

nocuous-looking woolpacks have a
way of quickly building up to tower-

ing cumulus. Of these column-like
versions of cumulus, a ^\-eather poet
has observed:

When clouds appear like rocks
and towers.

The earth's refreshed by frequent
shoi\'ers.

And strong convective currents may

just as quickly heap these lofts^ cumu-

lus into enormous cumulonimbus
monsters—the most powerful and

violent of all clouds. Tliese are the

ones responsible for heavy rair

showers, thunderstorms. haU, and tor-

nadoes. The air currents ivithin thest

giants create severe downdrafts and

updrafts. Fh-ing through them is ex-

tremely dangerous. In their most ad-

vanced stages, they develop a t\-pical-

ly anvil-shaped cirrus top. Theii

bases are frequently skirted b\

shagg}' remnants of fractocimiulus

Radar obsenations and pilots' re-

ports have indicated that the tops ol

some cumulonimbus clouds might
extend up to 60.000 feet.

All these cloud phenomena are nol

;

new, but today's meteorologists ar4

finding new ways to study them.



i The threatening thunderheads at left

belong to the cumulonimbus variety,

ivhich produces thunderstorms,

heavy shoivers, hail, and tornadoes.

Nimbostratus are a dense, low-hanging type

of rain producer, shown in the farm

scene at lower left. Clouds found

at two different altitudes are seen in

the photo below. At the bottom are a

group of stratocumulus. The windswept

clouds above them are altocumulus.

'hey are observing clouds through

adarscopes and by means of photo-

raphs transmitted from weather sat-

Uites. To understand what is really

appening with clouds, they are

iewing them as concentrated collec-

ions of electrical charges. They are

tudying the effects of "seeding"

louds with artificial condensation

uclei. They are using data comput-
rs to get mathematical "pictures" of

loud structures. These modern
rethods of contemplating clouds

oint the way to more accurate pre-

ictions of the weather. They also

ouse hopes that man will eventually

!arn how to control it.

In the meantime the show goes on,

nd the sky's motion pictures con-

nue to fascinate amateur and pro-

sssional cloud watchers alike.



About the beginning of the eleventh

century the prow of the Viking

ship of Leif Ericson slipped

through the fog banks off the

coast of Labrador and

headed toward the main-

land. There Leif found
Wto©
^^^0 rfM\ ^Vv ^IC\ ^R\ such an abundance of

TUeSoA
by Henry M. Rubin

gave the land the

Norse name Vinland.

Whether tlie historical

reconstruction is fact or

myth, one thing is

certain—grapes were

plentiful. After this first

known reference to the grape in the

Americas, there followed a historical

hiatus of more than half a millennium

until Captain John Hawkins wrote, in

1565, of finding grapevines growing

profusely in Florida. A few years

later, scouts sent out by Sir Walter

Raleigh described the Carolina coasts

as being "so full of grapes ... in all

the world the like abundance is not

to be found." In 1606, Captain John
Smith reported on the good wine

made in Virginia.

On the other side of the continent,

vine cuttings from the old country

were established in Mexico as early

as 1524. About 1769 vines were fi-

nally brought to California by Fra
Junipero Serra who founded the first

of the chain of Franciscan missions

along El Camino Real. Indians, keep-

ing their balance with poles, crushed

the grapes by jumping on them ; thus,

wine was made for the sacrament and
to answer the Mediterranean taste of

the early friars.

Due to this double line, the native

grape of the east coast and the vine

from Europe introduced in the west,

there is not a "single" wine of the

United States, but rather two ivines—

so different that they are not com-

parable, yet so intertwined that they

cannot be considered apart. Grapes

in the west are now grown on the

rootstock of the eastern vines; the

wines of the east are frequently

blended with those of California to

modify their flavor and raise their

alcoholic content. As one example, all

the dessert wines of the east are forti-

fied with California brandy.

The genus Vitis, which includes all

cidtivated grape-producing vines, has

two main species. Vitis vinifera, the

grape grown in California (and from

which all the wines of Europe are

made)
,
probably had its origin ir

ancient Asia Minor. VUis labrusca.

the main vine grown east of the Rock-

ies (and in the state of Washington)

,

is the native American grape. The

labrusca grape is physically distin-

guished by its slipskin quality, foi

when this grape is squeezed it pops

out of its skin, as opposed to the

vinifera, which does not.

Thus, there are two stories of wine

growing in this coimtry—of east and

west, of the native and of the import.

Although the early colonists found

a profusion of grapes along the At-

lantic seaboard, most of the fruit was

small and hung in small clusters. The

juice was low in sugar and high ir

acid. With a completely European-

oriented attitude, the would-be grow-

ers uprooted, plowed under, oi

simply ignored the native vines and

instead planted cuttings from France

Spain, and Germany. These importec

cuttings, however, quickly died o'

various causes in their new environ

ment—from insects such as phyllox-

era, or root louse, from molds, oil

from extremes of temperature.
!

These unsuccessful efforts to grov'

vinifera grapes in the east startec

early and lasted for a long and dis

appointing time. Queen Christine, ir

1645, instructed John Prince, he^

governor of New Sweden, to encour

age "culture of vine and give industry

his personal attention." Two year:

later, Richard Nicolls, first governo

of New York, granted Paul Richard:

of Long Island a grape-growin;

monopoly for the colony. Alexande:

Spotswood, Governor of Virginia ii

1710, even went so far as to brin;

over a colony of Germans from thi

Rhine River wine area to his Spott

sylvania County. All attempts ende(

in failure.

By the early 1800's, serious atten

tion was being given to the nativ'

grape. Experimentation and selectioi

began. There are only poor record

of what was done, what selections am
Avhat crosses were made, but the firs

superior hybrid grape was the Alex

ander, ivhich Thomas Jefferson rec

ommended in 1809. This variety ha

since faded from the scene, as othe

varieties were developed that ripene<

at more opportune times, and hai
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ore desirable skin colors and better

igar content.

In 1880, with a population of a

tie more than fifty million, the pro-

iction of wine in the United States

IS 19 million gallons, or about four-

nths of a gallon for each man,
aman, and child. The growing area

IS extensive. Missouri was the larg-

t producer, then Ohio, each made
ore than a million gallons. New
)rk contributed almost half that

lount, and Alabama's yield that

ar was 422,000 gallons. Even'Texas

oduced 35,000 gallons of wine.

This very sizable production came
)m thousands of small plota, mainly

ree to ten acres each. But even then,

; small grower was being pushed

t as a vintner. The imposition of

enses and bonds, the levying of

avy taxes, the growing competition

tm cheaper California wine, and a

awing taste for hard liquor were

factors that contributed to his

;ntual demise.

Toward the end of the century the

lin locations of high-quality grape

)wing shifted to a pattern similar

that of today. Two main areas of

tern production emerged. The first

s the Chautauqua region, with its

ncord and Niagara grapes—a strip

ir miles wide and about a hundred

les long, on the shore of Lake Erie

Ohio, Pennsylvania, and New
rk. This area extends no farther

and because the vines' existence

)ends on the ameliorating effect of

lake's waters on the temperature

remes. The second, was the Finger

ies area of New York, whose main
ipes were the Catawba and the

laware.

iV^ith the start of the Gold Rush, in

19, California's vineyards and

le industry began to flourish and
oy prosperity, until a nationwide

)ression hit the state in 1876. Vint-

s who bottled premium wines with

ognized and established labels

re not too badly hurt, but wine was
ng sold by others for as little as

cents a gallon.

rhe general financial crisis, with

tightened credit restrictions

lught the industry close to disaster,

iding to aggravate the problem

"e overproduction, wrong grape

ieties, poor quality control, and
;s of spurious and adulterated

products. The crisis had one good ef-

fect, however. Many incompetent
vintners were forced out of business.

In 1869, the Buena Vista vineyard

north of Sonoma was the first to be

struck b)" a new disaster, the root

louse phylloxera, which was alre'ady

decimating the wine-growing regions

of Europe. It soon spread throughout

the state. To this' day there is no
knoiNTi cure for this pest, but it was
soon discovered that the roots of the

native labrusca vines were safe from
the louse. Resistant rootstock of lab-

rusca was brought from the east, and

the laborious, time-consuming job of

planting and grafting the vinifera

cuttings began. Today, almost all

vines in California's premium wine-

growing areas use premium labrusca

rootstocks.

The extremely varied climate of

California has permitted vineyard de-

velopment in three main areas. In the

south, around Cucamonga and On-

tario, there is a Small area producing

table wines of medium quality. The
hot San Joaquin and Sacramento val-

leysof the interior are heavy produc-

ers of both hulk table wine and the

best, fortified dessert wines, as well as

the source of all grape brandy. The
cooler north-coastal district, which
radiates in a crescent around the Bay
of San Francisco, is the source of the

state'sf finest table wines.

From about 188.5 quality began to

receive increasing attention. At the

Paris Exhibition of 1889, California

wines won 35 gold, silver, and bronze

medals. Because of the phylloxera

devastation on the continent during

the 1800-1900 period, imports to the

United States were slight, and wines

from California began to make some
impact on the national market. The
culture and economics of wine were

growing but the opposition was for-

midable. Milk, soft drinks, and hard

liquor were the competitors and the

puritanical Protestant ethic was the

ideological foe. The latter triumphed,

and when national Prohibition be-

came the law in 1919, a final seal was
put on the industry's growth.

When the Eighteenth Amendment
was repealed in 1933, the wine in-

dustry was almost in ruins. A few

wineries were in minimal operation

making sacramental wines. Equip-

ment had deteriorated, cooperage

was dried out and broken. There

were almost no experienced wine
makers. The acreage of fine wine
grapes, particularly in the (vest, was
almost non-existent. Many vineyards

had gone to weeds and rattlesnakes,

some had been replaced by orchards

and other crops, and others were re-

planted with table grapes.

What few wine-drinking patterns

had existed before Prohibition, dis-

appeared. The exceptions were those

few people who had traveled abroad
and a few ethnic groups, such as the

French and Italians, who had sur-

vived Prohibition and its affront to

their cultural heritage by making
wine at home. Actually there was a
great deal of home wine making,
since it had remained a legal activity.

A California growers' organization

known as Fruit Industries, Ltd. was
formed and with a loan from the fed-

eral government began concentrating

grape juice. This concentrate was
sold for home use. where it was di-

luted with water and innoculated

with wine yeast. A sales representa-

tive for the company would even
come to the house with the product
and service the order—start the wine
fermentation, filter, bottle, and even

label the wine.

But the first post-Prohibition wines
did little to stimulate real interest in

wine. There were a few good ones.

but these were exceptions. From the

magnificent vintages of 1934 and
1936 a small amount of Cabernet
Sauvignon of the highest standard

was made in California's Napa Val-

ley. And in anticipation of repeal,

small amounts of wine had been made
under bond. But by and large, the

wine industry ruined its own chances

by dumping an inferior product on
the market. Economic pressure and
ignorance prevented the disunited

vintners from admitting that a start-

up period was needed to get good
wines back into their inventories.

Critical to the improvement that

followed was the increased attention

given to the study of viticulture. The
Department of Viticulture and Enol-

ogy of the Universitv of California at

Davis and the New' York State Agri-

cultural Experiment Station at Gene-

va contributed scientists who devoted

their talents to the industry. Compe-
tent and dedicated wine makers ivere

trained, better varieties and strains of
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AROMA — That fragrance of wine that

originates from the grapes used, as dis-

tinguished from "bouquet."

BODY—Consistency, thickness, or sub-

stance of a wine, as opposed to a "thin

wine."

BOUQUET— That part of the fragrance

originating from fermentation and aging.

CASK—Any round, bulging wooden con-

tainer for wine. Includes barrels, kegs,

puncheons, pipes, butts, tuns, hogsheads,
all of which signify various measures of

capacity in different countries and vari-

ous products they may contain. A cask

used forfermenting wine usually is called

a vat or a tank; in this country these two
terms are usually applied to containers

that are straight-sided rather than barrel-

shaped.

CUTTING—A segment of the branch of a

grapevine cut during the dormant season

and used for propagation of new vines.

Most new grapevines are planted as cut-

tirtgs, rather than seeds or new plants.

DRY — Lacking in sweetness; free of

sugar.

ENOLOGY—The study of wine making

and the growing of grapes for v/ine; re-

lated to viticulture, which is the science

of grape culture.

GENERIC—Names which stand for defi-

nite type characteristics of a Vv'ine are

called generic names. They often have a

geographic origin, e.g., Burgundy, Cham-
pagne, Sauterne, etc.

VARIETAL-'-When a wine is named for

the principal grape variety from which it

is made it is said to have a varietal name.

VINTAGE— Properly refers to the year in

which grapes are harvested. In France,

traditionally used to specify a particular-

ly fine wine year. In the U.S., most pro-

ducers blend the wines of several years

to achieve a particular balance and thus

do not specify a year of harvest.



grapes were created and planted, new

equipment was designed, and better

viticultural practices were sought and

found. Much was achieved in a short

time. Today our technology is so de-

veloped that Europe sends students to

America to study wine making.

Among the many problems that

plagued the post-Prohibition industry

was a great confusion in the naming

of wines. In the west, almost every

wine maker had his own label name:

Crabb's To Kalon Black Burgundy,

Edge Hill Napa Pinot. Chablis of Ben

Lomand's Fai-m. Later came a rash of

wines in slavish imitation of Euro-

pean names such as Chateau Mar-

gaux and Chateau Lafite, a practice

now forbidden by federal law.

There is still name confusion. For

example, much of the wine produced

in America carries European names,

such as Burgundy or Chablis. These

names mislead the buyer because he

tends to believe that "Burgundy"

means the wine is made from a cer-

tain variety of grapes grown in

France. In reality, in the United

States, Burgundy simply means that

the wine is red. Equally bad is the

implication that "real," therefore

good, wine comes from Burgundy

while anything else is imitation. Thus

the quasi-European name tends to

"put down" the American wine. It

w ould be far better to label a wine as

a California Red or a Finger Lake

White. One encouraging trend is the

increasing use, wherever possible, of

varietal names such as Pinot Blanc or

Cabernet Sauvignon, which refer to

the dominant grape in the wine.

One of the patterns that distin-

guishes the wine making of this coun-

try is that most vintners make a full

line of wines; table (dry), dessert

(sweet), and sparkling; red, white,

and rose; the varietal and the ge-

neric. In France there are only a few

chateaux that make more than one

wine. The expressed attitude is that

for a thousand years or more, by trial

and error, each plot of land has been

tested for the best grape and the er-

rors of growing and wine making
have been eliminated. While the

American approach has decided eco-

nomic advantages, it is impossible to

"specialize" in twenty wines to the

degree that a European vintner can

perfect the qualities of a single wine.

S6

World War II gave great impetus

both to the use of wine and to the

wine industry in America. During the

war, foreign competition ceased;

later, the American soldier and his

dependants lived for a time in wine-

drinking countries where they

learned about wine. The trend toward

the appreciation of wines was height-

ened by the mass postwar invasion

of Europe by American tourists. To-

day the situation in the United States

is most encouraging both as to the

quality of our wines and the improv-

ing taste of the American public.

In assessing quality, eastern wines

are difficult to evaluate. They are

technically sound and well made, but

they are different from California

and European wines. The wines made
from Vitis labriisca grapes have a

special flavor and aroma that come

mainly from the presence of methyl

anthranilate. This volatile chemical

imparts a character that is described

as "foxy" or "musky." Lt can be rec-

ognized by smelling and tasting a

bottle of Concord grape juice.

A high percentage of wine drink-

ers react negatively to this "foxi-

ness." Vintners, therefore, have

sought methods to minimize it. Mil-

lions of gallons of neutral California

wines are imported in bulk for blend-

ing purposes. A wine labeled "New
York" (state) ca'n legally con-tain

up to 2.5 per cent out-of-state wine.

Vintners have also tried flash pas-

teurization and longer aging in the

wood. They have looked for varieties

of grapes with less of the foxiness

and have met with limited success in

some of the new hybrids.

Another method of diminishing

the foxy flavor is called "ameliora-

tion"—the addition of sugar to the

wine during fermentation. The
sweeter the wine, the more the foxi-

ness is concealed. Thus the sweet

wines of the east, such as the kosher

types, have gained popularity on this

basis. Bubbles in sparkling wines ac-

complish the same purpose.

Wine consumption in the United

States is constantly growing. More

than 191 million gaflons were drunk

last year. Of this, 75.5 per cent came

from California, 9.4 per cent was of

foreign origin, and 15.1 per cent

came from the rest of the United

States (mainly New York, Ohio, and

Michigan) . If this seems like a lot

of wine, stop and compare our con-

sumption with that of other countries.

We use a trifle less than one gallon

per year per capita. In France the

figure is 33 gallons; in Italy 28. Our
annual production of more than 171

million gallons seems large enough,

but in the world we rank ninth—be-

hind Italy, France, Spain, Argentina.

Portugal, USSR, Algeria, and WesI

Germany, in that order. The revenue

derived from wine is a factor in the

American economy, especially foi

California; yet it doesn't compare

with France where wine accounts foi

8 per cent of the total agricultural

revenue, and where the average

family spends 8 to 13 per cent of its

food budget on wine.

While they do not have to content

with the flavor problems of the

eastern winegrower, the Californit

vintners are now faced with a specia

problem, that of creeping suburbia

The premium vineyards of the state]

concentrated in the counties aroun(|

San Francisco Bay, are being dis

placed by houses, factories, and pave

ment. Hopefully, such practices a

agricultural zoning will aid the wine

growers by holding the "tiger a'

bay," at least for a while. Meanwhilei

vintners are making sizable commil'

ments by bringing into cultivatio

new vineyards in counties one step re

moved from urbanization, such a

Mendocino in the north and Montt

rey in the south.

As a family climbs the economi

ladder, it spends less money on bee

and more on wine and spirits. Wil-

is now a drink with status; each ye;

more wine columns appear in new

papers and magazines. For the wii

buff, several monthly publicatioi

are available, and bookstore owne

complain that they can't get enouE

books on wine to satisfy their cu

tomers. There are thousands of am
teur wine makers in the country wh

with varying degrees of competenc,

produce their legal limit—two hu-

dred gallons of wine for home use.

Wines are now easier to fill

throughout the United States. A i-

quest for wine with dinner in a mi-

western restaurant doesn't automa-

cally ca'use a panic or label the ci-

tomer as "odd." He may be offer 1

only a choice of red or white, t;

tl



ine may be served in too small a

lass, its name may be mispro-

omiced or, more likely, referred to

nly by number, but the chances of

is getting wine with his meal are

icreasing. And there is less chance

f its having been mistreated.

Generally, the beginning wine

rinker starts by liking the slightly

iveet, low-tannin white ivines. Grad-

ally his palate becomes more accus-

jmed to drier and more full-bodied

arieties. The old Bordeaux, with a

jrt of musty quality, may delight

le sophisticate yet repel the novice.

There the original American empha-

^s was on the fortified, high-alcohol

iveet wines, taste is shifting in an

nmistakable trend to^s-ard the dry

ible wines. Because the quality of

le slightly s^veet table -i^'ines, such as

in rose and chenin blanc has dras-

cally improved, the sale of these

ines has also zoomed.

Comparing the -wines of the United

tates with those of the rest of the

orld is no simple matter. The Vitis

ibrusca wines are simply not com-

arable. There are no others like

lem ; thus they are not in the main-

Team of the ^vorld's ivines. The
alifomia wines are beginning to

;ach a recognized position but as-

issment can only be approximate,

ersonal, and subjective. The white

ines in the styles of the German
hine and Moselle still leave the ad-

antage to Germany. The dry white

'ines made from the Chardonnay
nd Pinot Blanc grapes are still of

ightly lesser quality than those of

iurgundy, but at times they are so

ne that, in blind tastings, it is dif-

cult to tell the French from the

California. The Pinot Noirs (equiva-

;nt to red burgundies) are far from
caching their potential. The great

'abemet Sauvignon wines are truly

lagnificent and are surpassed only

y the most exceptional of their

'rench counterparts from Bordeaux,
he Italian-derived grapes, such as

arbera and Grignolino, frequently

reduce wines that surpass those
lade in Italy. The mass-produced
-merican wines, selling for about
ne dollar or less per fifth, are techni-

ally sound wines of increasing qual-

y, far superior to that of most Euro-
ean ordinaires.

Whether the scale is tipped for or

gainst the American wine is often

a matter of taste preference. The

French and English wine drinker wiU

opt for the French claret because

they have learned to like its particu-

lar characteristics. The Californian

will often prefer his wines for the

same reason.

Wines differ (even from the same
grape variety processed identically)

because of soil and climate differ-

ences. It requires experience, but not

a hypersensitive palate, to be able to

distinguish, for instance, wines made
from Cabernet Sauvignon grapes

grown in the Napa Valley from those

made from the grapes of adjacent

Sonoma Valley. Wines also differ in

the proportions of the blend of va-

rieties used.

As the American wine industry

has come of age, it has had to struggle

for acceptance and status; to get the

public not only to drink ivine but to

drink American ivine. It is true that

just after the repeal of Prohibition

the comparisons were invidious to

the local product. Long after the

quality of native wines had reached

acceptable and even excellent levels,

the more afiluent sections of society

were unable to resist the import

label's snob appeal, just as ancient

Roman aristocracy demanded only

Greek wines.

Robert Louis Stevenson ivxote, in

the last century, that the best Cali-

fornia wines were yet to be made.

This is still true for all American

wines. In the east, improvement may
well come from learning to master

the growing of V. vinijera grapes ; in

California, by more attention to tlie

ideal location for each variety of

grape, as the French have done with

the Pinot Noir in Burgundy. Cer-

tainly, new strains and varieties, new
techniques of growing, processing,

and storing can all lead to improved

wines. This, together with a more ex-

perienced and more demanding pub-

lic, should make the ivines of the

future a finer experience.

Above all, the fear of ignorance

should rob no one of the delights of

the grape. The dicta and dogmas of

the wine snobs should be ignored.

Each harvest produces grapes that

are different; each crushing produces

wines that are distinct. One can learn

about, but never really know, wine.

As long as the vines sprout anew each

spring, all of us are learners.

<,7



SKY REPORTER
SPACE TALK? New and mysterious signals

from space have been detected for the second time in a

year by radio astronomers, some of whom feel the sig-

nals could possibly be the work of inteOigent beings

elsewhere in our Galaxy. Hydrogen-oxygen molecules

generated the first group of signals, but the intensities

at predicted wavelengths were in unexpected ratios.

Now the excitement comes from a star, midway be-

tween Vega and Altair, that is sending out a radio

pulse once every 1.3372795 seconds. Three more such

sources, nicknamed '"pulsars," have been located in

widely separated parts of the sky.

The hydrogen-oxygen radiation may be coming from

clouds of dust and gas contracting into stars. The pulsars

may be old stars collapsing into unimaginably dense

forms of matter unknown on earth. But astronomers

around the world, while reluctant to speculate, are re-

doubling their efforts in the knowledge that they may be

eavesdropping on another civilization.

Optical astronomers are trying to find a visible ob-

ject at the location of the radio source. They are exam-

ining an eighteenth-magnitude blue star, watching

particularly for light variations. The star's visible bright-

ness has not varied by more than half a magnitude since

19.50. and its apparent motion among surrounding stars

is less than a tenth of a second of arc per year.

Dr. Anthony Hewish of Cambridge University, leader

of the team that discovered the pulsars, is inclined to

feel that the pulses are coming from a very small,

dense white dwarf star. He says the signals have failed

to show the changes that would be discernible if the

source were, in fact, on a planet orbiting around a star.

ICARUS -TOO CLOSE The asteroid Icarus,

a chunk of rock about a half-mile across, will streak

past the earth June 14 at a distance of only 4.25 mil-

lion miles, a stone's throw as astronomical distances go.

Astronomers will be watching it with interest, be-

cause it is one of the few asteroids they have been
able to keep track of. It sweeps from within 19 million

miles of the sun to beyond the orbit of Mars and back
every 409 days, and has been charted on a series of

orbits since its discovery.

Icarus is so small that despite its close approach it

will never appear brighter than magnitude 13, requir-

ing a moderate-sized telescope to be seen. In just four

days, June 13 to 17, it will move from near Polaris to

south of Arcturus.

There is no danger that Icarus will hit the earth,

despite press reports of such a possibility, which ap-

parently started in Australia. But at least one scientist

took advantage of the close approach to warn that the

story could be different another time.

Harold Masursky of the U.S. Geological Survey said
in Washington that more attention should be given to

the monitoring of asteroids like Icarus. One could hit

the earth with catastrophic results, he warned. Of the

58

80,000 asteroids large enough to be visible in tele-

scopes, only about 30 are being monitored, he said.

But many come "very, very, very close" to the earth.

THE FARTHEST PLANET The planet Pluto

is so far away that to an observer on its surface the sun

would appear only as an unusually bright star. For

nearly 40 years it has been considered the last planetary

outpost of the solar system. Astronomers have long sus-

pected that Pluto may not be the last planet. It does not

appear massive enough to account for the perturbations

observed in the orbits of Uranus and Neptune (Natural

History, March. 1967 )

.

Now, a Russian astronomer has offered new infor-

mation to support this view. Rollan I. Kiladze of the

Abastuman Observatory has calculated the planet's ro-

tation period from brightness changes, and its maximum
radius from Pluto's failure to occult a star in April. 1965.

He concludes that the mass of Pluto cannot be more

than about 0.07 that of the earth, much too small to

have the observed effect on Uranus and Neptune. If his

calculations are confirmed, the perturbations "can be

explained only by the influence of some unknown body,

perhaps the tenth planet of the solar system."

Whether such a tenth planet will ever be found is

another question. It was not found during the 25-year

search for Pluto, although if it is of the required size,

it should be brighter than Pluto's magnitude of 15.

VENUSIAN VAPOR Venus and the earth are

twins in size and mass, circle the sun at comparable

distances, and are presumed to share the same origin.

Scientists also assume that they have the same general

composition, which at once raises the question, "What

happened to the water on Venus?"

Last year's space probes revealed that the Venusian

atmosphere is almost all carbon dioxide, and confirmed

equatorial surface temperatures so high that any water

there should be in the atmosphere as vapor.

Dr. Willard F. Libby, a Nobel Prize-winning chem-

ist, suggests that despite high temperatures at its equator,

Venus could have massive ice caps at the poles. He says

that where the ice caps meet the high temperatures of

lower latitudes, small bodies of fresh water may form,

offering a habitat for life.

Writing in the journal Scieiice. Libby proposes that

the slow rotation of Venus means that tlie planet has no

surface winds as we know them on earth. Heated air

rises from the surface and cool air descends vertically.

There would be far less heat exchange bet\veen its

equator and its poles, which could allow temperatures

cold enough for polar ice caps.

Libby is now experimenting in a special greenhouse

to see what forms of life, if any, can exist in an atmos-

phere so rich in carbon dioxide. It seems wildly im

probable, but the possibility of life on Venus has yet t(

be ruled out. John P. Wiley, Jr
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First-quarter moon is on June 3, full on the 10th, last-

quarter on the 17th, and new on the 25th. In July, first-

quarter occurs on the 3rd, full on the 9th, last-quarter on
the 17th, and new on the 25th.

Jupiter is an evening star throughout June and July,
setting earlier each evening. Saturn is a morning star, ris-

ing into the south about dawn. Venus moves into the
evening sky and Mars into the morning sky in June. Mars
is too close to the sun to be seen, however, but Venus will

set late enough by the end of July to be seen in the late
dusk, low in the west.

June 2: The bright object near the moon is Jupiter.
June 9-10: Perigee spring tides will occur with the full

moon. High tides will be higher than usual.
June 19-20: Saturn is the bright object near the crescent

moon in the morning sky. Venus, at superior conjunction,
enters the evening sky on the 20th.

June 21: The sun arrives at the summer solstice at 3:13
A.M., EST, and summer begins in the Northern Hemisphere.

July 2: Earth is at aphelion, the point in its orbit most
distant from the sun, about 94,455,000 miles.

July 11: Mercury, at greatest westerly elongation, may
be seen as a morning star, low in the east, for about a week
before and after this date.

July 17: Saturn appears just below the last-quarter moon
in the morning sky.

July 27: Jupiter is near the early crescent moon.
July 29: The weak meteor shower known as the Delta

Aquarids reaches maximum today, with no moon to inter-

fere with early morning observations. The radiant in Aquar-
ius is well up in the southeast by 1:00 a.m.

Thomas D. Nicholson

Hold the Star Map so the compass direction you face is at the
bottom; then match the stars in the lower half of the map with
those in the sky near the horizon. The map is for 11:20 p.m. on
June 1; 9:20 p.m. on July 1; and 7:25 p.m. on July 31^ but
it may be used for about an hour before and after those times.



No Matter Where You Look —

YOU SEE MORE WITH A QUESTAR
On our first day in Athens we climbed the Hill of Philopappas and turned our
Questar on the Acropolis across the valley, searching out those architectural triumphs
that have survived the centuries. The high-powered views of Athena's vast temple
were so overwhelming that we were reminded of Thomas Craven's moving words
"Behold the Parthenon, the only perfect building erected by man." It was through
a measured air path of 1800 feet, in air that trembled noticeably in the eyepiece,
that we took this picture. Nevertheless it delineates the careful mending of the precious
marble, the lion rainspout at the roof corner, and the pillars within the deep shadows.
Only the perfect telescope could capture such detail, and with every Questar we
deliver goes our firm conviction that no amount of money or human effort could
substantially improve this masterpiece of the optician's art.

The world's finest, most versatile telescope, priced from
$795, is described in our new booklet with more than
100 photographs by Questar owners. Send $1 for mailing
anywhere in North America. By air to rest of Western
Hemisphere, $2.50; Europe and North Africa, $3.00; else-
where $3.50.
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The Sound of Rushing Wc

a shaman at the death of a former

apprentice who had originally re-

ceived them from him. Besides re-

ceiving "old" magical darts unex-

pectedly in this manner, the shaman

may have tsentsak thrown at him by

a bewitcher. Accordingly, shamans

constantly drink tobacco juice at all

hours of the day and night. Although

the tobacco juice is not truly halluci-

nogenic, it produces a narcotized

state, which is believed necessary to

keep one's tsentsak ready to repel any

other magical darts. A shaman does

not even dare go for a walk without
j

taking along the green tobacco leaves
j

with which he prepares the juice that

keeps his spirit helpers alert. Less '

frequently, but regularly, he must

drink natema for the same purpose

and to keep in touch with the super-

natural reality.

While curing under the influence

of natema, the curing shaman "sees"

the shaman who bewitched his pa-
,

tient. Generally, he can recognize the ;

person, unless it is a shaman who .

lives far away or in another trite.

The patient's family knows this, and

demands to be told the identity of the

bewitcher, particularly if the sick

person dies. At one curing session I

attended, the shaman could not iden-

tify the person he had seen in his vi-

sion. The brother of the dead man
then accused the shaman himself of

being responsible. Under such pres-

sure, there is a strong tendency for

the curing shaman to attribute each

case to a particular bewitcher.

Shamans gradually become weak
and must purchase tsentsak again

and again. Curers tend to become
weak in power, especially after cur-

ing a patient bewitched by a shaman
who has recentl)'' received a new sup-

ply of magical darts. Thus, the most
powerful shamans are those who can

repeatedly purchase new supplies of

tsentsak from other shamans.

Shamans can take back tsentsak

from others to whom they have pre-

viously given them. To accomplish

this, the shaman drinks natema, and,

using his tsentsak, creates a "bridge"

in the form of a rainbow between

himself and the other shaman. Then
he shoots a tsentsak along this rain-

bow. This strikes the ground beside

the other shaman with an explosion

and flash likened to a lightning bolt.

The purpose of this is to surprise the

other shaman so that he temporarily



led from page 33

forgets to maintain his guard over

his magical darts, thus permitting the

other shaman to suck them back

along the rainbow. A shaman who
has had his tsentsak taken away in

this manner will discover that "noth-

ing happens" when he drinks natema.

The sudden loss of his tsentsak ^dll

tend to make him ill, but ordinarily

the illness is not fatal unless a be-

witcher shoots a magical dart into

him while he is in this weakened con-

dition. If he has not become disillu-

sioned by his experience, he can

again purchase tsentsak from some
other shaman and resume his calling.

Fortunately for anthropolog}- some
of these men have chosen to give up

shamanism and therefore can be per-

suaded to reveal their knowledge, no

longer having a vested interest in the

profession. This divulgence, how-

ever, does not serve as a significant

threat to practitioners, for words
alone can never adequatelv convey

;he realities of shamanism. These can

only be approached ^\ ith the aid of

natema. the chemical door to the in-

visible world of the Jivaro shaman.

You ca

ird for hours.
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^bu enjoy with the optical quality built into these new
Nikon ultra-compact prism binoculars.

You need only try a pair once to see what we mean.

Because of their incredibly small size and weight, you will

be all the more amazed by the full-field clarity and sharp-

ness they provide, and their brightness.

Choose the 6x18, 7x21 or 8x24 on the basis of magnifi-

cation power alone. They are all equally bright. Fact is, they

deliver as much perceptible image brightness in broad day-

light as the "brightest" glasses made.

You also enjoy the convenience of central focusing plus

interpupillary and diopter adjustment, the durability of

moisture-proof construction and the peace of mind of a

25-year guarantee.

Prices start at just under $50
with zipper case and neck strap.

Write for details.

Nihonllltra'Compact

Prism Binoculars
by the matter of famous Nihon cameras

Nikon Inc. Garden City, N.Y. il533 • Subsid. of Ehrenreicti Photo-Optical Indust., Inc. (In Canada; Angioptioto Ltd.y.Qji

Rich in Art...

Steeped in History...

Blessed with
Incomparable Beauty

You live and learn in Mexico
Step back in time. To the land of legendary Pre-Columbian cultures, whose
magnificent ruins have inspired countless visitors. Return to the romantic
era of colonial Spain. And marvel at cathedrals and architecture of unsur-
passed beauty. Then surround yourself with the 20th Century. Enjoy some
of the world's finest beach resorts, night clubs, museums. You'll find this

and so much more. In Mexico. Easy to reach. Impossible to forget.
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Let your class get close

to your demonstrations.

Let your class get close

to your demonstrations.

D

D

a

The fantastic Macrozoom lens on the

new Bolex 1 55 Super 8 camera allows

you to get closer to a subject than has

ever been possible before, without ex-

pensive and cumbersome accessories.

With the Bolex 1 55 Macrozoom, you can

gel within one inch of whatever you're

shooting and still be able to focus. That

means you can film your demonstrations

— a complicated dissection in biology,

or an extreme close-up of two elements

forming a chemical compound; the

steps in cooking a recipe, weaving a

rug, sewing a dress, or cutting a pattern.

You can even film the step-by-step solu-

tion lo a mathematical equation.

Butlhemost incredible part of the Bolex

1 55 Macrozoom is how easy it Is to op-

erate. All you do is drop in the film car-

tridge, aim, focus and shoot. You can

add sound later, when the film is com-

plete. Only one Super 8 camera in the

world can let yourclass get as close to

your demonstrations as you are. Send

D
$2.00 to Paillard Inc., 1900 Lower Rd.

Linden, New Jersey 07036, and get an

citing color demonstration film of

ttie 1 55 (Macrozoom in action I Available

or Super 8.

155 Macrozoom

Boohs in Revietv

Pure Renaissattce
hy Jeronte Lettvin

The Double Helix, by James D. Wat-

son. Atheneum. Publishers, $5.95; 226

pp., itliis.

In an earlier time Watson and Crick

might have fought with swords

rather than with words, and irritated

popes in place of administrators. Their

piecing together of bases to sculpture

a self-copying molecular system is pure

Renaissance, as is their handling of

colleagues. There is almost a Cellini-

esque flavor about The Double Helix.

Still. I think this book is more im-

portant than simply the show of golden

thigh and clay foot. It will have a strong

and salutary effect on young students,

for it emphasizes the esthetic in science.

Much of science as it is now taught

pretends to a sterile positivism. This is

most the case where it ought not to be,

as in psychology. Students are drilled

to value a steady, slow amassing and
rumination of data as the road to truth.

Histories of science praise drudgery,

and Baconian homilies inspire the

teachers in intermediate schools (but

nobody remarks that Bacon never dis-

covered anything). It has become a

widespread belief that science is un-

related to the other arts. Where the

artist is inspired, the scientist is merely

convinced ; where the artist creates, the

scientist discovers; where the artist

James Watson and Fruiu-is (.nek in jiont oj their D.\.4 model
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Most silent projectors

come with a
built-in sound track.

Most silent projectors

come with a
built-in sound track.

D
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The Bolex 18-5 is a silent projector

that's really silent. No mmmmmmmm,
:zz,oriiiiiiiiiiil.Soyouwon'tget

laryngitis from trying to shout over it.

The 1 8-5 projector sounds something

like a cricket from a mfle off.

That means you can tell your wife it's

Tacoma and not Grand Rapids you're

looking at, in a calm livingroom voice.

It means a guest can ask for a glass

of water without sounding mad.

But it also means you can't ignore the

pleas for an intermission or a halt by

pretending that you didn't hear.

The Bolex 18-5 Super 8 silent projec-

tor is the most silent silent projector

you can buy. If it weren't for the pic-

tures you might not even notice it

was on.

For folder and name of Bglex dealer

nearest you, address Paillard Incorpo-

rated, 1 900 Lower Road, Linden, New
Jersey 07036.

Bolex 18-5

Super 8 Projector.

imagines and confects the beautiful,

the scientist only digs up and cleans otf

the true. Watson's book helps dispel

such superstitions.

Science and technology are the char-

acteristic arts of this age; just as paint-

ing, sculpture, and architecture graced

the Renaissance. We are now in a time

very like the last part of the seventeenth

century. In all earlier periods, there

was no distinction between science and

the other arts in terms of opposed dis-

ciplines. For science arises from the

same esthetic impulse that moves all

art and it is subject to the same general

laws of taste. Most of what is pub-

lished is. in the main. dull: just as what

is drawn, say, by advertising artists or

written, say. by literary critics. But a

great idea in science is like the inspired

moment in any other art. The world is

suddenly changed then. A new order

stands forth, a new complex of rela-

tionships whereby parts of the phenom-
enal world are connected. In this way.

poems and theories are much alike, as

are paintings and experiments.

Such considerations sound like the

cant of a tired and interdisciplinary

eunuch, who suns himself at think

tanks and is read by the loyal followers

of Will Durant. They can hardly im-

press an active young student who. sen-

sibly, is not introspective or historically

minded, who would rather remake the

world than write footnotes, wants to

beat Watson, Feynman. Schwinger.

and Woodward at their own games. For

him Watson's book is important, for it

exhibits directly what others only write

about secondhand : it is an account of

the circumstances of a recent great dis-

covery. How is it—to put the matter in

the worst light—that a man with little

mathematics and less chemistry can

show that doubly screwed molecules

carry a code to life'? Far too many re-

viewers have treated the discovery as

a lucky accident, for at least several

other workers would have found the

same thing within a matter of weeks-
most notably. Linus Pauling himself.

But that is all beside the point of the

book.

First of all, Watson shows that the

origin of his and Crick's discovery lay

in their having a passionately held and

strongly intuited view of the problem

before they knew of many of the experi-

ments. Thus, contrary to the teachings

of the Establishment, it is the boldly

imagined form, rather than the cau-

tiously inferred relationship, that takes

priority. Watson makes it clear that

he and Crick first guessed at the heUcal

structure of DNA for no other reason

than that it seemed the most fitting

form for long molecules to have when
their parts were almost iterative. This

is not a judgment based on reason or

even on experience with Tinker Toys—

Holy Macrozoom!
You can get within
one Inch of the lens!

a
Holy Macrozoom!
You can get within
one inch of the lens!

a

D

With ordinary 8 or Super 8 cameras,

the closest you can get to a subject is

about four feet. But with the Bolex

155 tvlacrozoom, you can get close-

ups so close, you'll hardly believe

what you see on the screen.

Cranberries the size of apples, a

baby's finger a hundred times larger

than life. A whole world of possibili-

that you've never been able to

shoot before. The Bolex 155 Macro-

zoom 8.5 to 30mm 1/1 .9 lens has the

dest focusing range ever built into

a zoom lens. That's what led us to in-

vent the Ivlultitrix, an incredibly versa-

tile titling device.

Because of the unique focusing range,

the Multitrix makes it possible to

shoot your own movie titles, as well

as incorporating slides and post

cards into your footage. And with the

Multitrix you can do professional look-

ing superimpositions while you're

shooting , as well as special trick pho-

tographic effects, using the focusing

mechanism to make dissolves.

Holy Macrozoom! The Bolexl 55, with

Multitrix {no extra charge), can make

your home movies unique! For a dem-

onstration of the endless possibilities,

send $2.00 to Paillard and you'll re-

ceive an exciting color film about the

Bolexl 55. (Available in 8mm or Super

8.) Paillard Incorporated, 1 900 Lower

Road, Linden, New Jersey 07036.

155 Macrozoom

D
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40 TIMBERED ACRES

$1650 TOTAL PRICE

WASN.-IDAHO-MONT.
$50 Down—$25 month, in Northern Idaho,

Northeastern Washington, and Western
Montana. In the heart of lal<es and big
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timber. Access, Title insurance with each
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Write us for free list, maps and complete
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'CdS
EXPOSURE METER
If you shoot more than 4 rolls of film a year ana

don't limit your shots to the daylight hours, you're a

"serious" photographer. You need a reliable e«posure

meter! The new Super Pilot CdS, made by world-famous

Gossen, will make you proud of every shot—color or

black and white.

The Super Pilot CdS accurately measures reflected or

incident light: two full measuring ranges: Normal and

Low Light. Scales: ASA 6 to 12500; f/1 to f/45; 1/1000

sec. to 2 hrsi EV -6 to +24; Cine from 8 to 128fps.

$0A95 complete with battery,

Jj jf neck-strap and leather case

xc:x.xiirc3- photo corporation I Z .

P.O. BOX 1060 WOdbsiDE, N. Y. 11377 |^

it is somewhat more like a revelation,

it is an overriding hunch. Such a revela-

tion, as opposed to a purely meta-

physical one, can be used to drive ex-

periment or theory on until either the

proper forms emerge or until it can

he shown to he no more than an idle

conceit. But underlying it are strong

feelings of symmetry, simplicity, and

economy that are more matters of taste

than of logic. The student learns that

in the hypothetico-deductive method,

the hypotheses take priority and can

be as imaginative as one likes. This is

far better than experimenting with no

clear purpose.

Watson's second message comes in-

directly and concerns an ethical matter

—how scientists behave toward each

other. In this case, the questions are

sharpened by the short times involved.

On the one hand, in an ideal world

everything that is done ought to be open

—subject to discussion and criticism.

Thereby ideas are sharpened, new ones

occur, old and improper ones are dis-

mantled. On the other hand, there is

a kind of pride in one's work, the feel-

ing that "I did it and it's beautiful,"

that makes one hold on to liis work,

hiding it in his bosom like Zarathustra

vmtil it is made to cry loudly in the

•world not only its own virtue but its

author's name. And in science, as in

anything else, there are pirates; some

strike with such speed that their repu-

tations are for clear thinking, while

their victims are thought to be paranoid.

All this is not very important if you are

lucky enough to have carved out a field

for yourself that nobody else has even

thought about. It is very much to the

point, however, if there is strong com-

petition, as was the case in the early

fifties with respect to DNA. Watson
and Crick enter as amateurs, handi-

capped by poor experimental skill, but

with the advantage of a theoretical

bias conditioned, in part, by the new
flowering of interest in informational

processes. Chargafi's data show equali-

ties not mentioned in his conclusions.

Wilkins and Franklin have crystallo-

graphic evidence that they think ought

not be let out of the laboratory, but

which gets bruited to Crick and Wat-
son. Pauling, also sure of a helical

structure, is distracted by an error in

his chemistry that he does not catch.

Crick and Watson learn of relevant

findings by accidental hearsay—

a

friend remarks that certain molecular
shapes are impossible, others possible.

All that is happening becomes of vast

consequence, and they paiiic that the

others will see the consequence of their

own work first. In the end, because they

are looking for a particular form they

see it before the others, the experi-

menters, are led to it

Question: Did Watson and Crick act

We sell

(the best books on)

sea shells

at the

bookstore

A rare reference reproduced . . .

SWAINSON'S

EXOTIC CONCHOLOGY

Edited by R. Tucker Abbott. So
rare that the British Museum
and the Library of Congress only
just recently obtained copies of

Swainson's early 19th century

description of rare shells, and it's

now available in a beautiful, fac-

simile edition. Gilt-edged and
finely bound, it reproduces the

original 48 full-color lithographs

and text as well as new, modern
notes and analysis by Dr. Abbott.
Limited edition. 168 pp. 9" x 12"

$30.00

A new standard in shell

identification . . .

VAN NOSTRAND'S

STANDARD CATALOG

OF SHELLS, 2nd Edition.

Edited by Robert J. L. Wagner
and R. Tucker Abbott. New fea-

tures: revised minimum-to-maxi-
mum prices • three more major
shell families and new listings in

the ten already included • unique
classification system • "Regional
Quick Lists" now cover all the

British Isles and Victoria, Aus-
tralia • list of world-record shells

with pertinent data • color illus-

trations of 46 shells, including 15

rare Marginellas • 300 line draw-
ings.

A must for shell fanciers and
collectors. $5.95

t^ostrand^
120 Alexander St.

Princeton, N.J. 08540
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improperly? For my part I do not think

so, and in this I am at variance -with

some of my friends. It would have been

different if they had kno^ra that some-

one else had discovered the double

helix, and ivere rushing to beat liim.

But nobody denies that, indeed, they

saw it first in the proper detail. It does

not matter that someone else would see

it a week or a month later ; the priority

is Watson"s and Crick's. They won a

race that was admittedly a race, and

it was understood that the winner

would be rewarded. How unfair were

they to their colleagues? I think no

more unfair than their colleagues were

to them. Had Chargaff been less

amused, had Wilkins and Franklin

been more willing to sit do^^i-a to a com-

mon interpretation of the work done,

etc., etc.. the structure of DNA might

have been found sooner. But the game

was played for keeps and for high

stakes, and everyone played his cards

close to his chest. Yet. and this is the

rub. I have a feeling that Watson and

Crick were not as decent as they could

have been to their colleagues. The

letter to Delbriick has that ignoble (to

me) request that it not be shoivn to

Pauling; however, at worst, this is no

more than the general opportunism

that is the hallmark of modem com-

petitive science. It was not a case of

lifting, but rather the overtaking of

step-by-step work with a strong and

intuitive leap.

A third lesson in the book is that

there is nothing foolish or shameful in

setting out after the Nobel Prize. I have

noticed that a certain "shopkeeper's"

mediocrity or maturation settles on

most young students. They seldom

dream of conquest but rather of

security and solid work. Naked ambi-

tion for a feat that wins a prize is, I

think, healthier than the genteel moti-

vation for findings that become stand-

ard reference. It is a difference in style,

of course, and both poles are needed—
the madman and the peasant. Still. Don
Quixote, for all his wildness, is a more

interesting model than Sancho Panza,

even if Sancho is just as deluded.

Desinently. something ought to be

said for the sensitive insensitivity of

the book. It is an account of work in

the context seen by the worker. As such,

it is consistent and bespeaks complete

candor. Watson remembers what Wat-

son felt and ivrites it down. Had he

spared Rosie Franklin, had he been

more diplomatic, had he acknowledged

the giants on whose shoulders he stood,

it would have been out of character-

outside his style of thinking, outside

the whole nature of the man. In short,

the book would have been as much a

foolishness as most histories of the

scientist that we have now, and as tedi-

ous. Watson is a predator, not a rumi-
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Amphibians

of Malawi

Margaret M. Stewart

A handbook for the herpetologist

anxious to acquaint himself with

African Amphibia. The geographic

location and climatic variety of

Malawi make it possible for this

small country to support a large

number of frogs and toads, many of

them representative of much of

sub-Sahara Africa.

A talented draftsman as well as a

trained biologist. Professor Stewart

has provided over sixty detailed

drawings to accompany her species

descriptions. In addition, twenty

full-color photographs illustrate some

of the more striking varieties. $7.50
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LIFE OFTHE PAST

nant; if he had said he lay down with

the lambs and thought of God, he would

have lied quite as much as if he had

pretended an interest in any history he

did not make.

One last comment must be made. The

patronage of science works strongly

against the esthetic impulse. Watson

could have existed for a while as a

postdoctoral fellow, but Crick would

have been in serious trouble at any

American university. Generally, the

Establishment only pays for pedestrian

advances. This has not changed from

the time when Leibnitz had to develop

Hanoverian history to support his

philosophical and mathematical work.

It is only when one takes his patrons

seriously that one is lost. Watson's

handling of the philanthropoids who

supported him should be an inspira-

tion to all students. Work on what's in-

teresting—not on what the contract

Dr. Jerome Lettvin is Professor of Com-

munications Physiology and a Lecturer

in the Department of Humanities at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Andy & Peter-DepftC,- Box 85* Rye, N;Y. 10580

Animal Twilight, by J. L. Cloudsley-

Thompson. Dufour Editions, $6.95;

204 pp., illus. The Leopard, by Peter

Turnbull-Kemp. Tri-Ocean Books,

$12.75; 268 pp., illus.

Books about the wildlife of Africa

have been emerging from publish-

ing houses at an ever increasing rate.

They vary enormously in quality and

usefulness. Some are sentimental ap-

peals, others scientific treatises. Per-

haps they all serve the common goal

of arousing world interest in an en-

dangered resource, the natural world

unmodified by technological man—

a

world where wild things are dominant.

The opportunities for saving some rea-

sonable portion of that wild world grow

less each day.

J. L. Cloudsley-Thompson has pro-

duced in Animal Twilight a book that

deserves far more attention than it has

yet received, perhaps because its glossy

competitors look better on the coffee

table. It is a well-balanced account of

the past history and present condition

of the wildlife of eastern and southern

Africa, and a consideration of the job

that will be required if this wildlife is

to be maintained. The writer, a pro-

fessor of zoology at the University of

Khartoum in the Sudan, draws on his

scientific training, extensive field ex-

perience in Africa, and excellent abil-

ity as a writer to produce a volume

that should be read by all who are'

interested in Africa.
j

The review of historical sources;

about African wildlife is first-rate and
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THE BLUE HERON TREE
by EDITH THACHER HURD

Illustrated by CLEMENT HURD
"An authentic, skillfully written, strik-

ingly illustrated account of the blue

herons who nest in redwood trees at

the Audubon Canyon Ranch at Bolinas

Lagoon in Marin county In dra-

matic and lyrical fashion, Mrs. Hurd
has put an astonishing amount of infor-

mation into her brief text The story

focuses on the mating cycle of herons

and egrets; how they raise and protect

their young; and their feeding habits

in the shallows.'"-\\iLLiAM hogan, San

Francisco Chronicle. Ages 7-10 S3.95

INSECT MASQUERADES
Written and illustrated

by HILDA SIMON

"One of those rare books that you can-

not put down The author has put

into words the pleasure of knowing

about some curious insects... as an

ordinary observer should see them—
their structure, coloring, habits, and

ways of life." — John a. pallister,

American Museum of Nairn al History.

Fi/ly-five full-color ilhislrations, black-

and-white diagrams Ages 10-14 $4.75

THE LIVING COMMUNITY
A Venture into Ecology

by S. CARL HIRSCH

Illustrated by William Steinel

\\ inner of the 1966 Thomas Alva Edi-

son Foundation Mass Media Award
for the Best Science Book for Children.

"This book places ecology into a dual

context—evaluation and consen'ation

...a book outstandingly suited to serve

as an introduction to biology from its

natural history aspect."

-Science Teacher Ages 10-14 $3.75

THE VIKING PRESS
625 Madison Ave.,NewYork,N.Y. 10022

brings in many references previously

unknowTi to this reader. The analysis

of the factors contributing to the de-

cline of African game avoids the usual

pitfalls, and takes into account the

adaptable nature of the animals being

considered. The necessity for conser-

vation is described in terms of eco-

nomics and ecologv'. Conservation of

Africa's wild fauna is part of the suc-

cessful management of Africa's fragile

ecosystems upon which man's future

depends.

Peter Turnbull-Kemp's book. The

Leopard, is in itself a vanishing spe-

cies, a book about wild game by a

European game ranger with extensive

experience in the practical manage-

ment of Africa's national parks and

wildlife. It is in the tradition of J. Ste-

venson-Hamilton or J. A. Hunter, rather

than of the modern breed of wildlife

ecologists. It is perhaps significant that

little of the more scientific work on

African or Asian wildlife ecolog>' is

listed in the references. One looks in

vain for the names of Darling or Bour-

liere. Talbot or Lamprey, but finds

plentiful mention of Selous and Per-

cival, Bell and lonides.

TurnbuU-Kemp admits at the start

that he may tell you more about leo-

pards than you care to know. He fol-

lows the species throughout its range,

from the Caucasus to the Cape of Good

Hope, from Khabarovsk to Sumatra.

He covers virtually everything that can

be said about the leopard : from its role

in heraldry and its value as a pet. to

its food habits and anatomy, with the

notable exception of its ecology, which

creeps in only incidentally.

This is a book designed to irritate

the biologist who may be seeking spe-

cific information about some aspect of

the leopard's bfe and times. Much of

it is anecdotal, and facts come in when-

ever and wherever the author wants

to bring them in. But then, the book

wasn't written for the biologists, but

for those who like to hunt, photograph,

or simply contemplate the big cats. It

is good reading. For this reader it

brought on a great urge to go back to

Rhodesia, cbmb a kopje, and see how
the game has fared in the years that

have passed.

Raymond F. Dasmann
The Conservation Foundation

The Asmat of New Gui.nea, by Mi-

chael Clark Rockefeller. The Museum
of Primitive Art, S30.00; 349 pp., illus.

To become involved in the world

about you—to participate in some

way, be it small or large, in the stream

of life—this is the key to the develop-

ment of personality, of a whole being.

For some, involvement is as nattiral a

MOODS of the

COLUMBIA
Camera studies ^^^^^^

of a mighty

river

Follow the majestic Columbia as

it rises among distant peaks . . .

pokes curiously into rocky crevices

. . . dozes beneath the sun . . .

then rushes tumultuously to the

sea. From some rocky cliff you
may look into another age, or from
a reedy shelter, hear the music of

timeless waters. This is a reward-

ing book experience, featuring
photos selected from collections

of the Northwest's most distin-

guished photographers, and in-

cluding four pages in color. Ready
about June 1, regular list, $18.50.
Reserve now at special pre-publi-

cation price, $14.75.

Combination offer-

Own the 1967 best-seller, Josef

Scaylea's "Moods of the Moun-
tain" — award-winning photos of

the Northwest's snowy sentinel,

Mt. Rainier. A few copies are still

available ($19.75 list)~$17.50 if

ordered with "Columbia."

At your bookstore, or use coupon

SUPERIOR Publishing Co.

P. 0. Box 1710

Seattle, Wash. 98111

Reserve

Columbia" at pre-pub

copies "Moods of the

tion price of $14.75.

send when ready. Send also copies

"Moods of the Mountain" at $17.50 when
ordered with "Columbia," . . . now

,

or with "Columbia"

CITY STATE.

Q Payment enclosed,
~

ship postpaid
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Now it's easy to join the thousands of serious
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of exploring our mysterious universe. Your en-

joyment begins right from the start, yet the
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it's a hobby that can be shared at modest cost.

Choose from a Full Range Of
DYNASCOPES® 4 " Starting at $49.95

Picking a telescope to fit your needs and your

pocketbook is simple when you select a

DYNASCOPE — the same instruments used by
more than 150 schools, colleges and observ-

atories. Prices begin as low as $49.95, and
your satisfaction is guaranteed by a full-

refund warranty.

FASCINATING GUIDE
YOURS FREE!

Read these valuable facts be-
fore buying any telescope. Mail
coupon or postcard for your
complimentary copy of this

helpful guide.

Criterion Manufacturing Co.
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uses: medical research, study of nocturnal animal
life, mineralogy, industrial and medical research,
crime detection. Rare item for gun collectors. Tele-
scope is 163/4" long; clear aperture of lens is

50.4mm. A 5"-diameter filter is attached. Knob ad-
justs focus electrostatically: second knob adjusts
reticle intensity. Reticle also has vertical and hori-
zontal adjustments. Canvas carrying case and shoul-
der strap included. Complete unit includes ll"xl4"x
16" chest, telescope with RCA 6032 image tube,
20,000V power pack with canvas carrying case and
shoulder straps, IR light source, steel carbine
bracket, pistol-grip handle with switch control.
Formerly highly classified. Limited supply. Orig.
Govt, cost, $800. Shipping wt., approx. 30 lbs.

Price $249.50

SNIPERSCOPE BATTERY
Rechargeable 6V power source
for sniperscope. Excellent for
many other 6V applications.
Approx. shipping wt., 15 lbs.

$9.95. Two for $18.00
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Asmat tribesman,

adorned with paint

and feathered

hairstick, peers out

from porch of mens
ceremonial house.

Below, Michael

Rockefeller talks

with young boy.

From "The Asmat of

New Guinea." jif^'i.

function as eating and drinking. These

are the fortunate ones among us. Mi-

chael Rockefeller was such a one.

If Richard Archbold had not dis-

covered the Grand Valley of the Baliem
in the mountainous heart of western

New Guinea in 1938, it is possible that

this story would have had a different

setting, in a different time. In the

course of events, however, Michael was
invited to participate as photographer
and sound technician for the 1961

Harvard expedition whose object was
the study of the Ndani Tribe in the

Baliem Valley. A three-week interlude

in June of 1961 took Michael and a

friend to the land of th^ Asmat people,

who live in the tropical rain forest cov-

ering the great mud plain between the

mountains and the sea in southwestern

New Guinea. The reputation of the

Asmat as wood carvers was the incen-

tive. Writing in his journal on July IC

Michael said, "the Asmat trip wa
equal to most of my wildest dreams.

For this gave him a brief glimpse int

the lives and culture of one of the sti

largely unspoiled "primitive" people

on earth. Primitive? Yes, but only i

the narrow context of our own egocer

tricity. Inspired by what he had see

and strongly drawn to these peopl<

Michael, after rejoining his expeditio

and returning home for a brief visi

again traveled out to the country of tl^

Asmat. It was on this second trip the

he met his death.

One can sense his tremendous ii

volvement as he wrote, "I am now su

rounded by my own little reality:

chaos of cameras and recording equi]

ment cluttering up everything incluc

ing my mind." But his preoccupatio

was not alone with physical equipmen
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Associate Members of the Museum save 15% on tf

five new books published by The Natural History Pr
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le key to my fascination with the

nat is the woodcarving. The sculp-

e -which the people here produce is

le of the most extraordinary work

:he primitive world. And as equally

larkable as the art is the fact that

culture which produces it is still

ict." Michael was a perceptive and

sitive man. The impact of these peo-

on him was so strong that there was

self-identification and intense em-

hy with them. This shines through

diary pages time and again, "the

nat is filled with a kind of tragedy.

: many of the villages have reached

t point where they are beginning to

iht the worth of their own culture

1 crave things western. The \^ est

nks in terms of. bringing advance

1 opportunity to such a place. In

uality we bring a cultural bank-

)tcy which will last for many years

1. what is more, poverty. Poverty

er all is a relative thing." ^lichael

V no poverty in the lives of these

jple, only a richness and a beautiful

iptation to their land of winding

ers and the omnipresent tropical

ests and mud.
rhe material culture, which first

racted Michael to the Asmat. is

jutifully presented and organized in

s invaluable picture of one facet of

3 on the largest tropical island in the

rid. Adrian Gerbrands. his friend

d field associate, has written an

mirable essay on the history, the

bitat, the art forms, and more impor-

itly, the inner drives that lead to

;ir production. Michael's sensitive

otography brings a sense of reality

the words of his diary and meaning

the artifacts of the Asmat. the Peo-

; of the Tree.

A basic principle of the Asmat phi-

ophy is that death is a prerequisite

hfe. Tragedy underlies all human
e, but it should never be allowed to

•scure the one shining fact that life

a privilege to be cherished and used

the utmost. Michael used this privi-

K well.

HoB.4RT M. Yais Deusen
The American Museum

ooks ill Britfiiii

by Peter Williams

i^he future cannot just be allowed

- to happen." This phrase from a

>ok called The Biological Time
omb, neatly reflects the sense of

reboding that moved the author,

ritish biologist Gordon Rattray Tay-

r, to produce this, his latest work,

is concern is that, having seen and

iffered the challenges to the con-

nued existence of humanity ofliered

k' the physicists and chemists, we
ill have to face the problems that the

iologists are raising. In other words.

S®(LaJji

Meet
thesharper

shooter.

The brand-new Kodak Instamatic 814 camera lets you shoot

sharper, clearer pictures your very first time out. And for two reasons.

One, it has the superb new super-sharp 4-element/^ 2.8 Kodak

Ektar Iens.Two,it does practically everything for you automatically.

Just drop in the film cartridge. Automatically, the new "814"

adjusts for the speed of the film. Adjusts for the

level of the light, too, with its sensitive CdS
exposure control— tells you if the batteries are

okay— warns you when to use flash. For easy

shooting, both film and flashcube advance auto-

matically. And the lens-coupled rangefinder

helps you get a sharp shot every shot.

See this sharper shooter, less than ^140, at your Kodak dealer's.

Remember—no experience necessary ! Price subject to change without notice.

Kodak Instamatic814 Camera.
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a biological time bomb has already

been lit and its fuse is smoldering

fiercely. We can either wait for the

bang and see what happens, or set

about defusing it now.

"The social consequences of what

is in the pipeline," he says early in

the book, "could be disastrous—noth-

ing less than the break up of civiliza-

tion." He then goes on to develop his

contention, not particularly for the

zoologist, the naturalist, the biologist,

the anthropologist, the medical man,

or any other brand of scientist, but for

all these and for humanity at large.

In his skillful survey of the lines along

which biology is progressing, he pro-

vides naught to comfort any of us.

Rattray Taylor's argument—which

he admits already sounds like a cliche

—is that the biologist's ability to mod-

ify (or tamper with) man, the living

organism, and the natural world he

inhabits must bring in its wake ter-

rifyingly complex problems of an

ethical, emotional, financial, and legal

kind. The book's strength is that he

gives us so many indications of dan-

ger, from such a wide variety of bio-

logical fields, that the truth behind

the cliche becomes unignorable.

For example, there is the chapter,

"Is Death Necessary?" Here the au-

thor investigates the as yet fledgling

but swiftly developing ideas for ar-

resting cell death, and comes to the

conclusion that these, linked with ad-

vances in implantation surgery, could

allow life to be prolonged indefinitely.

(There is nothing, incidentally, sensa-

tional about his account of this or any

other topic; the arguments in all cases

are worked out soberly, but never

dully, from biological starting points

that are with us now. ) However, if im-

mortality is not impossible, it would
seem that the social consequences of

providing it certainly are. If immor-
tality could be applied for at the local

doctor's office or purchased at the

corner drugstore, then, quite obvi-

ously, the demand would be fantastic.

There would be an explosive rise in

population, with consequent disaster

for man and his environment.

To such a dilemma, the author sug-

gests two answers, but both bring

their own problems. First, if the pos-

sibility of immortality is handed out

generally, then the population prob-

lem can only be contained by putting

an end to human procreation—which,

as Rattray Taylor comments, is un-

thinkable. The practice of procreation

is impelled by very strong instincts,

from it the human race derives strong

emotional rewards. "Indeed, the very

cohesion of society may depend on the

lessons learned within the child-parent

relationship." And, in any case, what
do we know of the sociology of a soci-

YOU LIVE in the

SPACE AGE...
YOU SHOULD KNOW
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A rewarding and fascinating
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day and evening courses in
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growing. About 7" high in 2" plastic
pots, named. Choice of: lavender, or-
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ppd. 58 page catalog of 130 bonsai tree
varieties, authentic imported contain-
ers, instructions, 10?: free with order.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

WESTERN ARBORETUM
Box 486-JY La Canada, Calif. 91011
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ety increasingly made up of the old

in experience, old in cynicism and
so on?

Second, it would, of course, be pos-

sible to make only selected people im-

mortal. But who is going to sift the

eligibles from the others, and using

what criteria? The moral implications

are enormous.

Rattray Taylor demonstrates bril-

liantly that biology can work the same
sort of radical changes in a great many
other areas of life: neurological inter-

vention in the developing brain to pro-

duce a race of superintelligences in

both man and animals, mind control

through biochemistry, biomedical
tampering to produce young from the

female without direct intervention of

a male and ultimately cloned human
beings and animals, the widest bio-

logical control of nature for purposes
of agriculture. All of these things are

possible, indeed probable, and in the

short term, might even be beneficial.

Sooner or later, however, as with im-

mortality, larger considerations must
apply; each brings in its wake some
potential danger. How then can the

world be saved from such danger?
Inevitably perhaps. The Biological

Time Bomb is at its most ineffective

when it sets out to answer this particu-

lar question. Gordon Rattray Taylor
is all for defusing the time bomb, and
suggests that humanity must regulate

the release and application of its new
powers. But he is pretty vague about
how this can actually be accomplished.

This, I think, is understandable. After

all, to hark back to the work of the

physicists, we have still to work out

any viable system for controlling the

spread of the nuclear bomb, and we
have had some twenty-odd years to

mull over that one.

At the time of writing, Taylor's book
is still unpublished in Britain, but it

will be out by the time this column
appears. 1 predict confidently that

The Biological Time Bomb will closely

rival The Naked Ape '(Natural His-

tory, February. 1968) in the splash it

makes. But whatever its success in

this direction, it is clear that Rattray

Taylor's message is of much wider
and more immediate importance than

that of the Desmond Morris book. To
say flatly that the author does not ef-

fectively answer the questions he raises

is to-be unfair; no single man could

possibly succeed. The most important
thing right now is that the issues

should be presented fairly, clearly, and
to the widest possible public, and
this The Biological Time Bomb ac-

complishes with honor.

British publishers obviously believe

that today's ornitliologists must be
almost as handy air travelers as the

birds themselves. In recent months.

GREATn
WATERS

GREAT WATERS
by SIR ALISTER HARDY

The chief zoologist aboard Dis-
covery II on its epoch-making
voyage in the Southern Ocean
in 1925 re-creates his experi-
ences to reveal the evolution of
modern oceanography, with em-
phasis on Antarctic marine
zoology. "An absorbing and in-

formative book by the grand old
man of oceanic biology."— A^.y.
Times Book Review. "Superb
. . . His descriptions are highly
moving and memorable."
— Ronr.RT CusHMAN Murphy.
With watercolors and drawings
by the author.

HARVEST OF THE SEA
by JOHN BARDACH

The marine biologist who wrote
Downstream: A Natural His-
tory of the River explores the
promises and limitations of the
sea as a storehouse of food for
man. "A sober, well-written and
very informative book, but it

holds out no hope that exploita-
tion of the seas will solve all our
problems . . . The danger is that
we may mistreat the sea as we
have the land." — Marston
Bates, N.Y. Times Book Re-
view. With 75 photographs and
line drawings.

At All Bookstores,
or use the coupon.

10 DAYS' FREE EXAMfNATION
HARPER & EOW
.'-)1 E. 3.3rd St.. New York, N.Y. 10016
Gentlemen: Please send me the book(s)
I have indicated below for ten davs'free
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NATURE TOUR
of the

SOVIET UNION
Sept. 2nd to Sept. 24th, 1968

Leaders: Dr. Charles Vaurie,

American Museum of Natural His-

tory, New York, and Dr. V. E. Flint,

Zoological Museum of the Moscow
State University, Moscow.

Moscow and Leningrad, Lake Onega,

Rostov, Moutfi of Don and Sea of

Azov, Greater and Lower Caucasus,

Mountains and deserts of Central Asia

with Alma Ata, Samarkand, Bukhara

and Ashkabad.

All inclusive:

US $1596.00 from New York

Please write for printed booklet and

registration forms to

Dr. C. Vaurie

American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79th St.

New York, N.Y. 10024

or 10

TREASURE TOURS, Montreal

OrsMlizers: TREASURE TOURS INTER-
NATIONAL Inc. Office of Acidemic Liai-

son, 1010 St. Catherine W. Montreal,

Quebec, Canada.

better-built
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Llnhof builds rock-solid, lifetime steadiness

and durability into every tripod. Seethe complete line

at your dealer or write for brochure.

X.XHa'G- PHOTO CORPORATION II ^

they have presented the bird watchers

of Britain with a tidy number of books

devoted to exotic species found in very

foreign parts. The areas covered in-

clude New Guinea, parts of Africa.

New Zealand, and a region to which,

surely, even the most well-heeled of

ornithologists are unlikely to pene-

trate in any numbers -the Antarctic.

On the other hand, perhaps the hard-

headed publishers see a burgeoning

public of armchair ornithologists.

Either way, they seem extremely confi-

dent that their ventures are justified.

Of the output thus far. it is the

one dealing with Antarctic bird life

that interests me most. And I have

to admit that, excellent as it is from

an ornithological point of view, this

has been only partly responsible for

my interest—and the interest of a

great many other British readers.

The book is Birds of the Antarctic,

and it is a splendid collection of the

work of Edward Wilson, zoologist and

artist. He was chief of the scientific

staff on Scott's final and disastrous

expedition to the South Pole, and also

took part in Scotts first south polar

expedition (1900-04). Wilson died

with Scott on the return trip in 1912.

For me at any rate, knowing the cir-

cumstances of Wilson's death and the

appalling conditions under which he

had worked on both expeditions, adds

a terrible beauty and pathos to his

sketches and paintings. Of these, the

editor. Dr. Brian Roberts, has collected

almost 300; they have come mostly

from the Scott Polar Institute, Cam-
bridge, with which he is connected.

Yet leaving aside such unscientific

involvements, the book still has much
for the unsentimental ornithologist.

The Duke of Edinburgh in his forward

to another work, The Diary of the

"Discovery" Expedition, remarked on

Wilson's unique blend of "adventurous

enterprise . . . meticulous approach
to scientific enquiry and . . . sensitive

perception.'' I quote his opinion here,

not for tiresome British reasons of

royal sycophancy, but simply because

the Duke is a knowledgeable ob-

server of bird life, and has done a

great deal to push forward the cause

of conservation in Britain and other

parts of the world. His opinions in

this field are therefore sound, and
he sums up expertly the salient features

of a great naturalist's character.

All these qualities are in Birds of

the Antarctic. To start, Wilson's pic-

tures present specimens of the area's

bird life in truly the most meticulous

detail, and with such sensitivity that

the albatrosses and skuas, the petrels

and terns, and so on. are "alive" as

almost no photograph can make them.

In parallel, his actual selection of spe-

FAYE HAUER
2414 Larchwood Rd.. Wilmington. Del. ISSOi
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Face of North America
The Natural History

0/ a Continent

by PETER FARB

"The best single volume on out-

door North America." — JOHN
KIERAN. A Harper Colophon
Book. Illus. CN/128 $1.95

Streams, Lakes, Ponds
by ROBERT E. COKER

"Packed with . . . information

about our inland waters and their

acquatic animals and plants."—

Natural History. A Harper Torch-

book. Illus. TB/586 $2.25

At all bookstores

^Harper &) Row
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lUFFET FOR "HUMMERS"
umminerbirtls, colorful playboys of the
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n-Ioving Orioles!)

REPTILES!
This one group of vertebrates has ihspired

Tiore awe and fascination in mankind than any
Dther he has l<nown. It includes Malayan Flying

Dragon Lizards, the strange African Chameleons,
izards without legs and snakes with them, toads
that sing like birds and many, many, more.
Now you can bring living specimens of these

:olorful and fascinating creatures into your home
)r classroom to study, photograph or simply en-

oy. No other group of animals provides such a

wealth of educational entertainment while de-
Tianding so little care and maintenance. Many of

:hem can be kept in nothing more complicated
:han a fishbowl or old aquarium.

Reptiles International is proud to announce
:hat we are making our complete selection of

eptiles and amphibians available to the general
Jublic. Our catalogs contain a brief description
)f each species' distribution, food and natural
labitat so you will know in advance what their

equirements are.

You can receive these catalogs plus monthly
iupplements for one year by sending S2.00 (re-

undable on your first $10.00 orderj to Reptiles
nternational, Box 3SN, West Covina, California
J1790. Send now and open your eyes to this fas-

;inating and too often overlooked world of
enchanting creatures.
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cies provides a sound insight into the

range and diversity of the ornithologi-

cal complex.

In addition, the book contains a

great deal of relevant material from
Wilson's own diaries: notes on the

pictures themselves, descriptions of

his trips to subantarctic islands, and
an account of a grueling winter trip

to witness the breeding behavior of the

stately Emperor penguins. This, inci-

dentally, also produced a series of

delightful drawings of the very un-

stately Emperor chicks. The written

material is rounded out with a full

bibliography of Wilson's own publica-

tions as well as those devoted to him.

Finally, something about the editor.

Dr. Roberts is a leading British au-

thority on birds of the south polar

region. He now divides his time be-

tween the Scott Polar Institute and the

British Foreign Office, where he is

head of the Polar Region Section of the

.American Department. He was also

one of the chief architects of the

twelve-nation Antarctic Treaty, and
has made full use of this diplomatic

opportunity to safeguard the bird and
animal life of the area. Birds of the

Antarctic has obviously been a labor

of love for Dr. Roberts, and he is to

be congratulated on having carried it

through so splendidly.

Editor's Note: Birds of the Antarctic

is published here by Humanities Press,

SIT. .50; The Biological Time Bomb will

be published in September by New
American Library, 15.50.

Peter Williams, for five years deputy

editor of the British magazine New
Scientist, is now devoting full-time to

free-lance science writing.

Briefly ISotetl

Pleistocene Extinctions, edited by
P. S. Martin and H. E. Wright, Jr.

Yale University Press, $12.50; 453

pp., illus.

Based on the investigation con-

ducted at the VII Congress of the

International Association for Quater-

nary Research in 1965, this book con-

tains eighteen papers by eminent

paleobiologists, that examine the

causes for the sudden extinction of

large animals during the Late Pleisto-

cene period. Mr. Martin's theories

were expressed in his article. "Pleisto-

cene Overkill," published in Natural
History, December, 1967.

Wayside & Woodland Fungi, by
W. P. K. Findlay. Frederick Warne &
Co., $12.95; 202 pp., illus.

While this book is intended mainly

for a British audience, it contains

enough general information on the

i
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nesburg, Victoria Falls, Seren-
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places. Beauty of the land is
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of animal life. Piper aeroplane
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portation. Frequent escorted

departures from New York via
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fungi—from ecology and habitats to

collection and identification—to satisfy

the American reader. A good deal of

discussion is given to fungi as food,

and the author takes note of the large

number of fatalities that occur from

fungus poisoning each year. Would-be

fungus eaters are advised to go into

the field on a "fungus foray" conducted

by an expert as the means of learning

to identify the poisonous from the non-

poisonous specimens. Those who
choose to play it safe will stay at home

and admire the book's handsome color

plates by Beatrix Potter, E. C. Large,

and R. B. Davis.

Animals That Changed the World,

by P. D. C. Davis and A. A. Dent.

Crowell-Collier Press, $3.95; 121 pp.,

illus.

This slim book traces the gradual

process of domestication from its be-

ginnings in the Middle Stone Age. The
authors speculate on how, by whom,

and when the domestication of animals

began: most likely with the keeping

of young animals as pets; by hunters

who probably preceded agricultural

groups; and, judging from the earliest

signs, in the ninth millennium B.C. An
abbreviated history of each domesti-

cated animal takes up the greater

part of the book. The entire work is

adapted from A History of Domesti-

cated Animals by F. E. Zeuner.

C.B.

This list details the photographer or

other source of illustrations, by page.

COVER-Miriam
Rothschild

6—AMNH

Harner
44-Gene Cox
46-51-Grant Heilman,
except 48—AMNH after
Richard Romin
52-AMNH

54-55-AMNH after
Wine Institute

57-AMNH
59-Helmut Wimmer
62—A. C. Barrington
Brown
68—top, Michael C.

Rockefeller; bottom.
Film Study Center, Pea-
body Museum, Harvard
Univ.
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About 1500 Ornamental Succulents
NOW LISTED IN OUR LATEST ILLUSTRATED CATALOG

Many breathtakingly beautiful succulents have
been discovered in recent years, and as many
new hybrids have been developed here at the
Gardens. They're so easy and rewarding to grow.
Here are just a few specials. A. Euphorbia (3')

rooted 4"-6" plants, $1.00. B. Aloe (2V2') rooted
4" plant, $1.00. SPECIAL: 5 assorted aloes and
euphorbias, $4.99. C. Night-blooming Cereus, 10',

$1.00. D. Hybrid Orchid Cactus, one, our choice
$1.00 6 assorted (shown) $4.99. E. Hybrid Christ-

mas Cactus, one, our choice, $1.00 6 assorted,

$4.99.

INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL: 20 Assorted Succulents,

all different, all identified with instructions, $9.99.

Note: our catalog is 10? alone or FREE with any
order for plants offered here.

Satisfaction guaranteed. Enclose check, cash or
money order. V/e pay postage.

JOHNSON CACTUS GARDENS, Box 458DH, Paramount, Calif. 90723
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BATELEUR SAFARIS
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MALINDI, KENYA
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Camping Safaris. Personal at-

tention by experienced Profes-

sional Guides, on or off the

beaten track. Wherever you

wish to go at a price you can

afford. Let us plan your next

trip to Africa.

Members of the

East African Wildlife Society
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THE WHITE PROBLEM
IN AMERICA

Black and White: A Study of U.S.

Racial Attitudes Today. W. Brink

and L. Harris. Simon & Schuster.

Inc., New York, 1967.

Custom and Conflict in Africa. M.
Gluckman. Free Press, Glencoe.

1955.

Black Nationalism: A Search for

Identity in America. E. U. Essien-

Udom. Dell Publishing Co., Inc.,

New York. 1964.

Slavery: A Problem in American
Institutional and Intellectual

Life. S. M. Elkins. Cresset & Dunlap,

Inc., New York, 1963.

THE SOUND
OF RUSHING WATER

Historical and Ethnographical Ma-
terial ON THE JiVARO INDIANS. M.
W. Stirling. U.S. Bureau of Ameri-

can Ethnology Bulletin 117. Smith-

sonian Institution. Washington, D.C.,

19.38.

Headhunters of THE Amazon : Seven

Years of Exploration and Adven-

ture. F. W. Up de Graff. H. Jenkins.

London. 1923.

The Head-hunters of Western Ama-
zoNAS. R. Karsten. In Commenta-
tiones Humanarum Litterarum,

Finska Vetenskaps-Societeten. Hel-

singfors. Vol. 7. No. 1. 1935.

HOOKED ON HISTOLOGY
The Microworld. R. Vishniac. Boys'

Life, Vol. 56, Issue 11. November,

1966.

The Unseen World. R. J. Dubos.

Rockefeller Institute Press. New-

York, 1962.

Mikroskopische Gemuths und
Augenergotzung. ("The Delight

for the Temper and Eyes Through
Microscopy"). M. F. Ledermueller.

Gedruckt von C. de Launoy, Nurem-
berg, 1761.

FOR CLOUD WATCHERS
Cloud Physics and Cloud Seeding.

L. J. Battan. Anchor Books, Garden
City. 1962.

Cloud and Weather Atlas. H. D.

Grant. Coward-McCann, Inc., New
York, 1944.

Clouds, Rain and Rainmaking. B. J.

Mason. Cambridge University Press.

New York. 1962.

THE WINE GRAPE
IN AMERICA

Wine, an Introduction for Ameri-
cans. M. A. Amerine and V. L.

Singleton. University of California

Press. Berkeley, 1965.

Guide to California Wines. J. Mel-

ville. Nourse Publishing Co., San
Carlos, 1960.

Conservation-

past and future

MEN
AND
DINOSAURS
The Search
in Field and
Laboratory

Edwin H.
Colbert

The fascinating,
"behind - the -

bones" story of the
great dinosaur

hunters and their discovery of the
world of the prehistoric reptiles,

told by the author of Dinosaurs:
Their Discovery and Their World.
Dr. Colbert, Curator of Vertebrate
Paleontology at New York's
American Museum of Natural
History, relates—with many an-
ecdotes and sketches of unusual
personalitie.s—how, where, and
by whom dinosaur fossils were
discovered, and what research has
been carried out in recent years.
Illustrated with 64 pages of pho-
tographs and drawings. $8.95

MAN
AND THE

CALIFORNIA

CONDORixhe
Embattled History
and Uncertain
Future of North
-America's Largest
Free-living Bird

Ian McMillan

The California condor has a nine-
foot wingspread, an amazing abil-

ity to soar for one hundred miles,
nests in a mountain refuge near
Los Angeles, and at latest count
numbers 46. In this devastatingly
detailed indictment Ian McMil-
lan tells just why current conser-
vation methods are failing to save
these magnificent birds, and rec-

ommends methods to help them.
"Sometimes angry, always deep-
ly sincere, likely to arouse contro-
versy. "-Li6?-ary Journal. "A seri-

ous, comprehensive, carefully de-
tailed book."—BROOKS .ATKINSOIV.
Illustrated with 16 pages of pho-
tographs. $5.95

E. P. DUTTON & CO.
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Ten miles at sea, ten cool miles from the

mainland's cacophony and crowds. Sea-
scape and skyscape undimmed and un-

morred by streetlights, neon, jukeboxes,
billboards.

Dramatic cliffs and shoreline, spruce
forests explored by seventeen miles of

trails. Peaceful. And beautiful. $12 to $22
a person doily, with meals. Brochure.

THE ISLAND INN
Box H, Monhegan Island, Maine

TREASURES AROUND THE WORLD

and here at home are discovered
WITH A WHITE'S DETECTOR

OVER 25 DIFFERENT MODELS!
Instruments you can depend on -

underwater or underground. De-

signed for treasure huntini;, pros-

pecting or coin collecting.

for 15 months - 5% cash discount

AVE SHIP ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD

Send for FREE LITERATURE also has mineral setting.

Boom 34J1011PIeasaixtValley Boad,Swe6tHome,Oresoii9738S

ANOENT OIL LAMPS
over 1300 years old

From ancient Palestine, these terracotta
lamps were used by early Christians &
Jews. With varied designs, they make unique
archaeological display pieces for home & of-
fice. A superb all-occasion gift. Mounted on
walnut base with parchment certificate of
authenticity $10.00
Lamps with Cross motif $23.00

FREE Gift Cai-aloa!
. . . Illustrating Jewelry, Amulets, Coins,
Buddhas, Roman Glass, Figurines and more!

ALADDIN HOUSE, LTD.
Dept. N-6F

648 NINTH AVE., NEW YORK, N.Y. 10036

Winners of Natural History's 4
First Annual Photographic Competition

The prizewinners and selected honorable mentions will be placed on exhib

tion at The American Museum on June 25, 1968.

Grand Prize Winner

Leslie Crine

Port Jervis, New York

1st Prize for Color

Alfredo MacKenney
Guatemala, Guatemala

1st Prize for Black and White

David H. Stone

Dartmouth, N. S., Canada

Honorable Mention

Henry Schroeder

Phoenix, Arizona

Robert Gray

San Diego, California

Hugh Spangenberg

Port Jervis, New York

Robert T. O'Neal

Wilmington, Delaware

F. Holland Mills

Awendaw, South Carolina

Gary Reid

Madras, Oregon

Frank Lerner

New York, New York

Mrs. E. A. Mueller

Mai-fa, Texas

Denis Norton
Salt Lake City, Utah

R. L. Carlton

Ringoes, New Jersey

Joan LaRocca

Queens, New York

Donval R. Simpson

Fairbanks, Alaska

Mrs. Ella Mazel

New Rochelle, Ne^v York

Margot Granitsas

New York, New York

D. Gamble
Hay River, N. W. T., Canada

Judith Ponzi

Niagara Falls, New York

Marj orie Banas

Rumford, Maine

Dorothy Welley

Great Falls, Montana

Robert Zwickel

Miami Beach, Florida

Mrs. Lorrimer Armstrong
Westfield, New Jersey

Patricia Drew
Kensington, California

Leo LeBon
Oakland, California

Mrs. Ann Bartlett

Mountain View, California

Frank Strnad

Northport, New York

John Edward Rowe
Fort Lauderdale, Florida

Patrick Grace

State College, Pennsylvania

William Duesing

New Haven, Connecticut

Curt R. Schneider

Ann Arbor, Michigan

Alfred Fredette

Scotland, Connecticut

F. G. Irwin

Decatur, Illinois

David H. Stone

Dartmouth, N. S., Canada

Richard Olen

San Francisco, California

Keith Axelson

Los Angeles, California

Charles Noyes
New York, New York

Ruth Coleman
Brooklyn, New York

Paul Petroff

Great Neck, New York

Selwyn Powers

Bethesda, Maryland

Ed Buryn

San Francisco, California

Robert E. Joines

Upland, California

Jack Schwab
Nashville, Tennessee

Prof. D. W. Kahn
Minneapolis, Minnesota

James Miller

Geyserville, California

Jessie DarefE

Brooklyn, Ne^v York

Benjamin Mason
Las Vegas, Nevada

Keith Gilchrist

Westport, Connecticut

Terry Broch

New York, New York

William A. Bake
Tucker, Georgia
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MOUND BUILDERS OF
ANCIENT AMERICA
The Archaeology of a Myth
Robert Silverberg

The enigmatic mounds of the Mississippi Valley and
southeastern United States are among the most imposing
monuments of American prehistory. They were also the

subject of the first serious archaeological studies under-
taken on this continent. Mr. Silverberg's book, which
ranges from early speculation on "vanished civilizations"

through 19th century excavations by the new Smithsonian
Institution to current knowledge of the Hopewell, Adena,
and Temple Mound peoples, thus becomes a history of the

establishment of archaeology as a science in America. This
is the first comprehensive popular book on the mound-
building Indian cultures to appear in many years. 59 ills.

Maps. 368 pp. 7x10 ins. $8.95

THE ASMAT OF NEW GUINEA
The Journal of Michael C. Rockefeller

Edited with an introduction by Adrian A. Gerbrands

"With the publication this week of The Asmat of New
Guinea, one of the world's great collections of oceanic
art becomes accessible to the large audience it deserves.
In addition to nearly 600 black-and-white catalogue photos
and a scholarly introduction by the Dutch authority,
Adrian A. Gerbrands, this sumptuous book contains
Michael Rockefeller's field notes and almost 100 of his

color photos of the Asmat. The result is a poignant record
of the final glory of a society and of a serious young
American who died saving its memory."—Newsweek. With
a complete, annotated catalogue. 90 color plates. 510 ills.

Maps. 350 pp. 9Vi x 13 ins. A publication of The Museum
of Primitive Art. $30.00

Illustration from The Asmat of Ne-v Guinea

INDIAN ART EN
SOUTH AMERICA
Pre-Columbian and
Contemporary Arts and Crafts

Frederick J. Dockstader. The highly
acclaimed three-volume study is

now completed with this "compre-
hensive survey of Indian arts and
crafts from the Conquest to the
present. Outstandingly good photo-
graphs." — Book World. 50 color
plates. 200 ills. 224 pp. 10 x 11 ins.

$27.50

INDIAN ART IN AMERICA
The Arts and Crafts of the
North American Indian

Frederick J. Dockstader. "One of
the best and mostsuccinct."—George
Quimby, N. Y. Times Book Review
"A magnificent pictorial book . .

brilliant." - Robert Elder, Jr., U.S
National Museum, in Art Journal
70 color plates. 180 ills. 224 pp
10 x 11 ins. $25.00

INDIAN ART IN
MIDDLE AMERICA
Pre-Columbian and
Contemporary Arts and Crafts
of Mexico, Central America
and the Caribbean

Frederick J. Dockstader. "Magnifi-
cent." — Richard B. Woodbury,
Curator, Division of Archaeology,
Smithsonian Institution. "Beyond
any doubt the most comprehensive
. . . the quality of the illustrations

is superb." — J. P. Brew, Director,
Peabody Museum, Harvard Uni-
versity, Cambridge, Mass. 70 color
plates. 180 ills. Maps. 224 pp.
10x11 ins. $25.00

PREHISTORIC ART
Paleolithic Painting and
Sculpture

P. M. Grand. A rich survey from
the great cave paintings to the
carvings and portable objects made
by Stone Age artists of Europe, Af-
rica, Australia and North America.
The many new photographs and
color plates were made especially
for this book. 56 color plates. 104
ills. Maps. 104 pp. 91/2 x 103/4 ins.

$12.50

NEW YORK GRAPfflC
SOCIETY LTD.
Greenwich, Conn. 06830
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A selection of products available by mail for readers of Natural History

All merchandise sold on a money-back guarantee. Order direct by Stock No. Send check or M. O.

UNUSUAL
VALUES

American-Made 7x50 Binoculars

Crystal cl

..v->>>"—7 nnwRr Evftrv ODtn
coated

Every optit.^. ..

lent night glass—the siz<

_ satellite viewing. Individ

I eye focus. Exit pupil 7 mm. Approx

S274.50. Terrific bargai

Stock No. I544E $74.80 Ppd.

American Made 6x30*8
Stock No 963E $40.00 Ppd

Fly 9-Ft Hot An Balloon

9 Ft tall Rises to amazing heights on just

hot air Supplied with tether attached, so

can be used over and over Easy to make,

launch, fly. Loads of fun. Great for cele-

brations, Icience fairs, plain fun. Will lift

model gliders, parachutes, instruments, etc.

—anything up to '2 lb. Approx. 5 ft. diam.

when fully inflated. Kit contains 10 pre-cut

red & white gores (No I model paper) 6

ft 14 gage wire for bottom ring top, "tie-

off' cord complete instructions

Stock No 60 69 IE S2 00 Pod

Crystal G
Do a crystallography project— illustrate with

large beautiful

Study &. dem
orowth, refractic

metry, etc. Incl

to gn
plu
7 lai

Is you grow yourself,

,te factors affecting
'7n(>lectric effect, sym-

Crystals &. Crystal

Wooden Solid Puzzles

fascinating assortment of 12 difler-

les to provide hours of pleasure

ulate ability to think and reason,

and geometric forms. Take them
I
reassemble them. Lots of fun for

supply of chem
ilay irystals (cl«

American Made Opaque Pro/ecfor



"Vm made
obsolescence
^"obsolete

I n |i

Our Nikon F knows no obsolescence. It seems, in fact, to thrive on change,
as if its original designers had anticipated every subsequent advance in
camera technology, and made provision for its embodiment.

The new Nikon Photomic TN is an apt example, for it is by far the most important inno-
vation in thru-the-lens metering. In its ability to provide consistently accurate exposures even-
under difficult conditions— spotlighted or back-lit subjects, brilliant beach and snow scenes,

etc.— it has brought a new and almost infallible reliability to thru-the-lens exposure control.

Does this new development then relegate every previous Nikon F to the scrap heap?
Not by a long shot! Any Nikon F user can enjoy its advantages. With Photomic TN
attached, his camera becomes, at once, the most advanced of the sir's.

Owning a Nikon F is like having a private pact with photographic progress. Shouldn't you?
See the Nikon F with PhotomicTN at your dealer. Write. Nikon Inc., Garden City, N. Y. 11530



GEORGE
WASHINGTON
WEPT HERE
Why the people of
AnnapoUs fought to savt

their historic buildings.

The nearly unbearable struggle, the almc

impossible victory, the Revolution itselfw
over . . . and the Leader was going home,

the domed building at the left, Washingt(

resigned his commission. "There wasn't

dry eye in the chamber", one witness wrol

The Continental Congress sat in th

building. It was the Nation's Capitol for

while. Today it is still making history-

Maryland's busthng Capitol building.

No other American community has su'

a concentration of original historic stru

tures, most of them still doing a good da\

work. Among them Reynold's Tavern, bu

in 1737, houses a public library office. T
home of Charles Carroll, signer of the Df

laration of Independence, is now a chur

building. Even the oyster dredging fleet

the last workboat sailing vessels in the U
—still brings its catch to the harbor.

Time and events nearly erased these syi

bols of our heritage. But a citizens' group

Historic Annapolis, Inc.—fought to sa

them. Forward-thinking Mayor Rog

Moyer gave his support because he foresj

economic benefits. The Maryland Historic

Trust joined in. The State of Maryla,

created a Capitol City Commission. T
National Trust for Historic Preservatii

rallied. The press rolled up its sleeves, ai

soon all Maryland echoed Secretary Udal

words, "Unless we understand and pri

our past, we can't become a great a

lasting civilization."

Sinclair believes that everyone has a sta

in preserving our scenic beauty and histoi

landmarks. We publish these true stories

private citizens—such as those in Annapo

—in the hope that other Americans will_

inspired to action in their own communiti

Visit Annapolis—see what the people thf

saved for you. Let us help you plan this tr

one to any of America's historic places, or

any vacationland in the U.S.A.Write Sincl

Tour Bureau, 600 Fifth Avenue, New Yo

N.Y. 10020. Dept. H

Another in Sinclair's American Conservation Series

Discover America by

Car—It's Worth

Seeing and Saving

^Sinclair
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Zeiss Ikon-Voigtlander of America, Inc.

NHBinocular Division

444 Fifth Avenue
V York, New York 10018 "youFsfree

"How To Select The Right Binocular" with information on how to judge good
ircculars, what are marks of quality, how much should you spend, how much

^tication, special models for eyeglass wearers, adjusting binoculars, special
binocubrs, insurance and many more details for your viewing pleasure.

Your Name.



The biggest savings

m the biggest books
come from

the Literary Guild
.ccAsioNALLY, you may find that a new book you've wanted
'

is on sale - at, perhaps, 30% off. And you would natu-

ly consider it a real bargain.

Sfet, Literary Guild members do better than that — all the

le. Every month, they browse through a list of best-

llers and select one, if they wish, or more — each at sav-

is guaranteed to be 40% to 60% below the prices of the

blishers' editions.

Recently, for example. Guild members were offered Air-

rt for $2.95 instead of $5.95 in the publisher's edition,

sholas and Alexandra for $3.95 instead of $10.00, Vanished

$2.95 instead of $5.95, "Our Crowd" for $4.95 instead of

95. These books were described before publication in the

erary Guild magazine and members who wanted them
;eived them as soon as published.

\s a member, you need only accept four Guild selections

alternates during the coming year from about 40 to be
ered each month. And for every four you buy, you may
30se a bonus book from a special catalog.

fry membership now by accepting the Literary Guild's

lerous introductory offer. Send no money; just fill in and
il the coupon today.

rERARY GUILD OF AMERICA, Inc., Garden City, N. Y. 11530
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The more you think about it, the more
you'll agree that it makes greater sense to fly

to Mexico via Mexico's largest airline.

You fly from more places to Mexico.

Our fares are the same or, in some cases,

ower. Our bilingual crews with their

"Welcome, amigol" training reflect the

foreign and friendly flavor of Mexico

the moment you're aboard.

And as long as you're going to Mexico,

why not go Mexican all the way? In any

season, for any reason, Mexico should be

your first choice for a vacation, and
Aeronaves de Mexico the first

choice to get you there.

MEXICO
See your travel agent oi

AERONAVES
^<^^ DE MEXICC

MEXICO'S LARGEST AIRLINE

Serving the United States, Canada, Europe, Centra

and South America with the world's most modern jets

Gateways: Detroit • Los Angeles « Miami . Montreal • New York . Phoenix « Toronto . Tucson • Wasliington, D. C. Otiier offices: Boston . El Paso • Hartford • Newark . San Diego . San Francisci'

A land for all seasons!

A line for all reasons!



Forkeyed-up
captains ofindustry

it will be like at the top some day.

In the meantime, it's nice to know
that you can unwind at Sheraton

for a great deal less — and still

enjoy honest comfort and even

some royal luxury.

For Insured Reservations at Guar-

anteed Rates, call any Sheraton.

Sheraton Hotels
&MotorInns@
155 Sheraton Hotels & Motor Inns in Major Cities. Sheraton
shares listed on New York Stock Exchange. Diners Club,
American Express, Shell Oil Company cards honored.

Keyed-up executives
unwind at Sheraton.

This Sheraton guest room iscalled

Royal Suite and goes for $75 and
a night. A princely sum.

Royal Suites were designed for

ngs, presidents and captains of

dustry who can afford to be sur-

'unded by 18th century French

itiquesandoriginal masterpieces.

Any businessman might want to

iserve a Royal Suite on occasion,

erhaps you're arranging a meet-
ig with key executives. Or the
oard Chairman is visiting town,
aybe you'd just like to see what

irfree copy of Sheraton Hotel & Motor Inn Directory write: Sheraton Directory, Dept.27-2, 470 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass. 02210
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3 DANIEL BOONE IS DEAD David Lowenthal

Nature is where one finds it, writes the author; to regard everything used

as irretrievably spoiled is to relegate luilderness itself to a mere display case.

i COULD LIFE ORIGINATE NOW? S. W. Fox and R. J. McCauley
The possibility that life may noiv be originating spontaneously on the earth's

surface is supported by laboratory evidence of self-assembling molecular

systems with many of the properties of life.

! THE SAGACIOUS DOLPHIN Stephanie Morgan
The key to the highly structured and versatile social organization of

dolphins, which seems to go beyond simple co-operation, may be "language."

] TREES photographed by George Tice

A photographer's appreciative interpretation of graceful tree forms

is complemented by a selection of verse.

: LIGHTNING WATER Joseph Wood Krutch

Flash floods, beautiful, awe-inspiring phenomena of the desert, are in danger

of being "tamed" out of existence by reclamation engineers.

1 COMMUNICATION AMONG ALL PEOPLE, EVERYWHERE
Margaret Mead and Rudolf Modley
The authors propose the adoption of worldwide secondary spoken and written

languages, and a system of signs that will be universally understood.

I THE AUTHORS

I A NATDRALIST AT LARGE MoTSton Bates

1 SKY REPORTER John P. Wiley, Jr.

! CELESTIAL EVENTS Thomas D. Nicholson

i BOOKS IN REVIEW Peter Farb

LETTERS TO THE EDITORS

j
SUGGESTED ADDITIONAL READING
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Designed for the

individualist.

Enjoyed by the many.
Admittedly, the Garrard automatic transcription

turntable is meant for tiie fiigliiy critical listener.

Tiierefore, it is particularly interesting that more
owners of component stereo systems use
Garrards than all other automatic turntables

combined. This overwhelming preference by

people who know high fidelity has many rea-

sons, but they all mean one thing: quality.

You can depend on a Garrard for flawless

performance, not only when you buy it, but for

years to come. An example is the SL 95, shown
below. One of its superlative features is syn-

chronous speed ... the ability to turn your rec-

ords at a perfectly constant rate for perfect

sound . . . always, for as long as you use this

superb instrument. The SL 95 is S129.50. Other

Garrard models are from S37.50.

For a complimentary, full color, 20-page

Comparator Guide, see your dealer or write:

Garrard, Dept. AK 998, Westbury, N.Y. 11590.

A DIVISION OF AVNET,



THE AUTHORS

David Lowenthal

Robert J. McCaule-y

Stephanie Morgan

Joseph Wood Krutch

Margaret Mead

Rudolf Modley

David Lowenthal is a Research

Associate at the American Geograph-

ical Society and Research Professor

of Landscape Architecture at Har-

vard. He is a prolific writer and

editor on conservation, geography,

and history, but this article on open

space is the first he has done for

Natural History. Among his publi-

cations are "America as Scenery" in

the Geographical Revieiv and (with

others) Concepts of Conservation: a

Guide to Discussion. Dr. Lowenthal

is presently making an experimental

analysis of environmental perception

and attitudes with a grant from Re-

sources for the Future, Inc.

Sidney W. Fox's investigations

into cellular origins and the begin-

nings of life have been recognized

most recently by the Florida Acad-

emy of Sciences 1968 Honors Medal

and Citation as Outstanding Scien-

tist of the State, as well as by Texas

Christian University's Annual Dis-

tinguished Scientist Lectureship in

April of this year. Dr. Fox, who is

Professor of Biochemistry and the

Director of the Institute of Molecu-

lar Evolution at the University of

Miami, has published several impor-

tant articles on his research.

Robert J. McCauley says that the

bulk of his education "has been de-

rived directly" from his position as

research assistant to Dr. Fox. Mr.

McCauley has collaborated with Dr.

Fox and others on articles on bio-

chemistry. He has produced and

photographed films on experimental

work in abiogenesis (the origin of

life from lifeless matter), including

one for The American Museum.
Several years ago, says Stephanie

Morgan, she was towed on waterskis

very near a school of dolphins; her

fascination with them finally culmi-

nated in her broad review article on

these controversial mammals. She is

currently studying for a Ph.D. in

Anthropology at Cornell University.

Miss Morgan's other fields of interest

are Southeast Asian studies and
ethology, and her paper on head-

hunters, "Background Factors of

Iban Aggressive Expansion," is now
in press for the Sarawak Museum
Journal. This summer she is leaving

for a year in Southeast Asia, where
she will work for a time in Sarawak
and prepare for formal field work.

The photographs for the essay on

trees were taken by George Tice,

who has been a photographer "for as

long as I can remember." He has had

several one-man shows in and around

New York City, and is working on a

book of photographs on the Pennsyl

vania Dutch, to be published by

Doubleday.

This month Joseph Wood Krutch.

an acknowledged expert on desert

life, has written on flash floods as i

desert phenomenon. He regularly

contributes to leading magazines anc

recently appeared in Natural Hisj

TORY with "The Unnatural History o

the Ant Lion," (March, 1968. Se(

also this month's letters column.]

Dr. Krutch has published ove;

twenty-five books, including Tlu

Measure of Man and The Moden
Temper, and holds the Burrough:

Medal for Nature Writing.

Cultural anthropologist, psycholo

gist, writer, lecturer, and teacher-

Margaret Mead, Curator of Ethnol

ogy, joined The American Museun
staff in 1926. She has devoted man;

years to the study of the native pec

pies of the Pacific, and has latel

turned her attention to the study o

contemporary cultures and the fui

ther development of cultural thet

ries of human behavior. She ha

published a large body of books fo

students and laymen, as well as nv

merous scientific monographs an

papers. Her essay. "Alternatives t

War," appeared in Natural Hi!

Tory's special supplement on the ai

thropology of war (December, 1967

Next year. Dr. Mead will becoir

Chairman of the Social Sciences D
vision and Professor of Anthropo

ogy at Fordham University's ne

liberal arts college.

Born in Vienna, Rudolf Modle
was an early collaborator of Ottj

Neurath, who developed the pict(j

graph method of analogical commi
nication. He came to the Unite

States to become Curator of Soci.

Sciences at the Chicago Museum i

Science and Industry. Dr. Modley e

tablished Pictorial Statistics, In

and Pictograph Corporation, and

co-chairman with Margaret Mead (

Glyphs, Inc., an organization for tl

development of universal graph

symbols. Among other works, he h:

published "How to Use Pictori

Statistics" and "The Challenge i

Symbology."



NOW YOU AND YOUR
FAMILY ARE INVITED TO Enjoy 10 Days Exploring
Two Billion Years of Evolution

as guests of the liU^ Nature Library

HE MANY FACES OF MAN. Although Man is united in one

pecies, it is racially divided into more than 30 subgroup-

ngs. Over the past 150,000 years, as men searched for new

lunting grounds over the globe, they gradually developed

raits that adapted them to each environment.

FHE GENETICISTS' GUINEA PIG is the common fruit fly. This

wonderful insect, Va inch long, produces new generations

profusely every 10 to 15 days, takes up little lab space, and
has a simple genetic make-up of only 4 chromosomes. By
bombarding its reproductive cells with X-rays, biologists

have produced fantastic new mutants.

Why does man seem so similar to the

ape? Why do ancient rocks contain

imprints of creatures now extinct? What
causes giants, dwarfs, albinos? A little

over a century ago, no one really knew.
Then an English biologist, Charles Dar-

win, published one of the most important

books in history. The first 1,250 copies of

his The Origin of Species sold out in a

day, and a storm of controversy broke
which has never entirely died.

Now here at last-in the style that LIFE
has made famous, so that it makes perfect

sense even to school children— is the

remarkable story of evolution in this beau-

tiful introductory volume of the LIFE
Nature Library.

You retrace the historic voyage that

young Darwin made on H.M.S. Beagle,

and see the very same phenomena that set

his mind ablaze. You see the primitive

Indians of Tierra del Fuego, at the bottom
of the world, so tough they sleep naked
on icy ground. You tour the Galapagos
Islands, Nature's own laboratory of evo-

lution, where complete isolation from the

rest of the world has resulted in startling

species never seen anywhere else.

You see the clues to bygone life—shells,

bones, tracks, eggs, imprints or entire

mummies-preserved by Nature in tar,

coal, ice, and stone. You see a frozen baby
mammoth perfectly preserved in Arctic

ice for 22,000 years. You share the thrill

of the couple in Tanganyika as they

uncover the bones of the world's earliest

known man—over a million years old!

Genetic scientists take you into their

laboratories to explain the mysteries of

the microscopic genes and chromosomes
that determine the inheritance of charac-

teristics. You see a human egg magnified

2,000 times. How a living cell divides.

Obviously so vast and exciting a book
cannot be adequately described here. So

we invite you to borrow a copy from us

for 10 days. Then if you wish you may
return it and owe nothing. Or you may
own it for much less than such an expen-

sively printed and handsomely bound
book would ordinarily cost Thanks to

LIFE'S vast facilities and large print

orders, you pay only $3.95 (plus ship-

ping and handling). Then you will be
entitled to receive another volume of

the LIFE Nature Library for free exam-
ination every 2 months.

But you make no commitments, prom-
ise to buy nothing. And you may cancel

this arrangement any time you wish.

However, the entire series makes an
impressive encyclopedia of Nature that

your family will increasingly treasure—

a superb reference shelf and study aid

used in thousands of classrooms from
elementary school through college. To
examine the first volume, mail coupon.

Actual size 81/2" x 11" • 190 pages

LE FRIGATE BIRD displays
?ht red gular pouch to

act females. Attractive
characteristics increase

ting success, are more
!ly to be passed on.

ome of the
ler volumes
n the BE
iture Library

OFF TO BED goes the gorilla

with leaves and branches
for bedding. Though con-
stantly on the move, gorillas

build new nests on ground
or in low branches nightly.

SKELETONS OF HORSE AND
MAN reveal similar bones in

similar positions. In such re-

lationships Darwin saw
echoes of a primeval pat-

tern, modified by evolution.

TIME-LIFE BOOKS,
Depl. 0701
TIME a LIFE BUILDING
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60611

Please enroll me as a subscriber to the LIFE NATURE
LIBRARY and send me Volume I (EVOLUTION) for a 10-

day Trial Examination. If, at the end of that time, I decide

not to continue the series, I will return the book, canceling my
subscription. If I keep the book, I will pay $3.95 (plus shipping

and handling). I understand that future volumes will be issued

on approval at two-month intervals, at the same price of $3.95.

The 10-day Free Examination privilege applies to all volumes

in the library, and I may cancel my subscription at any time.

Name
(please print)

Schools and Libraries: Order from Silver Burdett Company,
Morristown, N. J. 07960, Library-styled bindings. Eligible for

Titles I, II funds.
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Deadby David Lowenthal

"Open space is like virginity," the

general manager for state parks in

New York Citjf recently remarked.

"Once lost, it can never be regained."

But this is not entirely true of either.

Only a nonvirgin can produce more

virgins. And sanitary fill is a prime

source of city open space, if only be-

cause the settling of decayed matter

precludes building for some time.

Yesterday's dump is tomorrow's

park, or, to paraphrase Wallace Steg-

ner, a man's home is his castle, but

his litter belongs to everybody.

Landscape is often seen as a com-

mentary on the human condition.

And as moral metaphors, landscapes

are as American as Niagara Falls and

redwoods, though not so durable. To
New England Puritans the primeval

forest was the locus of evil, terror,

and witchcraft. But in the nineteenth

century, trees left the devil's domain
for a higher place, and what with

Arbor Day, Longfellow, Joyce Kil-

mer, and Smokey the Bear it is a

wonder they are ever chopped do^sTi.

Moral purpose animates the design

of both private and public space.

A half century ago, the Department
of Agriculture advocated farmstead

beautification on the sfround that "a

home and its surroundings must be

attractive in order to be most up-

lifting to the family, visitors, and

passers-by." Urban public parks

were initially intended to restore the

health, improve the character, and

elevate the taste of the masses. Sur-

rounded by urban blight and squalor,

public parks were places deliberately

set apart—oases not only of greenery

but of the behavior thought appro-

priate to greenery. "Foul air prompts

to vice, and oxygen to virtue," was a

truism of park planning in the 1890's.

Both open space and public opin-

ion still reflect this point of view.

Parks scarcely affect urban environ-

ment : they often seem pallid, woebe-

gone substitutes for the country,

rather than integral aspects of the

city scene. The Secretary of Agricul-

ture urges Americans to exchange the

"rabbit warrens of the big cities for

the fresh air, clean water, and space

of the small to^\'ns." The latest agri-

culture department yearbook insists

that "Man needs nature; . . . animals

which are forced to live under
crowded conditions develop many of

the antisocial traits that fill the crime

pages of big city newspapers." The
Department of the Interior endorses

-1
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Nature is not to be

found only in far-off,

unspoiled wilderness;

people care most about those

aspects of the outdoors

with which they are familiar

a Congressman's advice to get

"beyond brick and mortar, away

from the sound of cities . . . over the

hills to God's own country . . . where

health and happiness take root . . .

where Nature quickens physical,

mental and spiritual guidance."

Such pieties are regularly reiter-

ated, but seldom documented. Some
feel that evidence is unnecessary.

Open space preservation "should re-

quire no defense," asserts the Open
Space Action Committee. Others take

refuge in the ineffable: "If the rat

and the sparrow can learn to live for

endless generations in the city, why
cannot man?" asks Dr. Roger

Revelle. Scientists are unable to give

us answers, he admits, "but the

prophets and poets can."

Every conference on open space

"ends up waving the green flag and
we salute the Sequoia," a conserva-

tion educator complains. "Having

saluted the Sequoia all my life, could

we not now have a good reason?"

When asked whether there are psy-

chological and biological needs for

natural experience, he confessed

ignorance: "1 don't even know
whether the question is meaningful."

Meaningful or not, the Department

of Agriculture still entreats Ameri-

cans "to create an outdoor environ-

ment that meets the high standards

of living OTthin most of our homes,"

because "the outdoors, too, is our

home."

Is the outdoors in fact "our home,"

or is it viewed, like purity, as being

a rare and precious commodity

which to touch is to defile? In sur-

veys I have made, people usually

associate open space with arid lands

in the Southwest, great expanses and

distant horizons, sweeping plains and

empty deserts. Cleanness and beauty

and freedom predominate, but these

places are devoid of human activity.

In short, they are meant for reverence,

not for recreation; play would pol-

lute them. And so, by analogy, wilder-

ness lovers feel that use desecrates

the wild. They urge its preservation

as an ideal, all the more precious be-

cause rarely, if ever, experienced.

"We must ask even those who love the

wilderness the most," says a promi-

nent conservationist, "to touch it but

seldom, and lightly."

The outdoor activities of wilder-

ness lovers reflect these ideals. Let

me sketch a few traits of the dedi-

cated outdoorsman, in order to point
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GTHIOPIA

5-day
unforgettable

travel adventure

Now, on our 5-day Historic Tour,
you can see the wonders of Kthiopia,
ancient and modern.

From Addis Ababa, fly to Bahar Dar
on romantic Lake Tana and see the
thundering Blue Nile Falls. Fly on
to Gondar, and 17th century castles.
Then to Lalibela, and the pre-his-
toric churches. Visit Axum, ancient
capital of the Queen of Sheba, where
3,000 -year -old obelisks still stand.
Your tour ends in fascinating Asmara,
Ethiopia's second city.

Got a few more days? Travel down
8,000' to Massawa, "Pearl of the Red
Sea". A new, air-conditioned hotel
awaits you.

On the way, or on the way home, see
Athens, Rome, and Madrid or Frank-
furt, too, at no extra air fare, and
you'll fly in luxury all the way.

ENTEBBE*—^NAIROBI

Boeing Fan Jet Passenger and
Cargo Service

Mail the coupon, or see your Travel Agent
ETHIOPLIN AIRLINES
51 East 42nd Street
New York City 10017

Please send me further information
about, the Historic Tour, and free Euro-
pean stopovers.

Address.

City

up the implications of his behavior

for recreation and the landscape.

1. The outdoorsman observes nature

mainly to count and classify. Birds

are watched to be listed; mountains

are climbed to be checked off on tally

sheets; hikers vie with one another

in terms of miles per da)' and pounds

per pack; the Appalachian Trail is

walked from end to end as an elite

achievement. This is no parody of

outdoor interests; such matters are

the staple of conversation on manj^

outings.

2. The outdoorsman is there to im-

prove himself. Climbs, hikes, and

canoe trips are learning experiences,

and instruction is continuous. Sitting

around the campfire in the evening,

swapping tall tales? Not a bit of it.

After the tents are up, supper over,

and the gear stowed away, come
lessons in knot tying, fiber glassing,

life preserving, and equipment buy-

ing, or educational films on the finer

points of whatever the group has just

done or will do next.

3. The outdoorsman is organized.

In the name of safety everything

takes place in groups; teamwork is

enforced on gentle trails as on the

steepest mountains. Being alone and
getting lost were the height of wilder-

ness experience for nineteenth-cen-

tury visitors. Thus the painter

Thomas Cole in the Catskills: "/ ivas

lost. ... I felt a wild and vivid pleas-

ure. ... I shouted, sang, whistled, for

the very horror of the thing." This is

no longer fashionable. Recently I was
exhorted to spare no effort in the de-

sign of a new edition of a New York
area hiking guide "to prevent even
one boy scout from getting lost or

caught in the woods after dark."

The outdoorsman enjoys disci-

pline whether he is dishing it out or

taking it. It is customary for a group
leader to berate a novice for some
minor failure or infraction of the

rules, and for the latter to accept it

meekly ; back home such a display of

authority would be bitterly resented.

4. The outdoorsman is a good citi-

zen. He is eager to be useful and co-

operative, takes up the minimum
space at campgrounds, is careful not
to interfere with other campers, and
leaves his site as tidy as a grave. Most
other Americans still think of nature,

in H. L. Mencken's phrase, "as a

place to throw beer cans on Sunday."
But such atavism is a source of em-

barrassment to the serious outdoors-

man.

5. The outdoorsman is a masochist.

His prize recollections involve being

attacked by mosquitoes and black

flies, drenched by downpours or by

falling into rivers, frozen by icy

winds or snows, and semi-crippled

by extreme exhaustion. Straining

muscles and fevered temples are ad-

mired as products of "clean work!

clean sweat
!

" but as one devotee con-

fesses (or boasts) , "few but the hiker

will understand this reverence for

exertion." A canoeist put it more

baldly, describing portaging as

"quite simple: just equal parts ol;

masochism and brute force." And al-

though paddling a heavily loaded

canoe "is not exactly the same thins

as being a galley slave, it does afford

some insight into what that life was

like." Thoroughgoing outdoorsmer

even make a fetish of hunger. We art

enjoined to emulate Thoreau, ivhc

"boiled a handful of rock tripe . .

for more than an hour," and happil)

announced that "it produced a blacl

puff . . . not positively disagreeablf

to the palate."

Discomforts are praiseworthy be

cause they promote intimacy witl

nature ; they also dissuade the tendei

and unconverted from putting in ai

appearance. Those who avoid dis

comfort are dismissed with derisioi

or contempt. Neither age nor condi

tion is an adequate excuse for refus

ing to suffer. When one outdoorsmai

noted for his ability to take a beat

ing finally, in his sixties, bought ;

VW camper, his former cronie

shook their heads over this mark o

weakness, and the rumor wen
around that the poor man had slippet

so far from the true path as to spent

an occasional night in a motel.

Outdoorsmen who endure allov

themselves only the most meage
comforts and rewards. Novice climt

ers at the Appalachian Mountai:

Club winter training school are en

ticed to the summit by the promise o
'

a lemon and a bite of "glorp"—

pressed bar of raisins, nuts, cerea

and chocolate. The shivering canoeis

scathed by a river mishap is surrept

tiously offered the smallest nip c

whiskey to warm him.

I do not mean to traduce the as

perience or impugn the motives c

the outdoorsman. His ascetic trait

notwithstanding, he must still b

viewed as a recreation seeker, in th

lO



How it works

How IS color television transmitted?

(See page 166 o£ THE WAY
FHINGS WORK.) How is electronic

lata processing done? (See page 302).

How does a helicopter fly? (See page

560.) How does "dry cleaning" clean?

[See page 407.) Why does a record

player play? (See page 314.) How does

the simple switch operate? (See page

36.) Why do vending machines reject

:ounterfeit coins? (See page 324.) What
liappens at the telephone exchange?

[See page 112.) How does a Polaroid

camera produce pictures? (See page

172.) What makes gunpowder explode?

[See page 448.) What does a nuclear

reactor do? (See page 54.) What hap-

pens in "supersonic speed"? (See page

556.)

This remarkable book will answer

hundreds of your questions, and the

ones children ask, about the design and
function of mechanical objects and tech-

niques that are part of your daily life.

Two-color drawings carefully explain

both simple and complex technological

concepts . . . from a ball-point pen to

lasers, from an automatic transmission

to radioactivity, from the jet engine to

ultrasonics.

From juke box to cyclotron

-this is The Way Things Work
THE WAY THINGS WORK, is a

lucid encyclopedia of technology, an
endlessly fascinating anthology of de-

scriptions and diagrams that unravel the

mystery of common mechanisms and
today's technological marvels. It's a

book to delight everyone intrigued with

In The New York Times Book

Review, Isaac Asimov says:

"The book is exhaustive.

There is little you can

wonder about and not find."

the ivay things work. How does the air-

conditioning unit in your window work?

(See page 262.) How does the X-ray "see"

through solid matter? (See page 438.)

How does a key open a simple cylinder

lock? (See page 254.)

What happens inside a juke box? (See

page 328.) How does a cyclotron work?

(See page 108.) How does radar give in-

formation? (See page 116.) How do eye-

glasses correct vision? (See page 140.)

How are synthetic fibres made? (See

page 374.) How does a speedometer
work? (See page 522.) An electrocardio-

graph? (See page 442.) How does Cine-

maScope work? (See page 192.)

Whatever you want to look up —
from exposure meter to tape recorder,

from photoelectric cell to alternating

current and electromagnetic waves,
from a simple electric bell to a heart-

lung machine — you have only to check

the alphabetic index, and you will be
directed to a superbly detailed two-color

drawing and, on the facing page, a con-

cise, fact-filled explanation of how it

works.

Send for your free

examination copy today

We invite you to mail the coupon
below. A copy of THE WAY THINGS
WORK will be sent to you at once. If at

the end of ten days you do not feel that

this book is one you will treasure, you
may return it and owe nothing. Other-

wise, we will bill you $8.95, plus postage

and handling. At all bookstores, or write

to Simon and Schuster, Dept. W-80..

630 Fifth Ave., New York, N, Y. 10020.

From color camera to computer

1,071 two-color drawings

Easy-to-understand explanations

SIMON AND SCHUSTER, Dept. W-80, 630 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. 10020
Please send me copy(s) of THE WAY THINGS WORK. It after examining it for 10 days, I :

not completely delighted, 1 may return the book and owe nothing. Otherwise, you will bill me 1

S8.95 plus mailing costs.

City

n SAVtl Enclose S8.95 r

Slate

nd we pay postage. Same 1 0-day privilege with full refund g



Overseas

Nature Tours
For eight years we have been organizing group

trips to investigate the natural history of Europe,

Africa and the world. Chief purpose so far has

been to see birds, including as many rare and
difficult species as possible. However, a full eco-

logical picture is sought, with attention to botany

and geology, and even to archaeology and spec-

tacular scenery. North & Middle America tours 2

wks. each; rest of the world 3 wks. Some spaces

are still available on these 1968 tours:

— SUMMER PROGRAM —
PANAMA: Fine coverage of the Canal Zone,

including Gatim Lake & Barro Colorado Island,

the Cerro Campana mtn. region. La Jagua field

station at the end of the Highway, and 4000-ft.

Boquete in the western mountains. A remarkable

cross-section of Panama scenery, birds and plant

life. August 17; 2 weeks.

COLOMBIA: Three weeks in the world's top bird

country, exploring its coasts, deep valleys and

high mountains. Remote villages, magnificent

Andean scenery, 500 birds. Aug. 31.

- SOUTH PACIFIC —
MELANESIA: New and exciting 4-week trip, be-

ginning at Fiji, covering New Caledonia, New
Hebrides, the Solomon Islands and 2 weeks in the

teeming jungles of New Guinea. Fascinating re-

mote corners of the South Seas, plus such exotic

birds as New Guinea's famous Birds of Paradise.

Sept. 15.

AUSTRALIA WEST: Western Australia, where
wildflowers vie with birds for appeal; the seldom-

visited northwest limb of the continent; the tropi-

cal habitats near Darwin; and the great "red

center" of Australia at Alice Springs and Ayers

Eock. Oct. 11; 3 wks.

AUSTRALIA EAST: Beginning with visits to two
point on the Great Barrier Reef, we cover most of

the strange bird and plant life of Australia, with a

coach tour of the Murray River Valley and a visit

to the tree-fern jungles of Tasmania—at the height

of Southern Hemisphere spring. Nov. 2; 3 weeks.

NEW ZEALAND: "South with the Spring" in an
amazing land, repeating our recent successful

tour. Glow-worm caves, hot springs, nocturnal

hunts for the elusive Kiwi, and the South Island's

spectacular fjords and snow peaks. Nov. 23; 3
weeks

.

- MEXICO -
Our extraordinary annual (joverage of Mexico, in

six 2-wk. tours each devoced to a faunal region,

has 3 remaining 1968 departures:

MEXICO EAST COAST: From the rich Atlantic

Lowlands region to the upper slopes of Popoca-
tepetl. Lush tropical rivers, sleepy back villages

and some of the continent's highest mountains.
Nov. 23; 2 wks.

MEXICO WEST COAST: The rich Central Pacific

Lowlands, basing at centers such as San Bias,

Puerto Vallarta, Manzanillo and Acapulco; plus
the adjacent high mountain country. Dec. 7; 2
weeks.

CHIAPAS: Mexico's southernmost state, with
tropical birds in back-country areas as yet little

despoiled. Dec. 28; 2 wks.

This year's annual Christmas Party is planned
for Oaxaca, and many fine combinations with the
above trips are possible.

Come along! . . . intimate, private groups, expert
leadership. We seek out back-countr>' routes, try
for an experience-in-depth of the natural scene
and the people. (Not recommended if you're
strong for night life.)

CROWDER NATURE TOURS
Box 222-a

Harpers Ferry, W. Va. 25425

sense of Marion Clawson's definition

of "recreation" as activity undertaken

because one wants to do it. Neverthe-

less, his quest for purity and virtue in

the outdoors is sharply at odds with

the recreation demands and behavior

of the great majority.

The general public views the out-

doorsman as commendable, but sel-

dom worth emulating. "The urge to

'get back to nature' is an important

factor in the Uves of increasing num-

bers of people," the U.S. Forest Serv-

ice claims, but its picture of what

people do is sharply at variance with

this statement. Most campers today

are in a hurry ; they have a lot to see

and a schedule to meet. Equipment

and facilities are increasingly luxuri-

ous. People with mobile trailers want

electrical and water hook-ups rather

than fireplaces and tables: they in-

sist on hot and cold running water,

showers, flush toilets, and laundry

facilities. Indeed, the Forest Service

concludes, "visitors seem to be in-

creasingly 'soft.' They don't venture

far from their cars. Life in camp, in

terms of creature comfort, is not

much different from that at home.

. . . Even hunters are tending to use

motels and restaurants as a base of

operations instead of the traditional

hunting camp." People may like a

taste of the outdoors, but they usually

do not want to live in it, however

briefly. Their campsites often look as

unlike the outdoors as possible.

Above all, most Americans are

gregarious. Solitude and silent com-
munion with the great outdoors are

the last things the average camper
seeks. "My notion of camping,"

writes Faith McNulty, "was that we'd

. . . manfully make our little home
in the wilderness, enjoying the

slightly scary pleasures of solitude

and independence." But finding no

remote spots, they "camped where
Americans are supposed to camp"—
in state and national parks. "These

camps are about as sylvan as Central

Park. . . . The whole place was as

busy and as merry as the zoo on Sun-

dajr. . . . When I mentioned the idea

of solitary camping to any of our

campmates, they looked puzzled or

dismayed. 'You mean you want to

camp where there's nobody around?^

a woman in Zion Park, Utah, asked,

in horror. 'Why. I'd be scared simply

stiff!'"

The traffic jams at popular na-

tional parks are deplored by nature

lovers, but the ordinary tourist wel-

Overseas

Nature Tours
— 1969 Program — .

Here is a preview of our 1969 program. Space!
permits only brief mention of each tour, and one

j

should, by all means, have the "Tour Catalog"
with thumb-nail sketches of each trip. Early regis-

tration will save disappointment, and may be
made tentatively. North America tours 2 wks.,

others 3 wks. each.

— NORTH AMERICA —
FLORIDA: Wild portions of the State from Talla-

hassee to Key West. Jan. 11.

TEXAS BIRDS: Whooping cranes, Rio Grande re-

serves. Northeast Mexico. March 15.

TEXAS WILDFLOWERS: Separate wildflower group
on above route. March 15.

ARIZONA: Popular liird tour of southeast Arizona
under Dr. Robert Ohmart of University of Ari-

zona. April 27.

CALIFORNIA: North-with-spring in parks, mtns.
& off-coast islands. May 11(3 wks.)

CASCADES: North through Oregon and Washing-
ton reser\es and jiarks. June 1; 3 weeks.

ALASKA: Three successive 2-wk. trips: (1) The
inside passage and Yukon; (2) the central re-

gion with McKinley Park, Kenai, Kodiak and
Katmai; and ( 3 ) outposts of the Aleutians,
Pribilofs, Nome, St. Lawrence Island and Point
Barrow. Series begins at Seattle June 22.

Note that the last 5 tours may be taken in con-
tinuous succession, following spring north in one
great 12-week trek from the Mexico border to

Point Barrow on the Arclic.

— MIDDLE AMERICA -
CHIAPAS: Mexico's most tropical state. Dec. 28.

YUCATAN: Popular trip amid jungle-svirrounded
ruins. Two departures: Jan. 13; July 20.

CENTRAL AMERICA: Bird, botany highlights of

Guatemala, Honduras, Costa Rica. Jan. 27.

PANAMA: Bird concentrations of Canal Zone &
Panama mountains. Two trips: Feb. 8; Aug. 2.

Additional Mexico tours in Autumn. Yucatan,
Panama and Colombia can be combined econom-
ically into a popular 7-week trip.

- SOUTH AMERICA -
COLOMBIA: World's top bird country. Two 1969

departures: Feb. 24; Aug. 17.

ECUADOR-PERU: Heavy bird populations of jun-
gles & high Andes, including Machu Picchu and
upper Amazon. Sept. 6.

CHILE-ARGENTINA: Highlights of both coasts, plus

Tierra del Fuego. Sept. 27.

BRAZIL: Iguasu Falls, the Rio coast, central jun-
gles and the Amazon. Oct. 18.

j

GUIANAS-VENEZUELA: The 3 Guianas. Trinidad'
and highlights of Venezuela. Nov. 8.

The 5 South America tours, starting with Co-
lombia on Aug. 17, readily combine into a re- '

markable grand tour of the continent.

— EUROPE —
By all means obtain the detailed announcement

of our 10-tour 1969 Europe program, with its

many possible combinations. E.\amp]e: The 4-tour
Mediterranean-Balkans-Russia-Siberia linkage, re-

turning home aroimd the world. Europe South,
Europe North & Nor\vay also combine economi-
cally. Britain and two Iceland departures complete
the >ear's program.

- AFRICA, ASIA, ETC. -
SOUTH AFRICA: This popular trip departs July 24,

includes S.W. Africa and the Kalahari.

EAST AFRICA: F,\lrcmely heavy bird concentra-
tions, nciin tuLi nianinials. August 14.

CENT. AFRICA-MADAGASCAR: New and promis-
ing, btgiiiiiing ,it Victoria Falls Sept. 4.

JAPAN: Full-time liirdinc from south tip of Kyu-
shu to north end of Hokkaido. Optional extra

week for tourist objectives. May 18.

ANTARCTICA: Choice of two departures in Janu-
ary- and February; 4 weeks.

CROWDER NATURE TOURS
Box 222-a

Harpers Ferry, W. V». 25425
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Wild 1^ lowers of the
United States

McGraw-Hill Book Company
330 West 42nd Street. New York, N. Y. 10036

Send me WILD FLOWERS OF THE UNITED STATES,

Volume One, The Northeastern States for 10
days' examination without cost or obligation.

If I keep it, I will send (please check one)

D $39.50 plus small delivery cost; or D $7.50

plus delivery in 10 days and $8 monthly for 4
months. If not completely delighted I will re-

turn the volume postpaid within 10 days.

D I wish to examine Volume Two, The South-
eastern States for 10 days free. Price: $44.50,

payable $8.50 plus delivery in 10 days and $9 a
month for 4 months. Same return privilege.

Name
(Please Print)

Address

City

State Zip

This offer good in U.S.A. only.
WF-9A AY-111

"A much needed definitiv

work for both the profej

sional and amateur."
Mrs. Thomas M. Waller, Presid

The Garden Club of America

Wild Flowers of the United St£(

Just a glimpse of the magnitude of tliese voluir i

The Northeastern States

1200 full-color photographs

572 pages

Hundreds of line drawings

Two books,

each 9%" x ISVi"

Comprehensive index

Bound in gold stamped
full buckram

VOLUME "'
.

The Southeastern 81

1

1,695 full-color photc.

760 pages

384 line drawings

Two books,

each 9%" x IS'A"

Comprehensive inde>

Bound in gold stampi

full buckram

MAIL THIS POSTAGE-PAID CARL
FOR 10 DAYS' FREE EXAMINATIH



Absolutely the most beautiful books on wild flowers ever published

572-page,
two-part volume.
9%" X 131/4".

Bound in full buckram
with gold stamping.

WILD FLOWERS
of the

UNITED STATES
• A Publication of the New York Botanical Garden

• Published by McGraw-Hill Book Company

• General Editor: Dr. William C. Steere, Director,

The New York Botanical Garden

• Written by Dr. Harold William Rickett,

Senior Curator, The New York Botanical Garden

VOLUME ONE
THE NORTHEASTERN STATES

1200 wild flowers shown in full color! Never
before have American wild flowers been de-

scribed so completely and so magnificently.

Wild Flowers of the United States, two-part

Volume One, brings a wealth of wild flower

lore to nature lover, gardener, and conserva-

tionist alike. The volume contains a beautiful,

full-color photograph of every wild flower of
general interest from the Atlantic Coast to

Minnesota and from Canada to Virginia and
Missouri. The illustrations have been printed,

often in as many as seven colors, by a world-
famous color printer on specially made paper.

A work of experts. This huge volume is spon-
sored by one of the world's leading scientific

institutions. The New York Botanical Gar-
den. The text, written by America's foremost
wild flower expert, fully describes each plant

and flower in easy, non-technical terms. Flow-
ers diflScult to identify by photographs are

illustrated by drawings showing minute botan-
ical differences. The necessary botanical names
and terms are explained in everyday words.

VOLUME TWO
THE SOUTHEASTERN STATES

Nearly 1700 wild flowers shown in full color!

Since the Southeastern states form a vast

botanical meeting ground that harbors more
species of wild flowers than any other region

of the United States, Volume Two is one-

fourth larger than the first two-book volume
on the Northeastern states. It, too, is off the

presses and available to you. It contains 1,695

full-color photographs by America's leading

nature photographers.

Sure aid to recognition. Like Volume One
this two-part volume was prepared under the

direction of Dr. Harold William Rickett,

Senior Curator of The New York Botanical

Garden. Dr. Rickett and his associates used

one simple and basic criterion in choosing the

photographs— each picture must help the in-

experienced naturalist to identify the wild

flower with ease and accuracy. The text and
384 line drawings are additional recognition

aids. You may examine this huge volume for

10 days free with no obligation. Send post

card for complete details.

two-part volume.
9%" X 131/4".

Bound in full buckram
with gold stamping.

Critical acclaim from the press

"This monumental project is a dream come true ... an awesome
achievement — physically, visually, and in contents."

—THE NEW YORK TIMES

"An exquisite garden on paper . . . The more than 1200 color

plates (are) of such piercing beauty that the first reaction is

awe." —SATURDAY REVIEW

"Magnificent color illustrations ... it is sheer joy to thumb
through it . . . The text is in language easily absorbed by the

layman but scientifically accurate." -the gardener

"Stunningly beautiful and true color . . . For completeness and

for visual clarity and beauty the book is unmatched."
—SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN

ENJOY FOR 10 DAYS FREE -USE ATTACHED CARD

When complete, this unprecedented publishing

project will cover all areas of the United States.

Future volumes will be published at intervals of

about a year. Volume One and Volume Two of the

definitive five-volume set are now available. To
receive either, or both, for 10 days free examina-

tion, just mail the attached postage-paid card. If

not fully pleased, simply return the books and

owe nothing. To order, mail attached postage-paid

reply card. There is no obligation. If card has been

removed write to McGraw-Hill Book Company,
330 West 42nd Street, New York, New York 1 0036.



Introducing a
new way

to postpone your
taxes.

Wells Fargo Bank, the nation's

eleventh largest, has a new savings

plan that gives you the opportunity

to receive interest when it's to your

tax advantage. The plan is called

Deferred Income Savings Certificates,

or DISC. The funds you deposit now

in DISC earn 5% per annum, com-

pounded quarterly, for the length of

your investment—even if interest

rates should decline. You can select

any annual maturity from 1 to 10

years, and under current regulations

taxes on your DISC investment

are deferred until the end of that

period. That means you can

postpone part of your tax burden for

up to ten yearsl

This combination of guaranteed 5%
income and potential tax savings

makes a particularly attractive

investment for those who expect to

be in a lower tax bracket (retirees or

professional athletes, for example) in

the future. Here's an example of

how it could work for you:

Let's suppose you have $18,000 to

invest, and are planning to retire

in 8 years. You could put your funds

in 3 Deferred Income Savings

Certificates— one $5,000 Certificate

to mature in 8 years, one $6,000
in 9 years, and one $7,000 in 10
years. Tfiat way you could spread

your income— and tax savings over

several retirement years. And
because the interest earned on this

investment is not paid until you may

be in a lower tax bracket, your other

investments that are taxed on a

current basis would have to yield a

substantially higher return to even

equal the Income guaranteed by

Deferred Income Savings Certificates.

Furthermore, DISC Is so flexible

that it can be individually tailored to

meet almost any financial

requirement.

You can invest in as many Certificates

as you wish—with varying maturities.

The minimum for each Certificate

is $5,000. And it is possible to make
additional deposits of $1,000 or

more. Any subsequent deposits you

make will mature at the same time

as your original principal.

If for any reason you should wish to

withdraw your funds, you may do

so on any quarterly anniversary, or

within ten days thereafter, provided

all funds have been on deposit for
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comes the presence of his fellows as

a cheery reminder that he is not alone

in the wilderness. At the Grand

Canyon not one visitor in a hundred

ventures below the canyon rim. Few

leave -vvell-worn paths. In Yosemite

Valley, Fourth-of-JuIy campers are

estimated at more than eight thou-

sand per square mile: "The damp

night air, heavy with a pall of eye-

watering smoke, is cut by the blare

of transistor radios, the clatter of

pots and pans, the roar of a motor-

cycle, and the squeals of teenagers."

Except for the trailers and tents "this

might be any city after dark."

But this is essentially how people

like parks. Indeed, it is close to what

was anticipated by the proponents of

our first national park. When N. P.

Langford admired Yellowstone Lake

in 1870, he predicted it would soon

"be adorned with villas and the orna-

ments of civilized life. . . . The march

of civil improvement ^vill reclaim this

delightful solitude, and garnish it

with all the attractions of cultivated

taste and refinement."

Daniel Boone is reputed to have

felt crowded when he sa^\- the smoke

from another cabin. Daniel Boone

is dead. Most modern campers do not

object to pitching their tents a few

feet apart : a campground is said to be

full only when you have to use the

other fellow's tent pegs. Recreation

specialists have conscious or uncon-

scious standards of use intensity

which most folk are willing, even

happy, to exceed. After Labor Day,

when most campers leave Yosemite,

the rest huddle together to maintain

a comfortable feeling of density.

Most Americans enjoy nature not

to "get away from it all" in the wil-

derness, but to relax in familiar sur-

roundings. The laundromat at Mesa

Verde National Park made a lady

from Kansas "feel right at home, they

even have my favorite detergent.

Modern camping is "the definitive

means of getting close to nature . . .

without coming to grips with it," ac-

cording to Gilbert Millstein. "Nobody

chews pemmican or gnaws on edible

roots and only a handful of eccen-

trics . . . invite their souls on a bed of

boughs." The campers at Groton

State Forest, Vermont, all had port-

able refrigerators and were given

stacks of firewood (from logs cut out-

side the forest). Millstein concluded

that their pioneering drive was "a re-

turn to the soil—in the fashion ... of

Continued on page 64
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A Naturalist at Large

Cranvded A^nimats
by Marston Bates

Biologists have been interested in

the study of animal populations ever

since the day when Thomas Robert

Malthus first enunciated his "dismal

theorem." As stated in the 1803 edi-

tion of his Essay on Population,

the Malthusian propositions are:

first, that "population is necessarily

limited by the means of subsist-

ence" ; and second, that "population

invariably increases where the

means of subsistence increase unless

prevented by some very powerful

and obvious checks." In the case of

man, Malthus considered that the

checks were all resolvable into "moral

restraint, vice and misery."

Malthus was concerned with the

human problem, and human popula-

tions certainly often behave in ac-

cord with the Malthusian proposi-

tions. If one used "moral restraint"

to cover contraception, abortion, in-

fanticide, and continence, one could

well argue that thej' always apply.

And if Paul Ehrlich is right in his

article on "The Coming Famine" in

the May Natural History, we are

all in for a great deal of misery

presently because of man's continu-

ing multiplication—and I am afraid

that he is right.

But what about other animals?

Undeniabl)' the means of subsistence

is the ultimate limit on any popula-

tion, but in natural communities ani-

mals rarely live up to this limit.

There usually seems to be plenty of

food for all, and death through star-

vation is probably rare. As a gradu-

ate student, I specialized in the study

of our native fruit flies (Trypeti-

dae) , and I became impressed with

the quantity of wild fruits I had to

examine to find a few larvae. Most of

this perfectly good fruit-fly food w^s
going to waste! Now I look out the

window at the trees, shrubs, and
grass and think about all the cater-

pillar fodder that is not being used

—even in a situation where no in-

secticides have been applied.

Where a population does live up

to the limit of the means of subsist-

ence, catastrophe is likely to result.

The incredible hordes of migratory

locusts, which at times strip the

countryside of every green thing in

various parts of the world, are a

case in point. Locust plagues have

been recorded in Egypt and Assyria

since the beginning of written his-

tory. Disastrous insect outbreaks are

often the consequence of man's in-

terference with the ordinary balance

of natural communities, but this can

hardly be the case with locusts.

There is even what might be called

a "fossil" locust swarm, which be-

came embedded in the ice of the gla-

cier on Mount Cook in Montana in

pre-Columbian times. Because of the

damage they cause, these insects

have received a great deal of atten-

tion from entomologists, but there

was no explanation of the swarming

migratory flights until 1921, when
B. P. Uvarov first announced his

phase theory.

The migratory locust of the Near

East had been classified as a species

[Locusta migraloria) distinct from

a similar solitary grasshopper {Lo-

custa danica). The two differed in

measurements of head length and

width, leg length, and color (migra-

toria being dark and danica green)

,

as well as in behavior. Uvarov found

that if hoppers were raised under

crowded conditions, the adults

turned into the migratory form; if

they were raised in isolation, the

adults were of the solitary form. The
two "species" were different phases

of the same animal.

Uvarov's theory has been amply

confirmed by subsequent work—it

has the status of a fact rather than a

theory. All of the seven grasshopper

species in different parts of the world
{
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that sometimes form dangerous lo-

cust plagues have been found to

show this phase phenomenon. The

solitary forms live dispersed in

grasslands, slovkfly building up in

abundance until, at some stage in

crowding, the restless, gregarious

migratory form appears and the

great hordes of insects, darkening

the sky, take off to devastate any

vegetation in their paths. The

swarms may fly out to sea, and they

almost always end in some environ-

ment where the species cannot sur-

vive. New swarms are then built up

from individuals that stayed behind

in the homeland.

The mass suicide clearly serves as

a final limit to population growth.

But what adaptive value does this be-

havior have that could lead to the

evolution of the two different

phases? The most widely held theory

is that the migrations are a form of

"environment hopping." The grass-

hopper species that occasionally

form migratory swarms live in arid

or semiarid regions where the en-

vironment . is never stable for long.

The phase change provides a way in

which the species can occasionally

burst out from one kind of habitat

into others. It gives the species two

ways of life instead of leaving it

chained to one—another case of the

value of diversity. Most swarms die

out, but sometimes populations may
become established in new areas,

thus promoting the survival and
dispersal of the species.

It has recently been found that

a number of other kinds of insects

show phase changes when raised un-

der crowded conditions. At first it

seemed that this might be the ex-

planation of other insect migrations

—and the phenomenon does hold

true in many cases. Unfortunately,

some non-migratory species, such as

the European Emperor moth (Satur-

ma pavonia I , which does not even

have functional mouthparts as an

adult, also show dark phase changes
when raised under crowded condi-

tions. There is no one-to-one rela-

tion between phase change and gre-

garious migration in all insects.

A number of species of Lepidop-
tera, especially in the tropics, show
mass gregarious movements that

seem to be suicidal. I have stood on
the Caribbean coast of Honduras
and watched millions of butterflies,

several species flying together,

streaming out to sea and certain
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death. Little is known about the

background of these mass swarms:

the species are of no economic im-

portance, and the population build-

ups occur in remote parts of the

tropics where there are no entomolo-

gists to study them.

The mass suicide of these insects

brings to mind the famous case of

the Norwegian lemmings. Lemmings

are small, mouselike rodents that in-

habit the subarctic regions of both

hemispheres. Most species show

rather regular cycles of abundance

with peaks at intervals of three or

four years. This has been the sub-

ject of a great deal of study—Charles

Elton wrote a book about it, with

the title Mice, Voles and Lemmings

—but we still can hardly be said to

understand the cyclic regularity.

The Norwegian lemmings have at-

tracted particular attention because

in years of abundance they pour

down from the mountains toward

the sea through farms, villages, and

towns—indifferent to all obstacles.

G. C. Clough has written a first-

hand account of a lemming outbreak

in Norway, entitled "Lemmings and

Population Problems," in the June.

1965, issue of the American Scien-

tist. "The peak population, which I

watched all through the summer,"

he writes, "began to move downward
from the alpine shrub and lichen

zones rather suddenly in mid-July.

During the short night and early

morning hours, I could see individu-

al animals proceeding at a steady

pace down along a hiking trail.

While I sat at a convenient observa-

tion point where a road crossed a

small river, as many as forty lem-

mings per hour passed by. These

animals were not heading toward a

good wintering ground. In fact, by
September and October, when the

first snows came, many of them had
settled in the large, low-lying marsh
and in a hayfield devoid of green

grass. None of them survived the

winter here. Other wandering lem-

mings began to appear at the nearest

town and surrounding pine forests

twelve miles away down the valley."

The migrating lemmings were

completely antisocial. Whenever one

animal encountered another, there

would be antagonistic squeaks and

posturings, even bo.xing with the

forefeet. But in the wild, Clough

never observed actual biting. If,

however, he placed two lemmings
together in a small cage, they would

fight savagely until one of them died,

always within twenty-four hours.

There have been many laboratory

studies of the effect of crowding on

animals. Overcrowding results in a

slowed rate of growth and in under-

sized, weak adults—easily enough I

explained in terms of food shortage.

But even when provision is made so

that an abundance of food is always

available, there may be striking

changes in behavior and physiology.

Most of the studies have been made

with rodents, and in these animals

the overstimulation under crowded

conditions results in a disruption of

the usual endocrine balance, caus-

ing, most notably, an enlargement

of the adrenal cortex. The conse-

quences are diminished reproductive

functioning in both males and fe-

males, inhibition of growth, in-

creased susceptibility to disease, and

so forth. The endocrine changes un-

der caged conditions are clear;

whether comparable changes occur

under crowded conditions in the

wild is not so well established, al-

though it ivould seem a likely ex-

planation of abnormal behavior. '

Interestingly enough, it has re-

cently been discovered that hormone

changes are associated with the shift

from solitary to migrator)^ phase in

locusts. The glands concerned are

very different, of course, from the

endocrine glands of mammals, but

the principle of chemical control-

over behavior may well be the same.

Probably the best-known studies

of the behavior of mammal popula-

tions under confinement are those

carried out by John Calhoun with

the Norway rat. He has published

many papers on these studies, but

perhaps the most convenient sum-

mary is that given in the February,

1962, issue of Scientific American,

entitled "Population Density and

Social Pathology."

Calhoun has observed his rats in

Baltimore back yards, in large out-

door enclosures, and in carefully

designed laboratory cages. He has

tried to make caged conditions as

"natural" as possible by using large

enclosures provided with nest boxes,

hiding places, runways and the like.

There always remains, however, the

problem of evaluating the behavior

of animals kept in enclosures: immi-

gration and emigration are ruled

out; one animal chased by another

cannot flee from the experiment. Ob-

servations made under experimental
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conditions must always be checked

with studies in the field if they are

to be correctly interpreted. Fighting

behavior in particular is apt to be

exaggerated under caged conditions

—witness the difference between

wild and caged lemmings observed

by Garrett Clough. On the other

hand, it is often difficult to under-

stand behavior in the wild without

testing animals under controlled

conditions. Calhoun is certainly

aware of all of this, yet his work

has been criticized as not making

sufficient allowance for the effects of

restricted space.

In general, Calhoun and others

have found that under crowded con-

ditions, but with ample food avail-

able, behavioral changes occur that

greatly reduce reproduction. The

most striking cases involve the for-

mation of what Calhoun has called

'"behavioral sinks." In experiments

in which a large enclosure is sub-

divided into pens with restricted

access, dominant males may estab-

lish more or less norinal reproduc-

tive relations in some pens, while

the other pens will be occupied by
the outcasts, who show various ab-

normal behavioral patterns—who
show "social pathology."

Females in a behavioral sink be-

come sloppy nest builders or fail to

make nests at all; litters are aborted

or young neglected, making for a

high infant mortality. Some males

become extremely phlegmatic, los-

ing all interest in sex or in fighting.

Others become hyperactive — the

''probers"— attempting to mate with

other males or with females not in

estrus, showing what Calhoun has

called "pansexual behavior." They
also tend to be cannibalistic, eating

the abandoned young.

Thus the "vice and misery" of

the Malthusian propositions develop

in rat populations as well as in hu-

man. Whether rats in nature form
behavorial sinks is a matter of de-

bate; the lemmings at least show
that odd behavior may be the con-

sequence of crowding in the wild.

Inevitably one compares rats in a be-

havioral sink with humans in a

crowded ghetto. Certainly people

often behave very much like rats—

as Konrad Lorenz has pointed out in

his book On. Aggression—hVit I think

the differences outweigh the similari-

ties. We may, however, be able to

learn something about ourselves by
studying rats.
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Could

Originate

Now?
by S, W. Fox and R. J, McCauley

Records tell us that belief in abio-

genesis—that life can originate

naturally from lifeless matter—dates

back at least as far as about 700 B.C.

For many centuries thereafter it was

an integral part of most philosophical

and scientific thinking. But in the

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries

came a drastic change, and history

books continue to tell us that in the

1860's Louis Pasteur proved conclu-

sively that belief in spontaneous gen-

eration of living organisms was not

valid. The French chemist set up his

elegant experiments much more
rigorously than did any of his con-

temporaries or predecessors; the

inferences from his results were

accepted as the final blow to the con-

cept of abiogenesis.

Since Pasteur's time, investigators

have amassed a huge catalogue of

widely differing forms of life and

of processes going on within life's

basic functional unit, the living cell.

It is understandable that this pro-

fusion of variations and intricacies

has reinforced the conclusions

drawn from Pasteur's experiments

over a century ago. In its advance,

the study of life processes has be-

come so staggeringly complex—bio-
chemically, genetically, cytological-

ly—that many have accepted a

negative premise. In their view, life

is much too intricate and subtle;

man cannot even begin to guess how
living systems might have come
from nonbiological matter. In other

words, it has become comfortable to

think that life today is too compli-

cated, and was already too compli-

cated in early geological times, to

organize spontaneously.

However, some others have not

been overawed by the intricacies of

the living cell. They have reasoned
that all this complexity involving en-

zymes, the nucleic acids DNA and
RNA, cellular structure, and organ-
elles betokens a very advanced or

specialized stage, which would have
been unnecessary at the beginning of

evolution of organisms. Furthermore,
they doubt that a so-called vital force

was necessary to change non-living

matter into living matter. They feel

that the phenomena of chemistry and
physics would have been sufficient.

From experimental observations they
have found increasing evidence for

the powers of self-assembly. Here is
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an avenue by which a simple version

of a living system can result sponta-

neously after smaller molecules or-

ganize into macromolecules.

To understand the basis for this

newer attitude let us avoid futile at-

tempts to define life. Until more facts

become available, no scientists, ex-

cept a fe^v who may be dogmatically

inclined, care to argue over a defini-

tion of life. Consequently, this article

is limited largely to evidence of sys-

tems that assemble themselves and
have many of the properties of con-

temporary life.

Let us start with a premise and a

method. The premise is easy to ac-

cept: Life must have arisen at least

once in the past. The method is to find

out what conditions and materials on

earth would have originally been nec-

essary to yield a living unit or the

prototype leading to it. This leads to

the main question considered here:

Can life begin now? To answer it in a

disciplined way we can turn to recent

experimental evidence from the lab-

oratory on how life may arise, or

might have arisen, abiogenetically.

We can then assess the probability of

such processes occurring naturally in

today's environments.

For the foundation of such re-

search we must look back a few

decades. Following Pasteur's experi-

ments, the disbelief in abiogenesis

was not penetrated by an important

shaft of light until 1924. In that year

the Russian biochemist A. I. Oparin

published his boldly titled book The

Origin of Life.

Oparin hypothesized that the first

occurrence of life on earth was pre-

ceded by the formation of various or-

ganic compounds; that they came
from the simpler kinds of material a

primitive atmosphere might have pro-

vided—from clouds of water vapor,

methane, ammonia, and hydrogen

(the most abundant element in the

universe). This concept of a molec-

ular evolution served as a point of de-

parture for the newer thinking on

spontaneous generation. Chemists

have confirmed Oparin's thesis that

simple gases can serve for synthesiz-

ing a wide variety of simple organic

molecules common to living things.

Also verified is the presence of such

reactant gases not only in our prebio-

logical past here on earth but on

neighboring planets today.
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Laboratory version of a

path to life: (A) these

spheres (1 ,500 X)

,

self-formed from protein-

like molecules derivable

from simple gases, now
begin a kind of budding;

(B) the buds can be freed

from parent spheres by

thermal shock ; (C) by

accretion, buds groiv into

microspheres; (D) new

sphere proceeds to develop

a second-generation bud.

The current concept of abiogenesis

starts with those gases and the five

slements they contain : carbon, nitro-

jen, hydrogen, oxygen, and some-

imes sulphur. We know that in the

aboratory the gases can be converted

nto amino acids and in turn these

airly simple organic compounds
;erve as building blocks for large

nolecules, both in the laboratory and

n nature. Nature commonly con-

;tructs many vital compounds, in-

;luding the enzymes and other pro-

eins essential to life, by linking

imino acids of various types into

arge chainlike molecules called mac-

omolecules. This is the kind of as-

iembling procedure that the genetic

nolecule DNA directs in contempo-

rary organisms.
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But need life have originated only

after evolution had already reached

the point of producing nucleic acid,

which then would govern the joining

together of amino acids to produce

enzymes, more nucleic acids, and the

like? A simpler way has received

more attention from those of us at

the University of Miami's Institute of

Molecular Evolution. It gives a con-

sistent explanation for how the first

primitive forms of life could have

arisen.

Like other concepts, this approach

begins with synthesizing simple com-

pounds from the earth's primordial

gases. In line with Oparin's ideas,

the first experiments produced very

simple organic compounds from in-

organic materials. Fifteen years ago,

S. L. Miller, then of the University

of Chicago, reported synthesizing

four of the amino acids commonly
found as building blocks in proteins.

Miller used the gases that Oparin rea-

soned would have been in the earth's

primitive atmosphere. For the en-

ergy needed he passed electrical

sparks through them, and found

he had produced alanine, glycine,

aspartic acid, and glutamic acid.

In
following years, scientists in sev-

eral research centers around the

world showed they could synthesize

several more of the protein-related

amino acids by trying various com-
binations of primordial gases and
types of energy—not only the gases

Oparin proposed, but also hydrogen
cyanide, hydrogen sulphide, carbon
monoxide, and carbon dioxide; not

only by an electrical discharge but
by ultraviolet radiation, ionizing ra-

diation, visible light, and heat.

One of the most comprehensive of

these syntheses was reported in 1964
by Harada and a coauthor of this

article (Fox) working at Florida

State University. Utilizing heat
energy with silica as a catalyst, we
showed that most of the eighteen

protein-forming amino acids could

be produced from three substances-
methane, ammonia, and water. The
absence of hydrogen as a reactant

permitted the formation of such hy-
drogen-poor amino acids as tyrosine

and phenylalanine.

In producing many of the protein-

aceous amino acids, research had
come a considerable distance. Yet it
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had moved very little closer to a

penetrating understanding of how
life began. A formidable barrier to

scientific understanding had not been

eliminated; rather, an inherent prej-

udice against simple beginnings had

been exposed. What could happen

with those synthesized amino acids?

Might something much closer to life

arise—might the amino acids lead to

synthetic protein-like molecules?

The method used to answer this

question at our laboratory was dis-

armingly simple. We heated a mix-

ture of the various proteinaceous

amino acids to a temperature above

the boiling point of water. Thereby

the relatively small amino acid mole-

cules combined to form protein-like

macromolecules. These polymers we
called proteinoids because their

building blocks were amino acids

and their size was comparable to that

of small protein molecules.

Our understanding of proteins and
proteinoids is extensive but incom-

plete. Nevertheless, both categories

share a long list of properties and are

importantly alike in the quantitative

and qualitative composition of their

constituent amino acids; the identi-

fying presence of characteristic pep-

tide bonds that hold amino acids to-

gether ; the high molecular weight of

the macromolecules; the generally

similar response to a wide variety of

common tests for protein.

Though not identical to contempo-
rary proteins, proteinoids have
enough protein properties to allow us

to visualize easily their evolving to

contemporary proteins. Accordingly,

they and their properties may answer
the basic chicken-and-egg question:

How could enzymes and other pro-

teins have arisen without enzymes al-

ready present to produce them? Mo-
lecular evolution from proteinoids

could be the answer, thereby solving

one of the most fundamental prob-
lems confronting a theory of abio-

genesis.

It is especially interesting that six

laboratories have found the synthetic

compounds work like natural en-

zymes (which are proteins, of course

)

in catalyzing the reactions of natural

substances. As with enzymes, the

kind of catalytic work done varies

with the kind of proteinoid. Each can
do at least several jobs.

Over-all, the formation of protein-

oid is significant in that the reaction

requires no nucleic acid or other such

architect to supply a blueprint. Under
conditions known to be widespread

on the contemporary earth and in-

ferable as having been even more
widespread on the primitive earth,

the various synthetic constituents fall

into a self-selected sequence during

synthesis of the polymer.

Now the next step. The internally

self-ordered macromolecules can as-

semble themselves into microspheri-

oal units remindful of the living cell.

The discovery of this capacity was
especially responsible for encourag-

ing the belief that we can reach mean-
ingful answers to our questions about

the origin of life.

Conditions required for self-

assembly are as simple as making in-

stant coffee—only the addition of

"water" is required. As with instant

coffee, the process yields a better

"flavor" if the water is first warmed.
The experiment can be performed
either with water and purified pro-

teinoid, or simply water and a hot

polymer reaction mixture still in the

crude state, much as we visualize it

would be in a terrestrial locale. When
the resultant suspension is cooled and
examined under a microscope, one
can see literally millions of small,

spherical, cell-like units, which we
have called microspheres. They are

typically from one to three microns
in diameter ; a string of 25,000 would
measure about one to three inches

long. One can quickly see gross mor-

phological similarities between these

microspheres and various natural

living forms, especially in compari-

son with coccoid bacteria, which are

about the same shape and size.

In
the past ten years we have car-

ried on an unending series of ex-

periments with microspheres. This

work, aided by the electron micro-

scope, has uncovered a wide variety

of structural and dynamic complexi-

ties characteristic of the micro-
spheres and has shown an array of

self-organizing properties. We have

also noted marked similarity between

sections of microspheres and of the

simple microbe, Bacillus cereiis,

after both were prepared by the same
procedure.

Closer examination of the bound-
ary around the microsphere, again i



with help from the electron micro-

scope, revealed its double-layered

structure—this quickly reminds us of

the layered configuration of biologi-

cal membranes. Furthermore, experi-

mental evidence disclosed that this

visual similarity is more than struc-

tural. Osmotic activity can be demon-

strated in the microsphere, as in

living cells. We have shown that tlie

microsphere boundary has the selec-

tive ability to retain large polysac-

charide molecules and let small mono-

saccharide ones go through.

Next comes the question of self-

replication—of like reproducing like.

We are familiar with the chromo-

somic process, called division, by

which living cells reproduce. We do

not expect this from microspheres,

which lack nucleic acid, but do they

show something that accomplishes

much the same result?

Many cells reproduce by binary

fission. However, some yeasts and

bacteria reproduce by budding. After

noticing that microspheres also form

buds, we began a rigorous investiga-

tion. Observations showed that when

the microspheres had aged a week

or so in their mother liquor they go

through the first stage of what is a

simple replicative cycle of budding.

The buds that result can be removed

by mechanical, thermal, or electrical

shock, and the liberated buds can be

made to grow larger by a process of

accretion. This simply requires seed-

ing them into a new proteinoid solu-

tion saturated at a slightly higher

temperature. When the solution cools,

proteinoid material deposits upon the

buds. These new microspheres reach

normal size, and when aged as be-

fore, they display buds—this time of

the second generation.

This procedure differs in some

ways from the more complex tech-

nique characteristic of contemporary

budding in the yeasts and bacteria.

However, it carries out the essential

function of a reproductive process.

And it does so without nucleic acid.

Information is transferred from the

amino acids to polymer, and from

environment to individual without

great change.

The experiment illustrates a new-

direction that chemistry and physics

are taking: away from old-fashioned

vitalistic notions; towards systems

chemistry and the physics of interact-

ing systems. In this biological con-

text, the causes for such phenomena
as budding and growth must ulti-

mately be traced back to the molecu-

lar level, but the actual budding and

growth result from interaction of

systems.

With the newer view and the kind

of reproductive process just de-

scribed, we can visualize how the

traditional forces of Darwinian selec-

ti(m could have begun to develop

greater sophistication and more rami-

Jicalintif.: and how if such selection

went cjH long enough, the spontane-

ous sequence of steps might ulti-

mately have reached the high levels

of organization in living forms today.

To illustrate how simply the steps

could have occurred, we can start

with the 13 amino acids common to

protein, mix these dry materials, and

place the mixture on the surface of a

preheated chunk of lava in the open

air of our laboratory. We can use

any amount of each amino acid over

a V, ide range of proportions.

The hot lava corresponds to any

thermal zone of sufficient tempera-

ture on the earth's primordial sur-

face. When the amino acids touch

the rock they begin melting and re-

leasing water vapor. This indicates

a reaction that is producing peptide

linkages between the amino acids,

with water as a by-product. Within a

few- minutes the amino acids have

finished melting and polymerizing to

form proteinoid, a viscous, amber-

colored, glassy substance. Within

twenty minutes we terminate the re-

action with a drenching rainfall of

water from atove. Again this mimics

what must have happened often in

primordial times billions of years

aso. When we now examine the run-

off water under a microscope we find

normally formed microspheres, with

iheir characteristic boundaries.

Hardly any experiment could be

simpler. This one dramatically em-

phasizes the real possibility that

primitive life could rapidly and often

organize spontaneously from readily

formed materials of an appropriate

kind. These are cell-like units from a

material like protein, a material that

in turn arose from amino acids

formed from such materials as

methane, ammonia, and water vapor.

Here, man initiated the combination

of conditions and materials. We can-

not doubt that nature could have

easily done the same.

Meanwhile, in our laboratory and

in others, experiments are being ac-

tively conducted on the formation of

other small biomolecules from non-

biological materials. Experiments

have demonstrated the formation of

vital subunits of nucleic acid: the

purines—adenine, guanine, xanthine;

and the pyrimidines—uracil and cyto-

sine. Ribose and deoxyribose, equally

important constituent subunits of

RNA and DNA, have been produced.

Likewise, synthetic methods have

produced the energy-rich sugar glu-

cose-6-phosphate. By combining the

nucleic acid bases, sugars, and phos-

phates, experimenters have demon-

strated the formation of nucleotides—

the primary building blocks of nu-

cleic acids. Small polymers of the

mononucleotides have also been pro-

duced. Though these polynucleotides

resemble nucleic acids considerably

less than proteinoids resemble pro-

teins, they may be a doorway to

further research. Such synthesis from

primitive materials could go a long

way toward satisfying the molecular

requirements of most contemporary

biotic forms that depend upon DNA
and RNA.
Meanwhile, the experiments

stressed here show that a sufficiently

high level of complexity can easily be

acfiieved from amino acids, without

the need of guidance from genes. Ac-

cordingly, we seriously doubt the

need of prescribing nucleic acids as

necessary for primitive or simple liv-

ing things. In this way, also, we may

be coming closer to a series of defini-

tions of life at different stages.

Some incomplete evidence now

suggests that at least one contempo-

rary replicating unit can thrive with-

out nucleic acid. This is the pathogen

called scrapie, a disease found in

sheep. Investigators have suggested

that the troublemaker is a self-

rejjroducing protein entity. Unlike

more conventional diseases, this one

does not stimulate the formation of

antibodies. Although evidence for its

protein nature is still not complete,

the evidence indicating the absence

of nucleic acid is considerable.

Also without need for nucleic acids

are the relatively simple processes

that turn amino acids into self-
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replicating microspheres. From this

y/e reason that more complex forms

could have evolved later, although

that possibility does not rule out

other primordial sequences.

Is
the environment still able to fos-

ter the amino acid process we have

been describing? Upon ivhat could

abiogenesis draw today?

Raw materials present no problem.

Experiments confirm that some of

the necessary kinds would be avail-

able for producing amino acids.

What about the energies needed for

such spontaneous organic chemistry?

A survey shows that all the kinds of

energy used in key contemporary re-

search are available from our envi-

ronment today. The same energies

are believed to have existed in pri-

mordial times. Electrical discharge in

the form of lightning is found in most

regions of our planet. Solar energy

is available now much as it was in

the past. Thermal energy—heat—is

abundant on our planet and could be

relied on to energize a wide variety

of reactions identical to those being

carried out in the laboratories.

Furthermore, the amounts avail-

able need not be the deciding factor.

The quality of the energy may be
much more significant, perhaps even
crucial. In nature, for example, moist

proteins are not stable mider high-

energy radiation, but the same sensi-

tive molecules can tolerate heat over

quite a moderately wide range of dry
conditions.

As for proteinoid microspheres,

one kind of information about the

conditions needed for their spon-

taneous origin comes from compar-
ing them ivith microfossils found on
earth and with "organized elements"
found in meteorites. One explanation
for the similarities observed is as fol-

lows: the meteorite and the micro-
fossils do not represent once-living

forms but, rather, forms that were
not quite alive. And if the fossils do
date back to a time before living cells

had evolved, they are all the more
significant.

This explanation has plausibility

because laboratory conditions that

produce the microspheres resemble
conditions that existed in meteorites

and in our earth's early strata.

In any event, the search continues
for facts about the similarities and
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differences between "organized ele-

ments," microfossils, and micropar-

ticles formed from amino acid poly-

mers. These comparisons relate

directly to the search for extraterres-

trial life. They indicate that the older

approach—interpreting results of

simple tests performed by remote

control and monitored on earth—is

unreliable. Those tests can hardly be

expected to confirm the existence of

life on celestial bodies.

Laboratory experiments tell us,

even more than the theory of biologi-

cal evolution has been able to do, that

the pathway of evolution is tightly

controlled internally. A variety of

local environments would increase

the likelihood that the internally di-

rected self-organizing process would

occur. The meaningful questions con-

cern, not the average chemistry of a

planet like Venus, but rather, ivhat

is the variety and nature of local con-

ditions? For instance, it seems more
reasonable that the early stages of

molecular evolution did occur on the

moon at one time. This increased

probabilit)' comes from our learning

recently that the moon has a basaltic

crust like that of the earth. This

means its geochemical history prob-

ably did resemble this planet's his-

tory enough to include the presence

of water.

We now return to the main ques-

tion with wMch this article be-

gan: Can life begin now? It has
already been ansivered with a more
or less qualified affirmative by Dar-
win, Oparin, Keosian (Rutgers) , and
Fox.

A qualified "yes" poses a logical

corollary question : Then ivhy do we
not see life beginning now? Darwin
proposed that all of the conditions
that ever could have been present
for abiogenesis still exist on earth.

Ho^vever, in a letter to a friend he
went on: "But if (and oh! what a big
if

! ) we could conceive in some warm
little pond, with all sorts of ammonia
and phosphoric salts, light, heat, elec-

tricity, etc., present, that a protein
compound was chemically formed
ready to undergo still more complex
changes, at the present day such mat-
ter would be instantly devoured or
absorbed, which would not have
been the case before living creatures
were formed."

Keosian, author of a much used

textbook on the origin of life, had a

similar view: "No newly arising

form can withstand the competition

against already adapted forms in the

fierce struggle for existence."

Oparin also saw such obstacles,

but was less pessimistic. He focused

on possibilities of a less immediate

threat to the safety of the newly

formed organism. He believed that

de novo synthesis was possible on
some extraterrestrial body. He also

proposed that life could be originat-

ing right now in "some out of the way
parts of our planet."

If Oparin's suggestion is true, why
has such life not come to our atten-

tion? The answer suggested by Fox
is based on the increasing evidence

that evolution is self-limiting.

At the beginning of its own evolu-

tion a de novo form of life would be

inconspicuous because of the many
characteristics it shares with already

existing life. If, for example, life be-

gins easily at a number of hot

springs, we are confronted ivith an al-

most uniform biotic pattern of sul-

phur bacteria and thermophilic blue-

green algae. We might well not be
able then to distinguish de novo
blue-green algae from the lineal, un-

evolved descendants of blue-green

algae that first appeared t^vo billion

years ago.

Angus Wood and others who have

w orked in our laboratory have gone

on to propose that a form with some-

w'hat different characteristics would
simply be classified by the systema-

tists as a previously unrecognized

species. This explanation becomes all

the stronger ivhen -we note that taxo-

nomic studies of hot springs flora

often turn up so-called new species.

One reason for performing experi-

ments is to honor the general premise

that with experiments ^\ e can unearth

new understanding. We would other-

wise be shut off from new outlooks

by old unchallenged preconceptions.

The experiments reviewed here have

told us that the reactions leading to a

model of self-replicating primitive

life are rugged and could occur sim-

plv, rapidly, and often. The possi-

bility now looms that as we learn

more about how to produce life in the

laboratory, we also come closer to

recognizing that life can be originat-

ing spontaneouslv on our earth.



enactment of how a life process might begin in nature,

bove: a mixture of amino acids arrives on a hot chunk

ava. Right: water falls on the resulting amber-colored

proteinoid to simulate rain. Below: a drop of runoff

hows this abundance of self-organized microspheres.
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l^T ineteen centuries ago near North
-^^ Africa, as Pliny tells it, a dol-

phin came up to a boy in the sea, gave

him a ride, and swam with him

toward shore. Until just recently, this

ancient Mediterranean tale of a

friendly relationship between a man
and a dolphin seemed no more than

mythical. But now, as the two species

approach each other more closely in

aquariums and in the sea, the poten-

tial for co-operation between us

seems to be more and more realistic.

Despite the strangeness to humans of

this sleek mammal and our strange-

ness to it as dry, stiff creatures with

too many prongs, it may turn out that

we have in common a quality more

important than shape. We consider

ourselves to be intelligent creatures;

and dolphins, by the anatomical

structure of their brains and by their

behavior, show signs of being intelli-

gent too. To what degree, by the

standards we use to judge ourselves—

and by whatever others we may find

to fit them more precisely—is one of

the first problems we must meet to

determine on just what level our rela-

tionship will be.

Intelligence is hard to define. One

might call it the capacity for individ-

ual adaptive behavior: for learning,

by insight or imitation, how to react

to new situations and how to modify

one's actions effectively. For most

animals, of course, high intelligence

is unnecessary ; instead natural selec-

tion, acting gradually, finds new ac-

tion patterns and morphology to suit

the needs of a species.

In a general way, intelligence does

correlate with brain size; this was

one of the first reasons why some

Equipped ivith sharp teeth,

an underwater sonar system,

and a smooth, streamlined

body, the dolphin

is superbly adapted for hunting

in the ocean environment.
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anatomists felt that cetaceans (in-

sluding whales, dolphins, and por-

poises) might he highly intelligent.

A dolphin has a larger brain than a

human, and its cerebral cortex is

nearly as convoluted. However, the

ratio of brain weight to body weight

or body length (a common basis of

interspecific comparison) favors

man in both instances. Other com-

parisons might be made within the

brains themselves. The cerebellum,

ivhich controls voluntary movement,

is proportionately larger in cetaceans

than in land animals. In neuron dens-

ity, men surpass dolphins, but this

may not be particularly significant

because all small-brained animals

(monkeys for instance) have a

greater neuron density than large-

brained ones. In the number of axo-

dendritic interconnections between

neurons, which may channel the as-

sociations on which intelligent choice

is based, men surpass monkeys—and
dolphins, men. In any event, such

comparisons are tenuous, at best. In-

telligence, as much as morphology, is

a response to environmental pres-

sure. Thus, an examination of the

dolphin's environment, and its adap-

tation to it, is necessary if we are to

understand the manifestations of this

creature's intelligence.

Physically, despite its land-mammal
ancestry, the dolphin is almost per-

fectly fitted to the generous hut exact-

ing environment of the sea. Breathing

air, it spends its whole life in a medi-

um physiologically alien, in the shel-

terless fringe where air and water

meet, buffeted by both wind and cur-

rent. Dolphins must always stay near

the surface, even when sleeping.

Often they hover just under water,

rising every few minutes with a slow

tail thrust, although precise sleep

patterns are extremely variable.

When ill or injured a dolphin must
retain consciousness, for if it does

not, breathing stops and it may
drowTi. On the other hand, the sea is

relatively tolerant of physical disabil-

ity, as can be demonstrated by whales

found handicapped but still manag-
ing to survive because of the ocean's

buoyancy and abundance of food.

The sea's complexmoment-to-moment
instability is balanced by the low
magnitude of its seasonal and cen-

turial changes. Since all the oceans

flow into each other, water tempera-

ture and available food exert major

influences on the limits of a dolphin's

range, although other factors are also

at work — territorialitv, water depth,

proximity to shore, etc.

Preyed on only by occasional

sharks or killer whales, dophins are

themselves superb hunters. With
their sonar devices, they can locate

widely scattered schools of fish. Since

they are warm-blooded, they are able

to swim at top speed for longer dis-

tances than a cold-blooded fish. The
dolphin's body, shaped by the stream-

lining force of water resistance, is

smooth as glass except for a few short

whiskers on the snouts of fetuses,

newborns, and very primitive river

dolphins. The skin and the blubber

coat beneath (which keeps a dolphin

both warm and buoyant) help to re-

duce friction and turbulence. Hori-

zontal tail-flukes drive him up for air,

and the vertically flattened peduncle,

just in front of them, helps it turn

sidewavs as sharply as a fish, while

delicate control of its flippers (modi-

fied forelimbs) aids in fine maneu-
vering. A dolphin's senses, which de-

termine the world it actually lives in,

accord, like its shape, to the sea en-

vironment. In one experiment, the

eyes are reported to be backed with

a glowing layer, like a cat's, presum-

ably to help the dolphin see both in

the dim world under water, and sur-

prisingly, also quite well in the air.

The sense of smell, which it has lost,

may have heen supplanted by tasting

the sea water for spoor.

But the most expressive and most

essential sensory medium for a dol-

phin is that of sound. Its hidden ears,

unlike a human's, can judge direc-

tion under water, and it hears a scale

of sound far exceeding ours. In air

or in water, a dolphin can make
noises ranging from whistles and

clicks to what listeners call blats,

mews, yelps, wails, and Bronx cheers.

Most of these are thought to be pro-

duced inside the blowhole, although

the site of sound production is the

most bitterly contested problem in

the study of cetaceans today. Con-

trolled bv all the muscles land ani-

mals use for facial expressions, the

blowhole is a highly complex mech-

anism complete with air sacs, lips,

and tongue. It is apparently capable

of making two sounds at once—as if

humans could whisper and whistle

at the same time. Independently, in

the larynx, a dolphin can produce

directed "rusty hinge" sounds almost

as high in the ultrasonic as those of

a bat, and which are similarly used

for echo ranging. At low frequencies,

it can explore by ear for miles

around; at high, it can "hear" shapes

in detail. It may well be able to sur-

vey the insides of nearby animals,

particularly their air-filled spaces. In

this ivay, one investigator reports, a

mother may become aware of gas in

the digestive tract of her infant, and
will burp it with her snout. Where
primates must get hold of a thing and

finger it, a dolphin can examine and

learn at a distance, more precisely

and without risking its safety.

The range of sounds they make
and use suggests that dolphins may
be able to learn not only through di-

rect experience but also, to some un-

known degree, from each other—an

ability which humans most often

tend to link with the potential of in-

telligence. But dolphins, with their

perfect physical and behavioral adap-

tation, are so unlike us, or any land

animal, that it is hard to judge just

what criteria to use in gauging their

intelligence. Humans are cultural

animals passing on traditional be-

haviors within a social group. It

seems reasonable to us that individ-

ual adaptability and rapid learning—

intelligence—would be of the most

selective value when one animal's

flash of insight can be perpetuated to

the advantage of all the group, per-

haps even of the species.

Some apes and monkeys—some
tirds, too—show traits of "culture,"

or "preculture" as such manifesta-

tions in animals are often termed.

These traits are all widely different,

for one of the major purposes of

cultural behavior in non-humans is

to improve their adaptation to their

particular environment. But even a

slight degree of learned behavior

suggests a plasticity that could let an

individual adapt relatively well not

only to his own environment, but also

to a variety of new situations—from
a change in available food to a labo-

ratory intelligence test. It seems that

the amount of cultural behavior
shown by any group of animals in a

stable environment depends more on

what it needs to get along than on
its potential intelligence; that is, on
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how much it is capable of learning.

This is exceptionally clear for hu-

man cultural differences. But West-

erners in particular have tended to

judge the ability of different groups

of humans, and to rate their cultures,

not by how well they adapt to their

environments (which may require

very little material cultme), but by

how well they control them. Actually,

no matter how simple its material

aspects, every existing human culture

softens the environment's action so

much that what its members adapt to

most, individually and genetically, is

the culture itself. Culture is man's

environment and selects him for the

flexibility of intelligence that lets him

learn to adapt to it. So intelligence,

to our way of thinking, depends es-

sentially on culture in its aspects of

transmitted tradition (which calls for

communication) and of manipula-

tion, meaning some degree of control

over the environment.

Commvmication can be seen as a

kind of tool for thought. The symbols

or signals used in communication

between individuals (and genera-

tions) can also be used by any one

individual to build up in his head a

picture of his world, in which he can

test his behavior before committing

himself to action. We call this insight.

To judge by its behavior, a dolphin's

inner pictures may be as neatly fitted

to complex reality as its external

communications are elaborate. It oan

manipulate with surprising flexibil-

ity, although seemingly wthout the

aim either of adapting to or control-

ling its environment. Where this

leaves us, in our search for culture

as a j>ath to intelligence, is hard to

say. Perhaps our idea of the connec-

tion is overly limited. Perhaps dol-

phins do have "culture," but because

it differs from our own, and because

of our biases and incomplete tech-

niques, as yet we fail to recognize it.

The human emphasis on control

and manipulation as cultural basics

and signs of intelligence derives from
the long trend of our own evolution.

Humans, in fact, are animals whose
brains, bodies, and behavior have

been transformed to a large extent by
the tools they had to learn to use.

Facing the drought and deadly carni-

vores of the Pliocene, the human an-

cestor had little beyond his two pri-

mate hands, evolved for gripping
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branches and freed by increasing

bipedality. With bones and sticks at

first, later with stone, he gave him-

self the crushing and tearing power of

a leopard's jaws. The success of this

earliest culture, and of our ancestors

as tool-using predators, set up a

spiral of increasingly elaborate cul-

tural adaptations. With more to

learn, children remained a helpless

burden to their mothers for a longer

period of time. Increasingly, males

had to co-operate in group protection

and in the hunts that females could

not join. Thus, the first specializa-

tion, the first cultural complication of

society, called for greater individual

flexibility. Indirectly then, and di-

rectly via the need for co-ordination

of eye and hand, the cultural use of

tools selected for increased brain size.



and ultimately, for the minds that

now look speculatively at dolphins.

From the human viewpoint, then,

intelligence is the response of a frail

but dexterous animal to an environ-

ment either persistently hostile or,

like the Pleistocene, undulatingly un-

Ipredictable. The sea is all of that for

mammals. To the earliest dolphin

ancestor, who might perhaps have

paddled with four feet and a stout

tail in swamps and rivers some fifty

million years ago, the problems

posed by a permanent life in the

water might have been severe, in-

deed. Besides the physical and physi-

ological stresses already described,

when this small cetacean managed to

work its way into the Paleocene

oceans it found an ecological niche

already occupied by the sharks. At

present, sharks may kill a single dol-

phin, but dolphins in groups can keep

sharks at a distance, or kill one by

ramming its gills. This tenuous bal-

ce dolphins are extremely

ipetent in analyzing test

ations, it is difficult to

ign experiments that will

quately test their intelligence.

0, when experiments prove

Crating to the dolphins,

animals may temporarily exhibit

is of severe emotional upset

' refuse to co-operate.

ance of power may have been some-

thing the dolphins had to fight for.

Clearly, co-operation and a cohesive

social organization were necessary

early values in the dolphin's world,

not only for defense, but also for

hunting and for security against the

potential hazards of the water itself.

So, today, dolphins join to encircle

schools of fish; or if one member of

a dolphin group is hurt and unable to

surface, it may give a "distress" call,

and other dolphins—even strangers

from a different sea—will rise under

its flippers and hold it up to the air.

The same two problems of food and

air might have contributed to the de-

velopment of cortical control of be-

havior. If at any depth a hungry

dolphin's air supply gives out just as

it is closing in on a fish, it is faced

with a s\\ift choice of which drive to

suppress; it must not let itself be

caught without air at too deep a level

to rise. Even to surface it must com-

pute a sheaf of variable alternatives,

particularly during stormy weather.

Although all of these problems-

sharks, hunting food, deep water—

call for intelligence and co-opera-

tion, they have been met, in a large

part, by changes in the dolphin's

body rather than by cultural adapta-

tion. One prime value of culture is

that it can adapt faster than morph-

ology to environmental differences.

The sea, whose main selective bar-

riers occur between climatic zones,

has changed cetaceans more than

they have changed it; and the differ-

ent cetacean species are only found

within the limits (often broad I of

their physical tolerance. Being pow-

erful hunters, they have no need to

control the environment on their own
initiative by using tools. So despite

their co-operative social groups, they

show no culture as most humans de-

fine it. However, this perfect adapta-

tion to sea life could mean that dol-

phins can, by now, take for granted

the ecological basics that preoccupy

human cultures. They may now—and
this is highly speculative—turn their

conscious intelligence to abstract

elaborations on the pattern of human
art, and ideology; or to expressions

of social relationships; or to play.

If standard tests and behavioral

observations support this point of

view, then it would seem that the

human derivation of intelligence, via

the evolution of manipulative cul-

ture, may hold true for humans but

not necessarily for dolphins. Possi-

bly, as theories propose and studies

seem to uphold, the culture or "pre-

culture," of the dolphins may em-

phasize communication, rather than

environmental control.

Formal problem-solving experi-

ments to test dolphins' intelligence

are difficult to design and carry out.

An experiment of this order must not

only fit their physical and sensory

ranges, but also it must suit their less

obvious psychological requirements.

Dolphins generally are not greatly

responsive to fish rewards ; the prob-

lem has to be one that motivates them
more highly in itself or as a sport.

But it should not be overly frustrat-

ing. After making several errors in

a taxing experimental situation, one

dolphin became so emotionally upset

that it grabbed up a plastic pipe in

its jaws and broke the test apparatus

with it. An experiment with dolphins

could easily be spoiled by an experi-

menter's ignorance of such things as

their dislike for swimming through

narrow openings, and, curiously, of

the colors white and black (dolphins

at Marineland of the Pacific, Cali-

fornia, delighted in splashing the

black-clad Catholic clergy). If dol-

phins are appropriately treated and
if the experimenter has an ongoing,

familiar relationship with them, they

can show an extraordinary ability to

solve problems both by imitation and
by insight. A dolphin can learn to do
a startling variety of acts using any

part of its body that it can move. It

can learn five or six new procedures

at a time, often by being shown or by
seeing another dolphin learn, and it

can actively and rapidly modify its

own natural behaviors until it finds

a new one that gets results. Experi-

ments and training now provide
fewer, but more formal, examples

of these capabilities than does the

dolphin's natural behavior. Eventu-

ally, with time and progress, there

will be many more studies like that

by Drs. Winthrop Kellogg and
Charles Rice of the annoyed dolphin

mentioned above. Despite its early

mistakes, it kept straight (some up to

seven months) an array of scrambled

pattern discriminations that at times

confused even the experimenters.

Dolphin behavior, as far as we
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know it from the usually fragmented

groups mixed by chance in our

limited pools, is lively, complex, and

versatile. In many details their social

life bears an almost eerie resem-

blance to that of higher primates, and

their patterns of play are suggestive

of what we tend to think of as real,

manipulative culture. They are in-

tensely interdependent, in ways more

structured than simple co-operation.

One group, which may be typical of

those in the wild, lived for four years

at Marineland of Florida. It con-

sisted of a massive, aloof, and domi-

nant male; his five females and their

three infants; and a few older off-

spring—young satellite males. Indi-

vidual ties within the group were

lasting, particularly between one

mother and her older daughter—

a

bond recently found in rhesus mon-

keys and put forward as a possible

origin of human family life. Both

males and females caught their own
food. One sign of a division of labor

(also found in chimpanzees, but

never so formally) was that one young

female took over and "baby-sat" for

all the infants, while the mothers

went ofE to feed. In the wild, when
females leave for high-speed hunting,

the same division of labor might be

necessary. The complexity and vigor-

ous emotionality of dolphin social

life were best displayed in their sexu-

al behavior, which, like that of many
primates, generally came to a peak in

the spring, but (for young males, at

least) was lively in any month. The
big male chose one female at a time

to be his consort, calling her with a
special yelp, and they courted in

ways ranging from gentle stroking

with flippers or flukes, to a power-

ful rush straight at each other,

veering at the last instant to rub

forcefully together. The young males,

still immature, tried zestfully to court

and copulate as well, but the big male

always intervened, furiously bit them
and tail-slapped them against the

tank wall. Frustrated here, the young
dolphins tried again to mate with the

infants, green turtles, and each other,

with enthusiasm, but hardly any more
success. Like all young primates, in-

cluding humans, they seemed to

make a game of sexual learning, and
certainly no innate direction told

them what to try.

In affection or discipline, dolphins
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use their bodies to react to each

other, and in play, sexual or not,

young and old do the same with ob-

jects. Manipulation in the broadest

sense is not just handedness—nor is

it the use of toes or proboscis. Ma-

nipulation is more of an attitude : an

object is made to do what an indi-

vidual wants it to, whether directly or

by means of another object. Dol-

phins play tag sometimes for as long

as half an hour. They play with balls

or inner tubes and show a nice sense

of underwater dynamics, as well as

foresight. In one case, a dolphin

tucked the buoyant objects under an

overhang for safekeeping until it

came back later. This predictive

ability comes most into ' use when

dolphins tease other animals. Prank-

ishly, they may tug the feathers of a

sleeping pelican, lure a fish from its

hole with a piece of food, which they

then snatch away, and throw tubes

out of the tank for humans to fetch.

Once confronted with a stubborn eel,

a dolphin went and found a scorpion

fish, killed it, and used its spines to

poke the eel out of its hole. All this

energy and insight, this real toolmak-

ing, were for fun, just as the pipe-

wielding dolphin used his tool only

in an instant's aggravation.

Invention, persistence, and imita-

tion of behavioral patterns: dolphins

seem to have all the elements of cul-

ture—culture used in play. \et, it is

not an ecological tool. It leaves no

lasting mark. In the wild, dolphins

probably have no time to use elabo-

rate methods to get the masses of

food they need, although if they had

to—if schools of fish grew scarce—

they undoubtedly could learn new
methods. The ability they show on

the manipulative side of culture,

then, may not reflect their ecology.

The more some scientists stud)'

dolphin communication, the more

they feel that they may be faced with

a complex and codified language

though one very hard to understand.

So far, most specific sounds that have

been correlated with behaviors seem

to be expressions of emotions or

social interactions, like the mating

yelp. Dr. John Dreher, who fed re-

corded sounds into a tank and noted

the dolphins' responses, identified

query or search provoking "chase

me" calls. This might reflect the ex-

perimental technique, or it might

mean that dolphins do communicate

mainly about feelings and compli-

cated social relationships. Calls may
be signals referring to immediate

situations, rather than displaced sym-

bols reflecting concepts distant in

time or space, as in human speech.

Attempts to study dolphin language

are complicated by the dolphin's

lack of real external expression ex-

cept by orientation, eyes, and the

mobile blowhole, which in any case

may not be seen at a distance. Land

animals inadvertently express their

real intentions by the way they emit

information and by physical clues—

a dog's tail wagging while he growls

suggests that he does not mean to

bite. The "paralanguage" direcdy ex-

presses emotional intensity—the

faster the tail ivags the better the dog

feels. Dolphins might have to convey

their emotional shades of meaning

by sound, and not directly—by
wholly arbitrary signals. On the other

hand, if one dolphin can "look" in-

side another, by means of echo rang-

ing, and know how the air in its

stomach and lungs is behaving while

it communicates, possibly the emo-

tional context need not be spelled out

by vocalization.

Echos, received from these and

other shapes, could serve as direct,

displaced symbols ("words") for

emotions, obiects, or individuals, if a

dolphin could retransmit them. Ar-

bitrary paralinguistic relationships

might be even more readily displaced

and serve as sjTnbols of situations, as

those for emotions could serve for

ideas. With these, the dolphins would

have the start of a language able, like^

man's, to shape the environment with-'

out touching it—by clarifying it, put-

ting it into categories. We know thati

dolphins have both foresight and

memory, and that they enjoy playing

with sounds as human babies do.

Two dolphins linked by phone, each

isolated and immobile in its o^vn

small tank, will exchange various

sounds, rarely overlapping, as long

as they can hear each other.

But most thought provoking are

the dolphin's "language" exchanges

with humans. While old wild dol-

phins make complex and intricate

sound patterns, young captives make

atypical noises and patterns. After

human contact, the youngsters may

rapidly switch from these to ^^•ha^



Dr. John Cunningham Lilly, M.D.,

calls "humanoid emissions"—as if

learning from us modes of communi-
cation through sound patterns that,

in the wild, they would have learned

from their elders. If reinforced, a

dolphin may start to repeat almost

faultlessly the exact number of

sounds that humans give it, and
eventually, the sounds themselves. It

may say much more than we can

catch, for it often speeds up and com-

presses the words in a way that in-

dicates more than simple parroting.

The ability a dolphin shows here,

on the vocal level, to reshape its in-

ternal signals for a purpose, and to

recombine muscles evolved for other

uses, is the same as that which il

of the versatility for which it would
call. Dr. Lilly believes that this is

the level on which man and dolphin

may best approach each other, and

one of his assistants, Margaret Howe,
lived for two and a half months with

a young dolphin in water a little less

than knee deep, trying to teach it

English. Neither was comfortable,

but the dolphin learned to shape its

sounds to hers, in spacing and,

finally, in structure; and the mutual

accommodations brought them closer

in more ways than human and dol-

phin have ever been before.

Partnerships like this may set the

pattern of the future. In our typically

human fashion, at great outlay of

technological equipment, we are be-

ginning to invade the sea, for knowl-

edge and for food, and for purposes

to which the sea is only incidental.

There we find mammals who came
far ahead of us, who had solved the

problems we now face when our own
ancestors still scufiSed in trees, and
who show a good will and a respon-

siveness that suggests they might be

willing to help us learn. The differ-

ent mental idioms that we employ
handicap our interaction; that the

dolphin intelligence, bred to the rest-

less sea, fits our criteria as well as

it does is a tribute to the flexibility of

both sides. This, we trust, will bring

us together. For our own benefit,

dolphins could, if they wanted, be-

come our symbiotes in the organiza-

tion and control of technological

fishing. And even more valuable to

science, they might join us on the

level where our two species overlap

most, that of communication, some-

how making available some of their

unimaginable practical knowledge of

the currents, the other inhabitants,

the reefs, and the depths of the sea.

Editor's IVote: Next month, Natural
History will publish another article

on dolphins. The coauthors, Drs. Melba
C. and David K. Caldwell, are engaged
in dolphin research at Marineland of

Florida ia St. Augustine.

While the extent and nature

olphin "language" are unknown,

the greatest opportunity for

meaningful interaction between

m and dolphin may well depend

the discovery of communication

links bettveen the tico species.

often shows in its manipulative play.

Language, then, may be the key to

dolphin intelligence. It requires

learning and facilitates adaptive be-

havior, and it could have been se-

lected, just as human language
probably was, for group co-operation

and direct interaction. We still have
no idea how else it might be used;

whether it could be the vehicle for ab-

stract and creative thought, cultural

traditions that most humans would

put second to the tool-based hunt for

food. We can only judge by its ef-

fects, the "sparking-over" into action
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY GEORGE TICE

A sampling of photographs

a sampler of verse

devoted simply to



LEA\'ES COMPARED WITH FLO^\ERS

A tree's leaves may be ever so good.

So may its hark, so may its wood;

But unless you put the right thing to its root

It never will show much flower or fruit.

But I may be one who does not care

Ever to have tree bloom or hear.

Leaves for smooth and bark for rough.

Leaves and bark may be tree enough.

Some giant trees have bloom so small

They might as well have none at all.

Late in life I have come on fern.

Now lichens arc due to have their turn.

I bade men tell me which in brief.

Which is fairer, flower or leaf.

They did not have the wit to say,

Leaves by night and flowers by day.

Leaves and hark, leaves and bark.

To lean against and hear in the dark.

Petals I may have once pursued.

Leaves are all my darker mood.

Bohert Frost

From Complete Poems of Robert Frost. Copyright 1936 by Robert

Frost. Copyright © 1964 by Lesley Frost Ballantine. Reprinted by per-

mission of Hoh, Rinchart and Winston, Inc.
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NEVERTHELESS

you've seen a strawberry

that's had a struggle; yet

was, ivhere the fragments met,

a hedgehog or a star-

fish for the multitude

of seeds. What better food

than apple-seeds—the fruit

within the fruit—locked in

like counter-curved twin

hazel-nuts? Frost that kills

the little rubber-plant-

leaves of kok-saghyz-stalks, can't

harm the roots; they still grow
in frozen ground. Once where
there was a prickly-pear

leaf clinging to barbed wire,

a root shot down to grow
in earth two feet below;

as carrots form mandrakes
or a ram's-horn root some-
times. Victory won't come

to me unless I go
to it; a grape-tendril

ties a knot in knots till

knotted thirty times,—so

the bound twig that's under-

gone and over-gone, can't stir.

The weak overcomes its

menace, the strong over-

comes itself. What is there

like fortitude! What sap

went through that little thread

to make the cherry red!

Marianne Moot

Reprinted with permission of the Macmillan Co. from C<
lected Poems by Marianne Moore. Copypright © 1944
Marianne Moore.
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THE YOUNG MAN
This calyx of cerulean blue

noiv magnified by one clear drop of dew
becomes tremendous in the sun

and every one

of these small dots of cinnamon

seems like a world about to run

into the fiery histories of space

how can I face

these miracles and have no speech?

THE OAK

I reach

from earth to sky, from one to other,

have no sister and no brother

from the dark underworld

crammed with richness and with death
seek out my way to leaf and breath.

THE YOUNG MAN
What love is this

that can dispense with ivords

or all but such as bud and fade and fall

heedless of the song of birds

once more to earth that buries?

MORNING DIALOGUE

THE YOUNG MAN
That ivay the moonfiower and the sunflower this

and the garden path that loinds between
how can I knoio what they may mean
in the confusions of my delight?

Old mother oak
tohose ferrule is on my forehead
whose mast is on my tongue
tell me, for I am young,

what language I should speak?

THE OAK
Speak ivith the language of the leaf

when what you mean is brief

and ivith the language of the hough
lohen ivhat you mean is more than now
but also learn while you are young
speech is not only of the tongue.

THE OAK
North wind begins his autumn flurries

a solitary leaf descends

and something ends.

You too must die

and so must I

yet each with different speech can say-

Tim YOUNG MAN
—What can we say?

THE OAK

/ have forgotten. Something simple—?
That night is night, and day is day.
Or that the languages of sap and blood
are only wood and word
and therefor good.

Conrad Aiken

From The Morning Song of Lord Zero hij Conrad Aiken. Copyright '

1963 by Co7iracl Aiken, ncprinteil by permission of Oxford Univer-
sity Press, Inc.
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A THREAT TO MARS For centuries man has

introduced foreign plant and animal life to new lands—

sometimes deliberately, sometimes inadvertently—often

with catastrophic results. Now that he has landed in-

struments on one planet and is preparing to do so on

another, some scientists have raised the specter of' the

wholesale contamination of an entire planet.

Carl Sagan, Elliott C. Levinthal, and Joshua Leder-

berg, writing in the journal Science, urge the United

States and the Soviet Union to agree now to take every

precaution against contamination while space explora-

tion vehicles are in the planning and design stages.

They argue that military experiments with micro-

organisms in bacteriological warfare indicate that some

organisms will survive even a crash landing. Water

may be available to such organisms near areas of

geothermal activity, in underground permafrost, or

even in underground streams.

The authors suggest that certain types of organisms

might lie dormant until man himself arrived decades

later and created the conditions in which the organisms

could thrive. They ask the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. to

commit themselves to the most complete sterilization

of their spacecraft possible. They point out that the

Russians may be planning an instrument landing on

Mars during next year's opposition, and any contami-

nation at that time would make future biological ex-

ploration of Mars useless.

COMET SPLITTING Long-period comets have
a habit of splitting up as they sweep around the sun,

even when they do not come close enough to undergo
fatal tidal forces. Comet splitting has been observed at

distances from the sun ranging from 0.2 to 4.9 astro-

nomical units (an astronomical unit is the mean dis-

tance from earth to sun, or about 93 million miles).

Many of the splits have occurred on or very near
the ecliptic. This fact has led Martin Harwit of Cornell

University to suggest that the splitting may be the re-

sult of collisions between the comets and interplanetary

"boulders"—meteorites on the order of 33 feet across.

Writing in the Aslrophysical Journal, Harwit pro-

poses that the force of the coUision itself could cause
the split, or the colHsion could cause sudden heating
that, in turn, would result in a split. He notes that the
force of the collision would be enough to produce a
crater about 109 yards across.

According to Harwit, the nuclei of the long-period
comets range up to 31 miles in diameter, or up to five

times the size of ordinary periodic comets. This alone
would increase the possibility of collision. Further,
while the periodic comets and the boulders tend to move
around the sun in similar, more nearly circular orbits,
the long-period comets come lo.oping in from beyond
the farthest planet in highly elliptical orbits at sharp
angles to those of the boulders.

Harwit suggests his theory can be tested in two ways, i

If comets having retrograde orbits (going against the

traffic around the sun) can be shown to split more often,

this would add weight to the collision hypothesis. And,

if the sudden flaring sometimes observed in comets is

found to occur on or near the ecliptic, where the boul-

ders are, this would be further confirmation.

TIMEPIECE IN SPACE One of the most excit-

ing chapters in modern astronomy opened last winter

with the discovery of rapidly pulsating radio sources,

or pulsars. Since then there has been a deluge of new
observational data—including the recent discovery of a

light flash at one source that varies in brightness at half

the radio pulse rate—but the question of what the pulsars

really are remains unanswered.

Frank D. Drake, who has been studying the pulsars

with the 1,000-foot radio telescope in Arecibo, Puerto

Rico, suggests, in Science, ways in which astronomers

can use the pulsars despite not knowing what they are.

The periods of the pulses are so precise that a devi-

ation from linear motion of as little as 18.6 miles can

be detected. Since stars do deviate from linear motion

as they rotate with the Galaxy, the pulsars can help

map our Galaxy. Also, because of the pulse precision,

the pulsars could be used as a time sei'vice. In some
areas of the world, it might be easier to receive "time

signals" from the pulsars than from the time service

broadcast over radio stations on earth itself.

Finally, the effect of interstellar electrons on the ar-

riving pulses can be measured, allowing astronomers

to measure the electron density and thus the plasma

distribution in our Galaxy.

VARIABLE THAT STOPPED Mysterious RU
Camelopardalis, a variable star in the polar constella-

tion that quietly stopped varying in 1965, remains in

astronomy's "Unsolved-Active" file. The star had varied

between eighth and ninth magnitudes in a 22-day

period since 1907, when it was first noticed. Why the

star stopped pulsating is still not known, but astrono-

mers are studying RU Cam for clues to its behavior.

They particularly want to pin down its composition, so

they can watch for compositional changes if the star

resumes pulsating.

George Wallerstein of the University of Washington
has reported in the Astrophysical Journal some results

to date. Using the 120-inch Lick reflector in California,

he found the star appeared to have excess carbon in its

atmosphere, a sign that elements from the interior ha\e

been brought to the surface by a violent mixing proc-

ess. He suggests that the star is in a rapid state of

transition, and says it may represent a brief stage of

evolution following an instability brought on by rapid

nuclear burning in the interior.

John P. Wiley, Jr.
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CELESTIAL EVENTS
First-quarter moon occurs on August 1, full moon on the

8th, last-quarter on the 15th, new on the 23rd, and first-

quarter again on the 30th. In September, the full moon

occurs 6n the 6th, last-quarter on the 14th, new moon on

the 22nd, and first-quarter on the 29th.

Except for Saturn, the planets are difficult to see in

August and September. Saturn rises during the evening

and is visible, among the faint stars of Pisces, until dawn.

Venus and Jupiter set during evening twilight. In Septem-

ber, Venus becomes brighter and easier to see, but Jupiter

goes through conjunction and becomes a morning star.

August 7: Mercury is at superior conjunction, on the far

side of the sun as seen from earth, and enters the evening

sky. Saturn is stationary in right ascension and begins to

retrograde. r ^.. u t
August 11: The Perseid meteor shower, one of the best

of the year, reaches maximum. Meteors of the shower may

be seen for several mornings before and after this date,

but the waning gibbous moon will be in the sky.

August 14: The bright object to the west (right) of the

moon in this morning's sky is Saturn.

August 27: The bright star to the west (right) of the

crescent moon tonight is Spica, in Virgo.

September 9: Shortly after moonrise, you can find Saturn

below and to the left of the moon. During the night, the

moon passes north of Saturn and follows the planet into

the western sky by morning.

September 22: The sun arrives at the autumnal equinox

at 6:26 p.m., EST; autumn begins in the Northern Hemi-

September 24: Venus is below and to the right of the

crescent moon in the evening twilight sky.

Thomas D. Nicholson

• Hold the Star Map so the compass direction you face is at the

bottom; then match the stars in the lower half of the map with

those in the sky near the horizon. The map is for 11:20 p-m. on

August 1; 9:23 p.m. on August 31; 7:20 p.m. on September 30;

but it may be used for about an hour before and after those times.



Blue-green Havasu Creek, a tributary of the Colorado

flows over two-hundred-foot-high Mooney Falls

as a storm hovers over the distant canyon rim

Flash floods, those

wildly beautiful

desert hallmarks,

serve as a healthy

reminder that nature on the rampage
can quickly reduce to utter helpless-

ness the careless individual or the

person who naively assumes that the

whole of the natural world has been

"conquered." Strangers to the desert

cannot believe that a sandy gully,

which looks like a good place to

camp, may become, without warning,

a raging flood—a wall of water sev-

eral feet high plunging forward with

enormous speed and force.

Reclamation engineers, operating

under a variety of names, are making
a concerted effort to tame or conquer
these floods—along with everything

else that is free and natural. Their

rationale often alludes to the fact

that people have sometimes been
drowned in them; but people have
been killed rather more often in high-

way accidents, and no one talks about
the necessit)^ of eliminating automo-
biles. Perhaps the real reason for the

often intemperate enthusiasm of the

reclaimers is that the projects they

dream up will provide them with j obs.

Like the road builders, the re-

claimers are inclined to see needs
where no one else can, and their con-

sequent boondoggling threatens to

destroy a large portion of the remain-
ing natural environment. When every

stream has been dammed and all the

countryside has become a mere net-

work of roads, their triumph will be
complete—America the Beautiful will

have become America the Conquered.

If we would only begin to question

our naive faith that the road and dam
builders "must know best because

they are experts"; if, instead, we
would only realize that the first con-

cern of all of them is their vested in-

terest in their own jobs, rather than

in the public good, then their point-

less vandalism of our countryside

might be stopped. But this realization

is likely to be too late in coming.

It doesn't rain often in the desert

and the total annual rainfall is small.

But when it does rain, the water often

comes down in torrent proportions.

This is one reason why the flash flood

is primarily a desert phenomenon.

Death Valley in California furnishes

an extreme example. It is the driest

spot in the United States. Average

rainfall is about 1.5 inches and more
than a year has been known to pass

without a measurable trace. Yet in

July, 1950, a cloudburst (a conven-

ient but not very meaningful term)

produced a flood which cut a six-

foot-deep gully across the main road

and rolled along boulders five feet in

diameter. In Arizona more than five

inches of rain has fallen in a twenty-

four-hour period; as much as eleven

inches in the course of one storm.

These are exceptional figures, but

very heavy do^vnpours within a short

time are usual.

The other principal reason why
the flash flood is almost exclusively

a feature of the desert is that nearly

all the water that falls in a torrential

rain runs off. Vegetation ground

hy Joseph wood Krulcti n pholographs py Don valentine
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ver is sparse or nonexistent. The

rface of the ground is often baked

an almost bricklike consistency,

ery little water is absorbed. Most of

runs ofE into the dry riverbeds cut

^ previous floods. These gullies are

nong the most characteristic fea-

ires of arid lands and are called by

variety of names-dry wash or draw

I Arizona, arroyo in California,

adi in the Near East. Some of the

oodwaters that periodically rage

irough an arroyo sink into its usu-

lly sandy or rocky bottom. A few

;et below the surface, the soil may

e damp while that of the surround-

ig desert floor is completely dry.

he difference in moisture creates a

pecial environment for plant life.

Jear the borders of the dry wash

lere may be cottonwoods that cannot

urvive the desert and a special spe-

ies of palo verde trees, which needs

ust a bit more water tlian the easily

listinguishable species that grows in

nore arid situations.

Another geomorphic feature cre-

ited by the flash floods is the alluvial

an-characteristic of desert regions

Dordered by mountains. These are

lelta-shaped accumulations of sand

md rock, deposited at the point

where mountain ravines open onto

the desert floor. Torrents arising

from storms in the mountains plunge

down these ravines, finally dumping

their debris when their speed is re-

duced by emergence onto the flatness

of the desert. Especially striking

specimens can be seen in Death Val-

ley. They look rather more like gla-

ciers than like the flood deltas of

moister regions, and they are among

the most graceful of land' forms.

Most paved roads in the desert are

crossed at frequent inten'als by dips

that conduct the water across the

roadbeds. These dips, too, may be

dangerous in flood season. Neither

the pedestrian nor the motorist can

quite believe the force of the water

that occasionally rushes through

these dry beds. But the presence of

automobile-sized boulders in the ar-

royos attests to the carrying force of

the water which increases enor-

mously with an increase in speed.

It is said that the carrying power

of a stream varies- as the sixth power

of its velocity. But whether or not this

figure is entirely accurate, all the lay

traveler needs to remember is that an

increased speed of flow increases

manyfold the stream's power to

sweep heavy objects along with it.

He must not assume that because the

flood doesn't look much swifter than

it did when he crossed it safely a

short time before, it is probably stifl

safe. If he makes that assumption, he

may be in for trouble. Flash floods

are dangerous only if you don't take

the trouble to knoAV what they are and

why they exist. But to some of us it

seems that it would be better to teach

people how to travel or live in the few

remaining natural areas than to de-

stroy their unique characteristics.

The ultimate endeavor of the re-

claimers is to homogenize the Amer-

ican earth, which today presents an

infinite variety. The more it is crossed

by freeways and the more its streams

and lakes are regularized by engi-

neers, the more every part of it will

look like every other part. It wiU no

longer be worth taking the journeys

from one region to another that the

superhighways are supposed to make

so easy and so quick.

The Southwest without the flash

floods would be no longer recogniz-

able, no longer imique, no longer

beautiful in its own way. We have

begun to hear some talk about pre-

serving a few wild rivers, and the

flash flood is the wUdest of all wild

rivers. On the other hand, the re-

claimers seem determined to tame

everything capable of inspiring awe

and to put everywhere in its place

the tame, the uniform, and the con-

venient. They are making this a far

less interesting world.

The morning after: Havasu Creek,

still burdened with silt, returns to normal.
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COMMUNICATION AMONI
While preserving man's

wealth of languages,

we can achieve

worldivide communication by

adopting two languages

and a system of signs

that will be

universally understood

Long before modern technology

brought the peoples of the'

world within speaking distance of

each other, prophets and philoso-

phers had begun to think about the

possibilities of universal languages

that would remove the dangers sym-

bolized by the story of the Tower of

Babel. In the Western world, there

have been serious attempts to invent

new languages based on European

grammatical forms. It was hoped that

these languages would do what Latin

once did for the tiny literate medl

eval European-Community and wha!

diplomatic French did for the nine

teenth-century political community

Esperanto was the language mos

vigorously pursued by idealistic en

thusiasts. Interlingua, a written sci

entific language, is a current attemp

to provide those of us whose Ian

guages are Indo-European with bet

ter forms of communication.

Since foresighted individuals firs

began thinking about these problems

however, the world has changed

While new technolosies have mad
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hy Margaret Mead and Rudolf Modley

LL PEOPLE, EVERY\A/HERE
former dreams obsolete in detail,

they are still relevant to the world's

needs. Today we have to deal with

new and demanding conditions. Any-

one on this planet can travel to any

part of it in 36 hours. But the people

of the earth speak some 2,800 lan-

guages, and it would be impossible

to provide enough interpreters at air-

ports to aid these potential travelers.

Even the simultaneous arrival at an

airport of aircraft from a variety of

countries, whose pilots speak only

their own languages, occasionally

causes difficulties at control towers.

These conditions present a chal-

lenge to the inventiveness of the mod-
ern world. To people who cannot

travel, get on and off trains, ships,

and airplanes, or find an inn because

of language barriers, the new free-

dom of movement is meaningless.

The Instantaneous Message

A first requirement, then, for our

technologically developed world is a

set of clear, unambiguous signs that

can be understood by the speakers of

an) language, and by the members of

any culture, however primitive.

These signs will enable mankind to

use the great new freedom of world-

wide travel. Without them, hungry,

frightened, confused people will con-

tinue to clog the travel lanes, come to

grief on the roads, return disen-

chanted to their small provincial

worlds, and contribute to the isola-

tion and hostility in which many hu-

man communities live toda3\

Such signs are necessary for all

travelers—for the boy riding a bi-

cycle as well as for the motorist in a

large city. We call these signs glyphs.

Glyphs are the only universal

graphic communications device that

is in public use. They are beginning

to appear on highways, in world's

fairs, at hotels and inns, and on ma-

chines and appliances the world over.

Glyphs communicate visually.

Their message provokes "visual

thinking" instead of "verbal think-

ing." Visual thinking has a direct

and immediate impact on the viewer:

a picture of a horse is an image of

a horse to all men. No further inter-

pretation is required. Verbal think-

ing, on the other hand, requires a

more complex process. The word
horse, or cheval (French) , or Pferd

(German) has to be heard or read

first, and only then (if he can speak

or write the specific language) can

the intended recipient of the message

interpret the meaning.

The advantages of a glyph are thus

twofold

:

1. Glyphs don't require knowledge

of a language, spoken or written. The
message of a gl>'ph is unambiguous,

simple, and understandable to any-

body who has once "learned it." An
arrow pointing right means "turn

right"; two moving legs mean "go."

2. Glyphs create a direct and im-

mediate impact and thus permit im-

mediate response. This applies as

well to those ^vho know a language as

to those who do not. This immediacy

of response saves thinking, What Al-

fred North Whitehead has said of

mathematical notations applies also

to glyphs: "By relieving the brain of

Glyphs—universal graphic symbols—should be immediately

understandable. A symbol that shows an object's image

fills this need, but such symbols (the telephone, for example)

may become badly outdated. Concept-related symbols—the bent

arrow (turn right), walking legs (go), and wavy line (water)—
are clear and timeless. The question mark and plus sign are

arbitrary symbols and give no clue to their meanings. M+
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all unnecessary work, a good nota-

tion sets it free to concentrate on

more advanced problems."

Graphic symbols (of which glyphs

are those selected for worldwide com-

munication I can be image-related,

concept-related, or arbitrary.

An image-related graphic symbol

refers to the real object by resem-

blance in different degrees of "fidel-

ity." A symbol for a cow would be an

image-related symbol if it were to

show a silhouette of a cow. Image-

related symbols have the great ad-

vantage of being easily recognized,

easily learned, and easily retained.

But it would be wrong to jump to the

quick conclusion that such symbols

are the ones we should always choose

for glyphs. One trouble with image-

related symbols is that in these ra-

pidly changing times the objects that

the symbols represent change fre-

quently with technical innovations,

new packaging, and fashion. An
image-related symbol of an automo-

bile, created today, would look out of

date a decade from now. The same is

true of locomotives, clothing, air-

planes, and of many products that

require packaging.

Concept-related symbols tend to

have a longer life-span. The horizon-

tal wavy symbol for water, the direc-

tional arrow, the vertical wavy sym-

bol for smoke or fire are more

representative of our idea of water,

direction, or fire than of the actual

visual image. Yet, the symbol will be

clear to people of most cultures ; and

once learned, it will be easily retained

and recognized.

Finally, we have arbitrary sym-

bols, which have no visual relation to

an image or a concept. Because of

this, such symbols are more difficult

to teach, more difficult to learn, and

harder to retain and recognize.

The graphic symbols in current

common use, such as letters and nu-

merals, punctuation marks, and

mathematical operators, are all ar-

bitrary symbols. Some have devel-

oped over centuries, others over

thousands of years, often after com-

petition with other symbols. This is

especially true of mathematical nota-

tions. Early in the year 1696, Gott-

fried Wilhelm Leibnitz, one of the

major developers of mathematical

notations, said in a letter: "As re-

gards signs, I see it clearly that it is

to the interest of the Republic of Let-

ters and especially of students, that

learned men should reach agreement

on signs.

What Leibnitz said almost 300

years ago is true today for other

graphic symbols. Their advantages

are so apparent and the need for

them so pressing that they are pop-

ping up everywhere. Sets of proposed

glyphs are being developed by dif-

ferent international bodies for high-

ways, for railways, for airlines and

airports, for machine tools, for hos-

pitals, and for many other products

and services. World's fairs and

Olympics, too, often develop their

own sets of symbols to guide and in-

form visitors.

The result has been much experi-

mentation, some progress, and a

great deal of confusion. The creation

of symbols by organizations with a

limited scope of authority (airports,

railways, or even a single hospital)

causes waste and confusion and

threatens us with chaos.

Some international bodies have

taken action to channel the many
efforts into co-ordinated thinking,

research, and development. Interna-

tional design groups have set up a

Commission on International Signs

and Symbols which works with

UNESCO, the International Stand-

ards Organization, the International

Chamber of Commerce, and others.

Out of these efforts, a worldwide set

of unambiguous and instant non-lin-

guistic graphic symbols may emerge.

But we are still far from attaining

this objective. How far is made ap-

parent by a recent test of the road

signs and symbols adopted in Bri-

tain. Motorists and pedestrians were

separately tested on their ability to

recognize "standard" road signs.

Only about one-third of all motorists

tested could correctly identify a sign

that prohibited all motor traffic ; only

two-thirds could identify a sign that!

indicated "no passing." Many motor-

ists obviously do not know the signs

that directly affect their own safety.

Pedestrians (those without a current

driver's license) did even more poor-

ly. Only 34 per cent could identify

the "no entry" sign and only 18 per

cent the sign prohibiting bicycles and

motorbikes. The reason is apparently

twofold: first, the so-called Interna-

tional Road Signs are very poor in

concept and design (they are not in

use in the United States), and sec-

ond, an insufficient effort was made
to "teach" the signs before they were

introduced.

We can now see more clearly what

is needed if the world is to have a

set of glyphs that will help travel,

trade, safety, and communication in

general. We need co-ordinated re-

A Blissymbolics

B International Committee for

Breaking the Language Barrier

C Expo 67

D International Air Transport
Association
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lotorists and pedestrians

in Britain proved in a

recent test that many

not know the meaning of

road signs such as those

<ie. Women demonstrated

ess recognition than men.

is what happens when

al groups try to solve

Mem in glyph creation.

; of these symbols

ars to have much

ce of winning the race

', simple and meaningful

h for "No Smoking."

search, development, and testing;

broad private and public support for

glvph development-; a nationwide

educational campaign as glyphs are

introduced into any one country;

and a permanent body of interna-

tional and national experts to keep

the international symbol system up

to date, effective, and simple. Until

vve reach that time, all svTnbol sys-

tems currently in use should be

thought of as only temporary and

subject to replacement.

A Rich Second Language

While a universal series of glyphs

permits anyone who has learned a

very few symbolic devices to move

about anywhere, safely, and find

comfort and rest, the need for a

spoken language, ivhich will enable

people from any part of the world

to communicate with people from

any other part, is of a different order.

Here the hope is that we can in some

way develop a language in which aU

the peoples of the earth can really

talk iv'ith each other, not merely

about the business of money, sched-

tdes, directions, and rules of the road

—which are the problems that can

Be solved by glyphs—but about

events, about politics and religion,

about memories of the past and

hopes for the future. We need a lan-

guage that can be spoken to very

young children ; a language that can

be spoken by a woman giving birth

in a foreign hospital or by someone

having an emergency operation in a

strange country; a language in which

a psychiatrist can speak to a disori-

ented foreign sailor; a language

through which a professor can find

out what is troubling a brilliant for-

eign graduate student who is doing

badly. We need, indeed, a language

that runs the gamut of human expe-

rience, that is redundant in the ex-

treme because it allows for use by

the stupid as well as the bright, by

the child, the senile, and the dis-

turbed, by the mother singing her

child to sleep, and the lover shyly

importuning his beloved.

When the first idealists began

making up new universal languages

on a European base, the difference

between a natural language and a

carefully constructed, perfectly reg-

ular, "easier to learn" artificial

language was not yet understood.

People believed that one barrier to

learning certain languages was that

those languages were particularly

hard to learn; another barrier was

a chauvinistic preference for one

language over another. The answer

seemed to be to create, using some

known set of more generalized gram-

matical rules, a new language, which,

its advocates admitted, people would

have to learn to speak. But it was

not then understood that a natural

language differs from an artificial

language in features that we do not

at the present time have the skill to

build into a new language: redun-

dancies, for instance, of sound pat-

terns, cadence, accent, and intona-

tion which in a natural language

developed over centuries of use by

individuals of different levels of in-

telligence. Like a human culture—

the complete repertoire of learned

human behavior characteristic of a

societv—a language is based in the

history of its predecessors. It has

been changed through time by the

unconscious and inarticulate behav-
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Regardless of their

language backgrounds,

the deaf can communicate

through visual signs.

Here, uncrossing the

fingers expresses "but."

ior of its speakers, and sometimes

consciously and articulately by those

who have attempted to write rules

of grammar and spelling. Because it

was shaped by all its users, by those

who stammered and stuttered as well

as by its orators, it can be learned

by any human being who is com-

pletely exposed to it.

We know that children easily learn

the language spoken around them,

even if it seems difficult to the speak-

ers of other languages. Whether

adults are able to learn a language

the way children do depends on what

they have learned about learning

languages, about the relative status

of the language they speak and that

of the language they wish to learn,

and upon the intensity of their ex-

posure to the language. Language
learning is directly related to in-

tensity of exposure; speaking a lan-

guage seven hours a day produces

learning at an enormously greater

rate than taking a lesson a day and
then retreating into one's own lan-

guage. Sometimes a situation arises

where a child refuses to learn a sec-

ond or third language, but this is a
question of using language learning

symbolically, not a question of the

extent to which any language can be
learned by any human being, even

one of quite low intelligence.

1 1 is necessary to emphasize these

facts in the United States because
owing to the immigration situation in

this country, children were taught to

refuse to learn- the language spoken
by their immigrant parents. This in

turn affected the language-learning

capacity of those whose ancestors

had immigrated much earlier. The

60

dogmatism of our methods of im-

parting American English—"this is a

glass, the French word for glass is

verre, the German word for glass is

Glas, Spanish is vaso"—means that

we do not teach children that such

nouns are simply the way in which

speakers of a particular language

refer to phenomena in the outer

world, for which other peoples have

equally "correct" other names. We
teach laborious point for point

translation, not a total interrelated

system. We have only to compare the

difficulty we have in teaching lan-

guages in American schools with the

ease with which children who are ex-

pected to do so learn other languages

—as in the Netherlands, for example

—to realize that the expectations of

teachers, parents, and peers set up

conditions of learning or non-learn-

ing. We then mistake results pro-

duced under these conditions for

measures of individual capacity to

"learn languages" or for measures of

the relative difficulty of particular

languages.

If we are to have a global language

that all can learn if they wish to com-
municate with people who speak an-

other language, it must be a natural

language, a language that has been

spoken for centuries. It must not be

presented as a language that will sup-

plant one's mother tongue, but as a

second language, to be learned by
those who speak different languages,

so that they can speak to each other.

Anthropologists and other social

scientists, linguists, communication
specialists, and educators concerned
with teaching languages are all be-

ginning to contribute to the discus-

sion of a worldwide lan2;uage. It w-as

After giving

female s

the arms are crai

but not rockt

this means "daugh

rather than "bat



afessor Sol Tax. editor of the inter-

;ional journal Currenl Anthropol-

y, who recognized several years

3 that the time was ripe to propose

rking on the question: we knew

ough about the nature of language,

out how languages were learned

d could be taught, and we had

; necessary technical equipment-

day enormously refined in elec-

'jnic recordings and language lab-

atories. At a conference of experts

lied by the Association for a ^ orld

mguage I now the Council on Inter-

itional Communications, Inc.) , in

)65. it was furthermore recognized

at the time was not only ripe, but

at we had reached one of those mo-

ents in history where action was

nperative or the chance could pass

; by. Telestar and its successor com-

[unications satellites are the critical

iventions that make it deeply desir-

ble that people all over the world be

ble to receive the same spoken mes-

jge. The beginning of telecasting in

ne language would provide a real

eason for peoples everywhere to

;arn it. But technology will notwait,

dready there are inventions that will

nable simultaneous broadcasting in

ive different languages. Once put

nto practice, there will be a great in-

estment in hardware for multilan-

niage broadcasting, bringing into

ilay the linguistic chauvinism and

mperialism of the speakers of the

jreat languages.

Today, most speakers of English,

nther as a first or second language,

ire hotly in favor of English as a

rtorldwide second language. There

ire two main objections, however,

one deep and the other expedient, to

taking any great language for a

world language. If one of the great

languagfes begins to sweep the world.

it will come into competition with

other great languages; speakers of

these will then attempt to wipe out

all the smaller languages within

their particular orbits in order to

preserve and promote their own

languages. Instead of 2.800 different

languages, each distinctive and rich

with meaning for those who speak it

as their mother tongue, we will have

a gradual acceptance of a foreign

language by millions of speakers of

less widely used languages. Human
culture will be poorer, and millions

of people will be condemned to a

kind of secondary citizenship. Forced

to function without a true mother

tongue, they would risk hearing no

lullabies as infants, w riting no poetry

in adolescence, engaging in no im-

passioned oratory as young people.

The expedient objection to adopt-

ing an existing great language as a

world language is political. The non-

European world will not. in the pres-

ent climate of opmion, accept a

European language as the second

language of the world. This is. we be-

lieve, a completely valid objection to

the adoption of English, French,

Russian, Spanish, etc.

If we are to have a second lan-

guage rapidly adopted on a world

scale, what are its criteria? It should

be a natural language. It should be a

language that has been written for

a long time so that difficulties of

orthography have been at least par-

tially solved. It should be easily

transliterated into other scripts. It

should not be a European language.

It should not be the national lan-

guage of an important political

power, a choice that would induce

inevitable political rivalry. It should

be as slightly as possible identified

with one religious or ideological po-

sition. There should be a large num-

ber of literate speakers who them-

selves are fluent in the principal

languages of the world, so that they

would be available as translators and

teachers. At the present point of

search. Armenian, for example, is a

language that meets these criteria.

It may he asked, Why should we

take a full-bodied, complicated, rich

natural language as a second lan-

suao-e to be spoken all over the

world? Can we not instead adopt a

lingua franca, or at least make what-

ever language we choose into a

lingua franca. Studies of pidgin and

Creole languages suggest that we

should not do so. It is true that those

who have learned Creole as a second

language are in a position of what

Alan Lomax has called "communica-

tion equity." In the same way, an

English-speaking person using New

Guinea pidgin to talk to a New

Guinea native whose mother tongue

is one of that country's some 700 dif-

ferent languages does face the New

Guinean as an equal, and this can be

accomplished in no other way. But

the minute New Guinea peoples

abandon their own languages and

take up pidgin, as they tend to do,

the equity vanishes. Pidgin, or Neo-

Melanesian, then becomes the new

but impoverished mother tongue of

one group, and is therefore foreign

to the other. Only a language that

all speakers must learn with an equal

expenditure of effort and which re-

A circular sweep

of the right hand, after

first positioning the hands

for "advise," signifies

the word "influence."
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mains a second language—neither

swallowing up a less influential

mother tongue nor being swallowed

up or corrupted by the more elabo-

rate language on which it has drawn

—can produce and maintain commu-
nication equity around the world.

Such a second language should, how-

ever, have the lingua franca capacity

to absorb new words with relatively

little alteration, from whatever

source, and should have the flexibil-

ity that Yiddish displays in different

Euro-American settings.

A world second language, like a

world system of glyphs, requires

universal acceptance to work at all.

Until such acceptance, experimenta-

tion, temporary solutions, and inten-

sive research are necessary. Casting

the die for one language rather than

another will be as decisive as putting

a new system of mensuration around

the world. Failure to do so will be

terribly expensive, as failure to adopt

the metric system proved to be.

An Invented Language

Our third great requirement is for

a written form of communication

independent of any of the languages

of the world, but dependent upon
the concepts essential to high-level

philosophical, political, and scientific

communication. Where the world-

wide second language must be natu-

ral, formed over time by unconscious

human interaction, a worldwide, ex-

clusively written language must be
artificial, consciously developed, rig-

orously tested by logic and experi-

mentation. We have, of course, many
such partial artificial languages now:
in the Arabic numeral system, in

chemistry and physics, in engineer-

ing diagrams. But the most complete

model we have of a written language

that is independent of particular

languages is the classical Chinese

system of writing, through which

two educated men, who cannot un-

derstand a word the other speaks,

may nevertheless communicate fully

with each other by writing. The Chi-

nese characters have developed his-

torically. They are not logical and

too many of them are needed for full

communication; they are heavily

laden with the conceptions of Chinese

thought acquired from serving 4,000

years of high civilization. A satis-

factory system of ideational writing

would require a system freed from

the accretions of history, although it

would not be necessarj' for the signs

themselves to be devoid of historical

origins. The contemporary symbols

used in biology for male and female

were once as heavily laden as a Chi-

nese character: the male is the sign

of Jove, the female of Venus; at-

tempts to combine them visually are

esthetically unsatisfactory, for there

is no logic in the directionality of the

two attachments to the circle signify-

ing a human being.

The best model we have for such

an ideational language, outside of

mathematics and the physical sci-

ences, is that part of the language of

the deaf which conveys concepts in-

dependently of the words of a par-

ticular language, and makes it pos-

sible for deaf students from different

language backgrounds to communi-
cate with each other. Deaf "signing,"

to the extent that it uses artificially

constructed visual signs, does in ac-

tion, in face-to-face communication,

what a written ideational language

could do for speakers of differei

languages.

Various prophetic forerunners ci

the future are beginning to exper

ment with such a language. Chark'

K. Bliss of Australia has made on

of the most extensive attempts. A
even less abstract attempt was re

ported recently by Jean Effel, a Pari

newspaper correspondent.

This need is as great as the neei

for a worldwide secondary spoke;

language, but it must be recognizei

that the steps toward each and th

demands that each must meet ar

almost antithetical. For the spokei

language, we depend upon a natura

historical process. We need a Ian

guage that a people has learned with!

in the natural human setting, and Wil

will need to teach it the same way]

with maximum exposure and mini

mum initial analysis. For a world

wide, high-level written language fo:

efficient communication among thi

educated, we must depend through

out on a conscious exercise of man'

most disciplined powers of analysi;

and invention, and upon controUec

experiment.

We need glyphs for the child, the

neophyte, and the stranger who car

neither read nor speak the language

of the place he is visiting; we need a

worldwide spoken language that will

enable people to talk to each othei

when they travel and to understand

broadcasts from anywhere in the

world when they are at home; we
need a highly abstract, elegant, in-

ductively developed, logical, artifi-

cial written language that the edu-

cated can read and in which they

can write to, and for, each other.

A ®® >'='2'
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With all three we could take full ad-

'antage of our new mobility and

;hare in the kind of relationship once

ivailable only on "the village green"

;

md educated men and women, what-

;ver their mother tongue, could ex-

;hange—efficiently and unimpeded by

listorical nuances—the highest de-

velopments of human thought.

There is a further problem that

rt'ill attend the scientific and humane

development of these new world

leeds. Those who first diagnose a

situation have to face great opposi-

tion and ridicule, and they develop

strongly defensive attitudes. Where

there is no hope of success there

need be no compromise. Each expo-

nent of each variation in the pro-

posal for a universal language or a

new alphabet or a new system of

glyphs has tended to be fiercely par-

tisan. Tremendous energies are ex-

pended in internecine battles, which

in the case of the proposed new lan-

guages is said to have once left three

of them with only a single advocate

each! When the next step is reached,

when the dream becomes a reality, a

different group of people must take

on the tasks and approach them with

the appropriate research tools, pro-

vided by a knowledge of science, the

arts, and politics. This is difficuh for

the dedicated enthusiasts who have

given unappreciated lifetimes to their

special causes. It is also expensive

for those who now see a chance to

introduce a needed change in society.

They too may be treated as fanatics,

and they will encounter blind and un-

compromising partisan opposition

from their precursors. How to over-

come this dilemma is a social science

problem in its own right.

Electrical engineering

has evolved simple

symbols—for batteries,

condensers, etc.—

that are noiv recognized

and used internationallr.

\icated Chinese who cannot speak each other's

nacular tongue can nevertheless "converse" by ivriting.

:h Chinese character carries a heavy burden of

torical development, hoivever, and a great many are

ded for full expression. Biology's symbols

male and female also have historical origins;

y do not logically represent the human form.
MALE
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CHRISTMAS
CARDS

1 he new catalogue of the famous

Metropolitan Museum of Art cards-

Leonardo da Vinci, Rembrandt, Diirer

—a della Robbia sculpture in shining

white and blue, a Valencian panel of

angels and golden spires against a

starlit sky, an ancient Egyptian lotus

tile from the palace of Rameses II, an

emerald and sapphire Annunciation in

stained glass from the chapel of a medi-

eval castle, the Journey of the Three

Kings in scarlet, pink, blue, and gold, an

embroidery in colored silks of a lute

player, lion, pear tree and fountain,

and a Winslow Homer engraving of a

Victorian skating party in Central Park

are among the more than sixty designs.

">?All of the cards are printed under the

direct supervision of The Metropolitan

Museum in limited editions and cost

from 5 to 95 cents each. They can be

bought only by mail or at the Museum.

The 40-page catalogue also illustrating

Museum jewelry, the new Museum en-

gagement calendar and other unusual

Christmas gifts, will be mailed about

September first.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art

2JJ Grade Station, New York 10028

Please send me the Museum's new catalogue of
Christmas cards, 2J cents enclosed

" nh

Daniel Boone is Dead

Continued from page 16

Marie-Antoinette pushing sheep

around with a gilded crook.
'

Not even proficient campers

eagerly embrace all the rigors of the

wilderness. Those interviewed at

Glacier and Quetico-Superior na-

tional parks expressed pleasure in

being able to cope with primitive sur-

roundings, but their conception of

"wilderness" was certainly not Aldo

Leopold's. They all wanted to pre-

serve primeval nature, but four out of

five also asked for more campsites

and amenities. They saw no incon-

sistency in wanting both. For most of

them, Robert Lucas of the Forest

Service found, "wilderness subsumes

the existence of picnic tables, wells,

toilets, washrooms, and the like."

The luxuries of camping are easy

to lampoon. "Every time I unpack the

folding chromium barbecue pit and

the dehydrated soup mix, out there

under the stars, I say to myself, 'Gil,

boy, this is something you can't es-

cape: it's in your blood.'" All-out

primitivism holds little appeal for

most Americans. They identify with

Huck Finn, who carried as much
equipment as possible: a frying pan,

a coffeepot, tin cups a knife, fish-

hooks, and a gun ; his raft was made
not of logs, but of cut lumber. Hunt-

ers in the North Woods may like to

identify with hardy eighteenth-cen-

tury trappers, but bush airlines, light-

weight equipment, packaged foods,

and bottled gas make modern camp-
ing in the far north luxurious. Com-
fort, sporting operators assert, en-

hances enjoyment of the wilderness.

"As you grow older," observes a

camper, "you learn to tolerate the

comforts." Yet discomfort retains a

certain cachet. One couple, tired of

wet wood, burned pans, and canned
rations, realized that they were not

pioneers and were pleased about

"being honest enough to admit this."

They decided to doff their hair shirts

and dined in restaurants each eve-

ning, but then had to endure the con-

temptuous disapproval of campers
who took nature more seriously. It

might not be much of a challenge to

survive on packaged food, but a

camper ought at least to cook it.

Today a modicum of effort suffices

to derive virtue from nature. A re-

demptive outdoor experience de-

mands no sacrifice of comfort, no
great exertion of muscle; it is a voy-

STAY PUT. . . or
creep up close

. . . this binocular focuses right down to

9 teet . . . lets you see nesting activities

as if you were little more than a foot away.

Yet its brilliance and sharpness of image

give you full benefit of its powerful optical

system at the longest ranges, too. It's the

7X, 35 Triton ... the most popular all-

round binocular in Swift's complete line of

more than twenty different types. Tele-

scopes, too. See your dealer or write

for literature.

SWIFT INSTRUMENTS, INC.
Dept. NH-8

Boston, Mass. 02125
San Jose, Calif. 95106

$2 bargain:
the whole worlc

NEW HORIZONS

WORLD
GUIDE

Pan Am's 704-page "New
Horizons World Guide"
costs only $2, and tells

you how to get the most
out of your stay in 124
countries round theworld, ni»,'™~- - i

from Austria to Zambia. \

Eagle-eyed, hard-to- I

please, local Pan Am ex-

perts report on 39 sub- ,

-j

jects in each country ^•

that can mean the difference between £

dream vacation and a disaster area: restat

rants (good, top-notch, special), transport;

tion, weather, laundry and dry cleaning (e)

pensive in Honduras, very prompt In Kenya!
electric current, food, water, what to bring

back, etc. You get the latest rates of bes
hotels, inexpensive little-known inns . . . plu;

scores ot maps, photos, tips on tipping
(against the law in Tahiti), clothes, currency
(100 Bulgarian stotinkis are worth 50(i), vac

cinations and visas, holidays, local custom;
sports, etc. Long used by all overseas State

Department personnel. For your own copj
fill in and mail ad now with only $2. We paj

postage, all sales taxes. Return for full n
fund if not satisfied.

Name-

Address-

City
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I
e of the mind, a journey through

rests that call less for the woods-

in's lore than for the impresario's

ents. The outdoor church at Table

)ck Lake, in the Ozarks, features a

blical 5071 et lumiere entitled "The

lepherd of the Hills." On summer

enings in a California national for-

t campers sit around a simulated

g lire listening to nature lore,

atching color movies, and singing

d-time ballads. After the perform-

ice, visitors join in the symbolic

tual of dousing the campfire, while

ngers turn the valve that cuts off the

IS. No embers smolder to cheer the

imper's slumber. Tamed nature has

layed its passive role, and the

lodern Prospero returns home re-

eshed, if not exactly reborn.

Every year, however, more and

lOre Americans come back to the

utdoors converted to the wilderness

lystique. From hedonists and heed-

:ss despoilers they become serious-

linded amateur ecologists, alive to

le risks of pollution, angered by the

!orps of Engineers, sworn enemies

f the public utilities and lumber

ompanies. And herein lurk new per-

s to the landscape. An elite minority

jday guards treasured wilderness

gainst intensive recreational use by

[le unappreciative majority. But the

nlightened masses will enormously

lultiply the pressure on recreational

ind. No longer content to crowd to-

;ether in Yosemite and Yellowstone,

hey will fan out to all the wilder

eaches of the country. Under such

m onslaught, the wilderness is apt to

lisappear, to be supplanted by fenced

)reserves and artificial "nature"

ireas for esoteric outdoor studies.

Intensive use by dedicated out-

loorsmen already threatens some

ireas. In countrysides that easily ac-

;ommodate individual ramblers, fish-

irmen, and hunters, hiking clubs may
)e anathema; organized recreation is

ipt to endanger or foreclose cove-

lants with landowners allowing

ights-of-way across private property.

\ dozen well-booted hikers as a body

ire more likely to disturb the vegeta-

tion and compact the soil of a trail

than as many sauntering individual

wayfarers. The organized group is

also a visual, often an aural, outrage

to the resident population, and gives

the landscape an unwelcome impres-

sion of public ownership. The out-

doorsman's environmental needs are

thus both special and exclusive; co-

existence with residential use is al-

CER-VIT MIRRORS AND BROAD-BAND COATING

-

ANOTHER QUESTAR "FIRST'

Part of our job in making the world's

finest and most versatile small telescope

is continually to be aware of the new

materials and techniques that can improve

the performance and convenience of our

product. Now we are making Questar

mirrors of Cer-Vit, that fabulous sub-

stance which has essentially no thermal

expansion, surpassing even quartz in its

stability.

And to augment the efficiency of a

Cer-Vit mirror we apply a broad-band

dielectric coating that increases its reflec-

tivity to 99%. Further, to reduce the light

loss at each surface of the front lens to A Cer-Vit mirror is used in the 7-inch

less than 1/10 of 1%, a VLR (very low Questar, shown above, a new instrument

reflection) coating is applied which trans- of the same superfine quality that has

mits all frequencies of the visible spec- given Questar its world-wide reputation,

trum With this combination total light Each one that leaves our hands is star-

grasp is increased by approximately 22%. tested and will resolve .5 second of arc.

At lower left the Duplex 3 '/2 -inch

Questar is shown in its handsome leather

case contained in one cubic foot of

space, a complete portable observatory

that when needed for terrestrial use alone

can be quickly converted to the Field

Model.

Questar, priced from $795, is described

in our newest booklet which contains

more than 100 photographs by Questar

owners. Send $1 for mailing anywhere in

No. America, By air to rest of Western

Hemisphere, $2.50; Europe and North

Africa, $3.00; elsewhere. $3.50.
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3
UNCOMMON
LINOBLAD
SAFARIS

\A/ING SAFARI
A unique concept in East Afri-

can safari travel. Fly in twin-

engined Piper planes free of

dust and heat, into remote tribal

country, in minutes instead of

days, gaining time for game view-

ing and relaxation. Visit game re-

serves in Uganda, Tanzania and

Kenya. Stop at Murchison Falls,

Samburu, Serengeti, Ngorongoro

Crater, Zanzibar, Treetops, Mount

Kenya Safari Club, many more exciting

places. Each safari limited to 9 persons and

escorted. Frequent departures from New

York via BOAC. 22 days, $2,354.

VALUE SAFARI
Exciting East Africa., .at ^
moderate cost. Kenya,

Uganda, Tanzania. See
snows of mighty Kiliman-

jaro, Murchison Falls on

the Nile, wild animals of

every description in world's

most exciting Game Re-

serves. Spend a night at

Treetops. Watch colorful

tribal villages. Each depar-

ture limited to 20 participants; never more

than 5 to each roomy safari vehicle. Fre-

quent escorted departures from New York.

22 days, $1,644. Extension to Ethiopia.

44-day safari continues through Zambia to

Victoria Falls, Rhodesia, Republic of South

Africa and Nigeria. Via BOAC.

LUFTHANSA
SAFARI

Three weeks in complete comfort, through

beautiful, sun-drenched South Africa, Zam-
bia, Rhodesia, Tanzania, the remote and fas-

cinating Northern Frontier

regions of Kenya. See Johan-

nesburg, Victoria Falls, Seren-

geti, many other striking
places. Beauty of the land is

incomparable. Close-up views

of animal life. Piper aeroplane

and finest Safari car trans-

.
portation. Frequent escorted

departures from New York via

Lufthansa, $1,804.

LINDBLAD TRAVEL, INC.
Lindblad Travel Building
133 East 55th Street
New York, New York 10022
Please send brochures:
I am seriously interested:

D Wing Safari

n Value Safari

D Lufthansa Safari

Mr.
Mrs.
Miss

Artrirp<;c

Rtatp



wth, and often contained oma-

ital structures and ruins.

)nly within the past generation

our emphasis shifted from the

gible enjoyment of spectacular

tures, natural or artificial, to a

re abstract appreciation of un-

ched wilderness. But if intensive

causes landscape maintenance

blems at the Yellowstone and

Semite campgrounds, visitor im-

:t presents potentially graver haz-

Is in such areas as Rocky

untain National Park, or even

Everglades and the Olympics,

r from "parklike" to begin with,

se fragile ecosystems can hardly

vive mass recreation; as Ray

smann has said, they may have

m better off when nobody cared

jut them. The overcrowded wil-

rness, like the neglected urban

:k, is the fruit of distinctions in-

asingly drawn between wild and

ne, natural and artificial, country-

e and megalopolis.

'Civics as an art," remarked the

ineer city planner Patrick Geddes,

3 to do "not with imagining an im-

ssible no-place where all is well,

t with making the most and the best

each and every place, and especial-

of the city in which we live." We
inot achieve this by hankering

er some distant or exclusive para-

;e and abandoning all else as be-

nd hope. It is not only in the wilder-

3s that we escape the tensions of

alized life; man-made environ-

:nts can also be salubrious. To re-

rd everything used as irretrievably

oiled is, moreover, to relegate the

Iderness itself to a museum.

City dwellers have come to believe

:ture can be found only in un-

oiled forests and distant moun-

ins. But nature is in fact all around

em—in their own backyards and

reets, vacant lots and waterfronts,

e need to foster an appreciation of

iture in all its guises, humanized as

3II as wild, near as well as far, inti-

ate as well as grand, transplanted

1 well as preserved.

The once-in-a-lifetime wilderness

:perience, the two-week cross-coun-

y jaunt, the Sunday jog around the

sservoir—these are too rare to sus-

in a real appreciation of nature,

ren when supplemented by sump-

lous picture books of primeval

reas. The aspects of the outdoors

lat people care most about are those

ith which they are familiar; to

)ve at a distance is not enough.

The career camera

Most men who've arrived in photography are Nikon users, as

are those on the way up. The exception is rare.

Quality has much to do with this. But more compelling, perhaps,

is the versatility of the Nikon F system—the responsive vitality of

the equipment in the hands of the user, which enables him to bring

its quality into play at the very moment of truth.

Whatever your career or career ambitions, if you are in earnest about

photography, the Nikon F system offers limitless capabilities upon

which you can draw. See your Nikon dealer, or write for details.

Nikon F shown with new "center-weighted" Photomic TN thruthelens exposure system.

Nikon Inc., Garden City, New York 11533
Subsidiary of Ehrenreich Photo-Optical Industries, Inc.

(In Canada: Anglophoto Ltd. P.Q.)

pocketable

powerful

Tnnovid

Compact TRINOVID casts

off the shadow of "binoc-

ular bulk." But don't be

fooled by its stylishly slim

appearance. Optically su-

perb, witti a unique roof

prism, TRINOVID provides

unexcelled brilliance and

clarity. Rugged, too. It is

shockproof, v^/eatherproof,

dustproof, water-resistant,

—and pocketable.

Ask your franchised Leitz

binocular dealer about
TRINOVID. Trim, light-

weight, handsome, and
available in 6x24, 7x35,

7x42, 8x32, 10x40.

E. Leitz, Inc., Park Avenue South, New York, N.Y. 1 001
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THIS YEAR, JET WITH US. JET ALONG
WITH LAN ON "ANOTHER UNUSUAL
TOUR TO AN UNCOMMONPLACE."

EASTER
ISLAND,
AT LAST!
NEXT MONTH. NEXT YEAR.
NEXT EASTER. ANYTIME.
12 Days, $1270 per person complete,
incl. air fare from New York.
Convenient monthly departures.

You've been asking for it. Now LAN brings

mysterious, far-away, elusive Easter Island

within comfortable reach. From New York,

jet due south to Santiago, Chile. Then, head
into the sunset, 2300 miles off the South
American mainland. Easter Island. Site of

fabulous monoliths, ageless archaeological

wonders. Join in native feasts and dances.
Easter Island. The ultimate travel experi-

ence. At last.

OUR NEXT TOUR TO ANTARCTICA
LEAVES ON JANUARY 4, 1969.

If you miss it, there's always another one.
In January 1970.

31 Days, $3500 per person, complete,
incl. air fare from New York.

Come with us to the ends of the world.
Tierra del Fuego. The Straits of Magellan.
Cape Horn. Glaciers, icebergs. Fascinating
bird, plant, animal life. Unforgettable.

M./^J9f 8-68

The Chilean Internalional Airline
Tour Department
505 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017
Please send me the following new brochures

n EASTER ISLAND Q ANTARCTICA

D Mr. n Mrs. Q Miss

Boohs in Review

The Ne$v Ecalagy
hy Peter Farh

A Different Kind of Country, by

Raymond F. Dasmann. The Macmillan

Co., $5.95; 276 pp., illus.

Ecologists are almost our last hope

of coping with the modern di-

lemma: how can we find a better life

for the human species without de-

stroying the natural environments

upon which this better life depends? It

is discouraging, though, to think that

we may have pinned our hopes on the

wrong people. A typical article in the

official journal of the Ecological Soci-

ety of America recently was "Response
of mountain grassland vegetation to

clipping in southwestern Montana"—
and month after month dozens of such

articles, dealing with minutiae, appear

in various journals. Clearly, an eco-

logical study of the lawn mower effect

in southwestern Montana is not very

urgent even to people in nearby north-

ivestern Montana, much less to the

population of the continent at large.

Such a narrow conception of ecology

is disheartening, for almost exactly a

century has passed since the Germ?
zoologist Ernst Haeckel named t^

new science and held out its promM
(He derived the name from the Gre«

oikos, meaning "place to live"—and s

literally, ecology is the study of livir

things in their natural "homes.") Tl

original idea of ecology was to tal

the building blocks of many disciplint

and fashion them into a monument;
structure, a new concept. But somehoi

along the way ecology stopped erec

ing new monuments and began turnin

out little building blocks of its owi

And, saddest of all, ecologists came I

look upon the environment as son

marvelously meshed mechanism ui

touched by the heavy hand of man.

Which is not to say that all ecolog

has suffered this fate. A relative!

small band of ecologists has continue

to build monuments to new ideas—anc

most important, they have put humar
back into the environment. These prac

tilioners of the new ecology are con

paratively few, but I want to naml

some of them so that when you encoui
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On TV, Marlin Perkins' WILD KINGDOM
has won two Emmys, fifteen other awards,

and millions of young fans.

The same excitement is now between
book covers.

"Just beyond our crowded pockets

of civilization," writes renowned

zoo director and TV host Marlin

Perkins, "is the Wild Kingdom.
Each year we have to travel a little

farther to get to it but it's still wait-

ing there."

From now on, traveling to the

Wild Kingdom will be a bit easier.

Because now the Wild Kingdom is as

close as your bookstore, where you'll

find a new series of large-format, lav-

ishly-illustrated books which capture

the spirit of the television programs,
while adding a wealth of background
material to extend their scope.

mid- •

'-.

The first two books take you to

the unspoiled backwaters of the

Louisiana bayou — and provide a

brilliant introduction to the miracle

of flight. Future volumes include The
Kalahari, the story of the Pygmies

of South Africa ... a book about the

unusual living things which survive

in the sun of the Sonora Desert . . .

books on whaling expeditions, about

life on an isolated island — and much,
much more. Each colorfully illus-

trated volume is a detailed docu-

mentary, of interest to all ages but

especially written to be enjoyed by
young readers.

Readers of Natural History are in-

vited to read and enjoy the first two
Wild Kingdom books now — with-

out any advance payment. You may
also elect to receive all future vol-

umes in the series on approval — to

examine for two weeks without any
obligation to buy. To introduce your
whole family to the world of the Wild
Kingdom, send the coupon today.

BAYOU BACKWATERS
by Allan W. Eckert; illustrated with 50

full-color watercolors by Joseph Cellini

A graphic story of the struggle for sur-

vival among the plants and animals of

the great Louisiana swamp — where to-

day alligator and cottonmouth, snake-

bird and armadillo, live as they have

for hundreds of years, largely un-
touched by time or man. "A top-flight

writer has set down these descriptions

of dozens of birds and animals of the

Louisiana bayou country . . . Illustra-

tions, full-page and in color, are mag-
m{icent."-Piiblisliers' Weekly. $4.95

THE MIRACLE OF FLIGHT
by Richard Cromer and the staff of Don
Meier Productions; illustrated with 50
full-color watercolors by Joseph Cellini

How birds fly and how man has copied,

but seldom improved on, their methods
of flight. The Miracle Of Flight ex-

plains aerodynamics, how birds are

physically structured for flight, how
they go up and down, right and left —
in short, how flight itself actually takes

place. "Comprehensive, lucid, and easy

to understand."—Neil' York Times Book
Review. $4.95

— FREE EXAMINATION COUPON- -

To your bookseller, or to

Doubleday & Company, Inc.

Dept. 8-NH-8
Garden City, New York 11530

Please send me first-edition copies ot

The Miracle Of Flight and copies of
Bayou Backwaters. I understand I have two
full weeks to decide whether to keep the

book(s). If I wish, I may return them within

that time and owe nothing. Otherwise. I'll be
billed just $4.95 per copy, plus shipping
charges, as payment in full.

n Also send me one first-edition copy of
each new Wild Kingdom book, as soon as it

is published. I understand that I may cancel

this subscription at any time; that I may
examine all books sent to me for two weeks
before deciding to keep them; and that I may
return them within that time and owe nothing.

Otherwise, I'll be billed for the book, plus
shipping charges, as payment in full.

Offer available only in the U.S.A. and Canada
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GOOD HUNTING begins at home
by your fii-eside with an Eddie Bauer
catalog. The World's Most Endorsed
Outdoor Equipment illustrated in

full color. Read why People Who
Know . . . Professional Guides, Ex-
pedition Leaders, Outdoorsmen,
Sportsmen, Knowledgeable Huntei-s

the world over . . . buy this outstand-
ing equipment for their own use and
recommend it to their friends. Write
for yourFREE Eddie Bauer catalog
today. Over 600 items of interest.

.'^i^^c&diy^^^t.'jji/i^ExpedUion. Oulfilter

Dept. AZ, Seattle, Washington 98122

ter their names in books, articles, even

TV and radio programs you svill know
they are worth paying attention to.

They include (with apologies for omis-

sions) Marston Bates. Helmut Buech-

ner. Stanley Cain. Ritcliie Calder,

La^Mont Cole, Barry Commoner, Fraser

Darling, Rajinond Dasmann. Rene

Dubos. Frank Egler, Starker Leopold,

Carl Sauer, Paul Sears, and Lee

Talbot.

One of the most articulate of them

all is Raymond Dasmann. formerly

chairman of the natural resources divi-

sion at Humboldt State College in

Cahfornia and presently co-ordinator

of environment studies for The Con-

ser\'ation Foundation in Washington,

D.C. His The Last Horizon (Macmil-

lan, 1963) was an exceedingly good

report on what the new ecology has

been concerned with. Near its conclu-

sion, Dasmann warned: ''The most

alarming single trend on earth today is

the trend toward uniformity. It extends

through all of life: vegetation, wild

animals, human cultures."

Now Dasmann has devoted a whole

book. A Different Kind of Country, to

the theme of diversity, and it will un-

doubtedly become a minor classic.

Diversity is what we are really talking

about when we speak of "presen'a-

tion" or "conservation." The dangers

of the trend toward uniformity—"envi-

ronmental simplification"—can be seen

all around us. Forests composed of a

diversity of living things have been

mowed do^^Ti, and in their stead neat

rows of pines have been planted as far

as the eye can see. A forest of many
species of trees is not as vulnerable to

attack by a disease or insects, but a

tree farm consisting of a single species

can become a shambles in a season.

The same monotony is descending

upon htunan cultures as well. In Bor-

neo youths hsten to the Beatles on
transistor radios while waiting to be
initiated into pagan rites. On the alti-

plano of Peru the descendants of the

noble Incas watch Disney films. Com-
ments Dasmann: "It will do us little

good to conquer nature or even pacify

mankind if the world we create is

bland and uniform, one where life

passes quickly because nothing new
can happen again anywhere."

This is one of the most quotable
books I have read since Aldo Leopold's
A Sand County Almanac. Dasmann
says a lot of things you or I might not
agree with. But we have to listen—not
only because Dasmann is eloquent and
passionate in his beliefs but also be-
cause in the end it will probably turn
out that almost everything he says is

true. Reading Dasmann can be an un-
settling experience. The challenge of
his point of view is clear: "In today's
world ecology can be an uncomfortable
discipline. The questions it will raise

CdS EXPOSURE METER

Reads brightest sunlight . . . candlell

. . . even moonlight—PLUS mlcrosci

enlarging, "spot" and ground-glass tt'

Gossen, makers of the famous Lunasix that am
the photographic world with its incredible r.

and sensitivity, has done it again with the i

Luna-Pro CdS exposure meter.

Now, this one meter extends the capabilities c
famed Lunasix by mastering every exposure i

lem in every photographic situation—on loca

in the studio, darkroom, and laboratory. HE

HOW: Four optional lock-on attachments inst

convert the Luna-Pro from a refiecfed-and-inci

meter to a Variable Angle "spot" meter; Enlar

meter,- Photomicrography meter; and Ground-C

reading meter. You may never need them all,

It's good to know that your Luna-Pro is ready for

assignment. Luna-Pro's extraordinary 2,000,000-
range and exclusive convertibility SYSTEM ma^
today's best exposure meter buy.

*OPTIONAL ATTACHMENT
for every light measuring neei

VARIABLE ANGLE
"Spot Meter"
ATTACHMENT

SPECIFICATIONS: Smooth, one-hand operation Mi

ures reflected and incident light (with built-in he

spheric diffuser) For still and movie cameras :

light acceptance angle single "see saw" selei

button for high and low range Automatic "memo
needle lock Computer range: ASA 6/1° to 25,0'

13°: f 1 to f 90: 1 4000th sec. to 8 hours; Cine f

8 to 128 fps EV—8 to EV +24; .016 to 32,000 I

candles Weighs only 7 ounces.
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ly put you out of step with your fel-

ff men." Things that most of us have

ig accepted as easy answers (wilder-

ss, preservation, national parks, and

forth) turn out, after Dasmann's

alysis, to be hard questions. All

jng we may have been tolerating the

tolerable and attacking the trivial.

The book is filled with irreverent

jws that become truths as we ponder

em. Dasmann points out that ecology

IS learned far more about the wild

limals for whom we build homes in

OS than it has about the human ani-

al for whom we are now building new

ties and suburbs. Let us keep on

udying the ecology of Yellowstone,

; says, but let us also study the ecol-

ry of Harlem and Watts.

Or listen to Dasmann on the Wilder-

;ss Act: "Sometimes I wonder if our

lal act of wilderness destruction did

Dt lie in designating formal wilder-

3ss areas for preservation. In defining

le boundaries, writing the rules and

ublicizing the results, did we not re-

[ove the last magic and make all real-

:e that the remote and unknown was

ow available to all?"

Or Dasmann on the usefulness for

'ildlife of man's ugly artifacts : "Birds

bow an easygoing attitude toward

jlephone poles, equating them with

rees. Indeed if we succeed in putting

11 electric and telephone lines under-

rovmd, we wiU decimate the popula-

ion of kingbirds, swallows, shrikes,

parrow hawks, and woodpeckers that

ave used these man-made structures

a extend their habitat."

Or Dasmann on the fallacy of primi-

ive man as an instinctive preservation-

3t: "It is easy enough to sell Ameri-

ans on the value of the pieces of

vilderness we have left. It is difficult

go to other countries and convince

he custodians of the earth's really

vild lands of their importance. . . . No-

)ody who has not contemplated Hiro-

ihima can realize that among the ways

ivailable in which a man can die, it is

1 rare and signal distinction to be

dlled by a leopard."

Much of humanity's troubles with

ts environment can be solved, Das-

nann believes, in "planning against

progress." He does not intend that we
should all become reactionaries or that

tve should have peyote dreams of re-

trieving a world forever lost. Such

planning is eminently practical, and

urgent. Dasmann emphasizes that we
now possess a good deal of the scien-

tific information, and all of the tech-

nology and natural wealth, to start

making environments that are accept-

able to us and to the living things with

which we share the globe. He seeks a

possible, not a perfect, world: "The

Garden of Eden has been left behind,

but here somewhere on the far side of

Eden we may yet create a more livable

^^^ascinating.
George Adamson hnows more about lions

than anybody else. Superb pictures."
—Hammond Innes

c4 Lifetitne

with Lion§
George Adatnson — hunter, game warden,

and now ardent conservationist — has just added a

new chapter to his adventure-filled "lifetime with

lions" — a daring experiment with several

lions used in the movie of "Born Free." With
29 photographs, $5.95 at all booksellers.
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world. We cannot build the perfect

world and if we could we would prob-

ably tire of it, since we are imperfect

beings. We are various in our aspira-

tions and the best we can hope for is a

varied world."'

This is an altogether wise book about

the human species" clumsy attempts to

run this planet of ours.

Peter Farb is author of the forthcom-

ing book "Man's Rise to Civilization as

Shown by the Indians of North Amer-
ica from Primeval Times to the Coming
of the Industrial State."

The World of Zoos, edited by Rosel
Kirchshofer. The Viking Press, $10.95;
327 pp., illus.

Zoos annually outdraw all other in-

stitutions of culture and all sport-

ing events in attendance. The part of a

zoo the visitor sees, however, is the end
result of a vast, usually hidden effort

by a great many people using science,

ingenuity, trial-and-error, patience —
and sometimes sheer luck. Half a cen-

tury ago a leading authority on gorillas

declared unhappily, but positively, that

it would never be possible to rear a gor-

illa to maturity in captivity; today the

species is represented by healthy adults

in almost all major zoos, and captive

breeding has begun, thanks to the per-

sistence of zoo men the world over.

Some of the complexity of their tasks

can be seen in the articles in this book,

the first in recent years to be written

by men in the profession, rather than

by interested laymen. Each of the four-

Althoiigh he appears

to be singing an aria

from Rigoletto,

this elephant seal

is only begging

for a fish held

by his keeper.

The young elephant,

at left, alone

in the enclosure,

manages to maintain

contact ivith its mother.

From "The World of Zoos.'



1 authors is a European by birth,

their experiences are typical of all

men.

"he -writers give a candid view of a

's operations, and the very human

ures of the men who look after the

mals. A keeper resists his director's

iers to make a change in the diet of

animal. A director tells of the letters

gets from well-meaning, but gener-

'f
misinformed, members of the pub-

telling him what he really should

doing for this or that animal; how-

must force himself to give a civil

5wer in cases where "a normal hu-

,n being would find an appropriate

)ly" to some of the nastier letters.

,e newly appointed director of a zoo

It is yet to be built is faced with

ti-zoo pickets and a midge-swarm of

tails he must take care of before the

5t bulldozer arrives—and to take a

th he must first evict from the tub

i8 pound snapping turtle too valuable

release. One of the world's most

spected animal dealers recounts the

St changes the last few decades have

rought in animal sliipments (it may

rprise some that air transport is a

ixed blessing)

.

Although the major features of op-

ating a zoo are covered, the topics are

eated somewhat unevenly. More than

hundred pages are devoted to a gazet-

er of the world's major zoos, with ex-

nsive, but occasionally opinionated,

jscriptions of the larger ones; this

;ction. will be of less interest to all

ut the most confirmed zoo buffs. The

lajor essays contain very few factual

rrors (two species under my care

hen I was a curator are misidentified)

,

ut typographical errors abound, as if

roof had been read by someone whose

rst language is not English. The yoI-

me is profusely illustrated with color

nd- black-and-white photographs that

re a welcome addition to the text.

Joseph A. Davis

New York Zoological Park

klAN AND THE CoSMOS; ThE NaTURE

)F Science Today, by Ritchie Calder.

'mderick A. Praeger, S5.50; 219 pp.

This book is one in the series "Bri-

tannica Perspectives," prepared to

commemorate the 200th anniversary

)f the Encyclopaedia Britannica.

jflitchie Calder is Britannic himself.

He was at one time Science Editor of

;:he London News Chronicle, and is

aow a peer of the realm. He has, how-

J3ver, more important qualifications

jthan those to write a book in this se-

iries. His own store of knowledge. is

lencyclopedic, and he has a particular

'talent for popular -writing. In fact, he

received the 1960 Kalinga Prize for

"promotion of ihe common under-

standing of science."

W.®(Mk
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In this book, addressed to the inter-

ested public at a time -when it is just

possible that its interest is beginning

to veer away from science. Ritchie

Calder discusses in a somewhat his-

torical framework what science is and

what it is about. He first defines sci-

ence as "present verification without

ultimate certainty," and then discusses,

in a chapter on the nature of scientific

revolutions, how it has developed. He
then proceeds to matters of scientific

substance as well as attitude. Chapters

on scientific subjects are presented

topically, rather than in strict chrono-

logical sequence. Dimension and rela-

tivity, cosmological theories, the origin

and nature of stars and planets, are

taken up in turn. Considerations of our

own planet, the earth, occupy the

major part of the book: its envelope,

its crust, its core, its seas, its climate.

The nature of matter and the nature

of man receive some attention toward

the end, but the book concerns itself

more with the cosmos of the title than

with the man (except as man looks at

the cosmos). "The ultimate aim of the

scientist," writes Calder, "is to pro-

vide a logical explanation and a nu-

merical definition for everything from

the egregious behaviour of the latest

subatomic particle to the uttermost

quasar; to explain the supernatural in

explicit terms of the natural (i.e. meas-

urable) ; to reduce the occult to the

substantial and, in the process, to ac-

count for life itself without recourse

to special creation or elan vital. Some
would say that this is a matter of opin-

ion. The reductionists would say that

opinion itself is matter." Life and its

continuity with non-life is taken up
primarily as related to molecular ge-

netics and other aspects of modern
biochemistry. Assiduous or even casual

readers of Natural History will know
more about organisms than they will

find in Man and the Cosmos, but they

will be well instructed in the physical

and earth sciences.

Jane Oppenheimer
Bryn Mawr College

South of Yosemite: Selected Writ-
ings OF John Muir, edited by Frederic

R. Gunsky. The Natural History Press,

$7.50; 269 pp., illus.

Having collected the original print-

ings of John Muir's magazine ar-

ticles, which appeared mainly during
the final quarter of the last century,-

1

am gratified to see several of them re-

issued in this book. Many of these fine

essays have found their way into other

volumes over the years, for John Muir"s

writings have long inspired numerous
authors and editors. In 1912, Muir
published what has been called a
"guidebook" to Yosemite National
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z. Actually, it was far more than a

ebook. In characteristic strong,

ly imaginative, poetic yet disci-

jd prose, it is an unequaled descrip-

and interpretation of the magnifi-

High Sierra wilderness region.

he editor of this new book has

cted wisely from a variety of Muir

ce materials—including journal

lies, newspaper clippings, and let-

j—to provide what will probably be

:ed a guidebook to Kings Canyon

Sequoia national parks, which, as

title indicates, are south of Yo-

ite. Reprinted here in fragmented

n are articles that first saw the light

day in such publications as The

'.rland Monthly in 1874, Scribner's

nthly in 1878, Century Magazine,

rper's Monthly, and the Atlantic

nthly. One can give thanks to the

tors of these journals who initially

ognized Muir's gifts as an author;

1 brought not only his work but the

mtry he loved to public attention,

[ohn Muir, together with John Bur-

ighs, exerted much influence upon

eodore Roosevelt in relation to con-

vation practices, policies, and phi-

ophy. It may be said that Roosevelt

ed much of his reputation as a "con-

vationist" to these two authors. Bur-

ighs with his Hudson Valley nature

itings and Muir with his High Sierra

scriptions, each, in his own way, in-

enced conservation past and present

fohn of the east and John of the west.

Citizens who treasure the great na-

inal parks of California are in ever-

iting debt to John Muir. It was

rgely through his efforts that our

tion was made aware of the grandeur

id unparalleled scenic and scientific

lues of the Sierra region and the need

r its preservation. Long ago Muir

eached, "Save the Redwoods," and

any redwood groves were saved for

jsterity with added ones to come. One

the most stimulating accounts pub-

ihed in South of Yosemite is an article

!uir prepared for Century Magazine

. 1891 entitled, "A Rival of the Yo-

;mite." This was another of his ap-

;als to set aside wild country and

rotect it from harmful exploitation,

efore submitting this account, Muir

rote the editor: "... I fear [that this

rticle] will be a rough piece of writ-

ig. My stock of cliff & cascade adjec-

ves are all used up & I am too dull to

ivent new ones. Still it will have a

ood deal of topography and timber in

; & may answer the purpose of a park

rgument. . .
." Indeed it did "answer

le purpose." Complete with maps and

iiU-page drawings, it proposed "one

rand national park" and concluded.

Let our law-givers then make haste

lefore it is too late to set apart this

urpassingly glorious region for the

ecreation and well-being of humanity,

md all the world will rise up and call
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FOURTH EDITIOIS

Between
Pacific Tides

Edtvard F. Ricketts

and Jack Calvin

Revised by Joel W. Hedgpeth

This new edition of one of the

classic works of marine biology

has been completely revised, ex-

panded and reset, and many new
photographs and drawings have

been added, including eight

pages in full color. There is

much new material in the text,

the annotated systematic index,

and the bibliography. A glossary

has also been added. "The ma-
terial improvements made in

each edition . . . have always

added to the value of the basic

work, one of such interest, of

course, that it is found on the

shelf of every marine biologist."

—The Quarterly Revieiv of Bi-

ology. sWO.OO

Stanford University Press

"Wonderfully
human"*

THE BEARS

AND I

Raising Three Cubs
in the North Woods
ROBERT FRANKLIN LESLIE

This unusual story of the
author's experiences in
rearing three black bear
cubs in the wilds of Brit-
ish Columbia is "appeal-
ing and moving ... a fine

study in the behavior of
young bears ... a wonder-
fully human story of ani-
mals and men in a grand
and rugged wilder-
ness."—Pu6Ks/iers'
Weekly:' Illustrations
by Theodore A.
Xaras. Map. $5.95

them blessed." A reading of this well-

planned book will serve to explain why
modern conservationists also call John

Muir "blessed."

William H. Carr
Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum

Man and the California Condor, by

Ian McMillan. E. P. Button & Co.,

$5.95; 191 pp., illus. A Paradise of

Birds, by Helen Gere Cruickshank.

Dodd, Mead & Co., $7.50; 398 pp.,

illus.

The basic theme of both these books

is that endangered species of birds

are nearly always in trouble because of

man's ignorance, stupidity, or greed.

So far as we know, no species has sim-

ply died off since man has been around,

but men have completely wiped out a

number of species. Among the most

seriously endangered today are the

Cahfornia condors and the whooping
cranes. Ian McMillan devotes his whole

book to the condors. Helen Cruick-

shank gives a long chapter in her book
to the whooping cranes and their Ar-

ansas refuge.

The McMillan book probably is the

most thorough report ever made on the

California condors, which the author

has known since his boyhood. It is also

a detailed indictment of official neglect

and incompetence and of public indif-

ference. McMillan and his brother,

Eben, did the field work for the 1965

report on the species published by the

National Audubon Society. They are

members of a ranching family that has

lived in condor country since the 1880's.

In the past twenty years the known con-

dor population has fallen from sixty to

forty-six, and even that remnant has

been saved only by the most vigorous

work of a few people and organizations.

The condor range extends from with-

in sight of Los Angeles—their Sespe
Sanctuary itself is only twenty miles

from the city—northward up the flanks

of the San Joaquin Valley. Almost
everywhere the birds are threatened by
poison, thoughtless or malicious hunt-

ers, or bulldozers. McMillan's book
states the problems and points out that

further encroachment will mean extinc-

tion. It also tells in detail about how
condors fly, nest, raise their young,
what they eat, and how long they live.

It is not only first-class natural history

but vigorous, crusading conservation.

Helen Cruickshank's book also de-

mands more sensible, more efi^ective

protection for rare species. But since
she deals with many species that are
not endangered, except by the creeping
hazards of poisons and pollution that

menace every one of us, the impact is

not as crushingly emphatic. Actually,
hers is an exultant book because it

deals with spring in Texas, and the ex-
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periences are of many years, not only

one. The basic subject is birds, but the

whole range of bird, animal, and insect

life is noted and often discussed. The
Cruickshanks see all kinds of strange

sights from their observation blind.

Mrs. Cruickshank has a sense of

humor, writes with grace, and has a

knack of filling the chinks of her obser-

\ation with material from library re-

search. The result is excellent, but I

wish when she was reading about wild

turkeys and the Pilgrims" first Thanks-

giving she had checked with Governor

Bradford's account. Bradford tells of

venison and waterfowl aplenty at that

feast, but makes no mention of "fat and

succulent roasted turkeys." which some

lesser authority must have dreamed up.

But the book as a whole is a splendid

adventure for any reader; and Allan

Cruickshank's photographs, 48 pages

of them, are, as always, superb.

Hal Borland
Naturalist and Author

Great Waters, by Alister Hardy.

Harper & Row, S10.95; 542 pp., illus.

Harvest of the Sea, by John Bar-

dach. Harper & Roiu, S6.95 ; 301 pp.,

illus.

New books about the sea and its

life appear each publishing sea-

son, reflecting the mounting interest or

avarice of a society feeling the pres-

sures and problems of its expanding

population. The sea is wonderfully

rich in the diversity and beauty of its

living freight, and all who have studied

its creatures have opened their eyes

in wonder. At the same time, the sea is

a source of abundant food that man has

exploited for time out of mind. It now
seems to offer not only unlimited sus-

tenance but also mineral wealth of

great magnitude. The sea is to be

farmed for food and mined for every-

thing else. Alister Hardy writes nos-

talgically, although with immediacy,

about the Discovery investigations of

1925-1950, described by Robert Gush-

man Murphy as the greatest undertak-

ing ever carried out in the oceans of

the far south.

Hardy's account of the great waters

is a vivid, personal story of his years

spent as chief zoologist of the Dis-

covery enterprise; sailing the wildest

ocean of the world, the "roaring

forties," or ashore on one or another

of the cold islands of the subantarctic

ocean. Photographs, drawings, water-

color sketches, and lively, enthusiastic

writing make the book a joy to own.

The reader is swept along, feeling that

he, too, is at sea in one of the sturdiest

cockleshells of all time. The ship first

used was the original Discovery, built

for Captain Robert Falcon Scott for

his 1903 expedition to the Antarctic

3
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n Easter Island

n South Pacific

D On the Inca Road
Mr.
IVIrs.

Miss

Address-

City
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continent; a vessel said by him to be

all too ready to roll forty-five degrees

one way, forty-three the other, and in

some danger of actually being taken

aback if turned too much into the

wind; built more for coping with ice

than for chasing whales. She behaved

no better during this later expedition,

and, eventually, was replaced by

R.R.S. Discovery II, a modern ship

built and equipped for the real busi-

ness of investigating the southern

ocean's life and waters from surface

to floor, primarily in relation to whales

and the impact of the whaling indus-

try. Surprisingly, Great Waters is the

first general account of this major

oceanographic undertaking, and we
are fortunate that Alister Hardy has

lost none of his joy of life in produc-

ing this book.

Harvest of the Sea is a very differ-

ent sort of book. It is an excellent, im-

personal survey of diverse fisheries

and their biological basis, together

with an inclusive account of the vari-

ous means by which man is now prob-

ing far beneath the ocean's surface.

John Bardach writes from the pres-

ent, looking forward, concerning him-

self with the exploration of inner

space and its promises and limitations

in regard to human needs and expec-

tations. He discusses modern tech-

nology in relation to harvesting the life

of the sea, with forecasts of possible

productivity, but concludes that the

bounty of the sea will not be the

bonanza an exploding human popula-

tion is looking for. The book ends with

a strong plea for the conservation of

resources.

N. J. Berrill

Stvarthmore College

Briefly noted:

The Pine Barrens, by John McPhee.

Farrar, Straus and Giroux, $4.50; 157

pp., illus.

New Jersey has the greatest popu-

lation density of any state of the union.

Amid its tangle of turnpikes, factories,

and crowded industrial areas, how-

ever, John McPhee has uncovered a

wilderness area. How it has survived

this long or how much longer it can

remain untouched is an unanswered

question, but anything else you might

want to know about the Pine Barrens

—650,000 acres of wild land—is cov-

ered by the author. At one time a

refuge for Tories, smugglers, and

Hessian soldiers who deserted from

the British Army, the Pine Barrens

now supports a small population of

"pineys" who scrape together an ex-

istence by supplying berries, wood,

charcoal—and at Christmas—holly,

laurel, and mistletoe to the urban

areas of New York and New Jersey.

Mr. McPhee's keen ear for local

speech and his ability to reproduce the

special atmosphere of the Barrens,

make this slim volume an outstanding

reading experience.

Howling Wolf, by Karen Daniels

Peterson. American West Publishing-

Co., $14.00; 64 pp., illus.

Perhaps one of our most unusual art

colonies was the one developed at

Fort Marion, Florida, during the years

1875-78. More than seventy Indians

from five hostile tribes of the Southern.

Plains were imprisoned there, and their

jailer. Captain Richard Pratt, en-

couraged them to re-create, in draw-

ings and paintings, the life they had
known before their capture. This book
is a handsome collection of the work
of Howling Wolf, a Cheyenne warrior.

Twelve beautiful paintings are repro

duced, depicting scenes of war parties

religious ceremonies, social dancing

and courtship. Karen Peterson has pro

vided a biography of Howling Wolf,

and an explanation of each picture's

cultural and historical background.

C.B.

The Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia

announces the puhlkation of

FISHES of the BAHAMAS
And Adjacent Tropical Waters

by James E. Bohlke and Charles C. G. Chaplin

FISHES OF THE BAHAMAS is the first com-
prehensive work on shore fishes of the tropical

West Atlantic in over thirty years. Many im-
portant changes and discoveries have been
made in that time.

The 32 color plates and over 700 detailed

black-and-white drawings will give the reader

some idea of the wealth of fauna that exists in

and around the Bahamas. As most of the shore

fishes from this area occur from Bermuda to

Brazil, the book will be useful throughout the

tropical West Atlantic.

Keys for the identification of species within
a family are given to enable the student to

classify his specimens quickly and easily. In-

formation for measuring and counting a fish

to ensure accurate identification will be found
in the Introduction.

For the fisherman, skin diver, fish culturist and
ichthyologist. 880 pages, 10 x 7V2 inches. $29.50

Published for the Academy of Natural Sciences
by

LIVINGSTON PUBLISHING COMPANY
18-20 Hampstead Circle • Wynnewood, Pa. 19096
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Ijetters ta the Editors

A Homily on Gold

I have just finished reading your

holarly article on ant lions in the

arch issue of Natural History

id should like to point out that

erodotus was not entirely mistaken

his assertion that ants mine gold.

few years ago I published a book

1 the various deserts of the world

3obbs-Merrill) , and in my chapter

1 the Atacama I mention the fact

at Wilhelm Goetsch discovered an

it there that was indeed mining not

ily gold but other minerals. In his

3ok The Ants { U. of Mich. Press,

)57) he states that this ant (Dory-

yrmex goetschi) because of the

;at in the Atacama, burrows deep

to the soil and piles the excavated

aterial in craters. As the Atacama

rich in minerals, the ant often

rings up to the surface grains of

ind that contain gold, and they

>metimes can be found in the ant

aters. He also adds that according

1 "a recent newspaper story" miners

1 the mountains of New Mexico use

It craters to plot the course of veins

)ntaining manganese.

So even if ants in the Atacama,

id possibly in other deserts as well,

line gold they still prove their su-

srior intelligence to man by discard-

ig the gold instead of toiling all day

•ng in order to get more.

Slater Brown
Rockport, Mass.

Head or Figure?

Although I am neither prehistori-

n nor art critic, I wish to hazard an

pinion concerning the subject of

rhe Oldest Sculptured Head?"
Natural History, May, 1968).

The carving is of great interest.

/hat first struck me about it was the

;ndition of what I first took to be

le mouth. The central vertical line

ith a depression or dot above it

light simply be poor artistry or be

leant to express surprise: ! Think-

ig further about it, I really couldn't

ecome convinced that the carving

as meant to be a head.

What if the "eyes" were actually

reasts; the "mouth" the vaginal

pening; the "dot" above it the

avel? The "mustache"-like diag-

onal lines above the mouth could

then become the edge of the rib cage;

the two lines above the eyes might be

a neck and the vague half-circle, only

partly seen in the photograph, the top

of the new and smaller head. (Do I

detect a faint face there with dots for

eyes and a small highlighted nose?

I'd rather not guess on that). The

curious sinuous lines at the bottom of

the figure might then be bent legs, al-

though they would be out of line with

the "body" above.

I realize that a photograph cannot

represent the real artifact. However,

I believe that my interpretation

might give additional interest to the

piece, since it would relate it to the

early creation of fertility cult figures.

John Kolars
Associate Professor

The University of Michigan

Ann Arbor, Michigan

Black and White

Is "The White Problem in

America" (Natural History, June-

July, 1968) what the editorial note

says it is: an ".
. . attempt to under-

stand racial rioting and violence in

America by comparing it with insti-

tutionalized violence in African so-

cieties"? Then, for heaven's sake,

give us some knowledge about insti-

tutionalized violence in African so-

cieties, of which—as Messrs. Towles

and Turnbull doubtless know—there
are dozens if not hundreds. We now

have only two very general para-

graphs on the subject in the entire

article, hardly enough on which to

base useful comparisons and from

which to draw possibly valid conclu-

sions.

Or is "The White Problem in

America" a discussion of race rela-

tions in the United States and how
they can be improved? Then please

do explain, in dynamic terms, what

the points of conflict are. Is there no

way to avert rioting, looting and ar-

son—or are they, perhaps, socially

desirable alternatives to a "much

greater disaster"? Or, must we

simply accept them because they do

occur and will occur—like flood and

drought? How can we deal with

"racial animosity . . . too ingrained

NOVOFLEX PUT

ERWIN BAUER

UPTOIT!

Instant-focus telephoto lens

catches cat-napper out on a limb

If you want to sneak up on a big cat nap-

ping, says celebrated wild-life photographer

Erwin A. Bauer, the safest (and surest) way is

to use a Novoflex Follow-Focus telephoto lens

system. This magnificent shot of an African

lioness was taken through a Novoflex 640mm
lens. It appears in Mr. Bauer's new book on

African animals to be published soon by

W. W. Norton.

The Novoflex Follow-Focus system gives you

one-hand, instant focusing from close-up to

infinity-just by squeezing the unique pistol

grip. Any of three lenses (280, 40() and

640mm) can be used with a single grip. No

turning or twisting of the lens barrel. Avail-

able for over 50 major camera brands, includ-

ing interchangeable-lens 35's, 8 and 16mm
movie and 2%"-square reflex. Novoflex

lenses are noted for color correction, excel-

lent definition, superb resolving power and

highest brilliance. Ask your dealer about

Novoflex or write Burleigh Brooks Inc., 420

Grand Ave., Englewood, N. J. 07631 nh-8

NOVOFLEX
. Instant, continuous focusing

I
from a distance

is yours with Novoflex



ANKH JEWELRY
ANKH . . . symbol & hiero

glyphic of "life everlasting.'

To the Ancient Egyptians

he life of everything

divine or human, de

pended upon the pos

session of the Ankh I

Beautifully crafted in

blue ceramic and pre-

sented in handsome
jewelry box, this

Ankh jewelry "rep-

lica, with descrip-

tive certificate,

makes on exciting gift

for all occosionsi

ANKH PENDANTS S CHAIN
AM-9A, Ankh U" $3.50 ppd.
AM-9B, Ankh 2" 6.S0 ppd.

AM-9C, Ankh 3".. 9.50 ppd.
Earrin9S:Ankh1i"$5.00 ppd.

SOLID STERLING SILVER ANKH PENDANT . . .

soma tiz* ol piclurul IAM-9BI $19.50 ppd.

ALADDIN HOUSE, LTD.
Depl. N-1 FJ • 648 Ninth Ave. • N.Y. 1 0036

40 TIMBERED ACRES

$1650 TOTAL PRICE

WASH.-IDAHO-MONT.
$50 Down—$25 month, in Northern Idaho,
Northeastern Washington, and Western
Montana. In the heart of lakes and big
game country. All covered with growing
timber. Access, Title insurance with each
tract. This is select land with natural
beauty, recreational and investment val-

ues. We have tracts of many types and
sizes from which to choose, including
Waterfront property on Pend Oreille,
Priest, Kettle & St. Joe Rivers and in

Pend Oreille Lake area. Your inspection
welcomed. Write us for free list, maps and
complete Information. Write to Dept. GH

P.O. Box 8146. Spokane. Wash. 99203

1 968 CAMERA CATALOG
176 pages—800 illustrations, enclose SOt

OLDEN CAMERA & LENS CO.
1265 BROADWAY, at 32nd St., Dept. N

NEW YORK, N.Y. 10001

to be uprooted by legislation"? What

can or should we do about the Negro

who merely wants "to be accepted as

a man; not necesarily good or neces-

sarily bad . .
." Is he to be held to the

same standards of social conduct as

a non-Negro?

I do not take Messrs. Towles and

Turnbull to task here for the sheer

pleasure of scholarly debate, but be-

cause I believe they have done a crit-

ically incomplete job in dealing with

a highly critical matter. Indeed they

are, in my judgment, dealing with the

most urgent social matter of our time

—the business of moving from where

we are now to a place which most of

us can more or less agree is a better

place. This matter is not a "problem"

—Black or White. It is a continuing

job of creation in which each of us

should, to the best of his ability and

means, take part; for Black or White,

like it or not, we will move.

We are all in it together.

Gerald E. Burns
Counsellor at Law

New York, New York

The American Museum is open to

the public without charge every day

during the year. Your support,

through membership and contribu-

tions, helps make this possible. The
Museum is equally in need of sup-

port for all of its work in research,

education, and exhibition.

This list details the photographer or

other source of illustrations, by page.

COVER-Russ Kinne,
Photo Researchers
8-9-Thonias Page
27-institute of

Molecular Evolution,
University of Miami
31-Robert J. McCauley
32-33-Russ Kinne,
Photo Researchers
34-top, National
Audubon Society; left,

Jeanne White, National
A'jdubon Society;
bottom, iVIargaret

Durrance, Photo
Researchers
36-37-top, middle,

Margaret Durrance,
Photo Researchers;
bottom, Russ Kinne,
Photo Researchers
39-top, James R.

Murray, Photo
Researchers; bottom,
Jerry Cooke, Photo
Researchers
40-47-George lice
49-Helmut Wimmer
51-54-Don Valentine
56-63-AMNH
68-R. J. Wagner,
Soil Conservation
Service. USDA
74-Viking Press

New Tiffen HCE Vari-Close-Up
pp,Lens for Reflex Cameras
\^J Sharp focus lo one inch
S^n without distortion using

^mf normal and telephoto
U|^^^^ lenses. Shooting bees?

^^^^^^k Flowers';' Coins? Copy-
^^HLj^^Hj ing? Close to one
V^HH|^V inch without bellows,

^^^^^^^H tubes, tripods. No
^^^H^^^H change in exposure set-
ting! New HCE Vari-Close-Up lens pro-
vides cont/nuous/v adiustable close
performance. Mounts like a filter on any
SLR. At your dealer: $24,95. including
case; or write to TIFFEN optical co.
71 Jane St., Roslyn Heights, N.Y. 11577

' honey
finish- Only $29.95.

COMPLETE I HR. KIT. Prcfitted. sanded, ready ti

assemble and finish. Simple instructions. Only SI9.95

Bolh Express Charges Colled

BEAUTIFUL NEW FREE CATALOG - 700 PIECES

m"^".'R'\'i°;.r „,„ VIELD HOUSEMoney-oaie Ouaranlee Dept. nhb-s
Not }ioid m Stores North Conway. N. M. 03B60

BONSAI $1.00..

p

Now Over 150 Prized Varieties

Healthy, live potted trees

shipped in our ov^n wet pack.
Satisfaction guaranteed. ALSO NOW OUR CONIFEF
SPECIAL: six assorted rare pines, cypress, redwood
arborvilae, podocarpus, juniper, $4.99 postpaid. Nc

common. Labelled. For bonsai, dviarfing specimen,

landscaping.

CATALOG, BONSAI INSTRUCTIONS, Wi or free mW
any order. Descriptions, illustrations. Imported con

tainers, supplies and a lot of ottier interesting and

vaguely related things. We have now opened a small

place in town. Drop in.

WESTERN ARBORETUM
Dept. KO, 1446 E. Walnut, Pasadena, Calif. 91106

Imported from strange lands ol the mysterious

Far East — this valuable collection of 53 genuine

postage stamps from Borneo, Burma, Hong Kong,

Malaysia, Nepal, Siam, Sarawak, Singapore, Viet

Nam. etc. Supernatural Demon-God (hall man, hall

bird), ferocious wild beasts, ceremonial dancers,

weird oriental idols, many others. Guaranteed worth

over $1.50 at standard catalog prices—all for IOC!

Also, line stamps from our approval service which

you may return without purchases and cancel serv-

ice at any time — plus big FREE Illustrated Catalog.

Jamestown Stamp Co. CSBNM Jamestown. N.Y. 14701



Handbook of

Knots & Splices
y CHARLES E. GIB-
ON. Now tie knots for

very purpose — useful,

rnamental, fun-to-make!
Book gives complete "1-

-3" sketches and insiruc-

is fc ry hitch,
jlice, bend, sling lashing

r whipping you'll ever

eed for boating, camping,
imbing, fishing, hunting
. . for patio awnings,
ivings, hammocks, rope
;nces, "welcome" mats

. . ornamental lamps,
ases, bell ropes, key
lains, buggy whips, cat-

-nine tails, rope hand-
affs, play quoits, etc.

They're all here . . . over
DO kinds of knots and ropework! From the simple
juare knot to such fancy numbers as the Man-
5pe, Stopper, Shroud, Crown, Turk's Head, and
ineapple knots. Also covers plaiting, braiding,

luch more! "Highly recommended."

—

Library
jurnal.
rofusely illustrated ORDER NOW!
D-day Money-Back Guarantee • Send only S3.95 to

EMERSON BOOKS, Inc., Dept. 725-R
251 West 19 Sin York, N.Y. 10011

SUSAN BOOK
:OFFEE TABLES
FINISHED OR IN KIT

Here Is The Loveliest

And Most Completely
Useful Table Made

aDdsonie swivel coltee table holds books,

Kord albums, magazines—all neatly arranged, titles clearly

Isible, accessible from any seat. Skillfully crafted of rich
rained pine ffitb rugged steel ball bearing swivel. In honey
)ne pine or maple, antique pine or walnut finish. Both
6%"H. book area 12%"H. 36" dla. (holds 100 books)
39.95; 24" dla. (holds 40 booksl $26.95. COMPLETE
ITS: Beady for quick asseitibly and finish. Simple Instruc-

ons. 36"—$26.95:24"—$16.95. Express Charges Collect.

BEAUTIFUL NEW FREE CATALOG - 700 PIECES
Finished and Kit Furniture in Friendly Pine

r'"^',?'" V,"- YIELD HOUSE
lot Sold in Stores oept. nhs-s
ioney-Back Guarantee North conway, n. h. 0386o

Perfect for landscaping or Christmas Trees.
COLORADO BLUE SPRUCE, 4 yr. transplants,
5 to 10 in. tall, 10 for only $3. ppd.«, 20 for $5.»

ANOTHER SPECIAL
20 EVERGREENS. 4 yr. transplants. 5 to 10 in.
tall—5 each: Am. Arborvitae, Black Hill Spruce,
Norway Spruce, White Spruce—for only $5 ppd.*

20 SCOTCH PINE $3. ppd.*
Ideal for windbreaks or quick growing screens.
Grow rapidly even in poor soil. Make excellent
Christmas Trees. Have beautiful thick gray-green
foliage. Not seedlings! These are hardy 3-yr.-old
TRANSPLANTS 3 to 6 inches talk 20 for only
$3. ppd.*—that's only ISt* each!

WESTERN MAINE FOREST NURSERY CO.
Dept. NH88—AF Fryeburg, Maine 04037

Suggested
Additional Reading

DANIEL BOONE IS DEAD
Man in the Landscape. P. Shepard.

Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., New York,

1967.

Wilderness and the American Mind.

R. Nash. Yale University Press, New
Haven, 1967.

Nature and the American. H. Huth.

University of California Press,

Berkeley, 1957.

COULD LIFE ORIGINATE NOW?
The Origin of Life, 2nd Edition. J,

Keosian. Reinhold Publishing Corp.,

New York, 1968.

Experimental Approaches to the
Origin of Life Problem. H. H.

Pattee. Advances in Enzymology,

Interscience Publishers division of

John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York,

Vol. 27, 1965.

The Uniqueness of Biological Ma-
terials. A. E. Needham. Pergamon
Press, Inc., New York, 1965.

THE SAGACIOUS DOLPHIN
The Mind of the Dolphin. J. C. Lilly.

Doubleday & Company, Inc.,. Garden

City, 1967.

Dolphins: The Myth and the Mam-
mal. A. Alpers. Houghton Mifflin

Company, Boston, 1961.

Cooperation Among Adult Dol-

phins. J. B. Siebenaler and D. K.

CaldwelL Journal of Mammalogy,
American Society of Mammalogists,

Baltimore, VoL 37, February, 1956.

LIGHTNING WATER
The Earth Beneath Us. K. F.

Mather. Random House, Inc., New
York, 1964.

Rock, Time, and Landforms. J.

Wyckoff. Harper & Row, New York,

1966.

Future Environments of North
America. Edited by F. F. Darling

and J. P. Milton. Natural History

Press, Garden City, 1966.

COMMUNICATION AMONG
ALL PEOPLE, EVERYWHERE

Semantography (Blissymbolics),

2nd Enlarged Edition. C. K. Bliss.

Semantography (Blissymbolics)

Publications, Sydney, 1965.

Signs and Symbols Around the
World. E. S. Helfman. Lothrop, Lee

& Shepard Co., New York, 1967.

One Language for the World. M. A.

Pei. Devin-Adair Co., New York,

1958.

International Signs and Symbols:
An Approach to the Problem.

ICOGRADA (International Council

of Graphic Design Associations),

Amsterdam, 1967.

ANOENT OIL LAMPS
over 1300 years old

From ancient Palestine, tliese terracotto
lamps were used by early Christians &
Jews. Witii varied designs, tiiey maice unique
arcliaeological display pieces for home & of-
fice. A superb alUoccasion gift. Mounted on
walnut base with parchment certificate of
authenticity $10.00
Lamps with Cross motif $23.00

FREE Gift Catalog!
. . . illusfrating Jewelry, Amulets, Coins,
Buddhas, Roman Glass, Figurines and more!

ALADDIN HOUSE, LTD.
Dept. N-8F

648 NINTH AVE., NEW YORK, N.Y. 10036

CATCH THEM
ALIVE

AND UNHURT!
Amazing HAVA-
HART trap captures
raiding rats, rabbits,

squirrels, skunks, pigeons, sparrows, etc. Takes
cats, mink, coon without injury. Straying pets,

poultry released unhurt. Easy to use—open ends
give animal confidence. No jaws or springs to

break. Galvanized; many in use 20 years. Sizes

for all needs. FREE illustrated practical guide
with trapping secrets.

?1^ ^-Catches morel

Easy to use I

HAVAHART
158-T Water Street, Ossining, New York 10562
Please send me FREE new 48-page guide and
price list.

Just Published

How 88,648

Heavy Smokers

Stopped Smoking
NEW YORK — The Anti-Tobacco

Center of America has just published
a booklet which explains how 88,648
heavy smokers (of whom many are
physicians) have stopped smoking
without straining their will power. This
booklet is available free of charge to
smokers. All you need do, to obtain it, is

to send your name and address to The
Anti-Tobacco Center of America, Dept.
A-90-Z, 276 Park Avenue South, New
York City, 10010.

This offer is open while the supply of
these booklets lasts.
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MAIL
ORDER SHOPPING MART

A selection of products available by moil for readers of Natural History

All merchandise sold on o money-back guarantee. Order direct by Stock No. Send check or M. O.

UNUSUAL
VALUES

American-Made 7xS0 Binocu/ort

Brand new! Crystal-clear
'er. Every optical element is
client night glass—the size

ng. Individ.

coated.
recommended (or satellite ...
al eye focus. Exit pupil 7 mm. Approx,

field at 1.000 yds.
Included. American 7 x 5(

$274.50. Terrific bargain.

Stock No f544E

American Made 6x30's
Stock No 963E

fly 9-Ft, Hot Air Balloon
9 Ft. tall. Rises to amazing heights on Just
hot air. Supplied with tether attached, so
can be used over and over. Easy to make,
launch, fly. Loads of fun. Great for cele-

brations, science fairs, plain fun. Will lift

model gliders, parachutes, instruments, etc.

—anything up to Vs lb. Approx. 5 ft. diam.
when fully inflated. Kit contains 10 pre-cut
red &. white gores (No I model paper), 6
ft 14 gage wire for bottom ring. top. "tie-
off" cord, complete instructions
Stock No 60.6giE $2 00 Ppd.

Versoh/e White Modeling Plastic

Perfect for figures, forms, shapes, product
&. tool designs, negative molds, model mak-
ing, etc. Easily shaped by hand, tools. Can
be rolled flat, built up into figures. Perma-
nently pliable until baked at 300° F. for
15-30 minutes in oven—no kiln nor plaster
molds needed. Requires no curing. Won't
shrink. Acquires permanent non-brittle
hardness when shaped & baked Can then
be cut, sawed, drilled, sanded, painted, em-
bossed Smooth non sticky harmless-
Stock No 60 G56E 3 lbs $4 50 Ppd
Stock No 70 909E 10 lbs $11 50 Ppd

New, Low-Cost Gem Tumbler
Become a rochtioundl Fascinating hoi
. . . loads of fun, inexpensive, easy, r
jewelry of all kinds—decorative book-i
table tops, etc. Simply tumble-finish rei

liable gemstones . . . then polish to h

^^^:

-tS:?-

Crystal Growing Kit

Do a crystallography project— illustrate with
large beautiful ciystals you grow yourself
Study &. demonstrate factors affecting
growth, refraction, piezoelectric effect, sym-
metry. etc. Incl. book "Crystals &. Crysti

'

duty motor compares to un
many times its price. Full
Stock No. 70,874E
6-lb. ROCK ASSORTMENT
Stock No. 70,868E



e trying to keep our promise to the Indians,

at they won't make it without you.
rhe Hopi Indians' village of

laulovi in Arizona sits on land

.Qor, infertile and inhospitable

so far nobody has tried to take

/ay from them.

Electricity has not yet reached

Hopis. Water must be hauled

1 three miles away. Jobs are few

far away. Only poverty and des-

are close-by and in abundance.

Yet for the first time in genera-

s, Mary Carnwath and people

her are stirring hope among the

)is.

Mary Carnwath works and

s two thousand miles away, in

ahattan. Her own daughter is

' grown-up, and through Save

Children Federation she is spon-

ng one of the village girls, 8-year-

brace Mahtewa.
The Mahtewas (two parents,

;e children, one grandmother

a sister-in-law) live tightly

jked in a tiny rock and mud
se. The father who knows ranch

k but can't find any most of the

r, isn't able to provide the family

n even the bare necessities.

Grace, bright,

ambitious and in-

dustrious, would
possibly have had

to quit school as

soon as she was
old enough to do

a day's work. But,

,.y because of Mary
rnwath, that won't be necessary.

The $15.00 a month contrib-

:d by Mary Carnwath is provid-

: a remarkable number of things

jGrace and her family.

i

Grace will have a chance to con-

Ue schooling. The family has

:!n able to make its home a little

re livable. And with the money

j

over, together with funds from

jer sponsors, the village has been

i to renovate a dilapidated build-

I

for use as a village center. The
Iter now has two manual sewing

1 'chines that are the beginnings of

mall income-producing business.

! only a small beginning. More
iney and more people like Mary
rnwath are needed. With your

p, perhaps this village program

will JJIV^VJLAV.,., V,.^w„f, J

the Hopi's need for help. That is

what Save the Children is all about.

Although contributions are de-

is not merely to buy one child a few

hot meals, a warm coat and a new

pair of shoes. Instead, your contribu-

tion is used to give the child, the fam-

ily and the village a little boost that

may be all they need to start helping

themselves.

Sponsors are desperately needed

for other American Indian children

-who suffer the highest dis-

ease rate and who look for-

ward to the shortest life span

of any American group.

As a sponsor you will re-

ceive a photo of the child, regu-

lar reports on his progress and,

if you wish, a chance to corre-

spond with him and his family.

Mary Carnwath knows
that she can't save the world

for $15.00 a month. Only a

small corner of it. But, maybe

that is the way to save the

world. If there are enough Mary
Carnwaths. How about you.-*

Save the Children Federation is

registered with the U.S. State Depart-

ment Advisory Committee on Vol-

untary Foreign Aid, and a member

of the International Union of Child

Welfare. Financial statements and

annual reports are available on
request.

Save The Children Federation-

Founded in 1932

National Sponsors (partial list):

Andy Griffith, Gene Kelly, Mrs. Eli Lilly,

Paul Newman, Mrs. J. C. Penney,

Frank Sinatra, Mrs. Earl Warren

Save The Children Federation
NORWALK, CONNECTICUT 05852

I WISH TO SPONSOR AN AMERICAN INDIAN CHILD.

ENCLOSED is MY FIRST PAYMENT OF:

D $15 MONTHLY D $45 QUARTERLY

D $90 SEMI-ANNUALLY D $180 ANNUALLY

1 CAN'T SPONSOR A CHILD, BUT I'D LIKE TO HELP.

ENCLOSED IS A CONTRIBUTION OF $

SEND ME MORE INFORMATION.

NAME

ADDRESS.

CITY _STATE_ _ZIP_

CONTRIBUTIONS ARE U.S. INCOME TAX DEDUCTIBLE



Someone's been savin

something for your

vacation: 4950

square miles of

Nortli Carolina forests

Close beneath the Great Smoky anc

Blue Ridge Mountains lie the Pisgah

Nantahala National Forests—vast are;

natural riches that belong to you. Lik

154 of our National Forests, these

saved to protect the basic renewabli

sources of w/ood, water, wildlife and re(

tion-all administered in combinations

provide the most benefit and enjoyme

the American people. Here in North C

Una, you can shoot-the-chutes down as

ing river, swim by a waterfall, fish, carr

even visit a Cherokee reservation. Na
wonders surround you.

It is no accident that this wild Can
beauty is still here to enjoy. Back ir

eighties, professional foresters were p

work, and one of them. Dr. Carl Sche
started America's first school of for<

here. Then, in 1911, Congress paved the

for National Forests in the East. Insp

the citizens of 11 Western North Care

counties added their own enthusiastic

port. Soon Pisgah and Nantahala came
der the capable care of what is now
Forest Service of the U.S. Departmer

Agriculture. Over the years, Western N

Carolina Associated Communities
helped in properly developing these pi

lands for the multiple uses of public rec

tion, scenic enjoyment and raw materia

industry.

Sinclair believes that we all have a s

in preserving scenic beauty and natural

vironment. We hope these accounts of i

servationists at work—as in North Care

—encourage other Americans in their c

munities to support conservation effort!

Visit this area and enjoy what the pei

saved for you. Let us help plan atrip to tf

or other National Forests, or to any p

in the USA. Write: Sinclair Tour Bur

600 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 1OO20

Dept. H

Discover America by \ jiit/^/ffii
Car- Ifs Worth

WlllVlUii
Seeing and Saving

Another in Sinclair's American Conservation Series
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SuperVisior

It starts with the world's finest

lens... the Angenieux with 8-to-

1 zoom ratio. ..8 to 64mm.
Sharp and sure. Viewing and

focusing on the Beaulieu Super

8 is through the lens. ..it's pre-

cise and simple. Professional.

Add to that a finely ground re-

tractable lens for critical focus-

ing and you begin to see what

we mean by Super Vision.

But that's only the beginning.

A Beaulieu patented servo mo-

tor is built into the housing of

the Angeniejx lens. A photo-

' 0' arH_' cotnputc " ievice reads

,s.,../ ' ""xfic? the iens, com-

putes k and instructs the servo

fisotor to adjust the diaphragm

blades, f^ove the camera
around a bit and you'H hear the

motor whirr and see the ring

turn. A Beaulieu exclusive to

give you absolute ex-

posure control auto-

matically. Super

Vision.

The Beaulieu is

the only Super 8 that

gives you complete in-

terchangeability of lenses.

Every Super 8, 16mm and
35mm lens can be used or

adapted for use. Over 1,000 in

all. Super Vision.

Our variable shutter is truly

variable. Not only can you shut

it for fade outs and open it for

fade ins... you can actually set

it halfway. This acts like a fast

shutter speed on a still camera

...gives you added sharpness

on the focused object and cuts

depth of field. Super Vision.

With other Super 8's, 3 or 4

settings pass for a variable film

speed set

up. On the

Beaulieu, you

setforanyspeed be-

tween 2-to-50 frames per sec-

ond. Only Beaulieu goes that

low, that high and allows 49

separate film speed settings.

Super Vision.

The Beaulieu has many con-

venience features you'll enjoy,

too. It's well balanced and easy

to handle. The controls are

sensibly placed within easy

reach. The nickel-cadmium re-

chargeable batteries provide a

constant voltage level. ..no

slow fading. And no replacing.

They'll run off 10 cartridges be-

tween charges. And the Beau-

lieu is the only Super 8 with ASA
variable film speeds to accept

the new TrI-X and Plus-X films.

This is the Super £

professional and the

cated cine camera en

A cut way above the (

Popular Photography

the "Super Super 8". i

Because we turned c

neers loose to create

advanced Super 8 in W

The Beaulieu will cost

...but we couldn't c

Super Vision for less.

See what we mean

Beaulieu dealer... or

for complete illustrat

ature.

CINEMAI

SUPER 8-THE ONI
PROFESSIONALS TALI
Exclusive distributor lor USA
921 Westwood Blvd., Los Angeles. C
155 W. 68lfl Street. N.Y., N.Y. 10023 i



JBSTANTIAL SAVINGS ON IMPORTANT WORKS OF HISTORY AND WORLD AFFAIRS!

. THE GREATEST TREASON:
! Untold Story of Munich By
irence Thompson. Dissection of
1938 crisis that led to Czecho-
'akia's dissolution. $7.95/$6.75

^ AMERICA'S WESTERN
NTIERS By John A. Haw-

d. First winner of the Knopf
stern History Prize. The explor-

adventurers and settlers who
ned up the West. $10.00/$7.50

. THOMAS BECKET By Rich-
Winston. A major new study

the fascinating figure and his

,1 struggle with Henry H over
irch and State. $10.00/$7.50

1. THE SPANISH CIVIL WAR
Hugh Thomas. A spellbinder-
complete history of the grim
ess rehearsal for World War
a." $8.95/»6.50

I. ANCIENT EUROPE By
art Piggott. From 6000 B.C. to
Roman era, a fascinating sur-

of prehistoric, barbarian Eu-
5. 194 illustrations. $7.50/$6.15

!. THOMAS JEFFERSON: A
file Ed. by Merrill D. Peter-
. Eleven outstanding essays on
man, his thoughts and deeds,

i biography. $5.95/$4.95

. THE TRIAL OF THE GER-
NS: Nuremberg, 1945-46 By
:ene Davidjon. Twenty-two bril-

it studies of the war criminals
ch build a total picture of
u Germany. $12.50/$8.95

:. CIVIL WAR DICTIONARY By
M. Boatner 111. Encyclopedic
Entory of battles, leaders, units,

ipons, etc. $15.00/$8.95

I. CONQUISTADORS WITH-
T SWORDS Ed. by Leo Deuel.
archaeologists recount the quest
the New World's prehistory.

$12.50/ $8.95

586. OLD BRUIN: Commodore
Matthew Calbralth Perry, By
Samuel Eliot Morison. Colorful
biography of the naval officer and
innovator who helped found Liberia
and opened Japan. $12.50/$8.50

444. MEDIEVAL HISTORY By
Norman F. Cantor. Life and death
of a grim yet colorful civilization.

$8.95/$7.40

101. HISTORY OF THE GERMAN
GENERAL STAFF By Walter Goer-
litz. The world's most feared war
machine, 1657-1945. $7.50/$5.95

570. CONQUEROR OF THE
WORLD: The Life of Chingis-khan
By Rene Grousset. The Mongol
conquest of most of the 13th-cen-

tury world, retold from contempo-
rary chronicles. $6.95/$5.75

508. WASHING OF THE SPEARS
By Donald R. Morris. Proud and
tragic history of the Zulu nation,

its brief glory and its downfall in

the Zulu War, 1879. $12.00/$7.95

481. THE LONG DEATH By Ralph
K. Andrist. The last days of the
Plains Indians and their tragic
struggle for survival against the
Whites. $8.95/$6.95

601. ALEXANDER HAMILTON: A
Profile Ed. by Jacob E. Cooke.
Fourteen outstanding essays on
the man, his thoughts and deeds,
plus biography. $5.95/$4.95

583. THE DEVIL DRIVES: A Life

of Sir Richard Burton By Fawn
M. Brodie. Major biography of a
fascinating Victorian hero: Congo
explorer, accomplished linguist,

translator of the unexpurgated
Arabian Nights, poet, anthropolo-
gist, pioneer sexologist. "Buy it,

steal it, read it." N. Y. Times.
$6.95/$5.70

614. GETTYSBURG CAMPAIGN
By Edwin B. Coddington. A defini-

tive new account, re-examining the

battle and its generalship.

$15.00/$9.95

606. HENRY VIII By John J.
Scarisbrick. A highly praised new
study of the monarch at front-
center stage. $10.95/$7.65

470. 20th CENTURY CHINA By
O. Edmund Clubb. From Manchu
to Mao— history by a veteran
"China hand." $7.95/$5.95

460. HITLER: A STUDY IN
TYRANNY By Alan Bullock. The
definitive work. $10.00/$6.95

566. PRESIDENTIAL GREAT-
NESS By Thomas A. Bailey. The
American Presidents judged with
wit, insight, and a sound ground-
ing in history. $6.95/$5.95

573. DISRAELI By Robert Blake.
Best-selling portrait of Queen Vic-
toria's enigmatic genius—and his

fascinating age. $12.50/$8.75

612. THE HISTORY OF GERMANY
SINCE 1789 By Goto Mann. Mak-
ing and breaking of the German
nation: an interpretation in the
humanist tradition. $10.00/$7.50

546. DE GAULLE: A Political
Biography By Alexander Werth.
A look at the General as Resist-

ance leader, right-wing demagogue,
"eternal rebel." $7.50/$5.95

608. ELIZABETHANS ERRANT
By David W. Davies. Picaresque
careers of the four Sherleys, gentle-

men on the make. $7.50/$6.00

591. LOUIS XIV By John B. Wolf.
A major reassessment of the "Sun
King" as soldier-ruler of a rising

France. $12.50/$8.75

HE HISTORY BOOK CLUB • Stamford, Conn. 06904

Three good reasons to join The History Book Club:

Dramatic savings. As a trial member, you can save over 50% on your
choice of the finest works of history and world affairs—more than 130
titles to choose from each month.

Liberal bonus plan. You are free to select your bonus books from our
entire list ... no restrictions as in most clubs. After trial membership,
you earn a bonus certificate with every four books you purchase.

Exceptional quality. The History Book Club always brings you new
volumes identical with or superior to original publishers' editions . .

.

never economy "book club" reprints.

ENROLL NOW TO RECEIVE UP TO $42.50
WORTH OF FINE BOOKS FOR ONLY 99<

THE HISTORY BOOK CLUB Stamford, Conn. 06904
Please open a Trial Membership for me and send the introductory

package of books indicated below. Bill me 99^ for the three. At the same
time, send the membership book I have also indicated and bill me for it

at the low Member's Price.

I understand that I may return the books within 2 weeks if I am not
delighted with them and that their return will automatically cancel my
membership. Otherwise I shall complete my Trial Membership by pur-
chasing 4 more selections during the coming year from among more than
130 offered at money-saving Member's Prices in the monthly Review.
(A reply card is always enclosed with the Reviev^'.)

Completion of my Trial Membership will entitle me to choose a Bonus
Book for every 4 books I purchase thereafter. (Note: Bonus Books are
shipped £»t the Club's expense; on all other shipments a small postage
and packing charge is added.)

Fill in numbers of your three intra- Fill in number of your
ductory boohs, 99C for all three choice at member's price

-Zip.

will be handled i

of books and all service

us plan differs slightly.



ineyv instons aren t trying lo saveme wona
Just a little piece of it

There are Apaches on the reser-

vation in Clear Fork, Arizona, who
can remember the last, hopeless

Apache uprising in 1900. But for

Delia Alakay, a seven-year-old

Apache, the enemy is not the U.S.

Cavalry.

She and her people are fighting

another kind of war. This time the

enemies are poverty, disease and
despair. And for the first time in gen-

erations, there's a chance that the

Apaches might win: thanks to the

courageous efforts of her own people

and other Americans like the

Winstons.

Anne and Stan Winston and
their two daughters live in a New
York suburb 2,000 miles from the

reservation. But it's another world.

The Winstons live in a big, old house

and complain about a big, new mort-

gage. Their girls have a closetful of

clothes and "nothing to wear." They
have bikes, skates, games, books, rec-

ords and "nothing to do."

Delia and her seven brothers

and sisters have none of these prob-

lems. Her father spends as much
time looking for

work as he does

working. Sanitary

facilities are al-

most non-existent.

Electricity has
yet to reach them.

Water is hauled

J by hand. Even the

barest necessities are hard to come by.

Through Save The Children Fed-
eration, the Winstons are helping

Delia. The cost is $15.00 a month.
It's not a lot of money, but certainly

the Winstons could have thought of

a lot of other things to do with it.

Fortunately they thought of Delia
first.

To her, these funds make a re-

markable difference. She no longer
need feel embarrassed about not hav-
ing shoes, a decent school dress,

school supplies, or pocket-money.
Some of the pressure, too, is off

her parents, who can now begin
thinking about-making their home a

little more livable. Also, and perhaps
most important, part of the moitfey

is put into a fund from which the
village can borrow to start Self-help

projects, including better housing

Already there is a new feeling

of hope among the villagers and
confidence in their ability to help
themselves. Even little Delia has
volunteered to give some time each
week to keep her school 'playground
clean.

That really is what Save The
Children is all about. Although con-

tributions are deductible as a charity,

the aim is not merely to buy one
child'la-iew hot meals or a warm coat
Instead, your contribution is used to
give people a little boost to start

helping themselves.

Sponsors are desperately
needed for other American
Indian children as well as chil-

dren in Appalachia, 'Korea,
Vietnam, Latin America,
Africa and Greece.

As a sponsor you will re-

ceive a photo and history of
the child, progress reports and
a chance to correspond.

The 1\i?instons know they
can't save t|f;\&oi%d for $ 1 5.00
a month. OrUy a small corner
of it.But mavbb that isthp wai?

to save the world. If there are en(

people who care. How about yc

Save The Children Feden
founded in 1932, is registered wit

U.S. State Department Advisory
mittee on Voluntary Foreign Aid, i

a member of the International Uni
Child Welfare. Financial staten

and annual reports available on re

National Sponsors (partial list):

Claude Arpels, Faith Baldwin,

Hon. James A. Farley, Andy GrifB

Gene Kelly, Mrs. Eli Lilly,

Paul Newman, Mrs. J. C. Penney,

Norman Rockwell, Frank Sinatra

Save The Children Federatin
NORWALK, CONNECTICUT 05852

I WISH TO CONTRIBUTE $180 ANNUALLY TO HELP ,:Ht

D WHERE THE NEED IS GREATEST LATIN AMERIC
D AMERICAN INDIAN Q APPALACHIA Q KOREA OiiH
n VIETNAM n AFRICA

ENCLOSED IS MY FIRST PAYMENT
n $15.00 MONTHLY D $45.00 QUARTERLY
n $90.00 SEMI-ANNUALLY Q $180.00 ANNUALLY 1

I CAN'T SPONSOR A CHILD. ENCLOSED IS A CONTR UT|

OF $ ,

n PLEASE SEND ME MORE INFORMATION. i

CITY STATE ZIP .

CONTRIBUTIONS ARE INCOME TAX DEDUCTIBLE M 1'
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A MAN APART Paul Bohannan
An anthropologist relates the madness, death, and funeral of Dago'om,

an "expendable" member of the Tiv tribe in Central Nigeria.

THE BIOLOGICAL MUSE Philip C. Ritterbush

For centuries the imaginations of poets, artists, writers, and philosophers

have been intrigued by the essential beauty of biological organisms.

RISE AND FALL OF THE INDIAN OF THE WILD WEST Peter Farb

The picturesque culture of the Plains Indian was artificial, not aboriginal;

it developed in response to alien influences about mid-eighteenth century.

A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A POLAR BEAR Fred Bruemmer
Much is known of the daily habits of the largest carnivore in the world,

but his seasonal movements or possible annual migrations remain a mystery.

LIGNUMVITAE-RELICT ISLAND Edward 0. Wilson and Thomas Eisner

"To enter the forest on Lignumvitae Key is to step far into the past, and

to come as close as we ever will to witnessing the Keys as they were

before the coming of man."

THE DOLPHIN OBSERVED David K. and Melba C. Caldwell

The authors consider dolphins fascinating and valuable subjects for

communication studies, but find no evidence of a "human type" language.

If your record player

today still has
a heavy turntable,

it must have
yesterday's motor

II^Sk.

COVER Ripe fruit of lignum vitae on forest floor

THE AUTHORS

A NATURALIST AT LARGE Marston Bales

SKY REPORTER John P. Wiley, Jr.

CELESTIAL EVENTS Thomas D. Nicholson

BOOKS IN REVIEW Durward L. Allen

SUGGESTED ADDITIONAL READING
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Why did Garrard switch from heavy turn-

tables (which Garrard pioneered on auto-
matics) to the scientifically correct low
mass turntable on the SL 95? Simply be-

cause the synchronous Synchro-Lab™
Motor has eliminated the need for heavy
turntables, developed to compensate (by
imparting fljrwheel action) for the speed
fluctuations inherent in induction motors.
The light, full IIV2" aluminum turntable
on the SL 95 relieves weight on the center
bearing, reduces wear and rumble and
gives records proper edge support.

The Synchro-Lab Motor has alsomade
variable speed controls as obsolete as they
are burdensome to use. The synchronous
section of the motor locks mto the rigidly

controlled 60 cycle current (rather than
voltage) to guarantee constant speed re-

gardless of voltage, warm up, record load
and other variables. This means vmwaver-
ing musical pitch. And the induction
section provides instant starting, high
driving torque and freedom from rumble.

At $129.50, the SL 95 is the most
advanced record plasdng unit available
today. For Comparator Guide describing
all Garrard models, write Garrard, West-
bury, N.Y. 11590.

World's Finest

British Industries Co., division of Avnet, Inc.



THE AUTHORS
The account of the life and death

of Dago'om is the product of Paul
Bohannan's many experiences

among the Tiv of central Nigeria.

From 1949 to 1953 he and his wife,

Laura, spent twenty-six months liv-

ing with this tribe. Dr. Bohannan has

also studied the life of the Wanga of

Kenya. Currently a Professor of An-

thropology at Northwestern Univer-

sity, he is the author of two books,

Africa ajjd the Africans and Social

Anthropology, as well as numerous

articles and papers.

Author of "The Biological Muse,"

Philip C. Ritterbush is Director of

Academic Programs at the Smith-

sonian Institution in Washington,

D.C. At Oxford, he studied the his-

tory of science as a Rhodes scholar.

He has published two books. The
first dealt with the speculations of

eighteenth-century naturalists and
the second. The Art of Organic

Forms, published last month by the

Smithsonian Institution, forms the

basis for Mr. Ritterbush's article,

and was produced in conjunction

with an exhibit of the same title at

the Smithsonian.

Peter Fare, whom Secretary of

the Interior Stewart Udall once de-

scribed as "a young man with a

consuming interest in the land and
living things," is a recognized au-

thority on the human and animal life

of our continent. He has written sev-

eral books, among them Face of

North America and Land and JFild-

life of North America. For several

years he has been a consultant to the

Smithsonian Institution, as well as

Curator of American Indian Culture

at Riverside Museum in New York
City. His contribution to this issue

is excerpted from his new book on
North American Indians, soon to be
published by E. P. Dutton & Co., Inc.

Fred Breummer, a free-lance writ-

er and photographer, has contributed

the article on polar bears in this

issue. His work has appeared in

magazines all over the world, in-

cluding Natural History (August-

September, 1967. and March, 1968).
He has traveled in Europe, Africa,

and the Middle East, but is best-

known for his accounts of Canadian
Arctic wildlife. He has, among other

things, traveled some 1,200 miles by

dog sled in the company of Eskimos

and studied muskoxen on Spits

bergen, an island group belonginj

to Norwa)'.

Edward 0. Wilson, collaborate:!

with Thomas Eisner on the story o

Lignumvitae Kev, is a Professor o

Zoologv at Harvard University anc

an authoritv on the behavior of so

cial insects. Through his travels ii

New Caledonia, New Guinea, anc

other far-flung areas, he has addee

rare specimens to Harvard's Museun
of Comparative Zoology. He has alst

contributed to basic research on th(

fire ant, a current threat to southeri

U.S. agriculture. He was a Junio;

Fellow in Harvard's Society of Fel

lows, and is a member of the Amer
ican Academy of Arts and Sciences

Thomas Eisner is not only a biolo

gist but also an enthusiastic pianis

and harpsichordist. Professionally

his main interest is in what he terms

''the chemical language of animals.'

Dr. Eisner is a Professor of Biologx

at Cornell University and a forme]

Guggenheim Fellow. He is wideh

traveled, and has written one boo!

and more than seventy articles, c

half-dozen of which have appearec

in Natural History. His most re

cent contribution, "Life on the Stick\

Sundew.'" was published in the June

July. 1967. issue.

David K. and Melba C. Cald
well, authors of Natural History";

second dolphin article {see June

July, 19681 are among the countrv ;

leading experts on cetacean biologv

Dr. Caldwell is Director of the

Marineland Research Laborator\

(Florida I , where he and his wife are

carrying on their experiments will

dolphins. The author of more thar

one hundred papers on the biolog\

and behavior of marine vertebrates

he previously was Curator of Iclithy

ologv and Marine Mammals at the

Los Angeles County Museum of Nat

ural History where he directed re

search on cetacean behavior. Mrs
Caldwell is Associate Director of the

Marineland Research Laboratorv

She formerly supervised projects re

lated to Antarctic marine biologv a

the University of Southern Califor

nia. Together, the Caldwells main .

tain an extensive librarv of publishec

material on whales and xvhaling. i



Now—the most beautiful

book ever published

on all the birds

ofNorth America
""^'^^

\ SUPERBLY REALIZED union of text and pictures, The Audubon
'Uustrated Handbook of American Birds is at once the most beau-

iful and the most useful book any bird-lover can own. This lavishly

Uustrated volume provides detailed species-by-species accounts of

;very American bird commonly found north of Mexico. It describes

learly 875 distinct species, including Hawaiian birds, stragglers,

ind birds recently introduced to the region — giving you full details

)n their appearance, voice, range and status, habitat, seasonal move-
nents, and biology.

foday's most definitive coverage

Completely authoritative and reliable, the Handbook incorporates

he latest advances in ornithological research and is destined to serve

is the standard reference on American birds for many years to come.

\s Dr. Olin Sewall Pettingill, Jr.. the distinguished editor-in-chief,

lotes in his Foreword, this remarkable compendium brings together

'in concise form, for quick reference, those essential facts that all

)f us want to know, whether our interest in birds happens to be

:asual, recreational, or professional."

Hundreds of true-to-Ii£e illustrations

rhe crowning glory of this sumptuous volume is its magnificent col-

ection of more than 500 bird illustrations. Over 400 brilliant photo-

graphs by America's foremost nature photographers are supple-

nented by 100 lifelike drawings by one of today's finest bird artists.

Everything you want to know in one handy volume
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A Man Apart hy Paul Bohannan

Dago'om danced into the com-

pound about noon one day in

the middle of August, during the

break in the rains that the admin-

istrative officers and missionaries

called the "little dry." Onto his goat-

skin bag, colored a brilliant orange

with dye from the stalks of guinea

corn and then worn browii by use and

dirt, Dago'om had hung tassels of raf-

fia, bits of coconut shell, and two

small calabash-gourd bottles. Dan-

gling among these things was a small

monkey skull, about the size of a

lemon. It lacked the desiccated,

bleached quality of bone, but shone

with a brown patina, like ivory that

has been in constant contact with

sweat and sun. The tiny skull, hang-

ing among the tassels of raffia re-

minded me of a shrunken head from

Ecuador that 1 had once seen in the

Pitt-Rivers Museum.
Like all Tiv, a people of central

Nigeria, Dago'om danced with his

knees bent. Like all Tiv, he also in-

vented gestures and steps. Dago'om's

most successful ploy was to lean over

forward, knees bent and far apart;

then to flip his buttocks upward so

that his large potbelly seemed to slip

down between his knees. It was al-

most as funny as he meant it to be.

He danced forward, seeming to

tack against the wind— first to one
diagonal and then to the other. Each
change of direction was signaled by
his own special belly-slip. His heavily

calloused feet stamped and shuffled

in the dust of the compound—each
heavy step seemed to thrust him far-

ther into the earth. But then he raised

his right hand—as thick and heavy as

his feet—and turned a delicate move-
ment with his wrist. The flick im-



I cnme later

to understand tvhy

Dago'ont's life

might have been
dominated hy hate

parted grace to Dago'om's move-

ments; the clumsiness and heaviness

were those of a clown, not a dunce.

The skill of the movement made the

shape of his body irrelevant. He
maintained one rhythm with his feet,

a counterrhythm with his hands and

arms, and still another with his trunk.

The whole was nevertheless a unity.

His trick of keeping his eyes al-

most closed produced the effect of a

veil drawn between himself and the

world, making any contact save

laughter difficult. And. after the first

few times, even the laughter—mine

included—had a cold touch of terror

in it. Yet, we always laughed. But I

looked away ivhenever the absurd,

toothv grin spread over his face,

lifted upward on his squat, sinewy

neck. Dago'om was funny, but our

laughter was overdetermined. Yet it

was the only contact possible. He
would not allow any other. If you

didn't laugh, you would be engulfed

in uncharted and unpredictable con-

fusion—and, for some odd reason,

hatred. I came later to understand

why Dago'om's life might have been

dominated by hate.

He knew only one song: "M gema
hundu ve: m gema hundu ve: m ma
msolom yum; m gema hundu ve." As
he sang it, the song meant, 'T am very

drunk; I am very drunk; I drank a

lot of beer and I am very drunk."

He often did drink a lot of beer.

There is an irony in the song: it is

in the word hundu. In the Tiv lan-

guage, it means both drunk and mad.

The body of a Tiv tribesman is

removed from the place of death

in typical burial preparation.

Tiv told me that drunkeness and mad-
ness are the same thing—but there is

the difference that from too much
drink you only get the "little mad-

ness" that you can sleep off. But that

is getting ahead of the story.

On September 10th. Dago'om re-

turned from a beer party in Yengev.

When I heard that he was ihundu I

was not surprised. But it took until

the next day for me to realize that he

was mad as well. Once the true mean-

ing of the word sank in, I turned back

in my memory ( for such things sel-

dom get into anthropologists' notes)

to see \vhether I could remember any

symptoms or clues. I recalled that one

evening, he and Anwase. both a little

drunk, had taken turns doing solo

dances in the middle of the com-

pound. The sun had broken through

after a rain, and everyone came out-

side into the brilliant orange light that

is never seen anywhere except at dusk

in West Africa. Dago'om never let

Anwase finish a dance, but kept rush-

ing at him and playfully "killing" him
with his heavy clown's hand. Anwase
^vas a trim, light man A\'ho moved
with grace; it was a pleasure to watch

him even as he walked across the

compound. He danced with the sad

lightness of a jester, and I remem-
bered being disappointed that, as

Dago'om had demanded the center of

the stage, Anwase had always easily

and smilingly allowed him to have it.

But this event provided no hint of

madness.

I also remembered, with a stroke or

two of conscience, that Dago'om
made a nuisance of himself some-

times, and that I had more than once

shut the door of my hut to keep him
from disturbing me. His clowning

^



BESELER TOPCON SUPER D

ADDS NEW DIMENSION TO QUESTAR PHOTOGRAPHY

Better pictures . . . with no guesswork!

A high magnification waist level finder

with a double cross hair focusing screen

supplies a bright magnified aerial image

which makes it possible for you to focus

the camera to your eye before focusing

the Questar to the subject. Unlike all other

behind the lens metering systems, the

Super D's meter is on the mirror, allowing

it to read the direct raw light as it comes

through the lens. It is not diffused or by-

passed when different finders or focusing

screens are used. For Questar photography

this is especially desirable. The meter is

visible on the top of the Super D body

gi\'ing you, unerringly, the proper exposure

reading for the film. Crisp, sharp focus

and perfect exposure are virtually assured.

The Questar modification (available

only through Questar) makes it possible

to control mirror and shutter independ-

ently to eliminate the double vibration.

With viewing more comfortable, focus-

ing more precise (regardless of the peculi-

arities of your own eyesight), and vibra-

tion virtually eliminated, the Questar plus

Super D now opens new horizons to every-

one interested in long lens photography

and almost guarantees that every frame

will be a technically perfect picture.

The Super D can also be fitted with a

regular pentaprism or waist level finder,

other focusing screens and a variety of

lenses from 25mm to 500mm for conven-

tional, fun, scientific or technical photog-

raphy.

For complete details write: Beseler Topcon,

219 S. 18th St., East Orange, N.J. 07018.

Beseler Topcon Super D
with Questar modification.

had a monotony that I found tediou

or ^vorse when I was alone with hin

When all of us were together, an

when my hosts and my servants wei

there to laugh at him, I found hir

funny too. Now, I realized that

like everyone else, avoided bein

alone with Dago'om—nobody coul

bear laughing at him except wit

the reinforcement of crowds. Alom

Dago'om made me uncomfortablt

His clowning called up my pity, ui

mixed ^vith the wiy absurdity thi

I obviously got from the otheri

Dago'om had ahvays been kind an

thoughtful. He often brought m
eggs, which were difficult to buy hei

in northern Tivland. I repaid hii

with cigarettes. He once gave me

duck, with great mock ceremony.

The night before he went to th

beer drink in Yengev, he came to ou

compound, bringing his wife wit

him. There were a couple of sma

pots of beer in our compound, an

Dago'om came for a foretaste of whs

he was to drink the next day. H
forced his frightened and oveij

dressed, but rather prett)^ mfe tl

bring a calabash of beer across tli

compound and give it to me. She woi

a bright orange piece of Mancheste

cloth and a man's undershirt (of tt

sort the British call vests) with wliil

knee socks and temiis shoes. On he

head was a stylishly tied cloth. He

face was smeared with face pov

der, imported (in Caucasian shades

from Britain. She seemed partici

larly subdued for a Tiv woman.

later learned from her friends th;

she became frightened -when Dago

om made her dress up and go wit

him to beer drinks ; ivhen I talked t

her in her own surroundings, an

when I adjusted to her normal socii

situations, she was not afraid.

I accepted the beer from her ^vit

both my outstretched hands anj

thanked her. I tasted it and sent it intj

the kitchen for my servants. Dago'oi^

stormed over, called for a chair, an-:

insisted that his wife sit down oj

posite me. For a Tiv ^^•oman, this i

a completely artificial situation. Fc

her, it was terrifying, as irell a

sti-ange. I thought then that she ^va

afraid of me—but I no^v think th£

was not so. She was afraid of hiir

When I tried to talk to her, she n

mained dumb. When I tried to tal

to Dago'om or to one of the othe

dozen people standing or sittini

about, Dago'om in a loud voice M

lO



ted to her everything that I had

i. I was uncomfortable enough

t after about fifteen minutes I ex-

ed myself and ^\ ent into my hut. I

ildn't take it. I did not kno^v ivhy

had come or what he wanted—

ther did he.

rhe next morning his ^vife ^vent

h him to the beer drink in Yengev.

one else from our compound, or

m his. was present. Later I talked

h her several times, but she did

: disclose much about what he did

re. She said, in a tight, closed

,ce, that he had got drunk from

:r, and that after he stopped drink-

; he became more and more

mdu, and it never left him.

She brought him back. God knows

IV, as far as our compound. Gu,

host, helped her handle him after

lir arrival but he refused to go the

t of the way back to Asanyi's com-

und, where he lived. It was just

^htfall, and he was ranting and

juting. When she tried to get him

go home, he loudly screamed

eats at her—that he would beat her

kill her if she mentioned it again.

e retired to a nearby hut, while

iwase and two younger men took

er. With gentleness and patience

!y finally got Dago'om to sleep in

lum's hut. The next morning, at

\vn, Dago'om was unconscious,

iwase and one of his brothers made
stretcher from an old chado cloth

d two saplings and carried him

me, but I knew little about this at

3 time.

I did know that Dago'om was in our

mpound and that he was ihundii,

•i he avoided me. I bumped into

xa. only once. When he saw me, he

ill to his knees and started to sing,

d gema hundu ve . .
." but he never

liished it. With a wild shout, he

lunced high and was off in the other

rection. I noted to myself that the

er drink in Yengev must have been

ry successful indeed. Later,

iwase told me that he was asleep

Abimi's hut.

When Anwase returned, he told me
direct imitation, by reference to

nadman in the next lineage area to

us, and by references to the sprites

death, which sometimes bring mad-

ss, that Dago'om was mad instead

merely drunk. Dago'om had told

i this himself: "M gema hundu ve,"

;aning not merely "I am drunk,"

t "I have turned mad" ; the way he

d jumped into the air and run

INTRODUCING THE

QUESTAR-MODIFIED BESELER TOPCON SUPER D
Questar salutes a great camera that

has come to grips with the three factors

on which successful high-resolution pho-

tography depends: total lack of vibra-

tion, sharp focus, and correctly thin

negatives.

When we first began to tell you, years

ago, that the slightest motion when tak-

ing pictures with Questar's 56" focal

length would blur the detail on the film.

no thought had been given to making a

camera vibrationless. And when we talked

about sharp focus, fine ground glasses

were practically non-existent. And when
we said bracket your shots to make sure

of correct exposure, it was because meter-

ing light from a distant object was a very

iffy thing.

But the state of the art has come a

long way in the last decade. And now
the Questar-modified Super D handles

all three problems. That exclusive
Questar modification permits independent
control of mirror and shutter, whose
actions are already smooth as silk. By
releasing the mirror before the picture

is taken, all internal motion is reduced

to a negligible minimum.

When the Super D is used with the

high magnification waist level finder with

Questar, priced from $795. is described

in our newest booklet which contains

more than 100 photographs by Questar

owners. Send $1 for mailing anywhere

in North America. By air to rest of

Western Hemisphere, $2.50; Europe and
North Africa, $3.00; elsewhere, $3.50.

its adjustable eyepiece, and with a clear

screen, it provides the sharpest, brightest

focusing we have seen.

And, finally, the Super D's meter on

the mirror gives you the most accurate

reading possible, recording the light

exactly as the lens sees it.

A special adapter designed to avoid

vignetting is manufactured exclusively by
Questar to connect the Super D to the

telescope.

ABOVE, Field Model Questar with Super

D. BELOW, Standard Questar in its polar

equatorial position, with Super D.

TAR
BOX 160, NEW HOPE, PENN. 18938



Why would anyone

want to buy

the Uher4000-L
when theycan have

the same thing in stereo?

That's almost the same thing as saying why would you

want gold when you can have platinum. You see, the

Uher 4000-L represents the top of the class. Weigh-

ing less than 7 lbs., this fully transistorized portable

tape recorder has become the first choice of ex-

plorers, naturalists, reporters and radio and T.V. com-
mentators. Its four operating speeds, three digit index

counter with reset, piano key styled controls, cali-

brated VU meter and precise housing, fully tropical-

ized to withstand extreme temperatures while func-

tioning perfectly, has established it as the finest of

all portable tape recorders in the world.

the Uher 4400 contains every one of the great fea-

tures of the 4000-1 in stereo. Therefore its repro-

ductive capabilities are limitless. By hooking it up in

the home to a component system, it will provide you
with magnificent stereo or monaural record and play-

back. Outside the home the 4400 converts instantly

to a battery operated portable recorder once again
providing all the vast features of the 4000-1 in

stereo.

Either way, Uher is offering you the finest. Visit any
one of our franchised dealers or write for complete
literature. Price for basic unit only: 4000-L $310.—
4400 stereo $450.

UherbyMartel
Monaural or Stereo. The distinction is up to you.

Marlel Electronics Inc., Sole U.S. Importers, 2339 S. Cotner Ave., L. A., Calif. 90054; New York. Chicago.

away screaming was his metapli

The day after Dago'om was carri

home, I walked the half-mile to
^

him. He caught sight of me as I e

tared Asanyi's compound and bolt

in the other direction. I talked abo

him with Nege and Abu. Abu claim

to have the same father as Dago'oi

but a different mother. I was soon

learn that Abu's father was Dagi

om's maternal grandfather and tli

Dago'om had no father.

Nege, a sensible and patient ma
was a little more distantly related

Dago'om. He told me Dago'om hi

attacked several people earlier th

day, and had mauled one girl whi

he picked up a stick and started la

ing about him. He had then run in

the bush when he saw me coming

Nege said it was unlike him, becau

Dago'om liked me—and this provi

again that he was obviously ma
Abu opened his one eye widely ai

said that they would have to put hi

into stocks. Abu had a way of hove

ing rather than projecting his wor-

as he spoke. He stood closer to n

face than most Tiv. I was tempt

to stand back (a feeling I associa

with France, not Africa)

.

It was four days before I got bai"

to see Dago'om again. I came into tl

compound and found him in stock

He sat on the bare ground—a deep i,

suit for Tiv, used in court as a syr'

bol of a degraded and suppliant 00^

dition. One foot was stretched befo

him, inserted through a hole that h;

been gouged through one end of

heavy log of prosopis, a hardwoc

tree related to mesquite. A secor

hole had been drilled at right angli

to the first. After his foot had bee

inserted through the large hoi

wooden pegs were driven into tl

smaller hole so that he could moi

his foot comfortably, but could n'

remove it. The log was about eigl

feet long; a rope had been tied fro

the far end of the log to one of tl

overhanging branches of a venerab

fig tree that grew in the middle of tl

compound. Dago'om could not reac

the other end of the log to untie tl

rope; neither could he stand up

untie it from the branch, only

couple of feet above his head as 1

sat. The skin of his foot looked di

and dead contrasted to the brillia

orange of the newly cut prosoj]

wood. His other leg uas double

back under him.

Dago'om had the look of deat
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59610. THE MAMMALS: A Guide to Ihe Living

Species. Desmond Morris. Treasure trove of infor-

mation about the exciting world of mammals, with

descriptions of over 300 species and a photograph

of each. $12.95/$6.S0

85960. IN THE WAKE OF THE SEA-SERPENTS.
Bernard Heuvelmans. Documents more than 500
eye-witness accounts of sea-serpents. Pinpoints

seven distinct types, giving their anatomy, behavior
and habitat. Profusely illustrated. $10.00/57.50

69420. POPULATION IN PERSPECTIVE. Edited
by Louise B. Young. Contributions from anthro-

pologists, biologists, demographers, economists and
sociologists present a broad panorama of the diverse

influences affecting human fertility. $10.00/$7.50

41840. THE DAWN OF ZOOLOGY. Willy Ley. In

this new book, the author turns his unique talents

to the fascinating history of the growth of man's
knowledge of the animal kingdom—and of man
himself. $7.95/56.50

62100. MEN AND DINOSAURS: The Search in

Field and Laboratory. Edwin H. Colbert. Master-
fully captures the excitement of worldwide explora-
tions. Superbly written. Many photos published for

first time. $8.95/$6.95

34100. THE APES. Vernon Reynolds. Profusely

illustrated, delightful-to-read treatment of the latest
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Leo C. Deuel. Engrossing first-hand reports of some
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36640. THE BOOK OF TREES/RECOGNIZIN<
NATIVE SHRUBS. William Carey Grimm. Idem
fies over 250 species of trees and over 400 differei

shrubs. Enormously useful. Two books count t

one choice. $12.95/$9J

82690. THE TELESCOPE HANDBOOK AN!
STAR ATLAS. Neale Howard. For the beginnir

stargazer, or even experienced amateur astronome
much needed information on how to select and u;

a telescope. Plus ingenious star maps that enab
you to identify hundreds of objects in the night sk

$10.00/57.;

74170. THE RIDDLE OF GRAVITATION. Peti

G. Bergmann. Masterful exposition of the gener
theory of relativity by a physicist who workt
closely with Einstein. $7.95/56J

43860. FANTASTIC TREES: Marvels and Moi
strosities of the Arlmreal World. Edwin A. Mei
ninger. All about eccentric trees that thrust the

roots into the air, change their sexes, commit suicit

and other strange doings that fly in the face of tl

laws of botany. $8.95/S6J

55530. INSECTS. Ross E. Hutchins. Superbly wri

ten account of what is perhaps the most weir
beautiful and complex community of animals ;

existence. 135 photos. $7.95/55.'

55540. EN SEARCH OF THE PRIMmVE. Lev
Cotlow. Sensitive and closely observed re-creatio

of the author's lifetime of experiences among natii

peoples on four continents whose way of life

fast vanishing. $8.95/$6J

78100. SEX LITE OF THE ANIMALS. Herbe
Wendt. Remarkable account of the vast and ofte

incredible processes of reproduction in the anim:

world—from the amoeba to the elephant. Over IC

illustrations. $7.95/555

78600. SMITHSOINIAN TREASURY OF 20TI
CENTURY SCIENCE. Edited by Webster P. Tru

A rich harvest of our century's major contribulior

in the newer as well as the established branches (

science. Authors include Karl T. Compton, Geor^
W. Beadle. Gordon Allen, many others. $7.95/55.!

56360. INTRODUCTION TO ORNrFHOLOG!
George J. Wallace. Excellent introduction to tf

study of birds not only for the serious student, bi

for the would-be knowledgeable amateur as wel

$8.75/56.9

74240. ROCK, TIME AND LANDFORMS. Jerom

Wyckoff. Explains how erosion, distortion of tb

earth's crust and volcanism create the landscapt

about us, forming mountains and valleys and shif

ing whole continents. $8.95/56.5

36170. THE BIG MACHINE. Robert Jungk. Th
dramatic, inspiring story of CERN, the vast into

national laboratory outside Geneva, that houses th

enormous, 10,000 ton proton-synchrotron.

$6.95/55.7

55830. INTELLIGENT LIFE IN THE UNI
VERSE. /. S. Shklovskii and Carl Sagan. A uniqu

international collaboration between two work
famed astronomers considers whether intelligei

beings occupy worlds outside our own. $9.95/$7.£

41570. THE CUSTER WOLF/NO ROOM FOl

BEARS. Roger Caras' eloquent biography of a

American renegade— a notorious killer wolf of th

1920's-p;ui Frank Dufresne's classic account c

his life-long experiences with the dwindling worl

of bears. Two books count as one choice.

$10.95/57.9



is smooth brown body was covered

y a gray film. There is a vivid Tiv

letaphor for dying: "He is sloughing

is skin," using the same word as for

snake. Surprisingly, his scrotum

ad swollen to the size of a dinner

late. Scrotal hydroceles and scrotal

ephantiasis are common among

iv, but they do not develop sud-

snly. It is one of the many times that

wished anthropologists had some

ledical training. Dago'om's eyes

ere held broad open, and it was im-

ossible, looking into them, to deter-

line where the pupil began. Even

ver the whites of his eyes, there

!emed to be a thin, dimming film.

He recognized me, and said my
ame twice. But that was all I could

nderstand of what he tried earnestly

) tell me. We were alone, and there

as nobody for me to ask. In the

linutes of complete concentration, I

;lt keenly that he was trying to get

irough to me, to tell me something

and that I was trying as hard and as

nsuccessfully to understand him.

As I walked home along the bush

ath, which had been newly hoed and

idened that morning, it occurred to

le that Dago'om had entered the

nal phase of sleeping sickness,

robably he had had it all along, and

I had been trained to see it, per-

aps I could have taken him to a hos-

ital and stopped the progress of the

isease. It could have been avoided

r halted with pentamidine injec-

ons; although I knew that pentami-

ine was not a part of Tiv culture and
lat Dago'om lived twenty-five miles

'om a dispensary. I knew that I

ould not have convinced Dago'om
5 take the trip to get the injections,

ven if I had known what his illness

'as. Yet, had I been able to give them

3 him on the spot, he probably would

ave taken them. I became aware of

n intense sense of guilt—a habit

mong those brought up as Protes-

mts when they look on suffering.

My reaction to this situation was

) do something. For me, the most

xhausting part of Dago'om's illness

nd death was my struggle with the

let that nobody did anything. Al-

lough I had seen many mental pa-

ents, I had never before known one

oth before and after the onset of his

ladness. There was no change in

•ago'om's personality—only in his

ehavior. The madness had been in

im all along. Dago'om got worse

/ith his disease and his terror. I be-

super

^^ can
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We make a lot of super 8 KODAK InstamaTIC Movie Cameras. All

drop-in loading, no winding, uninterrupted shooting. But one's got

to do the most for you. This one— the brand-new KODAK INSTAMATIC
M9 Movie Camera!

It gives you a broad zoom range— 5 to i— to take you from wide
scene to dramatic telephoto close-up, either manually or automatically

by power zoom. And four shooting speeds—from 12 to 32 frames

per second, for smooth slow motion, snappy fast action.

And through-the-lens viewing with visible zone-focus indicator

for easier focusing, as well as sports finder for fast action. Through-
the-lens CdS automatic exposure control, too, for extra-precise

exposure. And provision for both remote control and single frame
exposure. Built-in battery check, too.

All this and a super-sharp focusing //1.8 lens!

Get the most for your money.The new KODAK InstamATIC M9
Movie Camera in handsome wood-grain vinyl finish, less than ^230,
at your Kodak dealer's. Price subject to change without notice.

Kodak Instcimatic M9
Movie Camera
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The only binocular
with the same quality as
Leicacameras

LeitzTrinovid
Leitz TiTno\ad binoculars are big— in quality! But small— in size. You can
cany them in youi' jacket pocket; a special piism makes Ti-ino\id leaner and
lighter in weight than conventional prisin binoculars and improves image
brilliance and clarity. All TrinoNad models have ultrawde-field eyepieces, for

an exciting panoramic \ie\v. Coated optics, of coui-se. Built for a lifetime of

good looking, they're remarkably shockproof, dustproof and weatherproof.

Available in 6 x 24, 7 x 35B, 7 x 42B, 8 x 32, 10 x 40— at your franchised Leica

binocular dealer. 7i<ts .^Xj«*^s
E.Leitz, Inc., 468 ParkAvenue South,NewYork,NevvYorkl0016 cKs=£S
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r NikonFTnows no obsolescence. It seems to ^—ve on change, as if its designers had anticipated
every subsequent advance in camera technology,
and made provision for its embodiment.
The new Nikon Photomic TN, meter system, i

in- its ability to provide consistently accurate expo-V ,X
sures even under difficult conditions — back-lit sub- '

jects, brilliant beach and snow scenes, etc.—has brought
a new and almost infallible reliability to thru-the-lens'-s
exposure control.

5 this then relegate every previous Nikon F to the scrap
_ Not by a long shot! The new Photomic TN will transfoi...

even the oldest Nikon F into the most modern of sir's.

Owning a Nikon F is like having a private pact with photographic
progress. Shouldn't you?

See the Nikon F with Photomic TN at your Nikon dealer. Or write.
Nikon Inc., Garden City, Neiv York 11530/Subsidiary of Ehrenreich Photo-Optical Industries, Inc.

Jin Canada: Anglophoto, Ltd., P.Q.I

came more depressed with that mos

despicable of situations—pity will:

out being able to act.

I foimd that no one had know:

Dago'om well. Certainly I had noi

No anthropologist ever gets to knoA

more than half a dozen of his inforir

ants with anything that can correctl

be called intimacy. Intimacy is difE

cult enough a\ ith people who are lik

you. Across cultural barriers it in

volves accepting even more thing

about the other person that are no

part of all that one admires. Dago'or

had amused me, and I had allowei

myself to be amused so that I woul;

not have to do anything. I wa
amused at his poor clowning so tha

I w ould not have to pity him—at tha

time. I still believed I must not pit

people from other cultures becaus
that would be ethnocentric.

During the next few days, knowin;
that Dago'om was going to die,

tried to get some information abou
him so that I could better understam
what would be said wOien all of hi

kinsmen met at his funeral to discus

who had killed him. and how. I as

sumed that Dago"om w ould be givei

the funeral of an ordinary adult male

I had seen a number of them am
thought I knew- w'hat would happen
all the disputes among his kinsmei

would have to be aired. Then th<

"fault" would have to be determined

That is done by a post-mortem opera

tion in which the heart is examinet

for a substance called tsav. If thi

dead person's heart shows the sacs o

blood in the pericardium that Tiv as

sociate with /sai\ and all supernatura

or unusual ability, then that persoi

was guilty of his own death. If th(

chest is empty, as they put it, then th(

killer is still at large in the com
munity. Tiv never mereh- die fron

natural causes—to natural cause;

must be added an evil volition to se

those causes in motion. And the voli

tion comes only from close kinsmen

I soon discovered that Asanyi, the

head of the compound in whicl

Dago'om lived, was gone. When j

tried to find out where he had gone

I was told by one person that he hac

had a dispute about a wife in a lin

eage to the northwest of us; anothei

person told me that he had gone 1.

Makurdi to sell some crops: slil

another said there was a matter of i

marriage ward—one of his half-sis

Continued on page 6(.
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ELECTRONIC MINI/ALARM

"World's Tiniest Alarm Clock."
Featherweight IV2 ozs.. size of a

large postage stamp. But a stout

heart beats in this "Mrghty Mini":

17-jewel movement, shockproof.
unbreakable mainspring, luminous

dial. Set the "mad hornet" elec-

tronic alarm and never miss a flight

or forget that parking meter. Tiny

battery lasts one year. Black, red

or green leather case with detach-

able key chain. (Specify color.)

$55.00

DESIGNER'S FAN

is only 7" tall (6" across the

blades), but this Italian import

moves an astonishing amount of

air. Hi-impact plastic body. Extra

soft blades cant hurt baby or pet.

Use on table or wall. Noiseless
motor runs continuously without

heating. This fan keeps things

cooled down in sunny Italy. Just

think what it can do for you!

$12.95

RIVIERA
WIND-UP SHAVER

Frees you of batteries, water, elec-

tricity and other paraphernalia.

Just a quick wind-up and you get

a smooth, fast, comfortable shave
anywhere, anytime. In vinyl case.

Keep one in your glove compart-

ment. $18.50
Also available: Modele Anatomi-

que with see-thru clear plastic

body so you can watch the action

$19.95

Use the

LUMIWRITER

pen that light:

it for notes o

grams, to sign checks in

tros, to jot down those

brainstorms. Doctors are

ly fond of it for writinc

dark wards. Great for thi

er who needs a "bright

With four refills.

ites.

atre pro-

dim bis-

midnight
jspecial-

RXs in

gift-giv-

$4.95
(3 for $14, 6 for $27, 12 for $50.)

TRAVEL IRON

has almost everything your stay-

at-home iron has! Tiny, but does
a perfect job. n0/220v AC. Regu-
lator dial to control temperature.
With warning light. Comes in a

little zippered bag with extra Con-
tinental plug. 5" small.

$9.95

Remove the Emoskop from its fit-

ted leather case and it's a 30x
microscope. A twist of the wrist

converts it into a 2 5x telescope.

Another twist and you have your
choice of magnifiers; 5, 10 8, 15x.

Perfect vestpocket companion for

the exacting professional and sci-

entist. 5 coated lenses, absolutely

aplanatic and achromatic. Modern
Photography calls the Emoskop
"...only magnifier worthy of the

name." iy4"x%". $14.95

WIDE ANGLE REAR VIEW
MIRROR

Fits any auto and is installed in a

jiffy—without tools. Glarefree
safety glass set in sturdy frame,

this K'A" X 2%" mirror provides

distortion-free, continuous road
coverage of up to 8 lanes. Avoids
all those dangerous "blind spots"
and lets you watch traffic right up
to the passing point. Stops head-
light glare, head turning and neck
craning tool Important safety aid,

$6.95

VIBRA-PILLOW

is our answer for those who can't

find the time to get to the steam
room and their Swedish masseur!

Just plug in this plump foam-rubber
pillow that harbors a tiny vibrating

motor . . . and relax. Lie on it, lean

on it, sit on it . . . for five or ten

minutes and you'll feel all those

muscle knots untie. 12x16" pillow

is covered in washable cotton zip-

on cover. Keep one in the office

and one at home. $19.50

A FREE GIFT FOR YOU. If your order (exclusive of post

age and sales tax) is $30. or more— our POCKET TOOL .'V.-

KIT in shirt pocket case is our gift to you ^

OUR GUARANTEE: No fine print or "ifs," "ends'
"buts." Simply return any item within 10 days if you a

not delighted. Parts and workmanship guaranteed 1 yea

JUICIMATIC

Lets you enjoy fresh citrus juice

anytime without work or fuss. Just

cut fruit in half, press on the cone,
and "presto"— the squeezer goes
into action automatically. Remove
the fruit and it shuts off! Juice

flows directly into your glass.

Have you had your Vitamin C to-

day? llOv, spotless white body.

$29.95

TRAVEL RADIO/CLOCK

set by your bedside will let you
enjoy full range AM radio and get

you places on time as well. Doze
to your favorite program ... it shuts

off within an hour. Soft tunes or its

bell alarm will rouse you in the

a.m. Felt-lined case is a perfect

night valet for your jewelry, change
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^S»98 records notv
as low as ^1.88

cMARBORO
FALL SALE

Many ''only available recordings"

OUTSTANDING

PERFORMANCES BY:

. SEGOVIA

. MONTENEGRO
• MILLS BROS.
. MONTOYA
. BOLSHOI
• BAILEY
• SHANKAR
• PREVIN
• MANY OTHERS

R117. Puccini: TOSCA. Incomparable performance with tlie

truly wonderful, never-to-be-forgotten voices of Ziniia Milanov,
Jussi Bjoerling. and Leonard Warren; Rome Opera Orch., Erich
Leinsdorf cond. Stereo. 2 Record Set. Only 3.SS
R119. Beetlioven: SYIVIPHONY NO. 9 "CHORAL". Also Fi-
delio, Leonore No. 3 & Coriolan Overtures; stunning perform-
ance with Leoiityne Price. Maureen Forrester. David Poleri.
Giorgio Tozzi. soloists. The Boston Symphony. Charles Munch
rood. Stereo. 2 Record Set, Only 3.88
Iil24. Grand Prix du Disque: FRANCOIS COUPERIN COM-
PLETE ORGAN WORKS. Superb performances of the M.1SS for
Parish Services and Mass for Convent Services by the re-
nowned Michael Chapuis. at the organ of St. Masimin.
Stereo. 2 Record Set, Only 3.88

R1708. ROMANTIC MOODS
OF LOVE: 5 Record Set.

(her 3 hours of entertain-

ment: 49 songs: Last Time
I Saw Paris. Blue Tango,
Caravan. Never On Sunday,
All The Things You Are,
So In Love, I Love Paris,
Warsaw Concerto, Old Black
Magic, many more. Stereo.
Orig. $23.95.

3 Record Set, Only 4.98

11147. Melchoir/Traubel: TRISTAN AND ISOLDE (High-
lignts) The incomparable voices of Lauritz Melchior & Helen
Traubcl. with orch; ".

. one of the most desirable of all
Frisian recordings." High Fidelity. Mono. Only 1.98
R2126. AMERICAN MUSICAL THEATRE, Vol. 1. Hugo

rS'".-',^™,? "'?'',• *° ">" "'^ 1924-1935: Oh Lady Be
l*od. Tlie Man I Love. Tliou Swell, Why Do I Love You
-io more. Stereo. Pub. at $5.98 Snpcial 1 RR
R2127. AMERICAN MUSICAL THEATRE, vSf, 2. Hugo
Montenegro & Orch. in top hits 1935-1945: Summer-
time, There s A Small Hotel, My Funny Valentine.

S, ?,"?;,„ n,-^"!:''-
September Song. My Heart Belongs

To Daddy. Oklahoma, If I Loved You. 20 more. Stereo!
Pub. at $5.98. Soecial 1 RK
R212g. AMERICAN MUSICAL THEATRE, Vol 3 Hugo
Montenegro & Orch. in top hits 1946-1952: The Girl

r n.-.?'"'7*'-
'^°""' """ Of Come Shine. Once InLove With Amy, Some Enchanted Evening, 25 more

Stereo. Pub. at $5.98. Soeciai 1 Kit
R2129. AMERICAN MUSICAL THEATRE. Vol. 4 Hugo
Montenegro & Orch. in top hits 1953-1960: Stranger
In Paradise. I Love Paris. Hernando's Hideaway, I
Could Have Danced all Night, Do-Rc-Mi, 24 more
Stereo. Pub. at $5.98. Special S

R155. Wagner: TANNHAUSER. First-rate performance with
the incomparable Elisabeth Grummer, Dietrich Fischer-Dies-
kau, Hans Hopf, Gottlob Frick. Fritz Wunderllch; Berlin

Puh"",, l^iWl'"""
°"^- ^""" Konwitschny cond. Mono.

„,?•-",*,.„ • "Murii Set, Only 1178
^J,^Si,,*""';^""=-

^^'"SON ET DALILA. Only avaliabl!
comnlete performance with the superb voices of Rita Gorr.

nZj'S^r ''n"" ^'"''J^
""""=• K"^™ "uclos Chorus & Pa faOpera Orch., Georges Pretre cond. Mono.

Pub. at $17.37. 3 umi Set, Only 8.88

ORIG. $47.90

(10-recordset)

LITTLE AS $9.95

ORIG. $24.90

(5-record set)

NOW ONLY $4.88

SAVE ?S75%

R633. COMPLETE ORGAN MUSIC OF J. S. BACH: 18 Record
Set. All the Preludes & Fugues. Cliorales. Sonatas. Toccatas.
& Partitas, the only complete collection—217 works in
definitive performances by Walter Kraft on 20 historic organs
of Bach's time, plus illus. book with full notes & apprecia-
tion, and Albert Schweitzer's famous essay "The Performance
of the Organ Works." Stereo.
Orig. $59.70. 18 Record Set. Very Special 19.95

R171. Daniel Barenboim: BEETHOVEN PIANO SONA-
TAS. 6 of Beethoven's most popular and most demanding
sonatas brilliantly performed: Pathetique, Moonlight.
Appassionata. Waldstein, Hamnierklavier. and No. 32.
Rechanneled for Stereo. 3 Record Set, Special 5.88

R637. Shostakovich: SYMPHONY NO. 13 "BABI YAR.'
Phenomenal work performed in Russia three times, then sup-
pressed; the musical setting tor Yevtushenko's famous BabI
Yar poems: Moscow Philharmonic. Kondrashin cond. Stereo.
Ong. $4.98. Only 1.98

R435. Callas in LA TRAVIATA. Verdi's stirring immor-
tal Lady of the Camellias with the divine Maria Callas,
Francesco Albanese & Ugo Savarese: Torino Radio-tele-
visione Italiana Orch: Galirieli Santini cond. 3 records
complete: Mono. Orig $14.37. Only 5.94

R671. THE ART OF GERALD MOORE. 15 rare song record-
ings accompanying Katllleen Ferrier. Dietrich Fischer-Dicskau
Kirsten Flagstad. Christa Ludwig. Blisabetli Sclnvarzkopf,
Victoria de los Angeles. 10 other artists. One of Saturday
Review's "Y'ear's Best Recordings." Mono. Only 1.98

R1279. GREGORIAN CHANTS. 18 Gregorian Chants ap-
propriate to various times of the year sung by the
Benedictine monks of the Encalcat Abbey near Carcas-
sonne in France. Stereo. Only 1.79

R721. Haydn: THE CREATION (Complete). Ingeborg We..„
lor, Gerhard linger. Thco Adam; Berlin Radio Chorus & Orch-
Helmut Koch cond. "The strongest direction . . .", Opera
News. Stereo 2 Record Set, Special 1.98

Saturday Review's "Best Records of 1967"
R1854. INDIA, ITS MUSIC & PEOPLE. Introduction to
the Indian i)eople and music with narration and tradi-
tional music on autlientic instnimcnt.s by Ravi Shankar,
Chatur Lai. Rabindranath Tagore, Sharan Rani, others.
Mono. Orig. $4.79. Only 1 98
R18S5. JAPAN: Its Music & People. Introduction ' to
the Japanese people and music with narration and tradi-
tional music played on authentic Japanese instruments:
Incl. music from Kabuki, Gagaku, Puppet plays, etc.
Mono. Orlg. $4.79. only 1 98
R1856. THAILAND, ITS MUSIC & PEOPLE. Introduc-
tion to the Thai people and music with narration and
traditional music played on authentic Thai instruments
Mono. Orlg. $4.79. Only 1 98
R1857. INDONESIA: Its Music & People. Introduction
to the Indonesian people and music with narration and
traditional music played by authentic Javanese & BM-"" Gamelan orchestras. Mono. Orlg. $4.79. Only 198

R9S2. THE LEGENDARY WOODY GUTHRIE. In Memorlam
Collection of his most personal, vibrant music: Poor Boy
LonKome Bead. Hard Ain't It Hard. 9 more performed
by Guthrie. Electronic Stereo. Orlg. $4.79. Only 1 98

R2087. Pearl Bailey: FOR ADULT LISTENING. That's M>
Weakness Now. My Man. Gypsy Goofed. There's Plenty More
Where That Came From. Easy Street, 6 more. Rechanneled'
tor Stereo. Only 1.98'

R20S4. Borodin: PRINCE IGOR. Only available uncut
recording of this superbly melodic opera (the music
upon which Kismet is based) : Ivanov, Smolenskaya.
Lemeshev, other soloists. Bolshoi Theatre Orch. Alex-
ander Melik-Pashayev cond; an MK recording. Mono.
Pub. at $19.92. 4 Record Set, Special Import 3.88

R829. BEECHAM conducts MOZART'S LAST 6 SYMPHONIES.
Sym. 35 "Haffner." 36 "Linz," 38 "Prague," 39 K.543,
40 K.550, i 41 "Jupiter;" Royal Philharmonic. Sir Tliomas
Beecham cond. "Bubbling humour;" "Vivid, precise playing;"
"Beecham at his incomparable best:" and other raves from
The Gramophone, Sat. Rev. & ARG tell the story of these
performances. Mono. 3 Record Set Complete, Only 5.94

R859. Charles Ives: COMPLETE SOLO PIANO WORKS.
27 works. 21 recorded here for the first time: Three-
Page, Concord & 1st Sonatas, aU the Studies and Take-
Offs, Celestial Railroad, March "For Good Old Yale",
Waltz-Rondo, more: Alan Mandel, piano, one of Ives'

most brilliant interpreters; "Superb playing" & "A
package of extraordinary riches", NY Times. Stereo.
Pub, at $23.16. 4 Records. Special 11.95

RS37. Bach: UNACCOMPANIED VIOLIN SONATAS & PAR-
TITAS (Complete) BWV 1101-6. Grand Prix Du Disque
recording of the 3 Sonatas & 3 Partitas for solo violin;
Henryk Szeryng. soloist; "There is a suave urbanity and
ease ... a flawless violin technique, with Szeryng's
faultless intonation a source of continuing wonder," HiFi/
Stereo Review. Mono. 3 Record Set, Only 5.94

IR866.

Mozart: SYMPHONIES NO. 1-24. Philharmonic
Symiihonj- Orcliestra of London. Erich Leinsdorf cond.
Electronic Stereo. 6 Records, Special 11.88

RS67. Mozart: SYMPHONIES NO. 25-41. Philharmonic
Symphony Orchestra of London, Erich Leinsdorf cond.
Electronic Stereo. 6 Records. Special 11.88

R842. Bach: SIX SUITES FOR UNACCOMPANIED CELLO.
BWV 1007-1012. Monuments to tile Baroque era— 6 .-iiiiles

for solo cello, eacli a contrapuntal realization of Renaiss.mce
dance forms, yet so highly developed that ttiey anticipate
tlie Classical era; Maurice Gendron, colln. Full Stereo (also
playable on mono machines). 3 Record Set. Only 5.94

R846. Beethoven: COMPLETE PIANO TRIOS. Onlv available
recording of the 9 Trios for Violin. Cello S: Piano, with
the "Kakadu" Trio Op. 121a. Trio Op. 11, and Variations
Op. 44; The Beaux Arts Trio. Full Stereo (also playable
on mono mactlinesl. 4 Record Set, Only 7.88

LIVING SHAKESPEARE
R1960. MACBETH. Selections from the pl.ay stirring
Sir Michael Redgrave and Barbara Jefford; incl. complete
te.xt. Mono. Special 2.98
R1961. ANTONY & CLEOPATRA. Selections from tlic

play starring Vivien Leigh. Peter Finch, otliers; incl.

complete text. Mono. Special 2.98
R1962. ALL'S WELL THAT ENDS WELL. Selections
from the play starring Dame Edith Evans, Vanessa
Redgrave, others; incl. complete text.

Mono. Special 2.98
R1963. A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM. Selections
from the play starring Sarah Churchill. Stanley Holloway,
others; incl. complete text. Mono. Special 2.98
R1964. MERCHANT OF VENICE. Selections from the
play starring Dame Peggy Ashcroft, Eric Portman, otliers;

incl. complete text. Mono. Special 2.98

R804. Bach: 6 BRANDENBURG CONCERTOS (Complete).
Schneidewind. trumpet; Rampal. flute; Pierlot. oboe; Hendel,
violin: Linde, Hoeller, recorders: Oheim, Wunder, horns;
Veyron-Lacroix. hpchd: Saar Chamber Orch; Ristenpart cond.
"Excellent rhythms, textures, and balances . . . exceptional
taste . . . fine soloists." High Fidelity.
Stereo^ 2 Record Set Complete, Only 3.96

R1711. ONE HUNDRED MOST REQUESTED SONGS OF
ALL TIME: 10 Record Set. Big Band Sound: Love Look
Away, Some Enclianted Evening, Notlling Like A Dame,
I Got Rhytlim, Love Walked In, Blue Tango, A Foggy
Day, One O'clock Jump, many more. Stereo.

Orig. $47.90. 10 Record Set, Only 9.95

R938. Schubert; PIANO TRIOS (Complete). Tlie 4 magnifi-
cent Trios for piano, violin & cello. Opus 99. 100, 148 &
the B Flat Major Trio ("Sonata"); The Beaux Arts Trio;
"Tonal blend and rliytlimic ensemble are no less than per-
fect." Music & Musicians. Stereo. 2 Records. Only 3.83

R1S85. MUSIC AROUND THE WORLD. 60 popular

works representing 36 countries around the world: Okla-
homa, Frenesi, Edelweiss, Waltzing Matilda, Rose of

Tralee, Espana Cani, Sabre Dance. Havah Nagilah. more;

with full orch. Stereo. 5 Record Set, Special 4.95

R984. Fischer-Dicskau: SCHUBERT'S DIE WINTER-REISE
(Complete). Bold, musically eloquent lyric images of the

love agony raised to a universal level—an incredibly beautiful

performance by Fischer-Dleskau, with Gerald Moore, piano.

Mono. Pub. at $11.58. 2 Record Set. Only 5.88

R1686. YOU'RE A GOOD MAN, CHARLIE BROWN. My
Blanket i Me. Doctor Lucy. Title Song. Hapiiincss.

Snoopy. Schrocder. otliers. Stereo. Only 1.89

R1037. Ravi Shankar: SOUND OF THE SITAR. Raga Mal-
kauns (sitar solo). Tala Sawari fsitar & tablal. and
Pahari Dhun (sitar & labia); Ravi Shankar. sitar i Alia

Rakha. tabla. Stereo. Special 3.98

R1953. Charles Byrd: 16th CENTURY SPANISH GUI-
TAR MUSIC. 11 beautiful Renaissance works, ranging

from love sonnets to courtly dances and comic peasant

songs, by Valderrabano. Milan. Mudarra. Pisador & de

Narvaez; Charles Byrd. guitarist Electronic Stereo.

Pub. at $4.79. Special 1.98

R20e8. Shostakovich: SYMPHONY NO. 8 STRING OUARTET
NO. 4. Only available recording, depicts Ilie daik days of

the war against Germany, and the triumph ; Leningrad Pllil-

harmonic, Yevgeni Mravinsky cond. ALSO 4th String Ouartet
with Tile Beethoven Quartet: an MK recording. Mono. Pub.
at $9.96. 2 Record Set, Special Import 1.98



111902. Orig. Broadcast: Orson Welles' WAR OF THE
WORLDS. Original recordine of Ihe famous Orson Welles'

1938 Halloween prank about invasion from Mars

—

causing mass liysteria ttiroughout .New York and New
Jersey. Mono. Orig. 54.79. Special 2.98

941. Grand Prix Du Disdoe: DEBUSSY'S COMPLETE SOLO

lANO MUSIC. Over 50 works: the comiilete Images,

bildren's Corner Etudes. Preludes, Suite Bergamasque,

stampcs. Arabesques. Horamage a Haydn, BerecuSf Heroique.

lore; performed by the renowned Debussy interpreter. Werner

laas! Stereo. 5 Record Set. Only 9.88

R963 J. S. Bach: SONATAS FOR VIOLIN & HARPSI-

CHORD (COMPLETE) BWV. 1014-1019. 6 superb sona-

tas for violin with 2-part hpchd obbligato, and in which

3-l)art simultaneous fugal movements abound; Hansheinz

Schneeberger (violin) i Eduard Muller (lipchd);

"Schneeberger's performance is a source of endless de-

light . . Muller is a worthy partner, and the recording

is tine." High Fidelity. Stereo. 2 Records, Only 3.96

974. Richard Burton in Marlowe's THE TRAGICAL HIS-

ORY OF DOCTOR FAUSTUS (Complete). Christoplier Mar-

)we's tragedy of FausI, who in the pride of bis knowledge

I tempted by Mciihistofclcs with long life and the love of

;elen of Troy: Richard liurlon as Faustus with the Oxford

ramatic Society. Mono. Pub. at $5.79. Very Special 2.98

R1280. Guitar: CARLOS MONTOYA PLAYS LATIN
FAVORITES. Montoya's famous fla

Malaguena, Bolero, Fariuca, Stereo. Only 1.49

1049. Tchaikowsky: ROMEO & JULIET/NUTCRACKER
UITE. Wallenstein, Virtuoso Symphony of London.

tereo. Only 1.49

R2033. Nine Record Set: DVORAK'S COMPLETE SYM-
PHONIES. Also Othello and Tlie Devil & Kate Overtures,

and The Midday Witcli Symphonic Poem—all NINE
SYMPHONIES superbly performed by the Czech Phil-

harmonic & Prague Symphony Orchestras. Smetacek. Neu-

mann. Talich & Sejna cond; with complete program notes.

Mono. Pub. at $44.82. .., _ „_
Nine Record Set, EXTRA SPECIAL 7.88

1983. Handel: THE MESSIAH. Technically brilliant, musl-

ally superb recording starring Elizabeth Uarwood & Janet

laker, Paul Esswood (counter-tenor), Robert Tear & Rai-

lund Herinct: John McCarthy's Ambrosian Singers & The

;nglish Chamber Orch, Charles Mackerras cond. Mono.

yb. at $17.37. " "
'
" ' ''

3 Record Set. Special 8.88

WORLD'S GREATEST OPERA SINGERS

R2009. THE GREAT KIRSTEN FLAGSTAD. Exception-

ally fine recordings liy tlie world's greatest Wagnerian

soprano: arias from Walkurc, Tristan. Ootterdammerung,

more. Rechanneled for Stereo. „ . . , „„
Pub. at $5.79. Special 1.98

R2010. THE GREAT BENIAMINO GIGLI. One of tlie

most gorgeous tenor voices ever heard in moving inter-

pretations of 10 of opera's most soaring arias from:

Tosca. Boheme, Gloconda, mi

Pub. at $5.79.

R2011. THE GREAT FEODOR CHALIAPIN. 10 famous

arias by Russia's greatest basso from: Metistofele. Don
Quixote, 3 arias from Gounod's Faust, more. Rechanneled

for Stereo. Pub. at $5.79. Special 1.98

R2012. THE GREAT ENRICO CARUSO. 10 of opera's

most severely taxing arias, all inseparable from one of

opera's finest voices: Celeste Aida, La Donna E Mobile.

Cielo E Mar. more. Rechanneled for Stereo.

Pub. at $5.79. Special 1.98

11300. JAZZ: 20 of the World's Greatest Jazz Artists

'erforming All Time Jazz Classics. Maynard Ferguson, Count
lasii', Johnny Smith, Phineas Newborn. Joe Newman &
Hit-. 5 I.I's. Stereo. Orig. $14.90 Only 4.98

R1824 BAGPIPES &
DRUMS—9th Regimental

Pipe Band Wearing 0'

The Green Minstrel Boy,

Blue Bonnets, Bonnie
Dundee Campbells Are

Coming many more.

Stereo Only 2.49

n707 BEST OF BROADWAY 5 Record Set The hit vocals

III I iRh II cl iiiiiiibu^ iMjiii Hello Dolly, Bye Bye
iidi M\ till Lidj (lllihomi South Picific, West Side

lull 44 numbtis in ill Stereo
irig. $23.95. 5 Record Set, Only 4.98

R1351. THE GREAT JAZZ OF ALL TIME. Bay Charles.

T A: J Dorsey, Teagarden. Shavers, scores of others. 10
I.I's stereo. Orig. $47.90. Only 9.95

tl779. ANDRES SEGOVIA plays J. S. BACH. Segovia's own
:uitar arrangements of Bach's Cello Suite No. 6, Lute Suite

n E, Prelude No. 3. Lute Sonata No. 1, Chaconne, & Violin

artitas No. 2-3. Mono. Special 1.89

R2116. Verdi: NABUCCO. Long unavailable except by
special import; a superb performance with Mancini,
Gatti, Preziosa, Silveri, Binci, Cassinelli. Gaggi, Fran-
cardi; Rome Italian Radio-TV Orch, Fernando Previtali

cond. Rechanneled for Stereo. 3 Record Set, Only 5.88

R2117. Verdi: OTELLO. Long unavailable except by
special import, a classic performance with Broggini,

Corsi, Taddei. Guichandut, Mercuriali, Soley, Stefanoni,
others; Turin Italian Radio-TV Orch, Franco Capuana
cond. Rechanneled for Stereo. 3 Record Set, Only 5.88

R2112. Fritz Wonderlich: SONGS FROM VIENNESE OPER-
ETTAS. Fritz Wunderlich & Friederike SaUer in 8 songs

and duets from the brightest, merriest of Vienna's operettas,

works by Johann Strauss. Lehar, Von Suppe, others; Stutt-

gart Philharmonic. Mareczek cond. Stereo. Only 1.49

)163. Toscanini: PUCCINI'S LA BOHEME. Classic perform-
with Licia Albanese, Jan Peerce, McKnight, Valentino;

VBC Symphony, Arturo Toscanini cond. Rechanneled for

itereo. 2 Record Set, Only 3.88
1164. The above in Mono. Only 3.88

R1477. HITLER'S INFERNO: Marching Songs of Nazi

Germany, Vol. 1. Voices of Hitler, Goebbels, Goering,

Hess, others; Storm Troopers sing Deutschland Uber Alios,

ethers. Mono. Only 2.98

R1816. HITLER'S INFERNO, VOL. 2. WW II Nazi

marches, songs and s[ieeches: Storm Troopers singing

Horst Wessel. others; Hitler's 1935 Nuremberg Party

Congress address, more. Mono. Only 2.98

R1998. The Mills Bros.—ANYTIME! Say Si Si, Sihoncy,

Any Time, One Dozen Roses. Once In A While. 5 more.

Stereo. Only 1.89

R1954. Baker/Rampal: 18TH CENTURY FLUTE DUETS.
V. I. Julius Baker & Jean-Pierre Rampal, the world's two

foremost flutists, in duets by Quantz, Teleraann, Stamitz, and

Schultze. Stereo. Pub. at $4.79. Special 1.98

R1786. RACHMANINOFF plays RACHMANINOFF & CHOPIN.
12 selections incl: Rachmaninoff's C# Minor Prelude & Bar-
carolle in G Minor and Chopin's F Major .Nocturne and
Scherzo in E Flat Minor. Mono. Special 1.89

R1853. Mozart: THE COMPLETE WIND CONCERTI.
10 works: Clarinet Concerto K.622; Bassoon Concerto

K.191; The 4 French Horn Concerti; The 2 Flute Con-

cert! K.313/314; Flute and Harp Concerto K.299; and
Sinfonia Conccrtante K.207b tor Oboe. Horn, Clarinet.

Bassoon & Orch; soloists: Westphalia, Wurttemberg Cham-
ber & Vienna Volksoper Orch; Reichert, Faerber & Baner-

Theussl cond. Stereo. 4 Record Set. Only 6.98

R1992. STARLIGHT PIANO—Andre Previn & Orchestra. IncL
Laura. I'm In The Mood For Love. Stella By Starlight, That
Old Black Magic, more. Stereo. Only 1.89

JAZZ LEGEND SERIES
R2015. MUGGSY & THE CHICAGOANS. Muggsy Spanier,

Frank Teschemacher & The Chicagoans. 1924 & 1928:
Buddy's Habits, ReaUy A Pain, Stomp Six, 10 more.

BechanneUed for Stereo. Pub. at $5.79. Special 3.98

R2016. THE GREAT NEW ORLEANS RHYTHM KINGS.
The Rhythm Kings & Friars Society Orch of 1922 23
Eccentric, Bugle Call Blues, Tin Roof Blues, 9 more
Rechanneled tor Stereo. Pub. at $5.79. Special 3 98

R2017. THE GREAT JELLY ROLL MORTON. 12 'collec-

tor's items" from the rare, over 40-years-old, Gennett
78 rpm discs: King Porter. Grandpa's Spells. Jelly Roll
Blues. Tom Cat Blues. Perfect Rag. more. Rechanneled
for Stereo. Pub. at $5.79. Special 3 98

R2018. RIX & THE WOLVERINES. 1924. BLx Beidtr-
heke & The Chicago Wolverines: Jazz Me Blues, Riverboat
Shuffle. Susie, Tiger Rag, Royal Garden Blues. 7 more
Rechanneled for Stereo. Pub. at $5.79. Special 3 98

R2019. THE GREAT LOUIS ARMSTRONG. 1923 Louis
Armstrong & King Oliver's Creole Jazz Band: Krooked
Blues, Alligator Hop, Dippermouth Blues, 8 more Re
channeled for Stereo, Pub. at $5.79. Special 3 98

R1973. MUSIC FOR LUTE. GUITAR & MANDOLIN. 22
works: Paganini's Romanze for Guitar, Sor's Russian

Memories for 2 Guitars, Beethoven's Guitar Quintet &
4 Pieces for Mandolin and Hpchd, Vivaldi's Cto for 2
Mandolins and Strings & Cto for Lute and Strings;

Soloists, Vienna Pro Musica & Vienna Mandolin & Guitar
Ensemble. Stereo. 5 Record Set, Only 9.88

R2013 PETER USTINOV does THE GRAND PRIX OF GI-
BRALTAR, Ustinov s own grand prLx in which he does aU
the voices and 9<)% of the sound tffects (from klaxons, cars

scCL iming to full band') to an improvised script of up-
ri in us tood Immor Stereo Pub at $5.79. Special 3.98

R1121. Grofe: GRAND CANYON SUITE. Grofc conducting
the Rochester Phil. Orch.. Sanroma. piano.
Stereo. Only 1 98

electic ving

as background music to the

widely-acclaimed film—
Mozart's Piano Cto No. 21
and music by Vivaldi; Solo-

ists, Vienna & Stuttgart

Pro Musica. Perlea & Rein-

hardt cond. Rechanneled for

Stereo. Only 1.79

R1812. THE MAGIC WORLD OF CHILDREN'S FAVOR-
ITES: 5 Record Set. Over 3 hours of entertainment

—

5.'} songs and stories: Do-Re-Mi. Mexican Hat Dance.
Blue Tall Fly. Polly Wolly Doodle. Little Engine That
Could. Casey Jones. Wyatt Earp. Sleeping Beauty, many
more. Mono. Orig. $23.95. 5 Record Set, Only 4.98

R942 Brahms PIANO TRIOS (Complete). The three Trios

lor piano nolin i. cello Opus 8 87 and 101 PLUS the

first recording of the Trio in A Major. Opus Posth; The
Beaux Arts Trio; "Probably the finest trio in the country."

Atlanta Journal. Stereo. 2 Records, Only 3.88

R871. Schwarzkopf as Lehar's MERRY WIDOW. Landmark
performance with Elisabeth Schwarzkopf, Gedda, and Wachtcr:
Philharmonia Orch. Von Mataric cond. Mono.
Orig. $11.58. 2 Records. Special 5.95
R822. THE BEGGAR'S OPERA—With Sir Malcolm Sargent &
Old Vic Company Members. The famous "original" of Mack
the Knife and The 3-Penny Opera: Elsie Morison. Monica
Sinclair, John Cameron. Ian Wallace, others; Pro Arte Orch;
Sargent cond- "Atmosphere and charm abound . . . Stereo so
vivid it makes you jump at times," The Gramophone.
Stereo. 2 Record Set, Only 3.96

R2119. SOVIET ARMY CHORUS & BAND: 4 Record

Set. The wonderful world of Boris Alexandrov's Soviet

Army Chorus & Band Ensemble with 50 SELECTIONS:
Sing Little Nightingale, Curiing Waves, Volga Barge-

Oaulers. Cavalry Song, From The Volga To The Don,

Bitter Fruit, Volga Boatman, Varsovyanka, many more.

Mono. Pub. at $19.16. 4 Record Set, Only 7,88

R2066. Rimsky-Korsakov: THE SNOW MAIDEN. Only avail-

able recording, tlie complete opera based on the famous

Russian fairy tale; soloists Firsova, Borisenko. Avdeyeva.

Visbnevskaya. Kozlovsky. others, Bolshoi Theatre Chorus &
Orch; Eugen .Svetlanov cond; an MK recording. Mono.

Pub. at $24.90. 5 Record Set, Special Import 4.8S
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Capable of

the Most
Sophisticated
Photography

A Yashica 35mm single lens reflex will
grow on even the most unsophisticated
amateur. Like it or not, he will develop into
a most sophisticated photographer, whose
work clearly will show all the earmarks of
the professional.

Small wonder, since Yashica single lens
reflex cameras with 19 interchangeable
lenses and accessory equipment comprise
one of the most popular of professional sys-
tems, built with all the quality and attention
to detail demanded by men (and women)
who use cameras for a living. Withal, they
have a basic simplicity that make them
easy to operate and a pleasure to use.

See the complete system at your dealer's,
or send for the catalog.

YASHICA
YASHICA INC., 50-17 QUEENS BOULEVARD

WOODSIDE. NEW YORK 11377 DPT. Q

A Naturalist at Large

Cranvded Peaple
Marston Kates

Mn the August-September issue of

this magazine I reviewed some of

the work that has been done on the

effects of crowding on animal be-

havior. It appears that crowding is

often associated with weird behavior

—the suicidal migrations of lem-

mings and locusts, the "behavioral

sinks" formed by the rats studied by

John Calhoun. What happens to

people when they are crowded?
There is plenty of chance for ob-

servation, and opportunities for the

study of crowding are increasing

steadily. The usual present estimate

for the population of the world is 31^

billion persons, and the numbers are

now increasing at a rate of 2 per cent

a year. This means an annual in-

crease of 70 million: the equivalent

of a new Chicago metropolitan area

every month. Whatever one thinks

of Chicago, this seems a little exces-

sive.

Further, there is a tendency almost

everywhere for these growing num-
bers of people to aggregate more and

more in cities. This is true of Asia

and Africa as well as of industrial-

ized Europe and North America. If

the 200 million people of the United

States were scattered evenly over the

landscape, the density would be 50

persons per square mile. But 70 per

cent of this population lives in urban

centers. New York City proper has a

density of 25,000 persons per square

mile—90,000 per square mile on

Manhattan Island. Lewis Herber, in

his book Crisis in Our Cities, calcu-

lates that in the residential parts

of Manhattan the actual density is

380,000 people per square mile or

136 individuals for every 100-by-

100-foot lot. This is achieved, of

course, by stacking the residential

units.

Here surely are appropriate con-

ditions for the formation of behav-

ioral sinks, and the rioting and vio-

lence of the ghettos would seem to

demonstrate that people and rats do

act much alike. I doubt, however,

that the miseries of the ghetto are

purely a consequence of crowding.

After all, thousands of men can be

crowded on a battleship with no ob-

vious damage to behavior, and con-

ditions in a submarine are even more
restrictive. To be sure, the men on a

submarine are carefully selected for

personality traits; the situation

might be very different if the crowd-

ed ships included families instead of

just men.

There are few detailed studies of

the psychological effects of crowding

on people. The most thorough and

best-known is a three-volume report

on an intensive study of the inhabi-

tants of midtown Manhattan by a

team of social scientists, entitled

Mental Health in the Metropolis. The

area covered did not include ghettos,

although conditions did range from

near-slum to luxury apartments.

Only 18.5 per cent of the 1,660

people interviewed were found to be

free of all but inconsequential symp-

toms of mental illness. All the rest

had some kind of neurotic or psy-

chotic symptoms, although only 2.7

per cent were incapacitated. No hos-

pitalized people were included in the

sampling. Ho^vever, a survey of the

hospitals and clinics in the region

showed that on an average day eight

individuals per thousand were re-

ceiving outpatient psychiatric care,

and five per thousand were hospital-



The Dull Boy Who Became A Prodigy

iiif' t^ * ^° 1799, an obscure Aus-

^^^^^^^ .^ Irian clergj'man, Karl Witte.

}i told a group of skeptical

friends: "If God grant me a

son, I shall educate him to be

a superior man — without knowing what

his aptitudes may be."

• Soon, a son was born but showed little

promise. The boy's own mother thought

him dull. Yet by the time young Karl was

six, his father's efforts seemed to be work-

ing. At age 9, he entered the University

of Leipzig. At 14, he received his Ph.D.;

at 23, he became a Professor and went on

to a long and brilliant career.

• In Ireland, a man named Thompson

heard of Wilte's methods and applied

them to his own sons. One became a cele-

brated engineer; the other became one of

the world's great physicists. Lord Kelvin.

• Early in this century, Leo U'iener —
rummaging in the back of a New England

library — found a German book describ-

ing \^itle's methods. He, too, applied

them to a young son. The result: Norbert

Wiener — one of the greatest mathemati-

cians of all time, sometimes known as "the

father of Automation."

• Now, these same extraordinary child-

development methods are available to all

parents in the new book described below.

Bow to give your child a superior mind
, remarkable new book tells how
ou can add as much as 30 points

3 your child's effective I.Q. . . .

ow you can help him move
head In school and be more sue-

essful in an education-conscious

/orld.

yT.iiL THE COUPON below and the jr

Vl publishers will send you a copy P
f Give Your Child A Superior
IlND for free home trial. Properly

sed, this new book can help your

hild achieve the kind of success in

chool and in later life which, right

ow, you probably do not think is

lossible.

For example, before your child is

ive years old, this book will help

;im (or her) read 150 words a min-

[te . . . add, subtract, multiply and

livide . . . understand fractions and simple

,lgebra . . . even handle abstract concepts and

nterpret them creatively.

Best of all, your child can achieve this

arly success without being pushed and with-

lUt interference with a happy, normal, well-

idjusted childhood.

V/iy a book like this is so badly needed

Poday, schools are giving fast-learners every

ihance to move ahead to more interesting

v'ork. Meanwhile, other youngsters (who
;ould be fast learners) are being crowded

nto "slow" classes — losing precious time

hey'11 never regain — simply because no one

;ver took the time to develop their abilities

:arly.

That's why — a few years ago — two well-

cnown child-development experts, Siegfried

ind Therese Engelmann, decided to bring

he successful ideas of Karl Witte up to date.

iVhen they tried out their methods on chil-

Today they're playing word games.

Before he's five, he can be reading 150 words a minute.

dren of average intelligence, the results were

nothing short of thrilling.

Now, they have written a book describing

these methods. Give Your Child A Superior

Mind provides a planned program of home
instruction that any parent can start using

immediately. It will enable you to do for your

child what Karl Witte, over 100 years ago,

did for his '"dull boy who became a prodigy."

You will learn:

1. How to teach your child to read. The

secret is knowing how to take advantage of

your child's natural hunger for words: Games
to teach the alphabet. 11 basic rules that

make book reading easy. How to anticipate

mistakes, correct them smoothly. How to

encourage spare-time reading.

2. How to help your child streak ahead
in Math. Here is where simple pre-training

can have the most dramatic results ... es-

pecially when it's explained in the simple

everyday terms of a child's world. For exam-

ple, if your child has ever seen you

break an egg, he has taken the first

step to understanding algebra. Before

Age 5 he can learn addition, subtrac-

tion, multiplication, fractions, basic

algebra, division. And it will be fun.

for both of you.

3. How to give your child the
power of abstract reasoning. Un-

derstanding abstract concepts frees

your child from the dull grind of rote

learning. It enables him to express

sophisticated ideas far beyond his

years . . . and develop what will even-

tually be his most priceless posses-

sion — clear, original thinking.

4. How to increase your child's
"' '"""

effective I.Q. Research, here and

abroad, shows that a child's I.Q. may
be increased by as much as 30 points

before Age 5. This new book was not con-

ceived as an I.Q. "course." But the program

it contains will help your child achieve much
higher scores than he otherwise would . . ,

in a natural, easy way.

Examine this new book free —
Unusual double guarantee of results

You may examine Give Your Child A Supe-

rior Mind, with this unusual double guar-

antee. Simply mail the coupon on this page.

When the book arrives, look it over for a full

30 days. Then, if you're not entirely con-

vinced that this book can show you how to

give your child a superior mind, you may
return it and owe nothing. If you decide to

keep it, you may do so for only $6.50 — and

you are still protected by the second, long-

range guarantee at bottom of this page.

At all bookstores, or mail coupon today

to: Simon & Schuster, Inc., Dept. 42

New York, N. Y. 10020.

foUow this book's program of

your child at Age 5 should

3e able to do all this:

[. Read approxi-

mately 150
words a minute

!. Add columns
of figures

i. Subtract,

multiply, and
divide

If you don't get these results ~
you may return the book for full refund.

5. Understand
concepts like

Right-Left,

Before and
After, If-Then

6. Solve algebra
equations

like this:

4A-=-2= 8

7. Scores high on
first I.Q. Tests

I

From a famous
|

educator— i

"I have never before i

seen a book which !

offers so detailed a I

plan for action day
|

in and day out. It

should help greatly
j

to make the lives of I

mothers and young
|

children more pur-

poseful and inter- !

esting."
"

-Dr. George N, \

Shuster i

MAIL TODAY FOR 30 DAYS' FREE EXAMINATION

SIMON & SCHUSTER, Inc., DepJ. 42

630 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10020

Please send me a copy of the new book Give Your Child
A Superior Mind. If I am not convinced that it can show
me how to increase my child's intelligence and potential
for success. I may return it within 30 days and owe noth-
ing. Otherwise I will send only S6.50, plus mailing costs,

as payment in full, long-range guarantee; Publisher agrees
to refund full purchase price under terms stated on this
page.

Print Name.

Address

City & State Zip Code

a SAVE POSTAGE! Check here if you enclose S6.50 as pay-
ment in full - then WE PAY POSTAGE. Same return
privileges with full refund guaranteed.



INSTA-
FOCUS
Now, Focus So Fast

-yoiill think ifs

Automatic!

7x35 Banner Wide Angle

PATENT
PENDING i^

Newest In -

All The World!

Insta-Focus is for action! When the

action is F-A-S-T, there's no time to

focus — no time for a fuzzy picture!

A heart-stopping fly to the center field

fence ... a bullet pass to the 20 yard

line . . . your long-sought bird hurtling

upward . . . your trophy game in flight

for survival . . . INSTA-FOCUS homes
you in sharp and clear — instantly!

Insta-Focus pampers the eyes — frees

them from the tiring struggle to over-

come the fuzzy picture of the conven-
tional slow focus — lets you home in

sharp and clear — insta?itly!

SQUINT-PROOF, too! The electric blue

color of the large lenses signals protec-

tion from reflected glare of sand, sea,

snow and haze. Special eyecups expand
your vision with sun or eyeglasses. The
thrill of extended vision — the far-away
brought within your grasp — is yours
as never before!

If you're interested in this exciting de-

velopment, test the 1968 INSTA-FOCUS
binoculars at your favorite dealer today.
Choose from three price ranges in the
New Generation of Bushnell 1968
INSTA-FOCUS Binoculars: the "GOOD"
(Sportview), "BETTER" (Banner), and
"BEST" (Featherlight). The full story is

yours for the asking; write us today!

Bushnell
N16 Bushnell Building, Pasadena, Calif. 91107
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ized. None of this sounds very

healthy.

It is difficult to measure mental

health because there are so many dif-

ferences of opinion among psychia-

trists and clinical psychologists.

Physical health is easier to measure

and compare, and here there is no

question about the relatively greater

risk to health from living in the city,

despite the greater availability of

medical services there. Lewis Her-

ber, in the book mentioned above,

has reviewed a number of studies.

Peptic ulcers and coronary attacks

are understandably more common in

the city and probably have psychoso-

matic aspects. Lung cancer among

non-smokers is eleven times more

common in an urban environment

than in a rural one—smokers, on the

other hand, have about the same rate

in both environments. Lung cancer

can be explained by air pollution;

but curiously, most kinds of cancer

are more common in the city than in

the country, which makes one

^^-onder ^vhether some element of

stress is involved.

Mleading about urban conditions

one begins to wonder why anyone

lives in cities. There is, of course, a

tremendous out-migration to the

suburbs by people who can afford

it, but this is more than balanced

numerically by the in-migration from

villages, towns, and countryside.

These are mostly people at poverty

level coming to the city because that

is ^\'here the j obs are, no^v that agri-

culture has become so completely

mechanized. Often there are no jobs,

or only jobs with inadequate pay;

the resulting poverty leads to the de-

terioration of the inner city, which

has lately been causing so much
concern.

We have a national conviction that

the city is a poor place to raise chil-

dren. In the midtown Manhattan

study, residents were asked, "For

growing children, do you think it is

better to be brought up on a farm, in

a small town, in a small city, or in a

big city like New York?" In reply,

only 15 per cent preferred a big city

like New York. Interestingly enough,

native New Yorkers disapproved of

their city as an environment for chil-

dren j ust as much as parents who had
come in from outside. When asked

the same question with regard to

themselves, about half thought they

would be better off awav from New
York. Yet millions of people continue'

to live in New York—and to raise

families there.
'

m. he middle-class parents of mid-'

town Manhattan tend to restrict the

size of their families—a large propor-

tion of the couples having only one'j

child or none. In the slums, on thej

other hand, breeding seems to be un-|

restricted. In the racist climate that;

prevails in the United States, Negroes
may even resent birth-control propa-

ganda as aimed at restricting their

numbers discriminatorily. Urban
middle-class couples are thoroughly

caught in the rat race of working

their way up in the social and eco-

nomic systems, so that children be-

come a handicap, while many of the

slum inhabitants have given up. Per-'

haps the competitive struggle, rather

than the crowding, accounts for the

poor mental health of urban white-

collar workers. In the case of the

slums, the deprived environment can

be used to explain almost anything,

including mass hysteria.

I have been writing mostly about

the dismal aspects of the crowded
city, yet all through history cities

have been the habitat of civilized

man, the source of progress in the

arts and sciences as well as in indus-

try and commerce. There is some-

thing exhilarating about life in a

great city, some spirit that compen-
sates for the trials of crowding. Be-

sides, people like crowds. Most
people go where other people are-
packing beaches, parks, theaters,

sidewalks. David Lo^venthal docu-

mented this nicely in the article en-

titled "Daniel Boone is Dead" in the

last issue of this magazine.

The great value of the city lies in

its diversity: all kinds of people with

all kinds of facilities for filling their

varying needs. The very concentra-

tion of people provides audiences for

the theater, visitors for museums and

galleries, readers for books and

periodicals, and a market for an im-

mense variety of shops. In the small

town, where everyone kno^vs all

about everyone else, the pressures for

conformity are great. The eccentric,

the deviant, the talented, move to tlie '<

city where they can find more of

their own kind. The city is a haven:

for the artist as well as for the thief.



Cities became possible back about

000 B.C. with the discovery of meth-

ds of transporting and storing

Dodstuff. so that an agricuhural sur-

lus produced by farmers could be

sed to support other kinds of people

-priests, kings, soldiers, smiths,

hilosophers. The proliferation of

ccupational niches in the city has

ontinued all through history, and is

oing on in our own day at an ac-

elerating rate. I suspect that this

lultiplicity of niches is what enables

eople to survive under crowded con-

itions—conditions that rats could

.ot tolerate. After all. rats lack the

leans of avoiding the stress of fre-

uent contact between individuals

hat occupational diversity provides.

This is the argument of the Chi-

ago sociologist Nathan Keyfitz in an

rticle in the issue of BioScience for

)ecember. 1966. "If the city is. on

he one side, a jungle of potentially

nfinite and destroying competition,

m the other it shows a nearly infinite

apacity of its members to differenti-

ite themselves, to become useful to

ine another, to become needed."

In psychological jargon, the niche

;ives a feeling of identity. We are

ngineers, teachers. cab-drivers,

>hysicians, or what have you. We
hus belong to a group; but within

ach group there are numerous sub-

;roups reflecting the specialized

knowledge or skill of each of us. As

Ceyfitz points out, there may be a

lundred specialties within such a

ield as electronic engineering—the

lossible specializations within a mod-

;rn city are truly almost infinite.

Uso, there are almost endless organ-

zations within the city, sometimes

;ompeting, as banks or stores: some-

imes providing general service, as

he educational or telephone systems,

rhese organizations further pattern

;pace in the city and serve also to re-

luce stressful contacts among indi-

'iduals.

I he man in the city comes in con-

act with hundreds of other people

;very day, but most of these con-

acts, unlike those between crowded

rats, are not stressful. We are not

involved in the private life of the

;ab-driver, the bank clerk, or the re-

jorter for The New York Times. We
usually know little about our physi-

cian or lawyer beyond confidence in

Ws professional skill. As we move be-
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tween the small world of home and

the small world of the office or busi.

ness place, we pass many hundreds oi

people, but for the most part this re-

sults in no meaningful relationships.

We are inured to other people.

This kind of individual support is

generally lacking in the ghetto, which

is probably one of the causes of

ghetto unrest. The unemployed or

the underemployed person becomes

Ralph Ellison's "inyisible man," un-

certain about work, not knowing how

to get money for rent or groceries or
|

the installment on the television set.

Ghetto life has been graphically de-

scribed in the Kerner report on riots,

and in books like the novels of James

Baldwin and the report on the life of

Puerto Ricans in the United States

by Oscar Lewis. Prostitution, alco-

holism, drug addiction, and violence

become rife. The Kerner report

found that 42 per cent of Negro

families with incomes of under

$3,000 had no father living at home.

The ghetto world is in large part a

matriarchy—with mother constantly

distracted by the problems of survi-

val. The ghetto thus comes to re-

semble the behavioral sink of Cal-

houn's rats, except that it continues

to reproduce.

M^overty tends to shackle us, and

wealth to free us, without much rela-

tion to the intensity of crowdedness.

This makes me wonder about that

"territorial imperative" of Robert

Ardrey and others. If the human
species is strongly territorial, how
did the formation of cities ever get

started? I share with Ardrey, Lo-

renz. and others the feeling that Old

Stone Age man lived in social groups,

with individuals within the group

forming a dominance hierarchy or

peck order and with the whole group

occupying a defended territory. But

I suspect that with the beginning of

settled life and agriculture during

the Neolithic, territoriality started to

break down. Cities, city-states, and

empires—with their wars and rebel-

lions—represent cultural ideas, rather

than territorial instinct.

The "turfs" of the gangs of adoles-

cent hoodlums are the nearest thing

to territories in a modern city. I can

think of no way of determining

whether these represent the arousal

of some latent instinct in these youth,

or whether they are a secondary de-
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veliipment. only analogous to the ter-

ritories of wild animals. Jane Jacobs,

in her thought-provoking book The

Death and Life of Great American

Cities, discusses the extension of the

turf idea to exclusive residential

areas where no strangers are wanted.

This surely is cultural rather than

instinctive—as. I think, are all forms

of discrimination.

M. o explain discrimination in terms

of peck order seems to me as far-

fetched as to explain war in terms of

territoriality. Some vague leftover of

inborn aggression may be found in

the one. and of dominance in the

other, but they are well buried under

accumulated ideas. The peck-order

pattern that emerges in prisons,

schools, and adolescent gangs may

well have an instinctive basis: but

this dominance among a group of in-

dividuals seems to me different from

mass discrimination against Negroes.

Jews, Protestants, Indians, et al.

Dominance hierarchy in our so-

ciety is largely formal: rank in the

armed forces, chain of command in

business, position within the univer-

sity, and the like. Whether the drive

to become a general in the army is

comparable with the drive of a goril-

la to become the Old Man of the

tribe, I don't know. But in both cases

the structuring serves to promote the

stability of the group.

The human animal obviously can

be crowded into quite dense aggrega-

tions without striking physical or

mental deterioration—if there are

ample resources for support. I tend

to think this is partly due to the weak-

ness of our territorial drive and the

formality of our system of domi-

nance hierarchy. This is comforting

when one looks at those multiplying

billions in the years ahead, except

that there is always the catch about

resources. The vice and misery of the

Malthusian propositions will not nec-

essarily persist if we can find food,

housing, and some amenities for all

of mankind. But it takes considerable

optimism to think this possible.

Under present conditions crowded

people are apt to be miserable

people who sometimes act in as bi-

zarre a fashion as Calhoun's rats. The

plea of the Kerner report that we
must do something about the ghettos

in our cities is surely valid if we wish

to have a healthy nation.
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Nid-Enchanteur, Jean Arp

Biology is the most visual of the s

ences. Many of its principal concq
find direct expression in drawings

diagrams: the cell, the phylogene

tree, the double helix. Unlike physi

which seeks to analyze entities ir

their component parts, biology see

to treat over-all properties, to rep:

sent the whole living system rati

than simply illustrate its isolat

parts. The biologist must regard 1

subject with unusually close atte

tion, seeking to fathom its essent

character while rejecting superfic

impressions that might mislead 1

inquiry. Nowhere is this more tr

than at the limits of vision, in the i

terpretation of microscopic fori

through which so many of the grt

discoveries of the past centmy ha

been made. The early stages of ei

bryonic development, the charact,

of cell division, and the enviroj

mental responses of bacteria ha
come to be understood because t

subtlest aspects of visual eviden

about exceedingly minute organisi

have been successfully interpreted.

The German poet Goethe, who «

keenly interested in biology, mai
tained that a great scientist should i

able to perceive truth directly 1

studying the visual aspect of orga

isms. He believed that scientil

facts had a sensuous basis and th

the task of the biologist was to pi

sent a "portrait of organic nature

Goethe's attempts to discover t

ideal plant form and a single type fi

all vertebrates had little scientil

value, but the primacy he claimed fi

vision has been of great consequen<

for all subsequent biology. As crii

cal and rationalistic an investigat'

as Thomas Henry Huxley recogniz(



by Philip C. RitterbushTHE
BIOLOGICAL

MUSE
le pTominence of visualizations in

lology, calling them "that fashion-

^g by Nature of a picture of herself

I the mind of man, which we call

le progress of Science." Huxley

lade that comment, as it happened,

blowing his own translation of "On
ature," a prose poem by Goethe,

hich he had prepared for the first

sue of the scientific weekly Nature.

The golden age of cellular biology

1 GJermany, toward the end of the

ineteenth century, was dominated

Y investigators whose keen esthetic

;nsibilities were typified by their

36 of superb illustration. Their

lotto might have been the frequently

repeated statement by the botanist

Julius von Sachs, "What has not been

drawn has not been seen." Theodor

Boveri, one of the most brilliant mi-

crobiologists in history, was an ac-

complished painter in oils. Santiago

Ramon y Cajal, the Spanish histolo-

gist who was a co-winner of the Nobel

Prize in 1906 for his discoveries of

nerve structure, had hoped as a child

to become an artist. He wrote, "The

garden of neurology holds out to the

investigator captivating spectacles

and incomparable artistic emotions.

In it, my esthetic instincts found sat-

isfaction at last." Carl Chun, the

marine zoologist, painted frescoes on

the walls of his house, and H. Doflein,

the protozoologist, did watercolors.

But perhaps the most noteworthy ex-

ample of the biologist's esthetic in-

volvement was Ernst Haeckel, whose

drawings of minute marine organ-

isms showed remarkable sensitivity

to the formal properties of beauty.

Haeckel exaggerated the regularity

and symmetry of the organisms he

drew, and sometimes introduced

elements that had no counterparts

in nature into his drawings. The
Radiolaria, which were his particular

specialty, are among the most exqui-

site objects in nature—only too apt

to excite his imaarination and mis-

In travelling from
one end to the other

of the scale of life,

we are taught one lesson,

that living nature

is not a mechanism

but a poem;
not a mere rough

engine-house for the

due keeping of pleasure

and pain machines,

but a palace

ivhose foundations, .

indeed, are laid on the

strictest and safest

mechanical principles,

but whose superstructure

is a manifestation

of the highest

and noblest art.

Departure Through the Umbrellas, Leon Kelly

Thomas Henry Huxley
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Proteus Changing I, Richard Boyce

lead his eye. Between 1899 and 1904

Haeckel issued a series of one hun-

dred lithographs of natural forms,

many in hrilliant color, entitled "Art

Forms of Nature," which testify to

his pronounced artistic leanings.

Xhe character of natural beauty

was a question of central concern to

the Romantic critics and poets.

Keats emphasized the affinities be-

tween plant forms and that most

beautiful of human artifacts, the Gre-

cian urn. Wordsworth exalted natural

form over the elements of geometry,

praising the figure of a shell "so

beautiful in shape," which on being

held to the ear gave out "A

prophetic blast of harmony'"

unknown tongue that was ne\

less mysteriously comprehe

and articulate {The Prelude.

Book V). The correlation bt

beauty and organic form was

most strongly by Coleridge, in u

poem The Rime of the Ancient «

ner, the central figure is repel

the "thousand thousand i

things" moving in the sea, uil

experiences a change of heaji

sees the beauty in the "rich atti"

the water snakes and the elega e

their tracks of "golden fire"

they "coiled and swam."

Whenever a little persistent study

of nature is made (as . . . in the

interest of mechanical inventions)

rapid progress at once folloivs in the

arts: and art is the true discoverer,

the unimpeachable ivitness to the

reality of nature. The master of

any art sees nature from the inside,

and ivorks ivith her, or she in him.

Certainly he does not know how

he operates, nor, at bottom,

why he should: but no more does she.

His mastery is a part of her innocence.

George Santayana
//I-
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Flower and Animal Head, Max Ernst

ippy living things! no tongue

leir beauty might declare:

,ig of love gushed from my heart,

nd I blessed them unaware . .

.

dge thought that organic form

sad the basic principles of

and that the greatest works of

ure, such as Shakespeare's

were organic in their form,

mtioned certain characteristics

lanic form : that the over-all

was primary and pre-eminent,

its parts were only secondary

)ortance; that it presented the

ranee of growth, rather than

bly from pre-existing units;

rr

and that it was more complex than

the non-living form.

If, as Coleridge believed, organic

form expresses the essence of natural

beauty, then the biologist would be

fortunate, indeed, to be the scientist

engaged with nature in her most

beautiful aspect. His appetite for

beauty would be rewarded by the dis-

closure of pre-eminently beautiful

form, and the esthetic sense would be

auspicious for knowledge. Proposi-

tions such as these played a central

part in Immanuel Kant's esthetic

philosophy, and the nineteenth-

century biologists who discovered

the basic principles of organic form

were finding a basis in practice for

an esthetic philosophy perfected

several generations earlier. For ex-

ample, the ceil theory, given its first

full statement by Matthias Schleiden

and Theodor Schwann in 1838, rep-

resented organisms as composed of

uniform parts—elementary units con-

stituting all living bodies—so that

the whole was greater than the sum
of its parts, whose functions nonethe-

less contributed to the achieved form
of the entire organism.

In the early decades of the twen-

tieth century, a number of painters

began to employ abstract, curvilinear

forms in compositions, as though to

express the essential beauty of nature

without relying on concrete illustra-
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tions of scenery or familiar subjects.

These were neither statements of sci-

entific fact nor copies of biological

illustrations. They manifest the for-

mal properties of organic form with-

out explicit biological subject matter.

Paul Klee was an artist of great so-

phistication, whose determination to

develop new expressive techniques

led him to take a course in anatomy

and to collect shells, flowers, and

other natural objects, which held a

lifelong fascination for him. He was

greatly intrigued by the beauty of

the organisms he saw in the Naples

aquarium during his Italian tour

of 1902. Many of his earlier compo-

sitions present what he called a "spa-

tial organism"—irregular but rhyth-

mic lines defining a space seemingly

charged with potentialities for

types entitled Histoiie nature

( 1926 1 shows a progression fromi

ert crystalline substance, to sinui

images of nascent life, to orgai

sheaths and membranes. Joan M
included in his elegant compositic

in the 1920's forms that resera

ciliated protozoa and bacteria.

A. leading student of Surrealist £

Professor William Rubin, has w
ten that such biomorphic form is 1

"major common denominator"

such painters as Andre Masson, Mai
Yves Tanguy, and Arshile Gorl

Pavel Tchelitchew described his

as "reflecting in its nature and pre

erties the microcosm of the infinit

small world of biology." As one c(

temporary painter, Lawrence Ki

ferman has written, "out of the i

Either/Or #11, Nuala (Elsa de Brun)

growth and life. "Hanging Fruits,"

"Cacti," "Male and Female Plant,"

"Botanical Theater," and "The
Fruit" are examples of works pro-

foundly affected by his interest in the

growth and sexuality of plants. Max
Ernst cut illustrations from anatomy
boolcs and mounted them in witty

compositions. Many of his early

works show transformations of form
reminiscent of embryological dia-

grams. The folio of thirty-four collo-

-^-

The Familiars, Paul Kt

nute world of the microscope I c

find symbols of universal growth ai

life." While these artists are not coj

ing from science, they are adapti;

its forms to their own expressive pi

poses. It is not that art is becomii

indebted to science, but rather th

both fields have been enriched by

common esthetic heritage. They a

interdependent features of our ci

ture, incapable of continued progre

in isolation one from the other.
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The Seeded Earth. Andre Masson

Then does the artist have to deal icith

microscopy? History? Paleontology?

Only by ivay of comparison,

only by way of gaining greater scope.

not so that he has to be ready

to prove his fidelity to nature!

The main thing is freedom,

a freedom ivhich does not necessarily

retrace the course of evolution,

or project what forms nature will

some day display, or which we may some

day discover on other planets;

rather, a freedom which insists

on its right to be just as inventive

as nature in her grandeur is inventive.

The artist must proceed

from the type to the prototype.

Paul Klee

Tidal Maze. Laiirence Kupierman
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To many people, the typical North

American Indian was the Plains ;'

Indian, a painted brave in full re-
j;

galia, trailing a war bonnet, astride u

a horse that he rode bareback,

sweeping down on a wagon train,

in glorious technicolor. In actual

fact, the picturesque culture of the

Plains Indian was artificial, not

aboriginal, and it lasted only about

seventy-five years.

This response to alien influences

emerged almost inconspicuously in

the middle of the eighteenth century

as its catalytic agent, the horse,

spread northward from Spanish set-

tlements in New Mexico. Within

only a few generations, the horse

was found throughout the central

heartland of the continent, and In-

Lacking horses, Sioux, wearing animal skins, stole up on

bison: above, George Catlin painted himself into the scene (taking notes)

.

Below, in Mandan version of self-torture, weight of

bison skulls pulls at skewered flesh of hanging youths.



dians from all directions spilled onto

the plains. They originally spoke

many different languages and had

various customs, but they all found

in the horse a new tool to kill greater

numbers of bison than they had

ever believed possible. They became

inconceivably rich in material

goods, far beyond their wildest

dreams, and like a dream it all faded.

Their fate had been sealed with the

arrival of the first miners and the

first prairie schooner. The battles of

extermination between Plains In-

dians and United States cavalry

represent America's own great epic

—its Iliad, its Aeneid, its Norse saga

—but this epic was no more true than

any other.

There was remarkably little for-

mal combat. Deaths and hardship

there were, in plenty, as the Indians

met their catastrophic end, but most

deaths were due to starvation, ex-

posure, disease, brutality, and al-

coholism—not to bullets. In all the

actual battles between White soldiers

and Indian braves, only several

thousand deaths on both sides were

due to bullets and arrows. The wars

of the plains were not epics but

mopping-up operations. In the proc-

ess, the millions of bison very nearly

vanished without leaving any sur-

vivors, the plains were turned into

a dust bowl, and the once-proud In-

dian horsemen were broken in body

and spirit.

No Plains Indians rode in all their

glory when they were first seen by

the Spaniards under Coronado.

Reaching what is now Kansas, in

1541, the Spaniards saw the beast

they had been hearing so much
about: the remarkable "cow," ac-

tually a bison, and also met some
impoverished Indians who lived in

conical tipis "built like pavilions,"

according to the chronicler of the

expedition. He was particularly im-

pressed by the way the bison seemed
to provide most of the materials

needed by the Indians: "With the

skins they build their houses; with

the skins they clothe and show them-

selves; from the skins they make
ropes and also obtain wool. With the

sinews they make threads, with

Copyright © 1968 by Peter Farb. Excerpted from his

forthcoming book, Man's Rise to Civilization as
Shown by ihe Indians of North America from Prime-
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which they sew their clothes and
also their tents. From the bones they

shape awls. The dung they use for

firewood, since there is no other fuel

in that land. The bladders they use as

jugs and drinking containers."

Hunting bison on foot was not

productive, and it certainly could

not support large numbers of In-

dians. Such hunting was practiced

largely by the wretched nomads who
moved around in small groups, liv-

ing off the occasional weakened
bison they could kill or those they

could stampede over bluffs. Most of

the aboriginal cultures in the plains

and prairies were based on the cul-

tivation of maize, beans, and squash.

Once the horse arrived, that way
of life changed. The Indians did

not know the horse until the Span-

iards brought it to the New World,

for sometime during the great gla-

cial melt it had become extinct in

North America. The Indians ob-

tained the first horses after the Span-

iards settled New Mexico in 1598.

The Spaniards prohibited the sale

of horses to Indians, but the revolt

of the pueblos between 1680 and

1692 resulted in large numbers of

captured horses reaching the Indian

markets. The Spaniards restocked

their herds, which proliferated, but

they were unable to prevent horse

stealing by Indians. In addition,

some Spanish horses had gone

wild and roamed the plains in herds.

The Spaniards called them mes-

tenos ( "wild") , from which the Eng-

lish word "mustangs" is derived.

By the first half of the eighteenth

century, enterprising Indian mer-

chants had already sold horses to

Indians as far north as the Northern

Shoshoni of Wyoming. The Sho-

shoni learned to ride as if they had

been born to the saddle. No longer

impoverished and secretive inhabi-

tants of the Rocky Mountains, they

swooped out onto the plains, where

they found a bonanza in bison and

a way to even the score with their

traditional persecutors, the Black-

foot. From all over, other Indian

groups converged on the plains and

quicklv adapted themselves to an

economy based on the bison. The

lands of the agriculturists were

usurped.

The horse was a new cultural ele-

ment in the heartland of North
America. The whole of the plains,

from Alberta to Texas, became peo-

pled by groups of great diversity,

which had come from all direc-

tions: Athabaskans from the north

(Kiowa-Apache); Algonkians
(Cree, Cheyenne. Blackfoot) and
Siouans (Mandan, Crow, Dakota)

from the east; Uto-Aztecans (Co-

manche, Ute) from the west; Cad-

doans (Pawnee, Arikara) from the

south. The plains became a melting

pot for more than thirty different

peoples, belonging to at least five

distinct language stocks.

By about 1800 the gross differ-

ences in culture among all these peo-

ples had disappeared: the Sun Dance
ceremony, for example, was eventu-

ally observed by virtually every

tribe. Of course differences appar-

ent to the trained eye of the anthro-

pologist still existed; yet it is re-

markable that a people from the

eastern forests and another from the

Great Basin of the west, two thou-

sand miles away, should, within only

a few generations, have become so

nearly identical. Even more remark-

able, this homogeneity was achieved

with great speed, was not imposed
on unwilling people by a more pow-
erful group, and was done in the

absence of a common tongue—save
for "sign language," the lingua

franca of the Plains tribes.

And all this was due to the horse.

No longer were just stray or

stampeded bison taken; the herds

were pursued on swift horses and
the choicest animals killed. No
longer was the whole animal utilized

for raw material; the Indians could

now afford the luxury of waste. Even
though most of the Plains Indians

never saw a White close-up until

their swift decline, his influence was
felt profoundly as his goods and
trade articles flowed westward bv
barter from one tribe to another.

Tipis almost twenty-five feet in di-

ameter were filled to overflowing

with new-found riches. The women
no longer toiled in the fields—for

gardening was not as profitable as

hunting—and they stopped making
pottery because brass kettles were
obtained from Whites. Permanent
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villages disappeared; with them

went the elaborate customs and

crafts, the rules for marriage and

residence.

After the Indians discovered the

effectiveness of rifles, an armaments

race began on the plains. Just as

they had earlier realized the value

of horses, so that those lacking them

were driven to obtain them by any

means, their acquisition of rifles

upset the entire balance of power.

As soon as one tribe acquired fire-

power, the competition for others to

obtain equal armaments became

fierce. For a period of nearly fifty

years, the plains became an arena

of turmoil in which the status quo

changed from year to year, as suc-

cessive groups became supreme in

supplies of horses or guns or in the

powerful allies they could muster.

In their heyday the Plains Indians

were just as make-believe as the set

PLAINS INDIANS BY
TRIBE AND LOCATION

for a western movie. They sprang

from greatly differing traditions

—

farming, hunting, collecting of wild

plants—and each contributed some-

thing of its o\\Ti that created, almost

overnight, a flamboyant culture. In

this world of hyperbole, many tradi-

tions that also existed in non-Plains

Indian societies became wildly ex-

aggerated. Other Indians possessed

clubs and associations, but none

were so extravagant in ritual and

insignia as the Plains warrior socie-

ties. Indians elsewhere also believed

in the reality of visions, but none

were so caught up in the emotional

excesses of religion as the Plains

tribes. Other Indians tortured cap-

tives, but none evoked pain so ex-

quisitely in their own bodies.

A special kind of social organiza-

tion, known as the composite tribe,

developed on the plains. Wherever

the composite tribe is found through-

out the world, it always signifies a

breakdown in culture with a sub-

sequent readaptation. Whatever the

cause, composite tribes usually arise

after an alien culture appears.

A distinguishing characteristic of

such tribes is that descent reckon-

ing is unspecific: it can be through

either the father's or the mother's

line, or both. Marital residence rules

also are unspecific, and the newly

married couple lives with whichever

relatives expedienc)' suggests.

The composite tribe of the Plains

Indian was much more a collection

of bands than were the lineal tribes

of the Zuni or the Iroquois, both of

whom had clans composed of rela-

tives as well as strict rules of mar-

riage and residence. During most
of the year the bison lived scattered

in small herds, but during the late

summer rutting season they came
together in huge herds that black-

ened the plains. The Indians re-

sponded with a parallel social cvcle.

Most of the year a number of fami-

lies lived together as a band, uniting

with other bands for tribal ceremo-

nies and a communal hunt onlv at

the time of the summer encampment.
Furthermore, band membership
tended to change. One cause was the

constant feuding within bands.

Tribal identity was achieved

mainly through non-kinship sodali-

ties, not through clans. In modern
society sodalities are equivalent to
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fraternities and sororities, political

parties, service clubs like the Rotary

or the Lions, and religious organi-

zations. They bind people together

around a single interest. When the

Plains tribes united in the summer,

they were crosscut by a be\vildering

variety of sodalities with ceremo-

nial, social, and military functions.

There were dance societies and

feasting societies, and even societies

based on a common supernatural

experience. Some were only for

women, like the craft guilds of the

Cheyenne. Others were open to both

m.en and women, like the tobacco

societies of the Crow, which re-

Lejt: two views of San Dance,

painted by a Dakota chief,

Short Bull. Beloiv: a Mandan

bison dance in 1830's,

by artist Carl Bodmer.

volved around the raising of spe-

cial kinds of tobacco for use on cere-

monial occasions.

The Cheyenne, as just one example,

had six military societies that

somewhat resembled the dueling so-

cieties of German students. A youth

was permitted to join any one of

them if he could demonstrate his

courage, but he usually chose the

one his father belonged to. These

societies served not only as the

tribe's military force but also as its

police. Each of the six had a par-

ticular area of responsibility, such

as protecting the movement of the

encampment from one place to an-

other or enforcing the rules against

individual hunting that might scare

away the bison. Only the bravest of

the brave warriors could belong to

the elite military society known as

the Contraries. These privileged

clowns did the opposite of every-

thing: they said no when they

meant yes; went away when called

and came near when told to go

away; called left right; and sat shiv-

ering on the hottest day.

A special development in the war-

rior societies—arrangement in order

of the age of their members—was
found among the Mandan, Hidatsa,

Arapaho, and Blackfoot. As the

members grew older they moved up

a step; a society existed for every

male from the youngest to the oldest,

with the exception of the effeminate

male known as a berdache. No scorn

was attached to his position; he was

regarded with pity and with a degree

of sacred awe for being the victim

of a condition that was not of his

own doing. Even the berdache found

his place. He permanently adopted

women's clothing and women's

roles; he became skilled in the fe-

male tasks of beadwork or tanning

and was eligible to j oin the women's
societies.

Almost all the sodalities were con-

cerned with war in one way or an-

other. The Plains Indians fought,

not to win territory or to enslave

other tribes, but for a variety of dif-

ferent reasons. One was the capture

of horses. Another was that external

strife served to unify the tribe in-

ternally. A third reason was that war

was regarded as a game in which
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the players might win status. In this

game, exploits were graded accord-

ing to the dangers involved. The ex-

ploit itself was known as the coup,

from the French trapper's word for

"blow," because, originally, it sig-

nified that the brave had struck the

enemy's body with a special stick

often striped like a barber pole.

Later, "counting coups" referred to

the recital by the brave of all his war

deeds; as he immodestly proclaimed

each one, he gave a blow against a

pole with his ax.

Each Plains tribe had its own rank-

ing for coups. Among the Black-

foot, stealing an enemy's weapons

was looked upon as the highest ex-

ploit. Among some other tribes, the

bravest deed was to touch an enemy

without hurting him. The least im-

portant exploit usually was killing an

enemy, but even that deed was

ranked according to the way it was

done and the weapons used. Like a

sort of heraldry, these deeds were

recorded in picture writing on tipis

and bison robes, and gave the war-

rior the right to hold public office.

Among many tribes, each coup

earned an eagle's feather, and the

achieving of many coups accounts

for the elaborate headdresses of

some of the Plains war leaders.

Scalps taken from dead or

wounded enemies sometimes served

as trophies, but they were insignifi-

cant when compared with counting

coups. Many Plains tribes did not

take scalps at all until the period of

their swift decline, which began in

the middle of the last century. Many

historians still question whether

scalping was an aboriginal Indian

practice or, rather, one learned quite

early from the White settlers.

There is no doubt that scalping

quickly spread over all of North

America, except in the Eskimo

areas; nor is there any doubt that its

spread was due to the barbarity of

White men. White settlers early of-

fered to pay bounties on dead Indi-

ans, and scalps were actual proof of

the deed. Governor Kieft of New
Netherland is usually credited with

originating the idea of paying for

Indian scalps, as they were more

convenient to handle than whole

heads and offered the same proof

that an Indian had been killed.

Among the Plains tribes, appar-

ently only the Dakota and the Cree

placed any value on scalps; both

tribes were late immigrants from

the east, where they probably

learned the practice from Whites.

Nor was there as much torturing of

captives by Plains tribes as was once

believed. The tradition of the White

settler saving his last bullet for him-

self to avoid a horrible death was a

needless precaution. Unlike the In-

dians of the eastern woodlands, the

Plains Indians killed swiftly. They

looked upon the White custom of

hanging, for example, as cruel and

barbaric.

The Great American Epic has tra-

ditionally regarded the Plains Indi-

ans as the most "warlike" on the

continent. Indeed, history does con-

firm that the heartland of the con-

tinent was an arena for continual

strife. Yet, stating that a Blackfoot,

for example, was "warlike" explains

nothing. The fact is that the individ-

ual Blackfoot was warlike simply be-

cause his whole cultural system

obliged him to be that way.

This explanation avoids confusing

the issue with related problems,

such as individual motivations or the

kinds of warfare practiced. The

Plains Indians confirm this cultural

explanation. For one thing, the com-

posite tribes could not have survived

without external enemies, real or

imagined, against whom their war-

rior associations could unite. For

another, the Plains culture was arti-

ficial, brought into being by rever-

berations sent across the continent

by the arrival of Whites, which up-

set delicate adj ustments Indians had

made to each other over very long

periods of time. As j ust one example,

the French encouraged warfare be-

tween the jibway and surrounding
|

groups; the Ojibway spread west-
;

ward and displaced Siouan tribes,

which migrated westward and south-

ward to the plains; there the Sioux !

displaced Hidatsa and Mandan, who
:

in turn stirred up the Cheyenne and '

others. The whole unreal situation

was very much like a series of balls

caroming off one another and result-

ing in new rebounds.

Most important, once all these

groups were on the plains and had '

altered their cultures by acquiring

horses and guns, their whole make-

believe world had to be kept in mo-

tion or it would collapse. Horses had

to be stolen so they could be bartered '

for more guns to aid in the stealing

of more horses. Many White traders

encouraged the strife to capitalize

on it by selling guns, liquor, and

kitchenware. The herds of bison,

With horses, the Sioux could

race as well as hunt and fight.



cieties was also often purchased. In

fact, many things were for sale

among the Plains tribes: sacred ob-

jects, religious songs, and even the

description of a particularly good

vision. The right to paint a particu-

lar design on the face during a re-

ligious ceremony might cost as much
as a horse. Permission just to look

inside someone's sacred bundle of

fetishes and feathers \\as often

worth the equivalent of a hundred

dollars. A Crow is known to have

paid two horses to his sponsor to

get him invited to join a tobacco so-

ciety, and the candidate's family

contributed an additional twenty-

three horses. A prudent Blackfoot

was \vell advised to put his money

Painted on bison skin are

exploits of a Pawnee warrior.

Below: a Dakota chief in full

regalia of the late 1800's.

once thought limitless, dwindled,

and as they did there was additional

cause for strife over hunting terri-

tories. In any event, there were good

cultural—that is, social, political,

economic, and technological—rea-

sons why the Plains Indians were

warlike. They were that way, not be-

cause of their biology or their psy-

chology, but because their new
White-induced culture demanded it.

Among the Mandan, Hidatsa,

Arapaho, and Blackfoot, a member
of a war society purchased his way
up the ladder of age-grades until he

arrived at the topmost grade and

was thereupon entitled to wear the

famous feathered bonnet. At each

step, he selected a seller from the

next older brotherhood, and then

purchased his rights. A buyer was

free to select any seller he wanted,

but he usually chose someone from

his father's family. Often, as part of

the payment, the purchaser had to

relinquish his wife to the seller for

a time: if the purchaser was unmar-

ried, he had to borrow a wife from

a relative. The whole business of

joining an age-grade brotherhood

was accompanied by an elaborate

and somewhat sophomoric etiquette,

not unlike the mock seriousness of

today's Masonic initiation.

Membership in other kinds of so-



into a sacred bundle, an investment

as safe as today's government bonds

—and readily negotiable at a price

usually higher than the purchase

price. By permitting the bundle to

be used in rituals, its owner received

fees that were like dividends.

Until they became horsemen, al-

most none of these tribes had ever

known wealth. The Comanche, for

example, had been an impoverished

Shoshonean people from the Great

Basin before the nineteenth century.

Most of the other tribes only a feu'

decades before had been marginal

hunters, all of whose possessions

could be dragged along by a single

dog. But the Plains tribes learned

the laws of the marketplace rapidly,

both from each other and from the

White trader.

What might have happened to the

concept of wealth had the Plains

culture endured for another century,

or even for a few more decades?

Some indication is given by tribes

such as the Kiowa, who learned how
to use wealth to create more wealth.

A Kiowa warrior was forced by cus-

tom to give away some of his ivealth.

but he also learned to hoard it—for

himself and also to keep in his

family through inheritance. Classes

based on wealth arose in what had
once been an egalitarian society.

The wealthiest classes could afford

to give their sons the best horses

and guns and send them down the

road to military glory at an early

") -

age. The scion of a wealthy Kiowa,

with his well-publicized exploits,

could increase his wealth even more

because he easily obtained followers

for a raiding party.

The sudden wealth achieved by

the mass slaughter of bison changed

customs in other ways also. It took

only a moment for a man on horse-

back to kill a bison with a bullet,

but it still remained a long and ar-

duous task for his ivife to dress the

hide for sale to the White trader.

As a result, a shortage of women
arose and a premium was placed on

them to the extent that eventually

bride price was paid. Men always

needed the hands of extra women to

dress the skins, and the parents of

a healthy girl could negotiate her

marriage from a position of

strength. At the same time, polyg-

yny, which probably had existed in

some tribes to a limited extent, be-

came widespread, for a good hunter

needed as many wives as he could

afford. There are even instances

known of berdaches being taken

as second wives, not for any sexual

variety they might offer, but because

they performed women's tasks.

Most North American Indians

greatly respected visions, but few

immersed themselves so deeply in

them as did the Plains tribes. Some-
times a spirit might come of its own
accord in a vision, but usually the

Plains Indian had to go in active

pursuit of his vision—by isolating

himself, fasting and thirsting, and
practicing self-torture, at the same

time imploring the spirits to take

pity on his suffering. The youth

gashed his arms and legs, and among

the Crow it was the custom to cut

off a joint from a finger of the left

hand. Cheyenne vision-seekers

thrust skewers of wood under

pinches of skin in the breast; these

skewers were attached to ropes,

which in turn were tied to a pole.

All day the youth leaned his full

weight away from the pole, pulling

and tugging at his own flesh while

he implored the spirits to give him

a vision. (The George Catlin paint-

ing on page 34 shows a Mandan
variation of the ordeal.)

The spirit might at last take pity

on him—actually it was dehydra-

tion, pain, and delirium taking ef-

fect—and give him supernatural

guidance. A successful vision sup-

ported the youth for the rest of his

life; he had a guardian spirit on

whom he could always call for help

and guidance. During his vision, the

youth usually learned what items-

such as feathers, a stone pipe, a piece

of skin, maize kernels—he should

collect in a small pouch as a sacred

medicine bundle. Those youths who
could not obtain a vision of their

o^vn could sometimes purchase one,

as well as a replica of the successful

visionary's sacred medicine bundle.

The visions were clearly recog-

nized as differing from person to

person and from tribe to tribe. Some
of the individual differences were

biological and psychological; an

Indian with an "auditory" person-

ality might hear loud calls of birds

or gibberish songs, whereas a "vis-

ual" type would be apt to see a

horse with strange markings. Prob-

ably some individual fears and anxi-

eties went into the vision : a common
one was the sudden transformation

,' « '^
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A tvestern epic ends: Custer's

last stand, drawn at left by

a triumphant Indian, Red Horse,

led to the scene at right. This is tJ

contorted, frozen body of a

Sioux, one of about 300 who
were massacred by U. S. Army
cavalrymen at Wounded Knee.
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of rocks and trees into enemies, but

the youth was made invulnerable to

their arrows b)' his guardian spirit.

Often the vision involved the visit

of some animal. An eagle might fly

by, the flapping of its wings sound-

ing like crashes of thunder; bison,

elk, bears, and hawks appeared quite

often among the nobler beasts.

Among the Pawnee (who alone of

the Plains tribes had worked out an

orderly system of religious beliefs,

including a supreme being
)

, the

stars and other heavenly bodies en-

tered quite freely into visions.

The kind of vision desired prob-

ably explains why some Indians took

enthusiastically to the White man's

alcohol and others did not. The use

of firewater was particularly intense

among the Plains Indians, as well as

among the nearby forest Indians, the

ancestors of many Plains Indians.

Alcohol was promptly recognized as

a short cut to derangement of the

senses and hallucinations. Until the

coming of Whites, the Plains tribes

had been remarkably free from the

use of hallucinogenic plants such as

mushrooms or Jimsonweed. Nor had

the Plains tribes learned that tobac-

co, which they smoked in a few ritual

puffs, could be swallowed to produce

considerable discomfort and emo-

tional upset, the way many Central

and South American Indians used it.

Only when the Plains culture was

disintegrating rapidly, after about

1870, did a hallucinogenic cactus

known as peyote take hold. Peyote

is native to northern Mexico, but it

spread like a grass fire from tribe

to tribe as far north as the Canadian

plains. Although used elsewhere in

North America to a limited extent,

it was most widely and promptly ac-

cepted by the Plains tribes. Peyote

afforded a new way to seek visions:

later, it also provided an escape

from the humiliation of the complete

defeat bv Whites.

After the Civil War, a tide of White

settlers streamed w^estward.

Treaty after treaty was broken by

Whites as the Indian lands were

crisscrossed by easterners desirous

of acreage and precious metals. At

first, the Whites tried to restrict the

Plains Indians to valueless territo-

ries, but that policy soon changed to

a war of extermination. Said Gen-

eral William Tecumseh Sherman in

1867: "The more I see of these In-

dians, the more convinced I am that

they all have to be killed or be main-

tained as a species of paupers." To

help clear the Indians from the

Plains, the Whites struck at their

food base, the bison. WTiites not only

destroyed the animals themselves,

but also got the Indians' collabora-

tion by offering to buy vast quanti-

ties of such delicacies as bison

tongue.

Tensions between Whites and In-

dians increased during the 1870's.

On July 5, 1876, eastern news-

papers reported celebrations of the

young nation's centennial, and also

the news of a humiliating defeat. The
elite Seventh Cavalry, a tough out-

fit of 260 men—organized specifi-

cally for killing Plains Indians and
led by Lieutenant Colonel Custer—
had been annihilated by a combined
force of Sioux and Cheyenne in the

battle of Little Bighorn.

But for Sitting Bull and Crazy
Horse, the victory over Custer was
empty; it marked the beginning of

the end for the Plains Indians. From
waterhole to waterhole, they were
pursued mercilessly by troops, their

women and children were slaughter-

ed before their eyes, their encamp-
ments and their riches were burned.
The glory and the poetry had gone
out of the Plains Indians. Mighty
chiefs emerged from hiding as mis-
erable fugitives, hungry and without
bullets for their guns. The survivors,

like so many cattle, were herded onto
reser\'ations, where rough handling,
cheap whiskey, starvation, exposure,
and disease severely depleted their

numbers.

The very end of the Plains cul-

ture can be dated exactly. In 1890
the surviving Plains Indians enthu-
siastically listened to a native mes-
siah who foretold the return of dead
Indians and the magical disappear-
ance of the "WTiites. Alarmed, the

United States government sent out
cavalry to suppress this Ghost Dance,
as it was called. While being placed
under arrest. Sitting Bull was acci-

dentally killed; and some three him-
dred Sioux, mostly women and
children waiting to surrender at

Wounded Knee Creek, South Da-
kota, were massacred by trigger-

happy troops. Wounded Knee
marked the end of any hopes the

Plains Indians still cherished. The
Ghost Dance had proven as make-

believe as the rest of their improb-

able culture.
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RETURN TO MARS More than four years have

passed since a U.S. spacecraft radioed back the first

close-up pictures of the surface of Mars, but next sum-

mer two more Mariners will flash b)' the red planet for

an even closer look. The National Aeronautics and Space

Administration hopes to obtain pictures of surface fea-

tures as small as 300 yards across.

Although both probes will be launched between mid-

February and mid-April, they won't arrive in the vicin-

ity of Mars until sometime between the end of July

and mid-August. One ^vill be aimed to fly by the south-

ern polar cap; the other will cross near the Martian

equator. If all goes well, they will pass within 2,000

miles of the planet, rather than the 6,000 miles of the

1964 flight.

Scientists from three universities and NASA's Jet

Propulsion Laboratory have designed equipment to

gather data on the planet's atmosphere and surface.

TEEN-AGER'S COMET A 16-year-old boy, us-

ing a four-inch telescope, discovered the second new
comet of the year. Mark Whitaker of Bishop, Texas,

found the ninth-magnitude object the night of June 15;

his discovery ^\as confirmed by Norman G. Thomas at

the Lowell Observatory in Arizona. The comet is now
designated Whitaker-Thomas 1968b.

The comet faded to t^velfth magnitude as it moved
northward through the sky during the summer. Pre-

liminary orbit computations indicated that it did not

approach the sun closer than the earth's mean distance,

93 million miles.

Two other new comets of the year were reported from

Japan. In April, Minoru Honda of the Kurashiki Ob-

servatory shared the discovery of 1968a with four co-

workers (only the first three names were allowed; it is

called Tago-Honda-Yamamoto) . Then, on July 6, he

found another one, an eighth-magnitude object moving

north through Auriga near Capella.

PINPOINTING THE MOON Men have been

plotting the course of the moon for some time—staring
at it through telescopes, flying cameras around it, and

even landing devices on it that dig holes in its surface.

Yet it has not been possible to predict the moon's posi-

tion within an accuracy of several hundred yards.

This is a small matter at a distance of 240,000 miles,

but it does make a difference in the interpretation of

data radioed back from the moon's surface. It also

makes a difference in astronomers' use of the moon as a

timepiece.

Amateurs must often contend with the difference when
attempting to observe a grazing occultation of a star by
the moon. For example, when fifteen observers are de-

ployed at intervals of 400 feet across the line along

which such a graze may be seen, it is not uncommon for

as many as five stations to report a miss. The moon was
not exactly where the best predictions said it would be.
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Calculating the moon's motion through space is an

exercise in higher mathematics. For even a rough esti-

mate, the influence of the sun and the earth must be

taken into account. For finer work, the small but signifi-

cant influence of the major planets is also considered.

Now scientists at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in

Pasadena are refining the equations used to predict

the moon's motion. Confirmation of their work comes

from precise analysis of radio signals sent back from

spacecraft on or near the moon.

The mathematicians discovered, as reported in Sci-

ence, that certain errors in the moon's position occurred

at regular intervals and that some of these intervals cor-

responded with periods of Venus and Jupiter. When the

equations were adjusted accordingly, the radio trackers

found that the errors between predictions and fact were

greatly reduced.

ALL THE AVAY ^ViTH VENERA 4? Last

October a Russian space probe parachuted to the surface

of Venus, radioing back data on Venus' atmospheric

pressure and temperature as it approached the planet.

The Russians reported that their Venera 4 continued

broadcasting until it landed on Venus. Some scientists

are coming to believe, however, that the data may be

misleading.

The air temperature recorded at Venus' surface was

536 degrees and the pressure was reported as 12 to 22

times that on the earth's surface. Calculations based on

the craft's signals showed that the radius of the planet

was about 3,770 miles. Natural radio emissions from
Venus observed on earth, however, indicated a surface

temperature of about 800 degrees. No mechanism other

than this heat appeared to account satisfactorily for the

emissions.

Two teams of radar astronomers attempted to resolve

the dilemma, using microwave measurements made
from Massachusetts, Puerto Rico, and California. Al-

though the two groups worked independently, each

found the radius of Venus to be about 3,750 miles, a

difference of 20 miles from the Russian calculation. If

the Russian probe stopped transmitting for some reason

while still 20 miles above the surface, it is believed

the discrepancy vanishes. Presumably the capsule would

have found the pressure and temperature continuing to

rise as it neared the ground. Extrapolation puts the

temperature at exactly the 800 degrees measured from

earth and the pressure at 100 earth atmospheres.

ANOTHER PULSAR Two Harvard astrono-

mers have reported the discovery of a fifth pulsar (pul-

sating radio source) with the 300-foot radio telescope

at Green Bank, West Va. G. R. Huguenin and J. H. Tay-
lor located it on the border of Bootes and Draco near

the galaxy M 102. The object is pulsing every 0.7397

seconds, give or take 0.0001 seconds.

John P. Wiley, Jr.
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Full moon occurs on October 6; last-quarter on the 14th;

new moon on the 21st; and first-quarter on the 28th.

October 6: Today's full moon is the harvest moon. Dur-

ing the morning hours, it enters the shadow of the earth

and a total lunar eclipse occurs. Only the beginning partial

phase of the eclipse will be seen before moonset along

the East Coast. Farther west, part or all of the total phase

will be visible, and all but the ending partial phase will be

visible on the West Coast.

The bright planet near the moon on the evening of the

6th is Saturn.

October 15: Saturn is at opposition and is now in the

sky from sunset until sunrise. Mercury is at inferior con-

junction, passing between earth and sun, and enters the

morning sky.

October 19: The crescent moon in this morning's sky

lies between Mars and Jupiter. Mars is well above and to

the right of the moon, Jupiter quite close below the moon.

Jupiter is occulted by the moon after sunrise.

October 20: The Orionid meteor shower reaches maxi-

mum, producing up to 25 meteors per hour. There will be

no moonlight to interfere with after-midnight observations.

October 23-24: Venus is the bright planet above the

moon on the evening of the 23rd, below and to the right

of the moon on the 24th.

October 31: Mercury, at greatest elongation, may be

seen low to the south of east at dawn for about a week

before and after this date.

Thomas D. Nicholson

* Hold the Star Map so the compass direction you face is at the

bottom; then match the stars in the lower half of the map with

those in the sky near the horizon. The map is for 9:15 p.m. on

October 1; 8:20 p.m. on October 15; and 7:20 p.m. on October 31;

but it may be used for about an hour before and after those times.
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fL day in the life of a olar
Bear

by Fred Bruemmer

Follow the plantigrade spoor of a polar

bear in the Arctic and you will be able to

read the animal's story %\Titten in snow. At

first the tracks show an aimless amble, but

lOon a purposeful patrol pattern emerges. The bear

rendered from one iceberg to the next, approaching

hem from leeward. It circled each berg, paying

^articular attention to the liuge. wind-fluted snow-

Irifts. It was seeking nunarjaks, the oval lairs exca-

'ated under snowdrifts by ringed seal mothers as

mrseries for their pups. These are born with long,

vhite, silky-soft fetal fur. Until they molt, at the age

)f three to four iveeks, the pups cannot seek safety

n the sea, since the natal coat ivould become \vater-

ogged and they would sink. If the bear can find them,

hey are easy prey.

At the fourth berg, the spoor indicates success,

jreat chunks of compacted snow have been scooped

rom a drift. Once the surface layer of snow had been

emoved, the bear reared up on its hind legs, then

Irove down ivith all its force to break through the

ce-coated roof of the seal's lair. Two limp, furrv

lippers in the snow are all that remains of the pup.

A single seal pup, weighing perhaps 15 pounds, is

lot much of a meal for a large polar bear, which can,

;iven the chance, devour 150 pounds of blubber at a

sitting. With its peculiar, broad-legged, shuffling

jait, our bear ambled on, its great furry paiv^s lea^

-

ng tracks 12 inches across. Abruptl)', it had turned

md dug up something. A fe^v feathers tell of a dead

fulmar that had lain beneath the surface. The bear

is both hunter and scavenger. Its nose will lead it to

anything remotely edible.

The next berg is small. The bear had climbed it, its

long curved claws digging into the ice like crampons.

It used bergs as lookouts, to spot the dark, spindle-

shaped seals near their breathing holes. Satisfied,

it had glissaded down the other side of the iceberg,

front paws outstretched to break the descent.

Now its tracks reveal a long, deliberate stalk. First

the bear moved toward a pressure ridge and ad-

\-anced behind it, obviously careful to keejD downwind
and out of sight of a seal snoozing beside its hole on

a large level stretch of ice. Then, from the closest

point of the sheltering ridge to the seal, the bear had

crossed 200 yards of snow and ice, with not a single

hummock to hide behind. Emerging between two ice

blocks in the ridge, keeping flat on the ground, the

bear had pulled itself forward with its front paws

and pushed cautiously with its hind feet. A seal,

ho^vever, is a fitful sleeper. It dozes, suddenly raises

its head to look carefully all around for about 30

seconds, and then, satisfied that all is safe, slumps

dcivn to sleep for another minute or less. The in-

stant the seal went to sleep, the bear, camouflaged by
its yeIlo\v-^vhite fur, inched forward. At a seal's slight-

est movement, a bear freezes into a motionless and
indistinct yellowish hump. Only its big, shiny India-

rubber-like nose stands out, coal-black in the sur-

rounding whiteness. "It is unmistakable miles away,"
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said the Arctic explorer Vilhjalmur Stefansson. The

Eskimo insist a stalking bear covers its nose with

a paw, and Peter Freuchen claims to have seen this.

When our bear was within about ten yards of the

seal, it hunched up and with a tremendous burst of

speed rushed upon the sleeping prey, grabbing it

nearly simultaneously with teeth and claws, the long

canines crunching through the seal's thin skull.

Having already eaten a pup, the bear was not too

hungry. It stripped the carcass of blubber, a favorite

food, and ate some intestines. The rest it left for

its retinue, the arctic foxes who followed it in hope of

leftovers. Replete, the bear shuffled back to the pres-

sure ridge, stretched out on a sheltered ice block,

and was soon sound asleep in the spring sun.

The polar bear's realm is vast, more than 5,000,000

square miles of circumpolar Arctic and subarctic. It

is rare in the central polar basin itself, since this area

is nearly devoid of seals, its main prey; but it has

been seen as far north as 88°, within two degrees of

the North Pole. And it ranges as far south as James

Bay, nearly on the same latitude as London.

The Romans made the first historical mention of the

polar bear in a.d. 57. Later, to titillate the spectacle-

jaded public they pitted the great white bears against

seals in aquatic battles staged in flooded arenas. In

medieval times, bears became immensely valuable as

gifts to be given to European monarchs, and many
were imported for this purpose. Depending on
whether their owners' ambitions were mercantile or

spiritual, a polar bear could be traded for such

treasures as a ship plus cargo, or a bishopric.

But it was not until the era of Arctic exploration

and exploitation that Europeans, and later Ameri-
cans, encountered and killed polar bears in large

numbers. They were then numerous throughout their

immense range. Whalers killed bowhead whales and
walruses by the tens of thousands and stripped them
of blubber. Where the flensed carcasses washed
ashore or froze into the ice, bears congregated, led to

this feast by their acute sense of smell. As many as

a hundred polar bears were seen to feed at the remains
of one whale. As the whales decreased, whalers sup-
plemented their income by shooting polar bears. To
have a polar bear rug in front of one's fireplace be-
came a sort of status symbol in Victorian times, and
the demand for polar bear skins continues nearly un-
diminished into our time. In recent decades an av-
erage of about 1,000 polar bears have been kflled

annually, and the total number left in the world is

now estimated at only 10,000 to 12,000-about 6,000
of them in the Canadian Arctic.

Inveterate wanderers, polar bears stiU inhabit

most of their former range. If this range has shrunl

it may be due as much to the warming trend in Ar
tic climate, as to overhmiting. However, they are n(

nearly as numerous in this region as they once wer
The polar bear is a close relative of the Europea

brown bear {Ursus arctos) , both probably descenc

ed from an early Pleistocene ancestor, Ursus etruscu

In captivity brown bears and polar bears interbree

and produce fertile offspring.

During the millennia since protopolar bears firs

spread to the game-rich ecological niche of the Arc

tic, they have become superbly adapted to this bars

environment. Although polar bears seem to roam a

random across the vastness of the Arctic, there ma
be definite but still undiscovered patterns to thei

movements. In late fall pregnant females seek ou

very specific areas where they will bear their cub

during winter. The main known denning regions an

Wrangel Island and Franz Josef Land north of Si

beria (with about 150 dens each) ; Kong Karls Land
an island east of Norwegian-owned Spitsbergen ; th(

northeast coast of Greenland; northern Baffin Islan(

in the Canadian Arctic; and Southhampton Island ii

Hudson Bay.

As winter darkness descends upon the Arctic, eaci

pregnant female (they become sexually mature a

the age of four and mate in April) digs a large den ii

a snowdrift on the leeside of a hill or ridge. Wintei

winds soon cover her lair with a thick mantle o

snow. Only a small vent remains open, created by the

warmth the hidden animal exudes. The temperature

in the den is usually some 40 degrees warmer than the

outside air temperature. In late November or Decern

her the young are born, usually one if it is the fe

male's first birth, twins as a rule thereafter, anc

rarely, triplets. A newborn enib is only as big as a

rat and weighs one to two pounds. The cubs lie in

their mother's thick fur, off the chilly den floor, and

suckle her fat-rich- milk, ^vhile the female dozes away
the days and weeks of winter. She is not in a state of

torpor, merely lethargic, living off the thick layer of

fat she has accumulated durins; late summer and fall.

The Canadian scientist Richard Harington

studied denning behavior of polar bears on

Southampton Island. After measuring the

inside temperature of a den "we opened the|

hole wider to find out more about the occupants. A
glistening black eye and t\vitching muzzle Avere in-'

stantly applied to the aperture by the mother bear.

While she paced the den floor beneath us, uttering
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peevish grunts, we were just able to discern her two

young cubs huddled against the far wall of their

snow house."

In March or April the mother digs a passage out

of the dark den, and the cubs, now chubby and

heavily furred, have a first look at the sparkling

world of ice and snow. For the next two years they

wiU stay close to their mother, who looks after them

with great solicitude mingled with disciplinary stern-

ness. From her they learn the art of the stealthy

stalk, the location of seal-rich areas, and presumably,

the best overland routes from one sea area to another.

Spring is the season of plenty for polar bears, and

by this time many are grimly in need of food. The

fat reserves of lactating females vanish during the

long hibernation months. Only a few males den in

winter. Most of them prowl the frozen bays and

fiords, in dusk or darkness, searching for agloos

(the Eskimo term for the breathing holes that ringed

seals cut through the ice as vital air vents )
.
Near

them the bears lie in ambush to scoop out the seals

when they come up to breathe. But each seal has many

vents, and a bear may wait for days in vain.

Tn spring seal pups are easy prey. Molting seals

snooze lazily along leads, which run. like dark,

jagged rents through the tide- and current-
''

moved mass of Arctic ice. Hunting now is eas-

ier for the bears, who trot along noiselessly on heavily

furred paws. When the ice breaks up and moves with

the currents, most bears remain on the floating pack,

traveling from floe to floe in search of seals.

Once the pack ice begins to disintegrate, the bears

move to the nearest coast. In southern Hudson Bay

and its appendage, James Bay, polar bears may be

forced ashore onto islands or the mainland as early

as July. Although the bears are good swimmers, seals

swim infinitely better and can always escape their

pursuers in water. So, until new ice begins to form

(in October in the northernmost range but not until

the end of November in southern Hudson Bay
) ,

the

bears are landbound and change from a predomi-

nantly carnivorous diet to one that is nearly wholly

vegetarian (unless they are lucky enough to find a

walrus or whale carcass). They eat grasses, sedges,

sorrel, and seaweed, and in the fall gorge themselves

on berries where available. In lemming years they

systematically hunt these little rodents, and occa-

sionally they raid colonies of eider ducks and snow

<^eese, eating the eggs and catching a few brooding

birds'. In the fall oflQe?, a hunter on the shores of
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Hudson Bay saw a polar bear stalk one of his goose

decoys with great patience and skill. At ten yards

it pounced, but when it only got a mouthful of papier-

mache, it flattened every decoy in sight.

In winter, when prolonged storms make hunting

impossible, polar bears dig temporary dens and re-

tire to sleep until conditions improve. Similarly in

summer, when food is scarce, some appear to go into

temporary estivation. They dig pits, varying from
shallow depressions to holes five feet deep, into sandy
ridges, and there they sleep, expending a minimum of

energy. During an aerial polar bear census of the

James Bay-Hudson Bay region, conducted by the

Canadian Wildlife Service during the summer of

1967, many bears were seen in these summering pits

along the west coast of both bays and on many of

their islands. As the plane flew low over 10-mile-long

North Twin Island in James Bay, 24 curious polar

bears popped out of their pits to have a look at this

unusual disturbance. On neighboring South Twin
Island, 18 polar bears had dug pits into a sand ridge.

Later in the fall when, in order to tag them, Dr.

Charles Jonkel and a team from the Canadian Wild-
life Service captured and drugged polar bears at

Cape Churchill, they caught several emaciated bears

with unusually long fur underneath their paws, in-

dicating that they had slept for a good part of the

food-poor summer.

espite their impressive size (bears measur-
ing twelve feet in length and weighing a

ton have been reported, although eight to

ten feet and a weight of 700 to 1,000
pounds is more normal for an adult male) polar bears
are not normally aggressive. They are only extremely
curious. They will go far out of their way to examine
anything unusual, be it a pole, a hut, or an aban-
doned sled. Where they are intensively hunted, they
are shy of man (and his dogs) and flee at his ap-

proach.

Along the west coast of James Bay and as far north
as Churchill on Hudson Bay, the bears are rarely

hunted, and they show the same mixture of curi-

osity and indifference to man that so amazed and
often frightened early explorers. In October and
November, polar bears congregate every night at

Churchill's garbage dump. People drive out in cars
to watch them, yet the bears pay scant attention even
when the vehicles come within a few yards.
When the Canadian Wildlife Service caught bears

in snare traps near Cape Churchill, the polar bears,

unlike grizzlies and even black bears, which fight fui

ously in similar situations, made no attempt to fig]

or flee. Their behavior seemed one of passive resij

nation. On several occasions, while the scientists wei

working on a drugged bear, a free one would wand<

up to watch the proceedings.

Despite their apparent amiability, polar bears ca

be dangerous. Although most attacks upon man ca

be traced to provocation or surprise, cases of appa
ently unprovoked attack have occurred. The mo
recent of these happened in Churchill, where a larj

male bear attacked two Indians at night and severe!

mauled them.

The lack of fear in the polar bear, even a trappe

one, may be explained by the fact that on land

has no natural enemy. In the sea, a walrus or killf

whale may be dangerous, but on land the bear reigi

supreme and hence knows no fear instinctively,

has to learn fear.

In recent years some measures have been taken t

preserve the remaining polar bears. In the Sovii

Union they have been completely protected sine

1955. Only a few cubs may be captured under I

cense for zoological gardens. In all other northei

countries they receive at least partial protecti

neither cubs nor females with cubs may be she

Kong Karls Land has been made a polar bear pn
serve. Greenland and Alaska have closed season

and in Canada only Indians and Eskimo may hu

polar bears, on a quota basis.

Polar bears are a slow-reproducing specie

Thanks to the prolonged period of maternal car

most cubs grow to maturity, but this gain is offs

since the female has, at best, only one or two cul

every three years. To preserve polar bears in the

present number, more extensive protective measure

may have to be taken in the near future.

The polar bear, largest carnivore in the world (wit

the possible exception of the Alaska brown bear

has been known to Western man for nearly 2.00

years. Yet its seasonal movements or possible ai

nual migrations remain a mystery. Does it reall

travel with the drift of the polar ice, from countr

to country and continent to continent, as the Dani

scientist Alwin Pedersen claims (some Russian sc

enlists, too, subscribe to this theory) ; or does eacj

polar bear belong to a purely regional group, wit!

fairly limited seasonal movements? At present, n

one really knows the answers to these questions. Sea

tered over the vastness of the circumpolar Arctic sea

and their sparsely inhabited shores, the polar bea

pursues its lonely patrols across the endless ice an

snow, still far from the ken of man.
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Above: historic cannon in clearing

at Lignumvitae Key (sapodilla tree

in background) . Left: the island.

Below: mangrove roots reach into sea.

by Edward 0. Wilson

and Thomas El

lo the north and south of Miai(

from Juno Beach to Homestead, •

other of America's megalopolise

taking shape. Extending throi!

nearly one-third of eastern Fieri.

this surge of men and machine;

s

gobbling up the sandy pinelands :i

hardwood hammocks, filling the !)

bottoms, ringing the scattered, sn

lakes with dwellings, and dimin

ing the once great Everglades to

status of a threatened nature resei

Continuing farther south you f

the transformation process also

ing on along U.S. 1 through

Florida Keys. This is especially

fortunate because what is being

in the Florida Keys is much m
precious than the vanished habil

in the rest of south Florida—or th

in almost all of the rest of the Uni

States, for that matter. Here

unique set of island-land ecosyste

composed of rich stands of West

dian hardwood forests that are

habited by a curious and interest

mixture of animals—some of trc

cal, some of temperate origin.

While doing research in the Fl

ida Keys, we sought islands that s

harbor patches of undisturbed ha

wood forests. Our purpose was

gain an idea of the original comp(

tion and diversity of the faunas,

order to assess more accurately

history of animal life in the area,

were repeatedly disappointed,

though dense woodland still cov

much of the upper and middle K(

including large portions of

Largo, Long Key, and other prir

pal islands, it is generally in pi

condition and largely composed

second growth. Another indicator

change is that the famous tree sn

of the genus Liguus, symbols of

primitive Keys environment, h.

been mostly wiped out by the

terioration of these forests and

depredations of shell collectors.
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However, one island we visited

stands out as a remarkable exception

to this destruction. This is Lignuni-

vitae KeV: appropriatelv named be-

cause of its several hundred lignum

vitae trees, probably more than in all

of the rest of the Lnited States. This

280-acre island is located just 7,800

feet north of Lower Matecumbe Key
and U.S. 1. It has been preserved—

so far—by a series of private owners

in what must be very close to its

original state.

As we began to explore the island

under the guidance of the caretakers,

Russell and Charlotte >siedhauk, we
found that, despite a long historv of

human occupation, its superb cover

of forest remains. Archeologists have

determined that Lignumvitae Key.

together with the nearby Matecumbe
Keys, Tea Table Key, and Indian

Key, was long an important focal

point of Indian activity.

The earliest known inhabitants

were two tribes, the Vescavnos and
Matecumbeses. These primitive In-

dians had no permanent dwellings.

They moved about, living on fish,

turtles, and the vegetation of the is-

lands. Long before the coming of the

Spaniards, however, these Indians

had been replaced by the Tequestas.

who migrated from the lower Atlan-

tic Coast and upper Keys. (The

Tequestas are sometimes confused

with the Calusas, who occupied the

zone along the lower Gulf Coast to

the lower Everglades. Both tribes are

usually referred to in popular litera-

ture as '"Calusas."')

A Tequesta burial mound at the

south end of Lignumvitae Key is in

the transitional zone between the

hardwood and coastal mangrove
forests. Bones and charcoal in the

mound, subjected to radiocarbon

dating, have been found to be be-

tween 900 and 1.000 vears old. Exca-

vation of similar mounds elsewhere

has shown that the Tequestas had

a gieat fear of the dead and buried

them in a fetal position facing east.

in a constantlv guarded place far

from the campsite. When the cacique

(chief) died one or two children

were killed to accompany him. His

grave was adorned with turtles and

other animals, and with such goods

as stones and tobacco.

When the Spaniards reached the

Keys in the middle 1.500"s they en-

slaved manv of the natives. Bv the

late 1700's, the Tequestas were ex-

tinct: thereafter the only Indians en-

countered in the Keys were parties

of Seminoles. As for Lignumvitae

Key, the Spanish were reported to

have occupied it at a very early date,

possibly in the 1.540's. Using Te-

questa slave labor, they planted a

grove of Seville oranges and con-

structed a wall, sentinel houses, and
a few other dwellings on the south

end of the island. The still existing

wall and the ruins of a sentinel house

show that construction was entireh

of coral limestone gathered from the

surface of the island. The wall was
used to segregate cattle, horses, and
the Indian slaves.

Opanish occupation was maintained

intermittently until lolu, when the

Lnited States purchased Florida.

Thereafter the history of this little

island became especiallv colorful.

According to local lore, the "gentle-

man pirate" Mitchell used it as his

headquarters during the lo20"s.

Some believe that "Mitcheir' was

none other than buccaneer Jean Laf-

fite, who disappeared after being

driven from his Texas "Kingdom of

Campeachy." in 1821. In 182.5.

Jacob Housman came to nearby In-

dian Key from Key West, where he

had prospered as a wrecker. His

dream was to establish a personal

empire in the middle and upper Keys

with the salvage money.

Housman was joined later by Dr.

Henry Perrine. who had a different

kind of dream. He wished to estab-

lish tropical agriculture in the

L'nited States. To implement this,

he began planting century plants.

Agave sisalana, on Lignumvitae Kev.

From A. sisalana comes sisal, the

fiber used in the manufacture of rope

and twine. Consequentlv. the Lnited

States Congress, hoping that Perrine

could make the countrv independent

of Great Britain for this product,

gave him a grant of S75.000 and a

completely free hand.

But Perrine's efforts came to a

tragic end. In 1840, during the

Seminole War, Housman sent a letter

to Congress offering to kill the In-

dians of South Florida for S200

apiece. Congress went no further

than to read the offer into the record,

but the story was picked up by the

newspapers and, surprisingly, a copy

of one reached Chief Chekika of the

Seminoles. When the account of the

proposal was read to him, Chekika
resolved to kill Housman without

delay. Accompanied by a large part\

of braves in seventeen canoes, he

traveled the more than seventy miles

from his camp in the Big Cypress

Swamp, on the mainland of Florida,

to the central Keys. On August 7,

1840, the party camped near Indian
Key, possibly on the rockv northwest

shore of Lignumvitae Kev, and that

night launched an attack on the

Housman settlement. L'nfortunately,

it was Perrine, together « ith several

others, who was killed—Housman
and most of the other residents of the

Key escaped. So ended the nation's

first venture in tropical agronomy.
Some of the history and legend of

Lignumvitae Key has been captured
in the treasure-hunting episode of

Robert Lewis Taylor's well-known
novel Journey to Matecumbe. The
island also attracted Konrad Lorenz,

the noted student of animal be-

havior. He was so impressed by the

fish life he witnessed around its coral

formations and dock pilings that his

observations there and at Kev Largo
constituted the beginning of his book
On Aggression, which has become
one of the most influential popular
scientific works of our time.

The long history of the little island

can be traced by the ruins and plant-

ings scattered over it. To anvone but

a professional investigator, however,

this testimony is all but lost in the

luxuriant hardwood forest.

The island has no fewer than

sixty-five species of trees and woody
shrubs—one of the richest concentra-

tions to be found in North America.
They are almost entirelv of tropical

West Indian origin, and even their

common names sound unfamiliar

and often bizarre: strongbark. fish-

fuddle tree, boxleaf stopper, sea

grape, blolly, torchwood. pond apple,

pigeon plum, buttonwood, Florida

strangler fig. black ironwood, poi-

sonwood. lancewood, crabwood. cat's

claw, thatch palm, hog plum, and
many others. Not included are oaks,

elms, pines, or anv of the other

familiar forms found in the forests

of the United States.

More importantly, the forest on

Lignumvitae is in better condition

than anv other on the Florida Kevs.

The mahogany iSuietenia mahag-
ani\ and false-mastic trees iSider-
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From top: the scorpion Centruroides

keysi is common on the island;

unusual spider Selenops represents a

tropical family; Liguus is a genus

of tree snails found in abundance.

oxylon foetidissimum) are numerous

and very large. What may be the

largest gumbo-limbo tree in the

United States occurs near the center

of the island. Because this species

(Bursera simaruba) has a striking,

reddish, paper-like bark it is a con-

spicuous element of the south Florida

hardwood hainmocks. A few indi-

viduals of the Florida fiddlewood

tree (Citharexyluni jrulicosum) and

the oxhorn bucida [Bucida buceras)

,

two rare species threatened with ex-

tinction in the natural state else-

where in Florida, also grow on Lig-

numvitae Key.

The single most interesting ele-

ment in the island forest, however, is

the holywood lignum vitae [Guaia-

cuin sanctum) itself. The extremely

resinous wood of the lignum vitae

tree has a silky feel and is among the

heaviest in the world, with a spe-

cific gravity in excess of 1.4 and

weight of nearly 100 pounds per

cubic foot. Consequently, it has been

put to a variety of commercial uses

requiring material that is self-lubri-

cating and dense, yet workable: ball

bearings, marine propeller-shaft bear-

ings, and other parts needed espe-

cially for underwater service.

I ropical species from the West In-

dies and Central America annually

supply thousands of tons of sizable

logs up to two feet in diameter. The
first-grade lumber is called the "filet

mignon" of the log. Historically, this

tree was valued for another reason.

In 1508, only sixteen years after

Columbus' first voyage across the

Atlantic, the medical profession in

Europe began to use the gum resin

from this tree as a sort of cure-all,

hence the name lignum vitae, liter-

ally "wood of life" or in other words,

tree of life.

The species G. sanctum has always

been relatively scarce, even in the

Florida Keys, where its few remain-

ing habitats outside Lignumvitae

Key are being eliminated by real es-

tate developments. The population

on this island gives the appearance

of being very old; and estimates

made from tree-ring analysis do in

fact place the age of the oldest indi-

viduals at over 1.000 years. Part of

the reason for their enduring so long

is to be found in the structure of the

island. It is at a higher elevation than

the rest of the Florida Keys, with no

less than eighty acres standing six-

teen feet or more above water level.

Consequently, the region's hurri-

canes—including the tremendous

"Donna" of 1960, which struck the

island full on—have failed to push

the sea into the interior.

The animal life of Lignumvitae

Key is also rich and, in our opinion,

is representative of the primeval

fauna of the hardwood hammocks.
We have observed many species of

native insects and spiders that are

scarce elsewhere in the United

States; even unknown as yet on the

remainder of the Florida Keys. Also,

tree snails of three genera, including

Liguus, are abundant on Lignum-

vitae Key. The bird fauna is not as

distinctive but nevertheless contains

a large sample of typically Floridian

species: bald eagles. West Indian

bananaquits (as occasional visitors)

,

white-crowned pigeons, ground
doves, and a variety of wading birds,

including roseate spoonbills, white

ibis, and great white herons.

To enter the forest on Lignum-

vitae Key is to step far into the past,

and to come as close as we ever will

to witnessing the Keys as they were

before the coming of man. This fact,

together with the circumstance that

the island is an isolated ecological

system, greatly enhances its value for

future biological research. But in

view of its proximity to U.S. 1, how
long can we depend upon its remain-

ing unravaged by the thrust of men
and machinery?

At present, Lignumvitae Key re-

mains in the hands of private owners

who have taken commendably good

care of it. The over-all prospects,

however, are not encouraging. Mon-
roe County, which includes Lignum-

vitae Key, is distinctly less diligent

in matters of conservation and re-

gional planning than is average for

the United States; its political and

business leaders are still given to

that mindless form of purely eco-

nomic boosterism that is the despair

of conservationists.

We can only hope that arrange-

ments will be made by the govern-

ment or some other forward-looking

agency to permanentlj' preserve this

unique island in its unspoiled condi-

tion. It would be an irreparable loss

if the ecological system of Lignum-

vitae Key is allowed to go to ruin—

and with it the "tree of life."
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by
David K.
and

Melba C.

Caldwell

The

Atlantic bottlenosed dolphins have
^ become the object of much

interest—scientific, pseudoscientific,

and popular. They have been investi-

gated by anthropologists, engineers,

linguists, physicians, veterinarians,

acousticians, and even a few biolo-

gists and behaviorists in recent years.

They have successfully broken into

the science fiction field, and it must

be admitted that some of the science

fiction is better, and certainly more

interesting, than some of the science.

Dolphins and related species, how-

ever, have an extremely important

potential value to comparative

zoologists and psychologists, so

rather than an outright condemna-

tion of the natural tendency to make
dolphins into "little men in wet

suits," let's take a quick look instead

at the tendency's probable cause. The
information value of the group is too

great to permit its being off limits to

research because of some of the poor

data that has occasionally been pre-

sented in the past.

First, there is the engaging person-

ality of dolphins. We haven't as yet

met the person who can long re-

main emotionally unattached to in-

dividuals of this species. Dolphins

seem to smile constantly. They are

playful and are usually exerting

pressure toward establishing an in-

terplay with humans. Even their

trainers, who are in some respects

engaged in a lifelong battle with

them, quickly establish such affec-

Dolphin

tional bonds that unemotional evalu-

ations are virtually impossible.

The large brain size, relative to'

body area, is a second characteristic

that has triggered a deep interest in,

and some unjustified speculation

about, the species.

Thirdly, they are a novelty, both

in terms of our limited experience

with them and because anything thati

lives in the water is not expected toi

show any vestige of "intelligence,"

however one defines this nebulous

term. A "fish," which dolphins aren't

(they are mammals), just isn't sup-

posed to be smart.

These deterrents to a clean evalua-

tion of the species are relativelyj

easy to overcome. Emotional involve-i

ment with the animals can be avoided:

by the researchers remaining com-|

pletely out of contact with their,

experimental animals ; even the feed-

ing could be done by someone else,

or by a machine. As far as the brain

size is concerned, we have no factual

knowledge of the function of the in-

creased brain tissue. Until we have

hard data on this, we have to keej

in mind that the entire increase ma)
only be devoted to distinguishing be

tween a mullet and a scorpion fish

Finally, the novelty of the animah
and the initial "oh my" reactior

wears off after a few months of gruel

ing research and reasonable behav

ioral evaluations become possible.

Behavioral studies of the bottle

nosed dolphin have intrigued us foi

many years because of the potentia

insight they offer in comparativf

studies ^vith terrestrial mammals
particularly in the field of social be

havior. They offer us a highly socia

and obviously advanced specie:

whose ancestors took to their aquati(

Observed
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vironment more than 45 million

:ars ago. Some facets of their social

thavior should show gross differ-

ices, indicating that widely differ-

:t solutions to behavioral problems

e workable. Conversely, if this

ecies has evolved ( or retained I a

ilution to a behavioral problem that

f:ars a close similarity to a solution

/rived at by similarly advanced ter-

(strial mammals, such as primates

t wolves, we may speculate that

trhaps this may be the "best" solu-

bn. It may even be the only solution.

I Consequently there is no aspect

' behavior in these animals that

)es not bear looking into closely,

e have tried valiantly to confine

ir quantitative behavioral studies

liefly to communication, although

e cannot help but slip into some in-

iguing qualitative or anecdotal

aterial in areas other than com-

unication. For three years we
udied an undisturbed community

: mixed sizes and sexes of naive

)ttlenosed dolphins at Marineland

the Pacific. Recording sounds and

)serving concurrent behavior, we
sre chained to the recorder and

)servation windows for the two-

)ur sessions we had assigned our-

Ives. Having also recorded at most

the other major oceanariums in

e United States—and presently in-

istigating the dolphins at Marine-

nd of Florida— if we hadn't picked

) a few anecdotal observations

ong the way, we wouldn't be hu-

an. Nor would this article be very

teresting, particularly since we are

reed to present data against one

the best-loved myths that has

isen about the dolphin—that of

unan-type language.

Dolphins are excellent subjects for

immunication studies, because so

uch of their communication is

!cessarily conducted in one mode—
und, the easiest area of communi-
tion to study quantitatively in the

boratory with tape recordings.

In the murky, aquatic environment

inshore waters, the value of visual

signaling is reduced to very short

ranges, and we have seen only a lim-

ited amount of visual signaling in

this species. Even these limited ob-

servations are subjective, and we
hesitate to read much into them

except for two clean-cut and consist-

ent signaling systems : body position

and relative speed of motion. Dol-

phins apparently lost the sense of

smell when the nostrils moved to the

top of the head to become the blow-

hole, and a sense of taste has not

been demonstrated. Tactile stimuli

must be considered, as dolphins em-

ploy them to a great extent, but the

range of this type of communication

is limited to actual contact.

The bottlenosed dolphin has two

major types of sound emissions. The

typical mammalian pulsed sounds,

described by most authors as barks,

yelps, squawks, or squeaks, are ap-

parently emotional in context. They

are emitted during episodes involv-

ing fear, protest, male sexual arousal,

play, aggravation, and internal con-

flict. Similar to these pulsed emotion-

al sounds are the pulsed, controlled

emissions, which are utilized so beau-

tifully in their astounding sonar sys-

tem for habitat investigation. Unlike

most other mammals, the dolphin has

developed an additional pure-tone

whistle emission. It is chiefly this

whistle component that has led to the

speculation that dolphins have a lan-

guage. Some workers have postulated

that different whistles are used in

different contexts, as are words in a

human language.

Now it would be reasonable to

expect dolphins to have a limited

number of different whistles, used in

different contexts, as even the lowly

insects and the birds have developed

different songs indicative of different

physiological states. Our results on

naive bottlenosed dolphins, as well as

on other dolphin species, show, how-

ever, a remarkable lack of variability

in the whistles emitted by a single

animal, regardless of the conditions

that have elicited them.

This sound, characteristic to each

animal and different from those

made by all other dolphins, obvious-

ly could serve to identify the animal

and denote its location to other herd

members. Whether isolated in a

group, frightened, or just swimming
about: in pain or protest; in air or

water; the individual's whistle gen-

erally varies but little. The vari-

ations may include slight changes

in frequency or speed of emission,

or larger changes in rate of repeti-

tion and intensity, but it is almost

always the same whistle and can be

traced to a given individual. We
have thus called this a "signature

whistle." Whereas the minor varia-

tions are certainly capable of carry-

ing generalized information to other

members of the community regard-

ing the level of arousal of the vocal-

izing animal, we have found abso-

lutely no evidence indicating that the

whistle has a true language content.

When an emotionally induced

pulsed sound and the whistle are

emitted simultaneously and repeti-

tively as they frequently are, partic-

ularly in situations inducing pain or

frustration, the information content

is increased considerably. A herd

member should be alerted to the fact

that "Old Joe is over to my right and
is pretty angry about something."

The reaction of the other individual

herd members would then probably

depend pretty much on their past

experience with "Old Joe." If his

disposition is similar to that of most

of the mature males that we have

seen, the others will probably get as

far away from the angi-y male as

space permits. Conversely, a whis-

tling infant, juvenile, or mature fe-

male may and frequently does attract

approach and sometimes assistance

by the others of the group.

There is a general tendency for

a young animal's whistle to be less

complex, in that each whistle is sep-

arated by a brief time interval from

the next, whereas an older animal

tends to make continuous sisfnature
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whistles. Also, infants and juveniles

tend to whistle more frequently, and

if newly separated from the herd, the

whistling is almost constant. For the

first few days after giving birth, new

mothers also whistle almost constant-

ly, thereby establishing the infant's

early recognition of the maternal

sound. The large males are usually

the most silent in this regard, more

frequently substituting direct action

and jaw clapping for sound emission.

Whistling by one animal stimu-

lates responses by others. One of the

best ways to induce a tank of silent

animals to vocalize is to add a noisy

juvenile. There are good data for the

common dolphin indicating that

there is a tendency toward the inhibi-

tion of a response whistle until the

termination of the first animal's

whistle. Also, if two animals begin to

whistle simultaneously, one may stop

whistling abruptly until the first ani-

mal terminates.

Play occupies much of the time of

the older infants and juveniles. Their

exploratory activities are as yet

largely uninhibited by the fear of

strange objects that will overtake

them in later life. The infants begin

early to explore the other animals in

their community. They make a quick

escape from their mothers to swim
with another female or juvenile,

which has probably worked dili-

gently at enticing the infant from the

mother. Initially, the mother resists

these escape efforts by giving chase

to the fleeing infant; a chase appar-

ently enjoyed by both the youngster

and the successful individual that en-

ticed it. The mother may become ex-

asperated with too much of this and

push the struggling, squealing infant

out of the water for a few seconds,

after which the recalcitrant returns

to the mother's side. In our observa-

tions of mothers and developing in-

fants, more experienced mothers

allow more freedom to their off-

spring than do the primiparous

females. An experienced mother,

however, keeps a wary eye on her

young, but doesn't swim to the rescue

at the first squeal of a frightened

infant. She directs her gaze toward
the situation that has caused the

squealing and goes into action to pro-

tect the infant when active interfer-

ence seems indicated.

Curiosity, investigation, solitary

play, and invitations to playful inter-

action continue throughout a dol-

phin's life, although these in

become somewhat reduced with a

vanced age. Even very old aninia

however, will spend hours balaneii

bits of paper or a small stick on the

snouts, flippers, or flukes, and in i;

viting other animals to "try to ste

this if you can." The dolphin m;

well be the only mammal, other th;

man, that continues extensive play

adult life. The stealing of playthin;

between dolphins is a frequent gan

in which no one gets angry, the oriE

nal owner apparently enjoying tryir

to get them back. Disinterest or a

gression occurs more often if annlhi

animal does not participate by tr\ ii

to steal the object. Rather like dn;

and chimpanzees, dolphins appear 1

seek out and enjoy a good tussle.

Oexual activity in the species is a

uninhibited and freewheeling as

their play. Male infants have ere(

tions within a few hours of birth, th

erection precipitated by accident!

brushing of the genital area again;

the mother. Dolphins are necessaril

born in an advanced state of physics

development and body control, an

the males learn to copulate within

few weeks following birth. Earl

copulatory attempts usually are d-

rected toward the mother, who is i

body contact with the infant muc
of the time. The mammary glands ar

located one on each side of the gem
tal area and doubtless serve to direc

the infant's attention to this aref

Also the infant's nosing in this are

undoubtedly stimulates the mothei

Her response may range from passiv

acceptance to active solicitation o

the infant; solicitation is conducte(

by nosing of the infant's genital area

which elicits an erection. The feniali

then turns on the side, permittin:

intromission. Only rarely have wi

seen a mother actively reject an in,

fant's efforts at copulation, but wf

have one observation in which i

mother became aggressive towarc

her juvenile offspring, which hac

been persisting for about two hour;

in its copulatory attempts. Rathe)

than striking or biting the offender

she held him on the bottom of th(

tank where he couldn't breathe foi

several seconds, a method that effec

lively dampened his ardor. Aftei

learning to copulate with the mother

the infant solicits, and is solicited by

other females in the tank.



Genital self-stimulation is prac-

ced by dolphins of both sexes in as

lany ways as the environment per-

lits. It is practiced more frequently

y males, but we feel that this sexual

ifference is not one of choice but

f physical capability. The object of

elf-stimulation may be animate or

nanimate: large sea turtles kept in

olphin tanks are a favorite object,

(Ut even human divers have been

inned against the tank walls by de-

srmined males.

Male—male or female—female sex-

lal stimulation is practiced fre-

[uently. Relative ages or sizes of

he participants of sexual interaction

eem to pose no barriers. One species

vill copulate freely with another.

Present data indicate that the fe-

nales become sexually mature at

ipproximately seven years of age.

vlales begin to mature and are po-

entially capable of producing off-

spring at approximately the same

ige, but we are becoming convinced

hat the much older males probably

mpregnate most of the females in

he wild. This conviction is based on

estis size and motile sperm counts of

nales of various ages. Probabilities,

jased on sperm coimts, are infinitely

jreater that a 20-year-old male will

mpregnate a female with one copula-

ion than that a 10-year-old would in

several copulations. The older bull

ras the additional advantage of

jreater size and experience, which

Dermits greater access to the females,

rhere are also indications that, as

:he males go from the juvenile and

adolescent stages to full sexual and

jhysical maturity, the incidence of

self-stimulation and biologically in-

sfiective sexual activities decrease,

to be replaced to a great extent, but

possibly not completely, by hetero-

sexual activities.

/V complicating factor in studying

sexual behavior in this species is the

separation of "play," "sex," and

'aggression." These areas are much

more clearly defined in invertebrates

md the lower vertebrates than they

ire in bottlenosed dolphins. The lines

between these little behavioral boxes

created by the human mind become

very fuzzy in advanced mammals.

One area fades into another both in

word definition and in the actual

temporal sequence of the animal's

activity. Both dolphins and pilot
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whales (as well as our own species)

frequently engage in what appear to

be fights between adult male and fe-

male, in which they give every indi-

cation of trying to kill each other.

They swim at each other at full speed

and bang heads so violently that the

sound shakes the tanks and corri-

dors; after this, however, copulation

may occur.

X he question of whether or how
or when dolphins sleep is a poten-

tially exciting problem area. Infants

appear to fall asleep for brief periods

even while swimming with their

mothers, taking advantage of physi-

cal laws of hydrodynamics, which
permit them to stay beside the

mother without effort while she con-

tinues to swim. These same laws

permit the infant to keep up with its

mother if she swims rapidly for

whatever reason. We have not man-
aged to catch a juvenile when it ap-

peared asleep, but a group of fat and
satisfied old retired females at Ma-
rineland of the Pacific appeared to

spend much time dozing at the sur-

face. Until controlled brain-wave
studies are conducted, observations

have little to offer in this area, except
to note that there appear to be vast

differences between individuals in

the time apparently spent "sleeping."

Everyone asks about dolphin intel-

ligence. Frankly, neither we nor any-
one else know much about it, but we
will be glad to wallow around in the
topic for a bit.

Quantitative tests of problem solv-

ing will have to take into account
the fact that a dolphin's world is pri-

marily a world of sound. Problem-
solving experiments based on under-
water adaptations of primate visual

discrimination and oddity tests are
not suitable for comparison. They
should be modified to account for the
dolphin's primary sensory mechan-
ism of soimd discrimination.

We have some doubts, also ex-
pressed by others, that dolphins are
motivated highly enough by food re-

wards to make tedious repetitive tests

as meaningful as they appear to be in

such mammals as rats and sea lions.

Subhuman primates will apparently
work their hearts out for a few rai-

sins, but we need better reinforce-

ment than this for testing dolphins.

On one occasion, since we have been
working at Marineland of Florida,
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Overseas

Nature Tours
For cisht years we have been organizins group

lips to in\'esrigate the natural histor\- of Europe,
Vfrica and the world. See summar>' of world
iro'^iram in opposite column. Below are details

)f groups now fonning:

— MEXICO -
VIexico, with 1,000 bird species and countless

vildflowers, is one of our specialties. We've
divided the countrj- into six rouces, each devoted

,0 a different faunal region. Two-week trips are

chedules around the \ear. Ornithological leader

s usually Irbv Davis, Me.xican bird guide author

ind well known authority' on bird song. Here's

-he program for the coming winter:

\^EXICO EAST COAST: From the fine Atlantic

Low lands region to the upper slopes of Popoca-
tepetl. Lush tropical rivers, sleepy back villages

and some of the continent's highest mountains.

No eeks.

VtEXICO WEST COAST: The rich Central Pacific

Lowlands, basing at centers such as San Bias,

Puerto Vallarta, Manzanillo and Acapuico; plus

the adjacent high mountain country. Dec. 7;

2 weeks.

:HIAPAS: Mexico's southernmost state, with
tropical birds in back-country areas as yet

little despoiled. Dec. 28; 2 weeks.

fUCATAN: Popular jungle trip amid remote
Mayan ruins, including Tikal. Jan. 13.

This year's annual Christmas party is planned
For Oaxaca, and fine combinations with the above
Tips are possible.

- EUROPE -
3ur extraordinary- 1969 coverage of Europe in

?leven separate tours is bv far the broadest view
af this continent's natural history- and off-route

jcener>- ever offered. Take single excursion trips

For economy, or combine tours to produce the
route of your own choice. Our "Europe 1969"
Folder shows you how. All under top ornithological

and botanical leadership, of course. Each tour, 3
weeks.

EUROPE SOUTH covers France's Camargue and
Riviera, Switzerland's birds and alpine flora,

famed Neusiedlersee on the Hungarv border,
and the Rhine country-; May 8. EUROPE NORTH
takes in northern Germany and covers Sweden
fullv to and beyond the Arctic Circle; May 29.
NORWAY, our most popular of all, covers
fjords, mountains and coastal islands in an
itinerary' that has become famous; June 22.
These 3 tours combine into a memorable jour-
ney "north with the spring" from the Mediter-
ranean to North Cape and the Arctic.

^AEDITERRANEAN begins at Lisbon, visits Spain's
famed Coto Doiiana, France's Camargue, Cor-
sica and northern Italy; May 8. BALKANS starts

at Venice, visiting bird and botanical high-
lights of Yugoslavia, Greece, Turkey, Romania
and Hungary; May 29. U.S.S.R. starts from
Prague June 22, covers natural history high-
lights of Poland and Russia. SIBERIA is a 3-wk.
link in an economical round-the-world route;
the Asian U.S.S.R. repubbcs. Lake Baikal and
a journey into Outer Mongolia are features;
July 13. These 4 tours combine into an extra-
ordinary nature experience.

BRITAIN, leaving May 29, is a popular broad
coverage from southeast coast to north tip of
Scodand. ICELAND, 2-week visit to this weird
country, offers a choice of departures (June 28
or July 21), with a new 10-day camping trip
across little-visited centre and east coast areas
a\ailable between the tours, and a visit to
Greenland optional at the end.

SOUTH PACIFIC NOTE: The fall tours in
Melanesia & West Australia are closed, but
there is still space on AUSTRALIA EAST
(Nov. 1) andNEW ZEALAND (Nov. 23)

-fare season.

Come along! . . , intimate, private groups, expert
leadership. We seek out back-country routes, try
for an experience-in-depth of the natural scene
and the people. (Not recommended if you're
strong for night life.)

CROWDER NATURE TOURS
Box 222-a

Harpers Ferry, W. Va. 25425

one of the highly trained show ani-

mals ran full speed through her en-

tire routine without waiting for or

taking food rewards. The trainers,

caught off guard, were kept running

to keep the props exchanged fast

enough. Although healthy dolphins

usually have a healthy appetite, we

have wondered at times if the bit of

fish offered as a reward doesn't be-

come mostly a symbol to the animal

—a token of having done the correct

thing. Some animals seem to work

very well for a mere pat on the head

from their trainer. An occasional

animal has been reported to learn

complex show tricks with no training

or food reward. There seems to be

no explanation of this e.xcept that it

learned by watching the other per-

forming animals, and that the learn-

ing of the tricks constituted the ani-

mal's only reward.

It must be emphasized here that

there are extreme individual differ-

ences in learning ability in this

species. All dolphin training is based

on a svstem of rewards. Not even

minor phvsical punishment is ever

inflicted, so that motivation becomes

an extremely important factor.

Learning rate may therefore indicate

a difference in problem-solving abil-

ity or it may indicate only bullhead-

edness (lack of proper motivation,

if you prefer—"proper" meaning that

the animal wants to do what the

trainer wants it to do j

.

Oc'ccasionally, however, even a

prized and beloved dolphin is sub-

jected to some of the more unpleasant

facts of life. Personally, we unhesi-

tatingly include injections in this

category, although we don't place

them in as high a category as dental

work. Dolphins regard injections as

an abomination to be avoided at all

costs. We therefore had a ready-

made situation for observing real

problem-soving ability between indi-

viduals at Marineland of Florida

when four animals in exactly the

same physical situations, with ex-

actly the same motivation, were re-

ceiving dail)' injections for about

two weeks. In order to give the injec-

tions, it was necessary to get each

animal from its large holding tank,

through a latched gate, and into a

shallower area where it could be

handled with greater ease by the

divers. It took the animals a day to

Overseas

Nature Tours
— 1969 Program —

Here is a summary^ of our 1969 program. Space
pennits only brief mention of each tour, and one
should, by all means, have the "Tour Catalog"
with thumb-nail sketches of each trip. Early regis-

tration will save disappointment, and may be
made tentatively. Norlh America tours 2 wks.,
remainder of the world 3 weeks each, except as

otherwise noted.

— NORTH AMERICA -
FLORIDA: Wild portions of the State from Talla-

hassee to Key West. Jan. 11.

TEXAS BIRDS: Whooping cranes, Rio Grande re-
serves, Northeast Mexico. March 15.

TEXAS WILDFLOWERS: Separate wildflower group
on abo\'e route. March 15.

ARIZONA: Popular bird tour of southeast Arizona
under Dr. Robert Ohmart of Universit>' of Ari-
zona. April 27.

CALIFORNIA: North-with-spring in parks, mtns.
& off-coast islands. NLiy 11 (3 wks.)

CASCADES: North through Oregon and Washing-
ton reser\es and parks. June 1; 3 weeks.

ALASKA: Three successive 2-wk. trips: (1) The
inside passage and Yukon; (2) the central re-
gion with McKinley Park, Kenai, Kodiak and
Katmai; and ( 3 ) outposts of the Aleutians,
Pribilofs. Nome, St. Lawrence . . . Island,
Kotzebue and Point Barrow. Series begins at
Seattle June 22.

Note that the last 5 tours may be taken in con-
tinuous succession, following spring north in one
great 12-week trek from the Mexico border to
Point Barrow on the Arctic.

- MIDDLE AMERICA -
MEXICO PROGRAM: See adjoining column.

CENTRAL AMERICA: Tropical bird life and botani-
cal hiKhli^hts of Guatemala, Honduras and
Costa Rica. Jan. 27.

PANAMA: Bird concentrations and tropical flora

of Canal Zone and the Panama mountains.
Two trips: Feb. 8 and Aug. 2.

Note that Yucatan, Panama and Colombia are
done twice a year in a continuous chain, afford-
ing a 7-\veek view of the bird and plant life of
tropical America that is both memorable and
economical. In 1969 this series starts Jan. 13
and July 20.

- SOUTH AMERICA -
COLOMBIA: World's top bird country. Two 1969

departures: Feb. 24; Aug. 17.

ECUADOR-PERU: Heavy bird populations of jun-
gles & high Andes, including Machu Picchu and
upper Amazon. Sept. 6.

CHILE-ARGENTINA: Highlights of both coasts, plus
Tierra del Fuego. Sept. 27.

BRAZIL: Iguasu Falls, the Rio coast, central jun-
gles and the Amazon. Oct. 18.

GUIANAS-VENEZUELA: The 3 Guianas, Trinidad
and highlights of A'enezuela. Nov. 8.

The 5 South America tours, starting with Co-
lombia on Aug. 17, readily combine into a re-
markable grand tour of the continent.

— EUROPE —
By all means obtain the detailed announce-

ment of our 11-tour 1969 Europe program, with
its many possible combinations. See opposite
column for additional information.

- AFRICA, ASIA, ETC. —
SOUTH AFRICA: This popular trip departs July 24,

includes S.W. Africa and the Kalahari.

EAST AFRICA: Extremely hea\->' bird concentra-
tions, many big mammals. August 14.

CENT. AFRICA-MADAGASCAR: New and promis-
ing, beginning at Victoria Falls Sept. 4.

JAPAN: Full-time birding from south tip of Kyu-
shu to north end of Hokkaido. Optional extra
week for tourist objectives. May 18.

ANTARCTICA: Choice of t\vo departures in Janu-
ar>' and Februaiy-; 4 weeks.

CROWDER NATURE TOURS
Box 222-a

Harpers Ferry, W. Va. 25425
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GARDEN
TOURS of

SOUTH AMERICA
1968-69

SIX

Bxcum
TOURS

FALL &

wm£R

Each fascinating, unusual tour

conducted by a prominent horti-

culturist.

Visit the most exciting places in

South America and by special invitation,

dehghtful private gardens and estates.

39 days visiting Colombia, Ecuador,

Peru including Machu Picchu, Chile,

Argentina and Brazil. 3 choices: The
full Tour $1800. The first 3 countries,

18 days, $891. From Peru onward, 29

days, $1399. All prices plus air fare.

Spring Garden ^aoti
Tours of Europe -l"Dy
Join one of our intriguing Spring

Tours. Visit each country at just the

right time; Holland at tulip time, Eng-

land for the Chelsea Flower Show.

Jean Berke Travel Service, Inc., with

over 40 years e.xperience is sponsored

by the leading horticultural societies in

the United States and Canada.

J/ean Ber^c TravefService. Jnc.

Dept. N-10 40 East 49th Street

New York, N.Y. 10017

Send me complete details

and colorful brochure.

nSouthAmericanEurope

City

Zip

realize the implications of the arrival

of several.persons around the tanks,

some carrying trays (filled ivith

needles and syringes)' and others in

diving suits. The first day the ani-

mals came out on the usual cue used

in the shows ; the second day the fun

and games began. There were two

parts to the problem. First, if the ani-

mal could remain in its resident tank,

it was safe. It was the winner. But

even if it lost the first half of the

game to the trainers (whose job

ivas to get it out of the gate) , it still

had a second chance to escape the

divers, who had to capture and hold

it for the injections.

For two ^veeks. three of the four

animals always tried flight as the re-

action to being forcibly ejected from

home base w'ith a net. It always

failed because they fled to the side of

the tank farthest from the gate, where

they could be netted and then

brought easily into the shallow area

where the divers ^vaited. The fourth

animal was more astute. She ap-

proached the problem head on by

forcibly holding the gate closed.

Dolphins are capable of exerting a

tremendous amount of power, and

there were times when the trainers

came very close to giving up on ever

getting the animal out. She not only

leaned on the gate when it was closed

and thus kept it from being opened,

but if it happened to be open, she

would get in behind it and force it

shut despite the efforts of her trainer

to keep it pulled open. Once she had

forced it shut, she proceeded to lean

on it again. Her tankmate never

learned this behavior, but one of the

animals in the adjacent tank showed

a tendency tow-ard it at about the

time the series of injections ended,

and this beginning was never carried

to fruition.

on the second part of the problem

—not being caught and held by the

divers—one of the males was exceed-

ingly adroit on the direct approach-

that of bodily scattering divers to the

four winds. This was brute strength,

however, and not real problem solv-

ing by deviousness. However, it was

difficult, after having worked with

such an animal, not to read a look

into his eyes, which seemed to say:

"OK, everybody in place? Then here

we go !"—and he proceeded to flip off

as many as four or five divers, one at

a time, in a very determined manner.
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'h each one being tossed, in turn,

lit farther as the over-all weight

human flesh was diminished,

n this game there has to be, for

Americans, the "good guys" and

I

"bad guys." These games were

Iried on daily in full view of the

lerican public, and there was never

doubt as to who were the good

s. They were the dolphins. The

1 gu)s were the people-trying-to-

ch-the-dolphins. Over a period of

eral years of watching this game,

have never seen anyone pull for

people.

aggressiveness displayed by cap-

3 adult males is a routine finding

oceanariums, and personnel must

on the alert for it. This is directed

st clearly against maturing juve-

3 males, but both females and in-

tts are also subject to attack. This

ght be thought of as a product of

)tivity, but for the frequent inci-

ice of tooth marks found on wild

aceans in which the tooth marks

)licate the dentition of their own

;cies. There is one species, the

iso's dolphin, or grampus, of Pelo-

i Jack fame, in which the body is

isistently so scratched with tooth

rks that for many years their

atched appearance was believed

observers at sea to be the innate

oration.

Competition for food is pro-

unced in the bottlenosed dolphin,

much so that healthy animals ac-

mated to oceanariums take turns

Iking sick animals to steal their

;cial food. Of course these healthy

imals sometimes get an overdose

vitamins and antibiotics this way.

We sometimes feel that bottlenosed

Iphins are as mixed up as people;

having stolen another animal's

id for days, they may then turn

out and work themselves into a

;nzy, often going without food

;mselves to support physically the

Tie dying tankmate to keep it from
owning. They also have been

own to guide a sick animal around

; tank, keeping it from bumping
the tank wall.

The bottlenosed dolphin is a fasci-

ting and intriguing beast, both be-

viorally and physiologically. There
no need to reach out beyond fact

find enough of binding interest

keep both the research scientist

d the layman happy for many
ars to come.
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THE

CENTRAL
SAHARA

HOGGAR MOUNTAINS

TASSILI N'AJJER

TAMANRASSET
and the

OASIS OF DJANET

An expedition to a remote and beautiful

area of the world's greatest desert.

Leadership: American desert biologists,

geographers and specialists from the

Saharian Research Institute and the

Geographic Institute of Algeria.

No. I

December 2nd to December 17th, 1968

No. II

December 20th, 1968 to January 5th, 1969

All Inclusive cost from New York

US$ 1285.00

THE TUAREG: the original inhabitants

of the Sahara, descendents of Herodof s

Garamanti— their material culture, cus-

toms, music and folklore, mythology and
social organization.

THE PRE-HISTORIC ROCK CARVINGS
AND PAINTINGS (20,000 figures) of the

Tassili N'Ajjer, one of the world's great

art treasures and evidence of a Sahara,
green and densely populated from the

Stone Age to the first millenium B.C.

THE HOGGAR MASSIF, the great moun-
tains of the desert and the Sahara's most
fascinating sight, a sensational experi-

ence In geology.

Accommodations in the dream oasis of Djanet

and in Tamanrasset, the center of the Hoggar.

Travel from both places by jeeps, mules and

camels. Reasonably comfortable. Normal good

health required. The area is 1500 and 1700

miles from .Algiers, deep in the Sahara, and is

reached by scheduled flights.

Information, reading list and printed

prospectus can be obtained from:

TREASURE TOURS

INTERNATIONAL
INC.

Office of Academic Liaison

1010 St. Catherine W., Montreal

Quebec, Canada

A Man Apart Continued from page 16

ters—that he had to care for in the

area of her husband's lineage. Ob-

viously, Asanyi had disappeared. No-

body knew where he was, but they

created plausible explanations.

I became inwardly incensed, think-

ing somebody ought to send for him

so that the healing ritual could be

carried out, for 1 knew that nothing

ritual could be done in Asanyi's ab-

sence. It was my servant, Asema, who
set me right on that. So long as

Asanyi was gone, he said, the local

witches could not kill Dago'om with

their tsav. Without the compound

head's concurrence, Dago'om could

not die. Since everybody knew that

Asanyi was a frightened man who
could never hold off all the witches in

the community his absence was a

good thing. My own position became

absurd. I had no faith in the ritual

they might perform for Dago'om, but

I was put off that nobody did any-

thing. It was inconsistent, and I knew
it—and still felt somebody should do

something. As I examined my own re-

actions, I soon discovered that part

of my feelings of inconsistency and

guilt came from the people in the

community ; it wasn't all a product of

my Protestant upbringing. The com-
munity felt guilty.

Discovering anything about Dago'-

om, even genealogical information

of the sort that Tiv usually give

freely, proved unexpectedly difficult.

I knew where he fitted into the

standard genealogies, but it soon be-

came evident that he was there by
grace and not by right. Again, it was
Asema who came to my aid. He told

me that gossip had it—and he thought
it was probably correct—that Dago'-

om had been born of a "sister mar-
riage." This is a euphemism for a
recognized and approved liaison be-

tween young people within the same
lineage, who nevertheless do not
share a common grandparent. Sexual
relations between two grandchildren
of a single individual are incestuous,

but beyond that they are not. The re-

quirements for marriage, however,
are more strict.

A young man, whose name Asema
never learned, had come over from
the MbaShija segment, and had paid
a goat to the mother of Dago'om's
mother. He thereby got her permis-
sion, as well as the girl's, to "untie the
shell" that, like all Tiv girls, she wore

around her neck as a symbol of sex|

ual non-availability. He had a righj

thereafter, recognized by the entirii

community, to sleep with the girl ii

her mother's hut, although she wa;

too closely related for him to marry.

Dago'om's mother, then probabh,

about fifteen, had been a fool, Asem;

said. She had refused to go to a bus

band when she became pregnant. Sh(

claimed that she loved this boy froni

MbaShija, and she was not going U,

take her baby someplace else and be I

come the third wife of a repugnanl

old man. Her father tried to force heji

into the marriage, but she ran awa)j

from her husband's compound ancl

came back to her own. He tried tcl

convince her to elope with a suitable,

young husband who came courtingl

She refused and bore Dago'om "iri

her father's house." Dago'om thus be'

came her "brother" rather than hei

son, and her father became his;

"father." Dago'om became a mem-|

ber, through a female link, of his own,

agnatic lineage. An even greater dif-

ficulty was that he had no "mother's!

lineage." His nickname—with which
he had been taunted as a child-
meant "God sent us an orphan."

I saw Dago'om five times in the

next eleven days. Only once could I

make any sense of what he said, al-

though I recognized some words and

my own name. Nege said thai

Dago'om talked nothing but foolish-

ness now. Yet, about five days before

he died—when I was again alone with

him—he managed to break through
his veil for about two minutes. He
repeated to me with great urgency
that since I was a guest in these parts

and could not be harmed by the

vicious people here, I must take all of

his children and get them out of this

compound, out of this lineage area,

before they were all killed as he him-

self was being killed. The plea was
interspersed with nonsense sj'llables,

but I recognized that they were the

kind of nonsense syllables that

Dago'om sometimes muttered as he

danced. Again I was struck with the

cold fact that madness does not:

change us, it only makes us more so.

The only difficulty was that

Dago'om had no children.

Or had he? Asema told me, when I'

relayed to him what Dago'om had.

said, that gossip told him Dago'om
had had a love affair with one of
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banyi's junior wives a few years

go. Asanyi discovered it and ban-

;hed Dago'om for several weeks,

'his woman bore a child that the en-

ire compound thought resembled

)ago'om rather than Asanyi. Asema

dded that the man who relayed this

tory had agreed that the child did

ideed resemble Dago'om. Although

,'e tried to discover which of

isanyi's children was meant, we

ever could. Asema did discover,

owever, that Asanyi had made

)ago'om give him a goat in settle-

lent of the matter and only then did

e agree to help Dago'om get the

loney for a wife of his own. Was it

lat child to which Dago'om might

ave been referring?

Then one day the old mother of

orbum, with whom Dago'om's wife

ad stayed in our compound the night

lat he went mad, told me something

Ise. She said that her lineage sister

ad borne Dago'om a child about a

ear before, but it had died after only

few weeks and almost surely the

itches were involved because Dago'-

m "didn't have anybody."

Dago'om sat mad, pitiably bab-

fing, losing weight, his potbelly al-

iiost gone, his swollen scrotum like

beach ball between his legs. Asanyi

ayed away. Dago'om was an eldest

lild. even if he was not a legitimate

lild. Eldest children cannot be

illed by the witches without the con-

irrence of the compound head. If

sanyi stayed away, Dago'om's death

5uld not be laid to him. 1 understood

lis, but 1 still had pictures in my
pad of the fine moots, which Tiv

'ill "asking sessions," in which the

nsmen of Dago'om would be faced

jith his condition and asked why
ey had allowed it to happen ; why
ley had not protected him from evil.

thought perhaps they would call in

baShija, the lineage of Dago'om's

nitor. But, day after day, nothing

iippened.

!
Then one morning Asema woke me

ith coffee and the news that Asanyi
lid come back. I rushed over to see

Im. He was pleasant enough, but

lily said that he would have to rest

Iday. Perhaps he could do some-

ling tomorrow. I said that when he

y-nt to a diviner, would he please let

M know so that I could go along,

jjianyi replied laconically that he

Tpuld. He had nothing to hide, so he

(|f not object if I saw what went on.

But the next day, Asanyi said that

he had looked into his heart, and now
thought the best thing to do was to

forget the diviner and find a man who
knew madness medicine and who
would come to cure Dago'om.

When I talked to Dago'om that

day, he had been moved into a re-

ception hut. Nege told me that

Dago'om had not eaten since the

madness had descended on him. He
was certainly thin and weak, but he

sat up and seemed little changed.

That evening I went to Ukusu,

where our base camp was located and

Avhere my wife was working. Just

after dawn the next morning, I heard

someone outside our hut calling my
name. I answered. It was Anwase,

who had come to tell me Dago'om

had died in the night, and that they

were going to bury him. Without

shaving or even waiting for coffee, I

rushed off with Anwase. The water

was high and we had to wade through

swamps up to our waists. When I

entered our compound, Gu told me
that Asanyi reported to him that

Dago'om had struggled with death

"on the ground," and that death had

outwitted him. It was a standard Tiv

metaphor of death—to struggle on the

ground and lose. Yet, "on the

ground" has a double meaning.

When the term is used for marriage

wards, it means that they have not

been assigned to guardians, that they

have no one in their natal lineages to

protect them. Gu and Anwase assured

me that it did not have this meaning

here, but the image nevertheless

seemed significant to me. Gu also

volunteered the information that

Ambu had been sent for. Ambu was

the senior elder of MbaShija, the

lineage of Dago'om's reputed genitor.

Anwase retired to his hut for a

nap. Gu and I went to Asanyi's for

the funeral preparations. The com-

pound was almost empty when we ar-

rived. Asanyi came out of his recep-

tion hut slowly and greeted us with

the words, "Death defeated him."

For almost two hours, nothing hap-

pened. Dago'om's wife was crying.

She did not wail as widows are sup-

posed to do, with ululations and long

broken sobs interspersed with penta-

tonic phrases of funeral dirges all

centering around the question, "Why
have you left?" Rather she cried un-

controllably. Members of only three

neighboring compounds came, no-

body from farther away. When it was

over, I asked Anwase why no Mba-
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Shija had come. He replied with a

trite phrase that I found chilling,

"He wasn't theirs."

No questions were asked. No seat-

ing arrangements formed themselves

for me to note. No moot to be settled.

No wailing to be talked above.

Two youngsters from the com-

pound carried the body outside under

the direction of Nege, who had taken

care of Dago'om since his return

from the Yengev beer drink. A cloth

had been spread on a bedframe made
from the ribs of raffia palm leaves.

The body, which had been covered

with a thick layer of pale, imported

talcum powder, lay on it. African

corpses have a characteristic gray

color. When the pink powder is

added, they lose all human associa-

tion. I had seen powdered corpses be-

fore here in the bush, and had as-

sumed that it was done for cosmetic

reasons since powder is often used

that way b)' women. Dago'om's wife

had been powdered the night before

the beer drink. I nevertheless found

it so repulsive that I could not be-

lieve it was true. I turned to Gu and
asked him why the powder. He re-

plied matter-of-factly that it cut down
on the stink.

Without questioning or even cavil-

ing about who was to do what—an
accompaniment of all other Tiv fun-

erals I have seen—the time came to

bury him. A grave had been dug
along a path about a hundred yards
from the compound. As they carried

his body out, the women of the com-
pound gathered around Dago'om's
wife and wailed, but only for a min-
ute or two and only out of kindness
to her. The dirge was led by a leprous
old woman, her hands almost gone,

with a gritty but true voice, ululating,

then singing in falling intervals,

"Dago'om, why have you left us?"
It is a disgrace to his community

if a Tiv goes to his grave without the

wailing of the wives of his compomid,
and without the cause of his death
being determined by its men—his

fathers and brothers. These women—
the wives of Dago'om's brothers—
ivere keenly conscious of their own
insecurity in a lineage in which such
a death and such a burial could occur.

In her short and raucous dirge the

old leper woman was seeing herself.

Dago'om's widow came along the

path after us, approaching his grave
as close as she dared—a Tiv woman
who looks into a grave becomes bar-

ren. But the forces of life held h

at a respectable distance.

The black topsoil had been throv

to one side of the grave, and the rus

red laterite below it piled on the oth

side. The grave was about four fe'

deep, narrow at the top, with a she;

that made it wider below. The your

men of the compound lifte

Dago'om's bodv into the grave, whi

the elders looked on. They pe

formed no ceremony. Usually T
sacrifice a chick at this stage of tl

funeral ceremony, dripping blood c

the chest of the corpse, sometimes c

its nipples, and then throwing tl

sacrificed chick into the bush as

sign that the dead person is going I

join the community of the dead. Thi

ceremony is performed, howeve

only for men who leave living sun

Dago'om's children were either dea

or not his own, according toTiv belie

The two young men arranged hi

body—"shoved it" would be more ai

curate—into the shelf of the grave s

that its head was to the south \\(s

the "top of the country." Thev cij\

ered the shelf with a few pieces o

wood, and got back up onto the sui

face. The opening was covered ove

with three logs. With a start I saO

that one of the logs was the stocks ii

which Dago'om had spent the las

three weeks of his life. I found it fit

ting but melancholy. What more suit

able way to get rid of it? On top o

the logs they put a layer of thatchini

grass, then they piled on the topsoil.

finally, the red subsoil was smoothec

into the shape of an oval mound.

That was all. Gu put it precisely:

"We have put him in the ground.

That's all of that." Those who had

washed him, prepared his corpse, and

buried him accepted small torches of

thatching grass from the oldest lin-

eage member present. Each stood on

top of the mounded grave and swung

the miniature torch around his own

head and feet (only some swung

them around their trunks as well),

changing hands with the burning

grass. Each then dropped his torch

onto the mound and backed off. This

ritual w"as to "gather up the dreams

'

so that no one would be haunted, so

that no one's luck would "close up

on him."

Walking home with Atsegher and

Gu, I was tense. Tiv funerals usually

provide a catharsis for everybody

present, including the ethnographer.

But not so with Dago'om's. I felt tliat
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something should have happened,

that somebody ought to have done

something. I felt an intense desire to

stir them up. But 1. too. did nothing.

Back in the compound, Asema
asked me what had happened: he had

chosen not to attend. 1 told him, and

wondered whether Dago'om had had

the medicine that caused his madness

administered to him at the beer drink

in Yengev. Asema said he thought it

unlikely, because madness medicine

is a verv powerful substance and is

usually administered by your broth-

ers or your wife spreading it on the

thatch over the entryway to your hut.

The dangling ends of the thatching

grass stroke your back as you go in

and out, the medicine enters your

body, and you become mad. When I

tried to tell Asema about my feeling

of unfulfilled tension, he asked, "But

did they beget him?" It was another

way of saying. "He wasn't theirs."

Dago'om "had nobody." He "sat

alone," and there was no one to

avenge him when he was dead any

more than there was anyone to pro-

tect him when he was alive. He was

expendable.

Two weeks later, the rains had

reached their peak. I heard that

Dago'om's mother had arrived at

Asanyi's, but the bridge over the Anu
river was three feet under a rushing

torrent of water. A few Tiv chose to

cross it— I did not. I also heard that

his wife's mother had come for her

daughter and had taken her home to

Ga'ambe where she would have a

better chance of forgetting Dago'om
and of going to another husband. I

asked whether anyone at Asanyi's

would inherit her. Anwase said that

while sotnebody could go to try to

collect the bridewealth that had been

given for her, he thought it unlikely

that anyone would or that they would

take the woman. They would, Anwase
finished, forget her. He suggested

that I might want to talk to Dago'om's

mother about that. A few days later,

when the bridge was again passable,

I went to find her. Nobody knew

where she had gone.

Nothing ever happened. A man
was expendable. He went mad and

died. The Tiv were uncomfortable

about it, ashamed of it, and quickly

forgot it. It took me longer because

my culture will not admit that any-

body is expendable, whatever the

"facts" may be and whatever our

techniques for doing the same thing.
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Books in Review

The JVildlife
Canservatianist^s

by Dtirtvard L. Allen

Arecent wildlife book that came to

my desk, Of Predation and Life,

by Paul L. Errington. exemplifies a

kind of biological work that bridges a

wide field of reader interest. Of course,

a book about the realities and dynamics

of bloodshed in the natural world has

inherent interest and this one is con-

cerned not only with "who done it" but

why. Errington probably knew the an-

swers better than anyone else. The story

is told with detachment and in casually

colorful language. The book appeared

five years posthumously, but its scien-

tific and literary qualities honor its au-

thor and also his wife, who edited the

rough manuscript and brought it along

to publication.

Critical to the broad usefulness of

such a work is its freedom from special-

ized jargon and tedious documentation.

This does not impair its value as a syn-

thesis and summary for the profes-

sional, and most significantly, the treat-

ment is eminently right for a key figure

in today's parade of resource issues,

the citizen conservationist.

I have conceived a great respect for

this person, whom we might call the

self-educated amateur in wildlife sci-

ence. I suspect that nothing is going
to go well without his attention. He is

an abiding comfort to the frustrated

professionals. Sometimes he is so moti-

vated by intellectual curiosity, social

responsibility, and old-time cussedness
that he will persistently search out ob-

scure facts and then hang on until

something worthwhile is done. His fa-

vorite literature is the durable kind,

certainly nothing to lure the TV audi-

ence into contemplative quietude.

Of Predation and Life deals with an
elusive and misunderstood subject and
is a book I shall recommend to those
who inquire, "Where can I get good,
summarized information on wildlife

and how it should be managed?" I

have already been suggesting other
books by Paul Errington, Of Men and
Marshes, Muskrats and Marsh Man-
agement, and Muskrat Populations.
They are the kind of masterwork that
forms the core of a wildlife bookshelf
for both professional and amateur. But

what else would we find there for

wildlife conservationist who is larj

interested in vertebrate animals—

n

commonly birds, mammals, and IL

and the many kinds of benefits that

manity derives from them? Wile

preservation and management arei

derstood and achieved through a kn(

edge of ecology, or environmental h

ogy. The entire field is so broad it m
include books in almost any phasi

life science or earth science, and far

yond. Commonly the conservatio

enjoys a special knowledge of s(

group of living things readily access

to him—birds, insects, trees, nn

rooms, or perhaps, marine moUui

His working books will include gui

and handbooks accordingly.

Necessarily, the wildlife amatei

library is influenced by the owni

age, and features titles that could

obtained while they were in print i

available at modest prices. Today,

example, a wide area of natural histi

and ecology is covered by the "I

Nature Library" and McGraw-Hi
"Our Living World of Nature" ser:

Readings of this kind are the unc

girding of sound viewpoints on m
agement and conservation. The natu

history background a reader of thi.

years ago got from Seton"s great woi|

is now available in such sources

,

Cahalane's North American Mamma
The IFild Mammals of Missouri,

Charles and Elizabeth Schwartz,

American Game Birds of Field

Forest, by Edminster.

When enlightened state conser'i

tion commissions give qualified peoi)

time and support for a creative jc

great things can happen—the sub

dized Schwartz volume quickly becac

a best buy for every alert wildlife e

thusiast, as did Iowa Fish and Fishin

by Harlan and Speaker. Current sub;

dized books having a well-deserved, a

live sale from the Superintendent <

Documents are the Bureau of Spoj

Fisheries and Wildlife publicatiotj

Waterfowl Tomorroiv and Birds in Oi

Lives. Two of the newest books on gan

birds are Sheldon's The Book of tl:

American Woodcock and The Wildlij
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Society's compilation, The Wild Turkey

and its Management. The latter is a

successor to books on this species by

Mosby and Handley
(
The Wild Turkey

in Virginia), Latham {Complete Book

of the Wild Turkey) . and Schorger

{The Wild Turkey: Its History and

Domestication).

The study of wildlife communities

has seemingly endless ramifications,

and one area of outstanding progress

is behavioral science. Classics of their

kind are Darling's A Herd of Red Deer

and Tinbergen's The Herring Gull's

World. Schaller's captivating account

of The Year of the Gorilla, Lorenz' On
Aggression, and Ardrey's The Terri-

torial Imperative are fine reading for

anyone curious about animal society.

Behavior must be of concern to con-

servationists, since it is intimately in-

volved with community relationships

and the supporting capacity of habitats.

It is to be expected that as the ama-

teur wildlife student enlarges his hori-

zons he will want older works in the

field. For these he must scan the lists

of secondhand dealers. This is essen-

tial if he is to have a well-rounded pic-

lure of wildlife science, which has blos-

somed gradually in the past 40 years.

The earliest solid landmarks of man-

agement are acknowledged to be Stod-

dard's The Bohwhite Quail: Its Habits,

Preservation and Increase (1932), and

Leopold's Game Management (1933).

These opened an era that has been

highly productive of studies on the

habits, environmental relationships.

and management of vertebrates. As
might be expected, sporting species

have had special attention owing to the

availability of funds for solving man-

agement problems.

Historical accounts are to be espe-

cially recommended not only for their

color and interest but also for placing

today's problems in the proper context.

A reference to the original status of

many wildlife species is Burroughs'

Natural History of the Leivis and Clark

Expedition. More specific to the con-

servation idea as it developed in this

century are three books that nicely

complement one another. Pinchot's

Breaking New Ground is concerned

primarily with forestry, but it is our

best account of those critical events of

the first decade, presided over by

Theodore Roosevelt. Pearson's Adven-

tures in Bird Protection reviews the

vicissitudes of legislative progress and

the establishment of the Audubon
movement. A book sponsored by the

Boone and Crockett Club. Trefethen's

Crusade for JFildlife, makes a single

story of our conservation efforts from

the creation of Yellowstone National

Park in 1872 through the first half of

this century.

Highly pertinent to the preservation

of all wildlife is the fate of extinct or
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achievement and should give

pleasure to many thousands."

—'^Sigurd F. Olson, Director,

Isaac Walton League

Send for your copy now.

MONEY-BACK COUPON
NH-4

J. B. LIPPINCOTT COMPANY
East Washington Square, Phila., Pa. 19105

Send me postpaid a copy of Tnii Al'PAUCIllAN

Trail by Ann and Myron Sutton. If I am not

completely satisfied, I may return the boolc

within 10 days for a full refund. I enclose $4.95.

(Cat., N. J., N. Y., Pa., & Tenn. add sales tax)
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"A collector's item

for birdwatchers"
—Publishers' Weekly

WATERFOWL
Their Biology and
Natural History

by Paul A. Johnsgard

Photographs by the author

Introduction by Peter Scott

All genera and species, includ-

ing extinct forms, are pictured

and discussed by a renowned

waterfowl biologist in this first

single-volume study of the en-

tire family Anatidae.

Features 148 remarkable close-

up photographs (59 in color) and
16 pages of drawings. No compar-

able collection exists in a single

volume.

Written for the layman as well

as the professional.

Covers distribution and migra-
tions, ecologyand generalbehavior,
sound production, social behavior,

breeding biology, molts and plum-
ages, evolution, and conservation.

Includes identification key, an-

notated list of world's waterfowl,

and selected bibliography.

Cloth $8.95

endangered species. This aspect of our

outdoor past and present has been

treated in many sources, but especially

well in Audubon Society publications

on the roseate spoonbill, whooping

crane, ivory-billed woodpecker, and

condor. Schorger's The Passenger

Pigeon and Roe's The North American

Buffalo are valuable references on two

unique American species.

The most definitive work on water-

fowl management is Day's North Amer-

ican W'aterfotvl, as revised. Periodi-

cally, valuable contributions have been

made to waterfowl ecology and be-

havior, notably Hochbaum's distin-

guished Canvasback on a Prairie Marsh

and Travels and Traditions of Water-

fowl. The wildfowl hobbyist will collect,

as he can, Bennett's The Blue-ivinged

Teal, Pirnie's Michigan Waterfowl

Management, Sowls's Prairie Ducks,

Mendall's The Ring-necked Duck in

the Northeast, Wright's High Tide and

an East Wind, and Hanson's The Giant

Canada Goose.

State publications have been par-

ticularly significant in dealing with spe-

cies of high economic importance. New
York's tome on The Ruffed Grouse by

Bump, Darrow, Edminster, and Crissey

remains the most ambitious effort of

its kind. The Sage Grouse in Wyoming,

by Patterson; Wisconsin Grouse Prob-

lems, by Grange; and The Whitetailed

Deer in Wisconsin, by Dahlberg and

Guettinger are hard-backed books of

general value.

The Wildlife Management Institute

has sponsored a long list of wildlife

books, including such titles as Einar-

sen's The Pronghorn Antelope and Its

Management, Olaus Murie's The Elk

of North America, and multiple author-

ship compilations on The Deer of North

America and Pheasants in North Amer-
ica. Especially notable are the books on

predators by Young and his collabora-

tors: The Wolves of North America,

The Puma: Mysterious American Cat,

The Bobcat of North America, and The
Clever Coyote. Other works on these

carnivores are Wright's The Ghost of

North America: The Story of the East-

ern Panther, and two bulletins in the

"Fauna Series of the National Park
Service," Adolf Murie's The JFolves of

Mount McKinley and Mech's The
Wolves of Isle Royale. A delightful cul-

tural work in a class by itself is Dobie's

The Voice of the Coyote.

Among meaningful general treat-

ments of conservation problems and
management systems are Gabrielson's

Wildlife Conservation, W'ildlife in

Alaska by Leopold and Darling, Afri-

can Game Ranching by Dasmann, The
Quiet Crisis by Udall, and Aldo Leo-

pold's philosophical essays in Round
River and Sand County Almanac.

This short review must be considered

a suggestive sampling of the field, since
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lany excellent -vvorks have not been

mentioned. The inquiring reader will

lake discoveries of his own—which
dds to the charm of an avocation that

i also an important social enterprise.

)r. Dunvard L. Allen is Professor of

Wildlife Ecology at Purdue University.

lis most recent book is "The Life of

'rairies and Plains."

Iawn of Zoology, by Willy Ley.

'rentice-Hall, $7.95; 280 pp., illus.

[Tistorians with an interest in sci-

n ence, and scientists grown old

nough to gain respect for the history

f their profession, have tried, on many
ceasions, to sort out and trace the

evelopment of ideas. Their task has

Iways included helping their readers

nderstand the context of past beliefs

nd the slow transformation from a

haos of misunderstanding and super-

:ition to the present spectrum of hy-

otheses and facts extending from the

lectron to the cosmos. Essentially, this

mounts to describing the ecological

jtting as it evolved during more than

lirty-five centuries, always with man
t the center of the stage.

Willy Ley has made this develop-

lent evident in the headings of his

ine chapters: Man the Hunter, the

hinker, the Collector, the Allegorizer,

the Cleric, the Reformer, the Systema-

tizer, the Digger, and the Explainer.

He takes the first eight chapters to

reach the year a.d. 1811. leaving every-

thing more recent than 1872 to a brief

epilogue and to the reader who has

followed this far. The publication of

Origin of Species seems to be the sun-

rise he had in mind in choosing the

title for the book.

The early history of man's study of

animal life holds a special fascination

when it is fitted into more familiar in-

formation about the rise and fall of

empires, the shifting centers of culture,

and the progressive extension of aware-

ness among Europeans of peoples and
creatures in other parts of the world.

It always astonishes us how much we
assume, incorrectly, that the past was
so like the present. The dogs of the

Bible, for example, were the same kind

of animal as the familiar dogs of today,

but they were "only semidomesticated

then; nobody in the Bible owns a per-

sonal dog." Attitudes toward dogs dif-

fered correspondingly in biblical times.

Just as surprisingly, "the cat is not

mentioned in the Bible" at all. Knowl-

edge of animals that impinged less fre-

quently upon mankind remained frag-

mentary until quite recent years.

Much of the subject matter covered

in Dawn of Zoology matches material

in previous histories of biology and of

science. The lives of many of the men
mentioned, even some quotations from

their books, will be familiar to anyone

who has been steeped in the "survey"

of such history by Erik Nordenskjold,

Charles Singer, or George Sarton. Yet

the thoroughness of scholarship for

which Willy Ley has become famous

and respected shows through in the

marked differences. Dawn of Zoology

makes no attempt to trace the develop-

ment of medicine; it makes no mention

of Galen or Vesalius or William Har-

vey. Robert Hooke earns a place for

his posthumous remarks about the na-

ture of fossils, but his microscope and

the discoveries he made through it are

omitted, as are his contemporaries

Leeuwenhoek. Malpighi, and Swam-
merdam. On the other hand, Ley finds

fascinating dissimilarities among the

various editions and translations of the

old classics, and suggests reasons for

the cutting and trimming done to

match audiences in diverse nations.

Readers will particularly enjoy his

comments about the Sicilian emperor

Frederick H, who led the Sixth Cru-

sade and ranks among the very few in

history who managed to get excommu-
nicated three times! Ley also offers

some unfamiliar details about the natu-

ralist nun Hildegard of Bingen, which

clearly show her contributions to the

expansion of knowledge during the
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"A delightful book that will entertain

young readers and at the same time

fill them— I hope—with a knowledge of the

endangered wildlife around them and a

desire to help in its preservation."

-JOHNKIERAN ,,, ,^^.

ANIMALS IN DANGER
The Story of Vanishing American Wildlife

^...-'^ By Frances and Dorothy Wood
"Thoroughly researched, superbly written. . . .

Until now, no one book has brought together the

whole story... of America's wildlife conservation.

... I commend the book to every youngster with

an interest in the great out-of-doors."

-LES LINE, Editor, Audubon

"An excellent job of bringing together informa-

lion on our endangered species."

-ALEXANDER SPRUNT, IV, Research Director,

National Audubon Society

"Frances and Dorothy Wood have written ex-

tremely well on a very complicated subject."

-HARRY A. GOODWIN,
Chief of the Office of Endangered Species,

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

DODD, MEAD
79 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10016

The Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia

announces the publication of

FISHES of the BAHAMAS
And Adjacent Tropical Waters

by James E. Bohlke and Charles C. G. Chaplin

THE FIRST COMPREHENSIVE WORK
ON SHORE FISHES OF THE TROPICAL

WEST ATLANTIC IN OVER THIRTY YEARS

The 32 color plates and over 700 detailed black-and-white illustrations will

give the reader some idea of the wealth of fauna that exists from Bermuda

to Brazil.

Keys for the identification of species enable the student to classify his speci-

mens quickly and easily.

For the fisherman, skin diver, fish culturist and

ichthyologist. 880 pages, 10 x l^j inches. $29-50

LIVINGSTON PUBLISHING COMPANY
18-20 Hampstead Circle • Wynnewood, Pa. 19096

Dark Ages. Francis Willughby takes

on more importance in relation to the

work of John Ray, and Pierre de Mau-
pertuis gets credit for almost discover-

ing the laws of heredity and the exist-

ence of genes from his account, in the

mid-1700's, of the inheritance of six

fingers and six toes through several

generations of a human family. The
significance of Robert Chambers' 1844

book Vestiges of Creation becomes evi-

dent in the evolution story, and the

French missionary Pere Jean Pierre

Armand David wins appreciation for

his efforts to make known to science

not only "Pere David's deer" (the

mi-lu) but also the snub-nosed mon-

key and giant panda.

Woodcuts and other illustrations

from old books add greatly to the flavor
;

of Dawn of Zoology. In most cases, the

captions indicate the source as well as

the significance of the animal depicted.

Readers who would like to explore

topics of special interest further can

refer to twenty-two pages of notes,

where additional information and some

choice comments are included.

Someone has said recently that the

history of a subject is seldom written

in detail until the area of study is al-

ready moribund. This book gives no

such feeling, for it ends on a breath-

less note, readying the reader for an

account of the explosive radiation in

zoology following the appearance of

Origin of Species. We can only hope

that Willy Ley will turn his remarkable

abilities toward putting in comparable

perspective these developments of the

past century.

LoRus AND Margery Milne
University of New Hampshire

Shamanism: The Beginnings of Art,

by Andreas Lommel. McGraw-Hill

Book Co., $12.00; 175 pp., illus.

Andreas Lommel, Director of the

.National Museum of Ethnology,

Munich, examines the phenomenon of

shamanism in relation to its role in the

functioning of those societies of which

it is, or was, a part, especially in rela-

tion to its influence on the origin and

development of art.

It is an intriguing, provocative, en-

tertaining work, with enough expres-

sion of attitudes foreign to my ap-

proach to the subject to make me
re-examine some of my understandings

in several areas discussed by the

author.

To Lommel, shamans are persons

who always perform healing functions

in particular (and other functions on

occasion) while in a trance. One must

assess Lommel's ideas in light of this

frame of reference, a frame different

from mine in which I see the trance-
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'>rking shaman only as a special sort

< shaman.

The author's thesis is that shaman-

i:n is associated primarily with hunt-

i; societies and developed because of

ijbelief that every living creature has

1th a physical and a spiritual being

i|d that special people, the shamans,

on penetrate the spirit world. The
1 nder-worker acts to heal, to assure

Inting success, to increase the fer-

tity of women, and to perform other

ipded tasks on a personal or a com-

^imity level by means of the influence

Sd power he draws from his associa-

tn with the spirit world. I'll not quar-

1 with this, nor with the fact that the

Two fighting demons depicted in

a fifteenth-century Turkish

manuscript, above, and a late

eighteenth-century Shaman s coat

from the Tungus of Siberia, left,

are two illustrations from

"Shamanism: The Beginnings of Art.'

shaman's ritual often results, or seems

to result, in the desired effect.

It is possible in view of the evidence

Lommel cites, and the manner in which

he uses it, to accept his idea that the

shaman was the first artist. Lommel
sees in a shaman's trance performance

and in his spirit-world-directed actions,

a man performing the roles of sorcerer,

poet, artist (in the sense of painter or

sculptor), and dramatist all at once

upon occasion, separately at other

times. We cannot go back to the begin-

nings of shamanistic activity among
our ancestors at the dawn of human
culture, and it is an ever chancy busi-

ness to interpolate modern primitive

activity and world view with that re-

mote past. Nevertheless, Lommel's ef-

fort to penetrate the thought processes

that permitted shamanism to develop,

by assessing them in terms of modern

and recorded shamanism, is worthy of

applause. His modern references in-

clude Eskimos, Australians, Central

Asians, American Indians of the North-

west Coast, among others. He does a

good job.

I'd quarrel with some of his asser-

tions. I do not believe, for instance,

that X-ray animals were necessarily

drawn as ritual magic to restore life

to dead animals. I'm sure such draw-

ings were often made as forms of sym-

pathetic magic to bring luck in hunt-

ing. I doubt there was much influence

of shamanism on classical art. I am not

convinced that central Asian X-ray
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AFRICAN ELEPHANTS
By B. F. Beebe. Illustrated by James

Ralph Johnson. Filled with both fac-

tual information and exciting anec-

dotes, this carefully researched book

about the world's largest land ani-

mal is based on the author's personal

observations in Africa.

Ages 11-14. $3.95

OF ANIMALS AND MEN
By Wii-iiAM BixBY. Illustrated hy

John Tlynn. A lively, wide-ranging

discussion of ethology, the scientific

study of both animal and human
behavior. Ages 12 up. $3.95

BLACKIE, THE GORILLA
By James Ralph Johnson. Illustrated

by the author. The remarkable, true

story of a motherless wild gorilla in

Africa who attaches himself to a

lonely white hunter, thus establish-

ing an eventful and interesting part-

nership. Ages 11-14. $3.95

THE PASTURE
By Anne Marie Jauss. Illustrated by

the author. A pasture is the setting,

a herd of heifers the characters in

this charming and beguiling story.

Ages 7-10. $3.50

L DAVID McKAY COMPANY, INC. -
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Order yours now.
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GIANT FREE CATALOG
148 Pages! More than 4,000

BARGAINS!
Completely new 1969
catalog. 148 pages

Fly 9-Ff. Hoi Air Balloon
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etc. for hobbyists, experimenters,
workshops. Shop by mail. No sales-
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to Edmund Scientific Company
300 Edscorp Building
Barrington, New Jersey 08007.
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drawing styles were influential in

Indonesian art. There are several such

sweeping and. to my mind, unproved

assertions in the book.

One aspect of the presentation that

annoyed me was that the illustrations

were simply pictures, interesting and

instructive, perhaps, but not supple-

mentary to the text except in the most

remote way. On the other hand, the

commentary in the list of plates is

excellent. So is the bibliography.

The book is worth knowing.

James L. Swauger
Carnegie Museum

The Museum Shop stocks a wide

range of books on all the natural

sciences. Members of the Museum
may purchase books at a 15% dis-

count (except textbooks and some
technical works).

For prompt service write to:

MUSEUM SHOP-Book Division

77th Street & Central Park West
New York, N.Y. 10024

When ordering by mail enclose 30<' postage
per book. New York City and State resi-

dents please add applicable sales tax.

The Population Bomb, by Paul Ehr-

lich. A Sierra Club-Ballantine Book.

Ballantine Books, Inc., 95i' ; 224 pp.

It
is not generally considered polite

to rush into someone's house and

shout at him. It is not often that one

finds a scientist, whose subculture calls

for cautious statement and measured

diction, roaring like an Old Testament

prophet. A justification for the first

impropriety is that the house is burning

down, and for the second, that the

world is in worse trouble than we
thought.

Early in this short, relentless book,

Dr. Ehrlich makes a distinction be-

tween understanding the population

explosion intellectually and under-

standing it emotionally. Indeed, we all

know there is a population explosion.

Most of us either ignore it, or hope that

it won't be as catastrophic as some

writers say it will be. But reader's of

this magazine who say "I've read all

about that." or "Another book on popu-

lation?" and move on to something

else do so at their own risk. For the

message of this book is that there is

no refuge.

Brilliantly and at white heat, Dr.

Ehrlich knifes through much of the

nonsense that has been written by op-

timists and explains that, no matter

what is done, the future will be bad—
for everyone. His major points were

published in these pages last June in

"The Coming Famine." In this book

Was Nero a

Good Emperor?
Did Vikings settle in North America?

Was Stoneiienge built by Minoans? Are

the legends of Hercules—Medusa—
the Phoenix—based on facts? If these

questions intrigue you, read (and give)

ART S. ARCHAEOLOGY NEWSLETTER,
packed v<ith liltle-knovjn facts, new finds
and deductions, reports from excavations,
photos, travel tips. Now in its 4th year.
Subscribers include universities, libraries
and indiv. educators. Subscribe now
while low rate is In effect!

To: OTTO F. REISS, Publisher

243 East 39th Street, New York, K.t. 10016

D $5.00 for 10 Issues Q $2.00 for 3-issue trial

Name

Address-

City

mSBR msam
GAMES for THINKERS

'^ IQ^^QI

These unique kits have been specially de-
signed by university professors for those
who enjoy brain-to-brain combat.

_WFF 'N PROOF
The Game of Modern Logic

^EQUATIONS: $3.50_
The Game of Creative
Mathematics

_ON-SETS: $4.50_
The Game of Set Theory

.CONFIGURATIONS: $4.50_
Number Puzzles and Patterns

$5.50_
$1.75_
$1.50_
$1.25_

PROPAGANDA: Game
. REAL-Numbers Game
. WFF: Beginners Logic

TAC-TICKLE
Total

(Prices include postage and handling)

Name

1

Address

City State 2ip I
Refund and return privileges euaranteed! I

Dealer Inquiries Invited I
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This book for

young people
shows how

archaeologists

uncover
the truth.

Secrets from
Ancient Graves

By DANIEL COHEN
Illustrated by Eliza McFadden

The fabulous King Minos of Greece
was thouglit to be legendary— until

archaeologists uncovered his palace.

Ramses II claimed to have won the

greatest battle in all history, but ar-

chaeologists proved he came out
second best.

In this fascinating book, Daniel Cohen,
recently Managing Editor of Science
Digest, tells how archaeological dis-

coveries have revealed the truth
about figures of history and legend:
Quetzalcoatl, King of the Toltecs;
Shub-ad, queen of the first civiliza-

tion; Khufu, builder of the Great
Pyramid; Hattusilis 111, the apologetic
usurper; Sennacherib, the bloody
monarch; Ch'in Shih Huang Ti, the
most powerful man in history; Leif

Ericsson; and the mysterious chieftain
unearthed at Sutton Hoc. Drawings
and maps. $3.95

DODD, MEAD-

"Every important
aspect of

oceanography"*

Uarv^
oftheSea

by JOHN BARDACH
From the author of Down-
stream: A Natural History of
the River— "a fine new book de-
scribing the oceans' astonishing
richness and how close they are
now to mankind's grasp. Dr.
Bardach is a most sophisticated
marine scientist . . . He manages
to cover every important aspect
of oceanography in a succinct
300 pages." — -h-Edward T.
Chase, New Republic. "A sober,
well-written and very informa-
tive book . . . greatly enhanced
by well-chosen illustrations."

— Marston Bates,
N.Y. Times Book Review.

With many illustrations • $6.95

At all bookstores

|-^or order from Dept. 14

\Y] Harper e) Row
'8'' 49 E. 33rd St., N.Y. 10016

he expands on those points. This is not

a book of terrifying and finally mind-

dulling statistics. It is a personal,

needhng book that reaHstically ana-

lyzes the options available to us and

makes the reader understand emotion-

ally what, within these options, we all

surely face. Unhke many books on the

subject, it devotes almost one-fifth of

its pages to what you, a private citizen,

can do about the situation. And sur-

prisingly, there is still a great deal you

can do. One thing would be to join

Dr. Ehrlich in becoming a "part-time

propagandist": get a copy of this book,

read it. and pass it on.

For if enough people don't get busy,

the world will not just be an unattrac-

tive place for everyone who manages

to survive; it may be that natural his-

tory (which is another phrase for the

study and celebration of life) will be-

come an antiquarianism.

J.K.P.

Briefly looted:

The Sandy Shore, by John Hay. Chat-

ham Press, S2.95; 64 pp., illus.

Curious beachcombers will welcome

this small guide to the sandy shores

of Cape Cod. Inexpensive, portable,

and clearly written, it conveys the

beauty and diversity of the many ma-

rine plants and animals adapted to

survive in the harsh environment of

an unprotected shore. Mr. Hay hopes

his book will encourage the visitor "not

merely to look and leave, but to stop

and look again." Accordingly, he de-

scribes in detail the residents of the

beach—from the lowly sand flea to the

graceful shorebirds—stressing the deli-

cate balance between animal and en-

vironment. The text is complemented

by precise color and black-and-white

drawings, and while the book is speci-

fically about Cape Cod. it can be used

for any shore area from New Jersey

to Maine.

'Vanishing Tribes, by Roy Pinney.

Thomas Y. Crowell Co., $7.95; 272 pp.,

illus.

Roy Pinney. who in the past has

been concerned with vanishing wild-

life, has now turned his attention to

vanishing people — those primitive

tribes who are either being absorbed

into the mainstream of civihzation or

are simply dying out. One can lament

that future generations will not see a

living passenger pigeon, dodo bird, or

kiwi, but the same may soon be true

of niunerous tribes around the world

whose only proof of cultural existence

will be some artifacts in a museum and
a chapter in a book such as this. While
few groups of men have, as yet, actu-

ally become physically extinct, Mr.

40 TIMBERED ACRES

$1650 TOTAL PRICE

WASH.-IDAHO-MONT.
$50 Down—$25 month, in Northern Idaho,
Northeastern Washington, and Western
Montana. In the heart of lakes and big
game country. All covered with growing
timber. Access, Title insurance with each
tract. This is select land with natural
beauty, recreational and investment val-

ues. We have tracts of many types and
sizes from which to choose, including
Waterfront property on Pend Oreille,
Priest, Kettle & St. Joe Rivers and in

Pend Oreille Lake area. Your inspection
welcomed. Write us for free list, maps and
complete information. Write to Dept. GJ

P.O. Bex 8146, Spokane. Wash. 99203

you
can'to

buy
bet;t;er

-than a

super
sensitive

.©

CdS
EXPOSURE METER
If you shoot more than 4 rolls of film a year an(

don't limit your shots to the daylight hours, you're a

"serious" photographer. You need a reliable exposure

meter! The new Super Pilot CdS, made by world-famous

Gossen, will make you proud of every shot—color or

black and white.

The Super Pilot CdS accurately measures reflected or

incident light; two full measuring ranges: Normal anc

Low Light. Scales: ASA 6 to 12500; f/1 to f/45; 1/lOOC

sec. to 2 hrs: EV -6 to 4-24; Cine from 8 to :28fps.

^w complete with battery,

neck-strap and leather case

:X.XM-<a- PHOTO CORPORATION |_«
11

PHOTO COMPANY

8o



PRIMITIVE
ART FROM
TAIWAN

Symbols of folklore painted

in deep rich shades of orange, brown, and

rust on handwoven jute fiber become striking

expressions of the primitive spirit under the bamboo brush of the

Taiwanese aborigines. These unusual wall decorations are 38" x 27".

$21.50-including postage and insurance. A-The Flying fiorse B-The Cats

The Judge—represents a person of importance and
"^

authority. 10" high—carved of camphorwood.

$27.50 including postage and insurance.

Members of The Museum are entitled to a 10% discount. Please add local taxes where

applicable, and send your check to . .

.

tkeAluseM^kcp
JM^ l;it( The American Museum of Natural History

New York, New York 10024
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This excellently illustrated book is

filled with surprising information

about thirty-five fascinating fishes,

some familiar in home and public

aquariums, others rarely seen or

photographed. However, few fish

fajiciers realize how remarkable
the characteristics of even the best

known "pet" fishes really are:

• The male sea horse carries and
gives birth to the young.

• The aptly named mouthbreeder
hatches and rears its young in the

mouth.

• The goldfish varies in form more
than any other animal.

• Amazon leaf fish are perfectly

camouflaged, to the extent of
having a "stem."

• Electric eels can produce up to

1000 watts of electricity in an in-

stant.

Other fishes of extraordinary in-

terest include the mudskipper, the
blind cave tetra, freshwater hatchet
fish, archer fish, European bitter-

ling, kissing gourami, and twenty-
four others, many photographed in
action by A. van den Nieuwenhui-
zen and Gene Wolfsheimer, whose
work is widely known and admired.
Order your copy today.

MONEY-BACK COUPON
J. B. LIPPINCOTT COMPANY NH-1
E. Washineton Square, Phila., Pa. 19105

Please send me copies of U^aJSUAL
Aquarium Fishes @ $4.50. If not completely
satisfied I may return the books within 10 days
for a complete refund.

I enclose J_

Name

- check D money order

-State & Zip_

tax where applicable)

Pinney feels that the loss of culture is

the main problem of many tribes of

the world. In this book he details the

present state of thirty-three threatened

tribes in what may well turn out to be

their obituary.

The Fitness of Man's Environment,

Smithsonian Annual II. Smithsonian

Institution Press, $5.95; 250 pp.

This volume is another to be added

to the increasing flow of literature ex-

pressing anxiety over man's destructive

alteration of his environment. Twelve

essays have been assembled from a va-

riety of contributors—a biologist, an

anthropologist, an architect, etc. From
Paul Goodman's desire to guarantee

freedom from excessive social engineer-

ing to Philip Johnson's assertion that

a complete change of values is needed

to build beautiful cities, these indict-

ments of the present and suggestions

for the future make lively reading.

One can't help wondering, though,

when analysis will end and action

begin!

Dinosaurs-At Home, by Theodore E.

White. Vantage Press, $5.00; 232 pp.,

illus.

Despite its title, this book is not a

manual on the care and feeding of

dinosaurs. The "at home" refers to

Dinosaur National Monument, and the

author, a paleontologist, attempts to

anticipate and then answer the lay-

man's questions about these prehistoric

reptiles. If you can overcome the un-

attractive format of the book and the

cliche-ridden prose (hearts leap, spir-

its remain high, ideas are half-baked,

and visitors increase by leaps and

bounds) you do eventually dig down
to some solid information on dinosaurs.

C. B.

The American Museum is open to

the public without charge every day
during the year. Your support,

through membership and contribu-

tions, helps make this possible. The
Museum is equally in need of sup-

port for all of its work in research,

education, and exhibition.

This list details the photographer or

other source of illustrations, by page.

COVER-Thomas Eisner right, Jane Wade
8-9-P3UI Boliannan Lombard
26-Courtesy of Sidney 31-top, Detroit Insti-

Janis Gallery, N.Y. tute of Arts; bottom,
27—Collection of courtesy of Lawrence
Whitney Museum of Kupferman
American Art 32-38-AMNH
28-left, The Smith- 39-41-The Smith-

sonian Institution- sonian Institution

right, The Solomon R. "-"^'7"' dimmer
Guggenheim Museum 44-Fred Bruemmer

29-Collectlon of Mr.
and Mrs. Arne H.

Ekstrom, N.Y.

47— National Film
Board, Canada
48-51-Fred Bruemmer
52-57-Thomas Eisner

30-left, The Smith- 77-Courtesy of
sonian Institution; McGraw-Hill Book Co.

FIX

CLOCKS,

WATCHES
FOR FUN and PROFIT

OFTEN AFTER OTHER experts hare thrown

up their hands in defeatl Fascinating new
Handbook by master craftsman H. G. Harris

gives you the Itind of knowledge akiUed watch-

makers learn in years of apprenticeship.

OVER 200 ILLUSTRATIONS show how to In-

stall hands, dials, crystals, mainsprings, stems

. . , rehouse old movements in modern cases . . .

speedily cure many troublcB by demagnetizing

INSTRUCTIONS COVER every popular watch

and clock, chimes, grandfathers, cuckoo, every-

day alarm and electric clocks. Handbook telle

you where to buy parts . . . where to Bend "over-

flow" work for repairs at wholesale prices aa

business expands! Even how to pick up fine old

clocks at rummage prices, then restore for easy.

profitable sale!

ONE REPAIR PAYS FOR COMPLETE
HANDBOOK! Friends gladly pay $5 to $50 for

But £ ! for 3

self! Try the HANDBOOK OF WATCH AND
CLOCK REPAIRS seven daysl Rush only $4.95,

on money-back guarantee of satisfaction, to

EMERSON BOOKS, Inc.
Dept. 802-R, 251 W. 19 St., New York 10011

New Tiffen HCEVari-Close-U[
\Lens for Reflex Cameras

Sharp focus to one inct

without distortion usinc

normal and teiephotr

lenses. Shooting bees'

Flowers? Coins? Copy
ing? Close in to one

inch without bellows

tubes, tripods. Nci

change in exposure set

ting! New HCE Van-Close-Up lens prot

vides cont/nuous/y adjustable close

performance. Mounts like a filter on an)!

SLR. At your dealer: $24 95, includinc

case; or write to TIFFEN optical co

71 Jane St., Roslyn Heights. N.Y. 11577

eharmino cither way! Polished honey tone l<n»'*yj

or maple, antique pine or walnut finish. I7"H. 13*

8%"D. $13.25 Postpaid.

COMPLETE KIT: Ready lor easy assembly and III]'

Simple instructions. $8.95 Pnd. Add 50c West ol M

BEAUTIFUL NEW FREE CATALOG—700 PIECI'

Finished ana Kit Furniture In Friendly Pll"

YIELD nous

GEODES!
I

Lovely natural crystal-filled hemispheres

(

from world-wide sources. No written de-
j

scription or photograph really does them
|

justice, so we offer unconditional money-
back guarantee. $5.00 brings you a glit-

tering assortment and subscription to >

our periodic rare/collector's list. Barry »
Shirley Rothman, RD #2, Hill House, Down-j

ington, Pa. 19335.
[
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VAN GOGH 261 PICASSO DON
ICH AT AUVERS. QUIXOTB. Silkscreen
creen on artists' on artists' canvas in
OS in full color, black and white.
c 24". Pub. at 20" x 24".

70. Only 6.95 Pirfc. at $7.50.Only2.9S

257. RENOIR G/Rl 254. MONET: WATER LILICS
WITH WATERING CAN. On artists' canvas—strikms
Silkscreen on artists' iilk bcreenm full color, the

canvas m full color. ma';ter's inipret>t,ion of \Kater
18" X 24". lilies in a pool 21 'A" x 22"

Pub. $20.00. Orlyi.K Pub.at $20.00. Only b.lS

255. REDON VASE OF
flOWERS. Silkscreen
on arrisfs' canvas in

full color.
19" X 26". P:ib. at

$18.00. Oitly 6.95

247. PICASSO BlUE NUDE.
Silkscreen in full color
on artists' canvas.
16" X 20".
Pub. at $12.00. Only 5.95
186. On paper. Only 2.98

5EURAT lA GRANDE JATTE.
creen on artists' canvas
11 color. 18" X 27"
at $25.00.
7.95

250. MANET THE P/PER. 260. MODIGLIANI NUDE.
Silkscreen on arrisfs'

canvas in full color.
15" X 25". Pub. at

$18.00. Only 5.95

Silks.

1 artists'

full color. 15 J4" X 2S'<"
Kb. at $15.00. Only 5 95

252. PICASSO THREE 196.WYETH CHRISTINA'S WORLD,
MUSICIANS. Silk- Collotype from the Museum of
screen on artists' canvas Modern Art on fine art sfocfc.Girl

in full color 22J4" v 24". in open field of grass in harvest
Pnb at $18 00 Only 5 95 colors 16^" x 24" Only 7.50

MODIGLIANI 258. RENOIR
:H Of GIRL. LITTLE SHEPHERD.
reen on orfisfs'canvas Silkscreen onarrisfs'canvas

1 coIorl7!/j"x27'/l". in full color.

at $12.00.Only 5.95 18" x 22'A".
)n paper. Only 2.98 Pnb. at $20.00. Only 6.95

248. VAN GOGH
IRISES. Silkscreen MOTHER 8. CHILD. Silk
on artists' canvas in screen on artists' canvas
full color. 1934" X 25". in sepia tones. 16" x 20".

Piib. at $17.50. Only 6.95 Pi'b. at $12.00.Only 4.95
142. On paper. Only 3.95 113. On paper. Oii/:y 1.98

209. PICASSO STUDIES fOR 245. PICASSO WATERN/T/. 253. CEZANNE

Pub. at $20.00 Only 7.95
184. On paper. Only 4.95

STILL LIFE.

Silkscreen on artists*

canvas in full color,
20" X 26". Pub. at
$20.00. Only 6.95

(lEETHf lONEty ONES. 216. KOLLWITZ MOTHER 219.MARmi THE R/DER. 211.VAN GOGH WHITE 234. El GRECO VIEW 259. M/RO DOG BARKING
creen on ordsfs'canvos AND CHILD. Silkscreen Silkscreen on arlisfs'convas ROSES. Silkscreen on arfisis' Of TOLEDO. Silkscreen AT MOON. Silkscreen

ilor. 19^"x 27K'" on orfisfs' canvos in full color. 18" x 24". canvas in full color 25"x 20" on arlisis' canvas in full on orl/sis' convos in full color.

at $15.00. Only S.9S in black and white. Pub. at $18.00.Only S.9S Pub. at $15.00. Only 6.K color. 20" x 22". 16>4" x 20J4". Oii/v 5.95

On paper. Only 2.98 20" x 24". Only l.'ii 153. On paper. Only 2.98 126. On paper. Oiiiy 2.98 Pvbat $35.00 Only<).n 130. On paper. Only 2.98

212. VAN GOGH SUN-
FLOWERS. Silkscreen or
arffsfs' canvas in full

color. 2534" X 20".
Pnb. at $17.50. Only 6.95

230. PICASSO GUERNICA.
Silkscreen on
artists' canvas
m full color.
16" X 35".Pnb. at
$18.00. Only 6.95
164. The above
on paper. Only 3.95

231. PAIR OF MEDIEVAL
BRASS RUBBINGS: KNIGHT
AND LADY. Silkscreen on
artists' canvas in black &
metallic gold. 12" x 36".
Pub. at $18.00. Only 6.95
165. On paper. Only 3.95

FREE
if your order $10 or more
PICASSO: TOREROS.

hlack A: white on fine paper,

20" X 24". Pui. at $5.00.

MAIL COUPON TODAY
LAMBERT STUDIOS: D^Pt- NH-2,

336 Central Park West, New York 10025, N.Y.
MINIMUM MAIL ORDER $3.00 Gentlmen: Pl»» rush

the prints whose numbers are circled. If my order totals $10 or more
you will also include mv FREE print of TOREROS by Picasso.

The pri«s 1 have circled an,.un. to J
^'JS^^Jf^ttf

Plus Sales Tax (when applicable)
oulslSe u's.

Plus Handling Cliarge 45c
enclose cash n«''e'l' D""'*/ orderQfor Total $

PRINTS ON CANVAS 204 209 211 212 216 217 219
230 231 234 245 247 24B 250 251 252 253 254
255 256 257 258 259 260 261

PRINTS ON PAPER 110 113 125 126 130 142 147
153 164 165 183 184 186 196
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An Introduction to
Human Evolution

Fred T. Adams

How did man become? The fossil record

furnishes clues from the past, while living

primates demonstrate adaptation to changing

environmental conditions and show the inter-

play of sociality, sexuality, and infant depend-

ency. Evolutionary theory and the mechanisms

of biological change offer a foundation for

interpreting these clues. Professor Adams

describes the way to man — from the earliest

mammals to the Homo sapiens of Neolithic

culture — and also considers such important

questions as how and why our ancestors be-

came bipedal and learned to use tools. The

latest theories are reviewed and conflicting

evidence balanced in an effort to determine

which of the primates were in the direct line

of descent to man.

Cloth, $7.50

Teachers College Press

Teachers College, Columbia University

525 West 120th Street

New York, N. Y. 10027

STAY PUT... or
creep up close

. . . this binocular focuses right down to

9 feet . . . lets you see nesting activities

as if you were little more than a foot away.

Yet its brilliance and sharpness of image

give you full benefit of its powerful optical

system at the longest ranges, too. It's tfie

7X, 35 Triton ... the most popular all-

round binocular in Swift's complete line of

more than twenty different types. Tele-

scopes, too. See your dealer or write

for literature.

SWIFT INSTRUMENTS, INC.
Dept. NH-8

Boston, Mass. 02125
San Jose, Calif. 95106

Suggested
Additional Reading

A MAN APART
Return to Laughter. E. S. Bowen.

Harper & Brothers, New York, 1954.

Akiga's Story. R. East. Oxford Uni-

versity Press, London, 1939.

Shakespeare in the Bush. L. Bohan-

nan. Natural History, August-Sep-

tember, 1966.

THE BIOLOGICAL MUSE
Form, Space, and Vision. G. Collier.

Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs,

1967.

The New Landscape in Art and

Science. G. Kepes. Paul Theobald,

Chicago, 1956.

Aspects of Form. L. L. Whyte. Indiana

University Press, Bloomington, 1961.

Paul Klee. W. Grohmann. Harry N.

Abrams, Inc., New York, 1955.

RISE AND FALL OF THE
INDIAN OF THE WILD WEST

Indians of the Plains. R. H. Lowie.

Natural History Press, Garden City,

1963.

The Cheyenne Indians. G. B. Grin-

nell. Cooper Square Publishers, Inc.,

New York, 1962.

The Blackfeet. J. C. Evers. University

of Oklahoma Press, Norman, 1958.

The Crow Indians. R. H. Lowie. Holt,

Rinehart & Winston, Inc., New York,

1956.

A DAY IN THE
LIFE OF A POLAR BEAR

The World of the Polar Bear. R.

Perry. University of Washington

Press, Seattle, 1966.

Polar Animals. A. Pedersen. Tap-
linger Publishing Co., Inc., New
York, 1962.

Polar Bears and Their Present
Status. C. R. Harington. Canadian
Audubon Magazine, January-Febru-

ary, 1964.

lignumvitae-relict island
Man in the Everglades. C. W. Tebeau.

University of Miami Press, Coral
Gables, 1968.

Journey to Matecumbe. R. L. Taylor.

Avon Books, New York, 1962.

Pirates, Indians and Spaniards:
Father Escobedo's "La Florida."
Great Outdoors Publishing Co., Inc.,

St. Petersburg, 1963.

THE DOLPHIN OBSERVED
Dolphins: The Myth and the Mam-

mal. A. Alpers. Houghton Mifflin

Co., Boston, 1961.

Whales, Dolphins, and Porpoises.
Edited by K. S. Norris. University
of California Press, Berkeley, 1966.

Whales. E. J. Slijper. Basic Books,
Inc., New York, 1962.

ANKH PENDANT
BEAUTIFUUY CONTEMPORARY
s this hand crafted representa-

tion of the Ancient Egyptian
"Key of Life" in solid sterling

ilver. The Ankh — from the

fiieroglyph meaning "life"

—is the oldest known amu-
let symbol, and the only
>)ogan tolismon to survive

doily use after the Egyp-
is converted to Christion-

ty. Comes in stunning new

and
iigne eiry

gift

|Rx. 3" long Ankh

With 18" chain $25.00
With 24" chain $27.00
in 14K Ge ld w. IB" chain. $75.

iiaiiaiiasQsa
Iud9s outttanding reproductians of

hentic antiquifles.

Laddin boase,Ltd.

Magazine
Table

FINISHED Of
IN KIT

Here is a truh
remarkabli
new end table
Holds over 10(
magazine!
flat, wrinkli
free, and read
able—no mori
bent or crush
ed issues! I

you want t(

be extra neat
each maga
zine can havf
its own shelf

Hand craftec

of rictigrainec
pine. 23"H
16"W. 21"D

In satin polished honey tone or maple, antique
pine or walnut finish. $19.95 Exp. Chgs. Col
COMPLETE KIT: Ready to assemble and finish

Simple instructions. $14.50 Ppd. Add $1 ea
West of Miss.

BEAUTIFUL NEW FREE CATAL0G-70Q PIECES

Finished and Kit Furniture in Friendly Pine

Include Zip No. YIELD HOUSE
Money-Back Dept. N10-8
Guarantee North Conway, N. H. 03860
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HAPPY HOLIDAYS
Hummingbird Style

Enjoy the "Holiday Treat Differenf" this year.

Give family and friends originof, genuine
"Hummy-Bird Bars"iB'. Then relax! Watch
dazzling Hummers zip-and-sip en iamille-

from the real wood perches ^exclusively
ours.'j they love. Photo unretouched. No other
birds or bees, no drip or rust, easy to clean.

Guaranteed. Full instructions. $2.95 plus 26t
pp. In Cal. add 150 tax. Sorry no COD'S.
HUMMINGBIRD HEAVEN, 681 8-N Apperson,
TUJUNGA, CAL. 91042 (13th Year) U.S. MADll



lid we ever introduce you to Hasselblad's version of the 35mm camera?
There's a peculiar tendency to 500C which accepts all 8 lenses, sures is required. Rapid winding crank. Quick focus-

-turethe Hasselbladonatripod and multiple magazines. The eight Hasselblad lenses, ing handles. Grips. Underwater

somebody's studio, and to im- The Super Wide C, equipped made by Carl Zeiss, all have built- housing. Ring light. Tripod quick

sdiatelythinkof 35mm cameras with a 38mm, 90° angle of view in Synchro Compur shutter, with coupling. Microscope attach-

any outdoor "location" situation. Zeiss Biogon f/4.5 lens allows you automatic stopping down at the ments. And carrying cases.

It the fact is that the Hasselblad to take pictures previously consid- moment of exposure and manual So the next time you're snap-

n go anywhere a 35mm goes ered impossible. The superb op- depth of field checks. Every lens ping away 36 35mm exposures

dcome back with better quality tics of the lens assures you perfect has both M and X synchronization and the best shot happens on the

;tures. distortion-free horizontal and verti- allowingtheuseofflash and strobe 37th exposure, think about the

the Hasselblad is every bit as cal delineation, with sharpness of at all speeds up to l/500th of a 70mm Hasselblad ELwith 70 expo-

irtable and even more inter- image from corner tocorner of the second. There is a 40, 50, 80, 120, sures. And the next time you lose

angeable than any 35mm cam- negativearea, even at full aperture. 135, 150, 250, and 500mm lens. a great color shot because there's

a (Hasselblad has 5 interchange- (Depth of field at an aperture of The five different interchange- black and white film in your cam-

lefilm backs, 8 interchangeable f/22 is from 12 inches to infinity.) able magazines allow you to make era, think of the Hasselblad inter-

The electrically driven Hassel- 12 or 16exposureson 120film, 24 changeable magazines. And next

blad 500EL automatically ad- exposures on 220 film, and 70 ex- time you blow up a gorgeous
vances the film and cocks the posures on 70mm film. The maga- 35mm transparency and the en-

shutter, allowing a rapid series of zines also permit the choice of 3 largement looks like multicolored

exposures to be made, either by for,mats-2V4 square, 2% X 1%, cottage cheese, think about

ises, an interchangeable focus

g hood, and an interchangeable

nding knob.) Hasselblad is a

igle lens reflex camera with an

vantage over many 35mm sin

use of the camera release or long 1% X 1%, as well as allowing a Hasselblad's IVi square format,

release cords, timer, or remote change of film type (e.g. black and And the next time you think about

radio control. The 500EL accepts white to color or vice versa) in mid- 35mm, think about Hasselblad.

all lenses and most accessories roll. For more information, write to

available for the 500C. The Hasselblad System has a Paillard Incorporated, 1900 Lower
The electrically driven 70mm huge range of accessories that in- Road, Linden, New Jersey 07036.

Hasselblad offers the same fea- eludes proxars, extension tubes We'll send you a free 40 page book-

tures as the 500EL, plus a 70mm and bellows extension for close- let on the Hasselblad.

film magazine which allows up to up work. Filters. Transparency _. „ ,., j c»»e#«r»«
70 exposures on casette loaded copy holder. Cut film back. Eye I nC naSSeiDiaO aySiem
70mm film. This frees the photog- level prisni findej;s. Sun shades.

nsists of four different Hassel- rapher from mechanical necessi-

ads. First, there is the standard ties when a large number of expo-

lens reflex cameras, because
|u can view your 3-dimensional

^age in two dimensions on a

bund glass screen. And of course,

; a 2V4 image instead of a pint

!ed 35mm image, which makes
' sharper focusing, better fram
'g, and vastly improved image
lality when the negatives are en
•ged to any degree.

The Hasselblad System even



Androscoggin-

the river they rescued

from drowning j

New Hampshire's Thirteen Mile Woods is

wild, beautiful river country famous for

salmon, trout, canoe trips, hunting and

scenic driving. But it came close to drown-

ing in one vast puddle. A hydroelectric dam
was planned for the Androscoggin River.

Opponents were few.

Government Engineers were ready to do

the job, if the idea won approval. Then a

National Wildlife Federation's affiliate -The
Federated Sportsman's Clubs of New Hamp-

shire-spoke. They had objections, a lady

secretary named Rachael Terrill to voice

them, and other clubs in agreement. They

warned that the swift, clear waters would

turn sluggish, trout and salmon would die

off, and game-filled forest land would be-

come mudflats. Still, few listened.

Suddenly, in 1966, those who loved their

river found they had scarcely any time left.

But they made seconds count. Paul Bofin-

ger, of the Society for the Protection of New
Hampshire Forests, organized a local com-

mittee. They got help from the Audubon
Society, Society of American Foresters,

League of Women Voters, newspaper editor

Brud Warren, Tom Christensen's radio sta-

tion, reporter Linnea Staples, and many
others. They spread the facts all over New
Hampshire, winning support from the paper

and land holding companies that own much

of the property.

Then the utility company entered the pic-

ture. From a study of its own, it declared the

dam uneconomical and detrimental to nat-

ural resources. So Governor King asked the

conservationists, under Bofinger's leader-

ship, to plan for the valley's permanent pro-

tection. The river was safe.

Sinclair believes that everyone has a stake

in preserving our natural environment. We
publish these true stories of private citizens

-such as those near the Androscoggin
Valley - in the hope that other Americans in

their own communities will be inspired to

action. Visit New Hampshire — you'll enjoy

what the people there saved for you. Let us

help you plan the trip ... or any pleasure trip

in the USA. Write Sinclair Tour Bureau, 600

Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10020. Dept. H.

Discover America by
Car -It's Worth

Seeing and Saving

Another in Sinclair's American Conservatioi
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Today there's almost no other choice.

ikon F, the choice of photo journalists the world over, the earnest camera for people in earnest about photography. Part of a total
'Stem offering the latest developments and innovations in camera technology and lens design. A system that knows no obsolescence,
ikon Inc. Garden City, N.Y. 11530. Subsidiary of Ehrenreich Photo-Optical Industries, Inc. (In Canada: Anglophoto Ltd., P. Q.)



TheMineral Kingdom
byRaul EDesautdls,Supervisor,(fGems and MineralsThe Smithsonian Insdtution^_^^X&shingtDn,DC

Tells the fascinating storyofminerals from

King Solomon's Mines to Uranium 234.

Illustratedwith magnificent fijU color plates

from the Smithsonian's gem and mineral

collection,the book is an authoritative guide

as well as a visual delight. Photc^aphsbyLeeBoinn
Micro-photograph of Adamite Irom Durango, Mexico C^

In this magnificent book, you will live the myths,

fancies and facts of THE MINERAL KINGDOM.

Discover why wars have been waged, and men have died

for the sal<e of gemstones. Know what constitutes a gem,
why they're so valued.

Lee Boltin's remarkable photographs are so exciting and
unique he has won a special place of eminence among experts

THE MINERAL KINGDOM is not a highly technical treatise . . .

it is not a textbook lecture. Rather, it is written by Mr. Desautels

as a guided tour of the amazing mineral world ... to stimulate

the amateur— to excite the museum buff— and to delight the

rock collector who seeks out specimens to add to his

collection . . . everyone will find the book ^_ /ioet
an enthralling adventure from cover to cover. 1^14""

At your bookseller or write

^IgROSSET&DUNLAP, INC.n^:
51 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 10010

Gentlemen: Please send me cO

of THE MINERAL KINGDOM at $14.95 ei

Check or money order enclosed.

Name

Address

City

State Zip
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DWINDLING LAKES Arthur D. Hosier and Bruce Ingersoll

All bodies of fresh water undergo eutrophication, but ivith man's

collaboration, algae can choke a waterway to death thousands of years

before its time.

THE RIGHT WAY TO WALK FOUR-LEGGED Leivis S. Brown
The sequence of footfalls in a quadrupedal gait and the "false walk"

commonly seen in equestrian statues are analyzed in detail by an artist.

IN DEFENSE OF MAGIC: THE STORY OF FIREFLIES Hoivard E. Evans

While scientists gather morphological and physiological data on insect

luminescence, we may still know the magic of fireflies, rejoices an entomologist.

THE TURKMEN NOMADS H-illiam Irons

Resisting forced settlement, a small group of migratory people of the

Central Asian steppe struggle to keep their nomadic tradition intact.

THE KING BESIEGED Jack Hope
"Ownership of federal property rests with the public rather than with the

managing agency," but the Forest Service has solicited private money for

development of a recreation resort in Mineral King National Game Refuge.

CULTURE AND THE BEAVER Anthony F. C. W allace and
Virginia L. Lathbury

Beavers do not seem to approach the broad strategy of their construction

work "rationally," but may learn and transmit certain instrumental skills.
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If your record player

today still has
a heavy turntable,

it must have
yesterday's motor

Why did Garrard switch from heavy turn-
tables (which Garrard pioneered on auto-
matics) to the scientifically, correct low
mass turntable on the SL 95? Simply be-
cause the synchronous Synchro-Lab™
Motor has eliminated the need for heavy
turntables, developed to compensate (by
imparting flywheel action) for the speed
fluctuations inherent in induction motors.
The light, full IIV2" aluminum turntable
on the SL 95 relieves weight on the center
bearing, reduces wear and rumble and
gives records proper edge support.

The Synchro-Lab Motor has also made
variable speed controls as obsolete as they
are burdensome to use. The synchronous
section of the motor locks into the rigidly
controlled 60 cycle current (rather than
voltage) to guarantee constant speed re-
gardless of voltage, warm up, record load
and other variables. This means unwaver-
ing musical pitch. And the induction
section provides instant starting, high
driving torque and freedom from rumble.

At $129.50, the SL 95 is the most
advanced record playing unit available
today. For Comparator Guide describing
all Garrard models, write Garrard, West-
bury, N.Y. 11590.

I World's Finest

British Industries Co., diwisioritof Avnet. Inc.



THE
AUTHORS
Arthur D. Hasler is an ecologist

and an authority on eutrophication.

the process of lake aging. Author of

more than 100 articles on limnology,

fishing science, and animal behavior,

he also originated the theory tliat

salmon return to tlieir home stream

to spawn by identifying a dilute odor

characteristic of that stream only.

Dr. Hasler is now Professor of

Zoology and Director of tire Labora-

tory of Limnology at the L niversity

of Wisconsin. In addition to fishing,

he finds diversion playing the French

horn in the Madison Symphony

Orchestra.

Coauthor with Dr. Hasler of tliis

month's article on lakes. Bruce

IxGERSOLL has been a lumberjack in

the forests of Washington's Olympic

Peninsula, a guide for fishermen in

Wyoming and Minnesota, and a civil

rights and crime reporter for the

Chicago Tribune. He is now work-

ing for his masters degree in con-

servation communication at the Uni-

versity of Wisconsin.

A lifetime of studying and sculp-

ting animal motion and musculature

gives Lewis S. Brown ample back-

ground to discuss "The Right Way to

Walk Four-Legged." He received a

degree in fine arts from Pratt Insti-

tute in 1931, and since that time has

contributed animal sculptures and

drawings to such institutions as the

West Point Museum and the Hall of

Fame of the Trotter, Goshen. New
York. He has also taught compara-

tive anatomy at Pratt, and has writ-

ten and illustrated several books and

papers on anatomv. Mr. Brown is

Senior Technician in tlie Department

of Anthropology at The American

Museum of Natural History.

Howard E. Evaxs. author of the

article on fireflies, began studying

insects as a child on a tobacco farm

in the Connecticut Valley. This

early interest led to a Ph.D. in insect

taxonomy at Cornell and a distin-

guished teaching career. Dr. Evans

is at present Curator of the Depart-

ment of Entomology at the Museum
of Comparative Zoology, Harvard.

Arthur D. Basler Bruce Ingersoll

Virginia L, Lathbury

His most recent book, Life on a Lit-

tle-known Planet (E.P. Dutton & Co.,

1968 1 . from which his current con-

tribution to Natural History is ex-

cerpted, follows two scholarlv studies

and one popular book. Wasp Farm.

which Natural History Press pub-

lished, and which w as a candidate for

the National Book Award in 1963.

William Irons' article is tire re-

sult of a total of 18 months of re-

search in Iran in 1965. 1966. and

1967. His work was sponsored by the

Foreign Area Fellowship Program
and the University of Michigan Cen-

ter for Near Eastern and North Afri-

can Studies. Mr. Irons expects his

Ph.D. from Michigan this month,

after ^vhich he plans to go to Af-

ghanistan for a year to continue his

anthropological research. He has

published one article, "Livestock

Raiding Among Pastoralists : An
Adaptive Interpretation" in the Pa-

pers of the Michigan Academy of

Science, Arts and Letters, 1965.

Jack Hope, senior editor of Nat-

ural History, has contributed two

articles to this magazine (August-

September, 1967, and February.

19681 both deahng with parks. His

latest effort, concerning Mineral

King National Game Refuge, is the

product of exhaustive research,

which took him from Washington,

D.C. to Los Angeles, from Disney-

land to the High Sierras.

Anthony F. C. Wallace, co-

author with Virginia L. Lathbury
of this month's article on beavers,

is Chairman of the Department of

Antliropology at the University of

Pennsylvania. Dr. Wallace contrib-

uted the essay "Psychological Prepa-

rations for War: Techniques and "

Consequences." to Natural His-

tory's special supplement on the

anthropology of war (December,

1967 1 . He is also author of Culture

and Personality i 1961 ) and Re-

ligion: An Anthropological View

(1966), botli published by Random
House.

Mrs. Lathbury spent nearly three

years observing and photographing .

beavers and their constructions. The

mother of four grown children, she

is no\\" working on her masters de- <

gree in anthropology at the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania.
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33970. ANTS FROM CLOSE UP. L. Hugh Newman.
Engrossing study of ants at work, at play and at
war. Lucidly explains how ants travel, communi-
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34100. THE APES. Vernon Reynolds. Profusely
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58690. THE LIVING RACES OF MAN. Carleton S.
Coon. An absorbing account of man's diversity:
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55560. INSECTS FROM CLOSE UP. Harry F.
Brevoort and Eleanor Ivanye Fanning. A re-
markably intimate and dramatic view of the in-
sect world. Insects of every description. Over 100
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55830. INTELLIGENT LIFE IN THE UNIVERSE.
/. S. Shklovskii and Carl Sagan. Two world-re-
nowned astronomers assess the exciting possi-
bihties of life on the other worlds. $9.95/$7.50

59610. THE MAMMALS. Desmond Morris. Treas-
ure trove of iniormation on the fascinating world
of mammals. Descriptions of over 300 species with
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62100. MEN AND DINOSAURS: The Search in

Field and Laboratory. Edwin H. Colbert. Master-
fully captures the excitement of worldwide ex-
plorations. Superbly written. Many photos pub-
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Btwe''€ft*een algae catBse

the natural aging
€lisappe€iM*aitce

of lakes.

Man hastens the process*

im Igae, minute and one-celled, ride '

the summer waves of every vvater^vay

in America. They colonize stagnant;:

sloughs of rivers and gather in
'

backwaters behind dams. Under a
;

microscope, these tiny and rather '.

attractive plants appear innocent

enough, yet they can quickly cover a

bay ^vith scum, form hairy filaments

to enslime a rocky shoreline, or clog

an entire lake. With life-spans of

only a few days, algae can make any

lake grow old thousands of years

before its time.

To realize their immense potential

for harm, however, algae depend on



an. It takes man to speed up natu-

il eutrophication. the normal proc-

s of enrichment and aging under-

one by bodies of fresh water. By
'rtilizing the nation's waters with

e nutrients vital to algae growth

id reproduction, primarily nitrogen

id phosphorous, we turn eutrophi-

tion into an accelerated, cultural

ocess—cultural in that we are per-

rting nature with municipal sew-

industrial wastes, agricultural

ainage, and other odious by-

oducts of our civilization. Cul-

Iral eutrophication, therefore, is an

erration: a natural process run-

ng amok.

In enriching the water with the

trients in sewage, groundwater,

d urban and rural runoff, we pro-

!3te the exponential reproduction of

algae: the seemingly harmless alga

becomes 2 algae, then 4, 16, 256—
multiplying until there are billions.

And during such a population ex-

plosion, lakes become murky and

fetid under the August sun, while A
wave-tossed weeds, bloated fish, andf"

dead algae rot in shoreline windrows.

More than one-third of America's

100,000 lakes are showing signs of

cultural eutrophication. The danger

of accelerated eutrophication con-

tinues to grow as our population

makes greater demands on national

water resources, and lakes continue

to take on the eutrophication syn-

drome. Besides showing the symp-

toms of excess nutrients and algae

bloom, they are characterized by the

depletion of dissolved oxygen in

deeper waters, a change from cold-

water game fish to "rough" bottom
feeders, and the encroachment of

rooted vegetation from shore.

//The appearance of these symp-
/toms follows a definite sequence.

First, the algae population sky-

rockets in a man-fertilized lake.

Water fleas (miniature freshwater

shrimp ) . the staple in the diet of fry

and minnows, cannot eat enough
algae to keep these plants in check.

As a result, billions of algae live their

languid lives, reproduce, and then

die. As they drift toward the bottom,

their decomposing bodies exhaust

the deepwater oxygen supply. Trout,

whitefish, and other fish species suf-

focate in the oxygen-thin depths.

The lake's ecology, initially upset

by excess nutrients, then becomes
totally upended, since bacteria can

hy Arthur D. Ifaster €Bnd Bruce Ingers€pll
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convert only some of the dead algae

into plant and animal food. There-

fore, generation after generation of

algae settle on the bottom, adding

layer after layer to the muck. The
rate of sedimentation is most rapid

in a northern lake where baclei

grow only during the summer ^vlii

nutrients are added throughout tl

year. As erosion and sedimentatio

fill in the lake, shoreline vegetatio

impinges on the open water. In tim'

STAGES OF NATURAL LAKE SVCCESSIOIS

iv>iiv,iiii 'li/iixvfiJ/iwi.it;''

'"'"' '''"'

tllMtllJli/ «• • • I I • l»» /I ,» ilMll.ll

Figures (A-C) portray the natural aging and disappearance oj a lake

in the l\orthern Hemisphere. A newly formed lake contains jeiu algae

or eroded materials. Later, shoreline runoff brings eroded soil (1)

and plant nutrients into the lake: aquatic vegetation (2) (including

algae) flourish and die, adding to debris on lake bottom; marsh
plants and water-tolerant conifers (3) grow at lakeside. Eventually,

the entire lake is filled and covered with forest vegetation (4).



le lake becomes so shallow and
vergrown that it becomes a marsh
r bog. The accelerated process of

ging has taken its toll: the lake's

fe is ended.

Cultural eutrophication is not new,

or is it solely an American problem,

ecent core samples of an Italian

:ke indicate that ancient Roman
3ad builders caused eutrophication

Y exposing nearby nutrient-rich

mestone strata to erosion.

By the latter part of the nineteenth

jntury. a few scientists in Europe

id the United States, alarmed about

iltural eutrophication, issued warn-

igs that went unheeded. In 1896. on

ivitzerland's Lake Ziirich, the prob-

m finally received notice, and dur-

g the 1920's and .30"s worldwide

ientific interest began to focus on

e problem. But research without

iplementation is impotent, and by

e 1940's eutrophication was no

nger confined primarily to farm

;lts and urban areas. It had fol-

wed urban man in his quest for

creation into the wilds.

It took the visual I and olfactory )

ipact of a huge body of water, Lake

:ie, suffocating as a sump for in-

istrial waste, sewage, and urban

id rural runoff to bring the prob-

m of water pollution dramatically

the public eye. Some now pro-

)unce Lake Erie ''dead.'' We, bow-

er, extend hope for recovery. For

communities and industries in

ike Erie's drainage basin cease pel-

ting and fertilizing its waters, and

a cleansing flow from Lake Huron
permitted to reach and "'flush out"

e lake via the Detroit River, Erie

ight show^ signs of recovery within

decade. True, our hope is contin-

nt upon many "ifs." However, it

nnot be too strongly emphasized

at these situations are reversible—

at bodies of water will respond

len the right steps are taken.

There is reason to fear for the

tier Great Lakes, together the

eatest reservoir of clean fresh

Iter in the world. Although Lake

perior and Lake Huron bear only

few signs of eutrophication so far,

irming amounts of DDT and other

rsistent toxic pesticides have been

tected in the highly prized flesh of

Ice trout caught in their waters.

Lake Michigan is also deteriorat-

j; rapidly from increasing effluents

d may soon go the way of Erie.

e stench of algae and weeds de-

dng on beaches, compounded by

Mfl
SENSOri
THE SIXTH

You sense something. A sudden rustle in tine

brusti; a loon just breaking from the water. A
fleeting moment that only creative insight and a
professional tool can capture.

And [\/iiranda Sensorex* helps you capture it.

Sensorex is designed to fit naturally into your hand,
to occupy only the merest corner of your mind—to

be an extension of your imagination, a sixth sense.

In the field, you'll welcome the Sensorex's
built-in, through-the-lens spot meter; its superb
quiet; its rugged reliability (covered by Miranda's
exclusive 3-year guarantee).

And you can fit more than 1,500 lenses and
accessories, to capture any shot you stalk, wherever
you're stalking it: from telephoto shots of distant
game to closeups of plant and flower details;

from microscope slides to fish beneath the sea.

Yet the Sensorex costs less than $250*. Other
through-the-lens metered fvlirandas start at less

than $190* for the FvT; non-metered Mirandas
from less than $150* for model Fv. All feature
Miranda's superb 50mm f/ 1.9 automatic lens.

Allied Itnpex Corp., 300 Park Ave. So.
New York, N.Y. 10010. Chicago; Dallas;
Glendale, Calif.

f
,,....., .. -,

In Canada: Kingsway Film ^d[S
Equipment Ltd., Toronto. .
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Aloe Living Brush
Luxurious Aloe natural brush, long favourite of Euro-

pean Spas, mounted on 33 inch Manila belt. Vigorous

wash-massage reaches every inch of your back, aids

blood circulation, gives skin a healthy, tingling after-

glow. Provides good exercise, too. With care will last

many \ears. Sold by mail on Money Back Guarantee.

#410 $5.50 ea., 2 for $10.00 plus 50t post per order.

(Not illuslr. Plush Aloe Brush Wash Mitt #403 $3.50

ea. 2 for $6.00 plus 50« post per order.)

Ra1:ary Hair Clipper
This remarkably simple but precise and efficient rotary

clipper removes hair from nose and ear instantly, hygi-

enically, and without irritation. Gentle pressure of two
fingers activates the rounded edges to snip at hard-to-

get places. Tiny blades are housed in protective cage to

assure absolute safety. With care will last a lifetime.

Qualit\' forged of Surgical Steel. Sold by mail on Money
Back Guarantee. #RC1 $5.50 ea., 2 for $10.00, 6 for

$28.50 plus 35(1 post per order.

Progress
Mercur
(ask a European!)

Finest, most efficient Safety

Razor in the world. Superbly
engineered and meticulously

balanced for lifelong of effortless

shaving. The Micro-Dial, heart of

this marvelous European instru-

ment, adjusts, to just the right

shave for your beard. .'Xccepts

standard blades. A splendid,
functional razor- favourite of

fessional and
abroad. Sold by mail on Money
Back Guarantee. #500 Silver

Veneer $6.00 ea., 2 for $11.50,

5 for $30.00 plus 50o post per
order. #520 Gold Veneer

50 ea., 2 for $16.00, 6 for

$43.00 plus 50(t post per order.

Ship on Your Money Back Guarantee

quant

J.D.BROWNE
KentfieM, CaliS. 94904

the wave-borne plague of dead ale-

wives, makes eutiophication impos-

sible to ignore in this once pure lake.

Such cities as Muskegon. Gsny, Chi-

cago. Milwaukee, and Green Bay

realize that the fate of Lake Michi-

gan—to \vhich they once owed their

existence— is now uncertain.

Stewart L. Udall said a year ago

that there is still time to save Lake

Michigan, but warned that further

delay in action would prove fatal.

His statement is admittedly, and of

necessity, vague, but it is correct.

The long-range outlook here is

not encouraging because tlie mitten-

shaped lake isn't in the mainstream

of Great Lakes water circulation, and

thus receives very little cleansing

flow. Its tributaries carry heavy nu-

trient loads to its shallows, and con-

sequently, along Michigan's southern

rim scientists have found 44 times

more phosphorus (in the form of

sewage effluent and industrial waste)

than the lake can handle.

Lake Michigan's fate would have

been decided long ago had Chicago's

engineers and city fathers lacked the

foresight and imagination to reverse

the lakeward flow of the Chicago

River and channel it into the Illinois

River, a tributary of the Mississippi.

The metropolis no^v draws Avater

from the lake, and discharges sewage
effluent into the altered river system.

As is sometimes the case in such di-

version operations, they have allevi-

ated their own problem but have

contributed to the water problems i

St. Louis and other cities locate

farther down the Mississippi.

While concern for the future i

the Great Lakes intensifies, distie:

is being voiced over eutrophicatic

on many smaller bodies of wait-

Fishermen complain that dense ma
of algae and rooted weeds make (ml

ing for pike impossible, and thai tl

few fish they do manage to catch at

too tainted to eat. A summer coltagt

realizes that he will be landlocked

his bay becomes any shallower, an

a concerned parent forbids he

youngsters to wade in the gree

slurry of algae.

To stop cultural eutrophicalioi

the sources of nutrients for alga

growth and reproduction must li

pinpointed. A 1967 survey, represeii

ative of the Midwest, indicates the

6 per cent of the nitrogen and 2 pe

cent of the phosphorus reaching Wi.'

consin ivaters come from septic tanl

seepage. Twenty-five per cent of th

nitrogen and 56 per cent of th

phosphorus come from municipa

sewage treatment plants. Runol

from manured fields accounts for li

and 22 per cent of these elements

while urban runoff supplies 6 am
10 per cent. Groundwater and direc

rainfall on Wisconsin bodies of wate

contribute, respectively, 42 per cen

and 9 per cent of the nitrogen, bu

together less than 4 per cent of thi!

phosphorus. Industrial wastes whicl

bypass municipal treatment are



»me People don't buya Hasselblad because
ey think they know a camera that's almost as good. And so on.
Imost as good" can mean any-
ig you want it to. Mostly it

ns "half the price."

'ou want the very best camera
can afford, and you can't af-

a Hasselblad, we understand,
idon't read any further, be-
,e we're going to explain why
:;'s no other camera in the
il almost as good as the Hassel-
I and we don't want you to feel

y.

. us begin with the idea of a
;m. Hasselblad is surely not

inly"system"camera, but The
;elblad System has major fea-

( that other systems lack.

,st significantly, it is a 2V4
m, which offers you the speed
:nobility of 35mm equipment
:he superior image quality of

;;er format camera. With the
:;lblad, you can view your
=3 better while you're shooting,
;you develop your slides and
vets, and when you enlarge
loictures.

other major difference be-

n the Hasselblad and any
fra you might want to com-
lit to is our five interchange-
ETiagazines, which allow you
t ke 12 or 16 exposures on 120
'24 exposures on 220 film,

10 exposures on 70mm film,

as well as permitting a choice of

three different formats (2% square,
21/4 X 1%, 1% X 1%). You can also
load one magazine with color film,

one with black and white, and then
switch back and forth between
them without losing time or film.

Every system offers lenses, but
it istherangeand quality of Hassel-
blad lenses which sets them apart
from lenses inothersystems. Ours
are made by Carl Zeiss and there
are 8 of them - 40, 50, 80, 120, 135,
150, 250, and 500mm. Each lens
has a built-in Synchro Compur
shutter, with automatic stopping
down at the moment of exposure,
and manual preview for depth of

field checks. Every lens has both
M and X synchronization, allowing
the use of flash and strobe up to

speeds of l/500th of a second.
The System notonlyoffers multi-

ple lenses and magazines, it offers

multiple Hasselblads. First, the
standard 500C, a 2y4 square for-

mat single lens reflex viewing cam-
era which lets you see your three
dimensional pictureonthe ground
glass screen in two dimensions,
the same way a view camera does.
The reflex viewing on an enlarged
screen allows you to compose and
frame your shot more accurately,

with no fear of parallax error. The

large 2y4 format also lets you be a
better judge of your focusing, so
that you may increase the sharp-
ness of each individual shot. And
since your contacts and slides

will also be larger in proportion to

the camera, you can more easily

select the ones you want to enlarge.

You will also benefit from the supe-
rior image quality of 21/4 over
35mm when it is enlarged to any
degree.
Second, we have the Hasselblad

Super Wide C. Equipped with a
38mm, 90° angle of view Zeiss Bio-

gon f/4.5 lens, this camera allows
you to take pictures previously
considered impossible. The su-
perb optics of the lens assures per-

fect distortion-free horizontal and
vertical delineation, with sharp-
ness of image from corner to cor-

ner of the negative area, even at

full aperture. (Depth of field at f/22
is from 12 inches to infinity.)

Third, there is the electrically

driven Hasselblad 500EL. This
camera automatically advances
the film and cocks the shutter, per-
mitting you to make a rapid series
of exposures, either by use of the
camera release or long release
cords, timer, or remote
radio control.

Last, there is the

70mm Hasselblad, which is elec-

trically driven like the Hasselblad
EL, with a 70mm film magazine al-

lowing 70 exposures on cassette
loaded 70mm film. This camera
gives you total freedom from me-
chanical necessities when a job re-

quiresa largenumberof exposures.
The Hasselblad System also of-

fers a huge range of accessories.
Proxars. Extension tubes. Bellows
extension for close-up work. Filters.

Transparency copy holder. Cut
film back. Eye level prism finders.

Sports view finders. Sun shades. A
rapid winding crank. Quick focus-
ing handles. Grips. Underwater
housing. Ring light. Microscope
attachments. Carrying cases.
We would be the last ones to say

that there are no other fine cam-
eras available to you. We only want
you to realize the error of compar-
ing any of them to Hasselblad.

The Hasselblad System is a sys-

tem unto itself.

For more information and a free

40 page catalogue, write to Paillard

Incorporated, 1900 Lower Road,
Linden, New Jersey 07036.

The Hasselblad System

•'#
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fine

photography
is simple

when
you

at it this way
Look through the view-

finder of the IVlinolta

SR-T 101. And you'll find

everything you need to

know to take fine pic-

tures with one of the

world's great 35mm re-

flex cameras.

You'll discover you

can sight, focus, set

aperture and shutter

speeds without ever tak-

ing your eye away from

the finder. .

Ail of which makes really good photography much, much easier than it

used to be. And because the SR-T 101 measures light through the lens,

exposures are always perfect.

Prices start under $245 (plus case) with MC Rokkor 55mm f/1.7 lens.

Also available with 58mm f/1.4 lens.

Accepts 3 complete range of interchangeable Rokkor lenses plus over

100 special accessories. For complete details, including free technical

bulletins, see your dealer or write: IVlinolta Corporation, 200 Park Avenue

South, New York, N. Y. 10003.

Minolta 40MinoltaHAnniversarv

source of trace amounts of each ol

these chemical substances.

The nitrogen contribution of

groundwater and rainfall will con-

tinue to be significant as long as

automobile exhaust and industrial

smokestacks keep spewing nitrogen

into the atmosphere. Rain, in cleans-

ing the air, picks up this nitrogen

and deposits it directly into lakes

and streams or indirectly in ground-

water. Nitrogen-laden rain falling on

land also percolates down to the sub-

terranean water table, the level of

groundwater.

It must be remembered that the

natural rate of eutrophication is the

base rate for cultural eutrophication.

Moreover, the natural rate depends

on whether the soil in a lake's drain-

age basin is rich or poor in nutri-

ents. For this reason, thousands of

lakes in a nutrient-poor belt stretch-

ing from northern Minnesota and

;

Ontario to Maine and Quebec have

changed very little since the last

glacier retreated 10,000 years ago. '

Found in sandy or granitic terrain

and unspoiled by man, these deep

lakes have kept their gin-clear purit)'

and their youth—they are oligo-

trophic. However, should we disturb

their basins and fertilize their waters,

they would immediately undergo

cultural eutrophication.

Seepage from the septic tanks of

just a few summer cabins and re-

sorts, for example, is rich enough in

nutrients to speed up the aging proc-

ess. Cochran Lake, once a pure gem

set in the northern Wisconsin wilds,

has deteriorated so rapidly since the

first of seven cottages was built on its

shores ten years ago that it now looks

like a 300-acre caldron of pea soup.

Lakes with large drainage basins

in limestone terrain, which is usually

high in phosphorus, are far more

likely to show their age than lakes

in granitic or sandy basins. Because

of their high nutrient content, tlaey

become shallo^v and die under en-

croaching cattails, reeds, and marsh

grasses. But even though such lakes

are already highly fertilized through

natural means, whenever man is

present his actions become the de-

termining factor in the rate at which

lakes fill in. Unless septic tank seep-

age is stanched, Cochran Lake—and

thousands of other lakes in the re-

sort areas of northern United States,

Canada. Scandinavia, and the Alps-

will be ruined.

While faulty septic tanks are a

I/L



major source of nutrients in rural

•egions, their over-all contribution

loes not approach that of municipal

sewage treatment plants. It has been

estimated that 260 million pounds

}f phosphorus and 511 million

jounds of nitrogen reach the nation's

surface waters in the form of muni-

;ipal sewage each year. Substantial

imounts of these plant nutrients are

lischarged in eflBuent even after

sewage is treated. As much as 75 per

;ent of tlie phosphorus in sewage

;omes from detergents. In addition

o phosphorus and nitrogen, vita-

nins, amino acids, and growth hor-

Tiones have been found in effluent-

substances which contribute to the

growth of algae and weeds. These

growth stimulants are synthesized

nadvertently in the biological proc-

3sses of sewage treatment.

Since cities and villages across the

;ountry are rather impartial in

lumping their sewage, rivers too are

eceiving their share of nutrients for

^utrophication. This is most obvious

vherever rivers have been dammed
ind currents slowed enough to give

dgae a chance to multiply. Because

nost of the nation's rivers have been

ystematically converted into series

if impoundments since the 1930's,

ultural eutrophication in these man-

nade lakes is no\v a common problem.

Algae blooms foul many of the

nan-made lakes in the TVA system,

.s well as the backwaters of h^dro-

lectric dams on the Missouri and

inake rivers. The Mississippi-

father of waters"—carries partially

reated sewage from Minneapolis

^nd St. Paul forty miles downstream

o Lake Pepin where algae thrive on

ewage nutrients. As algae die and

ettle to the bottom with other sedi-

lents, the sluggish lake becomes

hallo\ver, increasing the possibility

f spring flooding at Winona, Minn.,

nd other downriver towns.

Formidable as it is, cultural eu-

rophication isn't inevitable. For ex-

mple, five years ago officials from
0-plus local government bodies be-

ame alarmed about algal slime at

jwage outlets on Lake Tahoe on the

alifornia-Nevada border, touted as

ne of the clearest lakes of North

j.merica. With the entire Tahoe
'asin's livelihood—tourism and
jambling—at stake, they banded to-

isther and consulted sanitary engi-

eers and limnologists. The
rescribed cure: sewage treatment

id diversion.

Introdudnga
new way

to postpone your
taxes.

Wells Fargo Bank, the nation's

eleventh largest, has a new savings
plan that gives you the opportunity
to receive interest when it's to your
tax advantage. The plan is called

Deferred Income Savings Certificates,

or DISC. The funds you deposit now
in DISC earn 5% per annum, com-
pounded quarterly, for the length of

your investment—even if interest

rates should decline. You can select

any annual maturity from 1 to 10
years, and under current regulations

taxes on your DISC investment
are deferred until the end of that

period. That means you can
postpone part of your tax burden for

up to ten years!

This combination of guaranteed 5%
income and potential tax savings

makes a particularly attractive

investment for those who expect to

be in a lower tax bracket (retirees or

professional athletes, for example) in

the future. Here's an example of

how it could work for you:

Let's suppose you have $18,000 to

invest, and are planning to retire

in 8 years. You could put your funds
in 3 Deferred Income Savings
Certificates— one $5,000 Certificate

to mature in 8 years, one $6,000
in 9 years, and one $7,000 in 10
years. Ttiat way you could spread
your income— and tax savings over
several retirement years. And
because ttie interest earned on tf^is

investment is not paid until you may

be in a lower tax bracket, your other

investments that are taxed on a

current basis would have to yield a
substantially higher return to even
equal the income guaranteed by
Deferred Income Savings Certificates.

Furthermore, DISC is so flexible

that it can be individually tailored to

meet almost any financial

requirement.

You can invest in as many Certificates

as you wish—with varying maturities.

The minimum for each Certificate

is $5,000. And it is possible to make
additional deposits of $1,000 or

more. Any subsequent deposits you
make will mature at the same time

as your original principal.

If for any reason you should wish to

withdraw your funds, you may do
so on any quarterly anniversary, or

within ten days thereafter, provided

all funds have been on deposit for

a full quarter. The interest you have
earned up to that time will be paid

at maturity. So you will still save
on taxes.

After all, you work for your money, so

make sure it works hard for you.

Postpone your taxes, not your retire-

ment. But act soon, because this

program will be offered for a limited

time only. Call us or send this coupon
today for a DISC information kit that

shows you how to save tax dollars

now while you invest for the future.

Wells Fargo, the oldest bank in the

West, will deliver.

To: Mr. Richard A. Pope, Customer Services Dept., Wells Fargo Bank, 464 California Street,

San Francisco, Ca 94120. Telephone: (415) 396-2502.
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INSTA-
FOCUS
Now, Focus So Fast

you'll think it's

Automatic!

7x35 Banner Wide Angle

PATENT
PENDING i^

Newest In

All The World!

Insta-Focus is for action! When the

action is F-A-S-T, there's no time to

focus — no time for a fuzzy picture!

A heart-stopping fly to the center field

fence ... a bullet pass to the 20 yard

line . . . your long-sought bird hurtling

upward . . . your trophy game in flight

for survival . . . INSTA-FOCUS homes
you in sharp and clear — instantly!

Insta-Focus pampers the eyes — frees

them from the tiring struggle to over-

come the fuzzy picture of the conven-
tional slow focus — lets you home in

sharp and clear — instantly!

SQUINT-PROOF, too! The electric blue

color of the large lenses signals protec-

tion from reflected glare of sand, sea,

snow and haze. Special eyecups expand
your vision with sun or eyeglasses. The
thrill of extended vision — the far-away
brought within your grasp — is yours
as never before!

If you're interested in this exciting de-

velopment, test the 1968 INSTA-FOCUS
binoculars at your favorite dealer today.
Choose from three price ranges in the
New Generation of Bushnell 1968
INSTA-FOCUS Binoculars: the 'GOOD "

(Sportvlew), "BETTER" (Banner), and
"BEST" (Featherlight). The full story is

yours for the asking; write us today!

<@Rushnell
JL^ PAS«OENA-iN THE CENTER OF SCIENCE

N17 Bushnell Building, Pasadena, Calif. 91107
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The South Tahoe Public Utility

District, spurred by action commit-

tees of panicked businessmen, ob-

tained a $10 million grant from

Washington, raised another $9 mil-

lion, and this year built a plant to

treat sewage and a pipeline to carry

effluent over a mountain pass to an

irrigation reservoir. In diverting the

effluent from the lake basin, the

South Tahoe district provided Cali-

fornia desert farms with nutrient-

rich water. Meanwhile, the 42 voters

of Round Hill, Nev., (most being

gaming-house owners) floated a $5.8

million bond for their own sewage

treatment-diversion project, fearing

that smelly scum would hurt business

at their lakeshore casinos and hotels.

And if other Tahoe communities act

right now, eutrophication should

never smirch the lake's reputation

for clarity—at least not for several

thousands of years.

Diversion is currently the most ef-

fective measure we have to combat

eutrophication, since it immediately

deprives nuisance vegetation of ni-

trogen, phosphorus, and other nu-

trients. Moreover, until some
technological breakthrough occurs

in sewage treatment—now far from a

completely effective process—diver-

sion will continue to be the logical

approach.

Sanitary engineers haven't yet

found a process, chemical or bio-

chemical, that offers an economical

alternative to diverting effluent

around lakes. Nevertheless, research

is being pressed throughout the

country. A pilot plant, for example,

has been built to test a chemical

process at Ely, Minn., the launching

point for canoe trips into the Su-

perior National Forest. Research

teams have investigated the feasibil-

ity of using algae to remove nutri-

ents from effluent. The plan is to

grow algae in effluent-filled ponds
until they have consumed all the

nutrients. Then the algae would be

harvested and the nutrient-poor efflu-

ent discharged directly into a lake,

obviating the need for diversion. The
researchers, in practice, have been
stymied by several technical prob-

lems: for one, how can algae be put

to use? Unfortunately, there is no de-

mand for algae as a fertilizer or as an

animal food.

While the logic of diverting efflu-

ent is obvious, particularly in light

of the shortcomings of sewage treat-

ment, it often hasn't been accepted.

Opponents of diversion in Madison,

Wis., for instance, argued that run-

off from manured farmland—not
municipal sewage—was the chief:

cause of eutrophication in Lake

Monona, one of four lakes linked by

the sluggish Yahara River. Neverthe-

less, soon after Madison began di-

verting all of its effluent around Lake

Monona in 1936, the amount of cop-

per sulfate needed to kill algae

dropped from carloads to a few

handfuls by 1956.

As Madison learned in the late

1930's, diversion requires a sense of

responsibility and a regard for down-

stream communities. That city, in

sparing Lake Monona, poured its

effluent into Lake Waubesa and in-

directly into Lake Kegonsa. This

half-measure promptly fertilized

their waters. Residents, enraged by

the proliferating algae that threat-

ened to ruin their lakes, sued the

city. In 1941 legislators passed an

antipollution bill aimed at Madison.

Gov. Julius Heil, however, vetoed it

on the ground that there was no con-

sensus on the main cause of eutrophi-

cation. Although the bill was later

enacted, it was not until 1959 that

Madison's effluent was diverted com-

pletely from Waubesa and Kegonsa.

Foes of diverting sewage plant

effluent around Seattle's Lake Wash-
ington to Puget Sound claimed that

farm runoff was responsible for cul-

tural eutrophication—just as had

been claimed in Madison—even
though the 24-mile long lake was ab-

sorbing the effluent of ten treatment

plants by 1950. In this case, it took

the lavender bloom of Oscillatoria

rubescens, the same alga that dis-

colored Lake Ziirich, to awaken the

public. Mass apathy dissolved, but a

welter of conflicting opinions took

its place and for a time threatened

to defeat the attempts to divert sew-

age around Lake Washington. Even-

tually, 5,000 women, backed by the

Municipal League and the League of

Women Voters, went from door to

door, mustering support for a bond
issue to be used for diversion. Re-

cently, voters reversed the stand they

took in 1956 and approved the bond

issue and a charter for a new metro-

politan governmental body that

would cope with the selvage prob-

lem. Although the diversion project

hasn't been completed, the pictur-

esque lake is nearly as clear as it was

eighteen years ago. Its clarity should

continue to improve as its effluent is



AI\NOIJI\CING
the most beautiful

book ever published

on the world's

di urnal birds of prey

Sponsored by the National Audu-

bon Society, this is without a

doubt the most beautiful, authori-

tative, and comprehensive vol-

ume ever published on diurnal

birds of prey. It brings you more
than 300 detailed accounts, cov-

ering every one of the world's

hawks, eagles, falcons, and vul-

tures. Each account includes the

latest information on range, ap-

pearance, field characters, voice,

general habits, food, and breed-

ing habits. Every species has

been masterfully illustrated by a

leading bird artist like Roger Tory

Peterson or Don Eckelberry.

These dramatic pictures fill all

of 166 pages, most of them in full,

natural color. A brilliant book-

length introduction explains the

biology and classification of

birds of prey as a group.

EAGLES, HAWKS
& FALCOIVS

of the WORLD
Sponsored by the

National Audubon Society

By Leslie Brown & Dean Amadon

2 volumes, 8V2XII, 946 pages,

166 full-page plates, 94 maps

"FREE EXAMIIVATIOIV-

-

McGraw-Hill Book Co.

Dept. NH-11
330 West 42nd Street

New York, N.Y. 10036

Please send me EAGLES,
HAWKS, AND FALCONS for 10

days' free examination. At the

end of this period I will either

return the book in the carton pro-

vided, or remit the special intro-

ductory price of $49.50 plus a

few cents for delivery (regular

price after June 30, 1969, $59.50).

D Check here for Budget Terms
at no extra cost ($9.50 plus

delivery in 10 days, then $10
monthly until total price is

paid).

Name .

Address-

City

State- -Zip-

Remit $49.50, plus local or state
sales tax, now, and we pay for de-
livery. Same 10-day return privilege.

diverted to the tide-washed sound.

Diversion projects are sometimes

condemned as costly boondoggles,

since rainfall inevitably contributes

so much nitrogen to lakes, whether

or not diversion is practiced. Critics,

however, fail to consider, or choose

to ignore, the fact that municipal

sewage—not rainfall—is the major

source of phosphorous, the other stim-

ulant of cultural eutrophication.

There is no standard remedy for

ailing lakes. Diversion is no cure-all.

It has disadvantages in addition to

its expense and capacity for creating

or aggravating water problems else-

where. Diversion can negate itself,

particularly in water-scarce regions

where sources of clean water that

might have flushed lakes clean have

been channeled instead into diver-

sion systems to carry away sewage

effluent. Thus, the advantage of di-

verting effluent is sometimes offset

by the disadvantage of diverting po-

tentially cleansing inflows. Engi-

neers, aware of this drawback, are

exploring the possibility of using "in-

fertile" water from the Columbia

River to rinse Moses Lake in central

Washington.

Harvesting weeds and fish to re-

move nutrients from fertilized lakes

promises to supplement diversion

projects very effectively. Seining

crews, for example, hauled 40 pounds

of carp per acre from Madison's

Lake Mendota. Since the nitrogen

and phosphorus content of fish flesh

is 2.5 and 0.2 per cent, respectively,

500 pounds of carp harvested re-

moved 12.5 pounds of nitrogen and

a pound of phosphorus from the

lakes. The 1966 carp catch yielded

16,000 pounds of nitrogen and 800

pounds of phosphorus. The nutrient

"yield" of this method could be easi-

ly expanded in most eutrophic lakes

with more intensive harvesting of

carp and other rough fish.

A program to perfect weed-har-

vesting techniques and to evaluate

their effectiveness was begun last

summer on Lake Sallie, a densely

populated lake in the vacation area

of Detroit Lakes, Minn. By "crop-

ping" one-third of the lake three

times to a depth of five feet below

the surface, the researchers expect

to remove substantially more nutri-

ents in one summer than enter the

lake in a year. The outlook for har-

vesting algae on a large scale, how-

ever, isn't nearly as bright. No
economical equipment has been de-

What price

professional

quality color

processing?

You might be surprised. Some very
smart people, who recognize profes-

sional processing, and appreciate it,

were delighted to learn they could
afford it! An 8-exposure #120 roll of

Kodacolor X, or Ektacolor CPS, for

example, is professionally processed
at PCL for $3.00. A 12-exposure roll

is $3.50. Similar within-reach prices

are yours on custom enlargements,
and a score of other color processing
services. To receive your free catalog

of professional color processing in-

formation and pricing, and a supply
of mailing envelopes, simply mail the

coupon below.

Professional Color Laboratories, Inc.

Dept. NH-11, Roselle, New Jersey

Gentlemen: Please send complete details on
j

your processing service, convenient film mailer

!

envelopes and price list.

_Zis_



Why would anyone

want to buy

the Uher4000-L
when theycan have

the same thing in stereo?

That's almost the same thing as saying why would you

want gold when you can have platinum. You see, the

Uher 4000-L represents the top of the class. Weigh-
ing less than 7 lbs., this fully transistorized portable

tape recorder has become the first choice of ex-

plorers, naturalists, reporters and radio and T.V. com-
mentators. Its four operating speeds, three digit index

counter with reset, piano key styled controls, cali-

brated VU meter and precise housing, fully tropical-

ized to withstand extreme temperatures while func-

tioning perfectly, has established it as the finest of

all portable tape recorders in the world.

The Uher 4400 contains every one of the great fea-

tures of the 4000-1 in stereo. Therefore its repro-

ductive capabilities are limitless. By hooking it up in

the home to a component system, it will provide you
with magnificent stereo or monaural record and play-

back. Outside the home the 4400 converts instantly

to a battery operated portable recorder once again
providing all the vast features of the 4000-1 in

stereo.

Either way, Uher is offering you the finest. Visit any
one of our franchised dealers or write for complete
literature. Price for basic unit only: 4000-L $310.—
4400 stereo $450.

Uher by Martel
Monaural or Stereo. The distinction is up to you.

Martel Electronics Inc., Sole U.S. Importers. 2339 S. Cotner Ave., L. A. .Calif, 90054; New York. Chicago.

veloped to skim algae off lakes am
impoundments.

While inventors are working oi

a variety of devices that "suck u

algae like vacuum cleaners" o

"strain algal scum from lakes," mem
hers of the National Eutrophicatioi

Research Program are hunting fo

a herbivore, perhaps some water fle,

or fish, with a huge appetite fo

algae. The search may be extendei

abroad if no algae-craving countei

parts can be found to the weed-eal

ing snails used in the southeaster

United States. Precautions, howevei

must be taken to screen out "exotic

species that could become nuisances

Also, of two viruses known to caus

diseases among blue-green algae, on

is being tested, and more virulen

species are being sought.

The best that can be said for spra}

ing chemical poisons on lakes in th

grip of algae and weeds is that it i|

usuallv a futile undertaking. Treal

ing a lake with copper sulfate o

other toxic chemicals is no more e

feclive than taking aspirin for

brain tumor. It offers only temporar

relief, masking the symptoms of cu

tural eutrophication. In the long ru

it makes a lake sicker. Poisonin

algae and weeds simply accelerate

the natural process of growth, deatl

and decay, thereby freeing nutrieni

for another cycle of plant prodm
tion. This has been borne out b

studies of blue-green algae in On
gon's Upper Klamath Lake, whic

first showed signs of eutrophicatio

eighty years ago. In the peak growt

month of August, Klamath alga

contain wilhin their cells three time

as much nitrogen as is dissolved i

the lake. Killing an alga therefor

would release this nitrogen for fui

ther growth. 1

Chemical poisons should be us&(

only as a last resort, for once dumpC'

into a body of water, they cannot b

confined to one locality. They dis

solve and spread far beyond the are

treated. Dispersed eventually b

wave action throughout a lake, the

adversely alter the fragile fabric o

aquatic communities of manv spe

cies. Too little is known about th

sublethal effects of such poisons t<

risk their use.

We can take several steps—al

more effective than chemical poison

ing—to bolster the two-pronged at

tack of diverting effluent and reniov

ing nutrients. By separating sewe

systems for storm runoff and sausage



ommunities can forestall the lake

ertilization that occurs when nutri-

nt-rich combined sewers overflow

iter heavy rains. Damaging septic

ink seepage can be curbed by pass-

ng legislation that would require

bat tanks be installed at a "safe" dis-

mce from bodies of water. Wiscon-

in legislators, for instance, recently

ecided that lakes and rivers would

e safe from fertilization only if

eptic tanks are set back as far as

,000 feet and 300 feet, respectively,

'hey also set more stringent specifi-

ations for septic tanks themselves,

'he specifications vary with the

orosity of the soil.

Livestock growers could also fight

ultural eutrophication by adopting

le European practice of fluidizing

nd storing manure in vats, from

inter freeze-up until the spring

law, and then spraying it on their

elds when the soil can better absorb

:. The bulk of the manure now

Jjread on frozen cropland runs off

'ith spring meltwater to fertilize

ikes and streams. This is significant

bnsidering the fact that the amount

f manure, produced each year in

le Midwest alone, is equivalent to

uman sewage of a population of 350

lillion. The chief drawback of the

uropean method is its expense,

ederal funds for water and soil

onservation, however, could pos-

bly be used to help farmers pay

or costly storage tanks and spray-

!ig equipment.

I

We still have much to learn about

lie complexities of the eutrophica-

jon process. There is an urgent need

br more research on such factors as

I lake's depth, size, and configura-

lon, its drainage basin and sources

f nutrients, and its aquatic com-

lunities. But such research is com-

licated because biological and eco-

iigical factors vary with every lake,

iond, and reservoir. Systems analy-

s with computers promises to be

le research tool that will enable us

supply precise data on the poten-

alities of eutrophication.

Improved research, however, is

aly part of the solution to this di-

mma. Unfortunately there isn't

rae to raise an enlightened genera-

on to cope with eutrophication. Al-

lough we don't have all the answers,

e must heed the warnings given by
le waterways around us that have
lien into an advanced state of de-

ly. If we delay, the price may be
o dear to pay.

The only binocular
with the same quality as
Leicacameras.

LeitzTrinovid
Leitz Tr-ino\'id binoculais are big-— in quality! But small — in size. You can

cany them in youi' jacket pocket; a special prism makes Trinovid leaner and
lig-hter in weight than conventional prism binoculars and improves image
brilliance and clarity. All Trinovid models have ultravride-field eyepieces, for

an exciting panoramic view. Coated optics, of course. Built for a lifetime of

good looking, they're remarkably shockproof, dustproof and weatherproof.

Available in 6 x 24, 7 x 35B, 7 x 42B, 8 x 82, 10 x 40-at your franchised Leica

binocular dealer. jusb J^St^is
E. Leitz, Inc., 468 ParkAvenue South,NewYork,NewYork 1 001 6 J£S=£

Looks like the exposure problem

has finally been licked.

Credit the new Nikkormat FTN
"self-compensating" meter system

Works tinis way. About 50% of its

sensitivity is concentrated in the

center of the viewfinder screen,

diminishing rapidly toward the

edges. Brightness differences between

subject and background have little or

no effect on meter response.

Hence, consistently accurate exposures-

even with back-lighting, brilliant beach or

snow scenes, etc.

Same "center-weighted" metering principle

as used in the famous Nikon Photomic IN
thru-the-lens system.

See the new FTN at your Nikon dealer. Under ;

with 50mm Auto-Nikkorf2 lens. Or write.

Nikon Inc., Garden City, New York 11530.

Subsidiary of Ehrenreteh Photo-Optical Industries. Inc.

(Jn Canada Anglophoto Ltd,, P.O.)



MARBORO'S
Greatest

Warehouse
Clearance

SALE

725. Cornelia Otis Skinner's MADAME SARA
Dazzling biography of the great actress San
Bernhardt; recreates her major roles frgm Lady i

the Camelias to Tosca and chronicles her worl
wide career; candidly treats her love affairs, i

fated marriage, temper, and vibrant personalit

28 photos. Pub. at $6.95. Special IJ

5526. GALLIPOLI: The History of a Noble Blun-

der. By R. R. James. Brilliant study of the
]915 Gallipoli Campaign that cost nearly half a
million lives, one of the most engrossing and
poignant tragedies in British military history;

based on previously inaccessible official archives
and journals, and many private papers. 84 maps
& photos. Pnb. at $12.50. Special 3.98

One million liooks & prints must be sold.

ORDER NOW AND SAVE UP TO 80%
5536. KARL MARX DICTIONARY. Ed. by Morris
Stockhammer. The essential ideas of Marx: every
significant and definitive passage from Das Kapital

and his other historically important works has been
extracted and presented alphabetically in 1,636

entries. Pub. at $7.50. Only 2.9S

72«. Sigmund Fraud & Wm. Bullitt: THOMAS WOOD-
ROW WILSON, A Piychological Study. Long-sup-
pressed biography written by the Founder of Psy-
choanalysis with long-time Wilson associate and
former Ambassador, William C. Bullitt; reveals
those inner conflicts of Wilson's which helped pro-

duce the monstrosity of post-WW I Europe.
Pub. at $6.00. .•ipciial 1.49

5434. Jean Genet: OUR LADY OF THE FLOWERS.
Intro by Jean-Paul Sartre. Genet's most famous
novel, a work that lights the shadowy lives of
Divine, Darling, Our Lady of the Flowers, Mimosa
II, Seek Gorgui, and other strange denizens who
carpet the street corners in the depths of Pigalle.
Pub. at $6.50. E.rtra Special 1.49

5422. Gift Edition: THE RUBAIYAT OF OMAR KHAY-
YAM—In English, French & Persian. Handsomely
bound, superbly printed, with 30 FULL COLOR
PERSIAN MINIATURES TIPPED-IN; con-
tains the 5 th edition of the Fitzgerald translation
with his Intro & Notes, plus 179 Persian quatrains
with French translation, Intro & Notes by J. B.
Nicolas. Slip-cased; 8J4" x M'A"

.

Pub. at $30.00. J 'cry Special 5.95

5358. Two Vols: PSYCHE-The Cull of Souls & Belief
in Immortality Among the Greeks. By Erwin Rohde:
Intro by W. K, C. Guthrie. One of the foremost
classics in Greek religious thought; examines &
analyzes Homer, Cave Deities. Heroes, Eleusinian
Mysteries. Dionysiac religion, the Orphics, the phi-
losophers, more. Softbound.

,

Pub. at $4.40. 2 Vol. Set, Special 1.00
5006. THE MODERNS: An Anthology of New Writing
in America. Ed. & Intro, by LeRoi Jones, Out-
standing contemporary literature by Wm. Eastlake.
Jack Kerouac, John "Rechy, Wm. Burroughs, Hu-
bert Selby Jr., Diane Di Prima, Robt. Creeley,
7 more. Pub. at $4.25. Special 1.49
4952. THE HOLY ROMAN REPUBLIC. By G. Falco.
Classic history of the Middle Ages illuminating
some of history's most important, dramatic events:
Constantine and the triumph of Christianity, the
Goth-Roman clash, the heresies, the Rome-Byzan-
tium split, etc. Pub. at $7.50. Special 3.98
7717. Bulfinch: MYTHOLOGY. The complete Age of
Fable, Age of Chivalry and Legends of Charle-
magne in one volume—all the traditional tales of
adventure, romance and chivalry from the Trojan
War to Robin Hood, from classical to medieval
times. 679 pp., index. Special import 1.98

5535. CLASSICS IN SEMANTICS. By Hayden & Al-
worth. Studies and essays in the various areas of

classic and contemporary semantics; incl. works by
Plato, Locke, Berkeley, Peirce, Veblen. Wm. James,
Ogden and Richards. Dewey, Anatole Rapoport,
olhcTS. Pub. at $10.00. Only 2.n
5534. EROTIC ART OF THE EAST: India, China,
Japan, Islam. By Philip Rawson, Curator of the
Gulbenkian Museum of Oriental Art; General Edi-
tor, Alex Comfort, M.B., D.Sc., Research Asso-
ciate, University College, London. 352 pages, 8H"
X 11". 282 illustrations, many in full color.
To Be Pub. at $20.00. Prc-Pub. Special 17.95

5519. Two Vols: THE WORLD OF PSYCHOANALYSI
Ed. by G. B. Levitas. The nature and scope
Psychoanalysis as revealed in theory, case studie

ancl world literature by psychoanalysts, sociologist

poets, novelists, artists, and theologians. 1,111 p
Pub. at $15.00. 2 Vol. Set, Only 7.<

712. TRIUMPH OF THE MIDDLE CLASSES. By Charl
Moraze. Sweeping political-economic-social portra

of 19th-century Europe dominated by a powerf'
middle class allied to industry and trade; describ
the spread of technological and financial skills th
gave rise to the new aristocracy of commerce. lUu
Pub. at $12.50. Only 4.?

5504. THE ROADS THAT LED TO ROME. By Victr
von Hagen. Dr. von Hagen describes the vast sy

tem of Roman roads in this richly illustrated stud
and explains how the road system coiitributed
both the triumph and failure of the empire. 1.'

plates. Pub. at $10.95. Special 3."i

5486. ANNUAL FLOWERS IN COLOR. By P. !

Frese: Fwd by Charles Weddle. Splendid garde:
ers' guide to the selection, use, care and cultivatic

of popular, versatile annual blooms, with easy ste]

by-step planning for a riot of summer-long cole:

details on nearly 200 species. 175 illus., 105 fuj

color photos; 83;;" x nj4". '

Pub. at $4.95. Only %<

5446. Two Volumes: THE ORIGINS & HISTORY C
CONSCIOUSNESS. By Erich Neumann; Fwd by Ca
Jung. Excellent Jungian study of the evolution .

consciousness in "the history of mankind as a whol
and of the development of personality in the ind

vidua]; packed with facts from prehistory as dl

tailed in world mythology. 31 illus; softbound.
j

Pub. at $3.80. 2 Vol. Set, Only l.(|

5181. HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN SAILING SHIPJ
By Howard Chapelle. Complete history of sail (no
military) from earliest Colonial craft to model
racing and cruising yachts. Over 200 plans, figure
photos, detailed drazcinqs.
Orin. $18.50. New complete edition 4.5

5112. THE TRIAL OF EZRA POUND. By Juli(

nell. Documented account of Pound's treaso
of his 13-year confinement for an alleged crii

was never proved, and of his 1958 release—tl

indictment dismissed bv the govt; by Pound
lawyer. Illus. Pub. at $'5.00. Special \.i\

5069. Bernard Shaw's COLLECTED LETTERS 187<

1897. Ed. by D. H. Laurence. 700 provocative le!

ters, many previously unpublished, ranging fro

his 18th year in Dublin to his debut as a maji
dramatist— with 170 correspondents incl. Elk
Terry, Sidney and Beatrice Webb, Wm. Morri
many others. Period illus: photos, GBS drawing
mss. & playbills. Pub. at $12.50. Norn Only 4.5;

trisi

P793. WANDA EMBRY.
rk Art Directors Club Show's world-famous painted lady -

ize! 12" high by a radiantly enticing 63" long.

5529. Market lore: THE MANIPULATORS. By Leslie
Goiild, NY World Journal Financial Editor. Fasci-
nating histories of spectacular financial jugglings
and chicaneries exposing the Raider, the Empire
Builder, unpedigreed "blue chips," Boiler Makers,
Tipsters, all the various Manipulators, and how
they operate. Pub. at $5.50. Duly 1.49

5527.



439. Eugene lonesco: THE BALD SOPRANO. The
ow classic "absurd" play, with an over 1 0-year
Dntinuous Paris run, about the very English Smith
imily—in a special edition with a previously un-
ublished scene, brilliant typography, and stunning
hotographic interpretations. Sl'2" x 10^".
ub. at $10.00. Very Sfecial 2.98

5511. ARABIAN MINIATURES: The Most Beautiful
Nights. 10 stories from The Arabian Nights (But-
ton trans. )^appropriately illustrated with 12 superb-
ly printed, full color, tipped-in Arabian miniatures,
reproduced from originals in the Paris Bibliotheque
Nationale & Musee des Arts Decoratifs. 9-5^" x
12-'

3"
Special Import 1.98

5540. Dylan Thomos: THE BEACH OF FALESA. An
idyllic South Sea island afloat on gin, & a tale of
trading & taboo, of men stripped to their most base
passions—charged with the language & mad roaring
genius of Dylan Thoma». Pub, at $3.95. Only 1.0

5542. THE HOUSE OF KRUPP. By Peter Batty.
Engrossing Krupp family biography from its
founding to the present: from semi-bankruptcy
to its present billions, from its first rifle through
3 wars, tons of armor plate. Big Berthas, tanks,
subs, ammunition—and the incredible political
chicanery of the first military-industrial com-
plex. Illus. Pub. at $7.95. Special 2.98

5522. Edward Dahlberg: EPITAPHS OF OUR TIMES.
Twenty-five year collection of madness, follies,
peevish and dour moods, and lively observation by
the famed novelist-essayist-poet — in the form of
letters to Herbert Read, Robert Hutchins, Lewis
-Mumford, William Carlos Williams, and Theodore
Dreiser, among others. Pub. at $6.95. Only 1.98

'J14. YANG YIN.
'ang Yin symbol in

lack and bronze;
Tinted in The
fetherlands. ISH"
i-idex 26'A" high.
'pedal Import 1.49

P-817. Steinien:

TOURNEE DU CHAT
NOIR.

In red & black on
cream-yellow stock.

21 !4" widex29;s"
high. Special 1.98

P-788. SUPPOSE
THEY GAVE A
WAR-AND

NOBODY CAME.
Pyre in black and
dayglo orange. 25"
wide x 38" high.

Special 1.98

P-677. TARGET.
HUGE in blinding
red, yellow, black
and white. 40" wide
X 40" high.

Special 1.98

P-667.
ENDLESS SUMMER.
Iridescent hues of
fuchsia, orange
and mango with fig-

ures in black. 29 "4"

wide X 40" high.
Special 1.98

5539. MEMOIRS OF FIELD-MARSHAL KEITEL.
Ed., Intro & Epilogue by Walter Gorlitz. author
of "The History of the German General Staff."
The Chief of the German High Command (1938-
1945), second only to Hitler in the direction
of W.W. II, reveals top-level details of the
Austrian annexation, Polish & Russian inva-
sions, the bomb plot. Battle of Berlin, more.
Pub. at $7.95. Special 2.98

09. THE SMART SET: A History & Anthology. By
'arl Dolraetsch, with a Reminiscence by S. N.
iehrman. Delightful reading from The Smart Set
lagazine edited by such taste-makers as H. L.

lencken and George Jean Nathan — a treasure-
rove by the leading lights of the 20's: Fitzgerald,

VNeill, Jeffers, Anatole France, manv others,

llus; 9" X 12". Pub. at $17.50. Only 9.95

437. Jeon Genet: THE THIEF'S JOURNAL. Fwd by
lean-Paul Sartre Genet's lyrical paean of praise
3 the mean, cowardly, criminal and treacherous

nale vhor. ,vho the
bjects of his passion: "I do not fear to call this

00k the most beautiful that Genet has written."

—

.-P. Sartre. Pub. at $6.00. Special 1.49

5436. GAMES PEOPLE PLAY: The Psychology of
Humon Relafionihips. Bv Eric Berne, M.D. THE
IVORLD-F.iMOUS BEST-SELLER analyz-
ing the life games, marital games, party and
se.xual games, others, that people use in their

interpersonal relationships; incl. Schlemiel,
Frigid Woman, Kick Me, See What You Made
Me Do, 32 more.
Pub. at $5.00. Very Special 1.49

02. David Douglas Duncan: YANKEE NOMAD. Intro
y John Gunther. 500 of LIFE-plwtographer
WD's most dramatic and historic shots, 120 ^ In
7olor—an unsurpassed photographic odyssey high-
ighting a lifetime of adventure, war coverage, and
izarre assignments: Japan's WW II surrender,
srael's 1946 war, birth of the Iron Curtain; por-
raits of famous personalities, much more: with
00,000-word text. S'A" x U'A".
'ub. at $23.00. Special 4.98

396. Two Volumes: THE CONSTITUTION AND THE
UPREME COURT, A Documentary History. Ed. by
^ouis Pollack. Monumental study of American con-
titutional development as embodied in the history
f the Supreme Court.
'ub. at $15.00. 2 Vol. Set, Special 6.98

033. GUIDE TO ENGLISH LITERATURE. By F. W.
lateson. Reference work providing convenient ac-
esg to everything the reader needs for disciplined
tudy of English literature : bibliography, annota-
ions and commentary, reinterpretations of princi-
al literary periods in light of modern research,
nore. Pub. at $5.00. -Vow Only 1.98

010. THE LIFE OF JESUS. By Marcello Craveri.
rhe only popularly written work of our century to
rovide the results of over 100 years in the search
or the Jesus of 2000 years ago; libelous or blas-
hemous, it is a precise, authoritative, and com-
letely modern explication of the most mysterious
nd dramatic story of human historv. 528 pp.
'ub. at $7.95. Special 2.98

004. THE BON VIVEUR GUIDE TO HOLIDAYS IN
UROPE. By F. & J. Cradock. Invaluable, compara-
we guide to care-free European vacations organ-
zed by activities; compares various areas for
uramer sun, winter sun, sports, gourmet delights,
ikelands, festivals, castles & gardens, more. 498
p; 54 photos. Pub. at $7.00. Extra Special 2.98

6293. Sartre: BEING AND NOTHINGNESS. Trans.
& Intro, by Hazel E. Barnes. Jean-Paul Sartre's
magnum opus, a sine qua non for understand-
ing Existentialism and its importance as one of
the leading philosophical movements of our time.
Over 700 pp. Orig. $10.00. Only 2.66

861. YOUNG SAMURAI: Bodybuilders of Japan.
'hotos by Tamotsu Yato: Intro, by Yukio Mishima.
40 photographic studies in gravure of over 50 of
apan's most perfectly developed young men raise
hysique photography to the level of photographic
rt (and destroy the myth of the drooping, frail,
espectacled Japanese male). Handsomely bound;
'A" X lO'A". Pub. at $7.50. Special 2.98

with hi;

rated n
with oli-

150 illus

701. THE ART OF CUISINE -By Toulouse-Lautrec &
Maurice Joyant. Hundreds of delightful recipes
invented by Lautrec or garnered by him from con-
noisseurs ill every social stratum—richly illustrated

paintings, drawings and sumptuously deco-
-ranging from "wild rabbit at rest,
to "chocolate mayonnaise". Nearlv
b. at $15.00. Special 4,98

5248. GLENCOE: The Story of the Massacre. By J.
Prebble. Tale of intrigue and treachery, heroism
and pathos—the 1692 massacre of their MacDonald
hosts by the Earl of Argyll's Campbell soldiers—the whole bloody story with every character from
common soldier to King William himself. Illus.
Pub. at $6.00. Extra Special 1.98

5007. OBSCENE: The History of an Indignation. By
Prof. Ludwig Marcuse. Tackles both censors and
liberals to straighten out the problem of "what is
obscene" and reports on such obscenity trials as
Flaubert's Madame Bovary, Lady Chatterley and
Tropic of Cancer in Calif.
Pub. at $8.75. Special 2.98

3976. Louis MacNeice: ASTROLOGY. Lucid, superbly
detailed, handsomely printed introduction to the
science and history of astrology; full explanations
of the influences of planets, signs of the zodiac, the
12 houses, and major aspects— 259 ILLUSTRA-
TIONS. 63 IN FULL COLOR— with sidereal
time tables, simplified ephemerides of the planets,
etc.; full instructions for casting accurate horo-
scopes. Pub. at $9.95. Special 5.95

388. Joseph Wechsberg: THE BEST THINGS IN LIFE,
Nostalgic, highly entertaining tribute to the best
pleasures of life: . Epicureanism, Travel, Wine,
Adventure, Music-Making, etc. 100 illus., several
in color, to match the curio-filled text.
Pub. at $10.95. Special 2.98

P-737. Picasso:

DON Q(/(XOrE.

ON GENUINE
ARTISTS'
CANVAS — Pi-
casso's tribute to

of La
Mancha
perb
after Pica
black on
canvas. 20'

x 24" high.

silkscreen
so in
^vhite

5421. SEVEN DECADES 1895-1965: Crosscurrents In
Modert Art. By Peter Selz. Handsomely printed,
hardcover "catalog" of the famed 1966 exhibition
delineating the moods and movements of 20th cen-
tury art — 371 PHOTOS OF PAINTING &
SCULPTURE, 15 IN FULL COLOR— works
by Rodin, Maillol, Homer, Ryder, Mondrian, Fein-
inger, Monet, Wyeth, Calder, Modigliani, Pollock,
many others. Self-jacketed; 8H" x ll]/i"
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A Naturalist at Large

JVatural Histary in Cities
by Marston Bates

J.n the issue of this magazine for

October, 1967, I aired some of my
ideas about the teaching of biology,

stressing the importance of the

natural history approach in introduc-

tory courses. I have often been told

that this is fine for country kids but

that it is not adapted to the city en-

vironment. I have to admit that it is

much easier to see a wide variety of

plants and animals in the country.

But I do not believe that this should

be the governing consideration; on

the contrary, the presumed lack of

familiarity would make it even more
important to give citj' people some

understanding of the biosphere. How
many children are there who have

never seen a cow?
As a nation, we are becoming more

and more urban. In 1910, according

to the Bureau of the Census, 45.7

per cent of the population of the

United States was urban; by 1960,

the percentage in metropolitan areas

had risen to 69.9, and the trend con-

tinues. City people thus form a ma-

jority of our population, and their

votes will determine how we manage
our portion of this spaceship eartli.

If we are to save any unmodified

landscapes and maintain (or

achieve) a healtlry environment, ive

need the support of these city people.

Most of them will be exposed to

biology in high school, and this

seems the logical place to arouse tlieir

interest in environmental planning,

conservation of resources, pollution

control, and the like.

As a matter of fact, there are plent)^

of opportunities to study natural his-

tory in cities—even though cities

present a rather special aspect of the

subject. In high school teaching, I

think it would be useful to have a

greenhouse, and visits to zoos, botan-

ical gardens, and museums would be

in order—important resources that

are unavailable in a small town. But

beyond this, an astonishing number
of kinds of animals and plants have

been able to adapt to the urban en-

vironment. Frank Lutz, for many
years Curator of Insects at The

American Museum of Natural His-

tory, in New York, published a book,

in 1941, on the insects he had col-

lected in his back yard—75 b)- 100

feet, and a block from tlie railway

station in Ramsey, New Jersey. He
found 1,402 species—and entitled his

book A Lot of Insects.

A midtown apartment could not

compete with Dr. Lutz's New Jersey

back yard. But it might have cock-

roaches, silverfish, flies, and spiders

;

and in run-down neighborhoods,

other animals could be added to the

list. In many apartments, there is an

aquarium with tropical fish, and a

terrarium offers a Kay to keep lizards

and frogs. One young friend of mine
keeps a small boa constrictor in his

room. Apartment house horticultur-

ists can choose from a considerable

number of different shade-tolerant

plants. Then there are dogs and cats,

as well as canaries, finches, parrots,

and otlier pets. Thus even an urban
apartment has natural history pos-

sibilities.

The city is the extreme form of the

man-altered landscape, and its in-

habitants include all five of the subdi-

visions of the human entourage that

I discussed in this column last Janu-

ary: opportunists, cultigens, captives,

inquilines, and parasites. One might
argue tliat all of tlie plant and animal
residents of metropolitan areas be-

long to this entourage tliat is de-

pendent in some way on man. (There
are many migrant birds—but they

are not residents.) Even the incon-

spicuous organisms of the soil must
be greatly affected by human action.

Animals like opossums and raccoons,

^^hich rummage in suburban gar-

bage, fit very nicely, I tliink, into the

class tliat I called opportunists.

Of otlier groups, the cultigens in-

clude the ubiquitous dogs and cats-
assuming for the moment tliat cats

can be classified as "domesticated"-

as ^vell as plants like tlie fane

hybrid orchids that some people ai

able to grow in the light from wii

dows. Captives run the gamut of an

mals that can be bought in pet shop

and include quite a few wild plani

like the increasingly popular cact

Among the inquilines are rats, mic^

cockroaches, and a variety of othe

animal life.

Bedbugs, common enough in man
Old World cities (do we still alloi

them in the United States?)
,
preser

a nice problem in classification

should they be called inquilines o

parasites ? They live directly off mar

but they don't associate with him e>

cept for feeding. My memories o

bedbugs include the wicker chairs i

the lobby of the tourist hotel i;

Salonika. In prewar days, thes

harbored a large population of bug

that lived by nipping the arms o

resting guests (or guides) . I wonde

whether the present Greek govern

ment has been able to cope with thi

problem. True parasites include lie

and fleas. I don't know about th

prevalence of lice in American cities

but London, ivlien slum children ^ver

evacuated during the blitz, turned ou

to be well supplied.

John Kieran, in his book on thi

Natural History of New York City

reports that in one tjpical yea

276,119 dogs were licensed, and ii

the same year, the S.P.C.A. destroyec

59,413 dogs, presumably mostb

strays, and 133,436 cats. Kieran doe;

not tliink tliat this means that there

are more than twice as many cat:

as dogs in the city, because cats breec

faster than dogs, and kittens an

more apt to be unwanted than pup

pies. He estimates the actual ca

population of the city to be abou

300.000.

Census statistics on animals ir

cities (otlier than man himself) an

hard to come by. Dr. David Davis

who studied the rat population o;
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ELECTRONIC MINI/ALARM

•World's Tiniest Alarm Clock."
Featherweight IV2 ozs., size of a

large postage stamp. But a stout

heart beats in this '"Mighty Mini";

17-jewel movement, shockproof,
unbreakable mainspring, luminous
dial. Set the "mad hornet" elec-

tronic alarm and never miss a flight

or forget that parking meter. Tiny

battery lasts one year. Black, red

or green leather case with detach-

able key chain. (Specify color.)

$55.00

G.P.K,

Our G.P.K. (Gentleman's Pocket
Knife) is only 1/8" thin, but con-

tains in its leatherette-sheathed

body: knife, manicurer, screwdriv-
er/bottle-opener and scissors. All

forged of the finest steel. Elegant
enough to be at home in a tux, and
useful enough for your tackle box.

Arouse that Huck Finn in you and
order yours today.

$4.95

RANGE FINDER
You can measure distances from
just a few inches to almost as far

as the eye can see. quickly and
accurately with our Range Finder.

Photographers use it for perfect
focus, golfers to select the right

club, yachtsmen to plot precise
chart positions. Great for measur-
ing rough terrain. Developed by
Dr. Luis Alvarez, the inventor of
Ground Approach Control System.
Extremely useful and very simple
to use. Reading in miles or yards.
Our exclusive. $19.50

DESIGNER'S FAN

is only 7" tall (6" across the

blades), but this Italian import
moves an astonishing amount of

air. Hi-impact plastic body. Extra

soft blades can't hurt baby or pet.

Use on table or wall. Noiseless
motor runs continuously without
heating. This fan keeps things

cooled down in sunny Italy. Just

think what it can do for you!

$12.95

Remove the Emoskop from its fit-

ted leather case and it's a 30x
microscope. A twist of the wrist

converts it into a 2.5x telescope.

Another twist and you have your
choice of magnifiers: 5. 10 & 15x.

Perfect vestpocket companion for

the exacting professional and sci-

entist. 5 coated lenses, absolutely

aplanatic and achromatic. Modern
Photography calls the Emoskop
"...only magnifier worthy of the

name."1%"xy4". $14.95

PAPER WELDER

Now staples and paper clips are

passe. This helpful desk accessory
crimps papers together neatly and
crisply with a woven seam— all at

the push of a lever. Never runs

out or needs refills. If desired,

papers can be separated without

tearing. Keeps the bulk out of

your file folders and can't foul

copy machines. An executive
essential and wonderful gift.

$13.95

RIVIERA
WIND-UP SHAVER

Frees you of batteries, water, elec-

tricity and other paraphernalia.
Just a quick wind-up and you get

a smooth, fast, comfortable shave
anywhere, anytime. In vinyl case.

Keep one in your glove compart-
ment. $18.50
Also available: Modele Anatomi-
que with see-thru clear plastic

body so you can watch the action.

$19.95

WIDE ANGLE REAR VIEW
MIRROR

Fits any auto and is installed in a

jiffy—without tools. Glarefree
safety glass set in sturdy frame,

this 10%" X 2%" mirror provides

distortion-free, continuous road
coverage of up to 8 lanes. Avoids
all those dangerous "blind spots"
and lets you watch traffic right up

to the passing point. Stops head-
light glare, head turning and neck
craning too I Important safety <

$6.95

MV MINISCOPE system"
Monocular of outstanding design
and performance. Fits in the palm
of your hand. More powerful than

most standard binoculars and field

glasses. Standard objective: 8x,

24mm, 8.2°. Extra objective: 6x.

(ide 11°. Pr

fully coated optics—crisp, brilliant

and of complete planarity. Objec-
tives may be used as 3x and 5x
amplifier/loupes of unexcelled
definition and clarity. 3% ozs.,

3'/2"- With zippered case and hand-
strap $16.95

DIGITAL CLOCK/RADIO

is made to order for you if you
are a perfectionist. 10-transistor
AM/FM RADIO, with Automatic
Frequency Control for drift-free re-

ception. Has volume and fidelity

that will amaze you. The DIGITAL
CLOCK allows exact time "read-
out" at a glance! The ALARM will

rouse you with music or an au-
thoritative buzz. All this talent in

a slim, trim, case (10x3x6").

$49.95

A FREE GIFT FOR YOU. If your order (exclusive of post-
age and sales tax) is 530. or more— our POCKET TOOL
KIT in shirt pocket case is our gift to you 4

OUR GUARANTEE: No fine print or "ifs," "ands " or
"buts." Simply return any item within 10 days if you are

not delighted. Parts and workmanship guaranteed 1 year.

Ma
Please se



^ix invitations to adventure from
The American Museum

The J\(hturai
What was New York like one billion years ago? How do you prese

snowflake? Where is evolution taking us? Why do some plants last only 1

while others live centuries? The answers are just part of the excitemc

these six new books from The Natural History Press. How much of

Christmas shopping can you do right on these two pages?

You may examine any or all of these significant books for two weeks b
deciding to keep them. If you do keep them you will be billed at the sp

Associate Members' discount. Mail the postpaid insert card today. Or v

The Natural History Press, Department 8-NH-ll, 501 Franklin Avt
Garden City, New York 11530.

BIOLOGY:
The Science of Life

by Helena Curtis

Life in all its variety is the subject matter of the science of

biology, and of this amazingly complete, beautifully illustrated

introduction to it. Biology: The Science of Life reviews the

fundamental questions and concerns of biology and shows how
biologists today are seeking answers. The only book available

that provides the entire background we all need to understand
the newest advances, it brings into sharp focus biological

achievements which may soon decide the future of the human
race itself. 676 illustrations, photographs, and drawings. 920
pages, $15,00 (less 15% Associate Members' discount).

THE GEOLOGY OF
NEW YORK CITY
AND ENVIRONS
by Christopher J. Schuberth
From the air, two of New York's most striking sights are the

unnatural concrete patterns of Manhattan, and the limitless

natural patterns of Long Island's sandy beaches — features that

owe their appearance to one billion years of geological change.
This book tells the whole dramatic story, from the time that

Manhattan was at the bottom of a large, shallow sea, through
its emergence as a sub-tropical forest roamed by dinosaurs and
through the major changes of the Ice Age. Profusely illustrated,

with detailed itineraries for one-day field trips in and around
the city. 24 linecuts, 50 halftones, and maps. 320 pages, $6.95
(less 15% Associate Members' discount).

PEOPLES AND CULTURES
OF THE PACIFIC
edited by Andrew P. Vayda
The Pacific Ocean covers a vast area and, although its sha

the earth's land and people is small, it is of special interes

significance in the study of man. The thousands of tiny is

scattered throughout Melanesia, Micronesia, and Poly

present a unique opportunity to study cultures that have c

oped in isolation, and whose populations are easily det

Among the themes explored in this book are warfare, 1

hunting, cults, folktales, love affairs, politics, trade, and tra'

subjects that will fascinate students and laymen alike. A
charts, and graphs. 560 pages, $7.95 (less 15% Asso
Members' discount)

.

DISCOVERING PLANTS
A Nature and Science Book of Experime

by Richard M. Klein and Deana T. Klein

Why do leaves change color and fall? Why do some flo\

bloom in the spring, and others in the summer? Why doe.

oak tree in a forest look completely different from an oak

field? How do plants eat and breathe? Here is a book of scit

experiments with plants of every kind — from the smallest a

to the tallest Sequoia — raising many new questions for yo

readers, and helping them find the answers for themselves,

readily understandable experiments are accompanied by cl

simply drawn illustrations, graphs, and charts. Discoveb
Plants is a book that children from 12 up (and their pan

as well) will find entertaining and instructive. 128 pages. $'

(less 15% Associate Members' discount).
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Please send me the following Natural History
Books, in the quantities indicated. 1 under-

stand I will have two weeks after these books
arrive to decide whether or not to keep them;
if I wish. I may return them in that time and owe
nothing. Otherwise, I'll be billed at the special

Associate Members' discount price, plus shipping
and handling costs, as payment in full.

BIOLOGY
Reg. price $15.00; fibers' price, $12.75

_THE GEOLOGY OF NEW YORK CITY
AND ENVIRONS
Reg. price $6.95; members' price. $5.91

_PEOPLES AND CULTURES OF THE
PACIFIC
Reg. price $7.95; members* price, $6.76

SNOW STUMPERS
Reg. price $3.50; members' price, $2.98

IT WORKS LIKE THIS
Reg. price $2.95; members' price, $2.51

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE ZIP . . .

Dept. 8-NH-n

SAVE: Enclose payment and we pay shipping an
handling costs. Same return privilege guaranteed.

Offer available only in the U.S.A. and Canada.

Associate Members of the Museum save 759

(

five new books published by The Natural His

'



atural History and

Wstory iT'ess

OW STUMPERS
)avid Webster
, in a single exciting bootc, 100 "mystery photographs'" of

and ice are used to suggest many new outdoor wintertime

ities for junior-high age youngsters. Challenging the read-

powers of observation, the popular Nature and Science

nnist and author of Brain-Booslers asks if he can explain

a pond freezes and melts from the edges in. Or which
1 of snow on the walks will melt first. Or what can be told

t the insulation of houses and cars from the way snow melts

lem. In a special section, there are simple experiments and
cts, such as instructions for making a snow gauge, meas-

;
temperatures of snow, building an igloo, preserving

flakes, tracking animals, creating snow lights, and building

e tree. Drawings, charts, diagrams, and 100 photographs.

iges, $3.50 (less 15% Associate Members" discount).

WORKS LIKE TfflS

;d by Thomas G. Ayleswortb
rously illustrated, this practical guide to the inner work-
jf everyday tools and appliances is also a valuable refer-

book. Objects we take for granted — fountain pens, water
ts, fireplaces, clocks, television sets, electric switches,

ras and many other items — are illustrated by simple

ings, and the mechanics are explained in terms that can be
' understood by everyone. It is a particularly welcome gift

le science- and mechanically-minded youngster (or any
It who'd like to explain "how it works'" himself!) Including

est of the popular 'How It Works' columns from Nature
Science. Two-color line drawings and diagrams. 96 pages,

(less 15% Associate Members' discount).

Peoples

and Cultures
of the

Pacific

The City

of ''t^'^



Lifes too short
to settle for
anything less ttian
the camera
you really
want.

From Leica,

the most foolproof, versj

precise single-lens-reflex camera ever made.
Go ahead. You only live once.

LeicdlexSL
E. I.eitz, IiK-., 4(« Paik Avenue South. N.Y.. N.Y. lOOlfi

Never underestimate
the power of a compact
Certainly not these Nikon ultra-compacts. Small and elegant as they may
appear, they're full-fledged prism binoculars with all the pull-in power
you need for sports, boating, birding, or just looking. And they offer
as much image brilliance in daylight as you can get with the biggest and
most expensive glasses made.

Much of this has to do with the quality of Nikon optics. (They're made
by the same people who produce the famous Nikon cameras). And, as
proof of that quality, a 25-year guarantee is included.

Prices start at under S50.00 with zipper case and neck strap. At better
photo and optical stores knd departments. For further details, write.
Nikon Inc., Garden City, New York 11530. Subsidiary of Ehrenreich
Photo-Optical Industries, Inc. (In Canada: Anglophoto Ltd., RQ.)

Nikon Ultra-Compact
Prism Binoculars
6x18 7x21 8x24

28

Baltimore for many years estimate

that in 1944 the city harbore

400,000 rats (the human populatio

at that time was 659,000). He b(

lieved that the rats declined in nun
bers to 165,000 in 1947, and 65,00

in 1949. Whether this downwar
trend has continued I don't know
Certainly rats are still commoi
enough in many parts of our cities

as became rather obvious in Ne\
York with the strike of the garbag
collectors. I was interested, in read

ing the Kerner report on riots, ti

come across the estimate that ther

were 14.000 cases of rat bite in th'

United States in 1965, mostly in thi

ghettos of our cities—another marl

of the miserable living conditions.

Vermin are much less abundant ii

American cities now than they usee

to be. This is partly because of th(

widespread use of pesticides, but i

also reflects the decline of the horse

Livery stables provided a haven foi

rats, flies, and other animals, while

the manure in the streets supportec

hordes of English sparrows. I don'l

know whether it would be possible tc

measure the noxious side effects oi

horses against those of automobiles-
they are so very different. Horses

produced flies and smells, while auto-

mobiles pollute the atmosphere—and
automobiles multiply much faster.

Among opportunists, weeds have
long fascinated me—plants that mosi
people dislike, pull up, cut down,
spray with herbicides. Yet they per-

sist and flourish in the man-altered

landscape. They seem sturdy; they

manage well in gardens and lawns

and vacant lots, along railway tracks

and in similar improbable places. But

most of them would be very rare if

man did not clear land for them. In

many cases it seems likely that weeds
are plant species that would have be-

come e.xtinct if man had not come
along in time to save them.

I find lawns puzzling. Why are

people so dead set against crabgrassi

and dandelions? I don't see much!

difference between crabgrass and

lawn grass—why not let the former

take over? And dandelions add nice

spots of color. I have a letter from a

man in Philadelphia. Joseph P.

Walker, saying that "Dr. Jack Mc-
Cormick and I are presently Avork-

ing on the question of why people'

mow grass. . . . What are the origins'

of mowers and mowing? What, if

any, psychological motivation is



s trying to keep our promise to the Indians,

it they won't make it without you.
he Hopi Indians' village of

mlovi in Arizona sits on land

)or, infertile and inhospitable

;o far nobody has tried to take

ay from them.

lectricity has not yet reached

lopis. Water must be hauled

three miles away. Jobs are few

ar away. Only poverty and des-

are close-by and in abundance.

'et for the first time in genera-

, Mary Carnwath and people

ler are stirring hope among the

s.

^ary Carnwath works and
two thousand miles away, in

hattan. Her own daughter is

grown-up, and through Save

"children Federation she is spon-

g one of the village girls, 8-year-

irace Mahtewa.
'he Mahtewas (two parents,

s children, one grandmother

(3 sister-in-law) live tightly

\e'd in a tiny rock and mud
'p. The father who knows ranch

\ but can't find any most of the

isn't able to provide the family

even the bare necessities.

Grace, bright,

ambitious and in-

dustrious, would
possibly have had

to quit school as

soon as she was
old enough to do

a day's work. But,^ because of Mary
rwath, that won't be necessary,

fhe $15.00 a month contrib-

by Mary Carnwath is provid-

remarkable number of things

race and her family,

rrace will have a chance to con-

p schooling. The family has

I

able to make its home a little

; livable. And with the money
i; ver, together with funds from
H sponsors, the village has been

e:o renovate a dilapidated build-

; or use as a village center. The
r now has two manual sewing

lines that are the beginnings of

=;fell income-producing business,

s^nly a small beginning. More
3ily and more people like Mary
ivath are needed. With your

I perhaps this village program

will produce enough money to end

the Hopi's need for help. That is

what Save the Children is all about.

Although contributions are de-

ductible, it's not a charity. The aim

is not merely to buy one child a few

hot meals, a warm coat and a new
pair of shoes. Instead, your contribu-

tion is used to give the child, the fam-

ily and the village a little boost that

may be all they need to start helping

themselves.

Sponsors are desperatelyneeded

for other American Indian children

—who suffer the highest dis-

ease rate and who look for-

ward to the shortest life span

of any American group.

As a sponsor you will re-

ceive a photo of the child, regu-

lar reports on his progress and,

if you wish, a chance to corre-

spond with him and his family.

Mary Carnwath knows
that she can't save the world

for $15.00 a month. Only a

small comer of it. But, maybe
that is the way to save the

.

world. If there are enough Mary
Camwaths. How about you?

Save the Children Federation is

registered with the U.S. State Depart-

ment Advisory Committee on Vol-

untary Foreign Aid, and a member
of the International Union of Child

Welfare. Financial statements and

annual reports are available on
request.

Save The Children Federation-

Founded in 1932

National Sponsors (partial list):

Andy Griffith, Gene Kelly, Mrs. Eli Lilly,

Paul Newman, Mrs. J. C. Penney,

Frank Sinatra, Mrs. Earl Warren

Save The Children Federation
NORWALK, CONNECTICUT 06852

1 WISH TO SPONSOR AN AMERICAN INDIAN CHILD.

ENCLOSED IS MY FIRST PAYMENT OF:

a S15 MONTHLY D S45 QUARTERLY

D $90 SEMI-ANNUALLY G $180 ANNUALLY

I CAN'T SPONSOR A CHILD, BUT I'D LIKE TO HELP.

ENCLOSED IS A CONTRIBUTION OF 5 .

n SEND ME MORE INFORMATION.

NAME

CONTRIBUTIONS ARE U.S. INCOME TAX DEDUCTIBLE NH 11-i



Capable of

the Most
Sophisticated

Photography

A Yashica 35mm single lens reflex will
grow on even the most unsophisticated
amateur. Like it or not, he will develop into
a most sophisticated photographer, whose
work clearly will show all the earmarks of
the professional.

Small wonder, since Yashica single lens
reflex cameras with 19 interchangeable
lenses and accessory equipment comprise
one of the most popular of professional sys-
tems, built with all the quality and attention
to detail demanded by men (and women)
who use cameras for a living. Withal, they
have a basic simplicity that make them
easy to operate and a pleasure to use.

See the complete system at your dealer's,
or send for the catalog.

YASHICA
YASHICA INC., 50-17 QUEENS BOULEVARD,

WOODSIDE. NEW YORK 11377 DPT. Q

there for mowing?" I couldn't help

any with answers, but I put the letter

in a "for attention" pile in the hope

that sometime I might come up with

an idea. I did find some comment in

an offbeat book on gardening by

Warren G. Kenfield, The Wild

Gardener in the Wild Landscape. The

author thinks that lawn mowers are

simply the modern version of a cow

tethered by the house. The lawn, he

says, is "a living fossil in a modern

human zoo." In a footnote he ex-

plains, "1 really like lawns. They

have the pure clean simplicity of a

freshly painted floor, or a bolt of

monocolored cloth. 1 like them as I

like sheathing evening gowns on

other men"s women, beautiful to look

at, but horribly expensive to sup-

port."

Weeds (and lawns and gardens)

seem to me to offer all sorts of pos-

sible projects for botanically minded

students in city or suburban high

schools. What plants are able to man-

age in the cracks of less-used side-

walks? What is the ecology of a

vacant lot, and what weeds appear

around an abandoned building?

R. S. R. Fitter, in an excellent book

on London's Natural History (in the

Collins "New Naturalist" series—

I

think the book has not been pub-

lished in this country, but it ought

to be in the library of every metro-

politan high school) lists 126 species

of flowering plants and ferns found

in bombed sites in London after the

Second World War—avoiding sites

that included gardens or parts of

gardens "unless the species present

prior to bombing were known and

could be excluded." I hope we won't

have an opportunity to make com-

parable studies in this country, but

there is plenty of chance for ecologi-

cal observation of other kinds of

destruction.

A surprising number of birds have

taken to the urban and suburban en-

vironment, offering many possibili-

ties for study. For the London area.

Fitter lists 74 breeding species that

are resident throughout the year, 26

breeding species that are found in

summer only, 45 species that are

winter visitors, and 41 species that

pass through in the course of migra-

tion. John Kieran devotes quite a bit

of space in his book to the discussion

of birds in New York, but does not

give any statistics. John Bull, in his

Birds of the New York Area, gives

notes on 412 species, but his "New

York area" includes all of Long

Island, southern counties of New
York State, and northern counties ol

New Jersey, thus including country

that is far from strictly "urban"

though easy enough of access from

the city.

I should think someone would have

published an account of bird life ir

Central Park, but I have not come

across any such. John Bull remarks

that the park is "one of the best

places for migrant passerines and

noteworthy for its warblers ; the besi

portion is the 'Ramble' between 72nd

and 81st streets." Of the "Ramble,''

John Kieran remarks that "as many
as twenty-nine species of warblei

have been observed on a single day

in May."

Someone should write a book

about city birds around the world. It

would make a nice ecological "proj-

ect" and a good excuse for travel.

Do pigeons occur in all cities? 1

asked my ornithological friend Rob-

ert Storer; he said he couldn't re-

member seeing them in Madagascar

but he wasn't sure. He was struck

there by the absence of English

sparrows, now so common almosi

everywhere in the world.

In Honolulu the common street

birds are mynas, Chinese doves, anc

English sparrows, getting along to

gather very nicely. The mynas have

a curious habit of "holding court"-

two birds fighting, surrounded by £

ring of watchers seemingly intent or

the outcome. The spectacle is said tc

stop traffic sometimes. For a while 1

saw no pigeons there, but then 1

found a large flock that roosted undei

the eaves of the Bishop Museum
apparently going out to forage in the

countryside during the day.

Last summer in San Juan, Puertc'

Rico, the hotel where I stayed servec

breakfast on an outdoor terrace, anc

the charming little Puerto Ricar

honey creepers invaded the tables tc

get tidbits from the guests. At nigh

the grounds resounded with the bird

like calls of the coqui, a particularly

vocal tree frog. A musician told m«
it was rumored that the governor sen

out to collect coquis that could spai

a full octave (most coquis don't quit(

make it I for release in the Fortaleza

where he lives and entertains distin

guished visitors.

Cities, undeniably, are quite dif

ferent from rain forest or nortl

woods, but this does not mean thaJ

they are devoid of natural history.

:
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21 beastly days in AMca.
We're going on safari. And we'd like you to join us. the beaten paths of Uganda, Tanzania.and Kenya.

Not with guns or other lethal weapons. But if you're

deadly with a camera, bring it along. There'll be lots

to shoot.

Rhino, hippo, buffalo, elephant, zebra, Hon,

antelope, eland, wildebeeste, giraffe, cheetah and

jackal.

And Murchison .

Palls, Victoria Falls, the British Overseas Airways Corporation
Box VC 10, Dept. 15LA-500
NewYork.N.Y. 10011

MU 7-1600

Please tell me more about your beastly

Wing Safari Q Value Safari

Mr. Mrs. Miss

Plains of Serengeti, the I

Ruwenzori Mountain
Range, Ngorongoro Cra- i

ter, the snow-dusted peaks I

of Kilimanjaro. The spec-

tacular beauty of Africa, i

There are 2 ways '

you can go about it.

Our Value Safari, i

if you're down to earth.
takes good care of you i ^Three weeks on and off I I the coupon to us.

*Based on 21-day Economy Class Tour basing fare from New York and double occupancy in hotels.

Address.

City. .State.

$1,644* includes round-trip BOAG jet air fare from
New York, game lodges, Treetops Hotel (actu-

ally perched atop giant chestnut trees), civilized

meals, robust guides, gratuities, taxes— everything.

Our Wing Safari, if you prefer to take to

the air. Three weeks of exploring Africa in a

—I twin-engine Piper Aztec.

Soaring above the peaks

of Kilimanjaro, over the

Plains of Serengeti, to

areas and animals inac*

cessible to land vehicles.

$2,354* complete.

That's as far as

we can take you, now.
Your Travel Agent will

guide you through the rest

of the details. Or shoot

.Zip Code.



The
Rl2*]:it by Lewis S. BroM

Way
toWalk Foii

People believe, in a general way
at least, that they know how

animals walk. But they are usually

wrong. Everyone, including those

who are aware that man, too, is an

animal, takes walking too much for

granted. When the locomotion is

bipedal walking, which man learns

early in life, it draws little attention

unless it is grotesque or piquant.

When it is quadrupedal walking.

people are even less inclined to ana-

lyze it. It is too long since their in-

fancy, when they were crawlers

moving around on all fours basi-

cally like a puppy, a kitten—or a

baby giraffe.

After three decades of studying

the ways in which quadrupeds use

their feet for traveling, and of dis-

cussing animal gaits with anyone

willing to talk and listen, I am no

longer surprised at the misconcej

tions about animal motion. Whi

does astonish me, after contact wil

people from widely different bad

grounds—farmers, laborers, scho

ars, horsemen, artists, scientists-

is that they uniformly believe th

same things that are not so. eve

about that common animal, the hors

In other words, most people d

not recognize what I call the "tru



To study the gaits of the

quadrupeds, the author built this

bizarre mechanical beast and

mounted it on a roller skate.

Propelled by a screw drive,

it places each foot in turn,

thus simulating one

phase of a chosen stride.

The articulated body and legs

are adjustable, as are

the head and tail.

And the beast's name?
Carneirotherium.

gaits ordinarily go unnoticed. To
be sure, horsemen watch keenly the

leg movements of a single species

so they do agree, and correctly, on

some aspects of the walking gait.

Experts of other kinds, however, ex-

cept for a few scientists willing to

spend many years on unglamorous

research, have contributed httle to

our knowledge of walking or other

quadrupedal motion. The general

feeling is tliat such movement is too

complicated, variable, and unpre-

dictable. This is at least two-diirds

fallacy. Complicated or not, quadru-

pedal locomotion is surprisingly

uniform and predictable. Still, ar-

tists and others dealing with such

complicated movements err more
often than not. The work of art that

is scientifically accurate as well as

charming is a rarity.

A delightful example concerns a

sculptor, name unknown, who pro-

duced a walking horse in bronze.

This was no massive work; it stood

only sixteen inches high, but it re-

ceived almost universal acclaim as

a wonderful specimen from ancient

Greece. Manv scholarly treatises at-

tested to its beauty and perfection;

in New York, the Metropolitan

Museum of Art bought it and

proudly kept it on permanent dis-

play. And then, in 1957, this horse

fell into disgrace. One of the mu-

seum's staff had accidently noticed

something suspicious, had investi-

gated and then announced that this

masterpiece was in the neighborhood

of 2,400 years too young—it was a

egged
ilk." Instead, they are content with

e "false walk"' depicted in so

any paintings, and in sculptured

jirses (most of which would topple

I'er if they tried to \valk I . There are

jjo what can bs called the "think-

!'s walks,' which are not so much
ilse as imagined, although it has

en found that an animal will occa-

!)nally use them.

Such mistakes about four-lesiged

modern forger}', and Tvne magazine

gave it an appropriate name : "Phony
Pony. ' In August, 1968, two art ex-

perts came to the defense of its au-

thenticity and an interesting argu-

ment began. However, in all the

discussion about the specimen's

genuineness I noted hardly anything

—either in praise or condemnation—
about its quadrupedal action, even

though the unkno^\Ti sculptor had

cast his phony pony in a phase of

motion that depicted, with near per-

fection, a position that can occur

only in the true walk. Even the im-

posed restraint on the animal, indi-

cated by the open mouth and the

angle of neck to head, is surpris-

ingly natural. What fascinates me,

therefore, is that with so strong a

tradition in equestrian art of false

walking—from days of ancient

Greece to the present—the alleged

forger had produced so authentic a

mode of walking—in ancient Greece

the odds against it would have been

very great.

From where do we get this tradi-

tion of false walking? First, from
living animals themselves—history's

oldest source of information on ani-

mal motion. Animals have ahvays

been of interest to men and avail-

able for study. Unfortunately, merely

observing a moving animal is not

enough. Even in the walk, an animal's

legs generally move too fast to be
recorded accurately by any mind not

already stocked with considerable

knowledge of animal motion. More-
over, the motion is often obscured
by an animal's fur or surroundings,

and the legs a^e seldom positioned

so the viewer can clearly see all four

for a long enough period of time.

Information also comes from cave

walls, Egyptian tombs, and Greek
temples. However, their depictions

were based on observation or, as

centuries went by, on tradition and
a slowly growing literature, so it is

not surprising diat these paintings

and sculptures exhibit more opinion,

imagination, and error than fact. I

would guess that, beginning thou-

sands of years ago and continuing

into the present, well over half of

the depictions intended to represent

animals walking are incorrect.

Thirdly, our knoAvledge comes
from written accounts. The earliest

of these, like the earliest art works,

were based on limited observations

of actual animals or reports of such

observations. Like the depictions,

such writing is full of guesswork;

very little is true. Moreover, animal

motion—even the wallc of a biped-
is too complicated to describe accu-

rately with words alone. And, as for

even the best present-day writing on

quadrupedal motion, the reader

must begin by knowing almost as
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MOTION BEGINS AT REAR
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FULL MOTION

1 REGULAR STRIDE BEGINS

:/f

Principles of correct quadrupej

walking are demonstrated by a iiors'

and his biped companions, each of whor

represents one-half of a horse

As motion begins, the girl in back pushe

against the pole, thereby moving forwan

her own weight and the weight of the gir

in front of her. With this transfer of weight

the girl in back can begin to step, an(

when she has completed approximately hal

of her first step, the girl in fron

begins to step in response to the pusi

from behind, achieving full motion

Because the rear girl startec

with a left foot, the other girl aisc

must start with the left foot

As with the girls, so with the horse

It starts with the left hind foot

and throughout the eight phases of the stride;

the hind feet continue making their moves

at a uniform speed,

approximately a half-step ahead of the

corresponding front feet.

%
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ch as the writer, unless he is pro-

ed with adequate illustrations.

li^hy should a description of

Iking be so complicated? For one

ing, any gait is composed of four

tors: the foot sequence, the foot

)port, the velocity, and the rhythm

)duced by the feet striking the

)und. These are often described

clearly, and it is easy to imagine

: increase in confusion if a writer

3S to explain all four character-

cs in relation to one another.

\lso, it is the fashion among sci-

ific writers on animal motion to

phasize deviation in animal gaits

her than similarity. Recently a

emost expert proposed no fewer

in 21 varieties of the walking gait

ne. Another scientist has postu-

ed as many as 108 different gaits

it a quadruped can perform. In

iition, writers have attributed

!cial, peculiar walks to giraffes,

ossums, young puppies, and kit-

s. Actually, even a sloth obeys the

e walk rule although it moves

side down.

Foday, one splendid tool for

dying animal motion and dis-

ninating the facts does exist. This

the camera, free from prejudice,

inion, imagination, or error. Only

:h the camera can man attain the

[uired pictorial accuracy, and

isequently some hope for verbal

:uracy. Ironically, present-day

icles and books on motion seldom

ve enough carefully produced

i selected photos to make their

rds unequivocal. For such a

jice marriage between word and
ture, one must go back almost a

ndred years,

[n the late 1870's, an Englishman

calling himself Eadweard Muy-
bridge (he was more prosaically

christened Edward James Mugge-
ridge) succeeded in producing the

first revealing photographs of ani-

mals in natural and successive mo-
tion. Technically, they were not

what we call motion pictures today.

The exposures were made, not on a

whirling reel of film in a camera
that "followed" the subject, but with

a battery of still cameras, as many
as 48 of them, lined up and timed so

that each would show a phase of the

action in split-second succession.

Though encumbered by the old-

fashioned glass plates in his

cameras, Muybridge was able to

achieve, by ingenious means, pic-

tures with exposures as brief as

1/6000 of a second while an animal

moved down a track in front of the

row of cameras. Then by arranging

the pictures in the proper order, it

was possible for the first time to see

what actually occurs when a horse or

other animal walks, trots, or gallops.

Soon afterward, Muybridge devised

a method of projecting these photo-

graphs in a way that made the ani-

mals seem to move before the eyes

of an audience. Thus was produced

the first photographic motion pic-

ture, and Muybridge began lectur-

ing and showing his animated photos

in America and Europe. Scientists,

as well as popular writers such as

Alexander Dumas, and artists such

as Degas, flocked to these shows. It

was now that Degas began the charm-

ing series of sculptures of horses in

natural movement that many have

seen at the Metropolitan Museum of

Art in New York City. Now, too,

Frederic Remington's portrayals of

America's Wild West, so familiar to

us all, began to include animals

walking, trotting, and running with

remarkably scientific accuracy. Mu-
seums of natural history, too,

started paying some attention to the

accurate portrayal of motion. The
outstanding examples of this

changed attitude are to be found at

The American Museum of Natural

History in New York.

In 1897, Samuel Harmsted Chubb,
the son of a Maryland physician and
himself a self-trained osteologist,

came to New York, introduced him-

self to Henry Fairfield Osborn, then

head of The American Museum, and
showed him a new kind of osteologi-

cal mount—one that displayed the

bones of an animal in such a way
as to show accurately the dynamics
of the living animal. The result was
that Mr. Chubb soon went to work
on what was to become a small hall

of "living skeletons." Before he died

in 1949, it had become the most sig-

nificant display of true animal mo-
tion anywhere in the world. As far as

one person could combine fine crafts-

manship, unceasing labor, and a high

degree of intelligence, his work ex-

emplifies perfection.

Most of his skeletons show a phase
of movement taken from a regular

gait. The quadrupedal walk is illus-

trated by four walking zebras, each

depicting a significant phase of the

action, and all four providing one
complete cycle—a stride. A skeleton

of a horse shows what happens when
the animal is required to walk while

pulling a heavy load. Other skele-

tons reveal the footwork in a trot or

a gallop. (The last of Mr. Chubb's

8 FIRST STRIDE ENDS

-A

NEXT STRIDE BEGINS
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REGULAR STRIDE BEGINS

depictions was of a donkey bending

laterally to permit a hind foot to

scratch its j aw.

)

Into the preparation of each skele-

ton went more hours of work and

study than anyone unacquainted

with this man would believe. Every

angle of every bone was decided

upon only after endless observation

of living animals, followed by the

taking and studying of many photo-

graphs. Mr. Chubb took both still

and moving pictures, but was ap-

parently too early to profit from use

of slow-motion photography, which

today is almost mandatory for seri-

ous research.

M"
fost of the facts 1 have learned

about quadrupedal walking, I

have learned from either Muybridge

or Chubb. All of these facts now have

wide acceptance in the literature

about gaits; and I have been able to

substantiate all of them by my own
studies. In more recent years my be-

lief has grown that the gaits of ani-

mals, particularly the walk, devel-

oped in conformity with the demands
of an almost Procrustean discipline.

It is not the variation that surprises

me; it is the basic conformity in all

quadrupedal walking.

Of course, no one person can

claim to have studied more than a

few living, four-footed animals care-

fully. And since few imprints of pre-

historic feet have been discovered,

only conjecture is possible about

animals long extinct. However, it is

surely significant that the animals

we do know have settled on the one

walking stride—slow-motion pictures

show that a horse, an elephant, a cat,

a camel, a giraffe, a lizard, an

36

amphibian, all walk with the same

sequence of footfalls. Even the hu-

man infant while it is still creeping,

or the baby monkey, conforms to

this sequence.

It is not reasonable to suppose

that this uniformity is accidental.

What most people do not realize is

that at some time or other in their

evolution animals have had a num
ber of choices of working patterns

Sir James Gray's count, in his treat

ise Mechanics of the Tetrapod Skele

ton, shows that animals can theo

retically advance their four feet in

six different sequences. These I shall

list in the following order

:

1. RH (right hind)

RF (right front)

LH (left hind)

LF (left front)

2. RH, LF, LH, RF
3. RH, LH, RF, LF
4. RH, LH, LF. RF
5. RH, RF, LF, LH
6. RH. LF. RF. LH

Sequence 1 (in which the front

foot begins advancing only after the

hind foot on the same side has done
so ) is the only sequence ever used

by quadrupeds when they walk nor-

mally—it is the one that evolution

has favored.

Is there any functional and me-
chanical basis why this sequence

should have become universal? To
me, the answer is a decided yes. The
feet and legs, as they move, form a

series of dynamic tripods to support

the animal's weight. In none of the

other five sequences, whether pos-

sible or merely theoretical, are the

tripods of support as good. In each

of these other five, an increase of the

animal's speed would bring problen

of balance or the risk of one fo(

interfering with another.

Speed, of course, is relative. W
distinguish, for example, h

tween walking and running. But :

some point in evolution, walking w;

undoubtedly the means of achievinj

optimum velocity. When animal lili

first became terrestrial and creatun

began to travel on land, their \e<,

must have been ill suited to spee

if they were large creatures. So an

mode of travel that kept the bod'

supported off the ground, while fu

nishing a continuous forward mov'

ment. was adaptively significant,

is likely that, early on, only one fo(

at a time could be moved, while t\

other three held the animal uprighi

However, as A. Brazier Howell point;

out. more and more speed was ri

quired as evolution progressed. Thi

allows us to conclude that if on

single way to walk was safest an

fastest, and best suited to all anima

—whether their bodies were long c

short, heavy or light, had long lef

or short ones—this was the gait tht,

had the best chance of being adopte

universally. The quadrupedal wal

of today—the true walk—is just sue

a gait.

Here we must be careful aboi

definitions. What is this walk? Bt

cause bipedal and quadrupedal wall

ing have common characteristics,

is best to compare them. Webster

definition of bipedal walking stresse

several important points: that th

pace ( speed ) is moderate ; thf

movement is achieved by a series c

foosteps: and that, by definitioi

these steps cannot be hops or leaps-



RUE WALK is performed by the

;arneirotherium, shown in black. As motion

)egins and the first foot is raised, the

ither three form a triangle on the ground,

"he left hind foot moved first, so the beast

nust next move the left front. As full motion

egins, he is supported by only his right feet—

lossible only while his momentum continues,

.s stride begins (1) the left hind foot is back on

he ground, restoring triangular support,

'hase 2: right hind foot leaves the ground

nd support is diagonal (left hind, right front),

ut in a moment the left forefoot contributes

D another big triangle (3). Next phase (4),

ie right forefoot lifts and support is only by

le left feet, but immediate striking of the right

ind foot (5) restores triangular support. In (6)

iagonal feet (right hind, left front) again support

nly momentarily, followed by another good

'iangle (7). The triangles indicate good

'ipods (feet and legs) for supporting the

nimal's weight and maintaining its

quilibrium, since the center of gravity

Iways lies within the triangle.

ALSE WALK (in color) becomes importantly

ifferent from the true walk when both gaits

re viewed at an angle and from above. The
ifferences show in the foot sequences and foot

upport. Foot support here is poor because of

equence. In the contrasting true walk, the first,

aised hind foot is followed by the front foot on

le same side; but in false walk, the hind

30t is followed by the front foot on the

pposite side. Result is a triangle that

; small, away from the center of gravity,

iving almost no support for the left

ide of the moving animal. Later in the

tride, the right side of the animal

> left similarly unsupported.



a biped always has one foot, at least,

on the ground.

The description of the quadru-

pedal walk is less definite. The dic-

tionar)' says that two of the quadru-

ped's four feet are ahvays on the

ground. But does tliis mean two front

feet or two hind feet: two side feet

or one hind and one front foot?

Actually, it means one of each pair

of feet, front and back. Thus we have

what amounts to two bipeds, one

•walking behind the other, each hav-

ing at least one foot in contact wdth

the ground. And the dictionary defi-

nition can now be amended to read:

quadrupedal walk—to go by steps at

a moderate speed, without hopping

or running, with a gait in which, at

any one time, at least one front foot

and one hind foot are in contact with

the ground.

A few terms used by ^vriters to

explain motion also need to be

defined.

A phase is an instant of motion. A
stride can comprise an optional num-

ber of phases.

A step is the complete movement

of one foot.

A stride (cycle) is the amount of

movement completed ^vhen each of

tlie four feet has moved from its rela-

tive position at the beginning of the

stride, has performed its function in

advancing the animal, and is again

in its original relative position.

A gait is progression composed

of a series of successive strides that

are more or less identical.

As for the gait, it can be symmet-

rical or asymmetrical. The walk is

one of several symmetrical gaits.

Symmetrical here means that at a

given speed tlie animal will move tlie

legs and feet on tlie left side of the

body in exactly the same way that it

moves the legs and feet on the right

side. (Consequently, if a stride in

this gait is divided into two equal

parts, tlie second half of the stride is

a mirror image of the first half of

the stride.

)

I have mentioned that four factors,

present in any gait, must be remem-

bered in any attempt to describe it.

For the quadrupedal walk thev are:

1. The foot support. This alter-

nates during motion : three feet, two

feet, three feet, t^vo feet on the

ground. If the walk is very slow,

more support is needed—a succession

of four feet, tliree feet, four feet,

three feet. etc.

2. The footfall sequence. This is

the order in which the feet are lifted

and advanced. In the ^^'alk the pat-

tern is a hind foot followed by the

front foot on the same side, then the

otlier hind foot, and other front foot.

The sequence can start ^\ ith any foot.

3. The rhythm (beat). Striking

the ground, one foot follow's another

to give an uninterrupted beat of 1-2-

3-4-1-2-3-4. There can be exceptions.

For instance, an animal grazing

across a field is performing an espe-

cially slow walk that does have inter-

ruptions.

4. The velocity. For any walk, of

course, this is relatively slow.

Each factor contributes something

important to the true waUc, but it is

confusing to think about all four si-

multaneously. Let us start with two of

them: velocity and rhythm.

The panel of drawings on pages
34-3.5 shows how a standing quad-

ruped begins to move, gains mo-
mentum, then continues along. For
tliis sequence I have chosen a famil-

iar demonstration animal, a horse

The drawings show him with twc

friends; the view is from the right

The bipeds happen to be more

than just girls. They also repre

sent a four-legged animal. The pole

connecting them serves as a quadru-

pedal backbone, and each girl cor

responds to one-half of the horse
(

Linking two bipeds in such fashion

one moving behind the other, is ai

old device that neatly explains whai

happens when a standing quadrupec

moves into a regular stride. The

drawings portray a complete stride

in eight phases.

The rhythm is quite simple—tht

continuing pattern of left hind, lefl

front, right hind, right front gives ar

almost even 1-2-3-4-1-2-3-4 cadencci

And. of course, there is always sym-

metrv—the left side and right sidf

take turns moving forward in exactly

the same way.

What about the other two factors,

the foot support sequence and the

footfall sequence? These two con-

tribute most to the equilibrium an

animal must have. Without proper

sequences of foot movement and sup-

port most animals would end uf

prone.

Sir James Gray has demonstrated

this matter of quadrupedal equilib-

rium in his book How Animals Move.

The animal is compared to a table.

and this makes sense. When standing

at rest, with the weight of its body

centered between its four supporting

legs, a quadruped corresponds to a

four-legged table with a weight cen-

tered on its top. No^v remove anv one

of the table's legs and it begins to

topple over in the direction of that

missing leg. With only three func-
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oning legs, the table has "lost its

ilance."

But there are ways to keep the

ble upright. Starting with a four-

gged table again, suppose we move

le of its legs to a new position. The

^nter of gravity will now be located

ithin the support of three legs, and

hen the fourth leg is removed, the

ble will not lose equilibrium. Or,

stead, suppose we shift the weight

1 the four-legged table to a new
jsition centered over three legs,

ow we can remove the fourth leg

id the table will not topple. When
ly quadruped walks, it uses all of

ese devices: It shifts its weight, it

langes the position of its feet, and

1 addition, it gains momentum. It

in no danger of falling over. In

lort, it is fulfilling the requirements

i walking.

The usual quadruped for demon-

rating this is the horse, but the

rawings on pages 36-37 show an un-

jmmon substitute—one that I built

) help me study the six different

ays, according to theory, that an

nimal could walk. I named this

creature Carneirotheriura in humor-
ous tribute to a friend of mine, the

ethnologist Robert Carneiro.

This quadruped is a sort of proto-

mammal—one of those beasts of long

ago, part reptile, part mammal—and
various parts of its body can move,

allowing the body to assume posi-

tions in various planes. To demon-
strate a gait, the creature is propelled

by a screw drive and places each foot

in turn to simulate one phase of a

chosen stride. The body length is ad-

justable, as are the lengths of the

legs, to simulate different animals;

length of step and rate of movement
can be controlled accurately.

In the panel, two Carneirotheri-

ums are shown performing non-iden-

tical strides. The black one does the

true walk: the other does the false

walk. This juxtaposition allows us to

compare how the legs and feet form
patterns of support for the animal's

weight as the beast moves forward.

The true walk shows Carneirothe-

rium going through the same move-

ments we saw performed by the horse

and two girls. Again the quadru-

pedal stride is shown in eight phases,

and everything else is the same, ex-

cept that the stride is now seen from
above and a little in front. This view-

point makes it easier to understand

the way in which the feet support an

animal as it walks.

It is by applying to both of these

four-legged animals the same princi-

ples applied to the four-legged table,

discussed earlier, that we see why
the false ^^alk is inferior. The most

important single point to remember

is that only when a four-footed ani-

mal walks correctly do its feet form

the best triangles—the bases of tri-

pods—to properly support the ani-

mal. If the feet form triangles that

are small and do not lie under its

center of gravity, the animal is walk-

ing incorrectly.

Some of the incorrect positions

that artists commonly have drawn,

painted, and modeled are repre-

sented in Sequence 2 of the six theo-

retically possible ways in which an

animal can walk. This sequence is:

right hind, left front, left hind, right

Continued on page 84

Sequence of photos by Muybridge

shows a horse doing the true walk.

A comparison of the last three horse

pictures with the animals pictured above

will reveal the same gait is favored

y the other species, even by an infant human
and the upside-down sloth.

'fWh<
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IN DEFENSE OF MAUlCl
Magic in the sense of sometliing

"inciting wonder" is here to

stay: or if it is not, man ^\"ill be

vastlv diminished by its loss. One

need not be standing silent upon a

peak in Darien. There is magic in

the crash of surf on an unkno^sn

shore, but there is also magic in a

mud puddle. There is a powerful

magic in a crash of thunder, even

more powerful in a nuclear explo-

sion: but tliere is a very special

magic in a child's kite or in the call

of a gull and all that it evokes. Mark
tliat leaf blown before the wind : it

is important. Xo matter how sophisti-

cated or blase we become, that

moment, this experience is all the

treasure we shall reap in our iew

moments of identity.

What can rival a twilit meadow
rich with the essence of June and

spangled with fireflies? Here is

magic, indeed, and die joy of pursu-

ing through grass just touched with

earlv dew a light no\v here, no^v

there, now gone. Or of collecting

several in a bottle and taking them
indoors for illumination : or of tving

one lightly with a thread to one's

clothing, as natives of some tropical

countries are reported to do at fiesta

time. As children, we used to call

them lightning bugs: in English-

speaking countries, wingless kinds

that emit a steady light from the

ground are called glow^vorms wher-

ever they occur. In fact, fireflies are

neither flies nor bugs nor worms, but

soft-bodied beetles called Lam-
pyridae. a name based on an old

Greek word that also evolved into

our word "lamp."

Some . of our commonest Lam-
pyridae, curiously, give no light at

all: tliese are day-flying beetles,

which are often found on tree

trunks, looking very much like ordi-

nary fireflies but lacking the ivhitish

"lamps" in their tails. The common
European glowworm is a ivingless

female that produces a steady light,

while the male of the same species is

From the book Life on a Lillte-known Planet by
Howard Ensign Evans. Copyright © 1966, 1968 by
Howard E. Evans. Reprinleil by arrangement with
E. P. Dutton & Co., Inc.

winged and not luminescent. Most

fireflies of eastern Xorth America are

winged and produce a flashing light

in both sexes. The larvae (and even

the eggs ! I of many fireflies also

glo^v. This seems strange ivhen we
consider that the lights of fireflies are

used by the adults to find the opposite

sex of their own species in the dark.

\^Tiat function does luminescence

serve in the eggs and larvae? One
might assume that the immature

stages simply "cant help glowing,

'

since tlie rudiments of the light

organs are developing within them.

But the larval and adult organs are

of quite a different nature, and if the

larval light-producing cells are care-

fullv excised, the adult will still de-

velop normal light organs.

Luminescence probablv first arose

as a dim and diffuse product of cer-

tain normal body processes, for

many substances oxidized slowly in

die dark produce a glow: and a dim
luminescence occurs in manv simple

organisms I especiallv in the sea I

.

Xatural light is known to occur in

certain bacteria, fungi, one-celled

animals, sponges, jellyfish-like ani-

mals, corals, marine worms, clams,

snails, squids, arthropods, and. of

course, a variety of deep-sea fishes—

but never among the reptiles, birds,

or mammals. It is possible that the

earliest organisms on earth lived in

an atmosphere devoid of oxvgen.

T^Tien oxygen first appeared—from
the effects of sunlight on water vapor
or from photosyndiesis by primitive

plants—it may have been toxic to

these organisms. Luminescence may
have developed as a system of getting

rid of oxygen by burning it off as a

"cold light." Later on. when plants

and animals evolved that took ad-

vantage of oxygen to run their own
body machinery, luminescence was
preserved in a ^^ide variety of or-

ganisms simply as a hangover from
tliese ancient times. At least such is

the belief of \^'iUiam ]\IcElroy and
Howard SeHger, of Johns Hopkins
Lniversity, our current leading au-
thorities in this field. Their theorv
is supported by the fact that in manv
simple organisms luminescence by HOWA
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B STORY OF FIREFLIES
seems to serve no function, and in

some cases, a single species exists

in both luminous and non-luminous

forms, both apparently successful.

Adult fireflies possess the most

complex light organs known, and
these organs are still far from fully

understood. Despite the intensity of

the light they produce, the amount
of heat is negligible. Only in very re-

cent years has man developed chemi-

cal light-producing systems that rival

that of the firefly in efficiency.

Perhaps the most notable contri-

bution to an understanding of

the light of fireflies was made in

1885 by the French physiologist

Raphael Dubois. Dubois removed
one light organ of the beetle Pyro-

phorus, ground it up in water, and

left it until the light went out of its

own accord. He then removed an-

other light organ and ground it in

boiling water for a short time, so that

its light, too, was extinguished. Then
he performed a neat bit of magic

:

when the two extracts ivere placed to-

gether, the light reappeared. He de-

duced that two substances were re-

quired to produce light, one of which

was inactivated by heat. He called

these two substances luciferin and

luciferase (after Lucifer, who, among
other more devilish traits, was the

bearer of light) . Dubois also learned

how to obtain luminous bacteria

from the skins of dead fish and squids

on the seashore. The bacteria could

be transferred to culture plates where

they produced large colonies that

glowed with a blue-green light. At the

1900 International Exposition in

Paris, he created a sensation by light-

ing a small room with flasks contain-

ing suspensions of luminous bacteria.

A good deal more has now been

learned about the production of ani-

mal light, and luciferin and luciferase

have been obtained in purified

crystalline form. McElroy and his

colleagues at Johns Hopkins have

synthesized luciferin. We now know
that something more is needed:

adenosine triphosphate (ATP) . ATP
may be less familiar to most persons

than DDT or the CIA, but it happens

to be even more important to us, pro-

viding as it does the energy for

muscle contraction in animal bodies,

including our own. In the light organ

of the firefly, ATP energizes, not

muscles, but tlie luciferin-luciferase

system, the energy appearing not as

mechanical work but as light. It has

recently been proposed that luciferin

and luciferase be employed in auto-

mated laboratories sent to Mars or

other planets. The idea is that a scoop

would pick up soil from the surface

and mix it with water, oxygen, lucif-

erin, and luciferase. Then if a glow

were televised back to earth, we
would know that ATP, the fifth re-

quirement for firefly-light produc-

tion, occurs there. The presence of

ATP would mean, in turn, the exist-

ence of some kind of animal life in

that alien soil. Thoughts such as

these emphasize the need for caution

when labeling the study of fireflies

(or anything else) "useless."

In the living insect, an additional

element is needed to account for the

working of the system: some sort of

nervous control. It was discovered

long ago that cutting off the firefly's

head caused the flashing to cease,

although in some cases the light

organ glows dimly for a long time.

Later it was found that by electrical

stimulation of the severed nerve cord

one can produce experimental flash-

ing. It is believed that nervous con-

trol is centered in the brain (much
like the control of chirping in the

cricket) ; impulses then travel to the

light organs via the nerve cord and
via delicate nerves that closely paral-

lel the minute tubes carrying air to

the light cells. We still do not know
exactly how the flashing is triggered.

Some have claimed that the nerves

control the supply of oxygen to the

light cells, but recent work suggests

that this supply may be constant, and

that the series of chemical reactions

resulting in a light flash may bf

initiated by the synaptic fluid of the

nerve endings. These are profound

matters that we understand only

poorly. Indeed, we still have much to

learn about how the chemical energy

supplied by ATP is converted into
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the mechanical energy of ordinary

muscle contraction.

The light organs of fireflies are

complex structures, and recent

studies using the electron micro-

scope show them to be even more

complex than once supposed. Each

is composed of three layers : an outer

'"window," simply a transparent por-

tion of the body wall: tlie Hght organ

proper: and an inner layer of

opaque, ^vhitish cells filled ^vith

granules of uric acid, the so-called

reflector.

Actually, the light organs vary a

good deal in different kinds of fire-

flies. \^e also know tliat the color of

the light varies in different species,

and that this is a real difference in

light color and not the result of a

tinting or filtering effect of tlie

window. Generallv speaking, the light

is yellowish, but it may have a green-

ish, bluish, or orange hue.

In the genus Pyrophoriis I not

really a true firefly, but a click

beetle I there are two greenish lights

just behind the head and an orange

light on the abdomen. I well remem-

ber mv first acquaintance with

PyrophoTus. \^ e were camped out

near the ruins of Xochicalco. in

Morelos, Mexico, when a disturbance

caused me to peer out into the dark-

ness, only to find that we were sur-

rounded by pairs of glowing green

eyes. The ghosts of Toltec warriors

a fe^\- yards aivay? No, it proved to

be a host of Pyrophorus in tlie bushes

only a foot or t^vo a\s"a\ . The storv

is told that when Sir Robert Dudlev

and Sir James Cavendish first landed

in Cuba, thev saw great numbers of

lights moving about in the ^voods.

Supposing them to be Spaniards with

torches, readv to advance upon them,

the British withdrew- to their ships

and went on to settle Jamaica. In this

manner Pyrophorus may be said to

have changed the course of historv.

The South American ''railroad

worm' is an elongate glowworm
having eleven greenish lights down
each side of the body and two red

lights on the head. These lights are

quite brilliant, and when the insect

is moving along the ground it looks

like nothing so much as a fullv

lighted railroad train. The North
American railroad worm is larger

but lacks the red lights on the head.
Both these insects are quite rare.
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Today we are aisare that there are

differences not onlv in the nature,

shape, and position of the light or-

gans and in the color of the hght

of fireflies but also ( and most par-

ticularly ) in the behavior patterns

of the males and females during

courtship and mating. The males of

tlie European glo^s'worm flv toward

a Hght only if it is of the shape, color,

and intensity of that of the female of

that species. In our common North
American species, the females often

rest on the ground or vegetation, and
flash only in response to the flashes of

the males. In one of tlie best-studied

forms. Phodnus pyralis, the male
flies near the ground in a stronglv

undulating pattern, approaching the

bottom of one of tliese undulations

every six seconds: as he does so he

makes a half-second flash, simultane-

ously rising and describing a "J" of

yellow-green light. If he passes within

a few feet of a female, the latter

responds with a half-second flash of

her o^NTi. but only after an interval

of about two seconds (with onlv

slight variation ) . This interi^al is an

all-important signal to the male: we
know this because tlie male will re-

spond to various flashes, including

even that of a flashlight, but only

when diese occur about tw o seconds

after his own flash. If the female

flashes at the proper inteoal. he flies

toward her and flashes again, where-

upon the female again responds in

two seconds. This may be repeated

several times until the male reaches

the female and mates with her. There
is no evidence that sound or smell

pla}s any role in firefly mating.

The larger fireflies of eastern

North America belong mostlv to the

genus Photuris. a confusing group in

idiicli the males slio^v much variation

in flash pattern but liardlv anv dif-

ferences in structure or bodv color.

For many years this problem
bothered H. S. Barber, beetle special-

ist of the United States National ^lu-

seum ( not to be confused with H. G.

Barber, a specialist on true bugs who
worked at the National Museum at

the same time—the t^vo were "beetle

Barber'" and "bug Barber" to their

colleagues 1 . The results of H. S.

Barber's study were not published

until a year after his death in 1950.

He found that in the Potomac Valley

he could detect a woodland species

i\ ith a short greenish-white flash onj

a second: a streamside species (ntJ

a slightly slo^ser, faintly oranj

flash; a species occurring in aldj

groves and poising almost motioi

less, its light beginning dimlv
growing steadily in brilhance befoi

stopping abruptly, onlv to reappej

at a different point several seconc

later: and so forth. Eventual!

Barber recognized eighteen species (

Photuris, mainly on the basis of th

flashes of the males; ten of these h

bad to name as new, since thev hat

not previouslv been recognized.

Dr. James E. Lloyd, of the Uni

versit\- of Florida, has recentlv coni

pleted a study of flash communicaf
tion in the genus Photinus, thJ

common smaller fireflies of the easl'

ern Lnited States. 1 Did vou kno?

that the Pacific Coast states, despib

their many attractions, have almos

no fireflies? 1 Lloyd, too, found sever

al "hidden" species, first recognizee

by consistent differences in flash si:

nals, and later found to differ in mi

nor details of body color. In manj
places two or more species of Phcy

tinus fly together, but thev are pre

vented from interbreeding by theii

different light signals. The males fl)

at different heights and in differeni

flight patterns: their flashes differ in

length, in the number of pulses pel

flash, and sometimes in the color or

intensity of the light. The male is sav-

ing, in Lloyd's words: "Here I am
time and space, a sexuallv mature

male of species X tliat is read

mate. Over." The female of "species

X " responds with a flash at die inter-

val characteristic of her specie;

Lloyd was interested in learning how'i

much latitude was permissible with-

out causing "misunderstanding." In

his experiments he used electronic de-

vices for producing artificial flashes

of known duration as well as for ac-

curately measuring the response de-

lay of the females. As in the case of

crickets—and in fact all "cold-

blooded'" animals—things happen

faster at higher temperatures, so in

all his work temperature had to be

taken into account.

Continued on page 6S

A tree oti a riverbank in Mala

is ablaze ivith the light

synchronously flashing firefVii
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The Turkmei
Until a century ago, Turkmen no-

mads migrated seasonally over

the Central Asian steppe in search of

pasture, their mobility preserved by

their independence from neighboring

sedentary governments. Today they

have lost their independence, but in

remote areas many still cling to their

nomadic way of life.

The Turkmen inhabit a region di-

vided between three countries—Af-

ghanistan, Iran, and the Soviet

Union—and their population is a mil-

lion and a half. Although they have

all been brought under the con-

trol of these countries, conquest and

settlement were accomplished piece-

meal, affecting some areas sooner

and more drastically than others.

Among those who have remained

nomadic, tradition is largely intact,

and when I began my study of the

Turkmen in the winter of 1965, I de-

cided to concentrate on this group.

The devotion of these people to a

migratory way of life can be under-

stood only in historic perspective.

The Turkmen are by tradition a

pastoral people, and for them nomad-

ism is a way of using sparse and

seasonably variable pasture for live-

stock production. But it was, in the

past, something more: a means, of

resisting firm government control.

Such resistance was a consciously

maintained tradition among the

Turkmen, and nomadism was the

chief means to this end.

Their eagerness to resist the power

of sedentary states grew out of an

understanding of what government

control meant to settled people. In

the harsh social environment of the

traditional Middle East and Central

Asia, settled people were frequently

exploited through the imposition of

heavy taxes and rents.

The Turkmen not only avoided

such exploitation, but by raiding and
collecting tribute from their seden-

tary neighbors, they went a step

further and put themselves in the

position of the exploiter. A century



fomads by William Irons

ago they were notorious as brigands

and especially as slave raiders. Slav-

ing activities were conducted pri-

marily in northeastern Persia (now-

Irani : Turkmen raiding parties am-

bushed caravans or attacked villages,

retreating quickly with their captives

to their owti territorv'.

The portion of the Central Asian

steppe inhabited by the Turkmen
stretches east from the Caspian Sea

to the Amu Darya, a large river that

empties into the Aral Sea. The cen-

tral part of this area is the Kara
Kum, or "black sand," a vast, largely

uninhabited and uuinhabitable des-

ert. The maj ority of the Turkmen are

concentrated in two somewhat more
fertile regions bordering the Kara
Kum. One area consists of the banks

of the Amu Darya; the other is a

long strip of plains and low moun-
tains, lying south of the Kara Kum
and separating it from the Iranian

Plateau. My study was carried out

in a section of the latter area—in the

Gorgan Plain of northern Iran.

All nomadic Turkmen are divided

into residential groups known as
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obas, and my research was focused

on a single oba consisting of sixty-

one households. This group migrates

within the Gokcha Hills, a patch of

\o\v hills that protrudes into the

Gorgan Plain. An oba is associated

with a definite territory, and all of

its members share common rights

over that territory, including the

right to use the pastures and any
natural source of water there. All

have the right to dig wells, but once

such wells have been dug they be-
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come the private property of the per-

sons who expended their labor in

digging them. Similarly, all may
plow up virgin land for cultivation,

but once someone plows a section it

becomes his private property.

Throughout the year these nomads
live in yurts, a Central Asian tent,

^vhich consists of a hemispherical

wooden frame covered with felt.

They make their living primarily bv

raising sheep and goats, and their

pattern of migration is largely deter-

This woman weaves one of the

valuable carpets that provide tht

community with a cash income,

while an older woman spins yar

mined bv the needs of dieir animals

and by variations in pasture and

water supply. The climate of the

Gorgan Plain is characterized by def-

inite wet and dry seasons. The wet

;

season begins in the winter, and dur-

ing this season the Gokcha Hill^ and

surrounding steppe are covered with



3. short, but relatively thick, crop of

grass giving the appearance of a vast,

freshly mowed lawn. Winter tem-

peratures are mild, rarely dipping

below the freezing point. The rain-

water, as well as occasional melted

snow, collects in scattered depres-

sions to form pools from which water

is taken for household needs. During

this season, the nomads camp where

ivater and suitable pasture can be

found. Ample pasture is usually

available close to their dry-season lo-

cation, so that most of their migra-

tions are quite short. In this respect,

they differ considerably from many
of the pastoral peoples in and around

the Iranian Plateau who make long

seasonal moves ranging over vastly

differing ecological zones.

Among the Turkmen, the seasonal

migrations of camps differ from the

movements of livestock. The nomad
lamps of the Gokcha Hills alternately

collect at wells and disperse over the

surrounding territory, while the live-

stock move between the Gokcha Hills

and the Gorgan River, thirty miles

to the south, thus covering a larger

area. This means that the Turkmen
camp near their herds only during a

portion of the year.

The reason for this lies in the

leeds of their livestock. During the

atter part of the winter, the lambing

season begins and the Turkmen must

36 near their herds to assist in cases

of difficult birth and to care for the

ambs, which are kept inside the

/urts at night to protect them from
he cold. Because the lambs are too

weak to travel far, they must be pas-

ured near the camp. Even after the

>'oung animals are weaned, the adult

females must be milked daily, and
or this reason, the nomads still keep

he livestock near their camp.

With the onset of summer, the

dry season begins, and the

;reen pastures of spring are gradu-

dly transformed to a barren brown.

The rainwater pools disappear, and
low the nomads must camp near
heir wells. When the pastures be-

;ome sparse and desiccated, the ani-

nals stop giving milk, and it is no
onger necessary to keep them near-

)y. They are then sent south to the

)anks of the Gorgan River, where
hey graze the stubble of harvested

ields. The younger men of each

household accompany their family's

livestock and live separately from
the rest of the household, with only

a small lean-to-like tent for shelter.

This division of labor is possible

because herding, as well as other

forms of economic production, is or-

ganized by extended families, con-

sisting of an older man and his wife,

his married sons with their wives and

children, and his unmarried sons and
daughters. Each family produces

only a part of what it consumes: milk

and milk products, meat, felts and
carpets for their yurts, and a small

amount of grain. In hope of a late

spring harvest, wheat and barley are

planted during the winter in valley

bottoms or other depressions where

water tends to collect. This is a

gamble, however, since often the

crop does not develop, but when a

crop can be harvested, the yield is

generally sufficient to make up for

the losses of grain put down as seed

in bad years.

The rest of their needs must be

purchased. Cash income comes from
the sale of wool, felts, carpets, and

animals for meat. The basic item in

their diet is bread, and. they purchase

the bulk of the w heat from which the

bread is made. Rice, tea, and sugar

must all be bought. Clothing, cloth,

metal tools, and nowadays, a hand-

powered sewing machine and a tran-

sistor radio, are other items that

a typical nomadic Turkmen family

buys. About once a month, two or

three men from each oba travel to the

nearest city to purchase supplies and

to sell their products : animals, wool,

and carpets. Thus, the pastoral

economy of the Turkmen is market-

oriented, even though production is

organized along family lines.

The organization of the extended

family reflects a strong emphasis on

descent in the male line, which runs

through all Turkmen social institu-

tions. When a man's daughters marry
they go to live with their husbands'

families, whereas his sons bring their

wives into his household, where they

assume the dual role of wife and
daughter-in-law. A man's grandchil-

dren in the male line grow up in his

household, and he commonly refers

to them as his "sons" and "daugh-

ters." When, with the passing of gen-

erations, his grandsons become old

men and the heads of extended

families of their own, they will camp
together and co-operation between

them will be extensive. If any one of

them is offended by an outsider, the

group will band together to seek re-

dress. Small patrilineages of this sort

provide the model in terms of which
the larger political units of Turk-

men society are organized.

The older men, who make the im-

portant decisions, know their

genealogies well. Each of them can,

on the basis of his genealogy, iden-

tify a group of people who share with

him a common ancestor in the male

line four generations back, and a

slightly larger group of people de-

scended from a common ancestor five

generations back, and so on, until he

Shaded area indfcates the
region in which the majority of
the Turjcmen are concentrated.
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has identified himself with descent

groups including thousands of fami-

lies. Ultimately all Turkmen believe

they are united by their genealogies

as the descendants of a single man,

Oghuz Khan. Although the remoter

generations of these genealogies are

vague and legendary in character,

this is of no practical importance

since the Turkmen take them seri-

ously as a basis for arranging their

social obligations.

Traditionally, the primary func-

tion of these descent groups was

defense of the individual's rights

through violence, or the threat of

violence. Defending one's patrilineal

kinsmen when their rights were vio-

lated was a basic duty in Turkmen
social life. This was extremely im-

portant, because the absence of state

control and of tribal offices with

sufficient authority to enforce law

and order meant that the strength of

a Turkmen's patrilineage was the

only guarantee of his rights.

When someone violated a Turk-

men's rights by robbing him, injur-

ing him, or killing him, his pat-

rilineal kinsmen were obligated to

seek redress by whatever means was
iiecessary, even including violence.

In cases of murder, for example,

either the murderer or one of his

lineage-mates was killed in revenge.

Who sought redress for the victim

and who defended the culprit were
matters determined by genealogy

and by the gravity of the affair. Small

problems could be handled by the

immediate families of the victim and
the culprit. As matters increased in

seriousness, a wider and wider cir-

cle of people who shared common
patrilineal descent was called upon
for assistance.

Those who were, on the basis of

their genealogy, close to neither

party also had a prescribed role. It

was their obligation to attempt to

bring about a peaceful settlement

and, if possible, to prevent blood-

shed. If the offense was slight, they

merely advocated peaceful discus-

sion and suggested compromise. In

cases of murder, the neutral party
aided the culprit by hiding him from
the victim's kinsmen and by helping
to arrange his escape to some distant

place of refuge. Protecting those who
came seeking refuge was part of the
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obligation of neutral parties to pre-

vent bloodshed. The Iranian gov-

ernment has been attempting to

eliminate this traditional system. of

self-help and to enforce law and or-

der itself; in remoter areas, however,

it has not always been successful.

The composition of Turkmen obas,

like many other aspects of Turkmen
social structure, reflects the impor-

tance of patrilineal descent. Most of

the men of any oba are closely related

in the male line; in addition, there

are usually a number of unrelated

families who have come to the oba

fleeing feuds in their home territory.

While these refugees reside there, the

oba will protect their rights of person

and property against outsiders.

The men of an oba traditionally

selected a headman, who took charge

of all dealings with the outside

world. Today, in theory, he is ap-

pointed by the government, but in

practice the local officials usually al-

low the men of the oba to indicate

the man they want as their headman.
The headman has no authority, but

merely acts as a spokesman for the

Sheep are sheared twice a year,

and the wool is spun into

yarn, dyed, and hung on yurts

to dry. Below, a woman milks

a ewe; milk and mutton are

important subsistence products.

oba as a whole. Any important deciJ

sion must be based on consensus; it

must be preceded by discussion by

all the men of the 06a. Usually a

headman is selected for his intel

ligence and integrity and for his

ability to speak Persian, the language

of the government officials with

whom he must deal.

Ordinarily a group of fifteen to

thirty ohas, which belong to the same

-v^



Turkmen exercise their horses,

above, by holding afternoon

races. Below, a ivoman lashes

together the frame of a yurt.

Assembling the yurt is a ivoman s

job, although men help ivhen

many hands are needed.

descent group and occupy contiguous

tracts of land, form what the Turk-

men call an il, a word best translated

as tribe. In the days of intertribal

warfare, the obas of such a tribe

were usually on peaceful terms with

one another. Tribes that adjoined

were usually hostile, and there was

much raiding between them.

One of the functions of the Turk-

men tribe that has not survived gov-

ernment control is the practice of

protecting neighboring sedentary vil-

lages. These villages were especially

vulnerable to the raids of the Turk-

men, and to gain a measure of se-

curity and protection each village

paid tribute to the Turkmen tribe

nearest it. In return, the tribe agreed

not to raid the village, and to prevent

raids by other Turkmen tribes. They

also agreed to compensate the village

for losses if they were unsuccessful

in preventing raids by other tribes.

In effect, the exchange of protection

for tribute was a peaceful substitute

for raiding.

The Turkmen were able to resist

government control, to raid, and to

collect tribute because their nomadic
way of life made them an effective

military force. They were good
horsemen and were well supplied

with horses. Raids, both of sedentary

villages and of other nomads, were

frequent events and provided the

Turkmen with excellent military con-

ditioning. When clashes with the

Persian military forces occurred,

normally hostile tribes would unite

to turn out a large body of cavalry.

This seasoned cavalry could usually

hold its ground against the Persian

forces, but even when met by su-

perior strength, the Turkmen did not

surrender. Instead, they would re-

treat into the desert north of the

Gorgan River, taking their families

and livestock with them.
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Thus, mobility preserved the

power and independence of the Turk-

men ; this was why they consistently

avoided anything that would com-

promise it. Much of the territory they

inhabited was naturally fertile and

was crossed by numerous streams.

The construction of irrigation works

and the practice of intensive agricul-

ture could have made this land more

productive. Permanent houses at

their dry-season locations could have

increased their comfort. The Turk-

men, however, would not accept such

trends away from nomadic life. They

concentrated instead on livestock

production, on raiding, and on the

collection of tribute.

During the last century, the politi-

cal independence of the Turkmen has

gradually been whittled away. Ad-

vances in military technology have

shifted the balance of power between

the nomadic tribes and settled society

and have led to the conquest of the

nomads by sedentary powers. Most

of the Turkmen were conquered by

the Russians during the latter half

of the nineteenth century. Those on

Iranian soil were subdued and

brought under firm control in 1925.

The objective of conquering gov-

ernments has been to encourage

a transition to a more sedentary and

peaceful way of life. Such a transi-

tion, however, could rarely be accom-

plished at once. The nomads viewed

settlement as a consolidation of gov-

ernmental authority over them, and

were not eager to take up sedentary

life. For this reason, in the thirties

the Iranian government began a

policy of forced settlement not only

of the Turkmen but of all of the

Iranian tribes. The nomads I studied

had been forced to build permanent
houses at their dry-season locations

in 1936. For five years, under the

watchful eyes of government authori-

ties, they lived in these houses dur-

ing the dry season and migrated with

their yurts only during the wet
season. This form of semisedentary

life developed naturally out of their

pattern of pasturing sheep away
from their dry-season camps. That
it caused no economic difficulties is

reveahng. The nomads had main-
tained a completely mobile existence

for political rather than for economic
reasons, and a transition to a semi-

sedentary existence could be made
without economic difficulty.

In 1941, Russia occupied north-

ern Iran because it was fearful

of Iranian co-operation with the

Germans, and the process of set-

tlement was reversed. The Iranians

had been interested in moderniza-

tion, but the Russians were inter-

ested only in sufficient order to keep

their supply lines to their Western

allies open. Many of the Turkmen
who had resented forced settlement

reverted to nomadism. The people

with whom I recently lived destroyed

the houses they had been forced to

build and returned to living year-

round in yurts. Security deterio-

rated, and banditry became rife in

the remoter and more arid regions,

such as the Gokcha Hills.

After the Second World War, the

authority of the Iranian government!

was restored in the Gorgan Plain and

efforts to modernize the Turkmen
were renewed. The government had
come to understand the limited value

of the type of force measures used

in the thirties. Its objective was

not to reduce the Turkmen to the

traditional position of exploited

peasantry, but rather to integrate

them into a society that was on the

way to becoming a modern nation.

This meant the terms would have to

be satisfactory to the Turkmen them-

selves. In line with this policy, per-

suasion was used rather than force.
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Great progress was made in the fer-

tile and populous region south of the

Gorgan River.

In the Gokcha Hills, things

changed more slowly. By 1960, the

government had eliminated banditry,

clearing the way for further prog-

ress. The Turkmen of this region,

however, have remained nomadic to

the present. Nevertheless, there are

indications that they too will eventu-

ally be caught up in the trend of

modernization.

The Gokcha Hills Turkmen are be-

ginning to realize that their nomadic

way of life has no place in the future.

In 1967, when I left the oba that I

had studied, their headman had be-

gun to discuss the need of a school

for their children. He is an intelligent

man, aware that his own children will

have new opportunities if they be-

come literate. He is convinced, how-

ever, that they cannot persuade a

government school teacher to live in

a community that consists only of

yurts. He has been telling the men
of his oba that they need a school,

and that in order to have one they

will have to build houses as they

did in 1936.

The headman will find that win-

ning the men of his oba to this view

is a diiScult task. Eventually, how-

ever, they will build houses and a

school, and ultimately they will be

drawn into the mainstream of

Iranian national life.
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Hie King Besieged by Jack Hooe

Standing upon one of the treeless

peaks that surround CaHfornia's

Mineral King Valley, surveying the

wilderness of the southern Sierra

Nevada, provokes a certain spirit of

uneasiness. The feeling is not un-

pleasant, but is disturbing only in the

sense that it is one that we aren't

used to dealing with.

I don't think it's the height that

brings about the sensation, or the

vast abyss that suddenly opens in

front of you. Nor is it simply a prod-

uct of the powerful alpine panorama.

More than anything else, it seems to

stem from a feeling of inappropriate-

ness on the onlooker's part. But then

—perched atop a mass of granite that

thrust its way from the earth's crust

30 million years ago; gazing down
from a height of 12.500 feet upon an

incredible array of jumbled, snow-

streaked peaks, alpine meadows,
and evergreen- covered mountain-

sides; recalling a passage from the

guidebook, which notes that 200 mil-

lion years earlier this land rested at

the bottom of a sea—what can you do
that "fits" the occasion? Take a pic-

ture? Identify wildflowers?

I don't mean to imply that Mineral

King (commonly known as Mineral

King National Game Refuge) is

unique. In fact, most of the Sierra

Vevada contains similar features—

the mountains and the giant se-

quoias, the glacial lakes, and the

wide eyed mule deer. However, as

A'ilderness (with the exception of a

tew hundred acres) it is at least ex-

;eedingly rare. For in the United
states only about 2 per cent of our
and falls into this "wild" category—
ibout one-fourth the area now taken

ip by cities.

One of your first reactions to

Vlineral King is that you would like

Mineral King National Game
Refuge looks much as it did

'ive thousand years ago. The
^orest Service and Walt Disney

Productions plan a $35 million

'ecreation resort for this area.

to show it to others who have not

had the chance to see it. Your friends

primarily, but others as well: a dele-

gation of lawmakers, perhaps, or the

boys who drive grocery carts around

Manhattan. It seems that if more peo-

ple could see such places, the job of

caring for them would be much sim-

plified—people would want to pro-

tect them for themselves, for their

children, and for their friends.

There is some truth to this thought,

but there is a great naivete as well.

For wilderness is by definition a

perishable commodity. It can easily

be loved to death in the attempt to

display it to the greatest number of

people. Building roads, for instance,

to "make wilderness more accessible

to the millions"—despite its demo-
cratic overtones—is self-defeating

;

something like carving up Michael-

angelo's statue of "David," so that

each of us might own one splinter.

For another thing, not everyone

looks at the land in the same way.

Mineral King's 15,000 acres are re-

garded by different people as a

setting for a beautiful photograph, a

hike, a fishing trip, or as a place for

the study of biology. Some see the

terrain as ideally suited for a ski re-

sort, while others welcome the wild

country as a means of getting out of

contact with other people for a few

hours or a few days. There are those

Civilization s inroads are modest

at Mineral King. Hot shoivers,

groceries, and local news are

available to summer visitors at

"the store" in Mineral King Valley.

who classify the land and its crea-

tures as "natural resources" to be

used for the generation of income;

and some who regard it as important

in itself—whether or not it is seen,

smelled, heard, touched, or tasted by
humans—its own reason for being.

Each group has its own notion of

what should, or should not, be

done with the land, and as you might

guess, these notions conflict at least

as often as they coincide. Yet, within

the past 20 years, each faction has

come to regard itself as the champion
of a cause called "conservation"
(whether their real interest lies in

hiking, in hunting, or in cutting

trees). This is the situation at Min-

eral King, where, within the next few

months, the proponents of one of

these viewpoints will be awarded the

privilege of shaping the future of this

region according to their own con-

ception of this popular term.

On the surface, it is not always

clear whether a group's choice of the

conservationist label is appropriate—

whether it stems from a misuse of the

dictionary, or vrhether it is, in fact,
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Seen from one of the trails

leading from Mineral King Valley,

a summer storm unfolds above

the peaks of the Sierra Nevada.

This is not a new type of activity

for the Forest Service, whose guiding

principle of land management is that

of "multiple use." What this term

means in regard to the natural en-

vironment is that the Forest Service

is sanctioned to be one degree less

protective than is an agency such as

the National Park Service. Thus, on

the 187 million acres of public land

administered by the Forest Service, a

wide variety of activities are per-

mitted, including lumbering, hunt-

ing, livestock grazing, mining—even 1

some private cabin building.

And within the last decade the

focus of national attention upon the

country's recreational potential, com-

bined ^vith the spiraling magnitude

of the billion dollar recreation busi-

ness, has "sensitized" the federal

government's largest landholding

bureaus to the task of accommo-

dating a prodigious number of

a product of a good public relations

department, which knows that the

word has a high "acceptance value."

The story of Mineral King may be

instructive in this regard ; may serve

as a prism through which the ap-

parently single beam of "conserva-

tion" can be separated into its com-

ponents for the purpose of closer

examination.

In February, 1965, the Department

of Agriculture's Forest Service issued

a Prospectus for a Proposed Recre-

ational Development at Mineral King
in the Sequoia National Forest. The
purpose of this rather stark little

document was to solicit bids from
private developers for the privilege

of constructing and operating a year-

round recreation resort within the

Mineral King National Game Refuge,

a 15,000 acre neck of Forest Service

land protruding into the southern

boundary of Sequoia National Park.

In addition to serving as a wildlife

refuge, the region is now used for

a variety of activities—camping, hik-

ing, fishing, and sightseeing.

Portions of the planned Disney

resort and ski facilities

superimposed on aerial view

of Mineral King (above)

.

Maps shoiv location and detail

of Mineral King National Game

Refuge. The proposed new

highway (276) ivould closely

follow the present access road.

KINGS CANYON
NATIONAL PARK

SEQUOIA
NATIONAL PARK

MINERAL KING AREA
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On its descent from Mineral King

into the San Joaquin Valley,

the east fork of the Kaweah River

leads through groves of giant sequoia,

sugar pine, and incense cedar.

special recreation interests, ranging

from motorboating to motorcycling

and from skiing to skimobiling.

Toward this end, the Forest Service

has undertaken to make much of its

domain available for a multitude of

uses, and in the case of skiing, has

leased public lands to commercial

developers who now operate such

well-known ski meccas as Aspen,

Vail, and Sun Valley in the west ; and
Mt. Snow and Sugarbush in the east.

Ihirty-seven of the 190-some ski

areas on Forest Service land are

located in California—more than in

any other state. Nevertheless, that

state's current population of about 19
million is growing rapidly; it is ex-

pected to reach about 25 million in

1976, and perhaps 40 million by the

year 2000. The use of the state's

outdoor recreation facilities— both
winter and summer—is undergoing
an even more rapid expansion. The
Forest Service predicts that use of

California's national forests for win-
ter sports alone will climb from the

present level of about 2 million an-
nual visits to 6 million in 1976 and
12.4 million in 2000.

An interesting aspect of the coun-

S6

try's recreation "boom" is the extent

to which it is a middle-class (or at

least a "non-lower" class) phenome-

non. Participation in even the simpler

forms of outdoor recreation calls for

a certain income level. Gaining ac-

cess to a national park or forest,

for example, is frequently contingent

upon automobile ownership. And
such pursuits as skiing, motorboat-

ing, and the more elaborate forms of

camping require a considerable in-

vestment to purchase and operate the

necessary equipment, and perhaps to

pay for the privilege of using it.

The typical ski-family in the west-

ern states, for instance, has an annual

income of $9,500 ( $2,000 above the

average income for that area) ; an

adult member of this family owns
about $300 worth of ski equipment,

and spends over $20 per day on his

ski trips. Sporting-goods salesmen,

restaurant owners, and motel oper-

ators are fond of these people.

In addition to their relative afflu-

ence, ski enthusiasts are generally

well organized, vocal, and therefore

influential, even though they make
up only 1 to 2 per cent of the total

population. And, like many special-

interest groups, skiers have regular

means of broadcasting their requests

that new regions be opened to their

sport—the many ski magazines, the

political friends, and so on.

Influences of this sort play a part

in the decisions made on what to do
with the country's public land. Some
twenty years ago, for example, the

Forest Service decided to develop

Mineral King Valley, hoping per-

haps to relieve the pressure skiers

were exerting to have other areas

opened, such as the San Gorgonio
wilderness in southern California.

But in 1949, when the first at-

tempts were made to attract private

capital to develop Mineral King, no
bids were received, because the only

access to the area was, and still is,

a serpentine, twenty-five mile road
leading from the San Joaquin Valley

Continued on page 72

More than twenty lakes within

Mineral King's boundaries were

scooped from the granite of the

Sierra Nevada by the grinding

action of a glacial ice sheet.
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Culture and the



Industrious, but inefficient,

heavers keep water levels

safe by overworking,

not by transmitting learned

strategy from one generation

to the next

by Anthony F. C. Wallace

and Virginia L. Lathbury

One hundred years ago. Lewis

Henrv Morgan, the foremost

American anthropologist of his day,

published a book about beavers. This

monograph. The American Beaver

and His W orks, based on Morgan's

own field studies of beaver construc-

tion behavior, became a classic. It is

still cited by scholars, but until now,

so far as we know% no other anthro-

pologists—and few ethologists—have

undertaken to follow up its leads and

test its interpretations. This is a pitv,

for Morgan had found an appropri-

ate animal subject for the study of

what he clearly understood to be a

basic scientific issue: \vhether ani-

mals other than man "have culture,"

and if so. what kind of culture.

Anthropological dogma, then as

now. generally has held that onlv

man and perhaps some of the higher

primates have been able to transmit

learned adaptive information across

generations (i.e., "have culture" I

.

Morgan refused to accept this an-

thropocentric view and insisted to

the contrary that the behavior of

lower animals, although obviously

less complex and sophisticated, was

governed by the same principles as

man's. These principles of behavior

included culture and cultural prog-

ress. Rather than relv on geneticallv

inherited '"instinct" ( a concept he

regarded as having little explanatory

value), he argued that animals such

as the beaver reason from experience

and accumulate shared knowledge

over generations:

Many animals, as the elephant, the

horse, the bear, and even the hog—
the type of stupidity—have been

taught a variety of performances,

under the stimulus of rewards, of

which they w ere previously ignorant.

These examples, however, are less

important than the knowledge ac-

quired by undomesticated animals.

and transmitted, as a part of their

experience and knowledge, in the

species in which they were acquired.

Of this kind are the several varieties

of the beaver lodge and dam. and the

development and perpetuation of the

idea of a beaver canal.

In recent years, both within and

outside anthropologv", an increasing

number of research enterprises have

—to use the useful cliche—broken the

anthropocentric barrier and objec-

tivelv considered the cultures of ani-

mals other than man. Scientists have

investigated cultural innovation and

diffusion and interband cultural dif-

ferences among Japanese macaques:

they have observed chimpanzees and

vultures using crude tools : thev have

studied the signal systems of a va-

riety' of creatures I and not merely

the speechless dolphin ) with a groov-

ing aw-areness that language is not

prerequisite to social communica-

tion. Psychologists have professed to

discover "religious"' ritual develop-

ing in frustrated pigeons: etholo-

gists ha\e devotedly investigated the

learned social behavior of fishes,

birds, and mammals. \^ e anthropol-

ogists have contributed to this under-

standing particularly in the stud\

of non-human primate behavior, and
the w ord "culture" is, indeed, being

used more and more, although still

cautiously, to refer to some of the

behaviors obsened among the lower

creatures. Indeed, it seems likelv

that the word may one dav be used

w ithout the user being automatically

convicted of the "pathetic fallacy"

of reading human motives and cal-

culations into the behavior of inno-

cent animals.

Although in our \iew it is reason-

able to assume a continuity of the

culture principle across broad taxo-

nomic categories, the empirical ques-

tions remain. To what degree do the

lower animals calculate rationally in

human terms? Do tliey learn skills

and pass them on from generation to

generation? In what wavs are genet-

ically determined instinct, individ-

ual learning, and group culture

combined in animal behavior?

Morgan's theory that tlie beaver

both learns and transmits skills grew

out of several years of studying

beaver construction, but he made
few observations of actual beaver
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activity. As an anthropologist, he had

an acute interest in material culture,

and his study of the beaver also

focused on material culture—dams,

lodges, canals, tunnels, and slides.

He carefully described and analyzed

the earthworks of several colonies in

Marquette County, Michigan, near

the tracks of the Marquette and On-

tonagon Railroad, of which he was

a director. He spent most of the

summers from 1855 to 1867 studying

beaver works in the county, dissect-

ing the dams and lodges, measuring

the canals, examining cuttings, mak-

ing maps and sketches, and photo-

graphing some of the more impres-

sive examples. Like most woodsmen,
he recognized die adaptive value of

these works, in certain ecological

situations, to a mammal that de-

pended upon water for protection

from predators. Beavers could and
did survive on occasion beside ponds
and along streams simply by living

in burrows, without the usual elab-

orate system of dams, lodges, and
canals. But Morgan saw that the con-

struction system functioned effi-

ciently to permit larger numbers of

beavers, in less favorable terrain, to

forage for food, to reach timber for
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cutting, and to enter and leave the

nest without traveling more than

brief distances over ground.

How did the "architectural mute"

ever come to manufacture such a

useful and human-like environment

for himself? To Morgan, it appeared

that the transfer from "a natural to

an artificial mode of life" could only

have been effected "voluntarily" as

a result of a mental process akin to

what humans call "thought." Not

that he was blindly anthropomorph-

ic; he spent much time disposing

of folkloristic and overly rational

interpretations. Nonetheless, when
he considered the impressive fit be-

tween form and function, and the

skill and labor involved in building

and repair, it was difficult for him
to avoid either the notion of intent

or the notion of learned, socially

transmitted skills (culture).

Our study of the beaver colony

near Philadelphia, however, suggests

that the hydraulic engineering of

wild beavers is governed by hormo-

nal and seasonal factors, and that the

over-all design of a colony's earth-

works is a product of haphazard cir-

cumferential expansion rather than

foresighted strategy. The work is in-

efficient and random by human
standards, but because there is a

great deal of work done, it is usually

sufficient to maintain higher water

levels in the ponds than nature alone

could provide. While this conclusion

denies that beavers possess a human-
like culture in regard to site plan-

ning, it does not rule out the pos-

sibility of transgenerational trans-

mission of learned skills in the me-

chanical details of construction.

J. he colony we observed is located

on a creek about thirty miles north

of Philadelphia. (We will use the

pseudonym Penn's Creek for this

stream in order to protect the beaver

colony from tourists or irresponsible

trappers. ) The stream empties into a

century-old canal, which flows along-

side the Delaware River between

Philadelphia and Easton, and the

portion of the stream inhabited by

the beavers is separated from the

canal by a man-made dike. The
Penn's Creek colony, according to

the testimony of local farmers and

canal maintenance personnel, was

begun about 1955 or 1956, after the

beaver colonies immediately up-



Penn's Creek Study Area

Photographs on these and the following pages

are numbered to correspond with

features on the map of beaver colony, left.

stream were abandoned, possibly as

a result of an exhausted wood supply.

Occasionally, the colony is harassed

by local hunters and, when the

beavers dam the canal, bv the main-

tenance personnel. Nevertheless, de-

spite the existence of a legal beaver-

trapping system in Pennsylvania,

there has been no systematic trap-

ping for pelts, and the animals have

been left relatively undisturbed, per-

haps as a result of sentimental in-

terest among local residents.

The focus of our investigation

was. as it had been with Morgan,

the construction activity of the

colony. The junior author was re-

sponsible for the work of observa-

tion, and from October, 1964,

through August, 1967, during all

seasons, Mrs. Lathbury spent ap-

proximately 750 hours observing the

beavers and studying their construc-

tion, making maps and sketches, re-

cording repair and new work, and

photographing the animals and the

site. She visited the site two or three

times a week, and even in winter

never stayed away for more than ten

days. Because of their shyness and

aquatic habits, it was not possible to

make an accurate census of the bea-

vers or to identify individuals: this

difficulty, as in Morgan's case, made
useful analysis of social organization

and social behavior impossible ex-

cept for the broadest generalities.

Nonetheless, Mrs. Lathbury was able

to make friends with the animals and

by the third summer could hand-feed

apples and twigs to the young bea-

vers while the adults watched from

two or three feet away. We estimate

that the colony, during the period of

study, contained an average of four

adult pairs and their one- and two-

year-old offspring, a total of about

twenty-five individuals.

Our interest fixed early on the re-

lationships among type and inten-

sity of construction work, stream

water level, and breeding cycle.

Knowledge of these relationships

appeared to be necessary before we

could estimate the congruence be-

tween beaver and human "logic" in

water engineering. Granting that

the essential function of beaver dams

and other construction is to provide

a depth of water sufficient for pro-

tection from predators, it is reason-

able in human logic to concentrate

maximum effort on conserving water

during seasons of minimal water

floiv. At Penn's Creek, low ^vater

occurs during the summer and fall,

and we expected to find, in accord-

ance both with human logic and pre-

vious studies of beavers (including

Morgan's
) , that our beavers would

work with increasing vigor during

these seasons, as the need to conserve

water behind dams became more
and more critical. To our surprise,

we found that precisely the opposite

was true. It was at exactly the time

of highest stream levels that the

colony was most active in construc-

tion work. At Penn's Creek—as is the

case over most of the areas of North

America. Europe, and Asia where

beavers are native inhabitants-

stream flow reaches a maximum in

the spring, as a result of the early

spring thaw plus rainfall, and is at

its lowest in summer (see graphs).

The flurry of construction activity in

the spring consisted of assiduously

repairing dams breached by high

water and of raising the level of these

dams to match the increased depth

of stream. In the other seasons, to be

sure, some new work was observed

outside the main dam system, and oc-

casional emergency repair was also

seen (in the upper main dam system

6i
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Upper and Lower Main Dams

Contrary to expected behavior of conserving

water in dry season, beavers worked hardest at

raising dams during spring floods (see graphs, left).

The deep pools that resulted gave newborn kits

maximum protection from predators.

nal maintenance personnel, who
30 wanted to stop up this leak,

lilt their own dam by setting a

ank across the breach. But the

avers, in an irregular and only

irtly effective way, attempted to

pair the whole system of interven-

g dams, even though far less effort

the breach itself, only a few yards

rther on, would have accomplished

tter results.

These observations revealed a

ttern of work so much at variance

th some of the reported norms of

aver behavior and so inconsistent

th assumptions of a humanly ra-

inal allocation of effort that we
ught other explanations.

Vn outstanding fact soon emerged
3m our calculations. For the Penn's

eek beavers three events had coin-

fed in time—the period of high

earn water, the period of gestation,

d the period of maximum con-

"uction activity. The coincidence of

Bse ecological and biological events

ggests an obvious interpretation:

at the principal function of the

ms is to maximize the water level

ound the lodge at precisely that

time of year when the mother is

pregnant, gives birth, and is nursing

the infant in its most helpless and

vulnerable state. It is apparently the

case with all beavers that mating

occurs in late winter (streams are

frozen then in the north), and the

kits are born in late spring. In the

beaver's northern range, as well as

in most of its southerly range, spring

is also the time of high water in the

streams, irrespective of seasonal

rainfall distribution. The concen-

tration of work on dams during the

high-water period may not be the

most effective way of spending

energy on dam work, if one considers

the problem of the later dry season.

But it does have the effect of increas-

ing the water depth around the

lodges and prolonging the high-

water season at precisely the time

when the young are most vulnerable

to predators.

How are the Penn's Creek beavers

(and perhaps others) prompted to

mobilize maximum effort at this

time? It could, of course, as Morgan

suggested, be a "cultural" tradition,

passed on by imitative learning. Rut

a more reliable mechanism suggests

itself. The sound of running water is

a stimulus to which beavers do re-

spond with construction or repair

activity at any season. This is at-

tested to not only by folklore and

anecdote but by the reports of the

French ethologist P. B. Richard, who
during the past decade has conducted

careful studies of beavers in a re-

stricted but nearly natural environ-

ment. It seems probable that the

beavers' sensitivity to this stimulus is

heightened by hormonal changes as-

sociated with gestation.

If one considers the construction

activity in this light, the beavers'

dam maintenance activity appears to

be an aspect of what may loosely be

called a nesting instinct. Just as

natural selection has favored those

beavers that gestate and give birth

during the time of highest stream

water in the northern hemisphere,

so it has further favored the survival

of those colonies that are spurred

to maximize the security of the young
by building up the height of their

dams during the spring floods. This

"instinctual" timing of effort does

not result in the most effective main-

tenance of water levels during the

dry season, although any pattern of

annual repair preserves a higher
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reservoir than would be available

without the dams. But given the sim-

ple methods of construction and re-

pair available to the beaver, it is no

doubt the most efEective method

available to insure survival of the

next generation—which is, after all,

the one essential task.

A further inference that must be

made from our observations is that

the effectiveness of the dam construc-

tion and repair work of the beaver

is governed by the laws of probabil-

ity: that is, although the level of

effort is determined by hormonal and

seasonal factors, and the location of

effort is hit-or-miss rather than ra-

tionally planned, the amount of work

is sufficient, over the course of a

year, to affect a material improve-

ment in water level around the

lodges. Much of the work is wasted

and many opportunities are missed;

but even if only a small percentage

of the work is effective in improving

water level, so much is done that it

is generally sufficient to satisfy the

need. If it is not, of course, the

colony either dies out or migrates.

And finally, a consideration of the

order, observed over several seasons,

in which beavers attack various
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water-control problems suggests (not

surprisingly) that they do not plan

strategic moves in advance after per-

ceiving surrounding territory as a

whole (the way humans visualize

terrain). In choosing the location

of new construction, for instance,

beavers move out from the lodge to

the farthest navigable point, and
then, once water levels are raised, to

points successively more remote, as

if they perceived terrain as a set of

concentric circles of safe, deep water

around the lodge. Thus by a process

of successive improvements—by re-

pairing and raising old dams, and
occasionally expanding the circum-

ference of the system by making
new dams—an increasingly effective

control system and a larger safe-

water area are developed without the

need to locate critical control points

in advance.

1. he principal objection to this

theory is the commonly repeated

statement that beavers labor most in-

dustriously on their lodges and dams,
particularly on new construction,

during the fall. Rarely is mention
made of any burst of activity in the

early spring. Richard, however, al-

though he reports that his beavers

commence their new constructions

no earlier than June and that the

urge to repair remains constant

throughout the year, does note par-

enthetically that there is a "renewal

of construction during gestation."

Morgan himself states emphatically

that new construction is preferably

undertaken in September and Octo-

ber and more generally that "the ac-

tive season for beaver work is late in

the fall—performed with reference to

the approaching winter, of which

they are not unmindful." But specifi-

cally on the subject of repair, he is

cautious, merely remarking that it Is

difficult to obsei-v'e and that "repairs

are made, whenever they seem to be

required, by each beaver acting in-

dependently." These observers, how-

ever, seem to be primarily interested

in new constructions rather than re-

pair and maintenance in long-estab-

lished wild colonies. Much of the re-

maining literature on die beaver is

anecdotal, or directed to other ques-

tions, and does not contribute to the

solution of the problem. Our own

experience suggests that careful ob-

servation of wild beavers may show



Side Pool Dams
Beavers wasted effort in stopping leakage from
their creek to adjacent canal. Instead of building

one dam at the trouble spot, they constructed

this series of dams nearby. Below, canal maintenance
personnel subsequently placed plank across breach.

that repair work and raising dam
height ( which is the essential activity

for an estabHshed colony ) is concen-

trated in the spring in most colonies,

but has been less than regularly re-

ported because of difficulties of ob-

servation. Early spring is apt to be

the most difficult time to observe,

since vehicular or boat travel is

awkward and on foot the observer is

inconvenienced by cold, wet ground,

slush and snow, and flooded streams

and ponds. Thus the new construc-

tion and repair work that does occur

in summer and fall, even though less

intense an activity than in spring, is

far more likely to be observed.

The objection may also be raised

that our interpretation is unneces-

sarily reductionistic, leaving little

opportunity for the consideration of

learning and planning in beaver be-

havior. With respect to the timing of

activity levels and the location of

major construction features, we feel

that our assessment is fair. It is

simplest to account for these strate-

gic choices by neurophysiological

processes that involve genetically

patterned responses to stimuli. This

does not, of course, exclude either

the learned improvement of "skill"

by imitation and practice, nor "'ra-

tional" choice within very limited

contexts, such as picking the best

spot to deposit a stick or building up

a learned map of the territory. Rut

the vagaries of location of lodges

and dams, as well as the often waste-

ful duplication of effort in one spot,

while another, more crucial from an

engineering standpoint, is ignored,

do not suggest a rational approach

to the problem.

Still, a relatively large domain of

behavior is left open to culturalistic

explanations. Although it does not

appear that either learning or cul-

ture are factors in the broader strat-

egy' of construction work, they may
and probably do have a bearing on

instrumental skills. These skills are

employed in choosing, cutting, carry-

ing, and placing wood and other ma-

terials on the construction site, and

in trimming and repairing dams,

lodges, and canals. Although we do

not possess sufficient data to prove

the assertion, we feel that young

beavers learn by following and imi-

tating their parents, and as adults

by trial and error, and thus pass on

from generation to generation in any

one colony what might be called a

local tradition or style of work.
There appear to be differences be-

tween colonies that would be hard
to explain otherwise. For instance,

some colonies trim the jagged edges
of the sticks that form the face of
the dam in order to make them level

with the top surface: others leave a
rough palisade. Some colonies (Mor-
gan observed this type in Michigan)
construct solid dams with spillways;

others use a looser construction and
allow water to percolate through. The
Penn's Creek beavers are somewhat
sloppy in dam construction com-
pared with others Mrs. Lathbury ob-

served in Virginia. It would be de-

sirable in further study to determine
whether these variations are merely
the result of differences in the local

topography and construction ma-
terials available or whether they re-

flect local cultural differences. Would
beavers livetrapped and transplanted

to a new area continue to build in the

same fashion as in their former habi-

tat or would they conform to the

style of the new locale? Would infant

and adult beavers so transplanted dif-

fer? Such natural experiments would
help to unravel the mystery of beaver

cultural capacities.
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LUMPS UNDER LUNAR SEAS While

Lunar Orbiter V was circling the moon on a picture-

taking mission a year ago, tracking stations on the

earth kept a careful eye on the spacecraft. Painstaking

analysis of the Orbiter's flight has paid off. Distinct

spurts of one mile per hour (while the Orbiter flashed

along at 4,500 mph) have revealed massive lumps of

dense material beneath the lunar surface.

Orbiter V accelerated each time it passed over one

of the ringed seas on the moon's near side. Scientists

at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, Califor-

nia, have computed that the accelerations could be

caused by a spherical chunk of nickel and iron about

60 miles in diameter—the size of a small asteroid.

Paul M. Muller and William L. Sjogren reported

these findings in the journal Science. They point out

that their discovery raises further questions:

Does each of these mascons (mass concentrations)

represent an asteroidal-sized body that caused its

associated mare (sea) by impact? If tlie mascons are

not simply the original impactors themselves, by what

processes were they formed in the lunar interior? Is

the presence of these objects consistent with a molten

lunar interior?

The authors say the presence of large mascons under

every ringed mare (and their relative absence else-

where) suggests a relationship between the two phe-

nomena that may be similar to that proposed by Harold

C. Urey and the late G. K. Gilbert. In essence, this

theory proposes diat the energy dissipated in the im-

pact of an asteroid on the moon could have resulted in

intense heat, causing surface lava flo^vs and the forma-

tion of very dense concentrations of matter.

SIZING UP NEPTUNE Neptune is nearly 3

billion miles from the sun; we have few- facts about it,

and even those tend to be less than exact. Last April,

while this slightly greenish major planet was retro-

grading through Libra, it chanced to occult a star and
reveal something of itself in the process.

Although Neptune's mass had been calculated from
its effect on other planets, its diameter was uncertain

b}' nearly 5,000 miles. (Its speed across the sky, how-

ever, was known—about three seconds of arc per hour.

)

So on April 7 astronomers in Japan, Australia, and New
Zealand were ready : They timed the disappearance of

the star behind Neptune, and its reappearance about

40 minutes later.

Gordon E. Taylor of the Royal Greenwich Observa-

tory reported the results in the British journal Nature.

The new diameter was calculated to be 31,250 miles.

Now that scientists know botli the mass and size of

Neptune, they are better able to determine the planet's

densit)', thus allowing more accurate speculation about
its composition and history.

SLO>V CARTOGRAPHY Scientists at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory are laboriously puttino- to-

gather a map of Venus by bouncing radar signals off
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our sister planet. The job requires patience. They can

only work when Venus comes close to the earth, and

even then they have only a barely detectable echo to use.

Richard M. Goldstein and Shalhav Zohar have been

concentrating on an area of the planet's northern

hemisphere in which three features stand out in radar

scanning. Their "map" to date is only a blotch, but

the two men report in Nature that they are beginning

to detect detail within one of the features, known as

Beta. They believe the 150-mile, roughly circular re-

gion may be mountainous, but concede that the strong

radar reflectivity could also be caused by craters or

extensive fields of boulders.

A similar region, called Delta, lies 600 miles north

of Beta, and a third area, as yet unnamed, has been

found to the northwest. Still other areas of high reflec-

tivity have been discerned in other parts of Venus, ac-

cording to Goldstein and Zohar.

When Venus comes close enough (26 million miles)

for radar study again next April, the radar astronomers

will have boosted their transmitting power from

100,000 to 450,000 watts, and hope to achieve tlie most

detail since Beta was first detected in 1962. Such

radar observations promise to give us the only view of

our cloud-shrouded neighbor in the foreseeable future.

THE PULSAR SCORE Pulsars are being
found right and left. Anthony Hewish's team at Cam-
bridge, which found the first four, announced the dis-

covery of tiso more. And tlie first two in the southern

sky \\ ere discovered by tlie ^Molonglo Radio Observatory

in Australia.

Both of the southern pulsars are interesting. One has

the longest period of any yet discovered. 1.96 seconds.

And the other lies in the direction of the galactic cen-

ter. Its discoverers, A. J. Turtle and A. E. Vaughan, said,

in dieir report to Nature, that it should be possible to

establish unambiguously that this one is within the

Galaxy.

Another pulsar was announced by tw-o scientists,

Harold D. Craft, Jr., and Richard V. Lovelace, at Cor-

nell University's Arecibo Observatory in Puerto Rico.

No one seems to doubt that more will be found. T^Tiat

they are is another question.

BUDGET SPACE PROBES A special com-
mittee of the National Academy of Sciences has urged
NASA, already faced with its smallest budget in years,

to spend more of its money for unmanned planetary

exploration. The space scientists specifically recom-
mended that Pioneer and IMP class spacecraft—far
cheaper than the Mariners—be sent to Mars and Venus
at each opposition between now and 1975. NASA was
also urged to swing a probe past Venus to Mercury in

1971, 1973, or 1975, and to make a "grand tour" of

Jupiter, Saturn. Uranus, and Neptune in 1977-78—the
last time in this century that those planets will be lined

up in such a way that a probe can be propelled from
one to the next by gravitation. John P. Wiley, Jr.
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The waxing gibbous moon appears in the evening sky of

early November and becomes full on the 4th. Thereafter,

the moon is in the morning sky until the 20th, when it

returns to the evening sky again. Last-quarter is on the

13th; new moon on the 20th; and first-quarter on the 26th.

Venus and Saturn are evening stars. Venus, though
brightening and appearing higher each evening, sets short-

ly after dark; Saturn appears high in the east at dusk and
sets before dawn.

November 2-3: Saturn is to the left of the moon on the

evening of the 2nd, to the right on the night of the 3rd.

November 4: The full moon tonight is the hunter's moon.
November 5: The nearly full moon will interfere with

observations of the Taurid meteor shower, reaching maxi-

mum today.

November 6: Jupiter and Mars, rising in the eastern sky

before dawn, are in conjunction. Mars now moves to the

left (east) of the brighter Jupiter.

November 16: The Leonid meteor shower reaches maxi-

mum, with no moonlight to interfere with after-midnight

observations. These are fast, bright meteors, reaching a

normal rate of about 25 per hour.

The moon rises near Jupiter this morning, followed by
the rising of Mars. Before dawn, the moon moves slowly

away from the brighter Jupiter toward Mars.

November 17-18: The bright star Spica is to the left of

the crescent tnoon in the morning sky of the 17th, to the
right of the moon on the morning of the 18th.

November 22: Venus is close to the crescent moon, to

the Tight and above, in the western sky this evening.

November 29-30: The moon and Saturn are close again
this month. Saturn is to the east (left) of the moon on the
evening of the 29th, to the west (right) on the 30th.

Thomas D. Nicholson

* Hold the Star Map so the compass direction you face is at the
bottom; then match the stars in the lower half of the map with

those in the sky near the horizon. The map Is for 9:15 p.m. on
November 1; 8:20 p.m. on the 15th; 7:21 p.m. on the 30th; but it

may be used for about an hour before and after those times.
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The Story of Fireflies Continued from page 42

In any given locality, the males

and females are highly attuned to

one another's messages: that is, the

variation in responsiveness is such

that they almost never answer an-

other species. Females occasionally

reply once to a flash of inappropriate

length, but they do not continue to

do so. On the other hand, if one com-

pares the flash signals of species that

do not occur together he often finds

them to be very similar: here there

is no possibility of mistakes being

made, and refined "isolating mecha-

nisms" have not evolved. It goes

without saying that the integrity of

species must be maintained, for inter-

species hybrids are generally sterile

(like the mule) or at least less well

adapted for a specific role in nature.

One would assume that the larger

fireflies of the genus Photuris

(studied by Barber) always "speak

a different language" from the

small fireflies of the genus Photinus,

(studied by Lloyd). This is gener-

ally so, but there are some fasci-

nating exceptions. H. S. Barber com-

mented as follows:

"Sometimes the familiar flashes of

a small species of Photinus male are

observed excitedly courting a female,

supposedly of the same species,

whose flashes appear normal to its

kind, but when the electric light is

thrown upon them one is startled to

find the intended bride of the Pho-

tinus is a large and very alert [and

predatory] female Photuris facing

him with great interest. Does she lure

him to serve her as her repast ? Very
often a dim steady light near the

ground proves under the flashlamp

to be a small, recently killed Photinus

being devoured by a nonluminous fe-

male Photuris. . .
."

James Lloyd, while working on

Photinus, found it possible to obtain

females of a given species by walk-

ing about in a suitable habitat,

imitating the flashes of the males with

a flashlight. Now and then, however,

the females that signaled back to him
turned out to be, not Photinus fe-

males, but those of the genus

Photuris, responding appropriately

to specific signals of a certain species

of Photinus ! Once he watched one

of the Photuris females for half an

hour and saw her respond to twelve

passing Photinus males, in each case

after the interval characteristic of

that species of Photinus. All of these

males were at least partially attracted

to her. Finally, a male landed near

her, and after an exchange of signals

ceased to light up after the usual time

period. Lloyd checked and found that

the Photuris female was clasping the

Photinus male and chewing on him.

It might be added parenthetically

that insects are known that utilize

luminescence, not for courtship, but

strictly for luring and then feeding

upon various small insects that are

naturally attracted to light. Both in

North America and in Europe there

are certain gnat larvae that spin

silken webs close to the ground and

emit a dim, bluish light that probably

serves to attract tiny midges and
other insects into the web. An even

better example is provided by the

so-called New Zealand glowworm,
which is not a true glowworm at all

but another gnat larva. These insects

live in certain caves in New Zealand

and are so spectacular that guided

tours are conducted into some of the

caves. The gnats lay their eggs in a

gluelike substance on the ceiling, and

the larvae suspend themselves from
silken sheaths and emit a bluish-

green light that is said to lure small

insects into the tangle of webs, where

they are consumed by the larvae.

True fireflies are capable of re-

markable displays at times. Occa-

sionally, especially in the tropics, un-

told thousands of fireflies will gather



in a single tree or several neighbor-

ing trees and flash for many hours,

sometimes for many nights in suc-

cession, producing a glow that can be

seen half a mile or more away. Some-

times all the fireflies in a tree have

been seen to flash in synchrony. Such

displays have been reported from

Southeast Asia and the East Indies

for over two hundred years—but

hardly ever from other parts of the

world. Hugh M. Smith, while study-

ing the fisheries of Thailand in the

1930's. often took parties of visitors

down the Chao Phraya River near

Bangkok to observe the displays. In

an article in Science, he described

them in these words:

"Imagine a tree thirt\'-five to forty

feet high thickly covered with small

ovate leaves, apparently with a firefly

on every leaf and all the fireflies flash-

ing in perfect unison at the rate of

about three times in two seconds, the

ti'ee being in complete darkness be-

tween the flashes. . . . Imagine a tenth

of a mile of river front with an un-

broken line of [mangrove] trees with

fireflies on every leaf flashing in

unison. . . . Then, if one's imagina-

tion is sufficiently vivid, he may form

some conception of this amazing

spectacle."

Smith went on to say that the

synchronous flashing occurs "hour

after hour, night after night, for

weeks or even months. . .
." Reports

such as Smith's have tended to re-

move much of the skepticism that

greeted earlier accounts. For years

the explanation of this unique phe-

nomenon has intrigued John Buck,

of the National Institutes of Health

at Bethesda, Maryland, one of our

leading authorities on fireflies. Some
time ago he found that he could in-

duce synchronous flashing on a small

scale in the American firefly Phodnus

pyralis by using a flashlight at the

usual interval of females of this spe-

cies. When there were many males

about, he could sometimes attract

fifteen or twenty of them at once, and

these would all adjust their flash

periodicity in accordance with that

of the female. "It is indeed an im-

pressive sight," says Buck, "to see

such a group converging through the

air toward one point, each member
poising, flashing and surging for-

ward in short advances, all in the

most perfect synchronism." It seemed

possible that small groups such as

this might build up within a larger

agijregation, and so stimulate one

The beauty and excitement of our great
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Overseas

Nature Tours
For eight years we have been organizing group

trips to investigate the nahiral history of Europe,

Airica and the world. See summary of world

program in opposite column. Below are details

of groups no\v forming:

- MEXICO -
Mexico, with 1,000 bird species and countless

wildflowers, is one of our specialties. We ve

divided the country into six routes, each devoted

to a different faunal region. Two-week trips are

schedules around the vear. Ornithological leader

is usually Irby Davis, Mexican bird guide author

and well known authorit\- on bird song. Here s

the program for the coming winter:

MEXICO EAST COAST: From the fine Atlantic

Lowlands region to the upper slopes of Popoca-
teped. Lush tropical rivers, sleepy back villages

and some of the continent's highest mountains.

Nov. 23; 3 weeks.

MEXICO WEST COAST: The rich Central Pacific

Lowlands, basing at centers such as San Bias,

Puerto Vallarta. ManzaniUo and Acapulco; plus

the adjacent high mountain country. Dec. 7;

2 weeks.

CHIAPAS: Mexico's southernmost state, with
tropical birds in back-country areas as yet

bttle despoiled. Dec. 28; 2 weeks.

YUCATAN: Popular jungle trip amid remote
Mayan ruins, including Tikal. Jan. 13.

This year's annual Christmas party is planned
for Oaxaca, and fine combinations with the above
trips are possible.

— EUROPE *
Our extraordinary 1969 coverage of Europe in

eleven separate tours is by far the broadest view
of this continent's natural history and off-route

scenery ever offered. Take single excursion trips

for economy, or combine tours to produce the
route of your ovra choice. Our "Europe 1969"
folder shows you how. AU under top ornithological

and botanical leadership, of course. Each tour, 3
weeks.

EUROPE SOUTH covers France's Camargue and
Riviera, S\vitzerland's birds and alpine flora,

famed Nexisiedlersee on the Hungar>' border,
and the Rhine countr>'; May 8. EUROPE NORTH
takes in northern Germany and covers Sweden
fully to and beyond the Arctic Circle; May 29.
NORWAY, our most popular of all, covers
fjords, mountains and coastal islands in an
itinerary that has become famous; June 22.
These 3 tours combine into a memorable jour-

ney "north with the spring" from the Mediter-
ranean to North Cape and the Arctic.

MEDITERRANEAN begins at Lisbon, visits Spain's
famed Coto Donana, France's Camargue, Cor-
sica and northern Italy; May 8. BALKANS starts

at Venice, visiting bird and botanical high-
lights of Yugoslavia, Greece, Tmrkey, Romania
and Himgary; May 29. U.S.S.R. starts from
Prague Jime 22, covers natural history high-
lights of Poland and Russia. SIBERIA is a 3-wk.
link in an economical round-the-world route;
the Asian U.S.S.R. republics. Lake Baikal and
a journey into Outer Mongolia are features;
July 13. These 4 tours combine into an extra-
ordinary nature experience.

BRITAIN, leaving May 29, is a popular broad
coverage from southeast coast to north tip of
Scotland. ICELAND, 2-week visit to this weird
country, offers a choice of departures ( June 28
or July 21), with a new 10-day camping trip
across little-visited centre and east coast areas
available between the tours, and a visit to
Greenland optional at the end.

SOUTH PACIFIC NOTE: The faU tours in
Melanesia & West Australia are closed, but
there is still space on AUSTRALIA EAST
(Nov. 1) and NEW ZEALAND (Nov. 23)
in the economical excursion-fare season.

Come along! . . . intimate, private groups, expert
leadership. We seek out back-country routes, try
for an experience-in-depth of the natural scene
and the people. ( Not recommended if you're
strong lor night life.)

CROWDER NATURE TOURS
Box 222-a

Harpers Ferry, W. Va. 25425
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another that all fell into synchrony.

In another experiment, Dr. Buck

placed a large number of males of

this same species in a large, dimly

lighted cage, where they soon began

to flash in their usual manner. He

then subjected the fireflies to sudden

and complete darkness, whereupon

all of them flashed at once, then again

after four or five seconds. The syn-

chrony persisted for some time and

then disappeared. Buck felt that the

unnatural advent of sudden, total

darkness was not important in itself,

but only because it ser\'ed to increase

the relative intensity of the flashes of

neighboring fireflies, causing them to

respond to one another's flashes as

they would not do ordinarily.

But of course these simple experi-

ments performed on a North Ameri-

can species merel)' whetted his ap-

petite for the real thing, and a couple

of years ago John and Elisabeth Buck

took off for Thailand and Borneo.

They were successful in finding "fire-

fly trees," and they made photo-

graphic and photometric analyses

that indicate that the synchrony of

great numbers of individuals is in-

deed nearly perfect. They found that

(contrary to earlier reports) both

males and females occur in these

trees, although the females do not

participate in synchronous flashing.

They showed that mating occurs in

these trees, suggesting that the bril-

liant, synchronous flashes serve as a

beacon to attract females from the

surrounding forest. This may explain

why this phenomenon is most prev-

alent along rivers in the Far East,

for in this part of the world the ex-

ceedingly dense, tangled swamps
would hardly be conducive to indi-

vidual flash communication similar

to that occurring in a New England

meadow. A firefly tree along a

watercourse, however, would provide

an assembly beacon of ready access.

Not only would the synchrony of the

flashes increase the brightness, but

the alternation of light and dark

would also be eye catching, like the

flashing neon signs that are a recent

invention of man—though I think

man has overdone a good thing, as he

so often does.

The Bucks consider synchronous

flashing to be a complex of be-

havioral patterns (congregation,

selection of certain trees, flashing,

synchrony, and so forth) that have

evolved together into a spectacular

device for enhancing mating under

Overseas

Nature Tours
— 1969 Program —

Here is a summary of our 1969 program. Space
permits only brief mention of each tour, and one
should, by aU means, have the "Tovu: Catalog

'

with thumb-nail sketches of each trip. Early regis-

tration will save disappointment, and may be
made tentativelv. North America tours 2 wks.,

remainder of the world 3 weeks each, except as

otherwise noted.

- NORTH AMERICA -
FLORIDA: Wild portions of the State from Talla-

hassee to Key West. Jan. 11.

TEXAS BIRDS: Whooping cranes, Rio Grande re-

serves, Northeast Mexico. March 15.

TEXAS WILDFLOWERS: Separate wUdflower group
on above route. March 1.5.

ARIZONA: Popular bird tour of southeast Arizona
under Dr. Robert Ohmart of University of Ari-

zona. April 27.

CALIFORNIA: North-with-spring in parks, mtns.

& off-coast islands. May 11 (3 wks.)

CASCADES: North through Oregon and Washing-
ton reser\es and parks. June 1; 3 weeks.

ALASKA: Three successive 2-wk. trips; (1) The
inside passage and Yukon; (2) the central re-

gion with McKiiJey Park, Kenai, Kodiak and
Katmai; and (3) outposts of the Aleutians,

Pribilofs, Nome, St. Lawrence . . . Island,

Kotzebue and Point Barrow. Series begins at

Seattle June 22.

Note that the last 5 tours may be taken in con-
tinuous succession, following spring north in one
great 12-week trek from the Mexico border to

Point Barrow on the Arctic.

- MIDDLE AMERICA -
MEXICO PROGRAM: See adjoining column.

CENTRAL AMERICA: Tropical bird life and botani-

cal highlights of Guatemala, Honduras and
Costa Rica. Jan. 27.

PANAMA: Bird concentrations and tropical flora

of Canal Zone and the Panama mountains.
Two trips: Feb. 8 and Aug. 2.

Note that Yucatan, Panama and Colombia are

done tsvice a year in a continuous chain, afford-

ing a 7-week \-iew of the bird and plant life of

tropical America that is both memorable and
economical. In 1969 this series starts Jan. 13
and July 20.

- SOUTH AMERICA -
COLOMBIA: Worid's top bird country. Two 1969

departures: Feb. 24; Aug. 17.

ECUADOR-PERU: HeaxT bird populations of jun-
gles & high Andes, including Machu Picchu and
upper Amazon. Sept. 6.

CHILE-ARGENTINA: Highlights of both coasts, plus
Tierra del Fuego. Sept. 27.

BRAZIL: Iguasu Falls, the Rio coast, central jun-
gles and the Amazon. Oct. 18.

GUIANAS-VENEZUELA: The 3 Guianas, Trinidad
and highlights of Venezuela. Nov. 8.

The 3 South America tours, starting with Co-
lombia on Aug. 17, readily combine into a re-

markable grand tour of the continent.

— EUROPE —
By all means obtain the detailed announce-

ment of our 11-tour 1969 Europe program, with
its many possible combinations. See opposite
column for additional information.

- AFRICA, ASIA, ETC. -

EAST AFRICA: Extremely heavy bird concentra-
tions, many big mammals. August 14.

CENT. AFRICA-MADAGASCAR: New and promis-
ing, beginning at Victoria Falls Sept. 4.

JAPAN: Full-time birding from south tip of Kyu-
shu to north end of Hokkaido. Optional extra
week for tourist objectives. May 18.

ANTARCTICA: Choice of two departures in Janu-
ar>' and February-; 4 weeks.

CROWDER NATURE TOURS
Box 222-a

Harpers Ferry, W. Va. 25425



otherwise difficult conditions. Evi-

iently, newly emerged males and

[emales are constantly recruited from

ihe surrounding forests, for indi-

viduals do not live more than a few

days, and there must be a constant

turnover in the population. The

Bucks showed that males released in

1 darkroom are attracted to each

other's light, and this suggests that

wandering individuals might readily

join a flashing swarm. It remains to

be proved that there is a traffic of

freshly emerged males and females

into the trees and of mated females

iway from them. And it remains to

be shown how the males maintain

almost perfect synchrony from one

end of a large aggregation to the

other, when, in fact, laboratory

studies suggest that the males react

to one another over only short dis-

tances and that their reaction time is

considerably greater than the varia-

tion in synchrony observed in nature,

rhere is evidence that near-perfect

synchrony occurs only in very dense

aggregations, while in diffuse gather-

ings the flashing may be random. In

some instances more than one species

may aggregate in a given tree, result-

ing in a complex combination of

flashes that is still presumably effec-

tive in attracting females of the spe-

cies involved. All these are matters

requiring much further study.

But of course scientists are used

;to partial and provisional answers:

it is their stock in trade, and half the

Fun of science. H. S. Barber was well

aware that his field studies of

Photuris were only preliminary. And
after a lengthy review of laboratory

studies, John Buck concluded

:

"In spite of the many morphologi-

;al and physiological data which con-

;:;ern luminescence in the firefly, there

seem to be surprisingly few unequiv-

ocal major conclusions which can be

drawn."

This is "par for the course." Such

is the complexity of living systems

ithat tens of thousands of research

iworkers all over the world each year

push our knowledge forward by only

li minuscule amount, with now and

:;hen a breakthrough that opens up a

liew area of ignorance. A century

From now our great-grandchildren

may marvel at how little we knew
about fireflies. At least I hope so. In

:he meantime we may be unashamed-

ly
romantic or unflinchingly rigorous

ioward fireflies, as befits our nature,

ind still know their magic.

INTRODUCING THE

QUESTAR-MODIFIED BESELER TOPCON SUPER D
Questar salutes a great camera that

has come to grips with the three factors

on which successful high-resolution pho-
tography depends: total lacli of vibra-

tion, sharp focus, and correctly thin

negatives.

When we first began to tell you, years

ago, that the slightest motion when tak-

ing pictures with Questar's 56" focal

length would blur the detail on the film,

no thought had been given to making a

camera vibrationless. And when we talked

about sharp focus, fine ground glasses

were practically non-existent. And when
we said bracket your shots to make sure

of correct exposure, it was because meter-

ing light from a distant object was a very

iffy thing.

But the state of the art has come a

long way in the last decade. And now
the Questar-modified Super D handles

all three problems. That exclusive
Questar modification permits independent

control of mirror and shutter, whose
actions are already smooth as silk. By
releasing the mirror before the picture

is taken, all internal motion is reduced

to a negligible minimum.

When the Super D is used with the

high magnification waist level finder with

Questar, priced from $795. is described

in our newest booklet which contains

more than 100 photographs by Questar

owners. Send $1 for mailing anywhere
in North America. By air to rest of

Western Hemisphere, $2.50: Europe and
North Africa, $3.00: elsewhere, $3.50.

its adjustable eyepiece, and with a clear

screen, it provides the sharpest, brightest

focusing we have seen.

And, finally, the Super D's meter on
the mirror gives you the most accurate

reading possible, recording the light

exactly as the lens sees it.

A special adapter designed to avoid
vignetting is manufactured exclusively by
Questar to connect the Super D to the

telescope.

ABOVE, Field Model Questar with Super
D. BELOW, Standard Questar in its polar
equatorial position, with Super D.

TAR
BOX 160, NEW HOPE, PENN. 18938
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EXCITING NEW GIFT IDEAS I

ORDER YOURS NOW., by Mail

ENTERTAINING! r. TRUE TO LIFE
EDUCATIONAL! [| ENGLISH BOILER

* II S T E A M
ENGINE

+
r" 1/50

UORSWOVitR":;

This fantastic little engine is a perfect
model of the famous Englisti Boiler Engine
in continuous operation since 1798. Bright
nickel-plated boiler has sight glass, safety
valve and whistle. Brass cylinder and pis-
ton, antique varnish trim. Comes with fuel

tablets or can be run on alcohol.

$1 6.95 two for $32.00 ($1 .00 postage)

here's fun for the whole family!

Rock Polisher
The original Thumler's Tumbler puts a
gleaming finish on rocks, glass pieces,
coins, also fishing lures and shell casings.
A fascinating hobby, a practical machine
and great fun. Handles seven lbs. of rocks
or 50 30-30 casings. Complete as illustrat-

ed, with motor, base, barrels. Guaranteed
one full year. $21.95 ($2.00 postage)

STARTER KIT
2 sets of 3 abrasives and prepolish . . $2.98
Rubber tumbler liners, pair $ .98
Victors Official Tumbling tVlanual. . .$1.98
Starter Kit only ($1 .00 postage)

Tlie King Besieged Continued from page 56

Perfect

Gift for: \'-

• woodsman'
• craftsman
• fisherman

• sportsman
• motorist

"VERSATILE" (illus

/ 5 A gift he'll treasi

5 years! Ttie original Swiss
2 Army Officer's knife.

Blades precision made of

drop-forged Swedisti
stainless steel. Packed in

individual gift boxes.

$16.95 (35c postage)
"COMPANION" (not illus.) Smaller model
W/7 precision blades. $10.50 (35c postage)

30-day money-back guarantee on all prod-
ucts, Calif, residents add 5% sales tax.

D Please send interesting free catalog.

EASTMAN COMPANY
144 •2nd St., San Francisco, Ca. 94105

Quant. Item



cabins, a 20-acre parking lot for

2,500 autos, and ten restaurants

within Mineral King Valley and

on surrounding mountain peaks. In

summer general sightseeing would be

the main attraction; in winter skiing

would bring as many as 20,000 visi-

tors into the valley each day, from

whence they ivould be whisked into

the high country of the Sierra Ne-

vada wilderness aboard 20 overhead

lifts, which would radiate from the

valley. Some of the lifts' towers would

go beyond the boundary of Forest

Service land and would be anchored

in adjoining Sequoia National Park.

Supplemental plans revealed the

firm's interest in a facility, located

well within Sequoia Park's Hockett

wilderness area, that could accommo-

date cross-country skiers. Walt Disney

Productions expects an annual in-

come of about $23 million from the

resort during the first years of op-

eration, with this sum increasing

thereafter as the area's popularity

grows. The Disney plans also noted

that "Mineral King's great natural

beauty must be preserved at all

costs."

With the plans before them, oppo-

nents of the development felt pressed

by a twofold threat. First, they feared

the immediate damage to the alpine

environment that would result from

construction of a roadway and a re-

sort, and from the heavy human
traffic. The prospect of bringing 2.5

million visitors annually into the

heart of the mountain country con-

jures up pictures of tourists picking

the ground clean of unusual rock

fragments, wildflowers, evergreen

cones, and other portions of the al-

pine landscape; of skiers watching

the white wrappers of their candy

bars slowly floating to the ground

after being tossed from the gondola

of one of the aerial tramways; of

erosion caused by construction ac-

tivity; sewage pollution in the Ka-

weah River; and of the intrusion

of automobiles, buildings, and large

numbers of visitors upon the moun-

!
tain landscape. In addition, project

opponents object to the disregard by

the Forest Service and Walt Disney
' Productions for Mineral King's cur-

'. rent status as a national game refuge.

Among naturalists aware of the

development plan a favorite parlor

game during the past few months has

been the casting of Smokey, the

Forest Service bear, and Disney's

Mickey Mouse in Simon Legree roles

It is a rare treat to be able to

share another's secret place.

ISLAND OF
ADVENTURE

A Naturalist Explores

a Gulf Coast Wilderness

by

ROSS E. HUTCHINS

An entomologist, expert photogra-

pher and author of over a dozen popu-

lar books in the field of natural history takes the

reader with him as he explores the island he

claims as his own.

Located in one of the many branching channels

of Mississippi's Pascagoula River just before it

empties into the Gulf of Mexico, the island is a

semi-tropical area of marshland, jungle-like

forest, palmettos, bayous, and cypress lake.

Equipped with camera, collecting materials and

notebook. Dr. Hutchins roams his Island alone,

investigating the plant life, observing the wild

creatures.

Whether it is fungus that glows in the dark,

wood storks or tree frogs, diamond-back rattle-

snakes or insect-eating plants, it is obvious, in

his informative descriptions and his remarkable

close-up photographs, that Ross Hutchins is

enjoying himself on his visits to his Island. So

will the reader privileged to accompany him

because of his remarkable book.

Illustrated with 175 photographs

by the author • $6.00

DODD, MEAD
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'A magnificent

achievement''

OPAL AC K^...

The
Appalachian

Trail
WILDERNESS ON THE DOORSTEP

By

ANN and MYRON SUTTON
Illustrated with photographs and maps.

"It was sheer delight and I

felt when I had finished as

though I knew the famous
Trail for the first time. ... It

is not only a good descrip-

tion of what the Trail is like

but woven into it is all the

history of the country
through which it runs. . . .

The book is a magnificent

achievement and should give

pleasure to many thousands."
—*SiGURD F. Olson, Director,

Isaac Walton League

Send for your copy now.

MONEY-BACK COUPON
NH5

J. B. LIPPINCOTT COMPANY
East Washinecon Square, Phila., Pa. 19105

Send me postpaid a copy of The Appalachian
Trail by Ann and Myron Sutton. If I am not
completely satisfied, 1 may return the boolc
within 10 days for a full refund. I enclose $4.95.
(Cal., N. J., N. Y., Pa., & Tenn. add sales tax)

n Check n Money order
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—dispossessing their fellow creatures

in order to build the Mineral King

resort ("Smokey strikes again!").

The Forest Service is well aware of

the potential danger to the Sierran

landscape posed by the planned re-

sort. They note that "Mineral King

can 'stand' development to only a

certain level." but also contend that

"Walt Disney Productions does not

plan, and the Forest Service would

not permit, a development beyond

that capacity threshold." But "capac-

ity threshold" lends itself to sub-

jective interpretation, and what the

term means to the Forest Service is

apparently quite different from the

meaning given by most of those op-

posed to the project. To the former

group, it probably means a general

attempt to keep ecological damage to

a minimum, whatever the level of

construction and human visitation.

The latter define the phrase in terms

of wilderness, in which case the

threshold will likely be exceeded on

the resort's first day of operation.

In a way, these differences of opin-

ion reflect the essential conflict be-

tween the protectionist groups such

as the Sierra Club and those more in-

clined toward development. Both are

aware of the perplexing problem of

providing recreational opportunities

for a population that doubles every

forty years, while our static land

supply stubbornly refuses to expand

despite the demands placed upon it.

However, their approaches to this

situation are quite different. The de-

velopment faction seems to feel that

the way to alleviate this difficulty is

to make increasing portions of the

environment easily accessible to the

current demands of the population

so as to spread the "visitor impact"

over a larger land area. (Walt Dis-

ney Productions, for instance, notes

that "the value of much public land

... is lost because the land is inac-

cessible.") On the other hand, the

protectionists view the growing num-
ber of claims upon the land as reason

to stiffen its protection, perhaps to

the point of rationing its use. This

"pinch," they hope, will forcefully

focus the attention of hunters, high-

way engineers, wilderness lovers, and
resort builders on the real source of

the growing real estate shortage, and
will elicit stronger public sentiment

to deal with the problem before the

remaining public land is consumed.
From the viewpoint of the Sierra

Club and its allies, the greatest threat

posed by the Disney recreation com-

plex and its access road is the influ-

ence these developments would exert

upon the future protection of wild

lands of the southern Sierra Nevada

surrounding Mineral King Valley.

Most of this land—in both Sequoia

National Forest and Sequoia Na-

tional Park—meets the criteria for

"formal" wilderness status as defined

by the 1964 Wilderness Act, and is

now being considered for legal pro-

tection according to the provisions of

that act. However, the presence of

a high-grade highway bringing mil-

lions of people into the heart of the

region would probably diminish its

wild character in short order, obviate

the inclusion of this land within the

wilderness system, and encourage

less rigid protection of adjoining

land. In addition, there is some fear

that the presence of a high-standard

road reaching halfway across the

Sierra Nevada range will be used as

a rationalization for extending the

pavement another 30 miles to create

a new trans-Sierra highway through

one of the country's last enclaves of

primitive landscape.

In a way. it is tempting to apply

the philosophy of "conservation de-

mocracy." advocated by Gifford Pin-

chot and Theodore Roosevelt, to the

Mineral King situation: "the pur-

pose of Conservation is the greatest

good of the greatest number for the

longest time." This concept invari-

ably underlies the arguments in nine

out of ten land-use conflicts, but de-

spite its seeming simplicity, it poses

questions that cannot be readily an-

swered. Who can say, for instance,

whether a ski resort, a semideveloped

campsite, or a primitive landscape

will be of greatest benefit to people

who have not yet been born?

Nevertheless, the concept stimu-

lates some interesting speculations

about the future. In the case of

Mineral King, you might ask what

needs will characterize Californians

in 2068: The need for convenience or

for diversity? For material comfort

or challenge? For sociality or soli-

tude? Which need will be most in

demand and least in supply?

Even at present, there seems to be

a considerable difference of opinion

over the proper application of these

democratic guidelines. Both the For-

est Service and Walt Disney Produc-

tions maintain that a new high-

standard roadway into the Mineral

King country will represent an im-
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ipecial limited

'republication Offer

rom the Sierra Club . .

.

loth volumes of

galApagos
The Flow of Wildness

yours to

examine free

Save $10

on First Edition Copies

Prepublication price, now S45

(after January 1, 1969, will be S55).

Please send me the two-volume set of

GALAPAGOS: The Flow of Wildness. 1 under-

stand 1 may examine both volumes free for

10 days. If 1 decide to keep them, I will remit

S45 (your special prepublication price— a SIO

saving! plus postage, as payment in full for

both volumes. Otherwise, I will return the

books to you and owe nothing.

City_ _Zip_

SAVE EVEN MORE
D Check here if you prefer to include pay-

ment of S45 now. You save all postage

charges when you do. Your money will be

refunded in full if you are not pleased after

ten-day examination.

n I am interested in receiving information

about how I may help join the fight to pre-

serve the world's natural wilderness by be-

coming a member of the Sierra Club. Please

send me full details without obligation.

This offer expires December 31, 1968.

Mail this card to your bookstore or directly.
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The Galapagos, an Isolated

Group of Islands 600 Miles

Off the Coast of Ecuador,

Held the Key to Our Past.

In 1835 a young man, having traveled

halfway around the world from his native

England, stepped from a brig onto an enchanted

Island 600 miles off the coast of Ecuador. The

young man was Charles Darwin, voyager-

naturalist. The brig was the famous Beagle.

Darwin's scientific venture revolutionized our

concept of the creation of all living things. The

enchanted islands were the Galapagos.

Of the Galapagos, Darwin wrote: "Con-

sidering the small size of these islands we feel

the more astonished at the number of their

aboriginal beings, and at their confined range.

Seeing every height crowned with its crater,

and the boundaries of most of the lava-streams

still distinct, we are led to believe that within

a period, geologically recent, the unbroken
ocean was here spread out. Hence, both In

space and time, we seem to be brought some-

what near to that great fact— that mystery of

mysteries— the first appearance of new beings

on this earth."

The Sierra Club Announces the First

Publication in its New International Series

devoted to the Earth's Wild Places.

GALAPAGOS
The Flow of Wildness

Photographs by Eliot Porter,

Introduction by loren Eiseley.

Published in cooperation witti The Conservation

Foundation, the two large volumes, GALApaGOS: The Flow

of Wildness, is the premiere publication of the new Sierra

Club International Series devoted to the Earth's Wild Places.

GALApAGOS captures all the dimensions and moods of the

islands. In addition to selections from the writings of Darwin

and Melville, you will read the historic commentaries of

many other men, noted and unnoted, who sailed to the

Galapagos since their discovery in the 16th Century: the

Spanish, who were the first to set eyes upon them . . . the

pirates who came in search of refuge . . . the whalers and

oilers who came in search of food . . . and the scientists who

came in search of knowledge.

You will receive your first edition of both volumes of

GALApAGOS (including a handsome slipcase) when you fiU

out and return the attached Prepublication Request Card. By

sending in this card today.- 1) You may examine both vol-

umes free so that you may judge for yourself what extraor-

dinarily handsome, important books they are. (If the books

do not meet your expectations, you may return them within

10 days.) 2) You receive a special prepublication discoimt

of SIO. If you decide to keep the books, they are yours for

only 545, instead of their regular price of S55. (Tliis prepub-

lication offer expires December 31, 1968.)

NOTE : If the reply card is missing from this copy of the mag-

azine, send your Prepublication Free Examination

Request to:

SIERRA CLUB
Book Warehouse Inc.

Borough of Totowa, New Jersey 07512
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provement over the current situation

because it will permit the rapid influx

of large numbers of visitors ("Many

people wish to see and enjoy Mineral

King but won't drive the present dif-

ficult road.") . To this argument how-

ever, their opponents reply that the

area's present function of providing

general recreation is inherently more

democratic, for it does not impose

an admission fee upon visitors. They

further contend that in terms of meet-

ing California's most urgent recre-

ational needs, the §35 million to be

spent on the Mineral King project

might be put to better use by expand-

ing the recreational facilities avail-

able to the non-mobile population in,

say, the Watts ghetto of Los Angeles.

Throughout 1966 and into early

1967, the Mineral King issue con-

tinued to be fought at a local level.

In that time, proponents of the Dis-

ney project succeeded in gaining po-

litical support for the venture. In

September of 1966, Walt Disney and

California's governor, Edmund G.

(Pat) Brown, flew into Mineral King-

by helicopter to survey the area.

Thereafter, Brown made a short

speech in \vhich he described the

proposed development in glo^ving

terms: 'T hope that ten years from

today I can stand here with Walt

Disney again and look around at the

^vonderland that will have been cre-

ated," and assured his audience that

"we are going ahead with the [ac-

cess] road." The Brown administra-

tion applied for and received a $3

million federal grant to partially fi-

nance the road's construction; the

California Highway Commission
then voted to provide the remainder

of the needed construction money
(about $20 million) from the state's

highway tax fund.

These actions did not pass un-

challenged. California's State High-

way Engineer, J. C. Womack, at-

tacked the financing of the Mineral

King road stating that the highway
could proceed only '"at the expense

of other critical [road building]

projects," and that the use of funds

set aside for other construction

would prove "very disruptive to

previously approved planning and
scheduling of projects in the South-

ern Counties group." State Assem-

blyman Alan Sieroty assailed the

proposed destruction of natural land-

scape, stating that tlie plans for the

Mineral King road were "atrocious,"

then added: "It would be . . . out-

rageous for the Reagan administra-

tion [Reagan was elected in 1966] to

give away more than §20 million to

facilitate a private venture when it

has just cut the state Parks and Rec-

reation budget . . . from §33 million

to $1 million." In addition to this

objection, two bills were introduced

into the California state legislature

in an attempt to block construction

of the access road. Both died in com-

mittee before being brought to a vote.

By early 1967, although funding

had been approved for the access

road and its proposed routing estab-

lished, and although newspapers in

Tulare County were speaking as if

the Disney resort was already a fact,

the National Park Service had not

yet granted permission for the road

to cross eleven miles of Sequoia Na-

tional Park on its way to Mineral

King Valley. It is still unclear
whether the Department of the In-

terior can legally grant permission

for a road to cross a national park

for non-park purposes, or whether

this requires an act of Congress.

In any event, Secretary of the In-

terior Stewart Udall disapproved of

the new road. He noted that it would

prove a "blighting influence" upon

Sequoia Park, that blasting of rock

and planned removal of eight mil-

lion cubic yards of soil would

scar park terrain, cause erosion and

consequent siltation of the Ka\veali

River, pollute the air ivith auto ex-

haust fumes, pose a threat to giant

sequoias and other large evergreens,

and would, in general, compromise

"park values." With a first-hand sen-

sitivity to the proliferation of the

nation's vast network of highways,

(3.6 million miles worth) he com-

mented that developers "will be more

honored 25 years from now for the

roads they do not build than for the

roads tliey do," and suggested that

the Forest Service and Disney Pro-

ductions explore other means (such as

an overhead monorail or tramway)

of transporting sightseers and skiers

into Mineral King Valley to mini-

mize destruction to the landscape.

To answer charges of road damage,

the California Division of Highways

commissioned biologist Richard J.

Hartesveldt, an authority on giant

sequoias, to study the ecology of

sequoia groves surrounding the ])ro-

posed roadway. The report's objec-

tivity, however, has provided at least

as much ammunition for opponenl.^

of the project as for its advocates.
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and each side has quoted and para-

phrased the document upon numer-

ous occasions.

As for Udall's proposal that a

monorail or tramway be used to

transport visitors into the resort, this

plan was rejected hy both Disney

Productions and the Forest Service

as being too expensive. The cost

of instalHng such a system—unlike
the tax-financed roadway—would be

! borne by the Disney firm.

I

By mid-year 1967, opponents of

I
the development had finally managed

I to air some of their grievances to a

I

national audience by means of arti-

i cles printed in magazines published

iby the National Parks Association

and the Sierra Club. Within these

I groups, the general feeling seems to

be that the only way to provide Min-
eral King with adequate protection

against commercial development is to

make it a pai;! of adjoining Sequoia
National Park. In 1926, when Con-
gress was wrestling with the problem
of what to do with this area, the de-

cision was made to award it to the

Department of Agriculture in the

belief that there were minerals re-

maining in and around Mineral King
Valley that would become "locked
up" if park status were granted. But
since no mineral deposits have been
discovered, there is a strong feeling

now that these 15,000 acres should
be given to the Department of the

Interior.

This type of interdepartmental
land transfer is invariably an un-

popular procedure on the part of the

donor agency, and is avoided by Con-
gress whenever possible. Just now,
the Forest Service is especially sensi-

tive on this count for portions of

forestland are being transferred from
the Forest Service to the Park Service

in order to establish a Redwoods
Park in California and a Cascade
Mountain Park in Washington. The
history of transactions of this sort

carries all the flavor of a range war
between sheepherders and cattlemen,

and while reading these accounts, it

is easy to lose sight of the fact that

the ownership of federal property

rests with the public rather than with
the managing agency.

By this time. Secretary Udall was
finding it increasingly difficult to

maintain his opposition to the access

road upon which the success or fail-

ure of the development depends. A
hint of behind-the-scenes pressure

appeared when the Secretary indi-
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lage of Walt Disney Productions is

ready pre-sold in the public mind."

his seems to be the case, particu-

rly in California, «here consider-

dIc fame and fortune have come to

;st since the establishment of the

isney empire in that state.

In July, 1967, the nature of the

ispected pressure on Secretary

dall was made public. To the con-

'ernalion of those who had labored

• defeat the Mineral King proposal,

iuas revealed that throufih the com-

,icated machinery of \^ashington

iplomacy. the fate of Mineral King

ad become linked to the ongoing

sgotiations between various federal

5;encies and the state of California

,er the size and location of the pro-

Dsed Redwoods National Park. Ap-

irently. the Johnson administration

;lt that Governor Reagan would be

lore amenable to the installation of

national park in his state if he were

llered certain concessions in return,

ne of several concessions offered

le stale was the administration's

:tive support of the Mineral King

evelopment and its access road. The

ature of this transaction was spelled

Lit in a letter of June 22, 1967, from

1 administration spokesman. Phillip

. Hughes. Deputy Director. Bureau

f the Budget. Executive Office of the

resident:

Followin<; is the Administra-

tion position on a number of

items over and ajiove the provi-

sions of S. 1370 [the redwoods

bill introduced by Thomas
Kuchell. . . . The Administration

is prepared to implement these

provisions immediately. . . .

he Mineral King proposal is listed

ider a section labeled "Other Con-

rvation Program Actions."

6. Mineral King

It is in the interest of the Ad-
ministration and the State that

the Mineral King area . . . be . .

.

developed. . . .

The Department of the Interior

has been requested to consider

issuance of a permit jointly to

the Deparment of Agriculture

and the State of California for a

two-lane road through the Park

[Sequoia] to provide access to

Mineral King. . . .

The letter's contents provoked a

)lley of angry protests from the

"oject's opponents. Senator Lee

etcalf (Montana) assailed the ad-

inistration's intention to "override

e Secretary's [Udall's] best judge-

ent" as raising "fundamental ques-

3ns of public policy, precedent and
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equity." Anthony Wayne Smith, Gen-

eral Counsel and President of the

National Parks Association stated

that the Forest Service had '"put to

auction a priceless asset [Mineral

King] belonging to the American

people. . .
." California Congressman

Phillip Burton perhaps best summa-
rized sentiment against the maneuver

when he angrily labeled the Mineral

King-Redwoods Park trade as "'a

desperate effort to pay the high

political price needed to get along

with California's new governor" and

bemoaned the fact that the executive

branch "promises to pressure the

National Park Service into compro-

mising the integrity of Sequoia Na-

tional Park by accommodating the

opening wedge for massive develop-

ment of Mineral King."

Whatever the processes by ivhich

pressure was exerted. Burton's fears

were apparently justified and the in-

tent of Hughes' letter carried out. In

December, a high-level Mineral King
meeting was called. Attendants in

favor of the project included: Secre-

tary of Agriculture Freeman. Cali-

fornia Senators Kuchel and Murphy,
Congressman (and former Olympic

decathlon champion I Robert Ma-
thias, and for the administration,

Phillip Hughes. Attendants opposed

:

Stewart Udall. Shortly after the con-

ference. Freeman issued a press re-

lease announcing that the right-of-

way for a road through Sequoia Park
was being prepared by the Interior

Department and that the Disney de-

velopment would proceed as planned.

From the point of view of the

project's supporters, it probably
would have looked better if the re-

lease had come from the Department
of the Interior with Secretary Udall's

blessing. This was not the case, how-

ever. To this day, Udall has not

voiced support of the access road,

leading to the conviction that this

decision was predetermined by the

administration. Even so, the Secre-

tary was for a time, nobody's favo-

rite. At a press conference in which
he was criticized for "his" decision,

Udall retorted that things might have
been different had preservation
groups spent more of their time writ-

ing to Orville Freeman than to him.

A surveyor's flag in Sequoia

National Park marks the

proposed location of the

Mineral King access road.

The Mineral King development is

now within one step of realization.

But this last step has proven time

consuming. For in the year that has

elapsed since Orville Freeman's an-

nouncement, the Forest Service and
National Park Service — never the

friendliest of "sister agencies"—have

failed to reach agreement on the di-

mensions of the proposed access road

crossing Sequoia National Park.

The delay has proven helpful to

the more tenacious of the project's

opponents; has given them time to

begin legal investigations and to re-

new efforts to gather public support.

During the past five months, two to

three thousand signatures have been

added to an antidevelopment petition

circulated by the Sierra Club, net-

work television stations have hauled

their cameras into the Sierra Nevada
to cover a "hike-in" staged in oppo-

sition to the project, and students

from UCLA have pulled up and

burned survey stakes marking the

location of the proposed access road.

Some of the more militant even plan

to picket Disne}' films and to stage

"lie-ins" in front of highway depart-

ment bulldozers if construction be-

gins, as scheduled, next summer.

It seems that the era of modern
conservation weaponry is upon us.

Whether or not this will aid the case

for Mineral King will depend on pub-

lic opinion and on the orientation of

the new President-elect toward the

issue. Resolution of the conflict will

not be long in coming.
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The Right Way to Walk Four^Legged
Continued from page 39

front. It gives the gait I call the false

walk, and is illustrated by the Car-

neirotherium in color.

This gait is false, in the sense of

being deceptive, because it resembles

so closely the correct or true walk; it

meets completely the requirements in

our definition of quadrupedal walk-

ing. Like the true walk it, too, keeps

at least one front and one hind foot

on the ground, and its stride looks

very much like that I have shown in

the true walk. If a chart of the false

walk were drawn in precisely the

same ^vay as that of the true walk,

and if all phases of both were de-

picted in pure silhouette, so that we
couldn't tell left from right, it would

be impossible to distinguish any

phase in the true walk from the cor-

responding phase in the false walk.

In actuality, however, bad tri-

angles and bad support exist as long

as this gait continues. A heavy ani-

mal would find the resulting loss of

balance an intolerable handicap.

This is why animals, in general, never

use the false i\ alk, although its posi-

tions are often used in art.

But not all of the errors perpetu-

ated by artists are found in the false

walk. There are also the gaits that

I call "thinker's walks." These com-

pounds of fact and fallacy appear to

have been derived from two things:

the observable truth that a quad-

ruped is like two bipeds joined to-

gether, and the less obvious idea

that bipeds might wish to step in uni-

son rather than a half step apart.

Such kinds of walking are reason-

able enough, and unlike the false

"Phony Pony" : this is the

bronze statuette, supposedly

from ancient Greece, that was

later branded as a forgery.
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walk, animals occasionally perform

them. One kind includes the posi-

tion found in so many Egyptian,

Babylonian, and Assyrian animal

representations, and less frequently,

in Grecian and Far Eastern ones. In

this gait, movements of the lateral

feet are synchronized. In another

thinker's walk it is the diagonal feet

that are synchronized, giving the

position, beloved both by medieval

and more recent artists, that resem-

bles the trot in some phases.

Analysis of both gaits reveals that

in most respects both meet the defini-

tion of quadrupedal walking, but in

two, they do not. Contrary to the true

walk, neither thinker's walk has a

pattern of 3-foot, 2-foot, 3-foot sup-

port, or a pattern of 4-foot, 3-foot,

4-foot, 3-foot support. Instead the

support in both is 4-foot, 2-foot, 4-

foot, 2-foot. This changes the beat

from the even 4-4 time of the true

walk to a 2-4 time, which has two feet

striking in unison. These are not nec-

essarily disastrous flaws. As in the

true walk, speed can vary with small

risk of the feet interfering with each

other. Also, stateliness and liveliness

are found in both of these thinker's

walks. Nevertheless, they should be

taboo to an artist who purports to

portray an animal walking correctly.

Readers who want to look into

walking for themselves should real-

ize that some animals almost never

walk. When we see them, they are

trotting or running if small; others

may hop like rabbits or kangaroos—

or perform some floppy gait like the

walrus. However, in big animals that

move slowly on aU fours, you may
be able to see the succession of foot-

falls and some of the tripods that are

formed. These are the things most

easily seen, understood, and remem-

bered. Watch a horse, a cow, or a

sheep graze slowly across a pasture,

or a cat stalking its prey. Or watch

a bird dog at work—whenever his

motion becomes frozen, the tripods

of support are quickly apparent. I

have only one word of warning.

There is one class of animals, and as

far as I know, only one, that does

not use the foot sequence and foot

support of the true walk. These are

the quadrupeds of the Primate

family. Except for their young, they

seem to prefer the gait I have termed

the false walk. Apparently they have

satisfactory reasons for being an

exception. Next time you are at the

zoo watch the monkeys.
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Boohs in Revietv

by Raymond W. Mack

Science and the Concept of Race,

Edited by Margaret Mead, Theodosius

Dobzhansky, Ethel Tobach. and Robert

E. Light. Columbia University Press,

S6.50; 177 pp.

Surely, educated Americans are alert

to the foolishness of old-fashioned

racism, and are aware of the differ-

ences between socially defined races

and biologically defined populations.

Whether or not they know the technical

terminology, educated citizens know
that the social categories called races

are compounds of individual differ-

ences, that the differences are usually

relative rather than absolute, and that

these "races" ordinarily differ in the

frequencies of some genes rather than

in their presence or absence. Human
beings belong to a single species, and

each subcategoi'y of that species, which
we call a race, has demonstrated that

some of its members are able to learn

anything invented by the members of

any other race. Eh? But listen.

"Can it be that our humanitarian

welfare programs have already selec-

tively emphasized high and irrespon-

sible rates of reproduction to produce
a socially relatively unadaptable hu-

man strain?" This question was raised

in 1966 by an American Nobel laureate

at a meeting of the National Academy
of Sciences. Perhaps there is still need
for a volume such as Science and the

Concept of Race, addressing an edu-

cated audience on a topic about which
they remain inadequately educated.

The book grew out of a symposium
at the December. 1966. meetings of the

American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science sponsored by the

Scientists' Institute for Public Informa-

tion and the Committee on Science in

the Promotion of Human Welfare. If,

like me. you tend to stop reading when
you hit the word "symposium." do
make an exception in this case. The
editors have brought to book a provoc-

ative and well-integrated volume, and
one is indeed well educated if he can-

not learn several fascinating things

from at least one of the three sections

on behavior-genetic analyses, biolog

cal aspects of race, and social an

psychological aspects of race.

Margaret Mead's introduction poin

out that the problem is not one sten

ming from the knowledge of scientis

versus the ignorance of others; on tf

contrary, generalizations about rat

based on inadequate, discredited, an

inappropriate evidence are publishe

under the names of men who have liel

responsible academic positions—W. (

George. Carleton Putnam, and Hem
E. Garrett. The layman who is not

specialist in either biology or soci;

science, when assaulted with racism h

scholars armored in academic credei

tials, needs a summary of the evidenc

and a straightforward report of tli.

assessment of the data by the best coi

temporary scientists. This book dot

not offer a consensus—the contributoil

are too good for that. It offers ih

reader the straight dope.

The first paper, by Peter Kilham an!

Peter H. Klopfer, reports researci

demonstrating that organisms are pn
grammed with perceptual systems sue'

that an experience is prerequisite to

response, but that the nature of tli

organism limits both the experience

and the responses possible. Nai\

chicks, yellow or black, show no coi

sistent tendency to approach othe

chicks of the same variety. Whe
reared with chicks of their own variet;

however, they develop a preference fc

their own kind. This experiment den

onstrates elegantly that although

piece of information is transmitte

genetically, it may nonetheless requii

an appropriate environment to man
fest itself.

These data are supported in th

essay by Benson E. Ginsburg and Wi
liam S. Laughlin, who conclude llu

there is "a reciprocity or feedback b(

tween the genetic potential of a popi

lation and its social structure, such the

not only does the former determin

what the latter can be. but the kit it

exerts an important biological effeii

the former." It is important to undei

stand that potential behavorial adapU



tions do not in any way atrophy from

disuse. In other words, any genetically

diverse population has the potential to

replace another in the human species.

In a brilliant essay. Jerry Hirsch

argues that the whole heredity-envi-

ronment debate is a pseudoquestion.

Hereditability estimates are offered as

answers to a question concerning the

ontogeny of a single individual, but

the answers are based on test perform-

ances of a cross section of a population

of individuals at a given point in time.

'"In order to understand the meaning

of a measured heritability. it is impor-

tant to understand how it is obtained.

If is derived from the measurement of

the expression of some trait by a cer-

tain set of genotypes in a certain set

of environments. Statistical analysis of

such measurements (based on very

explicit additivity assumptions) then

yields an estimate of the percentage of

trait variance that is inferred to be

related to the additive contemporary

genetic variance. Such measurement
naturally requires a perfectly balanced

experimental design— all genotypes (or

their trait-relevant components) meas-

ured against all environments (or their

trait-relevant components). Few. if

any. behavioral studies have been so

thorough, and certainly not any human
studies."

Hirschs paper leads nicely into the

discussion by Herbert G. Birch of what

is genetic and what is determined,

where Birch stresses that any mode
of thought that fails to appreciate the

inseparability of gene complex and
environment in the development of

phenotype is scientifically worthless.

He concludes that:

"If the data of behavioral genetics

permit us to draw any conclusions with

respect to learning ability it is that

learning ability is by no means a uni-

tary trait, and that in different organ-

isms different patterns of responsive-

ness, of motivation, of emotionality,

and of antecedent history contribute

substantially to determining which sub-

grouping will learn most effectively

under conditions of different instruc-

tion and task demand. It appears,

therefore, that a sober judgment would

lead us to conclude that differences in

learning achievements, whether meas-

ured by intelligence tests or by school

achievement in human beings, repre-

sent the products of different degrees

of goodness of fit between the learner,

the task. and. in particular, the instruc-

tional mode."

One of the most fascinating sections

of the book is the discussion of these

first four papers by J. P. Scott in

which, building on the research which

has been done on lower animals, he

suggests a set of hypotheses for testing

in human populations, including: (1)

antagonism between like individuals,

(2) limited relationship between physi-

cal characteristics and behavior. (3)

evolution toward adaptation, (4) genet-

ic homeostasis, (5) the importance of

emotional and motivational factors in

affecting behavioral performance, and

(6) lack of direct relationship between

gene and behavior. The last is power-

fully relevant for studies of racial dif-

ferences, suggesting that two popula-

tions may appear to be behaviorally

identical even though they are known

to be genetically different, or behavior-

ally different under slightly different

environmental conditions even if genet-

ically identical.

With his usual economy of phrasing,

Theodosius Dobzhansky brings us to

the intersection of the biological and

the sociological problems:

"The inhabitants of different parts

of the world are often visibly different,

and the differences are in part genetic.

This, in a nutshell, is the essence of

race as a biological phenomenon. To
be sure, any two persons, even brothers

and sisters, also differ. Race differences

are genetic differences between Men-
delian populations, not between per-

sons. And yet races differ in the same
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traits in which persons also differ.

Difficuhies arise because when a race

or any other group is given a name, one

is likely to asume that the individuals

composing the group are alike or at

least very similar. This is typological

thinking, wliich befuddles not only the

man in the street but some scientists

as well. . . . Except for identical twins,

everybody is biologically, genetically,

different from everybody else. Diver-

sity should not, however, be confused

with inequality. Equality and inequal-

ity are sociological, and identity and

diversity are biological phenomena.

Diversity is an observable fact; equal-

ity, an ethical precept. Society may
grant or witlihold equality from its

members; it could not make them

genetically alike even if this were de-

sirable."

After a brief and rather charming

set of personal reflections on the race

problem by Loren Eiseley, Bentley

Glass delivers the "coup de race" to

typological misconceptions by pointing

out to his audience that probably no

two persons sitting next to each other

would differ by fewer than several hun-

dred genes, but that there are not more

than a dozen different genes that it

would be easy to specify as occurring

in one race but not in others.

The second section closes with a

thoughtful chapter by Paul T. Baker

on the biological concept of race as a

research tool, followed by brief discus-

sions by Ernst Mayr and Ethel Tobach.

I am annoyed to have to report that

the social science section of the book

constitutes a clear step down in qual-

ity from the sections on behavior-genet-

ic analyses and on biological aspects

of race. I would be embarrassed if

these last four chapters represented

the best that social science has to con-

tribute to our understanding of race.

They do not. so I am merely annoyed.

I do hope that other scientists, who
would like some idea of what social

scientists know about the consequences

of the social definition of race, will

look at work of the quality, for ex-

ample, of Robin M. Williams'
Strangers Next Door and 0. D. Duncan
and Peter Blau's American Occupa-

tional Structure.

Dwight J. Ingle devotes himself to a

discussion of the fact that we do not

know that there are no differences in

intelligence by race, which is true.

When one addresses the policy impli-

cations of this statement, however, I

do not see how he can argue that we
must wait until we know that potential-

ities are equal and then try to provide

equal environments. As Dobzhansky
emphasizes, this flies in the face of

what we know from genetics, since

equal or unequal potentialities cannot

be judged until similar environments

are provided. Ingle's best comment is

in his closing paragraph: "Knowledge

can be misused, but ignorance cannot

cure."

Morton H. Fried argues that we

should end the pseudoscientific inves-

tigation of race. He was unable to get

anyone to disagree.

Irwin Katz discusses approaches to

the study of population differences in

achievement. Some of the assumptions

he makes are almost as fascinating as

the conclusions he reaches as a result

of his assumptions. For example:

"Given the relatively high proficiency

of white students and their teachers,

it is not surprising that as the propor-'

tion of whites in a school increased,

Negro achievement rose. The apparent

impact of desegregation can be illus-

trated by comparing scores on read-

ing comprehension for northern Negro

high school students who never had a

white classmate with scores of north-

ern Negroes with similar family back-

grounds who attended integrated

schools from the early grades. When
figures from Table 3.3.2 of the Cole-

man report are consolidated, it is re-

vealed that Negro ninth graders with

the longest experience of integrated

schooling had an average score of 48.2.

This is about five points below the

white norm for the same region, but

less than two points below the national

norm of 50. In contrast, ninth-grade

minority-group children who never had

white classmates averaged 43.8. Thus

it seems that desegregation reduced the

racial aclrievement gap by almost half."

We are not likely to push forward

the frontiers of scientific knowledge bj

such tactics as using processual verbs

(increased, rose, reduced) to interprel

static comparative data gathered at one

point in time. We might better invest

our energies in studies in depth of what

other variables differentiate Negroes

who attended integrated schools from

the early grades from those "with simi-

lar family backgrounds" who never had

a white classmate.

In the final essay, Gloria A. Marshall

discusses race as a folk concept, and

concludes that it is a word "the con-

tinued use of which will serve only to

obfuscate the problems entailed in the

study of human variation."

People of every race have at one time

or another achieved high place, held

sway over their neighbors, and ad-

vanced in knowledge beyond what was

generally known among other races at

the time. The Mayas had a decimal sys-

tem, but no wheel; the Romans had a

wheel, but no concept of zero.

The only way we shall ever kno\s

whether equality of human achieve-

ment is possible is through providing

equality of opportunity. Since we dc .

not have genetic identity among humar
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beings, we can provide equality of

opportunity only by providing a diversi-

fied environment, a world of multiple

opportunities affording outlets for the

varied aptitudes of different-looking,

different-feeling, and different-acting

people.

Dr. Raymond W . Mack is Professor of

Sociology and Director of the new-
ly established Center for Urban Affairs

at Northwestern University, Illinois.

The World of the Walrus, by Rich-

ard Perry. Taplinger Publishing Co.,

S5.95; 162pp.,illus.

Aturnip-shaped one-ton body, a

wrinkled face, dense whiskers, and
drooping tusks make a walrus one of

the most grotesque of all sea mammals.
Belching, barking, and bellowing, it is

the noisiest in the Arctic. On shore, it

inches along like a gargantuan worm-
extremely vulnerable to human hunt-

ers. In the water, however, it is a skill-

ful although not a rapid swimmer.

Only four centuries ago, walruses

were abundant in the seas that sur-

round the Arctic icecap. For millennia,

Eskimo and other native people preyed

on the herds for meat, hides, and ivory

without depleting them. Then came
Europeans who slaughtered the ani-

mals as they hauled out on beaches in

densely massed thousands. The present

world population of walruses has been

reduced to 125.000. Most (perhaps

90.000) of these inhabit the Bering and

Chuckchee seas between Alaska and

Siberia; almost all the rest live from

western Greenland to Hudson Bay.

The history and natural history of

the walrus has been compiled from

many sources by this British author of

numerous natural history books. He
has ajjly synthesized information on the

animal's life from its birth as a 100-150

pound calf, which dislikes the water

and is guarded solicitously by its

mother and all other adults in the herd,

to its death among the ice floes at the

age of 20 to 30 years. The killer whale

is apparently much overrated as a po-

tential foe, and the polar bear may as

often be the victim as the destroyer in

its rare attempts to snatch a young wal-

rus out of the vigilant herd.

Man continues to be the major threat

to the species' survival. Whites are

generally allowed only one animal per

hunter annually, but great wastage by

Eskimo nearly wipes out the presumed

14 per cent increase. Half of the wal-

ruses that are now shot (instead of

being harpooned) sink and are not re-

covered. Many are killed for their ivory

tusks alone and the carcasses are left

to rot or are thrown into the sea. As
the Eskimo population increases, one

year of excessive hunting could start
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53.95

another decline in the -walrus popula-

tion.

Perr\- analyzes his source material

carefully. Despite a few lapses, the

book is a fine source of information on

an unusual, fascinating, and endan-

gered species. It is well illustrated with

tliirteen black-and-white photographs

and a distribution map. There is a six-

page bibliography and an index.

Victor H. C.iHALANE

Zoologist and Author

Signals in the Animal World, by
Dietrich Burkhardt. Wolfgang Schleidt.

and Helmut Altner. McGraw-Hill Book
Co., SIO.OO; 150 pp., illus.

In its intent, this is an admirable book.

Some of the most fascinating biologi-

cal studies of recent years have dealt

with animal behavior, and specifically

with analyses of the environmental

cues, or "'signals." that organisms rely

upon in order to appraise their sur-

roundings. This book attempts to snm-
marize for the general reader certain

of the novel and interesting develop-

ments in this field. Over a dozen re-

searchers collaborated in the writing.

They are almost all German (the bool

originally appeared in German I . and

the work they discuss is to a consider,

able extent their owTi.

The text is a compilation of short

self-contained essays grouped undei

three major headings. Part I deals wit!

"sense organs, nerves, and hormones.'

and serves as an introduction to the

ways and means by which organism-

gather and process sensory information

The particular subjects chosen to illus

trate this general topic deal with in-

sect vision, infrared reception in pil

vipers, acoustic localization of prey bj

owls, gravity orientation in fish, chemo-

reception in insects, and others. Briel

explanations are also given of neurons,

nerve conduction, neurosecretion, and

hormones.

Part II concerns "'the animal in its

environment." and deals with symbiotic

interactions, mimicry, navigation, and

migration. We are here told about sucli

things as ultraviolet patterns in flower-

and their significance to insects, orchid;

that mimic and attract insects, naviga-

tion by echolocation in bats, electrit

localization by fish, olfactory ""memory'

and upstream migration by salmon, anc

Mantid and electric catfish wait for

prey; the owl has seized a mouse.
From Signals in the Animal World.
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time-compensated compass orientation

in migrating birds.

The third and perhaps best part of

the book deals with the communicative

interaction of animals with others of

their own kind, with "'animal language."

Under this heading we find essays on

the visual basis of sexual recognition in

butterflies, mating calls in grasshop-

pers, territorial interactions of fish,

communicative function of biolumines-

cence. dance language of honeybees,

and odor language of mammals.
Considering that it is only 150 pages

long, the book covers quite a bit of

ground. Unfortunately, it does not cover

all of it equally well. Several of the

more sophisticated topics are poorly

explained, and the diagrams, although

generally helpful, are often insuffici-

ently labeled. A smaller number of

topics, treated in greater depth and in

such a way as to give the reader more
of a feeling of participation in the ex-

citing processes of experimentation and

discovery, would have made a better

book. The translation is unaccountably

bad. Awkward in some places ("Excit-

ingly, most living things are of two

types of nature—of male or female

sex"), it is downright misleading in

others ("Each visual cell is orientated

in a particular direction to catch the

polarized light and some are specially

tuned to certain other wavelengths").

Regrettably, these are real shortcom-

ings, and the positive features of the

book, including the stunning and su-

perbly reproduced color photograph.s.

do not entirely offset them. In its pres-

ent hard-cover format, the book is an

overpriced luxury. As a paperback, it

would certainly be worth owning de-

spite its faults, and might well meet

with fairly general acceptance.

Thomas Eisner

Cornell University

Ordeal of the Animals, by Mel

Morse. Prentice-Hall, S5.95; 212 pp.

Acentury has passed since the organ-

ized animal-protection movement

reached these shores from England

where it began. The first Society for

the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals

was chartered in New York State in

1866. followed, in 1868, by societies of

similar name and purpose in Massa-

chusetts. Pennsylvania. New Jersey,

and California. Within a decade the

idea of social justice for animals was

firmly established in North America.

Animal-welfare activities have a

high visibility, and much has been ac-

complished in setting legal safeguards

and in educating oncoming youth as

to man"s relation to the natural world.

However, Mr. Morse's focus in Ordeal

of the Animals is not on past achieve-

ments, but rather on the continuing vul-

nerability of the lower animals and
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of Cambridge University. Based on a
series of informal television talks, his

readable survey shows that even the

most "obvious"' evidence can be ex-

plained away if it runs counter to pre-

vailing beliefs. For centuries, beauti-

fully worked flints were regarded as

the work of elves, a notion once far

more plausible than the notion that men
roamed the world's wildernesses in

small bands before the days of Greece
and Rome. Even when the stones were
accepted as tools, they were attributed

to the Romans or early Britons.

Opposition started fading during the

late eighteenth and early nineteenth

centuries. Excavators, mainly enthusi-

astic amateurs, pointed to material as-

sociated with the tools—fossil remains
of men and extinct animals. Most geolo-

gists still thought in biblical terms,

maintaining that such associations were
accidental; that the Flood had mixed
the bones of ancient animals with the

tools and remains of recent men. But
their last-ditch defenses crumbled with

the finding of bones and tools together

in unflooded and undisturbed deposits,

including a number of important sites

on the banks of the Somme River. Brit-

ish investigators came to check the

French deposits, were convinced, and
announced their conclusions in 1859,

the year that saw publication of Dar-

win's Origin of Species.

As Daniel indicates, this date marks
the beginning of modern research in

prehistory and human evolution. He
outlines subsequent advances such as

the discovery of cave paintings in Spain

and France, studies of the origins of

agriculture, and some new excavating

techniques developed since World War
II. Like most books consisting of

lightly edited television transcripts,

Man Discovers His Past is repetitious

in places and tends to be a bit sketchy

in covering major developments, but it

can be recommended as a stimulating

introduction to archeology.

John E. Pfeiffer
Science Writer
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Letters ta the Editarsi

Ecology: Trivial or Pertinent

As an ecologist I am compelled to

answer Peter Farb's accusation ["The

New Ecology"—Natural History,
August-September, 1968] that typical

ecological research and publications

deal with minutiae. Also. I would like

to take issue with his implication that

the small band of ecologists he lists are

among the only ecologists building im-

portant "monuments to new ideas" in

ecology.

First, Farb's accusation ... is sup-

ported by his citation of an article in

a current issue of Ecology and by the

point that this specific piece of re-

search is of little potential value to

human ecology. I will counter his case

by citing the following articles in the

same issue of Ecology: "A new model

for age-size structure of a population."

"Stable manganese and fallout radio-

manganese in animals from irrigated

ecosystems of the Po Valley."" "Con-

tour maps of infestation incidence use-

ful in epizootiology of screw worms."

and "Photon flux, chlorophyll content,

and photosynthesis under natural con-

ditions." Few would dispute that these

articles deal with research and con-

cepts of considerable importance to

human ecology. It is true that much of

ecology remains concerned with trivia,

but it is equally true that much of a

sophisticated and sociologically perti-

nent nature is being done. The science

of ecology has far to go to suit both the

current and future needs of mankind,

but not nearly as far as Farb implies.

The discipline is rapidly maturing

despite Farb"s indictment.

On the second point, an inspection

of the current ecological literature re-

veals that all but one or two of the

persons listed by Farb have published

little research data in the past five or

ten years. This implies that these peo-

ple are "thinkers" and not "doers."

Without almost constant contact with

field and laboratory research, an

ecologist rapidly loses insight into

what can be accomplished in his disci-

pHne. I submit that this is what has

happened to the majority of the mem-
bers of Farb's list of idea builders.

True, they all continue to tell ecolo-

gists what needs to be done, but they

largely fail either to tell us how to do

it or to engineer programs designed to

accomplish their lofty goals. In short,

these people are "ivory towerists."

Fortunately for ecology, there are

people who are both "thinkers and
doers." but Farb chooses to ignore

these people who create ideas, stimu-

late, guide, and participate in research,

and synthesize theories from firstha

data. Among these important ecol

gists are Eugene Odum, Howai
Odum, George Woodwell, Robert .Ma

Arthur, Kenneth Watts, and StanL

Auerbach. It is upon the ambitioi

and achievements of such realists .,

these that the accomplishments ar

hopes of ecology rest, and not upc

the lofty dreams of idealists.

Charles R. Maloi
Oak Ridge, Ten

On Daniel Boone

David LowenthaFs article "Dani
Boone is Dead" [Natural Histor

August-September, 1968] contains ju

enough truth so that its clever argi

ments will undoubtedly be quoted

support of every new encroachmei

on our already hard-pressed nation

parks. His thesis, if I read it correct!

is that the wilderness must give w;

to crowded campsites and the amerl

ties of civilization because that is wh,

most people want. (He also believil

that most Americans still look on tl

outdoors as a place to throw aw; I

their beer cans—should we therefo

carry majority rule all the way ar'

turn our parks officially into dumps?!
In support of his conclusions. M

Lowenthal cites such conditions as tl

congestion in Yosemite "V^alley and tl

;

prevalence of fancy camping equi I

ment to prove that people must like .

this way. My observation is that he h'

confused cause and effect on the oi

hand, and overlooked the controllir

consideration on the other. Let me e

plain. In order to camp in Yosemi
Valley in past years, one had to acce]

crowding of the kind described by M
Lowenthal. I never met anyone wl

liked this, but we either had to pi

up with it or camp miles away fro

the valley. This year the Superinten

ent has established and enforced sens

ble rules to eliminate the worst of tl

overcrowding. When sites are fu

campers must go elsewhere. The ne

system seems to be accepted by a

concerned as a long overdue refor

that is making the park more enjoyab

for everybody. The author claims th

campers insist on crowding togeth

even in the winter when the parks a

nearly empty. Wrong again. It is tn

that the winter campers stay close t!

gether. but wrong that they prefer

that way. My experience has been thi

the park authorities shut down cam
grounds as soon as the park season

over and force the campers to stay t

gether. The effect is the result of acti(

taken for the administrative conve
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ience of, and easing of maintenance
for, the park managers. Most people of

my acquaintance would prefer to

spread out more than they are allowed

to. Please, Mr. Lowenthal, do not tell

us that campers prefer to be crowded
any more than slum dwellers prefer it

that way, just because that is how they

are forced to live when conditions do
not permit them to do otherwise.

Mr. Lowenthal cites numerous ex-

amples to prove that people like luxury

in their camping arrangements. This

cannot be denied. He also points out

that these same people are seldom

found far from well-worn paths. This

is also true. We were in Yosemite over

the Fourth of July weekend this year,

and the valley was indeed filled with

the roar of motorcyles and the smoke
from fancy camping trailers. Yet. when
we climbed the trail to Inspiration

Point we met only one other group on

the entire trip. Mr. Lowenthal would
leave it at this and conclude that only

an elitist minority is interested in pre-

serving the wilderness, therefore ma-
jority tastes must be allowed to prevail.

He never asks the S64 question—if the

motorcylists, trailer dwellers, and
lawn chair campers aren't interested in

getting out to see the wonders of

nature, why are they in the parks at

all? The answer is that they are en-

joying a vacation in the cool moun-
tains at minimum expense, thanks to

the federal, state, or county govern-

ment that maintains the park in ques-

tion. Once this is realized, the solution

is ridiculously simple. Provide vaca-

tion camping parks for the majority

that want such facilities. Locate them

in areas where the climate is comfort-

able, provide electrical outlets and hot

dog stands, fake ruins and artificial

swimming pools and run big roads

right up to the entrances. People will

flock to them. Leave the national parks

a little harder to get to and get rid of

the honky-tonk concessions. Those who
really want to study the wonders of

nature will be glad to take the trouble

to get there and to leave the wilderness

unspoiled for future visitors.

Finally, I would like to admit that I

recognize that much is true in the

author's characterization of the out-

doorsman, but like the rest of the

points in his article it is exaggerated

to the extreme. Most outdoorsmen do

exhibit some of the characteristics he

enumerates—counting and classifica-

tion, self-improvement, organization,

good citizenship, masochism (to a

slight degree)—but practically none

display them all. The only ones that

practically all of them share are self-

improvement and good citizenship,

which is why they are able to use the

wilderness without irretrievably spoil-

ing it.

John D. Alden
Pleasantville, N.Y.

From bees
to gorillas

r

SOCIETIES

By Rimy Chauvin. A distin-
guished French biologist con-

trasts insect societies with those

of primates and men and arrives

at some striking conclusions : in-

sect nests resemble not so much
societies as they do organisms,
and they function rather like

computers; thus organized, in-

sects provide for food, warfare,
and slavery; the individual bee
or ant is only an abstraction, a
cell that dies in isolation. In

this informal and very personal
book, based on broad scientific

knowledge, Chauvin also ex-
plores social organization in

mammals and birds, disclosing

some unexpected — and often
amusing or alarming parallels

in man. 60 photographs, 60 line

drawings. $6.50 at bookstores
or write

:

k
HILL & WANG
141 Fifth Ave.
New York 10010
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A and

Professionals

read

ARCHAEOLOGY
the magazine that tells

in word and picture

what excavators find around the world.

Reviews of books and the timely news

help the reader to keep pace with the

fast growing field of archaeology.

Published Jan., April, June, Oct.,

by the

ARCHAEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE
OF AMERICA. S6.00 a year (any-

where). Gift cards available.

ARCHAEOLOGY Dept. NH 205
260 West Broadway
New York, N.Y. 10013
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This may seem an unlikely photograph.

But Esso's Fawley refinery on England's south
coast is an unlikely place.

Major Oliver Kite, a prominent British nat-

uralist, said it was one of the most remarkable
examples of wildlife conservation he had ever
seen. And, shortly before his untimely death
last June, he finished making a film about it.

In a single year, Major Kite identified
eighty-eight species of bird and twelve species of
butterfly within the refinery fence.

Hewatched kestrels dive, lapwings tumble

The enchantec
and kingfishers eye their royal dinners. And,

.

May, "the nightingales sang throughout tl

day!' Some refinery.

He also fly-fished.

He hooked a two-pound trout from tl

refinery's cooling lake. And, even at the jettie

where tankers unload sixteen million tons of (

a year, he found nature just as ebullient. "Th
is where flounders provide food for the reside



3il refinery.
ormorants and charms of goldfinches feed on
he seeding thistleheads."

Fawley's foUage impressed him too.When
ersey's Esso affiliate built the refinery, they

ilanted twenty-six thousand trees and shrubs

screen it from the road. This tree belt now
irovideswoodland runs for squirrels, moles and
oxes.

And, sometimes, even a wildjpony wan-

\l

ders in. Perhaps to admire the rhododendrons.

What does all this prove? Simply that an oil

refinery can be a good neighbor. It needn't be

ugly. It needn't disturb the peace. It needn't soil

the air, the land or the water. And it needn't

upset the balance of nature.

Fawley isn't exactly a vacation spot. But
it's nice to think that so many living things find

it a good place to raise a family.

/
Standard Oil Company '

(New Jersey)

^f t^f^
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ECUADORIAN SCARF

Llama handwoven wool in

solid color with multipatterns

embroidered on the ends.

Choose a color!

Red, Navy, Olive Green

60" long— 19" wide

$6.50 postpaid

A soft doll dressed in

blazing ethnic garb and
handmade by a Navajo American.

14" tall

$8.00 postpaid

ITALIAN INLAID WOOD BOX

A walnut and ivory-toned container
for desk or coffee table.

5" long—3%" wide

$6.50 postpaid

Members are entitled to a 10% discount.
Please add local taxes where applicable and
send your check to

Suggested
Additional Reading

DWINDLING LAKES
Water Quality Management an]

Lake Eutkophication. W. T. Ed
mundson. Water Resources Man
agement and Public Policy. Univ. o

Washington Press, Seattle, 1968.

Algae and Metropolitan Wastes
R. A. Taft. Technical Report W61-3

Sanitary Engineering Center, Cin

cinnati, 1961.

Introduction to Lake Biology ani

THE LiMNOPLANKTON. G. E. Huteh

inson. Vol. 2 oi A Treatise on Lim

nology. John Wiley & Sons, Nei

York, 1967.

THE RIGHT WAY
TO WALK FOUR-LEGGED

Animals in Motion. E. Muybridge

Dover Publications, Nev\r York, 195

How Animals Move. Sir James Graj

Penguin Books, Edinburgh, 195?

Symmetrical Gaits of Horses. M
Hildebrand. Science, Novembei
1965.

j

IN DEFENSE OF MAGIC:
THE STORY OF FIREFLIES

Biology of Synchronous Flashin

OF Fireflies. J. B. and E. Bucl

Nature, August 6, 1966.

Biological Luminescence. W. E

McElroy and H. H. Seliger. Scieri

tific American, December, 1962.

Studies on the Flash CommuniC;»

TioN System in Photinus Firi

FLIES. J. E. Lloyd. Miscellaneou

Publications No. 130. Museum
Zoology, University of Michigai

Ann Arbor, 1966.

I

THE TURKMEN NOMADS
Social Organization of the Moncoi
Turkic Pastoral Nomads. L. Kie

der. Mouton and Co., The Hagu*

1963.

Peoples of Central Asia. L. Krade;

Indiana University Press, Blooming

ton, 1963.

The Peoples of Soviet Central Asu
G. Wheeler. Doufour Editions, Chei

ter Springs, 1966.

THE KING BESIEGED
The Politics of Conservation. ]V

Frome. Holiday, February, 1967.

Mineral King Guide. P. Adler. L
Siesta Press, Glendale, 1963.

CULTURE AND THE BEAVER
The American Beaver and Hi

Works. L. H. Morgan. J. B. Lippu

cott & Co., Philadelphia, 1868.

In Beaver World. E. A. Mills. Hougl

ton Mifflin Co., New York, 1913.

The Beaver: Its Work and its Way
E. R. Warren. Monographs of th

American Society of Mammalogist

No. 2. Williams and Wilkins Co

Baltimore, 1927.



nONAL WILDLIFE
;azine, with its ex-

site full-color pho-

:aphy, timely and
ienging articles, and

d scope of interest,

lid be on the shelf of

ry American con-

ed with the future of

great outdoors..
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One year's member-

), with 6 issues of

TIONAL WILD-
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National Wildlife Federation
1412 Sixteenth Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036

RANGER RICK'S NA-
TURE MAGAZINE is an

exciting and informative

guide to conservation

education.

Mysterious wild animals,

songbirds and wildfiowers

are displayed in brilliant

full color photographs.

Amusing riddles and fun
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tary age level. One year's
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Missourians saved

aplaceforyou...and2l

whole new idea in

conservation was bor^

This spellbinding part of the Ozarks crad

prehistoric man. In a johnboat, your gui

floats you down the Current River, p

enormous springs, through dramatic c;

erns. Along the way you catch bass, sm
wildflowers, walk where mammoths d

You camp by moonlight and the

chuckles you to sleep.

To share the experience with fello

Americans, Missourians invented a cc

cept, the National Scenic Riverway-a ri\

and its shores for a short distance inlar

preserved in its natural state. And they c

it with land that once nearly died of abu

Timber had been stripped away, soil

washed off, streams had filled with grav

Animals and vegetation vanished, and

1930, so had many people.

Finally a group of native folks includi

Leonard Hall, distinguished conservati

writer, decided to do something. They

ganized the Ozark National Parks Assoc

tion. They spoke, met officials, testified

Washington before Congressional Comn
tees who listened and believed. They (

help from Missouri's Senator Symingi

and Congressman Ichord. Other Senate

and Representatives visited the area a

Secretary Udall even floated the river.

Meanwhile, Ozarkians had fought

soil practices with good forestry. ..a

watched leaves turn to humus, humus

soil. Vegetation took root again and wi

life began returning. By 1965, the area w

becoming a paradise once more-as well

our first National Scenic Riverway.

Sinclair believes that we all have a sts

in preserving our natural environment £

its beauty. We hope these accounts of

vate citizens-such as those in Missou

will inspire other Americans to action

their communities. Let us help plan a

to the Ozarks, to any of our National I

areas, or any place in the U. S. A. W
Sinclair Tour Bureau, 600 Fifth Aven

New York, N.Y. 10020-Dept. H

Another in Sinclair's American Conservation Series

Discover America by
Car-lfs Wortli

Seeing and Saving

Sffc/oh
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Milt Whitham's job was
jnheard of twenty years ago.

Yet his customers were here

long before the Mayflower.

On their 15-million-acre reservation in Arizona, Utah and New Mexico,

the Navajo Indians observe tribal customs that go back centuries. But

to help manage their day-to-day business affairs, America's largest

Indian tribe uses an invention less than 20 years old— an electronic

computer.

Milton Whitham's kind of work didn't exist before the computer

was born. His job is to help see that his customers' computers run at

maximum efficiency through a planned program of preventive main-

tenance. He's an IBM customer engineer.

Several times each week, he drives from his home in Gallup, New

Mexico, through wind-sculptured sandstone cliffs to Fort Defiance,

Arizona, where the tribe's computer is housed.

"The Navajos use this computer to manage over 125 projects,

ranging from keeping track of cattle to analyzing the costs of digging

water wells. Many of these computer-assisted activities help make

their land and their herds more productive.

"As the computer grows more important to the Navajos, so does

my responsibility for keeping it in shape. The part I play in helping them

carry out their enterprises may be a small one, but it gives me a lot

of satisfaction." IBM
Milt Whitham's career is just one example of thousands of mean-

ingful job opportunities created by the computer business

since its beginning less than twenty years ago.



By 19785cars will be less ofa smo^ii
Some people think of the twenties as the

golden age of motoring. They have a point.

We drove on wiggly roads instead of turn-

pikes. Fifty miles an hour was headystuff. Cars

were reasonably reliable but still slightly ad-

venturous. And there weren't many of them.

Who cared if they smoked a bit? The blue va-

pors floated up to the blue sky and disappeared.

Or seemed to.

By the fifties, things were different. There

were twice as many cars. And a new word had

entered our vocabulary. Smog. The car's con-

tribution to this phenomenon had become a

problem to be taken very seriously. Rightly s

By 1978, there will be six times as mai
cars on American roads as there were in t|

late twenties. Will the exhaust problem be a

timesworse? The answerfrom Jersey's affiliai

Esso Research, is a resounding no. Here an

few incontrovertible facts.

Air pollution from cars reached its zeni|

last year.We have now passed the turning poiij

Despite the car population explosion, total e

haust emissions will go down this year—furthi n

down in 1969—and further and further do'vi|i(l

in all successive years.



problem than they were in 1928.
By the early eighties, the unbumed gaso-

e exuded by each car wUl be less than half an

nee a day. Little more than you need to fill

igarette lighter.

Credit for this encouraging news must go

jally to oil industry scientists, automotive en-

leers and intelligent lawmakers. But Jersey

1 justiy claim a major role.

Esso Research scientists have worked
th car experts to design fuels and lubri-

ats that help cut unbumed gasoline vapors

d carbon monoxide to a minimum.
They have built a simple device that can

luce evaporation from your gas tank and car-

retor by 95 per cent.

And they are now studying catalysts and

other systems that will actually change po

tants into nonpoUutants. j_^*^'<L-

Ten years from now, we may well

look back on the 1960's as the v^
not-so-golden age of smog. ^Jf'"

Standard Oil CompMiy
lew



Too good to give? Maybe. Unless ifs someone you thin

the world of; someone who's known the taste of pictur

taking and loves it; wants to do more of it, only bette

No^one? How about yourself?

The incomparable Nikon F Single-Lens Reflex
used by more professionals than any other.
Key to the world's most comprehensive 35mm
system. The earnest camera for the man in

earnest about photography. Prices start at $306.

The new NIkkormat FTN Single-Lens Reflex
with self-compensating thru-the-lens meter
system. A distinguished member of the Nikon
family. Uses the same superlative lenses and
accessories as the Nikon F. For the n-.an on the
way up. Prices start at unde-- S270.

The Nikonos Amphibian 35 takes pictures under
water to depths of 160 feet without a housing.
Waterproof, corrosion-resistant, impervious to

heat, cold, mildew, fungus— virtual IV indestruc-

tible. Under $160 with f2. 5 lens.

The Nikon Super Zoom-8 Automatic Movie
Camera with powered 5-time f1.8 zoom lens;

automatic thru-the-lens exposure control : thru-

the-iens focusing and viewing; variable speeds;
remotecontrol

: single frame; battery operation
and, most of all, Nikon quality. Under $270.

OTHER "COODIES" FOR THE NIKON MA^

The Nikkormat Autofocus Slide Projector witi

ultra-sharp Nikkor lens; new brilliant Q-l lamf

automatic, manual and remote operation witI

rotary and straight trays; retractable powe
cord; completely self-contained. Under $180

The new Nikon Ultra-Compact Prism Binocular

in 3 magnifications (6x18, 7x21 and 8\24), al

equally bright, lightweight and attractive. A
bright in daylight and as sharp as the brightes

glasses you can buy. Prices start at under $50

While the spirit of holiday giving is with you- how about yourself? See your Nikon dealer, or write for further information.
Nikon division/Ehrenreich Photo-Optical Industries, Inc., Garden City, New York 11530 (In Canada: Anglophoto, Ltd., P.Q.)
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ECOLOGY: THE NEW GREAT CHAIN OF BEING

BcLing that man cannot survive on earth unless dranratic attention is

focus don basic issues of environmental management, the Ford Foundation

h^^Ld a large grant program for research and training in ecology.
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AND SUPPER . . . Gerald Carson

"A resolve not to eat our relatives, the lower animals ' unites vegetarians

everywhere, whose reasons run the gamut from emotional to economic.

THE ZOO STOBY William G. Conway
, ,, , , ,-.„

"Zoos are symbolic outposts of living wildUfer invaluable or education,

recreation, research, and the maintenance and breeding of rare specus.

rOT ORS FROM THE UNDERGROUND Photographs by Lee Boltin

The exotic colors of the minerals displayed in Lee Boltin's photographs

were created by events spanning billions of years of earth history.

T IFE IN A HOT-WATER BASIN Thomas D. and M. Louise Brock
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springs indicate that life may have been possible on the primordial earth.

THE DISCOVERY OF MARMES MAN Ruth Kirk
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Currently Program Officer in

charge of resources and environment

at the Ford Foundation. Gordon
Harrison is a veteran of long experi-

ence in journalism and government

service. In 1950. after receiving his

Ph.D. in American civilization from

Harvard, he became civilian histo-

rian for the War Department. He has

also been chief editorial writer for

the Detroit News, press attache at the

American Embassy in London, and a

member of the editorial board and
assistant to the publisher of the New
} ork Herald Tribune.

Da^d M. Gates, a chief speaker

at the Ford Foundation's press con-

ference to announce grants in ecol-

ogy, is Director of the ]\Iissouri

Botanical Garden and Professor of

Botany at Washington L niversit)' . In

1955 Dr. Gates's research in atmo-

spheric physics resulted in his being

the first person to record the infrared

spectrum of the sun by sending in-

struments aloft by skyhook balloons.

His later work has been on environ-

mental influences of climate on plants

and animals in terms of energy trans-

fer. He is a lecturer of international

reputation and has published one

book and more than one hundred re-

search papers in physics, botany, and
ecology.

Working at his 150 acre country

place near Millerton, New York,

Gerald Carson has produced sev-

eral books on social history and pop-

ular culture. His latest work is The
Polite Americans (William Morrow
& Co.. 1966 1 . and he is the author of

Cornflake Crusade ( Rinehart & Co.,

19571, which touches upon various

aspects of vegetarianism. Mr. Carson
has written two other articles for

XATUR-4L History (December. 1967
and April, 19681 dealing with the

relationships between animals and
humans.

WiLLi.iM G. Conway's interest in

zoos began when he was a pre-

schooler with a home zoo, and he hs

never ougrown this interest. His pr<

fessional career began as Curator (

Birds at the St. Louis Zoo, and i

1956 he came to the Bronz Zoo in tl

same capacity. He was later made zo

director and is, at present, Gener;

Director of the New York Zoologic;

Society, which includes the Zoo, tl

New York Aquarium, and associate

scientific institutes. Mr. Conway he

made many field and collecting trij

and has written more than sixty ai

tides, both popular and technical, o

zoos, ornitholog)', and conservatioi

Lee Boltin was stafi photogn
pher for several years at The Amer
can Museum of Natural History. A
a free-lance photographer, he he

done assignments for N.\TUR.4.L Hi;

TORY and other leading nations

magazines. Best-known for his ph(

tographs of sculpture, he is currentl

working on two books: one
Rodin ; the other on creche figures.

The careers of Thom.\S D. Broc
and Mary Louise Brock have take

them to Iceland, the Azores, Itab

Scotland, and Yellowstone Nation;

Park. Dr. Brock is presently Profe;

sor of Microbiology at Indiana Un
versity in Bloomington, and the ai

thor of over fifty research papers an

two books. Milestones in Microbio

ogy (Prentice-Hall. 1961) and Prz'z

ciples of Microbial Ecology (Prer

tice-Hall, 1966). Mrs. Brock is

Research Associate in the Depar
ment of jMicrobiology. Indiana L'n

versity, and has coauthored manv rf

search publications with her bus

band.

Ruth Kirk, a free-lance write

and photographer, has written te

books, including The Olympic Rai
Forest (University of Washingto
Press, 1966

)
, and numerous article

on natural history and travel. Sh
received an award from the Governc
of Washington for writing that "ac

vanced the cultural awareness of th

state."' Mrs. Kirk and her husbam
Louis, a naturalist and ranger wit

die National Park Service for twent)

one years, have done several article

and picture stories for Nature an
Science, the ^luseums magazine fe

children.

Thomas D. Brock and
Mary Louise Brock



>elblad doesn't give you extra energy, no matter what people say.
ritall thetime. "If I had a

id, I'd be out taking pic-

ry day. Boy, once I had
elblad in my hands, noth-

d stop me!" The funny
lat when people do have
ids, they do take more
and frankly we have no
mations for this "Hassel-

nomenon." We can only

for why they take better

which they do.

;,The Hasselblad System
;x so that it will work eas-

; why most of the NASA
;tures taken to date have
)tographed with a Hassel-

e astronauts were not

to be professional pho-

rs-but the Hasselblad
depended upon to act

nally and operate easily

;ddle of outer space,

blad's five interchange-

n magazines may seem
rnplicated than one roll of

we made five so that you

could switch from black and white
film to color film and back again

instantly, without needing to waste
any film, or time. And we made the

film magazines different sizes so
that you could decide whether you
wanted to shoot 12 pictures at a

time, or 24, or 70. However, if deci-

sions make you nervous, you could

just as well take 12 pictures for

each roll, and stick with the same
film for all twelve. Hasselblad just

gives you a choice.

We do the same with lenses.

There are eight of them instead of

one, so that you can photograph a

whole beach, or one little sand
crab from the same spot in the

same minute. You probably won't

buy all eight, but there are eight to

choose from.

Now we come to the big choice,

and you don't have to make it. It

was decided a long timeago when
the Hasselblad was first designed

to make it a ZVa square single lens

reflex camera. It could have been

another small 35mm camera, or a

big 8 X 10 camera, but the idea

was to take the best of big and lit-

tle, and make a medium sized
camera.
The advantage of a medium

sized camera is that it takes me-
dium sized pictures (2y4 x ZVa]

that won't become soft and fuzzy
when you enlarge them like small

pictures(35mm)often do. Medium
sized pictures are also easier to

see, so you don't have to project

them or.examine them through a

magnifying glass to decide which
ones you like best. (This is called

better image quality.)

The advantage of a single lens

reflex camera with ground glass

viewing and focusing is that you
can see right through the lens and
know exactly what the 3-dimen-
sional picture you're taking looks

like in 2 dimensions, with all the

little details that you want to keep
in,orgetout. (Thisallows

you to do better framing

i.e. better compositions, and be a

much better judge of your depth
of field.) It also means you do not

have to be a championship fo-

cuser, because everything is large

enough for you to tell whether you
are in focus or not. (This will give

you sharper pictures.)

These are some of the tangible

benefits of using a Hasselblad
(the basic body of which is called

the 500C). They could, under no
circumstances, be confused with

"extra energy". But- it does stand

to reason that the better your cam-
era does for you, the more you'll

want to do with your camera. That,

we assume, is the Hasselblad phe-

nomenon. If you would like to be
further "phenomenized," write to

Paillard Incorporated, 1900 Lower
Road, Linden, New Jersey 07036,
and we'll send you more informa-

tion and a free 40 page catalogue.

The Hasselblad System



Ecolog^
That all things in the universe are intimately related is an

ancient but still pervasive thought. Plato conceptualized this relation-

ship, as did many later thinkers in the Middle Ages, the Renaissance,

and even the eighteenth century, as a vast hierarchical chain.

Not even today has it been banished as a popular notion of the

moral order of the living world. Here is a short account of

the chain by John Fortescue, a fifteenth-century jurist:

"In this order hot things are in harmony ivith

cold, dry with moist, heavy with light, great ivith

little, high ivith loiv. In this order angel is set over

angel, rank upon rank in the kingdom of heaven; man
is set over man, beast over beast, bird over bird, and fish

over fish, on the earth in the air and in the sea: so that

there is no worm that crawls upon the ground, no bird that

flies on high, no fish that sivims in the depths, which the chain

of this order does not bind in most harmonious concord."

We are now, in mid-twentieth century, redefining and relinking

the great chain. But instead of a system of rank based on a philosophical

or theological scale of values, we are developing a system that recognizes

the actual workings and consequences of relationships—such as those between

chemicals and organisms or between organisms and organisms or between

organisms and the places ivhere they live. While many of us still tend to

endow the word that describes the science of the new chain—and that word

is ecology—with mystical properties, the fact is that the science itself is

concrete, precise, and empirical. Nevertheless, it is reordering our conception

of the ivorld, of the chain, as profoundly as a great religious idea might.

There has, in Natural History, been discussion of the matter of ecology. Peter Farb's book

review in the August-September issue drew a sharp response in Charles Malone's letter to the

editor, which tvas published in the November issue. Then, the proceedings of a press conference

held some five months ago by the Ford Foundation to announce almost 4 million dollars' worth

of grants for ecology came to our attention. Two thoughts struck us. First, despite some newspaper

coverage of the conference, rve felt that the significance of such large grants to ecology had not been

sufficiently emphasized by the press. Second, the proceedings themselves contained as clear and as

eloquent a description of the workings of ecology as we had ever read. We therefore feel not only

obligated to publish, in slightly briefer form, the transcript of the press conference, but we also do so

ivithout the slightest embarrassment over its belated appearance. The new great chain of being is starting

to be perceived and we celebrate the perception. — The Editors

Gordon Harrison, Program Offi-

cer, Ford Foundation: Ecology has

been defined as the science of the

interrelationships of creatures to

each other and to their environment.

There are many other ways of saying

the same thing. I was talking recent!)'

to a biologist who had served for

five years as a pest control officer in

Borneo. He told me that some years

ago the World Health Organization

launched a mosquito control pro-

gram in Borneo and sprayed large

quantities of DDT, which had proved
to be very effective in controlling the

mosquito. But, shortly thereafter, the

roofs of the natives' houses began to

fall because they were being eaten by

caterpillars, which, because of their

particular habits, had not absorbed

ver) much of the DDT themselves.

A certain predatory wasp, however,

which had been keeping the cater-

pillars under control, had been

killed off in large numbers bv the

DDT. But the story doesn't end there,

because they brought the spraying

indoors to control houseflies. Up to

that time, the control of houseflies

\\as largely the job of a little lizard,

the gecko, that inhabits houses. Well,

the geckos continued their job of

eating flies, now heavily dosed \silh

DDT. and, the geckos began to die.

Then the geckos were eaten by house

cats. The poor house cats at the end

of this food chain had concentrated

this material, and they began to die.

And they died in such numbers that

rats began to invade the houses and

consume the food. But. more impor-

tant, the rats were potential plague

carriers. This situation became so

alarming that they finally resorted

to parachuting fresh cats into Bor-

neo to try to restore the balance of

populations that the people, trigger-

happy with the spray guns, had de-

stroyed.

Now this interesting tale illus-

trates some critical ecological facts.

One is the extreme complexity and

far-reaching character of the inter-

relationships based on the stomach:
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the question of eating and being

eaten. Second, that populations of

creatures, who evolved in association

with each other over a long period of

time, have a relative stability, pro-

vided their environment also has a

relative stability. When that envi-

ronment is violently and suddenly

altered, as by the introduction of

DDT, the systems tend to break

down. Third, that all materials-

food, minerals, water, and so on—in
any natural system are constantly

recycled. If you introduce into that

system a material that is not biologi-

cally degradable, such as the chlori-

nated hydrocarbons, the material

stays there and tends to concentrate

the farther up the food chain you

go, which is why, among the bird

species, which are particularly

threatened by pesticides, the most

seriously threatened are the preda-

tors—the eagles, the ospreys, the

hawks, and so on. The fourth lesson

from this little tale is that man's one

problem-one solution approach to

his environmental dilemmas inevi-

tably courts disaster because it ig-

nores the complexities of the living

material with which he deals.

This is a long way to the point,

which is simply that ecology has a

practical significance for people.

It's perfectly clear that man has to

exploit his environment; he has to

deliberately unbalance the natural

s)'stem, because, in effect, unbalanc-

ing is the only way he can produce

a surplus—the crop on which he ul-

timatelv depends. Having unbal-

anced the system to produce a crop,

he must obviously protect that un-

balance. One of the many ways in

which he protects it is by spraying

pesticides. So, we're not saying, and

I don't think anyone who takes a

reasonable view of this situation

would say, that these things may not

happen. If man is to continue to

exploit the natural living systems to

his advantage, then his first prescrip-

tion is to take steps to see that those

systems stay around to be exploited.

They have certain health require-

ments themselves, which a sensible

policy ought to preserve. It is ecol-

ogy that provides us with an under-

standing of the workings of these

natural systems and that will permit

us. if we are politically and economi-

cally sensible, to manipulate them in

such ways that they do survive.

With its new methods for model-

ing living systems, ecology offers



lan an immense practical advan-

ige : he does not have to go through

le tragic procedure of altering the

ivironment, finding that catastro-

he results from it, and then trying

) undo that catastrophe. By mathe-

latically simulating the relation-

hip of a living system, the changes

rought about by the introduction

f pesticides into the environment

an be predicted before the fatal step

s taken of using them. In a similar

ivay, models can be applied not only

o pesticides but, say, to the man-

igement of fisheries should you

vant to know, for instance, how

nany salmon you can safely fish,

,vhen you ought to fish them, and

,vhat controls ought to be put on the

fishing so as not to destroy the re-

source itself. These complicated

interrelationships—not only biologi-

cal but economic and political—can

all be translated into mathematical

terms, put in a simulation model,

and management techniques tested.

There's nothing new about this. The

military has been doing it for a long

time and so has business. There are

technical difficulties, but on the

whole, the principle is simple

enough. The application, however, is

just beginning to get under way. All

that I have said is simpl)' back-

ground for answering the question

^vhy ecology is, in our opinion, a

basic science for environmental man-

agement. The primary purpose of

grants, therefore, is simply to make

it financially possible for good sci-

entists to respond to this challenge.

We feel confident that the problems

that ive're helping the universities to

meet are problems that are going to

be with us for a long time. And, in-

deed, they are going to get a good

deal ivorse because of the prolifera-

tion of population and because the

cures now being proposed and ap-

plied are clearly insufficient. The

reason we think these are durable

problems over the next several dec-

ades is that they are not the result

of wonders or accidents so much as

they are directly products of our

management of the systems. There

is an essential conflict between man's

need to exploit the environment and

nature's need for balance and sta-

bility, and the only way we are going

to resolve the conflict is to try to

understand what is happening and

to operate in such a way as to assure

a maximum stability in nature where

it is economical to do so.
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One way to look at ecology is not

only as a method and technique but

as a point of view. However meager

our knowledge may be, however em-

bryonic our sense of the mechanisms

of control may be, the fact is that

there are ramifying consequences

from our actions, such as spraying

DDT or building a dam or a high-

way or subdivision. In short, man's

intervention in nature is like throw-

ing a monkey wrench into a ma-

chine, but the machine is so inter-

locked and so complicated that the

consequences are never local; they

are always general. The sensible

course is to try to limit exploitation

to what is absolutely necessary and

to pause and think of the conse-

quences of our intervention. The de-

veloper doesn't have to cut every

tree on the lot; he doesn't have to

pave every street to every half-acre.

There are better, less disturbing

ways of doing many things in na-

ture. Essentially this involves edu-

cating people and prompting re-

so'irce managers to ask themselves

the right questions about their jobs.

The Foundation has supported some
educational programs, and we will

continue to try to develop the habit

of asking ecological questions. The
second thing that we are trying to

do is to strengthen what I call the

"think twice" mechanism: those in-

struments that compel or persuade

people to pause before engaging in

vast environmental engineering proj -

ects. One of these mechanisms is the

conservation organization, whose es-

sential role is to say "stop and think."

We are particularly interested in sup-

porting such organizations in their

efforts to become more professional,

in their efforts to integrate them-

selves into more effective groupings

—effective both from an education

point of view and from a political

action point of view.

A second think twice mechanism
is land preservation itself—the buy-

ing of land and holding it open
either because it is particularly val-

uable to people for open space or

because it is easier to reverse a deci-

sion that holds land open than it is

to reverse a decision that develops

it. So one can justify a good deal of

land acquisition and preservation

simply on the grounds of holding

open some options for future gen-

erations. Now, we realize that tlie

expense of land purchase is such

that this must basically be public

jl

responsibility, but we have alreac

experimented with a device fi

using private funds for the purcha

of lands that are destined for pu

lie acquisition. In this way, we
in ahead of the bulldozers or t!

speculators and end up with mo
public land for fewer tax dolla

than would otherwise be the casi

And, finally, a third mechanism wf

have begun to look into is the use oil

the law as an instrument both of ac

tion in preserving the environmeni

and for public education. You're

familiar, I'm sure, with the Storiti

King case in which some individual

opposed a power plant being built ii

the Hudson Highlands. The case

brought out a new judicial doctrine,

a new order to the Federal Power

Commission. It was no longer to be

simply an umpire between opposing

interests, but had a responsibility, on

its own initiative, to look into alter-

natives for the public interest. An-

other recent case, involving a request

for an injunction against spraying,

had the very interesting efFect of

bringing out into the open various

officials in the government whose

voices had been smothered by bu

reaucratic consensus. And, besides

litigation and court cases, there is

a big job, we believe, to be done in

reviewing legislation at federal,

state, and local levels. For instance,

is zoning legislation really the most

effective way of preserving the

environment?

Dr. David Gates: It's necessary

that we understand the complexities

of the ecosystem in every way pos

sible. The natural environment of

plants and animals is not only di'

verse, as Mr. Harrison has said, but

it has a built-in plasticity. It can take

climatic shock and adjust to it; it

can take the outbreak of some patho

gen or some virus disease; it can

take many things that are subjective

to the system and because of the

diversity of organisms, the complex

structure, it shifts the population

density, it shifts its character, but

yet it survives. When we have a hot,

dry summer in the American Mid
west, it's not the native forests or

the native grasses that drop back or

suffer. To a serious degree, it's the

crops—corn, wheat, and oats—the

monobiotic culture that man has re-

placed the natural environment ^vitli

We do not understand today some
of the simplest things about the re-

lationships between plants and ani-

12



1 1 a little piece of it.

Le :er Davis is a friendly, dark-

r le boy whose smile can light

n. titire room. But for most of

> ^ears, he hasn't had much to

! bout.

^ iter lives in Laurel Creek, an

a chian town of 200 people in

1 y with a per capita income

5 7a year. Like most of the

r 2ople of Laurel Creek, Lester

a three-room weatherboard

tialong with his mother and

: and nine brothers and sisters.

y ave no well, and of course no

If alumbing. So Lester's mother,

; :, carries all the family water

r ti the nearby creek.

L star's father,Ray usedtowork

[ ' coal mines, but since the

-z ''played out" he's been unem-

[. As Tressie admits, "It's aw-

. d going. We never could get

, pod start before." They still

ri't have a "start" if it weren't

t e Cossum family.

; I and Martha Cossum live in

I irban community of contem-

;
• homes. Looking out back you

I

)e one of those large, above-
~ ground plastic

swimming pools.

And you can see

'« the beginnings of

a redwood deck

around the pool,

which Ed and his

two children. Bill

,

* ' and Carol, are

'ng themselves.

id is a systems analyst. He
Is most of his day thinking

third generation computers.

nately, Ed and Martha also

i

about this generation of chil-

j

living in Appalachia.

j
'hrough Save The Children

sums' money to buy and feed two

cows, then sell the calves as they

come along. As Mr. Davis says, "A

man likes to find ways to take care

of his own family."

Already there is a new feeling

of hope in the Davis family, and con-

fidence and pride in their ability to

help themselves.

That really is what Save The

Children is all about. Although con-

tributions are deductible as a char-

ity, the aim is not merely to buy one

child a new pair of overalls or a

warm coat. Instead,. your contribu-

tion is used to give people

a little boost to start helping

The Cossums know they can't

save the world for $15 a month.

Only a little piece of it. But maybe
that is the way to save the world, if

enough people care.How aboutyou?

Save The Children Federation,

founded in 1932, is registered with the

U.S. State Department Advisory Com-
mittee on Voluntary Foreign Aid.

Financial statements on request.

National Sponsors (partial list):

Claude Arpels, Faith Baldwin,

Hon. James A. Farley, Andy Griffith,

Gene Kelly, Mrs. Eli Lilly,
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Norman Rockwell, Frank Sinatra

I

Iration, the Cossums are helping a little boost to start helpmg

i

r and his family. They contrib- themselves.

I

15 a month. Though it's not a Sponsors are desper-

f money, the Cossums could ately needed for other

ibly have done a lot of other Appalachian children and

s with it.
American Indian children,

bhe Cossums' contribution will as well as children in Korea,

kade available to the Davises Vietnam, Latin America,

s a gift, or charity, but as a loan. Africa ^nd Greece.

nterest-free loan which Lester's As a sponsor you will

fer can borrow to begin a self- receive a photo and history

project. of the child, progress re-

Mr. Davis already has a project ports and a chance to cor-
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mals and their environment. We can

see that some plants grow on the

tops of mountains, where it's cold

and windy. Other plants grow in

the desert and others in the eastern

forests, but we don't understand

precisely why these plants are where
they are in the particular species, in

the particular association. We don't

understand ivhy weed plants move
into disturbed areas as they do and
begin to take over the countryside.

These problems are exceedingly

difficult and they are problems that

involve all of science. We have to

marshal our wits, to use physics,

chemistry, mathematics, and every

bit of our understanding of the

world about us. This is the very

thing that makes ecology a difficult,

elusive subject. It is really much
easier to build a telescope to look at

the stars or to build a rocket and
put an object on Mars or the moon
than it is to understand the land-

scape about us. We've had a very

polarized science in which enormous
emphasis has been placed on tech-

nology, on the physical sciences, on
looking at the nucleus, on looking

at the Galaxy. And this is great; we
need to do this and we've benefited in

many ways. At the same time, we
must realize that these are things

that can be done any time in the fu-

ture if we are here to do it. But the

dynamics of the green earth may
not be here. The impact of man on
the surface has been so destructive,

so devastating in so many ways that

if we do not give dramatic attention

to these issues of life and environ-

ment, we're not going to be here to

look at the nucleus or to study the

Galaxy or to wonder about Mars.

In our program in St. Louis, at

the Missouri Botanical Garden we
are training young people in mod-
ern biophysical ecology. We are try-

ing to bring to bear on this training

the essential aspects of physics,

chemistry, and mathematics. You
might find it interesting that, until

very recent years, we did not even

understand how a plant leaf was cou-

pled to its environment. You might

say, "Well, it's obvious. There's tem-

perature, there's wind, there's mois-

ture, there's rain and sunlight." In-

deed, but precisely how, what does it

mean? It turns out that there is only

one way that these things can have

meaning. And that way is in terms

of energy. Every last event in the life

of any organism does work and con-



. nies energy. If the environment is

)ing to have any influence on the

ant, it must be through the flow of

lergy. And it has only been in the

St few years that we've been able

i express these things in a self-

)nsistent framework in terms of

lergy. Wind transfers energy by

king away heat. Radiation, sun-

ght, and radiant heat from the

alls in a room are absorbent and

lat's energy. And that energy is es-

intial for the biochemistry, the

letabolism, that goes on within.

Inly in recent years, have we under-

ood these things to the point where

e can begin to make progress in

nderstanding why certain plants

row where they do, and how they

ompete for water. Water is essen-

ial; in many areas of the country,

. is the limiting natural resource.

Ve are beginning to understand how

he soil and plant cover of a region

f the country affects the water sup-

ply, because energy evaporates

vater, puts it into the atmosphere,

akes it away from our use. Thus

, is essential that we know whether

o plant grasses or trees or shrubs;

vhether to leave the soil bare or to

jave it if maximum use of the \vater

wanted for some area.

At the Botanical Garden, in the

;raining of young people for Ph.D.'s

to this area, ^ve're trying to under-

stand specifically, piece by piece,

how the system works. There is no

such thing as the climate of a tree.

There is a climate of the top of the

tree and of the side, the bottom, and

the interior, and we're literally tak-

ing the system apart and evaluating

it. Then we reconstitute the \vhole

system. We do this because if we un-

derstand the parts, we can begin to

(Understand the whole.

I
There is another great aspect of

I the problem that's been challenging

to US—the animal world. Why are

they where they are? Why do they

react the way they do? Why are

they located in the food chain where

they are? Why do birds migrate? It

used to be said that the scientist

could prove that the bumblebee

wasn't capable of sustained flight,

but it flies. Well, literally, we haven't

understood these things. Very re-

cently, during just the last year, we

have taken this energy concept for

evaluating radiation, wind, air tem-

perature, and moisture. We are try-

ing to understand how a man or any

animal—a horse, a sheep, a bird, a

Whywould anyone

want to buy

the Uher4000-L
when theycan have

the same thing in stereo?

That's almost the same thing as saying why would you

want gold when you can have platinum. You see, the
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counter with reset, piano key styled controls, cali-

brated VU meter and precise housing, fully tropical-

ized to withstand extreme temperatures while func-
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all portable tape recorders in the world.

The Uher 4400 contains every one of the great fea-

tures of the 4000-L... in stereo. Therefore its repro-

ductive capabilities are limitless. By hooking it up in

the home to a component system, it will provide you

with magnificent stereo or monaural record and play-

back. Outside the home the 4400 converts instantly

to a battery operated portable recorder once again

providing all the vast features of the 4000-L... in

stereo.

Either way, Uher is offering you the finest. Visit any

one of our franchised dealers or write for complete

literature. Price for basic unit only: 4000-L $310.—

4400 stereo $450.

Uher by Martel
Monaural or Stereo. The distinction is up to you.

Martel Electronics Inc., Sole U.S. Importers, 2339 S. Cotner Ave., L.A.,Calif. 90064; New York. Chicago.
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cockroach, or whatever—is coupled;

to his environment. And more spe-

cifically than that, if you are a black-'

bird and you're black and you have

a certain form and shape and a cer-

tain amount of insulation due to

feathers, a certain amount of fat and

a certain metabolic heat and you in-

sist for survival that your body tem-

perature stay at about 100° F., where

can you live? What are the limits?

Do you have any choice? Can you
live in the Arctic? Can you live in

the tropics? Usually not, because

the properties that are built into you

require that you live within a certain

climatic niche.

Now, this climatic niche is com-

plicated, because in its simplest form

are four variables: radiation, wind,

air temperature, and moisture.

That's a four-dimensional space. A
tabletop has two dimensions, a room
three, but to even begin to take an

ecological problem of a plant or

animal, we're dealing with four di-

mensions, all time-dependent, all

changing. We've only recently gotten

to the point in our work where we
can predict that a particular animal,

and I can name some of them, must

have a certain climate with certain

properties: so much radiation, so

much wind, a certain air tempera-

ture, certain moisture. This is excit-

ing; it's important because from this

we can begin to understand for the

first time the distribution of many
animals on the face of the earth.

Some can be in all climates; others

can exist only in very, very narrow

climates indeed. And if that particu-

lar animal is a carrier of some dis-

ease, it's rather important that we
understand the reasons for its con-

finement or its limitations in order

to deal with the disease.

Man, as the end product of this

evolutionary chain, depends in many
ways upon all the products of evo-

lution, both the animate and the in-

animate. And to forge ahead in this

world, as we're now doing; to ex-

pand our cities and our populations;

to travel everywhere and occupy all

segments of the globe, without un-

derstanding, is an exceedingly dan-

gerous thing. All we're asking, all

we're struggling for at the moment,

is that we understand, fundamen-

tally, these ecological issues. This is

imperative. If we understand, it

doesn't necessarily mean we will

survive; it doesn't necessarily mean

Continued on page 60
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"We're just like other people, only

we don't eat meat," the earnest

President of the New York Vege-

tarian Society protested some years

ago. But theie is abundant evidence

that the more than 4,000,000 persons

in the United States who gather

under the vegetarian banner are

quite special people, for they are

united b)^ a resolve not to eat our

relatives, the lower animals.

As an organized Western move-
ment, the no-meat doctrine came into

public view about a century ago;

the word "vegetarian" dates from
1842. Yet the idea itself is endemic.

In the long historical view, it rej

resents a form of perfectionisn

touching the mind, the body, an

the spirit. This view of man's natur

is both pessimistic and nostalgic

blending the dream of a vanishe

Golden Age with the Hebrew stor

of the fall from a state of grace. T
this legendary inheritance is addei

a romanticism that seeks to recaptur

a lost innocence and calls up vision

of straw-eating lions and tigers, ni

longer red in tooth and claw.

Although the vegetarian move

ment is anything but monolithic, it

followers—comprising reformers, as
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Oliver Goldsmith
Henry Ford

John D. Rockefeller, Sr.

Dr. John Harvey Kellogg
Robert Burns

'William Wordsworth
St. Francis of Assisi
Bernarr !Macfadden
Percy Bysshe Shelley
George Bernard Shaw
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etics, Utopians, mystics, poets, mil-

enarians, crotchety individualists,

md persons of sensitivit)'—find

ommon ground in their horror

)f inflicting pain upon any form

)f sentient life. "We are the species

miquely capable of imagination,

ationality and moral choice," writes

Brigid Bropliy, the English-Irish

luthor (and a vegetarian I , "and that

s precisely why we are under the

)bligation to recognize and respect

he rights of animals."

The emotional revulsion against

;ating flesh foods is summarized in'

he question, "How can you eat any-

thing that has eyes?" It was often

asked by Dr. John Kellogg, dynamic

health reformer, founder of the fa-

mous Battle Creek Sanitarium, and

inventor of some eighty ready-to-

eat cereal foods, including the

ubiquitous cornflake. Dr. Kellogg,

a superb publicist, kept a morose

chimpanzee that he used for a stunt.

The Doctor would toss a juicy beef-

steak to the suspicious animal. The

chimpanzee ^vould examine it, and

quickly slam the meat right back at

him. Then Dr. Kellogg would ofEer

a banana, which the anthropoid

munched with evident enjoyment.

c ^.
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Kellogg drew the conclusion: "Eat

what the monkey eats . . . our near-

est relative."

Closely linked to the emotional

objection to meat is the esthetic. To

a vegetarian, the emanations from

animal and fish carcasses are revolt-

ing, and vegetarian writers have

often suggested that each meat

eater should have to kill and evis-

cerate his own animal. One pam-

phleteer has advised that when a

child asks questions about the source

of meat the honest parent will not

"conceal the origin of 'mutton' or

'beef from a child." Combining the

emotional and esthetic retreat from

meat, Voltaire asked, in his article

on "Viande" in the Dictionnaire

philosophique, whether, if animals

had speech, we would dare to kill and

eat them. The philosopher saw in his

imagination a lamb at the slaughter-

house imploring the butcher "not to

be at once assassin and cannibal." In

support of this position vegetarians

employ vivid images of "the pitiful

organs and limbs of the creatures"

freshly slaughtered. Dr. Kellogg

never failed to allude, with gut real-

ism, to any carcass displayed in a

meat market. In his lectures, the

Doctor gleefully recited unappetiz-

ing statistics on disease, gathered at

the Union Stock Yards in Chicago,

or he would whirl on his audience

to bark, "How would you like to eat

a dead hen?" Vegetarian publicists

also discuss—in grisly detail and

with a certain relish—the parasites

that inhabit animal flesh consumed
by humans, including the tapeworm,

and the occurrence in pork of the

nematode Trichinella spiralis.

While vegetarians are, on tlie

whole, sober and preoccupied peo-

ple who are carrying a good deal of

intellectual baggage, at times they

do enjoy a joke. For instance, a

vegetarian, seated in the dining

room of a hotel, addressed himself

to his breakfast egg. A non-believer,

seeing a chance for a thrust, asked
what he would do with the egg if he
found a chick in it.

"Why," said the vegetarian, "I

would hand it over to you."
Mel Morse, President of the

Humane SocieLy of the United States,

who advocates mercy toward ani-

mals but is not personally a vege-
tarian, remarks in his recent book,
Ordeal of the Animals, as he sketches
a slaughterhouse scene, "if every one
of our slaughterhouses were con-

structed of glass, this would be a
nation of vegetarians." "

The animal-defense movement and

vegetarianism often pursue parallel

aims, although the SPCA's and hu-

mane groups do not usually object

to what they call "necessary kill-

ing," provided thoroughgoing hu-

mane procedures are followed in

killing for food or for the painless

disposal of unwanted or homeless

animals. In contrast to this position,

the vegetarians do not recognize

the concept of "necessary killing."

They often meet life's complexi-

ties with versatile responses. One

prominent vegetarian, whose wife

discovered that she missed the taste

of bacon, developed a type of smoked

yeast that tasted like bacon, then

found that he had a prosperous new

business on his hands. Another, when

asked what he would do about the

plague of rabbits in Australia, re-

plied, "If I could not live in the

country with the animals, I should

go somewhere else."

The ethical vegetarian—who re-

fuses to eat meat or take life on

moral or philosophical grounds—ap-

pears in Bronson Alcott, the New
England sage and mystic, most trans-

cendental of the Transcendentalists.

When he went to the meat shop to

market for his wife, Alcott shud-

dered, "Death yawns at me. . . . The

death-set eyes of beasts peer at me
and accuse me." At his vegetarian

communal farm, "Fruitlands," Al-

cott prohibited the use of woolen

clothing because it deprived the

sheep of its coat. Nor did he approve

of his fields being cultivated by

oxen or horses, since such slave labor

would have violated the natural

rights of animals. Thomas Carlyle,

who both laughed at and loved Al-

cott, described him as a man "bent

on saving the world by a return to

acorns and the golden age."

This same line of reasoning has

led idealistic vegetarians, who re-

lentlessly follow their premises

wherever they may lead, to reject

shoes and gloves made of leather

and to avoid soap and cosmetics

made from animal fats. When tlie

International Vegetarian Union met

in London some years ago, one of

the delegates wore a derby hat made

without silk. Another displayed

"vegetarian" furs. Exhibits included

pocketbooks of vegetable origin, and

dog collars, "tortoise-shell" combs,

and strings for tennis rackets and
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violins made without sacrifice from

anv animal.

The vegetarian is generally a re-

former before he is a phj^siologist,

connected sympatheticalh" with

other altruists in such individualistic

groupings as the anti-fur-wearers, the

anti-tobacco and temperance move-

ments. Vegetarians occupy a position

near to that of the opponents of

vivisection and compulsory vaccina-

tion and are frequently stern critics

of orthodox medicine. They empha-

size that their diet promotes world

peace. Meat makes men want to fight,

according to some vegetarians ivho

believe that we become what ive eat.

This is a residue of primitive man"s

sympathetic magic. Eat brains to

have brains, the heart for courage,

the deer for swiftness. Carnivores

are killers, therefore men who eat

meat take on the same characteris-

tics. The theory is inadequate. Actu-

ally, the grass-eating African buffalo

is more vindictive than the lion. Why
are tigers fierce? Simply because

thev are tigers!

Vegetarianism must be viewed in

part as a theological attempt to ex-

plain the cosmos, for it contains ele-

ments of metaphysical speculation,

pantheism, yoga, and Vedic mysti-

cism. For example, Mrs. Annie
Besant, the nineteenth century the-

osophist and author of a vigorous

little work, Vegetari/mism in the

Light of Theosophy, is still cited in

the literature read by vegetarians.

She dsscribes how she felt a pro-

found depression of spirit ivhen she

was coming into Chicago because

she ivas receiving astral messages of

reproach from the spirits of thou-

sands of beasts murdered in the

South Chicago yards.

One of the revered father figures

of die movement is Sylvester Graham
(1794-1851), a verbose and bellig-

erent promoter, on an empirical
basis, of the nutritional values of

the whole-grain cereals. Graham
rested tlie vegetarian position on
both the Scriptures and science,

drawing his conclusions from a

comparison of human dentition with
the similar equipment of the pan-
ther, the camel, and the orang-utan.
Graham also denounced meat as a
stimulant of sexual vigor, which
probably had quite a different im-
pact upon his lecture audiences than
he had contemplated.

Physiologically, man stands be-
tween the highly specialized herbi-

vores, which have long, capacious

intestines and a large caecum, and
that do little but browse and rest,

and the carnivores with their shorter

tract and small caecum. Some vege-

tarians are strong and healthy men.

So are some people who fancy beef

and bourbon. The vegetable diet has,

despite the criticism of many nutri-

tionists, ranked up many impressive

accomplishments. One has to look,

however, at more than the food regi-

men to find the reasons. Attention to

health, backed by a theory and a

scheme, usually brings in supple-

mentary factors, such as rest, a bet-

ter environment, and an improve-

ment in general habits. As Dr. L.

Jean Bogert wrote in Diet and Per-

sonality, "The suggestion and belief

that benefit will be derived is ... a

strong force making toward health."

The true spiritual vegetarian, as

distinct from the stomach vegetarian,

believing that each animal has its

place in the evolutionary order, its

own life to live, its own joy and

vivacity, considers that it is unethi-

cal to consume any product of animal

origin. Thus from the strict point of

vie^v, tliose who use milk, butter,

cheese, eggs, and honey are regarded

as no more than demivegetarians, to

whom the undefiled say crossly,

'"You may as well eat the Devil as

drink his broth." For those who are

sympathetic but unreliable in prac-

tice, the Vegetarian Society of New
\ ork provides a special, but inferior,

class of membership.

There are other complexities and

subgroups. Fruitarians eat only

what the term indicates. Some vege-

tarians have survived on nuts.

Others eat only plant life that is or-

ganically grown. Another division

subsists on raw foods only, while

some will eat only the '"aspiring"

vegetables that gro^v in the light of

the sun—no tubers or root vege-

tables allowed in the pot. Those vege-

tarians ^\'\\o look at flesh eating from

the standpoint of the animals that

get eaten, join gladly with the

animal-\velfare societies in the cele-

bration of ''Be Kind to Animals

Week" or of "World Day for Ani-

mals," the day dedicated to the mem-
ory of St. Francis of Assisi. They
look with distress upon those other

introspective brothers whose con-

cern is only for tlieir own dietary

salvation. But the extensive litera-

ture of vegetarian cookery, recipes,

Continued on page 78
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for the elderly and bed-ndden. Pre-

cisely aligned prisms are distor-

tion free. Good looking frames are

adjustable and can be worn over
corrective lenses. $14.95

RADIO SUNGLASSES

These clever sun-glasses are just

the thing for the ball-game or the
beach. A tiny transistor radio is

built into the frames. Covers the

entire AM range with good selec-
tivity and fidelity. Listen through
a comfortable, invisible earphone.
The easiest way to listen to your
favorite programs out of doors.
Tiny energy cell (included.)

$19.95

Remove the Emoskop from its fit-

ted leather case and it's a 30>c

microscope. A twist of the \

converts it into a 2.5x telesc

Another tvj'ist and you have your
choice of magnifiers: 5, 10 & 15x

Perfect veslpocket companion foi

the exacting professional and sci

entist. 5 coated lenses, absolutely

aplanatic and achromatic. Modern
Photography calls the Emoskop
"...only magnifier worthy of the

name." 13/4" X 3/4". $14.95

They laughed

when I wound up

my shaven,"

That's liable to happen to you
when you first use the Riviera in

front of anyone. After all, how
can a "wind-up" shaver be more
than a plaything or at best an
emergency type shaver? But, you
will have the last iaughi With one
winding (about six turns—just like

a movie camera) you will get a

complete shave. You'll get the
fastest, smoothest and closest
shave you've ever had.

Hard to believe, but really true.

Free yourself from electricity and
paraphernalia and treat yourself to

the Riviera. Use it as your "No. 1"

shaver or for office, club, cabin or

glove compartment. You will be
delighted. A mechanical marvel
from Monaco at a marvelous price.

$18.50

MV MINISCOPE SYSTEM
Monocular of outstanding design
and performance. Fits in the palm
of your hand. More powerful than

most standard binoculars and field

glasses. Standard objective: 8x,

24mm. 8.2\ Extra objective: 6x,

18mm. super-wiOe 11°. Prismatic,

fully coated optics—crisp, brilliant

and of complete planarity. Objec-
tives may be used as 3x and 5x
amplifier/loupes of unexcelled
definition and clarity. 3^4 ozs..

3/2"- With zippered case and hand-
strap. $16.95

JUPIMATIC CORDLESS
ELECTRONIC CALENDAR

CLOCK
!s the "ultra-modern" in a "con-
ventional" clock. This elegant elec-

tronic timepiece is a fine ac-
cessory in home or office. Runs
for over a year on one flashlight

battery and is extremely accurate.
Put it on your desk, hang it on
the wall or ceiling, and tilt it to

any angle that's best for viewing.
Red sweep second hand and date
window. 6" in diam. All white
with black details, or vice versa.

Same price $24.95 plT^

A FREE GIFT FOR YOU. If you
age and sales tax) is $30. or 1

order (exclusive of post-

lore—our POCKET TOOL

OUR GUARANTEE: No fine print or "ifs." "ands" or
"buts." Simply return any item within 10 days if you are
ncrt delighted. Parts and workmanship guaranteed 1 year.

TEMPERATURE CUFFLINKS

The most unusual cufflinks we
have ever seen. Each link is a

miniature thermometer of amazing
accuracy— one graduated in Cen-
tigrade and the other in Fahren-

heit. Now, wherever you are in

the world and whether you freeze

or broil, you can check the tem-
perature by a glance at your wrist.

Gold-plated, with black dials, in

luxury red silk-lined snap case.

$9.95

PAPER WELDER

Now staples and paper clips are

passe. This helpful desk accessory

crimps papers together neatly and

crisply with a woven seam— all at

the push of a lever. Never runs

out or needs refills. If desired,

papers can be separated without

tearing. Keeps the bulk out of

your file folders and can't foul

copy machines. An executive
essential and wonderful gift.

$13.95

Mail to: 584 Washington St., San Francisco, 94111 Phone:(415)931-5688
Please send me:



A Naturalist at Large

3Marshes itw the Treetaps
by Marston Bates

JtMv intimate acquaintance with

Lromeliads started while I was study-

ing the epidemiology (natural his-

tory) of jungle yello^N' fever, which

meant that 1 spent a great deal of

time in the jungle, or as I would pre-

fer to call it, the rain forest. It turned

out to be a fascinating place. We
tried to keep our eyes on the ball—on

yellow fever—but this was hard be-

cause of the many distractions.

Among other things, we collected

all the different kinds of mosquitoes

we could find, whether or not it

seemed likely that they were involved

in yellow fever: we found nearly 150

species within a ten-mile radius of the

laboratory. There are only 125 spe-

cies of mosquitoes in all of North

America north of the Rio Grande,

which makes a nice demonstration of

the richness of the tropical fauna.

Mosquitoes are apt to be much more
numerous in a New Jersey salt marsh
or a Michigan bog than in a tropical

forest; but in the north the swarms
of mosquitoes will all be of one or

two species, while in the tropics there

are often many kinds flying—and

biting—at the same time and place.

This multiplicity of kinds of mos-

quitoes reflects a multiplicity of

kinds of breeding places. There are,

of course, ponds, streams, puddles,

swamps—the conventional mosquito
habitats. But in the forest there are

many other places where ivater ac-

cumulates, and ^vherever we could
find water, we found some species of

mosquito breeding. Most of the rot

holes in trees held water, as did the

bases of palm leaves that had fallen

to the ground or the spathes of palm
flowers. There were a number of

rather special habitats, like the in-

ternodes of bamboo w here some ani-

mal had made a hole permitting wa-
ter to seep in, or the upright bracts
of the flowers of Heliconia, a relative

of the banana, which held 1 or 2
cc. of water—enough so that each
flower -was the home of several mos-
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quito larvae. But the most extensive

accumulation of water high in the

forest canopy was in plants of the

pineapple family, the Bromiliaceae.

The bromeliads form a large plant

family with almost 2,000 species-

all American except for one terres-

trial species, Pitcairnia feliciana,

found in 1938 in French Guinea

(now the Republic of Guinea ) . How
this lone species made its way into

the African forest is anyone's guess;

if bromeliads had been in Africa for

any length of time, one would think

that more than one species would

have developed.

Most bromeliads are epiphytic;

that is, they grow on the limbs or

trunks of trees. They are not para-

sitic, since they get no sustenance

from the host tree; they simply use

it as a perch, a place to grow. Some,
like the pineapple, are terrestrial,

and a few grow on rocks, a habit that

botanists call saxicolous.

Plants growing as epiphytes have

i\ater problems since they cannot

reach the soil that provides moisture

for terrestrial plants ; even in the rain

forest rain is intermittent, and there

may be periods of many days without

showers. As with desert plants, the

problem has been solved by various

methods of reducing transpiration

and of storing water. In the case of

bromeliads, a large proportion of the

epiphytic species hold water in a

"tank" formed by the closely ap-

pressed leaf bases : large plants may
have five quarts of water or more.
Dead leaves and other detritus ac-

cumulate in the tanks along with the

water, making a rich mixture that is

home for various aquatic animals.

The fauna of bromeliads and of

other natural water containers has,

it seems to me, been undulv ne-

glected. Books on freshwater biology

cover streams, lakes, ponds, marshes,

and the like, but rarely mention small

water accumulations. Even rot holes

in trees get little attention, although

they are common enough in the

north and are breeding places for a

number of insects, including several

species of mosquitoes. The special

tropical habitats, like the tanks of

bromeliads. are ignored. For me they

have the fascination that so often

goes with the miniature.

One of the few detailed studies of

the inhabitants of bromeliad tanks

was made by Albert M. Laessle on

the island of Jamaica (published

in the issue of Ecology for July,

1961). As would be expected, he

found numerous protozoans, and

was able to identify fifteen species

with some certainty. Several species

of small w orms were present, as well

as small crustaceans. A peculiarity

of the Jamaican bromeliad fauna is

a special crab. Metopaulias depres-

sus, that he found exclusively in

these plants and only at elevations

above 1,000 feet; he collected as

many as thirty specimens from a

single large bromeliad. Another spe-

cies of crab has been reported from

bromeliads in Brazil, but in this case

the species occupies many other habi-

tats and probably does not breed in

the bromeliads.

Insects, understandably, are the

most abundant inhabitants of bro-

meliad tanks. Laessle found a drag-

onflv and a damselflv breeding in Ja-

maican bromeliads: one species of

water bug and six of water beetles;

and seven species of mosquitoes as

well as eight other kinds of flies. Two
species of tree frogs breed in Jamai-

can bromeliads, and other kinds of

tree frogs are often found hiding in

the plants, although thev do not

breed there.

Two tropical American species of

Anopheles breed in the tanks of

bromeliads, and in Trinidad and

southern Brazil they have created

serious malaria problems in areas

where the plants are particularlv

abundant. Concern about bromeliad

malaria has led to some of the most



DARWIN'S
GALAPAGOS

with LINDBLAD TRAVEL

The GALAPAGOS ISLANDS are zoologically-speaking the

best known group of islands in the world, for it was here

that Charles Darwin first stumbled on his evolutionary

theory. The islands are justly famous, too, for their stark

beauty — they have been described as "a harsh Eden"

—

and the extraordinary variety of unfamiliar animals. Giant

tortoises, land and marine iguanas, brightly-colored crabs,

playful sea lions, three species of boobies, enormous
frigate birds with their bright red throat pouches, gulls,

terns, tropic birds, petrels, albatrosses, scurrying lava

lizards, flightless cormorants, even penguins (on the

equator), all jostle the visitor and amaze him by their

almost unbelievable tameness. Nearly every creature on

the islands is peculiar to the islands, and hence their

names: "Galapagos hawk," "Galapagos snake," Galapagos

penguin," etc. These volcanic islands, 600 miles out in

the Pacific off Ecuador (to which they belong), are truly

a paradise for naturalists. Washed by the clear blue waters

of the Humboldt Current, which provides fish aplenty for

the countless seabirds, they would be nearly everyone's

Ideal — were it not for the fact that few of them have any

water, soil is thin and poor, cactus is plentiful, and com-

munications with the mainland difficult. It is normally

virtually impossible to see more than one or two islands

without spending considerable time and money, and so it

is a journey few have ever made.

In 1968 our GALAPAGOS tours saw all but one of Darwin's

finches (including the famed woodpecker finch actually

using a twig as a tool), a volcanic eruption, and very close

views of both barn and short-eared owls.

Using a ship as both transportation to and around the

islands, and as a floating hotel while there, is not only the

perfect way to see the Galapagos — it is just about the

only way.

In 1960 we will use the S.S. ROMANTICA — well-known

to the discerning travelers in the Mediterranean and Carib-

bean. The ship is air-conditioned throughout and all the

cabins have private or semi-private facilities.

World famous naturalists will lecture on wildlife and act

as field-guides. They are . .

.

From the United States Dr. Roger Tory Peterson

From the United Kingdom ... Mr. Guy Mountfort

Mr. James Fisher

From Sweden Mr. Sven Gillsaeter

From Argentina Mra Francisco Erize

From Ecuador Mr. Miguel Castro

From the Charles Darwin

Foundation Dr. Roger Perry

All these have visited the islands previously and some
have lived in the Galapagos for a considerable time.

In 1969 our GALAPAGOS CRUISES will also visit COLOM-
BIA, SAN BLAS ISLANDS, BARRO COLORADO in the

PANAMA CANAL and PERLAS ISLANDS. An extension into

the jungles and mountains of Ecuador is also available.

THERE ARE TWO DEPARTURES IN 1969

FIRST DEPARTURE -April 19 SECOND DEPARTURE —
May 5

All inclusive cost from MIAMI: Min. $1,393.00; from NEW
YORK $1,474.00

For complete information and descriptive folder, mail this

coupon to

LINDBLAD TRAVEL, INC. DARWIN'S GAUPAGOS
LINDBLAD TRAVEL BUILDING
133 EAST 55TH ST.

NEWYORK, N.Y. 10022

PLEASE SEND BROCHURE, I AM SERIOUSLY INTERESTED

MR./MRS./MISS

ADDRESS

CITY. STATE

.

ZIP.

1.

The ss ROMANTICA substantially meets the International Safety Standards for new ships developed in 1948.
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careful ecological and ph)'siological

study of the plants. Control has some-

times been attempted by cutting

down trees near villages, but the care-

ful use of herbicides is less drastic

and more efEcient.

The water and debris of the tanks

nourish the bromeliads as well as the

animal inhabitants. Special scales on

the leaves (called epidermal tri-

chomes ) absorb water and nutrients,

and the roots of the plants serve only

to anchor them to the limbs and
trunks of the host trees. In a few spe-

cies axillary roots grow upward into

the water and detritus held by the

overlapping leaves.

Detritus often accumulates above

the water level, and on the outside

among the roots. This offers shelter

to a considerable variety of non-

aquatic animals, so that one can refer

to the "terrarium" as well as the

"aquarium" aspects of die bromeliad

environment. I suspect that those

cockroaches that plague our house

ana furnish food for frogs and liz-

ards in my experimental rain forest

arrived from Florida nestling in

bromeliads.

Several species of stinging ants

make nests among tire roots—a sym-
biotic, or mutual aid, relationship,

since the plant provides a home for

the ants, which in turn protect the

plant. Orchids and other epiphytes

are also frequently inhabited by ants,

making tree climbing in the tropical

forest a hazardous experience.

The pineapple is, of course, the

best-known of bromeliads. It was
widely cultivated by the Indians of

the American tropics, where it was
encountered by Columbus in 1493
on the island of Guadeloupe. It was
spread widely over the world by
Spanish and Portuguese colonizers,

and it is now grown almost every-

Avhere in the tropics, even on remote
Pacific islands. Curiously, the main
horticultural varieties were devel-

oped early in the last century by
English gardeners growing plants in

glasshouses; commercial cultivation

in England disappeared, however,
\vhen it became practical to ship fresh

fruit from places like the Azores.

When I was a boy there were large

pineapple plantations in southern

Florida. These have since nearly van-

ished and now our pineapples mostly
come from Haivaii, where they are

an important element in die econ-

omy; tlie value of the 1959 crop, ac-

cording to the U.S. Census of Agri-

culture, was over 38 million dollars.

Many bromeliads have long been

grown as ornamentals in European

greenhouses and conservatories. The
flowers of some are spectacular, and

almost all are colorful—mostly red,

pink, lavender, or blue—the color

being due to prominent bracts

rather than to the petals themselves.

With some species, the flois'ers last

for only a few days, but with others

the bracts remain colorful for

months. Many species also have

bright berries or variegated foliage.

Bromeliads have become increas-

ingly popular as house plants in the

United States. A Bromeliad Society

was organized in 1950, with head-

quarters in California. The society

publishes a bimonthly Bulletin with

articles on bromeliad culture, on ex-

periences in collecting bromeliads,

on classification, and the like. The
cover of each issue has a color pho-

tograph of some interesting member
of the family.

Someday bromeliads may be as

Avidely grown as orchids. They seem
to me equally interesting and in some
respects easier to maintain. Jack

Kramer's book entitled Bromeliads:

The Colorful House Plants, based

largely on his experience with these

plants in his Chicago apartment,

demonstrates that it is not necessary

to have a greenhouse. Bromeliads

have not had nearly as much horti-

cultural attention as have orchids,

but a number of hybrids and showy
cultivated varieties have been devel-

oped. They can be more easily grown
from seeds than orchids, but this is

still not a project to be undertaken

lightly. Much care and patience are

needed, and growth from seed to

flower requires several years. Fortu-

nately bromeliads freely produce off-

shoots or suckers (known as "pups"

to bromeliad fanciers) so that veg-

etative propagation is no problem.

Most people grow even epiphytic

bromeliads in pots, using much the

same materials and conditions as for

epiphytic orchids. It bothers me to

see a plant that should be grooving

on the limb of a tree, growing in a

pot, so I wire my own plants to pieces

of branches or of tree fern trunks,

which 1 hang from the ceiling of the

greenhouse. In a few months the

plants anchor themselves firmly with

their roots and then present a much'

more natural appearance.

Sometimes bromeliads go for long

periods widiout flowering, and vari-



IS methods have heen worked out

r forcing bloom. Pineapples grown

hothouses in the Azores are forced

bloom at any desired time by keep-

g the plants in an atmosphere of

ick smoke for several days, made

J burning straw or other material.

liis also works for epiphytic bro-

leliads, but can hardly be recom-

lended for the living room. The gas

hylene also induces blooming, and

. M. Cathey, a horticulturist work-

ig in the Beltsville agricultural sta-

on in Maryland, has worked out a

lethod of forcing flowers by en-

losing plants for four days in a plas-

bag with slices of apple—the

pples give o£E ethylene. One grower

iscovered accidentally that the

jmes from a pile of manure in his

reenhouse caused an unusual num-

er of bromeliads to flower, and sev-

ral other gases have been found to

le effective, including fumes from

utomobile exhausts.

A number of bromeliads are na-

ive to southern Florida, where they

ire commonly called air plants. Some

)f these hold water in which mosqui-

oes and other insects breed; small

rogs and lizards are frequently

"ound hiding in these Florida plants,

3ut none is adapted to breeding

here. The well-known Spanish moss

jf Florida and the Gulf States is a

Dromeliad, classified by botanists as

nUandsia usneoides. The other spe-

cies of Tillandsia have a more ortho-

dox, pineapple-like appearance. The

tiny flowers of Spanish moss, about

a quarter of an inch in diameter, are

rarely noticed.

Spanish moss grows readily in a

greenhouse, producing a nice, tropi-

cal effect. I have been unable to get

it established in my place, however,

because the birds pull it apart to use

as nesting material, the only plant

damage that I can pin on the birds.

The fiber has been popular as a stuff-

ing for upholstery and mattresses. In

the West Indies it is sometimes used

as a styptic pad to stop bleeding. Dr.

C. W. Mayo of the Mayo Clinic found

that it was more absorbent than cot-

ton, taking up "from six to ten times

its dry weight in water." It seems,

however, never to have found favor

with physicians.

Except for the pineapple, then,

bromeliads are not notably useful

plants. But they are extremely inter-

esting biologically, and they warrant

much more attention than they have

received from horticulturists.

fine
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Virtually extinct in the wild, the Mongolian, or Przewalski's,

horse, above, breeds successfully in zoos. Since gorillas destroy

the more fragile habitat, they are often housed in

tile-walled pens, left. Some zoos are replacing

these with equally durable, but more natural, enclosures.

There are eight times as many
known paintings by Rembrandt

as there are whooping cranes and

California condors together, and it

is safe to say that more living Amer-

icans have seen the work of this

seventeenth-century Dutch painter

than one of these spectacular native

birds. But rarities aside, how many
people living in Chicago or New
York have ever seen a wild otter, a

fox, or an American elk? How
many have seen a bullfrog, a box

turtle, or a ruby-throated humming-

bird? A proportionately decreasing

number of Americans will ever see

any wild animals outside of zoos.

This is a bleak, unpleasant prospect.

But it is difficult to dispute and has

many implications; one is that the

role and development of zoos are

worth a new look.

In the crowded city the zoo pro-

vides an exceptionally diverse area

within the relatively homogeneous

municipal environment and intro-

duces more living variety into the

city habitat. It extends the reality of

the biosphere into the unnatural ar-

chitectural badlands of the city.

Last year zoos and aquariums (to

save words, I will call them both

zoos) recorded nearly 90,000,000

visits in the United States. This fig-

ure surpasses the attendance at any

other kind of cultural institution and

greatly exceeds the combined at-

tendance recorded at all national

baseball and football games.

It does not take forceful persua-

sion to get children (or adults) to

visit the zoo. (In fact the zoo is one

of the first places truant officers

check for absent school children.)

Few people go to the zoo to get edu-

cated; they go for fun. But there is

no law that says education and rec-

reation must be mutually exclusive.

This is the advantage of visiting a

zoo, for it is almost impossible there

to miss the lessons we have to learn

from wild animals.

One of the most significant roles

of zoos is that of providing visitors

with some feeling for the importance

of wildlife protection. While there

seems to be a growing awareness of

the inherent beauty of wild creatures,

it is surprising that the realization

that many wildlife species are close

to extinction has not yet fully pene-

trated the consciousness of modern
societies. An interest in wildlife does

not usually receive the social appro-

bation, or confer upon its possessor

the social status, accorded to a pa-

tron of the fine arts. A bronze stag

by Barye is considered by many to

be an esthetically compelling object

while the stag itself is not. Although

my own view may be overly bi-

ased, I suspect that an intellectual
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involvement in the protection of wild

animals may yet be recognized as

the highest form of estheticism. In

any event, a concern with the main-

tenance of a beauty that is not cre-

ated by man is a highly civilized and

altruistic form of artistic apprecia-

tion. William Beebe. when curator

of birds at the Bronx Zoo. expressed

it this way: "The beauty and genius

of a work of art may be reconceived,

though its first material expression

be destroyed: a vanished harmony

may yet again inspire the composer

;

but when the last individual of a race

of living things breathes no more,

another heaven and another earth

must pass before such a one can be

again.'

Many of the endangered species

that are listed by the International

Union for Nature and Natural Re-

sources are now being bred in zoos.

The International Zoo Yearbook

census records the 1967 breeding of

51 species of endangered mammals,

21 birds, and several reptiles and

amphibians. Included are the births

of fifteen orang-utans and the hatch-

ing of six Galapagos giant tortoises.

Without captive collections, for in-

stance, there would not be any Pere

David's deer or European wisent or

Przewalski's horses. Several more

birds would be almost extinct.

The stories of man's few captive

wards among the long lists of ani-

mals that have become endangered

in recent years are not as well known
as they should be. The Fere David's

deer, for example, was evidently a

resident of the plains of northeastern

China. But it had probably been

extinct there for more than a hun-

dred years when the French mission-

ary-scientist Pere Armand David
became the first Westerner to see

them in 1865. He found a herd living

within the walled Imperial Hunting
Park near Peking. Beginning in

1869, a few of these great, grotesque

deer began trickling into Europe's

zoos and this proved to be the spe-

cies' salvation for, in 1900, during the

Boxer Rebellion, European soldiers

slaughtered all those that remained
within the Imperial Park. Although
the fortunes of the European herd
rose and fell as the continent was torn

by World Wars I and II, there were
452 alive in 46 collections by 1967.
A few had even been returned to
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China as a gift from the London to

the Peiping zoo.

The Mongolian, or Przewalski's,

horse I last of the true wild horses)

is now extremely rare if not extinct.

The animal once ranged through

southwestern Mongolia and north-

eastern Sinkiang. Present captive

herds are descended from 28 animals

collected during a special expedition

commissioned by England's Duke of

Bedford and sent to Mongolia by the

famous German zoo enthusiast Carl

Hagenbeck. Although collections at

the Duke of Bedford's estate and
elsewhere failed to maintain them-

selves, thriving herds weve built up
at the Munich and Prague zoos and
were carried through the World
Wars. In 1960, the International

Przewalski Studbook, established to

insure the purity of the wild animals,

which interbreed readily with do-

mestic horses, recorded 59 captive

Przew alskis. The 1967 census records

147 specimens in thirty-five collec-

tions. The opportunity to view these

endangered creatures, to see living

representatives of species extinct, or

nearly so, in the w ild speaks well of

the zoo's pieservationist role.

Most biologists agree that na-

tional parks offer the best practical

solution for preserving wild animals,

but not all parks can be kept per-

manently inviolate. Outside pres-

sures may change the ecosystems in

even the largest parks, as witness the

effects of water diversion at Florida's

Everglades National Park. Even the

most optimistic field conservationists j

point out that more animals are :

almost certain to be added to the ex- i

tinct or vanishing lists within the
I

next few decades. The hope is that at I

least a few of these animals will be i

tided over this period in man's his-
j

tor\- ^vhen he seems unable to con-
i



trol either his population or his

devastating consumption or the pol-

lution of all that surrounds him.

We would still have passenger

pigeons and Carolina parakeets if

zoo animal-management techniques

had been up to their present level at

the turn of the century. In fact, both

species were bred in zoos a time or

two; but neither received sufficient

attention. It seems likely that the

great auk. the dodo, the elephant

bird, and the various moas could

also have been maintained in cap-

tivity had remnants of their popula-

tions survived to the present. If they

had been. I suspect they could now

be reintroduced in reconstituted and

managed parks in their homelands.

I am not suggesting that the zoo

is an adequate substitute for wilder-

ness or that zoo herds are a substi-

tute for preserving animals in nature.

In an attempt to produce captive

progeny, the London and Moscow

zoos brought male, left, and female

pandas together. A male gorilla,

below, displays aggressively

before his intended mate—typical

behavior whenever these animals

are joined for the first time.

It would be an ironic distortion of

our purposes if the existence of en-

dangered animals in zoos were used

as an excuse to diminish the support

needed to preserve their wild popu-

lations. But the zoo does seem an ap-

propriate center for the promotion

of conservation efforts. Until re-

cently, "zoo" was a bad word to

many conservationists, perhaps be-

cause of the feelings of some that

zoos contribute to the decimation of

wildlife or that confining an animal

is cruel. Insofar as I can determine,

zoos have not been a significant fac-

tor in the reduction of any wild spe-

cies with the possible exception of

the orang-utan. But even the orang

suffered far more from hunting,

habitat destruction, and collecting

for pets, circuses, and special scien-

tific purposes than from zoo collect-

ing. Nevertheless, the American As-

sociation of Zoological Parks and

Aquariums became so concerned

over the deteriorating condition of

the orang-utan population that in

1962 they began self-imposed boy-

cotts of the big primate. An AAZPA
committee, headed by John Perry of

Washington's National Zoo, watches

over the trade and attempts to head

off improper importations. The Wild

Animal Propagation Trust has set up

another committee, composed of zoo

administrators, that strives to in-

crease captive breeding of orangs.

Males of proved potency are now

shipped around the country to for-

mally arranged assignations with

ladies of their kind in one zoo after

another. The zoo association has also

voted boycotts of other species that, it

is felt, zoo collecting might endanger.

However, the zoo trade is but a

fraction of one per cent of the live

animal business. In 1967, wildlife

importations into the United States

alone (according to a Department

of Interior news release! included

74,304 mammals (of which 62,526

were primates largely for labora-

tory use), 203,189 birds (not in-

cluding canaries, parrots, or para-

keets), 405,134 reptiles, 137,697

amphibians, and 27,759,332 fish. By

contrast, the total number of all the

vertebrates in all the zoos in the

world is approximately 500,000 and

many of these are captive bred.

If it is contended that any con-

finement or restriction of freedom
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is cruel, then zoos ma)^ be justly

condemned. But in a similar way
schools, church classes, social strati-

fication, and lack of money are also

cruel. It seems to me that captive

exhibition per se is not cruel, but that

poor captive exhibition may be. It

would be as foolish to deny that there

are poor zoo exhibits, ill-suited to

the needs of their subjects and those

of their viewers, as it would be to

deny that there are poor schools, hos-

pitals, and churches. Every zoo in

the world has bad cages, but there is

also an increasing and continuing

effort to improve them.

Poor exhibition of captive animals

is very difficult to define, for there

are so many specialized creatures

with so many different requirements.

Further, the human concept of cru-

elty is sufficiently ambivalent as to

defy rational description. I happen

to be especially interested in frogs.

but no matter how badly they are

cared for in pet shops or zoos, I have

never heard anyone complain about

their treatment. One must not beat

a dog, a cat, or a horse, but we com-

plain relatively little about the com-

parable (if necessary) stress wild

monkeys or rats receive in the nor-

mal course of laboratory study. We
complain about a zoo birdcage as

being too small to allow its occupants

to migrate, then go home and whis-

per sweet nothings to our pet par-

rots or myna birds confined in cages

where they can scarcely open their

wings. No one thinks anything of

allowing some freshly caught bass

or trout to flop its life out on the

bank or in the creel, but both the

local police and fire departments

will respond to a call to rescue a

bird-hunting cat stuck in a tree. If

zoos were to provide whole car-

casses for their big cats and eagles

to feed upon, someone would prob-

ably stop to complain about this im-

plied cruelty on his way to pick up
a steak at the butcher shop.

Dacca, the Bronx Zoo's famous
tigress, was bred in the zoo, lived

there for 20 years while producing

32 fine cubs, and spent her entire

life in an indoor cage that meas-
ured 15 by 16 feet and an outdoor

cage approximately 20 by 25 feet.

Frankly, I think these cages are too

small, too homogenous, and too un-
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attractive to be good exhibition from

the standpoint of animal well-being

or visitor enjoyment and education.

But Dacca's good temperament, near

world-record longevity, and mar-

velous breeding record, as well as her

large following among zoogoers and

staff members, belies my opinion.

Her cage w as larger than many other

tiger cages, where big cats have also

done well and smaller than many
where tigers have done less well.

Few people realize that the expres-

sion "free as a bird" is generally a

misnomer. For wild creatures are

captives of their requirements, their

adaptations, and their environment.

In the wild, a prairie chicken needs

prairie or something very close to it.

He is limited there by his food and

nesting requirements and by his

specialized defenses against preda-

tors. When his prairie "cage" is de-

stroyed, he dies out with it whether

or not a hunter ever fires a shot at

him. It is curious that no one ever

thinks of habitat destruction in

terms of cruelty to animals.

When wild animals breed consist-

ently, rear their young, and attain

good longevity, I think we may infer

that their confinement, even though

it may not meet our anthropomor-

phic precepts of optimum space, sun-

shine, or opportunity to chase and
kill prey, is not cruel. However,

there are numbers of local and road-

side menageries, pet shops, and ani-

mal-dealer compounds where ani-

mals are so crowded, so poorly

housed, or so badly cared for that

captivity is ever afterward associ-

ated in the viewer's mind with cru-

elty. National laws and standards

must be promulgated to eliminate

this wild animal suffering. It is dis-

graceful that a people that lavishes

so much attention upon the well-

being of dogs and cats, pays so little

to the plight of delicate wild ani-

mals. In good zoos, captivity is rarely

cruel even if not ideal.

The zoo profession seems to be

growing constantly more critical of

its own past efforts in exhibition and
animal maintenance. Until recently,

many zoos competed in a sort of

species race, each foolishly attempt-

ing to have more kinds of "mug-
wumps" or "fiddlesaurs" than their

competitors. The large number of

cages dictated that each enclosure be



small. Often only one representa-

tive of a species was shown so that

more room could be made for show-

ing more species. Social groups and

mixed displays, except among hoofed

animals, were not common. The zoo

merely tried to show its visitors what

kinds of animals there were rather

than demonstrate where or how they

live. Relatively few animals were

bred. I have been told that at least

one of my predecessors thought

breeding animals in a zoo a little bit

questionable if not indecent.

Attempts at providing "natural

habitat" exhibits, using a simulated

section of some portion of the ani-

mals' home area, are still relatively

rare—and for a good reason. Imagine
trying to prepare a museum-type
habitat for a living family of goril-

las. Live plants and trees and any-

The modern walk-in aviary at

Washington's National Zoological

Park is among the newer structures

being used in zoos. European

ivisent, left, are displayed in

a natural habitat in East Berlin.

thing else that could be destroyed

would be out of the question. This

helps explain why we often house

such animals in tile-walled cages

that look like giant bathrooms.

If a zoo animal is to be seen,

there must be some restrictions on

display space, especially if its light-

ing, temperature, and humidity

must be controlled. And, like man,

wild creatures are subject to myriad

diseases. Sanitation is a necessity;

cages must be cleanable. Yet the

"lavatory type" of exhibit so dis-

torts the impression of the animal,

its adaptations, and its place in na-

ture that it proves unfair to the zoo-

goer. A group of gorillas sitting in

one of these tile-walled monstrosities

is scarcely more meaningful, as a

wild animal exhibit, than a picture

window on a community privy, and
gives a poor idea of what a gorilla

looks like in the wild. The animal

should be seen, if possible, against a

suggestion of the forest to which

evolution has adapted him, not disen-

franchised in tile and concrete.

Recent developments at Tucson's

Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum and

at the Bronx Zoo show that inde-

structible, cleanable, and realistic

zoo habitats are within reach. A
fiberglass jungle-floor exhibit in the

Bronx Zoo's monkey house has with-

stood the wear and tear of a large and

prolific family of mandrill baboons

for more than three years. Although

the cage is too small to be ideal, its

fiberglass trees and simulated lichen-

covered rocks give a far more mean-

ingful view of the baboon than a

tile-wall cage could ever essay. In

bird and reptile exhibits, live plants

and even open-fronted displays and

"walk-in" cages are increasingly bet-

ter employed in several zoos. The

Bronx Zoo's aquatic bird exhibit has

four open-fronted displays where

only low railings separate viewer

and viewee. The birds seem to know
that the best place to be is in their

exhibit where there are plants, water,

and food and which is usually kept

lighter than the public space. Be-

cause some of the zoo's less disci-

plined visitors might get the same

idea, closed-circuit TV monitors

viewers at such installations.

Traditional presentations of ani-

mals, in related groups, are now
being supplemented by thematic

presentations embracing ecology,

zoogeography, and even animal be-

havior. A fine example of an innova-

tion in behavioral exhibits is found

in recent zoo expositions of nocturnal

animals. Until 1960, when the Bronx

Zoo's Joseph Davis began experi-

menting with red light, few zoos had

attempted to solve the problem of

exhibiting that great proportion of

the world's mammals that sleep all

day and become active at night. Gen-

erally such animals as bush babies

and flying squirrels were seen only

as lumps of unmoving fur that evi-

dently lacked habits and even faces.

But by brightly lighting these ex-

hibits with white light at night and
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with red light during the zoo visit-

ing da)% the activity cycles of these

creatures were successfully reversed.

It is a pleasure to look at a bush baby

actively looking back in many zoos

today. In the spring the Bronx Zoo

will open a whole new building, en-

titled the World of Darkness, based

upon this activity reversal scheme.

The actual management of wild

animals in zoos is undergoing in-

tense study, as is their exhibition.

The bond iDetween the animal keeper

and his charge is an especially im-

portant one. Effects of reduced be-

havioral opportunities in captive

animals and the importance of so-

ciality are also receiving special at-

tention. The need to maintain ani-

mals in groups is underlined by

many little-understood observations

:

that cows and chickens in groups

eat more than they do as individ-

uals; that tadpoles whose tails have

been amputated regenerate them

more rapidly when in a group; that

some animals, when reared together,

may be slow to breed. Sophisticated

curators are now exploring the

problems incurred by groupings of

species whose innate patterns of

dominance and aggression are not

accommodated in a traditional ex-

hibit. We have learned that species

reproductively dependent upon in-

nate and complex courtship pro-

grams cannot be expected to repro-

duce consistently in captive habitats

that do not provide the special tools

and environmental cues necessary

for their breeding behavior. We are

attempting to remedy these situa-

tions. A bird that needs a vertical

twig for a particular part of his

courtship, a mammal that needs a

scent post and a burrow, or a rep-

tile that requires cyclical temperature

change are more likely to reproduce

when the proper ecological furniture

is provided.

Captive propagation of many spe-

cies is now so routine that there may

soon be no way to dispose of the

progeny. Many zoos have stopped

maintaining pairs of hippopotamuses

for this reason. Lions and some spe-

cies of deer and antelope are be-

ginning to reproduce so freely in

captivity that they have become

giveaways in some collections.

The food of wild animals in cap-

tivity has also received a great deal
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At right, Kodiak bears are notv

contained ivithin barless enclosures

at the Bronx Zoo. Traditional bear

cas.es are shoivn above.

of attention. Complex formulas-

based upon information available

for domestic livestock, modified on

the basis of our understanding of

the animal's wild diet, and then

tested by trial and error—have been

developed, which appear satisfac-

tory for most zoo animals. Less

emphasis is being placed upon forc-

ing the animal to adapt to zoo con-

ditions and more upon adapting the

conditions to the animals.

Although space limitations are

ever present in the zoo picture, many
animals react to their enclosures as

places of security to which they will

willingly return when they have

been properly cared for. When I was

with the St. Louis Zoo, three goose-

sized horned screamers grew new
feathers on their clipped wings, flew

off, and soared over the zoo each

day about noon for nearly two weeks.

It was only when they made the

error of returning to their enclosure

while a keeper was looking for them
that it was realized they were work-

ing for the zoo only on a part-time

basis. When a storm blew out a large

glass window in an exhibit housing a

pair of Himalayan red-billed blue

magpies at the Bronx Zoo, the

frightened birds flew out and dis-

appeared. The following day when
the winds had died down, they were
back in their cage, and the extent

of their travels between times is still

unknown.



The need for added knowledge of

the wild-animal world, combined

with the availability of wild animals

in cit)' zoos near universities and

research centers, points to the zoo's

developing role in research. Al-

though surgical manipulation of

these animals is rarely practiced,

behavioral observation and experi-

mentation can be accomplished with

unparalleled intimacy. Major re-

search efforts now under way in sev-

eral American and European zoos

and aquariums, including those in

San Diego, London, Washington,

Frankfurt, Philadelphia, and in New
York, the Aquarium and Bronx Zoo,

are proving especially useful as a

supplement to field work. It is much
easier and more tactful to determine

a tiger's gestation period in the zoo

than in the wild. Comparative

studies are also appropriate. How
else could an investigator interested

in large, flightless birds compare the

emus and cassowaries of Australia

and New Guinea, Africa's ostriches,

and South America's rheas in anv

direct way? Although the develop-

ment of research programs has

lagged in many zoos, it seems safe

to predict that zoo research efforts

will become at least as significant as

their programs in conservation and

education.

Zoos are symbolic outposts of

living wildlife; they lend an urgency

and reality to efforts to preserve

the quality of our environment at a

time when its destruction—through

overpopulation, exploitation, and

pollution—is finally in sight. If noth-

ing else, they will insure that at least

as many people see elephants and

whooping cranes as Rembrandts.
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Photographs by LEE BOLTIN

COLORS FROM THE
The dullest valley or barest mountaintop may conceal beneath its surface

minerals of exotic color and sculptured form. Created by events spanning billions of years

of geologic history, the briUiantly hued specimens on these pages are only a sampling

of the 2,000 or so mineral species that make up the earth's crust.

Ever since the earth was born from the dust and gas of space, minerals have been forming.

Some occurred when magma cooled under varying conditions; others resulted from

huge uplifts and faults in our ever-changing rocky crust. Later, rains and other

erosive forces laid down layers of sediment that compressed over the centuries under

unimaginable pressure, adding to the great variety of the earth's mineral wealth.

Perhaps the most extraordinary result of these mineral-forming processes is esthetic

—

the natural beauty of mineral colors, represented here in a selection of photographs

from The Mineral Kingdom, by Paul Desautels. The seemingly infinite combinations may confuse

the amateur collector. Color is sometimes useful in identifying minerals, but it can by no

means be depended on, for nature often imparts a different hue to various specimens of the

same mineral. Impurities also play some deceiving tricks. The common mineral

quartz, for example, is transparent and colorless in its pure state. But its numerous

varieties range from grains of sand on ocean beaches, to the valuable purple amethyst, to the

beautiful, milk-colored, baroque formation on the facing page. This is an agate from Mexico,

an extremely fine-grained quartz. Its engaging form and the clarity and vibrance of its

color are typical of the valued specimens that inspire mineralogist and layman alike.

UNDERGROUND
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Three phenomena—fnchision, iridescence, and twinning—are shown bek

at left, sand inchisions in azurite; directly below, iridescence in a fossil sh

and at bottom, twinned tetrahedrite with chalcopyr

Looking like landscape paintings, the specimens on the facing pi

are actually fine-grained minerals M'hose patterns are caused by impurii

trapped during formation. Top, a polished sample of jasper from Oreg
Bottom, sedimentary agate from Arizon
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Slender, radiating crystals of millerite in iron ore, below, from defunct

iron mine in Antwerp, New York. Other minerals shown here

are gems—minerals that combine beauty, rarity, and durability.

Amethyst crystals at right are in an agate-rimmed geode from Rio Grande do Sul,

Brazil- At far right, gem tourmaline from Minas Gerais, Brazil-

At bottom, precious opal, although not as durable as most gemstones,

is a favorite because of its lustrous play of colors.
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Agates, below left, are formed by the seepage of ground water

through rock cavities. Another product of the interaction of water and rock

is the stalactite; directly below, rhodochrosite stalactites

from Argentina have been cross-sectioned. At bottom, coral replacec

by chalcedony (a process identical to the replacement

of wood by jasper in petrified wood). On facing page, fine needles cast

a soft glow in sample of wavellite from Germany.
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LIFE IIM A

HOT-WATER BASIN
Since the hot springs at Yellow-

;one National Park are fed by water

rom deep in the earth, they do not

;op flowing when winter comes: in

ict. their water temperatures re-

lain constant throughout the year.

!ven the temperatures of their out-

low channels do not drop greatly

n winter. Consequently, each steam

ent and spring is clearly reyealed

)y its long plume of steam that rises

hrough the cold, crisp air and is

iharply outlined against the blue sky.

After doing biological research at

Ifellowstone for a number of sum-

ners, we were able to spend some

ime there in the winter. Transporta-

tion problems formerly could haye

been a drawback. But with modern

snow yehicles, it ^vas easy to trayel

from our laboratory in town to the

geyser basins to search for the life

forms that inhabit this hot spring

environment.

Such a situation is rife -ivith in-

formation for the ecology-minded

biologist. The hot water of the ther-

mal areas creates a whole range of

tropical and supertropical environ-

ments. Each hot spring—che spring

itself and its immediate area—con-

stitutes a little island where life is

not dormant even though it is closely

surrounded by the cold and snow of

a Rocky Mountain winter. Indeed,

we have found that in several aspects

the springs are richer '.vith life in

winter than in summer.

But, winter or summer, life at the

hot springs shows extraordinary ca-

pabilities. Some bacteria, for exam-

ple, thrive here in boiling water. On
the other hand, there is the ephydrid

flv that wears an air bubble to keep

it dry and presumablv cool when it

walks completely under\vater to feed

on the matlike growth of algae and

bacteria in the effluent channels.

Then too. there is the range of bril-

liant, changing colors provided bv

these microorganisms.

The colors vary with the type of

organic growth favored under differ-

ing conditions: depth of water, its

temperature, and the season itself.

As we will see later, these variables

explain why the striking yellows

and oranges, seen under some con-

ditions of temperature and light,

deepen under other conditions to

the dark green that shows algae are

now monopolizing the \asible color

Avith their distinctive pigments,

chlorophyll and phycocyanin.

N owhere else in the world are hot

springs so predominant as at \ ellow-

stone. Gevsers, such as Old Faithful,

account for only a small fraction of

tlie park's attractions; there are

more than 10,000 hot springs, steam

vents, mud pots, and other thermal

features. Moreover. \ ellowstone is

unique, as its hot springs are virtu-

ally free from human disturbance.

There are many reasons why a

biologist might wish to study life

in hot springs, aside from a natural

interest in the peculiar and unusual.

Most of the earth's surface has a low

temperature, the worldwide average

being 12°C. (54^F. i. Yet. geolo-

gists and astronomers tell us that at

one time it was much hotter. Did life

exist in those much hotter times?

The presence of organisms in hot

springs today tells us that, at least

in principle, life was possible in

earlier times. The evolutionist has

always been interested in life in ex-

treme environments, because the

success of organisms in such envi-

ronments reveals the degree to which

evolution can be pushed.

Also, the springs contribute to

research in modern ecolog)'. They

provide admirable ecosystems for

study because at higher tempera-

tures the variety of species is greatly

reduced; and in the most extreme

environments, an ecological investi-

gation is frequently simplified by

the presence of only one kind of or-

ganism. With fewer species, it is

easier to define clearly the nature of

competition and co-operation be-

tween organisms: easier also to dis-

cern aspects of the food web. In ad-

dition, the relative constancy of the

springs eliminates the need to make
allowances for the large, seasonal

environmental changes that compli-

cate the picture in most other

habitats.

Let us concentrate on a single,

flowing hot spring, such as is found

in Yellowstone Parks main geyser

basins. The temperature of the

source of our tjpical spring may be

between 92° and 93° C. (about

200° F.I, the temperature at which

water boils at the altitude of \ ellow-

stone. The outflow from this spring

is often confined to a single channel,

perhaps two to three feet wide and

six inches deep. As the effluent moves

away from the source, it cools. If the

flow rate and temperature of the

source remain constant, the tempera-

ture at a given location along the out-

fl.ow channel will also remain rela-

tivelv constant, being affected only

in a minor ivay bv weather.

Living organisms develop along

the bottom of this channel. Since all

of them are exposed to the same

amount of sunlight and to water of

the same chemical composition, the

principle variable is temperature.

Thus. ^\e have an outdoor laboratory

where we can study the biological

and biochemical characteristics of

various organisms at different tem-

peratures.

If we examine the organisms col-

lected from the channel of our typi-

cal hot spring, we can discern t\vo

patterns of species composition. The

HOT SPRINGS IIM ATYPICAL GEYSER AREA AT YELLOWSTONE PARK
CORRESPOND TO SIUALL ISLANDS THAT PROVIDE INTRIGtING LIFE

FORMS WITH A RANGE OF TROPICAL EMVIROMIVIENTS, EVEN IN THE

WINTER SEASON. BY THOMAS D. AND M. LOUISE BROCK
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first pattern is that of the highest

temperatures at which we find vari-

ous taxonomic groups of organisms.

These upper thermal limits, as we

observe them in Yellowstone or as

they are reported by others, are

shown on the opposite page.

From this illustration we can see

that there are distinct upper temper-

ature limits for the different groups,

and that the simpler organisms can

gro^v at higher temperatures than the

more complex organisms.

One of the discoveries most sur-

prising to us is the presence and ac-

tive growtli of bacteria in boiling

ivater. At first it was hard to believe

that the bacteria we saw were really

growing: the highest temperatures

at which bacteria had previously

been reported to gro^^' were in the

70°C. range ( 160° F. ) . Our recent re-

search has sho^\n that not only

are these bacteria growing there but

that the growth rates are surpris-

ingly fast. Using a simple technique

that we devised for measuring

growth rates of microorganisms di-

rectly in nature, we have determined

that it takes between three and ten

hours for a bacterial cell to increase

in size and divide into two cells, de-

pending on which hot spring we
^^ere studying.

The blue-green algae demon-

strated especially ^vell the existence

of an upper thermal limit for a

taxonomic group. Since these or-

ganisms are strongly pigmented,

their position in the effluent chan-



nels is easily seen. In many such

channels the area covered by algae

takes the shape of a characteristic V,

its edges delineating the maximum
temperature at which the organisms

can grow, 73°-75°C. (163°-f67°F.)

.

The V results because the water is

hotter in the center of the channel

than at the sides. Such a V for the

algae is shown best at springs in

which a relatively constant flow rate

and temperature maintain a stable

temperature gradient.

The second general pattern dis-

cerned when organisms from differ-

ent temperatures along the gradient

are examined is the diversity that

exists within a single taxonomic

group. Usually only a single species

is present at the upper thermal limit

for a group of closely related spe-

cies. As temperature drops, more

species can develop; this diversity

reaches a peak, then declines as the

water becomes cooler. This means

that the single species found at the

^n ivinter: White Dome Geyser, top,

iominates its thermal area;

Mushroom Spring, left, is used

'^y a multitude of life forms;

beloiv, characteristic ^-formation
)/ algae groivs in overfloiv

itream from Columbia Spring.

upper thermal limit has no compe-
tition from closely related forms. Is

it possible that this species is not

really optimally adapted to its

habitat but is able to colonize this

niche only because no other organ-

isms can replace it?

We examined this question of

adaptation by using blue-green algae

found at the upper thermal limit and

studying the effect of temperature on

their rate of photosynthesis as meas-

ured with radioactive carbon diox-

ide. The answer was clear-cut. The
algal species at the upper thermal

limit was indeed optimally adapted

to the temperature at which it was

found; it photosynthesized less well

at temperatures either above or be-

low that point. In fact, the algal spe-

cies at various temperatures down
the thermal gradient were all op-

timally adapted to the temperatures

at which they were found. These re-

sults and others show that an equilib-

rium develops along the effluent

channel; the algae and other organ-

isms at each place being those best

adapted to the temperature there.

One of the most striking aspects

of such a channel is the variation of

brilliant colors imparted to it by the

microorganisms. We have already

noted that the colors vary with the

season of the year, the depth of

water in the channel, and the tem-

perature of the water. We are often

asked for more details about the

color changes.

First, any colors we see are the

result of two things: the kinds of

pigments and their relative concen-

trations. Imparting color to the blue-

green algae are at least three kinds

of pigments: chlorophyll, phycocya-

nin, and carotenoids. Chlorophyll, of

course, is green; phycocyanin, re-

lated to some of the chemicals found

in animal bile, is blue; and carot-

enoids, which are similar to the pig-

ment in carrots, are yellow or orange.

The chlorophyll and phycocyanin

content of algae is affected greatly

by the intensity of sunlight. This

content decreases in bright light and

increases in dim light. The carot-

enoid content, however, is not greatly

affected by light intensity.

The color of the algae at the

upper temperature limit is usually

yellow or orange. This is due to two

factors: (1) at these high tempera-

tures, because the development of

algae is very sparse, they form mats

that are thin and absorb very little

light; (2) in the intense sunlight at

the altitude of Yellowstone, the algae

reduce their chlorophyll and phyco-

cyanin content to a low level, so that

the carotenoids predominate.

Farther along the channel, where

the water temperature is lower, the

algae are able to grow better and

form thicker mats. In such mats the

UPPER THERMAL LIMITS FOR FOUR TYPICAL ORGANISMS
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algal cells underneath are shaded by

those on the surface. Since they re-

ceive less light, they produce more

chlorophyll and phycocyanin. Thus

the color of the mat deepens and be-

comes greener. But farther down in

these thicker mats, where light does

not penetrate, the algae cannot grow

at all. Here only orange-colored

bacteria can grow. Thus the green

surface layer is underlaid by an

orange layer, and the net effect is a

greenish-orange color. The color re-

sponse to changing light intensities

is rapid. If a series of cloudy days

occurs during midsummer, the algae

will become noticeably darker green,

because of the increased chlorophyll

and phycocyanin.

Seasonal changes must also be

considered. In winter, shorter and

cloudier days predominate, and the

algal mats, even at the upper tem-

peratures, are always dark green.

However, even in the midst of a

Yellowstone winter, there is always

enough Hght to insure algal growth

throughout the whole temperature

range. This contrasts with hot spring

areas in the Arctic, where algae

cannot grow in the winter because of

insufficient light. In Iceland, which

is just below the Arctic Circle, the

light intensity in winter is so low

that the algae cannot grow as fast as

tliey are washed away by the flowing

water, and they disappear from the

hot springs. When spring arrives,

they begin to recolonize their habi-

tats, and by June the algal mats are

completely restored, only to disap-

pear again the following winter. We
have duplicated Icelandic conditions

in Yellowstone by covering sections

of the algal mat with black covers.

Within two to three weeks the algae

have virtually disappeared from the

covered areas. If the cover is then

removed, the algae return to essen-

tially normal in about two months.

The ability of hot spring algae to

adapt to changing conditions is seen

even more dramatically after a nat-

ural catastrophe has eliminated

them from a very large area. At a

spring that we have been studying

intensively for three years a violent

hailstorm completely stripped away
the algae in the upper temperature
range. Within a week there was
visible algal growth, and within a

month about half of the equilibrium

SO

concentration of algae had returned.

Within five months everything was

back to normal. If we had not actu-

ally seen the effects of the hailstorm,

we would not have known it had

happened.

These observations show the im-

mense capacity the algal ecosystems

have for repairing themselves. Such

repair mechanisms are occurring all

the time to counteract minor dam-

ages. Buffalo and elk frequently

cross the thermal areas and their

hooves cause destruction of the algal

mats. The footprints the)^ leave do

not remain long before new growth

has obliterated them.

The animals seen living in the

hot springs at temperatures below

50°C. (122°F.I include protozoans,

arthropods, nematodes, crustaceans,

and mollusks. but the most common
and most obvious are flies of the

family Ephydridae. These flies are

found in hot springs throughout the

world. Even a hot spring at 15.000

feet in the Himalayas is reported to

have them. That they eat hot spring

Variety of tvarmth lovers:

buffalo enjoys the

steamy waters; the ephydrid

flies feed on algae and,

belotv, use algal mats

for incubating eggs; a vascular

plant, right, floivers in

the ivarm, humid microclimate.

algae was suggested by the Danisl

zoologist Tuxen, who studied insects

in Iceland's hot springs.

We have confirmed and extended

Tuxen's observations. By dissecting

ephydrid larvae and adults,

showed that their intestinal tracts

were full of hot spring microorgan

isms, and a microscopic examination

of both larval and adult excrement

revealed it was composed mostly of

'

algal remains. We have also shown

directly by radioactive-tagging

periments that the larval and adult

forms eat algae and bacteria.

There are a number of species of



)hydrid flies, many of which are

isociated with extreme environ-

ents. The fly found in such large

asses at Great Salt Lake is a spe-

cs of the genus Ephydra, whereas

lother genus, Psilopa, is found at

troleum pools. The ephydrid fly

udied by Tu.xen in Iceland was of

e genus Scatella. \ ellowstone has

iveral species of ephydrids. and al-

lough all inhabit hot springs, each

is a different kind of habitat. One

\f,
Paracoenia turbida, is found pri-

larily in alkaline hot springs where

liirly good water flow favors the

evelopment of very thick algal mats.

When laying eggs, this species pokes

them down into the mat, so that only

the tail of the egg can be seen on the

surface. White larvae hatch from
the white eggs and feed voraciously

on the mat, into which they burrow
deeply. Thev usuallv pupate near the

bottom of the mat. The time for the

complete developmental cycle, from

egg to adult, is less than two weeks.

The other species ive have studied

in Yellowstone is Ephydra brusei.

This species is found primarily at

alkaline springs where the outflow

leaves through broad, thin channels.

In such channels, the algal mat is

^mr-

thinner and harder, lacking the soft,

spongy texture of the mat where

Paracoenia lives. At a temperature

of about 25°C. (77°F.) E. brusei

lavs pink eggs just above the water

surface on tivigs, pieces of rock, or

portions of uplifted mat. usually in

areas where moisture is actively con-

densing and the humidity is high.

The eggs of this species do not have

tails, but the larvae have appendages

called prolegs. which make it easy for

the newly hatched larvae to creep off

the exposed surface and onto the

algal mat.

Interestingly, the pink eggs of

E. brusei and the large clusters of

these flies at egg-laying times are

more commonly seen at the springs

in winter than summer. We think this

is because E. brusei lays eggs only

in a habitat where steam is continu-

ally condensing. In winter, the cold

temperatures ensure good steam con-

densation, whereas in the summer,

moisture evaporates quicklv in the

warm, dry air. In contrast, P. tur-

bida, ivhich pokes its eggs into an al-

gal mat saturated with ivater, lays

eggs throughout the year and is just

as common in summer as winter.

One of the interesting features of

ephvdrid behavior is how closelv the

flies remain associated with the sur-

face of the hot spring areas. If a

swarm of flies is disturbed, they rise

only a few inches, then quickly de-

scend again. Thus the investigator

working near a swarm of them is

never troubled with flies lighting on

him. It is fascinating to watch an

adult ephvdrid. kept dry by its air

bubble, go underwater to feed on an

algal colony. Possibly the bubble

also provides insulation, permitting

the fly to feed in water somewhat

hotter than it could otherwise toler-

ate. Even when they are not totally

immersed, the adult flies can often

be seen walking about and feeding

on surfaces hotter than they can en-

dure in an immature stage: appar-

entlv this is because such a small por-

tion of the adult fly is in contact with

the hot area. Although the tempera-

ture of the surface ivater may be

high, the temperature of the air

above it, surrounding the fly, is

much cooler.

A varietv of animals prey on or

parasitize the ephydrid flies. Among
them are flies of the familv Dolicho-

podidae, found most commonly on

the mats that contain P. turbida:

there they can be seen puIHng up

and eating the eggs and larvae. Al-

though the dohchopodid flies prob-

ably do not eat adult ephydrids.

there are a number of other preda-

tors that do.

Spiders are very common at the

edges of the hot springs, and we
have often seen them scamper out

onto the mat, catch an adult ephyd-

rid, and run back to the shore and

eat it. Spiders also construct webs

across those hot spring channels that

have high banks; ephydrid flies could

easilv become trapped in these webs.

Another predator seen frequently

around the hot springs is the dragon-

'^^J^" Jk.-* ^^



fly, which patrols the banks of efflu-

ent channels and even flies across

hot, steaming pools. Occasionally

one descends too close to the surface

of a hot pool, becomes wetted, and

dies almost instantly.

Of the larger predators on hot

spring insects, the most common is

ihe killdeer, a bird that lays its eggs

on the gravel-like soil in the vicinity

of hot springs. Virtually every ther-

mal area of Yellowstone has its com-

plement of killdeer. and we have

frequently seen them catching and

eating insects while walking on the

algal mats in areas of relatively

cooler water.

Finally, the ephydrids are exten-

sively parasitized by red aquatic

mites, probably of the genus Part-

iiuniella. The larval form of this

mite is seen on most of the adult

ephydrid and dolichopodid flies.

When a fly alights, a mite larva can

quickly attach to it. and move around
until it reaches its favored spot,

somewhere on the thorax. After en-

gorging, it drops off into the water,

where it changes into an adult. The
red mite is also a predator of the

pink eggs of E. brusei.

The banks of the hot spring chan-

nels also provide a habitat in which
certain higher plants grow luxuri-

antly. The most common is the beau-
tiful, yellow-flowered Mimulus gut-

talus var. thermalis, or monkev
flower. At Yellowstone this plant is

found exclusively in thermal areas,

growing, not in the waters, but on
the moist, steam-bathed banks. Snow
does not accumulate along the edges
of the hot spring channels, and the

monkey flower finds the warm, hu-
mid microclimate of the banks an
excellent year-round habitat.

This plant is especially interest-

ing because, unlike most perennial
plants in temperate regions, it

grows throughout the \\inter. How-
ever, the winter growth is a low,

compact rosette form that undergoes
reproduction by the runner method.
In early spring, the low rosette

changes to a longer-stemmed form:
it is in this form that flowering oc-

curs. Flowering is profuse by late

May and continues through the sum-
mer. We assume that the rosette form
is a necessary adaptation to the
warm winter microclimate that ex-
tends only a few inches above the
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Yelloivstone: undefiled

landscape, left, shows steam

rising in a thermal basin

from various active sources

such as the one beloiv.

ground. In the spring and early sum-

mer, when the weather is warmer,

the plant can extend its stems and
leaves higher into the air. and flow-

ering can then occur.

Among the few other vascular

plants found around hot springs are

the grass Panicum therrnale and the

common cattail. Typha latijolia. At
temperatures above 40°C. (104°F.I

vascular plants are virtually non-

existent. This temperature seems to

be the upper limit at which they can

continuously reproduce.

There is much more we would like

to learn. The upper temperature for

life as we know it. flora or fauna, has

not yet been defined. The microor-

ganisms we find at hot springs-

are they relicts of primordial

forms of life? Such fascinating

challenges require satisfactory field

conditions for proper research.

Happily, no swimming pools, health

spas, or inhalatoriums exist at Yel-

lowstone to capture and alter the

flow of its hot springs, no geothermal

power plants have been constructed

to harness the enormous under-

ground thermal energy. And. if we
can trust the American people, we
anticipate that no such disturbances

will occur in the future.
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OUR GALACTIC MAGNET Eleven years after

the technique was first suggested, a radio astronomer

has succeeded in measuring the intersteller magnetic

field in our own Milky Way Galaxy. The force is 50,000

times weaker than the earth's familiar magnetic field that

orients our compasses, but still strong enough to play an

important role in the dynamics of our 100-billion-star

home.

Polarization of radio and light waves from distant

stars led astronomers to conclude years ago that the

intersteller magnetic field existed. Measuring it was an-

other matter. At the National Radio Astronomy Observ-

atory in Green Bank, West Virginia, Gerrit L. Verschuur

has now succeeded by using the Zeeman effect.

Peter Zeeman was a Dutch physicist who first noticed

that the spectral lines at a given wavelength of radio or

light waves were split into several components by a

magnetic field. The severity of splitting gives the

strength of the magnetic field.

Verschuur reported in Physical Review Letters that

he found the greatest strength in the Perseus spiral arm

of our Galaxy in the direction of the radio source Cas-

siopeia A. No magnetic fields of this strength have been

found nearer to us, not even in our own '"local" Orion

arm of the Galaxy. This raises the question, then, is the

galactic magnetic field near the sun very low or that in

the Perseus arm very high ?

Verschuur cites James J. Rickard of the University

of Maryland, who earlier this year wrote in the Astro-

physical Journal that one or more supernovae exploding

less than 30 million years ago in the Perseus arm might

have amplified the existing magnetic field. A search for

Zeeman effects in other parts of the Galaxy should make
it possible to resolve the two alternate theories.

A PECULIAR VARIABLE In the northern
constellation Sagitta (the Arrow), a second-generation

supergiant star appears to be throwing off its second

planetary nebula in 3,000 years. The star has brightened

steadily from about magnitude 13.5 in lo9'* to 9.5 at

present and shows no sign of stopping.

Not until 1955 did photographs reveal that the star,

FG Sagittae, was centered in a faint, nearly circular,

nebulous envelope about 18 seconds of arc across. Now,
analyses of the star's spectra show hot gas flowing out-

ward from the center at some 40 miles a second—too
slow for a nova, but just right to fit present theories of

how planetary nebulae are formed.

In 1961 George H. Herbig of Lick Observatory and
A. A. Boyarchuk, a Soviet astronomer now at the Cri-

mean Astrophysical Observatory in Nauchni, began a
study of this "peculiar" variable. They presented their

findings this year in the Astrophysical Journal.

At the star's estimated distance of 8,000 light-years,

the existing nebula would have reached its present true

size of about six-tenths of a Hghtyear across had it be-
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gun expanding at 40 miles a second 3,000 years ago.

The authors add that if FG Sagittae began throwing

off another shell about 1895, the new nebula should now
have an apparent diameter of eight-tenths of a second of

arc. The brightness of the central star would mask the

surrounding disk on photographs, however, so we will

have to wait many years before knowing for certain if

we have witnessed the birth of a planetary nebula.

MAYA ASTRONOMY In years past, astronomy

has been called upon to explain the Star of Bethlehem

and the geometry of Stonehenge. Now it has been in-

voked to explain the importance of certain dates in the

Maya calendar.

At a meeting of Maya wisemen held at Lake Bacalar,

in what is today eastern Mexico, it was decided that

February 15, 1544, was identical with 11 Chuen 19 Zac,

the date of a mysterious anniversary. But the Maya
never said what the date signified. Charles H. Smiley,

chairman of the astronomy department at Brown Uni-

versity, offers an answer. After ruling out such obvious

events as eclipses. Smiley consulted tables of planetary

positions for the last 2,000 years. He found that on

February 15, 1544, Saturn and Jupiter approached each

other in the sky and, moving in retrograde, remained

almost in conjunction for 60 days.

Reporting in the Journal of the Royal Astronomical

Society of Canada, Smiley also said that in A.D. 93 and

94 Maya astronomers predicted conjunctions of Saturn,

Jupiter, and Mars with the sun—events they could not

have seen.

FOR THE GROUND OBSERVER Plane-
tary astronomers still get the most information per

dollar from ground-based instruments, despite the excit-

ing revelations of space probes. The National Aeronau-

tics and Space Administration (NASA) is the first to

admit this, and last summer paid for a study of what new
instruments were needed to take advantage of new
techniques.

The 17-man panel came up with a list that shows the

revolution in methods occurring in the ancient science.

The group asked for a new 60-inch optical telescope in

the Southern Hemisphere to concenti-ate on planetary

work, but at the top of the list it placed new radio and

radar telescopes and a 120-inch telescope designed to

work in the infrared region of the spectrum. The panel

also urged the development of new detectors for radia-

tion in all regions of the spectrum, from near ultraviolet

to microwave. And more work in laboratory spectros-

copy was recommended to better interpret new data.

Finally the panel suggested a worldwide photograph-

ic patrol of the planets through January 1, 1974; better

measurements of the motions of asteroids and comets;

and greater efforts to recover meteorites and other ex-

traterrestrial material. JOHN P. WiLEY. Jr.
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THE DISCOVERY Ol
* merica's first inhabitants prob-

L ably came over a land bridge

that once connected Siberia with

Alaska, but that is now the waterway
called the Bering Strait. How long

has it been since Jthat emigration to

the Western Hemisphere?
Some archeologists and anthro-

pologists guess that man has now
been in the Americas for the past

30,000 or 40,000 years. This would
put his arrival at about the time that

iCro-MagnoiT'mari ^vas displacing the

^eaiderthals in Europe. But facts

Ri-e, more important, than, gj^esses,

Fand one way to get fcicts is tol'seek

* for: the, oldest fossils and artifacts

that can be reliably dated.

Probably the strongest candidate

that diggers have found so far has

come, this year, from the southeast-

ern corner of the state of Washing-

ton. There, in a small river canyon,

digging crews from Washington

State University have found skulls

and other valuable, testimonials to

the existence of the American no-

mad, Marmes Man. The expedition

leaders, geologist Roald Fryxell and

archeologist Richard Daugherty, ex-

pect completion of carbon-dating

examinations to confirm that this

prehistoric hunter was on the Amer-

ican scene between 11,000 and

13,000 years ago. This would make

his skeletal remains the earliest re-

liably dated ones in North America,

and perhaps contemporaneous with

the last stages of the Ice Age.

The finds, along the Palouse

River near its juncture with the

Snake, began last April and have

been undergoing dating tests at

WSU's Laboratory of Anthropology,

Pullman, Washington. They came as

unexpected reinforcement of previ-

ous evidence (Natural History,

February, 1967: "Cave Life on the

Palouse") found in a wide, shallow-

cave that diggers named Marmes

rock shelter after Roland Marmes,
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lARMESMAN
owner of the property. The earlier

work, spanning several years, was

concentrated at the rock shelter and

showed a record of human occupa-

tion going back to nearly 10,000

years ago. The newest evidence was

dug up after a bulldozer stripped the

surface of the river flood plain

below the rock shelter.

Marmes Man is actually more

than one individual. There are three

separate, broken skull caps, includ-

ing that of a young child, together'

with other skeletal material. In addi-

tion, the excavators turned up evi-

dence of a campsite, a probable cre-

mation hearth, and artifacts, includ-

ing fragments from a bone spear-

point, and a delicate one-inch-long

bone needle. The bones of an elk, on

which Marmes Man presumably fed,

show that this animal may have been

from 10 to 20 per cent taller at the

shoulder than the modern elk.

The finds lay sandwiched in time

beneath, and therefore older than, a

thick deposit of rockfall and some

mussel shells; and above, therefore

younger than ancient lake deposits

tentatively estimated to be 13,000

years old.

Such dates do not, of course, indi-

cate when the first men—possibly
hunters—crossed from Asia. But that

ByRUTH KIRK

such descendants as Marmes Man
went on to spread through the

Americas is indicated by the finding

of skulls, perhaps 10,000 years old,

at Tepexpan, Mexico, and Midland,

Texas; skulls about a thousand

years older have been found at the

southernmost tip of South America

-in Chile at the Strait of Magellan.

The importance of the Marmes

finds lies in the abundance of well-

actual age. All told, the Marmes site

has provided skeletal evidence of 23

human burials, ranging from 200

years to more than 11,000 years old

—the longest span of human pres-



ence yet found in the Ne^\- World.

Also important is the association

of these human bones with Lony
material of other creatures. The
fineness of the bone needle, for in-

stance, indicates it was used for

fine stitching and close seams—pos-
sibly for sensing ivaterproof cloth-

ing. Other artifacts made of animal

bone include a variety' of scrapers.

In addition to the bones of an elk,

the excavators recovered bones from
such relatively large animals as deer,

antelope, and coyote or wolf. Butch-

ering marks shoi\- on many of these,

and some had been cracked open,

presumably for the ancient humans
to get at the marrow.

Painstaking efforts ^^ ere taken by
the diggers to insure that nothing of

value is-ould be overlooked. Each
isheelbarrow load of dirt from the

excavation was first shaken through

-!;4-inch-mesh nj'lon screen, then

washed to recover such minute ma-
terial as rodent teeth and bones, tiny

snail shells, and seeds that may in-
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dicate %\hat plants ^larmes Man
used. In this fashion the needle was

discovered—in three separate pieces

that fit together perfecth^.

The probable date for the crema-

tion heartli has been set at from

9.000 to 10.000 years old-as old as

anv such site known in the Americas.

Of their contribution, codirectors

Fryxell and Daugherty say: '"Wliat

^\e have is not only ancient human
bones, but a wealth of information

of what the men ivere like physically,

\\ hat kinds of tools diey made, i\"hat

animals thev hunted, and ^vhat the

environment was like . . . \vhen

Marmes ^lan called tliis area home."



At left: assembled from three pieces, the bone needle (shown below a

modern steel one) demonstrates Mamies Mans delicate craftsmanship.

Beloiv: arroiv points to the rock shelter—the cave is in a ivall

of flood-gouged Palouse Canyon, IV2 miles upriver from ivhere the Palouse

runs into the larger Snake River (map shoivs their confluence)

.

Bottom: a student ivorker screens diggings beside Marmes

rock shelter while others ivork beloiv. Far left: these fragments

of Marmes I skull are from an adult about 20 years old.
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MiiCOlOgy continued from page 16

we'll solve the problems, but it does

mean we stand a fighting chance.

Without it we don't.

Question: Dr. Gates, in establish-

ing or being able to establish the

latitude of environment in which

given animals or species can exist,

has there been any research to es-

tablish the ability of animals to

change and adapt to a new or varied

environment?

Z)r. Gates: This is an interesting

question. It reminds me to say to

you that one of tlie outstanding char-

acteristics of man is his impulsive

nature. He delivers enormous im-

pulses on the environment, on the

surface of the earth, and so the

changes that take place under the

hand of man are far quicker and

far shorter than the whole evo-

lutionary system has ever had to

deal with or respond to. This is

the trouble. Man is changing the

climate, we know tliis. The change is

taking place widiin decades, very

quickly. But the ability of the oceans

to take up COo, or the ability of

other parts of the system to adjust,

is on the order of hundreds of

years or thousands of years. And so

everydiing tliat man does is impul-

sive. Now, your question of the ad-

justment of animals. Animals have

evolved an incredible combination

of features in order to adapt to en-

vironments. Animals, like men, keep

their body temperatures ^vithin very

narrow bounds. We have adapted

b)' putting on clothing, by building

houses. In this way. we've used our

cleverness. And so have many other

so-called homeotherms that have rig-

idly controlled temperatures. They
have burrows in the ground, they

have fur as protective clothing. The
cold-blooded animals, like lizards

and other reptiles, have to utilize

other ways of trying to adjust. A liz-

ard, for instance, can usually with-

stand body temperatures to about

104° F. And so, they have a differ-

ent type of adjustment. Well, from a

behavior standpoint, there are many,

many examples of the wa)' animals

have learned to respond to a system.

And, of course, we do ourselves.

Dr. Holling: The question really

concerns itself with the stability of

natural systems in the degree to

which they can absorb disturbances,

and this is really the central ques-

tion that ecologists have been facing.
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do know that, despite the argu-

its for the delicate balance of

lire, natural systems are pro-

ndly resistant to change. They

e exposed to catastrophes, natu-

catastrophes, long before man ap-

red on the scene; and in order

survive these catastrophes, they

eloped mechanisms to stabilize

ir population or their community.

:, we do know that- this resistance

t infinite ; that we can turn a

est into a desert. So the question

mmber of ecologists are asking

AT is what are the properties or

mechanisms in natural assem-

"•es of organisms that account

the degree of stability that they

)W and how does this vary. The

!ite taken, and this is the route a

)up of us are following at the Uni-

•sity of British Columbia, is to try

develop mathematical models that

; fed by an experimental program-

ng of the various processes that

janisms undergo—things like pre-

tion, competition, disease develop-

;nt, dispersal. And ive've devel-

ed these models so that we honor

ree requirements. We require that

3y be general, that they be realistic,

d that they be precise. We've been

ccessful to the point that in preda-

m, for example, ive've been able

develop a generalized model of

edator/prey interaction that, with

Fi aid of the computer, allows us

simulate a variety of conditions,

le computer is essentially a cage

lose inhabitants we can switch

am praying mantids to tigers by

3rely changing numbers. And in

ling this, in generating our simu-

dons, ^ve discover that some in-

raction between predators and

ey begins to oscillate and gradu-

ly go up to infinity or go down to

ro. But, we discover other. simu-

tions, we mimic other situations,

which these oscillations are sta-

lized to produce a system that is

:ry resistant to a disturbance or

evocation. And we began to be

)le to identify the exact causes of

e instability and the mechanisms

at have evolved to tune the systems

the existing conditions. Much of

e instability came because the sys-

ms react to the past. They have a

nd of memory.

The animals that are present at

is moment of time are such because

i a certain evolutionary and genet-

history. The predator that is at-

cking at this moment of time owes
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the vigor of its attack to the num-

ber of meals its had in the last fe^^-

days. The size of the predator at-

tacking at this moment depends

upon the nutritional history it was

exposed, to while growing; it de-

pends upon the nutritional history

of the parents. So, we have those

systems and the organisms within

them continually responding to past

events. The point is the events may
not be appropriate for the condi-

tions of tlie present. And so. we are

getting a sense for the mechanisms

that account for instability and the

counteracting mechanisms tliat have

evolved to produce stabilit\,\ It s this

kind of knowledge that is necessary

when someone suggests ^veather con-

trol through cloud seeding. What
impact is this going to have on the

natural assemblage of animals that

has evolved in the context of quite

a diiferent time? We can begin to

answer this kind of question.

Question: I have a question for

Mr. Harrison. Early in your talk

vou emphasized that the concern of

tliese grants and of the programs

that you support will be man in re-

lation to his environment, concern

for intelligent and conservative ex-

ploitation, and I think it makes a

great deal of sense and is certainly

^vhat the public wants to hear the

Ford Foundation is supporting. Well,

in light of some of your subsequent

remarks on tire kinds of studies that

Dr. Gates emphasized, I wonder
whether there's a broader philosophy

being supported here, something

ishich is really quite difierent. And
that is that man is only part of the

whole ecological system. And that,

in fact, you're just as concerned ivith

other creatures and their preserva-

tion. For example, the whooping
crane for the sake of whooping
cranes. How, in fact, is the Founda-

tion concerned.

Mr. Harrison: Well, Fd have to

give two ans^\ ers to that. One is kind

of an ethical ansiver. I personally feel

strongly that man shouldn't be so

arrogant that he feels that all other

creatures must live only by his suf-

ferance, but this is not the larger

answer. The more significant answer

is that we are convinced that man is

in fact dependent on these existences,

and that if he destroys them, he is

going to destroy himself. So tliat you
can look at it from either point of

\ie.\\\ We can only guess that there's

some kind of ethical system that en-
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lies other creatures, as well as cur-

ves, to an existence, but we do

ow. and this is abundantly illus-

ited, that our own dependence is

ry real. Now. you can find some

r-out examples, and maybe the

looping crane is one. I don't know
any immediate economic advan-

ces to man of preserving the

looping crane, but I do kno^v that

le of the reasons the whooping

ane is disappearing is because the

vironment, by man's action, has

^en homogenized in a way and

at this is not only destructive of

e whooping crane but probably

:structive of a variety of the

iman life. This is a direct human
ncern.

Question: Dr. Gates, you nien-

Dned being able to predict a few

the climatic niches for some ani-

als. How about a couple of "for

stances"?

Dr. Gates: O.K. One animal, the

g, which we depend upon for food,

has no fur, no feathers, but it does

ive lots of fat. Fat is not as good

I insulation as fur or feathers. We
ke the metabolic rate of the pig,

bich is a built-in physiological

laracteristic. It has to have a rela-

,"ely fixed body temperature: it's

lOut 100° F., 98°, something like

at. And we end up showing in

rms of absolute numbers, so that

; can express every relationship

eciselv, that the pig cannot with-

md the American Midwest in the

ildest winter ^veather. Now, some-

le says to me. "But there are pigs

the American Midwest in the win-

r." Yes, but they have shelter. They

ive small houses or they cluster,

id ivhen they cluster, they cluster

the corner, the protective corner

the field, all hunched up together

modify the climate so they will

rvive. We've mentioned this to pig

rmers and others, and they say,

ndeed. this is true: the pig will not

ithstand the coldest weather in the

merican Midwest." Now you know
at and you say, "So what? Why
I all this work to find out?"

But now-, we can predict precisely

e limits to such an animal. Still,

e big problem is the scarcity of

ita, the scarcity of basic informa-

m concerning the properties of the

limal. It's a shocking thing, but

; don't even know the metabolic

tes on vast numbers of animal spe-

3S. We think that we're living in a

etty advanced state of society and
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science, but it is my personal fee

ing that the present state of the ai

in ecology is exceedingly primitive

This science has lagged very ser:

ously, and we've had this enormou
polarization, to which I referred. W
go to incredible expense to map th

ionosphere and the electron densit

overhead, but we do not have an

map, in detail, of the microclimat

of the surface of the earth on whic!

we depend. Now, the whole scienc

of ecology is way, way behind ani

it really must get moving. We de

pend on it desperately.

Question: I was wondering i

Dr. Helling could elaborate on som
of the factors which create stabilit

or instability as implied by you

computer models. Are there an;

surprises there or again is that over

applying what we already know?
Dr. Holling: I can give you sorai

specific examples. We find that wheii

confronted with exploring the prop

erties of the mathematical model

one of the initial steps is to drop ;

lot of the parameters to zero or pusl

them up to infinity to make a highl;

simplified thing to explore limitin;

conditions. And under those condi

tions, we get enormous instability

And then we reintroduce values be

tween zero and infinity to thesi

parameters, and we find a variety o

tactics by which stability is sud

denly achieved. Let's define one

kind of instability. As populations o

the prey are going down, becaus(

of the impact of predation, at an)

moment the number of predator:

gobbling these things up are tlw

product of previous generations,

when there were more prey. In ef

feet, there are too many predator;

and they're pushing the prey popu

lation down too far. To tune this

system, not to the past, but to tin

present condition, you can exploit a

number of tactics.

Tactic number one is to have a

predator that uses its energy ineffi-

ciently when prey are abundant bul

very efficiently when prey are scarce.

Under these terms, suddenly the

system becomes chained by this par-

ticular tactic, and there are a.variety

of tactics of this kind. By taking this

route we then begin to ask, in ap-

plied terms, to what use can we put

this kind of information on the tac-

tics of organisms. If we're con-

fronted with pests of a crop, we can

adopt one of two strategies. We can

say, "Let's do something to reintro-
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duce stability." That's adopting

some of the same strategy of nature,

as Mr. Harrison pointed out. Or we

can precisely define an alternate

strategy, which is to produce massive

instability in this little local part of

the problem and, therefore, adopt a

strategy and produce an animal that

nature could never produce, because

it would be contrary to her strategy.

We could, using this tactic, develop

a genetically rearranged program

that would produce a predator that

operated in just the opposite way,

yet was less efficient in its energy in

utilization when prey was scarce.

And in so doing, we would introduce

an element of instability that could

lead to elimination of the local

population. This kind of route, there-

fore, is now opening up a new num-

ber of tactics that were unsuspected

and providing alternatives to the

quick technological fix.

Let me take one of the examples

that gets off stability, but demon-

strates some other points. When de-

veloping this model of predation. at

one point we had to concern our-

selves with the way prey reacted to

predators. And it turned out that

there was a particular tactic by which

prey in their different circumstances

adopted various escape routines,

various trajectories, when a predator

was approaching. We insisted, as I

mentioned before, that we have a

generality, and so we developed a

generalized model, and it became

evident that quite unsuspectingly

we had a model that showed the

way animals react visually to ob-

jects in their environment. The ob-

ject might be something to eat, it

might be something to run away

from or to hide in. but the model

could generate all this.

The experimental situation in-

volved some work done in Hawaii

with a schooling fish that is like an

anchovy, and we were looking at its

reaction to barracuda. Now. it has

subsequently turned out that be-

cause of this insistence on generality,

our model has relevance for deter-

mining traffic flow on highways, be-

cause there you have a situation

where the animal, the human being,

in one car is trying to avoid the car

ahead of him, the car on the side of

the road, and so on. As I said, it

turned out that this model can be

used to predict and to optimize traf-

fic-flow situations. It has also gen-

erated information that seems to be
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ition and air pollution and so on
-the technology and the methods of

iDntrol. This is being fairly gener-

lUsly supported by the federal gov-

ernment and that is the reason we
;ave not, ourselves, been deeply

pncerned with it. One of the things

lat we feel it is important for the

loundation not to do is to add money
tad support to fields that are already

;ceiving substantial largess, unless

iiere are some aspects of research

rat are not normally being covered

f unless we can explore new meth-

ds of handling the problem. We
on't confuse ourselves with the

;deral government and we don't

ave this kind of resources.

I could mention the work of Re-

3urces for the Future, which has

een wholly Ford-supported, in the

evelopment of the kinds of models

lat Dr. Rolling is talking about, in

pplication to pollution problems,

articularly. And they are working,

think, sensibly, with stream basin

roblems, which are relatively sim-

le and concrete. Then they are also

-ying to develop a model that would

pplv to air pollution problems as

'ell. Thev hope, if these models

'ork out, to be able to link them

)gether to obtain a model of the

)tal pollution problem in a defined

eographical area. This varies some-

hat from what Dr. Gates said

arlier about the solution of many
f our environmental problems in-

olving all the disciplines. Certainly,

[ we talk about the ecolog;s' of New
'^ork Citv, there's scarcelv a disci-

line that wouldn't be meaningfully

ivolved. But probably what is

eeded first is some mechanism for

lese disciplines to touch hands in-

^Uectually. Until the disciplines

'arn to talk to one another, through

le dialogue of a problem of com-

lon interest, it's not verv likely that

nything useful will come of it.

)urs is an effort to build bridges

etween disciplines, so that you will

rien have teams that can look at

irge-scale problems. But, there is a

raining problem first.

Dr. Gates: The people just don't

xist to handle these critical prob-

;ms that we have now. And, it's too

ad we have to go back and start

reducing the people when we al-

eady have the problems they should

e solving, but the fact is that we

have to. And so we face these

rises now with inadequate human
esources to deal with them.
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For several years Rene Dubos and a

few others have been advocating a

lew science, one in which the natural

sciences, the behavioral or social sci-

snces, and the humanities are inte-

grated on a common theme of man and

kis total environment. While the need

is clearly evident in our current envi-

ronmental crisis-the outcome of over-

population and technology-no one has

yet succeeded in formulating new con-

cepts, principles, and methodologies

for a science of humanity. The present

book was written in the faith that it is

jpossible to deal scientifically with the

living experience of man. It does not

provide the foundation for the new

science. It does, however, provide the

most coherent and lucid insight avail-

able as to the directions of inquiry that

are imperative for the full unfolding of

the rich potentialities of the human

species, and it provides the philosophi-

cal background for the new science.

A science of humanity must be based

soundly on the biological limitations of

man as determined by his evolutionary

past, on the current process of adapta-

tion to new environmental factors, on

the governing influences of environ-

mental factors in the formative stages

of life (natal and postnatal up to six

years of age), on the limitations of

spaceship Earth, on the reversibility of

early influences, on the highly personal

interplay between a particular human

organism and its environment, on the

interplay of society as a whole and its

environment, on the phenomenon of

free will through which human beings

transcend the constraints of biological

determinism, on the ingredients of en-

vironmental diversity that will enable

the greatest number of human geno-

types to develop their peculiar abilities,

on an understanding of the regulatory

processes of natural systems, on the

impact of man"s modifications on the

structure and functioning of ecological

systems, on the psychological effects of

overcrowding, on the delayed physio-

logical and psychological effects of

environmental pollutants, and on many

other ideas and areas of knowledge

with which this book is concerned.

The new science. Rene Dubos points

out, cannot be developed through the

reduction approach of traditional sci-

ence, in which the components of a

system are broken down into ever

smaller pieces with the conviction that

ultimate understanding lies in knowing

all there is to know about the parts. A
humanistic science will require new

concepts different from, and comple-

mentary to. present biological theories.

Human beings, society, and man-and-

his-total-environment are functioning

wholes in nature with unique attributes

that cannot be understood by analyses

of the parts alone. New philosophical

approaches are needed, emphasizing

the holistic nature of man and of the

natural systems of which he is an inte-

gral part. These are new frontiers that

have not yet lent themselves to rapid

professional advancement. Dubos" new

book helps make them acceptable, and

it will help to spur young rebels and

liberal universities toward action with

more relevance in the contemporary

world than the traditional specialties.

The worldwide rebellion of the

young in the economically affluent

countries seems to provide a cybernetic

signal of the psychological conse-

quences of overpopulation and the

lowering of those qualities of life most

closely identified with humanness.

Overcrowding is likely to cause psycho-

logical damage. "To some overcrowded

populations violence or even the bomb

may one day no longer seem a threat

but rather become a release." At least

it is already evident that present human

values may become meaningless in a

regimented life required for survival in

overcrowded and highly organized ur-

ban environments. It is in today's

rebels, who revolt against current so-

cial and political philosophies, that

Dubos sees hope for the future. They

are. however, rebels without a cause.

If they really want a cause, it can be

found in So Human an Animal, for

much of the book is concerned with a

new optimism and the search for sig-

nificance in life. They will see more

clearly what is happening to them in

our increasingly teclmicized society.

Dubos" book is a major contribution to

an understanding of what is going on

in the world today and what it means

to the individual, to society, and to the

future of mankind. It gives meaning to

the need for a new science of humanity

and generates fresh ideas as to how we

can proceed.

In this book, as in much of his earlier

writing, Dubos is deeply concerned

with the myth that "because man has

an infinite capacity to adapt to chang-

ing environments, he can endlessly and

safely transform his life and indeed

himself by technology," and he again

stresses the biological and psychologi-

cal limits to man"s adaptability. It is

significant that Dubos is as well in-

formed on the human attributes of man

as he is on man's biological attributes.

The combination, in one person, of a

thorough biological knowledge of man
and an unusual depth of understanding

of humanness is reflected throughout

So Human an Animal. This is what

makes the book unique, and what

makes it particularly important now.

Dubos' discussions of the contempo-

rary problems of life against a back-

ground of biological and psychological

principles will provide legislators,

teachers, non-biological scientists, and

the educated public with accurate in-

formation, sound thinking, and clear

ideas as a basis for intelligent social

action. For this reason his book is likely

to have an impact on society similar to,

or greater than. Rachel Carson's Silent

Spring or John Kenneth Galbraith"s

The Neiv Industrial State. It is a timely

contribution, beautifully written, and

it will be read eagerly by all who are

deeply disturbed and concerned with

the present ecological crisis.

Dr. Buechner is Head of the Office of

Ecology at the Smithsonian Institution

and the author of over seventy technical

and professional articles.

In the "Wake of the Sea-Serpents,

by Bernard Heuvelmans. Hill and

W'ang, Inc., $10.00; 645 pp., illus.

Because the earliest well-known re-

ports about sea serpents came

from Scandinavia, there is still a tend-

ency to think of icy waters, misty

fjords, and surf-splashed, rocky coasts

when the name is mentioned. This

tendency is as wrong as the name, for

the animal dubbed sea serpent is not a
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serpent (and very likely not even a

reptile) and is usually seen in -warm

waters and in good weather.

Up to about the middle of the nine-

teenth century, reports on sea monsters

were accepted by most readers on the

still-valid assumption that the seas are

large and can easily hide undiscovered

animals. During the second half of the

nineteenth century, the situation be-

came complicated, at least for English-

men. Sightings of sea serpents were

reported by captains of the Royal Navy

and should be believed for that reason

alone. But at the same time England's

greatest living zoologist. Sir Richard

Owen, categorically denied the exist-

ence of such an animal and dismissed

the sea captains' reports on the

grounds they they were not "trained

observers"—not professional zoologists.

Late in that century a Dutch zool-

ogist, Dr. Antoon Cornells Oudemans,

decided to follow a precedent set in

another branch of science. The ques-

tion of whether "stones" had fallen

from the sky had been a controversial

item, until Ernst Florens Friedrich

Chladni systematically collected all

such reports and made it clear (in his

book On Fiery Meteors. 1819) that

stones did fall from the sky. Oudemans
began to collect sea serpent reports.

After rejecting obvious hoaxes and

mistakes, he had 162 sightings that he

accepted. (It should be borne in mind
that there are less than a hundred
sightings of the whale shark, which is

known to exist.) From these sightings

he constructed an animal that he

thought to be a long-necked pinniped;

its shape is best described by saying

that it looked like a brontosaur with

flippers instead of legs. In 1892, Oude-
man's 592-page work, entitled The
Great Sea-Serpent, was published but

it was not accepted as Chladni's book
had been.

In spite of the scorn (mixed with

some praise) Oudemans continued to

collect reports until his death in 1943

at the age of 85. Heuvelmans, himself

an assiduous collector of such sight-

ings, was permitted to use Oudemans'
archives. One might say, therefore, that

his book is Oudemans brought up to

date. Heuvelmans lists 49 definite

hoaxes. 52 probable mistakes, and 358

sightings that he accepts. Unlike Oude-

mans, he comes to the conclusion that

several unknown animals have been
seen and called sea serpents, among
them a long-necked type similar to

what Oudemans deduced but with a

very short tail; a "merhorse" with a

shorter neck and a mane; a many
humped animal; a many finned animal,

the '"fins" are just appendages; a

superotter; a supereel; a marine sau-

rian of the general shape of a croco-

dile; and two more uncertain types.

It is fruitless, at this time, to engage

in a long discussion of whether he is

right or wrong, the only attitude one

can adopt is that of wait and see. The
marine saurian has been seen only four

times, but the reports are very definite.

The supereel has been seen twelve

times, but again the reports are very

definite, and a six-foot eel larva {Lep-

tocephalus) is in a museum in Den-

mark. The other types have been seen

more than twenty times, the long-

necked type holding the record with 48

sightings. Zoologically speaking, the

supereel is, of course, a fish; the ma-

Biblical Leviathan, ^^T^t
as draivn by ^

^'

Gitstave Dore,

is an illustration

from "In the Wake of

the Sea-Serpents.'
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total success it must be NOW.
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many ears. Its origins date back to 1907, when
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of tubercular parents who died prematurely. It was
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breakthrough may well be equivalent to the dis-
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final conquest of all the allergic afflictions.
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tion of its kind to have been granted national recog-

nition through establishment of National CARIH
Asthma Week by unanimous act of the U.S. Con-

gress and Presidential proclamation.

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS ARE SENT ON REQUEST

PLEASE FILL OUT AND MAIL | | |
CARIH renders all of

its services FREE of

charge. CARIH relies

on voluntary contri-

butions to meet its

annual expenses.

CARIH - 3419 WEST 19TH AVE. DENVER, COLO. 80204

e) DOr^ORS
1 WANT TO DO MY PART AS ONE OF THE 60,219 (

YOU URGENTLY NEED, AS EXPLAINED ABOVE. ,^

n ENCLOSED IS MY TAX DEDUCTIBLE CONTRIBUTION OF $16.44.

n ENCLOSED IS $ I WILL TRY TO SEND YOU AN
EQUAL AlvlOUNT EACH MONTH, SO PLEASE LET ME HAVE A PACKET
OF YOUR PRE-ADDRESSED REMITTANCE ENVELOPES.

D I PREFER TO MAKE A ONE-TIME DONATION OF $ NOW.

n THE BEST I CAN DO JUST NOW IS WISH YOUR CAUSE SUCCESS,

BUT LET ME KNOW OF YOUR PROGRESS FROM TIME TO TIME.

WHILE YOU ARE THINKIMG OF ALL THE GOOD YOU'LL DO
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With this book, you can

predict your own weather

Instant Weather
Forecasting

By ALAN WATTS
Illustrated with color photographs

of telltale cloud formations

This unique and ingenious pic-

torial guide will enable you to

make accurate short-range
weather forecasts. Color photo-

graphs of various cloud forma-

tions provide the key to every

kind of weather. A simple sci-

entific introduction explains

how to use the pictures, while

the actual forecasts are set out

in tables facing each photo-
graph. A new approach to

weather forecasting by an emi-

nent meteorologist. $3.75

1001 Questions

Answered About
Natural Land

Disasters

By BARBARA TUFTY
Illustrated with diagrams

and photographs

A wide-ranging book about the

most awesome and terrifying as-

pects of nature. In question-and-

answerform it tells about natural

land disasters, their causes and
their impact. Included are earth-

quakes, volcanoes, tsunamis
(tidal waves), floods, droughts,

fires, rock avalanches, and snow
slides. Each is analyzed in detail

and outstanding examples
throughout history are noted.

$7.50

Now available in a Revised Edition:

1001 Questions Answered
About the Mineral Kingdom

By RICHARD M. PEARL $6.50

DODD,MEAD
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rine saurian is a reptile; and all the

others are, most likely, mammals.

Of course the existence of this book

will cause a renewal of the discussions.

Chladni was aided by a few spectacular

falls of meteorites that occurred soon

after the publication of his book. May-

be fate will be kind enough to aid Dr.

Heuvelmans in a similar manner.

Willy Ley
Scientist and Author

The Rise of Anthropolocical The-

ory: A History of Theories of Cul-

ture, by Marvin Harris. Thomas Y.

Crowell Co., $16.50; 806 pp.

Anthropology is relatively small and

recent as an academic discipline.

As a subject, on the other hand, it is

enormous—man and his works, past and

present, anywhere in the world—and
interest in anthropology is as old as

man himself. Dr. Harris has therefore

made a wise decision in not limiting

himself to the recent academic phase.

The main currents of the Biitish and

French Enlightenment included the be-

ginnings of a scientific anthropology,

which Harris reasonably places in 1690

with Locke's An Essay Concerning Hu-
man Understanding. Harris' first 250

pages treat anthropological thought

from then until the American academic

phase began under Boas around the

turn of the twentieth century. The au-

thor performs an important service here

in countering academic anthropology's

tendency to ignore its roots in the En-

lightenment. His discussion of the

eighteenth-century writers is particu-

larly well taken, and he reports their

work with apparent care and sympa-

thetic understanding.

But as he moves into the modern
arena to combat the academics, the

book turns into a free-swinging critique

rather than a history of ideas. The best

of these chapters is directed at the

idealist and scholastic triviality of the

so-called ethnoscientists (the "new
ethnography"). The criticism is well

done, as is the treatment of the related

French structuralists. But everybody is

told off eventually—sometimes mistak-

enly and misdirectedly. His treatment

of cultural evolutionism (both classic

and "neo-") was, much to my surprise,

unsympathetic and inept. With respect

to the evolutionist authors I am most
familiar with—L. H. Morgan, L. A.
White, M. D. Sahlins-I found Harris'

scholarship shockingly bad. Since it

seems unlikely that he would concen-
trate his mistakes on these few, it must
be that other authors were unread or

misread, as welL
The title and plan of the book sug-

gest that the evolution of anthropology
had its general theoretical beginnings
in the Enlightenment, with some re-

gression in the nineteenth century, fol-

CRUISE INLAND FLORIDA

Relax on the Lazy Bones plus air-

boai and swamp buggy jaunts

in Everglades country. $145
complete. Mid-Dec. thru April.

Featured on Jack Douglas TV
series. For brochure, reservations,

write . . .

Capt. Stan Maurer

SHANTY BOAT CRUISES

Box 2166NH, Fort Myers, Florida

TUETLEaxid
TORTOISE
SOCIETY jrOdtNA.Z,<

AnENTIONJ!
Herpetologists, biologists, conserva-

tionists, teachers, students, fanciers

and collectors, or as a gift . . .

Subscribe now to the only bi-

monthly Journal In existence de-
voted exclusively to turtles and
tortoises of the world.

IS6.50

per yr. U.S.A.

S7.00 per yr. Canada and Mexico

58.50 per yr. elsewhere

P.O. BOX 45555
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90045

FAYE HAUER
310 Irving Drive Wilmington, Del. 1980

HANDCARVED
IVORY PAINTED BIRDS

$8.00 P.P.D. ea. 2" long.

Wood Duck, Canada Goose, Quail, Owl
Golden Pheasant, Blue Jay, Cardina

(M or F), Bluebird, Pelican, Oriole

Kingfisher, Penguin, Titmouse, Tanager
Goldfinch, Mallard (M or F), Sw/an
Golden Eagle, Bald Eagle, Mandarin
Pheasant (M or F), Canary, Nightingale

Sparrow/, Canvasback, Hawk, Wood
pecker, Mockingbird, Robin, Waxwing
Bunting, Parakeet (Blue, Green or Red)
Also Ivory Figurines, Flowers, Animals
Chess Sets.

GEODES!
Lovely natural crystal-filled hemispheres from

world-wide sources. No written description or

photograph really does them justice, so we of-

fer unconditional money-back guarantee. $2.00
brings you a sample or $5.00 brings you a glit-

tering assortment and subscription to our peri-

odic rare collector's list. Barry & Shirley Roth-

man, RD #2, Hill House, Downington, Pa. 19335.



d by an evolutionism that had

y flaws until Marxian materialism

jcted them. The academic anthro-

gy of the present century had its

ieoretical, particularistic phase,

iwed by many floundering attempts

Bvive theory in our own day. The

for the criticism of these attempts

Uy becomes apparent: they are

ingly bad depending on how far

depart from Harris" version of

t he calls cultural materialism,

his materialism holds that causal

aacy in cultural change is to be

id in the technoenvironmental and

moeconomic sectors of culture, with

ial and ideological aspects to be re-

ded as dependent variables. But this

lot put as theory: it is simply stern

laonition about what should and

tuld not be done in research. Few

lliropologists will be convinced that

portant evolutionary changes must

fcinate in the above order. But above

[should not causality be sought by

I.
scientist wherever it occurs? Ad-

^tedly- it is not easy to find ;
following

jlogma is easier.

[rhus the book simply peters out.

ice it begins so interestingly with the

eat philosophers and ends with only

Itiques of contemporary triviality, the

[ok is mistitled : what it describes is

|e demise of anthropological theory.

Elman R. Service

University of Cdijornia,

Santa Barbara

:ou>D Builders of Anxient Amer-

A, by Robert Silverberg. New York

raphic Society, $8.95: 369 pp., illus.

rhis book is a must for anyone whose

imagination has been stirred by the

icient mounds of the eastern United

;ates. Today many of these mounds are

rotected in state and national parks,

here they appear as grassy knolls bor-

ered by paths, and the inevitable brick

arbecue hearths and picnic tables.

)thers may be seen in forested areas,

rhere their antiquity is brought home

3 the visitor by the sight of substantial

rees growing on and around them. As

11 the past, they evoke a sense of mys-

ery and curiosity about their origin.

The book traces the history of ideas

md speculations surrounding the

nounds. from the early descriptions by

3e Soto and other sixteenth-century ex-

)lorers to the present efforts of scien-

ific archeology. Mr. Silverberg sub-

itles his book The Archaeology of a

Myth, and the history of ideas he pre-

sents is essentially cyclical. The earliest

Europeans and Americans to describe

the mounds more or less accepted the

idea that these monuments were left by

the Indians. In some instances, it was

clear that the Indians still constructed

earth mounds atop which they placed

both temples and the chiefs house. But

A BEAUTIFUL NEW BOOK

BIRDS
OF
THE
EASTERN
FOREST
J. Fenwick Lansdowne

John A. Livingston

A book that captures all the breath-taking wonder of the world

of birds — Birds of the Eastern Forest.

J. Fenwick Lansdowne is one of today's leading bird artists. His

paintings are scientifically accurate and they are works of art:

original in concept, imaginative in treatment, full of action and

life. In this volume, Lansdowne's paintings are made available in

superb full-color reproductions with accompanying text by the

well-known ornithologist, John A. Livingston.

Birds of the Eastern Forest contains fifty-two plates printed in

five colors. The half-title pages, one for each plate, carry Lans-

downe's pencil sketches. Each color plate covers a full page given

to a single bird, occasionally a pair, along with appropriate back-

ground "detail. In each instance, the page opposite carries the

descriptive text.

This is a magnificent book — a tribute to the beauty and

diversity of eastern birds.

A REMINDER: And don't forget the beautiful BIRDS OF THE

NORTHERN FOREST, the companion volume to Birds of the

Eastern Forest, also by Lansdowne and Livingston.

$20.00 each volume

Roger Tory Peterson's

A FIELD GUIDE
TO THE BIRDS
NOW IN PAPERBACK! Nature lovers — don't step outdoors

without the best of modern bird guides. Now more portable than

ever! Complete and unabridged. 1000 illustrations, 500 in color.

In paper at only $2.95

HOUGHTON MIFFLIN COMPANY, Publishers
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ANCIENT CIVILIZATIONS OF MEXICO, YUCA-
TAN, GUATEMALA AND HONDURAS, includ-
ing Tikal, Copan, Palenque. 23 days. Fully
escorted from Los Angeles by our experi-
enced tour couriers or join us in Mexico City
or along the line.

Departures February 15 and March 8

ZENITH TRAVEL
3755 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90005

STEAM TRACTOR
$29.95 2/$58.00
$1.00 post.

5% tax in Calif.

STEAM TURBINE
$12.95 2/$24.00
$1.00 post,

^qg 5% lax in Calif.

MAMOD STEAM ENGINES

These immensely popular English fuelled Steam
Engines have exceptional power for their moderate
price. The Tractor travels 1/4 mile in 15 minutes.
The Turbine is capable of driving various acces-
sories (list will be furnished with order). Every
engine is meticulously tested and only brass and
polished copper are used in the manufacture.
Much pleasure awaits the owner. Everything is
complete. 30 Day Money Back Guarantee.

Please ship

Name



ANNOUNCING THE ANNUAL NATURAL HISTORY

"In travelling front one end to the other of the scale of life, we are taught one lesson,

that living nature is not a mechanism but a poem . . ."—Thomas Henry Huxley

Grand Prize- $500

First Prize ior Coior and First Prize for Biack and Wiiite4250

Pius Ten AdditionaiCasli Prizes

A selection of winning photographs will be published in Natural History's June-July, 1969, issue.

addition, prize winners and selected honorable mentions will be featured in a special exhibition at The American

Museum of Natural History. All entries will be considered by the following distinguished judges:

JACOB DESCHIN, Photography Editor, The New York Times

ELIOT PORTER, Nature Photographer

THOMAS PAGE, Art Editor, Natural History

ARTHUR ROTHSTEIN, Director of Photography, Look

PETER BRAAL, Chief of Photographic Illustrations, Eastman Kodak Company

OMPETITION RULES:

The contest is strictly for amateur photographers. Everyone is

igible except employees of Natural History or of The Ameri-

in Museum of Natural History, members of their families, and

idiviiluals who personally, or any members of whose families,

re engaged in the manufacture, sale, commercial finishing, or

rofessional use of photographic goods.

, No negatives should be submitted. Entries must be post-

larked no later than March 1.5, 1969. IMPORTANT: No more

lan one picture may be submitted by any one entrant.

. Color photographs:

a. Color pictures may be submitted as either a transparency

or a print.

b. Transparencies must be originals and must be mounted

in cardboard only.

c. Color prints must be no more than 8x10 and unmounted.

d. Transparencies and color prints will be returned to en-

trant only if accompanied by a self-addressed envelope

of proper size, bearing sufficient return postage.

'. Black-and-white photographs:

a. Photographs must be submitted in print form. 8x10, and

unmounted. DO NOT SUBMIT NEGATIVES.
b. Developing and printing may be done by a photofinisher

or by the entrant. No composite pictures such as multiple

printing or montages are eligible. No artwork or retouch-

ing on prints or on negatives from which they were made

is permitted,

c. No black-and-white prints will be returned.

5. On the back of each print or on the transparency mount must

appear: name and address of the photographer, description of

subject, where and when taken, make of camera and film used

in taking the picture.

6. Natural History assumes no responsibility for prints or

transparencies.

7. Pictures will be judged on photographic quality and origi-

nality in choice and treatment of the subject. The decision of

the judges will be final.

8. Before receiving a final prize, the entrant must sign a state-

ment that his picture, or any closely similar picture of his of the

same subject or situation, has not been, and will not be, entered

in any other photographic contest without the permission of

Natural History, and has not been and will not be offered

for publication in any manner prior to July 1, 1969. Natural

History retains first publication rights to winnmg pictures.

9. Natural History reserves the right to use any or all of the

winning photographs in a special exhibition at The American

Museum of Natural Historj' or for subsequent exhibitions, and

to utilize any of the winning photographs for publicity pur-

poses in these connections. .\11 prints exhibited will become part

of the permanent collection of The American Museum of Natural

History.

WAIL ENTRIES TO: PHOTOGRAPHIC CONTEST, NATURAL HISTORY, 7 WEST 77th ST., NEW YORK, N.Y. 10024.

DEADLINE FOR ENTRIES: March 15, 1969
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FOSSILS • MINERALS • SHELLS

• TELESCOPES • MICROSCOPES

• APPARATUS • BIOLOGICALS

• CHEMICALS • SCIENCE BOOKS

• PRESERVED SPECIMENS

POLISHED MINERAL SPECIMENS
A — Agate ^Mexico; $1.50
B — Apatite Crystal (Mexico) 20c 6 for 95<!

C - Garnet (India) 20!; 60 for 90<
D - Malachite (Katanga) 45(;

E — Moonstone (India) 45«;

F - Rutilated Quartz (Brazil) 55t
G - Sodalite (Brazil) 40{;

H — Tigereye (S. Africa) 45(;

POCKET MICRO-TELESCOPE
Combines an 3 pov;er Telescope witti a 30 power
Microscope. Handy pocl<et clip. Instruction
slip Only S2.25

PETRIFIED DINOSAUR BONE

SHARKS TEETH
25 Million Year Old 25i each

(Six for $1.05)

APACHE WAR POINT ARROWHEADS
SSi Three assorted $2.45

SEA SHELLS
A — Black Dove Shell ea. 3c .. doz. 15C
B -Coral 55C
C - Gold Mouth Turbo 26c
D — Haitian Tree Snail 14< .. 6 for 48c
E — Murex Ramosus 55C
F — Philippine Cone Shell 45«G— Philippine Olive 35c
H - Sundial Shell $1.05
1 - Philippine Rugosa $2.75
J — Purple Venus 8c -. 6 for 35c
K — Rig Top Cowrie 6c
L -Silver Lip Strombos 40c
M — Strawberry Strombus 26c
N —Tiger Cowrie (Philippine) 28c
-Zebra Shell 3C

On Specimen Orders Add 25c Ppd.

FOSSILIZED FISH
30 Million Years Old At Least 10 Sq Inches Single
Specimen $5.50

New. Illustrated CATALOG only 25c

DOVER SCIENTIFICu w I kii g„ 601 1, Long island City, N.Y. 1 1 1 06

Vegetables for BreahfaSt ... Continued from page 24

health treatises, and works on herb

therapeutics, suggests that many
vegetarians are apprehensive about

the state of their insides, rather than

the crisis of conscience that ma)'

erupt when a merciful man dines

upon the objects of his compassion.

The religious element in Western

vegetarianism rests upon Old Testa-

ment authority and comprises se-

lected passages, literally interpreted

after the manner of storefront Chris-

tianity. Man, looked at from this

vantage point, is not at all at the

top of his development but rather has

suffered, after the Garden of Eden

episode, a physical as well as moral

Fall. One also finds in the Scriptures

equal warrant for eating animal

food, as in Genesis 9:3. And man's

absolute dominion is made explicit

in Psalms 8:6—8. But the vegetar-

ian, like all particularistic interpret-

ers of sacred documents, displays a

marvelous ingenuit}' in explaining

away whatever commands in the

sourcebook fail to fit the thesis.

Vegetarians are reticent on the sub-

ject of Jesus Christ, who was pre-

sumably not of their persuasion,

since he performed the miracle of

the seven loaves and little fishes,

which fed four thousand men, not

counting women and children, with

seven baskets of fish left over.

The first, organized vegetarian re-

ligious group to arrive in the United

States left Manchester, England, in

1817. Searching for a Heavenly Cit)%

they found Philadelphia. There they

established a "Bible Christian"

church ^vhich practiced vegetarian-

ism in the spirit of the Psalmist—

"He causeth the grass to grow for

the cattle, and herb for the service

of man." At the church the Amer-
ican Vegetarian Societv' met to jde-

nounce the pork packers, dine on
vegetarian "mince" pie, and com-
memorate the birthday of Benjamin
Franklin, distinguished Philadel-

phian and part-time vegetarian.

Here too, the congregation raised

their voices to sing with the great

vegetarian poet Oliver Goldsmith:
No flocks that range the

valley free

To slaughter we condemn;
Taught by the Power that

pities us

We learn to pity them.

The Bible Christian church lasted
for nearly a century, initiated the
American vegetarian cult, and
shaped its thesis. The line of descent
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from this little band of English fun-

damentalists to the religious-health-

medical tenets of today's powerful

Seventh-Day Adventist denomina-

tion can be clearly traced.

Although vegetarianism has flour-

ished in the social environment of

tlie last century and this one, all of

its ideas and assumptions are thou-

sands of years old and find expres-

sion in various Eastern religions: in

Brahmanism, Buddhism, and Zoro-

astrianism. In the West, from at

least the sixth century B.C., the prac-

tice was incorporated into the

thought of the Orphic societies where

it fell into harmony with the doc-

trine of the transmigration of souls.

This idea, of the passage of the hu-

man soul into another body, perhaps

that of an animal, or of the animal

soul into a human being, has per-

sisted into the modern era as a half-

believed myth, comforting to men of

sensitive feeling who see animals

suffering, and who are drawn to the

hope that the injustices of the pres-

ent world will be compensated for

in another life. Less seriously, the

eighteenth-century English poet,

John Gay, enjoyed playing with the

fanciful notion that the coachmen

of London would some day be trans-

formed into the hackney horses they

beat so unmercifully, or that dray-

men would find themselves with bits

bet^veen their teeth.

In classical literature, Pythagoras

advocated asceticism in eating and

Porphyry in his De Abstinentia,

where he viewed men as more than

beasts but less than gods, also shrank

with abhorrence from the practice

of engulfing the entrails of our ani-

mal brothers into our own. Vege-

tarianism claims Socrates and Plato,

Plutarch, Leonardo da Vinci, and

St. Francis; and coming down the

centuries, Rousseau, John Wesley,

founder of Methodism, and the

poets Cowper, Thomson, Burns, and

Wordsworth. Shelley praised vege-

tarianism for its humane ideals and

wrote in Queen Mab:
No longer now
He slays the lamb, who looks

him in the face.

And horribly devours its

mangled flesh

^ hich. still avenging Nature's

broken law

Kindled all putrid humours
in his frame.

The poets celebrated the unity and
sacredness of all life, and decried



Overseas

Nature Tours
I

— 1969 Program —
I
Here is a summary of our 1969 program. Space

iiemiits only brief mention of each tour, and one
hould, by all means, have the "Tour Catalog"
lith thumb-nail sketches of each trip. Early regis-

ration will save disappointment, and may be
nade tentatively. North America tours 2 wks.,

emainder of the world 3 weeks each, except as

[itherwisc noted.

- NORTH AMERICA -
L0R1DA: Wild portions of the State from Talla-

hassee to Key West. Jan. II.

EXAS BIRDS: Whooping cranes, Rio Grande re-

serves. Northeast Mexico. March 15.

ARIZONA: Popular bird tour of southeast Arizona
under Dr. Robert Ohmart of University of Ari-

zona. April 27.

:ALIF0RNIA: North-with-.spring in parks, mtns.

& off-coast islands. May 11 (3 wks.)

:ASCADES: North through Oregon and Washing-
ton reserves and parks. June 1; 3 weeks.

MASKA: Three successive 2-wk. trips: (1) The
inside passage and Yukon; (2) the central re-

gion with NicKinley Park. Kenai, Kodiakand
Katmai; and (3) outposts of the Aleutians,
Pribilofs, Nome, St. Lawrence . . . Island,

Kotzebuc and Point Barrow. Series begins at

Seattle June 22.

Note that the last 5 tours may be taken in con-
tinuous succession, following spring north in one
great 12-week trek from the Mexico border to

Point Barrow on the Arctic.

— MIDDLE AMERICA -
MEXICO PROGRAM: Sec adjoining column.

CENTRAL AMERICA: Tropical bird life and botani-
cal highlights of Guatemala, Honduras and
Costa Rica. Jan. 27.

PANAMA: Bird concentrations and tropical flora

of Canal Zone and the Panama mountains.
Two trips: Feb. 8 and Aug. 2.

Note that Yucatan, Panama and Colombia are
done twice a year in a continuous chain, afford-
ing a 7-week view of the bird and plant life of

tropical America that is both memorable and
economical. In 1969 this series starts Jan, 13
and July 20.

- SOUTH AMERICA -
COLOMBIA: World's top bird counto'. Two 196y

dep.irtiircs: March 1; Aug. 17.

ECUADOR-PERU: Heavy bird populations of jun-
gles & high Andes, including Machu Picchu and
upper Amazon. Sept. 6.

CHILE-ARGENTINA: Highlights of both coasts, plus
Tierra del Fuego. Sept. 27.

BRAZIL: Iguasu Falls, the Rio coast, central jun-
gles and the Amazon. Oct. 18.

GUIANAS-VENEZUELA: The 3 Guianas, Trinidiid
and highlights of Venezuela. Nov. 8.

The 5 South America tours, starting with Co-
lombia on Aug. 17, readily combine into a re-
markable grand tour of the continent.

- EUROPE —
By nil means obtain the detaik-d announce-

ment of our 11-tour 1969 Europe program, with
its many possible combinations. See opposite
colnmn for additional information.

- AFRICA, ASIA, ETC. -
SOUTH AFRICA: This popular trip departs Julv 24,

includes S.W. Africa and the Kalahari.

EAST AFRICA: Extremely heavy bird concentra-
tions, many big mammals. August 14.

CENT. AFRICA-MADAGASCAR: New and promis-
ing, beginning at \^ictoria Falls Sept. 4.

JAPAN: Full-time birding from south tip of Kyu-
shu to north end of Hokkaido. Optional extra

week for tourist objectives. May 18.

ANTARCTICA: Departing January 5.

CROWDER NATURE TOURS
Box 222-a

Harpers Ferry, W. Va. 25425

the disastrous effect upon men, as

well as beasts, when human bellies

have no ears to hear the agonized

cries of the doomed. Domitian, the

Roman emperor, as Seneca says,

started by killing flies and ended by

killing men. This thought has been

repeated many times and given new
applications down to the present

moment when vegetarians relate the

diet question to the search for world

peace. A sense of trusteeship in

man's relation to all lower species

is, in vegetarian thought, the begin-

ning of a happy world order. Vege-

tarians further contend that theirs

is also a practical philosophy, in

light of the relationship between

world population and the utilization

of agricultural land. A vegetarian

needs only about one-third as much
land to support himself as does a

meat eater.

Famous men of more recent times

whose eating habits are praised in

vegetarian annals include Count Tol-

stoy ; Richard Wagner, the composer-

conductor; Wilhelm Furtwangler,

great interpreter of Beethoven and

Brahms; and George Bernard Shaw,

who chided his English compatriots

for a misplaced confidence in beef

tea and declared that meat eating

was "cannibalism with its heroic

dish omitted." In nineteenth-century

America most of Emerson's circle, as

well as Horace Greeley, Dr. Oliver

Wendell Holmes, and the sprightly

and scandalous Victoria WoodhuU.

all adopted vegetarian dining. In

the present century Henry Morgen-

thau; John D. Rockefeller; Lucy

Gaston, the nemesis of the cigarette;

Gilford Pinchot, the conservationist;

John H. Patterson, who invented

high-pressure American salesman-

ship ; and Horace Fletcher, the Great

Masticator, who put the verb "to

Fletcherize" in the dictionaries, all

have nibbled at the vegetarian table.

Probably best-known of all, next to

Henry Ford who often wore a sprig

of buckwheat in his lapel, is Johnny

WeismuUer of Tarzan fame. Weis-

muUer. after only a few weeks on

the meatless diet ( according to news

emanating from the Battle Creek

Sanitarium I . was able to hang up six

world swimming records.

It is widely believed that Hitler,

known for his sparse mode of eating,

was a vegetarian. But the Vegetarian

News Digest, which has looked into

the matter, indignantly rejected any

association of Der Fiihrer with the

Overseas

Nature Tours
For eight years we have been organizing group

trips to investigate the natural history of Europe,
Africa and the world. See summary of world
program in opposite column. Below are details

of groups now forming:

— MEXICO -
Mexico, with 1,000 bird species and countless
wildflowers, is one of our specialties. We've
divided the country into six routes, each devoted
to a different faunal region. Two-week trips are

schedules around the year. Ornithological leader
is usually Irby Davis, Mexican bird guide author
and well known authority on bird song. Here's
the program for the coming winter:

MEXICO EAST COAST: From the fine Atlantic
Lowlands region to the upper slopes of Popoca-
tepetl. Lush tropical rivers, sleepy back villages

and some of the continent s highest mountains.
Nov. 23; 2 weeks.

MEXICO WEST COAST: The rich Central Pacific

Lowlands, basing at centers such as San Bias,

Puerto Vallarta. Manzanillo and Acapulco; plus
the adjacent high mountain country. Dec. 7;
2 weeks.

CHIAPAS: Mexico's southernmost slate, with
tropical birds in back-country areas as yet
little despoiled. Dec. 28; 2 weeks.

YUCATAN: Popular jungle trip amid remote
Mayan ruins, including Tikal. Jan. 13.

This year's annual Christmas party is planned
for Oaxaca, and fine combinations with the above
trips arc possible.

- EUROPE -
Our extraordinary 1969 coverage of Europe in
eleven separate tours is by far the broadest view
of this continent's natural history and off-route

scenery ever ottered. Take single excursion trips

for economy, or combine tours to produce the
route of your own choice. Our "Europe 1969"
folder shows you how. All under top ornithological
and botanical leadership, of course. Each tour, 3
weeks.

EUROPE SOUTH covers France's Camargue and
Riviera, Switzerland's birds and alpine flora,

famed Neusiedlersee on the Hungary border,
and the Rhine country; May 8. EUROPE NORTH
takes in northern Germany and covers Sweden
fully to and beyond the Arctic Circle; May 29.
NORWAY, our most popular of all. covers
fjords, mountains and coastal islands in an
itinerary that has become famous; June 22.
These 3 tours combine into a memorable jour-

ney "north with the spring" from the Mediter-
ranean to North Cape and the Arctic.

MEDITERRANEAN begins at Lisbon, visits Spain's

famed Coto Doiiana, France's Camargue, Cor-
sica and northern Italy; May 8. BALKANS starts

at Venice, visiting bird and botanical high-
lights of Yugoslavia, Greece, Turkey, Romania
arid Hungary; May 29. U.S.S.R. starts from
Prague June 22, covers natural history high-
lights of Poland and Russia. SIBERIA is a 3-wk.
link in an economical round-the-world route;
the Asian U.S.S.R. republics. Lake Baikal and
a journev into Outer Mongolia are features;

July 13. These 4 tours combine into an extra-

ordinary nature experience.

BRITAIN, leaving May 29, is a popular broad
coverage from southeast coast to north tip of
Scotland. ICELAND, 2-week visit to this weird
country, offers a choice of departures ( June 28
or July 21), with a new 10-day camping trip

across little-visited centre and east coast areas
available between the tours, and a visit to

Greenland optional at the end.

SOUTH PACIFIC NOTE: The fall tours in

Melanesia & West Australia are closed, but
there is still space on AUSTRALIA EAST
(Nov. 1) and NEW ZEALAND (Nov. 23)
in the economical excursion-fare season.

Come along! . . . intimate, private groups, expert
leadership. We seek out back-country routes, tr\'

for an experience-in-depth of the natural scene
and the people. (Not recommended if you're
strong tor night life.)

CROWDER NATURE TOURS
Box 222-a

Harpers Ferry, W. Va. 25425
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YOU LIVE in the

SPACE AGE...

/
YOU SHOULD KNOW

MORE ABOUT IT!

•

A rewarding and fascinating

adventure for adults, young

people, the family

Introductory and advanced

day and evening courses in

ASTRONOMY and NAVIGATION

Call or write

The American Museum—

HAYDEN PLANETARIUM

81st STREET and CENTRAL PARK WEST
NEW YORK, N. Y. 10024

Tel.: Tr 3-1300; Ext. 205

No need to hunt!

A subscription to

ARCHAEOLOGY
is the right gift for the

archaeologically-minded

amateur or specialist.

The illustrated magazine, written by
experts for laymen, brings field re-

ports, book reviews, and timely news
of excavations right into the home.

Published Jan., April, June, October,

by the Archaeological Institute of

America. $6.00 a year (anjTvhere).

Gift cards available.

ARCHAEOLOGY Dept. NH 206
260 West Broadway
New York, N.Y. 10013

check payable to

Name ....

Address

cause. "We have no information to

indicate that he eliminated flesh

foods from his diet for humanitarian

reasons," the magazine concluded.

The avoidance of meat or fish, it was

pointed out, does not meet tlie defi-

nition of vegetarianism, "'vvluch is a

philosophy of life and not a mere

^vay of eating." This thinking w ould

also exclude most of the Scotch and

Irish populations who, as late as the

nineteenth century, ate the vegetar-

ian way, but not by choice.

Vegetarians have often been

cliided for being cranky and singu-

lar. Their tormentors have teased

them by pointing out that if a cruel

and relentless ^var were not waged

on bean beetles, cabbage worms,

aphids, and leaf hoppers, tliere soon

would be no vegetables and no vege-

tarians to eat them. One wonders,

too, what would happen to the pro-

ductivit)' of the land if it were no

longer dressed with bone meal and

animal manures. Because of the

humor and even hostility directed

toward the vegetarian way of life

by the '"gentile" world, members of

the faith tend to yard up for creature

comfort in societies and lecture

halls, and at harvest-festival dinners

^vhere tlie)^ dine entliusiastically on

soybean cutlets, carrot pie, and al-

falfa tea. They meet in the pages of

coterie magazines, often advertising

for compatible mates: ''Vegetarian

woman isishes to correspond ivith

spiritually oriented vegetarian man,

40 to 55)'

Vegetarians tend to marry vege-

tarians. Exogamous unions are called

"mixed marriages." In a number of

instances, vegetarians have with-

dra^vn from the frenetic world of

flesh eaters into quasi-religious com-
munities. One seriocomic venture

was tlie Octagon Settlement scheme
in which an idealistic group, Avho

gave their occupations as blacksmith,

tailor, librarian, widow, printer,

hairdresser, tinsmith, colporteur,

professor of music, Avater-cure doc-

tor, and a few farmers, attempted

to set up a colony on the Neosho
River, near Fort Scott, Kansas. To
the rhetorical question posed by
their leader, the Reverend Henry
Stephen Clubb, "Is Edenic Life

Practical?" the answer turned out
to be 710. At least in Kansas.

Oregon and Florida have also

been suggested as suitable sites for

vegetarian colonizing; and a few
years ago, a Dr. J. Waterman Rose,

Magazine
Table

FINISHED OR
IN KIT

Here is a truly
remarkabi e
new end table.
Holds over 100
magazines
flat, wrinkle
free, and read-

^ able—no more
- bent or crush-

issues! If

you want to
be extra neat,
each maga-
zine can have
its own shelf.
Hand crafted
of rich grained
pine. 23"H.
16"W. 21'D.

In satin polished honey tone or maple, antique
pine or walnut finish. $19.95 Exp. Chgs. Col.
COMPLETE KIT: Ready to assemble and finish.
Simple instructions. $14.50 Ppd. Add $1 ea.

West of Miss.

BEAUTIFUL NEW FREE CATALOG-1,000 PIECES

Finished and Kit Furniture in Friendly Pine

Include Zip No. YIELD HOUSE
Money-Back Dept. N 12-8

Guarantee North Conway, N. H. 038G0

MAGAZI

GAMES
MATH
BUFFS
PLAY-
THE MATH ENTERTAINER is

the title of a brand new
treasure trove of mathemati-
cal teasers, ticklers, traps,

and twisters, gems, jests

and gyrations-by the hun-

dred!-to beguile, bemuse,
and bewilder (perchance-
whisper it softly!-to in-

struct).

Includes: math history, symbols, circles, triangle*,

measures, moneys, series, pennutAtions, abbreviations,

roots and powers, math instruments, ratios, arrange-

ments, fractions, sliapes. "limerick" problems, true-

and-false. identitications. logarithms, associations, sta-

tistics, calculus "cocktails." crosswords, figures from
figures, arches, codes, problems and puzzles, etc.. etc.

Some of the posers will seem easy, others hard, seme
will amuse, others exasperate—but none are dull.

Answers and complete explanations are given for all

problems. Illustrated ORDER NOWl

THE MATH ENTERTAINER
By Philip Heafford

$3.95 Postfree. 10-day Money Back Guarantw.
EMERSON BOOKS. Inc.. Dept 898-R

251 West 19 Street, New York, N. Y. 1001

1
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SUSAN BOOK
COFFEE TABLES
FINISHED OR IN KIT

Here Is The Loveliest
And Most Completely
Useful Table Made

Handsome swivel coffee table holds boobs,
record albums, magazines—all neatly arranged, titles clearly

visible, accessible from any seat. SklUrully crafted of rich
grained pine with rugged steel ball bearing swivel. In honey
tone pine or maple, antique pine or walnut finish. Both
leW'H. book area 12H"H. ."6" dla. (holds 100 books)

S39.95: 24- dia. (holds 40 booksl $29.95. CO.MTLETB
KITS: Ready tor quick assembly and finish. Simple Instine-
tions. 36"—S26.95; 24"—518.95. Express Charges Collect.

BEAUTIFUL NEW FREE CATALOG-1,000 PIECES
Finished and Kit Furniture in Friendly Pine

Include Zip No.
Not Sold in Stores _^^
Money-Back Guaranttt North conw«y, n, h. ossso

YIELD HOUSE



irector of the Bronx Vegetarian

(;nter, drew up plans for a vegetar-

jn city, where it would be illegal for

|e residents to eat meat, a modern

stance of sumptuary legislation at

1st as bizarre as Prohibition. Dr.

Dse's new town, to be called Vege-

nia or Vegetaria, was to be located

!ar Middletown, Connecticut. But

e idea died on the vine.

There are more vegetarians in the

nited States today than ever before,

ch responding individually to

>me combination of the emotional,

loral, or physiological arguments

dvanced in support of the move-

lent's mystique. They patronize

ygienic havens such as the eight-

:re Shangri-La Health Resort at

onita Springs, Florida, which of-

;rs fasting, mental and emotional

foise, discussion groups, nude sun-

athing, shufiBeboard courts, and

atercycles. Shangri-La serves or-

anically grown fruits, but no meat

r dairy products. There is, too, a

ational network of health-food

:ores and mail-order firms that sup-

ly fruit juicers and vegetable

raters; soya cookies; roast, ground

andelion roots; unbleached nuts;

utrition charts; unsprayed rose

ips; and the writings of the late

ymon Gould, who put the American

'egetarian Party into politics and

imself ran for President.

Vegetarianism remains, at bottom,

form of sensibility despite its "sci-

ntific" trappings. It has undoubt-

dly influenced the large, uncom-

nitted public which, while it appre-

iates the satiety value of prime

oast beef and has never seen the in-

ide of an abattoir, yet is ill at ease

bout calories, cholesterol, and cru-

Ity to animals.

The American Museum is open to

the public without charge every day

during the year, except Thanksgiv-

ing and Christmas. Your support,

through membership and contribu-

tions, helps make this possible. The

Museum is equally in need of sup-

port for all of its work in research,

education, and exhibition.

rhis hst details the photographer or

>ther source of illustrations, by page.

;OVER-New York Zoo- 36-37-New York Zoo-

Dgical Society logical Society
l-AMNH after Hylander 39.45-Lee Boltin
8-19-Julio Fernandez ti,„,.,,o r, orn,-i,
;0-New York Zoological ttllTl^° t.iH°J '

society

H-William G. Conway
12-UPI
13-New York Zoological

lOciety

I4-William G. Conway
15-Tlie Smithsonian In-

titution

except 53-bottom,
Ralph Weiss

55-Helmut Wimmer
56-59-Louis and Ruth
Kirk, except map—AMNH
70-UPI

72-Hill and Wang, Inc.
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^^e reeomniend lixciting^ Text

pliii^ Beautiful Art
ARTS OF ANCIENT MEXICO
Jacques Soustelle

206 photographs with 17 color plates

Olmec, Teotihuacan, Zapotec, Toltec, Maya, and Aztec. A lucid

account of these lost worlds synthesized with exceptional pictorial

revelations. $18.50

FOREVER WILD: the ADIRONDACKS
Eliot Porter, photographer

A statement of importance, in over 100 pages of color, which tells

of the land itself and of its special relevance for man and a modern
world. $25.00

THE NATIONAL MUSEUM OF ANTHROPOLOGY—MEXICO
Art—Architecture—Archaeology—Ethnography
Pedro Ramirez Vazquez and others

285 illustrations with 54 in color

This volume evokes a total experience of this inspiring museum. It

is a powerful and dramatic confrontation with a major civilization

and a great humanistic achievement. $25.00

AMERICAN INDIAN PAINTING of the Southwest and Plains Areas
Dorothy Dunn
124 blacl<-and-white illustrations and 32 color plates

To the American Indian, painting was an unselfconscious part of

daily life, expressing in a highly symbolic style both action and
thought. This art of striking beauty and strength is here sensitively

described and interpreted. $25.00

Members of the Museum are entitled to a 15% discount from the list Pnce^ Please

add SOC postage and insurance for each volume and taxes where applicable, and

send your check to

The American Museum of Natural History

New York, New York 10024
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§ YOUR MUSIC IN DAZZLING ACTION with

Adds a spectacular to the

world of music and entertainment. Now you

can actually SEE your favorite musical

whirling and swirling IN PERFECT TIME
WITH THE MUSIC. Science, art and elec-

tronics combined with dramatic results.

Attaches in seconds to your radio, tape

stage!

Loads of fun! Wonderful for parti

tical, too! Unlimited spi '

bands, dances, clubs, sales

uditori

effects for

etings. trade
private

niusic instruction and appreciation. Avail-

able in Cabinet Model. Tube Unit. 8;' and
12" sets

nth -all

Dramatic Breakthrough
In Audio-Visual En/oymenf

you'll need is a light source. If you don't

have one. the versatile Edmund 35mm 500

Watt Projector is a terrific bargain. Order
by stock numbers listed below. Money-back
guarantee. Complete information in new
catalog. Send 25*; in coin for fully illus-

trated, 16-page Booklet No. 9096E "Intro-

duction to MusicVision.'"

WALNUT VENEERED CABINET MODEL
Stock No. 85.181E $99.50 F.O.B.

S" DO-IT-YOURSELF KIT
Stock No. 71.009E $22.50 Ppd.
9" SET {Motiondizer, color wheel,

apertures)
Stock No. 71.030E $45.00 Ppd.

12r' SET (same as above
w/larger Motiondizer)

Stock No. 71,032E $57.50 Ppd.

500 WATT 35mm PROJECTOR
(for above sets)

Stock No. 7I,057E ...„ $24.50 Ppd.

"Patent Pending.

Vcrtatile While Modelmg Plastic

Perfect for figures, forms, shapes, product
&. tool designs, negative molds, model mak-
ing, etc. Easily shaped by hand, tools. Can
be rolled flat, built up into figures. Perma-
nently pliable until baked at 300° F. for
15-30 minutes in oven—no kiln nor plaster
molds needed. Requires no curing. Won't
shrink. Acquires permanent, non-brittle
hardness when shaped &. baked. Can then
be cut, sawed, drilled, sanded, painted, em-
bossed. Smooth, non-sticky, harmless-
Stock No. 60.656E 3 lbs. $4.50 Ppd.
Stock No. 70.909E 10 lbs. $11.50 Ppd.

:ome a rockhound! Fasc
. loads of fun. inexpensi\
elry of all kinds- '

-Cosf Gem Tumbler
iting hobby
easy. Make

i book-ends,
table tops. etc. Simply tumble-finish readily
available gemstones . , . then polish to high
lustre . . . brings out beautiful colors.

Rugged 3-ib. capacity tumbler w/continuous
duty motor compares to units selling for

many times its price. Full instructions.

Stock No. 70.874E $10.75 Ppd.
6-lh. ROCK ASSORTMENT (10 TYPES)
Stock No. 70,868E $9.00 Ppd.

New! Projection Kaleidoscope

Infinite variety of brilliant eolor patterns
which do not repeat. Specially designed 9"
diam liquid wheel. 3" projection lens and
Edmund Special Effects Projector make it

all possible. Easily operated. Large screen
rmage at short projection distance perfect for

backgrounds, light shows, parties, dances,
etc Front or rear proj.

Stock No. 71.121E $94.50 Ppd.

SOLID MULTI-COLORED GLASS AC-
CESSORY WHEEL
Stock No 7I,I22E (9" Diam ) $15 00 Ppd

CHRISTMAS GIFTS! VrS^''r°,lT6
We'll rush items extra fast han-

nd order airmail and add 50C

for Post Office Special Handling. For

Air Parcel Post add 25%.

Wooden Solid Puzzle*

Here's a fascinating assortment of 12 differ-
ent puz2Jes to provide hours of pleasure
and stimulate ability to think and reason.
Animals and geometric forms. Take them
apart and reassemble them. Lots of fun for
the whole tamily—young and old. Will test
skill patience and ability to solve problems.
Order yours now
Stock No 70,205E $4.00 Ppd.

Terrible Lizards—Monstrous Mammals
Explore the fascinating prehistoric world
of dinosaurs 200,000,000 years ago. New
kit contains 24 authentic scale models (12
dinosaurs— 12 mammals) accurately detailed

in sturdy plastic. IncL: Giant Brontosaurus,
fierce Tyrannosaurus Rex. Wooly Mammoth
—range in size from 2" to G". Also intt. to

build your own dinosaur land and Wonder

Stock No. 70.8I7E $5.00 Ppd.

i# Ir^

Amerkan-Mada 7x50 Binocu/ors

Crysfaf Growing Kff

Do a crystallography project— illustrate with

large beautiful crystals you grow yourselt.

Study & demonstrate factors anecting

jrowth. refraction, piezoelectric effect, sym-

metry, etc. Incl. book "Crystals i Crystal

Growing" plus generous supply of chemicals

to grow 7 large display crystals (clear,

purple blue-green green and red).

Stock No 70.336E W 50 Ppd.

client
ecommended for satellite vie

al eye focus. Exit pupil 7
field at 1.000 yds. is 376 ft.

ig. Indjvld-
m. Approx.
irrying Case
irmally costjcluded.

$274.50. Terrific bargain.

Stock No. 1544E . S74.80 Ppd.

American Made 6x30'$ (similar to above)
Stock No. 963E $40.00 Ppd

Gionf Weather Balloons
"Balls of fun" for kids, traffic stoppers
for stores, terrific for amateur meteorolo-
gists. Create a neighborhood sensation
Great backyard fun. Exciting beach attrac-

doud ghts.
Made of heavy duty ne<

eed.
to

Wording Modal Digital Computer

Colored
lembled. 12" X 3i/a"

step-by-step assembly dia

Stock No. 70.683E $5.98 Ppd.
BIG. NEW DIGICOMP II!

Stock No. 70. 946E $16.00 Ppd.

GIANT FREE CATALOG
148 Pages! Mere than 4,000

UXUSUAL
BARGAIIVS:
Completely new 1969
catalog. 148 page

Decoraffve "3-D ' Star Chart

auickly, easily locate stars in your sky

—

anytime, anywhere. Handsome 10" high

Sky and Earth Globe has fixed transparent

7" diam. outer celestial sphere with equator

calibrated in months: 4" diam. inner sphere

representing earth in relief, revolves on in-

clined axis, and includes longitudinal and
latitudinal markings. By rotating earth

globe to correlate location with current

Magic Jumping Dii

Put one of these quarter-sized crazy but-

tons down and stand back. In a matter of

seconds it'll jump almost 6 feet high. Just

like magic ... but it's really scientific.

Actually, the warmth of your hand holding

these metal discs makes the trick. After
palming a disc, place it on any cool surtace

and in moments it'll take-off. Loads of fun

for kids of all ages. Terrific conversation

piece. Package of twelve only $2.

Stock No. P-4I,150E $2.00 Ppd.

Stock No. P-4I,180E „ set of 100 .. $12.00

Larger personalized quantities available

—

write for information.

3" Astronomical Telescope

See the stars, moon, phases of

planets close up. 60 to 180 power. Alumi-

nized and overcoated 3" diameter f/10 pri-

mary mirror, ventilated cell. Equartonal

mount with locks on both axes. Equipped

with 60X eyepiece and mounted Barlow

lens. 3X finder telescope, hardwood tripod.

FREE: "STAR CHART": 272-page
"HANDBOOK OF HEAVENS'; "HOW
TO USE YOUR TELESCOPE" book.

Stock No. 85.050E $29.95 Ppd.

41/4" REFLECTOR TELESCOPE
Stock No. 85,105E $84.50 FOB
6" REFLECTOR TELESCOPE
Stock No. 85.086E $199.50 FOB

eked
.000 u

ith
al ba

riy

iiting

items. lOO's of charts,

illustrations. Many
surplus bargaii

tectic of telescopes.
culars, magnets,

ill. No salesl

^1 will call. Write for Catalog "E"
Edmund Scientific Company

USE COUPON ON OTHER PAGE

TO ORDER & GET FREE CATALOG!

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO. BARRINGTON, new jersey OSOO?
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She'll die...

unless you and we help her. She'll

die—and thousands more like her

of many different species will die —
unless money is made available for

the conservation and rescue projects

essential for the protection of Wild

Life in East Africa.

Help us to combat the increasing

menace of extinction for many
species of East African Game by

making a donation, by joining the

Society and by buying our unique

Wild Life Christmas Cards and

Calendars.

Yearly membership of the Society

(S5.00) entitles you to receive free

copies of the quarterly magazine

"Africana" and enables you to buy

our ties, car badges and ladies'

brooches. The scientific journal
is also available.

In 1968 the Society needs funds

to finance urgent conservation

projects in Kenya, Uganda and

Tanzania. Will you help?

EAST AFRICAN
WILD LIFE
SOCIETY

P.O. Box 20110, Nairobi, Kenya,
East Africa.

Please enroll me as a member.

1 enclose $

Name

Address „

Suggested
Additional Reading

ECOLOGY:
THE NEW GREAT CHAIN

OF BEING
A Different Kind of Country

R. Dasmann. The Macmillan Co.

New York, 1968.

Can the World Be Saved? L. Cole

The Xew York Times Magazine.

March 31, 1968.

The Historical Roots of Our Eco
LOGICAL Crisis. L. White, Jr. Sierra

Club Bulletin, Vol. 52, No. 9, Octo

ber, 1967.

VEGETABLES FOR BREAKFAST
. . . AND LUNCH . . . AND

SUPPER . .

.

Nutrition and Physical Fitness.

L. J. Bogert. W. B. Saunders and

Co.. Philadelphia. 1966.

An Essay on Abstinence from Ani-

mal Food, as a Moral Duty. J. Rit-

son. R. Phillips. London, 1802.

On Behalf of the Creatures. J. T.

Ferrier. The Order of the Cross,

London, 1930.

THE ZOO STORY
Wild Animals in Captivity. H. Hedi-

ger. Dover Publications, Inc., New
York. 1964.

International Zoo Yearbook, Vol. 8.

C. Jarvis, ed. London Zoological So-

ciety, London, 1968.

A Zoo Man's Notebook. L. S. Cran-

dall and W. Bridges. The University

of Cliicago Press, Chicago, 1966.

COLORS FROM THE
UNDERGROUND

An Illustrated Elementary Classi-

fication OF Minerals, Rocks and
Fossils. H. Curwen. Pergamon
Press. New York, 1965.

The World's Minerals. L. J. Spencer.

Frederick A. Stokes Co., New York,
1916.

Handbook of Gem Identification.

R. T. Liddicoat. Gemological Insti-

tute of America, Los Angeles, 1947.

LIFE IN A HOT-WATER BASIN
Plants of Yellowstone National

Park. W. B. McDougall and H. A.
Baggley. Yellowstone Library and
Museum Association, 1956.

Thermobiology. a. H. Rose, ed. Aca-
demic Press Inc., New York, 1967.

Thermophilic Fungi. D. G. Cooney
and R. Emerson. W. H. Freeman &
Co., Publishers, San Francisco, 1964.

THE DISCOVERY OF
MARMES MAN

Early Man in Washington. R. D.
Daugherty. Information Circular No.
32, Division of Mines & Geology,
Dept. of Conservation, Olympia,
1959.

Cavte Life on the Palouse. G. H.
Grosso. Natural History, February,
1967.

AUSTRALIA
-FOR THE BIOLOGIST
July 20th to August 25th, 1969

LEADER:
ALLEN KEAST, Professor of Biology, Queen's Uni-

versity, Kingston, Ont., Researcti Associate of

the American Museum of Natural History,

formerly Curator Australian Museum, Sydney,

author of 'Australia and the Pacific Islands' In

the Continents We Live In series of Random
House, New York, and of many scientific papers

on Australia. Editor of 'Biogeograpliy and Ecology

in Australia.' Dr. Keast is the authority on the

region.

The purpose of the tour is to provide a com-

prehensive appreciation of the more striking

scenic, geographic, vegetation and animal

features of the Australian continent. The

major biotic zones will be covered, from the

eucalyptus forests of tropical North Queens-

land, desert mountains and sand dunes of

the center and unique flora of southwestern

Australia. A visit will also be paid to the

Great Barrier Reef.

Moderate cost. Pay Later Plan applicable.

Please enquire.

Enquiries are invited from professional bi-

ologists and from lay-naturalists with a more
than touristic interest in the region. Please write

for tour booklet, written by Dr. Keast, and for

inscription form to: Professor Allen Keast, Dept.

of Biology, Queen's University, Kingston, Ont.,

Canada.

PAPUA and

NEW GUINEA
July 30th to August 28th, 1969

Natural History and Ethnology of the

Stone Age Island. Indigenous Art.

LEADERS:
MARY K. LECROY, Dept. of Ornithology, American
fvluseum of Natural History, New York. Mrs.

LeCroy is editor of the late E. Thomas Gilliard's

expedition reports on Birds of Papua and New
Guinea.

ETHNOGRAPHER from the University of New
Guinea, familiar with the cultural ecology of the

highland tribes.

Highlands of Papua and New Guinea: Wau,

Bulolo, Goroka, Nundigl, Minj, Banz, Mt.

Hagen and Bayer River, also coastal areas at

Port Moresby, Madang and Lae. Two weeks

by planes and station cars.

Sepik River. Six days by chartered plane,

station cars, river launch and motorized

canoes in the area between Maprik and

Angoram.

New Britain with excursions from Rabaul.

Three days Fiji on return, one day stopover

in Honolulu on the way out.

Moderate cost. Pay Later Plan applicable.

Please enquire.

This is a journey of investigation, partly in the

nature of a mild expedition. Enquiries are
invited from participants with a more than tour-

istic interest in the area. Please write for tour
booklet to Treasure Tours International Inc.,

Office of Academic Liaison, 1010 St. Catherine

W., Montreal, Canada.

TREASURE TOURS
INTERNATIONAL INC.
Office of Academic Liaison

1010 ST. CATHERINE W.
MONTREAL, QUE, CANADA.
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fVirequipt introduces high fideUty for the eyes

We call the new Airequipt 950 the high fidelity projec-

:or. It projects images with brilliance, clarity, and true-

:o-life color. Slides spring to life with an impact you've

lever before experienced.

Our high resolution f/2.8 lens teamed with our

Luminac® Quartz Lamp—a patented innovation in tung-

sten halogen Ughting—results in the purest, brightest

Jight to see slides by. Slide viewing becomes a new ex-

perience—truly High Fidelity for the eyes!

While we are at it, we should mention the 950 has

Dther improvements: like split-second electronic focus-

ing that focuses every sHde automatically; a handsome,

durable metal housing; a unique pop-up editor for easy

access to any shde; a four speed timer; and an ultra-

:ool/cooling system—and more.

And for an encore, we have created the Airequipt

Stereo Sound Synchronizer which lets you add high

fidelity sound to your high fidelity slides.

It's easy. Record the sound you waint, and the places

your projector on, relax and join the audience.

You'll find yourself watching the first slide Talkies.

A new dimension in pleasure

!

The Airequipt 950 uses four slide-handling systems

interchangeably including the metal magazine, the

world's standard of excellence for maximum slide

protection, and the 100-shde circular magazine.

The Airequipt 950, the first High Fidelity slide projec-

tor. At better camera and department stores. Less than

$175. Stereo Sound Synchronizer $29.95.
^ ^
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If you know people

like these, please

write Sinclair. We'd

like to thank them.

Conservation isn't all woods, waters and wildlife

It is just as vital in cities and suburbs, where peo

pie need open space, and will work to win it.

On Corcoran Street in Washington, D.C., Mrs

Emmanuel Levine (left) and her neighbors-some

black and some white-found homes all arounc

them being condemned. They solicited private

capital, restored, renovated ... and before long

the homes were uncondemned. Then they turnec

a rubbishy vacant lot into a pocket park with play-,

ground equipment and a 48-foot mural by Lloycj

McNeil of Howard University. '

The Conservation Commission of Glastonbury'

Conn., headed by Mrs. Elizabeth Brown (center

left), proposed a park for a still vacant parcel a

land, but the project bogged down in debate. Vot

ers became confused and the idea just aboui

died until the League ofWomen Voters and other;

joined Mrs. Brown's group. Money was raised, £

mail campaign launched and each voter con

tacted. The park won by a squeak, but now, thf

town wouldn't give it up.

When urban sprawl threatened Champaigr

and Urbana, Illinois, Mrs. Susan Stone (center

right), her neighbors and fellow members of th(

Champaign County Development Council Foun

dation stumped for open park areas, fought fo

better development planning and even went t(

Washington. Their masterpiece- planting mile:

of young shade trees along a major street-wa

financed, in part, by selling buttons saying, "Lov-

Trees".

Preserving our environment is everybody's jot

including Sinclair's. One way we try to help is b

publishing these stories to encourage initiativ

on the part of others. Another is through the care

ful use of the natural resources that are our stoc

in trade. Yet another is building service station

that compliment their environment, like this priz

winner that matches its surroundings in Wasl-

ington's Georgetown section.

For information about a guide on how to beai

tify your community, or for tour information o

seeing Amehca the Beautiful, write Sinclair C

Corporation, Room 2212, 600 Fifth Avenue, Ne

York, N.Y. 10020. Dept. H

Discover America by \ QiMftlni^
Car- Its Worth \ UtiiViUii ,

Seeing and Saving

MllOihCi ; American Conservation Series










